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General Walter Bedell Smith,
recently; resigned as
sOdor to Russia, is under consider*
ation by lhajor company toppers
to succeed Y. Frank Freeman as
chairman of the Association of
Motion Picture Producers; the
Hollywood affiliate Of Motion Picture Assn, of America. Also understood to be a possibility for the
post is Edward Li Gheyfite, aide to
prez Eric' Johnstomi
twx

,,

.

ABEL GREEN-

By'

^

.

who

MPAA
.

hovwver, hinges on the depisiOh by Pafamount,:reportedly not
yet made, as to whetlmr Freeman
will petraanemiy shift ms activities
to the easti^Talks are understood
going Ptt.at Par looking toward, the
studio exec' being shifted to' Mew
Voi'k'as.an officer either in the
production oompany pr the new

job,

By KOBE MORRISON

t/;antOr TVfj.n- .tirlVlIlg

MUUS

TV

This has been a BrOadway legit
season in which the unexpected became commonplace., it’s been* a
Season in which the public has
seeond-guessed .the critic.s, It’s a
season in Which certain shows that
got rave reviews have been box*
office disappointmehts; and others
that got only mixed, grudging

:

»

may drop Jus

NBGm

Frifavor of

ay mght airer on
for the same Pabst Beer
The veteran comedian
sponsor.
^
ffte that a performer ^^woulfl be

ftelevision

Mark Woods, president of the
Talent Spree Pays 0ff»
American Broadcasting Go., like
Riviera 70 G» Gopa 68'/4G NBC prexy Niles irammqlt: and
The Copacabana, N,'Y., and the CBS hoard chairman William S,
Riviera, Ft. Lee; N. J., currently Paley, sees television veering 80%
waging a talent War, claim the to films. And with the kinescoping
.

TJn
vi* Radio for 1004f)
f
Eddie^Gantor

:

:

.

bighest grosses In the history of
their respectivo spots. Bill Miller,
boniface, declares his
Iliviera’s
spot; which' opened WOdnesday
(27) with Danny Thomas and Vic
Damone, will gross $70,000 fot:
preem week, while, the COpa, headlined by Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis and the Vagabonds, claims
$68,343, toppibg, the previous liigb
of $67,000 scored by Lena Home.
Despite the Gopa’s top grosses,
Monte Proser, who as president
of the COpa’s corporate sotup,
holds 35% of the cafe, is reported
planning to retire from the operation.
He’s said to be desirous of
selling his interest for $200,000.

coinmmelyv^d' to do botA ra^
and tele stints,- even with the TV notices have, pl-iyed to capacity.
program put On a fortnightly basis, Above all, it hdS brOught three of
gponsor wants comic to do
and TV stanzas,

both the top

critical
legit history.

and popular hits In

jf Cantpr; chooses video, there’s
possibly the outstanding example
^ strong possibility he will mOve tO
New York; his old hpme town, and of a show that ;*crossed Up the
Originate the telecast from there, critics and has let down its backers
is “Life with Mother,” which pro;He reasons that Gotham is the big
jy
and the not-yet-perfect. ducer Oscar Serlln wi)i close
The Howard LindsayQf kinescOping make, an east- June 4.
theatre company resulting from ern origination desirable, although Russet Grouse sequel to the fabuthe recent consent decree.
some network toppers say that kine lously profitable “Life with Father”
Pending word from Freeman on recording is now good enough to got unanimously strong b.o. rehis future plans; Johnston Und use Hollywood fllm-transcriptiohs views, but after its extensive, thea- Lately, Proser has taken little intre party bookings were exhausted, terest in the club inasmuch as he!s
MpA board, it is learned, have in eastern markets,
it failed to draw as expected.
been devoting most of his time- to
been going o've'r possibilities of a
Another surprise has been “The the development of his tele packman for the post, which is how the
Traitor,” which got practically all age agency.
name of Smith came up. It is I*
II _
hit hdtices but has failed to catch
understod he has been approached '\|ip |lfl9|f||||air
On tlie Other
public interest,
and has indicated a»wiilingness to
got
take the job. Post would make him
“Where’s Gharley?”
;hand,
^
Uwt
coordinator of major studio: affairs
mixed and more or less halfhas mainand would rank closely after that
IIICITC
hearted
reviews,
but
S|\
fVS||r
|||
jof Johnston’s in importance.
taiihed virtually a capaeity pace,
"
being apparently stronger now
Several; factors are under confw
•
lY
i\
1
than after the dpening last fall.
sideration in making a choice beI1
And a notable aspect of the season
tween Smith, Cheyfitz or perhaps
110
has
b®cn the unprecedented- sucsomeone else whose name may yet
both critiealiy and at the
cess,
be' tossed into the ring.
Major
Sales executives of the recording b.o. of "the “big three smashes”-^
point
cost, sim . j
sf ary^ bemg ijusiness are actually drawing ah “South Pacific” and "Kiss Me,
^
(Gontinued on page ooi
((.continued
o5)
oOtimistie note out.
fhe mimerniimer.
optimistic
out of thC
Kate” in the « musical field and
~ ^
The old vaude cafe and burous shutterings of retail trecord “Death of a Salesman” in the
lesque sketches and blackouts loOm
stores throughout the country, and
1
IF
dramatic Classification.
as a replacement for niany acts on
the frequent reports of department
11.1. rSldCC fflUdlllin
Gase of “Biother” has been a the vauded Shows of the future,
Stores tosslng record counters into
mi
1
irnmn Ann
I
start.
Shortage of turns has been astde ^*®®®rd. Though the fOWos un- puzzler almost from the
S l 7f |Uyv
OflO to
C Ua <fil
Iv BrMK!
the Empire, serting itself for some time' and
fortunately ate caused by the slack Opening last Oct. 20 at
(Continued On page 55)
the ancient and reliable bits, of
<rAi| 'PomfiA’ 1
PJa sales period through which the relai *;1V cording business is now moving.
vdU.
aLllll.
business are being rushed in to
supplement the available talnbt;
The opening bill at the Palace, the execs are wryly haiipy about
For example on last week’k;j26)
H. t., longtime shrine of Araeri- it all. They foresee a healthier
OK'S Loesser
Texaco Star Theatre, Eddie Hancan vaudeville, debuting May 19, business.
(Gontiniied bn page 55
Majority of the counters passing
Will comprise Mage & Karr, The
Ghords (3), The Marvellos, Gook into limbo, it’s pointed out, were
busiNBC at fir.st banned and then
& Btowh,
Brown, Norman Evans, Jerry war-born ventures set up by husi55 )
( Gontinued on page 55)
okayed la.st week the live playing
Wayne. Lorraine'
Wayne,
ROgnan, and
LOrraihe' Rdgnan,
-.- t--- -—
of the tune, “Baby, It’s Cold ;Outr
Dollnoff & Raya Sisters. Filin will
side,” a picture song by Frank
he.; “Canadian Pacific” (2Qth-Fqx).
m*
Ill* J
*I A
VFor Free Perfprm^ce
Loesser which is gathering attenThe lO-mah ofch will be batoned ijingCr Winds lU Yr^
tion.
NBG apparently didn’t careHollywood;' May 3.
by-Don/AIbert
f
ft
^
for the content Of the lyric at first, ; Ah official fine of $5()0 has been
The initial, show is within th^^^^
IVUn at rill 'Late but what changed the net’s; mind meted
out to Bill Robinson, AGVA
$3,p00-$4,000 budget. House needs
Buddy Clark did national yeepee, by unidh’s local
isn’t discldsed.
PHtsbureh IVTav 3
com-it, however, on his Gafhatioh
trial board, for ..having put ,ott a
»
mercial Monday (2) eiieriing.
free performance two. months ago
Clark recorded the imelodY .iv>th at the ndw-cldsed Cotton Club. Vet
Bob Carter and the Nixon Cafe Dinah Shore for Columbia records: hoofer had -atteBded- Pearl Bailey
w^piciv* nif Titinfi
flt ’Rl 500*
and Johnny opening and was induced; to go
Hie six onseveii PaNs comply after more than 10 Margaret Whiting
$L000
started there early Mercer did it for Capitol; Ella into his .act following a ringside
deckhands; $2,()00 for ads; $1,00()
-'
violist with Fitzgerald and Eduis -Jordan Cu.t it intro.:
for the lobby and :$7,500-$8,000 I’
Af Marsico s band, and three yearn ior Deeca, and M-G-M’S disking is
AGV a by latvs strictly prohibit
for house rental and staff.
later became m.e., a post he s held from the soundtrack of the film, such gratis performanees and the
T.,!-- , -1
..
r
1.
down ever since. He’s dohbled all "Neptuhe.’s Daughter,” with Esther fine slapped on Robinsoh -is the
Sol A, Schwaitzs that time, too, as featured slngcf Williams and Ricardo Mdiitalban. largest
evOr assessed for such an
E°hcy ®gamst no-name bilK Dan, j„ the floorshows.
Edwin H. Morris Music is pub- infraction.
Fnendly IS .booking, the house.
barter will devote all his time lishing the song, thoughait's in att
Sihger Hal; Winters 'was fined
What effect the Palace win have to radio. He has his own quarter- M-tJ-M film (the latter; owning the $100 for puttihg bn a free act at
on returning vaude to LoeW’s State hour on KDKA Sunday nights and iBig 3 publishing group), because' Hollywood A. G. at Saturday (30/
H’s figured a successr is also on Maurice Spitalny’s Tap ’ Loesser always retains publication 1 night soiree.
#
lul
Palace operation ori a low i Time musicale on same Station rights to his compositions and he
Club has since agreed to pay the
I
(Continued on page 55)
has a publishing deal with Morris. AGVA' scale for any acts used.
j Tuesdays.
,

,

ot the big variety sliows a 4>art of
this film progl'am, Woods envisions
a; fevisiOn
of TV metoliandizing,
udiieh is something he tried to incept' itt radio.
That is;: sell the
same program to three different
types of audiences, at three differ-

ent rates.
In short, if 40% of the nation's
radio sets are in use on any given
night, that’s a tremendous audience, but there is still an even
greater segment whinh, for, one
reason or another, itiLsses that
night’s radio program.
They may
be olit dining; at a picture show or
the theatre; in the agrieultural belt
a large segihent are early-to-bedBut that doesn't mean
dets, etc,
that at some other time, perhaps
the- next moraing' or In the afternoon, they Wouldn’t welcome the
shows they failed to hear fhe night
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Acts Revives

So

'hefore.

Kineseopings will solve thdt
problem for television, and Woods
foresees multiple runs for TV programs. The Berle show would be
a first-run, for example, and the
same programs. With interspllced
or open-end commercials for the
morning and afternoon audiences,
would intrigue two other large
types of audiences.
Woods had proposed this to
.

(Continued on page 361
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Kingsley’s 'PetecliYe*
“Detective Story,” Sidney KingsBroadway hit play, has Metro

ley’s

offering between $4QO,000-$500,()00
for the fights, plus a cut ph the
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f.letro

departing from

policy
because
Spencer Tfacy
waiits to '’play the chief role (handled by Ralph Bellamy in the
play) and the company figures it
can, make the film fairly cheap.
Paramount is also ip the running since William: Wyler,; produeer-direetpr Oh the lot, wants to
make it. Kingsley, for his part, feels
slightly inclined towards Samuel
Goldwyn because the indie producer filmed the playwright’s “Dead
End,” However, that consideration
is hot likely to be a decisive one.
Kingsley is also waiting the arfival ot Jack L. Warner from: the
Coast within four weeks.; He Will
prohably add his bid to the others.
Revival of ihtefest in “A Streetcar named Desire” is likely following the return to the U. S. of Irene
Seiznick, producer of the play. Due
back froth London next week,; Miss
Selzn.ick is expected to modify the
a.‘’king terms, which were thought
a bit too fancy by the film com:
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THE PALAG^^
Bitter

Mtramural

battle is being +-

fought in top producer-distributor
circles bver proposed payments to
the American 'Society of Com-,
posers.

and

Authors

The Palace is perhaps the most famous theatre in America
today. Nostalgically, sentlmentaliy;^ and exploltiyely, the famed
flagship of falgtlme vaudeville has become a symbol la and out
of- show business. News that the Palace would revert to some
form of yaudevllle was greeted affectionately and almost with
avidity from within show biz as might greet the news Of a Stalin
peace pact.

Publishers,

the four companies which otvh

[,

Chalterton

in-

terests in music publishing firms-^
Paramount' Werner Bros., 20thT

'

The RKb Theatres veepee and

g:m., Sol A, Schwartz, has wires
arid pear-great in such abundance as
to cause hiin [to observe that 'Uf as many peOJile come tO our

and letters from the great
.Hollywood, May 3.
Wamei's is reported dickering
With Ruth Chatterton for the

theatre as wrote in, we're a cinch,” Sentimental vaudevjile
greats like Jolson and CahtOr J essel and Marx wired .their blessings to the: vehtiire. Agents, for: price, realistically recognize the
limitatiohs of the Palace’s yaude renaissance, arid evidence this
by pledgmg their; “fullest cooperation Orr talent and prices.” And,
of course, along with the restoratlQH,therO emerges from yearslorig hibernatloir a sizeable .cOntirigent of [vaudevilie mummers
who apparently have hone nothliig but waff
“vaudeville to
coriie back to the Palace:”
y
[

,

mother role in .‘‘Glass .Menagerie”
Fox and Metro^are said to favor part createdv On Broadway by the
iiaurette Taylor.
workitig out a f orhuila, f Op compen- late
If deal goes through it will be
sation to ASC AP> while the other
^
Miss Chatterton’s first Hollywood
3,680 Performance*
members of the Motion Picture film Since she co-starred with
AU-tlme long I’uh record la th*
Assn, of America anil th e indies Walter Huston: in ‘‘Dodsworth” for teBltimate theatre.
'

:

;

;

'

..

.

^

^

reportedly

against

are

the

pro-

ducers assuming any liabiiity: tp
the performing rights society.
Dispute grows but of the recent
decision by Judge Vincent L, Leifederal cOUrt outlawbeli in N1
ing collection from theatres of a
performance fee f or ASCAP music

Goldwyn

ASCAP,

filnrsl

iii

as a result,

Suspends

held by Judge Leibell,. then there
is no reason for producers substituting for theatres as victims of a
monopoly, This faction maintains
that the plan of payment proposed
by the associated companies is okay
for the latter. Since as members,
of ASCAP they’d only be transferring coin from one pocket to another, but not for companies without ASCAP-affiliated publishers.
;

prOducer-distribs

admit there, would be a considerable problem in being assured
they’d have proper clearances if
there were no ASCAP to deal with
a

central

source.

They

feel,

however, that some other method
Of paying for performing rights
should be worked out, since they
alrOady pay for synchronization
rights to

the

same music

to

the

Music PubU.?hers Protective Assn.

until

September be-

RKO

,
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result of this great ideotogical fer-

“Hamlet” Is still bringing in ment. iBeyond all question even
some $50‘,00d weekly In rentals to some Cfathblic family life has been
U; That figure, aldhe; represents affectod.”
more than the entire weekly earnings oh British pix 12 months ago.
Film had how played Or

currentin a total of 163 thea-

By Borrah Mlhevitbh
Paris;

'

‘Frotection’

X0.S

Demands

“Radio, movies, press and mag-

FOR FILM FOR BERIE

have

reached nightmare proportions,” he said.
“This is a year of
psychiatric thrillers blaring from
the radio and psychiatric spectacles splashed across film screens.’’
He cited a syndicated newspaper
story about a film actress who had
her dog psycho-analyzed.

“We may

be becoming popular,’’
said the doctor, “but I doubt very

[

i

;

[
i

;

[

much if that type of popularity
will contribute to identifying psychiatry as a whole, or psychoanalysis [ in particular, with [the
Sound, realistic fundamentals of
medicine and other sciences.”
J
:

i

'

[

}

j

;

Hollywood, May 3.
Nothing has been signed yet, blit
the Nasser Brothers are “in the
talking stage” with Monte Proser
and Joseph Kipness on possibility
of lensing "High Button Shoes,'’
current Broadway hit. Milton Berle
may be asked to take top role in
fihnization of musicomedy. Dickering is going on in New York,
BerJe,. Incideritally, is Mated to
come to the Coast this summer to
nail down, film deals which have
arisen since his video click. Uhderstood Hej-ry Cohn wants him for
a Columbia comedy.

I

“

Canton
theatres
has
suddenlybeen
laiinched by bands of extortionists

NASSERS WANT ‘SHOES’

the Institute.
azine' popularizations of psychiatry

Canton Pix BJD.
Canton, April 26.

A wave

I

of terrorism in

with several: fatal bomb explosions
in
important deluxe
occurring
houses. Patrons are staying away
from the fiickeries en masse, and
film business is down to a mere
20% of the former 43116 throughout
this key Chinese city. Authorities
are trying to smash the terrorists,

but meanwhUe orlly the[ most daring of customers show up at the
theatres.

just

American Theatre Wing. The play
was also cited by" the American
Newspaper Guild and .the Theatre

Series of bomb incidents fol- hang narrb-Wed out his EYES.
The J. P. McEvoys brought
lowed a refusal by exhibS to pay
“protection” to the extortiphists. their two daughters to Paris for
First explosion took place April thfeir Easter eggs.
Ethel f“Tico-Tico”) Smith isn’t
10 at the Grand theatre. Then, bn
April 17, 3; terrific explosion tobk i'elying only on her Hammbnd trap:place at the Sun Wah theatre, kili- pings to catch ’em at the Lido—
ing four patrons and injuring 70 she’s gonna patley-vous ’em too.
But Gay: Wesley Ruggles hobotherri Sun Wah is one of the best
bling along on two canes at Lorighouses in Canton.

[

'

[

;

Q

MubseH^piian

their: refusal to give ;up rarisoini
money de.spite the threats of furTheri-iricidehts.

Enclosed find check for
Please Send VARIETY fqp

Delays Censor

•'

OK
j

London, Majc

'
3:

j
i

>

^
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•

'

ZOVIC''*

•'

[d •
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Because of the strong reSemblahce of the theme;, to a current
sensational murder charge pending
in England, the British Board of
Film Censors has temporarily withheld: granting a certificate for “Obsession,” made in this country by

I

,

Regular Subscription Rates
Two Years-— $18.00
One Year--$10.00

Canada and Foreign^SI Additional per Year
'

[.;'''[

P^niETY

154 West 48th Street

Inc.

New York

Edward ©mytryk.
j

[

19, N. Y,

{
"

Decisibh was taken, "in the intbrests of :BritiSh justice.”: It was
felt belter to delay the certificate
u'lltll completion: of the,[ trial, -when
the film will be fOiTnally okayed.

pscar
("Chocolate
Soidier”)
Straus sitting alone,- Unrecognized
at the George V bar,
French law-cuties:— If youTe on
the right side of the eternal triangle and you kill him in your
home,— you get couri congratulations and freedom-— if you track
him down outside arid knock him
oft'—yorf get three years: and a
court ivink (for sentimental reasons)— if you’re nasty ;,and kill for
lousy lucre
you’ve had it
Off
with the head.
Fritz Loewe (“Brigadbon” cleffer) after OKing the London version earrnarked 50% of his royalJ,ies for an extended casino .spree.
Mary Garden, still sore at U. S.,
:

I

[

One

<Plea8« -PHht'.NiLmf)'

•'

(

Theatre managers are sticking to champs,
'

.

I

J

;

I

‘

—

—

[.heM biography. :Jpmes Gould Cozzens:’ “Guard of Honor” was yoted
the best novel and Dr. Ro.V Ftphe'
lin Nichols’ “The [ Disruption of

American Democracy” was
the

nod:' as

best

historical

work.

Poetry award went to Peter yiereck.for “Terror and Detorum.
Journalism awards went to MMcdlm Johnson, N. Y. Sun; C; BTrusseil, N. Y. Times; Price Day.
Baltimore Sun; John IL Crider,
Boston Herald; Herbert Etliston,
Washington Prist; Lute Pea -so. Neyrark Evening News; Nathaniel
N. Y. Herald Tribiiifc, and tn®

—

'

Fannie Ward-ing here;

Nebraska State Journal,

The' Freres Jacques, a sort of
Ritz Bi'o.s-Marx Bros, zany combo,
the top attraction in town at Giub

the

Rose Rouge.
,

[-

Club.

Robert E, Sherwood; lyho hai
garnered three previous Pulitzer
Prizes for plays—‘‘Idiot’s Delight'^
( 1936 )
“Abe Lincoln in iltinois'
1939) and “There Shali Be Nu
won Ms M'st
Night” (1941 )
Pulitzer aw.ard in. the literati department, his “Bposeveit and[ Hopkins” [being chb^en as the years

.

j

,

Time,

^

.

6/4

4t|i

1,

Radio and films made strong im
Pigeonholed: Jean Wallace (exMrs.
Franchot Tone! weather- roads in this year’s Pulitzer [Prize
caged for 18 hours in Gander on selections despite their formal exher flight here to spend a “make- clusion from ^the listings. For the
sure” hour with her ex-— then flew first time a film score won the
choice as best musical composition
right back to RKO.
Leonard (“New Faces”) Sillmah of the year in the committee's cita—"This is for me”-ing— Gay Paree. tion of Virgil Thomson's background music for the Robert FlaPickup twins; Radio VAHiiiTy herty documentary pic, “Louisiana
mugg George (Pepsodent) Rosen Story.” Arthur Miller’s kudos for
andTed (WNEW) Cott took Mont- “Death of a Salesman” as be.st
martre apart, left it that way, then drama
points Up his early ti'aining
scooted off to Nice,
as a radio Scripter.
Instant love:, Ed Gruskin (EGA
Pulitzer laurels for "Salesman’’
radio head) and his staff and vicegive Miller :a sweep of three
versa.
awards thus far this season in the
Att! easy-buck exhibitors; Dig
dramatic field, play having preput your old Valentino campaigns
York
and .study-up—There’s a[ new[ and viously Copped the New
the
greater Valentino in yolir- Future [Drama Critics Circle nod and
Antoinette Perry award of the
—you’ll forget yoUr mazdas—

Chinese Terrorists’

i

at the 127th

Sherwood’s

May

Spring-.---They’re bff-“-at Paris;

is

{

,V

[

'

films, press and maga- lY ™nntog
were verbally spanked last
Janhual meeting expected. Pic first opened in New
of the Institute of Living, well York at the Park Avenue theatre
known mental- hospital. Wielding where it is now in its 30th week.
the verbal whip was Dr.. C. Charles
Burlingame, psychiatrist-in-chief of

Radio,

[

j

3;

zines

RKO

booking executives Bill Howard and Dan Friendly
by stressing thaty the eight-act bill will be as good
a show of live talent as $3,OQp-$4,OOp per week can buy, Obviously,
and particularly Under Pi’esent-day standards^ It can’t[ compete
with the fantastic prices for headliners, at the nearby, deluxe rs.
The Palace must establish a character ah its own; fast, modern
vauhevillei with a feature and: possibly a newsreel, three hours
for gSc- top; half that scUle on weekday nlatihees.

and

:

For Psychiatry Mania

week

'

IViurray’i

cause of the tremfendous boxpffice
importance of student attendance,;
is receiving not only frOm[ talent but OpThe esprit that
When
it was learned this Week.
position shoU’meii, whose nostalgia dictates their proffers of
Washingtoh, May 3.
(the schools reopen ih the,: fall, U
will .again start booking in spots
“Boy meets girT* films, press, good will and evert practical cboperatiori. howeveri will count for
where the film has not yet played: radio anil television all received a ngught If the Palace doesn’t meet the Challenge. 'This is a showihstead, during the hpt-Weather going Over last week at a Catholic :manship[ Chore which the martagein,ent recognizes. House manmonths, company plans extensive Ybuth Work Coriference
ager Herb BOriis, division martager Mike Edelsteih, along with
here.
resort bookings.
Rev, Edgar Schmiedeler deelared
Schwartz; Howard, Friendly, et al., will have a tough, policing
School participation at screenr that all too frequently .the media '['job tO'.dO:.' ,['
''..,[
:' ,.''[„';'
ings of the classic represents the contribute to the attitude that, marThey must biend tradition with the modern idiom. They must
biggest single b.o, factor, it is said. riage is .“a legal bargain mdst often
Entire house is frequently sold out on
forget about prnhas with Spa,nlsh shawls On the Steinway and
bargain
basement
terms,”
on special deals, made throughout rather than a holy Unioni
corny lampshades to inatch. The wrangles for star billing, choice
the country with various faculty
dressing rooms, the rallblrd palaver at. the time-honored Monday
“All the marvelous media of
and .student groups. In many spots, communications of our day,” he
matihee mats, the race for the first cue-music rehearsais-T-^all
attendance ; at ’’Hamlet” has be- said, “the cihema; radio, pressthese ahd -other sentimental didoes will have to go. The Thurscome a must On school curricula.
have been used .to disseminate false;! day change [Alone may lipSet the entire scheme of things, as
To date, Bank has garned $700;- ideas [and ideals, false principles!
would also the concern, even riO'W, whether a strong grossing
000 as his share; of the film’s
of
reattitudes;
and
many
them
300,000 gross. Since all this coin iating to marriage pnd' family Ufe.":: show may; hold over two Weeks, arid maybe Tonger,
was taken after June, 1948, when He said the. “‘boy indets giiT” picParadoxicaiiy, an ultra-modern- medium such as television is
the Anglo-American film deal was tures portrays marriage in a way
a prime factor in having given[the Paiace its yaude ‘-comeback”
closed,' amount will go towards which
undermines the spiritual impetus. Not forgetting an even more important, ultrsa-inodern
boosting the Yarik distribs’ share [element.,'. [[
legal evolution
tha Government’s dlvorceirient’ action
which
of dollar remittances from [Eng“In a word,’’ he said, -‘a Ghanging compels theatres to enlist other showmanship aspects. Namely
land. Understood That Hank’s' deal
man-made marriage has been sUb- the pendulum’s swing
back to flesh, which is something even the
with u calls for 70% of the net stituted for God’s own plan, The
profits against U’s 30% distribution fundamentals
vaudeyille
diehards
riever
aritlcipated-:;
Abel.
given by God afe refee or approximately 55% pf the jected. Family life generally has
:entire rentals after deduction of sufflered
much and profoundly as a

Medico Slaps Show Biz
May

AND GOO”

.

from June

^

realize that,[

advertising and print costs:

Hartford,

ken

.

Acadeniy Award Film

Preems Over Summer

for performing rights is illegal, as

as

“BILL

‘Hamlet’

Universal will suspend all new
openings of J. Arthur Rank’s
“Hamlet,” Oscar-winning filmizaTion of the Shakespeafe classic,

The film companies, with associated music publishing firms, reportedly fay Or coming to an agreement with AS<3AP oh an overall
amount and then wording out a
pro rata agreement among producers. The other companies and
the indies Claim that if payment

Non-affiliated

New

.

Is

theatre seat tax.

^

The

Palace has a great opportunity to reestablish itself in the
affections of the pubUc w;ith its ‘Tourid actors” to augment the
first-run features, But it will be' [dotie only by stressing that
vaudeville, per se, can never enjoy its [ yesteryear gfeatiiess on
its own. It will still be the'hors d’oeuvres to the picture, Schwartz

“BLACKbUTS OF 1949"
El Capitan Theatre; Hollyyyood, Cal.
And now in hmfld-wide feleas#

5^^

Closing of

%

attempting to Shift to producers
liability fOrVa sum approximatels'
equal to. ryhat it received via its

^

in 1936.

The individual

,

•

award.s,

made

32d time by the truslees

Columbia

tJ.,

prizes of $50().

N;

Y.,

carry

,

_

Iri*

ot

caan

WedneBday* May 4, 1949

nCTIJRES

Comprpmise agreemeiit repoi?t-+
edly was reached at the recent Anglo-American Film Council meeting in Washington by which the
Washington,
British agreed to try their best to
Bob Hbpe grossed a socko $31,have ihe quota reduced to 25% in
000 for a inatinee and evening Perreturn for the Yanks discontinuing
formance at Constitution Hall last
exhibition
of
plan
in
"unit”
the
Ui S- delegation was Thursday (50), breaking the audiEngland.
'prompted to accept the compro- torium’s attendance record with
his evening show, which racked Up
mise partially as a result of the
better than $20i000 at a $6 tbp.
earlier threat by 20th-Fox that it
Matinee was scaled to a $4.80 top.
would abandon the "unit” plian,
Night before, Hope grossed $15,whether or not the other major dis- pOO
to break records at the Ghariestribs went alongtown, W. Va., Municipal audito“Unit” plan is the insistence by
their rium; However, the f rouping star
all the U. S. distribs that
and his company; reported that
product be double-billed in Engbusiness; was generally off from- his
land only with another Yank pic.
January dates, although the WindIt has proved one of the strongest
up has been vety good.
weapons the Americahs have discovered for causing British exhibs
to demand their govehinient go
easy on U. S. firms so that this restriction hilght be eliminated,
Spyros Skouras, 20th--rbx prexy,
is understood tO have been convinced on the advisability: of awaiting the outcbnie Of the Anglo- U.S,
Film Council meetings before going ahead with company threat: to
withdraw from the “united front”
on the duallers. Sessions are now
in an interim period while delegates discuss initial proposals with
David, 0. Selznick’S financial poanother sition is strong, it Was learned in
their principals befoie
meeting takes place.
New York this week, and has noth'
Skouras, partially because of ing to do with the recent liquidation of his Hollywood assets and
(Continued on page 16)
his plans for going to Europe latey
this month for an extended stay.
His decision to auction off bis pro.ductipu equipment and otherwise

,

-

;

:

';

dispose of his properties lb said to
have resulted from his ;desire to
reach a final Settlement, under
California’s joint property laws,
with his divorced’ Wife, Irene.
DOS, according to reliable estimates. Will have a healthy personal
profit on the series Of operations
that began With the production of
"Since You Went AWay” in 1944
and includes the setting up of the
Selznlek Releasing Organization
and the distribution of a series of
pix being made in England in association
With
Sir
Alexander

Samuel Goldwyh, who was discharged from a New York hospital
last weekend after undergoing an

going ahead with plans for pix he’ll
put into productibn on his return
to the studio.
producer has four films on his
slate for lensing this year, which,
if he succeeds in getting them all
into productibn, Will make for' one
of the heaviest schedules he has
ever undertaken.. His concentration on getting the maximum number of pix before the cameras in

,

,

Korda.

'I'btal assets, after all loans
are paid, will be far in excess of
the $500,000 Which Selznick invested in resuming bperations five
years ago after a long layoff, it has
been learned from insiders.
;

Although results bn SR;o’s latest
"Portrait of Jennie,” are
disappointing and the pic is expected to show a loss, Selznick is
(Continued bn page 18)

release,

minimum time is an endeavor to
have, as much product as possible
among which to diVvy overhead

,

.

charges for both the studio and his
distribution ' Setup.
Lot, which is available to other
indie producers on a rental basis,
has been Without tenants for
:

MULTI-COIN USA(XS TO

KEEP ‘QUO’ COSTS DOWN

.

months, throwing a heavy burden
Metro’s Casting and bankrolling
on GoldWyn. Producer is partnered
in ownership of the studio with of its Costly film, “Quo 'Vadls,” will
Mary Pickford and a dispute be- be an unusual five-cornered paraccordiug tc Arthur Hornblow,
lay,
tween them on its Value is noW inthe courts. A possibility, depend- Jr., producer of the forthcoming
ing upon the outcome of this case, epic. En route to Hollywood from
with ;director Johri Huston,
Rome
is that GoldWyn Will give up his;
own lot in favor of renting space HotnblOW said he will sign players for the film from New York,
as he needs it.
London, Italy and
Hollywood,
GoldWyh’s distribution setup for
Furthermore, it is exsupervising sales and handling of France.
product by KKO is the most ex- pected that the thesps from the
pensive such organization main- different locales will be paid in the
tained by any indie. Efforts were, currency of their origin.
of
for shooting part
Plans
made last year to cut this cost by
taking on outside pictures for su- “’Yadis” in England have been canpervision (“Joan of Arc” and“Red celled. Hornblow said, and the Cri-;
River”) at
of the gross, but tire- film Will be snot at the Cine
the. deals were hever consummated. Gitta -studio in Roine. He expects
Stories which Goldwyn is pre- to save cash by concentrating on

3%

(

Charles P.

turned to
( 29 )
after
Joseph M.

the; nation.
It is
expected'
eventually tO consist of about 300
in

prez
Skouras, .who reNew York Friday
bis Huddles .with
Schenck in Miarrii

Natioriai; ;T;h e a t r e s

!

;

:

houses’,; with the United Artists
Circuit,; bf :'whlch Schenck
prexy; the Naify: Golden State
chain in California, and about 10
Coast louses Which are shifting
over from the National Theatres
banner among its major elements.
Schenck’s. long-awaited rbsigna-.
tion as productibn executive at
2()tb-Fbx has been submitted in
order to clear the way for him to
head the giant new theatre venture. He has had a standing agreement with the Dept, of Justice:
that prohibits him from actively
engaging in theatre bperation
While a 20th exec,
Despite reluctance expressed by
Fox prexy Spyros Skouras about
releasing Schenck frbm his; $2,500-

;

;

RKO

Beach, left for 'Chicago yester-:
day ;(Tues.) for huddles with;
Fox execs there.
He’s slated to go to Louis-

Theatre
is

;

,

for the;: Kehtucky Deiby
Jbe
Saturday
17);
with:
Schenck bcfbre returning; to

.'ville

;

'

;

:

;

:

New York

Harry Brandt, another

his Coast headquarters.
:

circuit chief.

-I

Reportedly;

;

Kingsberg-Od-

the

.

lum offer Was all but accepted on*
week ago. Now, it is understoodHughes bas been: diverted, per;

:

haps temporarily, by other bidder*
who seek to better the offer. Un-

^

;

derstood,; Kingsberg-Odlum combo
Offered in the neighborhood of $4,-

a-week pact, nb; teal difficulty is
anticipated bn that score.
The
point is believed undbubtedly to
have been covered as a facet Of
the meeting between Schenck arid
Charles Skouras in Miami Beach
last week at which details were
worked out on the group, of houses
the new chain is taking over from

' Thg
NBC offer to pCoyide exclusive programs for theatre, telbyision is backed by a; proposal of
:

;

,

a^

;

am’s new 'variety club.

parent company. Radio Gorp.
Of America, to lease video equipment to exhibs on: a mass basis, it
has rioW been leariied. That profNational Theatres,; YPih’s wholly- fer has been made by RCA to the
Charles Theatre Owners pf America as a
bwried circuit subsid,
Skouras heads NT, of Which Fox-; way of gettlrig around the big outlay which exhibs ordinarily, would
Wast Coast is a major unit.
Aside from Schenck as chair- have to meet to install the expen-

Twosdm*

its

;

In Butterfield

.

:

equipirient

sive

man

of the board of the riew corporation to be set up, other officers reportedly will include George

RCA

’

;

waiting

is

in

their: houses.

for. specifications;

on the electronic apparatus which
TOA Will subsequently; turn oyer.

Skouras as prexy arid possibly Pat
(Continued bn page 18)

The RGArNBC proposal comes

;,

in one package, all present negotiations indicate. While still in the
early: talking stages, the plan now
calls for the tvvo companies to

meet both program arid equipment
requiremerits On some sort of
monthly payment to NBC. To get
the equipment, exhib would prob,

ably be called
First tick out of the Russians

was

Oil

to guarantee a

(Conlinued pn page 54)

:

;

heard last week on the deal negotiated by Eric Johnston last 0ctbber for purchase bV them of a
Cal Hits Foireign"l|y
group of Aiuericari films; Soviet
Sacrariiento, May 3,
embassy reportedly has submitted
to the Motion Picture Assn. of
Tax pn motipn pictures filined
America prexy a list of pix it would abroad by Ambrican companies
like to see;
with frozen coin Was approved bis':
Russe list is understood to ebn- Assembly Rules Committee in the
tain a group of; titles out of the State Legisiature. Bill is aimed at
roster of loO potential films of- producers who use blocked fifered to them ;by the MPAA in nances to shoot films in foreign
December in accordance With the lands, to the detriment of studio
Johnston deal.
'VyithOut a word Workers In Hollywopd.
Measure also requires that such
having been received by the U. S.
industry since that time, it Was pictures carry a statement that
Suspected in most; quatters that they are foreign-made by an
American company.
(Continued on page 15)

RKO

has ciosed a deal to sell
partnership holdingt
in the Butterfield circuit to the
riiinority

its

present bperators; of the 125-theatre: chain. The;sale is the first ;major step takeri by RKO to rid itself
of partnership theatres banned by
company's consent decree.
the
Cortipany must liquidate all these
interests by November of this year
urider its settlement Of the antitrust action.
:

Involved

10%

:

;

iri
the trarisactioU 1*
of .the outstanding comriioik

some 100 hpuses' throughout
Michigan and 25% in tbe batance.
It is believed that; the deal prein r

:

on page 18)

(tjontinued

;

;

;

;
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‘Undercover’ Week’s Leaders

Sudderi arri-val of unseasonably l:{20th) and "To Sea In Ships”
is Wilting the box- (20th).
office in riiariy keys this Week. The
Besides :“FlamingO,” best new
heat is taking its toll even With entry unveiled during the: week is
some of; the; bigger grossers in “We ;W eve Strangers” (Col),
some spots but launchirig of a “Strangei's” looks big in St. Louis,
batch of new fare is helping num- trim in Buffalo but just average in;

warm Weather

.

48
50
40

.

16
35

.

;32

. . . . . .

49

.

,

,

, .
.

,

13

53

|

;

pounds for participating players.
In the process of casting,: he has
signed (Gregory Peck and Eliz-abeth
Taylor, but the; rest of the actors
have yet; to be inKed.

London, May 3;
frornblbw and Huston •will reRobert S. Wolff, local RKORadio head, is managing director turn to Rome Within three weeks.
of the newly -formed RKO-Walt The big pic, reported to be Metro’s
Disney British Productions, Ltd. most costly for the yearj •will roll
Chairman is Thomas Swan and before the cameras July 1. Hornother members of the board are blow believes it will take four and
Stephen L. Forwobd, George 'W. one-half to five months to com:
Davvson and Cyril James,
plete.' '.v.;.
First Disney production in BritHis on-the-spot survey of Italian
ain will be “Treasure Island,” to productiori; possioilities
indicate
he filmed in Technicolor with Bob- that costs in Italy have iricreased
by Driscoll. Further plans will be "but are still within reasonable
;

,

j

announced

I

shortly.

Liimits.,”.’

•

500,OQ() for title to the 929,020
shares Which Hughes holds,
,
Belief here is that Brandt is
working in conjunction With Max
Cohen,; head of the Clriema Circuit
in N, Y«
chief bafker of Goth-

,

:

3.

Prominent exhibitor riames ar*
reported, figuring in some lively
bidding for control of the new
,RKO theatre Chain With the' outsiders aiming to head off a combinatiori of Malcolm Kingsberg, present
theatre chief, and Eloyd
B. 0dlum,; board chairman of Atlas, who holds first option rights
to’ the circuit.
Said to ;be vying
with the Kingsberg-Odlum team in
copping Howard Hughes’ controlling; interest are George Skouras,
prez of Skouras theatres, and

Ky. Derby Detotiri
vv

“Connecticut
Yankee”
(Par)
‘'Red Canyon” (U), which Was
again is pacing the field by a wfidC highly disappointiHg in N. Y,,
margin. Second best .is ‘.‘Belvedere shapes big in Portlarid. Ore. “The
Under- To College” (20thi 'while third | Fan" .(20thj looms okay iri Cleve.
a one-lbGale production.
stood, more coin will be saved by p^e; winner is “Flamingo Road”
"Bad; B5y” (Mono) looks only sousing frozen lira; franCs arid (WB), ppened in softie six key
so in Chicago. “Mother Is Fresh-

Continued bn page 47 )

May

Holly wpod,

Theatrb chain Which Joseph M.
Schenck vis currently putting together and of which he, will be
chairman bf the board will be one
bf the biggest and .most powerful

.

operation, is tentatively planning
to return to' the Coast at the end
of next week.
He’s currently recuperating' at a N. Y.: hotel, while

4^

Spots this stanza.

man”

(20th

io0ms

l

lively in

Prov -

Finishing fourth is “Life of idence. ‘‘Tulsa'; (EL) is not doing
Riley” (U), Which has been spotty so WeU currently, being especialiy
in recent weeks.. However, film is slow in Pittsburgh and Toronto,
doing nice to okay trade in a ma“City Across River” (U), okay on
jority of eight playdates this week. second Boston frame; is lusty in,
“Little Wothen” is taking filth Chicago with stageshow. “Enchantmoney, a drop from second groove; ment” <RKOt, passable in Prov,, is
;
last bound.
just fair iri Minneapolis*
“Kiss Iri Dark” (WB) shapes
Others In the .Big 8, in order of
strength, are “Undercover Man” mild in Louisville. “Adventure in
(Col); “The Chamhion” (UAi, just Baltimore”. (RKO I, which did fairly
beginning to hit the keys; and well last session, is a disappointment thia staUza, being particularly
“Portrait pf Jehrije”: (SRO';
Pacing the ruriner-up pictures 'Rsffi in Detroit, N, Y. and D. A,
(Complete Boxoff ice Reports on
.are "Ball Garae” (M-Gi, ‘(Dream
Is Yours” (WB); “Canadian Pacific” Pages 8-9 f.
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7 ShiwHng fpr P^^
3-Year Prod. Peak*
Hollywood, May 3.
Paramount

A “reformation'’ raovenierit,
towards both boosted
pointing

a

hitting

is

new

three-year production peak in -May
and June, with four newebmers
added to three now lensing giving
studio a total of seven shooting

‘'Connecticut

sinaultaneously,

“The Set-Up” (RKGK

1

/

,

bara Stanwyek-John: Lund

Yankee” (Par) is soaring to ton
spot in the April boxoffice dertiy
Reports from Variety correspondents in some 22 representative key
cities show the new version of
the
successful comedy to have finished
first with big totals for two weeks
in ja row and was hefty in other
cut

(Col);
’

“El Paso” (Par).
“Tuisa’^ fEL).
“Dream Is Yoiirs” (WB).

.

pressed with as
is

sessions.

“Joan of Arc” (RKp).
“Kiss in Dark”‘;(WB).

“Undercover Mah”

Although not getting started unthe final two weeks in the

month, Bing Crosby’s “Gonjiecti.

(Par).

Women"

“Knock oh Door”

,

:

carapaigh,

Yankee”

Game"

“Little

starrei*,

rolls May 23 with Mitchell Liesen
Hollywood, May 3.
Birig Crosby chipped a bone id directing for :Richard Maibaum,
which is being
his arm while Ipaping over fehce with Lyle Betger, Broadway theSp,
little fanfare as
for scenb ill Frank Capra’s “Ridihg making his fliih bow. Bob Hope’s
the
brihging
aimed
at
possible,
High,” and Will be put pf the Tbehnicolpr:’, “Where
Men, Are
big circuits .in line.: Because of
shobting for A few days. Arm is Jiieh,” with Lucille Ball, goes June
the strong feeling .of major sales
heavily bandaged, but he cut his I; Robert Vifelclt produces^ George
toppers for as little Tubiicity as
May 18 Philcb airshow MPiiday Marshall directs. ’Third to go Will
possible, the open efforts of ?pthwith Rhonda- Fleming and be "Let’s Dance,?’ Betty Hutton*
(2)
Fox to hoist rentals and revamp Johnny'iHercer;
Fred Astaire TeChnicoIbr filmusidistnb.exhib selling have been
has Kay 'Thompson cal. Which hits starting line June
(deprecated by the other majors,
Brothers as 1 with Norman McBeod directing
Symptoraatie of the current dis- and the Williams
1,
for Robert FelloWs. Alan tiadd*
campaign are the abovep guests.
trib
“Postal
Phyllis Calvert starrer;
ground ripples caused by the sUdc

The

til

Golden Dozen

(M-G). *
(M-G),
“Belvedere College” (20th).
’’Ball

Married a Dead kfah,” Bar-

“I

rentals for major distribs and an
end to the big bulk of atiti-tTOst
actions^ is currently under way.

«

It

made a hew

ali-time

high at the huge N. Y; Music Hall
Eakter week bn second; stanza of

-

;

(Col).

the. run..-

:

.

^

M

,

.

‘second-place :winnet was

“The Set-Up” (BkO), being first
place winner twice and among the
top se ven' another ’Week in; Apiil.
"Take Me Out to Ball Game”
(M-G) smashed through to third
positibn, edging owt “Little WomIt)
Inspector,” goes June 16 kA. ®
en,” another Metro picture, iwhich
Second FelloWs production, with
r
wound up iOUCth.
N. peter Bathvon, who has been
Lejvis AUeh directing.
“Mi;. Belvedere Gbes to,; ColNow Shbbtlng are “Sunset Bou- east for the past, several weeks oh lege” (20th), though jusf gettirig
unit, ex- started as the .mo n t h endrid,
jlcVard;” ‘‘Riding Hight' and ‘’Cop- his ’new Ijidie financihg
per Canyon,” latter in Teehnicolpr: pects tP have: his first dealS; set showed enough to capture fitth
he said •:Spot. “Knock On Any Door’’ iCbl)
Studio will' have three tlnters within thh next few days]
.

Setfi^ Deal

,

’den rtareups such as Patamount’s
battle with Fox-MidWest chain and
both Par and 20th-Fox’s to-dp with

.‘Sockb

.

,

F:

Harry Arthur’s Fanchoh & Marco

-

,

,

'

:

:

In the main,
howeycr, the pressure for better
terms and a more eyeii break for
big
pf
competitors
the
Indie
chains is being applied quietly.
By the end of the year, entire sale
of product system is expected to
be completely reyolutipnisCd.
Off-themoard feeling Of a gpod
many sales execs is to the effect
that the big circuits ‘‘have been
away with murder for
"getting
years.” Antitrust' action b?® started a new form pi thinking in refer*
ence to these Circuits and the big
push for rougher handling of these
exhibs is foliPwingi
circuit in St. Louis.

,

.

M

,

.

While Fox-Midwest and F &
broke into open revolt against
such innovations as offeidng prod"
uct on bid to the highest taker,
most of the circuits,, it is said, are
bowing to what is considered by
.

;

j

.

pblitan

filmites

the

as

became more cbnftweek that the 20th drive

area,

:

is

to

.that:

lyailabilM^

be quiet-

inevitable.

Objectives

the plan

is still in the,

iWb) winding up ninth. “Joan qf
Arc” fBKO), big money-getter for
third successive month (it was first
in February), again showed its boxoffice stability by winning lOth
“Kiss In Dark” (WB) iiriplace.
“Uhdgvcpver; Man”
ished jlth;
(Col) was last oti April’s list of
Golden Dozen top pictures.
Ace runner-up produetlohs. in
oi'der of strength, were “Adveti-

I

I

l

!

i

I

I

works

'

.

i

I
i

’

New

and that Some

definite formula for
obtaining' the upped rentals in situations believed to be out of line

'

]

Twentieth execs dely Shelved;
clared just as confidently, however,

:

many

1

20th-Fox has partially reversed Itself by reopening adjustments on
films sold in the Ne W York metro-

for increased rentals

closed in Sixth slot whiIe“Bl Paso”'
(ParV ;was ;:seventh.
“Tulsa” (ELI took eighth money
nationwide, with “Dream Is Yours-’

!

I

.

:aent this

week. He stated that he has
four or five pacts With indie prodiicers under negotiation and that
one or two should be ready for ink
before the Week is out.
Former RKO prexy declared
he’d offer filmmakers either full
financing, pr second money, depentling on the particular deaT; In some
eases, he saiid, he wpuld be able
tp arrange; fer a bank loan, in
which case he’d advance only second money. Otherwi$e, on medium
and lower-budget pictures, where
a bank might require 100% -guaravail- antee of its loan, he might advance
the full amount.
>
this

lensing simultaneously,.
bulIndependent
exhibitors,
warked with tbs knowledge that

20th-Pox “flexible

abilities” plan introdueed in Pliila-

Rathvon

Uiire in

Shoes”

Baltlrnore” (RKO), “Red
(EL), “Canadian Pacific”

said to have available
(20th), “Portrait of Jennie”; (SBO),;
delphia last -week to completely about $700,000.
Beal” (Par), “Family HoneyHe stated he had given up plans ’ “Nick
Will; be fortheoming within the revise that city’s clearance setup,
moon” (U), “Ma. Pa Kettle’’ (U)
he had been working oh for going
next week or so.
f will be .extended to other cities in
and “To Sea in. Ships” f2()th),
into television beoause the deals
Sales manager Andy W. Smith, which ,20th distrlb execs* think']
Strong Newcomers
didn’t work out as he would have
Jr,, killed eredits and adjustments clearance has gotten out of: hand.
Potentially strong newcomers,
liked.
also deelared he would
ih N. Y. when the 20th toppers met Already at work in the Cleveland have no part in the setup by which being launched as; the month endWith N, Y. exhibs several weeks and Cincinnati areas, the plan will Malcolm Kingsberg,
were
topped by “Champion”
ed,
theatres
ago.
Smith declared at that time probably go next to Pittsburgh and topper, is attempting to acquire (UA) and “Undercover Man” (Gol ).
the situation had turned; into a may take shape In some wnK in the control of the theatres from How- Also new entry giving indications
“racket,” with adjustments having metropolitan New York area.
moneymaker is “City
being
a
of
arrangement
via
an
ard Hughes
become almost automatic despite
Sales manager Andy Vg. Smith,
with Floyd Odium, who holds an Across Biver” (U) With a virhial
the picture’s boxolfice perform- Jr,, outlined the plan to some 35
no-name cast, it has been doing exoption on them.
ance. Since then, it’s reported Philly exhibs at a meeting there
cellent trade in several initial test
that almdst 99% of, exhibs in the last week. City, under the system,
“Adventure in Baltiplaydates.
L. A. to N. Y.
sector have refused to book 20th is to be divided into 18 zones, each
more” (RKO), also just out, has
Company toppers then including one or more theatres.;
product.
Martin Begley
well thus
been doing surprisingly
'
called in exhib leaders to advise Where there is more than one
Louis Berg
far.'--:
them they were ready to sell at house, the run will be open to comJoan Blondell
“Life of Riley” (U), “Bride of
old terms and the exhibs are ,re- petitive bidding bn a sliding scale
A. Pam Bluihenthal
Vengeance” (Par) and “Outpost in
pprtedly again doing business with arrangemeht.; Pointing up 20th’s
Scott Brady
Morocco” (UA) shape as disapthem,
Geraldine Brooks
efforts to make the idea workable,
pointments during the past, month
Oleg Cassini
Smith adtnitted this week 20th the company has reduced, the
although “Bride” has had itery
Charles D, Clarke
might have “oversold the deal” by Clearance of the Fox, its own
few dates. “Riley,” which did well
Mrs. Gary Cooper
killing all credits and adjustments.' downtown showcase, from a forwhere sold heavily in sweeping
Ann Corio
He denied, however; that 20th is mer 28-day clearance to one of 21
three-state preem, sagged subseDonald Crisp
backtracking in' its plans, He reit, days.
/;;
qucntly and had only, a few nice
Stanley Donen
Ultimate aim of the idea, of
crated the step: Was originally
weeks on later playdates. “OutHugh French
taken to eliminate the so-called course, is to get product put to the
(Continued on page 18)
Betty Garrett
racket aspects. Now that that has heighborhoods much earlier so
Jack Gertsman
been aceomplished, he averred, the they can take advantage of the adN. Y. to
Jed Harris
company thought it could reinstate publiclty devoted to the first runs.
Edward S. Hart
Abe Aaronsohni
adjustments oii a more studied While 20th expects to get paid off
plan when they’re found to be deCy Howard
(Continued on page 18)
Stephen Alexander :
served.
Smith; said he, prez Spy
Ina Ray Hutton
Lucinda Ballard
IroS P. Skouras and veepee A1
Jack Keller
Robert Clark
,

is

I

j

.

As

circuits,
big
changes being pushed are 1» higher: rentals: 2. sale of product on
competitive bid or negotiations; 3.
shorter availabilities: ,4. shorter
clearances; 5l. reshuffling of runs.
Getting set for company operations with few or no theatres, one
of the big efforts is to reshape
rentals so that distribution can
count oh a safe margin of profit.
Sales officials believe that 20% of
the theatres, almost completely in
(Continued bn page 18)
^
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the

;

•
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Wait jmd See' Attitude

0nNew2(HkCleto^
Philadeiphia,

May :3,

Local attitude to 20th-Fbx’s new
elearance plan for first-run nabes
seemed to be largely ‘'wait and
see.” Principal concern was centered on prices, and; as far as Could
there
was no
determinedi
be:
squawk against getting the product
earlier.

Europe

j

;

Warners, Which practically domi- Lichtman are now studying the
hated the key nabe situation be- ffnal plan with company statlstifore the Fox plan, claiined to be clans and. while he and Lichtman
Indifferent about the Whole thing might meet further with indie ex-.
And would watch devcloprnents. hibs, ^‘sortie definite plan will be
Like the indie exhibs, Warners felt coming out soon.”
“
the 20th plan was a new experiehce
Illustrating the exhibs’ attitude
and results would bring tile an- is a bulletin issued this week by
Bwers. Although some thought that Allied
Rocky Mountain, wbich]
the Warner chain would h® the aveiTed categorically that "the
biggest Sufferer from the move, the Lichtman plan has flopped.’’ TermIdea was scouted at the WB offices. ing the entire idea Only a “publicSpeculation centered on the ef- ity stunt for an individual (LiehtI

N. Y. World-Telly Drops

.

j

;

|

'

j

i

,

|

j

_

,

Failure of

m

..

,

,,

...

daily filni guide to

its

an appreciable rise m cmcauseU the N. Y. WorldI*® drop the feature ree®"Gy after a, seven-week experi^ent. Tagged ‘‘Today’s Movies,’;
department was inaugurated
result

dime:

But

in

where prices were considerably
lowef; 45c. and 50c., for example.
would bp the price drastically,
Several local exhibs offered the
opportunity of ehteriiig the plan,
nixed the idea before it was even
Setup.. They figured upped prices
would hurt their biz, and were
wtllihg to let other liobSes in their
areas hid for the films, since the
advahee clearance dates meant
they would get the pix earlier anyway, and at regular pric(}s.
There

were

e.nse.s.

however,

whei'e the plan proved a di.stinct
boost for the indie, who for the
time is getting an equal rating
with the chain. The 20th plan, in

20th-Fox, it was a fiasco.” Twen- way posters, plugs bh the paper's
tieth field exefcs, aecordihg to the delivery trucks and bther media.
Allied group, “are already apolo- the film guide began with an exgizing.”
The bulletin warned ex- tensive listing of programs at nabe
hibs against letting “flash-iii*the- houses of practically all circuits
pan oratory make yOu forget that throughout the metropolitan area
you as an exhibitor are entitled to vvith the exception of New .lersey,.
a profit and don’t let anybody ever Schedule was printed in agate, and
’ took up almort three folumns.
talk you out of it.” '
—
HnW®yvr, it’s finderstood, that
after the trial period circulation
figures showed littte or no change:
Colo Exhibs Join
’ It“ivas then decided tb drop’ the
Board Of directors of the re- departmeht, especially since the
cently-organized Golorado Assn, of space occupied meant revenue o^
Theatre Owners has plunked for ainiost $300,000 annually if sold as
joining file Theatre Ovyners of advertislrig.
America,
Affiliation with TOA
Despite abrupt di.scontinuanee
was completed in an exchange of with no explanation, the manageletters between. B. D. Cbckrtll, prez] ment reportedly receivisd few proof :CATO, arid:'0ael Sullivan, exec tests froin readers. Bulk of those
direbtor of .TOA,
New group has were from suburbanites in .West•'Ome ’is theatres in ils unit.
Chester or eonnecticut, who found
CATO’s organization meet had the listing saved them phone calls
been addressed by Ted Gamble, to theatres in neighboring towns,

Hal Rosson
Adela Rogers

Norman

H. Pajil

N Y
Steve Broldy
Bette Davis

j

Edmund Grainger
Arthur Hprnblow,
John Huston
Bob Kintner

:

|

i

|

;

;

I

;

'

'

Ruth Draper

.

KathiTli GraysOn

BenHenry
.Ibhnny Johnston

Robert Lewis
Frederick Lonsdale
Irving

;

Samuel Gbldwyn

j

j

Cheryl Crawford

L A.

John Bburke

.

|

,

to

Lyle Bettger

,

these circumstances, added up to
another in the long, scries of
breaks that in recent years have.'
shaken up the long-la.sting Warner
monoiioly on Philly’s first-run set - TOA board chairman, and Sulli- Irt New York proper most readers
"•'
van;.,
were.'indifferent.'"
up.;:
I
just-

Cecil Bernstein

Bob, Wiiiiams
Collier Young

TOA

;

Jane Barrett
Nbrnian Bei' Geddes

,“,

Warwick

Margaret W’hiting

,

Bob Roberts
Mrs. Edward :G. Robinson
Sherlee Wsmgartcn

Europe to Ny Y.

Sain Spiegel

!

iirst

-

.:K;.;t. 'Stevens

!

I

\~

Lela ;Simone

^

!

Siegel

Frank Sinatra

1

!

Lily Pons
Liam Rediriond

George Seaton
Don Sharpe

i

—

John

St.

Edward Schellhorn

;

.

!

Mrs. Hal Horne
Virgil Jackson
Sir Alexander Korda
Robert Lantz
Arthur L. Mayer
William Moffat
Kate O'Brien

Miller

Thelina Ritter

i

;it

Doris Fisher
C. H. Gershenson
Ferris Hartmen

Ann

Buddy Pepper

as a service to the public in the
it would attract new

hopes that

i

neighborhoods

Susan Douglas

Jules Munshin
Joseph Pa.sternak

promoused sub-

or

Jerry Dale

Walter Lantz
Peter Lawford
Ida Lupino

,

;

first-riln product there would en
tail a rise of perhaps Only a niekel

Gene Kelly
Phil Krasne

Maas

;

;

Margaret P’Brien
Gabriel P-ascal
Jr.

Steve Miller
Earl Mullin
Mildred Munsbn
Ahna Neagle ’
(Quentin Reynolds
Williaib Grant Sherry
Herbert Wilcox ?
Michael Wilding

George Rosen

still HERE
Henry Morgan

,

.

i '

H^edaesday,

May

r

:

:
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:1
.

:
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IN EL
SO^inOdeonOuto^En^
understood^——

“ Continued effdrts are

;

C
pavings

S

—

Twentieth-Fox saved $729,144 during 1948 as result of
amen, dmehts pushed through
during the year, attectihg Us
retireineht plan; U'otal cost of
the plan came to $1 >485,488,
against $2,214,632 in 1947. As
oU the chJse of the year; estimated cost of all past services
anrotortted:; to $7,965,000;
Com-:
"
'Jpany,. reveals.

,

!

:

at

about £750,000, ($3,006,000), figured iifiportantiy in the recent negotiations by the Nasser brothers
Inability
for the purchase of UA.
to find a means for converting the
shares Into dollars or otherwise
putting them to: work Was one of
things causing the deal to fizzle.

,

,

.

paU

The Qdeon stock has long been
a source of dismay' to UA's owners
and execs; since it is such: an important assets on the books and yet
No. 1
uselesh in so man,Y Ways:
point is that the shares are nonvoting and so ,uA can’t use them
for getting playing time bii the
Odeon circuit, which is controlled i

service costs are funded
.

has be.en stretched to 40 years
frdm a previous 11 years.

i

:

|

I

j

UA

does worse

St.

.'6®

ernment restrictions prevent UA’s

Heiheman and

is

by

expected to be aca re-exchange of

Bernhard and Edward

:

Trade observers hold

L. Atpe rson,

-

who: owned EC,: Handing all tlieir
stock to GineColor for a block of
that company’s sliafes. PC thus be-

little

possibility Of the talk, being of
a merger of the two compa-;
hies, since neither has assets
which Would be of value to the

tame

a

whoily^bwned

Cinecoior

subsid. With Bernhard stepping
into the presidency ot botli out-

There was some speculation; however, that Youiig
might be attempting to lure
Sears into, heading Elj with
promises of. an
important
stock interest in the company.
other..

I'fits.'

V:':,'

Bernhard; when he recently re"
signed as; Cine prexy, retained llie
top: spot in FG.
He’ll continue to
head the distribulion-productioiv
company and be its principal
stockholder wlien the two firms are
unscrambled.
Bernhard has: been in favor of
the divbrcement fpr a long time,,
but has been opposed by tlie chief
Cine
stockliolder,
tlie
Donrier

:

;

:

.

.

in

nerlko against Youhg in the hackstage duel scene is the quartet of
EL^s top execs. They are epunsel
:Kobert Benjamin, prexy Arthur
Krim, distribution .veepee Wiiliam

Louis, Ma.v 3.

Separation

cbmplished

stock betiyeen the two corpbratibnS.
Merger was oiiginaily made via

and their aides
“No cornmeiit.’’

principals
replied;,^:

Lined up solidly behind Scmer:

[

probably than any: other major In
the amount of screen, time it gets
from the British: tycoon.

'

.

:

.

and was tipped off by the resignation of Joe Bernhard a.s prexy and
director of Cinecoior' early In April.

,

,

.

’

has been slashed .from $50,000
to a preseht $30,600.
Additionally,: period
over which:

;

Robert R, Young, controlling
stockholder in Eagle Lion, and
Gradwell L, Sears, prez of
United' Artists,.: have
heen,
meeting together in New York
during t)ie past week, but
there has been no inkling for
what purphse: Queried about
the hush-hush sessiohs, the
;

.

creditor, wdulcj like to see: other interests take over ownership ortlie
company from Young;. Who is (the
controlling stockholder. ;
While the outcome of the pres-:
eht schism, which extends doWn
through the officers of ;EL, Will
have a tfemendous bearing on the
future of the production-distribution organization, it can be said
authoritativeiy that there is no
chance of Its folding or making
any retreat in the position it: has
.gained in: the; industry. Pro.spects
are that preseht dissehslohs may
keep the company in soraethihg of
a turmoil for a While to .cortie, but
that It wilt be back into production
on Its own shortly and resume efforts tp line up indie piX Of which
it can own a piece and /distribute;

,

Two amendments are how
in efCecf, JViaximum, salary on
which benefits are computed

,

.

and

Film Glassies, following a two:rycar
tieup, is expected to be initiated
this week.
MbVe has been in the
disenssibn stage fpr :soiric months

Sears-Ypuhg Talks

two titans of finance. Serge Semenenko and, Hdberf .H, .Young; Boston banker Semenenko, as chief

,

don next week, With the problem
to put the
of discovering a Way
shares to work as oUe of the jnajor
Itenis on his agenda.'

The OdeOn holdings, valued

Going: on behind the scenes in
the
difficult
situation
through,
whioh Eagte Lton; Is; currently
passing is a sharp duel between

•

’

by J. Arthur Hank.

Diyofeement of Cinecoior

:

Artists to
bein8 niade by United
into dol'find a formula for turning
principal assets
Jar* one nf its
in the Gdeon circuit
Its holdings
Arthur W. Kelly,
vin Englandexecutive v-pM is heading for Lon"

.

estate of Rhiladeiphia,

Latte:!-

has-

come around and since the
Ghemlcal Bank & Trust Co., N. Y-.
which lias about $1,5Q6,000 iri
loans outstanding to the two eomfinally

Vy’aShingtpri.May.

•

3.

puhllcity-advertis-

Sales of .the film distributors panles is also agreeable, tiiere
ing yiP. Max YOungStein.
They dived about
8%. during the fourth Seem io be no, obstacles in the
are resentful of. what they charge
quarter of 1948, on the basis of ('Way. '.,-.
is Ypung’s vinrerferenee” in. the
figures, for eight large dompariies
A great many details must be
niaiiageiTient. without wi HingneSs
not so severely restricted as frozen
rehorted by the Secuflties and Ex" worked out, -however, before the
to become an’ Officer and thus acchange: Commission. The dip v'SS action can be presented to Cineinally deinanded of Fanchon &
the responsibility that goes below
the compafative quarter of cotor stockholders for their apMar^ with few, if any, iriodifica- cept
With tile authPrity lie is exercls:>
P ^
The decUrie from the third
1947.
tions in a settlemeht:qf the dispute -ing.
(Contihued on page 48)
quarter of 1948 was only slight,
reached here this .Week. As a
Young’s side is that the manageI
If P It* 1 'L
result, both companies have reThe eight distributors iricluded
L6SS6r U.d. Distnos
(Gohtinued on page 17)
newed sales with the big St. Louis
in the report were; -Columbia, Canadian Population
Loew’s,
Mpnogram, Para mount,
Of British Fix Very
« separate
RICO,
Republic,
f
Universal
and
Settlement. came after
as Dj
^
Warher’s; 20th was the, only major
meets of Edward B. Arthur, F&M’s
AH AniAvipjiii ll
1 . Ull Alllvl l<aU
whose figures were not listed.
general manager,
with Andy
Resigns in Cermany
Sales
for
the
eight were $173, 709,
In its efforts to collect figures on W. Smith, Jr., 20th’s sales veepCe,
during
the
fourth
000
quarter,
Increased
comImmigration into Canhow well British pix are doing In and Duke Clark and Harold Wirthr
pared with $177,938,000 for the ada is giving the Dominion’s film
Indicating
the U. S., the Motion Picture Assn, weln of Paraiiiouht.
Arthur L, Mayer, director of the third quarter of 1948, and $188,- industry thousands of new film paof America has been propelled into Par’s intention of battling the
a wrangle with a number of small circuit without regard to: rental motion picture division of the 570,000 for the fourth quarter of trons monthly, according to Joe
1947."
Franklin
of
the Franklin & HerAmerican
Military Government- in
;;
distfibs.- The ilff has been grow- losses Is the fact that the Coming hotter in the past: month with pany
has
booked, "Whispering Germany, returned- to his post in
Breakdown by companies shbws shprn circuit, theatre operators in
Monday (2) after a the following (first figure is fourth St. John’s and Halifax. Cariada is
the result: of the bout expected to Smith’’ into drive-ins exclusively Frankfort
currently
receiving
thousands of
rhonth’s
in
New
Yorkvisit
Mayer
quarter; second figure third quaraffect the amount of additional dol- because It could not secure suhlars which the majors; can extract sequehUriih playdates In this area, is planning to resign the post ter; and tliird figure is tlie fourth emigres monthly.
Government is attempting Io
within another four; Weeks or quarter of 1947):
from England under the present
By settling With the
provbuild
up
Underpopulated
the
thereabouts
arid,
then
will
go
to
Columbia: $8,525,000; $8,668,000;
Anglo-American film remittance chain, Par and 20th are back
deal. Earnings of British films in in the big first - runs. However, Italy to produce films there.
Col foreign subslds inces, especially Alberta and Sas*
$7,172,000,
Former U. S. exhibition and dis- had no figure available fof the katchewan, which Is reported in
the u. S. are added to the $17,000,- par
has
also
been feuding
OTO allotted to Yank distrlbs for with Harry Arthur’s St. Louis tribution exec held lengthy dis- last quarter of 1948. For the third need of farmers and technicians,
cussions with Army officials in quarter they listed $3,674;0()0; and and is resettling: vast amounts of
New York and Washirigtoh on the for the final quarter of 1947,: $4,- people from England, and displaced
'
persons from other parts of Euf
matter of a successor but no One
(Gontlnued on page 18)
unable to obtain accurate figures
rope,
in fact, the Cunard liner
has been named as yet. It is ex"
on earnings from any but the big n
ai
Aqultania. has been In shuttle servpected that an appointment will be
companies.
Big bone of conten- Supreme
^UDfeme It. Nixes
NlXCS
ice between Britain and Halifax
made: Within the next couple of
tion with lesser outfits are amounts
««
, ki
»»
since the end of the war carrying
weeks
to permit Mayer to familiar- Harry Goetz’s
which the latter insist on offsetting
]y|A|||;||](]
Rpnliocl ize the hew man with detaits of
hew settlers into Canada.
IHUIIIallU 1P|aa
ICa Hvl{llv«>l
against British pix before remitFranklin, enroute to Canada,
the job before he retires^
(Continued on page 16)
(Continued on page 54)
Ma.ver’s Italian production plans
Still another new tint process,
Supreme Court yesterday (2) are still somewhat nebulous. He
”
1„ 11
¥
nixed a request that it hear an expects to explore the field thor- Gasparcolor, is expected to be
lldllln
KAtl liailall,
italiiin
UUUlU Tn
lu nep
of Momand oughly, however, and to go ahead ready for announcement soon. Its G. P; Skouras’ Big
Hnl-Ak ItilmAVA in If U Theatres Of Oklahoma vs. the ma- hetdre the end of the summer If development has been financed by
UUltn riimerS lu U« u. jors. At first the circuit court he finds costs are npt too high.
Harry Goetz, for mariy years assoSettlement
Despite
ciated with Consolidated Eiim InWalter Gould has reportedly 8ad ruled against A. B. Momand"
dustries, Republic, Paramount and
Because of the terms of settle"
made deals with Feruccio Cara- in his drive for money damages
other companies.
ment of the minority stockholder
melli and Frits Strengholt to act in S treble damage anti-trust suit Unthawed British B.R.
actibn
against
Charles P.
20th-Eox,
Goetz is understood forming a,
as their U S. reps whenhe winds against Universal, Exchanges, Met"
new setup to market the process in Skburas, head of National Thehp His present term as United ro Distributing COrp., 20th-Fox,
Cancels IVilby’ Prod* association
with Dr..- Bela Gaspar, atres, stands to lose $280,006 in
Artists’ foreign manager at the end Vitagraph, EKQ Distributing Corp.,
Inability
frozen
fiscal
to
utilizC
Sterling
paychecks,
a
report of
who inyented the system in Hun- 1948^
of June.
United Artists and Columbia,
Gould, Who
With UA since 1926 and foreign
Momand won a $287,161 verdict to finance a British production of gary and perfected it Here, Meth- yOtK" discloses. At that, Skburas
manager since 1940, Wilt step out from a trial jury, biit the judge “Trilby” has forced Jesse Lasky, od is said to require no special probably was again the tbp-paid
Waiter
Wiliiam
business
and: posMcEwen
and
exec
in
the
filiri
Docameras,
is
cheaper,
and
it
can
be
when^ his contract expires.
ordered a verdict for the defend zier to shelve
the project.
How- licensed to studio’s oWh labs for sibiy the cbuntry last year since lie
It is understood he Is piahning
ants, the Judge’s action being uppicked up $495,200 in salary and
toj)rgamze a company for import: held by the first circuit Court, ever, despite snags on terriis which processing.
during:
Lpky
enc,Ouritered
in negotiating
bonuses
’48.
.and export of fliras.
Deals; with case has been under way since
with a British finahtier, the proOn the basis of his percentagecaramelll and Strengholt Will give 11937.
ducer: still Is hopetuf that he’ll get Shirley for ‘Corliss,’
sharing: deal, SkOuras ordiriarily
lunv tieups in two importaht terthe venture rdillng in the future. '''
would have been paid $775,20Q
ritories, Italy and: Holland, Cara1
:’'v\:;Sequd.to;.:'‘Kiss-Teirj during the year: Instehd, his ebiriJoan :Fontairie (Mrs, pOzierj: Was
melli distributes UA plmduct; ir
Get 460G Plus
to have sailed from New York last
Hollywood, May: 3.
pensation came to $1 35,200 in sa 1Hal.y, and strengholt distributes
A
I
Shirley Temple is expeeted to ary and $360,000 in bonuses; -r, althat and other product In Holland,
f Of 2 PlX 111
Pact week f0 r Bri tain to a ssu me thelead role, but the bankrolling hitch ink a deal this week to star in “A ter amount is the ceiling imposed
“ large chain of
y
Hollywood. May 3,;
Caused her to cancel the trip, She Kiss for V Corliss’’ with: Marcus- on all Skburas bonuses by the
tSres
contract between the Ah" replaced Jennifer Jones, who was Lbewand Uolih Miller pro- Stockholder settlemerit.
Arthur
Kellv eveh v u Who
originally to have starred, and un- ducing.
Richard
Wallace
Under the Skouras’ c On tract
has been in charge’ of UA^s foreign
inio effect Mgy der her deal was to have, partici- direct with tentative July .8 start- with the theatre unit, his bonus is
International goes into
activities, will take over Some of
,^uo starts pated in the profits,
ing date set.
United Artists will fixed at 5% for the first $4,000, 060
Uould’s chores himself. Gohld has :
.Abbott andy GostMlp iij
Before “Trilby’’ was: dropped :reieasei
been getting less and less active in
earned by the cii-euit and 642%. for
d”
Region.
Robert Dozier and McEwen jnade flying
Miss Temple will move from ail additional sums. His cut indL
operation of the department re- 1’®,
^
where she’s currently cates' that NT netted $10,775,006
cenlly, since it became definite Arthur wilt priMuce wito Charies trips to Bfitain to line up techni- WarnerS;
that he Would hot Continue with ®6Cton as director.
cians and studio space.
Former working in “Always Sweethearts,’’ for the year.
the company.
Stockholder action was recently
A number of his r. Second picture under the new recently fetumed after.;.a Week in on loanput frorrt Selznick at a rehuties have already been taken pact will be “Abbott and Costello England, but McEwen is slated to ported $l00,0p0. Film' is sequel to Settled On ternis wliich the N. Y.
oyer by Harry Schfoeder, one Of iHeet the Invisible Man;*’
Deal plane back this week. Aside from “Kiss and Tell,’’ in which she’s supreme court confirmed. Splinter
his assistants.
Future, of aiiother calls for a flat salary of $400,000 Miss Fontaine, only other easting also starred. Released by Colum- section of the minority stockholdof his assistaifts, Tom Mulroohey, lor the tvvo filihs, plus 20% of the Was that of Nritoh Waibrook as bia, latter grossed an- estimated ers opposed the compr-oinise and
wii’l certain as yet,
ISvengali.
$4,206,000.
may yet appeal to the Higher court.
1 profits.
i

,

i

,

St^

c^nhs :26th-^x have

WhUe^^of

reportedly

come out
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GROSSES
Loaded With H-O.’s;
‘Undercover Man’ $8,000

Port.

Miijr

4, 1949

;

.

j

Portland, Ore. .May 3.
downtown hbuses, is up
week despite the large humber of (iibldovers. “Undercover
Man,” the only ne\V picture, looks
nice, “Connecticut Yankee,” ’’Ball
Game” and“Little Women’’ are all
I

Biz in

this

,

t

'
;

May

tos Angeles,

““Ball Game” (M-G) and
Manhattan” (UA) (2d Wk).

3-

boosting
‘‘Flamingo

New, strong product

is

here this session.

Broadway Grosses

Road” and“The Champion” are
making the big boxoffiice noise,
both doing the best trade in months
for their respective bnitsi "Road”

.

shapes to hit solid $63,000 in three
theatres while ‘‘Champion” is heading for sbCkb$55iQ00 in four small-

.

Last,’
’

.

.

Year

(Based

"$6,200,

:

;

lU)

and

(Rep)

i2d

S

M

m

,

(

;

(Rep) (2d wk), $17,000,
Paiiiflc”
at Fox looks ®
’a "i;
Orpheum (LoCw) (3.000; 40-85)—
’’Gbnnectieut.
$25,000.
at
R “We Were Stranger.s” Col) and
is seen slipping a bit in
(Gol),
.second week at United Artists VRt _Still nifty at $9,500 in wake “Grime
Doctor’s
Diary”
,1 Average $20,000, La.st week, “Little
after first week’s sock gross of $25,- bf hefty $1^500 second round.
,.:r?Mace_ RKO); (2 600^^^
000.
(M-G) (2d wk), nice $19,Dream- Is Yours” ( WB). Pleasing 600.
Estimates for This .Week
$13,000.
Last
week,
’’Adventure
in
nanv
,s nnn
-vn oisi
Paramount (NET) (1,700: 40-85)
7^
ffiOOO
Baltimore.” (RKO),;$9,000.

“Canadian

;

;

be.st

Yankee”

^

(

,

i

its

,

i

(

;

— "Dream

«5r?non

(

Is Yours”
IWB) and
“Rimfire” JSG). Fair $12.0,00; Last
week,. “El Paso” (Pan and“Duke

t

Wp

fvv him

Michigan (United Detroit)

of Chicago” (Rep), $14,000.

D.G* Brisk; ‘Yankee’ Hep

(4,000;

Pilgrim

I

;

.

Paso” (Par) and

(WB)

“Red

5. .sites.'''

Down

Esquire (Rosener) (685; 85-$1.20)

—“Grand,
sue).
'

pone”
100 ..

(Indie)

Illusion”

W

wv)
Last week, okay

to $8,000.

(FWC)

Arts

(679;

$1.20-

:

Bh;^^

$6^700;

Wk

- ^ D*

t(C!i

Strangers
®

aR®

taking

big,

second
for

,.

money.

-

I®®®®**
Yankee”
and “Belvedere To Coilege” are stiU doing smash trade,

'

Sti Lduls,
T
HI- » of
f five
Lighting
St. Louis

.

Ht

Seattle; ‘Garae^ Fat

iw

^

;

Estimates for This Week
4 AAA Oke^SlOOOif l ast
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)Big
-Downtown JBlkbanV’ (2^^^^^
~ S 14’, 0 u0 oty.‘D^"..
^;?,.vl2“Cover Up” (UA) plus vaude Sock
,AA>?,”
May 3.
® i
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1.20naooed’^VwTG)
DuH M
$i2"ooo faat $28,000. thanks mainly to' star'M-GK DuU
county
Studded
stageshow.
Last week,
wk),
$2.40)-^“Hamlet” (U) (27th
“BadMen„0f Tombstone” (Mono)
Down to $4,000. Last week, good racing season and police circus are.
-A
-P
J
plus MerTorme
and
Woody. Her$5,300;
furnishing big opposition to main-. ** Li (Zd wk), $7,000.
man orch, disappointing $27,000,
LaUrel (Rosener) (890; $1.20)—

$2.40)— “Red Shoes” (EL) (I8th
wk). Near $6,500. Last week, 'good

:

'ViFtO rAA

D;.'

Three Suns— tops the town. Close
sevonu is “Connecticut
v,onnecHcui Yankee”
r anxee
at;
81
York” (WHi nrirf ’-r'acflo oil second
Hudson” iwBl'trCissues) tIow $7 Roew’s Palace. “Flamingo Road”
at the Warner looks good. ‘‘Life of
RRey,” at RKO Keith’s,^ very slow,
and. “‘DuX Goes We^t’^ (Mono),
(Monoi’
possibly due to an overdose of WilJjainSn 5>iy,UUO.
okv

>ro

i<s

Uo

St

f

S^7 nnh

"«?Pt

,

(reis-; $8,500.

Ozoners Hit

vm
to

non

(loth

(fi.v

Shoes”

"foS

wpiilr
«nlitl ^^a.uuo.
tVA hnn
“eeK,.soiia

Slim $2,000. Last week. “Vol(Indie) (4th wk-8 days), $2,-

Fine

j

s

Ta

50-99)—

(1,475;

“Sky Dragon”
Riley”
(U) and
(Mono). Slow $15,500, with $25,500 “Walking Hills” (GOD. DisalppOinting $8,500, Last week, “Set-Up”
for 5 day-daters. Last week, “Ma,
WM, ipo.uw.
$8-000.
Pa Kettle” (U) and“File 649” (FC) <«:^*j2dwk),
Trans-Lux fT-L) (500; $1.20-$2.40)
(2d wk), $14,200 here, with $23,700
for

of Chorus

Stanley (WB) (2.950; 50-99)—
Lt^TuD^ "2
“Knock On Door” (Col) (2d wk),
uercover Man (Col) and Rlondie s
II
wall
d# $20,000.
toft noo
T
well at
Last -sp-ref”*^iCorv
rtnwn Tn
^
of week, big $28,800.
A ifnn r
waMr

Stanton

40-85)—

'1,800;

(Mono). So-so $lO,0OOn-Last week,
“Tulsa” (EL) and “Ladies of Chorus" (Col) (2d wk), $6,500. "
)
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—“W»
[
Were
Str^ger,s
Col) and Crime
R’® « generally brisk session here
eurrently, thanks fo a few hefty Poctor’s^pairy’’ (Co
week. “Little Women’’:
a smart vaude
wk), $9,000,
®*’®w. “Cover-Up,’’^:a
i

Ladip

Ti?“L

HOiHino up
n
(UA-FWC) Holding

60-$l)-^“Life

1;370:

(A'i'C)

“Crooked Way” (UA) and “Bomba”
I

“Own True Love”

(Par) (2d wk), $18,900.
United Artists, Rita
(2,100;

.

.

.

.

(2’250;
“Bel(2,250; 50-99)—
50-99)---“Belto College” (20th) (3d

(

)

w

*

wk), Great $16,500 in 6nal 5 days.
Inc.” (SG). Fair $12,500
Last week, smash .$28,000^^
here, with $24,500 in 5 day-daters.
^
Gol^an (Goldman) (l,20O; 50and
(EL)
Last week, “Tulsa"
Ball Game^ (M-G) ;(4th wk).
“Shamrock Hill” (EL) ,(2d wk), nice 99).^
Easing off to $12,000. Last week,
$10,400 here, with $23;700 in 5
"
KarUon (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)
Pantages, Hillstreet (Pan-RKO)
—“Little Women” (M-G) <.5th wk).
(2,812; 2,890; 50-$l)—“ Adventure
Fair $8,000. Last week, $8,.500.
Baltimore” (RKO) and “Mutineers”
Keith’s
Goldman)
50-99)
,700;
1
(Col). Light $19,000, Last week,
—-“C onnecticut Yankee” (Par) (2d
“Cndercbver Man” (Col) and “Make wk).
Hefty $13,000 after sock $18,Believe Ballroom” (Col) (2d w;k),
000 opener
$22,600.
Mastbaum (WB) (4.360: 50-0“'Los Angeles, Hollywood Para- “Flamingo
Road” (WB).
Hefty
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 60-$l)
$30,000;
Last -’week, ‘.‘Dream Is
Yankee”
(Par).
-^-“Connecticut
Yours” (WB) (2d wk), $16,000.
Fairly nice $39,000. Last week,“El
:

;

I

’

.

and Vedere Goes

40-851—

:;(3, 200;

“City " Across;" River”:

“Daughter of Jiingie”

|

;

;

(20th)

(RKO)

Boston

!

(

;

(SG)

I

,

.

James”

.

!

'

Fox

just

average;
.Estimates fop This Week”
"
Astor (JayCOk) (1,206; 40-85)--.
“Pride Of Yankees” (RkOV .oj
wk). Winding up with mild :$4,500
after fair $5,800 for second;

’

,

Stantori; are disappointing.
Stanton
dlsaDTO^
1,719; 60-$l)^“Portrait of Jennie”
FctimatM
fnrThis
Wi>»ir
Estimates for
This 'Week
Week
(20th) and “Tucson” (20th). SUm
Last week; ('Down: Sea
Aldlne
Aldlne , (WB)
$32,000.
(WBl (1,303;
50^9)(R303: ,. 50-99)—
(EL)
“Miranda”
and.
(20th)
“Act
Of
Murder”
(U). Mild $9,000;
Ships’’
v
“Dear
To
Heart”
Last
week,
(RKO)
:(2d Wkl, $28,000.
;
Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltern (2d wk), bke $8,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— “Por(WB) (;l,757;-2,756; 2,344; 60-$l )—
•‘Flamingb Road” (WB). Solid $63,- trait Of Jennie” (SRO) (3d wk).
000. Last w eek,“Dream Is Yours” Fine $17,000. Last week. $20,000.
50-99)-"
Earle
(2,700;
(WR)
(WB) and “Homicide” (WB) (2d
“Song; of India’’ (Col), with Phil
wk), $26,000,
Egyptian; Los’ Angeles, Wilshire Spitalny orch onstage.; Fair $21,OOD. Last week, “Siren of Atlantis’’
(FWC) (1,538; 2.097 2.296; 60-$
(UA)
Peter
Lorre,
Three
plus
“Little Women” (M-G) (3d wk).
Stooges, $20,000,
Nice $15,000. Last wfeek, $21,000.

D—

Strangers"’

at Orpheum and State shapes

•

|

(2;048: 2,404; 1,248;

(D'lown) (2;2l0; 60-$l)

”We Were

lead pack.

.

ei Jn »o
nio” owh “nroam t. vnnri Wntn seconu.
_
Guild (Parker) (485: $1.80-$2A0) nle” and “Dream Is Yours,” both
Fenway (NET)^ (1,3'73;' 40-851—
“Bed-'ShoeS” (EL) " On 2-a-day, above par, are neck-and-neck for
capacity top coin but “Ganadiah Pacific,” ‘^Dream As Yours” WB and “Himother new pic, is. .comparatively fire" (SGl. AhoUt average $8,000:
$8500^^;’
^
Mayfair (Parker) 0,500; 50-85)— stronger with tall total.
same.
“Red Ganyon” (UD and “Jungle
Estimates for This Week
Week
51 ay flower (ATCI (700; 40-85)—
Big $7,200; Legit show
50-75)-"
50-75)-(3100
Albee (RKO) (3,l00;
of
lastwveek.
Mod^
“Portrait of. J^nie”'f^O""
Jennie” (SRO), Modtannn
FanFan
wA).
$4,000
crate $13,000. Last Week, ’’Knock ViJurus. JCoUJ3d
after $4,800 last week.
on Door’’’ (Cdl); $14,500.
Memorta! (RKO) (3„500. 40-85)—
Capitol (RKQ) (2,000; 50-75)—
Dife
of
Riley’)
(U)
and“Feathered
“Little Women” (M-G) (3d wk).
Swell $8,500 after stoutish $11,500 Serpent” (Mono). Nice $24,000;
Last week, '’Adventure in Baltisecond stanza.
Gfand (RKO) (1.400; 50-75)— mbre” (RKO) and “Clay Pigeon"
“Canadian Pacific” (20th). Sturdy .<RKp), disappointing $17,500.
$11,000. ;Last week,“Shockprpbf”
’Metropolitah (NET) (4,376: 40(Col), fairish $6,000.
85)—,“Mr. Belvedere To Coliege"
Detroit, May 3.
Gnild (Indie) (278; $1.20-$2,40)--- (20th) and “Homicide” WB). Nice
Dfetroil’s first touch of 80-degree
Thin- $23,000.; Last week. “Connects
,wk).
temperatures this season is cutting “Refi
deeply into fllm biz this round. "*"8 ^0. $2, 500 after last week's Yankee” (Par) and “Tuna Clipper’’

.

;

.

'

;

“

,

—Orpheum
“Shot Jesse

.

Wk). Okay $1:6,000. First; week was
LasCweek, $14,000.
big $21,000, way over hopes.
Cincinnati, May 3.
United Artists (Parkef) (895; 50seasonal " Exeter (Indie); (l.lOiO: 4.5-75)"-,
ocw^rittie Woitien”
Trade generally is in a seasonal
Women” (M-G)
IM-G) (2d Trade
85)-i“Little
Muns yrncent” (Indie) (3d wk).
bIb «o snn List weet $14^ trend here and a shade brighter

Philadelphia, MaV 3,
Hollvwood 5fusic Halls (Prin-Cor)
Fa r biz at ftrst-funs here th s
55-$i)—
512;
1,106;
902;
(834;
•‘Champion’’ fUA).. Sdckb $55,000, week. With only top product getting a real pjay.
is“Flaplay. standout
Standout is
Fjaor near. Last week, “impact” lUA)
ahd”SearcW Danger” (PC) l2d wk), mmgo Road, at Mastbaurn, hyty
and biggest coin im town. Other
;$2I,000,;i^
Chinese, Loew’s State, Loyola, newcomers,. Act of Mimder,__

“Arson;

.

Paramount: (H-E) (3,400; 50-85).
“GohnecticUt Yankee”; (Par) ahd
“Henry, Rainmaker” (Mono); (2d
Big $8,000,"
Wk), also; Oriental,

000 in fouCioCatidns:
Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Hawaii,

.

hot

.

at $30,000 in two Paramount
houses; “Life Of Riley” is only fair
with $25,500 in five sites. ‘‘Adventure in Raltimore” 4 very dull,
$i0,OO0 in two spots. “Portrait of
Jennie” is shaping for small $32,-

^

which should do Veit are
much more than average. “Life
of Riley’’ at M.emofial and “Mr.
Belvedere Goes to Gollege”: at Met
that pics

.

Orpheuni (H-E) (i;750: ;50-85).^ _
“Undercover Man” (Col) a nd r
’’Ladies of. the GhprUs” (Col). Good
$8,000. Last week, “Set-Up” (RKO)
aiid “Gun Smugglers” (RKO), Okay

good

,

-

(

theatres, chiefly nrst runs, including N. Y.
Total Gross Same Week
52,692,000
Last Year
(Based on 20 cities, 201
theatres/

;$7;7o0.

22 thcotf’cs )

“Connecticut Yankee’’ looks just

Uptown iFWC)

Big

.

$652,000;

pn

Estimated Total Grosa
This Week
$2,655,000
Bused on 24 cities, 206

‘‘Girl

Last week, torrid $15,400.
Oriental (H-E) (2,000: 50-85)—
“Connecticut Yaijkee” <Par) and
“Henryi Rainmaker’’ (Mono) (2d
wk). Day-date with Paramount,
Last week, torrid
fllie
$4,800.

;

,

'

uct

$8)5()0.

Estimated ’Total Oro»*
This Week
$577,5P0
(Bused bfi 17 theatres)

’
.

set in

.

biz

Bo«t6n,"May ::3.

Suin'mer complaints, already have
around town, tvith new prodgetting plenty of opposition
from day and night bail games and
neighboring race track. Res
is

faring well on holdovers.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)

•

,

,

I

Estim'ater for This

I

“Mons. Vincent”

Near
$ 6 000
,

(Indie)

(3d wk).

week,

Last

$5,500.
.

sturdy

:

I

INDPLS. IN SPRING DIP;

I

‘JENNIE’ THIN $9,000
'

!

Indianapolis, May 3.
Firstrun biz is in spring doldrums here this week. Nothing on
tap has developed mass draw.
“Canadian Pacific.” at Indiana,
looks best but jUst lukewarm.

1

i

Hill”:

!

'

I

^

(M-G),

’

Fair ;$14.0^^^

Good

i.We.eK.
" ®®,”

$»,

!

i

,

—

Liberty
!

(Theatres,
‘

50-

,

W“

last

,,

(l,65()j

Inc.)

ConnnecticUt

Yankee;

.and “Blbiidie’s Big Disal.
’Col) (2d wk'. Great $11,000 after
"last week’s smash $16,200.

'PaV)

I

.

,

1

^

^

j

Caught

(2,349;

(M-G) and

^ days after trim

'

^

_

Avenue (H-E)
— “Little
Women”

!

|

(RKO) and
(EL). Drab $7,-

84)
I

<WB) (2,164; 44-74)-—
$1)20Music JSox (H-E)
8.50;
w^n'R'ngo Road”' (WB). Trim $18,- $2;49)^“Red Shoes”) (EL) i2d w)i).
9S®;, R®®'’“'®®i'' '‘R®®n8 On Door” -Good $7,000 after nice $7,600 last
up to expectancy with Week,
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200: 50-84)-i
oni
(6.5O^T4.80)—
«‘BetVedere To CollC^^

:

(

— “Enchantment”

'

;

”

;

are disappointing.
Estimates for 'rhis Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

’

National (Helman) (1,600; 44-74)
—“"Gone With Wind” (M-G) (re—"Gone
iccilAl Y?IH
RAn after
(3d ss’ilrU
issue)
wk). irts*wt
Firm «*7
$7,500
fine ?9, 000 last week.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)—
“Connecticut Yankee’’ (Par). Husky
$23,000. Last week,“Little Wdmeh”
(M-G) (:2d wk), okay $15,000.

:

(‘Portrait of Jennie’’ at Loew’s and
at Gircte are- both
getting only the carriage trade, and

’‘Shamrock

iRKoT^okay^IsfffOOo'
but below
behw
^ $10,pop, bur

ho^

I

'

Last week,“Force Of Evil”
(M-G) and “Brothers in Saddle”
(HKO), $8,500.

$7,500.

_^Kelths, (RKO) .(1,939; 44-801—
Lite of .Riley (U). Slow $8,000.

”

“Enchantment”

65)

stem houses here. this week. Of the
-t-n
new entries, “Undercover Man,’’ at '\4ntA f|A|||. "_f’u
MlOlv
VUl
the big Fox,' is leader but onfy
mild. Biggest showing eomparaWft
I
lively is being made by “We:Were
OUiaSn ;^^u,uuu
dinasn
i0l5U<l
in fflitt
Strangers,” big at the Mis.souri.
Bui
Buffalo,
May 3)
Esllniates for This Week
Staiidont
WPP is the Hipp
Standout this
this; Week
with “State Dept.” which is being
Ambassador (F&M) "3.000; 50- with“State
being
75)—“Dear to Heart” (RKO) and boosted to a tall fifiure by King
“Red eanyoi.
Okay Cole Trio. Way out In lead for
(Ui tm.o.).
Last week, “Since Went straieht pix is“Belvedere to Col$9,000.
lege
Hill”
at
the
Buffalo.
Away” (EL) and “Shamrock
(Eti), minor $9,500.
Estimates fdr This Week
Fox (F&M) (5.000; 50-75)— “UnBuffalo (Loew’s) (3 500- 4o-70)-^
dercover Man” (Col) and “Song of “Belvedere Goes Coileee” (20th)
India” (Col). Mild $16,000. Last and “Valiant Hombre'’ (UA) Sbcko'
week, “Red Canyon”
U) and $18,500. Last week “Cover Up”
“Fighting Fobte” (U), $13,000.
(UA) and LoUiS Prima orch onstage,
Toew’8 (Loewi ,(3,172' 5()-75)-- great $28,000.
Bakes (Par), (3.400; 40-70)

Week

50-84)-Colisenm (H-E) (1,877;
(1 877" 50-84)Coliseum
“shot Jesse James” (SG) and
“Duke of Chicago” (Rep). Sibw

I

j

!

!

Last Week, “Joan of Arfc’’
600.
(RKC)), Slow $11,500 at $1.25 top.
Indiana ()G-D) (3,300; 44-65)-^
....—A.,
“C a n a d i a n Pacific” (20th) and
tpaav |\/vvr>
aj
Rep).
Tepid $10,000, (Col) and “Untamed Breed” (Gol), Boy’’ (Mono) and “Big Fight"
“Hid[ediit”
Last Week, ‘‘Connecticut Yankee’’ $10,000. ;
St. -Louis
Si.
50-75)-—
Louis (F&M) (4.000; 50-75)-(Par) and ‘Ladies of ChorUs” tCol',
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
‘Bad Men of Toinb.stonfe” (Mono) ’’We Were Strangers" (Gol) and
nifty $14;, 500.
Loew4 (LoewV (2,450; 44-65)— and Whiplash” (WB) (2d wk), “Rusly Saves Life” (Gol). Trim
“Portrait of Jennie” (SRO) and Down to $5,000 following nice $7,7 $13;000;
Last
week,
“Family
“Black Eagle” (Col). Thin $9,000. 500 initial session.
Honeymoon” tU) and “Amazing Mr.
Shady Oak iF&M) (676; $1.20- X” (COD (2d wk), fine $7,000 in 4
Last week, “Little Women” iM-G)
^
and “Manhattan .Angel” (Col) t2d $2.40)-“Red Shoes (EL) (2d wk). days.
Off to $4,500 atter; first stanza’s big
wk), nice;$7,000 in 4 days;
Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 40-70)
SiS/fifin.
A
in Baltimore”
l^to.lfSiVtnrn” j
Lyric (G-D) 1.600; 44-65)— “Shoi $5,500,
[-—“Adventure
in
(RKO)
Shubert (Indi (1,500: 50-715 1— and ‘‘Train to Alcatraz’’ (RKO).
Je.Sse James’'. (SG) and “Highway
13:’ iSGC
Last
Sluggish $4,500. Last Closed,
w e e k,: “Bomba” ;Alodest .$10,500 o.r over. Last week,
•week, “Jungle Jim”: Gol ) and; “Un- 'Mono and “Big Fight” (Mono). “Y’oman’s
Secret’’
(RKO)'’' and
mild $4,000.
“‘Smuggler’s Cove” (RJonO), $12,000;
tamed Breed” (Col), $6,000.
.

-

(

,

;

j

i

‘

the
!

.

;

1

I

”

'
’

;

;

;

•

number

time

L sev4ral”i^^s" Th^^

>^

8Wi"g.

of holdovers also is contributing to downbeat.“Canadian
"S'^’-ciiPiitlv
SbgbBy
Pacific” and “Flaxy Martin” are Violence”^ (M-G) and
French’) (Gftl) and vaude, $4, 70ff
about; even among
neither being big.
Paramount (H-E) <3, 039;; 50-84)—iitUfp.:
'DnYl. “St’HrCn
brarch
Estimates for This
“Bali Game” iM-G) *nd
Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarbofo, for Danger” iRCi. Big .$11,000.
and
'ELi
State i20t.li-Cent) (1.059. 955. 698, Last; Week," “Tulsa”
694; 35-60)— “FlaXy Martin” iWBi "ShamrO'ck Hill" (EL), (2d wk-o
:

^

(

Last week; “Undercover
$12:500,
May^3;
“Daughter "^Of
Man” (Gol) a^
wiie
IWith exceptionally
fine weather. Wesit” (FG) t2d wk-5 days), $4,800.
plus the confusion Over daVtiEt
saving, biz is geheraiiv off here for
?.S'®!!i?®
:

:

!

I;

‘

'

I

'

^
i

Wednesdaff May

pictvhb grossbs

'4,-

New Pix Bolster Mont’I,;
Keen

>Blade’

at $13,000

May

Montreal,

3.

New pictures in most dgluxers
this vVeek should maintain steady
biz. “Gallant Blade” shapes as best
ot newcomers. '“Song of India” also
is

nich,

Estimates fdr This Week
(C, Tj: (2,855; 46-65)-r-

Loew’s

“Words and Music” (M-G)

Ghicago, May 3.
WiA the entry of hin^ new bills
baeked by school vacation and
sunny weather, Ghi grosses is curr
rently on upswing. However, several
pics, aren’t living up to expectaSock exploitation ]ob .on
tions.
•'“City Across the River’’ plus Dick
Contino Unit on Oriental stage
should garner lusty $55,000. Chiand
cago with “Flamingo Road
and Victor Borge in
, Janet Blair
person shapes neat $53,000.

Esiunates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

(3d wk).
bespite three hew bills this
Off sharply to $12;000 after good
stanza, Broadway fifstrun business
second at $19,506,
Capitol (C TJ (2,412; 34-60)-- currently jk off badly from recent
“Walk Crooked; Mile" (Cbl) (2d weeks Besides having to compete
wk), Down to $11,500. Uftec strong With warmer weather which took
many regulai patrons oUtdoorS,
$18,500 opener.
Palace (C. T.) (2,625; 34-60)— N. Y. deluxers also are weighted
“John LoveS; Mary" (WB), Good With too thany longruns and some
Last week, “Dear to comparatively weak 'product. Rain
$15,000,

pbrted fierevvith from, the Various, key Cities; are het; i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share oh net take, when
playing percentage, hence th«
estimated figures are: het in-

“Life of Riley’’

Heart” (RKO), $12,500;
Princess (C, T.) (2,131; 34-60)-'-

:

The parenthetic admission

prieesv

fii;

Blade”

“Gailarit

however, as indicated,

include the U.

amusement

'

(Col).

Sharp $13,-

week, "‘Whispering
OOD:
; Last
Smith” (Par) (2d Wk), big $12,000,
Imperial (C. T;) (1,839; 26-45)^
and “Tucson”
“Hhitfraid”
(UI)
Last week,
(20th). Sock $11,000,
"Mexican Hayride’' (U) and “Clay
,

State-Lake and should- hit strohg
“To Sea in ShlRS” at
Woods is bright with $25,000.
‘fl Sliot jCsse James” and “SOS
Submarine’.’ at Garrick is bright

$25,000.

Pigeon” (RKO), $9,0OO.

Orpheum

(C.

TO

:

34-60)—

(1,040;

;

“SOng of liidia" (UA) .and“Stra\vberry Roan" (Col). Nice :$8, 000.
Last week,; “Outpost in Morocco”
(UA) and "In Court” (UA) (2d Wk),

1

'day;:;
/ Second
week of "UhdercOver
Man” with Duke. Ellington and Racing Hits

$7.000.;;:'v;/“

Cleveland, May 3.
First hot spell of season seared
a couple of. downtown houses but
“Mr. Belvedere’' at Hipp and "Con-:
necticut Yankee" at: LoeW’s State
are grabbing a heavy load of long-

;

.

:

:

Other ,newcomers are not
$8,000;
doing so well, with lesser reissues.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3.960; 50-98)—
r Flamingo Road’’ (WB) vrith Janet
Blair and Victor Borge onstage.
Last
Headed for neat $53,000.
week,, “Dream Is Yours’^ (WB) plus
Desi Arrtaz orCh (2d wk) $49,000.
50-98)^
(B&K)
(900;
Garrick
“Shot Jesse James," (SG) and “SOS

:

.

,

'tax..'

70-$li50)—
with

(WB)

Liohel Hampton -orch topping
stageshow;(3d-flhal wk). Dragging
along at $3 1,000 or less in :f inal
stanza after very mild $35,000
“Flamingo Read” (WB)
second.
oh Mohday (2) :hurt somewhat.
Best newcomer is "We Were :with Ted Lewis orch and stage
Strangers” at the Astor but it is unit opens Friday (6),
Sutton; (Riigoff & Becker) (561;
hot e^peciany (MToh g ait $36,000 or
76-$1.2t))‘'’'-“Quar(et”: (EL) (6th wk).
under,;
“Adventure in Baltimore” with Fifth stanza ended Monday (2) stUl
Madriguera band topping was big at $13, 80o after $15i400
Eriric
)
stage biU is highly disappointing •for fourth,;
Victoria (City Iny.) (1,060; 95at $35,000 in the ;LapitOI; weakest
“Red $i .80)-^“Joan of Arc” (RKO) j25th
opener Ih some time.
Canyon" wound up its first week wk). Dff to $10,000 after very good
with less than $15,000 at Griterion $14,000 for 24th frame:. Goes 26th
which is so thin; it is being lifted week with ‘(Home of Brave” (UA)
for ‘'Afriha Screams” opehing to- comMfi f** May 12
:

.'COrtie;-'

and “Mutineers"
okay $18,000.
opened big at

$21,()00 for seventh.
Strand (iVB) (2,756)
“Di-eam Is Yours”

'

:

•

’

Palace looks
at
“Little women’’

“BalJ Game” (M-G) <8th :Wk),
dipped to mild $12,600 after fancy

,

.

Billy Eckstine topping stageshoyir
at Paramount is holding nicely at
$82.0oo, and goes a third“Belvedere Goes to College”

Rut

green, in a neck=-to-neck race. “Ad-

venture in Baltimore” skidded at
Submarine", (SG)- Brisk $8,000. Palace.
Holdover of ‘'Strattdri
Last weeki “Song of India” and Story” continues big ht the Still’“Law Barbary Coast” (Col) (2nd: man after record opener,
wk), nice $6,000.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (WB) (3,057; 55-70)-— “Fah”
Grand (RKOl <1,500; 75-$1.25)—
“Joan of A«” (RKQ) (6th wk.) (20th). Okay $9,0()0; Last week,
Tidy $17,000. Last week, big $21,- “Red C:ahyon” (iJ), $14,000..
Esquire (Commuhity) ('i00; Si)•Boo.-',
Oriental (Essaness/ <3,400: 50-98) 75-$l,25)— “Joan, of Arc" (RKp).
—“City Across River” (H) plus Droopy at $5,()0(f; Last, week, :“Red
Dick Contino unit. Lusty $55,o0o. Shoes” (EL) (18th wk), smart $5,Last week, “Ball Game” (M-G) 500.;“:
Hipp (Warners) (3,465 55-70)—
with Jane Russell p.a, (3d wk),:
“Mr, Belvedere’.’ (20th). Swell $22,solid $39;000,
Palace (RKO) (2,500; .50-98)— 000 ahd holds. Last week, “Dream
.;
“Life of Riley” tU) and “Muti- Is Ydurs” (WB),. $18,900;
Palace (BKO) (3;294; 5S*70)—
neers” (Coi), Okay $18,000. Last
week, "Adventure in Baltimore” “Adventure in Baltimore” (RKO).
Last
Dim
$9,000.
week.
‘'K-nock
On
Smugglers”
“Gun
(BKO) and
Door” (Cdl) (2d wk), solid $14,000.
(RKO), $12,000, below hopes.
State (Loew’sV (3,450; 55-70)—
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
“Bad Boy” (Mono) (2d wk), So-so “GonhectiCiit Yankee'; ;(Par), Brisk
$10,000. Last week, good $15,000. $2l,p6o. Last; week, “Portrait of
Selwyn (Shubert) (I.OOO; $1.20- Jennie” (SRO), oke $17,500.
Stillman Loew’s) (2,700; 55-70)--$2.40)— “Red Shoes” (EL) (19th
wk). Oft a bit hut still fine at $9,- “Stratton Story” (M-G); (2d wk).
Excellent $15,000 following record
500. Last week, $10,500.
State-Lake (B&K) (2;700; 50-98) $22,0,00 opener.
—“Little Women” ;(M-G). Strong
$25,OO0. Last Week, "Tulsa” (EL)

‘Riley’^

W

,

;

‘Undercover’

with Vivian Blaine and Iceshow is
doing well with $85,600 in third
week at Roxy. Fourth -Stanza, of
“Gonnecticut Yankee” with Easier

Louisville,

:May

”
3.:

product is oh tap at most

New

this ;week,/ hut
pot responding too
sharply hut still in chips with briskly. Gee-gees started running
Baltimore, May 3;
Stays a -t Churchill Downs Saturday (30).
$125,000 at Music Hall.
'Trade is back in the doldrums 'fifth,;:frame,
and will be getting a week’s start
with the lone bright spot the StanEsti:mates for This Week
leading up to' Derby Day; Influx
ley where ;'‘Fiamingo Road” is
Astor (City Inw) (1,300: 60-$l:50) of race fans usually has small efstretchihg for a big figure. “Por‘‘We Were Strangers” (Col) (2d fect on local b.o.’s, but a slight uptrait of Jehnie" and “'Tulsa" are J
turn; is noted at night. “Life of
not up to expectations. Rest of wk); First week ended last hight Riley” and “Abt of Murder’' at the
iTues.) hit nice ;$36,000 or less,
downtown list even 'milder:,
in ahead, “Knock on Door” (Col) Rialto, arid, “Undercover Man” at
Estimates for This 'Week
the State, 'indicate; they wHl top
'(9th wk-8 days), mild $12,000;
Century (LOew-UA) '/(3,000; 20Bijou (City Ihv.) (589; $120- town;;
60)— “Portrait of; Jennie” (SrO). j $2.40)— “Red Shoes” (EL) (28th
Estimates; for This Week
Not getting far at $12,000. Last Wk), Down to $14,000 after $15,0p0
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,week, “Little Women” (M-G) (2d in 27th round. Stays on indef.
200: 45-65)— “Kiss in Dark” (WB).
Capitol (Ldew’s) (4,820; 80^$! ;50) Modest $7,000. Last week, “South
wk), held vrell enough at $9,200.
Hippodrome .(Rappaport) (2,240; —“Adventure in Baltimore” (RKQ) St. Louis" (WB) (2d wk), solid $8,20-70)— “Woman^s Sacret” (Col) with Enric Madriguera orch, Sibyl 500:-;.'-;'.''.'' '//;' //
plus Art Mooney orch ohstage. Bowan heading stageshow. Looks
National (Standard) (2 400; 45Fairish $15,000, Last week,“Knofck very thin $35,600, poorest here in 65)—-“Sea Spoilers” (Indie) and
Oh Dodr” (Coi) arid vaude headed a long time on first week. Holds, “Ex Champ” (Indie) (reissues).
by Billy Gilbert (2d wk), oke $12,- in ahead,, “City Across River” (U); Medium $5,0oo, La.st week; “Since
with Art Mooney orch topfiihg You Went Away” (UA), $4,500.
200.V'-:'
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Keith’s (Schariberger) (2,460; 20- stage bill (3d wk). $47,000.
Criterion / (Lbew’S) (1,700; .50- 45-65)— “Life of Riley” (U) and
60 (-'-‘‘Connecticut Yankee” (Par)
(3d wk). Holding well at $l6,0o6 $1.75). -'-“Africa Sefeams" (UA). “Act of Murder” (U): Didn’t /coma
after steady second week at $13,- Opens today (Wed.). Last week, off so Well with critics, fair $11,“Red Canyori” (U),; very mild $15,- 000,
Last .Week, “Connecticut
400.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)--- 000 or under. In ahead, "Life of Yankee” (Par), sock $17,600, and
;'/
“Canadian Pacific" (26th) (3d wk), Riley” (U) (2d wk-4 days), slim $6,- mvo;,
State (Loew’s) (3,000: 45-65)—
Sliding off to $4,000. after Okay 500.,-"-"
K.G Oke; ‘Flpingd^ Hot
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20) “Undercover
Man’’
(Col)
and
second Tourifi at $5,700.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— -—“Champion” (UA) (4th wk); Still .“Make Believe Ballroom” (Col),
Belvedere Goes Gollege" fine at $M,000 after rousing $40,- So-so $13, OOO. Last Week, “Little
"Mr.
Women” (M-G) and “Michaei
(26th) (2d run). Sudden switch to 000 for third. Stays on;
50- O’Halloran” (Mono) (2d wk), excelMayfair (Brandt)
(1,736;
‘Undercover’ Fancy 12G bring in for repeat after several
bflght rounds earlier in month get- $1.20)'— “Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (re- lent $14,000.
Xansas City, May 3;
Strand
45-65)—
(FA)
(1,000:
ting nice $9,000 or near. Last week, issue) (3d wk). Still nice profit at
Product Shapes moderately good ‘‘Mother
Secret”
(RKO) and
(2d $26,000 after $31,000 for second “Woman’s
;is Freshman” (20th)
in all spots, and grosses are hold“Million Dollar Weekend” (ELh
frame.
fairish
Stays.
$8,606.
wk),:
ing their pWn with favorable
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-95)— Okay $5,500. Last week, “Jungle
Stanley (WB) (3,28{): 25-75)—
weather. “Flamingo Road” at Or“Flamingo Road" (WB).. Biggest Shuttered for facelifting prior to Jim” (Col) and “Strawberry Roan”
pheum is strohg, and will hold. thing in town with tall $18,000 opening vaudfilm policy about (Col), $6,000.
“Mother Is Ffeshman” at Tower- likely for Joan Grawford starrer. May 19.' Last week, “Pride of
Uptbwn-Fairway looks medium. Last Week, “Dream Is Yours” Yankees” (RKO) (reissue) (2d'-W'k“Undercover Man” at Midland is (WB)
“Canadian
5 days), good $11,000.
(2d wk). $10,200.
topping average take.
Town; (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65) Racific” (20th) set as film for
Estimates for 'This WeSk
—'"Tulsa” (EL).: Given considerable lauhchihg Of combo policy.
In Denver Witli $16,
Klmo (Dickinson) (550; $1.20- bally but hot too excitlhg at $11,Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55$2 40)— “Red Shoes” (EL) (2d wk).
Deriver, May 3.
“Undercover .Man” (Col)
OOO. Last week, "Adventure in Bal- $i .50)
Big $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
Weather is taking folks outdoors,
with Duke Ellington /orch, Billy
umore” (RKO) (2d wk), $7,300.
Midland (Loew*,s) (3,500; 45-65)
with
many firstruns suffering this
Eckstine topping stageshow (3d'
week,
“To
in
—“Undercover Man" (Col) and
Sea
Ships” looks best
final wk).
Initial holdover stanza
“Make Believe Ballroom” (C.oD.
ended last night (Tues.) stayed up newcomer, passably good. '‘ConOyer average $12,000, Last week, Ring $18,000 Toi^ In^
in mild style, at $82,000 after great necticut Yankee” is strong enough
“Little Women” (M-G) and “Crime
in second week to stay a third at
$97,000 opening week.
Doctor’s Diary” (Col) (2d wk), $8,Park Avenue (U)' (583; $1.2(V Denham.
‘Ships’
Estimates for ’This Week
500 In 5 days.
$2.40)—“Hamlet” (U) (32d wk).
Orpheum (RKO) (l.fiOO; 45-65)—
Thirty-first week back to standard / Dehham (Gockrtll) (1,750; 35-74)
“Flamingo Road” WB) and “Sword
gait here, saris extra matinees, at —-.“Gonnecticut Yankee" (Par) (2d
(Cbntihued oh page 16)
$15,500: after $16,500 in previous wk). Fine $13,000. Holds again.
Minneapolis, May 3.
Last week, big $18,000.
Continues./
A powerful array of newcomers round.
Denver/ (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— ‘‘To
Radio City Music Hall (RockeFine Weather Sloughi
in the bid for patronage has to conShips” (20th) and “Tucson”
weather, "Ice fellers) (5,945; 8Q-$2.40)— “Con- Sea in

and
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(2nd wk). nice $16,000.

!

;

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-

98)— “eaught”

(M-G) <2d
Weakish $12,000 sighted.

week; $16,000.

wk).

,

I

;

Last
|

;

'

Woods (Essaness)
“Sea in Ships” (20th).

98)—

(1,073;

Bright $25.000; Last week, "Command Decision” (M-G) (5th wk), good $12,-

000 .:

;

World

(Indie) (587: 80)-(-“Lduisi-

anna Story” (Indie). 'Tidy $5,006,
Last week, “Paisan” (Indie) (14th
Wk), $5,000;

:

In Prov;;

tty’

'Encbantment’

—

DittOy

NSH 17G

;

:

Providence, May 3.
Fairly hefty all around though
Sunday summer-like weather cut
in. On the lieat side are Majestic’s

"Mother

Is

.

Mpk;

RKO

Freshman" and

Albee’s “Life of Riley.”
Loew’s
State is not big, with“Ehchant-

.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200;' 44-65V

.

(RKO> and “Brothers In Saddle”
(RKOi; $14,500.
Fay's ,#Pay) ( 1,400; 44 - 65)
Abbott Costello Meet Frahkenstein" (U) and Jerry Wayne head-

—

.

mg

stageshow'.

Solid $9,500.

La.st

'V^k,;“Blandings Dream House”
(SRP) (reissue) and Guy KIbbee
heading stage bill $10,000.

—

^.^Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
.."Jdther Is Freshman” (20th) and

,CTeamd " Law”

$15,000.

Last

Lively

(20th).

week; “South

St.

Louis
(WB) and “Rainmaker”
(Mono), rugged $17, OOQ.
Metropolitah (Snider) (3,100; 44^
^.'-‘' I'UlSa” (EL) and. “Shamrock
;

Hill

(El,).

Slow

week, legit show;

$6,500.

(3.200;
.

Last

44-65)

—

Enchantment” (RKO) and “High

;Fury

(UA). Just passable $17,000.
,'"vek,
“Ball Game” (M-G);
'2d wk). very nice $15,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,260; 44-65)
'

Paso" (Par). Opened Mohday
w e e ki “Connecticut

Last
,

Iwooi)

'P®‘'P ^2d Wk),

.

;

'

—

.Life
of Riley”: (U) aiid :‘‘The
VPearl” (RKO), Peppy $15,000; Last
Week, “Adyeriture In Baltimore”

.

$l2;000y«^^^

(

.rnent.".

moderate

I

Omaha; ^BpyM’hiii

,

tend with summery

,

day-date
with
Webber,:
(20th),
baseball Season's local heCtibut Yankee’) (Par) .with Easter
Good •$14,006. Last week, “Mother
ihaugural and “Mah; and Super- Pageant and stageshow (4th wk); Is Freshman” (20th) and ‘‘Moon-:
Still big at $125,000 but: way down
H o w e V e r, “Connecticut from
/
rise”
(Rep),
$15,500.
tbird
great
done
$151,000
in
’yankee,’’ ‘‘Ball Game" ahd“To Sea
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— “Life
session;
Stays a fifth. “Strattdn
in Ships” in particular are making
-In next, likely will of Riley” (U) and “Juidge” (FC).:
“Enchantment,” Story” (M-G),.,'/''.
showings.
solid
day-date with ParamOunt. Flne :$2iOpen.'MaV'lg.'
downtown boxoffice is taking a de- also new; looks fair.
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98)— “The 500.; Last Week, “Mother Is Freshcided Sag. “Bad Boy” at Orpheum
Estimates for This Week
Raven” (FG) and “Murders Rue mart” (20th) and “MoonriSe” (Rep),
and,“Red Pony’* at Paramount both
CentU)ry (Par) (1,600; 50-70)-— Morgue” (FC' (reissues). Very big
will do about the same, mild.
)—
•‘Love hf Mary” (U). i:hin $3,500 $ 12,000 looms, and holds. In ahead, J', 4*.rpbe^ ;®KO) ( 2 600 B 5 74
Estimates for This Week
Bribe”/ (M-Gl and “Capt. Boycott
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000;16- in 5 days. Last week, “Whiplash” “Bomba" Mono) (2d wk), slipped (U).
Pair $13,000, Last week,“Comto $8,500.
65I-— “Bad Boy” (Mono) and “Big tWB), $6,000,
60- mand Decision” (M-G); and “Best
Rivoli (UAT • Par)
JRadio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)--(2;092;
Sombrero” (Coll.
Mild $9,000.
Wins’’
<Col)v $14,500;
Last :-week, “Henry; Rairimaker” ‘‘ConnecticUt Yankee” (Par). Soljd $1.25)-“‘‘JPortrait of. Jennie” (SRO) Man
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)
e e k, “Little (6th wk'. Fifth session ended Jart
L a si
(Mono) with Contino''Heidt unit on $18,060.
Women” (M-G) (2d wk), neat $12,- night (TueS.' was off sharply to “Life of Riley” (U) and “Judge”
stage, smash $25,500 at 80c. topi
: ..“:':.
:.
$17,000 or hear after fancy $24,600 (FG), niso Esquire. Gobd $10,000.
Paramount (Tristates)
(2,800; 000.
50- for fourth.
Last
week,
“Shot Jesse Jaines”
(2,800;
“One
Story"
BKO-Orpheum
(RKO)
Woman’s
16'65)“‘Red Pony’' (Rep). Just
(SG) and “Return of Wildfire” (SG),
Fair (U' is due in on May 17.
fair $9, OOO: Last week, “Connecti- 70)--‘‘Encharttmeiit” (RKO).
Roxy (20th' (5,886; 80-'$L80)
$ 8 000
Mb, 000. Last week, “Dream Is
cut Yankee” (Par); fine $13,000.
Vogue (Art Cinema) (fioO;/ 60-90)
(“Belvedere to College” (20th) with!
Brandels (RKQ) (1,500; 16-65)— Yours" (WB), good $13,OO0.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— “To Vivian Blaine and iceshoW heading -“‘‘Motts. Vincent” (Indie) (2d wk).
“Dream Is Yours" (Col) and“Fiaxy
Martin’’ (CoU.
Nice $8,500. Last Sea in Ships” (20th), Hefty $12,- stage bill (3d wk). Dipping to Still good at $2,500. Last week,
(Col) and OOO. Last week, “El Paso" (Par), $85,000 but still solid profit after $3,000,
- week, “Knock Oh Door”
^
Webber (Box' (750; 35-74)— To
big $110,600 for second albeit be“Jungle Jim" (Col), snappy $8,500, mhderate $lO,6o6.
world (Mann) (400: 50-70)— low expectancy. Likely will stay Sea in Ships’ (20th) and Tucsom
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)
Fair $2,000.
(20th), also Deriver.
Women’’ (3d wli) and “Ball Game” (M-G(. Big $6,000. a fourth.
Little
State (Loews' (3,450; 50-$1.50)— Last week, “Mother Is Freshman”
“fludes Are Pretty” (Indie) (2d Wk'. Last week, “Red Slioes’' EL) (9th
Slow $3,500,
Last week, dkaj,’ Wk). finished sensational run With “Barkleys o*’ Broadway” (M-Gi. (20th) and “Moonrise rt20th), $2,La^ ivieek, lOO.
I Opens today eWed;).
$4,600.

$9,000

Omaha, May
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blizzard, a perfect day
slashes biz in this; town.
With
practically' everybody outside and
r the parks and ball yards; bulging,
If hot

man.”
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A nationwide survey was
{Conducted by Moii o
Picture Research Bureau.
fons^ w^^
inter,1 00 0
viewed in 18 cities froirt
Coast to Coast as tp which

company

consistently
turned out the best pictures within the last few
years.
was voted
tops by the public in each
of the 18 cities and the

was M-G-M
42%, next Cpinpany 15%,
etc. 1000 exhibitors were
overall resnit

circularised as to the
movie 'Trade-Mark most
popular, with their patrons. 'The M-G-M TradeMark was voted tops
with 7 l%i next Company

27%,etc.

VOTED TOP MOVIE
TRADE-MARK
I

The Roaring

top movie trade

lion, voted

fulfills its

ship with the greatest production aetiyity in our hi$tory.

with mOrc advertising
You'll be

happy

6

And we hack our

product

hewspapcrsy niagazines add radio than any other company*
show the Friendly
on your screen all through
itt

«

to.

Anniversary Year. liere are pictures to be proud about:
“LITTLE

WOMEN”

•:NEPTUNE'S

(Technicolor)

Esther Williams
Red Skelton^
Ricardo Montalbah . Betty Garrett'
Reenah Wynn • Xavier Gugat

June Allyson • Peter Lawfertf^
Margaret O'Brien . Elizabeth Taylor
Janet Leigh

ME out TO THE

BALL GAME”

X

(Technicolor)

Trank Sinatra

Esther WiniamS

»
'

.

Ginger Rogers

Walter Pidgeon . Peter LawfOrd
Angela Lansbury * Janet Eeigh;

(Technicolor)

Gene Kelly

^NNIE get YOUR GUN”^

Van Johnson

Judy Garland

-Betty -Garrett:^'

:

••THAT

(Technieolor)
»

^•EkERED DANUBE”

THE GOOD Old SUMMERTIME"

•IN

/

“THE BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY”
Fred Astaire

^•BA'rTLE<5ROUND”
yan Johnsofi » Jphn Ho^iak' ^
Ricardo Montalbah * George Murpby
Marshall Thompson

v-,-

.

.»

'•TAKE

DAUGHTER”

'^(.Technicolor)

MIDNIGHT KISS’*

(TechnicOlor)\

Jud^ Garlands. Howard Keel. Frank Morgan

"'(Technicolor),',''.

iKeenan

.

.

Ethel Barry thore

Oscar Levant

^E^t

^‘THE
SI^^
Cregpry Peck . Ava Gardner * Melvy n Douglas
Walter Huston . Ethel Barrymore
;;>,;'.Frank;-Mbrgan;.

:

*

Mario Lanza

':'"anymumber:can:'PLay*vi.'^'^':;v^^^^^^^

Clark Gable

•

.

James Mason

.

Van

John Hodiak
V
Heflin

Louis Jourdan

;.

...^'THEEORSYTeSAGA’*'':/:'''^,'''^;'':''^':

*;

“THE SECRET GARDEN

”

Spencer Tracy

*

'.-'(Te'chhicolor)'

’

tCONSPIRATOR”''.:',,',-: V

MY SON”
.

*

Charles Coburn

TO THE CITY”
Young

.

-'V:

V’'SCENE,'GF;;'rHE'eRiME”''''''^

Biggest Pictm'e

."Tom' '"Drake"

ji

Paul Kelly

“ON THE TOWN”
'.''''.,,';-''(TechhicolorJ'':,

Van Johnson . Arlene Dahl . Gloria DeHaveq

George Murphy

"SIDE STREET”
Granger . James Craig
Cathy O’Dohnell

'V'

Robert Taylor^ Elizabeth Taylor'

Deborah Kerr

..“BORDERiNCIDENT”
TUcardo Montalbao

i’KEY

SOULS”

DeHaven

Clark Gable •{^Loretta

• GreCr Garson . Walter Pidgeon
Robert YOuhg . Janet Leigh

,

„

AND
Leig;h

Errol Flynn

Herbert Marshall
Dean Stockwell
•

’•EDWARD,

'•BODIES
Glenn Ford Janet

. James Stewart
Sydney Greenstreet
Lionel Barrymore

•

.

Gloria

James Stewart June Ally son • Frank Morga n
^gnes V^brehead Bill Williams
Margaret p’Brien

-SpencerTracy
'Yalentina Cortesa

Alexii Smith

MADAME BoyMy;*

•

Jennifer JonCs

"THE STRATTON STORY”

Wynn • Edyzard Arnold
••MALAYA”

-s,''':

Frank Sinatra • Gene Kelly • Betty Garrett
Vera-EUeh * Jules M““Shin • Ann MilR^
.

"'QUO VAPIS’*

.

.,

..

1
,
'

May

Wjedne«i4a]t,

.

.

;

.

(Stanley Kranier) production; ^ODert,Stmp^Mted Ijy
associate producer.

;

ination,-

Prassej editor.
asst, dtrectoiv Ivan Volk,
SaiW Getstad;
man; dialoB director. Post Weis; special
ViiMts. J. R. Rablii; poem. Eve Merriaro,
Bevleiyed in projection room, ff. V. Runr

APNo.

Ma ior Robinson.
*
T.

Doclor:

...

. .

.

MOS.s

-

"Sand’’, (Color) (20th).

.

.

- .

.

“Home

antl-Sejnitisih theme,

tin

"The

hut

the film VeVsioh, with the thought
that this phase ihight alread.v be
oveiplayed, was switched to i*mnt
up disGrimination against the JS^egjo The results should pay off at
necessary
tile boxoffice with vitally

“The Mutineers” (Col); Slowmoving programmer.
“Sky Dragon” (Mono). Ghaiv
lie Chan: series gets new lea.se

name

hasn’t a

It

atre,

“Home”

Color)

comment that
of
progression
should win an accolade for the pi-Oducer for having the courage to
produce such a pic. Aild for having
,
t,
done it so ;wen.
The original play achieved only
a modicum of success seyeral years
ago on Broadway. As a pic it is
the- story of a Negro soldier who,
hecause of the shock of his experjertee bn a reconnaissance mission;
coupled With lifetime persecution
because of his color, becomes paralysed from the hips down. Tlie
stoiy is of the application of narcosyntiiesis to restore the soldier to.
lieaith and to femove the symbol of
hate and prejudice that had clouded
bis'mind.
Thus does this also become the
stoiy of four others on the recbiinaissance mission to a Japvheld
South Pacific Island. There are the
2 (>-year-old major in charge of the
mission; With his feeling of deep
responsibility; a sergeant who has
learned that his wife, in her loneliness, has fallen in love \vith anotlier man hack home; the close
friend of the colored boy, who had
been his highschool comrade; the
bigoted corporal who: takes delight
in baiting the Negro because of hlS
Color. It is the story of aH of these,
plus their experiences on the' island, that has created the background for the psychiatrists in
their attempt to help the young
Negro. As Stanley Kramer ha^ pro-

Brb.s, releaj?e of Saul
productioUi
Stairs .Wayne Morris.
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Alan Hale
Fred Clark

,

.

.

Tom

',

Tyler

.

i

.

.

.

.

,

.

Andy Barrett
John. Anderson
WiUiattt French
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Hollywood, April 30,
Republic relea.se of Edward J. White
production. ..Stars Roy Rogers.
Dale
Evans; features Estelita Rodriguez, Foy
yVilUng & Riders of Ptiri^e Sage. Directed by William Witney. Screenplay, Sloan
Nibleyi John K. Butler; camera (Trucoloi*),
Reggie Lauulng; editor* Tony Martinelli;
songs* Jack Elliott* Sid Robin and Foy
'

.

.

.

. ,

.

,

.

.

Oakley Haldeman. Clem White
aind Jimmy; Lee. Previewed April 29* *49.
Running time, 67 MINS,
”
Rogers
Roy Rogers
Roy
Kay (Doc) Parker ........ Dale Evans
Estelita Rodrigues
Rita, ....... .. ..
CariQ.s Mendoza
Martin Garralaga
Robert Emmett Keane.
Martin Masters
- .;:.LuGien Littlefield
Rus^lL Masteia
Douglas Fowley
Del Roberts- V.
»
Vince .....
David Sharpe

*

!

,

.

'

.

•

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

Bob Oliver
Foy >VilUng
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.
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Willing*
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Arizona campus at Tucson, steams program fare.
hard with stock situations and uriFirst murder takes place on a
inspired dialog for a few laughs. sky liner coming into San Francisco
Plot presents a htudent who ts while all the passengers and the
are
more interested: in trairiing his pilot
uriconWlous
from
Winters and his
horse for the. annual intercollegiate drugged Coffee.
rodeo than trying to earn a degree. son, Keye Luke, are aboard and
However, his iriattehtiveness nearly launch inquiry Intel tee death of a
blinds a: fellow-student in chem- guard who has been watching over
istry class so he gives up the rodeo shipment of $260,0(10 in cash. They
and buckles ffowri to his books.; The are aided by Paul Miixey, insurrodeo is still rim: oft' and he wins, ance company dick, for whom the
saving his father’s face in a fam- murdered guard was working, Winters,
ily fetid with another student.
by process of deduct jon^
Cast gives a routine delivery to solves the mystery of the missing
the story material with an apparent cash and the murder only after
lack of enthusiasm. Jimniy Lydon Elena Verdugo, piane h6ste.ss, and
heads up the cast as the rodeo- Llye Talbot, an ex-con, also have
minded student. Penny Edwards been slain. Maxey turns out to bo
walks through as Lydon ’s girl the killer and is fingered by
friend. Chaiies Russell, a. GI stu- Winters during a reenactment of
dent; Marcia Mae Jones, his Wife; the crime aboard the plane.
Sereeriplay by Oliver Drake and
Deanna Wayne, their precocious
off.spring; Gil Stratton, Lynn Wilde Clint 'Joimston moves alorig and
and Harr.v Lauter make Up the gives Winters an opportunity to
younger elements in the cast. Joe please, the audi’'nce with his
Sawyer and Walter^ Sande are the amused Orien tal * nmness. Luke
and Mantari Moreland deliver on
feuding fathers.
William Claxton’s direction of the comedy. Winters has most of
the Sol M. Wurtzel production the footage, but he gets good suppaces it so slowly that it never be- port from Tiiri Ryan, Milbiirn
comes a, moving motion picture. Stone, Joel Marston, Noel Neill.
Two corrifed ditties, "Nobody’s Lost Miss Verdugo, Iris Adrian, Talhot,
on the Lonesome' Trail” and “Ring- Maxey and Louise Jfrariklin. Direcin’ the New Year In,” by I. B. KOrii- tor Lesley Selandcr and pi-oducer
blum and L. Wolfe Gilbert mean James S. Burkett; with this one,
little to the entertainment as sung are at least heading back towards
Dag.
by the Cass County Trio;. Tech- the groove.
niCal credits such as tensing and
tSuHaniia JPass
Brog.
editing are all staridard.
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James Brown, Bruce Bennett and

.

,

4

Lyle Talbot
Paul Maxey
.Joim Eldredge
TCddie •Parks
Lyle LateU
Gaylord: Pendleton
*

,

.

.

j

:

.

. .

Moreland

Noel NeUl
Elena Yerdu.gn
..... Iris Adrian

V

.

.
:

.

:

Screams

.

.

.

Mr. Tibbetts
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Tim liyau
.Milburn Stone
Joel Marston
.

(

....
. ....

;

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

;

all

.

.

;

,

..Alantan
,i...
.

.

.

;

.

;

Robert Hutton,

.
:

.

.

.

,

.

j

'

.

..

.

Jane Marshall ... i.
Marie Burke
Wanda LaFem.....:

..

Mohto Bine
.

Keye Luke

....

...... ,
........

.

.

Ed Davidson ..
songs. I. R. Kdrnblun;, Li Wolfe Gilbert. Ben Edwards.
At Grauman’s Chinese. Ai>rU 27, 49 Run- Doctor
Emmett Vogan
ning time, «l MISS.
Old Maid ...I..;....
Edna. Holland
...... ;.
... .Joe .Whitehead
Andy Bryant
Jimm.v Lydon Doorman
....
Phelps
Plainclothe.«man
; Lee
Laurie SUerinan
Penny S^dwards Clerk
Frank Cady
.Tennifer .Tolinson
..
.Deanna Wayiie
Charlie Jordan
As^. Stage Manager.
Gregg Johnsoii
... Charles RusacU
... Louise Franklin
Lena
Tod Bi'yant
.Toe Sa wyer
Siiv.ct(e Harbin
Strange
Dark
Girl
George Reeves.
.Walter Sande
.-.4 ...v;.:...
George Eldrcdga
Stacy
Gertie. Peck
vLyn Wilde
,.. .. Bob Curtis
Polly JohiLTon.
Marcia Mae Jones Watkins..
Ben.’.?
...
John Rldgely
Dean Sherman ...
Grandon Rhodes
Charlie
Winters,
as
Rblarid
Gil Stratton
long time
a
priworiul
Chan,
takes
es. .If,
Harry Lauter
Cass County Trio
to solve a steing of .Rvystery killings while the murders keep hap"Tucson” is strictly for fill-in pening, hut he finally brings the
dates. The moderately budgeted kiUer to heel in a flhn that Is far
programmer moves at a pedestrian above the last half dozen in the
pacie and offers a minimum of in- series based on Earl Derr Biggers’
terest for ticket buyers.
character:
“Sky Dragon’’ should
The soporific script locales its give the series something of a lift
mild story on the UniversilY of With exhlbs. Af least Its adequate

Brrtwn

Jame.s

,

.

i28.

*em-Eoxmie«a<f of Sol M. Wurtzei pra..
Auction. Features Jimmy Lydon, Penny
Edwgras, De«hn, Wayne,“liaSRSX
Joe Sawyer. Dii-ected by Willjaiii Claxton.
Written J)y Ai*nold Belgard^ camera, Ben,1am{a Kline; editor, Frank A. Baldridge;

I

...Min. Brooks
.Geraldine
.Robert Hutton
.

.

:

Ruark

,

Hollywood, April

:

.

Biiiuinghain
Lt.

Tim Norton
Don Blake

:

'

stay out of trouble during the final
(COLOR)
twO weeks of the parole period.
Hollywood, April 26.
20th>Fox release of Robert Bassler pro- Plotting against them and the real
ductioii.
Stars Mark Stevens, Coleen heavy of the piece is Fred Clark,
Gray; features Rory Calhoun, Charley ex-Pinkertoh agent who has lo.st
GrapeAvin, Bob Patten. Directed by Louis
Maiiin
Berkeley, his job for failing to bring the
Screenplay;
Kin^.
Joironie Cady, from novH by Will Jaines;
brothers in. He connives all sorts
camera (Technicolor), Charles G. Clarke;
mu^c, Daniele Amfitheatrof;, editor. Nick of skullduggery to keep them from
De Maggio. TradesbowA April 22, *49. their pardons, even egging on
Running
time. 77 ARNS.
femme outlaw Jahis Paige to trick
state of excite'ment, and Bobscin’s
Mark Stevens them into a .bank robbery. The reJeft Keane
direction has done considerably to, Joan Hartley
Coleen Gray
......
formed outlaw quartet toil the robmaintain pace and the feeling of Chick Palmer..
... .Rory Calhoun
,
.Charley Grapewin bery, win pardons, give Clark his
action
where freijuently none Doug. ....
......... Bob Patten comeuppance
.......
Boyd
and retUiTi to the soil
existed.
Kahn.
....... Mirel Conrad
Tony..
Tom London of Missouri.
...
Clem,
Paul Hogan
*
Don;
The foursome rates about equal
Africa
Jack Gallagher
Bill ........... V
Gnitea Artl,t» release of : Huntington Sam
William (Bill) Walker honors in the thesping and each is
Hiii'lfora (Nassour) production. Stars; Bud
...... .Davison Clark likeable. Clark goes about his vilJim Gannon-. ..
Abbott, Lou Cbstelio; features Clyde Dr. Dunlap ...
.......... .Ben Erway
Beatty. Frank Buck. Max Baer, Buddy, Logan
iHarry Cheshire laini-y in such a ten-twent-thirt
Baer, Hillary Brooke, Joe Besser, Shemp
mariner that audiences will enjoy
Indians: iron Eyes Codyi Joseph Godyi
Howard. Directed by Charles Barton.
Jay SilverheeU
hisring him. Miss Paige
„ is tricked
Screenplay, Earl Baldwin; camera, Charles
ouT in” enough decolleFe costuming
Van Enger; editor; Frank Gross.'' TradeWill James’ Story of a show stal- to COmjplement natural charms arid
sliovvn N. ir.. April 27, '4*. Running tline,
rit .inxs..
",
lion who reverts to nature has been make her appearance as. a lady banBUZZ .lohnson
Abbott fashioned into a very effective mp- dit enjoyable. Geraldine Brooks as
, Bud
.Tltrt'Mntinssers
Stanley Liviitgaton
Lou CosteUo tion picture,
Releate of “Sand” a sweet heroine, beloyed of Bruce
Diana Emerson
4 .Hillary Brooke
Hollywood, April 29;
Boots
.....
Max Baer should duplicate thii success 20th- Berinett. Alan Hale does a good
Columbia release oi‘ Sam Katzmati pro*
Grappler
4
.....Buddy Baer Fox Has had with its other nature
and cithers rating diiction. Stars Jon HatU features Adete
Clyde Beatty
.Clyde Beatty stories, it is a cinch for the smal- job of sheriff,
.
Jergens. Geori^e Reeves. Noeb Cravai> Don
Monte
rrank Buck...
Tyler
mention are Tom
and
.... Frank Buck
C. Harvey. Matt Willis, Tom Kennedy, Pat
Gunner.
.Shemp Howard ler cities and family audiences and Blue'.;;
Gleason. Frank Ja^uet, Lyle Talbot. Di*
:Harry; :,
... .Joe Besser also' has entertainment values to
reeled by Jeaii Yarbroueh; Screenplay*;
Edwin L. Marin’sV direction ofJ the
J Ben Bengal. Joseph, Cardie; camera. Ira
get it by in some of the more de ^
Edna Anhalt script |[iv,es standard H. Morgan: OditorA James Sweeney; music,
Abbott 8c Costello have set 10 x6 bookings. .
j«seiw Bakaiemtkoff, At Pania**., Aprii
Africa
back 1()0 years while
Framihg J amOs’ good Story are treatment to standard outdoor ma*““• «« '">«• . 4 _ .....
production
asElkins’
Saul
terial.
wrenching from the Dark Contin- the beauties Of Colorado, lensed in
Jon HaU
Arlele Jergens
ent a hatful of gags, some old but Technicolor to brighteri the natu- sured good technical woi-k and Norma Han-isftri........
George Reeves
Thomas Nagle
weight
isn't
but
his
nifty
eitterior.s,,
plenty new and fresh.
The pace ral elements and heighten the acNoel Cravat
lensing
by
Color
story-wise.
is xpotty but there
felt
Miles
.Don C. HarVey
Joe
realis enough
tion.
it is rapidly played: under mrillinVM .Cnk.AArt IC AV/a/ail AMt
Matt WilUs
Toby Jarmin ....
Snyder is excellent.
ly tunny stuff worked into “Africa Louis King’s’ excellent direction Wiiliatri
Butch
.Tdih Kennedy
BrOg.
Screams” to give
=& C fans their by an agreenble cast who support
Pat Gleason
Rogers
.Frank Jaaiiet
money’s worth. As such, this film the magnificent equine hero of the
Captaip Stanton
Lyle Talbot
Captain Duncan
Is highly exploitable merchandise
tale.'
Bealsy
Smith Ballew
for some fast wicket twirling.
An expert seripting job by MarBenson
Ted Adams
(Guinea Pig
In Ime with the
zVUen Mathews
Spencer
C celluloid tin Berkeley and Jerome Cady
Rusty WesGoatt
Jenkins
..
“The (Siiinea Pig,” Britishtradition, virtually the whole show tells the story of a pampered shovV
.......
Somers
Kennedy.
James
Ls, Lou
made about the schooling' of a
Coriello’S. He gets In some horse who escapes, into the wilds of
Lee Roberts
Andrews
boy in an exclusive
solid whacks at the old stand.
rural
In Colorado after a train- accident.. He
nis horrendous rages, unhelievably. is the subject of an intense hunt
school, opened at the Little
‘^The Mutineers” hasn’t much to
(3(1).
Saturday
Carnegie,
N.
Y..
inoimtainous fears and ovefwhelin- by his master, Mark Stevens, who
recomirirind it except the sexy pi’esmg bravado, (jpstello is the life of hopes ito recapture him before he
Film was roViewed in Varietv
ence of Adele Jer,gens in a few
inc: pic.
from London,' NoU. 10, 1948
Moreover, the Africa lo- becomes a real creature of the
scenes. Film’, is fabiieated .of :such
cale; overrun with
by Algro, who thought that
Upns, apes and wilds. Suspense, excitement and a
stereotyped situations that evfery
famished carinlbals,: keeps the Cos- lot of fast action pace the stofj’’s
the Bi-itish flavor and “the
new development is telegranhed
tei l() mpt of
extravagant emotions development as the wily stallion
nature pf its insular
verj'
minutes ahead of time. Today’s
ouhbling
consistently
for
the eludes his- pursuers and: the danmoopets will find it nretty ol d hat.
fheriie is lihely to rertrict its
laughs.:
ger.s from other wild life in the
Jon Ran, mate ‘on a ffeighter,
success in the American marsag “riting went mountains.',
finds his cantniri. Lyle Talhot, murket, ’( Acting for the most part
this film.
Agaihst this, the
Climax brings master and staL
defed:Talbot’s
pockets
:are
A
C combo show a tendency lion together in a gripping sewas eorisidered effective.
stuffed with eounterfeit inoriey.
.

:

Hollywood, April 29.
Monograin .release oi jaiucs S.. Burkett
Sta.v.s Roland
Winters; feaproduction.
tures Keye' Luke. Mantan Moreland., Tim
Ryaii* Iris Adrian. Lyle Talhot. Directed
by Lesley SeUinder. Screenplay, Oliver
Drake and Clint Joimston from original
by Joluiston; camera. William Siokner;
editor. Roy. Livingston. At Iris, April 27;
'49. Running time, (i 4 MINS.
Roland Winten
Charlie Chan
Lee Chan>

',''''.: 'Tw'«js<in

Janis Paige

.

Sand

length

booking problem
pic. itself might not
seem worthwhile atto solve.
Herb

-Wayne Morris

v.

.

:

foiinance. Steve Brodle is the bigoted corporal, and his, too, is a capable characterization. 'Ditto Lloyd
Bridges,
colored boy’s
as the
schooldays chum; Frank Lbve,ioy,
as the GI Who loses his wife while
fighting in the Jungle, and Douglas
Dick, the young major.
“Home” was obviously ihade on
an inexpensive budget; it is practically an.all-ouitdoor location pic.
The score by Dimitri Tiomkin helps
create and maintain the yarn’s'

reel

creates a
whicli the

;

.......
.. William Forrest
Story is not Intended to make Hendrick's;
Chairman ... ....
.. Ian Wolfe
much sense except to plunge the
pair into the lion!s' den. Cpstello
'."The Younger Brothers” get a
is an explorer book salesman psyAhaiiimals;'
chiatrically allergic to
romantic goirig-over in this highly
Because, of Cosbott, his boss.
fictioriized account' of a two-week
teilo’s supposed recollection of a
map in an out-of-print book; pair period, .in the lives, of the outlaw
are dragged along into Africa s family. Although filmed iU TechniT
heartland by a band of adventur- color and with a large cast of faers in search of a fabulous diamiliar names, it’s not de luxe westmond mine. It all comes out al- ern film
fare. Spotty business Oah
right in the end after Costello
he expected in the top Situations
tangles: with a, lion and ape and the
the boxoffice going will lie hettwo barely escape heihg dished up but
ter
in
more general ruris,
the
as hbfsTd’ouvres at a cannabal ban'Picture winds shch a devious Way
quet'.,'’
.Lion-tamer Clyde Beatty is among its many central characters
that
norie
become well-rounded inof
the
one
woodenly impersonal as
dramatis persohae but effective dividuals. This division of interest
enough when he demonstrates his causes the attention to wander so
craft; Frank Buck plays Buck. and that several moments of good, tight
very little else. Joe Bester arid action come almost as surprises.
Shemp Howard add nicely to the The Younger Bros, with whom the
Others serve well script deals were conternporaries
rib-tickling.
enough as straightf ace foils to the of Jesse James but become Virtually heroes in this account.' They
'A A c didoes.
Production settings' look hobver- are Waiting out the final days of a
ized but rib hurt to the film's en- parole period so they can obtain
tertalnmeht values is^apparent. Ed- pardons for their crimes from Miniting cpuld have been tighter in nesota arid return to farming in
,:.
one overlong chase seiquence near Missouri.:
Wit.
The brothers are Wayne Morris,
the pic’s Windup.

James Edwards plays the Negro;
he gives ah always helievable per-

ing the barreri beach.
Altliough. Academy
memhers handed “Seal Island” .an
Oscar as 1948’s best docunientaryv: ekhih reaeWori may
be counted as dbubtfui
The

.

Which could use generous prun- SherifT Knudson.
ing in their latest offeriRg. There Ryckmah
Bob.
are enough other saleable quips to Joe
Hatch
leave it lay once in a while.

hates.

:

Morton

Kate
to' overwork the double-take. That’s Jim
Mary
a stock standby for the two comics Johnny

—

'

two-ahd-onedialf

Elkins
Janls

;

it---With assists by Carl Foreman’s adaptation and Mark Bobson’s direction it cOuld have been
the Story of any Victim Of bigotry
in the fight against the rnRh-made

:

.

ph’ected by Edwin L. Marin.
S^'eeiiplayA Ediia Anlialtj from story by
'Graiiti camera (Technicolor); William. Spyder: editor, Frederick Richards.
Tradeshown May- 2; '49, Running time.
*
7e',M,ir>>.
Tyler.,

':

:

:

:

Paige, Bi’uce Bemiett, Geraldine Brooks.
Rdbei-t Hutton: features Alan Hale, Fred
Clark, Jainea Brown, Monte. Blue, Tom

;

duced

.

Wakely

(SGI.

,

however, of the bull
seals battling the cubs and
the thousands of animals linshots,

takes o\'er the ship, iraprisoning
the real Sailors below, Hall pretends to go along with him in a
plan to land at Marseilles where
the couriteilfelt riioriey and guns
can be sold, Later, however, Hiill
turns loose the crew and they retake the vessel.
Ate tee Curtain,
Reeves, Miss iJergegs arid the gang
are arrested by Portuguese police.
Story moyes at: a slow pace and
the actors perfrirrii with a slrigular
All; that is,
.lack of enthusiasm;
save; Miss jergens. vvlio comes out
quite Well as; a iobse werich who
frankly likes men. Direction is of
low quality and the production
work is not one of Sam Katzirian’s
Dag.
better efforts.
;

There are Some Unusual

haz.v.

11

,

"El Dorado Pass” . (COl).
Routine Ghattes Starrett west-

'

,

BKVIKWS

'

program actioner about fireand arson prevention

,

,

TIm* YBMinger MroMiers
(COLOR)
liollywood, May 3.

.

bugs

'

'

Brop.

‘Warner

“Arson, Inc.”

arid

com-

supporting the Bassler production.

'..work.';:,

.

markable

;

;

hrihit of seals to re-

thrn to the place of theii- own
birth to breed. Camera crew
spent a' whole season on one
of the bleak Pribilbf Islands-'
in, the Bering Sea. north of the
Aleutians.
Urifortunately a
Characteristic Of the area is
perpetual fog, -which is not.
conducive to color' photography and much of the film is

:

.

Present one, pictures the re-

:

oatuner.

.

:

,

Jimmy

-

footage,

live-action

,:jects. :.

;

.

Average

,

Koger,s

oatuher not up to iisUM standard but okay kiddie fodder.
“Gourtte’ Trouble*’ (Mono).

haVe started »

will

Boy

(Eep).

.

deliver

are

which UisneF has acquired in
of nature sub-

various ways*

Robert Bassler’s production: guidance gets evei-ythlng pbs.slBle but:
of the picture.
The camera work
by: Charles G. Clafke, the gbod
by Dariiele Amfitheatrof,
score
crisp editing by Nick De Maggio
are among the vdll-earned credits-

,

—

;

’

,

;

,

bn life With fair stbiy; better
than recent Chan pix.
"Susanna Paa*” (Songs

that will

at the b.o.-,,,but: when once
the customers are "inside tjie the-

draw

rancher

l.fcl^ks, solidly as the
'dihers' in the cast
'|>etently.

ings;'''',:

word-bf-mbuth.
The comparatively inexpensive picci'ed tui-e hits hard and with utter
ibilily.

.

:

.

i

and

exploitation

FoiteKer -

(Color) (WB), Gldriflcatioh of
an eairly-day outlaw family.
“'Fiicson*,(Songs (20th). Dull
progfamrnef for filldh book-

Arthur

Broadway playr PrtSipally

La II rents’

Horse

^

b.o.; prospects.

.

the *rave

of

but
;

j

and Coleen Gray charms as the
ranch girl who aids his pursuit of
the stallion. Rory Calhoun capably
portrays tlie ranch foreman who
almost becomes the heavy in the
horse, hunt
Charley Grapewih

by Will james. Solid
family show .with favorable

;

.

factory conclusion.

story

Je« Corey

BridBeS
; . 4 . . ........ .Lloyd
.Frank LovejOy
. . . . .
,. .... . . i.. . .James 'Edwards
,., 4 .,.,.....,...CU« Clark

colonel

haci

.

.

Fiiich, .,
JMii'So.,

'

.

....... .a,,;,,. .Steve Brodie.

.1

•

.

,

this Is

.

the initigler in a .CReal Life
Adventure”. Technicolor series
being produced by Walt Disney. ftx. are not in animation,

;

;

Stevens fits easily into Ids as*
signihent of society horse breeder

.:

Buhnhig 27 minutes,

...,..

...

.

Another skipper takes out Ih#
ship, which carries a dozen or so
passengers. George Reeves, counterfeiter arid gun-runher,: is aboard
with his moll, Adele Jergeris.
Other passengers are all niembers
of his mob.
Outside Lisbon he

-

ii'i-al'.lMlanfl
:

Scene is ably
again,
wring it of excltemerit
and give the picture a ye rj' satis-,

friendsliip
Staged to

',.ihg''b;o.‘.''

,

,

.POUBUs, Dick

i . i .

as.!

:

"Africa Screams” (UA); Ahbbtt iSc Costello work Africa
for solid laughs and promis-

•

till

"Horae of the Bfave" HJA),
Stanley Kraraer-prbdubed, hosock on Negro discrlm-

name

De

danger

physical

of

Stevens attempts to talk.the steed,
now praotically a man-kUler, into

:

inan.
Carl Foreman,
Mark KobsOn. Screenplay.Laurents;
music
based on play by Arthur
Composed and directod by^Dimltri T!om-

jihiB tiiiie.

.

;

FlI^M
quence

Artlsti release o{ Screen Play*

camCTa. Robert

.

. ..... ,
.

j '

,

4,

HoiM© of the Brave
TJiitted

,

.

ic

fc .

. ( .

.

.

.

.

.

,

Robert Bice
Riders of Purple Sage

.

;

The

A^

:

.

.

.

“Siisarina Pass” lets the Roy Rogers adult fans down with a heavy
thud, but is stiil passable for the
kiddie ticket buyer. Juvenile tfeatTUent in script, direction and playing holds the oatuner down to the
level of the ordiriary Saturday itiatinee western, Without the Rogers
naihe, that’s the type of booking it

.

.

.

4

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

'

i

;,

'

'

.

'

;

&

:

,

wriuld 'rate:
Film reunites Dale Evans (Mrs.
Rogers) with the singing coiypoke
after several seasons apart. That
factor ^alone/ gives it riipre booking
importancG than it gives up to, but
l.fans will.be inclined to excuse this
(Continued oh page 18)
'
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FUMIINO HMD
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FIG
I

TERRIFIC!
MMIVaOIIS MATCH

CITY/PHILLY/

Af

HER WARNER BROl BESTi

ALSO STARRING

DIRECTED eV

Screen Play hy

RiniiflifiaiH

ROBERT WILDER
,

• Additibnal Dialogue by EDMUND
M.
'
Based ph a Play by RORERT and SALLY WILDER

NORTH

.

».

;»

;

INTEHNATIONAL

I-OSBOJj OSTICK
TwWwif 8qn«t»

f>ae»,

Miuflte’»

'

'

IS

Discina Gets 6 Foreign
Pictures from Loew^
U. S- And Canadian distribution
rights to six foreign-made pictures

’

Wadiington,

May

pix and clUfhangers^standard bait foi' small
cla^r
frv in the U. S.-^re being

Many U. S cowboy

to

to,.,

watch the thnller

M
LondomJday 3.

stuff.

After being closed for 10 years,
the .Gaiety 'theatre in the Strand is
likely to reopen for Christmas with

is disclosed by the U. $. Dept,
report
of Comnierce In the ciirtent
of its motion picturerphotographic

This

new musical starring Luplnb
Lane, who owns the property.:;
Theatre was vietimi df homh
**Thdia: Nearly all deletions on
damage in the early daVS of the
Hollywood films inVolye drinking
Of three features com- war snd for some time past
Scenes.
a

Other nations reported

branch.

;

2 Lindsey

.

'

.

,

;

'

.

.

{

,

Entire inside of the theatre .was
moral relationships in ,_an attraO- .torn out. It Is estimated
that restive manner; and the third was dC^
toration work wili cost around
scribed as having a theme of mur$ 200 000
dei' and Immorality vyithout any
y
real entertainmbht value,
,

Johannesburg, April 26,
“Annie Get Your Gun’’ has been

:

.

,

.

set by African Consolidated /TheT
atres, Ltd., to open at His MAjesty’s
here July 27.
Bonita Primrosb,

cine-techftical fac-

tory at Lodz has begun work on
500 projectors to handle narrow
gauge Aim as well as a quantity
of projectors for standard theatriPoles claim their new
cal Aim.
projectors are ah improvement
oyer the foreign product in both
construction and
Si

:

lonifa Prprose Lead

;

{

who appears

as

Ado Annie

in

“Oklahoma!”,. Which opened at HiS
Majesty’s Dec.. 23, arid, is now
touring Eouth. Africa,' has been
named for the title ro}e.
Principals for “O k 1 a h b
a!”,
which was sock b.o. here, were, all
{{
Sydney. Api'H 26.;
recruited from America, Where
It’s learned here that a deal to
they either appeafed in the Broad- merge the Aussie distrlb interests
way Of road company production’s of 20th-Fox and- BKO was all blueof the '/show.
They include La printed for operation but was
Verne Burden; as Laurey, Robert {finally nixed by officials of both
Lyon as Curley, David Morris, as organizations in New York; after
Ali Hakim, Louise Fornanca, Ori long huddles to iron out certain
vllle
Sherman, Boh Nash, Len pefcentages covering the merger,
Mence, Loish Johnson, Florence Now it’s understood that no more'
punlap, Harris, Hawkins, Shirley approaches will be made by either
Chambers, Thomas Celland, Miss side; 26th-Fox and RRO operate
Primrosef and Erik Kirsten and on a joint plan in South Africa,
Ralph Doyle,) head of RKO;- has
Charlotte
Bay as the leading
dancers.' The “Oklahoma!” tour is just returned to Aussie after a
scheduled, tb end some time in quick trip to N. 'Y. to taik the posiJuly with most of the cast going tion Over with his chiefs. It was
into fAnnie.’i
rumored that had the deal gone
Pripr to the “Annie” presenta- through Doyle would Have stepped
tion, His Maje.sty’s, which is cur- into the top spot.
Syd Albright is
rently 'bpefating as a pix house, presently head of 20th-Fox here.
will bring in the Johannesburg It’s also rumored that there has
Municipal Opera Co. for a limited been a little domestic upset within
engagement.
the 2Qth-Fox ofgahization here.
Harry Walker, longfinie sales chief,
resigned recently after failure to:
Chermavsky’s Findings
Joseph Cherhiavsky, conductor see eye-to-eye on certain policies
and composer, returned to N. Y, laid, down to cover this tcfritoi'y.
last
vreek
from Johannesburg, Albright formerly headed the UA
..1';
where he handled the musical di- '{setUp'-here,.
rection for the production
Doyle, on his return to Sydney
of
“Oklahoma!”, at His Majesty’s, and from N. Y,, has declined to make
nlso directed the Johannesburg any statement, apart* from tlie
Ballet theatre and the Cape Town usual one covering company prodUhiv. Ballet in their combined uct.
At 20th-Fox it’s all compresentation last November at His pletely hush-hush.
Majesty’s.
It’S Understood here that with
Chcrnia vsky f o u n d
Soiith {African entertainment - and the 50% rental freeze still in force,
theatres .to be Oh a high level, but plus the high bperational Overhead
noted that there is an acute short- of U.. S. distribs in this territory
age of both pOp and symphonic and the heavy red showing by U. S.
musicians, While in South Africa, distribs the World oyer, feelers had
Cherniavsky completed an operetta been going out for some time bebased oh thO life of P. T. Barnum. tween certain distribs On a merger
idea to nix those heavy operational
20th-Fox and RKO were
costs.
rated as the most interested until
Franc
an Tankef
the final no dice in N. y.
Trade fs waiting to see whafwill
Paris, April 26.
American distribs have trans- happen (if anything) to the United
ferred the dollar equivalent of 80,- Artists' Aussie Setup and the SRO
000,000 francs
(about $200,000) iocal office. Regarding the latter,
against the partial financing of re- David O. Selznick stated some
pairs of a SwiSs-owhed tanker cur- time ago that SRO
continue
to operate in Aussie, 'T'rade, hOvvrehtly in MarseiUes dockyards.
In effect, transaction involved a ever, figures that Selzqick will
dollar purchase of U. S. - owned probably change his mind once
“Portrait of Jennie” Is released
frozen francs by a Swiss company.
here.
and SRQ are headed by
Gliye Arnott and Cleave Shepherd
With print now in the U. {S:, respectively.

m

m

/

London,

.

May

3.

'

..'sbund-

Ayendy

Hiller, ^‘Ann
Verenica” is scheduled to open tonight (TueS, ) in Manchert'er under

*

Starring

,

Jack Hyltbn’sj auspices. Play was
adapted from the H;; G. Wells bn-ik
by the actress’ author-husband,
In London
Ronald Gow. Latter also adapted
the Walter Green wood novel “Love
'M
on the Dole,” in which Miss HillerLondon, May 3..
appeared several seasons ago.
Although two of its leading
Gow did the stage treatment of
niembers will he absent, the Films “Veronica’’ in New York last winCouncil is meeting in London to- ter while his actress-wife was starday (3) to consider questions of ring in “The Heiress” at the Biltpolicy arisihg from the bperation more on Broadway. According, to
of the 40% quota which com- the playwright, the new play is a
mences in October. Absentees are father big production by British
J. Arthur Rank and Sir Alexander standards, having 25 scenes and a

.

.

,

.

.

Korda who are on their way home
from the WashlngtCn talks.
Spokesman at the BoarA of
Trade told VariXty that if the
CbuncU should feel that the Producer point of view was not adequately jepresented at the meeting
a further session would he convened to consider major issUes.

revolving stage.

While in New York, Gow revealed, he and Peter Ashmore (who
staged) made, plans for the “shape
and stS'le of production not uninAuenced by American thethbds,’’
Althdugh not a musical, the play
uses music freely and cafries an
orchestra.
Miss /Hiller plays the

>.

;

'

,

,

'

,

.

..

I

understood that at this meet- title role of a •rebellious English
'
ing reports made 'by the British .gifi of 1909.
Film ProducefS Assn, in regard to
the. Arst year of the new .quota act
will be considered, in coiijunetion
vyith
the arrangements Ao be Alexandria, Egypt,
adopted for deciding' questibns ap,pertaining to quota relief and the
procedure to. be foUbwed by' the
Council in future. Other items on
39tli Overseas Deluxer
the agenda include the appointGro'Wth of Metro's overseas thement bf a defaults committee,
which will make recommendations atre dbniain stepped up one more
on 'whether prosecutions should be notch this week when the company
instituted, and consideration of the started construction of a new showdraft annual report.
case in Alexandria, Egypt. The new
2,000-seater will be the 39th house
.in M-G’s foreign chain. Four other
scattered in various
properties,
London Film Notes
countries, have been acquired for
London, April 26.
eventual theatfe construction.
George
Wakhavitch
brought|
Speedup of Metro’s bversea,s ex„
here from Paris by Warner Bro.s. pansion is planned by the {comto do the decor at their Tedding- pany, it is said, Once the two postton^ studios for pictures produced vVaiv hurdles bloeking the movethere ,
Nlcholak Bela to Paris ment are removed. These bbstacles
May 1 for A month bri Anglo- are either the ban against theatre
French picture deal with Ray Ven- construction in favor of homes, or
tura.
Edward .Dryhurst, indie the prohibitively high cost of buildfilm producef, latest to get govern- ing materials in pthers.
ment Subsidy fOf pic producing,
Governihg the growth of; Metro’s
tees olf with “The Rohlantic Age,” circuit is a policy that ’ttie company French-import
“Manon” is being
which he. will begin shooting at will erect, its own hbuseS wherever readied; for distribution by Vog
Denham studios June 7 for J- Ar- it finds no adequate outlets for Film Co) Latter partially financed
thur Rank, with cast headed by tiie exhibition Of
its production.
Jean Simmons and Hugh Williams, a coiToilary, company intends acWith Edmund Gfeyille to direct
quiring its own theatres- in spots
Mask Films' “Sparkcnbroke.” di- where it believCs there, is an irisnfrepted by Ga'valcanli, goes into flcient number of moderh fu'SlWork June 14) \yith Sally Ann runs. All houses tp be erected will
'London, May 4,
Howes and Marius Goring Starred. be on same scale and standards as
“Adv, -Story,” Jam'es (7).
Byron Haskin here from Holly: the Loew'S theatres in the U. S.
.“Annie Get Gun,” Col’s’m (100).
Wood to direct “Treasure Island”
Top number of houses owned are
“Bless the Bride,” Adelphl (106).
for Walter' Disney-J. Arthur Rank,
Australiav
'eight
deluxers
where
in
“Brigadoon,” Majesty (3).
with shooting to start June l4 at
“Belinda Fair,’' 16).
GlhefS are AcgenDenham studios John Sutro and are' operating,
)
“Daphne,” Wynd. (6),
Gqlin Lesslie, directors of Ortus tina, one theatre, 'two properties;
“Dark of Mbon,” AihhasSador (3).
Eilms, to {Rome, April 30, to seek Beigium, three theatres: Brazil,
“Foolish Gent’w’n,” Duch. (lO).
theatres,
one.
property;
dhlie,
locations for their pic which will four
“Happiest
Days,”
Apolib
(58).
Colombia,
five;
be made in Rome and Naples.., two; China, ohe;:
“Harvey,” Wales (181.
Cavalcanti flying to Rome, April Cuba, one property; Egypt- one
“Heiress,” Haymarket (14).
27 to make final arrahgements for house, one under construction;
“High Button Shoes,” Hipp. (20).
Ipcatioh sequences for “Sparkeh- Englandi .two; France, one; India,
“Human Touch,” Savby (12))
broke,” film based on Charles Mor- two; Italy, ohe; Peru, one; Porto
“Latin Qt. Revue,’) Casino{(7))
gan's best seller
Associated Brit- Rico, one; Switzerland, two; South
{“Lilac Time,” Palace (2).
Ish Picture Corp.’s next epic will Africa, two; and Uruguay, one,
“Monkey Puzzle,” Playhouse (1).
be ”Little Lambs Eat Ivy,” based
“Oklahoma!’' Drury Lane (105).
on Noel Langley’s play. Play orig“One Wild Oat,” Garrick (22). ,
inally bought, by J. Arthur Rank
Interfilm Corp,, {in association
“Oueeh Came By,” York (6),
Organization for film but recently {{With Disclne Interhatiohal Films,
“September Tide,” Aid, (21),
disposed of to ABPC, and goes acquired; U, S. distribution rights
“Summer in Dec,,” Comedy (6'
into production early June at El- to ‘‘Riibens,” a 45-ralnute Belgian
“Together Again,” 'Vic. Pal (108'.
stree studios, with no Cast yet as- documentary based on the life of
“Woman’s Place,'! Maude (6).
sembled,
[ the painter.
“Worm’s Vie w,” Wliitehail (106).
It’s

.
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,

;

:

,
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To

Lohdort, April 26.
“The Queen Came By.” V’hich
opened at the Duke of York’s a some supplied of ceiiuloid, they are
couple of weeks ago, .closes May able tb shoot a few more scenes,
14, and will be replaced by “No not knowing where the next day’s
Flowem.fof the Llyirig,” formerly supply is to come from, or what it
tried but at .the Lindsey (Theatre Will cost them.
{Major' producei's have interClub, With Thora Hird in hef brigyiewed) Pfesldent Perbn, 'Who has
inal role,/
“The Monkey Puzzle,” hew play promised them that raw stock will
by youthful author Shirley Cocks, be Classified ps an es.sential import
for
grantihg; Of exchange permits.
goes to the Playhouse, replacing
the latest flop, “Maideh's Pfayef.” Following up this promise the
Eofmef was also pfbduced at the Finance Ministry hbs cailed; oh
to inake sWbrri declarathus
creproducers
Lihdsey three weeks ago,
Ating/ an nnpfecedented/ record fpf-| tions on-ail their requlfements, not
two tryout shows to play coficuf- only of raw fllm; but of other essential
equipment;
West
End.
producers are
the
reritly at
confidently expecting: to be grahted
impoi't permits at' free exchange
rates in the very near future,
Carlbs Hugo Christensen, Susana
Frcyre and .luan Carios Thorry,
together
with
cameraiheh and
other technicians Sighed by Bolivar Films, are; due to leave fpr
Venezuela at the 'end of the month

LanCi has been battling with the
pletely banned by the_ censors,
giveii'-r-iione Ministry of Works for a rebuilding
Ucense. Now he has succeeded in 'Annie' Set for S. Africa
was predominantly loaded with seX obtainirig; government okay in prin-;
appeal, crime and violence: one
ciple and is waiting for the formal
^yas classified as appealing to the
license before starting work.
lower passions and presenting im-

The

Legits

West End as

these were the reasbns

Poland:

JSuenqs Aires, April 26)
film industry is
.staggering along, due to the continued scarcity of .raw stock (its
most essential import) as a f esult
of the. dollar shortage.) The major
studios are/wbfking only intbrmittent Jy As they rbanage to, scrounge

The AtSenfihe

:

nimors” in
fied as ‘'not suitable for
Venezuela. Only adults, are pe^
mitted;

m

have been acquired from Loew’s
interhati'ohal bp' DisCinaJnternational Films Corp. Involved in the
deal are three French plx, an Argentine Aim andrtwo English dialog
pictures which were made abroad.
Topping the list is “Angels of
ihc Street,” a Frehch import, which
is scheduled to open at the Paris,
N. Y„ following the runs of “Diable Au Corps.” Others are “It
Happened at the Inn,” “Stormy
water,” “When {Words Fail,” “The
Last. .Chance” and “Portrait of
Maria;” Made in Mexico, “Maria”
stars Dolores del Rio and Pedro
Armendariz.

3

I

i

.

.

.

:

.

!

I

Thorry will
direct a second musical for Boll-/
direct. Later, in 1950,
';'

:'var,

-'

Argentine producers are elated
over the success being enjoyed by
Argehtina Soho Film’s prize-winning “Dios se lo Pague,”: which has
beeh declared “best picture of the
year” ^including-; all foreign 1 in
Venezuela. The picture is also rnnhing simultaheously in eight Rio
de. Janeiro houses. Sono Films is
ahxioiiS to cash in on the popularity; of Arturo de CordOya and
Zully Moreho as an acting team,
and Will star them together pnee
more in “Naeha Regules,” which
Luis Cesar Amadbri is to direct.
Meanwhile De Cordova has a pietUre to he made in a Chilean

;

.

'

'

{

.

,

.

under

the direetion of
Mexican Rob'ertb Gavald'on.
Luis Sandrini, who is currently
making rec'prd grosses in Argenstudio,

.

tine

legit,

is

.

due back

in

Spain

year, and Will make; a
version of Marcel Paguol’s
“Topaze,” With Pierre Chenal dilater' this

film

recting;

Spanishfix Seen Pushing

Hollywood Product For

I

Popularity in S. America

'

Swap

l

work on the first Argentihe-VenezueiaH doUaboration, / a
musical Which Christensen is to
to' start

i

'

I

,

UA

Madrid, April 26.
{future, .Spahish
occupy second place, in
South and Central America, and
will be
quite good competitors
with IlollywOod products, which,
of course, will continue to be the

“In the near

films Will

'

in those; markets.” So says
Vicente Casanova, head of Cifesa,
leading Spanish producing conipany, Who has just) returned to
Madrid after a tour of Argentina,
first

Uruguay and Chile.
Casanova has. made arrahgement
for

with

di.stribUtibn

Cifbsa films
Distributors,

of

Interamericana

and discussed the possibility of e.xchangihg technicians and artists
with the San Miguel Studios. He
has also bought six Argentine pictures; outright
for showing in

,

Spain.;.;-

;

Casanova

.

ing sentiments in, Pakistan and
minority eominunitieS aren't put on
Idea is to foster intefSt reenk
dorninion friend.ship..
On the other hand Pakistan East
Bengal a uthorities haye impo.sed a
total ban on exhibition of Indian
pictufes Which show the Indian
national flag Or have Indian national songs ip them.

‘

{

.'

.

.

'

.

.

.

;

'

.

'

,

;
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laid the groundwork for early reECKSTEIN TO
M lease of MpEA product In 'JugoM. Eckstein, who fesigned slavia under last year's .deal neguhead of. the sales control dept, tiated by Motion Picture Assn, of
of the Motion Picture Export Assn., America prez Eric Johnstbh with
has shifted over to Paramount’s Marshal. Tito))
foreign dept.' to take ;bver the post
Mebs' inspection junket also took
of company rep in 'Siam. Eckstein him through Paris. Prague, Budaheads for Bangkok/ wlthin a few pest, Warsaw, 'Vienna and several
weeks.
key cities in Gbfroany, where ho

Irving

as

'

-

Yugo Fix Deal

Trip; Aided

Irx'ing Maas, yeiepee and general'
mana.ger of the Motion Picture
Export Assn.; planed ihtb New
"york Mb'nday (2) after a two-month
tour of the MPEA’s cbntineiitai
maTkgi.s.
While in Belgrade, he

'

.

.

New

{'

"

.

;

to

{

'

-

•

;

plane

Will

York in mid-May fo try to establish his oWn distributing company,
and then W>li 'visit
Madra.s, April 12,
Mexico and
"'"
Madias government .has pa.ised ’Centf al Ahierica,
orders to see that pictures Offend-

,

‘

.

Kx

The Indian Sign on

;

I

i

{

-.,

Pripr fo a three-year stint with /conferred With

;

-.

member company

.MPEA, new Parambunter Worked European managers, He is expect111 the Ipreign wing of United Arted to luake a report this week to
/
ists,
Johnktoh ak wdlt hs'to'the MPEA;
.

;

'
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FASTER PLAYOFFS GLUT MARKE
H’wood Technidans Report London

tudios Tie Into

technicians

from work in the
While the English
show a readiness to

from

the U. S. visitors,
Britain’s film plant is still handicapped by lack of materials, inadequately Sized lots and an unsuitable trade union structure.
American cameramen, guiding
British assistants on U. S.-financed
pictures, consider themselves lucky
same
if their crew remains the
Under
over a two-week period.
British labor procedures, studio
workers in all categories are rotated on jobs in order to share

leai-n

employment. Switching of dollypushers and light-handlers, after
the initial crews were already
briefed in their tasks, causes frequent delays and, sometimes, heavy
damage to productions in
progress.
Britain's studios still rarely get
a picture completed on schedule.
Warner Bros’, recently - finished
“The Hasty Heart,” for example,
was blueprinted for a 70-day shooting schedule, but wound up three
weeks overdue. However, despite
the time spillover, production
budgets are kept more or less in
line with original estimates due to
the relatively cheap British labor
scales.

'

During the production of “Hasty
the pie’s star, Ronald
Reagan, was afflicted by a case of
“Klieg-eyes” when somebody used
open-arc illumination to light up a
set.
That practice of trying to
gain more light by dispensing with
arc shields was jettisoned in Hollywood some 30 years ago but, in
Heart,”

Britain, it’s a method
fuel and equipment.

Call of the

of

saving

Crumpets

British
rank - and - file studio
woi'kers still adher^to their traditional tea and lunch hours without
giving an -inch to the producers.

When

the lunch-bell strikes, the

workers knock off even if they are
in the middle of shooting a scene.

The general feeling among Americans is that the British workers
are “pouring it on” in retaliation
for the alleged rough treatment
they received before the Labor
government was in power.
Poor transportation facilities between the center of London and
the suburban studios is one bf the
major weaknesses in the Briti.sh
production setup.
Most of the
workers are forced to travel between two and three hours each
way and, as a result, are not at top
efficiency
on the job.
Alfred
Hitchcock has attempted to skirt
this hurdle by using special buses
to pick up and drop oiff his studio
crews in the center of London.
•

3,000

M.
To

An

Intensify

intensified
against the

Nabe

and

subsequentBarrymore Loaned
runs are currently being glutted
20th-Fox for ‘Pinky’ with an oversupply of film product,
Hollywood, May 3.
a checkup of the situation by
Ethel Barrymore shifts to 20thFox on the first loanout deal un- Variety Indicates. Firstruns are
der her Metro contract for one of throwing off product so fast under
current conditions that the theatres
the top roles in “Pinky.”
Numerous other actresses had which follow are unable to play off
been tested by Darryl Zanuck for the entire supply of features at
the role, which calls for an aristo^ their present number of changes
per week. Backing-up of film is
cratic southern woman.
“Pinky,” incidentally, will be now causing a flock of subsequentsubtitled in 27 foreign languages at runs to boost the rate of program
an added cost of $100,000 to insure changes weekly.
its distribution in alien countries.
Exhlb groups report that many
Heaviest previous subtitling on that 'subsequenters throughout the
iot was 23, for “The Razor’s Edge.”
country ai-e either swinging into
double-features or speeding up
from two to a present three
changes weekly to absorb the
plethora
of
unplayed product.
Moreover, the change from a
scarcity to an overabundance of
pix is stiffening the attitude of
subsequent-runs on rentals for any
but top films.
The changed situation has miliNearly 100% boost in first-run
revenues for its recent releases is tated against 20th-Fox’s drive to
claimed by Universal as a result of boost returns on product. It has
brought
forth, for instance, a decthe company’s newly-adopted habit
of multiple territorial bookings. laration by Arthur H. Lockwood,
Soid on the practice of combining prez- of the Theatre Owners of
heavy exploitation baliy in a sec- America, that exhibs can pick and
tor, with a flock of first-run dates choose their pi-oduct because of
for that focal point city plus out- the glut on the market.
lying towns, the company is now
Reverse of 2 Years Ago
committed to an indefinite policy
The shift in complexion of the
along those lines “for all pictures product situation has evolved
suited to that type of opening.”
slowly over the past couple of
The policy has been tested for years.
Actually, conditions are
the past three months, one of U’s now directly reverse to those 24
top sales officials said, and a com- months ago when National Allied
parative checkup against similar leaders charged Hollywood with
Allied
films released in the past year has creating a false scarcity.
demonstrated that the first-run draws strongly from subsequenttake for the area is more than run and nabe operators for its
doubied. “We can’t use this meth- membership.
od for every picture in every area,
Survey of the smaller distribs,
although we would like to, because surprisingly enough, turns up the
we would wear out our welcome. information that they have not
But we intend continuing with been hit by the accumulation of
most so long as it produces present unplayed product.
These lesser

houses

U’s Multiple City

Openings Pay Off

UA-Small Trying B.O.
Magic to Get Into Black

Denver, May 3.
Tying up with United Artists’ those lines in work or in preparapromotion campaign for “Black tion. Studio story flepartments
the national Society of have been advised to scan the horiAmerican Magicians Will open zon for controversial topics. List
their annual convention here May includes a broad field of subjects
16 with about 1,000 members mas- lending themselves to ballyhoo,
querading as Cagliostro, 18th Cen- such as race prejudice, unmarried
tury wizard and the film’s central mothers, racehorses, dope, baseball
character, pic’s star, Orson Welles, teams, immigration and internanow in Italy, has been appointed tional complications.
honorary chairman in absentia of
Films about race problems inthe magickers’ 21st annual con- clude "Pinky,” “Lost Boundaries,’*
clave, with costar Nancy Guild to “Home of the Brave” and “Intrudbe guest of honor.
ers In the Dust.”
Ida Lupine’s
Grand prize of a trip to Italy “Not Wanted” will be followed by
will be awarded to the magician “Abandoned” and “The Children,”
wearing a costume most closely dealing with babes born out of
•

representing that of Cagliostro. wedlock.
“Black Magic” was produced in
Baseball is the topic in “The
Italy by Edward Small.
Stratton Story,” “Take Me Out to
the Bali Game,” “The Cleveland
Story” and an impending yarn on
the carreer of Rube Waddell. On
the horse track are “The Great

Probe Charge Of

Whether

Drive

product,

companies once again. It may also
further riddle their chances in the
subsequent-run houses where the
bite in income is hitting them
now.

hearts,” the biography of Seabiscuit, with the stor. of Man o’ War
warming up.

Internation

Russ

Apparently nudged into the
probe by complaining exhibs, FTC
indicates that an exchange of information by the companies via

Martin (Akron), Bailey
(N.O.) Sued for % Chiz
Two more ejehibs were named

Confidential would be sufficient to
it operating illegally.
How-

hold

defendants this week in percentage chiselling actions filed in
been conducted quietly for the past Cleveland and New Orleans. Four
three months, no determination separate actions were brought in
one way or the other on the info- the Federal court in Cleveland
swapping charge has yet been against M. C. Martin operating the
made.
Dayton theatre, Akron, O. PlainUnder the direction of Joseph H. tiffs are RKO, Metro, Paramount
Klein, New York prober for the and 20th.
FTC, the Government org has been
In New Orleans, Harold H. Baichecking into records of metro- ley, I. Roy Calamia and the Baipolitan exchanges in an effort to ley-Calamia
Theatrical Interests
weigh the charges. FTC is also were slapped with five suits claimtalking with distrib execs of the ing phony returns on percentage
various companies, as well as of- pix. Defendants operate the Genficials of Confidential.
While the tilly theatre in the city. Plaintiffs
investigation has concentrated so are Universal, 20th, Meti-o, Parafar on Gotham, it will extend to ex- mount and RKO.
changes elsewhere in the country
All suits included the convenbefore completion within the next tional charges of under-reporting,
two months.
and asked for recoupment on perSince Confidential is not a tr'&de centage losses plus damages on
organization, FTC official Indicated flats sold at lower prices because
that there is little likelihood of a of the alleged misrepresentations,
dissolution being ordered even if
certain abuses in practice are
found.
A desist order from the Agnew-Casanave’s Sexer
Commission after hearings would
ever, although the investigation has

!
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And Lloyd

be a more likely recommendation,

Buy
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Reissues

Motion Picture Sales Corp., the
was said.
Hearings only will be held in new Neil Agnew-Charles Casanave
into fullthe event the probers reach the distribution unit, will get
operation within the next
scale
conclusion that some or all of the
charges are substantiated. If they couple weeks with two releases.
of the
“Sins
a
sexer,
First
will
be
should occur, FTC would issue a
which will be followed
complaint and Confidential would ^uthers,
by about a half-dozen test engagethen file its answer.
ments of the Harold Lloyd reissue,
“Movie Crazy.”
“Fathers,” made in Canada, will
Settle Chi Trust Suit
have both its sales and exploitaChicago, May 3.
tion handled by Alec Moss, forLargest single money suit filed merly with Paramount and Howard
in this area against the major dis- Hughes.
Like most other MPSC
„
tributors and the Balaban & Katz employes. Moss is on a percentage
circuit, for alleged anti-trust prac- arrangement,
tices against Monroe theatre, was
Lloyd reissue, first of a flock to
settled out of court last week. which MPSC acquired rights, was
Million dollar suit filed last fall made by Paramount in 1932. Test
by Seymour Simon, attorney, for runs will determine policy on
Lubliner & Trlnz, former owners, further handling of the Lloyd pix.
charged Chicago system of booking
Meantime, Agnew is in Europ®
prevented Loop house from until mid-June attempting to lino
showing first-run product,
up foreign product which will help
While settlement figure was un- keep the wheels of his organizadisclosed, it was thought to be be- tion lubricated. Agnew is looking
low $100,000. Action does not af- for outright buys or deals for
He
feet present owner, James Jovan, participation in production.
who is operating, under subsequent left New York last week and will
run policy after trying first-run visit England, France. Italy,
Sweden, Switzerland and PortugaL
last year with minor results.
'

MPAA

j

entangle-

“Postal Inspector,” “Post Office
Investigator,” “Trapped,” “Illegal
Entry,”
“Border Control” and
“Port of New York.”

tion in restraint of trade. It would
so be held if the outfit operates
in an illegal manner.

;

j

;!

ments form the basis of “I Married
a Communist,” “The Red Danube,”
“Sword in the Desert,” “Quartered
City” and “Tokyo Joe.” Juvenile
delinquency has “The City Across
the River” and “Johnny Holiday.”
Governmental departments, customarily working in secret, will be
disclosed to the public eye in

it

crossroad
Several
appearances.
times, for instance, cameras have
Fie
shot around a star to prevent deContinued from page 3
lay on production chores.
U’s technique is to choose a
middling to large city as the fo- Russians had given up the whole
cal point.
By picking- the right idea.
Next problem is the one of showcity, company gets the benefit of
officials the films they
the oveiTap with smailer surround- ing Soviet
ing centrs so far as radio and news want to see. Possibility discussed
or the
&
coverage is concerned. Radio time is that a rep of the
Guild plan to spread their drive in Cincy, for instance, reached the Motion Picture Export Assn, will
from Broadway into nabe theati-e lesser locales where the pic had be sent to Moscow with the
product.
areas with increased picketing, also been booked.
the
has
been
past
A difficulty in
throwaways and appeals to comunwillingness of Yank companies
munity groups for help.
to send “samples” to tfie Soviet
Negotiations
between both
Indiana Exhibs
deal
in
hand.
They
firm
without a
unions and the majors broke down
Indianapolis, May 3.
have always considered the possilast month following an industry
With a “top sales exec” from bility of dupes being made from
the prints and distributed without
SSSL““c',.S'.7b.‘'S^^^
the knowledge of the owners, since
Oie Guild, i„ .dvance o, working
Indiana will again hold its there is no Way of checking copy
out new pacts
Both unions opSovie
eraling without a contract knee midsummer convention at French right infringements in the Soviet
last September have asked Gov- Lick Springs June 22-23. Conclave territory.
Thus the next step by American
eminent mediation and concilia- will be preceded by a directors’!
tion services to intervene to break meet on the evening of the 21st. companies is to determine how the
Convention business reportedly Russe reque.st for the sample
the deadlock. The majors have already refused to accept the serv- will be confined to one session, prints is to be handled. Moscow
ices of the N. Y. State- Boaik of Chairman of the convention com- deal with Johnston called for purModiation.
mitlee is Marc Wolf.
chase of a minimum of 20 films.

relations
war
major film companies was mapped at a joint membership meeting last night (Tues.l
of two CIO homeoffice whitecollarite' unions which are fighting to
win a renewal of their labor agreements. Representing almost 3,000
employees in the New York offices.
Screen Publicists Guild and Screen
Office
Professional Employees

!

Reports,

checking outfit used
except Metro, is a
favorite channel for distribs in
swapping dope on theatre b.o. revenues is currently the subject of
a probe being pushed by the FedOverall
eral Trade Commission.
objective of the investigation, an
FTC official said, is to determine
whether Confidential is an opera-

public

i

Confidential

Inc., industry
by all majors

companies have suffered a noticeable drop in revenues from nabe
The loss, however, has
houses.
4, has now been followed through
been counterbalanced by a climb
with “Red Canyon” and “Ma and in the take from firstruns. With
Pa Kettle.” Next two releases, the two factors offsetting each
“Illegal
Entry” and “Calamity other, these companies are in the
Jane and Sam Bass” will also be same income bracket as ever.
given the
same treatment, U
Because of the scarcity of feaspokesmen said.
tures for firstruns, lesser distribs
Pattern laid down by “Riley” is are breaking into key houses
generally being followed. In that i-arely before booked their prodinstance, U booked the film into uct.
Faster piayoffs have speiled
150 day-and-dates in Cincy and holes in schedules which the
William Bendix majors have been unable to plug.
its surroundings,
and others were brought into the
Smaller companies’ prospects
city for the resultant hoopla. Same
may, come in for complications
sort of territorial openings were
when the upswing in Hollywood
then staged for “Riiey” in both
major production first begins to
Indianapolis and San Francisco.
Since that
effect in the fall.
“Canyon” then opened in Salt take
boost in filmmaking is intended to
Lake City with 60 bookings and
keep the deluxers supplied with
“Kettle” in Kansas City with 75
it may shut out the lesser
day-and-daters.

Dan Patch” and “Always Sweet'

CRI Info Swaps

Plan, initially* tried with “Life
of Riley” in Cincinnati on March

To clear the way for continued
appearance of stars, U’s sales and
ad-pub forces are working closely
with the studio. The lot is planing its production work so that
these players can make their

Hollywood, May 3.
Frontpage stories, political
themes and other subjects capable
of wide exploitation are getting a
heavy play on the film lots, with
approximately 50 pictures along:

Magic,”

results.”

Collarites

Headlines,

With 50 Exploitation Fix Propping

Prod. Facdities Quite Primitive
filmmaking facilities +
Britain’s
have made only slight progress in
the last year towards approaching Ethel
Holiywood’s standards, according
To
to American producers and directors returning
British studios.

News

'

S

.

-
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immediate

paying q dividend
Universal
of ,$1.06 per share to holders oL us
4%'/(i PIjferred stock. Divvy will
June
1 to stockholddistributed
be
ers of record May 16.
ParambuntlA, regular quarterly
dividend of SOc. per share on common stock was voted by the board
at a special
(Tues.)
yesterday
is

.'.tore.

Although the demarche from
Washington to Whitehall gave no

indication of the quota figure the
U.S (jovernment had in mind, it
is learned here oh highest, authority that the top percentage, fot first
feature quota acceptable to the
TJ S- authorities

also

would be 25%,

It’s,

that the second
quota, ,,:noW Standing at
should be scaled down to 20%

advocated

proached by Joriie 'Taps, Col.’S
music chief, on possibility of hsing ,25:"mlnutes.;
^
radio, record and vaude talent in
Featurette, whose sound track will be dubbed into more than 17
film to be tagged “Supper Club”
languages, is being produced by Howard Lesser Who also Wrote the
or “Club 15.’'
Victor SoloW is directing While cameraman is Richard Leacock
script.
Whether Col,' could get Perry who lensed Robert Flaherty’s '‘Louisiana Story.” Shooting
Como of“Supper Glub’k is ques- locatibn in Kingsport Monday (2). Budget is “under $50,000."began bh
tionable since he’s. Metro-contractKnickerbocker also did another documenta^; for State taggbd “Hurspoiiigni on NBG
tic shares
snares spotlight
WJPC,
60.
ed.
He
Ticahe,’’ A director add veepee of the firm since its inGeption is Mary'
jiveya-weeker with Jo Stafford and
Morrisey, wife of Leonard Case, veepee-treasurer for the Selziiick
peggy Lee. Caimphell’s “15” show Releasing Org. She’s also a former secretary of Jock Whitney. Howard
stays Bob Chosby, Margaret WhitMarizer is sec.-treaS.
pp^j^^
jpg
stars from both shows Will be
Twentieth-Fox, continuing its' old-time ballyhooing, pulled another
inked.,
Stunt in Hbustqn last Week which paid off for the company’s ’‘Belvedere.” Univ. of Houston coeds picketed the Majestic theatre during
the film’s openipg, carrying banners cbmplaihing against Clifton Webb’s
statement in the film that ebllege girls dress sloppily. Hbustbn PreSs
film: editor,; Paul Hochuli. tpached off the stunt when he referred to
the Webb statement in his column and called upon the gals to “defend

25%
for a
'

•by

'

a

trial

period and

;

,

I

'

’

their'',rights.’*

Picketing' was carried. On: for about an hour, after which the girls
accepted an invitatibn to luneh' issued by A1 Lever, Interstate city
Which brtricevup; the procession. Stunt was englnesred by
Lusty manager,
and “Homicide” (WBL
vet 20th field publicist: j[immie Gillespie, who is working in the com*
Jesse
Last week, “Shot
$12,500.
Jamek’ (PC) and ‘'In This Corper” pany*s sbuthern divisibn.

Genl Precisioh Plan

8)

,

:

(EL), hefty $13,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373;
:

hoped that the eventual outcome

Stockholders of General Preof the Anglo^H.S. talks will enable
cision Equipment Corp, sUbSid Of
the British government to put a
have okayed a plan subcompromise plan before the House 2oth-Fox.
mitted:,hy mahagement lor boostof Conimons,
capital of the comhas been no ing the working
Gffleially there
Proposal Calls for the inpany.
government
British
reply from the
crease in capital stock from a curto Washi ngtori, but at the Board
rent 800,000’ shares to 1,135,000
admitted
it’s
London
Of Trade in
shares: divided, into three classes.
that the protest has been received
will be used in the future
and is under cohslderation. Delay Stock
to iraise money.
in drafting a reply.has been mainly
New stock will be 120,000 shares
the
,

,

,

'

.

;

•

,

.

:

;

due to
recent absehce in
France of Board of Trade prez
W^rold dyilsOn, but it’s ahtlcipated
that: Cabinet approval would be'
necessary for any COmmumobUon
,

of
yertible preferred;

Faced with tlie: problem of giving “importance’’ to a pie entirely:
40-70)-^
So-so without names,. “Home of the Brave,’’ Stanley Kramer’s Screen' Plays
“Canadian Pacific’’ (:20th).
Last" week, ‘‘Don Juan” Corp. has been resorting to ingenuity, pirst .step in the process was
$15,000.
release of prints to the“Bel Air circuit"---the projeetion robms in the
(WB) (2d wk),:Ugbt $11900,
International (Taylor) (605; 48- homes of fiim biggies. While many producers refuse their prbduct
66)“‘Quartet” (EL) (5th wk). Still to this tbughest of all audiences; Kranier ordered prints loaned to pracI'turnaway business at $4,100 after. tically anyone who asked.
\
LoeW’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-70)—
Aim was to get word-of-mouth. When it has beeii sufficiently built,
“Bail Game” (M-G) (3d wk). Okay SP announced a bne-iiight press preyiew-preem at the Garthay Circle
$12,500 after second week’s big (pic-woh’t actually open for some weeks). Invitations Were sent out
bn
$17,000.:''
an RSVP basis, and demand. w'as doublelthe
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$I,20)-— was the first Of these preview-preenis since the70O seats set aside. This
war and' it dtew a topTulsa” (EL). Disappointing $11,- name list
of players, execs and newspaper and mag writers.
“Passionate
week,
Last
.

:

“

1

Friends’^SL),

'

fin0*"$15,000!’“”

:

Ben 'Washer, Paramount ad-publicity chief, and. Fred Lynch, Music
Hall ad-publicity director, had a plan worked out for a special train to
come from Connecticut on the New Haven raUibad for opening week
of “Connecticut Yankee" at the Hall. Stunt Wak virtually set, with full
co-op of the r.ri, when it Was discovered there were so many advance
reservations for "Yankee” that it would be imposrible to offer enough
reserved seats, key of the entire stunt.
The Hall automatically sells out its reserved section for the Easter
pageant. This year“Yankee” set a new high at the Hall on its second
week, with the initial session also strong, despite Lent.

|

common.

'

,

Two' Categories
Although detailed terms of the
Washington demarche have not
been made, known, it’s understood
they conie under two distinct but

;

'

:

;

,

’

interlocking categories. Firstly it
was argued that the present high
quota wa.s an unjustifiable discrimYank product.
against
ination
Secondly it was pointed put that
suggestions that a high qubta must
be maintained to protect the balance of -payments program was
negated by the 1949 Anglo-American filni agreement, which restricts the amount of exportable
film earnings to a niaximum of
,$17,0p0;000 a year.
It’s frankly admitted here thatv
as a result of the quota, the earn^
ings ,of American companies, in
London have dropped substantially
frOm the peak 1946-47 period of
17,000,000 pounds sterling. Furthermore, there is little doubt that
the operation of the unit plan ha's
involved Anierican producers and
distributors in a financial sacrifice,

'

.

and 1,000,000 of
“i
(FPy (2,386;
(2 386- 40-70)—“ConShea’s (FP)
Besides using the stock necticut Yankee’’ (Per) (3d wk).
for fund-raising, it will be made Okay $8,500 after big $13,000 on
;
available to employees and officers second staiva.
under a plkh giving them the right
Towne (Taylor) ::(691; 60-$1.25)--^
“Concert Magic” (Indie) (2d wk).
to: purchase shares;
Stockholders at the annual meet Diving to $,4,000 on limited appeal
were told that earnings for the first and high prices after first week’s
quarter of ’49 were up to 21C per disappointing $5,000.
University (FP) (1,556; 40-70)—
share of common against 18c. for
“Dream Is Yours” (WB), :So-sp
the comparative per*p:a of last yean,
Last week, “Mother Is
$8,500.

j

to Washington.

I

.

:

further'5%,''.
;

*

,

;

(Continued ftbm page

While it is admitted in diplomatic quarters here that reyisioh
of the quota would, involve new
i t’
legislation,
parliamentary

:

:

'

Divvy will he paid June 24 to
stockholders ol record June 3.

necessary

if

'

I

tneeting;

feature

4, ^$>49

^

HeiH^esentations

LJ SV

the

:

Hollywood’s role of providing films ‘as educational tools in the na(20th) i2d wk), $5,000,
tion’s school system was Spotlighted in several huhdred daily newsUptown (Loew) (2,743 40-70)—
recently as a resiilt of an Associated Press feature by John L.
“Family Hoheymobn” (U) (3d wk), papers
Good $9,000 after last week’s okay Springer. Written in line with the public irelations policy of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America, article pointed out that the major film com$ 11 000
Continued from page J
40-70)— panies had turned loose about 500, feature classics and shorts for classVictoria IFP)
(1.260;
20th'.s: ownership of an important “Congorilla” tlndie) and “Borneo” room use without any profit being made oh the deal.
MPAA estimates
Okay $5,000. that 10,000,000 school children view films as part of their studies. AP’s
chuhk of slock in Rank’s Gaumont-' (Indie) (reissues).
British circuit, has always been Last week. “Set-Up" (RKO) (2d story Stemmed from a sugge.stion by Tom Waller, MPAA’s New York

Freshman”

;

,

,

more

publicity director.

inclined Wk), fine $4,50O.

sympathetically

:

.

toward the British than have the
chief execs of other U. B. compa-

_

believed that it was
principally at Skburas’ instigation
that the unit plan was eased a
FAIRISH
$15,000
couple months ago by the Yanks
Pittsburgh, May 3.
ceasing to insist that both ends of
Biz is off again this week ala twin-bilt had tb come from the
same distrib, not ju-St from any though “Fiamingo Road” is fair at
the Stanley and may move to the
AineriGan eompany.
at
Fox, through a comblnatiori Of Warner. “Knock On Door”
Harris and “Portrait of Jennie” at
but they contend It is a worthwhile its G-B interest and by making
disappointing.
Penh shape
sacrifice as it has substantially eveiy. effort to be friendly to Rank,
This
Week
for
Estimates
ended the ijositioii in Whicb top has been attempting to get an edge
Stanley IWB) (3.800; 45-80)—
Yank prodbet was given:- second on tlie other twb of the Big Five
feature billing to boost inferior companies that must depend on “Flamingo Road” (WB). Doing fair
British films.
Hank’s houses for much of their $15,000. Last week, “Tulsa” (EL),
,
Because of the restricted earn- British income. The other two are $14,500.
Penn (Loew’s-UA) (3.300; 45-80)
and Paramount. RKO has
ings by the American companies,
—“Portrait of Jennie” (SRO). Mild
thfe ambubt of frozen coin available remained pretty much on the sideLast week, “Little
$13,500.
to be invested in. British produc- hne.s. but Par prexy Barney BalaWomen”
(M-G) i2d wk), big $14,tion is severely GUrtailed, and ban has consistently opposed any
500.
consequently little has been done oyeranxibusness to be “nice” to the
Harris (Harris) (2.200; 45-80)
in this direction, although there British.
Knock On Door” (Col) Heading
have been some notable exceptions.
Metro and Warner Bros, usually for'mod^atb $13,o6o.''‘Last'week’
It IS argued, however, that the are out of these battles altogether, ..Belvedere Goes College” (20th),
provision of a freer market for since they exhibit through the As- [(gd wk), fine $12,000 in 6 days.
American product would -enable a sociated British Circuit, of which
Warner (WB) 12,000; 45-80)—
larger sum to be spent bii producOf the Little r“Tui.sa’’ (EL) (m.o.i. Weak $5,000,
is part owner.
tion in Britain and thus help to Three, Universal does all right, Last week, “Dream Is Yours” (WB)
keep studlo)s occupied' and build relatively, inasinuch ab Rank is bne (nrp ), $8,500Fultoii (Shea) (1;700; 45-80) the nucleiis of a stable British of its principal stockbblders and
production industry.
there’s a special tie between them, Shuttered this week, arid will be
__
“
i'— .
J i-..«
United Artists and Columbia how-i closed two montbs for facelifting.
I.a)?t
week, “Plunderers" (Rep),
ever, get virtually
lilv no nlaving
playing time
..from either Rank’s Odeon and G-B solid $4,000 in 5 days.
nie.k

AT

'

;

Elaborate 12-page pressbook has been turned out by the Eagle Lion

flackery to hypo the industry’s participation in the U. S. Savings
Bond
drive.
Some 17,500 bf these books will be circularized in every U. S.
theatre to help pu'sh the: May 15-June 30 campaign.
Book outlines
a number of promotional angles which exhibs Can use plus
publieity

PnTNSG;‘FlAMIN(M’

It- is

'

stunts, _ad
chief,

pub

veepee,

IS

mats and tieups. Maurice Bei-gman, Universal’s eastern adheads the industry drive and Max E. Youngstein, EL’s ad-nub
handling publicity.

|

|

i

F&M

:

Ky. Exliibs’ Drive

Settles

Bn

j

I

continued from page 5
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RKO

:
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I

j

WB

'

j
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i

I

I

;
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-
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.

-
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Leaser Distribs
Co)iUiiiicd

from page

5
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I
,

i

R

ting the balance to Britain.
is
that ail sorts
of sU.Spect deal.5 are being worked
to keep the dollar remittance fig-

MPAA

J

or: ABC."''
Gbjective of the qnit plan; is to
prevent low-grade British product
from getting bookings bn the
strength of American pix with
which it might be duailed. It has
thtis served hot only
to create
hardship oh exhibs, but oh producei’s, Who formerly found one of
their low-budgeters possibiy playing percentage: at the top of a twin
bill, vv'lhie an important Yank pic,
whieh was really bringihg in the
audience, was billCd secohd and

;

:

i

i

I

ure oh an abnormally low leVel.
Dollar reihittance total appliek
to any British film hah(lled in the
D. S, dliring the 12-mohth period
regardless bf lioW old the pic h,ap-;

'

:

,

pens to be. For this reason, MPPA
reissues distributed to' strictly minor outfits as
well as newly-released product.
Since the
Pas uo way of
enforcing its bookkeeping method.s
nlu.st collate totals for

gettihgiflat rental.

MPAA

on non-members,

it

is

.

!

':

'

.

.

—

Ailliur

London

that the wrangle will finally Wind
the British govin the ia
r Ofdecision.
its
On the

up

last

Hank on
night

Yankee’^ _(Par)

May

:

'V®®ic-

D
Bennett,

-u„
Wayne

p.a;’s

“Untamed

by Bruce

,
Morris, Alan Hale

and James Brown,
itoxy (DurwOOd)

3.

his return to
(Mohday) re-

—

(900; 45-)65)
Breed’ (Col) and. (“Load-

Last
ed Pisiols’! i:Gol).
Steady.
week. ‘'Tulsa” lEL) (2d Wk), good

co m men t on the Angl oFilm Council talks .m

'

'

!

i

.

1

.

1...,

1

—

,

I

!

1

'

i

,

j

tax Passed in 1936, At that time,
membei's of the
of g.
Louis, Eastern Missouri and South- itiwas promised the tax would be

MPTOA

J

m^^

;a

:

adopted

_^

two e?soiutiohs against
ahnouheed s a 1 e s f*”
'd®*”'
®
The first ji’esolutioh Stated Y.
that any' dislributdr that failed to “aiie"|exhibit ilq product in an adequate
latest-run house Would weaken the
POOL
h-b. value of a pictui'e througbout
the entire trade territory;
Newburgh, N. Y., May 3.
This
was aimed at The World, Which
Paraniount WUl terminate its
seats leSs than 450 persons;
An pool with the LCvey estate May 31
adiiilsh sqale Of 50c-75e is bn
as a result of a court decision.
Paon " The second resOlu- Breakup leaves Pai-amount with
ffir “ei
El Paso,”
Uoti protested the sales tactics of the
BroadWay first-run theatre
both distributing companies,
While Levey is left Widf the Bitz,
Elmer C; Rhoden; prez of the first-run and the Canieo,. second,

|

Paramourit’s
policy.

'

'

'

J

'

END NEWBURGH

:

Okay $7,500, Last
fahey $12,000. World preem
Vn.mc-^r Brothers”
R.-r,th»rc
(wr
“Younger
(WB) held

wk-6 days).

today
(Tues.) with
-

LohdOn,;
.T.

$12,000.

of

'

.

Going ®«_:™nois;aV
wuig

and “Behind Locked Doors” (EL),

“Connecticut
'

,

i

L

;

Paramouiit. (Par) (1,900; 45-65 )-^

Rank Won’t Talk
,

expected

,

:

j

i

I

tFL).
the Avenger”
strong on Joan Crawford name; big
$15,000 lodnis. Holds, Last Week,
‘‘Adventure in Baltimore”; (RKO)

"of

.

‘

the Kentucky Assn, of Theatre
is reached.
® farmer deSeven of 20th’s releases, headed
by “It Happens Every Soring” "V®r‘be « talk against admission
taxes to a group of friends before a
iwill play at' the St Louis snd'Mi’s
rural film house. Anti-tax clip will
sourL two of F&M’ s
b.
par 'h-c ,.|n-pd t'L
hi!' also warn that niunicipalities are
moving to add another niP to the
..mnnertipi.t
Jones” and ''Streets of Laredo,' current 30% bite^ taken by state
“Yankee” will have its first show- and Federal collectors.
Limited number of prints will
ing at the Ambassador, starting
^
mu
j,
=
s c
ui. r.
TjJ’bfsddy (5). Heals will not affect be moved from one tbeatre to^Mnf three other 6rstAvaiiyf.her by
hv a
n metbod
mei:hnH siiniier
fiitnilar to
in that
the showing of
ethur
ron Paramount, pix at The World, used in exhibiting a: recent trailer
smaii downtown house, that Started ’h behalf Of tbe state income tax,
Friday (29) With “El Paso.”
Drive is being primarily bimed at
(riat®
the.
Before the deal was worked but

hquses until a deal

,

M%

KANSAS eiTY
(Conliuiied from page 9)

'

,

;

.

[

i

and 10% Taxes

Louisville, May 3.
Amu.sement Co. which operates a
Kentucky exhibitors are plangood number of the subsequent.
runs here. No deal has yet been bing a summer launching bf a film
made with this circuit and the propaganda drive urging repeal of
company may continue selling ^®<l6ral and state admission taxes,
drive-ins
in lieu of four-wall One-minute trailer, produced by

.

.

I

charged by the

Fox Midwest Gii-euit, Who attended ';Voethe MPTOA meeting, cOnfirmedT
Levey’s bookings Will be bandied
$3,000.
Tovver - Uptown - Fairway
(Fox reports t h at Fox Midwest pn advicb by Liggelt-StiefeJ, New York. Gl ihhowever, that he may Midwest (2 100 2 043! 700; 45-65) bf coun.sel had notified various ton Lake, Sr.J former city lUanagef
count from both Universar and have a statement after talking with —"Mother Is Freshmah" i20lh). film companies that it will decline for the Parambuht-Levey setup.
Eagle Lion, co-diatribs of J. Arthur Harolil Wll.son, pvez of the Board AVei age $14,000. Last week. ’’Red to bid further on pictures in cOm- remains With LCVey as general
:

erbment for

other band,

MPPA

ficulties

getting a

m

has had nb

iu set!

Aniejlcaii

Wa.shingtoh,

dif-

:

He

satisfaetory

.said,

.

i

i

.4

'

,

'

.

:

,

Bank's output.:

.

:

Documentary film bn Kingspoi't, Tenn., now in productions will be
used by the State Dept.’s overseas division for distribution abroad as
an example of a“model” U, S. town. Picture is being made by Krtickerhocker Productions, a' New York outfit, under contract; with State.
When cbmpleted in about six weghs- the print will probably run about

,

London; May 3, +
made, to
Government from WAMimgton
WBy O, Far Divvies
to the Board of Trade in London
Warner Bros, has declared a reghave urged in the strongest pos- ular quarterly dividend of 25c per
sible terms that the present quotOi
on outstanding common
share
due to be shaved down from 45?b sfockj Meion will' be handed July
to 40% in October^ should be cut E
TiiUP J,
^
Stockholders of record June
fu-^^ 5 to

May

-

SE(JUEl

Columbia is mapping a sequel to
‘‘Make Believe Ballroom,'' Agencies here report they’re being ap-

drastically in

*

;

,

.

of Tra:de.“

.

.tCaiij'on''

tU), $12,000.

manager.

VcJncBday, May 4, 1949
'

;

.

:

,

Schenck

'300^ :'TllC0tl^CS

i5

fi-nnii
[ _

DOS Deposes

..
.
.

——

-I

,
Fox-West Coast

The minimum

-u:.u

Ihc.

Midwest*

aiid

of_I0 Ft

WC houses

f„ g»h„n,.v

|

!

:

!

1

I

M

pected to be transferred in late
Reported also as good poscoming into the cha^^

'

,

*10

V,'

,

Ath
Hf l*
"fill tlVr»

'

by George Skouras (operated by 077,000. These are ih addition to
Harry Arthur and Fanchon & Mar- the figutes listed above.
houses to which
col: some

a«

tion.
j

dthers who have

|

107,000.
theatres which are exMonogram: $3,157,000; $2,491^
pected Shortly to eome.toto the oqo; $2,313,000.
Ilannegan.
Robert
of
control
paramoimt: $41i800,000; $43,320,HannegaH, former U, S. Post- OOO; $49,197,000.
.

ofmidwest

maste^General and rhmrmafltof
Dembcratic > National
the
mittee, a few weeks ago.

RKOi
Rom- $31.^

are

Walt

stfomberg

and

SJMPP

!

Xem

'.-v

i

i
1

'

of

be paid

they

^bdriguez does the cooiic .Two- Rex wimpy: editor.^Burton Rp.-imep, At
Gun RitaC for a specialty spot,
tinit; m’sKn^
Edward J. White’s production sieve ciayton )
Charles .stairett
supplies suitable mbunttog as a ThvDurangoKidf

i

off this year.

:

!

,

“SYWA”

Among

Partners

the manufacturers:

Next largest unit in toe new ^ General
Art-

Theatre Ctocuit, which owns

highly valuable player
-ro nnt nlodoAH tn too hntiire

^em^

I

I

®

(SONGS)’

-

m

,

sheriff

a
nursing peeves

^

.

of 6,853. They are in Berkeley^
1.646 seats; Long Beach, 1,242; El
Centro', 1,177; and Inglewood Belvedere Gardens and Pasadena, each
with just under 1,000 seats.

v

—

.

———

.

[

flirt ill feelings

M

Sks

Sr^Btord

me

'•

currently lesser officers of the comio step down
/-.
W.,
a 1
j o j
w

M

It

to'rds

_

r.

Riir.vton

:

^^
cntinscl

.

was

fiamcd

L
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" S B. 0.
WH'
contihued from
rouumwa
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Another film to dtoappoirit vsas
‘The Fan” (20th). Given a routine
Tow-budECt campagiri and
,

!

'

!

lost Sight of in the bally tor
na
"Rnlvedeito
chances it
11 had
Deiveaeie. ” What
W""* ^nances
,^„^vyy.
seenims
hoiise seeming
pre-Easter at this house

was
'

t
i

smothered when toe
PH

—

.

,'..-2?

i.

W A

.i»

post” took a heating on mitial
'reeks to N, Y., and has not been
heard of much since.

1

‘

!

o^toPJig"
j

j

...........

Rga early runs. Company '"er. who resigned more than a Misr pilin'
spokesmen said toe film situatiori year ago, Richard Hungate, studio Eir«chi*f.,;
changed so much during toe counsel, and Betty Goldsmith, who j
'pewon

_

yioygiy’

^^*''®"®®

.

launched betore
first week.

7,

‘'F^^^^^^

!

era that actually very

"'oyed over to

lit-

from

,

toe If wer
toe

first

trtos
tri

in,

^

SRO

a

:

little

I

Emmel^Vogan
^

^

.

^

^

kimDlies

-

n

and then came back to do some

-gnort

it

;

Film
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•
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Brooklyn and Manhattan.

———

Inc ”

handily to lowercase bookings, toonth.
is a strong example of pro“Dear to Heart” (RKG) also took
e.spccially
erttertatoment
gi’fm
»V
on .«a low
in
lu
some
ovf
iaavftoe
iiias.
coin,
•-•.•r''
v • «*
—
,
!^
11X11
budget.
^flBet. It was made in seven days
Rep)
nRU-OllllBrflvIO
days around Easter. “Red Pony’’
Pony” iRep)
1
® c®P"f*‘? opst Of $60,000, but en.joyed Sizeable biz last month,
continued froin nare s ===l
("Kenuity
WilliaiD
by
“Force of Evil” (M-G), never very
;
sages management’s purcha.se of ?uf*K}f,?Y,P'’®® (‘f Yalues that helie strong after it finished its N; Y.
Paramoiint’s minority inferest in
I’un, 'managed
several good ses® ®! **1®^''* * metropolitan fife sioris. Same is true iii & large tlethe Butterfield chain also. Par’s
cut comes to 25% in the lOO-the- department s arsoh squad at work, groe of “South Of St: Louis') WBIatrr chain, and 33% in the balance,
Reissue business came tq
.'-t

,

and

.

.

“Aisori

I

;

j

Night Watchman

i

“

would follow the 20th pattern
same as they had, done

Pliilly,

.

‘As.for N. Y.. while Brooklyn

liwhar? David

j

foreign post

year ago, have been named
'

have had a systerti of
®®tong lor a number i-uns and clearances for some time,
ot r-WG houses jnsteaa to oasn r
no such syrtein
for _bis interest in the iioUywood exists for the
other three boroughs.
landmark. It is understootl Skoiu Thus, it is expected that some patthc PhiUy plan^iU be ex-

.exhibs it will

ari

t

"''eh a

run and subsequent run

“Wake of Red Witoh” (Rep) nbtatoed additlobal playdates duimg
toe month arid again did big b‘s
despite Lent. “Bad Boy” (Mono
floundered sadly early in Apnl

^'“Yrtah^T'vSf
wiiiulm Fmicst

!

.

boards ot both companies. Schenck

combines with other

29.

,i'

-

,

^

benenckSo^w^
the Giauman

of

-==

'

!

believed bthenck and
‘cached^ an agi cement on
interest

_

pro-

'

i

IS

?rto!®*®Y
Duyout^
NI
s

u«u.
.l:,!!.

I

’
'

to a tight so minutes..

I

'

Hollywood, April

4

^Wbs^^^i^^ a^
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,
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m oovvn
u
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of toe;H^^^

it

.

trappings in ^e^ingj^ith the modi

&^Br»ou^^-^^W!:^

^e^®^

his

Darrell, the No.
ftoavy. Is okay as the brairis. be-

erawork of Rex Wimpy is comPatent.
Producer Colbert Clark

**'*'“®

'

‘Availabilities^

Continued tf.ni page

da huddles L'entored around. Grailmails Greater Hollywood 'Theatre,
Inc. Court rtiUng provided It could

t-WC

f

Gilb.

Screen Guiw rriease of wmiiim Kteproduction. _ star* Hobert i.ower.v.

™

is viva-

tim while Burnette helps with

^

^
Gray$

plenty virile in hold-

eiouSly pert as the stagecoach vic-

me m
T eoriard

~

is

tongo kid. Elena Verdugo

btocvv
^ dtocc

are Louis

;

liy

Starrett

down both the part of a framed
cowpokeaswellasthemaskedDu-

^

,

2Bth

Pic,
Pic-

ing

sprinkled

has been nut
out Miii-e
since M.arch
T
enn- ’"’•sel: cBmera, Cart Berger; editor, Ediids
ivi-iitri.
raon
Previewed April 28, '49. Runlard
ard Case,
Ca.se, treasurer,
trea.snrer, who has b^en nbw
niug time, st snss.
Y'
Robert i.owrry
f.oWery
serving as acting head of ail
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Drive-In Patent Case

from Film

To Go

Supreme Court

to

,

Los .Angeles, May 3.
Operators of auto theatres under
thd Hdllingshead patent in tlie
seven western states were warned
by PaGifiq prtve-In Theatres that
they must :contInue paying Tdyalties, regardless of a recent decision
by the U. Si Court of Appeals for
the First District in the east. Parkin Theatres, CO.i ;<:ohtrolling> the
patent, is taking the case to the
U. Sj Supreme: Court: for review
and possible reyersaL
Recent C()urt of. Appeals verdict
reversed an: earlier ruling by the
Rhode Island Federal Court: and
declared thd Hollingshead patent
invaiid .because It does hot involve,
an invention,
The. easferri decision, however, does not affect the
validity of the patent in the seven
western states,: Where the eouft.
of Appeals for the Ninth rPedefal
District upheid the patent six and
a half years ago in the case of
Park-In versux Mi A. Rogers: epntentton is that the west edart decision is not subject to review because the time for appeal lias ex:

new marquep and

irtcl udes

boston

carpet-

ing.:

the Great Heart Award, presented each year by the Variety
Club of New England, will be given
this year to .Toe Cifre, former chief
barker and instigator of the "Jlmniie Fund*’ Which last year alone
brought in nearly $250,000 to the

Mike

division

down mana-

during vacation of Howard Burkhardt, mahager. Last week Cullen took time
out to show Pan; Terrell, assistant
Ernie
Emerllng,
around
western
to
loop of circuit.
Harry: Mandelli RKO: ad-publitity director, and Jefry Shihbach,
division manager, spent several
days with Lawrence Lehman, Orpheurti manager, looking nver remodelling Work on the new Missouri Theatre, Iprmerly the Mainstreet.
Shinbach said the house
likciy will reopen in .Tuly.

Children’s Cancer Research Foun-

A

House Bill 1035 that would apDOlnt a five-man board to supervise showing of pictures to chil-

dren was reported adversely and
the House" accepted the comtnit-

New

jViadisoh Pictures Corpl of

Loew’s

is holding
gerial relris at Midiarid

dinner honoring Cifre
dation.
will be held this luonth,;

leC's report.

Cullen,

manager,

I

;

Court.,,'"":,.

AillaiWe theatres, now operatirig
11 drive-ins in hridwest and north

Fox Midwest has moved managers in, six of its: situatiens,: most
Of them in the Missouri-Iowa district under Jim Long. Jay Wooten,
City manager of Hutchinson, Rans.,

will

stales,

locations.
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Tax Rap

vs.
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Chain Owner

still
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,

in Refreshment

Service for
,
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.

boro,

Now Specializing}

work within the

limits of the laW.

GreensborQ, N. C,, May 3.
Ellis Bluraenthal, who operates a
,N.. Y.. Drive-Ins
'L-,
chain of theatres, has been charged
Poughkeepsie,
by a federal grand jury With evadFivo drive-iris Scheduled to open
ing income taxes amouhting to
$336,801.69,
His trial is sched- this summer arid fall in the MidValley
regiori.
Probably
uled for. the next term of United Hudson
States District Court iri Greens- the first to open, about July 1, will

DRIVE-IN THEATRESy

i

I

SPORTSCRVICE, Inc. jaCOOS nitbs,
HURST 810G.
BUffAIQ, N. Y-

.

.

Attorney Bryce R.
charged that Blumenthal
evaded federal income taxes over
Chas. L. DuRyk, National Screen a three-year period, beginning in
"
1945.'
bran'Ch manager here nine years;
quits to beConie Western sales manager, of Hollywood Advertising Co.
Jim Parsohs, PeS Moines manager,
gets

riCTUIIflS

U.
Holt

S. District

:

Denver

'

post,

:

NarciSo Federicl sold Cimarron,
Cimarron, N. M., to John E. Hobbs.

wmii

26th

,

.
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John/Joseph

,

Harold Hendersoh back in home
town as Par Salesman. Replaces
Bill Brooks, who quit to join Cooperative Theatre Service.
Floyd Klirtgensmith quit .Republic exchange to go with Col as
salesman.
Cadogany Pa., theatre trahsf erred from Alex Reale to Wilbert:
McGaughey of Vandergrlft.

*
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"

atre chaihs; in :the. west, with a led to the driye-lns’ demands for Lakes, Minri., also are joining the
string of 22 houses, either in op-, competing with file habe houses in drive-ih ruslv.
.They’ll start work
eration or construction.
bidding. They claim the very fact immediately on a 460-car spot nCar
they have been able to obtain clear- Detroit Lakes;
ance signifies the majors recognize
Bicycliiig
they are in direct eompetition and,
.Kermlt, Texas, Outdoor House
John Joseph, assistant to Metro’s under prdvisosr of the antidrust
Kermit, Texas.The Tower drive-in opened here
ad-pub veepee Howard Dietz; will decree, that entitles them to enter
continue shuttling between the into bidding negotiations. Majors, by Griffith Gircuit.
compahy’s Coast and New yofk on the other hand, claim the driveSOO-Caf
C.
Drive-In
N.
offices, handling chores at both ins, being, a different type Of exhiGreensboro, n; C.
ends,; Dietz said yesterday (Tues.). bition, have no right to bid.
The Forest driverin located one
In addition, they believe, they
Now On the Coast, Joseph is slated
inlle from the city limits of Rato head east. May 15, to remain will always be able to prove that
leigh; opened recently,, Consolithe drive-ins cannot catch fhC dated:
here until June 15.
Theatres spot has 500-car
.He will return again fo N. Y. grosses turned in by the nabes. capacity.
Harris S. Luther, Jr„ is
some time in July, and then edn- Thus, if they are forced to open manager.
tinue making the coast-to-coast bidding to the roadside houses,
they are confident they’ll be able to
treks from time-to-time.
give tile pictures to the regulation
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Minneapolis;
.
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A.

Driye-Ihs Engulf Mpis.
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PITTSBURGH
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Since
theatreL
the Toadside
which: are expected to number: over
900 by Jliiy: 1, Tepresent an entirenew phase of exhibition; tlie

ly:

,

operatiem.

A VlCrOI FUMING MODUenOM
COtOt IF TfCNAtICOlOI CAff Qf THOUSANOf

courtv

:

new

Fred TeHer, assirtant manager
goes on leave of absence with C- ot Orpheum, appointed manager of
C. Murray, moving from Lincoln, Omaha, to replacing Bernard DudSpringfield, 111., to handle. W. J. geon Who returns to the' Tristates
SoUttar goes from the Grand, dfive-in. Both are Tristates operaMoberly, Mol, to the Lincoln. tions.,'
Ralph Wallace of Strand, Ft. MadiRalph P. Goldberg,: head of
son, la., replaces Souttar. H. L. Goldberg
Enterprises,
plans to
GoUaday from Mainstreet, Lexing- build three hew suburhan houses.
ton, Mo., takes Wallace’s old spot. Goldberg already has purchased
Robert RittenhoUse nioVes from the buildings and grounds housing
Mo.,
Springfield,
to the North Star and Muse, nabe
Kickapoo,
Mainstreet.
theatres, and as soon as current
Remodelling of Fox, Joplin, Mo., leases expire will take over their

New Y«rk Theatres

Walter Ifhed,

drive-ins.

of Kingston, will build oriC While
the other Will be by Harry Lamotita
Atbahy. Another drive-in is under
construction at Newburgh, with
800-Car eapacity,

let.'.,::::,'.'.':

spend nearly

$i OOO.QQO this year ppening

Kingston, on west shore of, Hudson 20 miles north of here. Will

have two

in Operators are mulling the .feasibility Of taking their argument to

Wave of driye-in.: theatre conmajor distfibs; haVe had to realign:
most of their previous saies poli- struetibn continues to engulf this
Con- territory. Ted Karatz annouheed he
cies in dealing with: them:.
cessions have been made on both Will join With Lewis Dehtsch arid
sides.
Distribs, for their Part, are Max Eddeirtein, riorlherh; Minnenow getting: perceritage tei ihs: 'tor spta fheatre meh, in building
many pictures, which gives the dzorterS near Hibbing and Ev.eieth,
drive-ins a cfack at newer product, Minn. Each Wlil have 650-caf caRoadslders, on the other hand, pacity :and cost about $100,000
Laiid has been purchased
have; Succeeded in obiaining clear- each.
pired.,.
ance iri some situations over sUb- arid,: contracts;
Park-In is COllecfihg a, royalty of sequeht run' theatres on the fringes
.Bill El.son arid Gilbert Nathanfive cents an admission frhni Pacific of the key City nabes.
sciri, Minneapolis,: owners
of conDrive-In, largest of the aUto, theGranting of clearances, in fact, veniioriai
theatres
at
Detroit

j

Pacific

Poughkeepsie Drive-Itis, a new
syndicate, plans: a 750-car outdoor
theatre six miles south of here.

up

refusal to permit: the
drive-ins to bid for product against
standard theatres. Questidn is, far
from ’being settled, and the dViye-

^

'

KANSAS CITY

Beacon.

of

:

,

throughout the country over the

;

|

brewing among the be 65Q-car one at Fishfcill. Venture
the is: by the Glnsburg interests of

fight is

diStribs’

.

England acquired world-wide rights
to the picture produced by a group
A
of Harvard under-graduates,:
Jack Barnett, Fox - Movietone
Touch of Times.”
eameramah for years, axed in
Eeonard Barrack named man- iiatest econorny drive.
ager of Uptown, Cynn, operated by
Tom
McConnell will not repreRichmond-Stern Enterprises, resent Alger Circuit in transfer perplacing Arthur Stein who resigned eenlage suit in coUnly Superior
Barrack was
to enter real estate.
assistant at K®t*niore.

New

major film distributors and
number
steadilyrincreasing
dpening
drive-in
theatres

Hollywood, May. 3.
Janis Paige, currently on loanbut
to RKO, retui-ns to Cblumbia next
yariety will fete week to co-star with Robert Young
and Johnson at Antlers and Barbara Hale in the Santana
hotel clubrooms following June 4 productiori,“Baby Is Here”.
Arperformance of their arena show thur E. Arlirig’s cameraman Coriat Coliseum.
traCt renewed by 20tb-Fox. with
Indianapolis Colosseum of Mo- ‘Wabash Avenue” as his next job
tion Picture Salesmen to hold first
.Viera’s Monkeys, -vaude
anibuffet dinner and dance at Indian- mal act, signed by RKO for ‘‘Make
apolis Athletic Ciub May 21.
Mine Laughs,”
Norman Linz, former Film ClasTim Holt signed nCw contract

INDIANAPOLIS

CUFTON WEBB

SHIRLEY TEMPIE

.

Indianapolis

Oisen

‘Mr. Belvedereir College’
lea DE LYON - McCarthy a fakrell
On iM StMc--fha ROOKtES, lain HYLDOET
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sics
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Joseph

-

.

fONES CQTTEN
\'0 1.

salesman, joining

.

Monogram with RKO; calling

fpr 30 gallopers
the next five years, .When
in front of the
lenses Friday in “White Heat” at
Warners, it will be his first job in
Detroit branch manager,
l8 months, arid fiis first djn the RurOscar Kushner, Who .recently bank lot since he made “Yankee
sold his Hollywood theatre to Toni Doodle Dandy” seven years ago.
Hatfield, now buying and booking Fred Brannon will direct “Bandit
for Cantor Circuit.
King of Texas,” starring Allan

sales staff to replace Vv. Kl Embleton, moved up to branch manager.
Herman Booth, salesman of National Screen here, promoted to

in

James Cagney steps

“Rocky” Lane,
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HARdWICKE

"A GONNECTICUT YANKEE
In
^

King Arthiir't Court"
Color by Techni’color
Piira,iTioiint Pifture

.

,

A

-1(1111, ,8t.;

.

,

A

20th Ccnlursit-Foas Picture
On v.rl.ty Stigei-VlViAN BLAlNE

.

A

the GttEAT EASTER STAGE SHOW

at Republic
Bill
Wlillams returning to RKO for a

HARTFORD

,

of residents of neighboring, Bloomfield appealed to Court
of Common Pleas frbm decision of

Commission
Zoning
Bloomfield
granting five-year temporafy permit to Philip Maher of that town
for construction of a drive-in;
Seeking an injunction against construction of drive-in on grounds
fhat board’s action is illegal.

i

i

Norman

property,

story
j
I

“Young Man

Manhattari,'” to inaugurate his
indie; production Unit.

‘

x

Hum

im

Nagler,

bne-tlme

branch

manager for UA here, now branch
managing for. Cardinal Films.
New International Film Distrtbutofs manager is CeCii:Black,:forroef
SBG mgr. V.ern Dixon, former IFD

^

for the

the

i

m
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Hor.iaontal Tnaslclng fcontrol. ’Can be
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stlvPi’ed,
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“Port

TO EUROPE

of

New

York”

:

vember

.

i

Bill

Pine

and

Dan

Duryea left for the east on a sixand Promotion the World Over
city tour, including Atlanta. BalFLoio 7-8538 timore,
11
Boston, Detroit, Pittsburgh
,

Ntw York

i

and N.

y., to

plug “Manhahdled”

IMeaae seiiil fr«6 iUemfiiire. pric^M nnd aiime 6 f the
neareMt dealer hi strong Spotlights.

THE

STRONG

j

’

ELECTRIC CORP.

and

putting Eagle Liou
"Trapped,’’
back into f he production business
for the fir.st time since last No-

OFFICE
Publielfy

jjrpadwayL

Ihaatre

;

lijflil

,

,

A.

Lffe

a.

gtaas Leflpctor
a.nd tw.brPlPiheut variable toual leunth

.

the largest since laSt year, consists
manager;: moved over to Cardinal
of 13; films..'
as Calgart branch manager.
Bryan Foy wiU send two troupes
to N Y, witbin three weeks to film

L.

.

Employs

;

'

FROM

.

Easily o.ppra ted.

I

.

Isi

oliiKiuable
only With .hiKh .JiHenshy arcs.
.

part of the base, reduoe.s the
anpply to a low arc yoliage,
first lime jimking’ possible a.

inlegrftl
ciiri’ent

in hrilHanry any IncantlDaOmt or
Nwrlif^al arc Hpolliglit, and a(|uji,HinK’

inany
.

:

;

•hNINA fOCH

forinly

fnX
i

:

A Sharp, snow-whltp. untilluminDted Hpat far sui'VaHS-

Pl’ptiuopa

of f

maining riri her player pact with
Walter Wanger. Pine-'T h om a s
borrowed the old title, “The Eagle
and the Hawk,’’ from Paramount
as the new tag on their “Below the
Border”. John HustOn and Sam
Spiegel announced an, indie filrn
based on the One Worid idea,: to be
filmed under their Horizon banher
Repubiic’s current backlog,

VANCOUVER
Sam

‘

oWn

sigried a Contract
With 20th-Fox cailing for seven
years, iricluding the two years re.

eLENNLfORp^^jS-^

,

i

Susan HayWard

,

(OLUMIIAf|(IUIin'>.M.R,,

Fop Theatres, Auditoriuihs and Night Clubs

.

“The Bail Bond Story.”
Foster talking a deaf W'ith
Paramourtf for purchase of the

role in

Group

The Wofid'i Largeit
.

foctyrer of

A'c

Pr--i|e

•
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74 City park Avt,
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4, 194.9

(April, 30)

Total

Sponsored network
Hodperating

NProeram
Disclosure last week that f^BC’S
total gross income for 1948 of $70,*
*49,218 was the highest in Us his*
lory has industry observers looking
forward to hext year’s report; Wiien
the ii’st repercUssionb of the CBS

Radio Theatre

m

f

,

|

n

j*

.... 21.9

.

.

ij

Walter Winchell

M V

;

talent raids of last fall and winter;,
wil i be felt. While Amo
switched to: CBS in pctober, Jack
Benhy, CBS’ biggest
snared by that Web until January*
so thei ioss of his billings to NBC,

broadcast
Fibber McGee

Federa-

j

of Radio Artists Ball, to be
V ti.
a
n/r
.
on
®t the Hotel Astpr,, ^ay ,20,
KLZ Announcer
will set a precedent; with a topical
.tyhich still hah hot been rep
radio written and
tyili not show until next year’s revhe^^, about
statement is issued, NBC’s total acted by local Afrans. Previous ef*
Bob Davis, a member of KT.Z's
revenue for 1947 was $65,690,001.
fairs of the union used phly variety
topnotcb announcing staff, has been
That NBC recognizes the pattern acts, but thia year J0an :Shea, co- dplnK mike work for a: Uozen years
cut: out ;for it was indicated in the ehairman Witb Nanny Ross of the ^ahother e.xatripie of {he expevisug- ericed '’kn<j\v-ho\V”; that. :atainpa
annual review, which stated that entertainment .committee*:
“additipnal eflorts have become gested the revue ih addition to the KLZ as '‘The Aye^i!a ^’irst' Station.
'.'"'.K'LZ, ;'Oenyer.
hecessary to develop fresh prO*,; usual headliners. The 40-minute
jgramihing and hew radio person- show will sketch the humorous side
alities.”
Reason given by the web of radio.
hcep
Proceeds of the ball and the
for such endeavors was fu
Eound broadcasting: on; a progres- annual raffle will be used, to send
NBd also recognize a large delegation of. N. Y. mem-I
sive basisi'
according to the statement, that, bets to the natibhai APIthi COnven“with increasing competition be- tion, tb be held at the Palace Hotel,
tween radio and other advertising San Bratt'cisco, Aug: 25-28. Elecmedia, new programs should be de- tibns for four hew N. Y. reps on
veloped and made available to ad-,^ the hatipnal hbard: and 95 N.’ Y,
vertisers at a price which will delegates to the cbnfab will be held
maintain the ehbnonfiic advahtages in .Tune, using the Ipcai's new prpbf radip as ah; advertising hie- pprtipnal representatiPn plan,
diuin.’V
The P.R. :blan calls fPrAhe' elec*
Walkout threat by technical per*
Statement revealed the princiRal tipn bf deiegates in feur eategeries
Bpurce pf incpme for 1948 wa.s. the accpiding. tn the number ef hieiii- sonnel at ABC and NBC was narsale pf time fcr natibnally-spon- hers in each greup. 'The delegates rowly averted last weekend following
an agreement between the netsered shews er Ipcal pregrams on will ihclude 57 actbrs, 25 singers,
the web’s ownedTand-Pperated but* 14 announcers and bhe sound efr works and the National Assn, of
Commercial shows filled ap* fects man. The Ni Y. local Will gain Broadcast Engineers & ’Techhicians
lets.
to
extend
their Contract for one
the
naproximateiy 51% of the total pro-; one additional member on
gram hours, with the other, 49% tional board, raisihg ltsTepresenta- week past the expiratibn date of
going to sustainers, including;pub*,^ tibn from: 18 to 19;seats. DeadRU® April 30. NABET had broken off
talks
with
the^netwbrks
aweek ago
petitions
is
May
lie service shows;
$1. '
Television^ bp.-'l^^ for nominating
* *'•
when the
latter- re,iected the unerations, although not selDsbpport-i
ion’s demands.
Both sides were
Ing. showed a substantial' increase
continuing ;negotiations until late
}n earnings through the entry of
la-st night /{'Tues. ).
pew advertisers:
i
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Dr. I. Q
Electric Theatre
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7.1

12.7

1.9
7.3
7.5
4.8
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Orig: broadcast,

network
competition

.

News
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Ohbriel Heatter,
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i.,
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i

,

Erwin D. Canham
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BOB DAVIS

,

i
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Arthur Gaeth
American Forum
Contented Program
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1.5
1.9
0.9
1.6
5.9
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10.8
9.7

.

Arthur Godfrey’s Talent
6.7
RallrOrid Hour.
... 1.5
Henry J. Taylor
Adv. of Sherlock Holmes 4.5
Voice of Firestone ... 5.5
7.0
Horace Heidt
Original broadcast ..5.2
Added by second
broadcast
...
1.8t
.. 2.5
Jo Stafford Show,
Johns-Manviile News.
1.9

18.5

Scouts

.

|

:

:

;

I

Jack Benny

16.0

Orig. broadcast. .14.5

:

;

broadcast

1.5t

Crime Photographer,

.

.
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.

.

.

.
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.
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.

.

.
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Show
Town Meet-

Sealtest Variety

Bob Hope

.
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America’^
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,

i
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Johns-Manviile News

My

i.

:
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.

,
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2.8
12.0

/

We, the People

,

8.4

.

17.8

Gabviel Heatter....... 3.0

.

People Are Funny
Suspense

.

.

. . . ,

None

,14.6
14.0

Gabriel Heatter .....
Music Hall

Stop the Music.

.

13.9,

Adv;

13.8
13.7

This: Is

of;

Sam Spade

and Abner
Fred Allen

.

liutri

;

Mystery Theatre
Inner Sanctum ...
.

,

i

.

.

. . . .
.

.

.

.
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Your

1

'

.

.

.

Truth or Consequences. 13.7
13.7
Duffy’s Tavern

!

|

.

.

.

.
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Mr. District Attorney.

.

14.7
17.1

12.4

17.8
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NumbcT

'Fake a

15.0
15.3

Berle
....
5.1
County Fair
Gabriel Heatter....... 4:1

Milton

.

'
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Groucho Marx
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Johns-Manviile News

'
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Second broadca.st on same day in some
than one opportunity to hear program.
+
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8 2
9.4
6,7
3,2
5.4
4.0
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Cavaicade Of America
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17.4

9.1
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Nile.

Railrbad Hour,
Straight Arrow

:

7.5
15.0

3.8
9.9
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cities
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provides more
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NABET’s

Pointing up video’s growth, NBC
noted that in January, 1948, 33%
of netvyork time was commercial,
with the other 67% sustaining. By
;>
January*. 1949, sponsored time had
climbed to 50.5%, with sustaining
Jackson, Miss,, May 3.
time at 49.5%.
Despite tele's
growth, the review said, sound
After airing a fictitious report
broadcasting “will continue to Sundayd) evening that “tbe mOon
serve millions of people for many [is falling into the sun and the Misrirvtvt A
NlOOt'C
fi'k
Clinni
CICCtliMNi
Scnn' earth
years to
River basin is
come, supplemented
an
on a sisslppi
steadily-iiiCreasing scale
by the guake danger area,’’ disk jockey
new sight-and-sound medium.’’Bob McKee Was dismissed by

demand

ma.ior

is

for a

general 15% wage hike for engineers and technicians. The union
is also asking for a bettering of

j

working

cohditions

in, television

where, it claims, sonie engineers
have been Working 14 hours a day
without a day off in a month. The
engineers, however, have been paid
for overtime under NABET’s current two-year pact,
NABET is also Conducting parallel negptiatibns with IVOR, Mu-

In Help

Wage

Philadelphia,;

N.

tual’s

Mutual’s

local indie;

Y. flagship, -arid
(V a s h i n g t p n

WOIC,
;

Winnm^

putlet.

&it

Reaction to the three-arid*a-half NARHT is makirig the sairie deHbllywood, May
"Americans, Speak Up- Disk
minute segment, which was labeled mands tp these station as to the
Another radio plagiarism
imaginary before it began, brought nets, A representative of the: Fedr
Series Being Produced To a flobd of calls to the
weather bu- eral Mediation arid Cpnciliatlon went the way; of the plaintiff
.

Bernard Forman, has been

Service;

that -continued

tions

from

9;04

America’s Future, Inc.* a “non* p.rrt, xintii midnight. Several girls
political’’
educational foundation in the YlyCA Came eiOse to; hysfor free enterprise and against; teria,; and a Baptist minister dis“ismsT* is packaging a new series missed his prayer seryice, telling
«f transcribed shows titled ‘’Ameri* his 350/worshippers to warn their

‘9 sit in
j

WOR

the

bargain-

sessions,

'

"r

nominal Charge of $5 per platter to«
cover processing costs.
Open*
ended platters will allow for 90
seconds of plugs but America’s
Future will, ^hiaintain supervision

i
'

——— ——
^

'
.
,

,

,

i

-

.

of

i

j

commercials.

promotion

costs.

Outfit,

rolled

-CiO) is sppnsDring a 30-minute,
"
one-shot program, “From Where
'

|
I

over ABC May 14.
arranging for members to
hear the show at dinner meetings

We

Samuel

j

:

flares

by
Mont-

as^ Robert

who

will give their services
six records,
attacks bn, such
as price control arid
socialized medicine.

cuffo.

Already Cut are

which

iriclude

,

i

I

[
;

c

U

..

;

b

wasmngto^iviay d.
Freyman, ^lo. actress
of the nearby Ol*;
Md., strawhaU: theatre, was

:

;

=

;

(

:

.

*

'

.

i

.

Split Ball

Gaine Airii^a

'

i

Cute Contretemps

In

Hartford,

Dropping
e.sts

-

May

3.

all cOmpetitiyie inter*
for the alleged furthefanCe of
[

community cause, statioris
and WTHT are cooperating

a

WONS

in the
airing: of rill gaines of the HriftfOrd Chiefs, baseball club affiliate

of the [Eastern League. .WONS is
airing games Monday through Friethering the plaw
day, with
by-play activities of the local club
Saturdriy rind Sunday:
This marks one of tho.se rare occasions When two competing; stations in the sartie city carry thri
full play-by-play acti vl ti es of a hri li
club.
It’s Usually a dog and crit

WTHT

;

;

the
.

Contihued On page 34)

Rival Hartford Stations^

,

'

Evelyn

to

(

;

),

WKBK

She Was also reelected
natjorial board of AFRA.

,

:

;

.i

and part owner
liey,

—

i

Frevman

tjnanimbusly reeleeted president
of the Washington-Baitimore district of AFRA, pyer the weekend,
Her new -term- Will be her sixth.

The strike technically began
at Saturday midnight: (30), When
the Philco contract expired. Wilence.

liani Baldefson, president of the
cOrripany. said that management
was willing to extend the contract
to Sept. 1, provided the; wage ques-

j

^

.

,

j

Wieasures

AFRA '’R^-nacts

-

I

j

i

’

^others

>

i

;

talks,

ot the National Assn, of _Manufacturers;. Eddie Ricken^cter,. Gene
Tiinney, Sen. Harry F: B,vid and

[

,(6) to fry and settle the disThe conciliators worked allday Sunday but failed to bring
both sides tOgfether for a confer-

Melvyn Douglas will narrate and
Aline MacMahon Will be featured
Washington,. May 3.
Chicago, May 3.
i
a hi.storical documentary dramastate Dept, diselosed yesterday in
,.u
NBC is reportedly slicing acutely
/-.au
Others
(2) that on Sahirriav last it hauling the union’s growth.
its
radio staff in the central
protested; to the InterLLLi Tele
E'^anpr Roosevelt, Gov, division head;quartered here in |
communicMions Uhidn at Geneva
Chester Bowles of Conn.. Sen. preparation for strengthening
against the Soviet iamiriirie
ChiN. C., and Emil
“ Voice of America” broadcasts
i
cage as a televisipn program ofIgb
^TWUA^
Furman,
Protest came from George V
nation
point.
^eb yesterday
agency.
Allen, Asst. Secretary of State frib
(Mon.
handed
fWo-weeks’
riotices
Affairs,
Who asked the
to 32 radio steers with more' reupion to request the Russians to
end the jartiming, which has been
ported in all departments Oxcepf
going on for the past year: If was
'video.;
.claimed that jamming U. S. broadRecent trade talk that 1. E.
^3-1
/« ShOwermari; veepee in charge of
casts beamed to Russia is a yiblt
Washington, May 3.
tjej, qj international agreements.
the central division, will be moved
iiciita.
s
tho
«a.a.h*.aa
to
an NBC berth In New York is
cf ccting the overall decline in
J
.^production of. radio sets, March unconfirmed, insiders report his
ftnff I
Chi veepee post Will be Handed
A
DliiimO iUlli TlQUr
rsales of Teceiving tubes, totaling
soon to jules Herbuveaux, now
managing WNBQ, the Web’s ownedis pitchirig: for ABC riet*' from the .sairie rnorith of last year. and-Operated yideo outlet here.
work originated :Shows from [Buf* The riionth’.s output, hoWever, Was;
Ted Mack’s 1,600,000 bver that of February.;ac^
.'".Denny '..Denies
Amateur Hour from Buffalo toirior- .cording to the Radio Manufacturers * NBC eXec veepee Charles R,.
roiy Wed:). Show will originate at Assn,
Denny yesterday (Tnes.) denied
Municipal Auditorium under spoilSales for the first quarter of reports Of the web’s big; shakeup
sorship of Buffalo junior Ghaniber 1949 approximated 40,658,000,; a in central division radio. He conof Cbmriierce,; with proceeds; going drop of about 20% from the corre- ceded Showerman had made some
to Youth Activities Fund.
sponding period of last year. About “routine staff changes,?’ but Sai^
In addition fo the 8 to 9 p’cipck three-fourths Of the quarter’s pro- frief® A.ri8Ve been nO overall
r
-cuts.
bi'oadca.st,. another hour and a half duetiori went for new sets, the re- He said, too,
the web has no inof entei tainment by previous ania- mainder for replaceriient and ex- tention of decreasing ChiV pres—
teuis will be featured
ent status in its radio setup.
;
iPOftA
v

fight.

WTHT-FM

^

;

(CoiitifiuOd

is

:

huge

[

pute;.

of ‘Voice’ B'casts

•

plarit,

day

I

com*

B. Pettingill’s

S^9W being^ OTOduccd
,„
Hammobd, .will pr^ent
such

Came,”

I

memtaries^ on ABC_^ for, two years,

,

I

and

production
incidehtally, bank-

i

withdrawn.

Workers Union

Textile

a
[the

fadio and
as well; as, around;
the refrigerator divisiort in another
sectiori of the city.
Rhe pickets
kept mit all help, office and clerical, permifting Only maintenarice
engineering, payroll and persprinel
employees to get past.
State and federal mediators arinounced; that the union arid the
cohipany had agreed to meet Fri-

was ap- televisibh

propriated by “Heart’s Desire,” the
Suit being filed two years after
first Was put on the air and
three months after it had been

anniver-

around;

northeast .Philadelphia

AM

m

,

10th

its

hour [parade

Uriiori is

Mate Dept Protests Rnss

Jamming

allcgeil his idea

in-

.

Donations from private individuals
will assist the foundation
coyering

the

sary,

,

|

i

ever, character

celebrate

across the country.
1

Show was

10th Anni dne-Shotter show

:"

n

Koyacs

Spark Textile Workers’
To

j

|v

:

j

.

'|

;

:

Don ;Uee-Mutual:
demnified.

ii res,

Series is being sold either to sta- ^n,

.

!

i

cans, Speak Up” for June i distri- ;rieighbors.'
McKee said the broadcast was
bution.
Format of series will be
based on talks by prominent in- his own; idea and 'it had not been
dustrialists and other public fig- cleared with the station’s program

essay.

.

3.

j

,

With Bill Slater tq emcee the department. Gwnby, who expressed
shows.
Attempt will be made to regret over the incident, ordered
perk listener interest by offerihg the broadcast stopped imrriediately
$200 in U. S: bonds every week arid had corrective announcements
tb dialers writing the best 50-wprd aired for the rest of [the night,

3.

tele-

houses [in this city .staged a work
stoppage as the result of a coritract
suit
dispute
with
the
rtiandgemerit.
last Philco called the
employees’ action
week When Edward .Koyacs was a strike, While Locals iOl arid 102,
awarded $25,()00 by a jury Iri United Eiectrical Radio, and Machine Workers; CIO, called the ac*
superior court against Haymortd Rj
tion; a Ipckout.,,
Morgan, agency, Philip Morris and
Massed pickets staged
three;

Promote Free Enterprise

May

vision sets and refrigerators came
to a full halt yesterday rtioming
(2) when 6,500 employees of the
company's; 22 plants and Ware-

Gets His Heart’s Desire,

:

James Ownby, manager of WJXN,

Contract Dispute
Production of Philco radios,

airing

On page 34)

the

.

-

.

'

,
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UTednerfiiyy lW»y 4,

place in the second
Jack iBettiiy slumped froln sec6nd to
National Nielsen Jlatings, compiled for the March 20*26 -week.
Projected figures, representing total Hstehership throughout the
cohtihuihg in the No. 1 spot, with
country, show Luk
“(iodfrey’s Talent Scouts” Climbing into second. Homes figure is
ehtSined by multiplying the rating by Sl.egSiOOO—^the 1948 estimate bf'totalU.S, radio homes.

RAMO

21

:

^

Homes

(in thousands)
... 13,018

Program
Lux Radio Theatre
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts ...
Pibbet McGee and Molly .
bly Friend Irma
Jack Benny

.

’tt’:

Andy

«

. .

. . .

...

Walter Winchell
Bob Mope

Amos

9,970
9,481
8,691
8,127
7,750
7,525
7,261
7,073
6,998
6,998
6,960
6,923
6,772
6,735

. . .

. . .

...

.......

.

...

.

Mystery Theatre
people Are Funny
i
Suspense
Mr. Keen
Mr. District Attorney
Mr. and Mrs, North .......
Adventures of Sam Spade.,.

. .

. . .

—

...
...
...
...
...

Katinga

“

;

RCA
NBC,

.

virtualy forced to develop

a result Of the
least

talent

RCA’s

as

available

sumfeeir

this

;

to

,

,

;

$92,327,827,: as compared with'
$88,Q53,29'7 for the same period
last year. This represents an
increase Of $4>274, 530 over the
1948 figure*

;

.

.

7.

:

Toronto,

May

3.

A

Sequel to an article in the Standard, a Canadian weekly, iii Wbich
;f (
Hollywood; May 3,
he blasted the Canadian BroadcastHorace Heidt has gone into the
ing Gorp. for deducting a' 22%
packaging biz, and will produce
commission on commercially spon- his own shows for bbth radio and
sored program announcing chores, tele. First; by his company is an
Joel A Idred announcer on the staff audiertce participation Show, “Find
of CJBCi Toronto, Was fired Satur- My Twin,’’ Whicb.'was recorded at
day (30) b^ the GBG;
NBC over the Weekend.
Explanation of GBG management
Joseph
Donahue; for mev
G.
was that Aldred was dismissed be- agency exec, heads the sales orcause “he publicly -expressed dis- gahization here. Offices: also will
satisfaction with the terms under be maintained in
N. P.
which he worked,” that he violated
the “GBG oath of secrecy.” Fired
on a day’s notice, Aldred, who
claims he’' grossed $12>O0O a yearas a CBC announcer before the
22% deductions, had stated in the
magazine article; he admitted, that
he was dissatisfied with his employment conditions on the GBG
and that he, might move to the;
G, S.: The Toronto anhouncer!S
“

,

.

,

some of the

;

;

,

A

,

raids:

already

Sarnoff elicited heavy applause
from the stockholders with his declaration that “leadership built over
thb years on a foundatibn of solid
service cannot be: snatched overnight by buying a few high-priced
comedians,”. ;Network leadership,
Deal was near the inking stage he said, :“iS not a laughing; matter.’'
He. took what was believed to be
this Week for Lever Bros, to pick
another veiled crack at CBS later
up the tab on the new Dean Mar- in his speech by pointing out
tih-Jerry Lewis show bh NBC, with RCA’S many diversified interests
the Comedy pair expected to go and Sources Of income. During the
into the Tuesday night at 9 slot as 30 years ot RCA’s history, he said,
a summer replacement for Bob “We have often witnessed comHope. Latter is set to take a 13- panies in the industry that operatweek vacation after his; June 7 ed bn a single front Without dibroadcast, indicating Martin and yersifying their products or servLewis, now aired on a sustaining
:( Continued on page 34)
.

:

:

Dennis Day at 10,
DuPont’S
“Cavalcade Of America” will: take
time off from its Monday night at
8 period,
In addition,. RCA is
dropping the Robert; Merrill show
Sundays at 5 p.m, and Ford dealers
is giving up the Fred Alien time,

1

Quarter of

:

.

so-called ‘afeets' pur-

chased in these talent

acedwlndlmg.”

Friday Biggest Gap
Biggest gap that will have to be
replaced by NBC occurs on Friday,
when Jimmy Durante vacates the
:8:30. Spot for the
summer. Red
Skelton pulls out of 'the 9:30 pe-;
ribd and “Life Of Riley’' takes a:
vacation at the 10 o’clock time,
Thursday night will also be open,
with General Foods deciding to
take time ;off for both “Aldrich
Faihily” at 8 and Burns
Allen
at 8:30.
Golgate Similarly is vacating for the summer its back-toback Shturday; night slotting, in- basis Sunday nights at 6:30, win
cluding Judy Ganova at 9:30 and take over for Hope s tart ing

.

dismissal is termed by him as *‘a
manifestation Of the fear complex
rapidly
developing
the
within

;

According tb recent trade reports,

;

'

N

lose whatever profits;# might novV
be amassing with ' its nfew, stars,
since they are bver-prlcbd,
in his anhUal stimmation oL the
bperatibnS of NbG, a wholiy-owned
RGA subsidiaiy;; Sarnoff stated:
“We believe time wiii show there
is no profit to the network. Sponsor oi’ artist in the; purchase of
overpriced talent packages.: Gommercial program CoSts mUSt be
measured by what radio is able to
deliver to advertising sponsoca’

om

.

,

RCA

.

.

Gonlemplated mammotb giveaway show, which NBG plans to
slot in the Sunday night at 7 time
to buck CBS' Jack Behny, Is still
in the, developmental stage,
But
it looks now as though it will be
an hour-long program originating
on the Coast and utilizing Holiywobd stars as participants.

NBG

first

quarter of 19,49 were: $5,932,083, an Increase of $167,585
over the same period last;year.
Figure, revealed at the hnhUal
stockholders’ meet yesterday
iTueA) to N,Y; by RCA hoard
chairman: David Sarnoff represents earnings of 37, Ic pet
share, as compared with 35:8c
per common khare; for the
same period to toto,
G
pa ny’S; consolidated
gross income, Barnolf said, was

showcase any house-built packhges
it comes up with.
Of; the web’s
total of Ss Sponsored highttime.
shows, two are definitely Staying
on the air tbrbughout the hummer,:,
eight more will haye spbnsbred replacements, fburafe; indefinite at
this time and the; remaining 11
will: have to be r-eplaced by NBC.
Web has made a partial start on
its hbuse-packaging. With the hew
Dean Martih-Jerry Levvis program,
tentatively scheduled to replaee
Bob- Hope for Lever Bros, when
Hope, starts his Vacatipn after June

board chairman David Sar-

noff declared yesterday (Tues.) that;
could have held bn to the
name stars it lost via GBS’ talent
raids If it wanted tb: match the
price, but thbught stich “skyrocket
bidding” nnWise.: Speaking at the
annual
stbckholders’ nteet In,
Y,, be preNbG’s Radio Gity.
dicted; without mehtioningGRS by.
name, tbat that Web toll eventually

Up

Net

*/4

RCA’s net profit&for the

.iraids

half-hours of nighttime

11

space

GbS

and Winfer, will have; at

last fall

34.6
26.5
25.2
23.1
21.6
20.6
20.0
19.3
18.8
18.6
18.6
18.6
18:4
18,0
17.9

programming talents

creative

its

Sunday nights at; 8.
Staying bn for the summer are
“

:

Raleigbs’ “People are Funny,” in
ABC’s gross billings during the the; Tuesday night at 10;30' slot and
statement said;'.
“The first three months of ,1949 hit a the Camels - sponsored “Screen
Guild Players,’' aired Thursday
system Of remuneration
for staff announcers, such as Al- new peak of M2, 133,005, compared nights at: 10. Replacements so far
With the previbus high of $11,857, set. In addition to' Martin and
(Gontinued. on page 36)
HeUry Morgan,
464; racked up in the initial quar- Lewis, include:
in;; f0r“Duffy’s TaVern" unter of ’48.
The ’49 figure is 3% going
der Bristol - Myers’
sponsorship
more than the same period last Wednesdays at 9 p,m.; Guy LOmbardo for the Phil Harris-Alice
year,.'
According to Fred Thrower, Faye show Sundays at 7:30 for
Rexatl: a musical show, probably
ABC’s sales V.p., the web signed
(Gorttinued On page 34)
firm orders for new network biz
amounting to $570,402 during the
Aii®.tnpting to hold on to Walperiod,
An even
ter Wincheil’s top heWs comment- three-month
’49 Grid Coverage
CBS
ary_ rating of 25.7, William
H. Higher sum, $784,685, was brought
Weintraub agehcy is mulling a mu- in by the chain’s video Sales Over
Be Based on
sic and comedy summer replace- the Same period.
ment for the gabber; using topThrower’s report declares that
flight guest stars.
The agency for ABG is “the only network to show
Kaiser-Frazer, Winchell’S barikroll- siiccessive yearly Hooper inCBS’ regular gridiron coyerage
ei\ is parleying with Bing Grosby, creases" in the cream commercial
in the 1949 season will be based,
At Jolson, Jack Benhy, Bob Hope, nighttime period, 6-11 p.m. The on. "Football Roundup,” reporting
Burns & Alien.vMUton Berie, Prank Hooper tabulations. Which coyer on mbre than 30 games Simultahe
Sinatra and Tony (Martin on the the Jahuary-March period, show
ously by direct pickup, telephone,
possibility of their each tahing over GBS in first place with 11.8, fol- regional accoOnts
and press assolowed by NBC with 11.0, ABC with
the Sunday 9
p m. spot oh ABC 9,6
ciation wire reports.
This new
artd MBS With 4.3.; Cornparing
one ouarter-hour broadcast.
t,vpe of pigskin reporting, braihThe hiatus stanza, will start in the first quarter of ’49 with, the child .of GBS sports director Red
Wd-July and run for seven weeks, same period of '46 reveals ABG up Barber, .was tried experimentally
which gives Weintraub and Kai- 68%, CBS up 7%, MBs down 4% four times in ’48. Davidson
Tayser-Frazer, time tb make a decision. and NbG down 25%,
lor, the web's public affairs v.p.,
In mevibus years .WinChell’s :Sumsaid the decision to lise the techreplacement stahza was somenique thiv fall resulted from its
Wes split three ways. With news,
wide (.acceptance by listeners.
^orts and women's commentators
Taylor explained that contests
yeach getting five minutes on the
national interest; will get inJewsli Vets Awards of
broadcasts. In ’48 the assignment
dividual coverage by Barber, hut
was taken Oyer by Ben Orauer, reMilton Berle has been kudosed it is expected that the “Soundup”
portihg the news, and Arlene Franwith another award- The “Texado will be used on 80% of the liet’s
mS’^talking from the Stork Club,
grtd broadcasts. Idea of the; mulStar Theatre'’ comic; has been
tiple coverage is to stress highnamed; as “the year’s outstanding ilghts of many games instead of
performer,” and Ed Sullivan; Cited detailed play-by-play s of a single
Operating in New York,
for his journalistic efforts in behalf contest.
Chicago May 3.
of hospitalized vets, by the Jewish Barber will call in broadcasters
Masnay(,x Go;.; joined the priee- War yeterans.
from various stadia for two-to
,
siashihg
parade of radio manufacBerle and Sullivan will headline fouir minute (oh-the-scene reports,
turers by cutting priees on 12 mod- ah’ all-star JWV ;tobw at Madison once each quarter.
els of radio-phonographs.
Gonhie Desmond, Ernie Harwell
Square Garden, N, Y., May 18.
General sales manager Roy Bos- WE VD, N. Y„ Will carry tWo hours and Warren BVoWn will be the regcow Said, that cuts will range from oj the- benefit and Arthur Godfrey, ular: reporters fhr the direct pick515 to $161, and will amount to Kate smith, Martin Block and Jinx ups.: The program Is ayailable for
almost 40% in some cases. (New Falkenburg haVe cut transcribed sponsorship With the talent and
Pnces Were effective Monday (2).
(prodUctiuh net estimated at $5,0OO.
spots to promote toe event.

CBC.”:

A GBG
CBC has a

;

June

other potential sponsors
have 'also bid for the pair but
Lever Bros, reportedly has the inside track. NBC is also pitching
them’ for a television show, which
the soap outfit- might bankroli also.
Gpmich will be In; New York at
least until Aug. 1 .and the Web
plans to have them guest on as
many Ty shows as possible to season them; for the visual medium,
which is expected eventuaUy to he
their forte. Already set are appearances on Milton Berle’s; “Texaco
Star Theatre,” the “Admital Broadway Revue” and Hank Ladd’s “Ar:

!

shows

;

NBC

.

.

;

.

;

,

,

.

'

I

^

-

CBS

;

,

date has been

$15,000.
put on tape. In that Way, they can
Spokesmen fbr
declined to
he edited down to the half-hoUr
discuss the deal, which Was promuliimitations.
gated solely by board chairman
Duo, in addition, has been runWilliam S. Pafey. Latter was quesning into trouble with guest stars
tioned about it at a recent stockand the
program toppers are
holders meet but refused to go into
still uncertain Whether to make the
details, declaring only that it Was a
guest stint h permanent part of the
"short-term
protective
arrange-,
routine. Several of the guests apment,”
Web, spokesmen, meanpearing; so far ;have rbportediy
been dissatisfied with the final oiit-: while, explained Benny’s rating dip
by
noting
that the latest figure repcome of the program. Madeleine
resents the Easter Sunday listenCarroll, for eXampie, Cut a show
With Martin and Lewis last Tues- ing, Easter Weather this year Was
better: than in 1948; hence, less
day (26) tor Sunday; night’s (1)
people stayed home to listen to
stanza but subsequently attempted
their radios.
to
pull; out.
Producer-diirecto''
Robert Redd then tried to get
Charles taughtoh as a replacement
but found Laughton unable to
make it until the following week,
insisting pn. a script first.
Come-

To

;

Week.,

;

‘

•

Benny’s switch to CBS reportedly
web another $13,000 this

AM

SetuiiasfWS^

.

That protective arrangement set
up hy Ainerlcan Tobacco for Jaclt
cost the

Under terms of the deal, CBS i*.
to pay the Clggie outfit $3,000 for
every point dropped by Benny in
the HooperatingS When compared:
to his rating during the similar perow.Show,”
NBC is still hbving trouble, riod on NBC last year. Latest
meanwhile, rounding the team’s Hoopers give the comedian' a 16, as
compared to the 20.7 he chalked up
format into suitable shape.
when on NBG in 1948, If AmeriDespite some aCute script tightencan Tobacco, as reported, gets the
ing, they have been unabie to combenefit of that point, the total dip
press their (antics into less than 40
would be rounded off to five points.
minutes and, as a result, each of
Which would have cost CBS the
their five
to

;

;

14:

Two

:

dians then cut a second show withHbliywood, May 8.
out a star- 'When it was played
Gy Howard, produCer-creator of
back, it vvas found the One with CBS’ “My Friend Irma" and “Lif*
Miss GarrOil Was better, so the lat- With. Luigi,'’ has been inked for a
ter show finally took the air Sun- longterm pact as a producer for
day night.
the web, Hubbell RobiUson, Jr.,
the net’s program v.p., annbunced.
Howard returned here Monday
Drops ‘Hunt’
from Neiv York, where details of
‘GJock’ Replaces the pact weie worked out after
Armour & Go. IS dropping its preHminary negotiations with Hai''Hint Hunt,” CBS erbss-the-board ry s. Aekerman, V P- and director
25-minute staUza, and the web is of Gbast network programs. Howinserting “Beat the GlOCk” in the ard toW continue as a member of
4 p.m. slot “Hunt" v a cate s. the web's Hollywood creative de•“Gibck,” UoW aired at 4:45 p.m., partnient, prbducing bis two curwin be extended It) minutes to fill rent shbWs and developing other
original properties for GBS.
lhe time period:
:

On

Armour

CBS;

;

,

j

[

'

j

:

1
'

n

1'.
'

'

RAMO RBVn^WS

;

Fran

Raflf orch, Billie Burke, others;

Marvin Miller, announcer
Writer: Jean Holloway
Producer-director: Keh Burton
34 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.

ABC, from New Yort
ABC’s new a.m. aui
dience participationer has a good
'deal to commend It. Johnny Qlscn
Is a tested emcee and the hour has
type,

44

ASSN. OF AMERICAN BAIL""RQ,ADS
ABC, from Hollywbod
(‘The Bailrqad Hour” switched to
that
a number of departments
morning
Saturday
attract
a Warm weather format Monday
should
dialers. Opening stanza Saturday (21 \vith a new series that’s buHt

began with a community sing
took his mike
through the theatre, getting seatholders to warble a tune, best in
the house getting prizes, "Another
(30)

^

“How

Met

I

-

;

,

'

(He got little
There Was some good
niaterial in the "Public Eye” sequence which required a couple
from the audience to act but a
scene between: a garigster and his
moll. Program; also works in a
to attend broadcasts.

sympathy),

,

Ma,ior BOwes routine, with three
parents explaining “Why My Kid
Has •Talent” and bringing in the

bits

woven around the

1£)27

Broadway

half-hour airer Friday (29) night,
to discuss President Truman’s recent message to Congre.ss for a
compulsory national health insurance program. CBS’ Teport was a
timely disciissioH of a serious subject, debated .simply, earnestly and
effectively.
The net let the people
involved the doctors and the average American' discuss the matter, via a series of tape-recorded
interviews with the man or woman
in the Street and small and big
town medico.
Gunnar Back, of CBS’ Washihgtoh news Maff, did the reporting,
weaving the taped remarks into a
logical continuity.
Charles Collihgwood assisted him. Although
the Usual stock. arguments, pro and
con, Were expressed—the costs involved, danger of socialism, government interference, violation of
free enterprise, the need by the
poor or impoverished—there were
also some fresh arguments, all of

—

•

:

adding up to an important half-

hour.
President Truman’s plan
Was contrasted with others that
were not compulsory, that passed
:

the burden from federal to state
care and control, etc. Discussion
must have helped the air, as well
as enlighten the .citizeniy,' and was
excellent public .Service proeramming,
Bron.

t «

M

'

interpreted,

.

JAY STEWART’S FUN FAIR

:

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

;

.

.

,

:

.

WMC

;

.

sessions caught, the Steeles evi- <28).';;.:.
dently beileVe firmly that listenFortune Pope,
chief, appointed chairman of foreign language
ers prefer a diet of platteDS seWom station section of Greater New York Fund
Stan: Freeman, pianistinterrupted by jockeys’ patter. singer-composer of NBC-TV’s“Candlelight' Bevue,”; coliabbing with
Sfeeles frequently played three or Nat Hiken on a series Of Broadway sketches,
Ron Dunn, a native hf

WHOM

,

;

.

.

'

.

Canada, who came to New York by way of Texas, has joined WOR
annbuncihg staff ... Albert F, Schneider, head instructor at the Cambridge School of. Broadcasting in New York, added as a summer relief
announcer tO WOR
Robert Meeker Associates, appointed national
.

.

,

.

WGKV,

sales representatives for
Robert A. Boriesv g'eneral

Charleston, W, Va.
of American Institute of Bood

manager

,

.

Products, sponsors of the Johnny Olsen “Prince Charming” series bn
WOR; N. Y., to Chi Saturday (7) for the Super-Market convention, then
to make radio survey in the midwest. ..Les Griffith, WJZ announcer,
picked as vice-chairman of; Press, Advertising, Radio chapter of the
Amierican Veterans Committee, Robert A, Low, Saturday Review of
Literature ad manager, elected chairman; Walter Pick, raMo attorney,
is new .secretary, and Victor Sack, director of the “Grand Slam” giveaway show, is treasurer .... Martin Bush and Lincoln Adair have started
a new
stanza, “Great Short Stories of the World,” reading the
tales on Thursday and Saturday evenings.
..Young & Rubicam taking
net, press and sponsor reps on tours through the agency’s HQ.
Ed Kpbak, ex-MBS prexy, to Speak at Ohio State Confab banquet.

.

.

.

WGHF

.

,

v

.

.

.

HOLLYWOOD

announcements
that literally IIS
.
. ,
pepper this morning show with
Radio Directors Guild took in 14 new members, 11 of them from
messages in behalf of everything
from orange drinks to a kidney television.George; Eilsworth Mellon, onetime financier, has turned
cure.
Glib.
a hobby into a full time operation to transcribe kid show's for radio
and animate them fOr television. For years he has been telling tail
tales to the youngsters and now he is putting them on platters.
First
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
of the series, "Castle Land bf the Sky,” is being adapted from Melion's
(“Flight From Fear”)
of fancy by Virginia Cooke and directed by, O. J. Neuvverth, both
With Mason Adams, Everett flights
from the daytime serial field
Knox Manning, veteran KNX newsSloane, Gilbert Mack, Mothers
caster, has been named director of Housewives Protective League of
Writer: John Roehert
CBS He’ll appear on the strip and also continue With his sponsored
Producer-Director: Hi Brown
programs
.Paul Warwick around with Erv Staudinger of Warwick
25 Mins., Thurs., 8:39 p, m.
& Legler to talk over radio and tele Ccntract with Eddie Canlor.,
Sustaining
Raymond R. Morgan back from Paris where he set up the Maurice
WOR. New York
Mutual teed off a new mystC)^ Chevalier show for broadcast in this country
.Sid Sirotz’s 5ist birthseries, "Internationai Airport,” in day party was the social event Of the radio season .... Cornwell Jackson
the 8:30 p.m. slot Thui'sday night assigned Billy Wilgus to direct and Ed Helwick to script the May 15
(29) over WOR, N. X.
Initialer, Treasury Dept, bond show, on which President Truman wiil appear,
“Flight from Fear,” scripted by making most Of the show
a must for all four networks.
John RoCbert, took a backhanded
Harry Von Zell replaced Ed East at emcee of Columbia’s "Meet the
swing at Hollywood- It discussed
Missus”.
.There’ll be nO ad libbing Or breakups when Bob Hope does
the, avariciousneSs of a pix produ"Death Has a Shadow’’ on Suspense May 5. Director Tony Leader is a
cer, who, having lost his star in an
Art Llnklelter
accident, picks up an ex-GI exti-a stickler for timing and strict adherence to the script.
at; the airport and has a plastic and John Guedel off On another trek through the south and easi with
.Edna Best
Surgeon make him over to resem- their two shows, “House Party” and “People Are Funny”
ble the deceased, to protect his (Mrs. Nat Wolff) is now a regular with Lum and Abner playing a titled
Don Searle and Andy Haley are cooking up a deal but
$400,000 investment in an unfin- English lady.
ished production.
He thbn plans their lips are sealed to outsiders .... Ed Gardner Ampexed two shows
to kill the GI upon completion bf in advance so he and the missus can loil on the sands of Waikiki for
pix to safeguard the hoax. Plan is two Weeks.
NBC Bud Berend took off for Chicago to be with his
frustrated and the dastard gets his mother on her 90th birthday
.Berne Wilkini, late of KFWB, has
just deserts.
^joined up with Dick Fishell in promoting shows for giveaways.
Despite prepqsterbusness of ba- Jimmy Duraiite and producer Phil Cohan are so happy over the results
sic-plot, it was tightly; Scripted and of their first taping that they'U
“Corny”
Ampex rest of the way
aptly directed by Hi Brown, to Jackson has; been
spending the w'eekend digging his mountain chalet
arrest and sustain interest. It Was qut.of'the'snpw..
;
also played well by a competent
.

Lesueur, the latter three in New
York.
The show was taped, allowing for
editing and reshuffling of the newscasters’ reports, views and questions. in editing, a Voice Was added
to make clear the transition from
capital to capital and to help the
listener follow the thread of ideas.
The ideas came aplenty, but they
were simply and succinctly put and
the hodge-podge, helter-skelter effect that dooms many round-table
airings was avoided. Though they
were scattered around the globe,
the CBS correspondents were able
to come to a meeting of minds.
Subjects covered ranged from
the civil war in China to Unification of Germany, but the Welter of
facts was neatly integrated. Differences In American, British and
French policies were brought into
sharp relief and the dialer Was
given a rounded, authoritative picture. If any airer can point up the
tight inter-relation of foreign and
domestic affairs, of events on the
Yangtze and on the Rhine, ‘(The
World Is Our Beat,” is it. Bril.
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THROVGH MANY THINGS

•

.

Producer-Writer: Miss Holetun
15 Mins,; Fri.,; 7:l,> p,Ui,

•

iN mWACd
WMAQ

Despite its Vagiie similarity
to the .Iphn Gaifield legit starrer,
"The Big Knife,” which touches
newscaster Jim Hurlbut made his operatic debut in “Rigoon a somewhat similar theme, it letto” at the; Civic Opera House, in two walk-on roles;
.WBBM'ers
was interestingly pizjjected and Sherry Spring and Barbara Mabirud directing a cOmedy; at Pieiades
above par as: » sustamcr. Edba.
Playhouse in Oak park, 111,
as staff aniCarl Greyson joined
nouncer after yegr of freeianCing
Lind Bros, trio guested on
WBBM’s “Melody Lane”
Don McNeili Of "Breakfast Club" made
guest appearance qn Spike Jpnes’ broadcast Saturday (30) ., Dick
Banbery appointed public relations director of Admiral Radio Ce'iPI
... Milton Wo|ken has resigned as. Chi manager of Stoi’adiO Advertising.
.Lqii Cpwaii’s "RF.D. America’,’ Show aired frpm Cullman, Ala;,
Dr, "David Bradley, author of as feature of county
strawberry festival
.Betty Rospichel new aide
"No Place to Hide,” said that the of
;assistant station manager Paul Brines
NBC agrieulture
motion picture Which he will make director; Willtim Drips
and assistant Paul VIsser in Washinglon lor
with Pare Loi'entz "largely on
Farm Radio conference.
Bikini.” will be “semi-documenChi Bar Association .'saluted yesterday (3) for diamond .jubilee. Spetary,” in an interview on ‘‘Hi, Jinx”
cial
program features singer June Brown, interviewer John
over WNBq, N. Y, (29). Film will
announcer Dick Slade interhe longer than an ordinary docu- Weigel and flutist Ernest Liegl
Composer Jehn
mentary. physician-writer stated, viewed medics at opening of Chi cancer exhibit
and W'iil have some questions posed Alden Carpenter guested by WMAQ’s Elisabeth H*W, ... NBC
Author Vinecjnt
“for answer later.” “It is going, to Bob Wambbldt in New York for talent auditions
Starrett hosted by WJjp's Emmett Dedmon .,. Ralph Edwards in Cm
be terrific,” he commented.
farm director Hal Totten ,in
Dr. Bradley, was an Army physi- for “This Is Your Life” stunt ....
staffer Stelle Kina I to wed
cian assigned to the Navy tb bb- Washington for farm conference
Singer Patsy Lee guested on
serve results at Bikini. He gave a B. Trella in September
fOr\CBh
.Newscaster Lowell 'fhomas broadcast from
calm thbugh graphic descriptibn ef down”.
NBC V>sWhat might happen if an atem pet last week
Geiry Meyers new
sales Staffer
bbrib were drepped in the Hudsbh itors front N. Y. include veepee Harry Kopf, sales promotion manager
River at New Ybrk.
Jacob Evans and salesman Chuck Phillips,,
cast.
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.

WGN

j
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WGN

'
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.

.
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Plot dealt with conditiohs and inlovers. In ffeeping with approved cidents responsible for. a yoiing
procedures Oh participatioher.s, the man latching on to a neighborhood
show's guestees Were rewarded gang, which evehtuaily led to his
With umpteen gifts ranging from arrest after getting involved in a
club aluminum to cocker spaniels. gang war. Suzanne Holeion created
“Fuh Fair” is a fine family type a certairi amount
eCrieness and
program which should have more, the proper .suspense in her hanthan average appeal to the mop- dling of the narration and prbductibn.
Gilb.
pets.

;;

^

.

.

,

David Shoenbrun (Paris), Howard
K. Smith (London). Eric Sevareid
(Washington) and Edward R. Murrow, Richard C. Hottelet and Larry

rative.

‘

-

:

,

mothers and their ciiildren, proved
an interbstihg cross-section of pet

'

.

.

.

,.;

;

,

Stewart, eiiicee: audience .Sustaining..;'
participants;
Lou Cook, an- WGHF-FM, from N. Y,
houheer
“Through vMahy Things,” which
Writer-ProdUcer-DirectOr: Harfield
'
has 'as its weekly theme the
-"Weedin-''Si) Mina.; Sat,, ILSO a.m.
psychological effect incidents and
from
ABC,
Holly'Wood
people have on an individual, had
Tran.scnhed in Hollywood. (‘Jay
an interesting :yarh Friday (28). i j
Stewart’s Fun ra(r”;is ah audience
participatibn show built around its presentation bf ah original
people and thgir pets; Format calls sCript,“Body Without Soul.” Show
for cbnte.stants (of all ages) to ex- teed off With three recordings and
hibit their birds; and hea.sts (for- then segued into. a narration based
tunately
no reptiles on airer on a connotation the different
caught), submit to capsule, inter- records had. Typical of the interviews and join in varied quiz mingling of platters and story was
htUnts. It adds up to good human. the spinning of the three tunes,
“Laura,”
‘'Margie”
and
Interest stuff.
‘’And
Under Stewart’s emceeing, the Mimi,” and ; the relative importhalf-dozen odd contestants on the ance a trio of girls with those
Initial
show, who were chiefly names had in influencing the nar.lay

.

MUSICAL biRECTOB
Stop ;the Music—ABC
ps Ignorant—CBS
Pays

dramatized reaction of
Kern and ttammersteih to the
opening of the musical at ihe
Ziegfeld may have seemed somewhat apochryphal to some- listeners, its historical accuracy was assured, for this section Of the script
was based upon material provided
by the composer’s widow. Brief,
but touching, vvas Billie Burke’s acceptance of a scvoll from the Assn;
of American Bail roads In honor of
the writer on behalf of Mrs. Kern.
Institutional message Of the association rapped the governmeht's policy; of developing tax-free waterways in competition to its 132 member roads. Oh the whole the show
.the

)

.

i|l.. MMrrow ahd;puhlic affairs veepee Davidson Taylor fly to ;Eglin Fieid, Fla., May 12, for a brushup Cqurse at 'the
Army Air; Uhiv, there. MurroW wiil air, his -May 13 br^^^
from
neighboring
.-Marty Glicfcman, lyMGM sportseasler, lo
Mobile;
Ala)
tb;;
.It,
receive ;citation today (4) at- Syracuse: Univ, for meritoflOus radio service.
He’s a Syracuse graduate
.Ed Downes is directing the hew
MR. AND Mrs. music
"Against the, Storm’’ series bn Mutual for Philip Morris
Legit
With Ted aiid Doris Steele
actress Edith Atwater joined the cast of ‘‘Wendy Warren and the
160 Mins,, Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:15 a.m. News” on CBS for General FbodS; ,
Alaii .MacAtwr hew to the cjtst
PARTICIPATING
.;Mahrice TarpIin, Lamoht Johnson and
of ‘‘Ybung Widder BroWn”
WMCA, N.Y,
Joshua Shelley added to "Front Page Farrell” players ... Lilly Lipton
With Bea Wain and Andre
on“Backstage Wife,” across-the-board, NBC, in a running part
Baruch withdrawing from their back
Derr, CBS assistant sports director, to Louisville for. Web’s, coverroles as“Mr. and Mrs. Music” on John
VEHnor Inusan, CBS director
A’s Monday - through - Friday age of Kentucky; Derby Saturday (7)
morning turntable chore, Ted of religious broadcasts, appointed member of newly-created executive
.James Seward, CBS
Steele; and his wife, Doris, have Conimittec of Assn, of Women Broadcasters.
replaced. On,; the basis of several veepee in charge of operations, trekked to Coast on business Thursday

HARity SAI/CER

classic

the

score--'--',

While

.

.

Mason” ;.asMfi.hment.'
CBS newscaster Edward

_

.

capably

&

&

;

With Suzanne Hoieton

'

»

WJZ

'

.

•

>

ec

e

4

.

.

.

bf the Jeroibe Kern-Oscar
Hammerstcin, II, ’’Shb'iV Boat.”
Dramatic pOrtiojl of the program
Was handled well while warblers
Gordon MacRae and Lucille Norman, the Sportsmen, harmony
group, and John Rafig’a band

Kern

.

.

National

'

» (>

,

Of

four recordings before breaking in
with identifying comment.
(Couple upon; one occasion observed they hadn’t Caught one
bandleader at a local hotel since
pressure' of their farm duties kept
them from going. At this point
Mrs. Steele noted that she got a
Bril.
out.
CBS, from New York
big hang out of Henry McLemore’s
Sneak-previewed over CBS last column on how grocers improperly
HEALTH tnsur Week, “The World Is Oiir Beat” is pack bags. Whereupon Ted led
into his commercial for Fairmount
ANCB PROGRAM
a show that will rack up plenty of frozen strawberries, feeling this
Charles
ColUngGunnar
Back,
With
news-hungry listeners if it’s aired was an ideal springboard.
wood
as a regular stanza- Idea is a conProducer-Writer: Rack
Homey small-talk such as this
30 Mins., Fri. (29), 10:30 p.m.
ference call or party-line session apparently is gpOd fodder to keep
Snstaining
However,
With seven top "web reporters kick- housewives contented.
CBS, from Washington
ing around some Of the hot issues more of this patter would repreIn a good bit of .iourhalistic en- of the day Taking part in the gab- sent a refreshing change of pace
(Berlin), in contrast to the flOod of spOt
terprise, CBS scheduled a special fest were Bill Downs

With

tiK Prodnetion Cinitres

4

)

)

backstage memorabilia of noted composers) initial
show of the summer edition was

around

youngster to perform,
oisen himself Sang well anu
should use mOre than, the one yosummer fare. Gilh.
cal he did On the preem. “Get To- is palatable
gether” moved quickly, but full
advantage wasn't taken of fact that the WORLD IS OUR BEAT
For
in
advance.
is
the show
taped
With Bill Downs, Eric Sevareld,
Instance, one contestant’s slip, sayHoward K. Smith, David Shpening if was night, cOuld have been
kriih, Edward R. Murrow. Richcut. And other draggy moments,
ard C. Hottelet, Larry Lesueur
as in Olsen’s recorded telephone Prodiucer. Lee Bland
lOl-year-old 30 Mins,; wed. (27). 11 a.m.
a
with
Interview
woman, should, have been edited Sustaining

it

4, I94f
» * t • * |

Rnitert E. Klniner, ABC exec v.p., and Earl MulUn, web flack, left
Friday (29) fer Friseb Svhere KGO-TV will be idaugurated tbmbfroW
RbbeH Hinckley, ABC’s 'Washington y.p,, is alsb making
(ThuVs,)..
Larry Hobver, Young
Rubicam publicity; manager, leavthe, trek.
ing the agency, with Henry M'oodS taking bver;
ABC’s Betty Clark to
be featured sbloist at annual Skate Queen Cbnt(est in Brooklyn May 7
Phil. Alampi,
farm ed, attending Farm Directors’ annual meet
.Carol Richards and Bob ;CaiTolI joining ABC’s ‘‘IPs 'Time
in d; C.,
For Music," with Hene Woods leaving the stanza ,... Andrew McCnlIwiigh, formerly with Compton’s radio department, is; now with the CBS
Tom MoDerniott has been
production staff as an assistant director ,
named assistant to Walter Craig, BehtOh;
Bowles v.p., in charge of
AM-TV, directing aii radiq ;activitieS for the agency. Ralph S, Butler,
Jr,,; has jbihed the department as a director, taking oyer the “Perry

My preem

Spouse,” with participants relating
some unusual coUrtshipsi Biggest
laugh-getter \,as an elderly woman
who told how she met Hubby No,
2 while waitihg Oh line at a quizzer,
went on a date with him to another
broadcast and accepted his proposal on the subway going honie.
Three regular quiz-goers, including the ubiquitous Badie Herte^
provided some laughs as a panel
advising a. man whose wife neglected household chores in order

—

M»y
* *

j

and Olsen then

segment was

t*aa*t4ffta*»4'f^'f4****f»^'*'^#*>*****

,

With Gordon MacRae, host; Lucille
Norman, the Spertsmen, John

Froducer: Jack Cleary
€• Mins;; Sat., 10 a.m.
Sostaininr
its

PTBSiffFf
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JOHNNY OLSEN’S GET TOGETHER
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.
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.
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Chicago, May;
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estahlislied

Shown by

AM

WMOR,

airs a total

which

of

finishing

a

Script

se- -

quenCe in Which the' hero and
heroine enjoy a hOneymodh in
the historic Southern city.
The script team had Written
the New Orleans chapter of
the romance using material
from travel hfocbures, but
when they arrived in Louisiana they found their radio

I

Program leans heavily on symphonic music; British plays and
American folk music. Only 20%
of the program scheduled is lined
for standard pop.

'

Ralph Wood, Jr., 28-year-61d
pj-exy; who doubles as station manager, admitted that he is operating only on 40% of cbst at the
presenti but Was “agreeably surprised” at the figures, Wood fig-

money

to lose

Until late fall

1949, hut said that he is advancing that deadline tO: Aug. 1,
will start getting into
when
of

geography incorrect -^ levees
Weren’t where they should be
and fruits and flowers mentioned were out of season. So
the girls caught, a plane hack
;

to

New York

levees

in time to get the

moved and the

fauna corrected
time Monday (2).

and?

flora

before

air

;

WMOR

the hlack.

Airing Exiended
Promotion director Herb Kraus
revealed that in first month of opmore
than 1,300 letters had
eration
been received, “of which Only two
Were unfavorable.” Kraus said a
is
pending
which will giye
deal
listeners several hours per
.

.

'

WMOR

week of music from the British
Broadcasting Gorp. symphony.
Indie is currently on the air
from noon till midnight. The 84hour'total hours will be boosted to
104 within several weeks, when
starts airing from 7 a. m.
until midnight.
Encouraged by the Chi response,
the indie is proceeding with more
cultural fare.
Latest acquisition
to the program sked is Df Richard W'aterman, of Northwestern U.,
who will disk an “anthropological”
show Friday nights with first-hand
recordings of primitive folk music
from Africa, East and West Indies
and South America.

WMOR

.

Piilsb’s Top 10
Top 10 Pulse-rated shows
the March- April period f ol lows

industry today is the forthb
eignrlanguage indie. Not only are
tha multi-lingo outlets reporting
upped biliinigs ahd increased nohEnglish skeds, but under the aegis
.of WOy,; N. Y., they are prepping
for a clinic discussing their specialized problems and techniques. The
parley Will be" held in New York
June 15 or 17.
y
.Cali for the clihip^as issued
by Ralph Weil,
prexy,;tD implemeht the NAB Independeuts’
Day policy of greater inter-indie

announced by

the;

;ServiceS/ with

Lux

:

!

WOV

,

'

;

WOV

collaboration. 'The
clinic Will
coyer,
the
gamut of problems
facing .multi-language broadcasters;
including a; disCussihn of community /research by Dr. Sidney ;Roslow, head of The Pulse, ,Ihci;
analysis
of
spciological
trend

:

March- Jan.-

.

Lux Radio Theati'e.
Jack Benny
Fibber McGee-Mblly
Winchell:
Walter Wipchell

. .

; .

,

.

.

25.1
23.2

.

...

19.1

.

.

.

20.0

.

17.5
17.7
16.1
17.3

19.8
19.1
18.2
Godfrey’s Talent Scouta. 17-9
16.8
Amos: *n*: Andy
15.9
My Friend Irma ...
15.3
Inner 'Sanctum
Mf. District Attorney. .. .15.1
;

Fab.

April
23.9
21.8

.

;

.

beachesS and aiitos.
The Buipva-BipW indie backs up
its
convictibn that the highway
listeners and portable toters offer
a rich and: generally heglected
field for radio to deveiop, by pointing to the results; bf a special
;

metrhpolitan areas, including
N, Y, Boston, Philadelphia,
Cincinnati and; Chicago. Following are the top 10, along
With
the
January-February
:ratings for comparison:

^

;

;

'

Jack Benhy holding do-W.n the'
one-two positions. Ratings are
the Combined average of five

-

'

previously
other ratihg
Theatre: and

closely the lineup

.

;

:

i

sponsored.

ured

after

WMOR

now
drama.
of 84 hotirs per week,
12 are commercially

of :the liveliest segments of

AM

;

Lynii $tone and Addy Richton, co-authprs of CBS’ “Hilltop House” soaper, -tbok a
week’s holiday in New Orleans
;

Indie teas launched
Chi FM’s.
comtherciaily March 20 fay a group
of war vets with the aim of specializing in longhair programs of

music and

Ohe

Quick Change

outlets is being
newiest of the

following through on; its successful; sahd-andfsurf campaign of last
year. WNEW, N.Y., is Wading ;in
again with a nbther summertime
promotion and programming; project, designed to build audiences
among the strategic out-of-the-:
home listening spots, particulatTy

•

of how ah indpperident
station can compote with large

Example

FM

:

survey made for it last mbnth by
PUise,; lhc.
Interviewers for the
ROsloW research outfit; in metropolitan NeW York asked: “did you
listen to the radio any place out
of your home either today br last

,

Bob Hope

among

foreigh-speaking
groups,
presented; in cooperation with the
Common COuncii for American
Unity; a stUdy’Of the impact of TV
audience;
and
the
speCialiized;;
on
data 6H pppulatioh -ups and doWhs.
Because of tfae great interest
among stations who want to add

.

.

.

last

•

.

15.2*.

'

after

7

,

.

If

yes,

:

.

the same, while outdoor portable
listening will be very much higher.
Main weapon in WNEW’s cal'’
paign to capture more auto and
:

beach

.

WOV

listenors

is

;the

station’s

summer

service, which consists of
daily
frequent
anhouncements
highlighting suggested trips, reCreatibnal
facilities,
etc.,
plus

,

summertime weekend traffic bulThh traffic reports, which
Day and continue
through Labor; Day weekend, are

letins.

.

.

;

;

WNEW

;

;

pirn.

ResuitS shoWed a sizable humber
of listeners— more than 28%---did
listen away from home: By a large
margin, autos ied the way as the
.favorite
out - of - home listening
place, with “at :Work;’’ "while visit-ing” and ’’outdoor” ranking next,
in that Order.
^
With the coming of summer,;
research hea.d ClaireHimmel points but, it’s expected
that out - of -homb listening will
increase considerably. Autbrnobile
listening will probably be: even
higher, at w;Qrk listening about the
same, listening-while- visiting about
:

foreign-language shows, the meeting will blueprint- methods of getting into the field successfuily. Another problem to, be covered is
igroup representation, so that a;
single agency can sign up biz for
'The clinic wiH also
the outlets.
Spell Out program, techniques and
Transcription Broadcasting Sysreveal sources for free stanzas—
Washingtoh, May 3.
tem, which now includes i42 sta.the French Broadcasting System,
The Federal Communications fpr example, providing cuffo shows tions, has launched a hew Sales:
program. Ray Green, TBS exec
Commission was asked last Wfek to in Italian.
v.p., has announced that if any
authorize the use'of l,030kc, a class
Bigger Listehership
member station has not spld ali of
I-B clear channel assigned to WBZ,
One of the facts the multi-lan- its TBS programs aftcir three
Boston, for a 50kw station in guage outlets point to is the im- months of membership, the; wax
Spokane. The request was made by portance of their stations for the weh wUi send one of its salesmen
Louis Wasnier, owner of KGA, who foreigh-speaking population, When- into the territory and: keep him
told the Commission his present ever
in'
a foreign there until all the shows are sold.
broadcasts
50kw operation on l,510kc doesn’t tongue are dropped—and some The arrangement is heing written
cover enough territory.
programs beamed at less numerous into allheW station contracts,
Wasmer asked for a special serv- foreign groups; have been cancelled
According to Green, this is the
iced authorization, subject to FCC in the; past feW years— a hoSt Of first time that a net has included
cancellation at any time, to use protests are received. Listertersbip guaranteed sales for member stal,03()kc,
similar to that -under in Italo-Aiherican homes, surveys tions. Sales record of the present
which K£^, Albuquef quei has show, is 16% greater than listen- members has been so outstanding,
been operating for some years on ership in overall metropolitan New he said, that he, expects-few calls
770kc over the protest of WJZ, York homes. That this pays off for TBS selling help.
Although
New York, which agreed to KOB’s financially is seen in a
re- the web is only tWo months old,
use of it during the war: KOB was port of ah 11% boost in business '50% of the outlets have already
originally assigned the use of 1,030 for tbe first quarter of ’49 com- Bold at least two. shows of the five
but was given ah SSA to shift to pared with the same period of ’48.
received.
770 when interference resulted, it
WHOM, N. Y., which carries 115 The net has just announced its
has an application; pending for hours weekly in six foreign lan- first bonus, a IS-mlrtute plattere'd
permanent use of the frequency, guages, increased its nomEhglish series titled “Famous Fathers” and
which is awaiting the outcome of time from. 60% to 86% of its total starring
Howard Lindsay, cothe clear channel proceedings.
sked after Generoso Pope, pub- author of “Life With Father’’ ahd
KGA contends that l,030kc aiitp- lisher Of 11 ProgreSso Italo-Ameri- “Life W'ith Mother.” Noted dads
maticaily became a Class I-B chan- .cano, took over the ihdle fi-om the appearing on the stanza Include
nel when It Was assigned to KOB Cowles Bros, in 1946. First year’s Deems 'Taylor, Lauritz Melcblpr,
and that the Commission’s failure billings under the heavier-language ;6zzic Nelson. Adm. Richard E.
to utilize the frequency deprives policy are reported to have run Byrd,
and Berharr MacFadden.
the public of radio service: The 50% ahead of the previous year/ “Fathers” is the first of three yearly bonuses and is tinted for use as
most logical location for the alloca(Continfed on page 34)
a summer replacement..
tion of- the frequency, it declares, is
Addition; of this show brings tbe
in the Pacific Northwest Where,
waxed TBS offerings to six weekly
with proper directional'eqUipment,
shows, totaling nine; hours of bal“
it can serve a large area without Inanced programming.
terfering with Boston.
Six - show
Still
package
The station said it could
costs stations the one-time
half-hour national “A” rate weekuse l,030kc without causing interly,
With
ference even if the Commission
a $40 minimum.
should decide to move KOB to the
frequency.
CBS petitioned the Commission
Warner Bros.’ KFWB is reyamplast week in OPPpsitioh to the
e.StabHshment of a 5kw station in ing its commercial spot sales. StaSEZ
Gallon, O., on the 590kc fre- tion,; it. has been revealed, will
quency. The Web claimed the pro- gradually do away with "pitch”
Washington, May 3.
posed outlet Would cut; off 134;000
Listeners: must Ipok to the staand mail pull commercials. Most
.iisteiiers: from Its Boston; butlet,
WEEI, which uses the ssime chan- of this type advertising on outlet tions rather than tn the Govern-,
was set by: Berne Wilkins, former ifleht for the standards of Ameri.hei,;'
can radio, Wayne Coy, chairman;
Most of these listehers, itadded, sales head of WB.
None of the advertising Will be of the Federal Communicatibns
receive no primary signal from any
'Coriimission, said Sunday (1) durother stationr affiliateil With the dropped immediately, but it Will
hot be renewed when contracts run ing the: intermission of the N. Y.
network.
Harry Maizlish, general man- Philharnionic-symphony concert at
out,
HpWever. he
ager of the Station and also head- Constitution Hall.
ing sales now, said he Will turn to said,: the broadcasters must renew
Sumiiier
Gets
institutional advertising and do their .licerises; every three years
away with the Selling of pass books and must satisfy FCC they have
and flower bulbs .which are pitched been: Opbratirig iii the publlc inSub, ‘Gall
;

night

';where?'”

.

:

start Decoration

prepared by the station’s special
evehfs department in cooperation
with more than a dozen police departments, On-thb-hour broadcasts
give the latest traffic conditions
on ail major highways in the metropolitan New -York-^Now: Jersey
area, Norge refrigerators sponsor
the entire summer service.
.

;

,

Chicago

May

3.

Don McNeill’s “Breakfast Club”
troupe goes on an eastern tour in
May, with engagements and personal appearances in five cities.
Itinerary includes a 10-day. engagement at the 48th Street theatre New York, May 23 to June 2,
^pped with a show on the Mall in
Central Park June 3.
"'***

.

.Atlantic City,

*hake appearances in
Baltimore, Washing-

ton and Worcester, Mass.

,

•

Washington, May '3.
The Federal Communications,
CommisSiori yesterday (2) asked
the Supreme Court to uphold its
to renew the license of
WJBW, N®w Orlean,s. for violations of its rules and its grant of

refusal

the frequency to the ex-wife of
the licensee. In a brief opposing
a review of a lower court opinion
its actlph, the

which supported

•

Cancer in 1-Day Auction
Baltimore, May 3.
M**re than $20,QOO was raised for
tne American Cancer Society’s
.

campaign In Maryland

when

;

WBAL

last Satur-

and WBALand tele-

lY held an aii-day radio
vision auction.

One hundred nine items, including^ three 1949
automobiles were
auctioned off during the day, with
.

NICK

Campofreda,
acting as emcee.

WBAL’s

star,

The $20,000 raised was entirely
.separate from the $50,000 WBAL1 Y raised for the Cancer Fund in
conjunction with the Milton Berl*
marathoii show.

Cpriunissipn said hs refusal to renew the license of Charles C. Carlson, Thb licensee, was apart from
any consideration given Mrs. Carlson’s application for the fbcilitibs.
The agency said it fourid 118
separate violations of Its rules -by
Carlson river a sIxT®®!*, period.
It contended that iriere pirrimlsb by
Carlson that he would ref oriri”a re
not sufficient to crimpbl renewal
of the licerise where the record
conclusively establishes that previ-

STANDARDS, COY
;

d

;

'

ous like promises, were not fulfilled;”'';.::

‘

CBS

A&A

Carlson Went to the U. S. court
of appeals last August but the
court affirmed the Commission’s
.

decision. The renewal proceedings
began Six years ago.

:

"terest.
f0.r phone and riiail orders.
CBS,: Which copped “Amos ’n’
Gabber Haryey on
Coy paid tribute to the 19-ybar
Swifch in adyertising on WB
Andy”^ ftbrn NBC, faas also takeh: Would grbatly affect stations disk unbroken /record of the PhtlharChicago, May 3.
Hollywood, May 3.:
H, Lane, who resigned over
its
summer replacement, jbckbys Bill Anson and Peter Pot- morile series oyer CBS and to
News cqmmentator Paul Harvby
last week as
radio-advertising vee- “Call the Police.’’
The
cops-and- ter. Both rely grbatly on ’’pitch” Standard Oil’s good taste in; com- was introduced to ABC network lispee for Rexali, takes a viCe-presi-.
arid per-inquiry type advertisirig. merciais which; he said, he hardly tbners Saturday (30) with a is-nitriwill
go into the 7:30
uent post with McCann-Erickson robbers stanza
Anson is currently selling vacuum thbught of as advertisirig. ‘*I am ute, 8:45 a. m;, weekly show, titlefl
»n N. Y. June 1.
p. m- Sunday spot June: S, for*a cleafters, photographs, flower bulbs, sure Wh all hope,” he remarked, ; “Pulse of the News.”
Program
.He’li be a member of the ad- 17-week run. It had been on NBC automobile re-upholstering and a “that this example Will inspire other /originates
from WENR, wherri
visory commil:tee
reducing agent. Ansori and Pot- sponsors to show the same Under- I Harvey has been a toprated p.m.
on advertising the previous two Summers.
Pians,^ and will be assigned
Lever Bros, will sponsor $»r Rih- ter’s dally platter programs are standing of and respect for the news stylist.
to gen*9 oral
sensihiiities of their listeners.”
.administrative duties.
sp, via Ruthrauff & Ryan.
both sold out.
No sponsor in sight yet. ^
J

wnes B^Fost

ABC

:

i
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V
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Holmes' Saute Fe Pic
Chicago; May 3.
Televiewers in Chicago, New
York and Boston will get a travel
hypo this fall in a 13-week, 15minUteV Burton Holmes film sponsored by Santa Fe Railway,
I

Final slotting this week of CBS"Stiidio One" series in the
Wednesday night 10 to 11 slot
points up the fact that the increased cable facilities which went
into, operation Sunday (D have

KSD-TV la Broadcast 30
Sti'

in effect in

many

Cities.

Westinghouse, which takes over
Bponsorship of "Studio One" whCn
it moves into Its hew time hekt

Wednesday <11), had originally
^
wanted to air the hour-long ICgiters White; Sox Sunday (1).
Burbach said "various advertisIn their present slot, Sunday nights
at 7.. Many of the CBS^TV affili- ers" would bankroll the tele broad;

,
'

KSD

also televises
of the Cardinals.

casts.

ates, however, are also linked to

previous games
commitments for that: niche to pick
np DuMont's "Original Amateur
Hour.” Similar roadblock was met
at various other time periods, forC-'

DuMont web and had

the

.

home

ing Westinghouse to settle finally
for the late Wednesday evening
time, which becOmes the latest
aponsored hour-long show oh any
,

.

w

’’The Glass Key" will launch the
revised setup. Under Which Worthington Miner continues as pro-

ducer and Faul Nickeil' as director.
Westinghouse is paying a reported $8,000 Weekly talent and
:

production nuti exclusive Of the

McCann-EricksOn

Indie outfit
HRH ^Tbleyision
Features will present- a cycle of
major operas over the DuMont network next fall. Series, comprising
a standard repertory of- about 50
operas newly translated, into: English, vVill be condensed to 50 minutes Vvith the tele-prints open-ended for commercials,
Cost of the Individual programs
will run well above $10,000, Operas
are being staged at DuMont’s Adelphl Playhouse oh Broadway, then
piped via closed circuit, to a TV
screen from which they are being
transcribed; onto .16m film.
Series is being cast with 'topflight stars from various opera
companies In the U. Sv, including
the Met. DuMont network has already acquired full rights to the
operas which Will include, besides
the standard Italian and Gorman
classics,; several modern pieces by
siich composers as Gian-Carlo Menotti.
Hermann Herz, formerly
with Metro’s South African theatre
Circuit, will be musipal director
,

is

agency.?
Addition of two more westbound
channels to the cOaxial cable link,
meanwhile, permitted CBS-TV^. as
well as the other nets, to make

'the

.

;

:

available to affiliates on a live
basis practically their entire sustaining and Commercial schedules

on

programs

which

been

have

aired fOr some time. Indicative of
the: generally favorable conditions
for all webs, CBS’ midwestern
cable allocations jumped from 1414
hours Weekly under the previous
Setup to 37^4 hours 'with the start
of the May 1 OUarteri. With Only
a single channel serving all four
w hs Until now, they had been
.

:

'

'sd to transcrihe on; film some
of their shows for midwestern
vivwing..
fr

'

;

and Mordecai Bauman

will

be

stage director, Paul Rosen, exec
(Gus Haenschen-Rdsenof
Dolores Hayward), will -be producer, V
“La Traviata,” initiai opera In
the series, has already been completed. Leads are taken by Paul
Franke, of the Met Opera Co.;
Laurel Hurley, of the Detroit
Light Opera Co., and Paul King.
Chorus was recruited from the Met
and’ N. Y, City Opera companies.

HRH

:

:

DuMont

reported
yesterday
(Tues.).; first
quarter
earnings Of $1,481,000, nearly three
times that of the similar period
last year. Prez Dr. Allen B. DuMont told the annual stockholders
.meet that sales for the quarter
were two-and-a-half times greater
than in 1948. He did not break
'

down

Laboratories

Philly Stations

on
In Rotating Schedule

its

,

092,000, as against $4,549,000 for
the some period in 1948. DuMont
Informed stockholders that the

a rotating schedule.

WPTZ

brings all daytime gambs,

WFIL-TV

them Tuesday
company’s increased plant facilities and Wednesday nights and WCAUhas led to a greatly accelerated TV presents the Thursday and Friproduction output of TV receivers day night games. Sunday and holicathode-rgy
and
tubeSi
day games are cairried by twb statelevises!

tions at a time.

For uniform coverage, the three
use the same camera
station^

MAKE

Hollywood,

May

3.

campus and classrpom

crews, productions staffs and ahnbuncers, The night schedules are
so arranged that virtually, all the
top shows carried by the stations
get no interference from the ball
game; Sponsorship of the games
-—Ballantine Ale, Camel cigarettes
and Atlantic Refining—is shared
by the stations.;,
.

.

William T. Crespirtel, founder of
Cinecolor, and his son, William A.
Crespinel; have- formed TUIbCa
Productions for the production of
Initial series
television pictures.
will deal with colleges throughO.Ut
th- country,
Crespinels have received permisBlon and been pledged ccoperation
from 52 schools, Series will pici'ure

finish of films.

W

:

'

activi-

Pilot picture
ties in each schobl.
is how being rolled at Uni V- of
Estimated,
CallfPrnla.
cost of this film is $1,500, but firm
feels that nut will he heavier when
crews get on the road. Pix are
being rolled, on .Ifim, find will 'fun

Southern

.

.

;

tJniverSal Carioading & Distributing Co., which originates the show
from the Shoreham hotel in the
capital at 10 p.m. Mondays. Uni
verSati recently attempted to shift
the program to ABC in an effort
to obtain the half-hoiir period immediately preceding Hrew Pearson.
The deal, however, was reportedly
prevented by a cbritract With
"Town Meeting of the Air,” which
restricts the web to one forumtype show.
•

;

Topping- the

•

^

'

'

iineup

is

the

vinced that the time for the sale
of British Oldies to television stations is past because of the gradual
boost in quality 'of live shows.
Hence, it is believed that Rank
miist offer some of his better prod.

he wants -any sizable coin
from the American video market.
uct; if

dio One” for its move to the Wednesday night at 10 period. “Hold It,
Please^? a quiz prograUi, will get

intst

the 7 to 7;30 listing, and ‘Here’s
to :teigevision marks Wesley,” a situation comedy eeries
important milestone in the similar in format to ’’Aldrich Fami‘‘ForuniV’ long history as the old- ly,” moves into the 7:30; to 8 spot.
In addition to Sterling, the "Litest radio; forum program, CoinSunday 2 p,m. tle-Show” will have a large cast of
cidentally, the
Following the
baritone
including
schedule om NBC is the same spot permanents,
which the program: had when it was RusseU Arms; singer Marilyn Day, set by WNBT,

The move

ah

;

years ago onMVOR, last On Broadway in "Small BfoUNewark, by Gfanlk; while he was a der"; comedian Carl Reirier, now
law student at St. John’s Uniy., appearihg'in BrOdaway in “Where’s
Chariey?” and nltery bomedienne
New York.
Pati Bright. DanOes are to be led
and choreographed by John Butler,
and will Include Bambi Lynn, Annabelle Lyons and Jonathan Lucas.
A1 Selden and Bill Scudder will
write original music, with skits to
be penned by Bob Fine and John
WhedoU, recently added tO the
web’s special creative developmOnt
staff fOr TV. Guests on the preem
With “Stop the Music” set to include Carol Bruce, Fosse and
Barry
make its video- bow tomorrow Niles and Count Reno.
(Thurs.) Over ABC-TV, the Web Wood, produces, With Ralph Levy
started; 21

disclosed yesterday (Tues.) that
the program would be launched
with a $16,500 jackpot, undoubtedly the biggest prize offered on a
tele show to date. Format will be
similar to that of the radio giveb^t for necessary visual
dressing, will resemble almost a

away,

vaudeo layout.

Show, which

will

he sponsored by Admiral and Old
Gold, goes Into the 8 to 9 p.m. spot.

Deal was negotiated through the
Kudner and Lenhen & Mitchell ad
agencies, fespectively.

directing.

pattern

already

WCBS-TV

and

WARD, WJZ-TV, New Y'ork key of
ABC-TV, Is raising its nighttime

rate to $1,500 per hour, effective
'June L;.
Annbuhcihg the first rate hike
since the station went on the air
in August, ’48, Murray Grabhorn,

ABC

and

v.p.

WJZ-TV

manager,

said that all bankrollers ordering
the station before the June 1 deadline will receive six months’ protection at the existing $1,000 eve-

ning hour rate. Grabhorn added
that all other TV rates on the out-;
let will he adjusted in proportion
to the evening hour rate, except
the announcement rate which remains at $200 for one-time usage

Program’s takeover of the Thurs- in Class

A

time.

day night spot will move the Dione
Liicas cooking show, sponsored by

Wine Advertiring Board and

Scott

NEWHOUSER

IN

WEEEY

Towels, and “Winner Take All,”
bankrolled by Chevrolet Dealers,
to Saturday night. Moves are. expected to touch off other revisions
Detroit, May 3.
in the web’s program log as it inHal Newhouser, pitcher with the
itiates other forthcoming house Detroit Tigers, has been signed for
packages during the next summer a weekly television sports show
montbk in an attempt to find spon- ovee WJBK-TV, Sponsored by the
sors before the fall.
Vernor Ginger Ale Go., the quarter-hour; program will be telecast
each week throughout the baseljall
sehson.
SportSpkster Dave Abo*
Philly'sKYW Recognizes
daher will share emcee duties with
Newhouser as he gives a recap
With 1Exten
of the week’s baseball highlights.
Newhouser also will give pitching demonstrations and instruceiul[tsWori
tipns, and will Interview top playPhiladelphia, May -3.
ers from the Tigers and other
Recognition of radio’s strapping American League teams. The pronew competitor is accorded by duction Is being handled by A & is
Associates; Lanny Pike directs.
KYW, which has added
‘

,

Set for, the preem performance
are Bert Parks, Harry Salter and
oreh, singers Estelle Loring, Jimmy
Blaine and Comedienne-songstress
Betty Anne Gfbve. Program will
also feature specialty d a h e e r
Geheve Dbrn. dancers Bob Harris,
Ji Jl Anders, Courtney and Sonja
Van Horne, and a ballet ensemble.
Don Hancock will announce.
;

:

.

an exten-

New l^e

Single

System

Camera for T^e Films
Hollywood,

May

3.

Single system Camera which wiU
grind for 33 minutes without reloading has been acquired by Gene

sive course in television to its
seventh annual workshop for teachers and its junior workshop for
high school students, which gets

undeX way June

27.

Jenkins lipped at

WNBK

Cleveland, May 3.
joseph Jenkins; former
and production manager of NBi,here, takes over as
TV’s
manager following tn«
station
promotion of Charles G. Bevis,_Jr-,
an
to the new post of director of
staNBfl own^id-and-pperated fV
Bevis assumed
tions.
position yesterday (Mon.), heao-

In additiOh to the customary
courses in scripting, scripl-laboratOry, acting, ufilizatioh, producing,
etc., the workshop
is
attractive
video
which win allow for shooting of a course in
Chicago, May 3.
cooperation With PhllcoHoneydreamers, Chi vocal quin- half-hour video program without WPTZ. All classes wiii be taught
tet,; will launch a new-style tele interruption.
by ihstructors actively engaged in
Box has four lenses which can be radio or television, or education.
show via WENR-TV May 19,
modeled on the successful show switched in a fraction of a second. Guest speakers from the nets are quartering in N.Y.
....s,
technique of the Hotel Sherman’s Lester said that he can put a TV featured during the sessions, which
Bevis Will coordinate the actiW
College Inn. Format Will revolve' show on film for the Same price it have been set up By Gordon Haw- ties of the web’s five stations in
'about
musical “salute” 'to,* would cost to- kinescope the. pro kins, education director of West- N.Y., CleveMnd, Washington, t-m*
famous composers.'
gram.
,<
inghoush Rkdlo Btatidns, Inc.
cago and Hollywood.

Chi Group Models Show
Lertef,
Oh GoUege Inn Technique Camera
,

tele

'

producer here. mike technique,
the first to be made will
offer
an
film

;

WNBK

;

W

'

15 mihufes'eacn.

new

“54th Street Little ShoWi” a fullhour vaUdeo presehtatioh to be
permanently emceed by Jack Sterling
aired Thursday nights at
Two others
8, starting tomorrow.
are half-hoUr productions^ which
will take over the Sunday night
7 to 8 slot, being vacated hy“Stu-

.

-

CRESPINEL TO

and

'

Component
Philadelphia, May 3.
broadcast and equipment Sales.
This town’s claim to “brotherly
Income was equivalent, to 70c love”-- has never been more in
per share, after preferred dividend evidence thah in the three-starequirements, as compared to 37c tion agreement on handling the
a share in 1948, based on total Athletics and Phillies baseball
quarterly earnings of $553,000. gamek WCAU-TV, WFiL-TV and
Sales for the period totaled :$1I,- WP’TZ are carrying the games on
the figure into

of features into markrtable
television fare has; been recently

log

.

V^,'netwoik,..
Series, formerly aired twice a
month, Will be staged eveir week
tinder 'the n e
arrahgCmenti
Adaptation of .Dashiell Hammett’s

time charges.

major studio to convert a big back-

droppe^d by Universal.
The curteht ban against the use of music
A televised series of 21 Texas soundtracks by James C. petriilo
League basehall games, running head of the American Federation of
through June 26, began Sunday Musiciaiis, proved to be an un( 1 )
under the sponsorship of Dal- beatable hiirdie to U’l recent efCompany was attempting
las and Fort Worth 'Philco dis- forts.
tributors, for the Jhst such tele- the conversion of some 47 western
piX: into .video programmers.
casts in the history ef this area.
Station contracts were signed
D wanted to extract all miisical
last week by W. G. Medaris, presi- background from its flock of old
dOht of the Southwestern Co;,: Dal- oaterS; and experimented with sev-^
las, and Karl Scharfenberg, presi- eral with that goal in mind.
Idea
dent of West Texas Appliances Cp-. was to bridge the scissored parti
cameras by commentary plus dubbed dialog
Fort Worth.
Washington, May 3.
will be located just off third base wherever
the original spieiint
Theodore Granik's ‘‘American for all teiecasts.
could not he saved from the accompanying music. If It had sucForum .pf the Air’’ will become ftn
ceeded, the batch would have been
NBC television public service show
turned oyet io United World Films,
within a few weeks. The program
its 1 6m and tele subsid for sale
will be produced as a completeljif
;to'-: sponsorSv;
Separate package for television and
After doing the job on several,
given a different time--:Sunday at
scheme has been junked because
2 p.m. It will originate from the
the Costs were found to run to $2,Wardman Park hotel, location of
300 per film, That figure as a preNBC’s IVashington video station,
lirh to Other preparation is thought
CBS-TV’s renewed emphasis on
WNBW. It’s understood that the
to be too. high to insure a profit on
web is dickering With several house-huilt package shows gets its tele: sales;
sponsors for the ‘‘Forum’’ and that spring and summer kickoff this
Company also has a big stock of
week with the launching of three British;
a deal is imminenti
pix nf J. Arthur Rank
home-developed pfograims. IhThe arrangement with NBc, does new
which may be sold to tele,; These
troductldn of the newcomers also
not affect the current radio sponare exempt from the Petriilo ukase
motivated several time changes for
sorship of the program on selected
because
Of the British origin. Howshowk.feeentiy on the air,
stations of. the Mutual network by
ever, some of U’s execs are con-

start

May 3..

Louis,

KSi>-TV, owned and Operated by
the St. Louis PostTpispatCh, last
week signed a paCt with the Sti
Louis Browns to televise 30 or
more games tO be played at Sportsman's Park. George BUrbaCh, general manager of the station, made
the deal with Bill DeWitti ball club
prexy. The first broadcast was the
inffial game of a doubleheader between the Browns and ChlCago

:

now

Brms Games

Louis

St.

not been too much help to the net-,
works in clearing time on affiliate
Webs now believe they
stations.
can do nothing to ease the .situation until enough outlets get on the
air to give each of thefn an exclusive affiliate and. thus break up
the multiTnetWork arrangements

Hollywood, May 3.
Probably* the first attempt by a

Scenery shots Will emphasize the
landscapes reached by the railroad
line. Officials emphasized that the
commercial bverload wBl be eliminated by inserting travel plugs at

TV’s

“

'

,

'

Hay

yip<lnegday»

4t

;

;

’

«7"'
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COAST TV 2 YEARS BEHIND

N.

Be Merelvio
Hollywood, May 3. -f
American Tobacco is expected to
bankroir Jaclt Beniiy on televi^dn

.Who sEixcited?

Benny’s once-amonth television show, slated to
tee off onvKTTV in the fall, Will
run close to $15,000 a layout. Show
Will be one of the first to kinescoped here for showings in the
here.

east.

Costs

-'

for'.

KCMJ,

.

.

show, which
will ntiliase 8 variety, format similar to Milton Berie’s once-Weekly
stint for Texaco in N. Y., points up
the fact that costs are practically
the same on both coasts. Average
figure for the Berle layout is $15,OOO. Camera rehearsals alone have
the

tab; for

High

the layout for the

kinescope lenses.
Comic will do only One a month
because so much of his time is
taken up; by his ether show. He
has dropped plans for bi-ingihg
over his Maxwell, squeaking vault

effective

will be very little programming
originating from the Coast for the
hational market,; Coast producers
at this tinie, however, can: shodt
for the rural pr isolated markets
wbieh need as much kinescoped
material as possible to flii theiiv
sustaihing program void.
That is the conclusion .drawn by
Mai Boyd, prez of the Hdllywood
'Television Producers Assn., after a
survey of video ip N,; Y. and huddies with Tv heads of 15 top ad
agencies. Bdyd Went so far out Oh
a limb as to declare his own package, .“Punch With Buddy Rogers,”
would be passe in
Y. In fact,
he said, oh the basis of wbat he

adjust
i

fleeted

:

nomenon,
,,

ForCnisade’
ABC-TV and Luce

and- Life, sponsors of “Crusade iii Eufope;”vhave launched a
heavy - proniotion add advertising
campaign for the yidpic series "on

insert program
are also getting
:

had

.

qualify

.

,

.

NBC

.

AM

frey’s

draw.

Robert Q. Lewis has been set to
letters to replace Arthur Godfrey pn the
“Godfrey 8nd; Friends” teievision
show, aired
Wednesday nights
from 8 to 9 Via CBB-TV, when the
latter takes an eight-week summer
Sport$TVCbininercial
starting
vacation
in
mid-June.
Lewis is also being considered as a
in
replacement for Godfrey’s morning AM strip on CBS.
Godfrey’s
Stirs Foam of Dissent “Talent Scouts” show lx expected
to leave the air without a replacedleveland, M^
This ' city’s brew-sponsor ship of ment for the sumraer.

ypice
it’s

bn

'

“no foam”; Neal can handle
account

Tris

with

commercials.
Speaker
d o in g
bas no objections to Neal’s’
Working Tv games; but doubts his
commercial voice, As result;; Neal
Was forced to pick eithet Carling

WGAR

Incidentaily,

WEWS

;

,

-

,

.'

'

night,

TV

The

progra.m,

first

Television
craft

Thackrey television station (KLACTV) in Los Anseles in a radio-.

Writers Guild’s

meeting

will

video package, the following other

discuss

1

'

;

:

I

I

TWG

)

;

j

Is still try-

Wednesday

sponsored by Chesterfield, may “Fundamentals of TV” at the RCA
have some slight changes made to Exhibition Hall, New York, tomoraccommodate the difference in row night (Thurs.) at 7 p.m. It
comedy techniques between Lewis will be open only to members of
and Godfrey. Basic format, how- the Authors League.
Program Will include a CBS
ever, will remain the same so that
Godfrey can take over without a film on Video and a panel discus
hitch when he returns at the end sioni on basic technical requirements of the medium; Taking part
Of the summer.
will be Judy Dupuy,, EdWard MabIPy: and
Henry S. White, with
Philo Higley as moderator. Future
craft meetings will cover “Fundamentals of a TV Show” (May 19);
Effect Oil Fix B.0 “Writing Dramatic Adaptations and
Qrlginals’’ (June 9i; “Writing AuHartford, May 3,
Television; has already pthduced dience and Non-Audience Shows’^!
(June; 23); and“Writirig TV Films”
a hpticeabie effect .on film attend(July 14i.
ance, Fred B. Manchee, of the
committee AVhlch arranged
BBp&O ad agency; told menibers
series includes Higley; .chairthe
of the Hartford Advertising Club
Ruth K. Freidiicii, Martin
man;
here last Week (25 i Said that 53 %:
Gosch;
Worthirigton Miner, and
of television set owners surveyed
;
Oliver Wv Nicpll,
by the agency claim, they attended
fllnvs less frequently since the purchase of television sets, While only
SpeedWaiy
Classic To
claimed a higher attendance at
1
i

:

WEWS

put iri;Len Roof as temporary replacement and it is understood that’ b^bind the scenes a
knockdown, drag-out battle for the
commercial vplce Is churning the
city’s annoubeing waves into froth
and tempest.

'

(Continued on page 36)

No

TV

or Leisy. ‘He; picked: GaiTihgi

;

ji

:

comrnei'cial; Carlings says

plaj^-by-play

.

^

Outlets

details.

.

other tele viewing of the
bout wbuld be available for Chi
fans, since Stadium officials are
wary pf poor attendance; should
the fight be televised iocally.
WBKB's eighth anniversary festivities might be preem of theatre
Screen, should tbe date, precede the
WalCott-Charles scrap, NO, definite
Washington, May 3.
date for the anni celebration has
Some 25 applications for telebeen set by station officials, but
vision, as well as the status of a
it is tentatively set for mid-June.
halLdozen existing stations, are
tied up in the anti-trust question
being studied by the Federal ComTele Writers Guild in
municatiohs
Commission. While
Warner Bros, has beep waiting; for
. Y.
the Commission to act on the deal
it
made a year ago to buy the

coming attraction
announce-

“The Hartmans,” half-hour do ing to sell the unsppnspred half pf
mestic comedy series, starring Grace the hall game telecasts tP interand Paul Hartman and aired ;Sun- ested parties fer an estimated
day nights over NBG-TV:, Will be $75,000.
dropped following the May 22
broadcast, with T e x t r o n; the
Tidewater Not Ready
sponsor, also giving up its franchise bn the time. Program, holdLenneii St Mitchell ad agency
ing down the 7:30 to 8 period, bad pitched up a specially packaged
an 8 Hooperating on the last re- video minstrel show to its client,
port.
Tidewater Oil, but' the company
Whether Textron will return to shied away on grounds that it
television in the fall has not been wasn’t ripe, for television.
Show
determined. J. Walter. Thompson waS: budgeted at ,$3,000 'and starred
is the, agencjf.f
>
V
Gusi .Vajw and ’jWard Wilaqa.
;

:

:

‘

,

,

as, Tiderisees.

WB

would operate independently of
any network telecasting of the

gone so fm as to pre-empt the time
oh NBC for the project and had re,
quested the program departments
of both NBC and J. Walter Thompson, its ad agency, to submit ideas.
It was revealed this week that ball games and sports continues to
the idea had been generated by keep the foamy product’s sponsorone top RCA exec, who convinced station-agehcy relationship at a
other officials in the outfit it would bubbling head.
The latest exbe a wise move.
After checking change revolves around Bob Neal’s
the Godfrey Hoopefatinigs, how- handling of Leisy’s televised comever, and thinking things over a mercials over WEWS-TV while, at
few days, the plan was quietly the same time, appearing over
shelved.
Last rating bn the pro- WGAR .for AM-Garlihg sportscasts.
gram Was a 38, putting it in ninth
Although Leisy okays Neal’s
place in the N. Y- ratings.
And;
as one RCA spokesman declared,
“why should we step directly into
the fire by trying to buck Godfrey?”'
Plan originally was to have built
a show of sufficient dimensions to
lui'e most, of Godfrey’s audience.
According to RCA, that would haveserved both to repay CSS for its
talent raid.s on
and, what
with TV's growing importance, to
have knocked dqwh. some of God-

'

.

;

RCA

,

The commission has 'been
holding up all radio arid tplevisiOn
applications by recent violators of
the anti-trust la W$: while it ;determines Whether they are eiigible to

;

fight-

has dropped its idea of^ slides, ad mats,; spot
Sponsoring a show for the NBC* ments and suggested
video network to buck CBS - TV’s veterans organlzatloris.

too tough.

the company decided to wait

urttilthe agency rules On the trans-

;

The web has sent opt comprehensive pi^oniotion' kits that include two one-minute film trailers,
with 10 seconds of blank soundtrack for local video stations to

is

ties,

.

publications

Time

:

now

!

actiph.’

Warnef’s;p,urchase of the Thackrey California
properties, agreed to a- year, ago,
has been frozen fin the process.
Whether
was trying to
coaxial cable”?
“smoke out” a decision by the commission Or merely waxing indig-;
nant because of the long delay, in
has Teamed; during his eastern sogovernment
action on the deal,
jourh, he plans to revise materially
during Which; it has been shelling
the format of his, audience particiout coin to meet, deficits of a telepation program, Most of his thevision station (KLAC-TV, L,. A.)
orizing .is to be Ihcdrporated in
it doesn’t yet legally own, are matreports both td the Academy pf
ters of speculation.
At any rate,
Television Arts and Sciences and
Harry Warrier’s statement last
the TPA upon his;,, return to the
week that the commission: turned
Coast.;'-;'
the deal. was news to the
down
In addition to Hollywood’s being
agency, which has had no official,
behind N. Y. in program ideas,
word frorii the company.;
Boyd said most ad agency: execs he
Chicago, May 3.
Harry M. Warner said in Los
huddled with in N. Y. advanced
Chicago theatre’s extra-size teiei, Angeles that his studio wants a yes
other reasons for their lack of in- vision screen Is in last stages of
or no answer from FCC on the
terest in Coast-originated programs installation, and will
undergo dry Thackrey contract, reiterating that
at this time. For one thing, most run tests this week, according io
Warners is dropping video plans
of them doubt the quality of fcine officials of WBKB,
entirely but adding “if FCC gives
recording is good enough yet for
Station ;ls currently negotiating its okay and soon, we will value, it
any shows except those laden with with Chi Stadium head Arthur for What We cari do for humanity.
top talent, such as the upcoming Wirtz to bring theatre patrons dl*
FCC hasn’t turned down our apEd Wynn, Jack Benny and Eddie rect video screening: pf the JoP If
plication, what would you call it?
Cantor stanzas. Agencies, more- Walcott-Ezzard Charies '(‘title’’ bout After all. We’ve had pur applicaover, have their home bases in in June,
tion’ in for a year. We also have a
.
N. y. and feel their. Coast offices
Deal Would involve no extra contract With Mrs. Thackrey and
Charge on the theatre tickets, and we; must have a decision. We want
(Continuedbn page 36)

upwards of $275,000,

right

Detroit

;

,

missiori had “absolutely refused’*,
to Okay purchase of the DorOthy
Thackrey Gpast radio-tele proper-

Tex,
sign als 'were rp'the stratospherP

the

on

prexy, that WB was abandoning a
$5pb()0,000 video program because
tbe Federal Comitiunicatipns- Com-

Houston,

Free
Press said: hWe can't help
feeling that what happens by
accident may someday be accomplished by intent; Do we
hear any bids for slightly used
.

3.

television this week. Within 8 few
days of a surprise anhouncement
in .Hollywood by Han-y M.' Warner,

3.;’

whlch:8.cted as a mirror, explained Al Allen, engineering
studio supervisor for Detroit’s
,Wwj-TV.'-,'
'in commenting on the phe-

:

Gen. Dwight Eisenhower’s book
which starts tomorrow ;<Thurs,)
Life kicked plf in the current
issue with a fWo-page ad and
Time’s ihext issued out tomorrow,
oh tele, and aren’t expected to re, will have a three-page ad bn “Crulent.
Cantor hasn’t revealed his sade,” Subsequent issues of each
plans, buti Wynn, who has been set mag will carry a full-column ad
With CBS also. Will use guSst tal- giving details of the chapter to he
ent same as Benny, The vaude lay- televised that week. - Cost of the
out is the Only solution, it’s; felt,
space in the Luce publications, if
it had to be bought, is estimated at

“Arthur Godfrey, and Friends^ in
the Wednesday night 8 to 9 slot,
on the assumption that Godfrey

by

May

Bros, did a turnabout

N

and certainly cheaper, it’s
Will handle the kinnies

RCA

May

Startled Detroit video-viewers sa^ a basejball game WedheSday night 127) Which Was
station
being televised by

KLEB-TV in
The KLEE-TV

;;

“a station hear the desert,”

An exodus

.

:

selves; to the H. Y. :marketi there

for dts eastern net.
of- vaude. nitery talent to the Coast is expected as a
result of the penny plans, despite
the fact that he’ll be on only once
a month.; This is seen as a natural
because of other name stars who
have been set for tele,;— namely,: Ed
Wynn and Eddie Cantor.
Film Studios still haven’t let up
oh their ban bn player appearances

them,

lyWood

columnist, retract a recent
story that time was sold to a
film director for the purpose
of making a blanket apology
to friends he maiy have Offended ’while u n der the
weather, Station pointed but
that the ihcldent couldn’t have
happened because Of FCC
broadcast regulations’
Lyons, In turn, claims he
never mentioned the call letters of the station involved in
the ihcideht. All he. said was

CbS

'

producers

has demanded that Leonard
Lyons, ;N. Y. Post syndicated

Warner

WhoV Afraid?
Detroit,,

;

head comic and general emcee; and
then kineScOping them, wHl he as

.

is ;at
;

hinges and other stunts and char,
acters; from radio because this
would mean that the shows would
have to be filmed. Staging straight
live vaude layouts with himself as

felt.

So

least two, years, behind, that of N. y. and, until Hdl-

;

:

These rehearsals are

necessary to

programs

Hollywood, May 3.
Palm Springs indie,

;

,

hit $1,500.

FCC
Washington,

Quality of Hollywood television

‘

%

companies will probably be
ed by the decision:

affect-

20th-Fox with applications in San
Francisco, Boston. St; Louis, Karisas City and Seattle.
Paramount with stations in Chicago and LOs Angeles, and appliiri
San Francisco, Detroit,
Tampa and (one-balf interDes Moines,; The anti-trust
may bavc a bearing on

cations

Boston,
est)

decision

determination of the proposed
decision that Par Controls DuMont,
which may affect latter stations in

final

Nriw York, Washirigton and Pitts-

burgh and applications in Cleveland arid Cincinnati,

Edward Lasker applications
in
ai
Salt Lake City, Seattle,

Denyer,;

'

Fresno and Portland, Ore.
Schine Theatre Co. application
in Albany.
Westihghouse station in Boston
and applications in Pittsburgh and
.

Portland, Ore,

General Electric Co; station in
Schenectady.

theatres;'

:

Television, he said. Will surpass
the importance of radio in tbe enIndianapolis, Maj; 3.
tertainment 'field by 1954. BBD&O
plans to televise the runsurvey, he claimed, showed that ning of the SbO-mile Speedway
most authorities in the field be- Classic in Indianapolis May 30; in
lieyed that television would catch its entirety.
Arrangements have
up to radio in about five years. been completed by WFRM-TV to
Although some of tbose questioned provide central Indiana television
said they thought television might set owners with five continuous
eventually “dwarf” radio, Manchee hours of video, which will include
felt that radio: “will not die as did the pre-race activities.- the actual
tlie silei)i, film Wllh the advpnt of running pf,tbp,race qnd, post, race
I coverage.
...
i talking pictures.”
,

j

on

;,

WFBM

;

;

i

'

ABC-TV will air 15-minUte daily
film newsreels oi the; races at
Pimlico from May 6-14 under the
sponsorship of Northeopl Suits,
The Vidpix will be shot and processed on the day of the races and
skedded between 8:45 and ;10;15
on seven ABC stations.
1, A. Goldman, Baltimore, is thn
th«

p.m.,

ageijcy^ i^nri- Wiipy,.Ad^m^i^^^ fe

'

'

,

,

web account ’'exebnyve.,
;,

;

.

.

he Coney Island- mirror distortions you see on some television screens can

I
But

add alarming pounds to the

it

doesn’t happen at

you know.

prettiest girl

CBS -TV.

ANKLES ARE SLIMMER HERE..

.

because

CBS

engineers "stretch” them,

to counteract the tendency toward widening effects

By

the time you see

them

on the

television screen.

they’re as pretty as they ought to be.

ACTORS ARE COOLER AT CBS

.

.

.

more

at

home

. . .

because they don’t fry

in tropical studio temperatures, thanks to "cold light,” also CBS-developed.

THE SCENE
fluid

IS

LIVELIER AT CBS.. .because backgrounds can be made

and variable with

rear- screen projection

.

.

.

AND PROGRAMS ARE BETTER ON CBS... built
enthusiasm and care that have given

CBS

is

CBS-TV

its

CBS -TV development.

another

with the same

skill,

technical leadership. Indeed

today the largest and most successful creator of package programs

of any network in television.

YOUR PROGRAM WILL DO BETTER ON CBS-TV... the
of the top ten Hooper-rated programs, four of which are

network with

CBS

packages.

five

REVIEWS

TELKVISIOIV

80

Maa-

:

,

MOHAWK

Downey

is

video as

it is

The

.

;

Cola. During a: break :in Phe song
session
he took a swig of that
beveiage In another iristahce, he

mentioned the drink

to cover

up

a

,flufl:

longtime accompanist; pianp,
organ and bass, His own piano acr
his

comps give

his efforts a substantial

musical background.

:

''fLconl--

'.-I

:

“Admiral Broadway Revue”
missed acutely the services of Mary
McCarty, out because of illness, on
Friday Right’s (20) session.; Forced
to rely on -his other two stars for
most of the work; proddcer-director Max Liebmaft ran tw0 Sid
Caesar skits with only .one other
act between themr-and they were

New Benny Rubin show, run in
as a replacement for "Stop
If You'Ve Heard This One,” is
a low-budgeted vaudep Presentation with okay talent, for the most
part, but with a deplorable script. too siinilar not to look repetitious.
by

Me

;

NBC

What gags there were Oh the preem Imogene Coca got
stanza last Friday night (29) relied
on CuteneSs, rather than hunior,

between

her

better spacing

nuftibers -

and

thiis

fared better with her spoofing bf

hopeful of becoming «
ever
baseball blglUaguer in an original
ohe-acter by Mel Goldberg, titled
‘'Here
Cofnes Spring,” Gilford
romped through the role and, with
spftrkling support from others in
the cah, lUftde the stanza one of
the Winners in the series, 'World
Video, which produces the package, lensed special film With Gilford for the ball park scenes and
director Alex Segal Integrated
them into the Script without a
hitch, thereby giving needed scope
to the story.

'

and etnerged only cornfed. In ad- the flapper era ftnd the haunted
;;
dition,, not enough advantage was house routine/
Soine other parts of the hour-:
taken of the .format, which had
Ed Sunivan’s“Toast Of the
Rubin a S; a taleht agent, to tie the long show indicated the writers
may be feeling the pressure of Town” show presented a sharper ,
gets tqgether.''V,
full-length revue overall impression Sunday
(1) night
Program would run much more turning but a
after Week; Caesar's' bpenihg though It had a feW lagging spots
smbothly with less emphasis bh week
I’estaurftnt scene, echbed and: could have been better proi
nineAear-old 'Vinnie. Monte, cast skit, a
one he did several months ago and duced to provide a heayier littpact,
film ivas moderately interestas Rubin's office boy. The kid tried
impressionistic routine Was It goes Without saying that theing 'for the home-gadget adhard but couldn’t quite make it and his first
With slight Varifttibns, of reasoft fOr the overall success was
dicts, it’s a step towards underhis iftipressibns of A1 Jblson were a carbon,
the United Natiofts satire he iii- a stronger lineup Of guest turns,
irritating, rather than eritertaining.
mining
video’s
commercial
Rubin handled his emcee chftres troed on Broadway in “Make: Mine spotted judiciously, froift Roily and
broadcast; standards. Hem.
Manhatiati”
and later repeated on Boftny Pincfcert, dance act; through
okay but couldn’t hurdle those gag
“Jesse James Ballet;” Billy Eckstine, Negro vocalist,
this
show.
lines he was forced to utter. AnCham- who’s ofte of the hottest new names
FASHIONS ON PARaDe
drevvs Twins terped an acceptable featuring Margft and Gbwer
ith Adelaide Hawley, June For- Spanish number arid Lou arid Lil- pibn ’With the full cbftipany, had aroUnd at the moment;
Was
rest, Robert Douglas;
lian; Bernard provided one of the alsb been staged previbusly but
Sullivan and his producers could
Producers: Leon Roth, Charles: bright spots with their haimoftica, reprised, according, to the; an- have cut the Pinckert’s ppening
'Caplin
virtuosity. Film actress Edith; Feb nouncement, by “popUlar /request.” dance turn. ’Theirs: is a novel act
Director:: Raymond Nelson
in that they Work two closing roulows sbpraiibed her sirtgle number
Aside from its normal function tines on stilts, but the; two precedWriter: Elinor Lenz
well but was lost, along with Jackie
Coogan, in a sad skit at the windup. of providiftg' superior vaudeo, the ing tap bits could have bften axed.
If®
;

;

;

;

:

'

-

.

;

:

,

,

:

giVes

a

plausible

W
:

/

,.,

’

Theatre has, been im- Al SChacht, basebail's paritomlmer^
portant as one of the better show- Was 'not as eft'ective for the intiCftse ift macy of a yideO lens as he is in
cases for tele talent.
the
point. Was provided by Tuesday’s ball park. Juanitft Hall;
who per(26) show which indicated that not forms “Bali
:Ha'i” in , South 'Paall the great talents are in the
cific,” whammed over solidly With
super-salary brackets. There were her ;.handling of the
tune and she
three performers making their Was followed by
two rather Slow
Those twb“Wear” and initial pitch on this show, the turns—-Ian Hunter and Adrianfte
Me.”
“Tear’’ characters used for the Amazing Mr. Balleritine, a cbriiedy- AUen doing a rather talky, for tele*
plugs can get; wearing and tearing; ftiagiep; Lew Hearn, the wnter-ac- Vision, scene from; their show,
tor,
and Jack Norworth, aft
/ Stal.;
My. Son.” *Sullivan made
ASCAPer loftg in retirement who “Edward,
came in from tfte Coast to reprise a mistake With the next act, a supsome ’of the tunes he’s written. posedly 12-year Old tapstress from

.

i

;

,

GiNCY REDS’ BASEBALL

ity of language.
Unburdefted of the artificial division into scenes and acts, Shakespeare’s script was used as the
basis
for
a
fluidly
Integrated
scenario for a video metodrama-,

much along the lines of Sir
LiiUrence Olivier’s film treatment
of “Hamlet.” Although it could not
completely surmount the episodic
structure Of the original play, this
presentation smoothed the traftsitions with suitable montages and
fi'm insertions. The dose editing
of the poetry, moreover, did not
damaee the play’s essential character. The stripping away Of whole
section.s seeftied to heighten the
di-amatic force.
The few flaws in this production
stemnied from an over-anibitibus
effort to ifttain a cinematic quality
without regard for the smallftess of
the TV screen. Hepeatedlv. indistinct long Shots Were used on the
players at the xtart bf Iftipoftant
pasRages ivith the caniera slOwly
dollying up to. closeuP' range. In,
I

come

didn’t

iri

'

(Midland)

of a dilemma,

vrom; the
it

close

inasculirie

offered the allure
of a bevy of chic martnikins, but
stronger
entertaiftment
values
than the vocal duo should be
added. From the distaff point of
viewr the songs interrupted the
fashion parade. But Lord
Taylor
will probably find the series an
effective way of merchandiziftg its
wares.
Bril.
.

ACTION autographs
With Eddie Albert; Jack Brand,

emcee

(4 Stations)

WLWT

ABC-TV. from Chicago
(Henri, Hurst & McDonald)
“Action Autographs” is preem

,

J
:

,

“f a series using film shot
stars of

by guest commercials
emcee Jack Brand Idea is breaks,

'

:j
'

be done with films. Preem
In takes teieviewci'.s on a four-ftionth
the igold hunt With Eddie Albert,; and
can

were lost.
some cases it; was; due to
camera movement; and in,; others sh'oWs some inttnaisting sea shot's,
poorly .nioduiatecl m.ft.sic drowned
Future sho,\vk of thus series will
out the voieeS., ,A minor .mistake film, atom bomb explo.sions .at;
was comiftitted ift the witches’ Bikini, pic development of pJant
as
obviou.sly— masked growth and travelog features.
ffiokettp
HaUoween hags, robbing them: of/; Film caught showed Albert and
lines

.

'

",

.

',

:

,

i

.

singer

Burl

at

Ives,

.sea'toiff.

;

the
;

,

As

I

(

I

I

;
'

I

half-lnniftg

narrfttors.

'The

saft.'ie
When mound conferences
take place duriftg. tight spots. 'On
such occasions Hoyt ad li bs humorou.s and in.side tales of his experiences, naming players that
every fan has heard of, and froni
expedience telling what angles
istrategy chiefs and the players are
discussing. Roons appreciated all
these things to the extent that he
signed hini away frofti
to
an exclusiye three-year contract
with Burger Beer for service on
Stations lie deals with. In ft month
or SO; w.lien \yCpO adds TV, it will
divide videft hasebail time for
Burger with Crosley's WLWT.

.

;

-

,

!

-

.

,

:

,

j

i

:

:

•

•

-

.

Matt

•

.

.

Off.,

Namely

it

that too-

Production of the A- P, Herbert
comic operetta, “Big Beft;” proyed
to be one of the brightest entertainment bets yet put on from the

BBC

.TV

video studios;

'versioft

by

this light muideal teleca.sting subject
flrstrate cast; including film

Desmond Davis made
sical

an.

and a
Stftr

Jean:

Gordon

Kent,

Bowen.

Dennis

and Linda Gray, put

Little
over the lyrics with yivacity. Intelligently staged, with effective
dance routines and carefully plan-,
ned settings, it was a sparkling
evening’s entertainmeftt.

political conventions, the election

WCPO

come

.

to

*

huseball

didn’t

long “bit” towards the close by a
bandsman Wherein he described a
Hawaiian, scene to the 'accompaniment of cartoon stills. Ami that
busifaess- of the new “musicians
union meeting,” to decide which
should/b'e the opener; is kind; of
tired by this time,’ being an the
idiom of the overdone business of
kidding the power of Petrillo.
it was a program replete with
orchestral music,
group instrumentals, vocal groups, etc., all in
the usual Waring idiom of e.xpert
musical craftsinansh ip and stagirig.
But it’s prgtty tough to take for an
hour, especially when the pacechangers, such as, coniedy bits, do
a nosedive; The “Video Ballroom”
but not
contest
helped' some,
enough. The conciuding '‘Roumanian Rhapsody” of Enesco, with
lyrics added, ernplftyed the entire
ensemble and was a strong clpsef,

programs from which
transefihed, and the
whole thing failed to measure up
the pompous atmosphere attempted by scripter Ethel Frank
and erncee Ben Grauer.
Best part Of the show, and purely from ftoslatgic reasons, was the
film of the late Franklin D. Roosevelt a.s he initiated the station’s
prograronving atAhe N.: Y. World’s
Fair in 1939. Kyle MacDonnell and
Ear] Wrightson, who have become
NBG-TV staples Oft these anni celebrations, did Okay with a; couple
Of songs, as did Martha Wright and
Jhft Throe FlameSi Kinescoping of
Kowd.v Doody,” last summer’s

j

of Hoyt’s listeners relish
efnergeney interruptions of
regular .play; that are headaches to
lot of

Kyle MacDon* where “comedy” was inserted,

tice to the
they wel’e

j

i

Many

Macbeth.^ Walter .Hiunpden^^^.t^
and then whisked teleview
etched a lucid portrait Of the miir- ers back to Albert’s dressing room
deroius lord. nro:|e.ct.mg the driving for windup
amhitiori and tortured conscience
Show amounts to a solid ComWith equal, eireCJveftess; As Lady mercial for sponsor’s Cameras, but
Macbeth. Joyce: Redman gave a plug.s mostly amount to a deftioncompelling interpretation which stration of what kind of pix can
Koll.
reached its Peak ih the sleep-walk- be Liken With the equipment, and
Ing scene.. Walter Abel was slightly therefore work right into the fortoo flamboyant as Macduff, but his mat:
Chicago -- Exchange
National
lines
were delivered with the
Kids will like the program, and Bank Of; Ghi took to television last
necessary clarity and emotion. so will shutter bugs; Danger is that Week with a series of one minute
Other star players in the cast. han- the format may digi-ess into a film spots ViaAVENR-TV, depicting
dling the minor roles, contributed standardized travelog, with more fPepiitL services;,offercd to clientspolished touches to this fii'strate Camera “autographs” than’ “ae- .Lawrence Advertising a eft c
g
y
i-tiorii’t * •> «
/
-vldeo flChievemeiit- - » - V- Hesni.
(handles.
:

^

i

his,

a

'

;

during

'

trio,

.

fans in spbn-

showing what

,

Grafter,

Earl Wrightson, Martha
Wright. 3 Flames, Norman Pails
others
Producer: Roger Muir
Director: Craig Allen
Writer: Ethel Frank
39 Mins.; Sat/ (39), 8 p.m.
Sustaining (13 stations)
NBC-TV, frofti N, Y.
NBC-TV made a hodge-podge
roundup of its stars, some, film
clips and a group of kinescope
prints to celebrate the 10th annl
of WNBT, Its key N. Y. fiagshlp
station. Idea didn’t
jell
at
all.
Some of the talent for .whom the
web had pitched cpuldft’t make the
show for vai'ious reasons; the kine
recordings in no instance: did jusnell,

:

to iftteresf camera
sor’s products by

:

With Ben

WCPO

AM

Producers: Brand, Marge Bishop,
Director: Tony Rizzo
15; Mins., Sun., 9 p.m.

BELL & HOWELL

'

AM

&

j

-

:

enough, not all the details she
referred to could be spotted by
the viewer.
"Fashions” presents Something
point of view

Illness,

Cincy, birthplace of professional
baseball and the first major league
city to go in for night games, is
inaugurating
full-time
a
video
schedule this season after last
year’s sampling Of weekday sunlight games, In. giving the greenlight to TV; the Red's management
reckons that it will keep step with
radio as a- gate-builder for the
sport. All anrtounclng is done by
Waite Hoyk ex-big league who has
become solid with baseball fans in
these parts. In radio for a decade,,
starting in New York, Hoyt has
been on stations, here since 1942.
He stacks up high.
Television also is in able hands
and the first night pickup was surprisingly good, the' ball being followed In daytime clarity. Operators of the lield-play camera at
Crosley Field, under the present
exclusive ai.e rights bankrolling by
Burger Beer, are instructed to pull
tlieir ranges only oft homers over
the leftfield wall; From' a roof
beyond that barrier rises the huge
sign of a competitive: brew.
Hoyt’s piay-by-piay of games is
picked up an
station; the
Scripps-Howard WCPQ, via the
mere placement of aft extra mike.
His TV cornmercials are mainly
mentions of “this is the Burger
network” on breaks. The “Burger
ftetwork” is something unto Itself
and probably the biggest of its
kind. Linked with
are rftore
than 30
stations in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and West Virginia
for airings of Reds’ games, both
home and away.
For tlie
audience, Jack
KoonS, head man of the Midland
Advertising agenCy, has cooked iip
a series of varied arid Impressive

exhibiting
the
newlywed gal’s
hostess govvns and the final segnienf showing dressy outfits. Adelaide Hawley's down-to-earth comn^entary polftted out atyle trends,
accOssorieS.
prices
and fashion
details.
However, because the

who

making the rounds

/

WLW'T, Cincinnati

a party presenting the bridesmaids
in cocktail dresses, a love scene

cameras

Ballentine,

burger beer

:

.

Jersey. He failed to explain
recently started New
the reason for the use of the youngafter a lengthy
contributed an Outstanding ster; she danced well enough,, but
not
that
wen.
bit.
His, routine comprising ft
Norman Evans, English comic,
series of snafued tricks.
His; delivery is genuinely funny and his a great mugger using a dentist’s
demeanor indicates that he’s lost tooth-pulling routine Which might
none of his potency after his lay- not have sat well with many audioff Of several years.; Hearn Worked tors, proved; a funny man, but also
the familiar “Belt ip the Back” overlong. Then there was Eckskit which he Wrote some years stlne, now at .the Broadway Paraago, with Milton Berle and Lou mount, who looked exceptionally
good on the, screen and made two
Sorin doing the salesmen spots.
Aside from Berle’s assortment clean hits With“Cftravan” and
of zaneyisms, a high spot of the “Bewildered,” two. strong M-G-M
show was Ethel Merman who de- records for him.
livered her usual top/drawer' stint
'
An hour of musical programming
on this return date.
can be deadly stuff, and the situaJack Gilford had his first tele- tion Sunday night (1) on the Fred
vision dramatic pah On “Actor’s Waring show for General Electric
Studio” Thursday night (28) via wasn’t eased appreciably by sevABG-TV and did well with it. eral dead spots. Waring, firstly; was
Cast as a mechanic' who: was too unwieldy in his announcements
and attempts to be casual. There
was a strong need for comedy re19 YEARS AGO
lief, and In the couple of spots

.

With Waite Hoyt

,

Shake.speare. Ihgeriiously adapted
to video'.s requirements and su-;
peiAlv framed; within a rich arid
surprisingly large canvas, the play
raft its violent course at a plunging
pace and with almost perfect clar-

:

,

;

1

;

,

;

(271. The tailoring ftiay have bPCft
slick; but the basic fabric was un,-MacbE,th
with Walter Hampden, Joyce Red- interesting. It billboarded fashions
man. Walter Abel, Paul Me- and variety entertaiftment, but the
Grath, 'Leo' G. Carroll, Sidney stylists Seemed to hog the show
Blackmer,
Clark, arid there was little variety in the
Alexander
consisted
which
Philip Truex, John Drew Dev- entertainrivent,
ereux, Ben Eackland, Ralph Bel- solely of doing romantic tunes.
chirping was lair, but nut
laniy.. .|ohn Carradine, Charles The
Rrokaw, Frank Wilcox; Ernest catchy enough to Sustaift interest
program’s
Rowan; Maurice/ Wens, Don;?las for the lull stretch. The
A. Ciark-Smith, Bobby Clark, conceptiori seemed tied to the techDavid Wayne, Edgar
Stehli, nique of the fashion mag stiil
photo, rather than developing the
.Tolin Craven
*
Adaptation: Henry Fisk Carlton
live quality of video.
Directo,rs; Anthony Brown, Garry
The apparel displays were held
Simpson
together hy the flimsiest' of story
Producers: Harold McGee, Owen linesT— a church wedding providing
DaVis.'Ji'.:
excuse for showing feminine suits,
^

:Star;

.

;

60 Mitts.: Sun. (1), 9 p.m.
Sustaining (16 statiotts)
NP.C. from N. Y.
“Macbeth” was ppwerfuliy ren'
dered on NBC Sunday. (1 when
The Players assembled an impos'ing roster of legit fhespers to do
annual homage to William
its

Texaco

Rubin, during the shOw, got 1ft
plugs for, sever ai outsiders, including a iJewRKO 'film and the CopaHis emphasis on;
cabana. nitery
details' put them far out of line.
Bonafide Milis coinmercials, staged
by Basch Radio & Teleyision Productions, carrlgd over froth ‘'Stop

!

,t.hou' eyil aura,'

.

'

ekposltipn

on Mobawk’sprpducts.The camera
picks up the textures fairly well
ir
r,
in.
on some of the samples shown. The
( Willioin Warren.)
re.st must depend on Stanton’s verbia,ge and he gives a feeling of eleAlthough direction, lensing and
gance in his spiels.
were
expert, this ^fashionDoviney is on three nights staging
Weekly,' and Tuesday/ Thursday and east, which has; moVed over from
Sa;turd ay sessions will be handled DuMbnt and picked up a neW
Jose.
by Roberta Quinlan.
bankroller. Was' dull on Opener

mtermi,

'

.

’

;

Commercials are by Bob Stahton

the

;-1
;.

'

:

He's backed by a small ittstrumental combo comprising the guitar handled by Carmen Mastren,

who

.

(16 Stations)

.NBC-TV, .from N.Y,:,

,

AM

hi

'

BONAPiDE MILLS

:

equally effective in
in radio and niteries.

4» 1049

•* * •

Tele FoUow-up Cominenl

::

39 Mins.; Frk, 9 p.m.

towards

attitude

their; loose

the length of commercials on
sponsored shows. Spnie bankrollers aie taking advantage of
the absence of a governing
formula, such the IgAB code
radio,
by spreading
in
over the full
their, plugs
length of a program:
^
Case in point: is “Petticoat
Parade,” a five-miinute filmed
show ;which preemed on WJZTV Monday night ( 2 ) with the
Ironrite Ironer Co. picking up
the tab. Ostensibly designed
to display the latest: in elec-;'
trical applianees for hausfrau
viewers, the; initial reel was a
solid and frank pitch for the
sponsor's product. While the

long! stretches of sbhg buildup to effective cliniaxes for

ing
easy listening in any ittediinn.
However, DOvvney’s.lS-ininute
tele stint is designed: primarily foraural entertalnnient. There’s no
Imaginative presehtation, visual aspects are ;fairly static and camera
Work is standard.
Oh the: opener, Downey, although
on The Mohawk Carpet payroll on
thi.S session, provided a plug or so
to his longtime bankroller, Coca-

With Jgdith Fellows, Jackie Conran,
Vlnnle Monte, Andrews Twins,
Lou & Lillian Bernard
Producer; Jerry Rosen
Director: Larry Schmah, Jr.
,

Television stations are leaving themselvek wicle open to
public reaction and
hostile
by
regulation
Government

.'tren'orcb

Producer: Roger Miiir
Director: Clark Jones
15 Mitts Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 7:30 p.m,
CARPETS-,;,
NBC> from )New York
(James ij.JVcison),
^
tenor of Morton
durable
The;

May

ITgJjnetdayy

f*****************f ***

BENNY RUBIN SHOW

MOKTON DOWNEY
WWh Bob Stanton, Carmen

night coyerage and the show staged
from the; aircraft carrier Leyte
failefi. to :provide
the scope they
carried in their original versions.
'Where the web really inissed the
boat, though, was In its failure to
underhne the tremendous growth
and current import of TV itself.
Granted that the orlgiftal
was a pioneer outlet and that NBC
ofts helped pace the industry, too
ntue emphasis was given to these

Detroit--- Detroiters yearning t®
see themselves on television will
get their wish ’Wednesday, Saturday and Sunda.v of this week.
;

WNBT WWJ-TV
;

a Special television booth at the eightli aftnUftl
Detroit (Kews Travel, Show in Con-

will set

up

vention Mall.: Anyone .Wanting ’to
could have fur- he telecast just makes .his wish
nished a springboard for ft; rousing known to one of the eftgineers
documentary oft TV/ Instead, NBC charge of the booth ftnd-^zqo®'"”
wade of it, anotlrer vaudeo layout. the camera is on him. He Will sef
with slight birthday - candle .trlm- hlinself On: one of the big screen'
.
'Onlngs,-: - above/ the hftoth’s Atage.
factors. Ocea.sion

m

1

;

,

i

*

-
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!BC, CBS

New

If

1

.

„
arrangement

pooling

the United
Nations for television coverage of
sessions presages day-to-day re-

UN

Pickups of all Sessions when
^ .J ^ p
oHpn motes into
the world organization moves
in
its new permanent headquarters
. couple
onimio of
of years.
vear.s.
Plans for the
a
buildings now under construction
on midtown’s Manhattan’s east
side include space for each net’s

niL

oraua BJ BdiR
,

*
|
'

W

™

!

.

111,

I

.

May

3.

Pointing up again the growing alliance between the film and tele-

ing and wrestling promoters
Opn Pptpr Miller (Hen
,
snonsoiW the bill which if
«« ARf*
passed^ w o u 1 d exempt events
OM HDh,
by vet groups National
5|>a!r#sim Guard, or charitable organizations.

newsreel ineaires in ainereni parts oi me eouniry. z-iv xeievision
Productions, which packages the program, retains its screen credits on
the theatrical playdates. It serves as good promotion for the outfit’s
future video packages. As a TV show, “Yesterday’s Newsreel” is aired
Sunday nights via CBS under Seidenberg Cigars’ sponsorship.
Fifteen-minute package costs an average of $.‘5,000 per week to turn
According to Ziv TV prez John L. Sinn, the footage used alone
out
Since 990 feet are used a week, basic cost of the
costs $3 per foot.
film is $2,970. In addition, seven Ziv staffers war kon the single package, selecting and processing the film and rounding it into its final
proeram format.
program

I

'

.

'

,

'

'

'

’

!

Chicago, May 3.
Crime” returns
for Crfme”
fo?

^

after a
a month’s absence
after
7
to “production difficulties.”
Chi-originated show_ will star Myron Wallace as Lieut. Antho^
Kidd of the homicide squad.-iTra
30 m»iute, 7 p.m. (CDT) slot once-

'
'

111.,

'

I

J

A •vllVkl

'

^
HP
I l|
Iv

)

(

due

'

1

exspoxesmen ex
UlN spokesmen
In addition, UN
pressed the hope this week that itt
Pappy,” another tele
^^Happy
“Happy .Pappy,”
would be possible for a permanent package originating from Chi ABC
UN crew to provide on-the-spot but aired locally over WENK-TV,
coverage at all times. The.se pick- bas undergone a talent shakeup.
ups would then be available to any pisker Jack L. Cooper moved into
Ray
station, wanting to carry them as a the emcee
spot, replacing

NBC prexy Niles Trammell last week reaffirmed his conviction that
television, rather than hurting other advertising media, will help them
by creating new desires and needs, thereby increasing the demand for
Speaking at the American Newspaper Publishers Assn, congoods.
Toronto May 3
vention in N. Y., he pointed out that the TV industry itself would
.^^^ntion
^
New POSt of Coordinator of Tele- gpgnd considerable money in newspaper ads, either through set manuvision for Canada, set up unaer fag^m-ej-s or sponsors. “Certainly,” Trammell said, “the competition
of
the present system of tederal-op- television for the advertising dollar cannot be lightly dismissed. Tele-

Head Canada TV

:

substitute for the station’s individSeveral details reual coverage.

be ironed out, however.
before that plan can be put into
to

®^t'ct.

®vated TV in this country, goes to
jg gjj evolutionary development to which radio, for one, must
Alphonse Ommet, engineering stat- adjust itself. It may seriously affect marginal techniques. But no onemr of me Canadian Broadcasting
encompass the whole advertising job for American inCorp. He reciently returned from ^^gti-y; we cannot glimpse the foreseeable future when television will
Bowing out with Grant are the ,a comprehensive study-tour 01 t v tiupiicate in coverage, technique and economy the job that radio is
„
Four Vagabonds, vocal group of operations in the U. S., Britain,
which Grant was a member and France and Holland.
predicted total television times sales for. 1949 would apModern Modes, an instruAcceding to Ui. Augustin Fii- proximate $25,000,000, or three times what they were last year. Station
mentM group. Jump
Son, CBC general manager, Ouimet income today represents only one-third of the total operating expense,
in
five-piece band will
will supervise TV activities
said, but the difference is being rapidly cut down as TV scheduies
Pappy is a Don Me- Canada during the necessary pre- gji
^i^b new advertisers. Trammell also pointed up the fact that
Neill package.
®
30% of the TV stations on the air today are owneii by newspaper
TV (jperations in which the UBU publishers. He outlined the operating losses being incurred by most
nw • «,
independent stations w'lll ultithem,
but predicted they would reach the break-even point late this
fpYAQ
TYl
PIlirtn
AN
1 l/U VIW I
»
mately be engaged. Since graduatnj. early in 1950.
elecitrical engineering from
C
^

j

j

j

Grant.

,

|

|
,

1

I

j

_ _
,
and CBS
Mas launched Monday (2) and is to
operate for the remaining three
weeks of sessions from both Lake
Success and Flushing Meadows.
Pickups are to be made' and mon-

UN

Would Take 10%
soxm^, wr^timg

Springfield,

s
|\ ®
ABC-TV network Saturday { I||||||At

ogtaud By

equipment

main

Bill

Bite on
i

—

,

among NBC. CBS and

1

fill

m New Pool m Ufi Ciferage;

teamup with

NBC

|

i

‘

OONS

itored eight hours a day, five days
Any time it looks as
a week.
AITTI PT lUil
3-UUlLIil
5-OUTLET
though an interesting .session
session might
slLe^l^r'
gagea in TV^eseSch
iv researen since
Wachincrtnn May
comine up,
un. the two networks
Mav 3.
be coming
Washington,
on me
cfaff VIV
nf rWp
Sian
oi
on
l-iic avail
±ie bqc
XIC
nas Kaon
oeen Uil
uccn
will be alerted and can then put
A group of Texas oil and cattle
lUd/.
the program out on the air, inter- men filed applications with the since 193'7
Ouimet is a member of the telerupting their scheduled shows if Federal Communications. Comm is,
t
vision committee of the InternaTwo webs a*re splitting the costs sion Stations ^n For^ 'wort and tional Institute of Radio Engineers;
wUh thfuN
wTco Under the name of Texas chairman of the TV advisory comCanadian Radio Tcchgroup
TTM commentators explain
ovnUin the Telenet bystem,
Svstem the
th^c
g
P ha^ mittee of the
UN
-Rnard
other sta- nical Planning Board.
problems being discussed and are previously filed for three
tions. The five outlets would com-

NFTWORK
WURR
NETWORK

.

'

Snet

wherr* neceSrv'^Te'! Si^waTe
tween meetings,
meetings press conferences
coherences
are held with delegates or visiting
dignitaries in special studios provided for the purpose.
is also
kinescoping much of the coverage
and plans shipping the film to
countries where TV is now in operatlon, including France, Engeration,
land and the Soviet Union. Monitors are also to be set up inside the
buildings for the benefit of the
public, press and delegates.

annlicaUons
’Thr applications
The

1

,

,

‘

stated

Detroit,

that

Texas, is the “visionary force” behind the project. He owns 9% of
the stock. Largest stockholder is
Earl F. Slick, prexy of Slick Airways and half owner of Slick Oil
Co., who holds a 22% interest -in
the System. Of 23 stockholders
the applications, five
in
listed
showed net worth of more than
$ 1 000 000 .
,

.

rlV°

Beauford H. Jester, Governor of

UN

UN

,

|

May

3,

In an effort to make it as finan*
cially painless as possible for tele

ABC-TV

introed a

new technique

in television yesterday

(Tues.)

1
aa its “Crusade
nm ^a
it Staged a video press conference 4-a
to ballyhoo
in
,
a, ...hookup
^
.I*
series. using a pTosed-cirenit
covPrinff
Europe”,, film series,
closed-circuit hnnkim
covering 12
13 Pities
cities.
Radio editors and reporters across the country submitted questions
in advance on the series based on Gen. Dwight Eisenhower’s book. The
journalists then had the opportunity of seeing and hearing their questions put by Jerome H. Walker, managing editor of “Editor and Publi-sher.’’
Queries were answered by Mark Woods, ABC prexy; Boy
Time. Inc., sponsoring
Larsen, prexy
nrexy of Time,
soonsorine “Crusade” for Life and Time*.
Time;
and Richard de Rochemont, March of Time producer.
The vidpic
series was produced l}y MOT through arrangement with 20th-Fox,
which owns the tele rights.
The conference, which had been rehearsed, moved smoothly. It was
followed by a preview screening of Chapter 9 of the series.
“The
The entire conference lasted an hour, from 3:30 to
Italy.

whcn

1

WJBK

'

**/”'>**'•

iir1>

.

,

P-™-

furnishing
is
advertisers,
free one-minute films to advertisers signing 13-week contracts.
Station has Mort Walton, former

.

,

,

anni. “Cartoon
To celebrate its first anni,
Cartoon Tele-Tales,”
Tele-Tales,’ half-hour show for
moppets aired Sunday evenings via ABC-TV, is running a special elecParamount cameraman, handling tion among its viewers. Kids will vote, during the next three weeks,
If the advertiser cancels on whichever of the 60 stories narrated on the program they liked best.
filming.
-

-

before the contract period, station
$150 cost of filmed com-

—

•

•«
.
m
1 AA AAA
Sees 100,000
lUU.UUu
DSIiniSlBr 566S
Bannister

bills for

mercials.

Detroit,

May

3.

There may be 100,000 television

Hollywood,

sets in the Detroit area by the end
of this year, according to Harry

Bannister, general manager of the
Detroit News stations WWJ-AM,
WWJ-FM and WWJ-TV. He says
there now are about 55,000 sets in
the Motor City area. A little more
than a year ago there were only

Don Lee
i

,

i

I

]

1

IIPPRO Skeds

3.

full

Monday

5,000.

The baseball season has greatly
accelerated sales of sets, he declared.
WWJ-TV will televise 35
games, which means most of the
home games, other than Sundays,
holidays and night games, all of
which are prohibited to WWJ-TV.
“Network programs are coming
to Detroit in steadily increasing
numbers, and are boosting set
sales.” Bannister said. “Right now,
we are carrying more than 15
hours weekly of NBC contmercial
programs. Our current schedules
of overall operation call for 42
hours weekly.”

May

television has Iriked its

year TV sponsorship
contract. Five local Buick dealers
will pick up a $50,000 tab for
wrestling
from
bouts
felensed
Hollywood Legion stadium each

second

night.

Fuff wrestling card will be sponMay 16. Pact was

sored. starting
set

by Bob Hoag, sales head for

KTSL.

Station

last

week

set

a

deal for sponsorship of
boxing bouts by Camel cigarettes.

$50,000

Nine

KTLA
To

Airers Opened

Participation Spots
Hollywood,

May

3.

KTLA has opened up nine of its
programs for participating
Station topper
spot commercials.
Klaus Landsberg asserts that if the
outlet can sell three or four spots
in each show, more coin can be
video

i

Series

cornered than

if

package was sold

to a single sponsor.

OF 60-Minute

Vidpix
Hollywood, May 3.

!

Paramount

outlet is selling spots
in its feature pictures, wrestling,

boxing, “Hollywood Opportunity,"
“Tricks and Treats," “kleet Me in

IMPPRO

j

j

1

!

.

I

[

I

is planning to shoot a
series of 13 telepix with each film
running 60 minutes. Tele series
has been budgeted at $40,000 per
pic. Films will not be rolled, however, until IMPPRO has pocketed
enough regional .sponsors to defray
the initial nut.
Vidflims will be sold in markets
according to the number of sets.
Price range has been set at $250

to

$750

per

showing with

each

Hollywood,” “Movietown, RSVP,”
“Shopping at Home” and “Maga“Shopping”
zine of the Week.”
and “Magazine” have always been
open to participating sponsors.

IN ’49

I

^

'

station running through a 13-week,
series four times yearly.

—

San Antonio A television film
to be .shot here of the floor show
at the Rocking M, Dude Ranch,
local nitery.
Lee Studio of this

,

is

!

city "is

preparing the program for
Corp., of New York. The

DuMont

pic will feature F. Hernandez, ventriloquist:
We.sternaires,
string'
‘

cowboy band, and Bob White. The
audience will
the program.

also

participate

ini
i

.

!!

French Shorts Packaged

Tele Chatter

Tolcpak

“"

birthday party from staff ... Euth

York
w

Mni!r imt>8d

feature

to

“S'*

Hollywood, May
has
purchased

3.

NY

26

1

French shorts for television. Pix,
originally made for geiier^ releasee

television,

,

?»«.

SlcL“„™'V.p'.k

still

r'
s;“
S.na,
Alan Sands

-uvemure^^^^^
'a'a%A„S'nLMT'»is
>« *g6< presenting ‘ciienll a^d
Ind WNBQ

mitlng for
tor
currently
cnrreptly writing
j,.n
Also
the Hank Ladd Arrow show.
writing comedy bits for the Lambs
Price
into
Stephen
fiambols. -xi
se;;ral prek^rpTo^ctior^th
CBS,
from_ LBS,
Iges'
ages since resigning from
Where he was a radio director.

agencTs

cSete

wit^

those stations.

..

prom^^^^

on tele shows staged by

tional kits

Kits are creations

featuring puppets.
CS.
Telepak is
TeiepaK
sniitirt
dialog and sound
inserting
In.ortlnl all
.U new difllne
aoond
effects,

______

Houston —A
^~heM
he^e

.1

.

.

garage
mg
iMil™'

oirSZ

r

the omer
other ouu
oiitHls
is
oeing rnnllpd
muuea hv
me
oy ir
raSaJeaed
h.Jnol progressed

.

next door ,“1>'?!!“1
and hopes to
“

negotiate a longterm lease for one
or both of them.
Disclosure of the pending NBC

i

SSZv,

Si.il,T“or"J’

- V-.*-

xv/x
I'

program hours continually.

their

desperate

»P.~.

!

yiety layout.

Center leafre

„

.
|

r

S?Jl. 5SS.A SSa.S”S;
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RlRrDifkeriiifffor

For Video hy Telepak
II

^

^

.

mK.TSll

P*st the talking stage.
i

!

by the Rockefeller interests, which
entire group of buildings
Radio City, and has
been used for some time as the
undeiii^^
^ ;j on
TV’?® Club at the Rice hotel. Session will be Poses
TV
TV
formerly
for the Sonja
Bernard,
playing-ground
^
L.
lavnn
Henie-Arthur
M. Wirtz ice revues
account
writer Bob Becker made guest shot Th®oma®s
manager ^ of WOIC-TV,
wuit. i v, four major video webs. With the
has joined the ^Princeton Film
(Continued on page 36)
extending the number of
tre HeTl direct the expanded video
Paul v. ®.
activities at the centre
Perez, ex-Muzak Corp., has been

^

Anin.

Of nrOlYlotlOn Hirpptnrc

’»« of

WBKB

«i.:ii

w.„.

,
television
session
n/r
01 -1

=8

MaT'k

and «ai
ana
Hal »m,T«
Sm.t* or
of uie
the convention of the Advertising

WGN

staged

*9

i

r"Y.'

j
j

own the

^ rvZ"

j

!

I
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1
I

^
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.
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by Cinemart

tipped

to

.

.

TV

sales di-

rector.

Bob Henry has joined cast of
“Charade Quiz” on WABD
Thesper Allan Stevenson, now in.
Broadway’s “Anne of the Thou.

.

.

NBC SPOT TV SHOWCASE

sand Days,” travels to Philadelphia
Tuesdays for a new stanza, “Make
A B D s “Okey
It Yourself”
Dokey Ranch” negotiating move to
a new network this summer. Stanza will stage a jamboree at the
.

.

.

W

’

exposition at
Children’s World
Grand' Central Palace May 21
“Winner Take AH” going in for a
new celeb policy, with Boris KarMarie
loff teeing off on May 7
Mahar, Conover TV model,; Is also
a registered nurse.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood
KTTV has pocketed $3,250 for
sponsorship of 13 Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra films. Programs
are being sponsored by Citizens
Associated TeleNational Bank
vision Productions of America has
been formed by Walter R. Gaynor,
Hubbard Hunt, W. B. Gessinger,
©. O. Lifters and Arthur C. Pisher.
Firm has a capital stock of $1,000,LoOOO; none subscribed as yet
cal disk jockey Dick Whittinghili
has turned to television and is giving himself away as a baby sitter.
Whittinghili bows over KFI-TV
with “Your Baby Sitter.” Program
.

.

.

.

is

.

.

produced by Bob Anderson.

CAROL CALLING
WPTZ,

the winner

KTSL has laid
for one evening
out $1,250 for five feature pictures
which the station will start beaming in May. Films, made in 1935.
“Made for Each Other,”
are
“Dancing Pirates,” “Little Lord
.

.

udth Carol Reed

It

features a giveaway gag with Whittinghill baby-sitting for
.

PM Tuesday and

6:00-6:15

PM Wednesday

Philly’s Miss Television

from Toby Anguish
Lou Weiss
and Co. is making a series of 10ininute animal shorts for television.
Series is being slanted
toward the kiddie trade with still
pix of animals di.solving into actual footage showing habits and
habitation of the different farm

Intros musical film shorts

beasts.

$75 per participation

.

.

5:00-5:15
hiesis

lo-itr

Chicago

biz nostalgia

Songs of “back when”

& flapper girls

Guest stars

Commercial demonstration technique

Herbie

— 30 years a showman

Norm— 29

tops

is

PM Monday through Friday

Touring cars

Sings with records

Chicago

Available on participation basis

Show

“First Lady Disc Jockey” (Variety)

.

WNBQ,

Thursday

Available on participalion

Fauntleroy,” “Nothing Sacred” and
“Becky Sharp.” Pix were leased

NOT FORGOTTEN
& Norm Barry

...BUT

JUDY SPLINTERS

with Herbie Mintz

Philadelphia

7:00-7:15

Follows

years

Howdy Doody

Hollywood

PM Snnday-Thursday

Available as package

“Most outstanding 1948 TV personality”
(Academy of TV Arts and Sciences)
Judy is distaff Charlie McCarthy
Shirley invites radio and screen stars

Judy takes over
“Enormously popular” (John Crosby)
youth group events
Follows Kukla, Fran & Ollie
.$350 per show inc. rehearsal
Tie-ins with

Best buy west of Rockies

$50 per part icipat ion

Order?

with Shirley Hinsdale

KNBH,
7:00-7:15

Dave Garroway show screened

WNBQ

from

many

involves so

acts

that the production staff is almost
crowded out of studio
ABC-TV
veepee John Norton hosted local
press Tuesday (3) at preview of
Crusade in Europe”
news editor Ulmer Turner building a radio lab on his new farm
.

.

.

near Northbrook, 111.
screening
"Scattergood
.

.

He

.

.
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Streamlined Opera

Rep

C

’err<

0*42

in Clevi

Hollywood V ^161

Of Five Classics Being

in

C'FB, term 4 b’Pti II

lond
Hollywvcad

Son FioiKiv.o

Packaged by Oliver
Sherling Oliver i.s offering network execs a package production
consisting of an operatic repertory
company equipped with operas
streamlined for half-hour presenta-

The company consists of a
cast of 11, who have on hand five
operas already condensed by Rene
Maison, former Met Opera singer
and director. The operas will be

WHAT'S NEXT
Eileen Hanrohon and
Howard Reig—'WRGB, Schenectady

done in costumes with special

6:00-6:15
1

PM Moutkiy 1h rough Frithiy

A ra liable

!

set-

Situation

tings.

on participation
comedy

basis

Hanrahan playedlead in“Waves A- Wolves”

Cast has been chosen not only
singing ability, but also for
< el e genic
The;
qualifications.
operas,
which include “Faust,”
‘Cavalleria
“Romeo
Rusticana.”
snd .Tuliet,” "Rigoletto” and "Don
Giovanni,”
by
were
directed
Mai.sdn and Oliver and will be conducted by Lee Shaynen,. who made'
his eonduclional debut with the
N. Y. City Opera Co. la.st week,
The cast includes Norman Farrow.
Donald Johnston, Richard Torigi.
for

Reig: H. P. Davis award winner 'JS

Rapid

fire;

“Dept, of confusion"

|

Fun

j

Piano,

ba.s.s

&

clarinet trio

Big time package

WBZ-TV, Boston

$17:50 per ainionaconcnt

PM Monday

7:00-7:15

PM

(1

min.)

Your

NBC

Spot Salesman has dozens

of television shows to select from
just the right one for

BUMP HADLEY'S COUNTRY STORE
Wed nesday

your

. .

client.

NBC SPOT SALES
tepri^ienfing fe/evi ion sfafions;

A rail able as package
THE Bump Hadley

WNBT

.

Hi years of major league pitching
Now pitches sport news

WNBQ

.

•

•

.

KNBH

.

•

.

•

Hollywood

Guest sports .stars
Boston’s bugs about ba.seball
$100 per show and rehearsal

WPTZ

.

*

•

•

WBZ-TV

.

•

.

•

•

WNBK

.

•

•

•

Cleveland

WNBW

.

.

Washington

WRGB

.

.

Schenectady

pitches Van
& Hat.

Heusen

.shirts

Frl.

Small time price
:

John
Gallo,
Upshaw.
'W'illiam
Marian Hughes, Eleanor Knatt.
Naomi Ornest and Margaret Riltp.j

7:00-7:15

also

Bump

;
'

I

BUMP HADLEY'S SPORT SPOTLIGHT

7vith

tions.

What'll he pitch Man.

it IFccZ,

•

•

*
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New York
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Philadelphia
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Colorado U, TroblemS'

College

Spwts Mixed on

Airer Gets State Kudos
Boulder; Col, May 3.
,

Rival Hartford
s Continued from paso OS g

week.; Original
schedule called for sole coverage-

games seven days a

,

“State Problems,” transcribed
prpduced by the radio department (if the Univ. nf Colorado,
was kudosed by both houses of the
series

May

Washington,

3

'the effect of television on sports

—

turing tieih)

by diverting their interests to big-

21

Such companies, he

;

:

Norton. Pritchett, athletic direcof .Virginia,
tor of the Uhiv,
thought gate receipts in colleges
will lie hit hard; Television set
owners,; h# reported, prefer their
“good seats’’ at home to the; weather (risk, crowds, and expense of
game. Pritchett
going
the
to
thought the Institutions allowing
events to be televised will do ir'

is

subject to Govern-

cOntrois, he emphasized
is no danger of presen Way
sets hecoming obsolete in the
near future. Noting ‘‘dire predictions” about the Possible quick obsblescehce of receivers, but Ayithout naming Zenith Radio, which
had alluded to suph reports in its

there

TV

any trouble, “What the
colleges must do,” said Eppleg; “is
draw the fan to the gaHie by making; it a more colorful affair and
if it’s

a better all-around show.’'
‘Poor Business i>eal’
Max Earrihgton of George Washington Uni V. thought that “until
television pah lay it on the line
to compensate for the people who
^heffteld Farms has become the
stay away, it is a poor business
deal.’’ He believed video Will hurt flrst advertiser to pull out all its
his college because It Is a minor radio coin fOr an exclusive ride on
sports centre, Jlip Gibbons, sports
jyjjjjf .gopjpgmy
j,ag
'

,

.

I

,

commentator of WMAL, Washington, didn’t think baseball or boxing
have been hurt by video and doubted that any sports in the Capital
have
been
affected.
Gibbons
thought there’s too much emotion
and hot enough facts oh the sub-

u
t.
u s
bankrolling Happy Felton
‘‘Guess Who?” aud participation
show on WQR, N.Y., Will shift that
program to .WNBT, NBC’s TV flagi

!

|

>

:

KLMR

urdays

.station
and Sundays)
manager Glover Delaney said that;
the station was pretty well; sewed
up with ABC: shoWs ou Wednesday and Friday nights, and lelt

Airplane Crash in Sloriii

-

:

Farm Progrjun Ra^oitas
’Kansas

City,;

May

3.:

;

{

ship;

N.

WHAY

.

WTHT

.

,

listeners,;'..'

W. Ayer

’

:

;

Continued from pose SO ssa
tion could be reopened during the
extension period.
The m a j Or issues in the hr eak:

^

dowh, which came with a strike
by the unions Friday (29),
were employees’ demands fpr a 15®
an hour Increase and inatiguratipn
of a pension plan, which the labpr
leaders estimate Would cost the
vote

PER/yiANENT GAREER POSITION
NATIONALLY KNOWN FIRM HAS RESPONSIBLE
$7-9,000 OPENING AVAILABLE FOR PROPER MAN
37-50 Years

and Available
BE Assigned

^

^

^
^
^
^

^
^

^

for Limited Travel

to represent us in work

;

.:

provide for the higher definition
pictures;
They agree with the
;

from pas*

CAiitlnued

And

23

billings are; said to be
better than the initial quarter of ’48. in addition to 78 hours
weekly of Italian, the station airs
hours of Polish, 714 hours of
16
Jewish; 7 hoUrs of Spanish, 53/i
hours Of German and one hour
of Russian.
WWRL, N. Y., airs 65 hours
weekly in ll foreign languages,
with stress oh Spanish, German,
Czechosiovakian and Greek. .Also
carried are Syrian, Russlah, Polish,
.Hungarian; Lithuanian, Uki'aniah
and Frehch. As many other stations in the field, iVwrL does a
job in plugging public service
drives such as charitjes, citizenship, health ;ahd inter-racial understanding in the ^foreign tongues.'
Typical Of the activity was a 13*49

;

25%

vision in the iaboratbry surpasses;

every material aspect what
the- market.” ;

in

on

is

They concur also iwith Johnson
when he said: “Color television
win help the little fellow; because
;

he

could get local advertising
reyenue: which he Cannot get with
black .and white. Opening up; the
ultra high’s to commercial operation With color would compel the
radio industry
to get in and
develop; the ultra high’s instead of
hanging back to first exploit the
lower frequencies.’’
FCC color advdcates are already
posing the questloh of whether it
should be necessary to allocate
separate frequencies In the UHF
band for ;colbr and for black and
White. Some are disposed to make
the entire 475-890mc hand .available for either color or monochrome, with the choice the Station’s.
Although they recognize
this-may involve a further delay
in developing standards for color
they believe such, a: step might act
as a great competitive spur to better programs. It would not be long,
the.v feel,, before the required receivers would be on the market.
It has also been suggested that
color Would serve as an incentive
to establish stations in the trHF,
.

;;

.

.

^

^

;

:

particularly in cities where outlets
are already operating in the lower
hand. This, would obviously give
the
station an advantage and
.

UHF

provoke Ibud squawks. Then what
about color 'downstairs? “There’S
no rbSsoh,” an official; said, “why
ybu cah’t have 6mc color down-

;

a? wMl aS upstairs;” Moderately-priced attachments to make
existing sets recelye color would
be no problem, he declared;
stairs

Detroit

— WWJ,

News

Detroit

;

of its payroll.
week series ahd spot anhouhce- station, has been awarded the, Alcompany
The company hffered certain nvent oh yenereal disease in sev- fred P. Sloan plaque for outstandconcessions in the matter of paid eral languages. Its waxed foreign- ing: public service in promotion of
,

highway safety in 1948. Plaque
Was pre.sented tb Harry Banhlster;
WWJ general manager, last week
in New York by Alfred P. Sloan,
Jr.,
president of the Alfred P.
Sloan Fbundatlon and chairman of
llie hoard of directors of General
Motors Corp.

^

^

WITH OUR CLIENTS
Wcf® Box No. V- 101 for Appointment
154 W. 46th Street, New York 19

Variety,

ers.'

}

‘

;

,

.

Shiplpy had been With the Arthur Capper station since 1939. He
had been announcing; fPr about
15 years, taking to radio after a
brief period in which he was a
film exhibitor at Clay .Center, Kan.
Funeral services for both men
were held iii Topeka Friday (29).

,

Which say that cplcif is ready,’*
has buoyed lip spirits among officials
who have contended all
along that video ailocatlohs should

Senator that the state of the me.
Bing CrPsby; fights, etc.) Would dium is relatively primitive comraise too much, protest from listeh- pared to what it wiU be; that (“tele-

WHAY

;

.

;

YOU Will

,

that deletion of these shows ( Milt
Berle, Ted Mack, GrpUcho Marx;

Causes Beath of Kansaf

May

15 on a 52-week Contract,
is the agency,
ject,
Sheffield's move Is being; Viewed
George Garrpll of Maryland as the harbihger of a similar swing
tfnlv. thought programs epuld be;; by medium-bracket air advertisers
developed on televisipn that Would who have been eyeing video’s
create new fans for spPrts.
- marketing potential.
!

:

;

;

.

-

.

;

A, sudden .Stprhi and high vvind
.Trade talk here, however, is that
over southeastern Kansas brought Delaney was afraid to pressure
death to three men when their air- aBC for fear of alienating the net.
month,
this
plane crashed in the sandhills near Sometime
during
the town; of. NickerSPn’ last 'Tuesof neighboring NCw Britain
day (26). The three Were Gene takeS: to the ether with 5,000 watts
Shipley, farm: editor and program on a day and night Pperatlon;
It’s a
dlrectPr of WIB W, 'Topeka K. G; AVTHT is a 250 wetter.
“Pug” Marquardt, chief engineer well-known fact that the more powwpuld like the ABC
for WIBW and KCKN, its Kansas erful
It’s hot very hard to
City affiliate, and pilot of the franchise.
plane; and Periy Reed, a farmer see ’why ABC would be interested
frPm Reading; Kaii., who had in :a: possible change-over. That’s
did
bparded the plane at the very last believed the reason why
Changer, declaring the new systeni
minute befpre its takeoff.
not pressure the point for release
has been widely accepted by the
'The piane Was. one of several of shPWs in order, to broadcast tfle
’
public;;,'.
Whfeh WIBW operated; Marquardt ;games.
One odd factor is that whereas
had been piioting “Flying Roosters” for Shipley for about three WTHT claimed it waS pnable to
years, and the two have covered Clear its night schedule, wONS
virtually every nook and cranny was not able to clear weekends.
of the state and some in bordering states in arranging WiBW programs and commentary for farm

type is a sports lover, who can
be Counted on to attend! The other
attends for social reasons and Won't

3

television
in Wash-

wpek

,

;

powerful a
force for; the public good to be
propamisleading
by
stopped
ganda,” He conceded TV's ulti-;
mate success will depend bn its
programming and asked the pubi tc
to be patient with the showmen;
and perf Ormers in the medium who
are still Working to develop improved techniques.. He also emphasized RCA’s new 45-rpm tecord-.

HOweyeri Dean Eppley of Mary-;
landMJniv, pointed out that to
really determine What video wHi
do; it will be hecessary to poll the
fans, rather than set owners. There
are two; types of fans, he Said. One

color

last,

;

ads, Sarnoff Said:
‘‘Television is too

reparabie harm to other institutions, “The advantages now,” he
said, rare on the side of television;*’

for

ington radio Circles in the wake
the home team games, Background
Of Sen. Edwin C; Johnson’s speech
For,
for duo coverage is twp-fpld.
in the Senate urging: the Federal
cause the Sehate was cpntrplled by
Hopper-rated, high-powCommunications Commissiqn to
Republicans and the House by the the low
ered WoNS,;Yankee-owned Mutual open the gates to
higher quality
Dempcra ts, while the broadcasts affiliate, it’s a
shot in the arm. Sta- Video;
develppment;
Eyes Were
covered: issues, ph which there was
tioh is on its third mahager in
- ;
again directed toward CBS’ experiStrong partisan’ feelihg,
three years in attempt th recoup inentation in New York
series was produced by
'The
:and the
prestige and likening audience.
possibiUtie!i inherent in; its demtelisworth Stepp, radip director of
WTHT, Hartford Times-owned, ohstratlohs of 6nrtc wide color transthe university. It whs Carried by 13
KLZ, HGHR, KFXJ, claimed it was uhable to clear a .mission,;.
stations:
Johnson’s disclosure that the
KIUP, KGIW, KSFT, KBDO, couple of hights on its schedule
and (games of the ball club are all Commission “has data and skilled
KBOL, KFKA, KCOL,
night time With exception of Sat- engineering advice in Us own files
:"KRA'I.'""

mental

.

May

Washington,
Prospects

Were revived

.

a

that TAt,; in
transmission,

a desire to give basebail patrons

:

“enjoyed spectacular rises for
brief period, then passed from
the scene.”,"':
Tele a Safeguard
A.S in recent years, Sarnoff paid
particular attehtion to television,
terming it “orie of the safeguards
against a seribus econothic recession.” While underlining the fact

said,

ger games winch they can watch
the video screen.
College public relations directors. meeting here last week, were
concerned with the
sufftciently
possible video impact on their hOxoffice receipts to devote a panel
lae.ssion; to the questidn.. Some, of
the reports given were pessimistlci
others saw benefits froni video.

come

CAniinued <rom page

ices to keep pace with the growth
of the art” (CBS has no manufac-

also

oil

;

state legislature in a tribute to its
fair and objective reporting. The
lawmakers’ vote is slghifleant, be-

'Skyrdcket Bida’

attendance, particularly at colleges,
The
be determined.
is still to
smaller; schools fear video will
hurt, not so inueh by keeping fans

away from their games hut

by W'THT.
Reason for the split^coverage is
not all one of community pride and

:

holidays, overtime and free hpspiltalizatibn, but it balked at the
Frank Blechinger,
hike.
president of Local 101, representing 4,000 Philco radio and television workers in 21 plants, and
Michael Toohey, president of Local 102, representing 2,000 refrigerator workers, took the Stahd “ho
contract, ho work.”

wage

language

were
/

Spots

other stations.

offered

to

WBNX,

N. Y., carries 36 hours
six foreign languages.
In the past five, years the station
haS; dropped (flve other languages,
although thPBotal time allotted to
non-English Stanzas has remained
the same. Bi? Is; reported to he
holding up. Other New York indies
with foreign skeds are WLIB and
'WEVD,.';

weekly in

’

:

At LIBERTY
9 rooni hpuap n«»ar Stony Brook,
T.
Si?clijsiott
Yroiii
Ncripls.
si>r>ns«t»r^,
salesniph, Oa rden ^landB(•apl 11 g. worthy
'

.

NBC’s Summer
imm

Continued

pa(e 21

.lackpot prize. ’'rooUiniise. root cellai
Kreenhoujitt, playrimin; wit h flreplBice
'

for

j

thff.

bedrooin

featurihg the King’s Men, replticIhg Fibber: McGee &. Molly for
Johnson’s lYax Tuesdays at 9;30;
Nelson Eddy-Dorothy Kirsten for

4

enpug:Ii'

“Kraft Music .Hall” Thursdays

wlllv

..

'T-arsp

f'fasei.i.

VIPs.

:

tt.r.eplat*;©,

3 .l>a t.ha.

witlioiit

cows,

cliiokenH,.

V- M.OR 1)1 a ii.
Ideal for
Beach., jfolf.
elc: ,‘ Bnder
H.fk

at

“The

Write Box'
cfill.St,

308.

oT

oorttei*

'

ehoiiixh' lo- .fMilei’teih

handle

-

HHiR--piivacy;,

.Kor

beflr'oottis,.

to

Roonv for

.‘‘Archie Andrews” for
Great; Gildersleeve” Wedhesdays
at 8:30; for Kraft, and the “Thin
Man,” tentatively set to replace
Eddie Cantor Fridays at 9 for
9;

hobbyist.

inaid,

.

$3O.V0!9-

N. T,, Or

Jiirnes^

St;

Jaipea

Small

;

a

foi’
piffn,
chlldri?'ii.

.

,

:

Pahst.,’.''

RF’ N'F:;

'Kf q:II'

'
,
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In addition, a hew comedy show
starring George O’Hanlon, formerly sustaining bn the Don LeeMutiial web on the Coast, ha.s been
sold by indie packager Bernard
Schubert to Turns as a summer replacement for Alan Young. New
show takes over the Tuesday night
8:30 to 9 slot.
Still on the Indefinite list are
Eversharp’s “Take It or Leave It,” 1
now aired Sunday hights at 10;
“This. Is Ybur ;Life,” sponsored by
Philip Morris Tuesdays at 8; Seali

i

56»h & 5th Av*., N.Y.C.
WiH tublet
baautlfMHy iurnithfd hotal opartrtieht,
.tWo

VoGrrst;

kitchonoH*,

oindl

for fivp

monthji.! Full hotol torvico/ LGdvinfi for
,

Tolophpn*
$100 momhiy.
LU\2-3230 fpr appointmonK
Europo^

;

;

Offige Space

for Reiit

radio CITY yiClNlTY

*

show (Dbrothy Lamour) Thursdays at 9:30, and “Truth or Consequences,” sponsored by Duz Sat-

Deairable T- and 2-7‘oojn pITfcea with
,

ielep.houe bwllchboard
on 4th floor

test

iirdays at 8:30.

i

ABBKY

I

Tr»l

W.

Slat Ht.

Phonos

aervioe,

;

*

HOTKt ^
Now York CWk
F-UW

Cllfolo

,
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General Assembly and head
gir Herbert ;Evatt, presideni of the
HandmacherWogel has renewed
delegation, wiU addi'ess the Radio Executives club in
o£ the Australian
bankrolling the fiye-minute "New*
N. Y. at the Hotel Roosevelt tomorrow (Thurs ) noon. The luncheon
will be, attended by other internatlohai dignitaries, of the Hour”f three times weekly
kiidosine the
Including Sec, Gen; Trygve Lie. NBP; will carry a portion of Evatt's on N; Y. Daily News" ’WPIX. ’ Re29,
speech. Membership at theymeeting will also vote on a proposed bylaw newals runs! through May
change on club officials being elected by voice^vote instead of ballots. Agency Is Zan Diamond ;Cbi
decided is chatigiug of thebrgahiratloh’s name to
Ailother item to
Pall Mall cigarets has .signed as
“Radio and Television; Club." Latter move is expected to meet opposia participating sponsor bn the
tioh, as some members belleye the word "radio’! covers the entire field.
“Rube Goldberg” show, aired Mohnights at 7:30 via WPIX,; Con.ABC's "America’s Town yivieetingl’ which will gq on a rOundrthe- day
will
use,
Summer,,
the.
this
simultaneous
translation technique tract, for 13 Weeks Was placed
glohe tour
through
Sullivan, Stauffeti Colwell
multi-language
The
method
Will
be
tested in a nonof the U.N.
Bayies,
Savarin. Coffee, through
&
"Meeting!!
pi
Monday
session
at
(g)
m.
at Town Ball; N. Y,
broadcast
8 p
S. A, SchOnbruhn, repacted as a
Talcing part will' be Dn George N. Shuster, Hunter Gollegd prexy, and participant through May 30;
Washington
Correspondent
of
Whliams,
the
“London
Observer,’!
Francis
“Sport,
of
English;
Cali," new ifi^mihutc
Jacques
will
speak
Kayser,
of
the
French
U.N!
both of whum
delegation, speaking French; and Gerhard H. Seger, editor of "Neue sports show' en)ced by Guy Lehow
on WPIX preceding N. Y. Giantii’
VOikszeitung,” speaking German.
N. interpreters will translate the debate simultaneously and; :hbme baseball games, is to be

UN

:

giveaways

!

.

:

Washington, May 3.
Communications
Federal
proposal to abolish
Would have tough
sledding in the courts oh the basis
of lottery law violation, but might
Well be justified on broad considerations of "public Interest,” acr
cording to an article ,iust published
in the Law Journal of Georgetbw.n UniV.
Marks,
Leonard
Written by
Washington: radio attorney arid a
former assistant /general courisel oi

The

Commission

^

'

’

:

Two U,
each member of the audience
sion dn his native tongue.

.

will

wear a headset and hear the discus- sponsored Saturdays and Sundays,
by. Sunset Appliance Stores.
NO
agency involved.;
Toledo Tire Corp. and Imperial
Wayside Furniture have; signed as
U.S:-Contro]ted Austria
participating sponsors on "VieWs

action, Marks advises; it should
carefully consider the argument
that the bid time cure-all programs involved ari elepaent of
fraud while giveaway are at 'worst
bad entertainment, "an attempt to
buy the audience,” or Conducive to
(family discord.
“Cannot similar
comnierits be made about soap
operas,” he asks, “Which admittedly
f
j

I

i

I

j
'

i

;

:

'

Wide

enjoy

a

women

listeners?

popularity With
If soap operas

are outlawed, would ibis be an
arbitrary and caprlcidus action?”

.

;

I

'

Marks asserts that the giveaway
show “may not meet the tailored
banriing; the giveaways bn public description of a lottery in the
policy grounds,' “despite the ab- traditional sense” hut makes the
sence of formal requirements to same appeal; to the litiman; desire
’’
meet the strict legal iqttery tests. [“to get Something; for nothing."
On this basis, he points out, proVoluntary industry action won’t
hibitidris have been impPSed in th#
solve the probiem of giveaway propast oh games of chance which enbelieves,
that

ECC, the

the

“ample

article declares, that
justification
exists” for

'

1

;

j

I

I

'

grams, Marki':
noting
News” over WSPD-TV, To- the cope of the ^National Assn, of couraged seeking ;of rewards by
Wendt ad agency placed both Broadcasters, which diseourages the l.uck;j rather than work;

of the

Panuk

Ncitwork Giving

ledo.
.accounts;'

in view of its record in exet't'is"
shows is not (ibserved and cannot
be enforced, i) is up to the FCC, irig “reasonable diScrefidn,”. Marks
he: say.s, to determine undef its re- concludes that an FCC ban on
spqnsibiiity tqguard the publiclh- giyeaways bh P u b 11 c interest
would be given great
terest, “whether 01 ript giveaways grounds
account leaves only the Saturday shall be added to
weight by the courts,
th''' already conhalf-hour film revieW sustaining.
fortune telliue, astrologiWith Popsicles bankrolling the demrieid
show Mondays, Ipaha Tuesdays cal,: metaphysical and medical adLouisvllIe-;-New program direcand Thursdays and U. S. Rubber vice programs.’’
tor of W LOU is L. R. Smith,: lately
,

YetinTVBid

a

Washington,

The smallest

May

3

.

(2)

with

The application cSnie
Bodne Broadcasting C.o;,

the FCG.

from

yesterday

the:

In Boone, la., a eominuhlty of 15,.

t

.

;

bn '.Fridays.'.

000 Which is 35 miles from Des
Moines, No anocationS have been
made for Boone but the company
is
prepping a Weekly
director,
asked that one of .two channels as- dramatized news show .with March
signed to' ndarby Fort Dodge be of Time format. Ted Masters, pro,

I

;

,

:

televistoh filed

I

Wednesday performances of
“Lucky Pup” over CBS-TV, New

the

,

;

city yet to apply for

;

Phillips Packing Co;, of Gam;bridge. Md., Signed to sponsor
;

Vienna, April 26.
Red-WhitetRed, the AmericancontrOUed network with Stations in
Vienna, /Salzburg and Lintz, »;has
been doing a thorough facelifting
.lob On Ausirian radio. Red-WhiteRed did the first man-ih-the-street
broadcast. Other recent innovations have been giveaways, quiz
shows, midnight disk .lockey shows,
serials and gag .eomedy shows.
Stu Green, the net’s psogra
;

But before the CommlssToii takes

,

of

WACE,

Springfield. Mass.

,

'

^

wins

•

faces

facts

*

figures • wins • faces • facts • figures

•

:

'

,

made

ayailabie to

gram director

it.

Applicant told; the Commission
proposed station would serve
83,000' pedple in its service ares,
believed to be one of the most
prosperous agriculturai regions in
the midwest, Boone ddesh't even
have a commercial radio staf ion
but .the company has: applied for a;
daytime AM’er which it plan^ to
operate together With the video
outlet.
Boone is 14 miles from
Iowa State Agricultural College at
'

its

:

.

'.

:6f

the Vienna out-

is preparing a Weekly roundr
broadcast;
Hans; ZiHuer,
Austrian composer, is in charge of
the music section.
The local presi is bitter that
broadcasting rights to the Salzburg festivals were given to the
let,

,

table

'

MABTII

Aniiericah station RiAS, in Berlin;
Gi'ipe is that
Austrian Station
Ravag collects dues from listeners,
but cannot even afford 300,000
schillings for such a purpose as
the Salzburg airing.

STABS

Ames,

Milwaukee Series Gives
Lowdowii on Schools
Milwaukee, May 3
WTMI, Milwaukee, has started a
30 minutes public servicer .designed to acquaint Citizens with info about their public school system.
Called “Know Your Schools,’’ Monday series features a panel of ex.

.

perts

answering

que.stions

from

:

listeners.

'

Another WTMJ servicer Would
up last week with three musical
contest Winners collecting $1,000 in
cash music scholarships. Event
was staged in coOperatiori with the
Wisconsin Federatioh .:rif Music
Clubs, and drew 150 vocalists, and

The Texas Rangers,

instrumentrilists.

.

America’s greatest 'westerh
act, for

many

radio,

screen

now
own

Regan’s l“Haur Show

years stars of

and

Television’s Saturday night pro-

stage,

gramming gets another hefty 4hot
in the arm Juiie 4 when a new
hoUr-lorig vaUdeo show starring
Phil Began as permanent emcee
bows in on 10: DuMont stations.
from
Originate
will
Program
,

are starring in their

CBS-Los Angeles Tinaes
station

KTTV

WABD,

N. Y., in the 9 to 10 spot.
be cooperatively
srioW: is to
sponsored, with a; national drug
Chain taking most of the bankroll
'tab, ;it was set witb DuMont by
Joe Giaser!s Associated Booking

each Mon-

day evenings .They
too,

GIST >IJ2

;

show oh

television

on the CBS

coast-th-

The Texas Rangefs
scriptionai

office;

^

The low cost of "Movie Starr Dust" (7:00-7:15

''

Fri;);is

WNE'W,

N. Y., is prepping a spehalf-bour program saluting the
annlvefsary of Israel for Sunday
(8) at 5 p.m.
Meivyn Douglas
will be starred.
Jeff Selden Will
script and Jack, Grogan direct,
Morey Amsterdam has finished
a ohe-minute vidpic plugging sales
of tickets for: the May 14 Madison
Garden rally to celebrate (be an
niversary of Israel. Film \yiil he
shown on several New; York TV

pse4 ph sepf cs

ris;

high as 27,4.

Advertisers

—we

and

P.

M. Mon., Wed., ond

secondary to the top drow'movie reporting which draws never*

stations

have a :hew and eveh

Recently in
this of

MOTION

PICTURE HERALD, Walter Brooks,

Mortin Starr —"But Martin Storr always has the best interests

of motion picture theatres at heart, so
^

«

and we wish

Call

director, said

WiMS, New

that there

we

risg to

were a Martin Starr

in

bow

in

recognition

every town.'"

York, BR 9-(JOOO or contact the nearest WINS-Crosley

Soles Office for availabilities.

'

outlets.

better salgs plan! Ask
about

,

it!

'

'

ARtHUR

B,

CHURCH

'Produclip'ni
t, MiSSPUai

kANSAS CITV

«

Douglas’ IfTAcl Salutp

tran-

have achieved :Hppp-

eratings

on audienc*

ending' proise from leaders in every phase of the film industry.

of stations from coast tP
coast,

delivers

of more than '3,000 moviegoers.

cial

;

one movie admission, Martin Starr

.

starj

network each Saturn

epast

’day afternoon, 4r4V30

For the cost of

;

!
'

i

San Antonloi— Now the square
dance fad has hit the local airCharles Balthfbpe, ow ner-

lanes.

niahager of KITE, has announced
that two half-hour programs will
be aired each .Wedne-sday and Friday titled “Squrire Dance Time."
;

will feature Lillie Lee
Baker. caller; Henry Hudson,: fidarid Jiggs Hibbler, bn the

Prograriis

i.dier,;

i.fiUitar.’'.-:.:.’'...

faces

•

facts • figures

IVtVWw

^

I

,

;
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WB’s $50^000,000

Filins

Centliiued (rom page IT

'

upped to program director of the

'

ShViSrS^Si

wa^e.

,

.

.

WB

“

.^d^lta^o^^pu^^

I

hR

;

:

_

W^

,

3.

team

D

and his wife,

prg.

Sent their
rind
sip

informal chatter, gos-

Wednesday

arib

Monday,

iriterylews

;

WWJ

’

Mnlro
IflOllI?

lowpom^

Bidsior 459

May
Ivirs.

to the airwaves Monday
over .WJBK.
Tony Weitzel;
coluirinist arid rsdio persoriality,
(2)

Eriday from 10:05
to 10:30 a.m. each week.
and that it has rid Intehtion of pullThe show Was inaugurated in
ing out. John P. SoUthmayd, the 1946 Over
arid coritinued' for
compahy’s counsel here on , the three years. Duo uSed to brbadThackrey transaction, told Variety cast daily: luncheon chatter from
yesterday ( 2 ) he will file with the Hotel Book-Cadillac;
FCC within a few days copies of
correspondehce between WB arid*
Mrs. Dorothy Thackrey extending
to Aug. 1 the sales contract for
purchase of KL AC and KDAC-T V
ir.ontUiued from page, 32
and KVA. San Francisco, for a
package price.. of $1,045,000:
San Carlo Opera Co.
arid the
Warners has an agreement to
offer haS riot been
sell KLAC for $405,000 to Ralph While the NBC
Atlass and Sen Lindheimer of Chl-, disciosed, it is Believed the theatre
cago, pending FCC approval of the would cost the web considerable
Thackrey purchase; The Company coin since the ice shows, playing
recently asked the Commissidti to
run this deal through, the Avcp the house sevett; or eight nionths
each year, have filways’dorie near;60*day .advertising procedure, as a!
time-saving iripve and as assurance capacity biz,: thereby returning ex-

As for film production for video,
Woods thinks labor and condiLOWpOWftr'
Blds foT
tiohs kre much more propitious Woods says the picture business
•
/ii
nak n.
I
;
The cost differential ‘‘must go back to the D. W. Crifright now.
alone is the great CpnVincer.- Net: fith era of costs, because we’re too
_
k
3.
work commercial radio requires at far apart right now on costs; we
459
lowpowcr
lowpower
Applications
ARplicatiOns
for
least a $500,000 budget, 'so when in radio-teleyision find Hollywood
Stations in the 88-92 megacycle
an advertiser has $250,000 to spend too expensiyfe, and Hollywood says
he does the obviously next best it can't even turn out a good B band have been made to the Fed*
thing---he goes ihtb spots.
Telb: under $50o;o00. Well, we feel era! Communications' Commission
Baptist churches. Ap:
by
Southerti
vision presents; the same cost prob- there’s a happier medium in he:
lems, but With kinescoped TV tweett. Kinescoped technique may cording to Dr. K. Alton Heed, radio
shows that should invoilve a multi: be the answer. It means smaller director; for the Baptist General
of
’Texas, “it is the hope
COnvehtion
pie and mayhaps indefinite audi- sets,' more moderate areas and
encC.
techniques, and the end result will of: the dehomination that every that It Won’t own two Am, statloris
be just as good shows, but at lesser community of 1,590 population or in, one 'city, which is forbidden uriRadio AH OvCr Again
will
seek
tO haye these lowmore,
j.
Icost”
Wt,
,7
i
uri
Warners
der the duopoly rul#.
'

and

retimed

:

;

Airlanes

Detroit,
Detroit’s only Mr.

'

:

|

J

Team Back on

a——II

the FCC to tell us yes or no and
tSI^ncy hot sit oil this application. They
caused by Edwafd Gruskln’s taking should let us knowh on# way or
®
other. If not We would just as soon
t^e Economi^ Cooperation Admin: forget about it.”.
‘stration.
TO Clear Situation
j,
.Shell^^^^ ^ob^s^ ^ormeriy^^a
To clear up the situatiOh,
wiU
oft'iclally inform the commissioh
wer Mrs. Whitesi^^
this Week that the deal is sUll on

Genefal ^Ijods bach in 1943. GF
bad eight or nine shpwa on at
_
•night but would not buck, the qeg 0 ssity_ ohe, the cohvehiehce of
Procter & Gamble soap operas, tjYg artist; and tVvo, the economics,
He proposed transcribing these He points to Jack Benny at 7 pm.
shows and argued he would thus on the Pacific Slope, when the re:
get a bigger audience for these re:; corded yersion is rebroadcast. encorded programs, on their play- joying a bigger rating than all the
Packs, than any soap operas ever rest of the country combme^
enjoyed; The idea died aborning Proving that live v Or canned;^.it
^‘because the timing wasn’t right,” makCs no difference to the OdbUc,
uie r rem-ii weu.
The unions were The Bing Crosby fluffs--some of
says Woods.
balky; and then, too, wartime them rehearsed—are kept intact,
shortages soon asserted themselves It's just an improved way of pro- Chilli. a-m Ranricfc
so it wasn’t worthwhile bucking ducing better comedy programs for uyUlliCI II I»Oj|IUbl5
;

Sole

"

;

FM

:

;

'

cellent rentals.

;

Coast" for Originations?

;

Hady Esty-“startedr

I

‘f"Jm" one‘

“mths owns KFWB in L, A.
Whether Warners will
With its application for: television
less than $2,500 their own
in Chicago will probably be deproaocasung siauons.
cided this week. There Were rebe:
necessai^
hearing
Will
be
A
ports here the Chicagp venture
^
fore the ,FCG, if the edwational
would be dropped, but Marcus.
broadcasters for Whom this pa^ Cohn»c6urisel for
the company bn
ticuiar band has been reserved
application, said nothing had
nnntcst the annlications
Dr Reed this
been settled. The attorney is to
P„
corifer tomorrow (4) with corii,_g
not^ intertoe^^^^^^^
^^sting^might
pany officials; in New York.
i
Efforts to obtain some commitSurchS. Rato^ <rf theTowpo^^^r ment: from the comiriission as to
when it will rule on the anti-trust
have Usually brought
^ questipn
vague replies, the agency- explam*
ing that the matter involves care* *
ful study and cannot be rushed.

^

.AS
immeoiaie
marxei.
reom per s-nipmcnt
nun, multiply that
shipment of film
progressed that sort 01 chain break: por
iiP Wasn’t tpasihie blit with virteh by a lO-station hookup' per week,
that's $750, and oyer a f period of
and
bn f^
td
®
13, 26 or 29 Weeks it adds up to imleast^iim more veals
Ttotk
whrall
tne tnree
three to
au th?'
majoi P^^tant money.
ihat
s why
wv Won
WAn>*t Kayo
Wo«« ana
TV
networks now in vmeo (Mutual has
Woods Is adamant on the idea
yet to tee Off) are strong for kine.
If anything, for once engiheering that television will never kayo
It's been radio. “For the simple reason,” he
is behind production.
^ionvatic Wat, given thAipCMtiye, stato,, t^at it

m

,

,

^ mu^

'

wntra^sourcj

With six fbrmer radio studios
pressed into TV use in Radio City’s
go ahead fiCA building, NBC last year also

’

^1

for

'

f

Am

^PP^

;

.

,

feasible, yet, because sound movies Were merely an evo:
first see the fourth lutipn of; films. The horseless car:
riage was merely putting rubber
cable on the. eastern seaboard.
The big telecasting problem hovv tires on the old sUrrey and equip:
self:propulsion of
it with
is to fine-comb the wealthy eastern pihg
market with; multiple cables, so as some sort TV is just adding anto give the four networks four other factor to radio.
“Then consider the millions of
'cables, otherwise the availability of
but one or two clogs up the ma: homes; with multiple sets; many
chinery. ,It’s the intent, therefore, have two to six sets ini as many
to hook up frorhi Chi to St. Louis rboms. You can have only one teledown to New Orleahs, and from' vision set. ;For bedside reading,
there into Texas, before hooking music, dramatics, hot to. mentiOh
up with the Coast Which, 'Woods the many blind or othervyise shSt:
Hence in, radio requires' only one faculty.
feels; Will be end of ’SI.
the necessity of two’ years of kine- Television, requires too much conscopings, and perhaps indefinitely, centratldn of both sight and hear'
" v " "
ing. Fifty years from now there’ll
,,
...I
stiU be both daytime and nighttime radio, True, it will be; cur-

But it's not
June 1' wiU

i

i

.

27

hep

^
'

to ,,,TV

V

mimi>
ilil
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I

an Island with YoH”
”
THk CASiEi SHOW
ErWuv X ite. 8:S
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LOU CLAYTON

I

I

and instantaneity of

Woods observes

its

telecast-

Boyd

capital,

pWh

stars,

MacDonneU

Kyle

:

'

|

'

1

1

1

Foi Profitable Selling-

I

.

.

.

that “only
when it’s a news or sports event
is that so Very important, Biit if it’s
an event where they can get the"
i-esult before the action, they won’t
be‘ So avid for the action.” This
ing.

WDEL

I

W 6 AL

WILMINGTON

LANCASTER

DEIA.

PENNA.

1

WKBO

WRAW

HARRISBURG

READING

PENNA.

PENNA.

WORK

WEST

YORK

EASTON

PENNA.

PENNA.

In addition, Boyd said, the agencies are aware they cannot brush
oft'
Holly Wood’s production knowhow With a visual medluiri so clbsely related to films. And, he pointed out, other Hollywood facilities
can be used to good advaritage fori
TV, such as permanent sets, large
costume outfits, etc. With the agencies thinkirig that Way, Bbyd de,
clared,

I

Would be

Cloil' R,

Rt/>ra(Mr*4 by

Hm

Sammy

Kaye,
by

i

lot Angalei

dance, and talked him into spOn-

liini

tp the station-

select the time period

and looked on as the dealer inked
the contract.

•
.

SHOW"
'.'Denver 'Potl

.

For Ivary Flakn
CBS, Mon, th'ro .Fri.
2:45-3 P.M.

JQ H N

witli

H'rlttan

K.

‘

m/ H

M. MeCAFPERY

and

IMracIfid l>r

:

THINGS CAN COME IN
SMALL ADS—LIKE: "IN THE SAN
THE
FRANCISCO RAY AREA
IIG

—

:

salesman

AIR

REST

r;

IS

GLEN KING/'
.'Pay

;.i%re '.Swiichiilg:

to

.<

T

,
'

;

:

"wn:tlieir,:

A

’’Start THE DAY with
SMILE" SHOW
WMG.>I^Mondu.v« thru; Hatiirdayo—RinO-insg: A.M.
— Songj; Challei’, Tim*; Waothar
SPOh.SOKS: CCTICKRA,, rKPSl COI-A; l.'lYTLK «KKY GIFT BHOI’.
HPDIJV I.KE Cr.O'rHIOS. EMi'lriK GOtn MI XING
'‘'"".
. A few AVAILARILITIES LEFT
".-;:

—

I

..

Ask

how to

get A"Lanny a ginger

"JINGLES THAT DON'T
;-,v::jangle"^:;':/,
MarMn Bitfdas, Sorf .(layar Bros,),
Buddy U* Cloihat, ate. Vila aha ling

ADAM

X

HATS And SUCHARD,

^

ItWrat

ADDISON SMITH

Melodies,” a mbrnlng disk
jockey stint, said Aldred. (Cliarles
Jennings, generkl Supervisor df
programs for the CBC networks,
denies AMtbd’s stMement. )
fast

"A VERY TlTlLLATiNG

I

>

i

is beChry’Sler-Piyrriotith
salesraari while do-

.soringtheshoWbnWASK.
helped

'

by all government employees.
AldrCd believes he was fired because of his radio cordiality to
George Drew, leader of Canada’s
parliamentary opposition party. For
this he Was relieved of His “Break-

program

Kaye took Snyder

21

dred, who receive extra, income on
commercial programs. This .plan
was. e^kblished after negotiations
with the staff council representing
employees.
This System was attacked by Aldred. If Aldred felt
he had a grievance, there are
proper channels in the CBC he
could have used, but did not, Instead; he chose to attack his employer in public.”
As a public servant iri the nationalized system of radio in Canada, Aldred Was also accused by
the CBC of violating his oath of
Secrecy and loyalty, which is taken

Whose; plattered

ih ree-times-Weekly

aired

Conttoed from page

.

!

dealers, turned
ing a one-night stand in Lafayette,
Ind, The stick-swisher met eiiaries
Snyder, local Chrysier dealer, kt a

McColjoUgh, Managing Piraclar

San praneixo

Hollywood producers can

Ijsisgii

Salesman

stations

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

forced to idepend on
kineseppe recordings, and some advertisers are. not yet convinced the
quality of definition iri kine prints
is sufficiently developed;

Aha^

adjust themselves, to the national
market. They will have toi study
the program trends here, however,
and endeavor to catch up to TV’s
passing parade.

ing

STEINMAN

news studio on W. 66th street.
DuMont has tWo studios in the
Wariamaker store, plus a small one,
used for daytime shows, at its

.its

homeofficc building.
Nearly two months ago, 2|Bh-Fox
With all the available legit
lengthy petition askjng for
an early declaratory ruling oh the houses apparently already taken
eligibility of picture company vio- over, the webs ‘at this point don’t,
know
where to turn for more
lators to enter television.
HowOne answer. Would be to
ever, it is belifeved that a determi- space.

They feel
some Hpllywpod names, who re-

such as Fran AtB®®P>
and Gertrude
Berg, and can cehtinue to do so
without the aid of Hollywood;
Hollywood, however, has a humher of arguments pU its side. N. Y.
statiphs
are
already
severely
would apply chiefly to a big fight cramped; for studio space and the
or football game, Similar sports Hollywood studios would go far
events, or some major topical towards
easing
that
situation,
While some film stars might flop
on TV, others are expected to be
naturals, such as Bed Skelton, Danny Kaye, etc., and the agencies
la vestigate
believe they will need sUch personalities. While the buying and management of shows will remain in
the east, films will keep such talent on the Coast and thus some
TV shows eventullly will have to
originate, in HollyWobd.

vision

set; a definite date for the start
of its lease on the Elysee, now used;
as an art film house, originates TV
programs now from an ex-legit
theatre; a studio in Radio City and

not

nation will be necessary about the originate programs on the Coast,
same time the freeze bn television which would take some of the
Only trouble with
is lifted in order to aet on competi- strain off N. Y.
tive applications in; a number of that idea is that tlje‘ calibre of Holshows 'doesn’t'
large cities in which picture firms lywood-originated
are contestants. Chairman Wayne measure up to N. Y. standards. In
Coy has. indicated an early Summer addition, until the CoaSt-to-coast
coaxial cable link is made, the Webs
said most agency dale for the ;ending of the freeze.

because of video’s inroads, fuse to take a crack at tele untii
but there are still several million they Can be paid more money, niay
people Who prefer music, drama fall flat once they hit video. In
addition, they think Vldeohas done
andheWs through the eah”

\

ABC, Which has

Terminal.

tral

flied a

tailed

«

Mgt.:

.

execs are unimpressed.

.

BVer.v

;

sufficiently^

.

TV

'

'

•

"’On

;

,

:

w/

.

sv® _not

standards yet to let them select
PVograins.- Agencles thus 'want to
k®®P control in the east, wmil
things get so crowded they U be
forced to Jarm put some program
development to Hollywood,
As for the Wealth of talent on
the Coksl: which is usually advanced as an argument for HollyWood’s eventually becoming the

'

iW

in

:

Continued from page
;

:

-

,

Rngef TU

;

RKO-Pathe studios
Harlem arid the International,
theatre at Columbus Circle. CBS
has leased three former legit theatres for tele, in addition to its
four large studios in Grand Centook over the

jiNglE’’’ free!

TELEVISION

WNBT

-

I

SHOWS

- WJZ-TV - WPIX
LODORANTE,
AIR-CONDITIONING,
BAR MART; ETC.

WABD

Spdniort: L'ORIE

CARRIER

& « iBT Ii EH PB Y
'

Radio-Video Productipoi and Singing Contmarciali
1350 Madifon Avenue, Haw York 28, H. V,
ATwafer 9-4020

!
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.
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;

;
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OltCnE$iTRAS>MVSl€

,

Tangle iJetWeen Miisic Gorp. of

-

'

Aineriea’ and tile Amarican;, .Fed-*
j
S. Ballen Co.
eratioh of Musicians, which result- ed last week in a wire .from
Adds; "S'
Artists'
president James C, Petrillo to
Philadeiphia, May 3.
m\^n demanding that the agency
MCA,
u*
show’cause why its booking license , fyi>n Ballen Heeord Co.; man
un-factucer oi
of y.ornam,
Gotham, .^uin
20th uentury
Gentiirj
tor unchnuld not be revoked “for
should
.

'f.'

m

r

i

AFM

——

,

.

i

I

i

Disnev called for

sitting

Sm h^Vpum

down

®

Morris.

!

,

i

Though MGA’s Own 'particular
may not become worse
than it is now, the A.FM apparently

SHERM FELUER, WEEI,

:

i

Boston

,

.Beantowiis airwaves know .Sherm*|
Feller as a popular record spinner
and he's kiiowij tradewise as a* sue-

stricter ,adhe-.

rence to union rules, Such practices as “pencilling in’* bands for
certain dates through definite periods and areas is one of the prime
problems to which the ARM is
turning attention.* It is done con-:
sistently by almost all Offices, not
only MCA, to: *’taloek out”, rivalagency orchestras. For example,
by promising a promoter that Har-;
ry James or Guy Lombardo, et al,
will be available to a promoter on
a certain date five, six or .more
weeks hence, .an agency can, tie
that date up. Later, when time is
short for the promoter to buy; a
band elsewhere, the; “penciled, in”
band suddenly becomes unavailMore often; than not the
able:
same agency is able to sell that
promoter another band it handles
—which it had figured on to play
the date from the start.
In such situations promoters act
in good faith, accepting the "pencilled in’’ dates, relaying the news
They get hiirt
to customers, etc.
pulled out
when the bigger name
- \s
V.,
on them; and the .entire situation

Up

,

;

OK

cesslul songwriter.:
V'aiighn .Alonroe recently inU'odpced.' li is, ;huih))evv

for Tape Use

"It's
is

.1

Faster

Sueei"

i.s

n

Seen

plan, vyhich, incidentally,; had been
accompanied byi an offer to arblthe problem. ASCAP Tiied;
do not look upon their .arbitratioh
idea as anytKihg momentous in re-;
lation, to the "negotiations being
conducted. They state simply that:
they, are read.y: and Willing at any
time to submit the entire Situation
to outside judgment,
So far, there haVe been mahy
proposals made hy both sides. A nd
both are .still anxious to solidify,
the thought that hegotiatioris are
proceeding on; an amicable plane.
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Hptet Sheraton. Detroit

Golumbia Records doled out Us
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trate
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in CoL’s Royalty

MGM.
TIM GAYLE

royalty statements cd'veting
sales of Microgroove Long-Play ihg
disks
to
music pubiishers last

;

first
;

1
i

1

:

'

;

week, and the total disbursed was
somewhat surprising to music /men.
All told, Golumbia distfibuted be- ASCAP rnade the first offer, which
tween $75,000 and S100,000, prob-Twas rejected, and since then a
ably closer to the latter, for the ’number have followed.
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cial radio broadcasts aired via tape,

Up until now, there was no price
governing the performance: of
protected melodies on such shows
as Bing Crdsby’s Philco broadcasts,
Groucho Marx’s Elgin-Amefican,

to KtOG,

,

whose "Kiss Me

:l.0rry also i*;an,ks,:liigh on FelleFs
of I'av.oi'Itle ne.W yocalist.s: and; he
believes'"Oa,n't .steep'' a Sleeper,

;

:

i

!

list

Robert P. Myefs; negotiator for
the; networks, and Marry Fdx; representing the music publishing industry, tentatively agreed Upon a
price of $1 S per tune, for the use
of copyrighted music: on comraer-

'
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I

Tinie.’*. ..Feller's: misse.s

Valeiitine

iidy

over

:

“Can't Sleep”— Dacca

going to use the occurrence' as a

means of forcing

is

,Aug.* 15.
;

situation:

them

:

Score

Don Raye.

LORRY RAINE

:

ProPOsal to the Society,
At any rate, at the Mpfiday
televisofs
made:
the
Gene ueRaui
DePaul anq
and
by uene
offer that will he taken
Record release date is
up by the Society at a special
board: meeting, the date of Which
has not, been selected. Tele 'pfo*pdsai Caine after the industfy’s tie-;
gqtiatdrs had completed ripping
apart a pf eviously made ASGAP

turned

naturally,

1

:

;

.

(26)
but
asked to defer.
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being an<J Apex disks, have added three
aptists:
Doc Bagby’s orchesProdoed. MCA’s attorney, Morris d®W
(territm^^^^^
SChrier, and the AFM’s Rex Rlchillbilly singer, and the Dick
cardi tangled heatedly during dis-rj!^**”;
Davis combo.
over the affair,:; and the
Company has ialso added three
AFM is said to be bent on cleaning new
distributor.s,; the Biirn-s Bisup many methods used by all booktributing Co,, Oklahoma City; the
ins agencies: which heretofore have
._ j
& F Co.,: Gharlotte, N. v,
G., and
been given slight attention,: though S
the Barnett Go., Baltimore.
majority: violated uniori rules.
practices,’'

ethical

'
*

thors and Publishers and the tele-.
Mon^y
Publish Disney ^cote ^sion Wdu^j;dntinued
rr *.»
,,,
\. H2); in New york at a meeting be®*^brris Music tdll pubi^een th^
confab actaally
,. ®^y,*b P'
hsh^ the score of Walt ,Bisney s
one that Was supposed to Save

.Hi,

.

New
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xti jyiorTIS plfflCCl l p
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ASCAP has asked teleVisipn for
quart ir of. this year.
billings, less, the
usual
Columbia’s royalty
rates
for 39{) of
Tele
LP’s vary, froni ftic. a tune pn lp- agency Commission il5%).
. ;:.
et:;al.,..;..
inch .disks Which Carry eight pops men want .ASCAP td accept; a
miieh
lower
fate, pay agency corns*
Tor
standards;
its
se.veniMc.' for:.
Fox’s move to establish a fate of
missions and also stand off cpaxial
COc.
pop
LP’s,
on
pa.vment was Caused; by the inand 2c.
Attempts by the accounting firm
other uses, At perhaps an average cable charges, which are vastly
creasirig tendenc.y among top; radio
jt
r.!,!.,.,,!,,
of Braunstein ,&
Chermn
to have
higher than telephone line charges
a,4c. that figures out
j i
to well over
stars to tape their shows.
Jimmy
for fegular radio, which are deDurante, for example, recorded bandleaders working in N.Y. state g^OGO, 000 disks on which royalty
ASCaP's fevehue
given
efedit
the
tJ.s:
had
paid
by
Internal
to;
be
during
the period ducted from
(29) broadcast for
first
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from that source.
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Tobacco that way in or-, Revenue Bureau for unemployment frdm Jan, 1 Ip Mmch 31.
der to have time to make a trip taxes paid by employers to N.y.
Of course, the royalty statemients
(Continued on page 41)
into New York.
He liked it so
give ho clue tp the actual number
much the method may be adopted state, has stirred up an unexpected of LP’s sold by Columbia during
by him. Other big shows are lean- hornet’s nest. And the situation the three months, since a gobdly
ing that way, too, .since taping is a at the rhoment is inofe muddled amount of classical material is pubs
than before,
flexible process.
It can be Cut to
lie domain, therefore royalty free,
Despite the U.S. Supreme Court
eliminate bad Spots without reGolumbia originally had ah agfeefuling that empiqyets, and not
doing the entire show, such as is
nieht with publishers whereby 'it
bandleader.s, are iiable for unrequired with transcribed broadmight have gone on until next
eniploymeht and social security
[.casts."
June 30 recording and selling pops
taxes, N.Y. slate has decreed that
That $15, incidentally, is a flat it will abide by a' decision of its and. other copyrighted, tunes withMusic jobbers are very pptimis- |cost; there \viil be no :distinguish- own courts, that the employers out paying royalty It had. experimental licenses with publishers untic: about
sales during the late ing between pops and standards. must pay the tax taps for da,tes
til that time, but agreed early this
played within the state.* B *& G had
.„d
year tp begin paying royalties as of
it arranged •d'ith Ijoth Government
feel there are too many gopd Songs
for pops and 50c for more valuable and State tax men that taxes paid Jan. X.
coming up, in the pop vein and in standards,
by N.Y. employers would be credthe “South Pacific” score, for the (,
ited to bandleaders when the
^
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make put Federal tax

latter
turns,
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Crashes on the
Willard Alexander's New York
booking agency had both its top
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j

la.st week, In both cases
neither the leaders nor ariy ortheir was
musicians were injured.
«
Monroe s mishap occurred first,
„
Clarksburg
Va.
Brakes
nfthp
of the m
busf in whin
which, the band was

i
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musicians

wu, -omp fiothing and
rings be on^^^
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infringement
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All
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were in the blaze, but the
]
Stones themselves wefe recovered,
_
®^*f**l2^*”"*
All h6tels approached by B ^ G
hied in N, Y. federal court.:
Terms
u*ii»
of the settlement Were riot disfor the credit slips have tempo*“''9®®
off^the_ road Suriday (1), closed.
farily refused, fearing to jeopardErie,
hear
Pa.,
by
a
.truck
heavy
it
Action was brought by Emanuel
ize the Statler’s test action.
And;
;^h®
into
a
Pessmg,
went
Jjus
the situatioh Is more Confused.
Lackow Who claimed his song,
field, carrimed off tw() trees and “giivgj,
paj-gyai) ” was infrihged
smashed iritp a heavy Steel fences | by the two numbers in the pietufe.
‘T'be driver was fritically injured, Named as deferidants were SelzT infli Ann!
iUllI
while Thornhill, sittm
iront; ’nick and: his subsids, UnltedYArtriad riiost ofthe cab of the busTpld-; ists,
ASCAP, Lbew’s, Inc.; and,
Leeds Music will mark Its lOth
Tirpund his legs, he was bare- Sliklos Rosza.
anniversarv
next November
November with a „
«®'riVersary^next
He was oil his way
jy scratched,
in* his dPmplaint Lackow asked
party to which variou.s prptmnent to Pittsburgh’s West View Park, an Injunction to half exhibition
of
members of the music industry are and he made it. Monroe was head- the picture: plus an aGcbUnfing of

.

M

hostelry’s.Medgwood

:

;Toe)®'on.

BDCHIN’S ‘RUN’ DEAL
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destroyed

pietefy
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NidorL

Nidorf, former V,p.

had a heavy ;financial
interest in Kaye, his end coming
“ut of Peppe’S, who.Se place he

Arti.sts Corp.,

way accidents within three days of
each other

1

,

flashing the title and
three cattle, plus the advice that
the disk could be bought on Vic“
45 rpm records, on the moytor’s
AI ilAdi?
I tllj R.I .
Ing electric sign on the side of the
Captain of the blimp alsp
Eddv Duchin* has
he- hlimP*
has^ just
just about meby phone to disk jock Paul
talked
enZ a hpuse maestro
come
the Wab shermah, of WINS, N. Y.
He
dorf-Astoria.
He signed a new couldn't contact Paul Brenner,
contract xlast; week with the hotel WAAT, Newark^^^
Which will bring him back into the
Cost of the stunt is said to have

to Peppe, then

„„,i
bandleaders, \aughn Monroe and
Claude Thornhill, fun into high-

1

-

deal,

'

'

,

week due

last

inability

Nidori handles Jo Stafford and
other personalities; whom he had
when he moved in with Kaye and
Peppe.
With Nidorf, who had
been with Kaye since Januafy,
1945, werit Irving Chgzzer, Kaye’s
®^^®® T'®"gg®*’ ghd A**a*stant, first

Escape Injuries In

RCA

!

•

relations

now

pation.'::'

re-

Otherwise, the employer
does get Ill0nr06 S KluBrS 1/ISK
would be paying N.Y, state and
however, It will be a bit
the leader pa.ving the Government
Unusual, as it rarely does during
Pop Hit;
Fastest
pn the; same work, since the bandthe Warm months.
leader pays the (jovernifierlt in a
As it stands noW, music sales are
Weeks lump. sum, and the latter doesn’t
500,000 in
very erratic. The only tunes realRCA-Victor says that Vaughn recognize the N.Y. state attitude.
Ig selling with any degree of sucIt had been arfanged that the
cess are the top three of so,
_.:Monroe’S“RidersintheSky”recBut
state would is-We credit ;siips to
that the business is there for a hit ofd is the fastest pop hit in its
bandleaders, for sums paid to N.Y.
In the three state by employers arid these could
Down the River and Far Away modern history;
..
.u
„
j be used to reduce Federal tax payPlaces,” which have been in top
moie than 500,000 merits ‘by the maestros. They
slots long enough to Compile some,
simply had to get the okay of the
idea of the power of the market. foP*®^
prtinlnvprc
Thi« has been
hppn' stymied
ctvmipH
employers.
This
Over 650.000 Copies of “Far Away’’
by leading N.Y. hotels, using name
have been shipped to dealers, and
‘P® LOGO, 000 mark and per- hands. It's now revealed that the
over 600,000 of “Cruising.” Those
hotels in many cases have riot
figures are .200,000 and more un- '^aPS approach the LSOO.OOO Monbeen paying unemployment and
Balleuna last year;
®
der what they might have been
taxes to N.Y pendij^thspOsitwo years or so ago, but they’re
Meanwhile, Victor is pushing ;S;S.
of /legal action by the Statler
very good in the light of music biz the platter strongly. It had one of tion
chain, which Seeks to determine
conditions in the past year.
Douglas Leigh’s blimps over New
do not arid
the state t^
(30)
evening, why
York,
Saturday
images of w.11 uot abide by the U.S. court
dition

a

wifh Jim Peppe, who handled Kaye
himself until his health went bad
and he retired Irpm active particb
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j

jheir
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to get together
Nihorf was Kaye’s
persohal manager, acting forvand

'

biz to reniain in the stagnant con-

Sammy Kaye

Mike<s Nidorf and

;

j

1

.

in Sep-
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ternber for 25 weeks> virtually the
aPtire winter Season, Currently at
the Wedgwood until; MaY IL Du*
profits for previous showings.
'already being invited. Firm went
J®*" f.T^®®*''® J."
Chin then moves upstairs to open
He made his date, too.
He claimed he Wrote
the Roof for the summer season,
made three into business almost at the same
Capitol
Records
1®
P*-*®*' ^®,
staying uhtil July '5,
When he ;shifts in its distribution brariches tiirie that the Afldrews Sisters got
closes, Duchin doesn’t Intend jak- in the New York area this week, their first bieak with the Decca
J
;Schirnrer
from 1939 to
Mir Blst Du
HliliaFa lOral
of “Bel
mg on gny other summer work.
moving At Levine from his slot as recoi'd
.rights
Were reassigned to
* ®i‘
qriinpn ”
r'i-i,-'
DUchin’s deal with the Waldorf head of the Newark office into otnpen,
Jiffimy Hilliard was named head LackoW.
IS comparable
Lou Levy, manager of the An- of artists and repertoire for the
to Guy Lombardo’s New York to replace Hal Cfowell,
relations with the nearby Roose- who resigned. Crowell hgd been dreWs fi'io, set Leeds up, and in Coral label by Decea Records last.!
X.' D. for San Antonio
*
velt hotel. Lombardq has Worked with Capitol about five years, as the 10 years he has made the week;'
Until now, Decca execs
<„_ Aninnin Mav 3
the hotel’s Grill for the past 19 head of the St. Louis, Pittsburgh t'ompariy one of the most active, themselves Were, all coritributihg to
Tommv Dorsev brings his orch
eonsecutive winter seasons.
and wertainlj! one -of the largest- the selection of talent and tunes to the Sunken Garden theatre here
He and N, Y. distribution ppirtts.
any publishing for the junior Decca label.
opens his 20th: in September, the
of
Levin’s place in Ne;wafk is being catalog-wi!ie.
for a tWo-hour show May 8.
oate to be inarked by a special taken by Bob Kearns, who moves house in business,; that comparaHilliard joined Decca recently
Also featured will be Ilpna
party.
after leaving Mercury in Chicago.
lively short length of time.
Massey.
up froth salesman,
V
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ORCUKSTItAS-MUSIC

Eddy Arnold “Echo oTYour Foot(Vic-

.

Powder. Pace .
Lavender. Blue

latched onto something that could
be a top lecord in “Baby.” A sock
by

Many”

lost.-

,

On

,;

the 5:45

.

.

My

Liilette
(Digareets

.

.

:

;

.

.

.

.

Whusky

:

Hang

Ori the Bell

.

,

,

lively, colorful and has good
She’s accompanied by
Sonny Burke band and chOnis.
Tex Beneke ’’Midnight Sere-

James’, ’‘Hatsvllie, U. S A.”

Pee :Wee Hunt’s Dixie combo clicks
with “Glarinet Marmalade” and
“Bessie Couidn’t Help It” (Capitol)
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Best British Seller
“12th Street Bag

,

.

casts, Tmt ^ televisors are- hoping
that publishers will throw in kixiescoping rights for free since video
looks Upon such use as a rebroadIntense rivalry befWeen Nick’s, cast akin to a transcription of a
Greenwich Village,: N. Y,, jazz live radio show. Music pubs feel
spot, Where Eddie Condoii’s bands kihescoping, sirtce the rebroadcast
played for Years, and Condon’s, doesn’t occur in most instances uhown jazz, cltita set up’_as competi- til a Week later, is akin to a regutranscribed broadcast
and
tion to Nick’s, also in' the Village, lar
resulted in a flareup late last Week. should be paid for separately.
Currently, there are only 16 .sta-'
Condon also runs a jazz show on tions on the coaxial cable hookiip.
Y.,
and
N.
NBC telgvtslon, out of
’There are 34 market areas Served
he’s been seeking Billy Butterfield

.

‘

.

,

.

.,

:

by tele stStibns. Most videb cOttilatter’s widely
mercialS are kinesCoped in, on an
kriown jazz musicians, wh® Wprk at average. To, areas, but the major
“Mrs. Nick,
Nick’s, as guests.
shows Cover all 34 markets,
the
since
spot
who Operates the
conhas
death of her husband,
sistently refused to allow :f he men
air;
the
on
to work with Condon
Late last week, Condon got Butterfleid to agree to do a' TV shot.
and some of the

.

.

’

,

,

'.y..'.

Condbni Rival Cafe In

.

.

.

.'.

WB

:

...Berlin

.

:

live

point to use
tunes on filmed
rebroadcaSts, though the coinbine’s
catalogs are the; most :jpoWerful in
existence. Tele people are in the
ipidst of negotiations With the
American Society of Cpnipbsers,
Authors and. pubUshers to establish a rate scale for the Use. of
ASCAP tunes on tele. This, of
course, Will Cover only jiye broad-

...Dash
Magna

.

Happiness .... Chappell
Strawberry Moon.
.Yale
Little Bird Told. Me.
.Gay

.

.

the River”

’

Geri Galian’s- piahistlcs put
:V nade”-“Pih Striped Pants” (Victor),
“Midnight” Is Closest Beneke has "Tabu” On the high road (Coral)
Capitol’s "Huckle-Buck,” by
come to Glenn Miller’s big b.o.
style, to ivhich the band is return- Benny Goodman,' is a rather drab
,
Unusual melody is
ing. Using a good melody as an yersion. t
Instrumental, Beneke creates a “But Nobody,’’ by Joy Nichols
Johnston. Bros., on
Miller mood, then cuts it doiyn ;(U,ondon).
with an ordinai-y trumpet .sOlo and same label, work a good version of
too mUch open brass, disturbing '^Portrait Of Jennie.” ..,
Hollywood, May 3.
the mood. Yet, it's a step in the
Standout Western, country, polka,
Capitol Records, anticipatihg the
direction,
Miller
tried and proven
blues, race, jaZz: Frank Messina, .future of the reeordihg business in
,
Flipover is a fair noyelty vocal by
Pelican Pollm ’,( Coral); TIot Lips the face of ever-growing television,
:-Beneke.
Page, Dont.Tell a Man AboutHiS is establishing a video production
Donald Kichards “Younger Than
department. Under the title, CaDiNearly
Springtime”-"This
Was
Records Television Division,
- 'tifr tel
Mine” (Mercury). Mercury came
the indie manufacturer is how bent
up with a fine disk and a fine
.

the combroad-

eliminate

from many

Televisors, apparently do not intend making a separate deal at this
'

Seller on Coin Machines
“Riderk in the Sky

.

melody.

.Seller

.Y.ile

i

is

to

bine’s tunes

“Most Reguestejil’’ Disk
“Cruising Dowii the River”

My

.

Down

“Cruising

.Feldman
.

grammers
casts.--.-;'.

Sheet Music

Retail

Chappell

.

Easter Parade

;

WB

Retail Disk Seller
“Riders in the Sky”

;

For You
Crystal Gazer

.

'r.-

.

Refusal of Warner Bros, music
firms to continue allowing television nets freeBinescopihg rights
songs has forced video pro-,
to

,

.

'

.

to

Topi pf the Tbps

Strauss-Miller

.

.

.

.

Chappell
D. & H.

Second 12

of Tommy ’I’ucker’s initial
,on ’’Betchaj' cutO sides
spadfs K
in months (Columbia) is a
new pop simg well by BomUido and likable recording of "Scalawag,”
Cavalier^- Dhching is a Tast,. well new plug meiddy by BVd.
Zigthat
also
nlaved tatin instrumental
gy Elman’s "Cheek to Cheek” (Muiider
a
pianistics
'puts Cayallaro’s
G-M) is the kind of riiaterial that
rosy-. light,
LeS Bro>vn got liicky, with in "I’ve
Evelyn Knight “You’re So Un- Got My LOye to Keep Me Warm”
Jerome Kerit fortunately can’t
derstanding”-“It’s Too^EatW^w”
,,
Miss Knight’s “Under- hear what June ‘Christy does to his
TDecca).
standing,” a saleable. new tune, is “Way You Cook ’Idnight” Capitol);
drab and colorless ifi comparison it’s bop but not “Tonight”. , . An“Late”
her
But
releases.
other
knocked-out side is Harry
prior
to

One

.

.

You’re in Lbve .... .. Wood
Buttons and Bows
.Victoria
Put Shoes On, Lucy
Gay

.

.

P

.

,

.

.

.

.

“I

popping

.

.

.

Heart -Loch Lomond
Cuckoo Waltz Keith Prowse
Slow Boat China.
Chappell
Put ’em In Box.
Connelly
It’s Magic
Connelly
Buy Klllarhey
.P Maurice

Betcha”Platter Pointers
•’Dinorah” (Decca). An unusual
victor made the pop, “A Million
are
disk in that, as far as records
Miles Away,” with Dave Denney,
concerned, the concertizirtg Caval- aS a counti%' tune; good disk.
keyboard com, He
laro is

.

,

TV

Forces

.

.

:

coulA easily
trv style, the melody
ycome a click pop possibility.

.

Shady Nook ... Keith-Prowse

Frank; Loesser, it’s
Eddy Arnold is the top man novelty lycjc
8*Ven smart treatraent in an easy
among the country-style singers.
And this is a top release. Initial raythm tempo by the two, with
“Kiss’’ that Paul Weston pushing the backid^is good, but it’s in
his coun- ground. “Say” is cute, but it’ll be
takes attention. Done
tor)

.

.

.

89

on

London, April 25.
12 Street Rag .... Chappell
Faraway Places
Leeds

By BEBNIE WOODS

Carmen CayaUaro

:
:

,

4, .1949

British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending April 22)

fitMs”-”One Kiss 'Too
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.

’
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:

resulted in Butterfield pulling
Condon says Butout: of Nick’s,
It

:

1

FrohE ^D o ob In’’ ‘‘EV Jr°-°Ready
gave “Mrs. Nick” two
terfield
singer new to records' in Richards.. Blues’’ (MeVVry);'Lllnd Siam
His legit voice fondlek these two Have Dusted Off the Bible” (Capi- ^*‘ho Williams, formerly with RKO weeks' notice when she continued
Latter says
studio, as the producing unit s to refuse permission.
tunea from “South Pacific” in sell- toi)
head and he will gather a- staff,
she fired Butterfield for agreeing
ing fashiori, They’re as good as any
recordings of the. melodies, -now
Capitoi, of course, intends mak- to the T'if deal,
i

-

'

I

i

available, the“SpringUme” .side
Slightly better; Jimmy CarrolTs orcbestra pi'ovides smart backing.
Ames Bros. “St. Bernard Waltz”“Oh You Sweet One” (Coral). If
;

,

.

.

the waltz craze continues, “St, Bernard’’ has great chance to Click.
It’s swell material: fOr jocks and
jukes, AniCs group works it vyitb
a heavy commercial hand and it’ll
get many plays, “SWeet One” is a
well-done rewrite of the “Schnitzelbank Song” and carries potency
for jukes more so thiin jocks. Roy
Boss handies backing oni both.
Unitones “St. Bernard Woltz”“Birthday Waltz” (London). Unitones also sock over “Bt, Bernard.’’
With a larger, group, the side is the
equal of the AmCs disk and in
some ways 'better; ’’Birthday” is a
drab, colorless disking.
Dick James “A Millioh Miles
Away”-“Chapter In My Life Called
Mary” (London). Both worthwhile
ballad sides. Working with George

N Y

;

ing as full u.se of the top names
on its recording roster, w'hencVer
possible. Of course such use niust Martin Reactivates Co.
depend on teie vision commitments
Giro s,
Push ‘Now Is Time’
made
week was named defendant in an that might already have been
Freddy Martin is reactivating
by some of. them. It’s intended,
Y,
infringernent. suit brought in
too, to bring in talent outside of the New York end of his Fremart
federal court by Broadcast Music, the recording fold.
Victor Seltzman has
Music Co.
Melody Lane Publications, Emtaken over the eastern representabassy Music and Porgie Music.
Ed McCaskey joined Regent tion of the maestro’s firm.
Combined action elaihls the' Music as Chicago rep, land the
centers aroiirid a new tune
Move
its
Dave
Kent
as
spot used four Of the plaintiffs’ company took on
( titled
“Now, Now'Is the Time.”
' “
Hollywood man.
tunes without a proper license;

f’Jm’a

SllPil
pueu
For Inirmeemeht
j- w V nitprv last
eastside N, Y.
nitery, la.;!

To

.

;

;

,

Week

of April

on
4

1,

RIDERS IN THE SKY

2.

AGAIN,; (7). (Robbins)

.

‘
.

.
'

DOWN THE RIVER

CRtjlSlNG

Choir and organ and
rhythm accomp, James does ah ex-

4,

“A” YOU’RE

job on; “Miles,” a strong
new song, and ‘'Mary, ’’ aubther. hot
one. Either-side hits the spot, but
the “Mary” melody get.s: the edge

5,

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY

6.

FAR AWAY PLACES

cellent:

+

for a better arrangement.

SO IN LOVE

'7,

Frank Sinatra “Huckle-Buck”-‘‘lt
Happens Every Spring” (Columbia); “Huckie-)Buck” is one of the
best things Sinatra has done lately;

He makes the rhythm novelty
move solidly, with socko assistance
by Axel Stordahi.

ADORABLE

(2) (T.

(2)

I:

j

(12) (Spitzer)

),

(Laurel)

.

(11) (Mills)

)

(14) (Laurel)

I

;

)
‘
'

LOVE you so MUCH

8.

I

9.

fOrEVER AND ever

HURTS O)

IT

(Melody Lane)..

:

.

............ ...

,

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

10 .

.

GALWAY

.

..

•

(

Victor

his Coast

Decca

Colu-mbia

in Cxch.ange for $1 from KoppitCh.
day or so later, Campbell got

Decca
Columbia

the writer’s signature on a regular Songwriters Protective Assn,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

\

BAY;(17) (Leeds)

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

secure

a“bindbr”

Dispute was over which
paper pre-dated the other. Shulman decided in favor of Campbeil.

contract.

Loudon X
.

,

.

man

A

,

,

.

,,

.

.

.

.

:

'.

.

Jocks and jukes
Will use it often. “Spring" is a good
tune. It seems smart, but it isn’t
always easy to tell by Sinatra’s
disks how milch a new time has.:
Billy Eekstlne “Nighty Night”‘‘A New Shade of Blues” (M-G-M).
Eckstine gets hotter by the release;

30

.

.

.

.

),

Victor

Decco

London

.

DECCA

IN

THE SWIM ON

.

TMs

CARELESS HANDS

pairing IS half there, ''Nighty

Night’’

very convincing, with
backgroimd by Buddy Baker, biit
“New Bhade’’ haS a Strong chance
to click fbr him. It’s done superbly.; Hugo Winterhalter, accomps.
»

Snuimy Kaye .....
IMel Torme .......
Russ Morgan .....
I Kay Starr
\

SO TIRED

(Gleninbre)

COMME

COMME CA

i.sii’t

EOt)

Cl

;

I

DON’T SEE ME

LOVE ME,

(Laurel)

;

•

.

lumhia)| Miss Shore’s '’Wash” is
not as good as several rival f ecord-

mgs.

It lags, biit
It'll

her“Kiss
nearly

as:

be

due

spun.

Me

io

Same

th% name

.goes for

hOw

;
;

(T. B.

Harms)

MerCold Outside’’-"!
Never Heard You Say” (Capitol).
Miss Whiting and Mercer haye
Whiting- Johnny

lioivard

.

,

,

.

Ames

Bros.

..

it lies (Morris)

I,

(Lewis)
]

(Chappell)
I

Peggy .Lee
Biiig

Day.
Crosby

,

.

.

.

,

.

,

,

.

Como
Sinatra

Capitol

.

.

Ella Fitzgeraid, to form a book bf
"Pacific” tunes to bid for sales
again.st Capitbl’s album and Coliimbia’.s. forthcbmiiig
album recorded by the Original cast of the
New York hit musical.
Crosby cut “Bali Ha’i” and

X

Mercury

.

.

Victor

.

Victor
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

..
.

Capitol

Decca
Columbia
Columbia
M-D-M.
.

Knight made“WoHdeffuI Giiy”
and “Cockeyed Optimist,’’ and Miss
Fitzgerald only last week com-

.

.

Of

.Capital

wonderful -'.GUY

(ChappeB):-.-

Decca'

..
.

IFisures in porencheses iiidicote ninuber ol weeks tong

Romberg’s

Capitol

,.

been in

tli*

PhiU:p^ Pate

Philadelphia, May 3.
Sigmund .Romberg has been
named tb conduct the Philadelphia
.

..

.

.,
..

Margaret Whiling
Iwis

My

Columbia

.

i

...

.

.

Victor

.

......
.

.

Capitol
Victor

_
‘.

Top

Inquirer’s fifth annual music fesat the Municipai Stadium,
June/T.O^,
Th* festival i.s put on by the
Philadelphia
Inquirer Charities,
tival

.Columbia
'

'

Man Right Out
Hair ' aiid "Happy Talk.”

pleted ‘.‘Wash ’That

.

...
.

‘’Some Enchanted; Evening;” Kaye
did
•‘There’s
Nothing Like a
Dame” and “Honey Bun;” Miss

Coral

,

......

.

.

Danny Kaye, Evelyn Knight and

.

.

.

WM

Decca Records is getting out its
of “South Pacific”
tunes. It Is putting together four
single disks made by Bing Crpsby,

> own uibum

Decca i

.

.

.

Kby Starr ...
Vaughn Monroe
Betsy Gay
Perry

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Fraiili

.

.

.

Billy: Eckstine.. ...

Doris

Decca
Capitol

^
.....Victor 4
Decca 1
Sv/preme t
.

....
,

.

)

.

.

.

.

Sammy Kaye

.

.

King Cole
[Russ Morgan :
t Frank .Sinatra ....
Dinah Shore

:

Sweet;” basically a

It’s

Eddy

.1

lively or colorful.

Margaret

cer “Baby,

[

I

DON’T LIE to ME (Leeds)
f DIDN’T KNOW CTN LOADED
better vocal than Kitty Kallen’s I
Mercury di.sk. perhaps, but not
SOME enchanted EVENING
value

Como

i

sunflower (Famous)
TRUE TO YOU IN MY FASHION
Caravan (Am, Academy)
someone like you (Harms)

^ Plnak Shore “I’m Gonna Wash t
That Man”-“KisS Me Sweet” (Go-

Perry

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

I

(Miller)

LO'VE

Haymes

Watson
Pflitla
Kay Starr
Cordon Jenkins

i

stine,

Noel’s vocal is not as strong,
but it doesn’t suffer too much in
comparison.“Wreck” is a novelty
hillbilly that figures, to get many
jock spins.

Dick

[

1

YOU. YOU, YOU Are THE ONE (Campbell)
portrait OF JENNIE (Chappell)

enough, his vocaii-st, Dick Noel, is
* White counterpart of Billy Eck-

Tony Marlin

I

(Pic)

Ray

Anthony “New Shade of
Blues”- “Wreck on the* Highway”
(Capitol). Bay Anfbony's initial release for Capitol is made up of
two good sides. His “New Shade”
is very well done and, strangely

I

(Leeds)

BROKE YOUR PROMISE

,

,

‘SOUTH PACIFIC’

Victor 4
capital t

....

)

(Melrose)

;

attempted to get, both parties
to agree to a division of the song,
that one should work on it and
both to participate in possible
first

profits.
They refused.
Dispute, ironically enough, grew
Columbia T but of bbth Campbell’s and Porgie’.s
friendship With the Mills Bros.,
London f Which
began when they were partMercury
ners.
Mills group picked up “My
Decca
Btrcet” from writer Arnold KopM-G-M I pitch, when they Were bti the CoaM'
late last; year.
They apparentlY
Victor
told both Campbell and Porgie
Victor
about the tune and that' they Were
DcCco
going to record it for Decca. Both
... Decca
tried to get the tune. Porgie had

.

.

.

•

;

:

.

.

.

.

...

I

S

(Robbins).

...

Biiig Crosby
Perry Cpmo
Bing Crosby
Shore
.
Bros
. .
Aftlis
Buddy Clark .:...
Gracie Fields
Perry Com o
Bing Crosby ..
Amte Shelton:.

Dinoli

1

i.

(2)

Vic Damone'.
Ruts Morggn
Blue Barron
Perry Como

.

B. Harms)

was

;

yVdughn Monroe
Lomhardo
} Guy

‘

.

, .

.

.

.

.

GampbelTs favor.; Dispute over the rights to the tune
has been hanging fire for weeks.
It
ad judicated wheit both
parties agreed to accept the deefeion' of John SchUlmah, music
business attorney.
SchUlman at
settl;pd in

Victor

....

.

'“ iSurl Ives
Vera Lgnn
j

(2f (Morris)

3,

'Mitchell

j Vaughn Monroe

Battle between Nick Campbell
and Al Porgie, former partners; but
now heads of separate firms, over
the song “My Street,” has been

,

.... Capitol
10.]
;

^

ihc.'v.

,

:

Vedneadayr May

ORCHESTBAS-IMIJSIC
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Metropolitan Opefa’s. visit to Los Angeles, which ends Saturday (7)
after 14 performances, Was undei’written by local culture-conscious
backers to the tune of $274,000. Gross at t^ie 6,000’Seat Shrine Auditorium is expected to top $280,000, giving the guarantors a minimum of
$6,000 profit. However, that figure will he Sliced by purely local expenses. Such as salaries of Shrine associates and of Hal ‘Weiner, local
flack hired to publicize the longhair attraction.
Guarantee of $247,000 covers only the cost of bringing the Met to
the Coast for the second consecutive year and the third time in 44
years. At a $6 top, Shrine can hit a $20,000 gross for each performance. Opening nightj with top scale upped to $10, receipts hit $24,075;
^
House is rented for $1,000 per performance.
^ <
Met is staging 11 operas this year, aS compared wits 15 last year,
and repeating "La Boheme,’’ “Carmen’.’ and “LatTraviata” for economy
reasons. Execs have lOund that latter three ate the most popular in
the repertoire. Sole experimentai item this year was “Peter Grinies,”
Which didn’t fare tOo well When the Met visited here last year for the
first time since 1905.

retail sheet music
based bh reports obtained

Survey of
sales,

j
'

front leading stores in II Cities
and, shouting coniparative soles

and

rating for this

T,

week.

last

O

^

;

T'

Songwriters get inspirations for titles from unusual sources. Perhaps
of the more unique ones is the source of “A Chapter In My Life
Called Mary," written by Jinjmy .Kehnedy and Nat Simon, published by
'Shapiro-Bemstein.
Several years back Kennedy was Idling through a magazine and noted
•n ad by the San Francisco Chainber of Commerce,- which off ered a
bOpklet. entitled ‘'There’s a Chapter In Your Life Called San Francisco;’’
It stuck iii his mind, and last year, when he and Slhibn were searching
for an idea; brought it. up, with the change, to "Mary."
.

is

’’Cruising

2

2

“Forever and Eyer,” (RobbinS)

3

2
5

.7.."

11
«

8

9A

..'

’’Enchanted Evening” (Chappell)
;

r’‘A«aln” (Robbins)

Album will be a prestige item, with only 5,000 pressed, each to be
numbered and autographed by Granz. Disks will be of vinylite and

10

10

represent over $10,000 worth of Granz’ recordings, with diskeiy’s reguarrangement with Granz applying.

12

lar percentage

-

y^

13

Charlie Fisk is keeping the Vocal job in his band pretty much in the
Gihny Coon (Mrs, Fisk) stepped doWn couple Of mOnths ago
because she wanted to devote more time tp their six-year-Old, so Fisk
promptly put on Rosemary Moore, his sister-in-law artd the wife Of Joe
Fisk, who recently joined his brother’s outfit as the drummer. Fisk
is currently playing at. BUI Green’s in Pittsburgh,
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Sky? (MayfMr)
V
“Someone Like You” (Harms Inc.)
“Powder Your Face” (Lombardo)
‘‘Big, Wide World” (BMP
“Candy Kisses” (HUl-Range)

•‘Riders in the

9B

;T'.

2

.3

for Blue Lady” (Mills).
“Careless Hands” (Melrose)

(9/

„

.6

“j" “Red Roses

6

“Jazz Theme’’ albhin, which Mercury Records
pressing and distributing. Will attempt -to mirror jazz
It will attempt- to, represent modem

family,

'i;'

2

Away Places” (Laurel)
“ ‘A’—You’re Adorable” (Laurel)
“Suiiflower” (Famous)
’‘Far

4

/5'.

deVelOpmenti according to Granz.
.in.all. phases.

1

'4',/

Norman Granz’ $25
(Chicago)

1

River” (Spitzer)

1

1

I
o

N

3

I:

z

1

Down

P

0

i

and Publisher

Title

"L;

•6

APRIL 30

This Last
wk. wk.

A

I

Week Ending

National
Rating

one

."'.jazz'

1949

4,

>)

"

8
10

8

:

Farms

50G

Seattle Outfit

May

Seattle,

to Fix Philly Dell

May

Philadelphia,

3,

3.,

Marty Marsala, jazz trumpeter,
City Council's finance committee
has fOrmed-a Dixieland outfit here has agreed to spend $50,000 to put
which is playing Fridays and Robin Hood Dell iii shape for the
Saturdays at Club New Orleans.
summer concert season.

Chotzinoff Directs

I

I

I

Samuel Ghotzinioff, general muT
sical director of NBC, was named
musical

Red
last

The top 34 songs of the week (more in case of ties), based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Populor :Music Broadcast over Radio Jfetwqj-ks.. Published by the Office of
Research, Ine., Dr, John G. Peahnan, Director.
^

Week

Survey

A

A

of April 22-28, 1949
Chapter In.My Life Called Mary
Shapiro-B
Wondefful Guy—-*‘*South Pacific’’
........ Chappell
"You’re Adorable
Laurel

director of .RCA-ViCtor’s

Seal, (classical) disk division

Week by Paul Barkmeier,

gen-

eral manager of Victor. Ghotzinoff
will be assisted by Constance Hope,
manager of Red Seal artists relations, While Richard A. Mohr con-

tinues as
recording.

Supervisor of

Classical

Cbotzlnoff sailed Thursday (28)
on an eight-week trip through
European countries.

.

.

.

.

.

“A”—

Again—t“R6ad House”
....
Robbins
Always True To You In Fashion— *‘1085 Me Kate” T. B, Harms
.

.

.

.

)

.

.

.

,

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Careless Hands > .... ...
...
...
Craising Down the River.
Don’t Cry, Cry Baby
Dreamer With a Penriy *“A11 For Love’’. .
.

,

Melrose

.

Spitzer

Santly- Joy
Simon
Everywhere You Go .....
...
Lombardo
Far Away -Places ..........
...
..... Laurel
Forever and Ever
Robbins
Great Guns
....... Feist
Hurry, Hurry, Burry
...
...
Dreyer
.... .
I Get Gp Ev’ry Morning
..... ... .Leeds
1 Wariha Marry Mary
Cameron
If 1. Could Be With You
i“Flamingo Road” ...... Remick
I’ye Got My Love To Keep Me Warm ..... .... ... Berlin
Love Me; Love Me, Love Me
Miller
My Dream Is YourS—t‘‘My Dream Is Yours” ....... Witmark
:Qne, Only Highland Fling— i“Barkleys of B’way”.. .Warren
Once and For Always ^Connecticut Yankee”.,
Burke- VH
/Once In Love With Amy— '•‘‘Where’s Charley?”.
Morris
Powder Your Face' With Sunshine.
...
... ,. Lombardo
Red Roses For a Blue Lady.
.Mills
/ So In Love--»‘‘Kiss Me, Kate”
T. B. Harms
Some Enchanted Evening-^’!'‘‘Soutb Pacific” ....... Chappell
Someone Like You— t”My. Dream Is Yours”.' .. .Harms
Story Of My Life
...... /.
Massey
Streets Of Laredo— (“Streets Of Laredo”. ..... .. .Famous

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.....

.

,

'

.

.

.

hisorchestra

.

,

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

, . .

.

,

;

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Completed 16 Smash Weeks

. .

.

.

.

—

•

—

.

.

Cl

hd Signed

to
for

,

.

.

.

•.

.

.

.

, ,

.

.

.

,

.

.

DUMONT-tV
“Flight to ithythm"

with Miguoiito Valdes
6:30 P.M. E'vepy Sunday

,

.

,

.

,

Lake George;

New

Ayailqble for September

Ydrii:

and

,

,

.

.

.

Bali Ha’i-;-*“South Pacific”

,

,

Candy -kisses

'

,

.

.

.

CoCa,-Hoca

.

Famous
La

REINDEER

Salle

Pic

.

.

,

Galway
Have a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hill

&

,

.

.

.

RCA VlCTbR RECORDS
HOWARD WEISSMAN

.

,

.

Dlunlc* Tnc.

New

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

<

SANTLY-JOY, INC.
Eddie Joy— Gen, Prof. Mgr
1619 Broadway, New York

,

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

.

.

.

.

.

Legit musical.

.

; ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Film musical.

...

i

. .

,

1

.
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Press Relations:

Keys

V'.''-,;,''

.

1819 Braadway, N. Y.

:

Street*

Leeds

Sympathy
Hayin’ a Wonderful Wish ...
/
.....Paramount?'
I Didn’t Know tbe Gun WaK-Loaded ...
.....
,
Lewis.,
I Don’t See Me In: Your Eyes Anymore
Laurel
I'
If You Stub Toe on Moon
Gonnecticul Yankee
Morris
ril String Along With You
Witmark
rm -Beginning To Miss You
.... Berlin
It’s.a, Big .Wide Wonderful World:
... .B'ML.
Johnny Get Your Girl
.... Bbnme
Little -Old Ghin-ch Near Leicester Square ..... ....
Oxford
Look tip
,,,/
/Patniar
Need .You.
,
....
*
.
Choice
Pottfait of Jennie
1
...; Chappell
So T'ired...
Glenmore
iTiilsa—ft '.‘Tulsa”
....Advanced
W bile the Angelus Was R inging
.... Harris
Who- Wouldn’t 'Love You?
.......
.........Fremart,
You, Ybu, You Are the One
Campbell
•

ROBERT DIAMENT

Ajirent

.Mth

Littl'e

,

'

TV."

'

'

'

fersonol Management:

146

Range

Leeds

..Vi .'ABC

...

Bfiy,

".SDlItiiip

Puchess

.

.

... ,

.1

.

Sk Nichblat Muiic Pub. Co.

...... United

,
Comme .Ci.i Comme Ca.
Don’t Gall Me .Sweetheart Anymore

.

October, 1949

THE

.....Chappell

Gabaret
•

,

;

v

.

SAGAMORE HOTEL

.

/.

P»"omise

.

July and August

Way

.

iThe- remaining '20 songs of the iveck (more in case of ties),
based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Surveff^ of Popular Music Broadcast over- Radio lietwbrks. Published by the
Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman. Director,
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VOIIK

the

.

.

Underneath the Linden Tree/

NEW

.

.

Sunflower
,
Three Wishes

You Broke Your

havana-madrid

On

.

.

.

Appedr Next Season
6 Months

.

.

.

CIRO’S, Miami

.

,

!

.

;

.

.

’

Wcdwc^yt May

Bands

4^

i94»

«»iianES'niAs^9iijsic

.

.

.

.

.

Played

Week pn Date

,

,

.

N exit

*^ald6rf, Morton Downey;
.
-f-S ddai

'

’

.

uuvcra

X-Mab

Hotel

”

4i

Hotel B. O.’s

at

Waldorf (400: $2)
Eddy Duchin*
New Yorker (400; f 1 -$1,50)
Nat Brandwynne*
Roosevelt (400; $K50-¥2)
Edwrence Welk.
Statler (450; $1.50“$2)
Eddy Howard
.

*

Yorker, ice revue.
'

Chicago

,

•

N.' :

Ik

Barclay Allen (Empire Ropm; Palmer Hou.se, 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover),
Dorothy Shay keeping room busy. Giant 3,600 eoversi
^ Henrs Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20 cover). Fine
tabs.
weather helps. Abiding at 3;000
Johnny Brewer (Swiss Cbalet, Bismarck, 200; $2.00 min.-$1.05 cover).
covers.
Gypsy Markoff. Fine 1,800

-J

Dick DaSalie (Mayfair Room; Blackstone, 350; $3.50 min,-$l cover).
Bind Hayes and Mary Healy have ropes up. Fat 3.700 tabs.
Frahkie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 773; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Show and Masters garnering neat 3,100 tabs.

Pelier

Ice

Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $2.50-$3.50

Bill

Cole porter”

stiil

Upped

big draw.

min.), “Salute

To

3,400 covers.

AhoUim. “Four Leaf Clover”

Los Angeles
telghton Noble (Ambassador,' 900; $1.50). With Frankie Laine headFirst week great 3,150 covers.
Jan •Garber (Biltmore, 900; $1-$1.50). Slowing 2,300 covers.
^Bd 900 covers.
Ted Ei® -Rii®

lining.

MERRY-GO-ROUND
WALTZ

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
.'(Chicago)

Gee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.-$l
Slight drop to 3,700 tabs.

Dick Jurgens (Aragon; $l'^$1.15 adm;;).
local following big 16,000 admissions.

Joe E. Lewis.

cover),

Good weather

plus Jurgens

Joe Beichman (Trianon; $l-$i.l5 adm.). Okay at 10,000 admissions.
Bobby Peters (BiackhaWk, 500; $2.50 min.). A1 Trace out Tuesday
Nice 2,400 covers.
(26) Peters followed,
:

l

Gene Krupa (Palladium

^aJud

Los Angeles)
Hollywood, 4th wk;).

B.,'

Sliding 10,650 ad-

luf

THE HEART OF LOCH LOMOND

.'

.missions.
•Victor

,!

Lombardo (Aragon

8.,

Santa Monica, 4th wk.).

Good

4,475

(MGM

i

admissions.:."'",

Swing

They're Playing
Fred Ahlert

was.; reelected, as
president of the
as
Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers ,at last
week’s (28) board, meeting in New
York.
Ahlert thus begins :bis
second term as head of the Societyi

:

Swing

..

ing Co.,
fle

.

:

Saul

Bourne WaS' named
.

.

.

first

and .Otto Harbach, secorid v.p.,
replacing Oscar Hammerstein, 2d,
who is top busy with his shows to
V.p.

;

& Tempo

Everywhere!

on

BARROOM POLKA

i

'

.

’Plaintiif .and Lionel Hampton,
the complaint states, in 1945 wrote
“Hamptpri’.s
B b p: g i e Wopgie,”

j

“Overtime.” “San Quentin Quail”
and ”The Flight; ;pf the Bar- Fly,’’;
atteifd all meetings.
LOuis Bern- 'which they a.ssigned to S &• T; Comstein was hanied treasurer; George plaint fuftlier ai leges that the pubw. Meyer, secretary; Frank Con- lisher did not; receive absolute’ asnor, asst, treasurer, aiid Donald signment of a 1 rights— only the
:

jSacMed
.

b4f

THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT PAREE
(MGM

1

Gray, assistant secretary.

It

Music Publish-

Inc., gave him a fast shufhis royalty remittances, sorigwriter Milton Buckner charged in
anacdoiinting aetibn filed last week
in N. Y.. federal court.

expected,

American

No. 10405)

& Tempo Sued

right to .publish
tunes.
;

and expibit

No. 10418)

ithe

•

,

&

T to
called for S
pay the writers 2 c. for sheet rnusic
and prehestratidns sold, 33%®t, of
Agreement

StiU

.

monies netted from recordings
and 16% from nvbnie.s earned from

QnjQ4AM4^!

all

foreign countries, plus other provisions- Bpekner eharges that although the deal ealied for statements and a remittanbe every six
months, the defendant sent false
statemehts: The writers’ share on
four tunes were cut. he claims; and
also asserts S & 'f owes $25,000 or
mpfe .accbrding to terms of the arrangement..

FOOT TWO
EYES OF BLUE

FIVE

in addition, Buckner ftiaintains
that the :spm of SIO.GOO is due, on
the common-law right.s to an untune,
“Slide,
Hamp,
reglstered
-

Slide;”'., \

[POT

YOORm AFM

mim'"
WCK
New

York

4 Great Mother Seng
I
•y

REMEMBER MAMA
CHARLES and HENRY tORIAS
..

nkCORDKD

BV':

ClAUDf THORNHiLl, Columbia 38075
MHY RHODES, Victor 30-273S-B
ZIGGY tANE, Delux* I137-A

RAIPH YOUNG, Jubilob 3508
by.!

often becomes a scrambie that
hurts the band business from top
to: bottom.
such a situation that
It Was
promulgated the MCA-AFM affair.
But, regardless of what; happens
with MCA’s case, the affair seems
to be the straw’ that broke the
’Flie AFM
is hot
Camel’s back:
aboiit it due to an accumulatibh'M^^
complaints, and fully intends cleam
v.
ing Up the Situation.
and spnie of
Meanwhile,
the other agencies are' endeaybring
to find, out who yelled copper to
the AFM, Bookers in other agencies, Who are bfteh as guilty, have
repeatedly complaihed about the
tactics of one of MCA’s men,- Blit
all assert they have never cpmr
plained to the A FM and know of

Thanks

to the

AGAIN

Disk Jockeys

New

York

(MGM

No, 10398)

Who Have Made

This Possible

Currently;

HIPPODROME
Baltimore

On Our Way

MCA

to the

SHAMROCK HOTEL

0^'

,

Houston, Texas

MGM

no one else who has.

Andrew Records,

Inc.r chartered
conduct a inusic publishihg business in New; York, with cabital
Stock of 100 shares, no par valuC.
Direetbrs are llari’y D. Squires and

Irving Squires.

RECORDS

I

to

tOBEY MUSIC CORP.
1*50 fvray, Suita
604.

'At

.

BOURNE. INC.
799 7th Ave.

Hacked hf.
Cleanup

Continned from par* 37

TH'E
.

i

:

GREATEST

NAME

!N-

E

N

T E F T

A N
i

.M E

N^

OROlESTRAS^-AflJSIC

PSSSBEfr

RETAE

Ainericgn Society of Composers,.
last week
commuhiqaed all publisher and
Writer members urging them to aid

Vcdlnegdayt

DISK
I

Authors and Piiblishers

'

campaign to bring about pubawareness of the Society and
by
function.

j

lie
its

,

11

,

president Fred Ahlert, Stated that
"the campaign of public relations
has as, its major purpose V
. .
education of the general public
to further
that ASGAP exists
the best interests of all the peo,

.

.

parative sales rating for

and

,

I

,

and showing com-

cities

S

S'

.this

a

weeki

last

'

£

.

3)

.i5S'

uj

h}

.4-».

1

.

I

.

I

I

National

This Last
wk. wk.
1

2

Charlie Shavers, Negro trumpeter featured with Tommy Dbrsey’s
orchestra was barred frpm appearing with hand during ohe-niter
at EUis auditorium: here Thursday
( 28 )
Shavers received the Jim
Crow treatment the night before in
Nashville, Where he Was hot permitted to sit with band merabers,
but was allowed to make, a stage

3

YForeVer

.1

sbiolst.
outfit played

Dorsey's

4

6

“Again” ;

5

4

“

.

5

7

-'‘'4'

7

3

;;

6

12

7

3

8

7

10

..

9A

the following
Miss.

9B

11

.

.

COMO

lOA

6

;

.

8

2

'

..

1

(Victor):,-

.

9

a:

a
0i

.

SAMMY 'KAYE

13B

5

6

4

k

2
8

,’A

10

3

..

.

.

6

.

7

.

ambassador
GOCOANUT GROVE

15B

1

7

6-

...

3

FOREVER
'

rteorMby

FRAN AilllOH

GRACIE FIEIDS
RUSE

MORCAN

DIIIAH SHORE

.........

‘

:

1

>10

8

i.':v

•

8

*

9

12

Y./

11

2

12

3

.

.

:

.

,

.

4

•11.'.

..

-7V:."

.

.

x

5

10

8

.

•

«•'

•

«

'•

•

;i-.

”

10

ALBUMS

Broadway Cod

.

• •

.

>

•

•

.

,

.

9

•

2

'

•

;

’

10

-.

2

.

..

• •

»

•' t

.•

9

^ ^

9

-•'

’

roses
fer H

.

.

.

.

•

'

WORM AND

TO MOTHER
Eddy Arnold

MANHATTAN

CONNECTICUT
YANKEE,

MUSIC
Variod Artidi

Bing Croiby

BLUt
lADV

9

2

..

• »

>

't

r '

M-G-M-

w

TOWERS
;

:

Oordon Jehkint

DeCca

V/AllZ

AiRuorlialhaaaio b UyaiSTAR OUST

'

Columbia

BEUE
SKIR'E

DREAM

OLWDI

or

MILLS MUSIC

Decca

INC

Victor

Disk Best Sellert

.....Decco

:ORPORATION

Records

Victor
Capitol

7

.,

RCA’s Camden Plant
Indicates

’

OXFORD MUSIC CORR
New

York

Jby

CompanicB

(Based oh Points Earned)
Norof'

(

Broadway,

.

•

,

1619

Tim* Pops

.

'

.

kiss ME, KATi

.... .....Columbia

ROBBINS MUSIC

.

.

“Blue Skirt WoHi”

Label
Decca
|:v'*

,

f>

...

London

:......

.

PERRY COMO (ViotorL
....
“Blue Boom”:
FRANKIE YANKOVIC (Columbia)

........Mercury

RCA

.

(Columbia)
Fashion”.

FIVE TOP

...........Rondo

PERRY COMO

All

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

.

.

Me”

Love Me, Love

My

its

(Decca)

,

15D 10

EVER

HEIEN CARROU

“True in

as

gifted
assb-

13
.

'

.

(Victor)

PASTOR (Columbia)
“TONY
‘A’—You’re Adorable”.

15C

AND

file.

,

14
13

..

8

.

»

DINAH SH<UE
ISA 14

with a desk set by former

Mutual network Monday (2)
new presldeht. He was

14

9

J

,

3

i

“Dreamer With a Penny”
“Love

16

day

.

.

,

LAWRENCE WELK
14B

Frank White was given a luncheon party at the Bridgeport headquarters of Cdluihhia Records Fri( 29 )
his last day with tlie disk
firm prior to moving over to the

1

(Decca)

Down RiveF’.
PEGGY LEE (Capitol)

.“Ball' Ha’I”

con-

.elates.'^';

;

(Victor);.

BILL LAWRENCE
Appearing

I

‘

(Capitol)

“Cruising

:'.14A.

hi

took his case under

16

17

:

.

li

Boa^

(Victor)

.

9

26

..

..

BLUE’ BARHON (M-G-M)
13A

2

2

8

9

...... ...
“Careless Hands”:, , . .
VIC DAMONE.. (Mercury)'"Again”: ..
;

12B 14

27

23„

Blue Lady”

:‘T.,Don’t; See, Me”:.,':-.

;

29

5

fication it IS possibie to
achieve
on the basis Of 2,000-oda performr
ances during 1948, then he was
entitled to a raise;

(Victor)

GORDON JENKINS

'

1

l

“Some Enchanted Evening”.

12A 18

• •

0

1

..

•

‘A’—You're Adorable”

PERRY COMO
IIB

.\4'

6

5

Ever’’':;.

.“Red RosOs for

iifv; 13

6

..

4

:

VAUGHN MONROE
..'

53

37

(Decca)

JO STAFFORD,G. MacRAE

lOB 12

that last year his
38,000-Odd perform-

sideration.

.

8 ,-:;“Forever and
“

3
1

MORGAN- (Decca),.:

PERRY:

.

1

j

2

.

.'“So 'Tired’’;.

Jackson,

,

1

55

I

.

,

“So in Loye’f,
'.'RUSS

members, but the bah Was repeated

w

Loeb points out
works drew

ances as against other writers with
higher classifications who had
few
er performahees. He narticularlv
dwelled on the evaluation of Gene
Buck’s works; Buck was last year
fp *‘AA” ratjjig^ J, move
that many outstanding writers did
not likm arid Loeb felt that if
Buck deserved the highest classi-

(Decca)

“Once in Love With Amy”
GORDON MacRAE (Capitol)
5

I'

(Victor)

Adorable!’:

.

4

1

-

“Sunflower”

^

'

S’.

'

9

j

8

.'

Monroe,

>

.

..

.

.

.

1

(Decca)

River”

PERRY COMO
‘A’—You’re

10

1

(Capitol)

RAY BOLGER

Miss., Friday <29), Where Shavers
Was Okayed to sit with fellow band

in

Down

RUSS MORGAN

.

night

arid

“Cruising

5

1

(Decca)

RUSS MORGAN

'.2'.

;

appearance as

'-

.

2

..

Ever”

MEL TORME

,

R

w- IS
(Victor)

“Riders in the Sky”

7'

RUSS MORGAN

Memphis Bars

'

Artist, Label, Title

VAUGHN MONUOE

;

'

"

j

APRIL 30

•

1

,

I

Rating

Attached to the letter was a brief
description of the Society and its

'

the society's .classification commit*
tee and appeals board for some

j

ple.”"^

opportuhity.

John J, Loeb, pop writer, moa
a formal protest last week with
the American Society of Oomnos!
Authors and Publishers board
of directors over his unsuccessful
attempts to have his ASCAP cla^
sification boosted. Now a
"BB"
wTlter, LOeb has been arguing
with

time,:

.

.

aims titled “The ASCAP Credo.”
Ahlert requested that eVery member personally publicize it at every

4, I 949

ers,

Survey bf’ retail disk best
sellers, based on reports obtained from leading stores in

;

in a

May

No Reopening

Points
178
136
71

Mercury

M-G-M

diana^polis plant; 45

rpm

...

"3

.

...

EXACTLY

it.

.

.

THE EVER FAVORITE

„Points
'27--

-,'

.

1

11

disks are

being turned btit mostly
Canohsburg, Pa.i site.

at

its

Victor hid considerable trouhle
RCA-Victor’s Camden, N. J„
with unions governing employees
pressing plant, .Which closed Mai’ch
at its Camdeh factory, which is the
1 “for Repairs,” gives ho sign of
company's headquarterSj Too,' recbeing reopened. Meanwhile, much ord Consumption
dropped cOnsidi
of the factory’s machinery has erably since the war, and all major
either buen discarded or moved to labels have reduced facilities. Coother ;Victor plants.,
Ourrentiy lumbia, Tor example, folded its
most of Victor’s pop material is Kings Mill, Cincinnati, factory,, arid
being pressed at the company’s In- Decca cut down, too.
,

;

DISC JOCKEYS

No.«f
RecordO

LabelLabel
Columbia ....s.;...,

Music
Philadelphia,

May

3

.

a

JiMMYMeHUGH

.

American Federation
of Musicians, has placed oh its
“unfair list” the 90-3mar-61d Academy of Music,, which houses the
Philadelphia orchestra, tlie MetOpera performahees and virtually
Local

77,

every .major musical event of the
year. In a bulletin sent out to the
entire membership;
.Liuzzi.stated thal on or after
July 1 they will not be permitted,
'to play in the Academy, unless the

President

Frank

TWO COljTlHEHTS
ModMH ptifaHMU

THE SENSATION OF
*lUa

CHARLES BERNARD
and His $100,000 Stradiyarius
vho appoarod

in

record-imashinq engagoments at tha .Montmartre,
Budapett— Berm Snlenger,: Stoehhnlm-;--2igeener
and many other Outiifanding

’ari>-r-Grartd Hntel,

Vienna —— Wivel, CdpenKagen
'uropean epott,'.

ieller,
:

—

and His Continental Society Orchesitra
>P£N FOR SUM/HER RESORr ENGAGEMENrS, RECORDINGS ;ANO THEATRES
Personal Representativel

managemeht comes
[

:

to terms with

the union before that date;

Harold Mason, manager of the
concert ball, minimized the threat
as “ju.st a plan to make us talk
over things during the summer:”
The Academy is closed during July,
August and most of September.
The Musicians got their first
contract out of the Academy during. the season of 1947-48,
Last
Summer attempts to renew the con tract failed after months of negotiations, and the musieiahs opcrated this season (1948-’49) without
formal recognition.
Placing the
Concert hall on the“unfair list”:
was viewed as the initial tactic to

i

.VI

1619

.

;

gel the Acadehiy lined

up

agaih.

i

•3'''

BBMTnyi

/

SONG for MOTHER'S DAY

and, ,Kv(*r.v J>ny

t MOTHER'S

I

342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
VAnderbilf :’4-0492Y'..

B'’ocdvsav

'

at

ARMS

Byi J.,: STlSWAiW JiAKI!
Your T.6c.fti Poulor. or ffotii
CARL FISCHER, INCNew Vurk

'

;

Wednesday,

May 4,

I94!>

TAiniEVILLB

4S

Merchant Slaps 7G Suit On
Sally Rand, Due pn Fans
St. Louis,

May

3.

Rand became involved in a
week over her fans, used
When a suit for $7,-

Sally

suit last

in her dances,

.

Peats
Rap on Appeal

bv Liquor ControV Board agents
and vice squad detectives.

‘

000 was filed in Circuit Court by
Fot the second time in refertt
H. I. Harmon, a Los Angeles business man.
His petition charges weeks the Roxy theatre, N, Y.,
Disthat Miss Rind owes him $1,000 on faces a performers’ strike.
each of five promissory notes and missal of 10 chorus meihbers last
week coupled with 11 prevlpus dis$2,000 on a sixth,:
Choristers
in
put
have
the
Richard Zeisler, manager Of the mksals

4Philadelphia, May 3.
Erie Social club, one of the
private clubs here, yvas Nitery Dancer
raided early Sutiday morning (1)
‘Pe'^*

lareest

'r.^t.;, Louis,

^

'

Mrs.

Elizabeth

p.

.May

3.

.

Hunsaker,

The raid was the fltst inade dlnee nitery dancer who recently was
against iller fined
the combined drive
$50 by police court Judge
clubs
aally operated “oriem»an’'
George Grellner for performing an
20.
and speakeasies began March
indecent dance in Club Boulevard,
persons, of last
379
netted
The raid
Week, Wort an acquittal When,
and
all
women,
were
for thb second time she strutted
whom i31
hauled to City Hall in a her

To more Were given
tices

effective

May

dismissal no-

AGVA

5.

spokesmen agree union has no
power to dictate how many per^
formers shojld be employed in the
chorus,
dismissals: coming
but
Shortly after new pay hikes were

V
Grand theatre, at Which dancer a striking mood.
Meeting of the Roky chorus was granted looks suspicious. More so,
madeva p.a. said the suit was for
(2) at which a strike since those sinKleei out for dismisfarts which she had purchased frOm held Monday
sal had Spearheaded union drive
Harmon and found they were not vote was' taken.. Action may re- for
pay rises,
VaGuild
of
American
sult
that
so
useable in her act.
riety Artists negotiators will have
Sunrise. Confab
unioh
theni
when
a
Weapon
hack
to
before criminal court
Controversy took a humorous
dismissals.
the
arhitrates
turn, last Week When Dewey Barto,
FitzGibboh and a crowd-

;

;

'

:

were

paddywagons.
Club is a heavy purchaser of talshows with
ent and its weekend
name acts top. generally .outrank in cost and quality the attractions at most of the city’s legitflock of

Stuff
;W.
courtroOp3|.

Judge
ed

:

The dancer who
'

te.stified

perfpfmers

it’s

strike,:

'

,

;

'

Possibility

"o

Sinatra for the

jf

Steel,' Pier,

City, during the

Frank

pacting

Summer

Atlantic
is

holdr

ing up booking

of: season’s headliners there.: Otherwise booker Al

Rickard has

all

bands and some top

.

names :set,:
House opens for the three-day
DeCpratipn pay weekend, May 28
with Harry James prch; Wally
BrpWn and Georgia Gibbs. Penny
Edwards and Buddy Williams are
Johnny Weissmuller heads overSet for June 8 show.
Pier goes seas Shortly for a stellar stint in
fullrweek With "Stop the Music” Britain’s Blackpool Water Show at
and Skitch Henderson band June a flat $40,000 for ei^ht weeks work.
12,: Yvette and Charlie Barnet fol- Show opens; June 14 at Blackpool,
low, June 19; Ray McKinley; June resort outside London. Deal was
26 with possibility of Sinatra plso set by swimmet’s manager, Bo
oh: this bill; Frances Langford and Roos,: and the
William Morris
Jon Han with Frankie Masters office.'';
band, July 3; Henny Ypungman,
'Weissmuller will top a troupe of
Vauder
Betty Reilly, Larry Clinton orch, 40 swimmers. Including 10 from
July 10; Lanny Ross and Tex the U. S. Comedy swimmer Dutch
Beheke, July 17; Jerry Colpnna smith is the only other U. S. name
and: Sammy Kaye orch, July 24; signed thus far. Acts wiU be paid
Three Siins, L.buis Prlma, July 31; separately from the $5,000. Weiss,yaughn Monroe and Joe E. Howr mulier gets Weekly.
day'(21);;'
ardj Aug, 7; Andrews Sisters and
After the show winds, swimmer,
The Molha, LoeW house, Which Gene Krupa, Aug. 14; Carman and his Wife, Allene, will Stage a
Went into a three day policy sev- Cayallaro dnd Myron Cohen, Aug. series of golfing exhibitions in Engeral weeks ago; will continue and 21; Tommy Porsey and Marlori land and Scotland before returning
also the Orpheum (RKO) with a Hutton, Aug. 21 and Tony Pastor, Aug. 18 to start third "Jungle Jim”
;

B

trip.

Agents feel AGVA, upon occar
has deviated from structure
the pact and want section
Clarifled officially by the Guild
lion,

of

toppers,

,

’

;

:

'

similar policy,

Sept.

'

pic for Columbia.

5.

fiddlers,

AGVA

claims,

irtoOh-

is

with management’s stance
the letputs are not reprisals
against the taleht union, but an
economy move.'

sistent

.

that;

Balaban Explains Letouts
A. J. Balaban, Roxy topper, denied dismissals were retaliatory.; He
pdihted out that the Roxy is the
ohly house On Broadway With a
full hvoduction department.
The
expense of putting on an ice show,
a large mixed Chorqs and a chOral
group, plus the vaude headliners,
was more outlay than the house
can stand at the present time. He
also said the choral group was
initially tried out on a three mdnth
basis and run had been extended.
Balaban added, "I’m the last person who would Want to retaliate
against $60 and $70 per week performers.”
.

•

HTM AN ZAHL\ FRANK POPE
NOW

or ENGIAND

IN

NEW

YORK,

WILL VIEW ACTS FOR ENGAGEMENTS
PLEASE ADVISE

WHEREXAN

BE SEEN DURING the ENSUIN

All GdhfimUrticdtipns:

ENGLANO

IN

FOUR WEEKS

IVAN

,S.W.l
.

telegrams:

.

Natvfliry. Lcsquqr*,

Lo^

Director and Exdusive Agent

F. J. B.

theatres,

England's Largest Independent Circuit

'

:

HYMAN ZAHL

,

.:

'

AG VA

:

likely that the house will have to
drop stageshows dul’ihg the Walkout’s duration, and: union: will seek

;

RUDY VALLEE DOING

the

AG VA's national executive secre-!
tary, called a 6 a.m. meeting With
Roxy ^eXecs. ; At the sunrise confab, Barto was: to have demanded
cooperation from the American a 90-day frepze in current number
Federation of Musicians and the Of choristers at; thb house.
In?,
international Alliance of Theatri- stead, he asked that those handed
cal Stage Eniployees.
pink Slips receive font weeks’ no?
A strike threat was made a few tice, and then left the meeting,
weeks ago, hut called off when the leaving further negotiations to
Roxy management agreed to ttegdr other AGVA delegates.
Jimmy
tiate a new wage scale for the Lyons, Eastera Regional DireOtor,
chorus;
increases Were granted, has asked to
h® Included in future
but shortly after the new scale negotiations with the theatre, inwent into effect, Several of the asmuch aS ho had not sat In oh
chorus WeVe dismissed., Ldst Week the former negotiations.
The Roxy, it’s kHoiyn, contemplates change ih current policy.
On the next ‘show it plans to experiment with six dancing violinists Who .have been signed at $130
weekly. The hiring of the terplng
Hollywood., May 3.
If

Steel Rer, A.C,

that

she describes herself as "the girl
Who brings out the wolf in the;
man” won the Judge’s verdict that
her dance Was, not leWd or inde,
imate nightcluhs.
cent.
Iq discharging Mrs. HunThe raid was made with the aid saker,
Judge FitzGlbboft opined,
of vice agents planted among the "You
can see just as much, if not
guests. At 2 a.m. Sunday the Whismore, at any night club dr burtle blew (Saturday Closing at the lesque
theatre in St. Louis, ’v
licensed spots is midnight) and
the wild scramble for the exits
broke Up When cops manhed them.
Were
q^^
patrons
The
at City Hall and 31 were held on
charges Of disorderly conduct and
12 other men and a woman were
Hollywood,, May 3.
held as operatofs of the club.
For the first time since he
crooned through a megaphone and
led band Oh dance-date circuit
Chi Managers Assn. Seek back east years ago; Rudy Vallee
being booked: around the state
Pact is
Clarity of
for ballroom one-nighters. He'S
Chicago,; May 3.
getting $1,500, each date, paying
Ehtertainment Managers Assn, accompanist Waiter Gross.
Dick Pierce band is hooked sepr
brass will huddle With the national board Of Ameficah Guild of arately for yallee's twicemightly
Variety Artists.here prior to anhual appearances. He starts May 13 at
AGVA cOnvehtion (June 6) in art Mission Beach, San Diego, the next
effort toi clarify Rule B in current night, at Balboa Beach,
agents’ agreement With: union. Unless matter can be threshed Out at
klyn
$hutters
this confab, it Will be placed before
Brooklyn, N. Y-., for the first
the convention.
time in many yeSrs, has a surfeit
Jack Russell, head of' eMa, of yauders in the downtown section
planned to go to New York on the With result that the Majestic thematter, but has sinCe called off atre closed for: the season, Satur-

,W.(L2
\

Telegrams: Stqrevue, Lesquare, LondoR

.

.

Vedhesday^

VAtJDEVIULE

4i

Tour

I^ena Horne’g Nitery

“Skating Vanities/’ roller skating revue, starts its first ContiBailiaro’s Stake in
nental four May 12 when the unit
opens at the Palais des Sports,
Being :Pi’obed in Suit
Wincling up a 40-week
Paris,
Detroit, May 3.
swing through the U. S. in ClhcinThe Bowei^i local nitery, has
nati Sunday (1), most o£ show’s
personnel sails from New York to- been ordered by Federal Judge
day (Wed:) on the S. S. Washing- Arthur F. Lederle to file a writ of
P
Others are due to leave to- disclosure detailing any assets
ton.
morrow .(Thurs,); on the Queen may p WC/Frahk' Barbaro, the club’s
•

ownbr-:,-' / ’!':
Court issued the Order Wednesday (27), after he, had set; aside,

Mari'.-,

former

While dollars are still difficult
to extract from most Eurdpean
producer
“Vanities”'
countries,
Harold Steinman reportedly has
been able to make "satisfaefory arrangements” of the: femittance

Vegas.

problem.
100, the

deficiency judgment of $30,686
obtained against the club in March
by Balph H. Stoughton, of Las

Barbaro

charged

Latter

Numbering more than Owed him the money as the result
Vegas hotel
revue’s cast is fopped by of an unsuccessful Las
:

;

1949

00
.

.;

Booki Cli^t Evans

Chicago, May 3.
David P. O’Maney returns to his
ForPalaee^TnasF^T^^
agency after long absence in Floriwith the Mounds, Cleveland, June da ... Harry Kalcheim, of William
Hyhian Zahl, Who heads his own
14; State Line Country Club/ Lake Morris agency, in town for tele agency in Londpn. arrived in
N. Y
Tahoe, Cal., July H; And the conferences noth clients . Vilma fast week for k talent looksee.
AcSherry and Mickey Sharp replac- companying him on the
Eiamlngd hotel, July 28,
Queen
Miss Horne is expected to follow ing Ada Lynne and RUth Day in Elizabeth was Frarifc Pope
(and
Miss Day
With an easterh swing and it’s Vine Gardens show.
Mrs. Pope), chief booker of the
goes on .30-week Gamp Show tour
likely she’ll play the Copacabana,
in
Britain, and
Dell O’Dell, magician, set for Rutterworth circuit
N. Y., in the fall.
Pastime Club, Des Moines, June Norman Evans, British pomedian
whom the Zahl agency represent!
Evans, ntade hik AmeMcan bow
Hal: Coweh has taken over manMilhotel,
Stradford
of
(1)
agement
Sunday night
oh the Ed SulliMargie Vail pacted for van tele show, “Toast of the Town,’’
waukee
.
Peter Lind and was pacted for a second shoi
Crown, May 5
Fof Nitery
Hayes and Mary Healy inked for next Sunday (8), Comedian has
'Los''Angeles/May '3/'. ) Mounds Club, Cleveland, May 16; also heeh set. Via the William
klorMinimum salaries for nitery per- Detroit Athletic, May 30, and ris agency, for the opening hill
at
formers in this area aro being re- Balinese Room, GalVestOh, Tex., the Palace, N.
:Y,, May 19.
, Day, Dawn & Dusk into
vised upward’ as contfacts with in- June 6
After EvarisVSundliy (;8) telecast,!
dividual clubs come: Up for renew- Interlude, Kansas City, May 6
Pope
arid
wilT
Nvans
Zahl;
entrain
American Guild of Variety Tytell and Winslow set for, Henry fop
al,
Coast.
the
Although
,
figured
.
Atlanta, June 2
Artists Coast chief Eddie Rio dis- Grady hotel,
Flame Club, Duluth, has signed aS a /vacation, ZahT 'expects to line
closed.Marie Neglia for May 13, followed Up. a couple of theatre dates and a
First sp0t to feel the hike is tfie
27 , , . Du- feW radio,’ tele Shots for his client.
by Pat Paitrlck,
Biltmore hotel; :aGVA; deal exv Quion State Fair, 111 has hooked
Meanwhile/, before leaving for
pired last whek and in iiegotiating'l its most expensive shoW for AUg.
home, he will set up a N Y. branch
a; new one, Biltmore Bowl director 29
Beatrice
with
KW,: Acro- of his London agency, with Ivan
Joe Faber, had to; agree to a 33% maniacs, Duke Dorrell, Clifford
Moguli at the helirt.
hike in the Bb.wl and a 50% tilt Guest, Low, Hite & Stanley, alin the Rendezvous Boom.: New ready, set.. ,.’:
Lent Lyrih set for Bismarck hotel,
scale is $125, weekly, to the IhChicago, July 6.
diyidual perfdrnjer regardless of
hbw many, people Constitute an act Cliit Carnival, Mpis.,
in the Bowl, and $112.50 in the
^

,
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.

.

,

.

.

Perfon^

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

,

.

entered together.
Gloria Nord, the Fratellini family vehttire they had'
of clowns, Eileen McDonnell, Peggy Wallace and Douglas Breniser.
After a l3-day stand in Paris, Dallas Hotelnien Join
'‘Vanities” play eight days at the
Hallen Stadioh, Zurith, then! open
ySi
a six-Week date at Wembley Sta^
:y'"!'.DaUas/,;May., 3,;
dium, iiondon/ June 6.
A meeting to discusk plahs for
aiding the American Guild of Va"The Only Shpvf, pf its Kind"
fiety Artists’ national campaign for
Rendezvous Room.
the f eduction of the Federal 20%
Similar rises will be negotiated
nitery tax, was held Thursday (28)
$piietael«

AGVA

4,

Zahloii II.& Tdent

Midwuft Dates

at completion of her .current date at the
Fairmont hotel, / San, Frahclsco,
May 8, Will go info the Blackstone,
Chicago, May 14, and will follow

Lena Horne, Songstress,

MW

,

:

'

’

:

;

;

\,

I

The $1 .000,000

|

at the; Adolphus hotel,
rep, Vincent Lee,
Local
and national board memher Billy
Grant, spoke on the effects of the

:

:

with

Earl;

Cocoanut

Carroll's,

:

AGVA

tflX

Now

filiing •ngdigei^ients in

Lenclbn, Paris,

and Zurich,

Switiorland.
Ttit

.

'

HAROLD STEINMAN
Owni^ and Producor

Suita 608

New

1775 Broadway
York. N. ¥.

Grove, Slapsy Maxie's, Mocambo,
Ciro's, etc., as their old pacts

Club Carnival here Is going in
big name! policy, in consequence of the recent successful
Martha Raye engagement. It has
Mel Torme arid Jean Carroll currently, with Jerry Goionna ahd
,

come for

Up for renewal.

\

in addition to Lee and Grant,
Saranac Lake^^^^^
thpse attending included Fenton
Baker, Baker hotel; Randall Davis,
By. Happy BenWay
Hotel Adolphus; Scott Hardy,: secSaranac, N. Y.- May 3.
-rCtary of the Texas Hotel Assn.;
“We The Patiehts” wish to thank
Henry Duvall, Texas hotel, Fort Jerry Sager
and former Rbgerites
Wofth;; Sam Landrum, Jefferson for their annual gift of
engraved
Amus. Co.| Mike Rice, Robb
stationery to the gang.
Rowley Circuit; James O. Cherry,’
Sam (RKO) Lefkp CntrainCd for
Interstate Theatres; W. J. Harris, Philadelphia
last
week accomprez of ihg Musicians Union; W- D. panied by a Will Rogers nUrse for
Sattetwhite, Rocket Cluh, Fort observation at the Rush Hospital in
Worth; Abe Weinstein,- Colony that city.
Sally Marshall, daughter of the
Club; Jack Ruby, Silver Spur;
board mem- late Jimmy Marshall, stopped off to
Sherry Lynn,
ber, and Carl Dolseh, of Pappy’s hello the Rogers gang while oh way
to settle things at the Marshall
Showland. Hardy pointed out that time is estate at Gabriel, N. Yi
Forrest (Siihi) Glenn, now. emthe important thing, and Urged ployed
with the Rogers personnel
haste In getting public attention staft’, going to the Study
and Craft
He suggested Guild and taking up Radio!
for * the project.
and
members of the' group get personal Television courses. Soon off to
letters to the Washington legis- N- Y. on 10-day furlough.
lators who .Will vote on the bill.
Latry O’Reilly, cameraman and
director of “This Is America”
series; in to visit his sister, Helen
Hi, L6, Jack and the: Danie Set O’Reilly,
ex-NVAite. who
now
for Lookout House, Covington, Ky., operates a business in the doWnMay 9.'’.::
towh: colony.
Louise (RKO) Harris has been
appointed mail can’ief for .the
Rogers, with added exercise and
air privileges.
.t
June Thompson, secretary at
Warner Bros. Cleveland exchange,
planed in to bedside Mary Lou
Weaver, who’s progressing nicely
after mastering three stages of the
Thofacoplasty operation.
Thanks to Renito Collada and
Rosita Rios for salutations and
greetings to the gang.
Birthday greetings are in order
to Ruth Wood of the Neighborhood Theatres, Richmond, Va. She
is progressing nicely, but still an
infirmary patient.
Robert Pasquaie, of Warner
Bros. Philadelphia exchange, lias
suffered a relapse and checked in
for observation.
Louise Noll, secretary to Medical
superintendent Dr. George E. Wilson, to N. Y. for a week of ogling
Broadway shows. ;
The Suntifount Players, under
the direction of Frank Morrison,
gave a presentation of “The Gay
Nineties” and a one-act melodrama, “The Lost Gold Mine,” at
the local. Townhall as a benefit for
the Cancer Fund.
Write to those who are ill,
:

Borrali
Mihevitch’s “Harmonica
Rascals” to follow. Other bookings
include the Ink Spots, Cab Calloway, Harry Richman apd Sophie

Ciirriintiy

.

'

!

StK Edition with a complotoly

now thow wilt otort Amorican
toqlr 1st wook in Soptombor.

'

.

&

Tucker.' ;
Nitery will set a new /local high!
for talent expenditure during enSuirig year.

.

;

rancho

'
,

Soph’s Boff Bftlto Date

:

AGVA

/EL

Ldi Vegas, H«v;

Biltmore;

May

3.

-

Sophie Tucker wound uP the bigtwo weeks in moons for the
Club Charles here last night (Mon.)
with Mayor Thomas peAlesandro
heading a list of celebs in a “fare-:
gest

;

well” party.

"

'

Crowded in, extra shows on both
weekends with the ropes up
•

nightly.

Miss 'Tucker is. set for a lengthy
She starts at El
westefn four.
Rancho, Las Vegas, Oct, 12, follows with Giro’s, Hollywood, Oct.
.28, and then to the Bal Tabariri,:
San Francisco, Nov. 22.

Currtntjy:

CHICAGO. CMcago
•
MfldZ Mirk J. Uiily
41 Ws 4Sth Street,

Utn NewmMv
New York
.

;

,

Bert Bart, Inc., ha.s been chartered to conduct a theatrical booking agency in/ New York, with a
capital stock of lOO shares, no pat
value. Jack Pearl, 565 Fifth ave;

nue,

WIZARDS OF TELEPATHY

fair

.F
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NEW

FREE
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New Sing^

Will

300
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Discovery

Appear on

«

Showcase”

Tuesday (May TOth),
Vaudeville— Cafes

on other mnterinl.
Dally .liihl, Sundayi

Info,

C.O.O'o— Boon

400 W. I 4fh

:

DiR. Voli. for $30

3

PAULA SMltH

SENSATIONAL MENTAL MAGIC

Hotel Lenox

»S

.

No

S7th ST. N.Y.C

7-3505

RONALD ROGERS

• 3 Sk>. PARODIES 310 F’ar Bk; •
• MINSTREL miDOET. ..,.,$ 23.00 «
• humor-dor lor Emecot. 23.00 •
• 3 Blaokouf Books .,,...$23 oa« •
or all
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;
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Too Confusing for ideals

By MIKE KAPLAN
Hollywob'd, jWay '3.

Vaude resurgence in the
nq tvDified by the return of

citingi boxoilice upturn since turning to "real actors."
The five weeks now embedded in

V

takes string of dates, he can pay
Grade bommisSiori, i^oring U. S.
handler. Last year MGA’sbffer of
$400,000 for half interest iri LeW
Leslie
Grade Ltd. was nixed.
Agency last year raked ill gross
commissions of ariourid $500,000.
It
420
has
acts exclusively tied Up.
rives tonight to line up repiace-

'

’

the records are in/honses operating
on a definite week-to-week pOUeyV
Still more time 'is available spasmodically as deluxers in the area
book in a “name” to headUhe on a
Belle
one-shot deal, with lesser-fry talent getting a chance to work in
SHPPortihg niches, f
^
Four Of the seven houses currently employing flesh lit this area
arc oh a full-week basis; the Palomar; Seattle; the Hastingis-bdeon.
Vancouver, the Million Dollar locally and the Tivoli in San Frah-

east,
flesh

'

'

to the
itf the
the Palace, has a cqUnterpalrt

wide-open spaces where the citizenry is being lured away frorft the
snectacle of Indian raids in the ancient film used on television (and
away from Pyramid Clubs) by modlayouts in a growing
est live-talent
number of houses. At the moment,
playing time Is availfive weeks of
able in seven theatres stretching
from Long Beach, Cal,, to Vanand more is in the
couver, B. C.

;

—

rebirth

A fifth may be added

cisco.
for;

MD

Dow

agericy.

;

in

Is the growing exhibitor realization that flesh-and-blood
might be better than celluloid as a
bait with which to lure prospectiye
stub buyers from the fireside to the

will

:

open

office

:

:

:

&

:

Shore bowed out because Of the
difficulty of getting coin out of the

shortly,

<

;

]

.

frontrowi Virtually all use secondrun film product and have noted a
heartening, if not necessarily ex-

Grade

Canceilations that provided thC here isn’t known but he’ll work
Palladiutn headgehe came from out of Eddie Sherman’s office nnd
Jack Benny, Phil Harris, Andrews live iu his home; When he returns,
Sisters and Diribh Shore; all of Sherinaan Will accompany him to
Before sailing they’ll
whoiri: Were there last year; and Loridon.
Abbott
Costello and Frank Sin- stop in Toronto to view the Ganaatra.
Andrews Sisters and Miss dian situation.

Financial' succss of the first coUhtry,
Sinatra cancelled When
benefit by The Troupers, femme Metro reminded him that two of
theatrical organization, at thri La- his pix will be first-running in Lontin Quarter, N. Y., Sunday (i) indi- don during time tie’s supposed to
cates the morieyrmaking potentiali- be tfiere, and personal appearariCe
ties in niterles for other orgariiza- might hurt film take.
c; due
tiohs, It's the first time a group to opOn a two-weeker Aug. 15 at:
has: taken .over a N. V. nitety in $15,000 per; changed their niinds
entirety for such a purpose and partly because they owe a date to
juve trade. As an experlmeht, he results indicate it’s as potent a the Latin Quarter, N. Y. When
has already signed for the broad- furid-;raiser as theatre parties, etc. they Cancelled out
of a date there
cast, on two successive Saturdays,
It’s'Cstimated that The Troupers, last year at $12,50(1 per week, Lou
sponsored local program composed of femme showbiz en- Walters extracted a promise
of a
they
beamed at; adolescefits. Lure of the tities and wives of show biz sate-' would .play the Quarter before eSoh-stage airshow; may determine lites, netted
$6,000 from the affair, -saying a personal anywhere. WalWhether Forum' joins the ranks of House wris bought but on a per- ters then substituted Rudy
Vallee,
regular vaudfilmers in the West.
dinner baSiSi and tickets were sold at $4,000 Weekly.
Each Of the four full-WCekers at $12:50. Attendarice was around
Many; U. .S. names still are makgenerally employs a layout of five
ing the overseas trek despite the
700.;.
acts, talent
budget ranging beThe Giubmakers, of course, took flock of caneellations.
Danny
tween $1,500 arid $3,000. Million plenty of boWs on the success Of Kaye currently
is at the Palladium
Dollar, for example, prefers a
the shindig, but whether they for a six-week Stand at $17;500 per
package layout, gerierally booking
could have fared as Well on ticket frame—the top coin ever paid a
an ork at a flat figure with batonsales or gotten the prime taleht U. S; single there. . Dick Hay mes.
eer supplying and paying the surturnout without aid: of their hub- has been Set for four weeks, inrounding talent.
most of whorri are bookers or cluding a Palladium stay and
Two of the split-week houses, the bies
is somCwhat problematical; Harpo Marx and Kenny Baker each
Tracy arid :the Strand, are in Long agents,
One thing that did happen was Will be in England for eight Weeks,
Beach. Former, an indie operation,
one of the largest cpllec- latter at $4,000 Weekly.
probably
Allan
launched its vaudfilm policy with
tions of talent that ever camebver Jories-Irene Hervey turn now toutorch
three
acts,
Joe VenUti
and
to a benefit. There Were enough top ing the provinces, goes into the
Venuti Using the two-day date as a
acts for a Madison Sq. Garden: palladium June: 6 for two weeks
break-in for his stand at the Milevent. Those who appeared were at $5,000 per session.
Act, like
lion Dollar. Strand, one of the
Lewis, Baker, had been slated for purely
spokes in the Vennlcoff wheel, is Milton Berle, Martin
Danny Thomas, JoCy Adams, Ted provincial time but flood of canusing five acts on a three-day basis,
cellations opened the way for the
and spending between $750 and Lewis, Harvey Stone, Pbll Silyers,
Palladium date.
$800 for each layout. Third split- Molly Picon, Henny Youngriian,
Cues Booking War
weeker is the White, in Fresno, .Jan Murray, Ella Fitzgerald, Maxie
Arrival may teeoff international
Where two days work Is available. Rosenbloom, Jackie Gleason, Eddy
Among the spasmodic vaude Marshall, Lenny Kent, and others. booking agency bout. If a star
houses are the Golden Gate, in Show lasted until 3:45 a.m. Iri adFrisco, and the Lyric in Salt Lake dition to the gratis talent there
City. Names are preferred, where also the regular L.Q. Show.

these parts

&

jVhether

.'ments,

operator; Sherill Corwin
is seriously probing the possibility'
of embarldrig bn a valid film policy at the Forum, nahe house he
recently acquired from: Warner
Circuit operations. Forum is within easy walking distance of sieyeh
high schools and Corwin feels a
definite pitch could he made to the

oiling.'

Sparking the vaude

Switch from Yiddish to American vaude at the Glintriri theatre,
On New York’s lower east side,
hasn’t worked out arid house
Hollywood, May 3.
dropped its flesh policy Saturday
With the London Pailadiumfc
(1).
Too many residents of the
area; came irito the house expecting summer schedule badly mangle*
caricellations hw niany
to see the former type shows, and through
stars; Lew Grade; London VaUde
didn't dig the proceedings;
House played live acts on split-- agent who specializes in spotting
week policy, booked by the A1 & ij, S. riairies for British dates, ar-

I

i

1

A&

i

I

i

.

,

]

i

.

arrival: comes
when
and Wiliiatn Morris are in a

Grade’s

MCA

tug-of-war in N. Y;

bn

television.

Many film stars here with agency
affiliations do not have clauses in
pacts allocating commissions in
event they work abroad, .Grad*
apparently has been thoroughly
briefed in this respect.
Whether
stars submit themselves or agents
rep them is immaterial to Grade.
He, wants to do the booking.

I

’

Musphy resumes

Rose

1

Blue Angel, N. Y,;

May

at the

lO.

'

PHOTOS
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1

Millie

from your nentiy^ or'phOto.'^‘fte||ifl

:

Unsurpassed in quality at any

price.

-

'1

0 NEMUVE CHAREE-NO EXTRAS,
24-HOUR SERVICE OH REQUEST

:

'

'

I«10’s:J7.93piflOO:»55|ierlOOII

Is'
;

-j

US per lOM

•

PosteardsJSJper 1000

Mounted Emajemenls (30x40): >3.85
(No Keiatlie Uiirp on 2 or mote)

Madi

1

.

Fan Hall Pliolos (S'nTj)

liy J. 1.

Kriegsmann, The

PiMtotrapbs Grace

Man Whosj

Billfaoard's

fcrt^^tooroDherr

Hew

.

I

JaB

:

A

,

'^Cwdini, Easily the Best of

the Meight-ef-Handers."

VARim

ABEL,

MARCH
MCA

WM; morris AGiNCY

part of eastern

talerit, it is

CUIWOIVHOIIL iTsTea
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_ housikuhno

trend for others on fund-raising

Jay Walkers join the Buster
Crabbe show in Pittsburgh this

fAcniTiet

eMiUMtK
WammrvAiiCfNO cfsM'MCf pe Ait
7H,ATAK,imam

'

Week.-;

parkfi,

M

In Pfeiffer’s ‘Unfair-

I

Chicago, May 3.
Court action was deferred In
$350,000 dairiage suit filed by Jules
Pfeiffer, legit producer, when continuance was granted to Equity Until May 9 to file answer to charges
claiming conspiracy with American
Guild of Variety Artists to prevent
him from opening a north side Bistro.
AGVA has already filed a

bunting.
All dlfferent^no two
alike!
Bach CQuIpped with
metal claap for easy hanglag. Use

ing

.

flags

them Indoors or

26

Complete set of

out.

FLAGS FOR

$13,951

Order by mail today] Send cheek or
money order (add 92.06 for postage
and handling) or order C.O.U. Immediate delivery, Sattsfaetloa gnarantced.
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denial of charges.

Thanks to ED SULLIVAN

Pfeifer claims that in violation
the Taft-Hartley Act, both
unions gariged UP to prevent
him from obtaining talent fora Gay
’90’s revue because of being ou
Equity’s unfair list for strariding
cast of *‘Swirig Mikadb” in 1947,
He also riamed Frank Dare,
midwest Eqpity rep, and Jack Iry-:
national secretary of j
asst,
ing,
AGVA, as co-defendants in the
of
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Joe E. Lewis opens
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In perfect condition. Stie: 4ft'' % 4ft^'.
Brilliant fast colors: flne long-wear-

JAYNE

Ventures.

AGVAv Equity Win Delay

WtSXtr KAttt

amuMmettf

shows, cli^iisCs, dance hallsl
Contplete set of 26 different **alphat>et’V
.SlONATi FLACtS. made originally tor
i’. 8. Mnvx battleships, now released
as war surplus. All brand new and

Elisa

The

profit for

Troupers without aid of promoters
and boiler-rooms, riiay spark a :new

many.

Vr*mt2nAliy;'

i,;',.,

The $6,000

enough ners.

encourage optimism among localof whom are beginning to feel that history is repeating itself and that 1949—like
1849
means new fortunes for

to.

eWMDSmHM, M.MiiMi performers most

Ideal for carnivals,

V

-

Everybody presumably profited:
available.
While the renaissance hasn’t yet by the affair. Lou Walters, nitery
reached Sufficient proportions to op, got the liquor sales coin; in
warrant another Gold Rush oh the addition to stipulated sum for din-
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Jersey Palisades, began its season
’Wednesday (27 with a sock show.
Built around the costly but cqm-
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1949

Fraser; costumes, Bob Mackintosh.
Mrne. .Berthe; muskal arrange,
ments, Ivaii Lane. Nat BrandWynne Orch ( 12 1 , toith Mattie
SondJa, Joe. Martin; cover, $l-$l;50.

,

squad of shapely lookers trained ” Bailrobmers EdWards and Diane
by . Donn Arden and beautituity turn !« a smooth performance, mixtri,

Skills

^

.u

4,

duced by Donn Arden, with Nona
MacDmvald,
Johnny
Flanagan
Tony Bavaar, Dick Price, Bruce
Mapes, Jr.; Bill Knapp, Michael
Meehan, Janice Hamilton, Joan

t

'

cir Vic Damon^, Mercury Records’
gift to the bobbysoxers, and a

May

Territce Rw^ni, X. Y,
(NEW YORKER aOtEL)
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usual ap^laua^ap
MiSS Pave turns
urns in her

(

^IstSe^br the”^aKS^

l^d

WedBcsilaf,

ratillion R«>OlH!i IV. ¥•
(HOTEt PIERBE)

I

^rb®dway«nis 4 o put a
new veneer on hjs stint, Complete*
wew is.a^^ire On givea^y ^ro-

!

summer

thTl^^iest

,,

.

are notoriously low and the room
is frequently used as a breakdn
showcase for acts that later
Eric Thorten, Suiata & AsOJco; and
land .uptown at the Blue Angel,
Rolph
and
Lam
Melba
sianley
Le Riiban Bleu and sUch smart
niininmni.:
$4
ond
$3
bistros. Present show is a reverse
oh that, with the two acts both
lijce the. KBC wire has
,
the Village from
neloed Stanley Melba’s .policy at having come to
No. One’s uptown counterparts.
the Hotel Pierre’s CotlUiim room;
Fletcher A SheldV and Hime.'ov\AiaoT>c crrkftHi
THa Rami*
garde. Halliday, however, are a bad
TheyTe too
wr booking together.
Wo banc^s. coptmue^
much the same brand of satirical
“
^®
comedy. Substitution of a vpcalisl
Lane lor .the__B
for one of them would be desirneither
of the
addition,
able.
In.
bi^”S-Tibetan{ tocei.s, whose
turns seems to .ciick here with the]
East Indi^ terp
same response they’ve had in other
spots. Fletcher ft Sheidy, two boys,
l^’
dUthentTcally who came out of college to the

will for

and change his strategy at

onaCttbOTBonf
cuoan mys (Ilf.
ona
Riviera
Xii.vjorflf

-~

'

iiEViEWs

Vic 'Darnone
JMdit L.>ni

sSi

BctlWanc
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New Yorker

ice show is good
One of the best the Terrace Room
has housed recently. As. it stands,
however, it could take considerable’
pruning
for
better
tesults: It runs
'^Woman“^ h)o^"
appear to some 45 minutes, about 10 minutes
esef but h« Ruban Bleii last year,
miss the limited props: they Were too long. But it’s a fast. Colorfully,
able to use there. Number .Qne costumed productioii that will be
completely lacks a stage, turns tak- immensely satisfying to the four
ihg a place next to the piano. The corners patronage that provides
‘material jiiSt isn’t yock^ enough :most of the rbora’s b,o.
au- for this type presentation. Same
There are 12: numbers staged by
o^s?tatiL“ oh'^hoW^ tm
can be said about Miss: Halliday, Donn Ardeni Three and: possibly
ludmu sd^ng,^^
Identic _ Indian
hut mote so. She does monologs four of them could Tie dropped,
y^P^L^IaucerHs'eauaVefe^^^^^^ of a student nurse, of a hayfever' and the remainder shuffled to
switchboard
'sufferer
of
a
op-:
and
bring about a Still faster and niore
is
a perSble
'

;

drawing, capacity

dinner, crowds,

^ALthbr AdditionV Phylli Claire,
and dunng. the week,_^light second Sometimes has a tough time to
shows which spread oiW over overcome the surrounding producy
tii^ .weekend, into ,eapa«ty, too. ^jon. Her routines are: energetic.
dogs close to the ground in a
.

Artistlcal^ the. guy’s got plenty,
He started rathec slowiy when
caught, .probably due to the small
house, but gathered speed as he
moved through, hfe Standard Totedo, .Italian ^and automobile jack
routines. These are all creel? hits
Which leave an audience,. that has
any sort of a fuimybone limp with

;

^

j

Song
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'
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.,^^^^

-jagOuline style, but in other sUi-|
foundings She’d show up to better

we

tinmg.

artvatitase

acphuis

®

%he

rest of the show holds up I ^“shldrtoo
well. Don Saxon sings and stooges

hiS

1

'

iSS*’

spersed With some iinproved sroalltho way,
,
Cilfe Ssjclety^. IV* % .
talk. A little routining and scripL
Damdne’s booking seems unusual
Golden Gate Qxiitrtet, Ro,nmc ing is all hecessair because his
view of the smart trade the
Riviera draws. His lure is mainly CIraliaiTi, George Shearing Quintet; caie floor presence is effective and
Abel.
voice good,
for record-buyers, but the Riviera’s $2.50 ihimniMm.
.v.
„
0 p..BiU.,Miller, ,b6ught him for' justi':'- C;'
Trio of acts on this fast-mOving
that; the spot gets some play from
I.,,
the college set.
However, none show provides solid entertainment;
ViiijfiiAccAnftR ttnTFTa
'
were at preem. He didn’t have an that should please a variety of]
'Bos Aheeles April 27
mtdience.yet be went over soMyl tastes. GbWen Gate Quartet, a, vrt-| Yronkie Laine, %ccom»miid 'hy
Damones’ a nicedooking youngster eran act .at the spot, scored heavily w
Pitrhpr and M&rrie Feld
who works with a lot of poise. His and was called back for encores, .
wbble Orch (14 V- cover
one
vocal
foursome,
bf
voice is well-controlled, but his se- The Hegro
^
lections are, not. He doesn’t pace i the best in their field, does slick.
them as he should Or could, placing versions of three spirituals, a upv,
, aiimmpr
when the Anihasrhythm tunes and "Ballads two by elty numbei', “Me and Brother
two. Yet he gets avvay with it Bill,’’ and wind With rhythmic barCbcoanut GroVe
ommV at the COc^^^^^
Pohm^
the
strongly
encores,
all

^
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seg-

:

Rbsalind Cburtfiglit, Eddie Oli- from too many New Yorker shows,
.except the last one. He trips onto
ver's Oreh ( 5 ) Latin- Airs ( 4 ) no
the ice in a charwoman costume,
cover; ininimum $3-$4.:\'
and ’injects a: flock Of healthy?
Tony Bavaar, m:c. and
Sunset Strip nitery Has come up howls.
singer, is another standout.
He
with a powerful drawing card in
handles himself with good poise
Rosalihd Gourirfght, making her
in a brief
hometown bow* here after eastern and is very convincing
vocal interlude. He’s musical comclicks.
(Capacity opening night

:
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The better

entertainihg revile;

:
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I

in

lacks

,:

,

with Miss Faye and Lester With o.tite obSslv hif
is to
1
Ernestine Mercer ^“"1
g^od results.
vaU^MOial segmehts^?^^^ we
Penny Caldwell, miinic and

^

presentation

shading and subtletif ih addition mehts, too, are provided With the
to the dubious nature of the; hiate^: outstanding
costumes and rourial'. .itself.-'
tines.
Foi example, the African
Harold Fonville and Bob Dow- number built, around the line girls
ney Work at the twin grands with and Dick Ppice.,
tremendous success, They handle
Stars of the layout are Nona
the keyboards with great finesse in MacDonald, whose best contribuarrangements running tion is as a White Goddess,' seguing
listenable
the gamut of semi-classic and pop into the above-cited African numHazel Webster does the ber.
tunes.
Her blade work in this is
same, but solo, to keep the room sensuously designed, but it’s not
tinkling almost constantly to;, the halt so effective as the brief cospiano outpourings.
Herb.
tume she wears, and what she
packs into it. Then there’s Johnfiy
Flanagan; a comic, a type of act
that has been conspicuously absent
Hollywood. Maji l.

'

.

Her

erator.

rou»fw
Sveiisk
111^
niy lavei

;

'

.

i

,
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|

and a nice-looking
classic, “AbOU
crowd wouldn’t let her off--^nd it edy material
to boot,
BOn Adhem.”
looks like she’ll be luriiig the cash guy
Michael Meehan, Bill Mapes, Jr.;
the line in one. sequence. An able
by five- launch the new idea. It was a customers in /or some time to Bill Knapp, Janiee: Hamilton and
upbeat tempo is set ^
tapstress, working m art extremely .piece Combo of George Shearing,
happy choice. Laine was, ah imme- .cpine.',''
Joan
the secondary
Walden
share
bnef costume goes over nicety in blind British bandjeader, whose diite hit and niomntlv riiiie un
With the lush backing of Eddie slots. They're: all
okay: Meehan
v
enough

win

to

monizing on

i

Yane Smith Worfe

Betty

•

-

.

irtth

1

;

,

.

W S

slot. Geoffrey Clay and appearance at the nightery is imsuhimer attendance records
vocalire separately and pr&arioed by Leonird Feather,
to l
ftn^^thfe
He’s
together in conjunction witii the who discovered liini at a London
j.pQeat aiS ivhile the nreserit coninstrumentalist dition of nitery business may keep
ten for ^the”lho^
®
^ “
rrShearing on. the ivories, Marge him from settin^^
hew high, he’s
InU
and Abner Sliver.
Hyams on vibes, John Levy on „
to draw stronelv enouHh
Donn Arden’s hue girls al-e nifty: bass, Denzil Best on drums, and ?„ pjuch
wen ^thh trb-SnT un to The
They’re, a perfectly matched set of chuck Wayne on guitar-rt given
beauts in attractive costume.?. They full scope for solo work; Tunes are
Laine" iJ more at ease now than
three routines^ m.at ^stly ; .originals by ; B^t
and
the
fashion.-:.
W^ne, and .lean; towairt^
new policy of billing sing-

the second

Judy Lynn

Oliver’s musicrew. Miss Courtright
offers
an
entertainment-packed
stint,
fine set of pipes, and an
understanding of the finer points
of delivery enable her to punch
over a wide variety of numbers,
from a French version of “ISfet a
Smile Be Your Umbrella” to a
zestful begoff routine revealing the

Lw
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May

Chicago.
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(3), Ada Lynne,
Riitli Day, .Mel Cole: Orch
(4),
Pancho Band (4 ) viinimumi $3.50.

Liiid

Bros.

,

.

—

;

While Lind Bros, might not be
classified

typical

as

bistro

'

fare,

'

audleUce reaction was sock opening night. Singers mix such sharp-

,

I

numbers

contrasting

ly

as

the

“Sabre Dance” With “AveMaria,’;’
which find.! the room in complete

I

I

j
'

while

off

choice of times.
nighiclub

from usual

;

]

li-

.

braries, are well paced with comedics, which should be expanded,
’

After special bpener trio warhie “Whiffenpoof Song’’ and then
for change of pace with -“What’s

,

;

l

:

,

:

I
’

Happened to Opera,’’ wbrnli reprisies
operatic
numbers, then
“Eili, Eili” in English. Encore with
“Forev.er and fiver," and “MeKamar^’s Ba^id** fox* solid r^spoixse.
Ada Lynne is a comedienne who

Rhythm"

i

tag,

dull, laiuioiiix blj easy, insinuating style.
Lame gets the .usual top pianistic
Phoenix April 20
}
Jon & So, idra -backing from^.his veteran are^^
Steele, Johnny Matson, Don Kayc^s
,^P
j j’ itTt—
added
fillip into the stmt through
Grc/i (7)
cover $150
'

'

,

Lois

Andretbs,

;

i

;

tlie
percussion
pyrotechnics of
has the physical assets of another
traveling ^with
is still uncertain
Star billing of this layout goes I'?®*''''® *'®}?s all on the credit side of
in her styl ;. Much of her material to LOis Andrews,' but jbn and
j
needs perking. However, she gets Sondra Steele take over the lime- ’^bwleuger,
fiu.U'seale backing and music for
over nicely. Ruth Day, pert tap- light and. reap the encomiums.
provided by Leighton
stress, opt ns shoxv in brisk fashion. Sineiiie duo. best known for wnv'

;

.

.

'

'

,

i
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I

up

the Latin beat for dance sets,

turns.

Zabci

dancing.

Made up

Of .three violins,
•

'

.

:

'

'

Between

numbers,

,

,

.

;

,

j

Similttivii

Martha Raye, but

the Wicked

Seottish folk

.

;

l

Upon

Stage.’’

munity-sing

:

•

,

Their

silence.

truth about “Life

Song,” Using cat-head masks. Remainder are just fill-ins, including
JaniCe Hamilton’s ballet bitNat BrahdWynne’s band does, an
excellent job, on the show and ‘for

In between are ballads, a three sax, three brass ‘and three
number and a com- rhythm, includihg BrandWynhe’s
arrangement Which fine pianoing, the ’combo is impresprompts usually-blase riiigsiders to sive.
It
maintains
bounce
a
join in willingly. I
snioQthly and with more: colorful
- It’s not an eas.v job for a singer
arrangements than ordinarily is
to hold dowm the Sole enterteln- expected from sUcb a grouping.
ment spot at this plushery—^but That means that with what the
Miss Courtright seems to. have- np. widely known maestro has to work
diffleulty.
Kap.
with he’s doing quite aiob. He has
Joe Martin and Mattie Sondi on
vocals, and
both handle thriu
01(1 RWiiniaHianA X. Y;
Wood,
Carnien Mbtitoya, Joann Florid, neatly.
Bob
Fitzgerald,
Sadie
Banks,
Mickey Freeman, Line (8), Joe lla%'ana-Miiilrid,, X. Y.
LaPOrte's Orch (5); $2.5(1 miniCarlos Ramirez, Trini Reyes, Ramum;
quel ft Rolando, Kenneth Buffet,Lazaro Quintero Orch ( 10 ), PonThe Old Roumanian goes on giv- cho Orch
Havana-Madrld
(81.
ing value year in and year out un- Lovelies ((J)
$3 minimum,
der Jack Silverman's operatipn,
and the current show is no excepWhich
Lriin-American
s pot,
scoring strongly with tion. THere’s nothing: here of bigdlning-undertastefully
creates

cis above bands last summer. HO
and sometimes of a J^ore frantic y^q^vs jiis way hround more, a$
^®®Cing, eyidence’d by the freer Use of pat^bore background was completely jg,, between songs and the casual
mughair until a few years back, air he has in audience asides. The
“P®® ,* ,l®PSuid pmno solo ot Dc-: Laine styling is the same as be-:
hussy s Clair de Lune.
fore, although perhaps a shade
Ronnie. Graham, comic, -holding more energetic.; ft’s still, however,
oyer, has added some good mate- sock Stuff all the way.
The usurial. Aecdmpanrtng bimself at the ally sedate Cocdanut Grove ringkeyboard he does "Poor Upsubli-, siders, for- example, whistled him
mated Me” and; “Elsie the Bored back twice on opening night, perCow,” tunes which have some mltting a begoff after 45 mihUtes
never lines. Routine on a day of only because the Way had to be
radio corn is standard, but drew cleared for Leighton Noble’s netlaughs, while his “private eye” work remote.
There are, too, the
Satire also, tickled them. Graham expected
shouted demands for
and Shearing grOup are in club’s diselicks, but a.s much as possible
??'^ ®bow; With Deek Watson, and Laine reserves those numbers 'to
going ;in .for answer requests. In his dfeUvery
Gateis.
Bril,
be more than lives up to: his “Mr.
i

Crtirilons^ CJli

works Well With a routine done
to “Malageuna”; Mapes and Miss
Walden smartly handle a cute routine built around the “Pussy-Cat

A

I

^bat

femme

wasn

t

exactly
the,

R

projects an infectious line of gab

budget caliber, but the acts don’t stars atmosphere with a tropical,
click entertainmeht, re- patio
Carlos
decor;, headlines
Ramirez, powerful-voiced Latino
Carmen Montoya is of the fla- tenor. Ramirez, whose ease and demenco school, and she shovvs livery recall his ope^'atic training,
plenty of animation in a couple of is speko with L.A.. tiines and also
routines. Joann Fiona is an at- handles English lyrics Competenttractive songstress who goes over ly. In the Yank department he
with a iiiQe mixture of pops.
pleases with “Begin the BeguinC
Bob Fitzgerald is an Irish tenor, and “Sortie Enchanted Evening,
and looks it; Which is somewhat latter from ‘‘South Pacific’’ muslof an anomaly for a spot such as. comedy. Spanish numbers include
this, whose Cuisine caters to a Yid- the ballad.“por Tu Amor,’’ the
dish-American clientele. But Fitz- classical “Granada,” and a novelty
gerald Wins his audience with as- hit from his .natiye Colombia- A
sorted numbers that, for a clinch- simpatico perlbrmer, Ramirez Wins
er,
includes the Hebrew chant, favor with soine deft ad libs as
‘.‘Eili Eili.:”'
audience sHbuts requests.
Mickey Freeman is a slight
Trini Reyes, 19»year-dld Spanishcomic with a flair for atories, American flamenco -practitioner,:
•though his enthusiasm sometimes, does some 'fiery folk dances-Tr
for his own jokes, seems greater Cuevas gitanas. farfuca anK
than that of the audience. But the iteap^that go over With afleibnados
kid punches all the; way, and has and are nonetheless commercial;
lack for

gardless.
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:
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Latin t|niirior.
tpni
Tt-,-

¥

iV.:

nwnRv

Vi

—

p

t,

i|®*l®®hfk ditfieult to cor-

reclly .appraise 3USt who or what
is
me star of f he Lon A^alters
productions at the .Latin Quarter,
Pertormers have found that the
smooth format of the house niim.

b®’’®

f®®'P®Ltion

uppm-Dracket

;

With current changes
.'inenp,

there

s

;

,

i

,

to the
talent that lures in
®.“®'
;

-

„

in the

be Idiom -^and serves- to tone up
Bap,
the act.
Male member, plays ac- P®'**®®®®’
'Companimeut on a midget piano:
and does nicely on the, tone
I riftli jt\’i*nilO. 1%. \ .
blendings.
Fletcher & Sheidy, piildegarde
Their fputine encompasses a medley from “Finian’s Hallidaj/, Boh Doiimey & Harold
RaiftbOW,-’ “Sunday Kind of Love.” Fonyille, Hazel Webster; no niin“Dry Bones,” and “My- Happiness.” imum.
Steele’s keyboard job on “Song of
India” is a pleasant interim numThis lowhr Fifth avenue spot
ber between voCal segments and continues popular throughout the
®®®''e® with the patrons.
years With Greenwich Villagers.
Johnny Matson, Horace Heidt who have found its policy the perprotege, dbUhles on the squeeze; feet answer as a droprin point for
box and the trumpet and is eU'ec- a drink or ah evening out on a

~—

,

.

LQ

.

three standout eie-

The routines and costumthY best .yet :tive With both insHuinents, His
have been displayed here, plus impreshes of Harry. James, Bunny
Loster And .Franees Faye, Berrigan, Henry Busse and Clyde
^bo fill the t®P spots in showstop MCCoy shape up for neat returns.
tradition.,
.^.Miss Andrews goes over well,
_
Lester, who. Y®d to make his She knows how to shade her Vocals
entrance at,
when the a p- for maximum results in a reperY time
plause f®!' Miss
Faye was overlap- toire that runs the gamut from
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Togged in a striking Castilian rioSadie Banks, of course, is an lii- ing Habit, the Senbrita is hep. on
stitutioh here with- her blue song- clicking heels and eastanets. Final
talk lyrics.
And whether she’s routine, without prehestral acremworking on the floor, or handling panimeht, gets' an: exciting effect
the Ij^iting switchboard for the, from Miss ReyCs’: clapping, fingof'
other acts, Mis.s Banks still main- snapping and lightning heel worK.
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tains her following.
Joe LaBorte’s orch, as U.sual,
mqnt and no dancing provide a plays okay for dancing and the
more-or-less decorous atmosphere show. Like Mi.ss Banks, he’s been
for chatting or hand-holding. Re- a fixture here for years.
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low nut and -makes the no-cover,
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the lyrics Straight and Bay gagging
with a one-note guitar a^compani'
ment. Nardo clicks with one of his
own songs and garners plenty with
“Marie” in Italian.
He has a
strong and pleasing, if not pol-!
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•

Cafe James, N. Y;
Lofette Foster has a legit voice
With power more ample than neces-

:

Arthur Dowler
Alan Clive
Cooper Twins

Empire (M) 2

Tommy. Jover

MIAMI
_ MAMI
oiymoie ,(R)
Olympia
(p) 4
_
^
Hoy Maurice
Roy
Stan JKramer
.Kramer Co

& Rogers
MILFORP

NOTTINGHAM

Empire (M) 2
BiUy GoUon Bd
O’Shea
Hotley 3
Tes,sie

SylvIo

Max Wall
Raf

-

Hazell

PlNSBURY PARK

Larry

I

(I)

Prof Cohkey -Taven

Helen Norman

A

Bessie

Doiig Wainwrlght
Charih Indra
.

Jacqueline Dunbar
Agrictte

A

NORWICH

Falcons
Frogmjen.
Tarzan Jr

EDINBURCH

Jackie Bright

Bare
Paro

,

Empire (M) 2
Jack RadcllKe
Ben Yost Co
Mervyh Saunders

Rex Weber

^

:

AonwwT
FRAN nr
FAAN
WAEISE^N
WARREN
15 Miiis.: _
Latin Casino, Philadelphia

'

.

tOCKpORT

na®v Ebitrle
Ray,
Ra.v
Eberle
Artie Hnnn
Dann

1

Hlppodrbm#

Gerry Leader
Piet van Brcchte

.

Harry Rothan
Connie West
Ben George
Palace Chorus

Neal Stanley
S*,®*
Dale Sis
R®“aine & Baheii
Romaine
Babelte

,

Greg,

/

at.^^^^

.Rob Currie

:

1

Rex:

Howerd.

Billy

long, branch
Lonn
Paramount
(WR)
(wR^ieiniy
10 only

|

2

(I)

BOrt Bendon;
:

Palse* (1) 4-7
Quinlans
.MOTey 4i Eaton
3^Ed®wards
3
Edwards Bros
Bro"
Dorothy Trice

,

special: lyrics

BRISTOL^

:Sul]y

.

with the boys ^ and Miss

Biair handlinj

.

Empire

Erne.st Longstaff

,

,

.

^

Romance

Pick Henderson Jr

.

.

josn'nyidon
Cafe James, N. Y.
Ballad songstress is pretty much TedleWis ‘r«v *
N. Y.
the idiom of singer she foUows Reed sis
Gray & Hess are a per.sonable
terp-twain with Considerable pos- on same, bilI.„Jean Martin. Which Geraldine. DuBoIs
sibiJities after the rough edges are makes this^a fault pf booking. And ^SSy^uice Duo
sanded down. Their basic work, both are blonds, too.
amstirdam
Riaifo m 5-7
including some flashy spins, is
Does such numbers as .“Why
soundly conceived and Well aimed. Was I Born?” and “Someone to
for customer appreciation.
Watch Over Me,” all too slow and SoS doSmu
Gay Hessv former captain' of the having too much sameness for, a 3 Radio Rambierg
Adamson
s
Latin Quarter line, is a striking spot that needs livening Up. Indilooker which fact helps no. bnd. cates a thin voice but pleasant,, Fredays'*'
Pitcheons
Her footwork needs a touch more self-effacing manner.
Kahn,
*
^
‘
integration with her male partner

!Sstmated®approad?’^”“^‘''®^^^^^
approach.
sophisticated
Blackburn -Twins and.Miss Blair
Fme
contrib a,soft;shoe bit to

hand mike.

.

faLUI
falls

^ Only
Val Eddy
2 Hearts
2.
Henry J Kelly

,

^

Twiolr
Taylor

* E
&
Haydeu
E' Hayden
Plutocrats
Lou Nelson.

orazMo Bros.
Grazlano
md.

«

NEWCASTLE

Empire (M) 2
Loss Bd
Kqmhle Bros
Donald B Stuart
2 Cromwells
Hylda Baker

joe

3

Lamar

M.

Scott. Sanders
Duh0an*s Colliea
Jack Muldoon 4

I

:

Raymond'®Smith
& M Kinson

R

J
J.
Baiiet

I

'

J

BeJf’An^®?./
Ben
All '.(l) $-7
*

Ellington

I

3 Mas$etlys
-

LEXINCTON

^;

pmk

BRIGHTON

Hippodrome (M) 2
Chico Marx
Tony Walsh
Reco & May

.

•

frothy strapless

friendly.^ with

Leu KeOls
Johnny Lawson 3

'

,

Oeorge Roh^y
Eddie Gray
Turner Layton
Shaun GieiiviUe

Millionaires
.

:

KINCSTON
KINCstom

:

Jordan. &
Jordan
parvis
i Parvis
Anthony Jc
ic .Rogen
Rogers
Al .Norman
ai
Norman
^
Watts & Newman
Jan Risko

5
•

it

vaude and cafe aimospneric inumeries.

r

4-7
Broadway tWRl
<WR1 *

;

hisadvanmgeously to Mie drinking nuke

j

Freddys, FredUys
Youiig &
Young
gi Kaye

Puppets

keep
Rorkettes
Miss Collm frequently gets over- corps^de

i

1

Russell &: Julia'
Russell
Julia

.

there’s*^sufflcfent varietv^^^^^^
interested^^
thi tostomers mieresteu-

dramatic, but

-4

.

:

n

m

i'n

.

Lafte'A ciaire

ffJn

.

Ngnicriil* l> conBcetion with bills below ibdlcnta opening d»y of show
.
whether full or split week
Letter In
in parentheses Indicates elrenit: <11 Independent: <L1 Leewt <.U) Moss
<P)
Parnmonnti <R>
<B) BKO;
(S) Btoll;
<p) Paramonnti
BKOi (8)
(W) Warner; (WB) Walter Reade
?(

While it’s an odd com- ^ Music Hail
hprauac nf fhp wide dif- Faul Haakon

v-inatinn

A

.

New Verk city’
C.pitoi it) s
v
„
in. ,y,
•’ertoouet, v
Enrte Madriguera
Marie Gollm is a singer with a Donald Richarda
Fred Sanbosri
snerialC
rnhtinental
hackernund
”W®"i?'^_p^®^tounn SPfciai sj^y, Bowan
j;' 9
^

i*"®

in

v

MR
I

IL

WEEK 'OF 'MAY
—
—

Le

has been
around ih^oafes^Tte
rates, ei;c,,v bUt
PUl,
uuv* “lOPUDin
is missing from the New Act files.
Miss Murphy’s vocalling Is So demure and high pitched that it
seems
doll
in
almost
for
the
the
incongruous
anyplace
of
takes the
arms of one of the bOys, as the one of her size to possess such iinusual tones. Nevertheless, her Voice
othM handles the mike.
Blair vbCals “Gvosv In Mv is a novelty in itself and coupled

You:

'

'

’

MARIE COLLM

whose

lass

U' V
T

'

X*

will help.

Rose Murphy

style,

w

m m #«
w" “

mate^

Oghtenjng up and slicker

buxom
15 a
forte Is the
Pianp.
displays, a wonderful
sense of rhythm and caresses the
ivories
a rapid
p u tempo that' relum^ or r ats Waiier s,,style, ^l^al
accompanies her pianisties with a
squ 6 ^ky, Betty' Boopish voice She

with Hal
Kemp’s orch and in recent years
emerges
as a Screen actress,^now
with the Blackburn Twins as a deiaod tneaire
thpatre attraction.
amuLiwii. TriU’s rouClded
tines are also smart cate stun. Peraonable twins have been around
(n nix and niteries They r€“•s."
‘rhu Lftine where oive' of the
•nrise the routine WDPre one 01 tne
hnvs mimics his image in a mirror,
Stmt with a stuffed doll; serves as
dever intro -for Mise Blair as she

^
^
^
robust
fresh, but
and

is

ip

\

Sullivan

Shepard
d Line
Old Roumanian
Banks
Sadie Banks
tzgerald
Bob Fitzgerald
CarmenI Montoya

Nat Brandwynno
Ore
Johnny Flannagan
Mona McDonald.
Joan Walden

Freen^an
Mickey Freeirian

iConUiiued on page 53)
'

.
,

"

.

.

Aileen Graff
Elouise Cbristlanii
I'l t

«'

I

*

''"r-

.

•
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:
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Rowan, Lane &

Claire; “Adventnre

in Baltimore," reviewed

M

arfcli

23, ’49.
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Wcdwg^ay, May 4, 1949
acts could do encores, but are not

of the act. Garner top
returns with “Hindustan,” -JCeEnnc Mtidrisuera Orch (17). cilia,” troupe's theme song, “TwiGilmore, Donald
Patricia
taith
light Time” jind a medley of laves,
Sibyl
Sanborn,
Richards, Fred
with payees poiinding owt recognideft part

Capitol, N* Y.

LottWrflersyaUtin

From the Latin Quarter

Screen, chantbosey Marilyn Maxwell Is vibrant proof of the benefits of her studio’s
p a. policy^.

vaUde

that would tax, the house budget,
entertainment Values are as good
as in some of the more expensive
bills that have played here. The
four acts and Enric Madriguera’s
band provide a blend of showmanship that’s satisfactory,
Madriguera’s crew offefs a cpi.
orful brand of murtc. With an instrumentation of five brass, five
reeds doubling on strings and a
Standard rhythm section augtneht-;
ed by a maraccas shaker, it demon.strateS a listenable .quality op
tiatin and novelty tunes, There's

-'

,

By JOSE-COHEN;,

Ever since reports of the extraordinary grosses at the two major
Spanish vauders in NeW York’s

ago

stint here, abOut a year

-

Pisplay s real stature as a stage per- Spanish Harlem became public dosonaiity,“with far greater poise andj niaih, there’s befen lots Of thinking
assurance, and resulting jncrc^setl by various impresari, Latin and
Presenta- otherwise, how they can cut into
scope of Use of pipes.
tion is sparkling, seiectiohs and that melon. One Of the first: to do
vdice range varied, with general, af- something concrete about it Was
fans.
her screenfect gratifyirig to
rr -----iManhattan, juou
Latin
frOm iviannaxian,
from
Lou
Eiatin
a
operates the tiatin
Ta Hard Walters-—-he
Quarter—who took over the Audufo^"Find*’ “Uttie Bird Told Mei’ ]
rechristened it The
ahd *a^noVelty!^’^’rake a Chance hon theatre,
with Me ’’ all Win hefty dividends. San Juan, put a Spanish accenLon
luricniia
Aiipr adhpri'i! to his LQ display, and transported
it tO the Latin
his screen character, With variable
First glimpses indicate it s a sucr
he walks off to hot
good balance in both programming results though
His routine is somewhat cessful idea, Walter is going along
and projection, for fine overali re- acclairn. Does better with a series ibn the proposition that coiqrtui,
Gilmore t Mrs:: spotty,
actions, Patricia
parodies oh current: tunes, and consistently good shoWs can give
Madriguera) has a pleasing qual- of
reaches real heights With his piano the house a steady clientele that
i^aci^
ity with her: offering of “’Again”
.with
fi.^st“w^‘“two
,witn two b,ilj make it a prOfitahiO Operation.
playing first
maraciiiaiav- routine,
and “Kiss
Me owccw.
SWeet.” The
Ji lie
RIIU
XV1S»» liVlC
ilj.. Si.«
41k<Yn
straight He!s
® cti*
apparently eschewing the
Cas wieider does a single numhey
of^Tea fpy Tw
idea that Latin names are the more
and spends the rest of the time yeision
a
h,, «otc tho
J
A1 and Connie Fanton, youthful important thing. Once he gets the
looking bOred
pacers
hep
shOw
house On a hame policy, tten he’ll
rirtnaiH 'Rirharris
late Of : “Fi- acro terpers, make
» fast and varied sesh> There's ] fall into the class of thC other HisFirth
01
and. sqme panic variety
which
shpwshops
als“
^e°^Vaiuetvl
vaiietv
5^venue” brings
Avenue.
Dimas ’tn
the variety
to me
Ayenue,”
spell each ^^tand or fall on the strength of the
stage a rt bust deliyery, faultless
mAviaI turns
+»iVra«! and
0«rl- tahs.
+31^0
evil- ^
Vi
other in hovel
headliners. The Puerto Rich, for
diction and a pleasaht demeanor.
Lowe,
the
fredown
On
cut
has
example,
His acceptability to the audience
quency of stage displays and only
is indicated with: a pair of earned
I\f.
When a strOng
plays vauders
encores and a total playing time of
Woody Herman orch (16) iaith| ehough headllner heComes avair20 minutes,
Comedy is divided betweeh Sibyl Mari/ Arih .McCall,^ Tctry , Gibbs, able.
Bowan and Fred Sanhorn, each Of Oscar Pettiford; .Rose ^Muii^hy,; ifs estimated that current bverW'lipm get top reactiOh. Miss B.oW- Earl & Eranccs. Tedqj/ Hale, .Spider
runs around $5,O00
iMoho),: .;^,ggljjj, Y(,hieh provides for Fausto
ah’s satires contain excellent char- Bruce & Co,; "High Tide
acterization, good coneeptiOh and
Curbeiio’s orch, a Collection of
,
,,,
uand 1 ; j
mg K.iia
Hermans urn
With Woody
keen satiric quality, Sanborn's,
a 14-2irl line colOrpahto and xylophonihg are stand- and pianist-songstress Rose Mur- l«‘®°stumes
previously broken in
j j ggimmes ’previously
ard laugh-provokers, it’s a pixieshj phy as the marquee lure this week,!
act okay for any situation. Laihe the Apollq s stage fare .shapes up
,
thCv’ve <i’peh service at the
and Clmre's novelty Terping hits ?? fair ^entotam^hL_
The overall
three rhythm, nine brass; and four dow^iwn o^ratjbm
off neatly with this house.
is good, entertamment,
reed,' the prEh, shows iilenty versa- result
Jose.
Walters major Worry irt booking
tility but never really grooved itthis house WiU be the singing and
Saturdar
OQ;)
self
at
show
caught
Earle* Vlillly
The volume was there, hut color talking acts. The standard dumb
acts can go Over in :any, language.
missing.^
Phii: Sprtfllug’s'^Howr'oT'chariri and spark were
Band opens layout with “How In the first shoiv he leans heavily
Orch; “Sohg Of India” (Col ).
High the Moon’' followed by Her- on the latter category. With the
’Cause I Ain’t Three Londons, the Florida :Trio,
Phil Spitalny’s perfectionist style man’s vocaling of
stands hiri well in the presenta- Getting Any Younger.” Earl & ballerina Gloria Gilbert, and Rotion of his “Hour of Charm,” the Frances, mixed terp team, epntrib berto & Alicia, flamencoists, the
alt-femme orch, of radio fSme. varied, tap routines -for okay re- initial show has the desired UniThe Londons, mixed
Maestro introduces his multltudi- ceptibn. Fade into challenge stuff versality.
hous and pulchritudinous perform- for the bowoff Part of Hermari’s trio, has the lads doing a funny
ets in slick style, the performance crew, Terry Gibbs clicks with a brand of panto comedy hoofing,
is fast and varied, and the group- vibe solo.
while, the girl puts some touches of
ings, plus nifty costumes, have
Mary Ann McCall, vet thrush, modernity to the act, Roberto
much visual appeal.
seems, to feel her way aloiig with Alicia work the produetjon numIn- conjunction With the Phila- “I Got It Bad and That Ain’t bers aS well as their own spot and
delphia Daily News,: Spitalny is Good.” ’Wrapped in a floor-length naturally their violent heel-work
staging a "Miss' Charm’’ contest, gown, she bounces back with “You is at home in this house,
While the
which will bring 200 local con- Can Depend On Me” and scores Florida Trio, direct from the LQ,
testants -to the stage before the With a plaintive delivery of slickly
do a golliwog turn that clocks
end: of the six-day run. Contest arranged’ “Man i; Love.” Bassist
large amount of chuckles. Miss
phase is run off before the full Oscar Pettiford steps off the po- a
Gilbert’s ballet interps are fast
Orch finale, moves well consider- dium for an okay solo.
enough to be admired in all
ing the general quality of entrants,
Pint-sized stepper Teddy Hale is languages:
The Latin production
and even shows signs of rehearsing.
At show caught (Friday) the girl plenty hep with his footwork. Sans terping is by Gii Galvan, who
patter, he offers a spirited brand mixes serio and comedy terps
to
singer who won worked With a
of
hoofing
to garner a hefty salvo. gppd effect.
muted
trumpet Obligato
that
Band
returns
Bill
trombonist
with
The lineup of singers include
perked up her turn.
Chihita Marin, who provides ;a
Cohtesrformat is to select a winner.at each show, with the semisexy note; Toni Gari, house singer
finals held at the last show of the
day.
Thursday (5) night, at the has
Smitm proportions,
band’s last performance, a “Miss ing a so-so vocal that’s further who’s chirping is incidental to her
Charm” will be selected from the dressed up with several sax and stage-shaking terping.
V
finalists.
The w'innbr will receive trumDet solos. Registers f airl V well.
Like the Latin Quarter>,^alters:
Spider Bruce,
assisted oy
B™ce, assmeo
vivian
by Vivian
a flock of prtzes donated by local
^
Harris and Charles Ray. whammed has divided the - show into semerchants
quences, With Mme. Kamerova rouSolo stints are plentiful in the ’1*" 'h some stock Comedy routines.
reviewed ^under tines that have been used in his
Spitalny group, Lginning with:!
nitery operation.
It’s a fast and
uno^
Jeanie, who
Who sings
sines “Freedom
“Freednin Train
Ti-ain”
colorful show in the best Walters
and later comes back for effective
tradition.
411 vinpia.
“Ave Maria:” A trumpet four,
'The boniface-impresario is also
paced by Jeanette McLean, regisMiami, April 30.
attempting
to build the trade on a
ters with a set of variations
Mandrake & Go.. Keite Luke.
,
on
....
My Old Kentucky Home.” Louise, Le«n<! & Ames, Pritchard & Lord, price basis as wMl Although
pianist, is spotted for a showy ren- Freddie Carlone House Orch; “Kiss FPaning night brought .standees
dition of “Rhapsody in Blue,” and (n the Dark” (WB).
at $1.50 top, with the possible exthe Charmbnettes score With voweekends, admission
CeP'-'P*'
cal arrangements qf“Flight of the
Solid layout ori tap this week will be under $1 (considered Tow
Bumble Bee” and the “William s'mnld Set well with the vaude in these parts for -houses with
Overtime.’’ Evelyn and her -fans.
’PV.
^
the musical standout,
Tooped by the "show within a entertainment buy, especially with
“M
I'"*®”/?
« sock solo of show” stim of magico Leon, Man- a double feature screen accomMake
Believe
after some Well- drake it Go,, pace, js smooth and paniment.
builds nicely. Keye Luke. Chinese
The San Juan Current ODeraHon
Fairly good biz at show caught, actor from films, emcees in pleasW hich was^ not surprisihg in view ant manner, and in own spot pur- Lis. in keeping with a trend that's
been evident
some timP in
ot fact, that Spitalny and girls vey.s
carbonings
filmsterS. tb®
of
Abeio
drew' a $9,000 gate for single show worked around a m.ysterv plot
I Lfg-A gf^ baling
at Academy of Music here last '(lea.
Scores with impressions of
y®®‘'.
Gdgh.
Cblman, Charlie Ghqn. Lionel Bar'
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Variety

{

iPalltidlum,

estopped because of long bill.
r
London, April 26 .
Finale i.'ith square dancing and
Danny Kaye, Ted Ray, Great
call-back of performers might be Alexander Troupe (8)
The Dun.
okay for small houses, but creates hills (3), Bobbie Kiinber,
ChoeaaTag'here.-.'''-""
lateers, Dorothy Gray & Brother
Contlno Opens the show with Zohra, Woolf Phillips’
Skyrockets
some extra fancy accordion stuff Orch.
hut spoils overall effect with heavy
grimacing and contortions, MidDanny Kaye, primo lave,
way in program he scores with and the yardstick by whichhere
“Caravah’' and then near; the end American acts are judged, all
reof the hilt plays four numhers. turned to the Palladium to
receive
As emcee he has an affable style. an ovation which paralleled
Wat
Which goes over well.
of previuus appearance. The ae:
First of the amateur winners is clamation vvhlch. greeted, his
return
Ed- was not,: as might.; have
dance team, Jeanine Meister
been exdie Kceig. While youngsters im- pected, from hysterical fans
but
press with terplng, a faster number from kehn and excited vaudeville
than “jealousy” would register enthusiasts, many of whom
had
of
group
Mystery
r))ur.
stronger.
waited throughout the night to weljuves with beat-up guitars/ table- come him.
spoons arid washtub, get guffaws
His success was never in dOubti
for rehditioh of “Mountaih Music,’
Richard Olseh sings pleasantly, The eager and impatient audlenca
“Try a Littlh Tenderness,” and Mas only top wiinhg^;
might have been allowed an; en- every gesture and: waX dazzled by
artistry of his' performance,
core. Harold Peck finally gets in the
the groove with his dance interp his versatility and, above all, by
>
Of“Ritual Fire Dahce”: when he his eagerness to please,
Kaye brought over several new
swings into jazz tempo for ending,
Doh Mcllvaine shows promise in numbers for: his Palladium stint,
audience was .enthralled by
the comedy vein. He handled teen- and the
‘‘Deni
songs
Bones,
such
as
”“Flaage hecklers, topping all their
and a' gypsy hiimhefi hut
quips. He does: Victor Borge’s punc- mertco”
tuated reading stint, which pre- the rapturous applau-se Camfe when
yells
he
responded
to
for
“Ballin’
since
problem
sents a bit Of a
Danish ’comedian is playing across the Jack” and '‘Minnie - the Moo'Cher,’’''
the way at the Chicago.
Occupying the entire second half
Richard Melari has some toppf the show, Kaye was given suflight vocal impressions of Vaughn
Monroe, Elmo Tainher, the Whistler, perb dressing by Val Parnell, Palwith the SkyAndy Russell, hut is weaker With ladium impresario,
roekets orchestra, on the stage.
his ahirtgs of A1 Jolson and Frankie
On such an occasion the remainGlen Piggot, accompanist
Laine.
the bill is inevitably dwarfed
for the show, has a heat solo hit. der of
attraction; hut Britalh’s
with some fine hoOgie-woogie, Ton)-: by the star
my Check, nine-year-old drummer, own comic, Ted Ray, holds own
has a fine sense of rhythm, beating with inimitable fiddling, and funout “The Sheik” oil a set Of skins stering. Iritrbducing 4ittle hew material
from
his previous show,: h*
and also does an Imitation of Ted-,
dy Powell and; his stick aiid chair nevertheless earns rapid laughs for
number. Pepperettes, femme trio, his (quips, Also retaine/j from the
ramble through specialty, “1 Didn’t previous bill is the Great Alexantheir
Know the Gun Was Loaded” and der Troupe, performing
drag through “Where or When,'' springboard acrobatics With ease
Carl Sands orch backgrounds unit and confidence.
Opening the show are Dorothy
Zabe.
excellently.
Gray & Brother, a, slick pair of
aerialists with a wide range bf new
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Portland, Ore., April 28,

Mickey. Katz vamde revue With
Dave Barry; Patsy Abbott, Pietro

.

Gentile, Sylvia Goldberg, Raasche,

Lane, Joel Kay, Mickey
Katzenjammer Band (6).
At Oriental theatre, April 25; $6

Rickey

&

Katz’s

:

Miami

,

•

;

:
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-

.

^

^
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Tm

i

!

8

Sims,

Al

‘‘Co.ver.:Up'’

&

Connie

(VA),.

Lewis

and

:

Ames

-

Iiave

:

been

!

Se'*! "'w "is

'iS

Fanton;

in
I

crossfire
laughs.

Pritchard

_ Name

routine

for

Lord,

^®®uunei bouses.

plenty

-

and

,

terper.s,

on

—

'll'rleiii.aL till

I

;

I

:

,

'
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control; Bernhard, former W®ru®f
Bros, theatre topper, had bought
control of FC shortly before file
merger two years ago. In the suoHollywood,. May 3.
.sequent marriage of the two outPeggy Lee and jDave BarboUr fits, Bernhard and Alperson. each
eomho will topline layout at the got 40,000 Share.s of CineColor
Palace, Cleveland, Aug,' 11 at a giving up their FC stock. At the
$12,.50lj guarantee and a split ol market rate of $6 a share at the

I

•

i

(

:

Some cross-holding of semay continue, but on a
lesser sc||e. The divorcement

,

,

;

much

Lee^BarWur’s 12iG,

.

;

Continued from page S
proval.:
curities

:

^

acts are paying off at the achieve their lifts and spins with
Chicago, April 28.
Capitol, both at b. o. and in cus- graceful ease fdr neat returns,
Dick Contino Show,” Horace
tonier appreciatloi..
ft’s a smart
ManC
Mandrake walk.s off with lop Heidt unit, with Contino, Jeahine
show, well-paced, with acts living honors,
The fart-moving, suave Meister & Eddie Kreig, Mystery A,
fheic, fiighly touted names, magico takes up a gOod portion of Richard Olsen. Harold Peck, Don
Though accent is on Hollywood, the program. Aided by four a$-;McItvaine, Richard Melari, Glen
headtine honors go to 3 Suns. sistants, he runs the gamut of il- Piggott, Tommy Check, Pepperettes
smooth instrumentalists of record- lusion and trickery, from card
Carl
Sands Orch;. "City
3j
ing and radio fame.
Trio—ac- manipuiating to the locked trunk Across the River” {V).
cOrdionist, electric guitar and or- body sw'itch:
Ail stunts are hahganist-r-repeat their disk successes dlpd in showmanly manner for top
Horace Heidt package needs
Arrange- returns,
to good appreciation.
heavy pruning and routining. As
ments and presentation are tops.
Freddie Carlone house orch is is, there’s too much Dick Contino
VriCali/ine ts
riAat, ton
inridph- okay
okav ;nn
thn backgrounding,
haoeoi.niinaina
ona top many acts; many with little
utii.yocalizing
is neat
too, and incidehon the
and
tal gagging- is really fuiiny and a
professional value. In several cases

Clnecolp^FC

done

,

,

I

is
.

cannot return the stockholders to
exactly the same position they held
Dave Barry Is the hit of the show before the merger because, among
with his comedy and delivery. Guy other things, Alperson is not inis known for his “Mr. Ripple" on
terested in reconverting his shares
tile Jimmy Durante radio show.
manageKept payees laughing for 25 min- to give him ownership or
utes with his stories, imitations, ment powers in FC.
Donner people have objected to
and gags. Standout is his impresh
on
cbmpahies
the
splitup
the
of
of Winston ChurchiU and movie
the basis that PC is now moving
script skit.
Patsy Abbott tees off shows with into' the biack side of the ledger.
to
entitled
her risque Yiddish songs. Rickey They feel they are
Lane follows with slick ventro profit from that fact aince they
stint that goes over for plenty carried the company along during
laughs and applause, Sylvia Gold- its growing pains. Bernhard, on
berg clicks With aero contortions. the other hand, feels the. two firms
Fast stuff is done On floor while do not necessarily have cbmpatible
her slower beats performed on a interests and he would do better
tiny table. Pietro Gentile scores by. devoting his whole energies
with his rich barltOning of Eng- tb'-FC.
lish, Yiddish
and Italian sOngs.
Cihecoior briginally desired the
Begged Off after three encores.
the thought that FC
Raasche, personable songstress, merger ,in
considopens second: half of show with production would provide
lab. Howfolk songs: for nice applause, and erable work for the tint
to
encores. Joel Kay, youthful comic ever,: with FC hbw committed
and son of: the producer, /scores a program of low- arid ipw-mediurawith comedy songs and clownantics hUdgeters, there’s little prospect of
ThatS
for plenty salvos.
much: production in cOlor.
Mickey Katz and his RCA-Victor one Of the factors that has conKatzenjammers pace show to per- yiriced the Dunher estate to give
fection. Katz also enicees and re- up its opposition.
prises forther disclicks such as
While Cihecoior is puMiriy'
“Tico-Tico,’’ “Haim Offen Range,”
owned, Bernhard now holds ahum
“Hershel at the Induction StatiOn”
10% qf the outstanding shares and
and “Carmen Katz.”
the Dunher estate about 15%, so
that between them they userCise

!

4>pH«IU WHSh.
M.HI„ -igafacRlv,

stuff

Yiddish, the delivery is such
that evert patrons not understanding the idiom get laughs.
Outfit
planed in from Los Angeles, where
it has been appearing for the jjast
30 weeks,
in

i

:

.

-

though some of the

'

;

.

Another daheihg trio, The
go through their; hoofing
with skill and polish and well deserved the applause they received,
while Zohra, aero dancer; has an
almost bewildering line of ebritorrial.

Durihills,

But Without decrying the merits
twO-and-a-half- of the supporting artists. It: was
Katz’s
fun-packed variety revue, Danny Ka.ve*s evening and if: Was
titled “BorschtCapades” played a he the audience came to see,
Myro.
one-niter at the 2,000-seat' Oriental
theatre last Monday night to a
packed house. Layout had seven
headline acts and Katz’s RCAVictor Katzenjammer band.
Al-

I

.

Cliipcala-

hour

hS Stwo^rtKXl

—

Three

Mickey

'

:

Stunts.

tlonism.

'

top.

,

.

ole*

eccentric dancers,
great vigor and
Speed. Bobbie Kimber proves herself to bp a ventriloquist of ebnsiderable skill, although the act
would improve With better mateteers, colored
perform: with

“

:

j

at

ClevK Palace

m

the gross over $35,000,
Out of her coin. Miss Lee Will
pay all acts including Louis Jordan combo, reportedly getting $5,500, and two other acts.

time,

that

amouiited

to

$240,"

men. ^*^**'1
O()0 to each of: fhe;
has dropped, along with the i'®®^
curof the market, to about $‘2.50
;

.rently,'':''

49
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Wednesdayt

Pisabeth Bergner begins a Contour next month; acting
and reading excerpts from parts
previously performed by her, Tour,
whith has already beenguaranteed
40 nights; will include visits to
Austria, Gerinany, Switzerland and
the GoWlands. This, :marks IHlss
Betgner’s return to Gerinandanguage thesping after a lapse of 16
tinental

on
After pduring nioijey into “All-*-

Fain,

;

HiUiard Ink

millionaire cothe SPbiige.
Clcffing
years.
nrbdiicer and theatee owner posted
\
Hollywood, May 3.
notice backstage
She left, Germany for England
a final cioSing
Sammy Fain and Bob Hilliard,
at the^^H^^^^
(2)
night.
in 1933 and in 1939 came to the
.
Monday
i*inale is; slated for by arrangement with Walt Disney, U. S., where she has appeared both
yN.
theatre.
There
1?
*
in,
dims
and
night
(7).
on
the
stage.
have taken over music and lyrics
Satiirdayi
possibility that tbe^ot^cn
l.A.,” topical local
T'h*
The

‘My

*

^

,

cancelled

William Trenk

j

He° G’

Ih

is

will

;

;

&

of assignments at Warnersi ,
llevue Is based on Matt WeinStock’s bodk of the same title, and
Trenk plans it as a longirun local
offering. If highly successful, a
second Company may be Sent east
blit producer’s basic plan Is for local showing only with sketches
changed at regular .intervals to
;

For Love”

still

tlie huge Helleaves Farrell iyith
at the
jinger theatre on his hands
slack point of the se^asori and withnew bookout any prospects of S
figures
Although detailed
ing'
producerthe
available,
aren’t
financier is estiteated to have lost
over f2, 000, 000 thus far on his
theatre and show operations,

.

j

.

;

I

j

jjg

1

:

RoyM

sebsOris^the

'

®®rtptlon setup tor 1949-50 is that
Acabeiriy selections were made by.
* large Portion pi the subsoribers
Margaret Webster, iyho will con-:
have demanded wfunds for the two
tinue to pick yoiing actors each
not forthcoming out of
season fbi- training 'with the Old shows
promlsed schedule of four this :seaVic theatre company in London,
In calling for refunds, irt|:50tt..’
stead' bf being willing to apply th*
*

Unhappiest

Wrak

:

Despite stiff losses out bf town
and on the brief Broadway run,
plus yarlbus unexpected expenses
because pf union regulatiens, the

maintain freshness,^
I

production
of
"T h e Happiert
Yearb;” which opened and: closed
last yveek at the Lyceum, N.Y.y
invbived a total ebst of Only about
$25,900. Thq^’s figured the lowest
budget in several years, particularly for a flop show.
Grirtfude Macy, the producer,'
priginally estiiriated that she could
do the Thomas Coley:- Willi.am
Roerick comedy for under $20,000,
including a prospective joSs Of
around $5,000 on a road tryput,:
However, the Show went into the
red for almost $8,000 ill two weeks
in: Boston, and the week’s stand oh
Broadway dropped another $5,2o6.
The prOductibn’s 51 backers are
liable for a 25%: overcall, so Miss
Macy could almost get into the
blear persQrially by coiling for this
extra coin, but she prefers to cover
the over-budget expense out of her

^

}

-

i

:

;

;

money toward the 1949-50 sched-

(

N. Y. Probe Of

.

they

.

probe

of

situation

on

Full-scale

scaiping;

the

ticket

:

Broadway

backed the was launched yesterday (Tues.) by
'

nbw Robert E. Sherwood-Irving N. Y., Cominissibner Of InvestigaBerlin mUsical;“Miss Liberty.^ tions J'obnM. Murtagh.
SubPOehas:
inte the Hellirigcr If he had dewere issued for about 31 ticket
cided sooner bn the closing bf
‘‘All For Love." He was approached brokers, with indications that boxwith such aproposltibn, but turnedj dffice: ;raen, house and compahy
It down to make a fight to keep
managers, producers and theatre
"Love” running in an attempt to
owners .were b® called next.
build a public for it. Meahtime,
Understood the investigatibn by
contracts have been sighed with
the Shuberts for ‘‘Miss Liberty” to the New York City official is hot
go intp the Irtiperjal; _N. Y„ after related in any iVay to the reported
a tryout in Philadelphia.
probe of Ihe “ibe’‘ situation
'

wbuld

Indicated

subscribers

renew for hext'
The Guild Bhd hoped tbriot'

season.
get an: extension of the SUbscrii^
tibri SO; as to include ‘‘Streetear

:

chase of the theatre for a reported
$1,250,000, plus; around $125,000
spent for renbvating the house.

these

ule,

...

For Love” have been running as
high as $20,000 a week. The show’s
ori^nal cost was around $2_75, 000.
This is in addition to an estimated
$300,000 loss last season bn another revue.“Hold It,” and pur-

revived in the area at a future

;

With an estimated operating nut
of about $25,000, the losses on ‘‘All

Farrell might have

charge of the establishment of a Theatre
I
Gui W • Amerfcan Theatre Sobiely
playgoers Assn. This woulb have
ho subscribers but would iriaiiitain
^ mailing list forisshows bOnked irito the. romaittirig five :eitibs by :all
Am
managements: duririg the season.
to encourage the routing
qj, touring companie.s through the
jouth; so a subscription setup can

the selection this year :of young
abtors to be. admitted, for a: twoybar course;at the Royal Academy
of DraraaUc Art, V Lp^
ning .next fallhf®^f *
mittee: represbntmg the
Academy The
National Theatre^
committee, .including Helen Hayes,
.Gilbert htiller and bthersvwifl hold
competitive auditions within a wupie of 'vveeks at .the Henry Miller
.

pressure
lieyed unlikelp*
Closing of ‘‘All

diseb

Its subscriptlbh setup next season in the south, except for Rich-’
iriond.
Instead, it; is proposing

ing

‘

viSrPOll xlCBflS

.

by

The Theatre Gulia is

rt
r

,

Named Desire” arid some other
show for next season.' But the
subscriber resistance stymied the
plan, so the whole setup is being

i

:

!

ticket-taker

smash

hits

an

of

Emplbyrneht

assistant
at theatres in which
are playing will be

:

i

'

j

cancelled.

r

:

:sought: by the Legitimate Theatre
eities in which the subscription
Eriiployees Unipri, Local B-183, in program is being drbpped are Atits next/ebritract with tl*® League yianta; DaUas,; Ft. Worth, New Oi'pf N. Y. Theatres. Present pact ex- leans and; San Antonio.
These,
•plres at the end of August and j plus Richmond, ivete "Padded to, the:
negotiatibns for renewal will start, subscription list prily, last' sbaSoh.’
.

j

;

[

j

i

during the summer;

Total of* approximately 6.500 subN. Y., -scribers were represented': in the
playing to five spots, plus about 1,700 in RichItts
figured about 5,000
standee trade all performanees, lias mond.
brought;; the need for a second- |“members” can be obtained in each
ticket-tiker to a heai Attendance town for the Theatre Gulte-AmeriTheatre Society Playgoeri
at the musical is so great that it can
Continued on page: 52)
tends to jam the outer lobby and
by own pocket. She had already: desidewalk arbund curtain 'time. This
Internal Revenue agents, br the clinbd tO' make any proyisions for
.
0 n m n
r1 a no
mi n rv paying herself a salary as business is particularly inconvenient to pasame
department’s
continuing
A
trbns arriving at the last miriute to ]l|||tA|| vl|||||a|4
checkup of admissions tax 'pay- manOger on the venture,
‘
pick up tickets reserved in adments. Murtagh’s; iriyestigatibn is
Origirial tentative budget for the varic.e,
aiiried at, uncovering pbssihle vibia- show came! tb $14,250, excluding
Post for Slttibert^ Plan
As at other theatres ivhere heavy
tions bf the New Ybfk ordinance tryout loss. EVen after running
trade, tends to clog the lobby the
limiting the premi um On theatre intb sbveral unexpected union rehouse maiiager; or Some other staff
Memorial for Greneker
tickets tb 7:5c each, 'ralk of whole- strictions that raised prejiirilriary member sometimes
blieris a SBcbrid
Milton Shubert
Shubeit has been apsale violations Of the law have expenses; the production cost Only dbbr and collects some bf the tickbeen rife bn Brpaditey fpr months. $10,500 to takb blit of' town. First ets. But the union figures that an pointed director of public relations
week’s
reebipts
in
Boston were $5,- additional employee should be for j the
The Invesfigatipn Gommissibiisucceeding
Shuberts,
460
and the loss $3,868. Second hired to share the load vyUh the
er’s .sudden action ori the theatre
The
late Claude Greneker.
Producers
.
.
ticket situatioh is seen as a more week’s gross was $4,805; and the regular
vticket-taker.
® smter of Lee and J. J,
or less open blow at the License loss $3,797, partiy»due to a cut in gerieraliy agree, but there’s a queSmember
of
has
been
a
Shubyrt,
he
the
theatre'
ternis
granted by Lee tibn about the pay scale for the adCommission, which has jurisdiction
J,.!,-,.,,
Shubert,
Additional expenses in ditiorial doorman.
over ticket agencies. Presumably
'the Shubert; thbatre and producBoston
wpre:
the
$650 hotel bills
Present' contract between the tion staff in New York for about 25
Murtagh Obtained Clearance froin
the authors, direc LTEU and the League covers, be- years; a® has his ebusin, John
Mayor William O’Divyer before for Miss Macy,
.
tor and scene designer for the two j sides ticket-takers (scale, $36 a Shubert.;, son of J. J; “Goirimander"
launching the inyestigatibn.
‘ week), second balcony ticketHakers
Milton Shubert, as- he is, known to
Subpoenas served On brokers weeks.
Cost: of bringing the production ($24.50),: stage doorman ($39), chief thfe staff, will retain the title of
yesterday are returnable Friday
into the Lyceurri Was around $625, usher ($27), directress ($22.50): and assistant to. president Lee Shubert.
mornirig (6), Agencies for W'hom
which the theatre paid around ushers ($20.50);
Although he is not a member of
the summOnk were issued include of
:
half.
Advertisirig
expense was
Press
the Assn, of Theatrical
McBride's, 'Turf, Supreme, Capitpl,
about $1,200 for the show and $700
^
Agents
Managers, the appoinfc.loseph J. Newman, Abe Miller,
for the theatre
Gross for the
ment of .Milton Shubert apparentHeriry'S,
Newman's, Holly wopd,
OUITTING
It’s pointly has no union angle.
Broadway, Weljib, Ziegler, Mietro;
around $2,0Q0 on the premiere), of
ed out that unless the Shuberts
Harry Levy; Sullivan, Original
which the show’s share was $2.50.
produce a: Show, for which the
Tyson & Co., Tyson United, John
Company expense fqr the week
Chicago, Maiy 3.
ATPAM-League of N- Y, Theatres
Abearn, Acme, Johnny’s, Jack'
was around $5,000, plus about $‘200
Bob Hutton, lead in.“Mr. Adam’) contract requires them to hire a
Root, SOI Subber,; Gus Marrow, ^
to remove lighting equipment, etc;, at Blackstone theatre, gave notice union
p: a., they do not have to
Green’s, Jack's, Beckhardt’S, Alexfrom the theatre,
producer Jack Kirkland— last employ anyone in such a category,
ander, Hickey, Louis Cohn, .Miller
Breakdown of the preliminary week, so he could return to Hollyor may have an“outside” one if
Phil Rosen,
budget, comparing the actual costs wood arid
a pic: deal with Columbia. they choose. Further, if and when
With Miss Macy’S original esti- Hutton’s departure. May 11, has
they do hire a unlbri p. a.; he would
mates, includes the following: di- Kirkland hUriting for a replace- presumaWy be under the supervirector's fee, $1,000 (briginally estiLEGIT
ment, w'ith little .success so far; sion of MUton Shubert,
mated at $2,000); designer', $1,000 Bill Terry of “Big Knife” Was apThe Shuberts interid to erect a
(estimated $750); scenery, inciud- proached but Ferry riixcd bffer at
memorial to Greneker, as "foundpainting, $1,4.56
ing
(estimated
last minute. Lead will prbbahly ,,^,
er” bf the firrii^s press departAetprs Equity has; accepted the. $1,400); props, $222 (estiriiatbd
riot be a name, according to Kirkbill of the legit chorebgraphers to $400); electric (equipment, $310 (esbe admitted: into the union, It has timated $100); costumes, $1,279 land.:.
Ironic twist that puts another
also giveri general approval of the (e st 1 mated $1,500); pressagent,
kink in "Adam” 1 $ announcement gaminH SaHlde
ternis the bhorebgraphers had sub- $774 (estimated $1,400); generai,
by femme lead Elisabeth Fraser of uClincll
iriltted for incIU.slon in the next $400
(estimated $500); transfer;
departure in about eighC wbeks
‘Ck-*.’ ftiit Ai
contract with the League of :,N. Y; .$400 (estimated $400); coinpany her
because she’s: going to have a baby,
iSnOcS UUl 01
'fheatrea, coyeririg pay and work- iriariagef, $600 (estimated $600);'
a rote she portrays in the play,
ix>s Angeles,; May 3.
ing
the
stage
Situatlbn

at;

the

i

Ma jestic,

where “South pacific”

_

is

i

:

'

;

.

^
P

^

i
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Unlisted Investors

:

.

;

,

:

Althbugh only Robert E, Sherwobd, Irving Berlin arid Moss Hart
Will
riominally
be backers of
their forthcoming musical, ‘‘Miss
Liberty,” three equal slices of the
$200,000 production will be shared

;

,

,

.

:

.

Kaufman and Max Gbrdon. Sherwobd will farm out chUriks to bthOr
'

Sherwood's book and Ber-

score have been completed
(yibject to revision during re-;
nearsal and tryout), and the show
is in process of being cast
Rehearsals start May 13 tinder
Hart’s direction, with .lerome Robbins staging the dances, Oliver
Smith designing the scenery and
Motley doing the eOstUmes. Cast
ap far. includes Mary McCarty,Allyn McLerie, E d d ie Albert,
:

Ethel

BoUrneuf;
Herbert Berghpf and
Charles
Dingle. Premiere is schbduled for
the week of .luiy 4 at the: Imperial.
N? Y., after a three-week tryOut
Griffies,

Philip'

in Philadelphia starting

'«
;

wiii
..Will

.‘“P

.

.

May

-

with

CHOREGRAPHERS

.

.

•:

'

as

:

dance direc-

ebriditioris for

last

1

!

j

week

irieluding

Wnim

Hanuv.

H«leri

Mir-hoci
^'*^"**

mshvun.
H*"® and Jerome Rpbbins.

.

Mack Sennett
this: Piria fact
„!) Vnfficials

i

Sailor

Group

pense, $600 (estiihated $600); :re-:
censoring tegiter, Kirkland is deserve for overages, none (estimated
termined to keep“Mr. Adam” run-.
$1,000). No bonffs had to be posted
production needs around
nlng.
vvtt^
with any unions.
$10,000 here to break even, and
"suhb.o, has registered around $11,000
staptial amOuiit,
for first two weeks, but exploitatiori costs hay® been exceptionally
Ave.
2d
Picon for
^
heavy because of hopped up radio!
W'"'
tv.:,
eeiie®’®""®’
the
Molly Picon,
,nri newspaper
newsnaDer campaigncamDaien
and her husband, Jacob Kalich, are
Gteyeland, May 3.
set as the new star and producer,
COOKSEY INTO ‘ALLEGRO’
Mink coat valued at _$8,500 was
A-vethe
Second
of
'i espectively.
stolen from Beatrice Lillie's hotel
.Chicagb.'':May..3.,
which
Y..
Irviffg
theatre,
N.
niie
ithe Engllsh^cbniewhile
toom
here
'Walwill
replace
Curtis
Cooksey
as
a
Yiddish
nperate
Will
Jacobsqii
*‘•••--i-iIrisidf
ter Davis as Pr. Denby in Chi diennc: “yas ; playing
1949-50.
legit®*'
'eek;.'.
-i" be seen in a company of ‘‘AilegiO” May 8.
U.S.A.” at the Hanna ;iast week,
mTsV Picon" will
vte
he Was
was victini
figured she
Police
Northern,
Musical,
now
at
Great
Jacobwhich
in
riiu.sicals
series of
ijiGarment
Wss
inside
Job
of
matinees
an
will
also
drop
Wednesday
he
are
to
Shoenield
Mae
I

.

Omaha by

will

:

:

j

"

present a year-aiorind series of
1*®®** *0ne._.
plays and musicals
W"®'
miisipHli in Poughkcep-,|
PoiiBhkoen- H®®,®
i

T^^^

..lo
^
iMefetwined
"•'W.til’toeo
,

hiade an out-oG

^»teage suit against Monte Proser

,

3

First roadshovv of 1949-50 legitimate: season has been booked for
i

That

aTe nortoo haoDv with

'

..

for OmftKa
Omaha, May

It
the World-Herald.
be“Ha.sty Heart,” directed by
Poughkeepsie, N. Y..: May 3.
Margalo Gilmore.
World-Herald,
encouraged by
organuation, has announced plans 1**
000 „„e:dav eross bv ”0 Misto

cltter*^

itiartager,
$450 (estiinated
assistant,
$24 (estimated
$600);
$300); Cast, $1 ,200 (estimated $1,600); theatre rental for rehearsals,

I

'

':
i

I

Poiighlieepste

On
uClH^ VH

'

"

New

—

I

,

'

inkbd

I

,

ADMITTED TO EQUin

will play the title role in the allwhite origirial version with Rich-

«rd Benedict
Danny.

I

.

|

Matter is now subject to eonsUltaUah betW!een: members of the
fieiv group arid Equity 'officials.
Application to the; uhibn wasiriade by a chbreographer commit-

v
a

mmM

I

,

,

,1.

.

dealt
Shyiiey^

,

,

tors;

original ver-

its

RAR HUTTON

i

'Lucasta'

Hoilywobd,

&

i

13.

Coronet late this month

by Circle Players:
.
Script Wig'inaliy

:

i

Yordah’s“Anna LucastS”
r—vT" '(tee

be produced in

Sion at the
,

Ofay

June

:

I

lin’s,

,

i

!

Playwrights’ Co. members arid to
the firm's regular 'backers.
Billing for the show will list
Sherwood, Berlin and Hart as copresenters, but the Playwrights’
Co. office is being used as. production headquarters and the firm’s
staff will work on the show, iyith
yietor Samrock as general manager and William Fields as pressagent.

c.

•

with numerous small, unlisted iriVestors.
Berlin will give portions
bf his interest to his three daughters arid to several professtonai associateSi Hart will shate his piece
with his brother, Bernard Hart,
and Joseph M. Hyriiari, George S.

,

.

I

,

swpii

,

I

I

j

:

m

tilHe'iiU

'

‘
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XKCITIMATB
n
I *
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1
Strawhatters Squawking at Upped
so

’

;

;

yejoesday, May

P^niEft

-

'

;

;

n

'

^

I949

Protest against the aetiori of Anthony B. Farrell, co-producer and
hacker of “Ail For Love,” in hiring a special train on the New &veii
to bring Connecticut playgoers to see his revue, was made td the rail-

B way Hits

for Recent
Royalties
*

4,

cational Theatre Assn, in Chicago.

I

road by Samuel J.Frledtnan, press agent for “Lend an Ear,” nOt by
“Madanioiselle JViodiste’'
opeh_23d sea^n of li^t opera in the latter show’s producers themselves. WHUain R. Kateell, one of the
are; up in 'f,
Garden theatre here “Ear” producers, said he had no knowledge of such a protest arid
several play
another character man, too. inadded, “There are eertaln portions Of the show ('All for Love’) which
agents to increase the usual roy- asmuch as Donald McClelland is
..
San Antonio Civic 1 ehi,o,yed'''yery;':much.”',:'
S^ponsor is the ban
any schedule for stock rights to]stm i„ “Light Up the Sky."
yP®te
the raiiroad pri the ground that Farrell’s special
Friedman beefed
Broadway hits.,
recent
certain
traih might be confused by the public with prie of the “Show: Trains’’
Porterileld’s Plans
Some of the rural showmen are rei
Strawhat Jottings
scheduled by the Neiv Haven for Broadway hits. One of the“Show
Abingdon, Va., May 3.
fusing to book the shows, while
Playhope,
Chapel
Trains” brought playgoers to last night’s (Tues.) pertoirmance Of “Ear,"
Plans are eiirrently under way
others are apparently quietly dick season
starts a hinorWeek
;Priedman feared Farr.ell’s train iriight put a chill Oh the: wiiole“Shoiy
erlng for better terms, but mean- for a unit of Robert Porterfield’s Conn
Marry Rbsen Opens his Train” '^'schemeWhile making plans to present the Batter Theatre to play in north- July 2
BmuAccording to Sam Boyer, a vlce-pPesident of the New Haven,
plays in question, even at an in- ern Virginia and for another unit Greenbiish Summer Theatre,
One railroad must provide a Special train for anyone who pays for One. thd
to tour the entire state on one- velt, N. Y.r Juhe 21 with
creased rovaltv
He
planned
Also
night
stands.
Afterhoon,”
:
Sunday
One of the shows specifically
added; ‘‘We expect to run our ‘Show Trains' once a inonth, and yve
The northern Virginia group for produetiott are three onginal continue to Operate these trains in connectiori with established will
mentioned Is ‘‘The Heiress” on
sucMorley mroducerwill perform in Liiray and Middle- plays
re
agent Leah
burg^from June 20 to Sept. 3. perr director Of the Memphis JTenn.l .eesseS.:”<straiBht
It’s figured anolher situation involving a privately-chartered special
formances will be given in the Lu- Open Air Theatre, has scheduled
to the iiJia^
rwaltyv in _contrast, to
hs“®‘|ray auditorium Thursday and Frir “Song of Norway” as the opening theatre train probably won’t arise again, as no other producer of an
rate. Fact thrt Basil Rathnights, and Saturday matinee bill, June 27, to be followed by Unsucoessful show could afford, to hire one.
bone, star Of the Broadway pror
eves:
The Middleburg Civic “f ire f l y," “Student Prince,’?
pres'^
dufition, is. available for stock
Center will present performances ‘‘N aught y Marietta,
The growth of the American National Theatre
Academy parallels
entatiohs, is seen as a factor in the on Sunday, Tuesday and Wednes- Love,'’ ‘‘The Mikado,” l‘The GhoCo- the Arts Council of Great Britain in its formative stages, except
that
upped asking terms. However, day evesi
late Soldier” ahd“New MoOn” ,
is operatirig without- subsidy, whereas the Arts CoUrifcil is
some of, the strawhatters, Who last
Mt. Gretna (Pa.) Playhouse begins financed by the British goyernment. That Observation was made
by
prODelayed
the.
resisted
atTheatre
an
Brenda Forbes
season suceessfully
art 11-week season under
Basil Dean, English author-director-producer arid former head of ENSA^
Chicago,
C^
May
Of
One
proguidance
jurt
3,
tenipt to send out.
durtion
the British wartime entertainirierit orgariizatlon::Whlch was: the foreBrenda Forbes? sumnier theatre, Coghlan June 9 with ‘‘The Philaduction of ‘‘Voice of the Turtle”
runner of the Arts Council.
scheduled
operation
this
season’s
Planned
Other
for
delphia
Story;”
rate,:
are
planning
at increased
According to Dean, theatre production has bobmed iii Great Britain
not to book “Heiress” at more than in a curling rink housed, in a quon- productions include “Mr, and Mte, under the Arts. Council program,: with relatively little 'cOst to the
govSet hut on Chi’s northshore, will North,” “The Man Who Camerto
the reBiiiar scale
“The ernmeflt. ‘Fhe great lack; at present, is sufficient new scripts, but new
At il regular meeting last week probably ^ve to ^it Until 1949-50- Dinn«,” “I^s and
The iJlaywrights Will develop In response to the opportunity, he believes.
the Slimmer stiieir Mena ffers Assn season before getting under way. Barretts of Wimpole Street,
Although more than two-thirds Show Off" and ‘‘Night Must Fall.” The London showman shrugs off criticism Of the Arts .Oouricll with the
voted
orthrnlw
the required $80,000 has been
Claude Horton will operate the remark that g certain amount of squawks in inevitable and the answer
remUatinns
Jhrlrnin/
pledged, cohstruction problems de- Cragsmoor (N. Y.) theatre in asso- is that the program is working.
Thl^soSiln
was^ish
also
employment. The^
session was
layed the project, with ho suhsti- elation with Henry Baker and lsomerked by a protest voiced by Guy tute playhouse found as yet.
Tryout of Stanley
bel Elsoni
Indicatiori of the bitterness of the rivalry between Minneapolis arid
Palmerton because no summer
Richards' new play, “The Proud
St, Paul is seen in the Viblent reaction to recent reports in VARiETy
theatre managers have been im
Hoboken Strawhat
Age,” scheduled for week of July
ieglt grosses in the two cities.
An extreme case- was a column
eluded on the perihahCht steering
Hoboken, May 3.
26 at the Heliport Summer thea- about
eommittee formed after the re- ; The Rialto, Winter legit house tre, L. I. Barn opens a lO-week several weeks ago by Paul Light In the St. Paul Pioneer Press, attackconfer- here,' will operate as a strawhat season June 28 under the joint ing Les Rees, yARiETY’s correspondent in Minneapolis, for “writing
state-of-the-theatre
cent
Aecording: to the column, “ Variejy
thia Summer : under the manage-' management .of Lesley Savage and smear stories about Sti Paul.”
ence at the Artor hotel, N. Y.
teent hf William Hunt. House will Jeanne Burke ... Kay Francis Opens continues to publish his misleading gush.”
-r—T—Apparently the columnist has riiissed other b.o. stories from Rees, for
employ an all-Equity resident com- the Bucks Chunty, New Hope, Pa„
Bergner In ‘Ahmhitrvon’
panj!, which will be Supplemented season Juhe 3 ln“Let Us Be Gav” various; of these haye reported poor grosses for certain shows in MinFnimmiiii Mass .Mav 1
*
George Schaefer engaged to di- neapolis and sizable gross for certain shoWs in St. Paul. And Light
FliaahcFh ^BCren^
fOr^ wiidm^T^ SUest stars.
The l.OOarseater wiU 6pen June rect the Hilltop theatre, Luther- failed to mention a page 1 story in Variety; the. day before Ms column
Jean*^Gfraudouk^originallv^^
27 With a $1.99 top during the week ville,
.Tallulah BaUkhead and appeared, under the heading, “Mpls. Fears It’s a ‘Lost Horizon’ for
“A'mnhV/rvrtm^B
a $2.40 top Friday and Satur- thC New York company of ‘'Private Legit Shov's.”
The piece carried ; Rees’s bylinri and a Minneapolis
in tt^e“omedv at Rl^ard^Mdrieh’s^
day eyes. Patricia Glbney Will be Lives": will hit the strawhat cir- dateline',.
Faimnuth™ ntevh^se
with other cult May 31 when they open a
CoonamLeftlateteia
s.
Coonam^etyate
this summ
posts, including the resident com- two-week engagement at the Olney
‘‘Death
a
Salesrnan,”
of
recipient of the N, Y. Drama Critics (Circle
he
undecided as yet.
(Md.) theatre, : Gte
som^ pany,
mav^wardeiil bn
~
visited are; the McCarter theatre, award as the best play of the season, received further kudosing
years alo h^ Alfred^LuS
and Lynn
‘Spirit’ for Peterborough
Princeton, N. J;, the Falmouth in current issue Of Fortune magazine in review by A. Hovvard Fuller,
T-nntannP
president
of the Fuller Brush Co.
Mass.,
H.,
3.
Coonamasset,
Fuller’s- qritical appraisal, angled
Peterborough,
N.
May
Playhouse,
Also nh the hew theatre's sched“Blithe Spirit” is scheduled as and the Marblehead (Mass.) Sum- from a, salesman’s point of view, noted that the central figure of Willy
ma ts"4ir redric^srdwieke’s first
Mary Kinch will Loman not only represents the salesman as a class, but In a '‘deeper,
opening hill of the Peterbor- mer Playhouse
si rawhat
ahhea
”
Players’ lO-Week season be^ choreograjih ‘‘The Common Glory/’ psychological sense. He is Everyman who finds he must create another
R(w
of
Julv
Oi;
WeeK
auiy
wmsiow^ooy;,
Tm«o OQ
cfAyaA^^^t^A
ife ihWA cpncsnn
personality in order to make his way in 'the world, and therefore has
sold hiinself.”
Friller also felt, as did the majority of critics, that
with nhnaid Cnnir
and Helen t'-unh wond stcrns, and Will m- iiamsDurg, va„ auiy 1. jonn uairn, “nearly everyone who sees it can discovOr some .quality displayed by
Haves is slated to aouear the week elude “All My Sons,” “Yeats Ago” recently chosen director of the Willy and his sons that exists in himself and in his friends and rela1^49 season, has: re-staged the en- tives. It is
nf AiiP 29 in a trvoiit^of William ®hd possibly, an original musical.
this close identity, between the audience and the characters
l b h e e
Bernard Welch will handle the tire production
Guy
Merieerv’s ‘‘Gnod^Housekeentee™
that lends such poignancy to the tragedy.”
Martin Ritt wiU be resident stage direction aUd Paul Burtelson the scheduled to -make barn appearances H)is summer In “On Bprrdwdirector for the spot and Robert
When a large hat swooped down from the loft during the first act of
®“ ^‘hie;
Gundlach Will be scehe fiertgher.
a performance of ‘‘0 Mistress Mine” at the 'Texas theatre, San Antonio,
Aldrich is operating tlm Spot
receritly, Sylvia Sidney Hed in terror from the. stage.
The show was
subsequently- resumed and continued without further interruption, as
the hat didn't reappear. However, the actress and other hiemhers of'
follovvihg Slimmer
The following
theatres. the cast remained jittery
playhouse here Friday (6). Among
Summer theatres,
the;
cl
n
v:
1
for
balarice
of
that
and
two
more perSircom Quits roungstown
the plays presented, each for two not previously listed, will operate formances in the house,
Youngstown, May. 3.
weeks, were “The Barretts of Wim- this season.
Equity - franchised
Presence of bats is riot unusnal in the lofts of old theatres, opera
Arthur Sircom his resigned as pole Street ” “John Loves Mary,” spots are designated (E) and non- houses
and
auditoriums,
but
they
normally
don’t
fly
around
when the
director of the Youngstoivn play- “On Borrowed Time,” ‘‘Dear Ruth” Eouitv (N)
This brines the total houses are occupied arid lighted.
mariy such: spots employees
^Use.. locM iittte teeatrec group, and “Kl^ ancrTell.-v
numbL of strawhats tO 176 so far. equipped with nets On long hamhooInpoles
^
regularly conduct forays
resident Equity company
was
vyaa
will tciuiii
A icsiucriii
tu JL/ciiiiis^
Dennis, ivictaa.,
Mass.,
He wiU
return to
r<fiVVl?CTir*TTT
rniuvii'rTir'TiT
against
the
invaders,
this summer for his l()th season as employed.
»
c
bu
'-•y - '':.-;'"
director of the; Cape playhouse.
r
t
Michael, 2 W- 86th St., N, Y.
Mmhael,
Stager's eidt from the local outfit
Stock Plan for Mentor, Ohio
Samuel :J. Friedman, whose stunty exploitation as special press agent
was in protest oyer being called
Mentor, 0.,
O., May3.
May 3. . (E).
was credited with boosting attendance for “At Wat With the Army,”
on to direct plays for children.
This Village' will become the ceh-'
at the Booth theatre, N. Y.', has been dropped by the management since
Louisville:
Uoulsville:
Amphithe- the gross has receded in the general
IroqUis
whom he described as having no ter
ter of an airibitious summer Stock
ktock
post-Easter slump; The move was
talent. Season has been the most theatre if negotiations now in prog- atre; George Garis, Maurice Settle at Friedman’s
own suggestion, after it became necessary to pare the
successful in the group’s history, ress with the Western Reserve His- (musicals) (El.
operating expenses for the Comedy. Micbel Mok. who: lias bgen on a
and plans have been drawn, up for torical- Society, for permission to
MAINE
run-of-the-play conJtract as regular p.a. since the Show went into producthe ^building of a new $250,000 use rthe coach house at the PresiHarrison;
Decrtrees
theatre: tion, continues on the assignment.
theatre.
will

.
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Newbur^^ute^rt&e,

West

Robert H, Harris

Several New York actors Would
be brought here to play leading

West Newbury’s 10-Wk, Season
West Newbury Mass

—

rol®*.

„
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White Barn Starts June 18
Pittsburgh,

May

--..a-

A,-

3.

,“*®

-

;

May
the

'5']’^, ri?P®tetes

Winters

and

'hSS.

narftiv

-

'

V-

.

1

Recent, showing of Ballet Russe de lVIonte Carlo at Erlanger, Buffalo,
in plenty, bad will for thft house. Troupe was scheduled to dd
3
afterribon and night* with matlhiBe skedded
arrival of the ballet and rehearsal :resUlted in, public
hemg kept oUtsidi^ the theatre lorig past starting hour.

Show-of-the-Month has booked

“Madwoman

,

,

:(5%).

'

Jun*

.

j

j

I

i

Woodstock:
Woddstoek
playhouse; Michael ;Lirienthal (E);
*
oiiin
*.
„
„ "***”
Bowling Gt®®**! Bowlittg Green
riieatre; Fred®^'Jl®®
»riVt G
r**w
erick
Walsh
.

John B. Kelly V

Play

l»t

Philadelphia,

May

I

;

.,

;

:

:

’

now 6T
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Actors fkidta Meet

3.

Actors Fund of America,
John B, Kelly, local politician,
years Old, will hold its annua*
former Olympic rowing Champion
iricetirig in New York MaJ’ 2**and brother of drainatist George
According to the Fund’s .Ptexy)
%lly, has authored his first play, Waltet’ Vincent, the organization
“The Four IValls of Honie,” which distributed approximately $269,009
the: amateur Philopatrian Theatre to needy thespers: during 1948. A",

^

j

its

off),

Go”

(N).
Guild will present May 19-21 at
Boston, May 3,
St. Edward’s theatre here.
TENNESSEE
Piece
Emon Winkler,. .managing direcGatiiniiurg: Gateway Stock Co.; is descrihed as an anti-Coirimuniet
;
Won’t ‘be back sirice she’s undor-, ’tor of the Wellesley summer the- John Richards '(E).
'drama.
studying Mary Welch in touring atre, to Serve as chairman for the
Another hrother was the late
VIRGINIA
“Streetcar Named Desire,’' and section On acting at the National
Richinond: Suirimer theatre‘ Ber- Walter C. Kelly, who headlined in
Low and Flagg will have to look Corivention of the American Edu- tram Yarborough (E).
IvaudeVille as "The Virginia Judge.”
i

of Chaillot” as

Selection, the finale for its season; Outfit is also offering patrons seats
at a discount forV’Bom Yesterday”
(20%'
“Love Life” (20%) and
."As. .the Girls'

Famous Artists Play-

Murray Bemthai; E, R.
Vadeboncovhr (E).
Watkins Glen: Summer theatre;
CharlM^^

'

winidi~^
Winkler
Nameda

Hoboken: Rialto theatre; William

;

j

Norma

1

Babe Ilopateong: ^Lakeside the-

Fayetteville:

f

'

'

house;

.

1

:.tractive'the'offer."

'

Nick Resulted

-•-NE,W:;;Y0RK:''
Chatham: Crandell theatre; C.
Dayton La Poirite (E).

White barn theatre. local straiv- GUnton Music Hall, at, Clinton,
*'®®^ here.^^wlll hrmg his
open its second Summer N-*'®“ri®, ft
season June 18 and run through
middle of September. It’ll he co- „®iF—®
ri®®My
managed again by Carl Low and
Clay Flagg, both of whom will also
‘^e college to
be resident members of the company appear there Monday evennanv
r'
Hinkley; in troupe last year,
turning: again.
Nornta Corinoliy!
(Susan Joyce); who iriade a big hit
as the Ingenue a summer ago,

VFW if AMPCHiitir
Concmdi^fc^lSol;
Waridermacher (N);
NEW JERSEY
new
.

I

Rich’s Lafayette Stint

hat, will

MICHIGAN

:

Macaulriy, Robert Bernard
Maria Svetlova.

1

naye

I

theatre;

Ann Arbor: Drama Season:
Lydia Mendelssohn theatre (E).

'

'

(E).

|

l

^

Can’t' Take It

Theatre Guild last week sounded out Joe E. Brown about replacing
Ferrer in “Silver Whistle” when latter leaves the Broadway hit in
a picture (“Methinks the Lady”) for 20th. -Guild
to read in Pittsburgh, where he was appearing in
Hatvey” at the time. Comic’s closing in that show end of May would
coincide with departure of Ferrer for the Coast. Brown confided to
intimates; howeyer, that he’d like to rest all summer at his horrie in
Hollywood and didn’t tMnk he’d take up the Guild no matter how at.Jose

,

Mary

:

rection will be handled by
'
Lifson.

Play-

i

Chatham:
Monomoy
B. Winslow (E).

:

“You

Rice

^use, ^SUChop; Eranklm Trasl^ few weeks to make
Plymouth, Mass, (phone, Plymouth
Browma script

:

under the production reins of Carl
„
Spence Out of ‘Song’
FWedan, starts a 10-week season
Pittsburgh, May 3.
June 27. This year the manageWilma Speftce, who Was to have
merit is intensifying its campaign
for suhscriptions and theatre par- co-starred With Lawrence Brooks
yes in order to offset an expected in“Song of. Norway,” opening
drop in business, which may re- .summer opera of the season week
^*'® Uriemployment of of June 6, has been forced to bow
of comimtrneny. She's tmbeOf
l^Sf^monB the nlavs to be ®«^® “ >riother. Doreen Wllson
out oFhv
out"
on
the resident convhanv
®®‘ for the cast include
are ‘^HomV of the
are

K

(E),

Vineyard:

average of 250 rictors weekly
ceive support from the Fund, W‘J|®
persons are currerttly .in t*>®
Actors Fund Home in Englewpod,
N. J. There have been 96 bunalS

>24

since the Fund’s :last arinual
iiig;.

iri®*t"

.

'

,

.

ITednesJay?

:

,,

;

'

,

May 4,
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laughterVNSG 13G
In 2d

The follpAvinp are the cpmparative figures hosed on VAWKry’a
boxoffice estimates, for Iasi week and the, correspondino week of
'lost

.TWO'

Number

of

nOw

productions so far,

-

.

.

63

i',

.

8,

cations, uhirl the Forrest reilghtg

,

27
Nulnbe^ or shows current
1 129
1,208
Total weeks played so far by all shows
$565,000
Total gross for all current shows last week $629,800
Total season’s gross so far for all shows ... $26, 74$.400 $26,481,500
,

May

Last,

Season

'

Season
27

Phil

Philadelphia,

Nary a legit in Philly currently,
and there won’t be, from sH Indi-

season;

58

June
of

.13

the

for a three weeks’ tryout
big Irving Beriih-Robert
;

Sherwood

m.usical, “Miss Liberty.”
Wainut, Uocust and Shubert are
shuttered for the season without
hardly any Chance of reprieve; if
any other last-minute booking
shows :up it will he shOved: into the
Forrest late this moiith, but that

Attendance followed the tradi- Sisted the general conditions, but
week bn Broad- eased a bit to over $20,200.
reacti)(jg sharply from the pre“Medea,” City Center (D-3,025;
Re- $3). Return engagement of Robin-

;

tional pattern last

way,

cedirig Easter week spiirt:;
ceipts for the first part Of the

;

:

week

son, Jeffers’ version of Euljpides’
classic,; presented by Guthrie Mctapered off :in thie latter half, From CliBitic; opened Monday night (2),
indicatiohs, busihess this week will conUnUbs for two weeks.
CohditionS
“Present
Laughter”
cpuldn’t stiimp still further.'
‘‘Mister Roberts,” Alvin (63d wk)
iwo rr-fi
become
necorae
steadiec* two
sieanieK*.
i
ooi
j
quite hit, $13;000 in secohd and generally
(CU^1,35J, $4.80). Had a few empty
final week at: the Forrest;: Noel Weeks after the holiday Stanza, but
.

.

looks very: doubtfuii

:

were better than expebted,

blit

.

:

,

I
i

I

'

Chicago, May 3.
of daylight saving

week

First

‘Clieek’ Folds in Red
Los Angeles, May 3,
.

21.

;

ket/s

;slightly to $16,560.

Opera Co., Civic
(3,800;.
(1st week)
Closed Sunday (1) after 10

‘OKIAJ’

And

(2d,

.

.

'

-

,

May

'

Get Four Gun”

—Music

,

Hall, rioustoh;: (8-5); Texas, S. Antonio (6-8); Conv; Hall, Tulsa (loll); Conv. Hall, Hutchihsoh (12);
Music Hall, K;G. (13-14).
“Blackouts of 1949”— El Capitan,

:

.

;/

3,

;

—

.

Des Moines

“Brigadoon” drew an excellent“Finiah’s
$35,000 last week, upping the gross
(2-15).
for the fortnight’s run to $72,500. Chi,

“Gay den”

(12-14).

Rainbow”

—

“Great Waltz”

Neat $24,800
In St. Louis Repeat

‘Oklal’

— Shubert,

'

—

Ballet Russe Fine

^

Plymouth,

-

(2-7).

$24,400,

6^6,

“Detective

Curran, Frisco.

'(2-7).

.

-

I

—
—

|
’

-

:

—

“Mr:

Adam”

—

(2-15):.'.

—

“Mr. Roberts”

oast Musical

(2-15).

“O Mistress Mine”—Aud., JackHollywood, May 3.
Uegit musical “By All Means” is son (2): Aud... Memphis (3-4); Tembeing readied here by Arthur Pier- pie. Birmingh^ (5;6); Aud , Mont
sfth
erirtierv. (71;
Carolina. Greenvilli
*oh,
Gene; Ellis and Scott; Farn-|.f«W^y;
‘’^ii^
worth under the banner of Cable
®rt-£nc’
.

i

i

‘Streetcar’ Profitable

in

^
May

A
ends

Cincinnati, May 3,
profitable locaL legit season
this

week with

‘(Inside U. S.

A.”

in. the 2,500-seat TJTt :at $4:92
new high, for nine performhnees. “Streetcar” Named Desire”
pulls out of the 1,300-seat Cnx tonight with a $22,006 for 12 showings in nine days, at $4;31 top,
Theatre
subscriptionz

top, a

:

.

Erlanger, Ghi.

(6th

,

Guild

helped “Streetcar
formances.

day, night (30) after a fuU week
(eight performances); only $4,060,

:

Blackstone, Ghi.

Hudson

’

3.

including $2,060 oh the opening.
“High Button Shoes,” Broadway
(82d,wk) (M-1,900; $6). Without a

’

at

most per-

“

.

.

American.

Story,”

wk) (D-1,057; $4,80). Also getting
all the house will hold, but commi.ssions on several theatre parties
Shubert, on part-time basis last limited last week’s gross to about
$22,500.
Russe
week, had two days of Ballet
“Edward, My Son,’’ Beck (3Lst
days
Of
and
two
business
for fine
Felt the
M;argaret Webster’s Shakespeare:at Wk) (D-1,214: $4.80).
rough going; down to $19,600.
so-so gross.
“Goodbye, My Fancy,” Fulton
performances
Former, in two
(24th wk) (Gp-966;. $4 80). Slipped
(26-27) at $3,60 tOp, approximated
a bit, but still had a- comfortable
a good $6,500. Latter, in two matiiiarein at over $26,000.
inees and two evening shows (29-.
“Hanpiest Years,” Lyceum fist
30)' at $3 top,' caught an estimated
wk) (P-996; $4:80). Closed Satur-

Webster^s Bard
New Haven, May

Bost;

“Harvey” (Fay Co.) -- Virginia,
Wheeling (3); Weller, Zanesville
(6-7); Town Hall, Toledo (9-15).
rang down the cur“Harvey” (B)i:own Go.)—Broadtain of the local lu4U-49 Season at
way, Dijnver (2-7); Aud., Pueblo (8);
theatre Saturday '
Capitol,.
f
colo Spg.
Sna
Colo.
(10);
ief,
(30) with a neat $24,800.
Musical, *
«"r*’riVv no Iri
scaled to $4.27, played eight per, S. L. City (12-13).
Hanna,
(‘High Button Shoes”
lormances. It was the ninth week
(2-15),:
in four Visits to this burg.
fair $4,500.
The Gleve.
My Love”
Geary,
.‘'X: Know
last was
a two-week stand in
Current last half With “Present
Frisco (2-15).
November.
“Inside U. S. A.” Aud., Cincy Laughter” (5-7) looks like season’s'
Season was shortened by two
legit finale,
(9-15).
Det.
Weeks due to inability of Manager (2-7); Cass,
Lyceum.
Superman”-—
“Man
and
{““I Beisman to book “Make Mine
Paill (5); Aud.,:
Man^hattan” and “Inside U S. A.” Mpis. (2-4); Aud,, St:
‘tiarveyll2>^Gi
MadisOn (7); Davidson. Mil., (9-15).
for the

;

:

Both the Cass and the Shubert- ;L.:A.'';(2-15I..';;“Born yesterday”—:lloyal Alex.,
Lafayette are dark this week. ThC
Toronto ( 2 - 7 ); Colonial, BOst. (9.Cass will reopen May 9 With "In;;,
side 11, S. A.”
The Shubert re- ;i5).,.
“Brigadoon” ^Murat, Indpls. (2mains dark for at least another
7);VOmaha, Omaha (9-11); KRNT,
week.
'

BAUIMORE

FOLDS

Road

Detroit,

,

.

$3.60).

'

For Fine Detroit Wk^

.

:

Pan Pa-

(6,150;

Portland, Me.,' May 3;
profit margin. Earned back about
No. 1 company of “Okiahoina!” $9,000 of its $29,000 production
grossed almost $35,000, Strong, last
cost before closinS.
week at the 2,200-seat State here.
Production moved this week_to
Worcester, Mass.
Last time Portland enjoyed comShows
Current
parable engagement was 1931. visit
(May 2-15)::;.
'V';,
of a “Student Prince” company at,
“Allegro”—^Gt. Northern, Chi
the now-razed Jefferson theatre.
“Aniiie

;

;

wk)

(245).>''':''':'.

about $13,000.

)

‘

.

PORTLAND, ME., 35G

(

:

$l 18,000, best any of John
Harris’ blade edition^ has ever
done in L; A. On a single f rame and
looks like capacity this week too,
“Tongue In Cheek,” LSs Palmas
(6th
week) (388; $3,60). ' Final
frame's $5,100 considerably below
hopes although just above, the

STRONG ra

D Drama

!

WoW

Fine $59,000.

,

;

.

“Ice Capades of 1949,’’
cific

)

O

,

^

Carlo

:(

'

^

House

G Comedy

NSGSGinHub;

^

$22,500.

:

Whistle,’! Biltmore (23d
(
R (Revue ) wk)‘‘Silver
):;
(C-920; $4.80).
Also felt: the
iOpetetta),.
(Musical) f
heavy going, but got a sizable profit
Other parenthetic fimres refer at $14,900: :.:';
to seating capacity and top price,
“South 'Pacific;” Majestic (4th
including 20% aniusement tax. wk) (M,-l.659;, :$6).:' Same
figure :
However, esiimate$i,'are net; i.e., every Week, everythfiig the :theatre
exclusive of tax.
can accommodate; nearly $50,600.
“Aii; for Love;” Hellirtger (14th
“Streetcar Named Desire,” Barry:Wk) (R-i, 543; $4,80). "As With most: more
( 74th
wk) (U-920; $4.80),
Boston, May 3:
other shows on: the, list, business Joiiifid the' geheral slide; but amOnly openers this week were sagged last week: from the: post- ple
.profit at $21,000.
“Gayden,’’ the Gant Gaither Offer- holiday peak; $4,500; closing S4U
“The Traitor,” 48th SL (5th wk)
'
ing at the Plymouth, and the, Bal-. Urday (7):
(D-917:; $4.86).
Business spotty
’'Aloiig Fifth Avenue,” Imperial -here, hut Was better than expected
let Russe De Monte Carlo at ;the:
wk) (H-1,472; $6). Also felt last week: about $12,066:
Opera House. ‘‘Gaydeh” got fair (16thgeneral
the
doWnbeat; sagged to
“Two Blind Mice,” Cort (9th
notices, mostly on the strength of about $18,000;
wk)
(C-1,664;
v
$4.80).
Theatre
Fay Bainter's return,: hut did poor- “Aline ::of • Thousand Day$,.” parties last week boosted the take :
ly at the b,o. The ballet did a big, Shubert .(21st wk): (D-l(378; $4,80). to $11,300; management has startadvance biz and ;opehed very Slid a bit, but not as raUeh as ed using “twofers,”
“Where’s Charley?” St. James
strong. Others current are“Medea” some other offerings; okay operat(29th wk) (M)1,5Q9: $6):
Proving
and “Mrs. Gib- ing, profit at $26,606.
at the Shubert
bons’ Boys” at the Wilbuf,: and
‘As the Girls Go.” Winter Gari One of the strongest runners of the
this seems to. about Wind' up the den (24th
wk) (M-1,519;; $7.20).. list; bucked general conditions to
draw
another capacity week; $33..Started the. Week strongly,: but
'Hub’s '.season,
:;,
800.; '
failed to hold the pace, so the final
Estimate^ for Last Week
take was $46,500, still plenty
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, zippy-,
Opera House (Ist Week) (3,006; :“At War With the. Army,” -Booth
$4.20). Opened very big On Thurs,
Hit by
(8th wk) (C-712-, $4.80).
(28) for Wow $20,000 on its: first the general declihe; back Into the
R, e ni ain’s red
tour performances,
IN
at $9,400.
throughout this week.
“Big Knife,” National (l6th,:Wk)
Baltimore, May 3.
Theatre parties
“Gaydeh,” Plymouth (1st weiek): (D-1,172; $4.80);
“The Cat and Chnary’’ essayed «
Club busihess and ;hopped lip attendance and the run at Ford’s here last week and
(1,200; $3:60):
plenty of interest in'Fay Bainter’s gross responded with a nice $17,-. failed to click at estimated
$4,000.
management -started lisihg Revival called it quits .with
first here in:.man.v years failed to 600:
an
offset mild notices; about $5,000. two-forrOhes this week.
announcement of an attempted
‘‘Born yesterday,” Idiller (IfiOth rewrite
and modernizaition for sub“Medea,” Shubert (36 week) (liwk):(C-940: $4.80). Eased- With the sequent playing,
..
750; $3,60). This one had a specialfield, but still in the black 'it arotihd
ized audience ah.6 did very big the
At the Maryland, second sesh of
weekk but the third $10,500.
first.. tWo
“Bruno apd Sidney,” New Stages “Anna Lucasta’’ picked; up" conplunged to $12, 000.
siderably With lifting of picket lino
(C-299: $3), Play by Edward Caultheatre
annouheed: unre‘‘Mrs. Gibbons’ Boys,” Wilbur field, presehted by ;New Stages; after
stricted admission to Negroes over
i2d week) (1,200; $3,60).. Never Opened last night (Tues.),
caught on "and just about got by on
“Death of a Salesman,” Morosed the entire: house. Healthy figure
its second week at a slim estimated
(12th wk) (D-93i; $4.80):
Same of better than $l2,00o: claimed
,$4,500.'
every week, with the limit of after initial try estimated at $6,000.
.standees all performances; over

CD Come dy-Drdma

M

:

performances.

‘U.S.A.’

advance .sale, .this lOngrun
musical reacts (sharply to Immedlr
sizable

$32,2^

in

peve-l

‘Shoes,’ ‘Fihiaii’

Follow

Cleveland, May 3,
ate conditions: slid to *28,200.
One of the Hanna’s top grosse*
“Kiss Me Kate,” Century (18fh
Legit season: at Nixon closed on
With the limit fbr a musical revue this season
a }oW note last week Whten Joe, E. wk) (M-1.654: $6>.
was racked up last Week here by
Brown came back in "HarveS” and •of standees again, but a feW less .“Inside
U. S. jV-,” with Beatric*
got only $12,500, fah cry from the press seats, the week's gross' edged
Lillie and Jack Haley.; Eight per-;
biz he did at same place year and up a trifle to a neW high; almost
formances at $4.95 top (incl. taxes)
;$47,200..:',
a''balf ago.'“Lend an Ear,” Broadhurst (20th pulled $32,200.
At that time. Brown played three
"High
Button Shoes” checked
Wk) (R-1.160i $6), Was slightly af'weeks and Wound up: final stanza
fected by the trend, but nearly ca- into the Hanna Monday for two
with close to $30;000.
House closing its seasdn
- weeks.;
pacily at better than $31,700.
“Life With Mother," Empire after “Finian's Rainbow’’ the week
‘Hhtvey’' -.60, : i-Niter
(28th wk) (G-l,082; $4,80): Has an- oX.May 30,
Pittsburgh,

3.

.

I

I

1

I

.

I

ine Fighting O’Flynn’’ at
versH-Iinternatlonal, plans to
R
San Francisco in July.

m

:

'

;

'

$3.71).

even break

,

Local legit hits a neW low this
“Mr; Adams” dipped
out
week, with only Ken Murray’s
below profitable margin in second “Blackouts’’ still;
alight at El Capiweek, while “Mr. Roberts” con- tah. Also in towh 'is"Ice
Gapades”
tinues near'CapaCity in 33rd stint.
at Pan-Pacific, whjch racked up: a
Sail Carlo Opera Co., after 10
new record gross last session, but
performances, v a c a ted
,L. A.’s other standard legiters are
House Sunday (1). “Inside USA” dark.,
into Shubert theatre Maw23.
’Tongue in Cheek” shuttered at
Estimates for Last Week
“Allegro,” Great Northern (2d Las Palmas Saturday (30): after six
week) (1,500; $4.94). Theatre Guild weeks, grossing total of $35,600.
increase. Musical earned back about onehelped
aubscriptions
third
of its production cost during
Okay $25,800.
^Shubert that period.
Rainbow,”,
It Will Undergo ex“Flnian’s
(13th week) (2,100; $4 94): C°b- tensixe revamping before essaying
Needs around a July 4 date at the Geary in San
tiniies downward.
$29,000 to break even; n.s.g. over Frahcisco. Las Palmas, meanwhile,
rekindles May 16 with “Love in
$24,000.
“Mr. Adam,” Blackstone (2d Upper Sandusky,” comedy now
week) (li358: $3.80). No notices trying out at a tiny theatre in San
^
posted, but not faring profitably; Fernando; valley.;
maybe $7,500.
;
Ektimaies for Last Week
“Mr. Roberts,” Erlanger (33rd
“Blackouts of 1949,” El Capitan
week) (1,334; $4.33). Still excellent
Slid
(358th wk)
$2.40).
(1,142;
•

San
Opera

ail

,

Record 118G, LA.;

‘Ice’

but standees Other performances
pulled the week's take to appfoxL

Three arrivals this Week are ;the mate capacity:
shade Over
f34,000:
ipr eomedy blit local shQ\y people return engagement of “Medea,”
“Mrs. Gibbons’ BoySv” MuSlc
are at a loss' to understand why the plus the .Openings Of “Brunh and
'(e-l;0l2;.$4,80): Play by WilL
Edward Everett Hortoii vehicle Sidney” and “Mrs. Gibbohs’ Bbys.” Box
Glickmart and Joseph Stein, predidn’t do better. Notices and word- Next 'week brings “Gayden,”'; and
sented by George Abbott; opens
(if-mouth
Were both favorable, the season’s schediile ends the fol- .tonight,
(Wed.);
weather breaks were: okay and lowing week' With the return of:
‘’Private Lives;” Plymouth {30th
show didn’t have an iota of dp- “Mart and Superman.” Closing last,
Seasbrial
posish,.
week was “The Happiest ’years,’’ wk) (q-1,062; $4.80).
with “All for LoVe,” ‘’Private trend, plus geheral slump coiidiLives” and possibry; other shows tions, finally bringing an end to V
thi.s potent revival; elhsihg Saturfolding this Saturday night' (7).
day night (7);.: last week tabbed
Estimaies for Lasi Week
just a

time nicked legit despite sunny
weather. General drop was felt,
which
except w ith “Allegro,’^
picked up Over first stanza.
OFinian’s B a i h b o w” continues
pulling
week,
ISth
in
downward

May

will shrlrik sld.iViy thereafter until
late summer.

Coward revival dropped about gfiOO
from first Week. That, represented

Uni-

open

“Oklahoma!”

(No. 1

Co,)—-Aud.,

:

:

'

.

'

;

nounced June 4 closing, with a
Worcester. (2-4); Aud., Hartford (5Ellis and FafnWorth how are at 7) Palace, Manchester (9t15).
Frank Faj' brought his “Harvey” road tpiir Slated for fall; off to
Work on the book. Stan Keyawa is
“Oklahonn”’ (Nb; 2; Co.)— Aud., company, to .the Music: Hall for a, nearly $14,000.
‘Superman’ ISC,
cieffing, with Barney Ide Working Kalamazoo (2-4); Quincy. Ft. Wayne single performance April 27, and
“Light Up the Sky," Roy ale (24th
on the lyrics. •
played before a sellout house,, At wk) (G-1,035; $4.80). Was hurt les.sl
(5-7); Erlanger, Buff. (9-15).
Seattle. May 3:
“Present Laughter”-And., Hart- $3.66 toPi gross Was $6,000, It, Was than it might have been, possibly
“Man and Superman” (Maurico
because of the two-for-one trade; Evans) grossed slightly under $15,ford (2-3); Acad. Northampton (4); fourth lime comedy played here.
brings in $14,900,
Presentations
A
006 in, eight performances at the
Shubert. N- Haven (5-7); Rbyal
Shows in Rdbearsal
'“Annie Get Four Guh” for the: secf
Life,” 46th St. (30th Wk) Metropolitan.
Alex Toronto (9-15),
The 1,600-seater
“ivu.„
, V.
SherFelt the general Whs scaled from $3:75.
“Respectful Prostitute”—Harris, ond time this season: opening May (M-1, 139; $61,
Wnna*f*
wobdrlrying Berlin-Moss Hart.
13 for three days. Follow immedi- slump a bit; eased to under $20,-1
Chi 19-15)
There’s ah indicated sellput for
and
Prostitute"
“Streetcar Named Desire”— Cox, ately with “Brigadoon” for a week fiOO:
Lunt and Fontahne, opening May
Dope Is the Thing” (road)— Las- 1 Cincy (3): Par: Toledo (5-7); Hart- beginning May 16; first time ip
“Madwoman, Of Ghaillot,” Belas- 21 in “I Know My Love.” Hotislc
sor Grosberg and New Stages.
v«o: (17th wk) (0-1.077; $4.80). (§^6-’ scaled from $4,50,
town for this musical.
'man. Col. (9-15).
'
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A WoliiHn in BoV©

Plans are being set for appearance of thf Ballet Theatre in a

that holds the piece together.

skill

Workmanlike performances come London house for four weeks in
When Adrienne Allen wlthfrom the small cast, notably Joyce September, under sponsorship Of diaws from the cast of the BroadEnvoy Productions presentation of vom* Heron, .Giiy Veniey, Carol Marsh
Sir Charles B, Cochran, in associa- way edition of “Edward, My Son"
«dy in, three acts by Michael Redgrave.
They can- tion with Sir Laurence ;01ivier. at the end of the season she’ll go
Piaha Goulds from the French of Georges and Edwatd Chapman.
de Portb-Riche. Directed by Redgrave^ not, hbwevefi transforni this arti- Charles Payne, BT rep, returned to England with her. husband, atAt Embassy, London, April 26, ^49.
ficial piece into a solid .entertalntorney WUBam Whitney, She’il be
Michael Redgrave
to N. Y. Monday from a trip to
Etienne...,,;...,..,.
Myw.
by Carol Goodner as
.Margaret Rawlings ineni.
Gei'Oiaine.
England to diseuss the booking. succeeded
.... Sulwen Morgan
.Madeleine,.
femme lead in the Robert Mbrleyf
The engagement woUld replace the Noel Langley drama
.Michael Hordern
Pascal. ....
Latest in
.Catherine Salkeld
Mouls
Madaiiie de Chazal.
one originally planned for Govent pressagenl-eritic • relations: MarJane
Cotton
Madahie: flenriet ....
Publin, April 20.
Garden, Lpndpp, in Juiy.
Jenny Laird
Catherine Villiers.
Michael
BaCkentin
jorie
and
National Theatre presentation of traggave a birthdaj' party
edy in three acts (one scene) hyi Joseph ; British bobking would siet back O’Shea
TonieUv. Produced, by Rla Mooney; setBarely Jiai a play beeti titled so tings, Vete Dudgeon. At Abbey, Dublin, the Start of Ballet Theatre’s C. S.; Thuisday night (28) for Robert
'

-

London, April
.
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Six Musicals Programmecl
For Fall Cieve. Season

Ballet Theatre’s Plans
For London Date in Sept.

Cleveland, May 3
Isaac Van Grove has already outlined a program of six musicals
with “Song of Norway" as the first
one, for the Cleveland 500 Light
Opera CO-’s fall season in civic
auditorium.
Teeing off Oct. 7 with 10-day
run of opener. Van Grove, as general director, will follow it with
“Carmen Jones,” “Naughty Mari-

etta," “Chocolate Soldier,” “Student
Prince"
and
“Vagabond
King,” Next month he is taking a
yaeatlon
to
Garland, N. Y. Joiirnal-American busniari’S
Stage:
aisle^sitter,.;:, Jerry Whyte, nriiSiGal “Wheels-a-Rqllin"- show for Chiproduction manager for the'Thea'- cago's railroad 'falrv^^^.
13 on the
this weekend, but there is pbssi- tre Guild, sails May
QReen Elizabeth to o.o, the West
.bility of '' exterisibn, with troupe
End edition of ‘Oklahoma!!.’ .
fdancing next Friday-Saturday-Sun- Martita Hunt given star billing iri
day f 13-15) if union probiems are “Madwomari of Challjot”
Robert
hurdled.
E. .McEnroe, tiuthor mf “Silver
,

aptly as this last-CentUry .piece
from the French ivhlch has only
recently been translated into English. Title, in fact compietely sums
up the contents and the entire production is devoid of: action and
concentrates solely on the thejne
of a women in love with her husbatid. .Altliou^h boasWng two Stars
in Michael Redgrave and Margaret
Bawiings; it is unlikely that it \villhave sufficient staying power to
make the three-mile journey from
Hampstead to the West End.
Throughout the three acts there
is nothing but a constaht diiolog

April 19, -49.
Katrine Qiiinn

.

.

John Quinn
Michael Qumn,
Molly Trainor

i

.

.

,

ThursWm

.

.

Tom

A

.

.

.

.

.

Joan O'Hara
Waller MaCken
Harry Brogan
Larry Gallagher

.

.

i

..

v

. . ,

.

.

Byers.
Figure, /.

«
Marie Keane
J. Dolan

M

..Raymohd MdcNally

.

...

M

.

Author Joseph Tomelty, who; is
riiariagef of the ;Ulster Group The-

national

next

'

.

:

;

.

.

has provided a strorigly real-

drama

cerns a

'Mr. Os«air,

'

;

(Columbia Hriiversity Players)

siriali

irig .village,

1

woman, Katrine, .hoards
every cent sfie can save by

shfewi'sh

;

;

,

.

'

'

:

.

.

Whistlei” working on two new
pjays.
for two; acts; It con-^
Irish east coast fish- their songs and dances together are
FCrrls Hartman sails this week
and revolves about a fops. Claude Daltys is bbth bbau- for London and P^iris to scout sCvt
tifril arid funny as the Cblpnel’s
efal shows for his brother Paul
irig
Wife, and Sabine Andre as the Hartman. Latter had intended makskimping bn i the food for the chorus girl, Lpuiette, brings vi- ing the' trip himself,- but he and
The his. wife, Grace, are continuing OS
between husband arid wife bn the family, arid sendirig her- two sons tality: to 'a stock character.
dancers are ail pretty, and what is co-stars of “All for Love,” besides
subject of niarital Ipve, With an to their, death by her avarice.
Set on All Souls Night, when the, more, actually dance,
Costumes doing a television series Sunday
OCGaSiohal Interruptioh frbin another character oh the same tlieme. dead are said to revisit their for- and scenery are Sb-so, but;:ribt un- nights bn NBT for Textron. While
Fred.
The play has. obvibiisly been Writ- iper;; homes, the play's third act attractive.
overseas, Hartman will also go to
ten more for effect than coherence bfirigs back the spirits of the two
Italy for confabs With Katherine
and the dialog, in the first act dead sons to ;c0rnment on their
Djiiiham regarding hei* possible fall
Ali©r IViii©Eieparticnlarly, consists of a streani mother, and .finally the spirit of
appearance on Broadway.
:(But:''Ninette)'
hef
Katrine,
murdered
by
husbarid
of unrelated epigrams.
Henry Senber, back f rom a seathe
death
the
second
for
causing
of
Although directed and staged
son pressagentirig the Maurice
Franz Stoss .production of operetta; in
With considerable bare, the Out- yoiith.'
SuperThe realism of, the; play’s first; three; acts. Stars. Marika Roekk; features Evans tpur in .“Man and for
moded theme makes it an odds-on
:PalWalter Mueller, Stefan. Skodler.. Staged man,’’ leaves Saturday (7)
fight for the cast. Bedgrave and two acts is yery strong, with ipafe by Stoss.* Music, Alexander Stelnbrecher;' las, where he’B drumbeat for the
Margaret Bawlings bbttle bravely tieularly sound direction by Ria lyrics, Hernianh Kind; book> Michael Har-. Starlight Operettas this summed
scenery, Otto Liewehr; co.stuineis,
and are backed up by a sihatl but Mooney and some fine ;charactef ward;
Cerdago; choregraphy. Dia Luca.
At ... Seymour Raven, of the Chicago
polished cast.
Their teamwork, playing by Michael J, Holari; as Buergertheatre, Vienna.
miisic
departTribune drama arid
Maire Keane', as, Kat- Ninette,
.Marika Roekk
:however, is not able to overcome the father;
Nicbline.
.Lqre Zimmermann ment, due in town early in June to
the fundamental weakness of a rine and Ra.vmorid McNally— one Jerome.
.Stefan Skodler catch the shows ... Greg Davidson,
^ .v.*.
of the Abbey’s
promising
poor play..
Myro,
Henri
..i .
Walter Mueller a VAriiEi'y mugg-ess in Chicago,
young
as the son Michael.
Lawyer
Paul Kemp
This play should have a good Detective,
Heinz CoUrads will stop off to 0 0 ’the Broadway
..I.
......
.Ernst Nadlierny shows the first week in June,: on
chance outside Ireland because of Judge.
TW’ie© IJjpon a Tiin©
her way to atterid a medical .conits picture of fisher-folk life, arid
London, April 22.
By introducing brirlesque oper- vention in Attantic City with her
Henry Sherek/and Philip Booth presenta- hecause the idea of timing the
«QU ot drama in. three acts by Tedwell action for All Souls Night does not etta producer-manager Franz Stoss husband
And Mike Kaplan, a
Chapman. Directed hy Wallace. Doiigias. hiake the reappearance of
the dead has surprised Vienna’s pldfashioned mugg in the rag’s Hollywood ofAt St. Martin’s. London, April 21. '49.
Mrs. Martha Rand. ... .Hilda Bruce-Potter Seeni particufarly out of place. conveutionai operetta lovers, Show fice, will be in town early in July,
Jim .Rand
Beckett Bouid This return scene deinands careful should yield good biz, and may de- en route to Israel. .Sam ZolotoWi
Harriette
.. .Joyce Hei’on:
velop
intb
a
real
hit.
of the N, Y. Times, was elected
Richard Campbell. ......... .Guy Vcrney Setting, lighting and movenient. It
Barbara Rand
Book by Michael Harward (pen- Chairman, Vernon Rice, of the
Carol Marsh looks like Tomeity Was a winner.
Christopher Reagen ....... Robert Beatty
Mac,
name for C. Braqn) has plenty of Post, Vice- chairman; Marie Torre,
Dr. Charles Stevens.
.EdWard Chapman
punch. Rich man living in seclu- of the World-Telegram, "treasurer,
Katherine Hemingway. .Genlhe Graham
sion invites a singer to give a per- and Leo Shull, of Show Business,
formance in his home. He poses as secretary; of N Y. drama reportAn improbable theme; with only
Paris, April 12.
Theatre de I’Etoile and Jules Borken his owa servant because he is ers’ group. Luncheon meetings will
average dialog and. unimaglriative
presentation of operetta
two acts (live sought by police: for an alleged be held the first Monday of each
situations, hurts this hew TedwOll scenes).' Book and lyrics in
by Jean. Manse;
Chapman play. It’s lacking in- ap- music by Roger Dumas. Directed by theft. Later it turns out that his month, blit the mernbers haven’t
yet agreed on a name for the out-.
George. Dances and chorus direction by own lawyer was the culprit.
peal for American audiences.
Paul Lambert; scenery and costumes by
;-,
Hitherto quiet -Band hoinestead Luska; production director, Borkon;. At
Marika Roekk in title role cashes .fit.
in heavily.
in the. Midlands is disturbed by the Theatre de TEtoUe, PaiTs.m
Stefan Skodler, as
.... ... .Irene Hilda Jerome, sings
arrival of a mysterious American, Annette. .....
excellently and proPhilibert
....
................. .Feevai
who knows every member of the Victoire.
.Claudette Donald vides a striking stage presence,
Claude Daltys while Walter Mueller in a comic
family, every cofrier in the house, The Colonel’s Wife
Monique.
Jacqueline Comte part tops the
arid is determined to restore the The Colonel
show, Paul Kemp
Raoul Marco
Continued from, page 49' jEB
family fortune with a fonriula for The sCapiain
.......
Rambert and Heinz Conrads Coritiihute two
.....
.Roland Leonar very funny roles.
making bells, out Of pig iron. Even- Serge.
Assn., since the latter will merely
DeS; Orfraies ...... ...........
;Orbal
tually, the mysteiy UnfOids, and Ignace
Music and lyrics measure up, involve a mailing list without obliFernandel.
;
...
the strange visitor turhs Out to Louiette-. ... .......... ... .Sabine Apdre “Bulli-Bulli” is the outstanding gating patrons to
buy, tickets for
•have beert a friend Of the Band^
hit, while “Dreams Come True”
any mow.
son who died in a 'Jap prisoher of
Fernandel ’s popular film, '“Ig-; and “ManzanarCs” run second and
Of the four shows promised this
war. camp, and had spent fouryears nace,” has been turned into an third. Dancing as such is largein. a mental home before escaping equally
popular operetta, which ly ineidental. Dia Luca ballet is season, only “Carousel” and“0
Mistress Mine” were abtually preto England with the fortune-mak- the comedian will probably be able the best in town.
'Maas-.
ing formula,
to play off and on, whenever he
sented.
Of. the others tentatively
Entire theme revolves around feels like it, for the rest of his|promised," “Command Decision”
Cpar'Fri
the American, but the amazing fa- life.
It is a rapidly-paced, very
was withdrawn by its producer be(None Shall Escape)
cility with Which the women fall funny show, with the star as a
fore it reached the south,, the
in love with hlin and his knack of buiribiing aid to a vague, beMalrno, Sweden, April 21.
Miriam Hopkins edition of “Happy
foretelling what is to come lack wildered colonel with a beautiful,
Malmo Stadtsteater production of drama Birthday” collapsed, on the road,
conviction. This, however, is in no domineering wife;
I? ?''* a'-'ts by Stic Dagisrman. Stara Eric the Louis Calhern revival of “'The
MalmUerg. Bengt EkToth; Nanev Dalundc,
measure due to the acting of RobThat the' interest seldom lags is Irma
Christensson, .'Eva Stiberg^ Stina Play’s the Thing” folded during
ert Beatty, and it is mainly his due both to Jean Manse’s funny Stable. Directed by Dagerman. Set
by
lines and the .expert direction of Svante Runermark. At Inlima Teaterh, its 'iriitial date in Philadelphia, BaMalrno.
-sil
Rathbone in “The Heiress”
Jules Borkon. It might have been Knut
Lundih
.Eric Malmberg didn’t do well enough on tour to
a one-man show, but While Fernan* Bengt;
Bengt Ekroth
.• Naiiey
Dalunde warrant taking It into the south
del dominates the action, a more Berit,,.
.Irma Christensson and “Streetcar’’ played so long in
than competent cast is there to Gun
SINCE 1830
Alice
...-..Eva Stiberg
keep him on his toes. Raoul March Frida
Stina Stable Chicago that it couldn’t be routed
Play, B,roker8 and
extremely
through the south this season.
is
amusing as the
Authors* ' Representatives
Cbloriel and Orbal is also amusing
According to Lawrence Langner,
Author Stig Dagerman has writas his friend, Des Orfraies. Irene
45th Street^ N<iw York
^
ten
a
realistic drama about some co-director 6f the Guild, a major
7023 SuhHet BJvd.i Holl.vw6odl 40, Cal.
Hilda as the maid, Annette, is a
•ordinary people that will have factor in the m’ganization’s failure
splendid foil for Fernandel, and
trernendoUs appeal her e, and (to fulfill its foui’-show corrimlt-.
should; have interest abroad. In ment was tack of 'qpoperation of
Writing this yarn about a widower other Broadway managements Who
j.and his son, both in love with the hvight; have permitted their: prosame woman, playwright has ductions to jplay on Guild subscripshown a deep understanding of his tion. He reveals
that he, at a resubject, which he projects through
cent meeting of the I.eague of
some fascinating characters,
N. Y. Theatres brought up the
Anniversary annual MEEtiNa
Kn^it Lundin shines .ip role of situation in the south, and
that the
the widower arid Bengt Ekroth members
agreed that more cbopturds in. a good performance as
’
eratipn is needed than has previbis son;
Femriie is excellently
ously Been given the Guild.
portrayed by Irma Christensson,
while Nancy Daiunde iSn’t given
Will B« Held
Ih* FULTON THEATRE
too much to do as the Son’s
N«w York City
Sorel Prods. Ine.
fiancee,
Dagerraan’s direction is
atre,

istic

'

season

to
November/ Trbupe is finishing a
three-week May at the N. Y. Met

tour

/

.
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:

:

:
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Columbia

University

Pla.yei‘s’

priKluo*

two acta ds scen^V
Directed by Preston K- ,Munter. Book.
John Ott; music* Jlichard B. Chodosh:
tibh of musical in

lyrics,;

Thomas

Prederick J.
Nordquist;

Duhl; settinksy^N
musical
direction*.
.

Donald Ray tkwiebi choreogiraphy, Clare
Shlel; addltioiial material. SorreU Booke
and Joseph MoDerrabtt: additional lypics,
Robert Lagual dia and Ferde Monlo; fllm
sequences. Hamilton F,Ums. At McMUlin
theatre. Columbia Uv, N. Y,. April 27, *49:
.

.$2.40 top-" “..'•

Cast: Robert LagUardia. Sorrell Booke,
Joseph McDepmotti Alan Wagner. Robert
Milch. Geoffrey Gates Brown. Sav panzarino, Allan, TurrtbUU;, Dudley Flamm.
Barry -Alan Grael, Tony CaldwcU. Herbert
Genfan. Milton Levine, Arthur Leb, Gene
Donald
Hamilton,
Raytkwich.
M.yroil
Winick., Levon BoyaRan, Richard Sherman. Samuel Kaplan, Henry d^arsOnt,
Curtis Davis, Robert Dolllson. James Haiiimon; .lames Rocks; Charles Dickinson*
.Ala.n-.Obre;.
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Columbia’s University’s Players,
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Theatre Guild

‘

whose roster of past hits /reads Ivka
a who’s who of modem-day show
biz,

—
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.

.

. . . . .
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Ingen

.

,

;

;

engaging-

:

:

usual poriy
males, arid
laughs;

baflet
gets

'

It

of

heeftriist

Its

quota of

The songs are of -student

eallbre,

while the. book has a tendency to
exaggerate a little too much the
foibles of the film capital. But for

and their families, at
this is aimed, there is; bound
be -conslderable amusement.
Kahn.

students

whom
to

TH0p.S WOLiE PLAY SET

.

,

I

Uri

graduate cast.
The authors have thrown in
everything while depicting what
they assume to be the more. hu-.
morons side of Hollywood, irieluding a couple of actual " film sequences made especially as a
sidelight to this show. There Is the

;

.

have presented

spirited varsity production in; 'Mr.
Oscar,” a satire on .Hollywood pic
ture-mtiklrig. It was put UU las
week at the McMillin theatre of
Columbia U. for four days (April
27-30). ../,
There is nothing in the show
to suggest a future Dick Rodgers,
a Larry .Hart; or; a Howard Dicta
all of therit alumni of Players' shows-—though ’’Oscar” has a
number of amusing moments; as
performed by the all-male under-

New Haven, May 3.
IVolfe’s Only play, “Mannerhouse,” will be given its initial
performance beginning Thursday
night (5) and continuing through
Saturday night (7) by the Yale
Dramatie Assn, in the University
Thomas

:

.

.

.

SAMUEL FRENCH

.

. . .

.

.

,

.

.

.

theatre here.

Drama was scheduled

New York

duction in

New

Stages, but

dropped,

for pro-

last fall

by

was subsequently
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THEATRE

i

SPECIAL NOTICE

FOR RENT
BOARDWALK LOCATION
Not Renewing to
HENLOPliN PLAYERS, INC.

I

i

mw

,

Coiilriet j. |_

HQTEL HENLOPEN,

[:

Actors

Fund of America

I

kehoboth Beach,

:

loc.

Pel.

:

,

All

Friday,

May

[good,

20th. «t 2:30 P;M.

Are

Cordially’ Invited

The

Pubi/c,'

Mestinq

Eiqincnt

Too, Ara Wolcomit

Will

Prdmbtje

Longliair
1

Addr*|Md

Critic

«nd

,

by,

tli«

Solicitation of Piindls

NBC’s soprano,

gcand opera; debut
“La Bohenie” 'vVith
the San Carlo Gpefa Co. at the
Cenfer theatre, N. Y., MaV 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Samiiel A. LeWisOhh
throwing a cocktaij: party for
Mayor William O’Dwyet and the
Lewisohn Stad’.urii Concerts Com.

Lecturer.

JOHN MASON BROWN
No

Elaine Malbin;

Shorb

will jnake;;!!;^
:;as MuSetta in

-

{Be

mittee

who
!

Albany,

May

APP^^

3.

Sorel Productions, lne„ chartto produce theatrical and
radio productions, as well as commercial and industrial shows, with

.

;

I

May

jiist

12^

,

.

.

.

'

lionqily
•ftes
until

Ne.w York City.
Directors are 'Felicia Sorel, Albert Gordon and Kitty Gordon.
offices in

Idrge

.

rernodeUdl.

living

and bath*.

roomi,

Agent on

prernises

5 p.m.

136 Wot» 46 »h Stroof
Now York

_

..

store;
.S«ta

f-oiii

YOUR tllUNKB AT

I'liat.:

.'ire,

Verliiin,

;

Efrem Kurtz,

flni.shed his first

newly

BaiciMtifui

ered

I

th*

;

[

Thpsf Connected with the Theatre

I*h'k

U|»

Mililinv,

Tliel/t— You,
'

may

open yuur trunk

.'•

.y.-HH;

or y1«livAry

Iti

New york‘ dijr-^l-50

season

as conductor of the Houston Symphony, wilt conduct at Lewisolm
Stadium, N. Y., week of Aug, 1.

43

W>»t «4th

Liberty Moving and Storage Corn.
Nnty York fllty

SIrrut,

'rRntn'sn'' '*"*®*'

'

,

May

iTedioesdayt

pmsm

1949

41,

N. Y* News’

OK Bally Film

-

SGULW’S SCRAPBOOK

i

”

^

^

'

Alost people feel that Jimmy Stewart, in revealing selNpRy to the,
wife wassiraulatmg an auPfw‘. y'kere he Js surly to
torment.
Especially when you consider that the character
ll°torayed was a pitcher at the top of his big league career now redhced to a one-legged cripple and no looney left even to buy penciis.
But to one who had gone through all the torture Stratton had en-

'

.

.

j

......

•

,

:

'

.T

;

new book on

ahd'staffers:,

—
.

i

I

'

.

;

Was

theatrical design.

published ia.st week: by Renhold
Corp. Authors are Edward C. Cole,
of the Yale drama department,
and
- ,
„
i,
rx-.:
j
Is'* -.-i
Harold Burris-Meyer, of the drama
department of Stoyens Instituto oi
Technology.

;

staff,.'-'''

'1

in the Belvedere ClinigUe on the Riviera, where 1 endured a major
amiiutatibn, without anaestHetic. After Id weeks of this horrible hori-.
/pntai existence my little AiicO, acting as day liurse, told me the cheerA4>
4 m 4>U„« m
neV home,;
VkAim a
ful hews that
the next room was .Wni
going
the patient in
“Does anybody ever get but of this place alive?” I asked.
It produced such a bellylaugh in .botii of, us that 1 felt, even flat on
my back, I must be pretty good.
y
But I can assiire the world that except for consciously battling for
my life for cveiry minute of the first 24 hours after the: amputation, I
hadn’t the slightest doubt that sooner or: later I Would get out of that
chophouSe ailve.:
b,
Once Oyer this low hurdle involving morale ampng convaiescents, I
was aU admiration and envy for the way the vvritors built UP Stratton’s
Character and: made his comeback not only believable but a thing; to

;

.

;

Original script was done by: newsroom scrivener Carl Warren
and photography by Frank B. VCber, of the sales 'presentation

.

:

.

,

I
.

:

:J

Chi Money On Compass
expenses and $78,645 for debts and
Just as Chicago money through other items. The net estate faces a
Marshall _Field, IIi,_ kept the now state tax; of $1,571,210 and a fedNew Y®lk PM in business eral tax approaching $5,500,000.
Chief beneficiaries named in Patfor many years, coin from that
metropolis through philanthropist terson’s will, which Was filed soon
Anita McCormick Blaine, 83-year- after his death, include his Widow,
old couSinOf Chicago Tribune pub- Mrs, Mary King PatterSon;. his son,
lisher Col. Robert R, McCormick, James Pattersoh, and his three
Mrs, Eleanor Medill
will piovide' the wherewithal for daughters,
the Compass, hew N. Y, daily, to Pattersoh Baker, Mrs. Alicia PatGuggenheim
Mrs.
be published by; Theodore 0. terson
and
Thackrey. .Thackrey, former pub- •Josephine Medili Patter-soii Af
is
N.
Y.
POist,
who
bright,':.'
lisher of the;
separated frOm Dorothy -Schiffi
Kinsey’s Companion Book?
Thackrey, now publishing that
Robert Veit Sherwin, a N. Y.
paper, expects to start spinning the
attorney, has Written an interestCompass, Which will newsstand at ing,
infbrraalive and educational
10c daily. May 16.
book called “Sex and the StatuThackrey holds 51% of the comLaw” (Oceana; $2.50) wHieh
mon voting stock and Mrs. McCbr- tory
tells about all the sex crimes and
mick holds the rest, but Thackrey their penalties under
the laws Of
Will, have sole, editorial control.
all the States.
Paper will be opeli to ads, but will
'There is a handy index in back
not actively solicit advertising.
the book (ia case you
of
to
Thackrey has purchased the
'equipment of the defunct N. Y. 'know the punishment right away)
listing the crimes and the penalties
Star, which succeeded PM, and will
in different States.:
There is a
publish from .164 Duahe street,
Chapter of special interest to show’
N. Y.''.:
biz dealing with the obscenity and
It’s expected that the Compass
will
nOp-Cbmmunist left indecehey laws' involving stage

writing a film

is

hiag:,exec.^ ''He'-also sold:

i

'a

-

,si,au:

i

,

.
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i.

.

j

detOated” ^sen^*M*?H
Wiliams
presented the invitation resolution
and immedlatoly b partisan row

The resolution

started.

i

I

,

kiddin
;

with

Next Week

^ Continued

from page

Salvatore Gioe Ore

Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore

Mai’k Sebastian

Kurt Maier
Riviora

;

Damone

Vic

Judd Lyniie
Walter Nye Ore
Leeuona Boys Oi'c
Savannah

!

.

;

Billy Daniels

i

Teddy Hales
DePaur &. Toulag
Manhattan Paul
Ida James
Ruth Mason

I

i

:

three playwrights by The ChrLsto- jlbk Town* Ofc
Old Knick
P'ler.s, a poup tounded fmn- years
’Aeschylus to Miller’
Bergen
by the Rev, James Keller, a Jerry
“From Aesehvlus to Arthur MilBobbie Martin:
to promote Evelyn, Ward
MaiYhnoU
ler " an
Christian, principle in public life, Walter Klavun
**^^^** '*^
Sipion & t Awards Were made at a luncheon Nancy Hanks
i,

i

Estrelita
Lucille

!

Dixon

Ori

.

Commodore

N.Y.,

hotel,

Versailles

M will
.
-iW
»
^
It
me a i,followup
;Of
From jYpi.ji 27.
Bob & Larry lc.'jWo
Aeschylus to GiNeill,” which the
.jhe first prize winner, George
same house published some years Loeke Howe of Fulton, Md re- Sreii Kay *lin#
go, the new_ title covering the in- ceived $15,()O0 for a Na'zi spy novel, Trini Reyes
elusion of Miller’s “Death of a
‘Call It Treason,” which will be
Salesman.”
published by Viking Preto in the uiter Beimont'Piiis

Jean Sablon
Bob Grant Ore
Pahehito Ore

I

.

.

.

Village Barn
Red In^ic Ore
Karen Teddex*

|

1

,

1

S

I

;

i

I

Masked Marvel
Nystrom 3

I

i

Bette

Allen

'

Biuefc

O'hson
Second place went to Mrs. Marie
SRL’s 35th Aitiii Issue
^
Saturday Review of Literature Louisell Nowinson of, Chicago, who Edm*S?one”orc
(jyRtolIanos Ore
.

..

White
Roger Price
Marian Bruce
C Williams
Cyril Haines 3
Waldor^Asterla
Morton Downey
Eddy DUchin Ore
Mischa Borr Ore
Josh

I
I

.

.

Hotel Biltmtr*
Phil Wayiie Ore

;

tertaum^mitreSed ^“tohn
}}y
and James Thrall.

Ii-Vihg

Ma^n

No

Fifth

1

I

Avo

BUefchawK
Al Trace Ore

I

Bill

I

,

::

Sis.

1

.

.lerry

AKred de

(I

'

:

.

'

;

.

l

i

:

^

m^

pobert Mitchum will be profiled
$643,862.;
xuneral and estate administration in .three installhients by Lsaac Diaz

:

:

,

Van

i

'

Cole Ore
Pancho Ore

:

Gloria

i

.:Mel

1

;

'

I

Ada .Lynne
Ruth Day

i

'

vvhieh

j

:

il2)
:

Silver

Marie

Frelics

;

Lawler

.lln)my Ahaes
Frolic Loveliea

Bud Prchtico Ore

away

in a rninute,

“The Mine With the Iron Door;” he said. “Harold Bell Wright. The
Negro Who was a scout -with Buffalo Bill; What has his nattie?”

I,''

:

Vine Cardens
Lind Bros *3)

'

".'.‘‘Bill

Neill,”;''!

''Said.

,.'

"And that beautiful W'ife of his? A Cherokee prittccss, wasn’t sheN
Let’s :see, who did we have on that picture?
Pat p’Malley, Dorothy
Mackail, Robert Frazier, Mitch Lewis,: Ray Hattoni Ghartle Moran,
Geoi-ge Sidney. All, all are gone, the pld familiar faces.”
‘‘But yesterday Arizona looked more beautiful than ever;” 1 told him.
’’In 1923 you had two legs; as 1 remember;”
"Yes, but ! traded one in for a jvorld I never knew. Today I have
one liing, one leg; One wife attd one idea, but: you never really handicap
a man unless yoU bind his mind in a aplint. Only those bereft of reason ;ean make me.' weep;”';
“That’s the Scully Story, eh?”
,,

:

,

:

'''

',

I4i

'Oracle

old

'

dll)

Mary Healy
D. La Salle Ore

!

''For

,'

BUekstenc

[

estate _^or $11,968,466,

gatized

Peter Lind Hayes

'

I

reduced by payment of

;

Mapes

Bondy

(obe to

I

I

I

‘

B Du Ray

Barclay Allen O
T a S De Marco
Margaret Phelan

..

Here

I

I

Buddy .Rust
Palmer House

'

'

fc

Gloria

:

.....

:

Bridelunann
Skating Blvdearv
Liieillo
Charles
Jack- Raltloer

i

'

.'.'Change''

Believing that more help from the audience is what this wOrid- needs,
added that the place was Within 500 miles of Hollywood. HeRrst
guessed San Diego, then San Francisco and finally gave up. I had'to
tell him it was Orafcle, ArizOiia.
He beamed with, pleasure as, I thus
ushered him down meinory latte. He looked as if 25 years had been

;

'

;

:

Liagfe, O’Hara,: Eddie
Dqwling, Oscar {(®nnfeie iiyie
dramatize Hammerstein 2d, Leo MeCarey anti Billy .Chandler ore
‘*o
.aymph” fpr Broadway legit pro- Jo Mielziner."
H Edsewsier
duction next toason.
Henry:,' Brandon pre.
Marianne Fedele
f-M AXXITW
LtlAX
iltit
Preston tanibert
Patterson’s Estate
Sam Boal in lioUywbod to gan- o Hiid Dancers (6)
V;eor« Tam
Pet estate of the
”*'• late Joseph der the motion picture Situation
AT
MediU Patterson, president of the fof the N.Y. Times;
rievig indicate, publishers of the
E. J. Kahn, Jr., scribe for the t joe e. Lewis
Jt- Y. -Daily News, was Valtted at New
Yorker mag, sailed on a ueneve porn
l'io“.h52 in a state tax appraisal European junket last week.
'5f
nea,.
filed last week in
William A. Rosen, advertising ciSz Paree
the Westchester
fwvrogate s .court; At the time of director of Seventeen magazine,:' Adorabies
his death Patterson had a gross off on three-week trip to Califori

Snyder Ore

Wonder Wheelers

'

:

>

:

Clmrles Tate
Hotel Steyeni
"Skating Circus”
Betty Atkinson
Charles Hain

.

.

.

;

-

Wood reels the same behevability and balance in ‘‘Stratton” as he
-showed in “The Pride of the Yankees.’* Wood, iheldentally, it the best
I met
in the business when dealing with subjeets Of this character:
him for the first time in 24 years, the other dsy,, and as iVe luhcht'd: t
V told him that the day before I had been Within lO .mUes of Where I had
met him originaHy. I asked hiiii if he could guess where that was.

'

Ed' Prentiss

i

:

to

had

;

Harry Hal)
Kirby Hawks

I

.

Ptonning

him

i

brand,” won $5,(100.. Second- prize
of $3,000 welftt to John League

Oberg Of Holiywood for "The Bob Vincent
Dartd 'Brpekman’s 2d Book
The Rev, -laokie .Van
Night and the Star.’’
David Brbekmah. ratVio maestro
Nagle, head of the Black•no now On an NBC television quiz Urban Guild of New York, took. the Sf J. °DeVo«
tee pines
show, IS; Working on “The Gold- friars:
Hole) si»m^ck
his "City
mine r for Simon & Schuster, his third prize of $2,000 with
f„Tisbeif
second book, which follows, “Slioe- of 'Kings.”
Judges: of the contest were j Brl\«r ore
string Symphony.”
Myles Connolly, Rev. John S. Ken'Heisinsa
v'^jttor; also via S&S, detailed nedy, Clare Booth Luce, Fulton Ai Morgan
ms Hollywood adventures ip a fic- Oursler, Katharine Cornell, Mai y
ooWer
tionized fashion.

1

I
I

CHICAGO

Ner

Kolodin

1

,

Harold Nagel Qrt
Hotol Edison
Henry Jerome Orr

;

Vanguard

Village

i

;

will celebrate its 25th anniversary won $10,000 for her book,
with a birthday numbeV' Aug. 6, Martels.”
The third prize of $5,000 went to
Ailni wiU consist of throe sectipns, (1) books, edited by Henry Charles O’Neal of Hollywood for
Seidel; (21 opinion, edited by Nqr- “Three Wishe.s.”
Roseraai’y Casey of Pittsburgh
matt Cousins, and (3) arts and en-

Pete
& Noble

Piiite

;

fall.

I

have Struck out 'many notables-—-among them being Dr- Ralph Mellon,
once director of Me'lion Institute and before that the second best ball
player to George Sisler ever turned out of the U. of Michigan. Others
who were mowed down by ihy curves were .Carl Brisson, J. P. McEvoyj
Harry Carey., Silas Newton, Rudy Vallee, Jim Tully, A. Brigham Rose,
Yascha Pali, and, if I’m hot building from here,: Esther Williams,
Geieste Hblm, Eiten: Drew and Babe Dldrickson.
’The Cracked Pitcher Reveals All
How I do it must still remain top secTet to these magnificoes, but
my props are plain to all. I take an ortihga crate, roiitforoe its sides,
stand it on end and pitch from a sitting-standing position. I have a slow
Most of them swing Seconds too
ball' that drives impatient people crazy;
soon, others miss it because of the drop. Being civilizad people, our
opponents pei-mit me a runner provided he or she is not over six years
oid and starts from at least eight feet behind the plate: We have one
Other ground rule. That is when Nontty, four, or indeed any moppet
under six, is on our side and Up tq bat,: the opposing piteber gets three
ChOnees to hit their outstretched bat ;and if be fails, he’s out!
Barring these few changes our game. is' jUst as. sane.as a big league
game is to a vi.siting Freiichmiin, though possibly hot as fast-paced as
:Sam Wood paces the games in “The Stratton .Story,”:

Pauline Bryant
Shotsle Davis
Rosetta Davis

'

“Are you

regaled

,

Jeff Clay

.

I

soldiers

Ealsles; ’That 'Far Down?
vvas that he could pivot abd balance
Fornnyself I have tried all models in
I even had one, duraluminum leg that
had three speeds forward and one reverse and took longer to make tht-in
a Rolls ROyce. After a sheafcview they took it back for 10 days to pad
the calf so as to give it sex appeal, and I assure you that if you btindfolded a casting diPectOr he’d .be fooled into believing the gam was
Grable’s.
But this leg, like all others, had a tendency to buckle. It threw me
as would a bucking bi'cnco. I finally threw it in a cupbbaTd and went
back to my hand-tooled hopa longs.
Haying observed practicaliy blind people play ball by rolling the
horsehide down a white line and battlnK much: like golfers, I don’t
think it’s so hard to play baSebaU with one leg. In fact, to this day I’m
one of the best^known one-legged pitchers In the Cactus League. I

Danny Thomas

,

Silver

so perfectly oh an artificial leg.
all countries, and always tailed.

Fred Oliver Ore
William Adler Ore
William Seotti
Pdntheuso
Gigi Durston

HUdegarde

.

Long John

The amazing thing about Stratton

Ambassador

HottI

Hotol Statitr
Howarcl Ore
Hotel Plaza

£(l<ly

of

.....'.'.

Harold Fonvillc

Knapp

Bill

Sheidy

HUde^arde
HalUday
Bob Downey
Hazel Webster

Brucc^Mapes .if
- “ Priee.
Tony Bavaar
Michael Meehan

with his wife prodiiCtioris, script writingj acting, Nycola Mattlje.v Oi
exhibition, radio and. video, inLo Ruhan Bleu
on the question of backuig Henry decent exposure of chorus girls or Bibi:
Ostci wuld
A. Wallace during the late presi3 Riffa.
stripteasers, etc.
Kirkwood Je
dential campaign, and Mrs. McCorGoodman
Joe Laurie, Jr.
mick was an ardent Wallace backer.
Kitty Orawford
.Paul Dems, former radio editor
Norman Paria 8
f /
Christophers Awards
JwUus Monk
Of the Post, wiU be the Compass’
Six prizes totaling $40,000 were
La cwi Row
Broadway and entertainment columnist.
awarded to three novelists and

the

tales

him why;
artdwObden-legged
tell

Mom

47

&

Fletther

Barbara Frazier

^

.
Toni,
had
been worked over by -r
.

known-— guys like Laurence Stallings, Herbert Marshali, Waiter Durahty, Alexander de Seversky, St, Jphn Ervine, Kurt Newman and Ted
'Lawson.'
Lehr called me over to meet some more of her boys. I was at
Every half hour or so, the pilot wbuld
the place about three, hours.
hobble over and repeat sarcastically v “Dahcing within a ycari” Biit each
time he said it he did so with less doubt, and before I left, he was smiliing when he said it. Within a' year he h.ad -made good my prognosis.

,

i

..

»t

he asked.
him: I wasn’t and went on (o

.

I assured'

15.
I

Bills

..

.

|

of

failed

adoption by a vote of 14 to

1

vve DaIlcc?^'

had never met any amputee who wore liis meiart^
that Morn Mhr ^ked,me to
'V*')**} “P® Pl'Pt
She was then running. Hollywood’s greatest contribution to
the war effort,;the Hollywood Guild Cantoen. She expiated that she::
jiag tried for weeks to huek the guy Up, but with no success.
:
Wheh I foiftid that, only 10 weeks had transpired between his wound,
his amputation and the fitting of a high-class artificial leg: and that
suffered no sciatic pain, I assured him he would hedancing

After- a bitter debate in the:;
Mis.souri State Senate lurt week a

split

lat

saw Stevvart

1 first

1 wouldn’t say I

'

_

;

j

when

;

'story, on

«

.

^hustor

derriere

oil crutches.
But
Stump and imagined

sensitive

'

^

nient.

.

^

my

'

i

In-

eentlV^bu(?"how*hten^^^^
assigntotlng nto his newspaper
^

!

defiinct

Thackrey

a distinct pain in

It’s trtJb 1 felt

come home

this was mostly because I lmye ;a very
tlie two-legged Stewart must have sii fr
dependent, new daily being pub- [fered more with, a healthy leg strapped against his rump than most
lished by James Parton, ex-Time amputees do with theirs cut off.

Ezra Gbodmah

Column for the Los Angeles

follow a

K

May

Ball Point, Penn.,

’

continUes as editor-in-chief
Joshua Logon’s introduction to
‘‘Building a° Character”? the “pbst?
humous Stanislavski volume being
published by Theatre Arts Books
June 17, will appear in Vogue
mag’s June 1 issue..
Albert Maltz’s
Simon McKOeVer,’
Films bought
st'iap'P.ed; -IS a
cation, and not via Creative Age,
"
as was erroneously credited.^;
General iValter Bedell Smith,
T
C«
- .,.^1. - j — .. i.— v-k.
former U,
S. ambatoador to Russia.'
will be feted at the annual diniier
of the, Amefibah War CorrespOhdents Assii. next Tuesday (10) at
’Toots,Shor’s restaurant, N. Y.
“Theatres a n d^ Auditbriums,”

:

-

line.

Scully

“

Except for one angle of “The Stratton Stoiy,” 1 couldn't whip up a
nouneed a's'wet°°liino^^Prn^^
dissenting opinion even if I threw the Jnte Justice Oliver Wendell
suiibtag temporarily?^
Holmes’ book, of negations at the whole eritics Ciixie. And even this
su otherwise' maghificehf picture was perhaps to the rest of the
Dom^ed DUblrther
the. trues^imrt of all:
‘9
magL^e.^She
ex^uttve^a^
ampufor four years Helen Valentine ballplayer’s convalescence; weeks alter he had had his right leg

,

;

By Frank

[

’

,

I'.'depa.rtment’s

53

.

Cyrus Adler and Otto Clement
formed a new literary agency in
Hollywood, known as the Amencan
Copyright and Management Corp.
Norihe Foley, gossip columnist
for fhe^ Chicago Daily News, has

Powei* of the fttm as a promotional medium has perhaps never
.better demonstrated than by a 37-mmute 'color subject reIt provides a
cently produced by the New York Daily News.
pounding “seir* of the tab’s writing and writers, but never for a
moment ceases to be entertaining and fast-moving. This is in part
accomplished through an accent on Various facets of show biz,
which is logical enough in presenting a picture of New York, the
^
world’s entertainment capital.
“The Miracle of Millions’’ was produced^ directed and narrated'
hy Herbert M. Steele,' head of the Netvs’ sales presentation department. Steele’s unit does nothing but make films for News’ pro-'
motion and cdnstantly has at least one in productipn. "Miracle’’
took a year to make, with 25,000 feet of kodachrome Shot exclU'siyely font. Budget fan close to $100,000. That’s a lot more than
most such outfits can or desire to spend, but the picture is truly
worth it in the heavy play it is getting among ad agencies, newspaper r^, club and civic groups and ail the ordinary outlets fof
16Lni product.
yRlm is a far cry from the Usual newspaper .promotion hlece
showing news bar* '.ling, composing room> presses and buildings,'
does some intefesting and amusing. 'direct comT
For one thing,
pafisons of News’ vs. New York Times’ writing, taking One story
on the Economic GoOperatiop Administration and showing how the
tab in 37 terse wof ds gave the same dope more clearly and readably than the Times did in 81 polysyllables. Concentration mostlyi
however, is on News’ writers and, by following them a good croSssession to section of show biz is presented. Thus the paper is
enabled to use as “featured players” 'in “Miracle,” Milton BerlCi
Marlertd Dietrich, Maurice. Chevalier, Frank Fay, Candy Jones and
others. They’re pictured With Ed Sullivan^ Dantoh Walker, John
Chapman, .Hmmy Jemaii, Jimmy Powers and other news’ column-

been

'.ists

LltKRATI
'

Araiza in the Mexican magazine
'Hoy-'

I

i

'

'

^,

“Yeah, that’s the Scujly Story.”

;

,

Peter Lawford ill from the Coast
for a two-week stay.
Hugh French en route to London

London

•

•

Metro producer Joe Pasternak
and wife in for a vacation visit.
Sol and Pay Lesser at the Hartip;,
shire House for a three-week visit.
Bob (ABC exec veepee) Kmtner
to the Coast and a Palm Springs

ducer who’s readying “Sands of
Eric Linklater’s “Love in AlMexiedCity
*'^Ciss and Ben Henry in on the
over bania” opening at the Lyric, HamQueen Mary; he’s U’s foreign head Iwo Jlrna,” left for the Coast
;.-: .By D. L., Grahaiiie.
the weekend after a brief stay in mersmith, June 6, with Peter Ustitown for homeoffice confabs; He’s nov starring and directing.
CirCo Arridla, Spanish circus,
Gordon
Harry
comedian
Scot
accompanied by his location manHehry Sherek and Philip Booth’s doing well here.
sailing for Amierica on the Queen
ager, John Boufke.
Joan Page, U. S. Songstress,
“Twice Upon a Time,” by Tedwell
Elisabeth Friday (6),
,
Norman Siegel, Paramount’s Chapman^ which opened at: the St. headlining at the Teatro Tivoli;
Lester Rose; publicist, into Park
'

-'im: Britain^"

:

,,

ad-pub chief, in town fpr 10
East hospital; after suffering re- studio
days of huddles with homeoffice
lapse of stbiriach ailment, ,
Norman Bel Geddes and his Wife execs on up-and-coilflng film rean
returned froth Copehhageh yester- leases. Siegel will also put in
appearance at Par’s New York reday dues.) oh the.Batoty.
Liam Redmond, Irish player, gional Sales meet next, waek.
Tex O’RoUrke went soft on Dick
back to Europe after completing a
Rodgers
and
Hammerstein,
Oscar
U assignment, his first On this side. 2d, who were the“fall guys” at
Frank Capra’s library sold for
last Friday’s Circus Saints
Sin$66,948 at public huctioH held last
week in the Parke-Bernet Gal- ners; shindig and admitted, in the
final ‘‘insulP’ sumup, that “the boys
"Jeries.
wrote lots of wonderful stuff.”
of
the
operator
Aaronson,
Abe
;
Michael Wilding, British juvcr
400 and Embassy Clubs in London,
back to Britaih this week after a nile, first tinie over,:saw the Staten
island ferry tour with Alfred
Hollywood sojourn.
Hitchcock and the Yanks with Pete
Lill Palmer’s sister, Irene Pra(21) Kriendler.
He returns with
dor, British television star, due in
the Herbert
1 1 cox e s (Anna
this week for a three-week visit,
Neagle) bn the Queen Mary. May
her first time over.
Hal Rossoh, Metro cameraman, [20, following A detour, to Hollyand
wood
one
day
In Frisco.
and Stanley Donen, cb-director for
e mb r la 1
George Gershwin
“On the Town” due in , from the Fund
$1,000 scholarship award will
Coast tomorrow (Thiirs.);
25Irving Geist, w. k. in show biz, be presented to Ned Rprem,
hosting a private preview for his year-old composer, at the fifth an(Ford nual Gershwin memorial concert
Knickerbocker Mot o r s
Saturday (,7) at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.
agency) on 6tH and 18th, May H.
Mrs, Martin (Louise) Beck mak- Mishel Piastro will conduct a 70augmented Sy mphOnette,
ing her first European trip since piece
with Alec Temlpeton as soloist.
*38, sailing bn the Queen Elizabeth
Nick LOrang, veteran major do.
June 30. Will bevgone six weeks.
Bob Weitman. Nv Y. Paramount mo of the Hotel Astor’s famed
Hunting
Room, now residing in
mhnagihg director, due back late
this week from inspection trip of Binghamton, N. Y., writes,
southern theatres how under his here in my retirement, the wbfid

vaude hoUse.
Martin's April 21, cldseS May 6,
Cine Soto, new 3,600-seat cinJohn Mins, operator of the MU*
opened, to make the 95th
roy/ night club; London, (not the ema, has
seriously injured cinema ;here.
fiimster), was
Mona Glides, French Songstress,
along with his wife iii an: auto
star
of "BonjOUr Mexico;” topping
accident near Paris.
bill.
Folliek.
vaiide
Phyllis Calvert sailing on the
Newest nitery is named: Gahcah.
Queen Mary May 13 to make an- Uses
cancan In its publicity art
other pic Under hCr Parariipunt
In its flodr shows.
but
not
contract. Star will be accompanied
Four cinemas in Torreon, heart
by husband Peter Muiray Hill.
of Mexico’s cotton belt, closed by
Having broken records at the a Strike to enforce a 75% may hike.
small Embassy theatre- with an
Martha Roth,; recent QuCen of
average weekly take of $3;500, “On Sports here, inked for pix this and
Monday Next” is moving to the next year by Filmadora ChapulWest End, slated for the Comedy, :tepec.
Gilbert Wakefield adapting MarCdnchlta pinturon, femme bullcel Achard’s current Parisian com- fighter, socko in her one show here
edy Success, “Nous. Irons a Val- after month’s layoff due to being
paraisb,” for stage presentation gored in Guadhlajara;
here and in America under title of
:

'

'

^

’

W

,

.

,

the

(Felix) Ferry-Pickman talent
agency on the Coast, returns to
Hollywood today (Wed.) after four

;

east.

George Cukor, Metro director,
arrived from Coast for preliminary
Work on '‘Adam’s Rib” which includes number of New York ex'

.

Margolies

in

L,
,
England

Little Oboliriskl."

Denpis Van Thai, casting direc-

Pinewood Studios for the

tor at

„

for

several months handling publicity
bn “Stage Fright,” which Alfred
Hitchcock will produce there for
Bros.
Jack Dailey, manager of operations at N. Y. Music Hall, to
Lenox Hill hospital for routine
Checkup; won^t be back for a couple of weeks. /
Joe Laurie, Jr., doing a piece on
the yesteryear Palace for the Subday Times magazine Section, predicated Of course, on the theatre’s

years,; is leaving the
Organizatioft to become a

past, three

Rank

.

:

producer for Wessex Film Produc-

;

,

after

-

-

flackery

months

at Warners
at Liberty.

after

five

Dana Andrews checked out
Joseph’s

St.

at

of

Hospital to recover

home from Virus attack.
Dana Andrews reported

improvihg after running a high fever in
St; Joseph’s hospital, Burbank.
Charles Ruggles returned from
Germany, with a stopover in Paris,

where he huddled with

his;

hrotherj

' '
Robert Montgomery t a k i h g
time off to narrate and appear in
a Navy document about the hew
Wesiey.,

..

,

superplane..

Paul Williams resigns as general
counsel 6f Southern California
Theatre Owners Assh. to go into

“

:

Cary Grant takihg screeh tests
at .20tH-Fox to determine whether
he has regained ehough weight to
return to work in “I Was a Male

War

Bride.”
Darryl p. Zanuck; Quentin Reynolds and Reuven Dafni, Israel
;

will be honor guests at
opening of United Jewish Welfare
fund 1949 drive,
Film: toppers* at the Biltmore to
pay respects tb Harry M. Warner'
for work, in behalf of the American
Friendship Train and French

cohsul,

Gratitude Train.

:

By Les Rees
“Ice Follies,” at Arena; for three
near-capacity
dra

wing

weeks;

crowds.''

Spike JoneS dreW capacity
bne-nighter
torium.

at

St.

Paul

Mel Torme and Jean

RCA’s

on an early July

spouse,.

sailing. IncidentBidw’s daughter, Patricia, expects to be wed (her second try)
within this month.
ally,

Booker Paul Marr

Allen Meltzer put of the hospital
after coronary attack and will operate his publicity business on a more
modified scale. Leaves ipr Florida

Cologne’s Zuelpieher theatre has
signed Harold Paulsen, Werner
Finck, Rudolf Platts, Heil Finkenzeller and Hilde Krahl as the Start
of an ambitious summer program.
DEFA is currently shooting
“Marriage of East aiid. West,” with
theme based bn the 'divided border
hosted at ban- between East and West Germany.

quet by Entertainment Managers Gustav von Wangenheim directs
Assn, of Chicago.;
With Inge vbJi Wangenheim, ArHal Block in town to discusk two thur Monier and Frtiz Tillman in
Ghi originating TV programs;, for leading roles.
recuperation next week.
which he will do the gag writiUg.
Paul Verhoeven, whose first
Mrs. Hal (Lee) Horne and daughFilm actress June AUysOn will postwar pic, “You Are Not Alone,”
ter, Barbara, planing to Paris Mon- be outfitted
in a Uniform and made became a smash hit, has Signed for
day (9) en route to Israel. They honorary member Of Ghi White four more pix this year. He’ll diseveral
for
June
22
to
Paris
return
Sox on May 7, “Monty Stratton rect the first one, “The Town Is
Weeks Stay before heading home. Day.”
Full of Secrets,” and take. main
If all the Showfolk slated to soroles in “Muller, Ring Six Times,”
Attorney William Saltiel off to the
journ bn the Continent this summusical “The Stolen Melody”
mer, on business or pleasure, con- Hollywobd and confabs on the and“The Prophet.”
summate their plans, only the bus- “Runyon of Broadway” pic. Saltiel
boys will be left around Romanoff’s Is Chairman of the board Of Mar-

I

"

shall

Grant Pictures.

Marine Corps film unit mo'Ves
Girolami, daughter of
Louis Girolami, sound engineer for Into Rockford, 111., to shoot docu[.:-:.ByHal.Cohen.: -'
Movietbnews, scheduled to wed mentary, “Pride of Main Street,
Gali Gall and Manah Callahan
Metopera tenor Giuseppe De Ste- U.S.A,” City ;was chosen by Marine
Corps
\
Cathedral
as a typical toWn.' Will be head “Nixon Cafe show.
fano at St. Patrick’s
Don Taylor, local screen actor,
on location there for about six
May 23.
signed Ipiig-termer with Metro,
Ida Lupino and her husband. weeks.;
Terrace Room has Kay Vernon,
Collier YoUng, arrive in New York,
Charlie Cart and the McArthurs in
today (Wed.) to confab with Film
its new show.
Classics execs on felease Of her
William: Pehn Hotel plans comfirst indie production ventUre.“Not
plete overhaul on the Terrace
Wanted.”
Continued from page 5
Rbom this summer;
Steve Miller, American publicRuss Morgan hand playing Chesity rep for J. Arthur Rank in Britafter a five-month Florida stay for A-Rena for One night May 12 unain, leaves for the Coast tomorhis
believes this new in- der Lions Club auspices;
row (Thurs.) for a lO-day stay.’ Mrs. flux health,
will provide Canada with[ its
Steve Murray, Marion Frances
Miller; who is expecting, is remainlargest film audience in history. and Tomrhy and Jeanie Mahoney
ing in London.
Herbert Wilcox dickering with He feels these additional audiences in new Carousel line Up.
are
the
indie
and
small
circuit
exLondon
Crawford
'for
the
Cheryl
Brit- hibitors Salvation in the Dominion,:
legit rights to ‘‘Love Life,”
ish producer sees the musical as otherwise a Canadian decree rea vehicle for Anna Neagle (Mrs. stricting the big Canadian theatre
By Helen MpGill Tubs
Wilcox) and Michael Wilding,
chains, as in the U,. S., is inevitClifford C. Fischer, the interna- able.'
Director Victor Stoloff in from
I
tional agent-manager, now fully
Television; is also starting to as- '.Paris.
recovered from a bad pleurisy sert itself in the
Gregory Ratoff expected hack in
Dominion:
Video,
siege, expects to sail in three or
according to Franklin, has started Rome May 15.
four weeks for Pails where he
Alan Curtis haS.rooved to a villa
to pose a problem in Toronto which
maintains a permanent apartment.
on the outskirts of Rome.
Jime Barrett, Rank star who gets programs from: Buffalo, and
Michael Stefn off to Milan and
just completed “Eureka Stockade” Wlndsor. which Can tune in Detroit. Brechau for some lectures,
There’s
already
talk
of
building
In Aussie, back in N. Y., following
Actress Constance Dowling sufthe film’s London preem,' to visit tele transmitters by other commer- fering from a throat infection.
her husband,:an American resident cial statloris in that country. Frankpeter and Vdlerie Moore have
here, whom she married in Eng- lin observes that the film industry returned from a trip to Madrid for
can best meet tele’s inroads by London Films.
land.
the enlarged making better pictures.
Indicating that
Gezo
Radvanyi,
director
of
,

,

1

Can. Population

'

:

;

;

.

I
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•

'

:

1

;

;

'
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hospital siege.

for

AudiCarroll

into Prom Ballroom with Perry
Martin breh.
Nancy Evans and Maria: Neglia
with Danny Ferguson at Hotel
Badisson Flame Room. ;,
Hotel Nicbllet Minnesota Terinsure a supply of a certain num- race has Marc Ballero, Coiisblb &
ber of hours weekly.
Melba and Wayne Gregg breh..
The RCA scheme calls for the
Record-breaking ailvance sale
productibn and servicing of the- for annual Metropolitan Opera seaatre TV sets running into the son’s four perf brmances at
thousands, it is said.
While the Northrop Audltoriurn, May 12-14,
"Finiah’s; Rainbow” set for Lycecompany may first use Brbadway
as a break-in point, idea would be um May 16.
to follow up almost immediately in
'

;

Vaude “comeback.”
Peggy Cummins to Rome for a
Gregory Ratoff (Col) picture, after
she completes "Gun Crazy” for the
King Bros., on the Coast, costarred with John Dali,

and 21.
Marie

Metropolitan Theatres desk

Jhne Russell returned from
three weeks of personal appearances in Chicago;
Jerry Kaufman returned to thb

.

Warner

Warners.

at'

Kirk Douglas in town after four
weeks in the east, exploiting
“Champion.”
?,
Sherrill Cowdin returned to his

private practice.

-

hew

A1

“My

By Maxwell SweeneyAbbeyites Brian G’Higgins and
Rita Foran to niarry Soon.
tions. He’ll also he oh the board,
Novelist Frank O’Connor has
joined BBC’s“Brains Trust” team.
Harry O’Dbnovah mulling Irish
tour for “Arsenic and Old Lace,”
Bertie Elllman, Irish manager
By B. H, Llebes
of British Lion, to London for talks
“Up Bahelsberg will have three more with head office execs.
Legiter
studios finished in May. This in
Charles
Carey
has
looks good. Qiilet, peaceful, finest addition to five studios opened re- switched to musical comedy for
drinking water and air available, cently..Dublin revival of “Waltzes from
Of course I miss my many friends
Gerd Froebe, who had the lead Vienna.”
made over a period of 43 years at in “Berlin Ballad,” has been signed
W- P, Cant, owner of provincial
the Astor.”
for “The Adventures of the Brave cinema chain, named mew prexy
of Irish Theatre and Cinema Assh.
Jack L. Warner and Henry Gins- Soldier Schwezk.” )
Palast LichtSplele in Stuttgart, Bernard Markey, Capitol, Dublin,
berg are not due in for tonight’s
UJA dinner in N. Y., as reported, seating 1,300 and one of South is vice-prez.
Cyril: Cusack to London for cosince both film studio heads offici- Germany’s biggest, reopened showstarring role with Jennifer Jones
ate tomorrow
(Thurs.)
at the ing the pic “Fregola;”
HannelOrC Schroth hired for the and Derek Farr in Michael PowelTs
United. Jewish Welfare Fund dinner at the Beyhills hotel, where lead role in the film “Derby^” to production: of “Gone to Earth"' for
•Darryl F. Zanuck and QueHtin he produced by Real Film Co. Di- the ArcherSi
Reynolds also, will be among the rector is Roger von Norman.
Cordial Film Co. is shooting
speakers.
Milton H. Blow, the adman, “Nights at the Nil,” starring Sohja
hooked on the first postwar east- Ziemman, at studios in Berlin.
Rentals
bound voyage on the lie de France Director is Albert Maria Rabenalt.
Continued from page 3 e
Use Werner, after making one
July 30, taking his married son
and his wife bii their belated more picture with director Hans
NBC programs
minimum
user
of
will
America
Sohweikart,
move
to
honeymohn.
Mrs. Miltott Blow
(Melisse) wiil have preceded them in the fall. She has an American while the latter, on its part, would

,

in

,

;

M

in a chase Sequence ln“Barricade”

'

&

terior shots.

=>

.

.

after a Uriiversal film stint

Pickman,: partner

1949

4,

“Somewhere In Europe spending
a month in Paris on business.
Romans will soon he reading
Paul La Riviere hospitalized for
J. J. ShUbert Irt London, taking
Billy
Rose’s column, “Pitching major surgery,
Cosmopolitan theatre, on Colum- in most of the West End shows.
Horseshoes,” in the -Rome Daily
bus Circle, has been sold for a
Ted Briskln planed to Chicago tn
Harry Alan Towers is author of American.
>«
parking lot.
undergo surgery.
"Show Business,” to be published
Charles Rutherford and Glenn
Fllp-O-Vision, a series of tlosely- May 19.
Rod Cameron to Birmingham
® ®®*
Alvey, who have been filming telelinked still pictures of stars made
Ala., to ride .ln a rodeo.
Sob Williams replaces Gil Maishorts in Italy for Coronet
up in booklet form, is a neW tieup son in “Latin Quarter” revue at vision
Darcy Miller in towh Ifter talent
gone
Prance
for
Films,
have
to
a
for autumn shows oh Broadwav
with Topps gum. Crosby, Hope, Lpndon Casino, May 23.
coupl^: mbnths tp make shorts
Eleanor Powell in town after
Vallee; Kirk Douglas, Margaret
Honorary degree of Doctor of
Mittle-vlsited rural areas.
three months of stage appearances
O’Brien and Jimmy Stew'art are set Law conferred on Emiyn Williams about
“
for the stunt.in Europe.
by Duke of Edinburgh at Bangor
Edmund Grainger, Bepubiic pro- UniVi
Dane Glark sprained an ahkle
Sq, Garden project is
stymied, at least for the time being,
the 58th St, property behind the

Madison

'Wing.
Milt

;

Vedncgday, May
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days
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other sectors of the country.
Servicing and Rates

TOA

and

NBC

By Lary Solloway

liegotiators; it is

said, are* seeking, now to. formulate
Jorge Fasola breh into Delmonico
possible program servicing and hotel. '
rates on paper. When that is done,
Oscar Hammerstein in town for
the proposal will he formally sub- some sUn.
i
Jack Parker, former manager of
mitted to TOA’s television committee,
chairmanned by Mitchell Lord Tarleton (Hyde Park), off^to
Wolfsbn and Walter Reade, Jr. If Arizona and new post as director
Tucson.
the dickering goes smoothly, it is of El Rancho Diablo in
^
Alaii Courtney, vet disc jock
likely that the plan will Come up
programmer: from N. Y., joined
before the joint meeting of
here
and the Society of Motion Picture group of spinriers-gabbers from
stint emanating
with
nightly
Engineers slated for Thursday (5).
Keen’s via indie WINZ.
Under the Scheme as now envisaged,
wbuld provide programs on closed circuits, thus insuring their exclusivity. Bell SysSteve Crane; settled in his Cap
;tem engin e er s; bn being ap^
Chevalier
prqached; have opined that the d’Antibes villa, at the
Wartjne
telephone wires are suitable fbr Show With French actress
Carol, rumored to be the .next Mrs.
station-tb-Stetibn theatre hookup.
On the closed-clrctiit basis,' it is not
Marty
Schwartz, of Hollywfiod’s
thought that the Federal, CommuChinese and Egyptian theatres,
nications Commission Wbuld interiii Paris,, oeterfrom
.

:

TOA

'

NBC

fere.

Wayne

Coy,

FCC

back:

chairman,

has already given curbstone opinions that the FCC would not consider a closed circuit within its
jurisdiction.

NBC officials, led by Charles R.
Denny, exec veepee, do hot consider the network’s proposal to
supply programs as a reversal of
Its
previous stand. NBC, along
With other webs, has objected to

a week

mined to put off his pro.iectea
sailing of next wesek.
The American aircraft carrier,
“Philippine Sea,’’ in GolL'Iuanf
Cannes harbor, anchored aimosi
smack in front of Ali Khan s villa.
Chateau de L’Korrion. Rita and

Ali still keeping: everyone fuessing as to date of marriage, if any.
Latest rumor is May IS, oS^tne
Aga Khali must leave; few, days
later for English racing season.
theatres picking up p r o g rams
Maurice Chevalier has starteg
“The
beamed on the' airways. The nix, his new film.
Roi”
however, was based on the fact King”) at the Vlctorine Studios^w
that the theatres did not have a Nice, for Speva Films. Film,
license from the station to do so, duced by Michel Safi'a and Andre
Paulve, and directed by Meec-G'
It is stressed, and not to the practice with :a license.
hert Sauvageon, finds Ghevane
whwn,
in same type; of role
NBC also Indicates that, a “rea- back
famefirst brought him American
sonable fee” would be sought scaled
Marks first time he can make pi
on the character of the program ture, do radio show and still uy ^
and the size and nature of the in his bhloved Gaiines villa, L*
theatre.
Louque.”

“Le

•

i
,

.

,

,
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Paramount and Music Hall have no
The Latin Quarter in-

tele tabus.

variably

Crosses Critics
spring on
after a click tryout last
a huge advMce
the road, it had

a Capacity Week, business has held
to a profitable, leveL Lately, retheatre par- ceiving the Crlticf’ Circle prize as
end pf the the best foreign play of the season,
^gan^a taper plus Martita Hunt’s' performance
generally ehb€d.since being cited for a“Tony” award,
off and it has
making has apparently hypoed interest in
then although it has been
the'.sh6w.'
profit,
a small operating
no one expected 4 iShows Defy Notices, Then Slide
" Although
record
the
Four productions this season
equal
to
•‘Mother”
seemed to defy ’ adverse
spveii-vear ruii of its predecessor, have
it was figured notices for a- time, presumably on
‘‘tife with Father,”
couple
pf
strength of heavy theatre party
least
the
a
for
at
good
to be
public
"Father”^
bookings;
But they* then slid off;
huge
The
5^^:
cinch^o,mnt ^see They are “Suinmer and Sinoke.f
Vvas thought a
on the Strength of “Bed Gloves,”* “LovC Life” and
the sequel and,
advance
sale,’ “Big Knife.” The first two closed
th^
and
reviews
the
antici- after earning baefc only a fraction
a boxoflice cleanup was /
of their cost, while the: remaining
vpated.'
arC Still ,'runhi|ig, but at reHowever, several unlooked-for tWo
all duced business, In the case of both
virtually
with
As
arose.
factors
“Love Life,” and ‘‘Knife,” they are
literature,
or
films
Ibgit,
sequels in
using two-for-ones at the 46th
apparently
been
has
popularity
and National, respectively,
muph less than for the original. Street,
in ah' effort to keep going.
Some who -saw and enjoyed
Although liobody, except pos•‘Father” seemingly haven’t particu^Mother.”
sibly
the
see
bankrpller himself, ever
to
cared
larly
expedted ‘lAli for LbVe’i to pay 'off
Still others appeared to regard it
at the HeUinger, the Sammy Lamas the same play under a new title,
bertAnthony
H. ‘Farrell reyUe is
they
had
or to think that because
never seen “Father” they wouldn’t stlll piaying to skimpy attendance,
understand the followup. Finally, having gotten past the iOfl-performanCe
mark
that :is occasionaily
producer
Qscar
In the opinion of
many potential patrons set as definition of a hit. ProducSerlin,
tion cost about $275,000 and, at its
have figured “Mother” would he
recent
rate
a round $6,000, is
of
been
have
aiid
years,
around for
waiting until tltere’s less demand losing Farrell an additiohal $20,000
or so a Week, not in.cluding What he
for tickets.
iTlay be dropping on the operation
In any case, When it ends its of the
theatre. Which apparently
Broadway run, “Mother” Will prob- proves that if theatre party boOk-;
ably have regained most of its $85;- ingS
Can't make a hit, neither can
000 production cost: That amount, Will power and an
unlimited bank
plUs the $15,000 original capital
account.'
not Spent, is available for distribution to the investors, riiany of
whom also backed ‘‘Father” and
received a profit of 6,Q00% On that
The fact that
$23,000; venture.
Dorothy Stickney and Howard
Ceutiuued from page 1
Lindsay will go on the road with
“Mother” in fhe fall' should help talked if Smith gets the job is
the show’s boxofflce and possibly $50,000 a year phis,: expenses,
earn a profit on the investment.
Cheyfitz, on the other hand,
Also; there is interest in a London would (get a much lower; fee and
production and the prqspect of an actually would add nothing to
ultimate film sale.
present expenditures, since he is
already
on the staff of the associaGood Reviews'for “Traitor”

WILLIAM

;

,

,

,

.

:

,

Another factor Is his experience,, since he has been serving
as Johnston's Hollywood liaisohv
tion.

Healthier Biz

^

j

ness

Continued froni page

opportunists

1

Ss

who saw

the

and are hot record industry people
and knew nothing about the business except to fill the requests Of
buyers. These numerous ventures
naturally reduced the sales opportunities of people Who had been in:
the business for years and knew
to merchandise

and

sell , their

product;.;;',

,

:

_

as well

now

as

immediately after
in this case, the

CacroU/^ i^^^ reP as the pritne^,.factor,: as
Proved by the Unusually potent
matinee bu.siness and the conabOuhher”^^*^'^'^^

^“M^woraan

and

comment

of Chaillot” has
a surprise hit. The Parisian
got
throe good notice.s
took several weeks
*”
Riif®f
u the biaeje at the Belasco.
tbjtpv'up
coiiTmeht ..was strohg
and, while the show
has never had
only
nnf®?
.ut ot nine, and

;

:

VANDERZANDEN

VHENttl

'

Jean Charles Youiig.
stepmother and: father of Faye Emerson 57,
( Roosevelt), died in the Naval hospital
in San Diego, Cal,, April 28.
Michael M; Menard,

.

m

screen

home in'

Los Angeles,

John H. Ripton, 64, retirefi sound
technician and union leader, died
April 27 in Hollywood.

Monroe Bennett,

laboratory

55,

head at Warner Bro.s. studio, died
in Hollywood, April 24.
Mother,

Survived by wife and son.

51,

actor, died April 27 at his

Mali in. screen
writer, died April 25 in Hollywood,

rope.;^';
-

77, of -Al

product.
B,

;

NORMAN JOLLIFFE

Norman

it,

New

died in

MARRIAGES

Join ffe, 62, baritone,
York, April 30.

Dorothy Ford

He had appeared with the New
York Oratorio Society, the Boston
Handel and Hayden Speiety and

is

lerdice,

to David Way AlSanta Monica, April 28.

Bride

a

Iris

New

Cleveland, Toronto and

the

to James M, SterPhoenix, Ariz., April 25. Bride
a screen actress,

ling,

Symphony orchestfas, besides being soloist at many muric

York

'

Byiium

;

is

former

advertising eXec.

actl’ess; he's

an

'

Marian Keplinger to Frank Orr,
.He also sang on the original Martinsbufg, W. Va., Apiil 25, He's
Atwater Kent radio program, the pubiieity director for K(3V, PittsMajestic hour and other programs. burgh.;
Ruth Gaber to ..Roger Carlin,
Survived by. wife, two sisters and,
’

festivals.'

;

;

New

York. April 29. He’s director
of television tor Music Corp. of
America,
Marjory Miller to Daiid Dwight

a brother.

AftTHUR PADEREWSKI
Arthur “Paki” Paderewski,
top, staff artist

in

Warner

46,

Bloomfield,
Longmeadow, M’a.ss.,
April 29. Bride is a legit and radio

Bros,

homeofficte; died May 2 at Beth
David hospital, N. Y.
Padeiewski, who had been with
Warners; since 1942,: was a member of the Art Directors Club and
winner of numerous awards in the

actress.

:,':.

:‘’’'

;

Faith Brook to U. S. Navy Lt.
Charles Moffett,. London, May 2.
Bride is an actress and daughter
of actor Clive Brook.
'

of art.
Survived by wife, daughter, son,
three sisters and a brother.
field

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs, Reginald Gardiner,
.sort, Santa Monica, April 24. Father
H. martin
is a screen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony O'Dare, .son
Mrs, Julia Sutter Martin, former
Singer, and widow of John H. Mar- lloilywood, April 26.
Mother is
tin; died In La Ci'escenta, Cal., former Elaine Love, actress; father
is an actor.
April 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Wilkerson,
Prior to her marriage, she had
sung in vaude arid cabarets in New son, Hollywood, April 29. Father is
York In the pre-Prohibition era, a screen actor;
Mr. and Mrs, Herb Riklcs,
and for a lime/ had appeared in an
daughter. New York,
recehtly,
operatic trio on concert dates.
Father is editor of Television
Survived by a. daughter.

MRS. JOHN

:

.

.

:

Guide...

:..

Mr and Mrs. Bob Roberts, .son,
;
ABE n; '’adelson
Hollywood, April 23. Father is a
Abe N Adelsoh, 64, died in Hol- film producer.
lywood, April 30, after a heart atMr. and Mrs. Pat Nowell, son,.
tack.
He was president of Bev- Santa Monica, April 23. -Father, is
hills Development (iofp: arid build- a member Of Universal-IntefnaN^^
er of the Film C'enter im’
tiohal operations department.
York; plus other Important N. Y.
Mr, and Mrs, Gunnar/ Mykland,
realty properties.
One Of; His daughter, Chicago, April 26; Father
pro- is WBBM salesman;
daughters is married to
ducer Lou Edelman.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Downs,.
Survived by wife and two daugh- daughter, Chicago, April 26. Father
ters., ,:
is NBC ahnouheer.
Mr/' and Mrs. Al; Kennedy, spn,
Pittsburgh, April 26i
Father is
WALTER S. REDELL
Walter' S. Redell, father of Don with Joey Sims orch.
Mr. and Mrs, Simon Ackerman,
RecRedell, field man for
ords in' the midwest, died in New daughter, Indianapolis, April 22.
York last week after a heart attack. Mothef’x the daughter of Maurice
He was general hotel sliperviser Spitalny, bandleader.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Choate,
for Bihg & Bing, realtprs.
daughter, Tarryto'iyn, N. Y, April
24. Father is a legit producer and
JOSEPH :JARV1S;)
curfentiy
general manager fop
Joseph Jarvis, operator of the Margaret Webster Repertoi-y Co,
Mr; and Mrs., Oron Koot, .Ir.,
Delihar theatre in Meniinds, N. Y..
died Monday at his home' there son. New York, April 30, Mother
April ,25.
the former Daphne Skouras,
Iris
Survived by wife, a son and two rdaughter of 20th Cenlury-Fox prez
daughters.
.

;

:

;

!

i

:
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tal-

ent dgenciCs are hard pressed for
new faces. There’s not only afi
acute: scarcity of fresh headliners,
but: 4I50' in the novelty act depart-

I
I

1

WB

ContiiiUed from paSe

.

.

1

:

Agencies such as William budget would cause some changes
ment.
Morris and Music Corp. of /Amer- in Loew .executive thinking.
ica have come to the realization
Friendly plans to mix Standard
that they need the smaller acts as and new turns. He'U introduce as
Well as the topliners because pf many new acts as po.ssiblie.
He
yidep’s increasing demands. Lack- 'yvants to give Broadway a type of
ing enough of these acts, conse- entertainment hot available elsequently the shift has been to skits. where on the Stem. Norman Evafis,'
The act situation has been made an English import, will play his
more aciite by tlie -restrictions on first U. S. theatre date On the
doubling by N/ Y. theatres and preeni program.
Meanwhile, the Palace opening
cafes. The 'Ciipitot and Strand forbid aet.s to go on; video immedi- has excited national attention. Ediately before or during a run at; torial.S, syndicated press features
th'8 theatre.
'The Roxy will permit and a flood of, letters from vaude
its acts on video fiu ring the last fans; all over the country has ref
Week of the engagement.; The :Suited. ;.
,

’

:

,

Heiiri Vanderzanden, Belgiumborn' musical director; died in New
York, April 29. He was director
of music at the Grand hotel in
Paris from 1902 until 1915, when
he came to the U, S.
Until his retirement, in 1931, he
had conducted orchestras at the
Ritz-Carlton, Astor and Ambassador hotels in New York, and the
Brook Club in Saratoga. He also
made several concert tours of ,Eu-

;

when

Of oratorios.

“My

;

at a time,

number

'

;

comes

cert stage in a

brothers.

Perfume:";'; ,/'
survived by wife,
three sons.

UA-pileon

rnaterial

tralto, died at her home in Mt. Vernori, N/, Y.; April 38. Mrs. Lever
had appeared on the British: con-

:

;

another
i,u
not
P'Pu’i^lhgly
oniirti”'
solidly,
but which has maintained
gait at the Fulton theatre,
t- lias had
few capacity weeks but
no poor ones, aiid
has mafiO a conP*’Uflt and is doing almost

MRS. HALEY LEVER
Mrs. Aida Gale Lever; 64/ con-

:

'rUCKEIl

:

:

is

His work in the theatre wPs devoted largely to light opera and
musical comedy.

Carl Tucker, 45, pianist-composer
Mrs. Katherine Tammen Clark,
liis; greatest success iiii
79, sister of the late Harry H, TamNeW York; April 28. men, editor and co-owner of thp
returned to New York eight Deliver Post, died in New York,
years agP after haying made his M.ay 1,.
home in Paris for many years.
After wilting sepfes for French
Henry Schuster, 54, electrician
films, Tuckef cbniposed the music
on the Paramount lot tor 27 years,
for ‘‘Revue de Paris” and “Fritzie,” died April 18 in Hollywood, folproduced in: London a decade ago, lowing a heart attack.
His works also included the. s:^m”
phonles “Montezuma,'?, “Elegie
Joseph Thomas, 57, mill super''Fahtasie Cubano” and “SPuVenlr
intendent at RKO for lY years,
de Vienna”; the concerto, “Iri- dropped dead on the lot, April 29,
lum’'; a symphonic poem,
following a; heart attack;
Son,” and the song, “Haunting

;

Fancy”

Madden, former

(Jack)

died April 26 in Mounds-

actor,

viIle,.W;;'.VH-..:';:'.':

Whp gained

speed disks;,
Operator of the stores asserts
that his staff frequently complains
that they canriot keep Up .with the
queries of record-buyers: since
they themselves do not; know all
the answers. Some pf the clerks
are npt yet readily familiar With
whether a 45 disk will work on a
,33% turntable, or Vice versa, and;
any other angled constantly being
throwri at them by customers.
This operator feels tnat CdIuitibia and RCA- Victor missed one
angle in not getting up literature
easily understood that explains the
product of each.
Victor, as a
matter: of fact, does have a pamphlet available on store counters
its

gas.

’T.

He

;

My

John;

Paris, died in

Sales clerks behind; retail record
ebunters; most of whom are inexperienced anyway, are just as confused about the recordings ihvqlyed in tbb “battle; of the rpm’s”
as are customers themselves. And,
according to phe, owner of a string
of eastern disk sales marts, that
fact is contributing as much to the
laek of sales as the general public's confusion over the different
;

explaining

:'.

Survived by husband and three

CARL

retail outlets’ to* siitimer
down to those With the /know-how
of selling, then' tfie recording business will be better off. ,.

Still another possibility being
talked of Is that Louis B. -Mayer,
Continued from page S
Metro studio chief, might take the
post. In ;that event, it \voUld be
film production as the only means
more of an ex officio job and not of realizing dollars on it.
so active a spot as would be the
One of the things the Nassers reresponded and there’s been conMd- case If a full time Coordihafor Were, portedly vvere trying was to use the
erahle speCulatlpn in the trade as. named,:
stock as collaleral with an Amerito the explanation. Feeling' among
can bank for a loan in dollars to be
some, observers is that the play’s:
used for production. 'That was betitle is a biz-chafer, While, the story
lieved to have been, found imposabout a science professor and atom
sible—mr at least' If would have
secrets sounds too inanimate and
had to be done at suph a great disContinued from page 1
remote for popular draw.
count that it would have been unAnother puzzler this season has ley, who wrpte a W.k. “Minuet feasible—-so that tile whole scheme
been “Light Up the. Sky,” which sketch,” was hired to perform in blew up.
got excellent boxoflice notices and that bit, and Lew Hearn was
50-50 With Rank
started out like ah autumn brush- booked at $600 to put oii the “Belt
What UA owns is a 50% interest
nre, but has since flickered to: such In the Back” skU.
A bit from (Rank
has the other 5(1%) in the
a degree that the management has “Make Mine Manhattan” was slatGinema
Holclings Co. Ghie'f
Odeon
had to resort to the use of twO--for- ed for last night’s (Tiies,) layout.
asset of;the firm is about; 2,0(10,000
Ones to keep the Moss Hart eomedy
In other; developments, the Wil- shares
interest)
in
(controlling
lighted. On the .strength of its early
liam Morris agency has planted a Odeon Theatres, Ltd.;, the circuit
week's busihe.<is the
show has
operating company. UA owned 83,earned back the $75,000 invest- show starring Martha Raye With
non-voting shares in the opOOO
ment. Whether it pays a profit will the AnieriCaii Tobacco CP. Arnold
erating subsid, which it sold in
Ptobabiy depend oA how effective HprWitt and Marty Ritt are being
1947 for about $'700,000 to the
the ‘twofers” prove to be and the Submitted as writers for the disEagle Star Insurance Go,, 'which,
business it does on the prospective play.
Horwitt authored sketches
along with Rank. owns most of the
road tour.
in “Call Me Mister,':’ and“Make
shares;
other
reverse example has been Mine Manhattan,” and has already
UA got the equivalent Of this
submitted several Sketches for that
Where’s. Charley?,”
coin out of the country, since at
Which re- .layout,
ceived mixed notices and has
that time film; rentals could be renever
been an absolutely solid smash,
Trend is also evident with the mitted without restriction although
out which has maintained
Arrow Show. ;EVer since Phil the proceeds of the stock sale ita nearcapacity pace eVen through the Silvers left the display, sketches self could not be.
UA used fhe.
i-enten Slump and’ into
the late and blackouts have predojrhinated. mohey to pay operating; expenses
spring at the St James.
In that “Toast of the 'Town’’ has used hits, of its British organlzafion instead
case Ray Boiger is
rated the prin- usually of a Harlem comedy gcfirp. of taking these expenSes out Pf film
cipaLdraw, not only
“Adniiial BipadWay Revue” has. rental.
That left all of the film
tor his' estabiished name hut also
because of the been usirtg various; sketches almost rental for remitfance; Some other
‘;™“Uucd publicity arid word-of- exclusively.
;
such formula’ is now being sought.
mouth he has golten.
'the; increasing use Of sketch
:

monoxide

,

Causes

'JOHN ,E.'ARDELL

'

,

John E. Ardell, 68, screen actor^
was found dead April 26 in his automobile in Hollywood, a victim of

Record induMry men who prefer
.to lopk at the .brighter side, even
in the face of possible inroads by
const antly
expanding television, daughters.
feel that if the current slump
:

TV Comedy Bits

•

SCULLV

film

former

sales curve of the recording business ascending rapidly; They were

how

jr.

William J, Scully^ fid. veteran
manager And
production
assistant director, died in
Hollywood, May 1, He entered industry in 1914 with
the old
Biograph Co.;' and went to the
Coast in 1925 to work for Cecil B.
De Mille. Since then he Was With
Metro, 20th-Fox, Famous Players
and Universal as production manager or assistant director. He left
Universal last year to become production manager for John Ford,
serving on “Three Godfathers” and;
“She Wore Yellow Ribbon.” He
Was former president of the Assistant DireetPrs Guild, meinber of
Unit /Managers Guild, and a trustee
of thP Motion Picture Relief Fund.
Survived by wile, son and two

!

:

.

for

,

’

In the case of ‘"The Traitor,” the
Harris production received
seven out pf eight favorable reviews and has been given consistent- followup newspaper plugging
since then, particularly On the part
of Hearst’s. N. Y. Jourrial-American
and Mirror. However, attendance
at the 48th Street theatre has' not;

permission

ment has acquiesced.

«ale including many
’
the
ties However. With
parties, attendance

..Jed

refuses

doubling into videp) but there have
been instances where the manage-

Continued from; p«c« 1
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SOIID SMASH AGAIN
atCOCOANUT GROVE • AMBASSADOR HOTEL
W

If

mimme
CARL FISCHER

with

dt the piano

Lalne Salid Smash
I

Bow

n Grove

.
.

-*

COGOA^NV^

l^t
cy

appearance: in the Grove. 'He sang at
least 20 popular tunes that were high
bri his recording list.

H^18

®Ai^^sad«r

Grove spott»ng_

a'-

U

So...,

,

Frankie Lain#.

opened at the Ambassador's Coeoanut
Crove’Tuesday night to a capacity .ahd
It was « gala
pleased ; audieheeV
flight with. Lalne making his second

,eviei^

r

I

\

Carl Fischer, Lalrie’s eccpnfipanist,
deserves a bow, for hie part in the
show. Laine shogid keep the Croye
jumpin’ for the next four weeks. ^
:

*»«

*"f

Si

fWA/P^iy/YNSOAi---

****
singing Idol
of Ahe^ohfc
TJObby sox
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Although Frankie Laln^s present commitments are prWeQtlng
courting television, outa guest spot or two, the
Singer believes strongly In th*
future of television and Is ready
to take to the seewaves at any
time,
Fraiikie's popularity still is at
Its peak. He jammed the Cgcoanut Grove on his Tuesday night
opening and even the usherettes
were applauding his singing as
they guided late-cdmers to tables
,, .since Frahkie did only the one
Show on opening night ( he does
two; as a regular feature) he gave
the customers their money’s
worth, singing for a little over
an hour. His fans loved it!

him from
side of

D/N/Nu

AND DANCING
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HUNT, COBB, MARTI, PINZA “BESF
As m the Ra£o Fight, Tele Has BMI

System Envisions
OmiMII CmTICS IHTrench B’easting

A

AsaCushionif ASCAPToo6aiky|'||||||y
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers and the

By

Todd Drops Rockefellers

the Broadway season, in the
His ‘Aida’ Venture opinion
of the New York drama
Mike Todd reportedly had the critics. Outstanding note of VaRockefellers, a $300,000 bankroll riety’s annual poll of the profesfrom them, and their Center the- sional firsUnighters was the unaniatre, in Rockefeller Center, set for mous choice of Mary Martin for
his “Aida” in modern dress, but the best femme performance in a
decided to call it off. “Bad acous- musical. E/io Pinza got the nod
tics” of the theatre was the re- as giving the best male performported whyfore. Todd is now talk- ance in a musical.
ing with Anthony B. Farrell for
Vote of the aisle-sitters was unthe Mark Hellinger (nee Warners’ usually clo.se in most categories,
Hollywood* theatre, both as a For example, Cobb received four
bankroller and as a house.
taps for his performance in the

none

seems

contem-

plated. although both factions have
left the door open for a resumption of negotiations, in the wordage of oflicial releases.

,

I

That Broadcast Music, Inc., esfablished during 1940-41 as a stopgap during the battle then between
ASCAP and radio, will now try to
fill its role also is apparent. Tele

-

1.

when the current exten-

sion of ASCAP’s $l-a-year temporary license to television musicAnd BMI has beusers expires.

gun gathering

material.
ASC.\P's stance leaves the society this time in a much belter
its

position than during its last set-to
with radio. The recently renewed
contract between the tune-group
and radio leaves its income from

run.
In

new

this

ASC.AP

battle,

Over 'Belt

in

The

is

in

1

William Morris Agency,
which found itself in the middle
of a dispute between Eddie Cantor
and Lew Hearn, each of whom
claims to have written the “Belt in
the
Back” sklf, performed by
“Hearn on the Texaco Star Theatre
last Tuesday <3>, yesterday (Tues.l

Although
her

Mi.ss

|
'

|

skipped

all

Pinza

*

prentice,

and

under

call

letters

had been broadcasting home
for two hours on Sundays.
Townspeople at Morgan. Minn.,
mined in the fun. and broadcasts
became civic parties.
Feature story in Minneapolis
(Continued on page 47*
talent

‘THIS IS

ARMY’ VERSION

MAY BE LEGION-BACKED
Indianapolis,

May

10.

W^kly

Twentieth-Fox may win the race Pacific” might be telecast over the
Top names like Crosby,
ma.ior film companies for system.
the introduction of large-screen Hope, Jol.son. Cantor. Marx, Allen,
theatre television on a day-to-day et al., will be dickered to headbasis in regular film houses. Com- line star-studded vaude layouts,
pany has definitely decided to and pay them far more than
launch theatre TV in 15 or 20 the.v’ve ever been able to earn beFox-West Coast theatres before the fore on any personal appearance

among

end of the year, feeding the Inter- dates.
As Skouras envisions it. the in“stage”
houses
top
comiected
shows to be aired via tele in con- ter-connection of 20 tlieatr‘*s should

Plans for a peacetime version of

junction with first-run films. Tele

shows

under American Legion sponsorship, Were discussed at the meeting of tile Legion’s
national executive committee
here last w'eek.
Idea was presented at session
by

Scalpihg

Key to the current probe of ticket-scalping on Broadway may be

provide a

total

capacity of

in

its environs
(Continued on page 30)

New York state law prohibiting
the payment of “ice.” Existence of
the statute doesn’t appear to be
generally known in the trade, but
John M. Murtagh, N. Y. City com-

some

Koussevitzky Sparks

a

missioner of investigation, is reportedly figuring on using it in
his drive against speculators.
Section 169 h of the General
Business Law', relating to ticket
brokers, states,

“No

licensee shall

(Continued on page 50)

Hooked Up For TV Vaudfilm’—Skouras

ving Berlin’s “This Is the

Army.”

To Balk

I

Gross In 15-20 Theatres

would originate in Grau- 50,000 seats. By charginlT only $1
man’s Chinese theatre, Hollywood, a head on a two-a-day reserved
and be piped simultaneously to seat policy, tlie company should be
otlier F-WC house.s in L.A. and able to gross up to $100,000 per
day, or more tlian S.'iOO.OOO in a
other southern California cities.
Talent will know that it
Figuring tlie gross that could be week.
LeKov Prinz. Hollywood director turned in by a number of theatres will be playing not to one theatre
*^^ndled filming of original linked together would be practi- but to many theatres and, with
this Is tile Army” during the cally unlimited. 2()th prez Spyros figures like that to toss around,
war.
P. Skouras and otlier company ex- it should be a comparatively easy
James F. O’Neil, past national ecs are pitching for the top shows job to book the outstanding names
commander, said propo.sed show available. Skouras has already ap- in every branch of show business
would feature postwar life of for- proached RodgcM’s & Ilammerstein for the theatre video.
Skouras has ids sights trained
(Continueu on page 54)
to explo»*e a deal whereby “South
li

Nobody

j

^

*$300,000

for Legit Tix

practically a secret.

Paris talks about it. except the
Anu^riean tourists, who leave Ik*hind bullish reports on “Monsieur

Bcrie.”
In all of Paris and

i

1

NUTZ

‘Ice’

i

had more competition for his appearance in the same
show. He drew four and a half
votes, edging out Alfred Drake,!
Agenev who got three and a half for his
finally paid Hearn $1,000.
Federal Communications Comthe payment after Cantor work in “Kiss Me. Kate.” and Ray
held
up
mission engineers put the quietus
(Continued on page 48)
(Continued on page 53)
on a small-town radio station which
had been broadcasting unlicen.sed
and which didn’t mind publicity.
Station was built In a home garage
by an 18-year-old electrician’s ap-

Law Would Thaw

;

the critics’ votes for
performance in “South Pa-

cific.”

I

10.

i

1

Martin

May

tries of Euro|)e.

is

cia.ssification.

away with

rushing to reissue
Bergman
Ingrid

;

“Sales-

Miss Dunnock also got three votes
as giving the best performance in
a supporting role. Miss Ashcroft
getting a single tally in the same

Back’ Video Skit
The

B’caster
,
Q
4•
Agrees lO uCfdin Air
Minneapolis. May 10.

wife

Peggy Ashcroft and Joyce
Redman received one each for
work in “Edward” and
their
“Anne,” respectively. Incidentally,
man.”

it desper(Continued on page 39)

18-Yr.-01d

the

of

Paris.

I

|

portrayal

seeking only one thing;

FCC Puls Q.T. on NUTZ;

j
'

Network’

that
France.
It’s
conceded
Ihrongh the technical advanee!!
achieved by Radlodifliision Francais
French Broadcasting System*. is on the verge of .something
startling In the world of video.
Having perfected its R19-line
definition which is vastly superior
to {inything now in existence (comnow tenanting the house. 11 will pared with the S'J.a-line transmisbe the second of the six Selznick sion in tiie Unitc'd States and the
First. “Sime Britisli Broadcasting Corp.’s 40.5
pix to be released.
You Went Away,” so far has play«-d lines*, the repercussions in terms
of France’.s political and cultural
40-50 situations.
infiuenee
enveloping
of
s|)here
other Western European countries
will tie enormous.
But everything is "pour le future.” Television in France today

Cantor Vs. Hearn

that source undisturbed, since the
pact has some nine more years to

is

TV

GEORGE ROSEN

France is paving the way for the
creation of a “Western Powers TV
.\elvMirk” via a relay system for an
international exchange of programming among (he demoeratic coun-

starter, to ride the recent frontpage fanfare. Pic is one of the six
oldies produced by David (>. ^>cl/.nick which El recently took on for
renewed domestic distiibulion. It
was not originally planned, however, to send the film out at the
present time.
“Intermezzo’ goes into (he Little
Carnegie, N. Y., following “Tlu‘
Guinea Pig,” British-made film

known

I

by June

Eagle Lion
“Intermezzo.”

“Aida” has book by and lyrics prize-winning “Death of a Salesby Charles Friedman, heretofore man,” nosing out .Jose Ferrer, with
as a legit stager. The Verdi three for liis portrayal in “Silver
opera has been given a Civil W'ar Whistle.” Immediately after were
setting; Howard Bay is doing the Rex Harrison, with two for his
sets; and the entire venture will playing in ”.\nne of the Thousand
be in the nature of a spectacle, in- Days.” and Robeit Morley, with
cluding galloping horses on stage. one for his appearance in “Edward,
My Son."
Miss Hunt got five votes for her
performance in “Madwoman of
Chaillot.” Next was Mildred Dunnock, with three selections for her

stations in N. Y. began Monday
calling in artists to warn them
9
to be ready with non-ASCAP music
(

Reissue ‘Intermezzo’ To
Ride Ingrid Publicity

of

From

the breakup Friday (6) of negotiations to establish a rate structure
for the use of copyrighted songs
on video. No moves have been

and

Martha Hunt and Lee J, Cobb
have given the best performances

'

television industry apparently intend to stand pat on the causes of

made,

“Western Powers

not only o.i the current Broadway
hits, but outstanding concert artists, the Metropolitan Opera Co.
and practically every other piia.se
of the business. Despite the fact*
that each theatre video perform-

aqce would reach more i>cople
than have ever simullaneou.^ly witnes.sed any stage show in the past,
never
the performers will’ still
reach the saturation point. In fact.
transmission
Skouras believes that
of their

work

via tlieatre

TV

will

serve as the liest trailer yet devised to hypo interest in all plays
and artists and make them all the
more valuable for the future. Curtailed or modified scripts (because
“strong” language possibly*
of
would be a factor. Above all, it’.s
like a film star’s personal hypoing

-

ISBGFundforOrchin
Lieu of Retirement Gifts
Bo.ston, May 10.
Serge

stepping

Koussevitzy,

of the Boston
after 25 years,
gathered in a cool $159,000 as the
sparkplug of a fund for the orchestra he requested in lieu ot any personal gifts to him from a devoted

down as conductor
Symphony orchestra

audience and city.
The Koussevitzky

fund,

for

which contributions were received
from all over the country, is to be
used as a permanent endowment
for the orchestra, whose yearly'
(Continued on page 53*
I

PICKFORD-ROGERS
JOIN MR.

&

MAY

MRS. GROUP

Hollywood, May 10.
Latest husband-and-w ite team to
hit I4ie Mr. and Mrs. radio trail
iray be Mary Pickford and Buddy
Hogers. Indie television producer
Mai Boyd, who nov packages a
TV show here starring Kogers. returned from New' Ycrk this week
with plans to team the pair in a 15minute across-the-board tran•scribed AM show.

It
believed the plan might
is
dovetail with Rogers’ viileo work,
the former film
indicates
which
star will continue on a Coast toI«
moving to N. Y.
of
versa.
station,
instead
his pix, and vice
Another important aspect of the as had previously been considered.
signs for
Pickford
first
Mi.ss
the
will
furnish
Even
if
plan is that it
definite guarantee that the film the radio .series, it’s believed uninto
TV.
double
will
likely
she
page
55;
. (Continued on
‘
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Middle of 'One World’

in

Paris Runaround
By

Snafu; Lacks That Spirit of Unity

BORRAH MINEVITCH.
You

Paris.

TIuslon found himself in
New low in chees«cake< Some
middle yesterday (Tuesday* of
smart aleck photog took a worm'sSarah Churchill's ?A.’s
eye angle shot of Ethel (“Ticoa <lispute between members of the
Tico”
Smith’s lower torso, while
London, May 10.
One World Committee. Producershe was jamming the Hammond.
Sarah Churchill, daughter of
director is scheduled to receive the
"France-Dimanche"
gave it -a full
Winston Churchill, left for Canada
a trip
group's annual award
page and she’s a church music
May fi. and will stay till May 21.
publisher yet!
around the world at a dinner at Ob.iect of vi.sit, which is being paid
Errol Flynn ate up Hie .Lido
for by J. Arthur Rank, is to exthe Hotel Plaza, N. Y., tonight.
show and wound up in Chaz
Several members of the commit- ploit her latest pic for Rank, who
Chase’s act eating a carnation.
her from Alexander
tee. w ho have resigned, sent a let- borrowed
Plenty convert charge: Jacques
ter of pndest to speakers at the Korda, to whom she is under con361 at
Path, dining with Rita and Aly at
<linner charging that the affair had tract.
Maxim’s,
PcrformoncM
drew some wedding gown
Pic.
which
3,490
got
good
notices
in
taken on "promotional characterAll-time lung run record In the suggestions on the table cloth and
istics" and that there was *‘a ques- London, is titled "All Over the
legitimute
tlieatr^
walked
out
with it.
Town.”
Miss
Churchill
also
will
between
tionable
connection
The RKO outpost here gave their
awardees and large contributions visit America for a couple television
appearances.
boss,
Phil
Reiman,
their must enbv themselves or their sponsors or
1949”
.lulVn

opening.

Jack Siedman, show
and legit backer, off

*

—

(Giro’s, London) Mills’ car to
his
friends’ car following, and
saw
Mills and his Mrs. hit a ditch
at
100 per, and do the rolling-over
routine.

KEN MURRAY’S
"BLACKOUTS OF

Trade observers took from

that

a possible implication that Huston; his indie unit, Horizon Pictures. or Columbia, which is curreleasing
Horizon’s “We
rently
ere Strangers,” had put up coin.
Sam Spiegel, Huston’s partner,
>vho is in New York, and Columbia e.xecs vehemently denied that
implication yesterday.
Col, however. is admittedly doing conaulerahle publicity on the dinner.

Spiegel declared that the first
that Huston knew about his selection
was when the committee
called to ask if he’d accept. Spiegel
there was no chance of
faid
Huston declining to appear tonight,
but
that
he and Nate
Spingold. Col v.p. in charge of ad\ertising and publicity, had had
Iniddles
with .Jacques Ferrand.
exec secretary of the award group

and an
<ion.

as.sociate,

James H, Shel-

\esterday to get details of the

situation.

thusiastic

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
And now In world -wide release

See ‘Set-Up’ Scoring

Yes

‘Champion’ in Suit
Angeles, May 10.

U.

S.

by

a

court

.shade.

will

It

Set-Up”

is

order

likely

will

win

that the

picture.

After viewing both pictures in
their original form and remarking
that there were striking similarities
in -sume sequences. Judge Hall ordered a showing of “Champion"

New

'

,

i

[

%

24

M-G’s

work on "Champion.”

»

Subscription Order

11

Form

Brit. ‘Miniver’
London. May 10.^
Sydney Franklin is due here Hie
end tif May to make arrangements
for the filming of Metro’s "Miss
It

same

Name)

have an all-English

'

1

by the Loessers as 'a sort of “first
edition,” to be distributed among
friends, the label carrying pictures
of them both. In the event the deal
is closed, the Loessers will cut a
version of “Make a Miracle." from
his “Where’s Charley’’ legit score
for the backup.

Zone

Requiar Subscription Rotes
Two Yeora $18.00

—

One Year $10.00
Canada and Foreign

—

$1

^

leads.

*

^

ing .studio for circulation among
their friends liecause for five years
or so they have been doing the
tune at private parties. It is widely
known by their intimates. It wasn’t
until Loesser was doing a picture
scoie that he found a .spot for it.
From Mercury he’ll draw the usual
5*
of the purchase price royalty.
ir

PHYLLIS CALVERT’S 3D PIC

.Miss

give a

F’ons
.solo

is alsti scheduled to
perftirmance later this

summer

f^KIETY
W«ft 44th StrMt

N»w

at (he same Paris spot bereluming to the U. S. in SepThe couple also expeet.s
sandwicii in a vacation at Lido

f«*re

ln«.

tember.

York It, M.

V.

to

,

on Hie Riviera.

i8i.

Since then, manager Abner .1.
Greshler has taken the duo off the
benefit circuit.

Burns

in

Shape for TV

Minneapolis.

May

10.

Bob Burns,

at the Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, for a physical checkup,
said the reason for it was Ids ap-

Phyllis Calvert is due in from proaching
entrance into television.
Kngland May 1^ lor her second
He has a show ready, he said,
Paramount picture and her third
Hollywood try. Her first was for and feels that his radio liahit of
Universal, on a joint Rank deal, memorizing script.s will now pay
“Time Out of Mind.
She did “My off. Setting will be his home t<)vvn,
Own True Love” la.st year for Par.
and is slated for an Alan Ladd he said, with show guests and kinchore this time. Her deal is one- folk dropping in.
•
a-year in the States.
Burn.s said he didn’t want to
Peter Murray-Hill. her husband, take
the TV plunge until sure he
himself an ex-actor but now a
prominent antique bookshop owner could stand up under the work.
in l.,ondon, accompanie.s her to the Check show'ed, he said, that he was
U. S.
in fine shape and ready to go.
”

VCI Takeover Cheers Saranac
HAPPY BENWAY

The following wire from

San Francisco, May

3.

The Variety Cluhs International, now in session for their 13ih
annual international convention at the Fairmont hotel. S.m Kranei.seo. .send to you. your staff
and the patients of the hospital tlieir
be.st vvishes and are happy to
advise you that the directors of oui'
oiganization have unanimously ratified the taking over of Hie liospital by Variety Club.s International.
It is our hope that we ran
compU'te the taking over details before the end of May. We are all
eonfident that under the great heart (if show busine.ss the insliiu*
lion will move ahead to help the
tubercular people of show Im'-ines.s hack to normal, healthy
and useful lives. We are e(|ually
eiinfident that you and your fine staff
will find our mtlluxls ot
adminisiei ing the hospital a friendly and happy one. .Sinceie and
kindest regards.

Palais Chaillot. Paris.

Additionol per Yeor

the floor of the Copacabana. N. Y.,
Hie la.st .show.
He and
Dean Martin, his partner, that
week had done seven free shows
in addition to the three-displavs
nightly at the Copa. He recovered
sijfficienHy to go on the following
night and al.so did the radio sliow

during

Saranac l.ake. N. Y.. May 10.
the Variety Club.s’ headman. Bob
Donnell, to Dr. E.
Wilson, of the W'iil Rogers Memorial Hospital here, sure packed a wallop, especially
for the m;m> patients who are in the infirmary.
Many were worried by sporadic
reports the lormer NVA San, long since renamed in Rogers’ honor,
would have to fold beeau.se of funds shoiiage. Despite the many
out-patients, no new ones were being taken for reasons of eurtaiH'd finances.
The telegram, accordingly, packed more tonic
than any medico could administer. It read:

ca.st

Lily P«*ns and her eonduetorhusband Andre Kostelanetz sailed
Irom New Y«>rk last week on the
Queen .Mary for a four-month Continental tour.
Both make a joint
eoneerl apptaranee June 6 at the

State

BENEFITS

FLOORS JERRY LEWIS

Loesser and his wife made the
Sunday
"Baby" disk at a Hollywood record-

O

LILY AND KOSTY’S TOUR

.

MARATHON OF
i

Mercury Records will probably
Viftrea.slng demands on performmarket a recording of the new hit.
“Baby. It’s Cold Out.side.” cut by ers for benefit .showings is beFrank Loesser, the tune’s writer, ginning to wear down many top
and his wife, Lynn. Disk Mercury turqs. Fact was pointed up Friday
would release actually w'as made •7* when Jerry
Lewis collapsed on

Dear Dr. Wilson:

Street

154

Pays Off for Loessers

By

except for the leads, which will be
played by Greer Garson and
Waller Pidgeon.
This would he
.sequel
to “>Irs.
Miniver." with

To
(rieaac Print

will

outchamps "The Champ”

_

Miniver."

Enclosed find check for $
Please Send VARIETY for One Year

it

six

i

(

City.

.shine,”

after

Tune Done lor Friends

Spiegel did deny, however, state- with the.se scenes eliminated, be- rates.
Only / mos 'n* Andy, fir.st in the
ments attributed to Ferrand that l\)re making his final deci.sion. As
Huston would give the committee lor the general story trends, he field, got a capital gains nod from
the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
.said;
lialf the proceeds from a pic which
lie d made while on the One World
"Kach is a difTerenl picture, tell- This caused real trouble inside the
lour.
Spiegel declared that it ing a different story. In “The Set- bureau, which tacitly admitted it
wasn't even certain whether such Up"
they try to beautifuy it was a mistake that would never be
a film would be made. He called through showing the fidelity of the repeated
The Fibber
Molly request for
all reports so far on the picture
fighter to his wife, her fidelty to
idea "premature.” as Huston had him and his fidelity to himself. a capital gains contract with NBC
never gone into details of the feasi- They emphasize in a sordid and was quietly withdrawn last week
bility.
informed the
pgly pattern that there can be after the bureau
Huston, he .said, would be en- heroic virtues. In “Champion" they team's attorneys that it was no
the
glorification
gaged on “Quo Vadis” for Metro emphasize
of soap.
in Italy until November and then promi.scuity and infidelity. Through
would probably make “Reminis- the hero they emphasize and glorcences of a Cowboy” for Horizon ifv in him bioken pronri.ses and the Godfrey
Given a ‘Piece’
absence of traits of decency. In
before leaving on the tour.
“The Set-tip" the whole story reTo
Plug
a
Product
volves around gamblers. In “Cham|)ion’’ the gamblers
are in one
Arthur Godfrey has his own capiGlamorizing the Haylofts scene only.
tal
gains deal through a stock
\'alue of a film name to .stniw"There can be no doubt of the interest in "Spray-a-Wave,” femme
hat theatres is best illustrated by similarity of certain scenes. In one hairdo liquid w hich he’ll start plug.scene they
both come into the ging over CBS at 10:15 a.m., an
offers being made to Hollywood
arena and look around, one run- additional quarter-hour ahead of
ihesp.s.
Some eastern barns are ning down the aisle and the other his usual 10:30-11 morning stint.
ollering as high as 33*.1
with walking. The fight in ‘Champion’ Understood CBS hoard chairman
guarantees that the haylofts can do is diflerent. If is in the ring, where- William S. Paley objected to God-'
as the other is in the alley.
frey adding this chore, but the lata minimum of $7,500 weekly.
The judge ruled that the cut ter was intrigued with the idea of
At that figure the Hollywoodite
vcisiim
of
"Champion.” to be having “in” on a product.
stands to snag $2,500 per frame viewed
“Spray-a-Wave" is a Los Angeles
tomorrow or Thursday,
Lee Pharmacal Co., of
but where it leaves the promoter must
eliminate scenes showing product
Kirk
which
John Roosevelt, incidentalDouglas
and
Paul Stewart atafter paying other salaries, advertempting to escape from the sta- ly, is prc.sident*. with the account
tising, royalties, rent, etc., isn’t too
ditim. tl)e scene showing Douglas placed via the Dancer-Fitzger.ildclear.
making his way down the aisle of Sample agency. Lee Pharmacal’s
the deserted area, and that por- Godfrey deal permits him to buy
tion of the fight in which the head in on the company.
Betty Jane’s Cafe Dates gangster tells his men to "Hold
Bing
Crosby's
daytime diskhim."
jockey series for « fruit concenBetty Jane Watson has withAtttu ne.v.s for RKO declared that trate is the only other parallel
drawn from cast of the Mike Todd
•Mark Robson, who directed "Cham- deal in radio where the sponsor
musical. “.\s the Girls Go,” at the pion."
was employed by RKO lured a name by giving him a
Winter (Jarden, N. Y.
when "The Set-Up” was in prepa- chunk of stock.
ration.
that
he heard the script and
Songstress opens In the Cotillion
room of Hotel Pierre, N. Y., Afav that he talked over the scenes in
(piestion long before he w'ent to
I

to
Hollywood
Italian filming.

and has laughs. Rene Clair, after
seeing film. “I apologize for having
Pierre Guerin (Lido op) redclaimed to be a director."
carpeted producer Donn Arden for
Exit Baker’s dozen: If you wanna
his great 1948 show, just ended.
break even— bring twice as much
Buster Shaver will take bets he dough and
cut your stay jn half
can spot a toupee from 50 feet.
you and the French franc just ain’t
Att.:
M. Harmonica Ra.scals: gonna get together.

ten the brushoff from the Bureau
of Internal Revenue in the radio
team's attempt to cop a capital
gains deal for their act.
Thus they follow the same pattern as Jack Benny, Edgar Bergen
and other bigtime radio packages
which have sought to pay the 25^c
capital gains tax, instead of the
much higher personal income tax

eliminated from “Champion" but
will not grant RKO’s request for
the injunction again.st the entire

(

—

Washington, May 10.
route
McGee & Molly have got- months

Fibber

scenes

certain

Tone

Capital Gains —

On

court, with indi-

district

Franchot

down the KiftVl
Ilya Lopert sporting his photoRKO check for his Tower for Iiwing Allen directed
Rossellini-Bergman ulcer) and his “Tour Eiffel” retakes.
The Club Champs Ely secs needs
new Cad acce.ssoried convertible.
Emile Boreo (looking great) off an attraction pronto top load—
100 bucks per day.
to the Riviera for further recuping
1949 Oscar: Italy’s film “Voleur
thanks to some nice guys who
de Bycielette” (Stealer of the Bididn’t forget.
cycle*. same director as “ShoeLouis Hayward and Mrs. en

D.C. Nixes Fibbers

Thursday by Judge Pierson Hall

—

Height
sight:
climbing up and

stated $54,000

RKO’s “The SetUp” and Screen Plays’ "Champion”
will be settled tomorrow (11* or

^

suite.

Carlo.

T ..08

in

Matty Brooks, here to find a
garret to script the Val Parnell
show, decided he can do quicker in
his 30 buck per day London Savov

tle

Ken Murray's
Acadenvy Award Film

Battle between

cat ion.s that ’‘The

Buster Collier and Ben I.yon beginning to look alike.

Sis-

ters taking turns dancing with litGeorge (Buster .Shaver’s Olive
& George) at the Jockey club.
Crap debuts July 1 at Monte

“BILL AND COO”

Close Verdict Over

welcome to date.
saw it: The Peters

— we

('pa
South

Hilda (“Anna Lucasta”) Simms
here studying Josephine Baker.
Fate thou lovely: Richard (pix)
Greene escaped death en route
from Deauville to Paris when he
switched, for no reason from John

WEEK!

firms."

biz
to

Africa.

—

—

be coming via Paree to
June 6 London Palladium

will

your

tlie

R. J. O'Doniirll,
.1

International Chief Barker, Variety Clubs Intern. tlion.d.

!'

^rdneadajv

.

'
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ANGLO-U.S. PIX AMITY
N.Y. and Chi Bankrollers

Aver Losing

$1,M000 Financing hdie

Young Not

R. R.

Pi[ods.

May

Small

& ABROAD

HEII[

The almost Impossible time thatf-

Selling Eagle Lion;

Bankroll, Boss Prod.

Compromise formula worked out

Feldman Jumps ‘Vadis’ Gun

win

Charles K. Feldman Is reported
Ideal FacSn Hereh, "preT of *the
«gur)n« -on dubbing "Fabiola” in
wring CoVp N. Y.. which In a English for U. S. distribution to
nine-year period financed more get the
jump on Metro’s "Quo Vafilms. Hersh
than 200 independent
Feldman recently acquired
and dis.”
disclosed this week that Ideal
American rights to the expensive
Heller & Co., of Chicago,

Anglo-American Film
Goldwyn Back to Coast
Council sessions in Washington
Samuel Goldwyn is scheduled to
provide the closest approach in
return
to the Coast from New York
more than two years to amity between the picture industries of the Friday (13). He will be aceomby
his wife, Frances, and his countwo countries, it was learned yesterday (Tuesday).
Company top- sel, Gedrge Sehlaff.
Producer has been east about
pers and foreign chiefs, gathered
lour weeks. He underwent an op-,
at Motion Picture Assn, of America
eration
in New' York from which
headquarters in New York, at that
time got their first official brief- he has now recuperated but which
ing on the substance of the British will limit his activity for some
months.
comprbmise proposals.
The accord agreed on provides,
they were told by MPAA topper

at the recent

[

.

!

Walter E.

Italian film,

I

which deals with the

who were partnered in many deals, persecution of early Christian
between them lost more than $1,- martyrs and covers practically the
of indie
000,000 in their financing
same historical period as "Quo Vadis.”
^*^Hersh^^ revelation of the heavy
Picture
is
completed, except
foreclosure prolosses followed
for
dubbing, while the Metro proceedings brought against three duction goes into work in July.
quitand
weeks
recent
films in

Eric Johnston, the following

which two

claim agreements by
over
other producers have turned
product to the
all rights to their
lo.ss
A
combine.
Heller
and
Hersh
on these
of $ 1 000,000 was suffered

Top Russ Brass

,

five pix alone.

films are "Walk in the Sun,
produced by Lewis Milestone and
Samuel Bronston; "Bedside Manner" and "Bachelor’s Daughter,”
produced by Andrew Stone; "Paris
Underground,” produced by Constance Bennett; and "Delightfully
Dangerous,” produced by Charles
R R,ogers. All were released by
Unifed Artists except "Sun,” which
was handled by 20th-Fox.
Both Ideal and Heller are out of

Apparendy

The

a

week to ship prints of 25 films
Moscow represents a change of
heart by the Russians. Their original plan under the agreement entered into last fall for purchase of

i

Withdraws

Star

PiC|

further distribution his "Monsieur
Verdoux.” Film, which has been in
relea.se for just over two years,
has played only 2,075 dates in that
time and has grossed a mere $325,000 in domestic rentals.
no
Producer-star has given
indication of his intention regarding the future of the film, except

’

ho more bookings.

two to five a week.
Tough time that the Chaplin
film has had Is seen in the few

where they

tries,

happen

to

Bankers

Cautious on Pix
j

j

I

I

'

!

,

(

Continued on page

j

!

JANE

WYMAN

FOR

in

the
vari-

see

i

WB

a

is much easier to keep
monopoly from starting than it
to break one up after it’s eslab(Continued on page 14)

Sacramento, May 10.
Employment in the film industr)'
took an upward swing, both in average pay checks and in the ninnber of jobs, according to California

as.sets

you don’t need
is

behind

FILM INDUSTRY JOBS,

PAY UP LAST MONTH

the V.vHiETY query whether
intends .selling the company.

last

(Continued on page 16i

low-

Newsreels

The newsreels lost another batin tlieir war with television

when

several large circuits within
the last couple of weeks moved to
cancel bookings in a muiuImu' of
their important houses.
Mo.st recent to lake action on the reels aro
the Walter Reade and RKO chains.
In both instances, it is understood
that the feeling that tele has cut
ground under the reels motivated
the caneellalions.
Reade has culled ofT all hookings
of the reels in his Trenton houses.
RKO. last week, advised the companies that it is discontinuing playdates In a numlrer of houses In

(Continued on page 16*

month.
Average earnings were $97.50
per week, the highest in any California industry, while the employment index moved up to 67.5''r,
compared with 63.9''r during the
previous month, although 9.5'f bethe

mark

Trud# .Marie n-nlaf-r^d
sii.vf.um.sn
rorvi)i:i» uv
rublUlKMi W>rkl.* hf S \KIKTV, Inc.
.S'd

.Sil

W naliiiiKlon

Continuance of torrid weather,

I

A.ssociated
at
British I’ictures Corp. Elstrec stu-

Treasury Department

enng

May
is

10.

!

very

little

('liicHVn I
Mli'lilcan

Woos Pix

biz

Some key
country this stanza.
cities covered by V.xriety were
helped by rain over the weekend
while (fliers felt the full brunt of
over this most profitable
heat
pei'iod of week.
"Flamingo Road" (WB'. which
was a strong third Iasi week, is

new'

soaring to national leadership this
frame, supplanting "Connecticut

Green

just

film,

okay

is
nice in
in St. Louis.

ing K. C..

it

is

Omaha

but

While leadbarely good there.

"Big Jack" (M-(i' is dull in Washington and thin in San Francisco.
"Bride ot Vengeance” d’ari Is
proving as mild aound the keys
as

it

was

in

Hair”

Louisville,

is

N.

"Boy With

V.

(RKO',
only

lively
in
ikay in .Mont-

'Par*,
chanif) for two

I

Av*.

("!

I.nnilnii
ri.,

'linfolcar

|lq.

8 tn=5 cnirTiov
Annii.il
KorelRn
in
Hu
SitlRlH CopIfS
£5 Contn

*^52"
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preem w et k at N. Y. State.
"Younger Brothers" iWB', another

Yankee”

j

^

t

"Barkleys of P»'oadway’' (M-G'
shapes as ace new picture on ffttsis

.

Now,

No

St.

of sock

•

owever, there is increasing belief
‘oat the Treasury
has enough au^ority to go ahead without waiting

Congress to act.

i

i

that the Treasauthority to do

this situation.

i

.

I

which had been real.
weeks running.
"The Fan” (20lh'. wTiich is
With Ng-Income-Tax Law
"Belvedere" i2()lh» is edging up sturdy in Baltimoie, >oks good in
into second slot after being in Chicago and oke in Iusco.
Hollywood. May 10.
"OutGeorge Meroader. business man- third for the last two sessions, post in .Morocco” (U.\' is drawing
ager of Waller Wanger Produc- "Yankee” is a close third. Fouith mild classification on its showings
tions. is promoting a plan whereby money is going to "The Champion" in Boston and L. .\.
may get U.-V', with additional dates for tliis
producers
llollv w 00(1
"Wake of Red Witch" ^Rep' is
around the income tax by making ring opus.
doing okay in so-so Buffalo. "AdFifth place is being won by venture in Baltimore” 'HKO*
pictuies in Puerto Rico, where he
cur"Little Women" (.M-G'. same as rentl.v is fading last. "Sun Comes
was horn.
"City .\cross River”
That tpiritorial island, he de- last frame.
U|)," due at N. Y. Cap this week,
clares. Is making a pitch to at- 'U' is lini,>'hing sixth. "Portrait of is only fair in Minneapolis.
tract big business by passing a Jennie" 'SRO- is virtually in a
"Pride of Yankees" 'RKO
relaw abolishing all income taxes ph()to-fini''h with "Tulsa” <EL' for
issue, shapes very big in Toronto
for 12 years. Mercader’s project seventh position, latter winding up
not
^oo(i
in
but
so
Frisco
and
Ninth best is "Dream Is
calls for an American film com- eighth.
Washington.
"IJfe of Riley” (U'
pany to e.stablLsh a corporation in Yours" (WB*.
Ace runner-up films are "Ma, Pa is doing good bir, in slow Seattle.
Puerto Rico for th« purpose of
(Complete
Bojro//fcf
Reports on
"Undercover
Man’
(U).
construction and operating a studio Kettle”
9-11).
vCol) and "Ball Game" (M-G).
i Pages
there on a non-taxable basis.

Puerto Rico

under study is
Treasury can go
Act of Congress. Until

nyihing about

I

I

question

felt

i

ago.

Oioney.

was

York

Former is now
a week.
ing on the Coast with HerWilcox and Anna Neagle’,
Meanwhile. Hitchcock is already in
England having left two weeks

fhermore,
American
companies
JJ'ould he in less rush to make
hns overseas tomse up their iced

it

arc

hei1

out to all American business.
Scheme would be particularly
Oelplul to the indies who lack the
fat bankrolls
of the majors. Fur-

f’«cenily

Marlene

lu)li(la.\

^reign earnings frozen abroad,
fhe plan would suspend Income
lax payment of iced funds until
such time as they w'ere converted
Into dollars or spent
abroad. This
J'ould apply not only to pictures

Main

and

within

consid-

a plan which would provide
tax break for American firms
''ith a substantial
portion of their

ithout an

into

Wilding

star,
also
wlio'll
Dietrich,
sclieduled to leave from New

records for soaring
this time of year, cut
generally all over the

new'

mercury for
j

Michael

Washington,

with

dios.

Via Frozen-Coin Plan

.

T

4

National I'lrsx ItiilliVng

l?9i

Record Heat Sloughs Trade
Flamingo, Belvedere,
Bing, ‘Champion,* ‘Women,’ ‘River* Best Bets

end of the month

Tax Break for Yanks

—

.r-i

n,

.'t., .Nt»w YiirU 19, N.
llnli> wimmI Ih
I'ui'ca Sirrat

6r.1J

in 1948.

National Boxoffice Survey

iii.i

\

1S4 West 40tl'

• 60

'

Of

Because

tle

i

.

Also K.O.

TV’s Inroads on Timeliness

j

,

RKO

Reade and

State Labor Statistics Bulletin for

uncei'tain situation among distribuprimarily
tors of indie product
RKO, United Artists and Eagle
Lion. None of the other companies
is open to this type of distribution
unless it has a considerable financial interest and production control

—

14)

;

I

members

ous circuits into a chain of possibly
as many as 300 houses a potential
monopoly. Indie producers’ objection to such
skeins of theatres
is that they wield buying power
which forces producers to accept
lower rentals than would be possible via deals with independent
houses or less powerful chains.
Regarding the protest. F.llis G.
Arnall, prexy of the Society. d«*-

have so many

the shyness of the institutions
about making advances for films.
Not the least is the confused and

MPEA

Coast

the

week.

To

Jiistice.,

SIMPP

Schenck plan for combining

is

Combination of factors
!

on

arrives

later in the

admittedlv come down consider^bly. check of New York and Coast
hanks reveals tJiej' are still being
plenty coy about making loans to
As one of the
indie producers.
filmmakers expressed it; "The only
way you can get a loan from a
bank now' is to prove to them you
it.”

;

Young

til

lleatre Chains

clared: "It
!

I

MPE.\ wants to send a rep with
the pix if the Soviet will provide
Otherwise, shipment w'ill
a visa.
be made via the U. S. Embassy,
which will have the prints in
charge and be responsible for assuring that they won’t be unauthorChoice by
izedly duped.
for the assignment of accompajiy-

Stfll

Although production costs have

1

be

engagements it has achieved (it
SAILS
might ordinarily have been expected to get 12,000-13,000 dates and
PIC
the average of $150 an engagement
MADE-IN-ENG.
which it has earned. Aside from
With the departure of Jane Wygenerally w'eak reviews, the pic
man la.sl week on the Queen Mary
was badly hurt by opposition of
to assume a top role in Warners’
Catholic church groups w'hlch pickBritish-made "Stage Fright.” prepeted theatres that played it and
Alfred
arations to launch the
put pressure on managers not to
Hitchcock produced-directed picbook it.
ture liav©’ been stepped up with
an eye to .start the film before the
>

i

available.
j

Dates had been dribbling in at the
rate of

Each company

j

|

UA

that he wants

pix.

cials in various parts of the

Grossed Only 325G,

.solu-

tion to the future of EL, according
to
dispatches from the Coast.
Nothing further will he done un-

Giant

Dept, of

to be limited to 15 pix. BFPA
this proviso as a
substitute for the present 45''^
quota (40% after Oct. 1» and hopes
to get government approval.
3. The American companies will
(Continued on page 20'

the selections in Moscow, indicating that the choice of pix for Soviet audiences is a matter for the
top echelon only.
Motion Picture Export A.ssn., coop of American companies, to
which is assigned the Russian territory, is now getting the prints
together and preparing them for
shipment. Some will be dispatched
from New' York and others from
various eastern European coun-

have reached no

residence,

Any New

would push for

American "A”

to

world
see the films and report on them,
Now' the Russians want to make all

Pathe director, with Edward Small
are apparently aimed at Small’s
entry into the company as studio
chief
partial
bankroller.
and
Young’s statement implied.
The four huddlers, in a series of
meetings at Small’s Palm Springs

is

last

American product was to make selections from synopses and then
have Embassy and consular offi-

SIMPP Wary Of

White Sulphur
brier hotel
at
Springs. W. Va.
Negotiations being pres.sed on
the Coast by Serge Semenenko,
First
National Hank of Boston
veepee; Arthur L. Krim, resigned
EL prexy: and Robert Benjamin.

he
Young rej)lied; "Pathe soon hope*
Joe Schenck’s plan for a new to have allied
with it additional
theatre empire may have "copper” resources not only to reopen it*
yelled on it before it even gets studio but to finance outside prostarted.
Society of Independent ductions as well.” Young’s entir«
Motion Picture Producers, at two statement played up an intention
meetings in New' York last W'eek,
(Continued on page 14>
decided the file a squawk with the

financing production.
2. in return for the above, the
British Film Producers Assn, undertakes to guarantee playing time
on the three major circuits for 100

Request by the Soviet to the
Motion Picture Assn, of America

Chaplin’s ‘Verdonx’

Charles Chaplin has ordered
United Artists to withdraw from

Will

Pick Those U.S. Pix

o irtnotiniA

Ha de
deHe
to come. Hersh indicated.
dared that it was entirely an uneconomic operation, with many too
many intangibles for an investor.
Same amount of coin can be loaned
vith a hundred times more safety
(Continued on page 16)

main

points:
producers are to be
1. British
paid out of frozen sterling of U. S.
companies in England a sum equal
to earnings of British pix in this
country, plus either 2()'^o of the
gross of the films or 30' r of the
net. for the year ending June 30,
1949. This will aid the British producers in their current problem of

Young, dominant
Robert
R
stockholder of Pathe Industries,
has no intention of permitting th#
sale of Eagle Lion or loss of its
control by Pathe. the railroad magnate indicated yesterday (Tues.) In
a wire to V.vkietv from his Green-
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PICTVnES
Quality Product the

Finalized Sales Plan Primed For B, O.
Mutuality of Both 20th‘Fox and Exhibs
No

Autonomy Aimed

Twentieth-l'ox prez Spyros P.
Skouras. stitiinj? the claims in certain indie exhibitor quarters that
Lichtman
"A1
so-called
the
plan" for higher film rentals had
been shelved, reveals today tWed.)
full

—

Sales

details of
policy. It

the

Bastrop. Texas.

10.

j

Success of “Hio Grande,” produced by Charles Lautem, local
house manager and which was pr^*-

miered here, is resulting in a second pic to be made under the same
litlie over a year ago makes it less
arrangements.
Bob Savini of Aslor Pictures has attractive now to (Uirpose of the
^
announced that Sunset Carson, subsid.
On the legal side, it was decided
other western film actors, camera
and sound equipment will be sent to withdraw the company from the
here to work on the production. market because lawyei-s weren’t
The femme lead will again go to certain that the authorization by
F'vohn Keyes, local ite, with Maria the stockholders to sell it still held
Maruianda doing another Latin- good. Since the original deal for
American role. ‘‘Rio Grande” is which shareholders had given apbeing di.stribuled by John Jenkins proval did not go through and
and O. K. Bourgeois, of Dallas, who there was another annual meeting
will also distribute the upcoming
in the interim at which the authorwas not specifically repic.
ization
newed. attorneys feared that a pos-

new company

designed to bring
20th what it claims should be a
more equitable share of the boxft;tles

May

is

office dollar.

involves no revolutionary
distribution techniques. Skouras pointed out that it was ba.sed
on results of the 7,(KK)-mile survey

Plan

^

new

taken bv 20th veepees Lichtman,
Andv W. Smith. Jr., and Charles
Einfeld. and declared the survey
indicated "existing conditions do
not call for revailutionary plans.”
But. he said, conclusions based on
the .survey revealed that ‘‘it is now
possible and desirable to in.stitute
certain impro\ ements in distribution methods which will prove beneficial to those playing our prod-

after.

sibility

Highlights of the plan include:
1. Exhibitors, for the most part,
ssill be given their choice of buying product on percentage or flat
Sir Alexander Korda, who currental terms. but ‘‘every opporrently ha.s in the U. .S. five of his
tunity must be given a good picture
British-made
pictures for which no
to eam its full potential for both
releasing arrangements have been
the exhibitor and the distributor.”
.set. may distribute some of them*
2 ('omplete authority ha.s been himself.
Deals are pending with
givt n 20th’s field staff to wrap up major distribs on others.
deal.>.
Korda also made a decision on a
3. Sliding scale, described as the
significant switch in policy conmethod” of playing cerning American distribution of
•‘incentive
pictures, is to be used for most his films during the two-and-onepercentage bookings.
half-week stay in the U. S., from
which he returned to London last
4. Clearances are to be reduced
addition.
Sunday 'fit. Whereas, he had been
wherever necessary. In
2(tth plans to create multiple first previously sticking fa.st to the plan
engagements
of selling his product outright for
and subsequent run
In large cities, "where they can be American release, he is now willof
benefit
ing to accept percentage deals.
mutual
arranged for the
"The Winslow Boy” may be the
all interests involved.”
Company will concentrate on first of his pix which will be dishelping the exhibitor merchandise tributed by Korda’s own London
Primary attention Film Production, headed in this
his product.
country by Morris Ilelprin. Others
will be paid to piximoting certain
types of pictures in those localities will come from a group of four
where it is know n they should' do which are felt to have their market in art hou.ses rather than in
top business.
general situations. They are "The
6. Special attempt is to be made
La.st Days of Dolw’yn.” an Einlyn
to convince small town exhibs to Willi«»ms film; "Saints and Sinabandon the practice of playing ners.” made in Dublin with the
top pictures only on mid-week .Abbey Players, and ‘‘The Small
dates, in favor of westerns and B's

SonOwninU.S.

|

;

i

of

CMPC makes plastic items not
connected in any way with films.
This w as one of the reasons for the
decision to sell it. The other was
that Rep at the time could well
have used the $850,000 W'hich w'as
being offered.

Ist

i

every incentive to play the
best picture on the week«’nd. regardless of whether it is percent-]
age or flat rental.”
In announcing the plan. Skouras reiterated that, unless dra.stic
Bteps are taken to meet the pmblent of rising costs and declining
I

tor spearheading 2()th‘s move,

John Calvert, magician, is going
into film production on his own
with a program of four pictures in
w hich he w ill double as star. First
is "Windswept,” a western with a
goUlmining background.
Meanwhile, the "Falcon” series
in which lie starred for Film Classics.

,

|

rental

number

!

I

I
'

Malaya.

be produced independently by Richard K. Polimer
without an immediate relea.se outReeves Eason is tentatively
let.
slated to direct, with Jean Willes
Filming starts
as femme lead.
June 20. w ith Singapore as the first
will

als.

I

In

addition.

20th*s

—

|

!

this is
to date

'

industry. Hi.s career, a.s head of di.stribution for a number of major comahvay.s has impres.sed me a.s having been most creative, with a view
to tile long range betterment and greater prosperity of all branches of our

had already been set. as had been
claimed bv many exhib organiza-

busine.vs.

S. N.

|

be worked

for this
man u hose
I felt that he was the one
iTcommendafions would be aimed .solely at having the exhibitor and the
company obtain the best possible returns from our pictures in all types

css.iry

or theatre.s.

I

B( fore final details could
out, he .said. It was nector the trio of veepees to

turned

to

him

ta.sk,

j

,

|

Together w

sur\e\. during which
they analvzed the sales operatum
of all company exchanges and examined methods of exhibition and
exploitation in all parts of the
their

ith

Andy W, Smith.

Jr.,

general

sale.s

manager, Mr. I.ichtman

which involved an annly.sis of the .sales opK'ration of all
exchanges, meetings w’ith exhibitors, as well a.s a careful study of all
contract.s with cv erv theatre.
These gentlemen examined the
imthod.s of exhibition and exploitation of our films in all types of communitie.s throughiiut the country.
Charles Einfidd. who ht ads our adv rrti.sing. publicitv’ and exploitation,
country.
al.so participated in the .survey and w a.s most valuable becau.se of his wide
knowledge of gtneral industry affairs.
.\ovv, the MU’vey has been complet»d. the facts analyzed and a number
20th I
of cvmclu.sion.s hav e been reached. Tlie.^e conclu.«ions have been thoroughly
"Wisdom of Eve.” a Cosmopoli- disvu.'.sed with every member of our ."ales organi/.ation and with a number:
Orr.
Mary
by
’•ion
short
of out.standiiig. representative exhibitor.s. both large and small.
tan mag
It i.s thf.se conclusions which form the ha.si.s of the 2t)th Century-Fox
was purchased by 20lh-Fox for
Sales Policy. Tliev indicate that exi.stmg conditif>ns do not call for revolualso
was
Yarn
week.
last
S3..5()0
dramatized by Miss (frr for radio tionary phm.s. But thev have revealed to us that if i.s now possible and
(U sii able to institute certain improv ernent.s in distribution mt thods which
and heard on NBC in January.
w ill prove bf iieficial to tho.se playing our product. It is thi.s policy that
Fox prorlueer Joe Mankiewicz. I iiM\v pre.sent:
gal
ruthless
of
a
drama
anted the
Rales Operation
te ho aspires to be a stage star to
Our policy provides that each Division Head. Branch Manager and Salescombine with another story v.hieh man will couduct hi.s busines.s in hi.s own territ(»rv as if he were the owner
Author also of rhat husiTie.'s. S)>ccificHlly:
lie Is now preparing.
IJiidtr this proi-edvire. our representative is developing a sound, cooperavrote "Wallflower.” Broadway play
tive and film business relationship v ith each account through fair dealing
f)f se\<*ral .sea.sons aero which was
initiated a .survey

»»ur

of

j
I

>

Warner Bros.

1

tCuntiuued on page

16)

.sonnel were upped from h.o. positions to more responsible posts in

the

field.

Mankiewicz Wins SIX i
Trophy for ‘Letter’
Hollywood, .May 10.
Screen Directors Guild handed
its

fourth quarterly award for "di-

rectorial

achievement to

Mankiewicz.

who

piloted

covered
of

Annual winner

1948.

named

at

the Guild.

the

May

Three other quarterly
Anatole

wqi-e:

Litvak

River.”

N. Y. to L. A.
Richard Berkhard
Maurice Bergman
Harry Brand
Joseph I. Breen
L. Wolfe Gilbert
George Glass
Jean Hagen
Ben Henry
Stanley Kramer
Marilyn Maxwell
Gilbert Miller

Ginger Rogers
George Sohlaff

Gerald A. Mayer

Spier

Siegel

Robert Walker
E.

Young.stein

N. Y. to Europe
Geraldine Brooks
.Ann Corio

L. Liisk>

Europe to N. Y.
Lew i.s
Mrs. Jack L. Warner
E. R, (Ted>

Jr.

.

Dean Murphy
Frank Pope
Joseph H. Seidelman
Sam Steeker
Boh Williams
Hyman Zahl

——

Helen Tiaubel
John van Druten

Joseph Friedman
Leonard Hammond

"Tlie
‘

Morri.s Helprin

Hank Sanicola

winners
for

Snake Pit;” Fred Zinnemann, riie
Search,” and Howard Haw ks, "Red

John Hoyt

James Stewart
Clinton Sundberg

be

will

meeting of

yearly
22.

Norman Evans
June Havoc
Arthur W. Kelly
Mr. and Mrs. Je.sse
Wladlmir Li.s.siui

Robert Montgomery
Jack Paar
Larry Park.s
Harry Platt

Letter

‘‘.A

released In the L..A.
territory during the fourth quarter
film.s

Nancy Hawks

Hayward

Jo.se|)h L.

Three Wives” for 20th-Fox Vote

Norman

Bill

,

I

Max

i

;

!

Clark Gable
Betty Garrett
Stanley Gilkey
Barney Glazer
Mildred Mun.son Gough

Van Heflin

|

Cosmo Buy

Behrman

T. eland

'

In announcing the new setup,
20th emphasized the changes were
accomplished with no personnel
cutbacks.
Instead, qualified imm-

Le.ster Cowan
Jo Ei.singer

Dick Haymes

oui

sion.

to

!

,

It

filmed

than

up

I

panie.'-’,

make

flat

the same picture does not live
to expectations in the original
playdates.
Twentieth sales veepee .Andy W.
Smith, Jr., it is recalled, attempted to put through a special flat
rental .system for the so-called
sub-subsequent run theatres some
time ago. Plan never gained much
rehowever, since it
success,
quired those exhibs to reveal their
house operating expense.^, at which
most balked. Smith and the other
20th execs who worked out the
new sales policy believe their na'-‘
exhibition
of
tionwide
survey
methods gave them a fresh perprobtheatre
ov^ers’
spective on
lems, which should (ead to an
equitable designation of flat rent-

in the cen<

If

IJve." to be shot in-the jungles of

—

had talked only about ‘formulating
the policy and had never de<lared

tions.

charged a higher
.

Hollywood. May 10.
Frank Ruck is about to bring his
film career back alive with a wild
animal tale titled "They Kill to

Yam

and Raymond £. Moon

headquartering in
division,
Chicago. Unaffected by the hange
arc Herman Wobber’s western division, headquartering in San Francisco; the southern division. su|>ervised by Harry Ballance, w ith
headquarters in Atlanta, and .Arthur Silverstone’s Canadian divi-

tral

[

will be discontinued.

Buck Still Bringing
’Em Back Alive, in Pix

and Milwaukee.
Other division chiefs include Ed

apolis

Callahan for the New England territory, headquartering in Boston;
How'ard Minsky, for the mideast,
with headquarters in Philadelphia,

Thus, If first run dates show
tory.
a film has high-grossing potentialities. the smaller situations will be

10.

By

noting that Lichtman’s career "as,
of major comjianies always has impressed me as having been most
rreati\e with a view to the longrange betterment and greater prosperity of all branches of our business.”

May

Statement of Policy

i

grosses, "film revenue will no longer sustain the continued production or exhibition of high-quality
motion pictures.” He lauded Licht-

—

Will

•

I

.

Runs Biz

decision to
designate complete authority to
the field salesmen should help give
exhibs a fair shake, it is believed.
location.
Continued on page Ifi)
Distrib personnel working in the
field, according to 20th execs, are
fully acfiuainted with each exhib’s
problem and also know the grossing capacity of his hou.se.
Since
they are the ones who will okay
Spyrot P. Skouras
In recent year.s. all branches of the motion picture industry
Production, almost every deal, they’ll be able
Distribution and Exhibition have been caught between a rise in co.sts 'to get together with the exhib.s to
and M>me decline in boxoffice. Unles.s steps are taken to re.solve this work out the "equitable distribupies.sing problem, film revenue will no longer su.stain the continued pro- tion”
of
the
boxoffice
dollar
duction or exhibition of high quality motion picture.*;. I have wiught an stres.sed by 20th.
nii.swei* to thi.s problem based upon three principles, which always have
In order to delegate authority as
been uppermost in my mind:
fully as possible, the new sales
Ttuit the stability of this iiuhistry and iis esteem and influence
plan provides for each division
thi-oviihvnt the u'orld must he constuutly fouyht for and advineed;
head, branch manager and sale.sThat the prosperity of this Industry requires a prosperity in all three
man to ‘'conduct his business in
of its major branches:
Production, Di,strihution and Exhibition;
hi.s own territory as if he were the
That irroyress is safeguarded only by the encouragement of the production and exhibitioti of quality ixotion pictures.
owner of that business.”
The challenge confionting our industry today had to be met by alert,
intelligent, straightforward action.
Therefore, it was only natural that I
L. A. to N. Y.
should turn for a.ssi.stance to my old irioiul. A1 Lichtman, for whom I have
alw ay.s had the greatest re.spoct a.s a genuinely constructive thinker in our
Ed Ashley

Room," made by Michael
on weekends. Ac<ording to Skou- Powell and Emeric Pressburger.
ras. "we want to give such exhibKortin’s office here will attempt
itors

‘Falcon’ Exits
I

Back

Skouras al.so noted that
the original plan that 2()th

his N. Y. headquariers. His
in the homeoffice post
has not yet been designated. Other
h.o. exec moved to the field is FUlvvin Aaron, heretofore circuit sales
manager, who takes over as midwest division chief, headquartering
He’ll supervise
in Kansas City.
operations in Kan.sas City. St.
Louis, Des Moines. Omaha. Minne-

basis will have a chance to get as
fair a share of the boxoffice dollar
as if they were operating under a
sliding scale systt*m. according to
20th sales toppers. Flats are to be
based on the commensurate performance of each picture in the
first run situations in each terri-

;

.•5.

for a

prove or nix the contracts referred
them by the salesmen and
branch managers.
Under the changed lineup, Martin Moskowitz, heretofore exec a.<«sistant to sales veepee Andy W.
Smith, Jr., takes over as chief of
the Empire State division, suihtvising operations in the Now York.
Albany and Buffalo exchange.s

Determine Flats

I

Hollywood.

divi.

moving

to

Exhibitors who prefer to buy
20th-Fox product on a flat rental

Calvert (John) Switches

To Prodras

its

and

succ*e.ssor

j

I

departments

to the field. Move is seen as putting the thost qualified men in positions where they’ll be able to ap-

stockholder suit ex-

a

fleld toppers, 20th-

setup, creating three addi-

two homeoffice distrib execs out

is to be
balanced output

a

its

week realigned

this

from

,

di.stribution

Fox

of pictures, de.signed to lure
more people into theatres in
both the big cities and .small
town and rural areas.

i

isted.

Korda May Distrib
,

head of

pictures to
sional
tional

i

uct."

man

Underlinlnf its attempts to relegate complete authority for .selling

Major emphasis

placed on

j

'

j

20th-Exhib Deals

In line with that. 20th pre*
Spyros P. Skouras declared
production chief Dairy F. Zanuck is fully acquainted with
new distribution plan.
the
Recognizing the need for a
well-rounded lineup to meet
the varying tastes of audiences in all parts of the country and throughout the world,
the studio bo.ss is now woiicing on the 20th roster for 195051 and is already planning
product for the year there|

Okay

In Field to

out.

tures board recently to withdraw
trom the market for proposed sale
its wholly-owned subsid. the Con.solldated Molded Products Corp..
resulted from a combination of
financial and legal considerations.
situation
fiscal
Rep’s improved
over that prevailing when it was
CMPC a
sell
to
decided
originally

Texas’ 2d Home-Made Pic

HighpoweredMen

of the responsibility for 20th'8
profits now rc.sl in the type of
pictures the studio can turn

Increased REP DECIDES NOT TO
Techniques
to Achieve Greatest
SELL PUSTICS SUBSiD
Yield to Exhib and 20th
Decision by the Republic Pic-

‘Revolutionary’

Local

Key

Decision by 20th-F'ox to give
most exhibitors their choice of
percentage or flat rental deals,
coupled with major emphasis
on the sliding scale for percentage playdates, means most

STILL HERE
Hcbit

>

^

PICTURED

WMinrMlaj, May 11, 1»I9

Wanger

Bullish

RKO

on 'Joan’ Gross,

Goldwyn s Plan for Org

Noncommittal at This Time

While Walter Wanger last week^
estimated that his “Joan of Arc”
would gross between $9,000,000 and
$10,000,000 in the U. S. and CanNew' York
ada RKO sales execs in
declared It was utterly impossible.
concerned, to
BO far as they were
make an estimate yet. They admitted they were running into conopposition to the $1.20
admission price, which was having

siderable

on bookings and

a weakening effect
that
at the b.o.. but said

,

!

the policy

would be continued, as it appeared
getting top
likely to be the way for
Bergmancoin out of the Ingrid

By

The rub is that the parents
too frequently fail to show at
closing hour, leaving exhibs
with the problem of getting
the small fry home and tlien
combing the countryside for
the missing grownups.

and has around $1,700,000
Aim is to get 6.000
the till.
bookings, if po.ssible. at the uppedadmission rate, then pull the film
start
for .six or eight months and
in

previous 12 months.
Only company yet to report

From

Rita

To

May Up

Prod.

Paris.

V

May

It

10.

U. S. film companies will get
than $3,000,000 in remittances out of France during the
current fiscal year and. with general economic conditions improving. prospects are good for the
Yank firms getting more coin out
via production here. French are
planning to considerably ease the

common

and Ingrid

restrictions which have limited desire of the .Americans to make films
in this territory.
Bulk of the money going to the
nual convention of Allied Theatre
Owners of Iowa and Nebraska. U. S. is payments under the reMove for specific censure of indi- vised Blum-Byrnes agreement of
viduals was turned down after last year, w'hicli provided compenexhibs aired threats by patrons to sation for money frozen prior to
boycott films .starring personalities June 30. 1947. and for some current income. Tlirce regular quarin the news.
Trueman S. Rembusch. National terly payments have been made
.so
far on the $2,1x00,000 yearly
Allied treasurer, scouted fears that
television would replace the the- which was agreed on to pay ofl
Pointing to the fact ttiat the funds frozen prior to mid-1947.
atres.
there are still many tele bugs to be The three remittances have totaled
cleared. Rembusch declared: “You a little more than Sl.ttOO.OOO. They
have nothing to fear from televi- are going into an escrow account
sion in your territory for years— if and not being divvied by the U. S.
ever.” Rembusch offered the opiiy companies pending the outcome of
Ion that video would augment busi- arbitration now going on before
Will Flays to detei-mine how much
(Continued on page 14)
each distrib is entitled to.
C'ompanies are also receiving
Hike,
lA Omits
from France 80^r of the $1 .2.‘>0.()()()
annually they are to get for four
Other Benefits years to count toward current earnings. Tlie remaining 2l)"r^ is being
Testing a national formula likely
(Continued on page 20'
to be used liy other locals of the
International Alliance of Theatri-

share
•

techcontract
lab
negotiations,
nicians N. Y. Local 702 is bypassing wage hike demands in favor of

decreased
hours and increased
welfare
curi'cnl
provisions
in
bargaining .sessions with excc.s* of
the major eastern labs. Local 702
has l>een presenting its demands
in “feeler” talks with the companies but tias received no definite
react ion„ as yet.
Theory of the strategy, also being b\
large non-sliovv liusiness
unions, stems from the recent halt
in
the inflationary pressure on
prices which has cut aw'ay the tiasis
for wage demands.. Lab union’s

negotiating committee, representing about 2.000 woikers. is asking
for increa.sed vacation time and
sick leave in addition to a couple
of hours reduction in the 40-hour
week .schedule

t

14 SCRIBES READYING
12 PROPERTIES AT

U-I

Hollywood. Ma.'
Writing mill
nalional
14

is

.scrittes

slated for

Writers

at

10
Univei’sal-lnler-

working up steam with
v\ork

at

earl,\

artd

on

12

scripts

production.
tlu*ir

stints

May*

01

"Klate, Secret.” to be fihmTl in
this
summer.
C’nnlracl
falls
tor a
percentage of the

Lurope
profits.

Secret’’

•’adhanks’
fonsisling

v\ill

own
of

cause

a delay in
.slinoting .scltedule.

“Knights

Hound Table.” “Happ\
and The Caliallero.”

FCC Won’t Nix NBC

to $3.63

6.71.5,039

of

(Io-l.u(

the

k>”

7

in

are:

TV Shows

tliis

week.

Included

Dickinson.

in

the half-year lineup are ttiree pix
of J. .Arthur Rank, first Britishmade features in many monitis to
get general release treat iiieiit.
Number of pix slolled for theatres holds to the pace .set at tlie
beginning of tlie >ear.

for Pix

is expected to renew.
Producer’s pact with RKO ex.luiie 30 and lie is required
to give formal notice 30 davs earlier of Ids intentions to slick with
the company.
He now has until

vvvn

.\ug

Theatres-Denny
NBC

exec

veepee

H
wfek

(’harles

Denny denied reports

tliis

NBC

that

the

in

pulilic’s

“interest.

4-on-

venience and necessity” and would
therefore be violating Its license
building shows for wfiicli a
t»y
theatre would charge admission
and whicti would not be availalile
for home reception.
flenny. who was cliairman of the

FCC

.

tlie

to pick up the option, willi
new contract becoming effec1

Sept 1.
Goldvvvn’s current pact provides
that
he may distribute tlirough
RKO the product of any oilier indie. luit that it must hear the Goldvvyn label- -oithor "A Samuel Goldvv>n I’roduclion” or "Samuel Guldvvvn I’re.sents.”
These films ar«
entitled to the .same 2()^r terms
that
(Foldwyn's personal prt»ductive

(ions get.

Important produtveis, liowever,
(Continued on page 18)

Took 5

Scripts to Get

Breen

l)eft)re

OK

on Young’s

tint,

again leceived $1.56.000 for Hit'
year plus an expense allowance of
Ciiarlcs M. Reagan, erstwhile salt's veepee. took $91,000.
Adolph /.ukor. board chairman.

$110,080; Y, Frank Freeman, studio veepee, $130,000. and Austin

C

United
Clark
willi

.Moiio-.A.A

Kingdom

rep

for

is

late this

week.

veepee

and

general

Hollywood. May 10.
Production aclivitv on Hie Walt
Disney lot hits a postwar tiigli with
Hie start of “Peter Pan. making a
'

”

total
lilried

Simpson. Tliaclier it Bartlett, atin defending F’ara-

of six

features with a com-

budget of more than $15

-

000,000.

torneys active
mount in the

OHier productions on Hie Disney
Government anti- agenda are “Treasure Island.” livetrust suit, were paid total legal action picture,
and foui animations.
Hemphill. Noyes Hiawatha,” “The Adventures of
tee.-i of $210.7.50,
& Co., brokers, took $'75,904 wtiile Ichahod and Mr. Toad,” “CinderHie .Manufacturers Trust Co. was ella” and “Alice In Wonderland ”
transfer
stock
paid $31,035 as
agent and trustee of Par’s pension

Henry Willson Joins

plan
Listed as top stockholder among
Hie direclois is .Maurice Nevvion.
partner in Hallgarten ^ Co with
Ttieatre partner K
18.597 .sllare.^,
V.
Ricliards
Hie controlling
is
sttickholder of Rochelle Investment
Corp wtiicti owns 14. .500 shares

ttie

Hollywood. May

Henry
sc'vcral

.

Meanwhile.

slated to start in

Ttie
Kngland next September
A BP head may return to Britain
(

Record 6 Features tensing

counsel. $91,000

Ctiast ctinferring
is on the
Rroidv on the film-making

venture wliich

Keough.

Stad Gives Disney

‘Pan’

$20,800.

.Managing director of As.sociated
British-Patlie. Moffat returned to
Britain last week on ttie Queen
Mary after a week’s slay in-.New
Also sailing was ClilToid
Yotk

Next 6 Mos.

Total of 17 films will he released
by Universal during the next six
nioiillis under
plans set by the

company

2l)''’:n distriliution deal he
is Imped Hie added time
give them opporlunilv tti negotiate an agreement satisfactory
to liotli sides.
In an.v event, Gold-

(lires

.Mofial

1

3.2;’.0,017

will

i

U!s

5.083.(447

favtirahle
holds.' It

BucOscar Brodrtey. "Half a
caneer;” Maurice (leragltly, ‘“I'ornahaw'k;” John Champion and Sam
Mono-ABP’s Quartet
Newman. “Hell Cate;” .Artlmr Ht)rman. “Frame-Up;” Roy Huggins.
.All hough four scripts have been
Karl decided upon to launch Monogram
“Fugitive
Terror;”
from
British
PicLumh. “The Kid from Texas;” John Pit lurcs-.As.sociatcd
Klorer, "Panther’s
Moon;” Lee tures’ long-term joint production
Loel), ’’Sing Your Way Out;” Joel program, identity of the properties
Malone. “Moon Over Java;” Mar- awaits a joint announcement from
Stories
were
companies.
lin Ragaway and l.eonard Stern. liolh
'.Ma and Pa Kettle in New York;” cliosen last week by Monogram
Lewis Meltzner. "The Bowie toppers Steve Bitiidy and Noiton
Riche.v as well as .As.soclaled
Sttiry,” an.d Robert Richards. “Cusexecs Robert Clark and Wil^m
toms Bureau: Confidential.”

10.

Douglas f’airbanks. Jr., shifted
his production program to close
a deal to star for Alexander Korda

a, 707.000

VtO.tMMI*
.*t.lt>2.Mi2

TOP PARAMOUNT PAY

Fairbanks’ Shift
liu,llywood.

KKO

polite

i

'

future

ll.«i2*i.427

.Wifi.lMMI

Howard
a

renewal of
distribution etm-

German Market

Wage

in

I4.00;i.«i40

22.004. 0«N)

.

.

(‘I'sal.

».t 1.440. 477

.too. 050

3

('olUMihl.i

102

12.;>(N).04N)

II.H:17.000

in

moving over to NIU’.
however, that llte netIllegitimacy Picture
work in itself held no license fnim
are
Licenses
Commission.
tite
Despite its theme of illegitimacy.
held by Ihe individual stations Kmerald
P ( o d u c t o n s’ “Not
Setting
up of a distribution owned-and-operated by the wet). Wanted” won the green light from
outlet In Germany is a prime itent Tlius, he claimed. NBC will lie able the Joe Breen office alter submiswas a
It
on the agenda of Arthur W. Kelly. to package programs for exclusive sion of a fifth script.
exec v. p.. wlio theatre tele use under its prtvseni long, hard pull Collier Young, who
United
Artists
.seekwitlioul
and
setup
corporate
ife
actres.s-w
his
co-produced
with
took off for Kurope Monday (9*.
He's heading akso for London to ing special permission from Hit' Ida Lupino, said in New Yoi k MonCommi.ssion.
Lupino
<9).
Miss
Both
he
and
day
make fuitlier attempts to convert
In answer to a letter from Gael luHiored the .screen treatments t»n
UA’s Odeon Theatres holdings into
dollars and to try to get circuit Sullivan, exee director of tlie Tliea- Hie story wliieh they bought from
He’ll alsoilic Owners tif America, on NBC’s Malvin Wald and Paul Jarrieo.
bookings for UA pix.
Budget on “Not Wanted.” acgo to Italy to ink a deal witli Fer- potential assistance in getting therucio Caramelli for distribution of atre TV started. Denny listed two cording to Young, will tally artuind
other types of progiams that might $400 000 when final figures are In.
U.A product there.
The.se Film Classics is distributing.
DurKelly’s
schedule lie availalile to theatres.
Projects
on
came in for discussion Monday include special events, whicli are ing a two or three week stay in
14)
page
(Continued on
town Young and Miss Lupino will
niorning by the U.A hoard, just be((infer with FC toppers on a June
Meeting otlierwise
fore he left.
Unlike
i-elea.se
of the picture.
w as more or less nudine wit It
most FC product. "Not Wanted”
nothing further heard of efforts GINSBERG’S $260,000
will
likely open at some oilier
during recent months by owners
Broadway house, possilily t li e
Mary Pickford and Charles ChapGlolu' or Rivoli.
lin to sell the company.
Kmerald’s second venture. Young
Paramount’s compensation to its
IkA is planning to have a German national set up its Reich or- oflicers and diiectoi's during 1948 revealed, will be “Never Fear,” a
ganizHlion and liandle its prodtict climix'd a stiade to a total of $1,- picliiie w'hieli will deal willi Hie
on a percentage l)asis. Kelly will 2.53.23.5 again.sl $1.199 783 doled (lolio problem. He and his actressmeet with the company’s prospec- out in ’47. Two top officers. Letin- wife already have written 50 pages
of Hie story tliat’s based to a large
tive distrib, whose name has not ard It. Cioldenson. theatre cliief
her own exl)een disclosed, in Paris to make and Henry Ginsberg, studio vee- extent upon .some of
It’s tentatively due to
poe. took fairl.v substantial raises. periences.
necessary arrangemettts
Cioldenson’s paychecks were upped go before the cameras late in June.
No Coin From Reich
A'ank firms arc not getting any $13,000 to a yearly stint of $104.- FC may handle release alHiougli
income out of the Reich at pres- 000 while Ginsberg's pay was I'liin'rald’s deals witli the distrili
.All they are' gelling is actual
hiked to $260,000 from a previous are on a picture-lo-picture liasis.
ent
expenses, which are coming out of $241,000
Barney Balaban. companv s prez.
(Continued on page 14)

Yens

Kmployees

Metro

pointed

Haymorth and Ingrid Bergman came in for some pointed discussion here last week at the an-

Stage

came

per
outstanding
(ContTnued on page 18)
stock

or.

UA Moving Into

Rita

cal

S24.;t.'S7
li

W.«in.»i«

and

stalling

is

tlie

fiscal
1948 except for RKt).
ttie ofiicial score for the year
of each major is listed below.
In the c.ase of Universal, total
represents a loss
‘41 Not
'47 Not
Company
201

that

producer’s
tract with KKO
Inaliility to come
to an agreement grows out of an
extensive new plan liy Goldwyn
to aid and promote other indies,
for whom he would provide finaneitig.
studio facilities, distrilndi«>n
and sales supervision,
(Jtildw.xn
Huglies
have
and
agreed to extend for 60 da.\s the
dale liy wliich the producer must
pitk up his option on tlie higlily

profit flgures in for

all

would be prohiltited by
the lo.sses on pix already taken, it tlie Federal Communications Ctmibuilding programs
mission
from
is
understood that tlie conipany
will show an approximate profit of for exclusive tliealrc television use
the
issue maintained
Those
raising
$.500,000 for the year.
Par’s
equivalent
earnings on that NBC was licensed to opeiate

|

Television and B.O.
Des Moines, May 10.

Goldwyn

Huglies are currently
tiassle

is

port will be made within the next
10 days.
Since its final quarter
was fairly satisfactory and most of

France This Year;

moie

From

With

RKO.
.After wholesale w'liteolTs
on expensive w'cakies, that outfit
came up with a loss of $3.56,024 lor
the nine-month perit)d.
RKO .re-

.

Gamut

by Hughes’ 20% Balk

Co. by Co.

ttu*

end to the upped admish policy.

Ia.-Neb. Exhibs’

\

000,000. equalling 194.5, ttie last
year of the war. It repre.sented a
fairly steep dip from ’47 when the
seven majors (United Artists excepted' garnered .some $90,000,000
for Ihe
year.
With the total
weighed down by wholesale writeoffs of expensive pi\ which failed
to meet negative costs, it now becomes apparent that the 1949 total
net will forge considerably ahead
of the '48 take.
Paramoimt. sixth company to
repoi't. again nailed down tirst spot
among the majors with $24.3.57.102
for tlie ’48 semester.
.Airing its
take this week. Par’s figure compares with $31,440,477 net in 1947.
Its gr«)ss revenues slid to $173,.528.284
against
$186.301. .570 for

the inflated cost of baby sitters
in this sector.
Because ttie tab
for baby sitting is high, .some
parents have been known to
park their kids in the local
theatre.
Once the tykes are
seated, this type of parent
wanders off in the direction of
local taverns and other night

so far.

WIT

profits for fiscal
1948 just scratched a total of $.52.-

Des Moines. May 10.
Midwest nabe exhibs have a
new' problem stemming from

Pic has played about 600 dates

IR.V

Film industry

spots.

No
around at regular prices.
it
time limit has been .set by which
the 6.000 advanced-admission bookany
ings must be achieved, and
point
time that the .saturation
by
reached
been
appears to have
are
the fact that no more contracts
an
declare
will
coming in. distrib

to Aid

Samuel

starrer.

whatever coin
It is figured that
these high-priced
is obtained from
.since it won’t
gravy,
runs will be
have too much effect on the biz the
the regular
hits
It
film does when
(Continued on page 20'

Indies Stalled

Add Exhib Headaches

’45

PAR

PIX BIZ PROFITS

Stanton Griffis,
to
1

Fgypt.

is

7UU shales.

in

I'.

S.

tliird

who

10.

resigned

as assistant to

David (.). Seiz.nick following a sixvoar association, has returned to
Hie talent agency biz in an exec
capacitv with Famous Artists.

He was veepee of 7.ep|M» Marx
agem y for seven years before jolo-

Amhass.idor
spot with

Willson,

months ago

FA

8.I

ing Sel/nick.

.

Kvory ^prinK

ll Hnp|i«'nN

n‘l*-.tse

W
K
Putus.

pi 'xlui

I

t

Hay

ion. Sliirs

Paul DoiiRla.i: featurei Ed Huyluy.
du ('orsia. Ha.v Collins. Jess* Komu
andik Directed bv l.loyd Bacon Scruenpla\. Valentine Davies, based on sloi y
Smith; camera. Joe
tv Davies. Shiilev
MacDonald; editor. Dorothy Spencer; 'die
.Myrow.
•ont!. .Mack (ioidon and Joseph
April 2(i, ’49. HunninK
I'rcMewed N ^
lime, ai MIN'S.
Hay Milland
non Simpson
A
Jean PeleisiSborah (ihenleaf
Paul Douklas
Monk l.ani»i;in
Kd Bekley
Stone

Tud

“The Lady

W

Schmidt
William

Koisvthc

Colliiis

pj.ll

long
action

E. (iiecn

Professor

Policeman
Doctor

ilJi.

Overfor duals and

western,
houses.

>

<

'

editor.

wlio

his

hit

mark

as

“Outlaw

Country” 'SG).
Good Lash La Rue oater; okay
for padding double bills.
“Arctic Fury” Indie). Saga
•

Happens
“It
in
aKain
Spring.” Story of a college chemistry professor who becomes a big-

okay for special bookings and
dtialer in general situations.

“The Germans Strike Again”
(Greek) <Indie). Greek farce

leagiie baseball pitcher, "Spring'
has a slight fantasy twist similar
to the Santa Claus angle in "Mirthat provides just as much
acle
humor. In addition, it has Ray

Milland and Paul Douglas, and to
a lesser degree. Jean Peters, to add
marquee lustre. Tieing all these
the exploitable baseball
looks like a four-bagger
it

with
iormat.

_

"

Tlie

for the
nifty

Credit

ami

W.

it’s

original

story-

to Shirley
— goes
the
registrar

a

at

Smith’, .'-tudent

Dniv. of Michigan. Smith penned
his yarn about the chemi.stry prof
in .searching for a bug deterrent for trees, comes up w'ith a
solution tliat will repel any wood
coming in contact with it. Already

who.

l.ii«lv
•

laMniblefi

Universal release of Michel Kralke proStar.s Barbara Stanwyck, Robert
Stephen McNally; features Edith
Barrett. John Hovt. Directed by Michael
(tordon. .Screenplay. Hoy Huggins, based
on story bv l.ewis Melt/.er and Uscal Saul,
ad.ipted by Halsted Welles: camera. Russell Metly; editor. Milton ('ariulh; music.
Frank Skinner. 'I'rjuleshown N. Y., .May

ducliun.

Pie.'don,

I

Running lime, 9k MINS.
Barbara Stanwyck
Joan Boothe
Rtibert Preston
D.tvid Boothe
Stephen McNally
Corrigan
Edith Barrett
Ruth Phillips
John Hoyt
Dr. Rojac
Elliott Sullivan
Barky
.lohn Harmon
Frem hy
CItuck
Phil Van Zandt
9, '49.

hitlen with the baseball bug. the
pedant immediately hits upon the
Idea of rubbing the formula into
Results are self-evident.
a hall.
I.eif Erick.son
He talks his way into a crack at Tony
Curt Conway
the i)ig leagues, wins 38 games and Bank Clerk
Houselev Stevenson
P:iVMiJt»r«>ker
thf^"' World Series his first season
Don Betidoe
>(
Sutherland
Nana Bryant
and then, through a lucky accident, Mrs. Sutheiland
Anthony Curtis
Helihov
is able to bow out happily and
Peter l.eeds
Iljdel Cleik
rttuin to his college lectures.
Frank Moran
\!urphy
Esther Howard
Davies has fashioned the yarn Cioss l.adv
John Indrisanu
fast-paced
and chm kly Bert
into
a
fanciful
screenplay, adding the
romantic touclies to give the tilin
“The Lady Gambles marks anWhile other film entry in the psychiatric
a Wider audience appeal.

|

time wife. Frieda Inescort.
,

(

1 :,

"

—

••ollege sequences.
Ca.st is a lengthy

should appeal to the
audiences and will hold Its

quee.

it

,

;

femme
own in most

RKO

situation.s.

(Jack

J.

release of Richard H. Berger
Gross) profluction. Stars Robert

Grahame. Claude Jarman.
Jr.
Directed by Mark Robson. .Screenplay, Geoffrey Homes. Hugo Butler from

Story meander? too long for top
results.
Veiled hints are tossed
out from time to time on the reasons for the gal’s mental in.stability but. when it is finally revealed
at the end of a slow 98 minutes,
the story twist has lost its punch.
Scripter Roy Huggins and director
Michael Gordon tee off the story

Sterling, Gloria

storv by Peter Vierlel; camera, Jo.seph
F. Biroc: editor. Marston Fay; musical diTradeshown
Bakalcinikoff.
f‘.
rector.
N. Y., M.iy 6, ’49. Running time. 99 VIINS.
Robert Sterling
Clay
Gloria Grahame
Mar.v

one but Milland and Douglas carry almost the
entire load alone. Milland is the
Steve
I.ednov
prof and does a surprisingly good
Elaine
job in the baseball sequences,
on a fast pace, and interject sev- Helen
despite tlie role being completoh
Marcia
eral promising bits of business to Jim f:iayton
difierent
from anything he has maintain
interest, but the overall .Ie«l Graham
essayed heretofore. Technical asMa W’vatt
pace is slow.
pects of his pitching will pass with
Pa Wyatt
Miss Stanwyck is the lady who Fowler

even the
he looks

mo.st rabid ball fans, and
eciually at home in the
classroom or in the clinches with

'

Miss Peters. Douglass, as Milland's
catcher, gets free rein on his mugging in a role tailored to his talents.
Hf. too. looks good in tlie

gambles and the role

McCall
Peters

is practically
a tour de force for her. giving her
numerous opportunities for emotions. ranging from humor to hys-

job

•!.
.

and

.Itie

MacDonald’s camera

rtisioM. especially in the base-

ball scenes,

is

standout.

I'iile
stVng,
eleffed
by Mack
Go. dtm andi Joseph Myrow, is already building on disk joi kev
ghows and jukeboxes. In the filiii,
however, it gels no spotiighluig.
being aired ttniy over the o|>" '-ng
.

oiedit.c

stal

French Nix Sartori

in
's

cate.
ioint.s

dam

honors,

the

picture

is

i

vets.

,

•

Shoi^ts

Paris. April

2b'

Freneh cinema administration
has denied the request of William
Sartori to provide shorts for his
piograms by cutting down feature
Westerns.
Authorities contend the shorts
Tonstilule new pix and have to be
Imported under the quota.

Iiouch.

is

on the debit

side.

Tsien. general manager of
Cliina Film Enterprise? of New
York. lias left to join the den.'tilmenf of mas.*; comnuinicatitms
for the Tnited Nations Etincat ional,

and

C'liltuial

1

I

i

praisal noted that .\arn. a triangle drama invtilving a married couple and the wife's former lover, “has been clearly

boxoffiee and
should reap a harvest in situations
which appreciate sophi.>ticaled
British entertainment.'’

C

.Stienlific
tion.

t

keyed

Sfal
K.

New

”

mounted

on lush and authentic
Other credits hoi.sted by
nrodueer Michel Kraike include a
neat mood score by Frank Skinner
nd good lensing by Russell .Met\.
Milton
rarruth's
editing.

in

(9i.

the “polished acting, masterly
direction
and an excellent
script put it “in the lop rank
of class British productions.'’
Pic was also cited as being
“ n e
gent entertainment
worthy of support from American audiences."
F'lirther ap-

With La.s Vegas gambling
competing with the Boulder
for

tradeshown

Monday

Sltiiy”

was rexiewtvd in Varif.tv from London. Feb. 9. 1949. under its
original label “The Passionate
Friends.”
Reviewer telt that

by Elliott Sullivan, as
hood, and John Harmon.
Phil Van Zandt and Leif Erickson
as meniber.s of i gambling syndi-

Pic.

Rains.
•

the

to

which

"

.Ann

Howard,

Organiza-

spirited
'

is

stars

Claude

Todd and Trevor
being rcica.sed in

the L. S. b> Universal,

Tom

rom
CaroIe

oeRuvier
Anna s Attorney
Lobato

Nesi

Matthews

“.L’e (>ehrn
Ralph Graves

Don

/eiaya

,

exchange of

“Amazon

Quest”

routine

a

is

jungle actioner slated for exploitation house dualers. Pic is repletf
with tropical safaris, savages, tomtoms and wild life, all tied together
by a .strained adventure yarn. Production nut was held to a minimum
via
long insertions of location
footage originally seen in an old

viously spurned
the footage.

Sterling

through most of

credible as the strong,

is

Jarman

he-man.

is

film, “Green Hell.”
But,
except- for one striking shot of a
crocodile-infested swamp, there’s
nothing standout in these .stock se-

For quences. either,
Plot concerns the efforts

rifle fire.

the fadeout Sterling is on the verge
of wedding Gloria Grahame, the
dancehall operator, whom he pre-

silent

**

’

^S.'Tu^nnini timr.Vff'>riN
"Teresa

will find a solution to his troubles,
But there’s a long, listless interval
before Ireland is disposed of in a

capable

as the former’s adolescent brother.
while Miss Grahame is pert and
understanding as the No. 1 entertainment queen. Ireland racks up'
a
standard performance as the
heavv. Jeff Donnell.
Dell
and Martha Hyer, the remaining
“hostes.ses,” aren’t too convincing,

Myma

Supporting players are generally
competent

of

a

Tom Neal, to clear the
of his father from scandalmongers who claimed that he left
his native country for a Brazilian
However, the father
*1'
unbilled actor frcjm the GerHollander,

name

film) is shown via fla.shbacks
,* H^ission to find rubber

seeds for « Far East developNeal follows his lathers
P'rking up a native , nift.v,
Carole Matthews, en route and
eventually obtaining the needed
evidence from .some local outlaws.
Performances are par with the
_
.scripting. Neal walks through
^^^nt.

'coSo„''\s
nn
fiS
I.^ nfcharH
rtiH

“roi

Hoiucof
oJarf a.?

'('cws Contributes

»

^onne. as a

flashy looks
interest. «hlle

rival,

does okay

i,'i'roi‘'i^‘‘rood

the musical score of Constantin Bakaleinikoff.
Gilb.

as

some

rom.ntic

jh,

mountlnus

is

Holl.

Thnnder* Koll!
(COLOR)

Lion release of E«tuit.v Piclures
(.lerr.v
Thomas) production. Slarx Jim
Bannon: features Don Kav Heynolds.
Eax'le

The Windew
May

Hollywood,

RKO

10.

FrederUk Ullman.

releate of

.Ir.,

Runnina time.

Story

JJ
Seeley. Sireenpla.v. AI Mxitin;
dialog, Louis Stevens: story,
*rwin Gielgud: camera. Guv Rowe; editor.

ailclltlonal

wonders whether Sterling German

urally

I

€|iieM

Film Clauics release of Axav <\lax
Alexamlerl protlurtlon. stars Tom Nesl.
aiole Matthews, Carole Donne. Direeteit

>

since its plot is too -thin
to stretch over the 88 minutes’ run-

York.

Supporting east work.s aceeptJohn Ho>t is good as the
medico and other okay hits are

Brog.

Amazon

production.
Directed by Ted Tel/laff.
Screenplay. Mel Dinelli; baaed on story by
Cornell
-Woolrich;
camera.
William
Steiner: music, Roy Webb; editor. Fred-

(Rank),

ablv.

McNallv

Williams
Savage

a valiant at-

“One Woman's

ending.

Mimed

B.

Sieve

ment

ning time. Sharper editing would
speed pace but, in any event, the
market for this entry lies in the
duals and action situations.
Drawing upon a story by Peter
\/i#'i't<*l
fit
ueonrey liomcs
vicnei, sciipieis
and Hugh Butler have built their
tale around Robert Sterling and
Claude Jarman. Jr., two brothers
who are journeying from Nevada
to their California ranch with a
herd of thoroughbred horses. Complicating their trip are four gals,
politely
“dancehall
ho.stcalled
esses” w'ho have joined the fvno
ranchers on the trail after the
femmes’ wagon broke down.
Sterling faces another ob.stacle
toward .safe completion of the trek
in the escape of convict John Irer
land, who bears him a grudge,
These story threads all combine to
bring about a fair amount of su.spense for the filmgoer who nat-

Edward Cassidy

One Woman*!

t

ki

Robert
.

falls short

Ed Begley, as the ball club's aid of a friendly police
doctor, ciit.s
owner; Ted de Corsia, the mati- through
the
mental block and
ager. and Ray Collins and Jesse
wraps up the film for a h. ppy

w

James Bell
Shawn McGlory

of pre-production planning
proves again the entertainadvantages of forethought
over off-the-cuff filming. Both the
William Steiner lensing and the
Roy Webb score are keyed perfectly to furthering the suspen.se aims
and Frederic Knudtson has done a
crisp editing job to help the fast
result

and

tempt to get away from the slerc'Otyped western with its multiple
chase scenes and formula stories.
But despite a game try. the film

.

Rt)\fe Landis, as the univor.siiv
president and his wife, add to the
general
tun
Producer William
rerlherg has mounted the film

Dell

Sara Haden

“Roughshod" makes

iisuaj capaStandout in the film is
Sicphen McNally, as the profesbaseball scenes.
sional gambler ‘who takes her unRest of tlie east, under Lloyd
der his wing until she snafus even
Hacon's .‘;mart direction, fares ac- his operation.s
with her exees.ses.
ceptably.
Miss
Peters
demon- then drops her cold. Robert Presstiates little thesping ability as
ton does an equally capable job
Milland’s vis-a-vis. but the part
as the husband who gives her up
doe.sn
call for much; so she* gets
as a lo.st cause but finall>. with the
b\

ble

Mvrna

Martha Hyer
George Cooper
Jeff Corey

:

Sheriff

She does her

terics.

Claude Jarman. Jr.
John Ireland
leff Donnell

'

good as the menace, driven to their
deeds more by circumstance than
sheer badness.
Mel Dinelli wrote the forceful
.script that keeps punching continually with honest dialog and
logical situations under Tetzlaff's
solid direction. Picture shows the

Corp. is releasing the film in
the U. S.

^

KouKhMhod

1

a prize in

during the InternaFilm Festival in June
of ’47. The U. S. showing has
been delayed by a censorship
wrangle with Customs authorities. but minor cuts have been
made to get the film approved
by both Customs 'and New
A.F.E.
York State cen.sors.

moK' could probably have been sweepstakes this time of a gal
Michel Kraike produced under
done with the story twist to trans- who becomes a gambling addict be- the executive supervision of Sid
form some of those chuckles into cause of a guilt complex. Loosely- Hogell, giving the story a good, but
belly laughs there are enough ad- contrived story carries a modicum not expensive, physical dre.ssing.
vantages tiikc'n of it to maintain of interest and is technically well A sound lensing job by Robert de
the obvious tongue-in-cheek mood done but still bears overtones of Gras.se and other technical credits
for which both Smith and Davies earlier pictures on basically the expertly frame the production.
were striving. Scene has been same subject. With Barbara StanBrog.
moved Irom Michigan to another wyck on tap to embellish the maruniversity, probably Missouri, to
get it closer to the St. Louis Cards,
for whom the prof supposedly
pitehe.s. While no legit ballplayers
appear, the ba.seball atmosphere,
both on the field and in the clubhouse. looks as authentic as the

was awarded

Pic

this lack of surprise in the script
that holds it down to a faniiliar
level and makes the 91 minutes
running time seem overlong. Dialog is good, however.
supporting perof the
Best
formances .come from Ian Wolfe,
the judge’s clerk, and H. B. WarOthers,
ner. a high court jurist.
with the exception of Whitford
Kane’s small-town doctor delivery,
Mi.ss
add little to the footage.
Incscort's featured role as Knox’s
wife is good and the two stars are
capable.

.

pathetic, without being sticky, and
latter pair are •>«xceptionally

the

tional

is

It

contributes strongly to the picture.
The first three are unusually sym-

Brussels

anything more than mod-

it

New York tenement.
The casting is nigh perfect, from
Bobby Driscoll as the young boy;
Barbara Hale and Arthur Kennedy’,
his parents; and Paul Stewart and
Ruth Roman as the killers. Each

doned

tilous.”
J

Boris Ingster
est entertainment.directed and scripted his original
story, with a screenplay assist from
male .star Alexander Knox. Latter
is the judge of the title who stages
a middle-aged rebellion again.st the
routine chains that bind him and
takes off on an Odessy of adventure and romance.
The rebellion takes him from the
.stuffiness of Boston’s courts to the
sunshine of California and a fry
cook’s job in a highway cafe. The
romance comes about logically
enough in the person of Ann Solhern, cafe owner, but there’s never
any doubt that eventually the judge
will return to Boston and his long-

vantes’ .\arn made into elaborate film; mainly for foreignlanguagers.

any boxoffiee.

at

make

about postwar Athens; strictly
for Greek language houses.
“Don Quixote De La Mancha" (Spanish) dndie). Cer-

’

in

the .Arctic's flying doctor,

of

in-

fairly

a

teresting tale.
“The Judge Step?
Out” is short on/narquee strength
and hasn’t enough entertainment
wallop to live uP to the more imFamily audipoiiant bookings.
ences and the middle-aged male
whose mind is wandering from the
humdrumne.ss of his daily rut will
find it more likeable than the average action or comedy fan.
Cast principals go about their
chores pleasantly enough but there
isn’t enough meat to the story to

Another in “Red Ryder”
series for Saturday matinee

Every

only

silence him before someone should
listen that build the yarn to a .sock
climax in a condemned and aban-

“doesn’t contain the slightest
bit of obscene or salacious material, even by implication.”
“Top drawer” direction by
Claude Autant Lara, “exemplary” acting by Micheline
Presle and Gerard Philipe in
the lead roles plus “good” performances by the rest of the
cast, were all cited in the review as making film “suitable
screenfare for the most punc-

Anita Bolster

tell

ventures. When he sees a minder
committed, no one will believe the
yarn because of his reputation as a
romancer. The killers believe it
though, and it is their attempts to

as

.

,

comes up with a mild lit He comedy that takes too much
footage to

Cried Wolf.” It’s even more
filmed. It is the story
gripping
of a boy whose imagination conjured up wonderful stories of ad-

“smasheroo,” reMaxi noted that the
risque .script about a college
boy’s affair with a soldier’s wife
tabbed
viewer

RKO

(F^L'.

comedv-tiinta.s.v writer with “Miracle on 34th Street,” has done it

.

.

.

.

Dr. Boyd
.ludge bavis
.Martha

.

.May

Mvrna Dell
Ian Wolfe
H. B. Warner
.Martha Hyer
James Warren
W'hitford Kane
Harry Hayden

.

Hector Brown
Chief Just ice Haynes
Catherine Bailey
Ji. hn Struthers HI

Who

Y.,

was reviewed in
from Paris, Oct. 1,
1947, under its original title,
“Le Diable an Ctirps.” In his
critique of the film, which he
(9)

"Variety

.Sharyn Moffett

Mrs. Winihrop
I

N.

theatre,

Paris

Monday

Florence Bates
Frieda Inescort

Evelyn Bailey

wallop.
'Cornell 'Woolrlch’s stoi*y made
tense reading in print as “The Bov

made, which opened

-

the

at

Alexander Knox
Ann Sothern
George Tobias

Nan

'FCi. Routine jungle adventure pie for
dualers.
“Roll, Thunder. Roll” (Color)

a

Tradeshown
MINS.

91

Peggy
Mike

trade.

Davies,

Le^ Vlillbiook.
Running time.

Chita

“Amazon Quest”

Twenticth-Fox scripter Valentine

'49.

10.

.ludge Bailey

exploit-

strength but strong,
able entertainment.

Robl. B. Williams, thas. Flynn

Reporters

Sot hern;
Moffett. Florence Bates. Frieda
Inescorl. Mvina Dell. Ian Wolle. Directed
bv Boris Ingster. S« icenplay. lniff,ter and
Knox: basetl on story by Ingster, camera,
Robert de Grksse: niusis. Leigh Hailine;

Shaiyn

R K O
Window”
ko suspense. No marquee

So(

Miss Mengalstein

Gambles”

“The

I'l*’**
John Butler
Jane Van Duser
Ray leal
Grandon Rhodes
MK;key Simpson
Johnny ( alkins
Harry CheshireHarry Seymour

jj,,,

Ann
!

I

i

“Roughshod” iRKO*.

I.andi*

Edward Keane

Mueller
Parker
Mi«s Collins

prospects.

dle-aged fling.

or.sia

I'
Murphv

Bill

"

J’rotessi»r

b.o.

French

Alesander Knox,
features George Tobias,
.Stars

1949

,

pense comes over with a powerful

Devil in the Flesh
“Devil in the Flesh,**

release of Michel Kraikc (Sid Ho-

protluclion.

gell)

Barbara Stanwyck in a slowpaced story of a p.syehiatric
gambler; okay boxoMiee.
“The Judge Steps Out”
Mildly entertaining
(RKOi.
comedy of a jurist s last, mid-

I

<

good

fantasy;

1

^
Ted de
Kay
Profes.sor Creenleaf ...
Jessie Royce
Mrs. (ireeiileaf

RKO

I

“It

Juan

Milliinil.

I

Happens Every .Spring”
(2()thi.
Ray Milland. Paul
Douglas in baseball comedy-

of William Perl-

elHflite .Siepw Out
Hollywood, May 10.

The

Miniature Reviews

(ONE SONG)
IVfiuieth

.

Wr<1 neMlay, May 11

FILM REVIBW^

6

«

^

1 11

eric

Mrs.

Tradeshown May

Knudtson.
):<

.Mr.

Krilerton
Kellerton

Mrs.

(Clnecolori. Gilbert War-

camera

R.vder":

renton; editor.
Ralpt) Stanley.

Frank Baldridxe; music,
Tradeshown N. ^ May #,
..

Runninit time, 57 MINS.

'49.

Red R.vder
Barbara Hale

Tommy

Woodry

*49.

.MINS.

Woodry

Mr.

9.

Emmett Lynn, Marin Sals. Diretted bV
Lewis D. Collins. Screenplay. Paul
lin,
based on MrNauvht comic. "Red

Bobby

Driscoll

Arthur Kenneily
Paul Stewart
Ruth Roman

-lim

...

tremely
effective
entertainment Rill Faugh (Marshal)
without big names and on small Felipe
Josh Culvert
budgets is pointed up by RKO’s Doroth.v Culvert ....

“The Window.”

It

is

a

show

that

can be highly recommended and it
is a piece of suspense enterlain-

m^t

seldom equaled.
There are no unnecessary frills
to get in the way of its taut storytelling and the 73 minutes’ running
time is packed with a tremendous
amount of drama. The potent
word-of-mouth values back up its
“sleepcr” quality and will go a
long way towards offsetting the
lack of marquee strength, partic
iilarly in the more extended playdates.

Producer Frederic
rivkiriic Ullman.
U'lilllclll,
Jr..
.11..
and director Ted Tctzlaff .started
with a .sound scripting job on a
good, tight sttiry and wisely re
trained from introducing any fancy
touches that would di.stract froiii
the great force built up by the extreme simplicity in handling. None
of its dramatic meat is overplayed,
tendency being towards under*
playing in every scene and the sus-

Pat

Red's double
1st

Nancy Gates
Glenn .Stranie
Lee Morzsn

Lane Bradford
Steve Pendleton
Charles Stevens
William Fawcett
Dorothv Latts
.toe Green
Hor ky Shahan
Carol Henry
George Clvsebro
Jack O Shea
.

.

Henchman

Garson
Bartender

Marin
Stanford JoRc.V

1.

I.«omis

‘*H;*pp.v’’

Trend towards turning out ex- Wolf

Bannon

Don Kav Heynolda
Emmett Lynn

Reaver
Buckskin
Duchess
El Conejo
Crrol Loomis.
.Ace Hanlon
Little

t

.

.

.

,
n
r”
Another in the
series. “Roll. Thunder. Ro'*plenty of cha.ses and fi.sticuff act
"ith a fair helping of gunplay ana
humor, plus a dash of hr.art imerRat the stuff for the . a

matinee trade.
Story is simple, but weaves m «
mild whodunit plot. A hand of
raiders Is plaguing the \ alley,
rustling cattle, firing r:m( h hmi'^es
:: 7
(if
,.11
dynamiting biiildingv -aii
’

ill
footage th:if
hold interest of young H‘ Lct m>
the
'rhe masterminds behind
El
to pin the
j;'?
aneio. a Mexican
f
^
leaving his trademark
chas— wherever they s
...
Ryder, pla.vetl by

which

provides

^rs

.

(Continued on page

18)
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PAR SPEEDS
See Early Ruling in U.

S. Suit

tive exhibition.

PQH Heres a Ripley: Par Having Woes

idea of getting tl>e separate units
into operation months ahead of the
Jan, 1. 1950. deadline set by the
consent decree. By July I of this'
year, under pre.sent
plans,
tije
physical division Is expected to be
complete. The legal division will
take place later hut undoubtedly
long before the must dale fixed by
the decree.

|

j

Theatres Fetched Aronnd $1450,
minority inter-

sale of its

RKO’s

the Butterfield circuit last
week dramatizes the big gains by
in

est

Stephens Bnys Pair

of ready cash which both RKO
and Paramount will score in the
liquidation of partnership houses
under their anti-trust consent deIn selling its stock holdings
crees.
In Butterfield to the chain’s management for an estimated $1,450,-

Hollywood. May 10.
William Stephens, currently makDepnly Marshal" for Robert

way

000.

RKO's

amounted

profit

to

ing

“

L. Kip|»ert F’roducI ions, bouglif-two
slory properties h>r production on

own.

liis

Y.triis

expo.se

i

"Murder M.D.,” an
medical racketeers, au-

are
of

nver $1,000,000 or 300% over the thored by Ralph Bors. and "C’rus.sed
book value, it has been learned. Wires." a tale of heroic telephone
The differential spells a pattern linemen, written hv Jolm Wiltse.
for other up-and-coming transac;

and a tremendous pushoff in
working capital for the two new'
theatre companies.
Typical of other partnership setups. RKO acquired its Butterfield
inlerest many years back at a far
lower cost than current inflated
Since then, comtheatre values.
p.my has carried the stock inter est
on its books at its original
Prospectus of both RKO
value.
and Paramount list hundreds of
houses at values far under what
thev will bring under present mar-

Distribution forces
getting set t»* treat

already

though

were

w'holly-

Variety Clubs
!

of

Elect O’Donnell

For 7th Term
San Francisco. May

10.

the

Paramount

bldg.

i

than

’

Par’s prez. and a number of his
aides will take over the entire
^

floor,
j

Emphasis on speed in getting
the two .separate operations going
was pressed on .sales slafl'ers attending the New York regional
sales meet which continues through
today (Wed. >. Plan of Alfred W.

'

'

Do

!

.

,

RKO

Snag

Wins

Top

Waxman’s

once

Ip,

occupied

lower

h( K-kets.
||,«

-"I'l
,

•Jeir

Keenan

Secret a lA

Linda
J'Xlte.n

in

above Larainc

hilh-d

ir,

";

Wynn

in

"Me

above Jeanne
and .\nn
to Three

Darnell

-A

i.eltcr

and above Burl Laticasler
*<'<•

Li /.a belli
Alotie."

Scott

in

"1

Walk

new demand from one theatre,

the Si.
:t.>-(la\

l.ouis

Park, is for a nev
thus coinplica'

av.-iilahilit >

I

a\ .iilal)ilit\

Ihf P.ii tmoiml
dav cleariuce.

(>nl>

.

s

Hie

holds
m-o|)erl

Philip

scieen

W axman. who

riglils

to

Hu-

V

W.-ixm.'in

one

tliealr,

I'plown, had 2M

tin's

who piddiucd

Broaduav

eoli>.

last .sea-

"Sliangf*

sailed la^i week for
tedlellovv
lo ink an .VoieriCin direr
now in Fngl and. He’ll also ex-

tritairi

lor.

plore possibilities ol shotding the
pictuie in I’aiii.

Loop houses.

-run

Ihe

of

part

argu-

to a boil in the past couple of
months.
U revvilves around previous formula deals between B 8 K
and Par which have since lK*eii

dropped as verlHilen under antitrust decisions. The tiieatrc chain,

is .said, had claimed adjustments
running to approximately .$.500,000
tormul.a transactions and lias
on
nership theatre holdings.
Freeman. it is reported, has been asked been withlio'ding rentals to make
Par’s distrithe difference.
up
to Irek to Dallas for confabs with
asserts
Karl Hohlitzelle. Par’s pard head- huHon wing, on its part,
Hi.it Hie shoe is on the other foot.
ing the 170-theatre Inter.-tate circuit.
He was formerl.N theatie If wants to collect the $500,000 f»lu*
l»e owing.
exec supervising Par’s own chain, other sums claimed to
Faster Clearances
and is a clo.se personal friend of
Par’s distrib wing is
Recently.
I’lohlitzelle.
said to have asked lor speeding up
Interstate is high on the agenda
ihililies hy B 8* K’s Loop
of Par’s partnership-busting aclivi- on avail
Hue with its camnaign
lies.
With all ton theatre execs of houses. In
for a more rapid liquielsevvher
the company working at top speed
dation of product, it wants lo get
to meet the consent deeree’s rebookings In Chi.
quirement of one-third dissolutions faster first-run
According to reliable sources. B 8c
within
it

‘

I

<

a year, additional expert
help from compan.v personnel will
probably be drafted.
Pot was kept boiling last week
when Leonard H. Goldenson. theaIre chief, quietly opened talks with
K. V. Richards in New
Ctrleans.
('•oldenson made the trip along
with Walter Gro.s.s. c-liief counsel in
Ihe theatre wing.
Duo returned
ft-om the .south Friday (Gk

Meanwhile Robert M. Welt man.
recently api>ointed .southern division head, and Hal Pereir.i. company’s real estate expert, are eyeing theatres in Florida and the

K balked at Hie application of the
drive to the VZ-ndy City sector and
feelings, already frazzled over the
dispute, have
rental adjustment
become even more edgy.
BoHi B

K

8-

ParamounI sales
Hie

dial

ful

officials here and
staffers are liope-

cleared

is

tiff

op.

While ParamounI owns some 98%
tlie B 8 K chain, the latter has
had autonomy for manv yc.*»r.a
which exol.'ilns ttie possibility of a
wrangle between the parent company and ils ow n sul»std. Mo’ eover,
the distrib wing Is driving for a
better show in" on ils own l>ehalf
while the theatres opfmse any
which would make it»
switch
of

Weitman is
surrounding terrain.
expected to make recommendations
on what houses he believes the
operations more difficult.
(-ompaiiy should retain, ttie condition of the theatres and ills guess
on price.
>1inn. Amus. Not Hit
Similar trip to the Coast has
Hard by Par Decree
been undertaken by Edward L. Hyman. another divisional clilef. aeMinncaiK)lis. M.'iy 10.
i-ompanied by legalite Selig SeligMinnesota \mus. Co. Paranioioit
Twosome are looking over eireuii' is not affected to any connian.
houses scattered through the west, sidi'rahle extent by Paramount’!!
including those in California. Utah. conseni decree, and the big and
Oregon and Washington.
pros|>erous theatre chain comes
(

Hie same time, final negotiapushed with Hunof the 15-the.atre
Dominion circuit, as well as with
pards in the Comerl'ord ch;iin
(onsisting of 86 houses, inainlv in
On another front,
I'ennsylvania.
Loew. New
attempt's of E. M.
F.ngland theatre op. to tiuy out both
Paramount and its partners in Hu*
M.iine 8,- New Hampshire cir(-uit
of 28 theatres are renorted st>mied over price difficulties.
.\t

tions are being
ter Perry, head

slight Iv scathed.

through onl'

Partnerships at LaCross. Wis,,
Fairmont. Minn., and Madison. S.

and a pool at Jamcslo" n. N. I).,
\ls«».
in
must )»e terminated.
Minn.,
Winona.
and
Rochester
where it now lias four and (h've
D..

theatres, respect ivelv
lo the operation of
house's c'ach.

One

.

limited

it’s

two

tirsi-ron

riis(-run house must lie retovi.
In c'rieh of nin»
and an unspecified run the-

li(U|uislu'<l.

cities

of tv'o other towns.
nine cities where the single
are to be dropped are
ikito and
Minneapolis. St Paul
Si. Cloud. Minn.: Fargo and Minot,

atre in each

Set Designers ('hallenije

NLRB

Jurisdiction Vote
Ilollvw (lod. IMav

Screen

10.

Local
Designers.
Hie ballots cast
in Ihe recent nia.jor studio elect i«m
of set decorators. SSD. cui i'iil !>
exercising jurisdiction over decorators. made its protest to the National Labor Relations Board on
the giound that unfair labor pracliee charges against Hie
\ I'SK arc
still pending.
NI.KB chiefs in W.ashington will
he called upon t«» decide whellier
the set decorators will ('ontinue
vvith Local 1421, affiliate with the
1 \TSK or function as aq independent local.

Set

1421. challenged

all

i

I

.

ing the siiu:ilion still furlher. B(
fore he con -ent de(-ree. the 28-da
hoU'<*s foi- the most p;irl had 5(
d'l'

hv

I'rance

matler out.
.\

Ni»u

Y. Frank Freeman. Par.-imount’s
studio exec currently east in homeoffice huddles, may take an active
part in the comp:in\'s present maneuvers to cut the ties on Its part-

'

first

Understood

ment has hv n stewing for ahuo.st
two years and then suddetily came

Partner Ties

already getting unlikely Dial theatre
execs, currenllv sharing the ninth,
floor space with Barney Balalian.

Variety
Clubs
International
wound up its 13lh annual- conven$1,000,000 tion here Friday '6* with election of
profit from the Butterfield deal, Bob O'Donnell. International chief
RKO must pay a 25% capital gains barker, for the seventh consecu- Schwall>erg. distribution veepee,
tax unless it can write off the tive time. During the five-day con- calls for sale of Par’s features to
amount hy taking a loss on otlier clave of the organization’s 35 tents, the henceforth lal>eled United Pardeals.
However, the differential $2,800,000 was pledged toward their amount Theatres on the basis of
between Imok value and present i-especlive charities for 1949-50. what each pic is w'orih in each situmarket worth on other theatres For 1948-49 the 34 tents, which ation. Previously, Him was grooved
makes the possibility of taking a had pledged $2,020,000, actually to the circuit on various formulas
which will no longer be applicable.
expended $2,348,000.
tax loss unlikely.
During the first day’.s .session
Other new' Inteinational officers
Direct to Theatre Treasury
are Marcus 'Mon. I, both Austin C’. Keough.
Cash, after the tax deduction, chosen at the meeting
veepee and general counsel, and
replacing
Indianapolis,
Wolf,
of
will
go directly to the theatre
Louis Phillips, his chief aide, exwing as part of its trea.sury when Carter Barron as first assistant pounded for two hours on the efthe new company gets going late chief barker: Jack Ber^sin. Philaof the decree. Keough and
fect
asthis year. Unlike Paramount, where delphia. taking over as second
the legal docusistant chief bai ker. replacing C, J. Phillips took up
a division between the tw'O compolnl-by-point in a careful
ment
panies t.tkes place until a $15,000.- half a; Murray Weiss, of Boston,
Nonnan
Schwalberg:
analysis.
master,
vaproperty
over
as
took
000 figure is hit. all cash accumuSiegel, studio publicity chief: Ted
lated
from partnership dissolu- cated by.Berisen. George W. Eby, O’Shea, ass’t sales head: and liCondough
chief
became
Piltslmrgli.
tions lands wilh the theatre unit.
Goldenson. theatre topper, also
RKO circuit, however, is making guy. ret>J^cing Wolf. Through a ard
spoke.
an outright transfer of $10,000,000 constitutional amendment. Chick
from ils coflers to the production- l.ewis. New York, was elected Inwhich post
disii'ilnit ii»n
com()any as part of ternational press guy.
he held hy apt)oinlment previously. Betty Hutton to
the splitup plan.
Indie
O’Donnell also reappointed Col.
Formula for the sale by any of
McGraw. of Dallas, executhe Butterfield pards of their .stock William
Bara
Theda
Biopic of
tive director: Nathan D. Golden.
Inleresis called for a price fixed by
Hollywood. May 10.
Washington. D. C.. chairman of the
appraisal of the theatres. Because
Committee: W. H. Lollier.
Silent film star Theda Bara’s life
this w(ml(| extend proceedings for Heart
I.os .Angeles, sergeant-at-arms, and story will he ena(-led hy Belly Hutsix months oi‘ so, both sides agreed
Pittsburgh, hark- ton 4n "The Gieat Vamtiiie.” an inBalmer.
James
G.
to negotiate a price
without going
Barron, w ho steoperi dow n as dependent production by Buddy De
through the complex procedure er.
cliief l)arker due to Sylvia for Columbia release.
fixed hy partnership contracts.
It
his activities in Washington, was
IS thought
will be Miss Hutton’s first
It
that Paramount, which
on page 18)
(Continued
also holds a minority stock interloanout job in her .seven years of
Picture
Psl in Butterfield,
stardom at I’aramounl.
will al.so seek to
shoclcut past the appraisal techgoes into woi-k in October wilh De
Seeks to (larify
nique.
Sylvia eollahorating on the screenMpls. Clearance
play with .la(-k McGowan.
•h*I<I
a 10'';
cut in some
iMinnea|>olis. May 10.
I'm Imiises and 25^<
Plaving oldlimers is developing
in the remainindependWith moi-e and more
ing 2.) theatres.
She played
into a Hutton habit.
Circuit, headed
tliealres demand- Pearl White in "The Perils of Pauneiglihorhood
ent
•'
vv-Paramounter Monte Gowing the earliest 28-da>' cle;»rancc line" and will portray Itie career
"")rpe. blankets Michigan.
and Hie Paramount circ-uit also of Mabel .Norm-iml in,, the Mack
seeking Ihe speedy availabilit,^
Sennett hiogiaphv before t-aking on
for additional house's. RKO Theda Bara.
too.
Ch’dmpion’
Douglas is taking
the lead in a move to try
Billinji: in L.A. to (-)ear up a situation that apiiaris gelling out of hand. Waienll.v
Indie
Lus Angeles. May 10.
Phil
ter Branson, it.s w-estern sales manS(nc,. In. ciickyjj jp
Film ver.ion ot Si inlev F'.llin’s
‘-Champion.’’ ,'iger. ma.\
come to Minneapolis
'(k I)()uj»Ihs has
been upped on .-lOon, ac(-o!npanied hy some of the novel. "Dreadful Summit." m i\ be
•n-ii
n ilu* marquees in pictures
produced either in New ^ ork or
(-onip.-Mi,\ 's altoiney’s to thresh the
vliecf

more

ttie

B 8 K

is

is

liomeotTice

Par’s

is not ironed out shortly. Par
wil begin selling away from the

Drive to Cut

two companies into .separate

homeoffices
der way. II

with

chief

li'"'

i

earnest.
To get

floors

ket conditions.

Of

sion

c\«*cs also in close touch with (tie
situation.
It is believed that if the

Par Steps Up

'

operations will he conducted without hitch when the split is in

the

10.

I

j

the .separate operations
going by July, business of moving

tions

,

are
the
as
outsider.

a rank
By the
July date. Par’s projlucl will be
.sold to the circuit on a thealre-hytheatre
and
picliire-hy-picture
basis.
This action is strictly voluntary since the anii-trusi rules on
.sale of product to the new -horn
indie circuit do not apiily until
legal separation becomes a fact.
Speedup in api>lication of these
rules is considered a dry run l)y
Paramount topper.s. The plan is for
the two units to treat each oilier
as completely separate companies in
advance of the division so that all
it

-

May

In one of the strangest develoj^ments in exhih-distrih relations in
Galloping Gael Sullivan
a long time. Paramount and itn
G.'iel Sullivan, exec director of »»wn
almost w holly-ow ned siihsid,
the Theatre Owners of America, Ihe Kalahan & Katz circuit, hav*
headed below' the Mason & Dixon fallen out on a number of conline over the weekend to address troversial Issues.
Par has not so'd
the Georgia Theatre Owners .Assn, or hooked a single film into th«
at their annual convention. SulliB 8: K chain in the past month.
van then goes to Washington fm- Said lo he involved in the dispute
huddles with Government officials in a sum of approximately $.5(>(),000
before returning to New York.
which the Paramount distribution
He takes off again next week to w ing claims is tiw ing lo it by (he
do a rept'at job on the Arkansas B 8 K suhsid.
Theatre Owners Assn., which is
Reportedly, nc.gotiations are l»estaging its annual convention at ing pushed now
between Jolm
hat tinie.
Balaban. B 8 K bead, and Jame.s
J.
Donohue. Par's midwest divi-

Paramount is speeding
up into two companies with the

owned Paramount chain

B&K

Chi Subsid,
Chicago.

j

% in Bntterlield

Own

Selling Its

|

RKO's Minority

BY JULY

2-CO. SPLIT

Industry attorneys believe an early decision in tlie Government’s
anti'trust suit against all the majors but Paramount and RKO is in
Reports to that effect are emanating from the Fedthe oiling.
In addition, it is noted that neither Presiding
eral courthouse.
Judge Augustus N. Hand nor his associates. Judges Henry Goddard
have taken on an assignment since reserving
Coxe,
C.
Allred
and
decision on the monopoly suit.
is
it
believed the
is overcrowded,
calendar
court
Hie
Since
three judges are working on the decision with the intention of
matters.
Curbother
before
turning
to
the
way
of
out
it
getting
stone opinion of industry legalites is that the court will not order
partial
divestiwill
direct
a
but
probably
divorcement
general
any
ture of theatres in closed situations to open the way lor competi-

7

'I’he

fiist-runs

D and Aberdeen. Huron and
Austin. Minn.,
Watertown. S. D.
and Eau Claiie. Wis.. are the oH'er
two towns where one theatre each
must be sold
The Government’s purpose, of
N.

.

.

course,

the

to ojM'n

is

aforementioned towns
tion.

In

Duluth.

to

various
competi-

Minn.:

Grand

and Sioux Falls and
first
and second
housrs have to he designated, and
Forks. N.

I).,

.Mitchell.

S.

D..

pictures can’t he
Ihe first to the

stand

met

moved over from
second

first-run

The deciee terms must b«

h> Sept

2.

WMlneeday, May 1], 1949

They point
to

M-G-M

for the

TALK ABOUT STRAW VOTESI M*G-M

is

oot only proud of

our leadership in Shorts which consistently lead
Smith Specialties took

first

place in M.P. Herald's

shorts. Pete Snnith Shorts are
»

Tops

in

its

in industry polls.

we

Features but

FAME poll, selected among 54

Showmen's Trade Review Annual,
BELOW:

AitUitl

ad shvuint how

happily point to

For the 6th year in a row Pete

I^Jtatrts

toppers

series of live-action

too, 5th Consecutive Year!
aJvtrlht Ai-d-At shurti

PETE SMITH, CHAMP!
6tk

YEAR WINNER IN

"FAME" ANNUAL!
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We«lnefMlay,

Heat Holdovers Slough Chi;

Me

®^
i?er’

StardJtn 000

'

oLg TuUui $ 18,000 ‘Barkleys’ Bright $50,(1 After Big
^
Pittshiiri7h. Mav 10.

Shines at $18,000,'‘‘Criss-Cross’ 20G,

Pittsburgh.

‘Fan’ 15G, ‘River’-Contino 50G, 2d

•

i

1

Women”

"Little

at

coin

,

Champion’ Socko

'

i

"S.O.S.
$6,000. Last week, $8,500.
c/rand (RKO) (1.500; 75-$1.25)—
"Joan of .Arc” (RKO) (7th wk). Stalwart $13,000. Last week. $17,000.
Oriental (Kssaness) (3,400; 50-98)

Okav

biz.

,

F.stimates for This

(WB)

'
'

Week
50-99)—

(1.303;

(

Keith’s (Goldman) (1.700; 50-99)
“Connecticut Yankee” (Par) )3d
wk.).
Dropped sharply to $8,000
after okay $11,000 second week.

—

"To Sea

in Ships” <20th) (2d wk).
Sliding to $19,000. Last week, solid

—

World (Indie) (.587; 80) “Louisiana Story” (Indie) )2d wk). Slightly
below par at $3,500. Last week,
same.

Mastbaum (WB) (4.360; 50-99)—
“Flamingo Road” (WB* (2d wk).
Sturdy $22,500 after big $30,000
1

I

opener.
Stanley

(WB)

50-99)—

(2.950;

“Knock On

2
Denver
currently
doing as

“Dream
two

by'.s

Denver. May 10.
loaded with holdovers

hut

w

dl

some

of

as the

new entries.
fairly nice in

Yours”
spots
while

shapes
hold.

is

Is

big

at

is

Doof'” (CoD (3d wk).
to $14. .500 after fancy $20.-

Down

Spots; Bing 13G, 3(1

them are

000 second round.
Stanton (WB* (1.475; 50-99)—
“Bad Boy” (Mono'. Mild $8,000.
Last week, “Walking Hills” (Col),
$9,000.

Studio (Goldberg) (490; 50-99)—
“Quartet” (EL).
Smash $7. ,500.
Last week, not firstrun.
Trans-Lux (T-L* (500: $2.40$120)— “Red Shoes” (ED (20th
wk).

Still

"Ball
Game” week.
Orpheum and will

Top holdover
“Connecticut

is

in

chips at $8,000. Last

$8,400.

Bing Cros-

Y’ankce,”

nice in third Denham session,
stays over again.

still

and

INDPLS. IN DOLDRUMS;

‘DREAM’ DULL $8,000

Estimates for This Week
Denham (CockrllD (1.750; 3.5-70'
"—"Connecticut Yankee” (Par' (3d
vki.
Nice $13,000.
Holds.
Last
veek, $14,000.

May

Indianapolis,

very dismal
week.
Record

Biz

Is

at

(Fox)

firstruns

(2..525;

•.

Tucson

”

Loew’s. are leaders, but they are
about two-thirds of house
P-squIre (p'ox» (742; $L20-$2.40) only
--“Red Shoes” (P:L). Big $4,500. averages.
H(»lds over.
Last week, “Life of
Estimates for This W'eek
Riley (U' and “Judge” (FC). $2..500.
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) *2.800; 44Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 35-74'— 6.5'
Boy With Green Hair” (RKO)
Ball Game” (M-G) and “Behind and “Woman’s Secret” (RKO). PalLocked Doors” (PX). Big $18,000. try $6,500. I..ast week, “Enchant^)^olher week.
Last week. ment” (RKO) and Shamrock ‘HiH”
Bribe” (M-G) aqd “Captain Bov- (RKO). $7,500.
toll
lU'. $13,000,
Indiana (G-D) (3.300; 44-65)—
Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 35-74)— “Dioain Is Yours” (WB* and
lar/.an'.s
‘••izan.s Magic P'ountain”
roui
(RKO' “Daughter of Jungle” (Rep*. Very
••)d “Mideoirt” (Repi.
Mild $8,000. dim $8,000. I.ast w'eek, “Canadian
Last wrek. “Life of R
Riley” (Ui and F’.uiCic”
"Hideout”
(20lh)
and
Jidlgc" (FC’(. good $10,000.
$
Rep>. $10,000.
Voirue Art Cinema' (600; 60-90*
Loew’s (Loew’s* *2.450; 44-6.5'
!)te Fledermaus”
Fine
(Indie'.
'U.A' and
Don’t Trust Husband
$>.•)')()
and holding.
week. “Siren of Atlantis” (U.A'. Slim $7.La.st
Mous. Vincent” (Indie) (2d wk).
500 Last week. “Portrait of Jen$2, ;>(»((.
nie” (SRO* and “Black Eagle”
Webber 'Fox) (7.50; 35-74)— Col'. $9,000.
l>iV"M
is
Lyric (G-Dt (1.600, 44-6.5'— ‘Stale
Yours” (WBi
and
b -Ued Law” (20tli>. also
y
Denver Department” 'F(’' and “Daughter
f
50))
La
wo' k. “To Sea in of West” (FC. Slight .$3,500 I.asI
Sbi()«,’ '2()th'
and “Tucson” (20th'. week. “Sliot Jes.se James” (S(i) and
5*2.90U.
*
“Highwa) 13" iSG'. $4,500.
$14,000.

(2()th>.

at

—

’

Bing Stout 19G

In Mild St.

Loo

in

$1.80)— Joan of Are

with Enric Madriguera orch. others
heading stage bill (2d-rinal wk*.
\Vay down even from thin opening
round with $26,000, dullest here in

”

‘

iinal

wk*.

(RKO*

(26th-

Dow'n to .$8,000 or hear
mild $10,000 for

on. blowoff after

25th round. "Home ot Brave" (U.A)
very dim $32,000. opens tomorrow (Thurs.*.
“Sun Comes Up” (M-G* with Glen
Trade at mainstem spots is none Gray orch. Grade Barrie. Jackie
too robust this week although big Miles heading stageshow opens toballys are being employed by sev- morrow (Tluirs.), after three preeral of them
“Connecticut Yan- view show'ings set for today (Wed.*.
kee” is leader of new product with
70(1.700;
(I^oew’s)
Criterion
solid session at the .Ambassador. $1.75*
“Africa Screams” (UA) (2d
’’Portrait of Jennie” is in second
wk*. First week ended last night
L’ville
slot
with nice take at l.oew’s. (Tues.) mild $17,500.
In ahead.
“Younger Bros.” shapes just okay •Red Canyon” (U). very meek
Louisville,
May 10.
at Fox.
$15,000 for lone week.
Tow’n’s biggest weekend of whole
Estimates for This Week
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 50-$ 120) year, which brought thousands
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 50-75) —“The Champion” (UA) (5th wk).
here for Kentueky Derby, didn’t
"Connecticut Yankee” (Par) and Continues strong $30,000 after nice
much at dow'ntown film
• help
“Hideout” (Rep). Solid $19,000 for $35,000 for fourth.
Night spots were helped
houses.
Bing Crosby starrer. Last week.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1.736; 50-$l 20) most by the lai ing patronage. "Joan
"Dear To Heart” <RKO) and “Red
“Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (reissue) of Arc" on $1.^ top at Rialto
Canyon” (U* (m.o.), $7,500.
(4th wk). Slipping to good $17,500 shapes big. “Portrait of Jennie” at
50-75)— after fine $24,000 third. Stays on. State is drawing class trade and
Fox
(F&M) (5.000;
“Younger Bros.” (WB* and “Golden
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 40-95)— shapes brisk.
Eye” (Mono*. Okay $15,000. La.st Shuttered for facelifting, with
Estimatei for This Week
week~“Undercover Man” (CoD and vaudfilm policy due May 19; “CaMary Anderson (People’s) G."Song of India” (CoD. $14,000.
nadian Pacific” (20th) initial pic.
“Dream Is Yours”
45- J.5)
200;
Loew’s (Loew) (3.172; 50-75)—
Paramount (Par) (3.664; 55-$!. 50) (WB). Fine $8,000. Last week.
“Portrait of Jennie” (SRO) and
’Streets of Laredo” (Par) with “Kiss in l>ark (WB). $6..500.
“Blondie’s Big Deal” (CoD. Nice Peter Lorre. Pied Pipers. Victor
National (Standard) (2.400; 45-65)
$16,000. Last week, “Force of Evil” Lombardo orch topping stageshow.
“Jungle Goddess” (SG* with Ha(M-G), Opens today (Wed.). I..ast week,
"Caught”
and
(M-G)
waiian Paradise Revue onstage.
$ 12 000
with
Duke
Man”
(CoD
"Undercover
Missouri (F&M) (3..500. 50-7.5)— Ellington orch, Billy Eck.stine head- Not l)elped by influx of race fans;
“Dream Is Yours” (WB* and ing stage bill (3d wk), held okay at modest $7,000. Last week. "Sea
“Homicide” (WB). Stout $14,000. $60,000 after solid $82,000 second. Spoilers” (Indie) and “Ex Chan'p”
(Indie) (reissues*. $5,0(M).
Last week. “We Were Strangers’’
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.*20Rialto 'Fouith Avenue) (3,000;
(CoD and “[..adies of Chorus” (CoD. $2.40)—
‘‘Hamlet” dJ* )33d wk*. 7.5-90-$l 2.5(~- Joan ot Air (RKtX.
$14,500.
$15,Prices upped, and while crilics
Shady Oak (F&M' <676; $1.20- 'i’hirty-.second week w'as fancy
.40*
w'ere lukewarm, looks to soar to big
“Red Shoe.s" (KLt (3d wk'. 000 after $L5..500 in 31st round.
”
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel- $18,000. Last week. Life of Riley
$4,000
following
im
$3,500
lers) (5,945; 80-$2.40) -"Connecti- (U* and “.Act ot Murder
(U*. fairsecond session.
World (Ind) (400; 50-75 »—“K.I cut Yankee” (Par) with stageshow ish $12,000.
Paso” (Par) (2d wk*. Hot $3,000 5th-final wk*. Off to $100,000 after
State (I,oew’s) (3.000; 4.5-65'
nice $118,000 for fourth week
after $3,.500 initial stanza.
“Portrait of Jennie” (SRO* and
“Rusty Saves Life” (CoD. Brisk
$I4.0()0 looms. Last week. “Undercover Man” (CoD and “Make Believe Ballroom” iCoD. $13,000
in
Strand (FA* 1.000; 45-65'— “Boy
With Green Hair" iRKO' and “Rustlers” (RKO'. Lively $6,500. Last
week. “Woman’s Secret” (RKt))
Weekend”
Dollar
and “Million
St. Louis,

May

months;

first w'as

10.

‘Joan’

Rugged at

—

$18,000 in

,

—

—

—

—

”

.

—

'

,

.

”

—

»

‘

—

•

‘Belvedere’ Robust $34,000

Det.;

*

]

‘Flamingo’ Sock 30G, Tulsa’ Fast 21G

(KD.

—

$.5..500.

Weekend” (Mono*. Fancy $21,000
Detroit, May 10.
week. “Undercover .Man”
week-long record' heat wave, Last
Fribroke
Col) and ‘‘Blondie’s Secret” (CoD. Port. I.ikes ‘Belvedere,’
to
90.
up
mercury
with
day *6'. With arrival of thunder- $12,000.
Rich *24.(M»0. 2 Spots
storm, hiz soared. ".Mr. Belvedere”
United Artists (UD' (2.000; 70"Flamingo 95) “Connci ticiit Yankee” (Par*
looks big at the Fox.
Portland. Ore.. May 10
Road” shapes .sock 'at the Michi- (3d wk). Wilting to $10,000. I>a.st
.All first runs are sliowing an im“Tulsa” also is fancy at the week, big $16,000.
gan
proved boxotVice tone here this
F’alms.
Madison (UD* (1,800; 70-95)— week ‘‘Mj^. Belvedere To College'*
Estimates for This Week
“Bad Men of 'romtistone” (Mono) is doing swk biz in two titealres.
Fox (Fox-Michi (.5.000; 70-9.5)
“Strike It Rich” (Mono'. Mild •‘F.l Paso” is faring well at Orand
•‘Mr. Belvedere” (20tli' and "Last
"Red Shoes" hioks ace
Last week. “Sgt. York” pheum.
Big $34,000 *11,000
Wild Horses” 'SfD.
(WB'
and “C'lsfie on Hudson” holdover.
I’acific”
“Canadian
week.
I.ast
'WB' (reissues', $16,000.
Kstimates for This Week
.20tl)). $25,000.
Broadway (Parker' '1.832. 50-85)
.Adams (Balaban* '1.700; 70-95'
Michigan (United DetioiU *4.VI-G,'
and "Old
“Ball Game"
000 70-95) "Flamingo Road (WB' —“Little W'ornen” (.M-G* '3d wk*.
week, atmul Fashioned Girl" (KL* »3d wk-3
I>ast
Sock Oke $12,000.
and' “Lucky Stiff” 'UA*.
week,
$4,000.
Last
Excellent
VS'.
da
same.
week. “Adventure
La.st
$30,000
Downtown (Balaban* (2.900; 70- big $8.3()().
Baltimore” (RKO' and ’Hidein
.Alavfa r 'Parker' '1,500; 50-85'
9.5i--“Mtihe”
“Kidand
'M-G*
*^14.000
out” 'Mono'
'‘’.900;
70-95'— n-'pp d” 'M-G' (2d wk'. Slow $7.- “Big Jack" 'M-C.' and "Mis.s Mink
Pa»ms
(Continued on page 20)
Tulsa” (EL» and Million Dollar OUO. Last week. $8,500.
I

’

^

— ’’.Adventure

"

10.

wave
heat
this
hroiighl early burst of summer and
35-74)— Memorial Day 500-mile race preDream Is Yours” (WB' and liminaries at local speedw'ay plus
‘Cheated Law” (20th
day-date opening here of baseball club did
v^ith Webber.
Fine $15,000. l,Hst the rest. “Dream Is Yours.” at Inweek. -To Sea in Ships” (20th' and diana. and “Don’t Trust Husband.”
Denver

—

i

Aldine

98)

.

,

the P'ox.
“Quartet.” at normally
.second-run Studio, is doing smash

—

Denver; ‘Dream’ 17iG,

44-99'— “The

I

*

—•‘City Across River” (U) with “Bride of Vengeance” (Par*. Mild
Dick Contino unit onstage (2d wk). $12,500. Last week, “.Act of MurStrong $.50,000. Last week, $57,000. der” (U). $9,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
Boyd (WB) (2.360; .50-99*— "PorMay hit best trait of Jennie” (SRO) (4th •wk).
"Criss Cross” (U),
coin here in several weeks, $20,000. Neat $15,000.
I^st week. $17,000.
Riley”
and
of
(U)
Last week. "Life
Earle
(WB)
50-99*(2.700;
"Mutineers” (U). $14,000.
“Champion” (UA). Packs wallop
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)— at $32,000.
Last week. “Song of
"Ma. Pa Kettle” (U). Robust $18.- India” (CoD with Phil Spitainy
000. Last week. “Bad Boy” (Mono) orch onstage, below hopes at slim
(2d wk). $10,000.
$15,000.
Selwyn iShubert) (1,000; $1.20Fox (20lh) (2.2.50: 50-99*- “Ca(20th nadian Pacific”
$2 40)— "Red Shoe.s” (EL)
(20th).
Oke $19.wk). Down to $7 ..500 shaping. La.st 000.
Last week. ^‘Belvedere to
week, stout $9,500.
College” (20th) (3d wk-5 days),
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700: 50-98) great $16..500.
—"Little Women” (M-G) <2d wk).
Goldman (Goldman) (1.200; 50Last week, big 99)— “Ball name” (M-G) (5th wk).
Tastv $16,000.
S2->60().
Fair $9,000.
Last week. $12,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; .50Karlton (Goldman* 1.000; .50-99)
981— "Fan” (20th). Good $15,000.
“Little Women” (M-G) (6th wk*.
Last week. ‘KTaught” (M-G) (2d Down to $4,500.
Last week, trim
wk). $10,000.$6..500.

‘Game’ Cops $18,000,

and some of that year, put

sector,

being distributed around.
taking it on chin again with

—

ture.
"Champion” is current top(BAK) <900; 50-98)— per at the Earle, clocking socko
James” <SG) and session.
Of other new product.
Submarine” (SO (2d wk). "Canadian Pacific” looks best at

$24,000.

is

”

Jesse

(1.073;

“Stratton Story” (M-G* and new
stagesliow open tomorrow (Thurs.).

first-

—

<3.900;

(P^ssaness)

hit-

time of

•

$54,000.
(iarrick

Woods

this

for

1

”

‘•Shot

higlis

—

50-98)—;
Philadelphia. May 10.
<WB) with Janet
‘‘Flamingo Road
Summer weather knocked out
Blair and Victor Borge in person weekend film trade, and boxoflice
(2d wk'. Trim $45,000, Last week, tumbled in ratio to rise in temperaChicago iB&K)

mercury

with

heat,

1

State-Lake

”

new'

Rialto Mage' (.594;
a dent in Broadway
Raven" 'FC'* and ••iNimders in Rue
run business last Thursday and Fri- Morgue” 'FC* (rei.s.Mie.s' i2d wk'.
Penn is
outdoor Down to $8,500, or under, after big
favorable
while
day
“Bride of Vengeance” and "Lucky
weather on Sunday *8* was no help $1 ..5()0 opener.
Stiff.” second stanza in a row this
Rivoli (U.\T-Pai) *2.092, 60-$l.2r>)
house has been in doldrums. “Red to trade. .As a cons;'quenoe big
Portrait of Jennie" (SRO' (7lli
Shoes” opens roadshow run at Ritz N. Y. deluxers generally are takSixth round ended last night
wk'.
.May 12.
ing a beating this session, with
Tues.' dipped to mild $11,000 or
Estimates for This Week
sturdy takes the exception rather less, after g»»od $17,000 liflh week.
Harris (Harris' (2,200; 45-80'
than the rule. Even the newcomers Stajs until .M.iy 17 when “One
“City Across the Rner" (U*. Got
Woman’s Story" (U> opens willi
away big and heading for better are not measuring up to what nor- bond preeiii. Regular uii .stalls
than $13,000, with m.o. to Senator mally could have been expected.
May 18
nearly assured. Helped by personStandout new picture is “BarkRoxy (20lh' (5.886; 80-$ 1.80*—
als for couple of days by Peter Ferleys of .Broadway” at the State. "Belvedere Goes to College” (20ll«'
nandez and Al Ramsen. kids in picstarrer. and Vivian Blaine plus iceshow
Rogers
Astaire-Ginger
Fred
ture who grabbed plenty of space
heading stage hill (4th-(inal wk',
and radio time. Last week, “Knock which teed oil smash, wound up Down to $66,000 or le.ss in final
On Door” (CoD. $16,5r'' in 9 days. first week last night (Tues.) w'ith session, after $82,000 in third.
Penn (Loew’s-U.A' (3.300; 45-80' big $.50,000 or near. Heat on two •Forbidden Street” (20th' willi
"Bride of Vengeance” (Par) and days after proem and not-up-to- Dick llaymes. Dick Buckley. Three
"Lucky Still (UA). Latter added at par Sunday obviously hurt.
Rockets and iceshow heading stagelast minute to bolster Paulette Godwith
Ted show opens Friday *13'.
Road”
“Flamingo
dard starrer. but isn’t helping. Lewis band and stage unit
State (l,oew’s' (3.4r>(); 50-$ 1.50)
lit
is putIS
Very slight $12,000 looks all. Last ting the Strand back near normal ‘’Barkli'.vs of Broadway” (M-G*.
w'eek "Portrait of Jennie” (SRO), with nice $63,000 or slightly less. First week ended last night (Tues
$12,500.
This combo had to contend w'ith .soared to sock $.50,000 or near. In
Stanley (WB* <3.800; 45-80)— opening in sweltering heat of last ahead, "Ball Game" (M-G* (8II1 wk*,
“Connecticut
Yankee” (Par*. Friday. “Africa Screams" is mild $ 12 000
Sturdy $18,000 or over, best here $17,500 at Criterion on fiisl sesStrand (WB* (2.7.56; 76-$ 1.50*
in
several
weeks.
Last
week, sion.
'Flamingo Road" (WB* with Ted
‘Flamingo Road” (WB'. $16,000.
l. -« IS Old)
and stage unit. Fii.sl
Estimates for This Week
Warner (WB* *2.000: 45-80)—
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 60-$1.50) week is landing nice $63,000 or
“Flamingo Road” (WB* (m.o.). Joan
"We Were Strangers” (Col* (3d close. Holds. In ahead, ‘•Dream Is
Craw'ford .starrer didn’t run itself wk*.
holdover round off Yours” (WID with Lionel Hampton
Initial
out at Stanley, since shooting for sharply at $20,000 or less after nice orch heading stageshow (3d w’ki,
slim $28,000.
around $7,000, good. La.st week. $35,006 opener.
"Tulsa” (El,» (m.o.), $5,500.
Sutton (Hugofl & Becker) (.561;
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20$2,40)— “Red Shoes” (ED CiOth 70-$L20)— •Quartet (ED (7lh wk*.
(9) held
wk). Holding at $12,500 after solid Sixth frame ended Monday
up to siirpi isingly .strong $13,000
$13. .500 ‘last stanza. Continues.
after $13,800 tor liftli week.
Capitol (Loew’s* *4.820; 80-$L50)
Victoria (Citv Inv.) (1.060; 95Baltimore” (RKO)

downtown

tax

s

Torrid
ting

job has removed one firstrun from

P'ilm gross estimates as re*
ported herewith from the vari*
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
e.stimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

currently in many theatres,
rniveisal has two of th'e best newC.iss Cross" at Palace
M%Vis.
1.
"Pa and
uith bright $20,000. and
trim
Ma Kettle’ ’at Roosevelt, atbreezy
"Fan” isn’t too
tt8 000
Artists.
United
at
with $15,000
Of the two-week holdovers. “City
Across River” plus Dick Contino
staunch at
unit at Oriental holds
Chicago, with "Flamingo
$->0 000
Road" and Janet Blair and Victor,
Borge in person, shapes line $4.5,-

okay with $16,000.
Joan of Arc goes into seventh
week at Ctrand with strong $13,000.
is in chips at $7.‘ Red Shoes” still
500 on 20th stanza at Selwyn.
Kstimates for This Week

Preen; Flamingo’-Ted Lewis Hep 63G

undergo complete overhauling

to

Estimates Are Net

“le olT

•

10.

.Across River” at Harris. Shuttering of Fulton for couple of months

Chicago, May 10.
over
Heat wave sent the mercury
sweltering level
in
holding
ftO
As a result grosses
n^ntil Saturday.

000.

May

Golden Triangle has a couple of
this week in “Connecticut
Yankee” at Stanley and “City

winners

.A

•

‘

—

-
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—

•

•
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—

—

•
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‘
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May

Wedneetlay,

11, I949
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ALBANY
Warncf

79

loom

S(ic«niiig

N. Pcorl St.

12:30 P.M.

•

ATIANTA20th Century-Fox Stietning loom

197 Walton

N.W.

St.

2 30 P M.

•

BOSTON
RKO Sotening Room
122 Arlington

2:30 P.M.

•

St.

BUFFALO
Paramount Srrtening Room
464 Fronklin

2 00 P.M

*

St.

CHARLOHE

OF LOCAL!

20th Century-Fox Streening Room

308

Church

S.

10 00 A

*

St.

M.

CHICAGO
Warner Screening Room
1307

Wabash Avc.

So.

•

30

1

P.NL

CINCINNATI
RKO

Room

Palace Th. Screening

Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th

8 00 P.M,

•

CLEVELAND
Warner Screening Room

SWEEP

^300 Payne

Ave.

8.00 P M.

•

DALLAS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

HE

1803 Wood

M

2:00 P

•

St.

DENVER

.

Paromount Screening Room

2100 Stout

2 00 P M.

•

St.

DES MOINES
Paramount Screening Room
122 s High

OF COLORADO’S

8.00 P.M

•

St.

DETROIT
.

•’’•v.v.

.'.*, ••;•

V'"

Film Exchange Building

•

'

2310 Cats Ave.

2 00 P.M

•

INDIANAPOLIS

Canyon of the

Rcom

20lh Century-Fox Screening

326 No.

•

Illinois St.

KANSAS

M

00 P

1

CITY
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

1720 Wyondotte

•

St.

1

30 P

M

2 00

PM

LOS ANGELES
Worner Screening Room

202S

S.

Vermont Avc.

•

MEMPHIS
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening
1$1 Vance Ave.

ROCKIES’

10:00 A.M.

•

MILWAUKEE
Worner Theatre Screening Room

212 W. WiKonsin Ave.

2:00 P.M

*

MINNEAPOLIS

LOSY^CUY

Warner Screening Room
1000 Currie Ave.

2 00 P.M.

•

NEW HAVEN
Worner Theatre Projection Room
70 College

2:00 P M.

•

St.

NEW ORLEANS
20th Century-Fox Screening

200

liberty St.

S.

Room

B 00 P.M

«

NEW YORK
Home

Office

321 W. 44th

2:30 P.M

.

St.

OKLAHOMA
20th Century-Fox Screening

10 North Lee

130

.

St.

P

Room

M

OMAHA
20th Century-Fox Screening Reom

tS02 Oovenport

10 00 A

•

St.

M

PHILADELPHIA
Worner Screening Room

230 No. 13th

St.

2.30

•

PM

PinSBURGH
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

171S BWd. of
x<'

•

Allies

30 P

1

M

PORTLAND

:«::

Room

Jewel Box Screening

1947 N.W. Kearney

2

•

St.

00 P.M

SALT LAKE
20th Century-Fox Screening Rooee

216

lost Itt South

7 00 P

•

M

SAN FRANCISCO
ReguMk

Piet.

Room

Screening

221 GoWen Gote Ave.

•

1

30 P.M

SEAHIE
Jewel Box Screening

2311 Second Ave.
ST.

RAOUL WALSH
Ry

M

S'tenco Scr|ening

Room

3143

I

(Hive St.

•

00 P

M

Wornec Theotre Building
13th

(tr^
C)<IMl»e Ey

10 30 A

LOUIS

WASHINGTON

1
1
t!l A i

"COLORADO TERRITORYMmcCREA-virginiamto

Room

*

l.

hClCffivn***

Afl^JHQNY VElLLLf^
I

I

N<>*

t

I Sts.

N W.

.

10 30 A

M

M»y

Wr<lne»4lay,

H.O.’s Hit

lit

PltnrillK

1949
Heat, H.0.’s Clip D.C.;

Hub; Carle-MiDs Bros.

11

New Product Fails to Up L. A. But

Lift
‘Jack’-Vaude Dim 18G
Washington, Ma> 10

'Jim'

Hep 28G;

Midtown

'Outpost’ 15G, I Spots

grasp

due

^
Boston. May 10
Most major houses are holding
in
modresulting
stanza,
over this
boxoffice. “Mr.
Pilie aitivdv at the
Rplvedere” at the Met still shapes
siiona tor second week. Frankie
BosCarle band and Mills Bros, at
NMth “Jungle Jim“ shapes
ton
“Outpost In Morocco” looks
l,eft>
mild in two houses
Estimates for This Week
\stor fJaycoxi (1.200; 40-8.5'
“Secret Garden” (M-Gh Fair $7.000. Last week. ‘‘Pride of Yankees"
iRKO' treissuel (3d wk>, $2,200.
Boston 'RKO) (3.200; 40-85'
“Jungle Jim” (Col) plus Frankie'
Carle orch, Mills Bros, topping
Last
Nice $28,0(X).
itageshow.
veek. “Citv Across River” <11' and

son's first heat wave.
tion to general slump

I

I

I

Key

Cily

{

Bast'd 0/1 24 cifit's, 211
theatres, chiefly jrrsi runs, including N. y,).

Same Week

Total Gross

Year

l.ast
'

i

Bast'd on 20 cities, 200

(Rep».

Broadway Grosses

$18,000.
Last week, “Cover Up”
iU.\'
plus
$27,000.
vaude. hot
thanks to stage lavout.
Keith’s iKKO' (1.939; 44-80'—
“Pride of Yankees” iHKO' ueissue'. So-so 59,000. Last week. “Life
of Riley” 'U'. weak SB.OOO.
National iHeiman' (1.600; 44-74'
"Impact" 'UA'. Slim $6,000. l.ast

—

Aces In

Mpis., Big $15,
Such

K.C.,

.

'

{

1

;

I

'

I

$ 6 000
,

Balto Bopped by

but

Balmy

Weather But ‘The Fan’

I

'

(ED

River" 'U'.

Slow

Paso’ 7G
Baltimore, May 10.

Breezy lOG;
i

‘El

Biz

— “Connecticut

Yankee”

—

(3d

end is proving too potent a handiColiseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)— cap for downtown spots to overImpact” (UA) and "C-Man” tFC). come this week, and biz is down
Mild $7,000. Last week, ‘‘Shot Je.sse all over.
“El Paso” Is drawing
James” (SG) and “Duke of Chi-'
betler-than-average trade at Maycago” (Rep), $7,200.
fair and “Tlie Kan” is nicely placed
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; .50-84'
—“Dream Is Yours” (WB' and for daytime action at the New.
Imcky Stiff” (UA). Slow $9,000 in Rest of list is only fair to thin.
9 days. I..ast week, “Little Women"
Eatimatei for This Week
(MrG» and “Tucson” (20th) (3d wkCentury 'Loew’s-UA' '3.000; 20* days', good $5,100.
60 1— “Force of Evil” (M-G'.
AvI.iberty (Theatres. Inc.) (1.650; 50Last week. “Porfi4'
“Connecticut Yankee” (Par' erage $11,000.
and “Blonclie’s Big Deal” (CoD (3d trait of Jennie” (SRO', unexciting
wk'. Oke $7,000. Last week, excel$ 10 200

“Undercover Man”
Last

$11,000.

“Dream

—

I

Not

—

,

lent $1(1.000.

Way

Off;

(RKO) and “Brothers

‘Women’

in

'RKO', $12000.
Fox
(FWC (4 651;
“Tulsa” (EL* and “Angel

^ Big at $19,500

Saddle”

is off all

;

at

I

1

—

^

|

!

—

—

—
v-j

Last W'eek. $11,300.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 50-84'
"Sgt
York” (WB) and "Ca.stle

(WB)

.

i,ast

‘•esIiMian’’

(reissues).

week.

Nice

“Mother

Is

'20th) and “Blackie's
'cntuie' iCoK' (2d runs', $4,300.

‘’Flamingo

Road"

(WB*

t2d

Holding well
$11,000
at
strong $17,300 opener.

Tow n

wk'.
after

H.i|)paporl
'1,500; 3.5-65)
“Tulsa" 'FJ,' '2d wk'. Down Ip
$7.0))() iifter 7>iig $10,900 opener.'

—

'

'

.Metropolitan (Snider

—

(3.100; 44-

65'
Shamrock
"Tulsa” 'KL' and
Hill" 'ED '2(1 wk'. So-so SO.OOO.
Last week. $7,500.
State 'Loew '3,200, 44-6.^— “Lit(Conllmfed oil \)hgc 20‘i
‘

'

Arnaz

$1.20-.$2.40'— “Hamlet”
'U' ('26th
wk'. Fine $4,500. Last week. $5.-

000
(’lay
(Roesner) (400, • 65-85'
“Alons. A’incent" (Indie* (4tlx-wk'.
Strong $3,200
f.a^l VeA. $3,800

Fioosts ‘City’

Ijofty $21,000, Omaha
Omaha, May 10

in Exile”

Hippodrome (RappaporD (2,240;
Music Box (H-E) (850; $1.20$2.40'— “Red Shoes” (EL) (3d wk'. 20-70' “Undercover Man” (CoD
Mild $14,000.
Last
Nice $5,500 in 9 days. Last week, plus vaude.
week. “Woman’s Secret” (Col) and
$7,000.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84'— Art Mooney orch, fair $14,600.
Paramount (Par' (2 646; 60-85'
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2.460; 20Albee (RKOi <2.200; 44-65'—
Belvedere to Cpllege” (20th) and
'Cheated I^aw’" (20th) (3d wk' I®®* “The Raven” (FC and “Mur- “Red Canvon” 'U* and “xVlillion “Dream Is Yours” 'WB> and ’’.ArFine $19,000.
Last
Weekend”
(EL'.
Okay son" 'SG'.
Okay $8,000. Last week, trim $7, ders Rue Morgue” (FC (reissues). Dollar
week.
Opened yesterday (Mon.) after 23 $11,000.
Last
200
"Life
of week. “Connecticut Yankee" 'Par'
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 50-84'— days of “Connecticut Yankee" Riley” (U' and “The Pearl” (RKO*. '2d wk). $16,000
St. Francis 'Par* (1.400: 60-85'
Final 9 days hit $10,000, nice $15,000.
Lite of Riley” (U) and "State 'Par'.
44-65'— '“Ball Game” 'M-G' (6th wk*.
(Fay)
(1.400.
Jay’s
l>cpi.— Kile 649” (FC) (2d wk'. with stout $13,400 in second.
Down
to $4,000. Last week, steadv
Fools”
(Indie
“Fighting
and
Eddie
20-65)—'
to good $7,000 after nice
Mayfair (Hicks) (980;
Pl**"*^
heading stagesliow.
Fair $8..500.
512,200 opener.
“El Paso” (Par).
Solid $7,000. Ryan
Orpheum (No. Coast' (2.448: 5.5week. “.Abbott A
I>ast
Paiomar (Sterling) (1.350; 50-84' Last
week,
Pacific” $7,500.
“Canadian
“We Were Strangers” (CoD.
Costello Meet Frankenstein" (U' 85'
..r-^^^^dian Pacific” (20th) and (201ht '3(1 wk). oke $4,100.
and Jerry Wayne heading stage Hefty $19,300. Last week, “Life of
fled Pony” (Rep) )2d runs' and
New '.Mechanic' '1,800; 20-60'
Riley” (U' (2d wk'. $8,500 in 5
vaude.
Slim $5,000, Last week. “The Fan” (20th'. Sturdy $10,000 bill, nifty $9 500
days.
Majestic 'Ka\' (2,200; 44-65'
ngliting O'Flynn” (U» and “Dark
week^
I.,ast
or over looked for.
United .Artists (No. Coast* (1
“Dream Is A’ours’’ 'WB' and "Duke
Past” Toll, okay $4,700.
Belvedere
College"
’.All'.
Goe.s
207; .55-8.5'— “Imp.act”
Good
'Rej)'.
of
Chicago"
(U.A*
(2d
$12,000
amount (H-E) (3,039; .50-84'— (20th'. return week was mild
wk'.
Off sharply to $5. 500.
I.,ast week. “.Mother Is Freshman"
Last
Hall (Jame” (M-G) and “Search
$7,000
tm Danger” (FC) (2d wk'. Good
'20tli' and “(’heated Law” '20th'. week, fine $11,000.
Stanley (WB) (3 280; 25-75)—' niftv $15,500.
»' ()()((
Staeedoor
'Ackerman'
(370;

—

'

60-95'—

'•Rep',
Good $18 500. Last week.
Providence, May 10.
over town. “Little "Belvedere to College" (20th' and
Loew’s State is land- “Last Bandit” (Rep' '3d wk'. fine
ing top biz but it’s not big.
Ail $8,500 In 4 davs.
W'arfield (FWC (2.6,56: 60-85'—
other stands are marking time w ith
average takes. Maje.stic’s “Dream “The Fan” (20fh) and “Daughter
of the Jungle” (Ren'.
Okay $13.Is Yours” is doing nearly a.s well
Last week, "Little Women”
000
as “Women.”
(3d wk'. $7,000 in 4 davs.
Estimates for This Week

Biz

Women”

.

S|M)ts.

.

,

Prov.

River” (U* and “Daughter of West”
(FC*.
Mild $18,000, and medium
day-date houses. Last
Riley” 'U» and "Sk.v
Dragon" 'Mono' (10 days'. $28 loi)

Strangers.” strong at
Orpheum sion” (Indie) (reissue', $1,800
hut not up to w’hat it might have
Fine Arts 'FWC' (679; $120done ordinanly. Same applies to $2 40'— ‘’Red Shoes” 'FD '19rh
“Dream Is Yours.” fine at Para- W’k'. Nice $6,000. Last week $6.mount. “Tulsa” is good at the big 300.
Fox while “The Fan” is just okay
Four Star (UA-WC* '900; $1 20at Warfield.
i28th-(inal
$2 40'— “Hamlet”
'U*
Estimates for This W>ek
wk'.
.Neat $3,500.
I>ast w'eek, .$4,Golden Gate 'RKO' (2.844 60- 100
95 •— “Pride of Yankee.s" (RKO'
Laurel 'Rosener' '890; $I 20'—
'reis.suc'
and
“.Strange
Mrs “Mons. Vincent" 'Indie' '4th wk'.
Cl ane” (EL'.
Thin $11000. La.st Good $4,000
Last week, $5,000.
week. “.Adventure in Baltimore”

I
'

-

,

|

—

Is
>

|

‘Strangers’

|

Moderate

'C’ol'.

W'eek,

Yours” (WB', nice $12,000.
Shubert (RKO' <2.100; 50-75
‘‘Dream Is Yhur.s” 'WB' 'in o.'. Soso $4,500. La.st week. "Knock On
Door” (CoD, ditto.

i

Slides;

.Angeles, Hollywood Para(3,398; 1.451;‘6()-S1

Los

here this session, with e\’en the
Esquire Rosener* '685; 85-$I 20)
better
product
hard hit.
'Pop
“The Damned" 'Indie'.
Okay
money is going to “We Were $2 500. La.st week. “Giarul Illu-

'Par* i4fh

wk'. Perky $7,000 trailing solid
$9,500 third.
Palace (RKO' '2.600; .50-75'

—

mounts (FAM*

San Francisco. May 10.
Record heal is hitting business for 5

,

I

1

•

19^G, ‘Dream’ $19,000, $31,000 in 5
week. “Life

Keith’s (City Inv.' (1,542, .50-75'

Balmv weather over th« week-

.5.5-$!

-^-“Connecticut Yankee” 'Par' and
“Hideout” (Rep) 'L.A. Par only)
(2d wk*. Slow $24. (KK). I.,ast week,
just average $36,600.
United Artists. Ritz (UA-FWC'
(2,100; 1.370; 60-$l'— "City Across

Frisco Mercury Soars,

policy.
:

(Prin-(’(.*r»

.512,

$18,300.

.

,

Yours” and “Im-

Hill”

.Aeross

good weekend helping

—

Guild (Indie) (278. $1 20-.S2 40'—
“Red Shoes” (EL) (lOtb wk'. Thin
$2,500, same as last week, to wind
up slick run
Small suburban
house returns Friday to pop grind

1.106;

iD’lown' (2.210; 60-$1>
—Orpheum
“Outpost In Morocco" 'UA' and

strong

I

over town this week. Takings
have been cut to four figures at
every spot for first time in months.
Plethora of holdovers also is hurl-

with “Shamrock
wk', nice $3,300.

week,

$9,500 in 6 days. Last w’eek. “Moflier Is Freshman” (20th'. about same,

'

all

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 50-84)—
“TuKsa” (EL) and “Tucson” (20th)
(4th wk'. Slow $2,500. Last week,

Last

,

I

Seattle, May 10.
First heat w'ave is hurting trade

entries

— “City

!

I

90*2;

Wayne Morris and Alan Hale p.a.'s (SG), $12,100 here with $22,500 in
opening day. Started big but under 5 sites.
hopes for 8 days at $13,000 and
Pantages, llillstreet 'Pan-RKO>
won’t hold. La.st week. “Connecti- (2.812; 2.890;
lO-Sl'- “We Were
cut Yankee" (Par* (3d wk'. oke Slr.ingers” (CoD and “Lost Tribe"
$7,500 in 6 days.
'CoD
Moderate .$32,000.
Last
Tower - Uutow’n - Fairwav (Fox week,
“Adventure
Baltimore”
Midwest' '2,100; 2 043; 700; 45-65' 'HKO' and "Mutineers" 'Col*, slim

Capitol (RKO* (2.000; 50-75'
50-70)—
(Part (2.300;
“Ma, Pa Kettle” 'U'. Smash $15.- “Ball Game” (M-G*. Big $14,500
000. Last week, ‘'To Sea in Ships” Holds. La.st week, “Little Women”
(M-G' (3d wk», okay $6,500
(20th). $12,000.
Grand (RKO' (1,400; 50 - 75'
World (Mann) (400; 50-70)— “Ball “Tarzan’s Magic Fountain" 'RKO'.
Game" (M-G' i2d wk'. Good $5,- Satisfactory $8,000. Last week.
000 after strong $6,000 first canto. “Canadian Pacific” (20tli'.
strong
$ 10 000
!

(834;

“Gay Amigo" 'UA). About $12,000,
Paramount (Par' (1.900; 45-65'
with mild $25,000 in 5 day - dale
“Younger Brothers" 'WB' with hou.ses. Last week. “Shot Jesse
Bruce
Bennett.
James Brown. James" (SG* and “.Arson. Ine ”

—

.

Stale

Is

$9,000
$14,000.

—

!

$13,300 opener.

Good

Breathing down its neck is “Flamingo Road” at Albee “Undercover
M«n” shapes moderate at Palace.
Estimates for Thi.s Week
Albee (RKO' (3.100; 50-75'
“Flamingo Road" (WB*. Pleasing
$13,000.
Last week. “Portrait of
Jennie” (SRO), modest $10,000.

I

Estimates for This AVeek
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Hawaii.

Hollywood Musir Halls

—

1

Cincinnati, Alay 10
Four new bills are getting modcrate returns this canto, biz. dow ntown climbing several degrees
above last week. A record earlyMay h»*at wave in first half did
not hurt much. Current topper is
“Ball
Game,” big at Capitol.

t

.spots.

.

,

'

j

10.

—

—

'

(’hampion" is pacing the
holdovers with sharp $40,000 in
second frame, four locations, after
“Flagreat $53,200 initial round
mingo Road” also looks good at
$38,000 in second frame, three

“C’hainpion’’ 'U.A' '2d wk'. Sharp
$40,000. Last week, great $58,200
holdover at Orpheum. Warm weath(’hluese. Loew's State. Loyola,
er trimmed biz over weekend
Uptown 'FWC' (2,048, 2.404. 1,248;
Estimates for This Week
60-$!'
Goes
1,719;
“Belveiiere
Kimo (Dickinson' (.550; $1,20- College” '20th' and “.Arctic Fury”
$2 40'— “Red Shoes” (ED (3d wk'. 'Indie. Hefty $62,000. Last week,
Holding near first two weeks pace “Portrait Jennie" 'SRD' and “Tucat
big $5. .500
l.ast week, almut son” (20th' <9 days', slow $36,300.
same.
Downtow'n, Hollywood. Wiltrrii
'WB* (1,757; 2 7.56; 2.344; 60-$l
Midland (Loew’s' (3,500; 45-05'
“Big Jack” )M-G' and “Caught” •Flamingo Hoad’* (WB* (2d wk',
(.M-CD.
Mild with $13 000
Last Sturily $38,000. l.ast week, big $;55,week. “Undercover Man” *('oI' and 100 hut below hopes.
Egyptian, Los .Angeles, Wilsliire
“Make Believe Ballroom" tCoD,
(FWC) (1..538; 2.097; 2,296; 60-.$l*—
$ 12 000
“Big .lack” 'M-G'. Scant $19. ,500.
45-65'
Orpheum (RKO' 1 900,
“Flamingo Hoad” 'WM' '2d wkt Last week. “Little VVomen" (M-G)
and “Sword of .Avenger” (F,Li. '3d wk-6 days'. $13,900.

"

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85' “Ct>nneclicut Yankee” (Par) (2d
—“Bride of Vengeance” (Par' and
Somewhat of a disappoint‘Susanna Pass” (Rep). Oke $12.- wk'.
000 Last week, “El Paso” (Par' ment for a Bing Crosby film and
and “Duke of Chicago” (Rep', down to $1().()0() this week after
good $18,000 first w'eek.
about same.
RKO-Orpheum iRKQ) (2.800,
Piltrim .ATC (1,800; 40-85' -—
‘Outpost in Morocco” (UA' and 50-70'— “Life of Riley” (U). Mild
“Big Sombrero” (Col). Mild $10.- $9,.500 looks about all. Last week,
000. Last week, “Crooked Way” '"Enchantment” (RKO), $9,000.
(U.\) and “Bomba” (Mono), $6, .500.
RKO-Pan (RKO)’ (1.600; 50-70)
State (I^w) (3,500; 40-85'— “We —“Hitler's Children" (RKO) and
Were Strangers” (Col> and “Crime “Behind Rising Sun” (RKO) (reDoctor's Diary”
(Col)
wk'. issues). Modest $7,000. Last week,
(2d
Dow’n to $10,500 after fairly good “Dream Is Yours" iWB) '2d wk»,

hare $19,500 in throe

a

sites.
“'riie

World pret'in of “5’ounger Brothers” at Paramount with four Warner players in personals opening
day leads town with okay figure.
“Citv .Across River" sliapes slow
in
Fox Midwest three firstruns.
“Flamingo Road" is steady on

|

—

tom with

i

Okay $13,
Kansas City, May

—

“Dream

in five situations.
“Outp(*st In Morocco” also is
headiivg for mild $25,000 In five
spots. “Big Jack” is seraiiing hot-

I

—

pact” look best new
neither is doing well.

!

‘Younger’ Tops in

Playhouse (LoperU '432; 50-85'
“Quartet’’ iF.I.'. Smash $9,000 or
better, setting new house record.
Last week. "Scott of .\nl arctic”
'EL' '3d wk'. slow $3,000 for 5

Minneapolis. May 10.
important
holdovers as
“Connecticut
Yankee” and “Ball days
“Susanna Pass” (Rep). Unexciting
Is Game.” in their second weeks, far
Last week, “Dream
Metropolitan 'WB' (1.163; 44-74'
$8,000
“Song ot India” (Col'. Sickly
Youis” (WB* and “Rimfire” tSG'. outshine most new product this .sesLast week.
$5,000 for firstrun.
$8.-500
sion.
“Ma and Pa Kettle” is the “Dream Is Yours” (WB»
(2d run',
.Mayflower (ATC) (700; 40-85'
‘Outpost in Morocco” (UA' and pacemaker, with “I,,ife of Riley” slow $5,000.
Warner 'WB' (2,164; 44-74'—
“Big Sombrero” ^CoD. NSII $5.- and “Sun Conies Up” trailing.
“Flamingo Road” (WB' '2d wk'.
Last week, “Tulsa” (EL' )3d
0(M)
Estimates for This Week
Okay $10,000 in 5 days after smart
wk'. okay $3,000.
Century 'Par' (1.600; 50-70)
$19,000 last week.
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-8.5)
(M-G). Light $5.Trans-Lux (T-L' <650; 44-80'
“Life of Riley” (U) and “Feathered “Sun Comes Up
Fair 000.
Serpent” (Mono) (2d wk).
week. “Love of Mary” "Portrait of Jennie” 'SRO' '3d wk'.
l..ast
first.
Steady
S8.500.
Last week, good
oke
$21,000
after
$17,000
'U'. $3,500 in 5 days.
$l().0()0.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,376; 40Lyceum
.N’edeiiander)
(1.900;
85'
“Belvedere To College” (20th)
“Hamlet"
(2d
(U)
and “Homicide” (WB) (2d wk). Nice $L20-$2 40)
$22,000 after sock $30,000 first.
run*.
Back for a second roadshow- ‘Game’ Smash $ 1 4,500 in
Orpheiim (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
run following ^’arlier three weeks
“We Were Strangers” (Col' and
Cincy Despite the Heat;
“Crime Doctor’s Diary” (CoD (2d at Century, Good $7,000 in prosLast week, subsequent-run.
wk'. Down to $19,00(} after okay pect.
‘Flamingo’ Reusing ISG
$22..5()0 opener.
Radio Cily 'I’an '4.000; 50-70'-

—

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85'
of Vegeance” (Par' and

“Bride

ing.

I

near

“(ione With Wind” (M-G'
'reissue' <3d wk'. fine $7,500
Palace 'Loew’s' '2,370; 44-74'
“Connecticut Yankee” tPar> '2d
w'k'. Slipped to okay $17,000 after
sturdy $22,000 opener.

week,

Exeter (Indie) (1.100; 45-75'
About average
(Indie)
“Cesar”
$7.(K)0. Last week, ‘‘Mons. Vincent”
Uiidie' '3d wk), Good $5,800.

‘Dream’
$9,000, Impact’ $7,000

:

>

—

Kettle’

10.

Five new liills were unveiled
here this week but only one is doing solid hi/. “Bel\edore To College” is grabbing the most atlention with hefty $62;0OO in four
"AVe Were Strangers”tlieatros.
shapes moderate $32,000 in two
houses while “Cil.\ .Across River”
is looking for medium $31,000 or

,

Estimated Total Gros*
$51'!,0«0
This Week
(Rased oil 17 fJieuf r.\s*
$608.U0U
Last Year
(Based on 21 theatres'

,

i2d

Seattle Sags,

Los .Angeles. May

>
,

'

'

“Daughter of Jungle”
vk'. okay $16,000.

32G, ‘River’ 31G, ‘Outpost’ 25G, Mild

.

$2,481,000

theatres)

—

Sole cxccpis “(riuartel,"

Capitol 'Loew's' (2,434; 44-85'
“Big Jack" (M-(ii plus vaude. Dim

I

—

‘Belvedere’ Fat $62,000; ‘Strangers’

tlie

breaking all records .it the \ear-oUl
Playhouse. “Big Jack" and vaude
looks dim at the Cupdol.
Estimates for 1'his Week

Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,548,000

|

to

sector currently in

piemafure summer lull,
combo of holdovers and seua

ot

“Cry of City,” given a big boost
by Desi Arnaz hand. sliap<vs big at
the Orpheum. Other grosses shap«
better than recently with “Tim
A’ounger Biothers,’’ largely due
to p a.’s by Alan Hale. Bruce Bennett,
Wayne Morris and James

Brown
tled

at Paramount.
weather helped

Cool, unset-

Week
Orpheum 'Tristates' '3,000, 20—"Cry of City” '20thi with
Estimates for This

81).

Desi .Amaz orch. others, onstage.
Big $21,000. Last week, “Bad Roy
(Mono) and “Big Sombrero” 'CoD,.
”

only $9,200 at

6.5c top:

Paramount 'Tristates' '2,800. 16'WB'.
“Younger
Brothers”
Paced by big bally, it will get nico
$12,000. Last week. “Rea Pony”

65'

—

(Rep), $9,000.

Brandels (RKO* (1..5()0: 16-65'—
“Enchantment” (RKO* and “Bnuhers In Saddle” (RKO*.
Good $7,500.

Last week.

'CoD

and

“Dream

“Flaxy

Is

Martin”

A'ours”

'CoD,

nifty $8,200.

State 'Goldberg' '865. 16-65'
"Ball Game" 'M-G'
Started Sunday 'R'
Last week. "Little Women" '.AI-G' (3d wk' and "Dudes .Ai*#
Prettv"
(Indie
(2d
wk),
okajr
'

$3,000.

I

'

.

<

'^Russeirs

Y
**lt*s

Hope
His

better looking

'Paleface*
in

the

but you and

2nd

2nd Gold

I

Rush Smash/”

.

are going

places

—

fast!'*

BOB HOPE
iUaLLB BALL

and Introducing

Foreword narrated by Walter WincheH
5i;

fiOBtPI

ilCB

L

•

Oifecled by SlOOty [fKlfiaO
CJf

O'

— M. P, Herald

»

C

.

U Z'"' O''

•‘mQnn

J

•Ainrrr'i* London. officb
S IL Martla’t

Plar*, Trafalgar

\TKR5rATIO!VAI.

M«iiai«

Proper Planning Key to OK Filming In

Ben Henry. Universal's

the Coast today
wife for a twoweek stay. Henry plans to spend
one week at the studio and then
vacation at Pebble Beach for the
second stanza.
He arrived last
week in the U. S. along with Cecil
Bernstein, co-chief of the British

(Wed.^

Italy,

Sez PaUen; 'Pirates’ Tab 700G
film-

practical

for

making in Italy lies in proper adindependent
vance preparation.
nroducer Victor Pahlen declared in
New York Monday O*. Recently
returned from Italy where he made
“Pirates of Capri.” with Louis Hayvard and Binnie Barnes, the exec
holds no brief .for other American
producers

who have rapped

Italian industry’s technical
encies.

Joe Bellfort Given

the

—which

is

Paris.

The U.

Home, Back

steins are scheduled to return to

now here. Lissim, currently in
New' York, recently re.signed.
Bellfort 's new' post will not he
precisely equivalent to that held
by Lissim, but will put him on
equal footing with Elias Lapinere,

j

who heads

’

sales

On

'Moral Right’

Scissored Fix

and publicity

in
will

Europe. It is believed there
be no appointee to the title of Continental manager.
Bellfort has been with
since 1930, starting as a page boy

Stirs

RKO

the

New York

After
ting a law degree, he joined
homeoffice legal department.
switched to foreign in 1944
has been in the Paris office
in

the

Up French
May

Paris.

get-

office.

Whether an

<

arti.san ha.s a

10.

"moral

dubbing

picture on wliieh lie
He
and has worked is posing a tough legal
problem
for
Pat lie and the Profor
ducers’ Syndicate. Queslion arose
the past two years.
as
of
suit brought against
result
a
a
Wladiinir Li.s.sim, whose resignaPalhe h.i Marcel Came and Jacques
tion as European topper for
Prevert,
director
and script er rebecomes effective in about a
month, leaves for Paris from New spectively. of “Children of Para-

consid-

compared

to certain other
ered fine
locationers of American
Italian
the use of
Through
companies.

right

to

”

RKO

dise.”
Plaintiffs contend their “mor.-'.!
right” to “Paradise” was injured
when Pat he allegedly scissored
several sequences of (he film in order to make it easier to release.

'

i.

'
i

|

*

under their

court
decision
granted
Came and Prcveii permission to
seize the picture on the grounds
that all arti.stic collaborators in a

I

j

film

j
1

;

a

“moral right

"

which

damages

a.s.ses.sed

Came

and Prevert. Higher
couii held that no picture eoultl be
seized under conditions descrilicd
in the complaint.
However, tlie

j

^

recognizes the plaintiffs’
This point will be
fought later by Rappoport in behalf of the Producers’ Syndicate.
This litigation, it’s felt here, is
important to producers of other
countries since any dii eetor; .sce-,^
narist or actor who claims tliat his
“moral right” to a film ha.s been
damaged might well halt the picstill

|

“moral right.”
i

1

i

!

I

'

ture’s relea.se.
Meanwhile. Rappoport is mapping a trip to the U. S.
to confer with top legalites tliere

on the matter.

<

!

!

I

i

Amsterdam
30.
!

to resume deliveries w'hile the tax
lasted.
Budget has also cut entertainment lax for village film shows in
centres of less than "lOO population.
This will aid touring 16m exhihs
and a small number of balls show-

Seidelman’s German
Film Market Survey

Joseph H. Seidelman. Universal’s
foreign topper, who sails for StockPhonographic Industry was held
film.s.
holm today <Wcd
aboard the
here April 2.V28 in the Hotel de ing 3fim
McGilligan reimposed the tax on
1 Europe, with
delegates from most terperies lifted three years ago (hipsholm. will make an on-thespot survey of the German situaWestern Europe countries attendhecau.se of difficulty of checking tion in preparation for U’s estabing, and Admiral Glas.sford of RCA
collection in ruial areas. Tax will lishment of an office in that counacting as observer for U. S. com2.5'
of charge for admission
be
panies.
On the agenda were the and willr hit small terpeiies which try. Since the company, along with
other majors, will start operating
question of the use of records for
have been having a lush time for on its ow'n in 1950. Seidelman said
broadca.sting purposes (and the asthe past few years.
he wants to check personally on
sociated
questions of copyright
the prospects of the German marconcerned), and the attitude of the
ket.
record indu.stry to the organizaSeidelman’s itinerary calls for
tions representing
Goldsmith Coordinator
:

'

'

I

every Kuropean country
outside Soviet-dominated lands. He
Of M-G’$ Foreign Sales expects to return to the U. S. withCharles Goldsmith, Metro for- in six-seven weeks.
visits

Basil

Brainall said that on the whole
he was quite satisfied with what
had been achieved. He stated that

eign dept, exec,

he

main aim of the federation
Was to formulate a sort of Berne
Convention for the industry which
W'ould be worldwide in its scope
•nd would even operate in the
USSR. Steps were being taken to
prepare such a convention and in

turned

England,

has

for

Staregional operations.
tioned at the h.o. Goldsmith will
serve as central liaison in matters
of sales control and interdepartmental policy for all of the British
Empire except the Far East.

Goldsmith seiv^d for a number
mouths as as.<islant to Sam Eckman. Jr., Metro’s British chief. In
another nhift. Seymour Mayer has
been tapped to act a.s aide to Morton Spring, veepee of the foreign
subsid. on special assignments covering both theatres and sales.
of

representatives of both the International
Broadcasting
Organization and the International Federation of Musicians.
Dutch. Decca Co. acted as hosts
for the Congress with press and
publicity chores in the hands of
their flack, Rolf Ten Kate,
.\ffair
clo.sed with a dinner which was
attended by Dutch
government
* 11(1 .\m.sterdam
civic officials.

Leeds Likes ^Champagne*

!

London. May 4
Millar’s
“Champagne
Ronald
For Delilah.” which opened in
Leeds May 2. has proved a hit
there, 'with local press going into
ecstasies about it
Play is spon-

sored by Ileniy Sherek and Hownew operetta, ard S Cullman, and is due at the
.^,
t arnival
in Vienna.” with book by New theatre June 8
iLins Marisehka is due
Meanwhile. Metro has already
to open in
' lenna in
offered $60,000 for the film rights,
September.
Piic<‘
Littler already ha.s ac- with Sherek holding out for nearly
<luired the English rights.
Iw ice Ihul.
1

10

Stolz’s

I

London, May
]

'

Figure shows weeks o) run)
“Adv. Story," James (8).

Legit
10.

Five plays opened here last week.
with two of them earmarked for
long
runs.
The
W'est minster

“Annie Get Gun," Col’s’m (101
brought
“Beaux Stratagem,” Phoenix (2'. Tuesday
>.

“Bless the Bride," Adelphi (107).

in the week’s first offering
”
(3'. with “Black Chiffon
an ab.sorbing p.sychological
study by Lesley Storm, was spjendidly received and looks to be a
Floia Rob.son scored a perhit.

Play,

<4'.

“Black Chiffon." West (2'.
“Daphine,” VVynd '7'
sonal triumph in the role ol a
“Dark of Moon,” .Ambassador (4*. mother wlio steals through devo“Foolish Gent'w’n," Dueh 'll). tion lo her son “.Marriage Story,”
“Happiest Da.vs,” Apollo *59).
an unconvincing meller with little
“Harvey,” Wales (19).
{chance for success, came into the
“Heiress." Haymarket (15',
.Strand Wedne.sday (4*
Angela
“High Button Shoes." Hipp (21 >. Baddley ha.s the leading role
“Human Touch," Savoy (13'.
revival
of
‘The
A
si)aikling
“Ladies Burning.” Globe '1'.
Beaux
Stratagem.”
Restoratimi
VLatin Qt. Revue,” Casino (8)
comedy,
took place at the Phoenix
“Lilac Time.” Palace <3'.
'I’huisday )5'. Starring Kay Ham“Marriage Story," Strand <2).
mond and John Clements, the show
“No Flowers” ^'ork
An inept comedy
“Oklahoma!” Droii Lane '106' appears set.
ai)out
marital jealousy. “.Miss Tur“One Wild Oat." Carrick (23'.
ner’s Husband.” opened at tlie St
“Power Darkness.” Lyric
Martins Friday (fii. Greta Gynt
“.September Tide.” Aid. '22'.
^

'

1

'.

'

I

'.

“Shooting Star," PI, ly house '2’
“.Summer in Dec.” Comedy '7'.
“Together Again.” Vic Pal. (109)
“Turners’ Hush." St .Mart. '2'.

“Woman’s IMare.” \'aude <7).
“Worm’s View,” Whitehall (107)

Legit

Poor Biz

Crisis

in

Provinces

IJsbon.

May

NEW ZEALAND RADIO

3

I

CO.

INTO RECORD MAKING
Wellington. N.

Z..

May

3

Radio Corp. of New Zealand.
and electronic equipment
manufacturer, has gone into rnanuInetnre and di.stribution of disks,

radio

witli

<

“Brlgadoon’,’’ .Majestv
“Belinda Fair.” '7'.

its

Briugs Radio Actor Ban;

‘

Five Openings Spark

Week’s London
Curreut Loudou Shows
London. May 11.

Portuguese

I

been

British

The Congress was attended by

to

recently re-

named compani’s coordinator

view of the strong measure of suppoil the 'proposal had received, he
considered its chances extremely
good.

Slolz’s ‘Caruival’
London. May

from

who

has pushed

closed.

tory stages, hut intere.st in it died
out when important pix dropped
off its schedule.
Jury. all-Italian,
was made up of members ol organizations sponsoring the festival-Milan's Museo del Cinema. Milan
Industrial
Fair,
and Milan
Tourist Bureau.

I

musicians and

KL

In order to try to stern unemployment among legit and vaiid*
films.
artists,
The Hungarian film “Quelque memberstheir union has forbidden
under contract in legit
Part En Europe"was the public’s
and vaude shows to work for rachoice in the voting wiiich took
dio. and radio artists to appear in
place after the last show, while
person on stage in shows.
Idea
“La Terra Trema.” directed hy
i.s to spread available jobs as much
Luchino Visconti (shown at the
as possible to offset the crisis the
1948 Venice show, wliere it retheatre is going through in Portuceived a prize), was considered the
gal.
best Italian film.
There was only
Two legit companies which had
one otiier one in (lie running. .Acting prizes went to Ilildegard Knef gone on lour witli a small government
subsidy are already back
(now in the states) and Gabor Nikin Lisbon, owing to very bad busilos.
ness
in
the
provinces.
Rosa MaOther films shown were: Britain,
“The Winslow Boy,” “The teiis’ revue company, on tour in
the
provinces,
will
be
in Lisback
Guinea Pig”; France. “Nuit a Ta.\
harin”;
.Austria,
“Der Pro/.ess”; bon before the end of Ma.\.
gen
eminent
subsidy
has
been
Mexico. “Private Life of Anthony
and Cleopatra”; Germany, “Film granted to a revue company which
Ohne Tilel”; Italy. “Gindieatemi”; will go lo Portuguese Africa in
A runimission has been
U. S.. Story of CJI Joe.” ”TI»e Ox- June.
Bow Incident” (this one had al- formed in order to study the reready been shown publicly in organization of the Tcatro .National. which for the last 20 years has
Italy), “A Song Is Born.
I'hat
been run by Amelia Rey-Colaco
Mad Mr. Jones.”
The festival had attracted con- and Robles Monteiro, who had
siderable attention in its prepara- lease on the the.nlrc.

'

j

couii

.

I

I

I

cision
against

:

!

I

Appealing the ruling, Pathe attorney Jean Rappoport won a de-

I

1

had

3

Festival ended
night (2) witli the jury’s first
prize going to the Danish film.
"Ditle Menneskebarn.” direeletl by
Bjarne and Astrld Ilenning-Jensen. whieli had already been sliow n
at the 1947 Venice fe.stival,
Tlie
Milan show, which lasted two
weeks, failed to secure several pix
it was after, such as RKO's “Joan.”
Clouzot’s “Manon.” WB’s "Jolinn\
Belinda” and 20th’s “Snake Pit,’’
and had to fill in with other, older
last

\

I

I

Genoa. Ma\

The Milan Film

i
'

qtiota.

Understood.

case during the year with botli the
S.
I'.
and F’reneh governments.
Wa.shington, it is said, cabled its
embassy which took the matter up
with the French.
What the proportion win be for the year beginiiing July 1 has not yet been dis-

At Milan Fest

Recent

j

secretary

tax.

j

^

composers.
IFPI general

Under the division made during
the firet year, the eight majors
obtained licenses for IIU films out
of a total of 121 with the remaining 11 going to indies.
Both EL
and Walt Disney protested over th*
division, claiming it almost completely shut out, the indies, but
Disney later withdrew' his complaint when it w'as ruled that his
unit, as well as others releasing
through the majors, must come

Danish Pic Wins

,

York tomorrow' (Thursday
He’s
been in the U. S for the past two

Newsreel Tax

The second postwar Congre.ss of
the International Federation of the

distrilys

'

Eire Nixing

Amsterdam, April

somewhat to give indie
a belter break, it is reported here. The change in allocations to Yank distribs is believed
a result of strong protests made
by Eagle Lion to the first year’s
division
among the eonipanios.
New year starts July 1.
shuffled

i

months.
His plans now are indefinite beyond the time it will take him to
certain distribution markets in re- clean up his affairs at RKO’s Paris
turn for his financial contribution. headquarters.
Marquis’ initial venture
It’s ’the
into filmmaking. U. S. release of
the pic will probably be handled
with
by Motion Picture Sales Co*which Pahlen expects to '.nalize a
deal this week.
Next on Pahlen’s production
agenda is “It Happened in France.”
a chase meller which Jacques Companeez co-authored. Picture would
Dublin, May 10.'
star Viviane Romance who. PahImport duty on newsreels enterlen says, he has under contract for
both films and personal appear- ing Eire, at 2e. a foot, lias been
ances.
He’s currently seeking an wdthdraw'n by Finance Minister
American star as the male lead for Patrick McGilligan in his budget
the pic which is tentatively due to presented to the Dail (Congress'
roll in Paris
next August. Pro- last week. Ni.xing of tax follows
ducer has still another property. represeqtations of leading exhihs
“Corsican Blood.” tagged for film- and Newsreel Assn, and means reentry of reels into Eire after nine
ing after “France’s” windup.
During war years stock
years.
shortage and Eire’s neutrality cuts
of w'ar footage caused newsreelers
Int’l Use of Recordings
to slop supi)lying Irish market. At
war’s end it was found uneconomic

Just Held in

France during the
second year of the current FraneoAnierlcan film agreement will b«

i

000 budgeter represents “at least
$2,000,000 production value” under
Hollywood standards.
Pahlen on
Participating with
was the
production
“Pirates’ ”
Marquis Theodile, who is receiving

10

S.

to be played in

.

'

Gets Airing at Congress

to Paris

flies

New York

a

,

natural backgrounds plus cooperation of native labor and the Italian
Navy. Pahlen feels that his 55700.-

Mayer

back to
Friday *13'
to bis p«)st as Continental rep t<*r
the Motion Picture A.ssn. of .\merica.
He ha.s been In the U. S. since
last weekend to give testimony in
the current arbitration being conducted by Will Hays on divvy of
coin paid to the American industry by France under the BlumByrnes agreement.
Mayer, while in the U. S.. arranged for rental of his iiome in
Connecticut, since he has taken
permanent quarters in Paris.
\
few' days following his ret urn to
France he heads for Rome to continue neguliations there on compromise proposals on the Italian

Gerald A.

Paris from

May

Embassy has been advised by the French government
that the quota on American pix

circuit.

Both the Henrys and the Bern-

Spot

Screens Next Year?

Mayer Rents His Conn.

Is
I

In production for four months on
location throughout Italy and on
the Isle of Capri, “Pirates” exceeded its original shooting sched-

10%

On French

Paris. May 10.
England aboard the Queen Mary
former assistant to June 4. Bernstein and his wife left
VVladimlr Llssini, RKO's Continen- tor Bermuda Saturday (G» for a
tal
manager, has been upped to two-week vacation.
homcoffice re/T in Europe by RKO
foreign chief Phil Reisman. who

erators.

ule by only

RKO

More Dates

his

.Toe Bellfort.

deftcl-

Laboratory, recording and power
problems. Pahlen said, were overcome by his organization, which
stumbling
fully recognized these
blocks long before a camera turned
counterto
steps
suitable
and took
act them. Power shortage, cau.sed
hurdled
by
was
drought,
Italy’s
by
the use of the unit’s own gen-

with

Granada

Lissim’s

Indies to Get

heads to

chief,

Foundation

Y

British

13

for tniTiing
out
record.s yearly.
Outfit cut
platter in February.
In
addition to pressing a “roiord of
facilities

4()(),00()

its

first

the month” from American and
British masters, the company is releasing pressings from masters recorded by the .Australian indie organization. Australian Record Co.
Also scheduled are several releases of di«-ks recorded here by

Radio Corp.
A.

Marks

is

managing

Danes Kudo

director.

‘Vincent’

Copenhagen. May 7.
“Monsieur Vincent” (UA), “Hamlet” (EL) and “Ste.idv Stands the
Danish Sailor” were chosen by the
Danish film critics as la.st year’s
best American. European and dofilms
resoectively.
Th#
selections were made at the critics*

mestic

annual film awards festival held at

the .Arnba.ss.adcor here.
The critics aw rded Bndils (royal
porcelain statuet®) to Pieben Philipsen of Con^:cnfin Films f«)r his
importation of "^'erdou\”; to Eagle
who stars, was cordially received, Lion for "Hamlet ” and to Asa
but the play by Gilbert Wakefield Filins for the
“Danish Sailor.”
stands little chance.
Tliesping awards went to Karin
“Monkey Puz/le.” which went Nellemose and Jnh.annes Mever,
int(. the Pla\ hou.se two weeks ago.
with .Anne Reenberg getting a prize
was replaced b> “Shooling Star.”
foi the best photography.

n

.

1

1'1

'1

VcJneiday, May 11, I949
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SMPE, on Behalf of Film

Exhibs,

To

Showmen on TV Vs. Pix B. O.

EL-Young

Divergence of opinion among top film execs on what effect television may have on the picture business was pointed up in the
bulletin this week of the Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana. Organization lists the following viewpoints under the label “One of
These Men Is Right”:
“Television will not kill the film industry as long as people continue to get better entertainment in the theatre than they do at
home. Also, no matter what the improvement in television, most
people will still want to- go out for a good time.” Nicholas M.

Continued from page 3
to carry on with EL rather than
^spose of it.
“Although I am neither an of-

Spearhead Theatre Video Plans
The Society of Motion Pictured*
Engineers is expected to propose
Extra
to NBC the creation of a 12-city:
All theatre televi.sion equippilot system of theatre television
merchandised in the
ultimate
ment
as the guinea pig for the
future must be so designed as
tremendous expansion of large require
additional theathenot
to
of
screen TV into thousands
tre employees if the Theatre
atres throughout the country. I’ro-j
America
has its
Owners
of
network
the
posal will be made to
way. Television committee of
in a matter of 90 days after the
reached
the
TOA
has
concluinto
study
initial
SMPE makes an
sion that such video de.signing
speeding up theatre installations
insist
that
“will
feasible
and
is
costs,
simplifving
by reducing
equipment be made part of the
equipment and establishing approthe
booth,”
in
apparatus
standards.
priate
.spokesman for the organizaThe group *of engineers, it has
tion said this week.
been learned, has agreed to carry
“We don’t want to be forced
tlie ball for the Theatre Ow ners
to hire extra help,” TOAer
of America in pushing negotiations
Equipment can be
added.
with NBC which TOA started sev made as an integral part of
eral weeks back in talks between
the booth, it was said, with the
Gael Sullivan, TOA’s exec direcregular projectionists handling
tor, and Charles R. Denny, NBC
*
the theatre TV chores.
exec veepee. The understanding
which makes the SMPE the spearpoint for exhibs on theatre tele
came out of the joint SMPE-TOA
meet staged Thursday (5).
Succinctly put, SMPE queries to

No

j

ficer nor director of Pathe InYoung said, “and therefore cannot speak for it, my infiuence as the largest stockholder
will be to encourage the company
to seize what I believe to be the
greatest opportunity that has exi.sted in recent years for the entry
into the picture business of new
and constructive influences.

dustries,”

Boothmen?

j

|

j

|

j

!

|

|

•

“Pathe

EL

—

Spyros Skouras.
“Every television ow-ner becomes just as much a boxoffice proshome as outside it.” Samuel Goldwyn.

tronage.”

—

pect inside his

“Anyone who thinks that TV w'on’t hurt films at the boxoffice
dreaming.” Joseph H. Hazen.
“In my opinion, television will not hurt the theatre business.
might make the public more movie-conscious and persuade them

—

the theatre more often.”

visit

Bank
To

— Bernard

is

It

to

Giannini, vice-president,

'

of America.

these opinions might be added that of Barney Balaban in
Paramount’s annual report this week; “Television may turn out
to be our companion rather than our antagonist.
Just as radio
developed our greatest personalities, such as Bing Crosby and Bob
Hope, 1 believe that television will be an unparalleled medium for
the development of talent for motion pictures. It will also be an
unprecedented advertising facility for the showing of short sections
of movies in homes to stimulate the interest of those who are not
now patrons of the movies.”

hopes to have allied

tie Sam Briskin,
Curtis Mitchell
exec, and David
into a syndicate with Small,
Forces
for
However, Briskin has told Variety
Washington. May 10.
that he has nothing to do with the
write
forced
to
Lion
was
Eagle
Curtis Mitchell is back as top
He added that his Paradeal.
off $2,100,000 in advances to indie
mount ticket runs until Augu.st. man in charge of the news divi''»*’•
stated he bowed out sion of the national military forces,
^oew
Theatre Owners of America has
eSmate of fUfure revenues on
This means he is directing the four
alter one meeting.
thcs™ «*n>» Indicated a *os" annual
press, pictures, radio taken a crack at the sale of feature
Moving force behind the nego- divisions
,.pp„rt of Pathe Industries, EL’s
films
to television in a bulletin to
The tiations is Semenenko to whose and magazines for the Army, Navy
parent company, discloses.
and Air Force.
all its members which lists 433 pix
is indebted for $8,000,
writeoff represented a big slice of bank EL
'
"
"
‘
Mitchell’s two aides will be Lt.
Latter, how-ever, has no ascurrently being peddled to video
the total $4,508,447 in advances 000.
Newlon, as military stations. Accompanying the
, Clark
list
..ot «
is
outstanding to indie filmmakers at surances from Young as to what
This coin, re- the railroader will go for in the deputy, and John Adams, former ^ warning that the practice “would
the close of ’48.
Young’s interest White House radio man, as cjvllian pj.jppjg
theatres and diminish
port said. Is recoverable only from way of a deal.
deputy. Mitchell, a colonel in the
power of the theatres of the
the proceeds of the pix on which in EL is estimated at $4,700,000.

Heads

Loew

TOA Lists 433

Armed

News

j

Pk Sold to TV

.

|

!

,

,

:

i

;

!

doubtedly also be expected to produce fresh capital for the company.

'

J
'

....

that sound equipment is leased to
exhibs. If a contrary position had
been held by manufacturers, expansion of talking pix would have

'

advertising

"i®*
director

—

|

relea.se of pix to tele,

,

at

Para-

•

•

Hix

j

i

|

^

sustaining

basis.

Predictions

TOA

makes

direct appeal
for reprisals
against
producers selling their
product to TV but the implications
clear.
j^^e
Resolutions
of the
group’s TV committee are cited, ineluding the statement that members will be periodically advised of
relea.ses so that thev
correctly assay the damage
, hat may be accruing to their investments by such unfair practices,
g^d may take .such action as it is
legally permissible to protect their
business.”

•

I

.

,

publicity

'

4
1
JIn
in charge
cm
of the pictorial
divi-i
**ibn,
ion, wh
which will include both still
...
niotion pictures, is Joseph Y(h
oldtime showman with experiContinued from page 5 ssssiJ cnce in
legit and Picture
u
bouses.
.
„
„nrm-»iiv ennnenroH and nrP’q
His chief deputy is Jack Kenny,
"
^
j/
,
j
“'“t
former chief of the Army Pictorial

FCC Won’t

some other pany’s

i

j

country to continue to. support the
Semenenko, it is believed, would ^
public relation.s here. Is
productions that the theatre
like an outright sale in which the
industry has made possible.”
purchaser would assume the debt
®
uf
^‘'I'''een his two stretches wit^h the
Hg opening gun against the
to his bank. Purchaser would un-

'

b g
equipment
manufacturer
agrees to lease the equipment. On
this point the theatre group notes

;

|

|

1

film inventory. It was only
in '48. he said, that the company
had sufficient experience in determining film earning potentials to
absorb the loss of high cost pix
niade during EL’s first 11 months
of operations which ended July,

—

1

>

j

or

.soon

result of television will be a gi'eat increase in, theatre pa-

Coast dispatches

j

RCA

“The

Paramount studio

Film Writeoffs

:

unless

—

Mayer.

well.”

each city one showcase would be
operated in the test.
As envisaged hy SMPE and TOA
the pilot system would be superVised by the engineering unit. It
would study the operation; make
suggested improvements to NBC;
and advise as to whether the test
could be expanded elsewhere or
dropped if found unfeasible.
TOA toppers are proposing the
lease sy.stem for TV equipment
because they are convinced that the advances were made,
present costs are too high for outGenerally optimistic statement
right purchases by exhibs. RCA. bv board chairman Robert W. Purparent company of NBC, has es- cell
— $1,440,695
discloses
- lo.ss of
a
..
—
timated the costs at about $25,000 forr the year against a profit of
per unit. It has disclaimed any $210
10.815 in ’4'7. Purcell explained
pre.sent intention of leasing equip- the red tinge by stating that many
ment.
favorable developments for Pathe
No great expansion of theatre and EL were offset by dra.stie retele is po.ssible, TOA officials as- duction on the stated value of comsert,

—

with it additional resources not
only to reopen its studio but to
productions as
finance
outside

will

$2,100,000

actually believe that nonsense that television
will have no effect on the boxoffice. I don’t.
I think that given
enough of a head start, television will kick the living blazes out of
movies.” Gradwell L. Sears.
“Television today is no threat to motion pictures. * Who is going
to pay the bill to show big motion pictures in the home?”
Louis B.

organizations in the business and
their purpose to further
it
is
strengthen it.

Pathe Discloses

be: Can such a system
be installed in which equipment
is leased to theatre showcases in
Will NBC undertake
12 cities?
to do the job with ultimate expan*ion
elsewhere if the system
works? The 12 cities to be cho.se
would be those in which the NBC
network is already operating. In

“Maybe these guys

Separate Entities
“It will be my purpose to encourage the company to make a
complete separation of its distribution organization from its production.
For this rca.son the dual
position of presidtent of Eagle
Lion Films and Eagle Lion studios,
which Mr. Krim held prior to his
resignation, I hope, will not be
filled by one person.
“The officers of Pathe believe
they now' have in Eagle Lion distribution one of the most effective

|

1

NBC

—

Schenck.

Vi’
Wynn, Naval officer,
will
latter category of shows
K-f $1 d. 269.189
oro iro might become fare for theatre TV Donald
nnni?d E. Baruch will head the
been delayed many years, it is asRenta Ls ofr pix hit
motion picture section.
sorted
TOA will henceforth war on the
consultant Rolph B. Austrian.
TOA is convinced that RCA will revenues of Pathe brought
practice by keeping tabs on further
first network ofcome around to its way of think- overall total to $30,068,449. Against but Denny is the
releases and mailing lists to regionHe
ficial to make that suggestion.
ing. Reportedly, if the company re - this, amortization of film came to
al
organizations for publication.
emphasized that theatres carrying
fuses to modify its stand, theatre $4,920,660; participation of proFirst bulletin, compiling the feasuch programs w ould have to carry
distribution
unit will approach other manu- ducers,
$5,969,001;
tures to date; went to every exhib
the commercial plugs also and
Continued from p»ge I
facturers with its proposal.
costs. $.8,806,653; and cost of opwould be forced to get the sponin the national organization. Itemilab,
$5,j

|

'

I

'

.

|

1947.

I

•

I

UA Moving

I

film-processing

the ECA appropriation.
Detersor’s consent.
As for sports events carried by niincd effort is now being made,
brighter side, Purcell
however,
to
increase
this
fund
to
NBC-TV, Denny said the web
said EL’s gross jumped 65% over
would be prepared to license them permit some profit. In anticipa the previous year. To date, in ’49,
Continued from pasc 3
tion
of
this
and
of
eventual
normal
if
NBC
owns
showings
with for theatre
lished.
This is just the kind of he added, trend has continued
or controls all rights. Where such operation. MPEA companies rething we have been fighting else- receipts up another 20%^ during events are carried by more than cently voted to continue the co-op
is now deEL
the
first 12 weeks.
where, and we don’t see the point
one broadcaster. NBC could not in 19.50 only as a service organizaof the Dept, of Ju.stice breaking up livering product at an average cost clear them alone and. if they are tion and for each company to go
.50^(1 below that of the company’s
tlieatre interests on one hand only
theatres
again on its own completely in 1951.
the
sponsored,
11 months of operation, he
to allow them to reorganize on a first
In Italy, UA has had no dlstriwould have to carry the commersaid.
different basis on the other.”
bution for the past 18 months, alLaboratories income is up cial plugs and get the adverti.ser’s
Pathe
Doubt about the effectiveness or
“in ap- though some of its producers have
the
web,
He
said
consent.
over previous years. Company also
the propriety of a beef to the Atwould attempt to sold their product independently
realized a $163,019 profit from the propriate cases.”
torney General was back of the
Caramelli, who operates
of nccessai*y there.
disposal of its lease in the State negotiate the clearing
long discussions on the protest.
with the theatres to pay any Artlsti Associati (Unit'd Artists),
Its real estate rights,
theatre, Denver.
Since there’s no knowledge that
had
held the UA franchise In Italy
acquisition
of
the
for
costs
added
holdings in the Van Sweringen
Schenck’s chain will be in any
until
the
company’s producers
the rights.
way illegal or in any sense a mo- Corp., outfit previously in receiverturned down the deal he offered
ship, now show' a profit again.
nopoly,
except
by
in late 1947.
conjecture,
The one which tfiey
Total current and working assome SIMI’Pites felt that it would
have now agreed to accept and
be unfair to squawk. Whether or .sets are estimated at $11,714,579,
which Kelly will sign is underof which $1,200,479 is cash. Total
not the protest is effective, the SoStood to be less favorable than the
current liabilities come to $5,026,ciety is girding itself, however,
5S5 Continued from pafc 5 ^
original.
erating

includes the name of the
distributor and date of
original release to theatres,
Under the signature of Gael Sulzation

310,173.

On

SIMPP Wary

the

,

'

j

livan.

^

exec director, bulletin note*

^

that

[

I

Bros.,

I

'

'

,

,

j

Gamut

Exhibs’

to

keep

a careful

ments not only

^

ness

in

this situation,
administration of the con-

how' they worried

but on
sent decrees

by which RKO and
I’aramount are divorcing their
houses and into which other companies may enter. There will be„
continual
policing and a quick

Continued from p^se

theatres.

.Among

Roy

those
attending
the
sessions last week were

Disney, Sidney Deneau, James
A. MiiJvcy, Harry Kosiner. William
Levy. Arnall and SIMPP counsel
Robert J. Rubin.
Meetings was
held at the organizatioa's new
offices in Radio City. N. Y.. w hich
f/xrotoii,.

'TU

I

of the producers.

,

to

listeners

cu.stomers

hear

Amos

.hen . new form of

miliar to film officials in the various Soviet orbit countries.
A number of the pix in the list
forwarded by the Russians last
week to
prexy Eric Johnson. who negotiated the agreement

production, music and direction
with the picture you have on the
screen in your theatre.”
Babb
called for better showmanship and.
at the same time, lambasted “overexploitation of star dust” since
some of the best pictures have no

vision

selves.
^

program

k
’’B

i

I

an

tn o?»o^”If
'

ft

Kroger Babb, prez
of Hallmark
.
Productions, warned, however, that
television is here and then added,
“but there never w ill be a tele-

m .Moscow la.st fall, have already
been viewed by Embassy officials’
ill
the
Scandinavian countries,
Apparently, howSoviet officials would
rather have a look-see for them-

«t

• nri friend*
and

nidlji,

when

if Russ permfssion
forthcoming, will likely be Louis
Kanturek. the organization’s rep
He speaks a
in eastern Europe.
variety of Slavic tongues and is fa-

MPAA

e

home

his

^

..

i

hnd"r^“lrran“ e
,helr own conveision into dollars
of anything
„ above the guarantees.
Producers objected to Caramelli’s
'cei-s

re-

It then adds: “Most
these pictures were made by
outside producers and released
through the company listed; the
rights have reverted to the producer, and the producer not the
distributor, has released the picture to television.”
Incorporated in the bulletin is a
reprise on the recommendation
that producers experiment with
trailers made specially to push theatre attendance via television. The
attack against sale of pix to video.
it also states, “is not made to repress or hamper a new art.” Rather. it is the feeling that the "giving
away of the industry product on

of

^ against%5"o o? ?entIbf ‘"rS
l?|-^’‘d

enlerlaiiinient.

is

feels that its interests are endangered by lack of adequate competi-

SIMPP

Andy on

3

ing the prints,

.

among

stayed at

Top Russ Brass

holler to the D. of J., Congre.«=s or
the President himself if SIMPP

fion

and reminded

!

j

086.

eye on develop-

includes pix “originally

by m-G-M, RKO, Warner
Paramount and other major

companies.”

'

|

,

,

it

leasgjj

'

,

^
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Sue. on

‘N. Y.’ Pic

Tag

United Artists and Screen Plays,
pix as to
which was why the deal Inc. were slapped with a suit in
was nixed.
N.
court yesterd.'iy
federal
Y.
Under the new arrangement he <Tues.) by North Callahan who
retains the same right and will set claims that since 1939 he ha.*' writup a new companv. Atlantis Films, ten a column tagged, "So This Is
exto handle the “B” product
Guar- New' York,” and is entitled to
antics are being given only on cer- elusive u.se to the title,
tain pix and the distribution fee is
Callahan’s action asks an injunc40%, instead of the 35' n that was tion to halt distribution of the
to
quality,
rlKlit

elassify

their

I

that

compares

in

'

!

'

marquee names.

originally offered.

\yilliam L. Ainsworth, National
Allied prez. explained how he in-

dollars for a lO'r

i

fee.

.

Screen Plays-produced “So Thi.s Is
New York” which U A is relca-'^ingpremium. Other He also seeks an accounting of the
creased Saturday matinee profits companies have been getting most profits as well as a declaratory
by a planned cooperative campaign of their lire out for about the same judgment stating that he own.s the
with Paient-Teacher

associaUons.

Caramelli will,
however, convert the proceeds intb

,

,

•

utle.

—
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IS

mmm

IF

YOU ARE

STILL ASKING:

"What's wrong with the
picture;

business?" Take

a look at

this

At the Roxy Theatre

New

York

last

in

week a

20th Century-Fox picture,

"Mr. Belvedere Goes To
College," set an all-time

record for that theatre.

The above proves the
business

is

there

IF

have the product to
tract

it—

you
at-

Wednesday, May 11, 1949
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Pa. Exhibs Hear Samuelson

MORSE SUCCEEDS ECU
AS PAR CASTING HEAD

Rap 20th

casting director.
Latter got notice last week after
21 years in the casting department.
Morse, in department for last 12
years, handled bit casting.'

I

ing,

i

in that territory.

Under the pre.sent conditions of buying and .selling, our sales representamust be able to make quick, binding decisions because the i-xhibitor
needs to know as far in advance as possible the pictures he will play, sine*
his backlog of product is so limited. Therefore, we have given our sale.sand profit in regular commercial men the widest latitude so that they will not have to refer their deals to
Where w’e have given responsibility, w*
the Home Office for approval.
channels, Hersh declared.
Hersh admitted that Ideal for have also given authority.
Methods
of Sale
five or six years af^r. it got into
This company’s approach to Mile.s is ba.sed upon twm precepts.
Aim financing in 19|0 made a good
There
arbitrary
method
(a*
can
of doing business. We .seek to do
be
no
deal of coin out of it. Investments
customer prefers, consistent with a fair and .square
cmostly, however, were in low-bud
UKSince pictures are not sold on a basis of cost but on their ability
et
product in ,the early years
earn, each film inve.stment represents a major risk to the producer.
while later on the war boom made Therefore, every opportunity mift!t be given a good picture, to earn
its
virtually any pic a profitmaker. As full potential for both the exhii)itor and the distributor.
soon as the going got tough via
Our survey reveals that where it is practicable and dcsiral)lc to do
a combination of failing domestic bu.'iines.s on a percentage basis, the one method of sale that stands out
grosses, reduction of foreign in- beyond all others as the fairest, mo.st efficient, most progressive and mo.st
come and high production costs, mutually beneficial is the sliding scale, which was originally conceived and
however, Hersh stated, the basic introduced by A1 Lichtman.
1.
The SlUlivg Scale'. This is the incentive method. There is iiicen~
weaknesses of film financing startfive to promote the picture. Tliere is incentive to book it at the best
Among
ed to assert themselves.
playing time. Under the Sliding Scale every picture finds its proper
these are lack of collateral, lapse
level, w;hich encourages the exhibitor to run it as long a.s profitable.
between the time money is adIt is this incentive which in turn provides the incentive to the provanced and release, and the intanducer to continue in his efforts to make ever finer, stronger, boxoffice
gible of audience acceptance, plus
films.
2.
Flat Rental.^.
Many exhibitors throughout the nation, particuthe frequency wtih which budgets
larly those in .small totvns and late subsequent runs, prefer to buy
are exceeded by producers.
their
pictures flat rental. Thai is how we shall sell them. We have
a
While Ideal was interested in
devised
a system of designating flat rentals for the small exiiibitor,
great many pix, with the early
who is least able to carry the big load imposed by these time.s. This
profits offsetting many of the lat-

ua nkrollers

I

I

'

J

Bankers Cautions
Continued from page 3
as a matter of fact, than

!

I

holds at RKO, UA
20th representatives present nor what the future
taking the lid off
'were there any dissenting \oke.s and EL before
the three comOf
their coffers.
raised against the Allied attack.
“Vicious candy-covered poison." panies, RKO is looked on most
Howard
owner
but
lavoiably,
Samuelson called the project.
“They mean to have the indies Hughes’ lack of a definite policy
about
out
find
can
they
least
one
at
running interference for 20thcauFox, just as 20th is evidently run- t-have aroused the natural
men.
financial
the
tions
of
of
ning interference for the rest
As a possible soluAt U.A and EL it is prospective
the majors.”
tion, the Allied manager suggested changes of ownership, management
“the .subsequent runs should show or both that have the bankers
their individual disapproval by in- sitting on their moneybags. They
have a natural fear of the dark
dividually not buying.”
Samuelson pointed out that Fox that has them cautious about
tones and clearances were not putting up coin for a picture to be
mandatory. He warned the exhibs released perhaps a year or more
that the plan will eventually "ruin” from now by a company whose
not only the indie exhib, but will ow net .ship, management or policies
strip their organizations of all they may not approve of.
unanimity.
Costs Too High
At the meeting it was divulged
This distribution situation is one
that the first 20th-Fox film to be
reasons
the bankers are askof
the
Helvetried under the plan (“Mr.
ing for lOO^r guarantees of their
dere Goes to College”) will go into money and other precautions. Anminimum
a
the first-run nabes for
other is a feeling that costs are still
of a week’s run starting May 26.
Belief among the banktoo high.
The 18 theatres to bid successfully ers is that budgets can and will be
In 17 city and one suburban zone
They’d
further
reduced.
still
Girard,
Ben.son,
Broadway,
were;
rather just sit out this period.
Carman. Logan. Ogontz. Erlcn.
for
Weakness
the
market
of
Bandbox.
Keswick,
Rock,
Fern
Jeffries. Tower. Nixon. Roo.sevelt. medium-grade pix provides still
Mayfair, Oxford, Iris and Subur- another factor inviting caution.
Only real quality product is showban.
appreciable earning pow'er,
Interest centered on Zone o, ing
Fairwith the result that the so-so pix
and
(indict
where the Park
mount (Warners) failed to bid on are ofttimes falling very flat on
“Belvedere.” The inside .story is their faces. The bankers feel that
that Warners’ counsel, in setting this situation leaves them insufup the chain’s attitude to the 2()th ficient margin for error, since it is
plan, advised Warners not to bid ob\ ious that every pic they back
against any indie where the indie can't be a topper in quality.
An one financial expert exbad previously used Fox product
pressed ’it this week: “We used to
exclusively.
In the case where an indie had figure if we put up SO'^r. or oca split, or didn’t play 20th product, casionally 60^f, of the budget we
the Warner house was advised to just couldn’t lose. Practically any
bid. The Park theatre, which tell film would bring that much back.,
into the former category, failed to even if it were a flop, provided the
bid on “Belvedere.” and Warners budget was fair and not heavily
Fairmount, on advice of counsel, watered.
That was the situation
didn’t even try to bid. Fox execs before the war and up to couple
didn’t attempt to hide their peeve years ago. It’s not true any more.
We’ve found that It is very possiover the situation.
Indie inter’est was further weak- ble for a film to fail to get hack
ened in the 20th plan by the an- 50*^0 of its cost. So we’ll just w;ut
su))keys. and see what happens before we
the
that
nouncement
which would get the pic 36 to 49 make any more loans.”
first-run
the
of
Only banks listening to indie ofdays after the end
would also be determined by bid- fers now are Bank of .America in
.\nnouncement was also Los Angeles, and Bankers Trust,
ding,
made that subsequent Fox protluct and Chemical In New York. A few
to come under the clearance plan other New York institutions may
Included “Canadian Pacific,” come in on special deals occasion“Mother Is a Freshman” and “The ally. Bank of America has been
asking the 100*^ guarantee, while
Fan.”
Rankers and Chemical arc willing
to look at each deal individually
and decide from that what their
BIG
^

:

i

i

method

ter-day losses. Heller outfit didn’t
move in until the gravy train was
It
close to the end of the line.
financed only high-budgeters, numbering about 20, and had no big
previous film profit cushion to fall
back on. so Its experience in the

I

'

'

*

,

I

I

I

;

I

:

week.

Anothei-

tKoiju’

Lukas. Wa\ne .Morris,
Rotnero and Dan Dailey .)es8cJ will emcee at K.C.
ens.

(’es.ir

p.uiJ

and the reels became the

first

vic-

tim.

Several of the reels are moving
.Twav

trom on-the-spot news cover-

—

—

,

j

.

i

1

i

I

I

I

.

ly never going to show any profits
for their makers, producers Dennett
and
Rogers,
respectively.
signed quitclaims turning all rights
over to Hersh and Heller.
This
Continued from pag* 4
obviated forwlosure proceeding.s.
Fnancing outfit.s sav thev will lose no widescale fli«iti'ibiiti<in tm•
category, which Korda ithowed to
$300 000 of the $370,000 they put it i.sn’t set up^ but may
arronge^en^ .*
of distribs while he was
into “Uridrrground”
Uridrrground” and more than gagements iJ'
„
in a group of key city
here, is “The Case of Ladv Brook*. ”
$100 000 of the $150,000 inve.sted hoiKse.s to tee the films
off.
It
is starring Myrna
Loy. This will be
in "Daneerous.”
Both pix were believed that by this method
Kor- handled by a major distrib. but
budgeted at about $1,000,000. and da and Helprin hope
to establish also
probably on a percentage
the banks which advanced first the worth of the
pix and then clo.se rather
than the outright sale basis
money 'came out oktiy.
a more favorable deal than is
now on which Korda was originally inHersh and his brother. Sam. possible with a major
or indie di.s- sisting.
have now turned to 16m and video trib to handle
them in the rest of
production
as
more profitable their engagements.
Producer turned to the flat sale*
Sam. on the Coast, is supervising
“Winslow” was optioned to Jo- polic.v about a year ago, following
the making of a series of family- seph Curtis,
a
l-«ffalllng-out with 20th-Fox.
son of Columbia veet.vpe three-reelers which are show- peo
Jack Cohn, for a time, hut he ter was distributing all his product
ing a good income on the narrnw- tailed to
in
this country on a percentag*
come up with a deal at
«aiiec circuits.
They cost about the £125,000 price that Korda
had basis. Korda felt, however, after
$25,000 each, according to Hersh. .set. Korda and
Helprin also have the first two pix failed to show
A bout 15 have now been complet- been unable to find
a bu.ver at that expected strength, that he’d he bcl-

Korda Distrib On
M

Own

;

Reade-RKO

next

I

'

,

ton

I

'

terms shall be.

opens the midwest drive Sundi.y
(15) in Kansas City, and follows
through in Detroit, Dallas. Cleveland and .Atlanta.
Among those
participating are George Jessel.
Larry Parks. Betty Garrett. Lizabetli .Scott. Jean Hersholt. Dennis
Morgan. .Alexis Smith. Craig .Ste\-

I

was completely unhappy.

i

FOR BOND PREMIERES

incrcasetl

I

I

NAME TURNOUTS

in a number of
Members of the DC group will With business off spots, it is said.
make individual appearances m last vear at the .some 20*^ r from
present moment,
New York. Philadelphia and Bos- pres'^ure for economies

will function for him just as fairly as if the sliding scale were
operation in his theatre.
Modernized Distribution Techniques
We haye resolved to initiate the following steps to modernize some of
our distribution teehnique.s; thi.s will aid the exhibitor in his effoi ts to win
back and retain the large audience which i.s not presently attending the
in

•
motion picture theatres.
Clearance and Multiple Runs. Thi.s is a time of fa.st communications. It
has become increasingly neces.«ary that pictures be brought to the public
-yWhile interest is at its very height. A major point in our policy i.s to reduce
Foreclosure Proceedings
clearances, where neces.sary. This will shorten the dead time and enable
Foreclosure proceedings are gf>- the public to see our pictures most conveniently when and where they
ing on in New York currently in want to see them, at the time they most want to see them as a result of
“Walk in tlie Sun.” When Bron- the impact of advertising, promotion, review's and word of m<»utli. We
ston came to Hersh and Heller with shall also attempt to create multiple first and subsequent runs in large
cities, where it can be arranged for the mutual benefit of all interests
the deal originally, he had a cominvolved. Cleiuances and Multiple Runs must remain elastic. The form
mitment from a bank for first will vary with each locality
and will require careful examination by us.
money, and the two finance outfits together with our exhibitor clients. However, regardless
of form, w'e ar*
^
J
r
were to advance secondary funds, convinced that this offers one of the most po.sitive. and really simplest
Bank w ithdrew. however, and Ideal w'ays of increa.sing the income of the exhibitor and the distributor.
Saturation
Releases.
In
entire
line
with the necessity for attracting the greatand Heller assumed the
number of people to the theatre, we have found through experimentaloan. which eventually amounted
•cR'nnrd. day-and-date distribution of motion pictures is most
Following them were
to $970,000.
themselves to thi.s purpo.se.
bv
uy By normiHinc/ a
about *OUU.UViU
$300 000 in deferments
ueici
anoui
i...j
permitting a concentration of our mutual efforts
in adverti.sing and
Milestone, the studio, etc., plus exploitation in a gi\en territory, this method
yields the greate.st leturns
some cash advances, bringing the from our combined merchandising.
Premieres. Wc advocate premieres whene\’er the occasion ju.stifies them
entire negative cost to about $1,This exceeded the origi- to stimulate public interest in motion pictures. We find the time and
250.000.
effort expended on premieres he^ the exhibitor of the particular area
$400,000.
than
more
nal budget by
w'here these events are .staged. The customary presence of .stars at (he
Pic has got back about $1,500.event is not only a .stimulant to the revenue of the immediate picture, but
000 in domestic rentals and nothing IS also the most positive
means of industry public relations. The bringing
from overseas. Fox’s di.stribution ot Hollywood pcr.sonalities into the communities
of America establi.shes
fee. plus prints, advertising and tremendous, lasting good will for the exhibitor in
his own locality.
Children's Matinees.
other costs took about half the inWe should do our utmost to help the theatres
come, which makes it appear that create children’s matinees with suitable program.s designed to incrca.se our
peirnanent
motimi picture audience. They are our customers of tomorrow'.
Hersh and Heller will take it on
Quality Pictures for Preferred Playiny Time in Small Theatres. In .^mall
the chin for about $200,000 when
towns throughout the country, many theatres do the major portion of their
the final count is in.
business on W’cekcnd.s. since theiv patrons are usually farmers or workers
the who have little leisure time in the middle of
Foreclosure, proceedings
the week. In manv sitiiafirst on any piix in recent years.
exhibitors have a practice of booking their be.st pictures in Ih*
were started on the middle of the vvei k when the fewest number of people are able to com*
incidentally
'”^^1 Gur records indicate that this unneces.sarily restricts the size
Coast some time ago against “Bcd‘Af
Manner” and “Bachelor’s ot the week s gro.s.s and the profits of the theatre and the distributor,
side
We H'OTJt to qive such e.rhihitors every incentli'e to play the best picture
Daughter.” Hersh and Heller will on
the weekend reyurdles.s of whether it i.s percentaue or flat rental.
come out about even on “Manner.”
We
confident that if he once tries this, he will win manv new' and
«
With a budget of $1,000,000. they
increase his general attendance.
put up $300,000 and got baqk $100.2()th C entury-Fox .Sales Policy W'hich we
believe w ill benefit
000 of that, which constiuted a the exhibitor and distributor alike.
Every section, every word means
in'd every member of our organization is pledged to
completion guarantee that was not
its*^p*Anciides^^
used.
industry of ours was brought from humbi* beginning*
“Daughter” will nick the finance
lough the great faith and devotion of those pioneers who could s*e in
firms for about $200,000 of the an infant meilium
the power to entertain and influence the thinking of
$280,000 they put into it. Budget the entire world. Becau.se of
their faith, their enthusiasm, their visionary
was around .$1,000,000.
.showmanship, motion pictures have fulfilled
and even exceeded their
piHve.st hope.
•
am
confident that the motion picture will continue to b*
Twq Sign Quitclaims
With “Paris Underground” and he gieau-.st medium of entertainment. So let us clo.se our rank.s, and in
unity and harmony, march forward.
“Delightfullv Dangerous” obviou.s-

field

^

Film industry ballying of the U.S
Treasury’s savings bond drive will
Include special preems for a numContinued from pa^c S
ber of new pix and three troupes
double-features are now
of Hollywood stars. The star con- w hich
tingents will headline tlie dii\e in show n.
Slackening
at the boxoftice since
the hinterlands, with its first appearance slated for Washington on Easter week combined with video’s
inroads
to
caii.se
the axing of reels
Friday '131.

j

’

plan.”

indies want to give.
The banks are anxious to know

tives

Continued from page 3

'

many

1

'

Maureen O’Hara has been borpendent Theatre Owners of Eastrowed from 20th-Fox for starring
ern Pennsyl- ania.
role
in U-I’s Technicolor, “BagmanSidney Samuelson. general
dad.” with Paul Chri.stian and
sger of Allied, called the 20th plan
N’lncent
Price. Yvonne de Carlo,
“enfor
a thinly disguised scheme
originally cast in the part, goes
forced bidding.” In an attempt to
“Mademoiselle
into
McCoy and the
the
ot
inauguration
forestall the
Andy Pirate,” also Technicolor.
wired
Samuelson
plan.
of
charge
in
v.p.
Robert Arthur is producing both,
Smith. Jr., 20th
Rales, asking him to hold up the Charles Lamont directs “Bagdad,”
Smith Frederick
Cordova “Madeproject for three months.
de
turned down the request, Samuel- moiselle.”
son said, with the statement “such
a move would torpedo the \Nhole

— more,

represent additional direct a.ssistance in attracting the greatest potential

(

William Greenwald, also in cast- audience to the theatie.
Upon receipt of a print, the Division Head. Branch Manager and Salesm( es up to Morse’s spot.
men will screen it. discu.ss its value and the conclusion they arrive at
determine the general policy under which that picture will be distributed

20th for U-I ‘Bajfdad’
Hollywood, May 10.

The Allied meeting was attended by more than 40 exhibs, a number of whom were non-members
and had been present at the meeting several weeks ago, when 20th
set up the Philadelphia zoning and
There were no
clearance plan.

Continued from pago 4

and honest representation of product so as to avoid unnecessary bickerina
on tlie terms of ouch picture. As a result of his full respon.sibility to thS
.«i1uation. the 20lh Century-Fox repre.sentative will offer the exhibitor
still
higher forms of service, such a.s exploitation ideas, special promotional
angles and material and the latest merchandising concepts.
This w’ill

Paramount

as

Borrow O’Hara From

j

20th Policy Statement

Hollywood, -May 10.
Eddie Morse succeeds Joe Egli

Clearance Plan as Forced Bidding’
^
Philadelphia. May 10.
Indie exhibitors heard 20th-Fo\’s
nnich-touted clearance, zoning and
bidding plan bitterly as.sailed at a
meeting vesterday <9* in the \ a*
rietv Club called by Allied Inde-

’

,

,

I

!

!

age in favor of editorial treatment
in an attempt to stave off the on- ed
When the number reaches 26.
slaught of video.
Paramount, for they will be offered to video. Inone is using an entire reel on one come from that source,
howev/T.
Mihjeit with increasing frequency, is figured as gravy.
Hersh dec larcd,
and is expected ultimately to turn since the slimts
are e\pe<-1ed to
out legular newsreel issues on that more
than break even on si-hool.
ba.si.s.
chun h and home hookings.

I

1

I

'

figure,

and. since they believe it
is
worth nothing less' than that,
they are considering the distribution on their own. followed by acceptance of a percentage participation deal with a distrib

Anothei

film, not in tlie art

'

V

r off with the flat deals than by
putting him.self "at the mercy
”

'

an American company. .Now. however. he has come to the conclu''i<'n
that he can get more revi'iiue )>y
handing his prodmt over for ili-^*
b.i.sis.
house tributiun on a percentage
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18

better
vivid

known legit actors, makes a
Don Quixote, despite 'the

Inside Stuff--Pjcture^

weak production. Joan Calvo, who

Film Reviews
Continued from pag* *

toll.

native village. En route his plane
erases in the sea, he escapes polar
bears and takes off acro.s.s the country for the village. A.s c.oinpanion.s.

Thunder, Hnll
bandits

Sfls several traps for tlie

and tinally nabs them.
Although the Ryder part de- he ha.s two bear cubs and it is
mands no thesping genius. Hannon these four-footed clow-ns who do
<loes a clean cut job as the tearless the most to hold the interest tocow puncher. Don Kay Reynolds, as gether. Arctic wild life, such as
a last-riding Indian youngster, is musk oxen, snowshoe rabbits, .seals,
given some sharp lines which will wild dogs, lend authenticity to the
garner laughs, and his role as Ry- travel log before the doctor is
<lcr’s junior detective should give
rescued at the end of his long
jiucs vicarious participation in the
The
adventures.
\\ ild-and-w'oolly
kids should also lind antics ol ICinmett Lynn, as an oldtiine .scout
w lio continually bungles his assigniiK'nts, a .source of humor.
Deep-dyed villainies are provided
CO ipetently by Glenn Strange, as
a saloon owner, and Lee Morgan,
as Ihe town barber, A scene with
Ityder being shaved by the crooked

'

I

Clubs

;

j

in

Hlooni

(Color)

(RUSSIAN)

Plug given to 20th-Fox pro^hetion chief Darryl F. Zanuck and the
entire film industry on the floor of Congress last week by Rep. Isadore
Dollinger <D,. N.Y.) marked probably the first time that a picture was
cited in Congress before it was released.
Citing Zanuck and 20ih for
pacing the industry in producing pix on ‘‘many typically taboo topics.’’
Dollinger laid particular emphasis on the upcoming “Pinky,” w hich jg

Latta, an

tent in London, was named European repie.sentative of the International.
.Mso appointed a.s International representatives were Oscar A. Oldknow, for Los Angeles

j

j

,

still

before the cameras.

Congressman also lauded the entire film business, declaring “the
American motion picture industry, by its attempt to mirror the daily
Vassllinva. and Denver, latter city organizing living problems of the American people, has acted as a
Al«*xan«lra
Bein':
super-salesman
Pavel Sli.,nun. Feodor Grigoriev. Directed
San for Americanism at home and abroad.”
bv Y. Solntseva. Screenplay, Dovzhenko; a tent there; Abe Blumcnfeld.
Franci.seo. for San Francisco, Seatciimera iiMagiccdor). B. Ko.«iiialov; muitic,
Dmitri Sbostekovii-h; En;;lii>h titles, Nich- tle, Portland and Salt Lake City,
Edward Small has earmarked $145,000 for national mag advertising
olas Napoli. .\t Stanley. N. Y., week .May
latter three now organizing tents. on “Black Magic,” which will provide one of the heaviest such camKiinning time, M? .MI.NN.
7.
ttrisorl Belov
Michurin
paigns
in recent years.
officers
will
be
Other
International
United Artists, distrib of the Or.son WellesMichurin's Wife ... Alexandra Va.ssilicva
Nancy Guild-starrer, is aiming for up to 600 engagements on the film
Pavel .Shainin appointed by O’Donnell shortly.
Terenti
Feodor GrlKoriev
Kartaxhov
cita- around Aug. 19 to tie in with the ads, which will break shortly before
The
annual
charity
awards
Victor Kokriakov
Hiiibo'
tion for 1948 went to Los Angeles that time.
.Mikhail /.harov
Khrenov
Vladimir Soloviev Tent 2.'S. for outstanding humaniK:,]inin
Technique of heavy national coverage followed by a splurge of hookYuri I.iahimov
Tianshttor
of the year in e.s- ings is the same as employed by UA on “Red River,” in which Small
Vladimir Isayev tarian seiwice
.Vtr. Maver
.Seijiei T.xenln
BvrU
.Mr.
tahlishment and operation of a was a large investor. Us success led to the decision to attempt a repeat
Boy.-; Club, at a co.st of $200,000 on “Magic.” which was produced by Gregory Ratoff for Small in R»)me.
Artkino i-«*le«.s«* of iMoalilm ^Alexander
Grigort
Star.s
production.
Do' /livnku)

and

hair

:

Del Cambre’s impersonation of the
Continiifd from page 7
Don Hiss handles the narration that backgrounds the far' made executive a.ssi.stant to the
n<»rth footage, but dialog is ordi- International
chief
barker, and
Brog.
nary, though adequate.
official no^'of the new

adds impact to outdoor locales and
red

.

!

docl(»r.

Femme

co.stuming of
his bold characterBril.

ization.

I

Human actors in the drama give
wooden performances, topped by

roles are
]\icx character.
siiitoi'dinate but inleresling.
.Story moves quickly and staging
light sequences is good. Color
c)l

R\(Ur point up

stand taken by H. J. Anslinger, U. S. X^ommissioner of Narcotics
against showing of the prize-winning Canadian documentary, “Drui
Addict,” in the U. S. is in line with the careful approach to the subject
adopted by the Motion Picture Assn, of America in its production code
ducers had conceded the impor"Addict," directed by Robert Anderson, has been kept off American
tance of other people in the film.
screens on Anslinger’s request to the Canadian government in which
Maruja A.squerino is okay as Lus“contained scenes of addiction which tended to
while Juan Espantaleon he stated that the- film
cinda,
makes a highly convincing priest. glamorize the drug habit and w'ould do more harm than good.”
While the MPAA lifted its absolute ban on the drug subject several
Alfredo Fraile’s camera work is
spotty. Herman G. Weinberg has years ago. producers must still obtain specific okay from the associadone a neat job on the English tion’s board before making a film. Hence, very few have since been
made, the best known being Columbia’s ‘To the Ends of the Earth.”
titles.
Wear.
pic which starred Dick Powell and was produced by Sidney Buchman.
One of the chief pitfalls in films on drugs which the MPAA seeks to
avoid is the education of irresponsible elements to their use. .\n.slinger's objection to the Canadian film appears to be on parallel lines.
Variety
;
'

i

ti'ek.

barber offers some real melodraStanford Jolley adds
I.
malics.
boih menace and comedy as the

the

i

nearly steals the picture, as his
servant,
possibly could
faithful
have hclpt'd the overall effect if he
had been permitted to figure more
importantly. And also, if the pro-

I

I

)

Iluflaw

I'siiiniry

'

Ormond

Sci'i'en (iuild release ol' Kun
pi ixliU'tion. Stars Lash I.a Uue. V’u/.zy .St.
.Ii.lin: feature.'* Dan White. l!«iuse Peters,
Ka.v
l)ii«'i-te<t
»>.*
Nane.v Saunders.
Jr..
Ira
tninon«l.
story,
Oritiinal
T.'ixlor.
Wehb; camera. Krnest .Miller; cdilor,

Winn: music. Waller (h'cenc.
theatre. N. Y.. ueek M.iy J.

JUc'h

New York

Ivimiiiiii; time, t'i .tllXN.
l.iish I.a Kuc
t
M'lu* Frontier Ph.mtomi

Q. .(ones

I'li/./y

Dan
,Ste\e
I.ee

Biu'k
ink Evans

Evans

iUarshall Clark
JcIV ThontiiS

.Ir.

Kobert.s

ings.

Yarn, which i.s short on plot and
lack O'Shea
long on gab, traces the life of the
San<ly Sanders
gardener who develhardw'orking
Bob Duncun
oped some 300 new varieties of
Conflict arises from hosplants.

Cardova
Deputy
Deputy

Fi:.’)itinK

Fit'hting

One

John

Iiiiuhill

Ted ,\d.iins
Nancy Sounders
.lohn
Merton
Dee t^ooiser

Fr

.*:«>nor

Pic

Burbank. Ivan Michurin.

W’l»lte

House Peters,

.Saunders

J.'inc

St.

Fu//..v

MeCord

in
<’•1 •

.11

Turk

Russian; English Titles)
hiog of the Ru.s.se Luther
may appeal in Ru.ssian-language and art
houses. Fact that it is in .striking
color, has music by Shostakovich,
and deals with the current heredcontroversy,
ity - vs. - environment
may bring a few additional bookIII

I

.\t
"49.

Hue

I.a

I,a.<?h

.

I

La Rue

of the better L;ish

his ideas

tility

meet from

C/.arist

other projects of local aid.
2.‘> al.so plans to e.slablish additional boys clubs in the area at
a co.st of $7.'j.000 a year each, with
one added annually to the present
The judges were Arthur
project.
Ungar. editor of Daily Variety.
be.>-ides

A unique brochure, very .stringently laying down policy for publicity
and exploitation of ‘‘Home of the Brave.” was sent this week to its
branch managers and field staff by United Artists. The eight-page

Tent

mimeo is believed to be the first time that publicity policy has ever
been so specifically laid out for pic.
UA is sending out one or more publicity men for at least the first 20
engagements, with most of the p.a.’s having first been given special
training in the policy at the homeoffice. Handling the film are Harold
Salemson. Harold Evans. Jack Cooper, Earl Keate, Phil Cowan, Waller
Krause and Mark Freeland.

and
Connors
'rom
George Dembow.
Of the amount of money pledged

chairman;

for Ihe next year. $200,000 I.s earmarked for the Will Rogers Me-

morial Sanatorium. Saranac Lake,
N. Y.. which is an obligation of the
Inlernalional.

Despite Madeleine Carroll’s draw in “Goodbye My Fancy.” current
skipping a Broadway first-run for “High
Pic preems at the Brooklyn Paramount
(today Wednesday)as companion feature to another UA rclea.se, “.My
Dear Secretary,” a Laraine Day-Kirk Douglas starrer.
•High Fury” was originally labeled “White Horse Inn.” It was photographed entirely in Switzerland by Harold French and was bought
for release in the U. S. by Mary Pickford, Buddy Rogers and Ralph
I

legit success. United Artists is
Fury.” in w-hich she is starred.

“Outlaw Country” has sufHe plugs away, howNew Orlean.s, which was first
ficient lend-slinging and hand-to- aulliorilies.
hand melees to satisfy most action ever. to prove his point that ae- choice for the next International
can be in- convention, with Atlantic City seccharaeterlsties
quired
addicts. Although fahricated from
herited and that scientists should ond. is now trying to clear a date
l,iiiiiliar plot material, the pictuic
g( iR rally maintains a .swift
pace liui ry up evolution by cros.s-breed- .so that sufficient hotel accommoftom .start to finish and appears ing experiments. Climax comes dations w’ill be provided for around Cohn.
alter the Revolution, when the BolV'l M .suited for its intended market.
1,000 delegates and barkers.
am has I.ji Rue handling a dual sheviks recognize the food-value of
'TwentieLh-Fox ha.s hit the jackpot in titles for one of its new pictures,
c
that of twin hrofhers. One is his work and give him a subsidy.
which will finally go into release as “The Forbiddejs Street” after
Belov
theorizing.
Despite
the
a i'cderal marshal on the prowl for
carrying
three previous names.
a ling of counteiTeilcrs while the makes Michurin believable, someLen.sed in England as “Britannia Mew’s,” from the Margery Sh.Tip
Plan
Ollier is a notorious outlaw' who’s times ab.sent-minded and crotchety,
novel of the same name, title was deemed "too British,” hence switched
charming.
and
.sometimes
witty
involved with the Iwigns currency
^
Conliniied from page S
to “Affairs of Adelaide.” That, according to 20th, was “too long.
and
g.ing. After a face-to-face encoun- Role of his long-time opponent.
having their product la- was replaced by “Impulse.” Company execs, after considerable thought,
ter with his kin, the black sheep Prof. Kartashov, is capably handled object to
in.signin
Goldwyn
with
the
beled
believed that one lacked boxoffice impact so finally decided on
gets a change of heart and joins by Feodor Grigoriev.
ForFilm has draggy sequences, when and Goldwyn himself doesn’t think bidden Street.”
tliv'
marshal to corral the thieves
the camera lingers on clouds, trees it fair, since he intends to have
in their hideout.
Bui nothing to do with the actual proother scenic beauties.
\la.ster of the bull whip. La Rue and
Some 400 film exchanges and shipping depots of the Motion PicTur#
Ms s the black .snake to advantage lensing is slick and color is on a duction of films that he’d channel Assn, of .\inerica’s member-companies have completed their third sucin upholding the law. As Ihe ctm- par with U. S. films’, except in thiough RKO under the new plan.
ces.sive year without any loss from fire, a report from the
MPAA’s conAi vtcd renegade, he handles that some indoor shots where lighting Hence, he wants Hughes to agree
sei-vation department director John B. McCullough reveals
this week.
un- to dropping the label provision.
SMiit in okay fashion.
Fii/zy St. is off. Sho.stakovich’s score
Reporting to MPAA prez Eric Johnston on 1948, McCullough said "it
J«thn contribs the comedy touches <d)strusive. and particularly effecHughes won’t do that and al- is doubtful that any indu.stry of comparable business volume can match
without carrying the slapstick too tive In a segment when Michurin low the pix to be relea.sed at the this record
Members’ fine records, he felt, can be attributed to their
f.'ii'.
Dan White is a stand.u'd heavy is tormented by his wife’s death. Goldwyn terms. Fee is the mat- own
self-regulatory conservation program instituted 26 years ago.
as the outlaws’ leader.
Nancy Pic holds interest, but the Ru.ssians
oaiers,

!
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I

Goldwyn’s

”

I

I

i.s

'

^

”

j

I

S.iimders is adequate in the lone have turned out more .stirring films.
Bril.
femme chore. Supporting pl.iycrs
ar competent.
Smartly directed by Ray T.aylor.
f..n
tfiiixoio
Ill
film was produced by Ron Or-

Ho

Hon

>lwiioliai
(.SPANISH)

mond who wrung maximum

promode.st

<lmlion values tiul of a
budget. Producer also co-authored
tin
screenplay with Ira Webb.
Camerawork of Ernest Millei is
good.
Gill).

A/lrr« Films

rrleii.sr ol Cif'esj prorttifKivpllvs .lu^ii Calvo.
'K^tl'url

lion.

Diret

tvil >(.v
Gil. Scrorupliiy, Kat'ael
Gil. ffoin stoiv by Mimirl D«» C».Tvant«'.s
S; a\ «'(lra:
I'Minrra.
Xll'mlo Frallr. Cre'irweil in N. Y., April 2K, '49 Hiiniiin«
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Don Kia.^
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.Manuel

Don Fernando
I
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Fury’’
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Innkeeper
MUler
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Fre<l .Smith
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.

lose M. Seoane
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Toloxa

Gloria Petroft
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Eve Miller
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Sara Montipl
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Guillermo Marin
Nani Fernandez
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Del (’ambre

MerrII
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Manolo Mui.tn

Duke
•
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.luan Calvo
Frrnaildo Br.'
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.

\nlonia

Kiinning time.
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A

Cari'a.sco

Haibfir

rrlcsr uf LlurR PrirolY
prixluvtion. Directed b.x Fi rd
It
KfitfthMUK. .Ir.. and
Norman Daxvn:
.N'orman Dawn: udaptHtiiin. ('hariv.c
k..>i\
liciXMl; dlMbiK.
r
Kobert I.ibbut. Frank
It.'ii. N*irman S. Pjirkrr: cunirra. Nonntiii
l» w n. .!:«(-(, b Hull, Edward Kiill, Wllilam
« 'nitimpMm: editor, Fril.sbiin)i, .Ir.
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Indrpemlrnt

<l‘t' iiKiiilh)
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Hafat*!

San»bo
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Hollywood.

MINN.
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lulia

Lajoii

Rtluardo Fajardo
-lulia Caba Alba
Maruja Asqurrino
.Arturtt Marin
Caaimiro llurtadtt

Florida

Barber

Innkeeper'e Daughter

Matilde Cone.sa

okay padding Tome Cet'ial
Fernando .Amiirre
f<»r dtuihle bills in the smaller situ- 2nd Soldier of Inquiallinn Santiago Rivero
Emilio .Santiagti
aiittns and will get by in lesser ex- Muleteer
iVaritone*
Mari Cruz Fuentea
p^tilatiun bookings. Independentiv
made by Boris Petroff, it i.s a film
(In .Spanish: English fifle.si
beettunt based on the adventures
C'tTvantes’ .story of Don Quixote
encountered by Dr. Thoma.s Rar- has been translated again for the
biw. flying medico t»f the .Arctic .screen, this time by Cife.sa ProC-rcle. when he was Ihe victim ductlon.s. one of large.st producers
is

'

Ol

plane crash.
-Mclurc develops interest despite

flu
il'

I

awkward, amateurish

tpialitv to

prodiietion.

.\s a saga of realadvenfure, eompletc with all
threats of Ihe wilderness, il
could have .sUxkI some ptilishing

li'c
file

viihoiit

lo.sing

realism.

If

was

fi'med in the fw north under the
<1 Section of Fred R. Feitshans.
Ji..
b!'d Norman Dawn, with the latter,
pins three other cameramen lensing
the
trek
across
glaciers.
itiaiNhc.s ;tnd ftn'csls of Ihe rt'vion.
.Sloiv pick.s up w here Dr. Rarlow
«gree.s to fly to a plague-ridden

ter

now

in negotiation.

Goldwyn’s plan

is

not to take

in a lot of indies, but just a few
quality producers w'ho might make
a total of four or five pix a year.
His aim is to give them every service tliey need on the business side
of filmmaking so that they can
concentrate on the creative side.

Pix Biz Profits
t'ontiniieil

from pace S

$4.43 per share in '47
7,029,839 outstanding shares.
again.st

on '$19,838,391. Released prodiu-tions
Of totalled $9,394,918 against $9.67.5,its total net. some $2,360,000 was 095 in
the previous year, while unGoUKvyn’s advantage in such a setrepre.sented by net capital gains. released but completed pix came
up would be reduction of his own
This figure, it is believed, is the to $17,145,434 compared to $15.overhead on the studio and on
total cash taken in by Par in the 267,707 in
the prior semester.
hi.s
large-scale domestic and forsplitup of the Mullin' & Pinaiuski
Foreign Should Improve
eign sales supervision setup.
'

I

to give indies all the
.services at fees as low or lower
than they now can get anywhere
else, since their is no intention of
making money out of these activities. but
merely spreading overhead.
As a result, producers may
have a choice of either paying
fixed fees or pro-rating with Goldr.yn himself the co.st of the opera-

Plan

is

circuit in

New

England.

Balaban joined other film comProgram
pany toppers in predicting that
Referring to its tremendou.s pro- “we have scraped the Ijottom in
gram for the acquisition of its own the foreign field, and that it I.s not
common stock. Barney Balaban, likely to become worse.” Downcompany prez, said that the com- ward trend on profits continued
pany has now bought 916,133 through the fourth quarter, I’ar’s
share.s at an
aggregate co.st. of chief said, and though that trend
$22,392,000 disregarding dividends has levelled somewhat it ha.s not
which would have been paid if the yet reversed it.self.
“We ai e in
stock was still outstanding. Stock the final stages of amortizing the
was thereby reduced bv 12.2U c.
pictures that remain In inventory
During 1948. Balaban continued, from the time before the recompany also spent $8,600,000 for trenchment measure.^ were in.stiadditions to fixed as.sets and in- tuted, so that if the markets hold.
vestments; $3,500,000 for reduc- I am hopeful' that we will have
tion of its bank debt; and $13,788.- turned the
corner in prodiiciion000 for payment of dividend.s to distribution sometime during the
•stockholders.
Result
has
been second or third quarter of thl.s
I

Par’s Stork

I

,

i

j
'

j

tion.
.

j

Financing of the indies will be
by Goldwyn via a

accompli.shed

new company he
that purpose.

will set up for
Its capital will come

completely from private sources.
.Amount of coin that will initially
be placed in the revolving fund
hasn't yet been determined.
It

I

1

I

,

'

do second-money financing, that Par’.s net working capital was year.”
decrea.sed $10,420,000 during the
TV a Pins Factor?
of .Spain.
A prententious. costly with banks advancing the initial year.
Turning to tclevi.sion. Balaban
production directed by Rafael Gii. coin and the Goldw'yn a.ssets proCurrent a.ssets at the end of '48 declared that it “may turn out to
viding all the guarantees that are
it never quite lives up to its initial
are
listed
at
$81,628,553
promi.se. While a strong entry for required.
and be our companion rather than our
liabilities at $13,664,40.5. leaving a antagoni.st.”
Spanish-language sure.seaters. averHe added^ “.lu.si
net
working capital of $67,964,148. radio developed our greaU'Si perage .American audiences are apt to
Gets
*Julie’
Cash and government securities .sonalities such as Bing Crosb> and
find it cumbor.soine and methodical.
Hollywood. May 10.
.Mso militating the film’s chances
totalled $32,372,460 while the film Boh Hope, I bdfleve that television
We.sl w ood Productions, headed inventory
in llie average U, S. theatre is that
amounted to $42,483,137. will be an unparalleled mediiini
by Irwin Allen and Irving Cumit runs two hours and 18 minutes.
Par’s drive for studio economies
the development of talent tor
This Spanish interpretation mings. Jr., closed a deal for the is played up In a comparison of for
will aho be
motion pictures.
It
lacks imagination and intere.sting release of its first pktiire. “White amount spent
on productions be- an unprecedented advertising farpisodc.s from Ccnantc’.s rambling, Rose for Julie.” through RKO.
fore the cameras again.st the fig- cility for the showing of short scc•Hen fli.sjointcd novel. .\nd the
Stor,\.
recently
liought
from ure la.st .vear. Conipan.v’s outlay tion.s of movie.s in hoincs to .xiimu*
>ioiy is told pondei (iiislv.
RKO, will gu into production July Hi the clo.ce of the xear
was $11,- late tlie interest- of those who aie
Rafael Rivclles, one of Spain's 15.
286,779 compared
will

'

I

'

'

RKO

I

'

•

to 1947's total of

not now’ patrons of the uu)\ies.

Wr<lnr(Mlay,

May

11«

1949

'

•

•v'

as ragged as the wilderness

as towering as
the mountain peaks!
. * •

as tender as a

first kiss

Starring

girl who trusted
love— and nothing else!

as DORIS. ..the
her

FORREST TUCKER
fit

and Dorothy Yost

•

•

SKIP HOMEIER

Story by Morton Grant

.
•

Produced by WILLIAM
Presented by WILLIAM

MOSS

*

Directed by PHIL

MOSS PICTURES,

INC.

•

KARLSON

Released by EAGLE LION FILMS

PICTrilK^

20

Ops

ance.

Robb &

Village and

Robert D. Sparks named manager of recently opened Star-Lite
He
clrive-in near Tyler, Texas.
formerly was manager of .\rcadia,
Majestic and Queen there.
G. A. Lucchese announced that
Igancia Torres will manage recently opened Alameda in San Antonio.
Robert Lucchese, son of Teatro .\aTorres.
replaces
owner,
cional
John Diaz named skipper of Tea-

President
Bennie
Central Allied

spring

ST.

1

at

of

in

and operate 350 car
between Perryville and St.
Mary. Mo.
W. P. and C. W. Robertson and
F. C. Weary. CaruthersvilLe. Mo.,
Moran. organized United Drive-In Theaconstruct

Washington June

2.

3.

and

S

"Famiiv

wk*

’

Sharp $18,000, ‘Boy’ 13G

"Cheated The Law" (20th* (8 days),
day-date with Paramount. Torrid
$9..500.
Last week, "Connecticut
Yankee" (Par) and "Henry. Rainmaker" (Mono) (2d wk*. $4,800.

Montreal, May 10
slow at all houses thi*
with “Don Juan" shaping
Loew’s. “Canadian Pacific*
looks to wind up below hopes
at
the Princess.
"Boy With Green
Hair” is just okay at Palace.
Estimates for This Week

Orpheum

Biz

is

.stanza
best at

(H-E) (1.750; 60-85)

Paso" (Par) and "Di.saster”
Sock $9,500. Last week,
"Undercover Man" (Col) and "Ladles of Chorus’’ (Col*, good $7,700.

Loew’s

(C.T.)

(2,855;

40-65*-,

"Don Juan" (WB*. Nice $18 000
Last week, "Words and Music’’
Paramount (H-E* (3.400; 50-85*
“Belvedere To College" (20th) and (M-G) (3d wk), fat $12,000.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60*-.
"Cheated Law” (20th), also Oriental.
Torrid $14,500. Last week. “Three Godfathers" (M-G*. Okav
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par* and $12,000. Last week, "Walk Crooked
"Henry, Rainmaker" (Mono) (2d Mile” (Col* (2d wk), $10,.500
Palace

wk*. $7,750.
United Artists (Parker) *895; .5085*
“Little Women" (M-G* (3d
wk). Terrific $7,000. Last week,
$9,600.
Guild (Parker^ (485; $1.80-$2.40)
"Red Shoes” (EL* <3d wk*. Big
$7,500. Last week, about same.

"Boy

—

PROVIDENCE
Women”

(M-G).

Single

weekend helping

heavy

Last

$19.500i-

bill

to

and
neat

week.

Another session'at which the d'e- ment” (RKO) and
Corp., to con.struct a drive-in
between Caruthersville and Hayti, tails of the compromise are ex- (UA*. $17,000.
Mo.
pected to be finally cleaned up and
Strand (Silverman)

tre

—

34-60*—

(C.T.)

(2,131; 34-60*—
(20th*.
Mild
“Gallant Blade’’

Pacific"

$8,000. Last week.
(Col*, sharp $12,000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1.839; 26-451—
“Unafraid"
(U)
and
"Tuc.son"
(201h) <2d wk).
Down to $6,000
following sock $11,500 first round.
Orpheum (C.T.* (1,040; 34-60*—
"Song of India” (UA) and "Strawberry Roan" (Col* (2d wk*. Off to
$4,500 after strong $8,000 opener.

(Continued from page 11)
tie

(2,625;

Green Hair" (RKO*
'

Princess

"Canadian

4,

Rank, who does not fiy, will not
attend that meeting because of the
time involved in making the ocean
crossings, so the principal British
reps will be Korda and French.

(C.T.)

With

Just oke $13,000. Last week. "John
Loves Mary" (WB), $14,000.

—

—

drive-in

(3d

Monti. Slow; ‘Don Juan’

(Bar*.

—

LOUIS

week,

(U)

di-E* (2.000; 50-85*—
"Belvedere to College" (20th* and

"El

—

of radio station, organized syndicate to

Texas, by V. E. Davis, who purchased hou.se from Bi^l Robbins.

Ameri-

—

has

Elmer Donze. part-owner

erated by Theatre Enterprises, replaces Howell Johnson, who plans
fo enter private biz.
C. W. Hut.son has sold the Quinlan at Quinlan to Mr. and Mrs.
L. E. Wolcott of Fort Davis. Texas.

to the

Honeymoon"
$7,000.

Oriental

can execs in mimeographed form
is expected to be made public
this afternoon (Wednesday* simultaneously in New York and London. Details had been withheld until the British delegates to the Anglo-U.S. council
J. Arthur Rank,
Sir Alexander KordiT and Sir Henry
French could present their report
to Harold Wil.son. prez of the British Board of Trade, That was done
at a meeting over the weekend.
Following discussion of the proposals by the governments and indu.stries in the two countries, another session of the Anglo-U. S.
council
the American delegates
are Johnston, Barney Balaban and
Nicholas M. .Schenck will be held

defied
.some of membership that is taking
him to task for inviting .M Lichtman and his touring 20th-Fox .sales
policy paity, to the annual convention here May 23-24.
Invitation
has stirred
up dissension and
threatens to cause a rift in the
organization because of 20th-Fox
demands for higher rentals.

In Texas.

Grand here reopened

Berger

North

was handed

Last

$12,000.

11, I940

”

and

demanding 28-day clearance now
held by one other of its uptown
theatres and six independent spots.

board meeting here May 30-31. according to A. F. Meyers, general
counsel. First time hoard has met

Annual confab of Allied Theatre
Owners of Texas opens here
June 1.
Douglas J. Spieckman named
manager of Grand, McCarney, op-

posals

Sim Heller. Grand
theatres to
Rapids, Minn., circuit owner.
Arion. Paramount nabe house,

.

(Continued from page 9)
1949 (20th) (5 days). So-so $3,400.
Last week, "Red Canyon" (U> and
"Jungle Jim" (Col*, big $7,200.

1

Iro Guadalupe, also in that city.

holds

PORTLAND, ORE.

A1 Lichtman and Andy Smith,
20th-Fox executives, accepted invitation to attend Northwest Allied
convention here May 23-24 and ex- agreement was made, and a course
plain company's sales policy.
of action would be determined at
After more than 40 years in show future meetings.
business, John Filler. Valley City,
Outline of these conipromi.se proN. D., exhibitor, is selling his two

availability.

Allied

which now have 56-day ciear-

of

Rouley's Texas in Oak Cliff granted 31-day availability by 20th-Fox.
Some 10 other nabe houses operating here will continue on 45-day

National

Row

from Film

DALLAS
Interstate's

May

Weilni'Mlay,
riedly-called meeting of the SIMPP
committee in New
distribution
York, the Society's prexy. Ellis
Arnall, Issued a .statement blasting the agreement as possibly being of short range advantage, but
"dangerous in principle’’ as an example^ for other countries. Arnall
said SIMPP’s attorneys are now examining the legal position of the
Motion Picture Export Assn., under the umbrella of which the

“Enchant"High Fury"
(2.200; 44-65*

Commonwealth Theatres, Inc., inked will be held in London in
"El Pa.so" (Par*.
Being held
Bullish
Columbia. Mo., planning to build August, it was agreed.
three extra days for Thursday
nmnager 1,100-seater there.
Continued from pauc I
opening
of
"Manhandle”
'Par* and
The sessions in New York yesof Stanley, promoted by Warners
Recently organized Fairy Theap.a. of Dan Duryea and producer
to manager of New Oakland, with tre Co., composed of Sol.
engagements. RKO execs privatePreston terday drew company toppers and
Joe Outly 'moving from there to and Marvin Bank, purchased the foreign chiefs of almost every com- Bill Pine. So-so $3,500 for 3 ex- ly feel that "Joan" may
have come
Regent while Dave Smith is doing P'airy. indie nabe here from Oscar pany to hear details on the British tra days. First week was mildish along too late to

PITTSBURGH

Jack Keiifer,

Wanger

i

assi.stant

relief chores during vacation

sea-

proposals,

Sanowsky,

son.
Bob O’Malley goes from the
Gordon
Halloran,
St.
Louis
Warner into Keiffer’s old spot, with branch manager for 20th-Fox. es-

Lester Kennedy, of Manor, replac- caped with minor injuries la.st ever succeeded
in imposing.
ing O’Malley.
w'eek when his auto was forced off
George Corcoran, formerly with the road near Troy, Mo.
Penn-State Amus. Co. and later
business manager of AMFTO .of
Western Pennsylvania, joined Republic as salesman.
C'ontiniifd from page 5
Censor board had lightest month
Beulah Marie Hart, formerly
with Metro here, now on Para- in yeai*s last April with 111 pics held by the F, “iich because of inreviewed
and
none
banned
or
cut.
ability of Price. Waterhouse & Co.
mount office staff.
Variety Club of Illinois annual
Charles Mergen tranferred to,
to locate all of the 26 indies to
main line sales post by Par. with report reported charitable expend- whom sums are al.so due. Some of
itures of $70,510 for period startBill Brooks’ resignation to go with
filmmakers have gone out of
the
Bert Steam’s Cooperative 'I'heatre ing in April last year through April business, others haven't their books
All but $1,000 went to
Service.
Harold Henderson takes of 1949.
available
for audit, and some won’t
over Mergen’s West Virginia ter- LaRabida Heart Sanitarium.
Paramount regional sales meet show them to the accounting firm,
ritory.
next week will be attended by the certification of which is necBoth sides filed motions for new
.Adolph Zukor and Arthur Schwal- essary before payments can be
trials in Uda Maggio-Paik Theaberg.
Columbia sales huddle fol- made.
tre,
Meadville, Pa., case.
Mrs.
This stymie concerning the inMaggio was awarded $10,000 In her' lowing week.
Art
O’Toole.
Paramount sales- dies was holding up all the retwo damage suits as a result of
part of theatre ceiling collap.se. man. broke five ribs in auto acci- mittances until recently, when the
majors
causing death of her son. a patron dent at Monmouth. HI., last week. American
made agreeDuke Shumow. .son of Warner ment to leave 20% in France to
of Park at that time. Her counsel
contended the verdict was inade- branch manager, bought the Lib- pay off the.se accounts when the
quate whije attorne.vs for the thea- erty. Chicago Heights, III., from audit situation was solved.
tre corporation urged new trial and Liberty Theatre Corp.
Another $250,000 is being rejudgment notwith.standing the verceived by the Yank firms through
diet.
a deal they made to pay for reDuke Clark heads up new .south pairs on a Swiss tanker in France.
central division into which Para- Motion Picture Assn, of America
M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox branch mount has grouped exchanges in rep Gerald A. Mayer got permismanager, after conference wilh .AI the region from here south. Clark sion of the government to pay for
Lichtman, rea.ssured territory ex- continues headquarters in Dallas.
the tanker work in blocked francs
Commonwealth reopened itsi owned by member companies.
hibits that the new sales superv isor
has no severe sales policy in mind. Harrisonville. Mo., house as the Swiss owners in
turn are comHouse formerly pensating
"Hamlet” going into l.yccum. Lee last week.
the firms in dollars.
legit house, for second loadshow was called the Perkins, and recentOne of the major restrictions on
ly got full Jacelift.
engagement In three months.
production here which the French
Latest
independent
neighborgovernment is already easing is
hood hou.scs to demand earliest 2Hthat calling for a local partner
day availability are Alhamiua. HolThe Tryon. 1 .OOO-seater. opened! owning at least 50'^r of any pic
lywood. El Lago and C’anuh'n, all
as another first run in .Am.sterdam, made in France.
Provision was
near here. Brandt Theatres is buy-' waived on the film being produced
ing. booking and managing. Tryon
jointly by Paul Graetz and 20this
bidding for product again.st
Fox and further applications will
Schine. which has three houses in
Am.sterdam. One of them, the be treated sympathetically, it is
Strand, will reopen shortly after a known. Restrictions on bringing
over American technicians will
major remodeling job.
likewi.se be administered "with unCUFTON WEM
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
1
derstanding." it is said.

get

$10,000.

which have been kept

ago. but that the policy
continuing.

‘FlamiDgo’ Hot $18,000,
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British picture.
The British al.so promised to do
their best to get Jheir government
to give a belter break l«> the .American industry on the present currency restrictions. These provide a
maximum of $17,000,000 a year

may

be

which U.

remitted, in
S.

addition

companies

get

a

£

l.OOO.OOd

ish

i$4.()(l(l.(IOIIi

producers.

for

Following

a

to

Brit-

hur-

to invade

I

1

I

I

capacity

biz.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (20th Cent) <10.59, 9.55 698
694; 35-60*— "Pride of Yankees"

(RKO* *rei.ssue*. Very big $13,000.
Last week. "Flaxy Martin" (WB*
and "Homicide” (WB*. $10,000

Canada’s 16in Field
Imperial (FP* *3.373; 40- ‘701—
Metro's sales chief William F. "Bride of Vengeance” (Par*. Light
Rodgers has definitely decided in $8,5()0.
Last
week,
"Canadian
favor of 16m di.stribution in Can- Pacific’ <20th*. good $13,000.
International 'Taylor* '605‘ 48ada. Company will start handling
"Quartet"
the narrow-gauge product in the 66*
(EL*
wki.
(6th
Dominion beginning this fall. Un- Capacity $4,000 after about same
like other majors. Metro s own ex- last week.
Loew’s (Loew* *2.096; 40-70*—
changes will lake on the .sale of
16m features rather than franchi.se "Ball Game” (M-G* (4th wk*. Okay
$6,000 after last week’s $9,000
to outside companies.
Odeon iRank* *2.390; 35-$1.20*—
Step is not regarded as prelud- "Tulsa” (EL* (2d wk*. Nice io
.()00
$
ing the release of Metro 16m films after la.st week’s .solid $13,000.
in the U.S. Rodgers is .said to be
Shea’s (FP* (2.386; 40-70 (—"Nick
opposed to any early action in that Beal" (Par*.
Sati.vfaclorv $7..500.
direction
although
it
is
being La.st week, "Ciinnecticut Yankee
considered as a possibility two •Par* (3d wk*. big $6..50()
University *FP» .1..5.56; 40-70>—
years or .so hence.
Recently, M-G expanded narrow- “Dream Is Your.s" (WB* <2d wk*.
Okay
$4..500 after last week's good
gauge operations to Alaska. Com.$6,500.
pany is also r» b asing Kim prints
UpKiwn ‘Loew* '2 743: 40-70*
in almost all uversca.s <’uuntries.
"Ma, Pa KilUe" lUj.
Hefty

—

sum

equal to the earnings of British pix
in this country.
While
the
major companies
\i<wed the agreement favorably,
the Socii-ty of Independent Motion
Pu m e Prodiu ers blew its top in
indignation,
claiming
that
the
agreement amounted to a subsidy
b,\
.American filmgoers oi at least
l

.Jr

Metro Set
I

drop the "unit plan
Iheir insistence that their product cannot be

yJamet St«wart - Jun* Allyson*’
"THE STRATTON STORY
‘

from parc

Continiird

McCarthy s farrell
Joan HVLOBFT

stata— Tha ROOKIES.

I

”

1

Oa

i

I

i

;

Anglo-U. S

at

'

I

r College’

"Flamingo Road"

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s* <3.500; 40-70)
There was no tendency In either
‘Little Women’’ (M-G). Good $15,000 or over. La.st week. "Belvedere distribution or financial circles to
To College” (20th* and “Valiant dispute his statement, most ob.servers feeling that hfs estimate was
Hombre” (UA*, nice $17,000,
Great Lakes (Par* <3.400; 40-70* within the realm of possibility,
“Flamingo Road" (WB*. Torrid but. as far as they were concerned.
$18,000.
Last week, “Dream Is it is too early to tell.
Definitely
not worried about their investment
Yours” (WB*, $14,000.
Hipp (Par* <3.400; 40-70*— "Ca.sa- are Bankers Trust of New York
blanca” (WB) and “G-Men” (WB* and Security-First National of Los
(reissues*. Nice $8,000. Last week. Angeles, who between them ad•State Dept -File 649
<FC) and vanced $3,500,000 of the $4.2,50.000
King Cole Trio, others on stage, negative cost. They feci certain
nice $14,000, but below hopes.
on the basis of returns to date that
Lafa.YeUe (Basil* <3.000; 40-70*
they'll get out all right, although
"Criss Cross" (U* and “Shamrock
it
will take a little longer than
Hiir (EL). Okay $11,000 or close.
Last week. "We Were Strangers" originally anticipated.
Wanger’s statement regarding
Col* and “Rusty Saves Life” (Col*,
the pic came as a result of reports
stout $13,500.
Century (20th Cent.) O.OOO*, 40- that Miss Bergman, his partner in
70*— "Wake of Red Witch” (Rep* the production, was "unhappy”
and "Duke of Chicago" <Rep). Oke with Hollywood because, among
$10,000 or near. Last week. “Ad- other things, she had lo.st her inventure in Baltimore *RKO* and vestment in “Joan."
yTrain to Alcatraz <Repi, $9,500.
Pic is expected to do exceptionally well in the foreign market,
especially
in Catholic countries,
‘Pride’ Robust $13,000
and some fantastically high offers
of dollars delivered in the US.
In Toronto, ‘Kettle’ 12G have been made for outright sales
in a number of areas,
Wanger ha.s
Toronto. May 10.
With heat and holdovers hurting, been withholding the rights on the
town is mainly in the doldrum.^. plea of RKO that it would rather
An e;lcception is reissue of “Pride distribute through its own offices,
of Yankees” which is very big at although
It
is likely that leasing
four hou.ses. "Ma and Pa Kettle”
deals will be made in .some terrishapes up well as a newcomer, at
tories.
Uptown. "Quartet" still is doing

—

KANSAS CITY

Century-Fox Picture

10.

I

1

20th

is

,

worth

I

j

A

Tops

is

in

I

,

MINNEAPOLIS

‘Mr. Belvedere

May

is

the Lakes.

!

I

re-

his statement la.st
week, .said that a gross of $8,700.000 must be achieved for “.Joan"
to hit the break-even point.
He
declared that by the end of 19.50
his $9.000,000-$10, 000.000 estimate
would be reached and all the investors would show a profit.

generally off here this
week despite several new. strong
Biz

j

,

Wanger.

Okay lOG

Buffalo,

French $3,000,000

CHICAGO

'

maximum

sults at upped-admi.ssion.s. such at
a bevy of pix did a couple years

for two weeks under one of the
tightest lids that the industry has

‘

”

'

/lUlHUfl —

THE SHOWIIAR*S FRIEID
in
m

500

Modern Rooms
both and radio

with
"Feramesf •»

lli*

Cmatt"

ALEXANDRIA HOTEL
• Lot Anqtlat
Ganoral Manaqor
Formarly at Olmsfad, Clavaland, O.
Fifth at Spring

FRANK WALKER.

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT

Not** Specializif^t'

CONCESSIONAIRES
from Co (St (o Coist
over
4 Century
'

in Re/reshmrn*

f Service

for

'drive-in theatres;

SrOffTSCIIVICC,
HURST ILOG.

Ific.

At c»es

lUFFALa N

V.

W'rdnrtMlay,

May

11,

1949

Mw
Jomes Whitmor«
WrittM

f»r th* Scr**fi

Additiftnol

*

Sorry Koitty

by Sydney iotbia

DioUgw* by Molvin

A ROBERT ROSSEN
Oir*cl*d by

•

W«M

pitoDuaioN

JOSEPH H. LEWIS
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FCC—at

Jewish Group Beef

Long Last—Acts on WAV’s

Transfer to Weil, Hartley & Co,;

\V;»shingl()n.

)n
rasf'

May

prolractJ*d

Washington. May

A

Femme Negro

industry annuals, the F('('

in

in

spinner in radio,
in Mary Dee.

(’oininission simultaneously icncwcd the licen.se of
.\.
Y.. tor tlie pci iod endins May 1. 19.')1. and that of VVOV
(’t)ip.

10.

Homestead has
the only femme Negro platter-

i

ing'

Jock

Pittsburgh. .Ma\

WHOD

.^l de
iTuos.i
a n t e d
today
Kuloxa’s a|)plication to transfer
\V()\’. .\. Y.. to Victory Broadcast'I'lie

mother

Slie’s

believed,

it’s

four

chil-

Day Next

to

The consideration involved

Inp.

WOV

in

2-Way Service

<

Dennis Day may be the next top
comedian to make the switch
the rival CB.S web.
C'olgate.

!

•

NBC
to

WOR Shows to Get

hieli now bankrolls
Day in
the Life of Dennis Day” on NBC.
has bought the Sunday night 6;30
to 7 time on C'BS. starting in the
is believed the outfit
fall, and it
multiple-ownership rule. To sat- might want to switch the Day proisfy this rule. Bulova at various gram over since it would directly
times filed four applications to precede the Jack Benny show, on
transfer WOV. but one was denied which Day is a featured member of
and two were withdrawn. Both the cast. That CBS slot is being
stations have been operating un- vacated at the end of the current
temporai'.y Met nses since ’44. season by the Oxzie and Harriet
ci, r
wtiich prevented their getting in- show.
creased power or other facilities,
Time buy repiesents new Colgate
such as FM or TV adjjncts. To- 'business for CBS. since the sponsor
day’s decision tollowed extensive is keeping its hold on the Sunday
Irive.stigalions conducted
by the night 9:30 to 10 period. Outfit now
F('C last fall.
has “Our Miss Brooks.” starring
The Victory Corp. is composed Kve .\rden. in at that time. It may
of Ralph Weil and .4rnold Hartley. decided to move “Brooks” down
now general manager and program to the earlier slot on the assumpdirector, respectively, of WOV; N. tion that show would need the hypo
Joseph
Leigh,
litliography-color the Benny preceder would give it
pliotography industrialist; Chas. B. more than Day would. If the maItTcGroddy. N. Y. attorney; and neuver to move the comedian over
Dea. Leigh and O’Di'a will hold from NBC tails, of cour.se. then
f
and 3.1' a' r. lespeetively. of Colgate will need another halftlic common voting stock.
hour .show to fill one of the Sunday
C'oy and .lones. in
dissenting night niches.
from the majority, .said they were
unable to conclude from the FCC’s
investigation “that the Commission
Goes to Bat With
personnel to become visualsuspension
is in a position to find that Mr.
Ceiling
conscious.
Bulova and the corporation in
-NPiiikes are being u.sed. so that anCard Campaign Vs.
which he is the controlling stocknouncers and thespers will learn
holder are (|ualificd b\ eliaraefer
the crutch of
Earthquake Publicity to work without The
to be entrusted with the respon.sinumber of
standing mikes.

w

WOV

WNKW

Own

—

Switch to CBS?

WNKW

WNKW.

«ic;:inst

.

j

transfer is 5:200.000. plus
owned
lO^'r of the stock in
by Richard K. O’Dea. also part
owner of WOV. and the discontinuance of .•'Uits bi'oupht by CDea

the

W

.ABC has cut an audition record
of
with Jack Paar. ex-GI comic wlio
has been off the air for more than v«"n«!
••ontrol in hi, l,,„ a„„|„
According to J. Donold Detroit and
a year.
^Cleveland stations
ii
Wil.s-on, web program v.p., the new
expected to receive sei ions considstanza will be a .30-ininute audi- eration by the agency.
“Take
titled
a
participationer
ence
Principal point raised bv the
Share.”
or
ganizations’ petition w as whether
1
'If it clicks it will be skedded in
Richards
can legally delegate re‘^'evening lime.
KLZ N#w» Chief
sponsibility for the operations
of
his stations while still retalninB
ownership. It was understood this
year,
For Ihe'^'seeond consecutive
question
will
have
great
weight in
Sheldon Peterson has been a windetermining whether F('C will
ner in the Denver Press Club radio
go
ahead with hearings, which it postnewsman’s competilion the only
poned to consider the tran.sfer pro.
Colorado radio newsman to attain
posal.
into
charges
of
news
this honor.
slanting on KMPC, Los Angeles, to reKLZ, Denver
flect Richards’ prejudices.
'W'ashington. May 10.
Whether or not the Commission
The motion picture industry was
proceeds with the hearings was still
assigned a separate radio service
communications in in doubt but it was believed likelv
for two-way
in view of last week s petition, that
general allocations for non-hroailthe transfer proposal will not be
cast operations issued last week.
accepted
without ar'juinent. If the
The industry will share the use of
transfer plan is rejected summarcertain frequencies with the Pres.'
ily, the FCC is expected to order
Relay Service.
The allocations, which go into the hearings to proceed. But belief persists here that Richards will
effect July 1. provide for a multitude of industries and services sell rather than face hearings.
The petition was filed by Irvinf
which u.se radio for various safely
and emergency needs and where Kane, New York counsel for the
WOR, NY., Is giving all its shows other
-American
Jewish Congress. .Antimeans of communications are
Defamation League of B nai B’rilh,
a visualization treatment. Looking unavailable. The film industry use.s
.lewish
Labor
Committee. Jewish
opvideo
two-way radio between locations
ahead to the debut of its
War Veterans. Community Relaeration this summer, the MBS out- and staff headquarters, particularly tions Committee of the
L. A Jewin isolated areas.
let is restaging all AM broadcasts
The FCC report w a s adopted ish Community Council. Detroit
to simulate TV conditions.
over a vigorous dissent by Com- Jewish Community Council and
Jewi.sh
Community
The new policy is the brainchild missioner Robert Jones, who said Cleveland
the alloeations fail to consider fu- Council.
of Jules Seebach. who recently reThe
document
stated that apture needs and don't make efficient
turned as program v.p. after a utilization of scarce frequencies.
proval by the Commis.'ion of the
>oting
control
transfer
would
stint with the Metropolitan Opera
create confusion as to whether
studio
that
found
Seebach
.4ssn.
charges
as
grave
as tho.'e against
Plans for an Arizona
and theatre broadcasts were unRichards “are grounds for any acphotogenic. with a welter of microtion. investigatory or di.sciplinary
Regional Net Gillapse;
... It Is time for clarification
phone wires, unsightly standing
rather than further confusion as lo
mikes, performers standing with
Wind
in Red Richards’ sUtus as a broadcaster.’’
their backs to the audience and
'I’he^ Commi.s.sion
was told that
Phoenix,
May 10.
stages junked up with equipment.
The Sun Country Broadcasting Richards "would still he in control
As result. Seebach has asked all

Films Get

Make

Commi.ssioner
Jloberf Jones, who favored a hear-

and

C'oy

10

SHELDON PETERSON

for period emlins Nov. 1. ’51.
'I'he action was taken over disfifnting votes by F(’C C'hairman

Ma.\ne

ish organizations,

’

of

dren. too.

WNKW.

^

strong protest by seven
which banded to!
gefher to petition the FCC
laq
week to turn down the proposal

Paar May B€ Back

10.

duopoly

’

On Richards Transfer of Vote Control

WNEW

Gets Permanent License After S Years
nui*;!

11, I949

May Balk FCC OK

I

Iht*

May

I

are
anti
Stations
both coni i‘o* led iiy Bulova. Ow ner.'^hip of two stations in the same
area violates the C'ommission’s no-

Visual Treatment

Via Seebach Plan

I

O

|

Up 250G

I

KIRO

WOR

Bad

'

SeaMle. May 10.
Stung by exaggerated reports of
Puget
in
damage
earthquake
Sound cities by the April 13 earthquake. KIRO. local CBS outlet, is
carr> ing on a postcard campaign
through its listeners to correct impressions that the quake leveled

Continued on page 35

NBC ‘PLAYHOUSE’ 4G

TAG REFLECTS MARKET
Reflecting the depressed market
for radio shows. .NBC is reported
olfering ‘‘Screen Directors Flayfor

buildings and

damaged

1

ex-

cities

tensively.

5i4.{U)0

[

^

McKnight

to

Produce

I

endorsement
Conunerce.

Mason

Series for
Hollvwood. May

Tom McKnight

will

NBC

the

hotel

ol

Chamber

the

tourist
bureaus
association.

of

and

10.

produce

Soviet Air

a

Mason dramatic series for
NBC. replacing Dee Kngelhaeh,
who withdrew when L\ n Murray,

Jamming

bis clmice

for

Seen Tribute to Voice

Row

*’l’epper

s<Tipter

of

Young' Familv.” ‘‘When

of the Soviet

s (rirl Marries’' and “Rosemarv.”
hnen awarded
the National Familx Week Radio
C'ilation hy the Inieieoirncil Committee on Christiart I.ife. comprised of all faiths.

"cfayHin'e'.QiTtafs.' has

WORC

are

or

.Nazi

to a minithe maze of

operations
making
and
wires
simpler for engineers. The stre.ss
on visual appeal is adding to the
audiences’ appreciation and overshowmanship of the stanza,
all

Seebach points

Programvvise Seebach

is

creative

radio’s
in
’’But
says.

early days.”
the growing

,

a

Germanv."

Ups Miss Stanton

IVCCC, Hart lei «I.

tlie

IN

BANGOR

Bangor. Me May 10.
picking up the ABC af.

CBS

is

filiate here, but will probably lose
power in this city as ;c rc'.sult of

granted seven licenses
.April, 1946.
1947, the defunct
a .single station on

The .ABC outlet beiol
grabbed by CBS is WGUY. 250watter, which will land in the CBS
However,
fold
around .August.
.ABC will probably pact the presthe deal.

Preparations, however,
net’s stockholders about

the
$250,000. a deficit that finally led
to the jetti.son of all plans.
Orig-

cost

Seebach
importance of ad agencies and independent packagers, as well as
the cut in sustaining time available. turned the program depart-

ABC

.34)

SWAPS; BOTH SEE GAINS

FCC between

air.

Continued on page

CBS,

permits for stations in Plioe-

by the

hypoing

t

and Tucson had been returned

to the FCC.
.Althougl)

out.

ent CBS station, \V.ABL a 5k w outinal FCC grants were for KPSC fit.
and KPSC-F.M
Reason for the station swapping
Phoenix; KTSC
ments into more administrative and KTSC’-FM. Tucson, and KYSC. i* that the Guy Gann»tt Broadwhich owni
Services,
setups. Time was spent reviewing Yuma. .Application was al.so made, casting
ideas submitted by others. Now I but was never granted, for a 1.000 WGUY. al.so operates WG AN. Portland. a CBS outlet, and wants both
be watt station In Flagstaff.
the empiiasis should
think
operations linked to the same web.
placed on devehiping and creating
.ABC feel* it’s gainer hy the tride,
new shows ouiselves.”
‘WORLD’
inasmuch as it will add 4,750Seebach says that the outside CBS’
watts in Bangor.
agencies and packagers have made
and continue to make valuable
GET SPORADIC AI?dNGS
contributions, hut the program de“The World Is Our Beal.” new Radio Stubbornly Holds
partments of stations and webs
news .stanza which CBS sneak-pre.'houldn’t abdicate. “Our philosoMeet
Its Ground at
phy is to ask staffers. ‘What would viewed April 27. will be aired on
John Karol. CBS sales v p.. was
you want lo hear on the air, what a
sporadic basis. accHirding to elei'ted president of the Radio Exnew programs can you suggest
Da\’idson Taylor, the web's public
ecutives Club of New ^'oik at the
By tapping our own creative affairs v.p. The show will be carfortnightly Tu n e h e n n meeting
sources as well as the packagers. ried when hot news which lends
Thursday i5'. Other officers elected
Seebach declares .4M radio can itself to "Beat” treatment breaks.
were Gordon Mills, of Kudner
continue lo advance.”
The .program had .seven CBS agency, v.p.; Lew .Avery of A^erycorrespondent.*;
in
Berlin. Paris, Knodel,
and Claiitle
trea.surer;
London.
Wa.shington
and
.New Bni’rere. secretary.
Yoi'k discuss eurreni foreign pollThe club also voted not to
‘DUFFY’
B-M
cues in a “party line” conference.
change its name, after some memTlie gabbers kicked the questions bers
had proposed the word “teleLINE around for 6.5 minutes and the tape vision”
Outgoing
Ineliided.
be
recording was edited down to 30 prexv Carl Havelin. of HMI. aa'**
H<»llywt>od. May 10.
The net says future that "the REC. like RCA fee'*
Ed Gardner has been gi'en Ids minutes.
“Beat” broadcasts can be set up that the word ‘radio’ covers the
relea.se by Bi isiol-Myers and

SNEAK

TO

'

1

BRUSHES

FOR ANOTHER

for

he

lime

ven y ears is a
liee ag«nt.
Drug packager demanded eonlinuing options tor
“Dufly s Tavern” which Gardner
resi.sted.
Contract had a year
I

first

in

son.

'

within 4« hours.

entire Industry,”

st

to go.
Worcister. May 10.
Mildred Stanton, manager <»f
(lardner recently talked with
here lor the pa.st 15 years, William S. Paley in New York and
ha*; been ele<-ted lo the station’s
he may stable with the other CBS
hoard of diret tors.
stai-s who Jumped NBC.
Pabst at
In addition lo Miss Stanton, the one time showed an interest in
New Kngland area lM»o.'le<l another “Dufly” and may negotiate with
lemme manager. M« len Wo<»d. w ho Gaifhier .'hould Cantor go TV exKcently look o\ or similar post at clii'ixely for the brewer next sea-

.s

tion
nix

W^OR staffers’ creative efforts. and September.
"Program departments were more chain never got

WORC

Specifically the kudo is in recognition of
Miss Carrington
fi\etime.s-a-week contrihiition “toward
the family” via “Pepper Y<utng’s
Kaniil.v” with special reference to
the tolerance aspeet.s of the pro-

ginm.

lifting

keep our propaganda activities as
truthful as any other activity of
the Government ami to see to it
that we do not copy the U chnifines

for Elaine

Cairingion.

blockade

“great
tribute” to the Voice of .America.
Assistant Secretary of State George
.Mien told the .American Legion
auxiliary here yesterday. There is
"no better evidence of the effectiveness of the Voice.” he added.
Alien promised he would use
“evny possible means I can lo

For the third eonseeulixe year.
Flf'dne

jam

lin

.\la.son has called otf a vacation
In Hawaii after he liad planned to
13 programs by .lone 10.
Instead. he may go b.ick f<» Kngland
to make a picture after the first
ir^ele of shows has been ampexed.

in a

10.

Russia’s “terrific efforts”
C.S. broadcasts on the Ber-

5voviet

to

ta!)e

3

May

Washington.

music, walked

the

following a dispute over fees.

down

of the stations under the propo.sed
plan or he would not. If he would,
the plan should be rejected because
of Richards’ admitted malpractices.

RFC

Janie.s

out

is

mum,
I

week.
.Such a
Strong pitches are being used on
show' in good limes would have all
piograms.
lo<al-oiigination
brought $10,000 weekly or better. with a suuplenifnt of spot anIncluded in the net's package nouncements. urging listeners to
are a name star, top director and request postcards to mail to friends
o'hor comparable elements. Pabst in other parts of the country. The
lias shown an interest in the show first five days of the campaign refor the summer months.
NBC is suited in a distribution of 15.000
chiefly interested in getting its cards, and the station sent along a
boose shows spoosoied at a price letter to each recipient suggesting
In keeping with the receding level. brief, to the point messages to be
used on the cards.
The KIRO project has the hearty

bouse”

being cut
eliminating

mikes

Co. was permanently eclipsed here
last week, ending ail plans for a
proposed regional network that
would have linkdd four .Arizona
cities.
.Announcement that bluepi’inls
for
the
web had been
abandoned, after three years of
preparations, was made by J. R.
Heath, general manager of Sun
Country, who said that eonstrue-

FDR,

Jr., Polit.

Series

I

Wisconsin’s Censor Nix

Franklin D. Roose\elt. Jr., canMadi.'on. Vi'is,, May
didate in the Congressional tiyThe Wi.seonsin Senate put the
e lection in New York’s 2l)th Dis- bi'sh on a bill designed to bar
triel. launehed a five-time series of st 'tions
from airing “j ny
broadcasts o\er WMC.A. N, Y.. description, or account of ileed* «
Monday <9). The quailer-hour se- blood.shed. lust or crime other than
ries,
whi<-h
includes
inlerviews a current news e\enf ”
measure,
with
Melvyn Douglas. Tallulah
the
tabled
Senate
Bankhead, Quentin Reynolds and 'which is tanfanutunl to leiecliot^
other celebs, will wind up with a Bill was introduced hy S* ti layt*>
.3fl-tninute broadcast next Mondas
Blown 'R.. Oshkosh', at the re|(16).
quest of the I.ulhcian l.adie? Asa*I

2S

RADIO EXPANDING. OHIO TOLD
Portia Faces Life

iNBCAimMo Chop

[

I

Columbus. May

evidence at Ohio State’s Institute for Education
Very much
By Radio this year was Commi.ssioner Frieda Hennock. who was
of the main se.ssions and some of the clinics,
most
on hand for
playing her self-cast role of inquiring reporter. She did a lot of
asked a great many questions. \ di.sciple of the
and
close li.slening.
Socratic method, Miss H’s questions were usually pointed and
elementary, and once in a while (as at the end
sometimes
probing,
of the Oscar Katz talk on TV research) needling.
in on scheduled panels and programs, the
sitting
to
addition
In
commissioner presided over a few informal bull sessions in which
or
so educators and broadcasters swapped
dozen
half
a
she and'
Ideas and opinions about radio and video, whither, why and how.
.Although there were a few instances at public sessions when
some listeners thought ex-lawyer Hennock’s questions were
broadpitched in a tone that sounded too much like a Miss D.
casters and educators alike applauded her willing-to-learn altiin
everything
interest
that
lively
was
going
her
on.
and
her
tude,
In fact, it was suggested
constant attendance at the Institute.
that other FCC brass could well follow her example and leave
the Capitol circles to mix with the common folk on occasion.
That the answers Miss Hennock was getting to her challenging
questions had already produced some definite opinions on at least
one particular problem TV and education was apparent in her
remarks at the Institute’s dinner, where she advi.sed the educaPick up the chalk and write
tors Television is your blackboard.
on it. I’ll try to make the blackboard available.”
in

—

The General Operating Budget
Orders

Columbus. May 10.
put on its cap and
gow'n and went to town at Ohio

much-needed hypo

,

For Soul'Searching; Change of Locale
I
,

on “Radio

at

('olumbus.

Ed

“The

The

'

a

general

Ed Kobak warned

radio's

,

!

'

1

^

valuable experience.”
To revitalize the parley, Kobak
suggested a merger with meetings
held by other colleges, “although

j

Broadcasting In
,

.

[

realize this is like asking MBS
and ABC to unite.” He added it
might be wl.se to hold the conference in a city other than Columbus.
1

Need Raising

5 Years:

While he was

at

it.

Coy,

CBS, Vallee Deal Off
CBS’ deal with Rudy Vallee

for
the crooner to star in a situation

hy CBS

M

first

GEN.

“The Goldbergs,” which

AM

first

hit

the air back in 1928. will return as
stanza after a layoff
regular
of several years, starting Sept. 2 on
(’BS. The Gertrude Berg program

AM

a

has

permanently
liomeoifice.

slot

July

version, also sponsored
by Sanka. w'ill continue on ('BS-T\'
on Mondays at 9:30 p.m. Agency is
Vuung Si Rubiciim.*

at
^

demands

of

Personnel is being trimmed in
New York. Chicago. Hollywood
and S.in Francist-o to meet the rediu*ed budgets si't up for these operating centers. Television for the

summer months is also affected and
those not vital to the operation
are being doubled over to radio.
Production staffs in New York
and llolh wood, building shows for
the summer hiatus periods, have
been instructed to cut corners
where\’«‘r possible
It’s considered
unlikely
that
programs costing
more than $3,500 will do strawhat
duty for the network,
At Radio (’ity in N. Y the «*utba<*k is being spread over many
departments. Travel expenses have
been clipped and exces.s help
trimmed
Six of the uniformed
police have iieen shifted to other
(luties and tlicir posts taken over

‘

I

i

by pages.
Spokesmen said that
“expen.ses are being watched more
closely” but no employes are being
dropped who are necessary to the

Holly w'ood. May 10.
Lewis .Allen Weiss has rellnqurshed his presidency of the Don

Lee network

operation
ments.

Brown,
executive veepee, and moves up as
chairman of the board of the 45to

Wlllet H.

of

33

many

ttie

Axed

depart-

In ( hi

May

Chicago.

10.

NB(’ central division axing has
temporarily halted

32 radio eniploy»*es. luit inside .sources reiwrt
(Continued on page 34)

station regional skein. In realigning the administrative structui'e of
the web, four new v.p.’s were created.
I’hey are Donn Tatum, general
counsel; Pat Campbell, station relations; Ward Ingrim, manager of
sales, and William D. Pabst. manager of KF'RC, San Francisco.
Named assistant .secretary-treasurer was C. J. Marshall. Hoard of
directors remains the same with

NAB

at

Shirt-Sleeve*

Chi

Clinic Set for

chairman. Brown. Tatum
and A. M. Quinn, .secret ary -treasWeiss,

May

Washington.
Plans

urer.

for

three-day

a

10.

“stilrt-

sleeve” clinic for station program
directors to In* held in Chicago
June 27-29 were announced la.st
week by the National Assn, of
Broadcasters, The .sessions will l»e
held at the downtown campus of
Washington. May 10.
Northwestern
University.
Confirmation of the nomination
The clinic will he devoted to imby President Truman of Edw'ard M.
proving
progiam
sirnclures at lofull
last
week
for
sevenWebster
a
year term on the FC(' Is expected cal stations and aiding directors to
.so<»n by the Senate. Webster w'as better utilize vailable services. Subappointed fw’o years ago to fill out J<*<’ts to be di.scussed include new.s.
the unexpired term- of former utilization of music, planning for
('hairman Paul A. Poiler which television, disk jockey programs,
expires June 30. The Commissioner special events, sports, farm .service
programming
highly regarded, particularly programming, and
is
in the field of international com- for sales, which will be given a full
"
day.
munications.
N.AB said the clinic is attracting
Webster is an engineer of long
experience and has been in gov- widespiead interest among broadernment service for more than 25 ra.steis because programming "in a
years. He has represented the U. S. competitive market is assuming
in
various International confer- ever greater importance in capluiences. He is a native of the Capital ing and holding a radio audience.’*
and Is politically an “Independent" Justin Miller, NAB prexy, will address the delegates.
on the Commission.
The Association has arranged to
accommodate several hundred directors at Northw«*stcrn’s Abbott
Hall at nominal rates, in addition
to those planning to stay at ne.irby
hotels. Registration fee for the en-
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and intelevision.

to loss of star (‘omics

creasing

Board Ch’man

Columbus. May

FOODS ALSO BUYS

‘GOLDBERG’S’ FOR
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Lee; Weiss

Slight temblor shaking the Columbus Institute ivory tower this
year could he traced to remarks of Clifford J Durr, erstwhile FC(’
commissioner and now practicing law in Washington, during the
General Session for which he acted as moderator. Po.ssibly skittish about giving Durr too much free rein for expression of his
Jeffersoniim idealism, the Jnstitute resolved the dilemma by assigning him to a "safe” topic the radio campaign against VD.
apparently more respectable as p.arlor conversation thi.s .season
than the civil liberties problems Durr had on his mind
Durr in his own brief stateruent. however, left radio with the
prickly question of whether the industry was ready to provide full
and free discussion of all aspects of the academic freedom controversy. the state and federal civil serviie “witch hunts” and
other is.sues which he felt involve a challenge to constitutional
guarantees
Durr minced no words, saying. “In W’ashington today thoughts
expressed, and association with others, have been officially brought
Few in public life
within the Jurisdiction of our federal police
dare say this is wrong, for it is done in the name of preserving our

been picked up by General
Foods to plug Sanka Coffee, as a
Broadway,” which tees replacement for the Jack Carsbn
regular run tonight (Wed.) show, which exits the 8 p m. Friday

CBS

in

due

Durr Sidetracked on the Ohio

Is

30 to 10:30

week

Don

—

,

III

will

(Continued on page 341

term contract as writer, producer,
director and performer for both
radio and televison.
Burrows’ first assignment under
the new pact will be
the development of a new half-hour comedy
show in w liich he is to star. Prog'anj is tentatively scheduled to
bow in during the first week in
July and will be’
designed for simultaneous
radio - TV
airing.
addition, will serve
J'lth George S. Kaufman as a regular member
of the panel on CBS’

I.

propert.v,

years froin tonight sound
broadcasting, although much improved in technical quality because
of the increased use of FM and
much extended coveiage because
of the addition of both .AM and
F.\l stations, will be attracting less
of the listeners' attention, especially during the evening hours. It
will be attracting le.ss of the ad-

this week latched onto the
talents of Abe Burrows, signing the former radio scripter and
nitery comic to an exclusive long-

the

The
fallen through.
“Dear Doctor.”
titled
be matched to another celeb,
who will be given the role of a
profe.s.sor of anthropology.
To be produced on the Coast.
“Dear Doctor" I.s skedded to start

comedy has

vision.
’’Five

.CBS

its

Similar note was .sounded by
Leonard Marks. Washington radio
attorney and general counsel for
FVl Assn.
“Radio is not doomed

the

FM. TV and F.AX.” scored some

full

Ruirows arrived

continue
to live by

who

basic presentation on
’’The Future of Broadcasting, AM.

made

Burrows Faded

>0 (he 9

will

and

Coy

gap between educators and broadadditional predictions, all of which,
casters.
He criticized the broad- he cautioned, were his ow n and did
casters
for not sending
policy- not nece.ssarily reflect the policy of
niakers and warned, “If you’re not
the C’ommission. They were:
careful, this may get to be an old
’’Five years from tonight most
(Continued on page 34)
.Americans will be getting mo.st of
their broadcast information, education and entertainment from tele-

off

“It
it.self

or dying.” he said. “In fact, radio
gaining In influence.”
is
A warning to the crystal-ball
gazers who are overworking preColumbus. May 10.
dictions on TV’s future in all fields
Within five years television will was voiced by O.scar Katz, CBS
director of research, w'ho called
be the dominant medium of broadfor an attitude of “healthy skepticasting. Wayne Coy, chairman of cism” towards forecasts of telethe Federal Communications Com- vision’s future influence on the
mission. told delegates at the open- public.
He pointed to the erroneing session Thursday (5t of Ohio
Continued on page 34)
Slate U.’s Institute for Education
by Radio.

na-

advisory committee plan a
down-to-earth
agenda that will
help program staffers and close the

Th

side.”

TV

(

tional

In Toto

its

.said.

j

stre.ssed that the institute
rai.se its sights, call in key
its

support

'

Kobak

men and showmen, have

at

;

institute’s

Sights

j

Television will exercise its own
great force upon the public as a
whole but it w ill not displace radio.
was .lames Lawrence F'ly’s prediction in a symposium on “What Will
Television Do to .American Life’.*”
"I do not predict that radio is a
dying industry.” the former FCC
to

from

out

,

|

doom.”

chairman

TV to Dominate

re-evaluate itself.
ask ourselves why we
declared.* "We

Brown Prexy of

I

j

gone

,

the Institute’s
annual dinner at clo.se of se.ssions.
“Television’s boom does not mean

—

approach

must

MBS

Kobak

problems from a
fresh viewpoint,
we
as though
were setting up an entirely new
institute, drawing of course, on the
must

now

*

10.

”I hope to have 20% of my
sustaining.”
time
he
said,
“with the other 80^o sponsored at card rates.”

must

Institute

May

former

consultant, told the
Institute
for
Education
by
Radio that he would be glad
to help its national advisory
council plan future meets.

not only is the yearly affair at the
crossroads, “but it i.s in a rut.”
Kobak prefaced his remarks
with the statement that the Institute has done much and can do
niore.
But. he pointed out. the industry is losing interest, and the

are here.”

i.s

Time

business

former MBS prexy, who has attended eight of the Ohio State U.
confabs, told 900 delegates at the
closing banquet Sunday (8» that

“We must

Kobak,

proxy who

the Cro.ssroads.” as

originally requested, but on
Institute at the Crossroads.”

20[t,

10

after last year’s

letdown and gave this year’s .sessions an overall direction and lift
they might otherwise not have had.
But while TV talk and interest was
heavy, both in formal panels and
hotel-room bull sessions, radio was
There were hot
not brushed off.
many supporters of tiie Deac .Ay I.sworth kiss - the - broadcasting - bi/.goodbye school of thought around.
The current ground-swell of industry tliinking which feels that
TV has been over-ballyhooed was
top
reflected
here
by
sharply
speakers at several of the main
“Don’t sell radio short.”
sessions.

I

Institute Apart’; Calls

.Kobak*s

Columbus. Mav

Radio alone can destroy the
19tl> annual Institute for
spiritual barriers wluch separate
Education by Radio here.
sections
of
the
w<»rld,
I’ierre
Most educators came from re- Crenesse. U. S. Iu*ad of the
gions where there is little or no French Broadcasting Sy.>tem. told
TV. and they were eager to find the Institute for Education by
out about the new medium and Radio
1'erming
radio
a
two-edged
w'hat it might do for education.
sword, the F'rench radio exec said,
The various TV panels and sessions ’'It can be the radio of tyranny or
of liberty, the radio of war or
ai ranged by Dr. Keith Tyler gave
them the chance to ask a lot of peace. The coming months must
all
hands outstretclied in
find
questions, and find out some of the friendship. The edge of hate must
answers In a three day cram course be ground awa.v. the edge of goodon the ABC’s of TV.
will
and cooperation preserved
For the Institute. TV was a forever at its effective best.”

have

NBC’s executive echelon to whack
operating budgets to the bone Ultimate
result
is
the hoped-for
saving of $1,500,000. Cutback is in
line
with general retrenchment

Sword

State U.’s

—

Columbus, May 10.
Turning the tables at the 19th
annual Institute for Education by
Radio. Edgar Kobak didn’t speak

Radio: 2-Edged

Television

’

Kobak Takes

$1,500,000 Off

10.

i

Tall, stooped, mild, somewhat Lincolnesque in humor and demeanor. Dun was named a “life member” of the lER last year,
and i.s a popular figure with educators. As one of them pointed
out. he was vir uali.\ the sole participant of this year’* meet who
dared kick the IKK ostrich in the tail leathers.

tire elinic is $15.

JOAN DAVIS INTO
LUX HIATUS TIME
(’B.S deal for Joan Davis to star
in a situation comedy is on again,

after the

web and

the comedienne

had broken ufi negotiations. The
net had wanted a long audition period. it i.s reported, while Miss
Davi.s

wanted

to

Differences

<*old.

start

the series
patched,

were

ho'A'ever, and the half-hour stanza
will be Inserted in the Monday

time

cleared

Theatre" takes

when
its

“Lux

Radio

summer

hiatus.

dropping Goodman
Ace’s "Mr. Ace & Jane” after tha
•May 24 broadcast. Dropping of “It
Pays to Bi Ignorant” is also under

The

net

is

discussion, with the possibility that
the program may be given a trial

Ion TV.

RADIO

14

We<lncMlay,

May

11,

1949

Ukelele Art

FCC Moves Due for More Goings-Over
Week s

After Last

May

Washinglon.

WMCA’s 60-Day

the Federal Communications Commission is beinK anticipated here
a

of

result

a

triple-play

On

last

applications
stations.

.standard

for

The

Option

IIS

—

Can.’

!

Notre

Dame

staft

lower

Camden’s Muny
Station Cited

a net of midwest indies. Package
will sell for an estimated $17,000.'
with local commercials cued in.

court, in one fell swoop, reversed
three FCC decisions and remanded
the cases back to the Commission
for further proceedings.

the Production Centres

YORK CITY

^Eff'

Arlene Francis addres.sed Pleasantville School luncheon yesterday

Morey Amsterdam’s ear stolen Monday

(Tues.t

l-

Gridcasts

Notre Dame grid sportscasts may
be carried regularly for the first
time in New York if VVMC.'X,
Nathan Struu.s-owned indie, inks a
sponsor. Station has a fiO-day option for nine of the 10 Fighting
Irish games, which are carried by

^

on three decisions involving conbroadcast

book have been tremendous.
The ad used a picture of
Arthur Godfrey with the capYou
tion. "If Godfrey Can

From

all

%veek by the U. S. court of appeals
which taKkt^ti the C'ommission out
tested

Triple-Play K.O.

10.

Increased sctivity in the courts
to lest the validity of actions by

as

Returns from a space ad by
the Des Moines Music House,
Des Moines, Iowa, advertising
ukeleles from $2.98 up and a
instruction
five -minute
2.5c

(9),

TV

sciipis anil

Sidney Reznick ha.s joined Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis writing
extending its hou.sehold appliance promotion another

wok

Sammy Kaye returns tomorrow (Thurs.) to cut imue disks
month
Robert Merrill to Europe in June
.Mark
for his Chrysler .stanza
Warnuw building Hit Parade orch to 40 men. auditioning voices tnr
Bernard Zwirm upped to radio-TV publicity head
new chorus of 12
Herb Sheldon publi.shing mimeoed newspaper
Ryan
for Ruthrauff
Arnold Perl scripting "I.srael— Year 11" inr
to hypo his WJZ stanza
ABC .. Joe Franklin flying to Coast this weekend to cut interview.s
for his new transcribed Fine-Nel.son package, "Main Street Memories”
Ehrlich-O’Malley. indie packagers, take over production of MH.S’

Sam Levine taking over pr«nluc"Experience Speaks” Friday <13)
Sylvan Lryin. WOR
tion of WOR’s "John Reed King’s Best Girl"
music director, planes to Cincinnati to do music on WBS’ "The A>rBoggs’
has
Washington. May 10.
Robert,
D. Guthrie, recently with WNKW
Show"
shire
Air
Although the court determina- WMC’A.
A charge that the municipally- joined WHOM sales promotion department.
tions were on narrow gitmnds. it
Johannesburg,
managers
Meyer.
Davenport
&
Meyer,
of
Richard i..
was expected that they would enowned station of Camden. N. .!..
Lourenco Marques radio, in New York for a week on biz
courage further appeals of FC’C dej'Wf'.AMi "has manifested an intol- and reps of
Richard Drukker. WPAT veepee and treasurer of the Herald-News,
cisions.
Three reversals at one
toward
erance
an
important
segEdwin M. Otterbourg. genPassaic, on extended Bermuda vacation
time, it was believed, would pro- 6,500
ment of the religious life of the eral coun.sel of the New York Board of Trade, debating today 'll) with
vide an incentive to losing appli"What Should the
cants in contested cases to start
aj’ea served." was made in a com- .lohn .1. Sheehan, counsel for the AFL and CIO, on
Andree Wallace new to
Senate Do With Taft-Ilartley?” over WEVD
litigation.
Furthernuue. the deciplaint filed with the FCC yesterday
Richard Holland joins "Our Gal Sunday play"Lora Lawton" cast
sions are not the kind that provide
i9t by the New Jersey Council of
Earl George and .Scott Tennyson added to "Backstage Wife’’
ers
material for Supreme ('ourt re\ i« w
Philadelphia. May 10.
Christian Churches. The C'ouncil cast
Hendrik Booraem has joined McCann-Erickson as executive
iind the Commissicm will have to o
The
week-long
stoppage
of
work
producer,
radio
lake them lying down.
claimed that WC.AM changed its
at 22 Philco plants in this city was’
billMilton Berle slated to be cover boy on Time mag
What the U. S. court of appeals
policy this year on religious broadended Sunday '8' when Locals
Mrs. Doris Corboarding its ba.seball coverage in Fiftlt Ave, bu.ses
of the District of C'olumbia, in ef101
and 102. llnited Electrical casts. allocating all sustaining lime
of
with, NBC talks-religious broadca.sts director, has joined Assn
fect. said was that the C’ommission
Radio and Machine Workers. CIO. reserved for the Protestant groups
Larry Lowensteln. WINS
Women Broadcasters’ exec committee
must make stronger findings to
ratified
an agieement with the to the (’amden (’ounty Ministerial
publicity manager, has joined Richard A. Walsh publicity outfit as
back up decisions involving com- company and voted to
return to
Weed & ('o. appointed sales reps of W.ILS and
general manager
parative ( onsiderations of qualifi.\ssn. and failing to grant it any
work.
Martin Bush set as host-director of “Washington S(|.
W.ILS-FM
cations of competing applicants,
.More than 4. .500 members of sustaining time for its viewpoint.
Joe Weeks. CBS anPlayers," pi'eeming Sunday '14) on WGHF
that it must do more than "count
I.ocal 101 trooped back to the comThe Council said its member nouncer, back in town after three-week hiatus at La Jolla. Cal.
heads.”
pany's radio and television plants
has inked Modern Indu.strial Bank for Jewish newscast teaturAs one od'iciai said, "the deci- yesterday <9) morning and an- churt^hes are of various Protestant
Robert Q. Lewis doing his CBS contedy stanza
sions are not on such grounds as to other 2,000 members of Locals 102 denominations "which advocate the ing Arnold JalTe
Lennon & Mitchell celebrated
do the Commi.ssion harm. They are returned to the Philco refrigera- fundamental or conservative theo- from Atlantic City this week '9-13)
its silver anniversary with dinner for vet employees.
good decisions and are respected. tor plant.
logical position, and are diametriAbe Burrows gets into town today 'Wed.) to be a regular on new
They don't say the C’'ommi.s.sion is
The dispute was settled without
cally opposed to and separated
CBS full-hour package. "This Is Broadway,” which starts tonight
wrong. But they do ret|uire belter the 15-cent-an-hour raise asked by
findings. The C’ourt sets up a good the employees.
The workers also from other churches of the Cam- I'zetta Jewell, commentator for KC'BQ, San Diego, in town cutting restandard for decisions."
failed to get the pension plan they den County Mini.sterial Assn” as corded interviews with C’BS personnel for use on her five-a-week series
Prudential Insurance renewed its “Family Hour of Stars" for anAs a result of the court actions, demanded. There was much ob- such, it claimed, it is entitled to
the C'ommission will have to set jection on the floor of the meeting equal time "for the same reason other 52 weeks effective June 6
Helen Sioussat, CBS talks director,
aside con.struction permits in three again.st accepting the company of- that an equal hearing is separately back Monday '9) from a weekend at the Kentucky Derby
Hugh
cases. These are 'll authori>ration fer, but union officials said the granted on a sustaining basis to the James will again announce CBS’ "Call the Police," which replaces
“Amos n’ Andy" for the summer
to WTNB, Birmingham, of a .‘ikw’ vote, taken by a show of hands.* Catholic and Hebrew' faiths."
Stan Freeman, piani.st-singerThe Council protested WC.\M’s compo.ser of NBC's "Candlelight Revue.” being set for a series of longday, Ikw' night station to operate was ratified by better than two-topolicy which refu.ses to sell time hair conducting stints this summer.
on 850 kc, appealed by .lohnston one.
According to the union heads, for religious broadcasting but sells
Broadcasting Co.; '2) authorization
to Allentown iPa.) Broadcasting the workers return to their jobs time "to other commercial broad- fl\
.
.
.
Corp. of a 250w’ outlet on 1.230 kc, with no increase in pay. but they casters including racetracks, liquor
After many a stormy session. Joan Davis and CBS signed the papers
appealed by Easton Publishing Co., have the right to ask for a wage business, cigarette business and
and <31 authorization to KVLU. adjustment in the event a pay pat- various political parties, including for a summer su.stainer and fall holdover. She still isn’t over her co-op
burn from last sea.son. Dick Mack will be back as her script editor
Lubbock. Tex., of a 5kw day, Ikw tern is worked out for the industry the Communist party."
Maxine Anderson, whose father G. M. "Bronco Billy,"
the Council pro- and producer
Specifically,
night operation on 790kc, appealed generally.
was
the earliest of the western stars, will sample the market with a
Management
conce.ssions
were
against
WCAM’s
tested
refusal to
by KFYO. Lubbock, which wanted
an extra two holidays (Washing- sell it time for a discussion of “So- series using her dad’s nom de plume. He may do the narration and
to expand its 2.50vv station.
ton’s Birthday and Easter Mon- cialism and Communism in Reli- Karl Schulinger directs the audition from Jerry Brewer’s script
Problems Posed
idayi. bringing the total number gion," a subject which, it said, has Don Bernard passing a couple of weeks at the Esty agency in New
All of the cases go back to the of paid holidays a year to eight;
“Blondie" is getting the .Ampex treatment for the next few
widespread local intere.st in view York
Commission for further considera- double pay in addition to holiday of a report by the House Commit- weeks so Hanley Stafford '"Mr. Dithers”) and his wife. Veola Vonn. can
tion and the agency is faced with pay for tho.se working on holidays, tee on Un-American Activities.
get away on their long-planned European vacation. They’ll be gone 17
the question of reopening the hear- and to provide at company exThe Council asked that WCAM weeks, which means he'll be written out of a dozen or more shows
ings for new testimony. The court pense
"standard
hospitalization be ordered to di.scontinue its prac- Mrs. Bertha Albers, who watches over the exchequer for Young
decisions pose another problem: benefits."
tice of "cen.sorship and control" of Rubicam in New York, holidaying in the ghost towns of the gold country
what do the permittees do now?
R
religious program content broad- up north with Mildred Heredeen, former office manager of Y
Two of them may have to suspend
Harry Ackerman came in off the desert after a
cast on a sirstaining basis "as being Hollywood stand
construction of their stations. The
Dinah Shorean unreasonable restraint upon month with a full do.ssier of summer shows for CBS
third permittee 'KVLU) is probably
freedom of speech and the free Jack Sihith billing dispute was ironed out by having them alternate
In operation. He may be granted
DRIVE exercise of religion." It further top billing. Show, however, carries the Oxydol tag, which won’t show
special authorization to stay on the
Robert Hardy Andrews. wh<» has
asked that WCAM’s license be re- up that way in the newspaper logs
Hollywood.
May
10.
air pending final determination of
voked or suspended until the sta- been around radio long enough to know his subject intimately, has a
Brightest galaxy of star talent
his case.
tome coming out about agencies and soap operas called "Legend of a
tion’s policy has been changed.
It may well be. it was pointed
ever assembled for a radio show
Lady"
Erv Staudinger of Warwick & Legler agency planed back to
cut, that
the C'ommission may will launch Treasury Department’s
New York to report on his contract discussions with Eddie Cantor. He’s
finally come through with the same
returning
in two weeks with Pabst’s counter proposal
Meredith
Opportunity Bond drive May 16
decisions in all three cases but
WFIL GIFTS
Willson and CBS are talking a deal for the summer span
Jack Kirkthey will have to show stronger on all networks. ^President Truwood
came
out
of
his
five-week
confinement
and on
lighter
ptounds
80
man speaks from Washington.
findings to support their concluhim it looks better
Don Thornburgh was honored at Indiana HomeTop picture and radio names,
aions.
coming banquet for his contribution to "Americanism in radio” A
brought
on
the
show
by
Cornwell
Philadelphia, May 10.
The court decisions, all written
Hoosier they can be proud of
Mike Roy and Riley Jackson cut a
WFII.’s facsimile equipment was new quizzer. Three Ring
by Justice E. Barrett Prettyman, Jackson, radio consultant to Trea.sCircus. for Don Lee-Mutual
Ed Nathan
supported much of FCC policy on ury Department, include Red Skel- formally transferred to Temple moved up as we.stern division editor
of CBS
Fred Harman came in
which one applicant is favored ton. Edward G. Robinson, Bob
Hope, A1 Jol.son, Jack Benny "and Univeiwity last week and opera- from his hideout high in the Colorado mountains to defend comic
over another the greater need of
strips on "Press Conference" ., Good old Ampex. Ann Rutherford,
one community than another for Rochester, Jo Stafford, Roy Rog- tions of the Inquirer station’s fax who plays "Blondie.” wanted
to go to the Indianapolis auto races so
ers. Irene Dunne, Lionel Barryradio service. Ihe preference given
programs will be held in the uni- Producer Glen Taylor obliged
by taping the show..
At one of the
more, Dorothy
f.,amour,
Hum- versity’s journalism school.
to an applicant with local resibig agencies, the gals take time out in the afternoon to mun»‘h cones
phrey Bogart, Edward Arnold,
Roger W. Clipp. general man- while Tony Martin melts
dence, the comparative appraisal
the cream a little faster with his recoulcd
Frank Sinatra, Gene Kelly, Esther ager
of WFIL, presented a booklet crooriing
of proposed program format, etc.
Dee Engelbach and Lynn Murray pulled out of NBC’s imWilliams. Betty Garrett. Nelson
defining the purposes of the gift pending James
But it was in rating the merits of
Mason dramatics when the net demanded full ownerone applicant over another on these Eddy and Alan Ladd, who emcees. to Dr. Robert L, Johnson. Temple ship to Murray’s
compositions, which both resented.
Billy Wilgus directs and Ed Helt<'ores that the court found fault
president.
In accordance with the
and required bettei backing of con- wick scripts. Conducting the mu- terms of the grant, broadcast time
sic is Robert Armbruster and Ken
IIS
.
.
.
clusions.
[on WFIL-FM will be provided the
Carpenter announces.
In its decision in the Allentownuniversity ti permit transmission
Bob White. ABC central division public service director, at Ohio
Ba.ston case, the couil pointed t(»
of facsimile editions.
State U. radio conclave in Columbus
.WBBM has added the Sk.\ larks
the increasing importance of comWFIL will supervise operations to the musical staff. Members are Elaine Rodgers, Gene O’Brien. Pat
H’wood Buildup Boosts
parati\e hearings as more and more
and will make available the .serv- Weaver and Maury Jackson
,WGN disker Bill Evans on pleasure trip
ices of ‘its engineers and fax staffs to Kentucky Derby as guest
frequencies berome available. "It
of Sunroc Corp.
Grace O’Dell. Ted McThelma Ritter’s Career for training and advisory purposes. Loney, Alan Axtell
Is Important." it emphasized,
and John Nilsen of Chi Radio Sales in Minneapolia
"that
the procedural essentials for the
There’s still nothing like a Hol- Original cost of WFlL’s fax equip- on biz
NBC engineering leplace/nents for summer ai'e Al Johnson,
ment was $45,035. The station has Bill Feemster. Art Hacker. Hal Whitteberry. Hal Beddingflcld. Vince
cases be established, .so that
lywood buildup to boost a radio
long led in the advancement of Hultman, Bob Ringer and
potential applicants
may know
W’ilbur Powell .... Singer Adele Norman
Thelma Ritter, who has radio education in the collegiate
with all possible ;ertainty what the I'areer.
guesting on WGN’s "Northerner.s
NAB veepee Jess Willard sparked
played unbilled parts for years in field. WFIL established the Tern- last week’s joint
applicable rules are."
luncheon of Chi Radio Management club and Chi FedRadio Workshop and formed erated .Ad clubs. Gene Filip,
New York radio, including "TheJohn Claude and Lee Bennett of WGN
Philadelphia
Inquirer
Col- special .service department
atre Guild on
Air." will be feacollaborated in airing Willard’s talk later
‘Serenade’ lured Sundaythe night
legiate Network, which now em- the same day '4i
'15)
in
Tommy Bartlett, emcee of ABC’s "Welcome Tiav"Serenade at Seven,’’ .•ipon.'-orcii "Ladies and Gentlemen."
costar- braces the radio .stations of Penn- elers,
made surprise visit to Kiel. Wis., to hypo biz of a local sbt»eby the U. S. Treasurv Department, ring Van Heflin and Ida
.sylvania
and
Temple
universities maker via hidden microphone
Lupino.
stunt.
Recording was later aired »t>er
will debut on WGYN-FM. N. Y
Swartmore. Villanova and the net
Since her last appearance on the and
C. Ross Littig, Jr., of J. Walter Thompson agenev. off on
Saturday
14
Stanza
features program. Miss Hitter cliWied in Haverford colleges.
eastern swing to line up appearances for the ABC Breakfast Cluf»
Marian Lovridge and Martin Rock- "Miracle on 34th Street" and "LetLou Cowan’s Quiz Kids teed off versus their mothers Sunday *8) )n an
Jin, vocal duo. Original .songs will
ter to Three Wives." and is feaWorcester. Mass.
WBBM fishing trip in Michigan produced win.Announcer I.Q. showdown test
be written by Rocklin and Hal tured in the recently-completed
ning
Pen
catches for general manager Frank Falknor, producer Hooper
Brown reUirns to the WTAG
Blent.
’’.Mother Is a Freshman,” all for 'and FM stair
after a year’s stay White, flack director Don Kelley and announcers Jim Conway, Art
John MacDougal will pioiluce.
20th -f'ox.
down south for his heaUh.
Merrier and George Watsoo.
Move

As

with Norman
sports-slanted
policy
lor
is

in

line

Intolerant’

.

at Philco
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.
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PREVIEWS

VIDEO’S ‘SNEAK’
Orphans

TV Storm

in the

CBS Exiting Tournament of Champions

Philadelphia. May 10.
First Radox television reports, based on 34 sample video home.s
in tlie Philadelphia area, reveal for the first time that a TV show
Several programs
niiglit be on the air without a single viewer.
aired by various Philly stations Sunday night (8' between 8:30 and
9:30 came up with sets in use figure of zero, with other shows pointing up a shaiT) fluctuation in number of sets tuned in.
Hadox prez A1 Slndlingcr conceded the sample might be too
small to draw any permanent conclusions, but insisted results
shown are reliable. For one thing, he said, the 34 sets to which
Kadox measurement devices are attached are distributed throughIn addition. tJie
out the city and spread among all income groups.
same results have been noted the last several weeks. Sindlinger
said 50 moie TV homes will be added to the sample group by the
end of this week, with 100-150 homes scheduled by the end of the
sumnier.
rigures represent the average sets in use. based on a percentage
of the 34 sampled. Illustrative of the results is the 6:30 to 6:45 p.m.
During that time
period, when the sets in use total was 19.2.
WFIl.-TV, carrying ABC-TV’s “Singing Ladv.” copped the entire
viewing audience. Both WPTZ. with NBC-TVs ".Act It Out" and
\VC.\U-TV. carrying locally-originated film shorts, had a rating of
zero. On the 8 to 8:15 segment, sets in use averaged 40.1. of which
W’CAU-TV, with “Toast of the Town.” had 36.5. WPTZ. carr\ ing
“Lambs Gambol," came up with a 2.4 for that segment and WFILTV, with a weekly news review show, had a 1.2.

Pressure Put on

FCC

Washington.

May

>0.

test

is expected that, in view of
It
growing impatience over the pro-

on

j

longatiun of the freeze, the proposal may arouse further overtures
the Federal Communications
t«)
Commission to break up the TV

week FCC Chairman Wayne
mated it would be another

lurtil

j

I

three or four months before the
j

can be lifted, but even this
which would mean that the.
suspension* of processing applications will have been in force a
year, is considered optimistic in
radio engineering circles.
If the
resumption of licen.sing of stations
i.s to be tied in with full-scale UHF
allocations, some sources believe.

free/.e

target,

is

It

is

being optimistic.
on this premise -and in the
belief that it will be in the best

Idea Spreads

To

Use of an arena theatre, a new
concept in modern dramatic shows,

New
Americ.'in

Quiz
Tobacco

Show
thi.s

week

auditioned a new high-budgeted
audience participation quiz show,
packaged by indie producer Martin
Gosch. No time or network have
yet been selected but it’s believed,
that, if the show makes the grade.
might be slotted in midsummer
in Lucky Strike’s 9:30 to 10 period
Friday nights on NBC-TV web.
That time is presently occupied
hy "Your Show Time,” series of
half-hour dramatic films produced
tor

Luckies

of

You Want

Marshall Grantin Hollywood.
Series has 10 more weeks to play
to complete its first 26- week period. which would
take it into the
middle of .Tuly. Ciggie outfit paid
S8 .ititt per film for the first 26 and
the producers have boosted the
price to a reported $11,000 under
oew contr.nct terms.
Whether a
new deal will be signed has not
been
determined.
Agency for
Uuckies is N.W. Ayer.

Lead

a

Band"

A

drama

school,

is

Seattle,

to

May

equipment and

announcement

10.

May

operations!

and CBS.

Furtlu'r credence w'as lent to the
reports this week when CBS-TV’s
"Studio One." series of full-hour
legj^ers.
tlie
was
slotted
in
Wednesday night 10 to 11 period,

Westingliouse s|>onsorshi]).
time has heretofore ht'eii

CBS-TV
staged

N.

for its T.

of

C.

Manhattan Cen-

at

Web

V.

tt>

date has

made

Video Turn

*

entirely.

New arrangement with the Garden has iiot yet iK'en clarified but
the outfit
will

replacing

20tli

Century

ass'K'iated with the InteriConlinued on pag«* 35)

lx*

NBC-TV, Directors
Face Showdown
NIK'-TV

The

RTDG

the four

has .AM

nets in N.

pacts with

Y.,

Chi and

.

i.s

year since it received Its
struction permit. Station to
has signed affiliation pacts
Imth ABC and CBS and is
negotiating with the other TV
works.
a

television operation of KRSC-T\
town’s lone video station, whicli
has been in operation since Nov. 25.
1948. and which is nearing the
black side of the ledger in operation according to those in the
know Reason given by LelH'rman
for the .sale is that it is too difficuit
to be involved in the video operation here and his eastern radio
j

NBC

twten

Oklahoma City. May 10.
I,.
A and TV pacts with .ABC and
Television
makes its formal CBS. It has been re<ognized by
debut here June 6. when WKY-TV and
negotiating with ad agencies
lakes the air slightly more than and package producers for a na-

.

plugs with demonstrations, ipixed
with folksy chatter.

the new promoting outfit and
since ('BS owns a minority interin the Garden C’orp., it is believed all future fights staged hy
the ('lanlen w'ill he divided bew'ith

est

;

owner of Radio Sales Corp..
the company operating KKSC-TV.
The purchase gives KLNG the

10.

Ii;ivc

leading to the rumor that
CB.S would Imiw out of that setup

WKY-TV Bows June 6

according
by Mrs. S

cipal

Chicago.

areivis.

—

Bullitt, principal owner of
KING, and P. K. Leberman. prin-

Oldtime radio performers Eddie
and Fanny Cavanaugh have entered the tele Held with a 15-niinshow titled
tw'ice - weekly
ute.
"Window Shopping” via WBKB.
Test screening was last week '6).
participation
be
Format
will

pionship

shortly.”

facili-

Scott

Cavanaughs Switch

including the ch.imbouts staged at outsiile
been carried on an
exclusive b.'isis for the l.'ist three
years hy NBC-TV. Latter web h;is
had an iron-bound contract witli
the Garden and Gillette Safety
Razor, which s|>onsors.
That contract. however, expires
May 31.
Since the Garden is now to work
J.ieobs.

l)>

refu.sed Monday (9> to
New service, first of which will recognize the Radio-Television Dibe published June 2:i for all pro- rector.s Guild a.s bargaining agent
gram.s broadcast in May. will be for directors, associate directors
based on random sampling, instead and door managers and has been
of being confined to TV homes given until today iWtd.» to recononly. In that way. Hooper pointed sider or else face RTDG action.
out. it will he possible to measure
The network reps, headed hy
a prouram’s share of the total radio Ernest
dc la Ossa, demanded
and tele audience, a.s well a.s its Guild ei'rtifieation b> the National
l,alx>r
Relations Board and de(Continued on page 34
dared thoy would not negotiate
“siipervi.sory”
employees,
f o r
among whom they listed direetors,
Vim Stores to Sponsor
as.s«>eiatc direetors .md fUnir manIn reply the Guild pointed
agers
out th.'it this excluded all its memBenny Rubin
bers. even if the union secured
“Benny’s Place,’’ new half-hour
comedy series starring Benny NLRB certification.
Robt'i't
Shayon. prez of
I.a)ui.s
Rubin. te«*.s off Monday il(i> on the
the New York local, told VAiuriv’.
N.Y. Daily News’ WPIX with Vim
"The
R’i'DG
has
just gone throiigli
Stores In the spon.sor’s seat. Rubin
M long negotiation with ABC’-TV.
will be cast a.s owner of a lunch
room,
Greek dialectician Last ye.'ir ABC took the identical
with
position that NBC now takes, hut
F.Iaine Arden, comedienne Janice
Walker and comics Mill .Morse and lost out in a test of strength with
Guild and recently agreed to
the
.Allen Walker featured.
pact gr.'inling full and unquali.1
Talent agent Jerry Rosen pro- fied recognition to Guild directors,
duces. with Joe Bolton announcing associates and floor n^anagers. with
and Eddie Nugent directing. Riiliin minimum pay sc-ales and condii.s
also starred currently on NBC- tions similar to those the Guild
TV’s “Benny Rubin Show." bank- ha.- with CBS-TV. NBC is startrolled by Bona-Fide Mills.
It wants
ing the old run-around.
see
some muscle and will
l<»

ties at a cost of $375.(M)0.

to^ an

some

TV Show

piai-

indie station here, has
acquired from KRSC, subject to
FCC approval, the latter’s televi-

FM

televised

last

•

KING,

sion and

has

from the Garden during
year along with other
broaden.'- ters. Hie fights promoted

the

no aiinounecinent that a new time
wouhi Ik* allocated the T. of C’.

ings starting in June is regardt'd
in the trade as a major push hy
the outfit to get the jump on A. C.
Nielsen and other audience mea.suiement services wliieli Hooper
has l)een forced to buck in radio.
Wliile the others have already l)egun taking TV measurements their

PURCHASE OF KRSC-TV

Univ.’s

CBS

While
events

held h\

E. Hooper’s decision last week
launch network TV Hooperat*

to

SEATTLE, 375G

serve as techni-adviser on Sunday
night’s offering. Wade plans to o.se
the technique, a.s well as other TV
innovation.s. from time to time during the summer on the Drama Theatre. or a.s long a.s the series remains on a sustaining basis to permit experimentation.

on

bouts,

the

by

Realm Productions

to

in

Sporting Club.

That

Slugfest Takes

country. gram and plans to do the same witli
It employs no conventional prosce- the upcoming shows starring lasa
nium, with the audience seated on Kirk and Jane Pickens. "Leave It
all four sides of the actors, thereby to the Girls,’’ which was originally
giving the action a true three- tested via the preview run. has
dimensional effect. F’or the tele since been given its own time slot.
adaptation, Wade will station two It is now aired Wednesday niglils
cameras on a platform above the in the 8 to 8:30 period.
actors’ heads, which will be shooting down, and two others at stage
level. ,Acti«)n will be continuous,
KING,
with none of the standard belweenacts intervals and with no curtains.
Albert McCleery, head of Ford-

ham

own.

to cut

the new outfit formed last week to
replace Mike Jacobs’ 20Hi Century

tre.

half-hour variety program starring
comic -Jackie Glea.son. While tlie
show' was aired on the full network. no plans have been made to
give it a permanent time slot. Wi'b
also tested the Sammy Kaye "So

I

Am. Tobacco Eyes

tlie

reported

In

ment of Champions

fights,

Latest instance of NBC-TV’s use
of the idea was the on-the-air audition Monday night <9' of the new

|

part.s

of

20lh on

was

onc-third partthe Tourna-

its

interest

prize tights and other top sports
events staged by the Madison S(|.
Garden Corp in conjunction with

under

fillers.

get its television shakedown
<15>
pre.sentation Sunday night
when NBC-TV stages Shakespeare’s
"Romeo and Juliet” as part of its
will

various

b\

Hooper, Nielsen

around

which have no or too few channel
assign men).s. Tlie 12 channels now
being used for video in the very Drama Theatre series. Play will
high frequency (VHF) band, they be producetl b>' national production
contend, would amply take care of manager Warren Wade, who conthe lest of the country for some ceived adaptation of the idea to TV.
Arena presentation has been
years.
The Helm proposal was sent to used by various playhouse groups

(Continued on page 35)

its

work. Flints, too, can he shipped
to non-interconnect ed stations for their use in pitching to
local sponsors, or merely as time-

for ‘Romeo’

1

in

"News Story

Week." produced

sentation either in N. Y. or in any
city on the inter-conneclcd net-

^

atto

kinescoped during tlieir broadcast.
Webs can use the kine prints foisales promotion purposes, to show
agencies both in N. Y. and othci activities to date have been con
parts of the country exactly how' fined to the local field. Hooper thus
the program emerges on the screen. becomes the first to step out into
Kine is particularly necessary for a the national TV rating service.
potential sponsor without repre-

Arena Theatre

UHF

J.

sults,

j

(WNOWt. a video applicant, a" proposal that part of the
band
be allocated now for those cities

five-minute

Blackburn. Web has decided that
the necessary outlay of coin to got
a new house package on the air
once or twice is well worth the re-

)

TV

.ABC
$‘22.-

day niglil <H) were “Crusade
in Europe." produce<l for 20th
b\ the Mareli of Time, and the

background and training of
program chief Norman

agencies and their clients.

UHF

meet

Edward

work out some kind of a stockswapping arrangement with
Noble, but said that too had

In addition, mo.st sucli tests are

Interests of television that full-!
scale
be held up that the
radio law firm of Haley, MtKenna
ti Wilkinson submitted in behalf
of the Helm Coal Co. of York. Pa.'

to

chairman

Skouras revealed that
tempts liad been made

it

him.self.

|

was

refusing

Noble’s asking price of
000.000 for the network.

reaction
ballyhoo, for audience
purposes.
Radio industry, otherwise, has been content for the n'osl
part to allocate a sustaining slot
for a new package, in the hopes

But what NBC likes most is
that
1
he has maintained
scrupulous attention to his material. eschewing any dubious
)2»,
nitery "business;” and
since
“you can’t police ad
libs" it's to the comedian's
credit he has ne'er forgotten

still

it

cold,

fallen through.
It is holieved
20th’s top offer was $15,000.0(K).
New 20th films which
bowed in via ABC-TV Thurs-

j

Coy

that

reiterating
simply a m.stter of

is

World Is Our Beat." That program
w'as thrown on the air at midnjfghl
several weeks ago with no advance

which pay off’ in more ways
than audience reaction. F(»r one
thing,
because of the inherent
visual nature of TV. it has usually
been found necessary for the wclis
actually to put a show on the air
for showcasing to sponsors. Thus,
the test runs usually serve as a
good pre.sentation to interested

(

deal

board

film

virtually

it's

the

20th

national

new' material."

log.iam.
e.sti

them

l)u.\

”

can gain sufficient audience
and sponsor approval while on the
air to snare a bunkroller.
Emphasis being placed on the
technique hy NBC-TV rclfects the

for Berio

.still

ABC

network, renewed l;v.^t week by the dehut of
two 20th film series on .MU’
teli'vision.
have again been
seotched by 20ih prez Spyros
P. Skouras.
He deelared this
week that, “once and for ail

the

in

nership

new' setup has been NBC-TV. although the v.ther webs have al.so
used the technique on various occasions. Similar ideas have seldom
been attempted in standard radio.
Only instance of recent note was
the actual "sneak” given by CBS
to its new hou.se package. “The

that

ton Berle, and company toppers state that “Berle concedes
he ‘borrows’ gags, but admittedly so switches and improves

I

Rcpoi'ts that a deal is
for 20th-Fox to

week

this

bowing out of

Theme

cooking
out the

difler from films’ sneak
is
that
the>
are an-

in advance.
Pacing the TV industry

execs are aware of the
race between Time and Newsweek for cover stories on Mil-

!

Reprising a

nounced

NBC

in a

i;uns

previews

Allocation

NBC’t Kudo

UHF

years was advanced last week
plan calling for an immediate
lifting of the video freeze.
five

Last

j

*

The fir.st serious proposal to allocate part of the ultra high frequency band now for television and
for three to
defer full-scale

Coy

CBS
Television is taking another leaf
the film industry’s book
test previews for its new shows.
Basic idea is to get audience reaction to the programs to determine
whether they’re gt)od enough to
merit a Class A time slotting or.
as in the case of films, to determine
whether they need revisions. In
fact, the only point at which the

from

TV

to Lift

UHF

Freeze by Partial

To Share Garden Bouts With NBC?

,

condate
with

tional

AM

freelance

contract.

Du Mont Tieup

now

Gordon's

net-

Max Gordon has
signed with DuMont as a special
program consultant in a move seen

Studio has been set u|) in the
.Municipal
Auditorium’s Little
Theatre and has been provided
with five cameras. Station has a
custom-built bus for use in remote
pickups,
which is now
being
equipped.

Legit producer

the lale.st DuMont attempt to
bring its hroadca.st operations up
a par with its manufacturing

as

on

setup.

Gordon
activities.

will

continue bif legit
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BBD&O

Crystal-Balling

Geve. Union TronUe

on Video

On

Shows Webs, Advertisers at Variance
^

j

p

(jOFSCOUS u€0. (lIYCS

j

Joug^l “"LV'ra bTe with *cu?rent
radio costs, and network biggies,
who estimate future video rates
from two to five times greater than
the AM nick. The sharp difference
of opinion is revealed in a survey
on television’s future, prepared by
BBD&O agency after interviews
with 35 network, manufacturing.
trade press, advertising and finan-

Wrestler Gorgeous George
^J^^^ed to
York debut at

'

'

i

ill

who

^

Jv,'

veiled to N.Y.

|

time tomorrow night (Thurs.),
when his bout with Michele t^one
will be carried by the N.Y. Dally
News’ WPIX from Ridgewood
Grove.
Pickup is one of a series of
cial leaders.
was
comment
web
Typical of the
wrestling shows sponsored over
one view that TV will cost five WPIX by Ripley Clothes,
times the AM rate "because coaxial
So
cable charges are enormous.
So are operation
are film costs.
first

:

1

!

'

Ancosts of individual stations.”
other opinion was that video "will
cost more, but not enough more to
price tele out of the market. TV
will justify higher rates on its
added impact and selling power.”
The prophets, who are using
“some of the best crystal balls
available at present," saw TV be-

TV

agreed "there'll be some
changes made.” Among the possibilities mentioned were fewer networks, with greater u.se of regional
webs, rural radio and local sta-

most

'

AM

11
.a
hurt
TV will
not.T
radio was also stressed.

n that
lief
The

''

AM-FM

.

labor-WEWS-

TV

as State’s Evideoce

WEWS

Chicago.
Television
«2)

May
court

to

10.
last

last week of its station application
in Chicago. Through its Washing-

in

WB

ton counsel, Marcus Cohn,
advised the FCC It can’t wait for the
of the FCC to grind,
looks like it will take up to two
years tb get a decision on the
City bid, it said, which is
^oo long to tie up properties and
When Malek later repudiated his personnel for planning for a
borconfession, WGN-TV film w as
hoped-for permit.
rowed from station files to aid
However, Warners informed the
camera- Commission it wants to
in the prosecution. Station
go through
men also went along as prosecu- with its deal with Mrs. Dorothy
tne
tion witnesses to help rule out
jhackrey for purchase of her Caldefendant’s charges of confession ifomia radio and television propunder duress.
erties.
The firm offered no explanation of its earlier statement
that it was giving up a $50,000,000
video program becau.se FCC had
"absolutely refused” to approve the
^

,

|

!

The Mayor had

to intercede.

,

For the Anvil Revue, WEW’S,
working through proper channels,
secured a telecast okay from the
Club and from Paul Hurd, commissioner of Public Auditorium.
In a subsequent exchange of letters, betw’een Hurd and J. HarriWEWS manager,
Hartley,
son
Hurd maintained that he could not
permit telecasting if there would
be any indication of labor unrest
and interference with the show.

Size

went

Chi criminal court to
help prosecute a robbery suspect
filmed by
Newsreel
trial.
on
WGN-TV cameramen was subpoenaed by State’s Attorney John
Boyle for court showing.
Film showed suspect Jerry Malek
confessing to a June, 1948 robpe^.

week

WEWS

tric switches, etc.

Aspirations

Washington, May 10
Warner Bros, backed up part of
Its
recent Hollywood statement
that it was abandoning its televiSion plans by formal withdrawal

j
I

'

Video Gangs

Up

Thackrey transfer.
It
merely
wanted to “assure” the Commission, "because of recent conflicting

In Philly Court

statements in the trade press," that

it fully intends to go ahead with
the -acquisition of KLAC and
Washington, May 10.
his
far
as
KLAC-TV in Los Angeles and
that
as
replied
Hartley
Television .stations and networks
KYA in San Francisco.
staff was concerned he could offer
«''npl»y‘n 8 one-tenth
such assurance, but he couldn't
In a petition to dismi.ss its Chinumber of persons in the speak for the city’s staff at the
of
Philadelphia, May 10.
cago 'TV application, Warners said
total AM-FM industry. National aud. Hurd, in turn, could not offer
similar assurance, and so Hartley,
a year ago it anticipated action in
.\s.sn. of Broadcasters reportedf yesthrough the witness
terday <9). A .survey by Richard P. refusing to spend several hundred indie talent
"a reasonable period of time" and
Federal district court
Doherty, director of employer- dollars in preparing for the show, stand in the
(Continued on page 35)
here today (Tues.) for the second
employee relations, disclo.sed that called off all plans.
against
fight
legal
Late Friday, Mayor Burke step- session of its
^jations' hid 3"456"'fuimme and
of TV films. Witcensorship
the
a.ssuring
state
picture,
the
into
ped
parttime em, 090
station it w'ould not encounter any nesses pounded across a raft of arPh>yoos >" February,
;
a.
difficulty with the Hall’s union guments on the retarding effects
Adding stations planning to go
such censorship would have on
staff.
on the air soon, he said, the total
tele’s growth, maintaining at the
around 4,000, in addition
same time that since video was carjq g considerable number of freeried across state borders, local and
ign^e actors, singers and other talstate censor boards had no legal
ent employed directly by agencies.
jurisdiction over programming.
Philadelphia, May 10.
The average television station
Spearheading the fight, whose
Sales of television receivers in
payroll was found to be $4,310 per
outcome is expected to have far- the Philadelphia area skyrocketed
week and the average network payreaching implications, was J. Wal- to 233% above la.st year’s figures
roll, for New York City operations
ter Thompson veepee, John U.
during the first three months of
only, approximately $29,500 a week.
Reber. Underlining how TV has 1949. according
to a survey made
existed under a system of self-imThe typical video station was
by the Electrical Assn, of Philaposed censorship until now. Reber delphia.
found to have 46 fulltime employdeclared
that such apparently unHalf of station staffs are
ees.
A total of 37,392 televi.sion sets
important organizations as the
work in the film detechnical, 8
were sold in this area during the
Washington, May 10.
Laundrymen’s
A.ssn.
presented first three
partment, 22®o on programming.
months of 1949, as comof
As.sn’s
survey
Motion Picture
much tougher programming obihe remainder on administration
how it can hurt and Stacies than would slate censor pared with 11,228 during the same
television
and sales.
period
last
year.
The breakdown
begins
shape
film
biz
to
the
help
boards.
of sales by month this year was:
up preliminarily into studies along
Warren S. Shelly, veepee’ of the
•
Jan.,
• n
/in
Feb.,
8,247;
and
«
12,375,
three lines.
N. W. Ayer ad agency, also obChief question currently being jected to the proposed state cen- March, 16,770. The total retail
Anti4^^ Can. C ergy

Vs. Censoring

,

One prediction was that
netthere would be only "two
works, one programmed for markels with video, the other for
tions.

FCC on Coast

Assures

Public Auditorium squabble.
was finally given the goahead to telecast the City Club’s
Annual Anvil Revue, but it took
a personal statement from Mayor
Thomas Burke to flash the goA similar occurrence
ahead.
transpired on April 1, when the
AFL stage crew refused to work
non-union, personnel
with
telecasting the UNESCO speech of
Mrs, Eleanor Roosevelt.
The stage crews„^llad said they
won’t work alongside non-union
men and throw the necessary elec-

Personnel

Of

Their forecasts, contained in a 43-page booklet published by BBD&O, added that tele
will not kill off radio, although
in five years.

Anyil Revue Picknp
Cleveland, May 10.

a brass ring in the

Now One-Tenth

coming more important than radio

Warners Wants Out on Chi TV, But

Flareiv

For the second time within a
month, the City of Cleveland drew

between ad-

A wide Rap
ertisers and ageney toppers, who
feel that tele time and facilities
exists

TV

New TV

In

d^time

KAr/
50
/c as Costly
industry leaders said that

programs will cost more than
(Continued on page 34)
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Philly’sTVSet

,

Sales Bonanza

MPA s Survey

:

Of Video To Be

Y&R’sCuffoTV

Three-Pronged

Shows (or O’seas
]

American video may be the first
In the world to step out on an international basis.
At Young &
Rubicam, agency on the hour-long
Fred Waring CBS-TV stanza, top-

'

j

%

—

j

—

I

'

i

’

I

i

foreign tele outlets.
of TV; Cite Buffalo
The agency reasons that in the
video field there will be shows of
Toronto, May 10.
international interest, as well as
With clergymen here graphicprograms of local and national ap- ally describing brewer-sponsored
peal.
feels that the Waring TV programs from Buffalo as reIt
show, presenting good American ceived by Ontario TV setowners,
music, will click in overseas areas the United Church of Canada
and that it is the first really inter- (Presbyterians
Methodists)
and
national video series. Kinescopic went on record in convention as
recordings would be made avail- being fully behind the federal govable free to the BBC in London, ernment in placing TV in this
the French tele outlet in Paris and country under control of the Canother European video stations, and adian Broadcasting Corp.

Wary

on

TV

,

,

'

able overseas sales.
Y&R is currently discussing the
proposal with the unions involved.
to make certain lhat there will be
no labor snarls. Anotlier problem
Is whether the BBC. which has no

may cause anoiner
another

!

j

j

left

I

KLAC-TV Retrenches;

i

J

Hollywood. May 10.
KLAC-TV has sliced seven shows
from its schedule and given notice

to

six

members

Theatre."

wood

Irwin

Allen s

is strong likelihood (he other
stations will follow the lead. Even

modest estimates plovr
of fts In operation a

number

i

''P''''

,

'

j

*10
oU'iVlin. ‘Toll
tail Toloo’
1 al6S

llollywood.

lOr Uvi
May 10.
j

Franklin Television Productions

HIKE

John

Franklin

turned

I

j

30-minute

and March, Hu* total
of receivers in operation
the end of March was 138.670.
The report of the Electrical
Assn, covers all standard makes,
and the area is that covered by the
Philadelphia stations WCAU-TV,

—

WFIL-TV and WPTZ.

lighting flepartmenls.

The only Monday programming Cleve. Set

Days

night.

Owners Get 60

to

Ground Aerials

Cleveland. May 10.
Television set owners licrc liave
been given 60 days to ground ilicir
aerials or el.se face arrc.sl by «i(.v

TV Upbeat

Cleveland. :v.May 10
officials.
sensational spurt in televi.sion
Otto E. Radtke, chief clcdrical
Cincinnati. May 10.
'sales was recorded in the Greater in.spcctor for the city, follow c<l nP
Crosley’s WLW-T had 73 sponCleveland
area
during
the
warning given earlier by ihc
April
with
Film features juve radio and
sors during .'Xpril. compared to 57
the placement of 13.708 new sets building inspector that aerials not
screen thesjys Jeanine Roose, Peter
In March, 40 in Kchruary and 35
in homes and public places.
Kui thergrounded
are a hazard,
Whitfield, Curtis JackIn January, for a 16Hr gain in Fields. Ann
This brings the estimated total more, Radtke said that aerials must
four months and the highest spon- son, Elaine Marie Joncas, Michael
Harold Kemp, vet bigtime vaude- In the area to 52,383 set.s
buildings
of
grounded
outside
be
according
Frank- ville
sor total in the station’s 15-month .Miller and Bobby Taylor.
booker, dating back to the to a survey made joinlly
by West- on pipe at least six feet long driven
lin produced the film which Vercommercial hi.story.
Keith-Albee days, is now in tele- ern Reserve University
and the into the soil. TV aerials cannot
Dollar volume also reached a non Keays directed and Violet vision production on his own in town’s two TV
stations,
and be grounded to water piping »ysMoss
scripted.
new high. M. F. "Chick” Allison,
New York.
WNBK.
terns entering the building, which
sales chief, reported.
Showman has been with several
April sales surpa.s.^od the former are being ruled a hazard to life and
Television set estimates for May
agencies, last with Dancer, high for any other month. Of
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, Birthe property. Aerials attached to chim1 were 23,000 in the Clncy area mingham,
televi.sion
station
of *^‘t^ 8 erald & Sample, coming into total sets, over 92% are in homes, ncys with approved metal stamps
and 5,300 in the Dayton area aqd WAPI, CBS radio affiliate here, G'at outfit w hen it merged with Distributors report
a continuing do not require guy wire supports
5,800 in the Columbus area, all becomes a full primai 7 affiliate of another agency.
Kemp left the heavy demand for sets with the ad- unless they extend ten feet above
served by separate Crosley video CBS television network early In DFS outfit to go into business on ^’ent of ba.scball
teleea.sting
stimu- the chimney. Fastenings atlachim
I
. i >
i » * 1 1 • i
(BUtIdtIsf «
•• i rilktilifc:ihttMi>l.<
lUJcWfieK
f
»

IN COM’L.

.

A

HAROLD KEMP ON OWN
INTO TV PRODUaiON

j

i

I

:

<

i

WEWS

I

—

;

,

|

I

;

i

j

»

''|

number

will come when baseball, for which
station has contracted, falls on that

Cleve's

a

The
'.'P

at

MPA

pic out for $ 6,000 and wiU handle
entire 26-wcek scries at same cost.
Pix are being olfered for spon.sorship at $8,500.

ACCOUNTS

being searched for now are
the missing reports of other indu.stry surveys.
The old Hays organization made two surveys along
about 1938 and 1940, Present setup of
has not seen these reports and does not know where
they arc.
However, it would like
to see (hem.

A"

"

February

i

”

I

franklin Winds rirst of

keeps

,

;

snag.

Ibe

'•'i'""'''-

37.392

:

1

O'"'''

lol.d
Dec. 1 1947, were
18,672.
18.07-.
'vom‘'V5
With
sales for 1948 were 82,606.
January,
during
sets sold

Gina

i

'

” T''

*'“".stieal chart of set sales.

"Holly-

Merry -Go- Hound."

The tremendous volume of installations during March has had
a boom effect on the video situation locally.
revi.sed
its rate card with sharp increases
In every time classification and
there

,

!

of its staff.
Station execs related that move is
strlelly a summer pree,iution. Outlet will be dark on Monday nights.
Chopped from the line-up are:
John Slotfs "Hollywood Litlle

value of the sales for this period
was $15,045,866. The average price
per receiver was $402, a decline
from the 1948 figures, when the
average price per set was $457.

WCAU-TV

Lops 7 Shows, 6 Staffers

i

has completed initialer in film series titled "Arabella’s Tall Tales.”

161"^

j

'

but it’s pointed out that dubbing
of foreign dialog has reached an
advanced stage and Paris studios
can handle dubbing of a full-length
feature in a day.

WLW-rS

may be

TV

Janss
show,
Adeline
Han.son's
“Clef Dwellers.” David .Street’s
Melody,
Inc.
and
"Mickey
by he MPA commillce, headed by
O’Day" show. Mai Boyd’s "Punch
ers.
If that is what television in Jack Cohn of Columbia Pictures.
With Buddy” has also been canIntere.sting quirk is that, alhands will be like in Cancelled
we must throw our w-elght though hdward L. Cheyfitz, of show', out by station, Don Oti.s’
which pulls more top names
Public control Ihroiigh the MPA. is sccTctar.v of the survey
than any other layout on .station,
'
mps
committee, MPA headquarters in
C™k>ban Broadcasting Corp
has been trimmed from 60 minWashington does not even own a
utes to 30 minutes.
KLAC has
television set where shows can be
cut personnel in its art, stage and
watched and studied.
convention, said, "This is what
Buffalo TV stations are beatninK
every five minutes to TV setown-

commercial programs, would accept a sponsored show, but the
agency feels any possible objectlons .can be met.
Language, of
course,

it

MPA

vis-

Sion so realistically of a huge
bottle of beer being poured into a
tantalized clergymen irGeneral F.leetrie would gain from glass that
reverently smacked their lips. Dr.
the plugs abroad as it has considerHarold Young, chairman of the

bandwagon

t^e lurch bv new comnanies
pringing up exclusively toTakI
nVptures for leievision.
television
Second prong of the survey will
deal with theatre television, and
the third with televi.sion in the
home. So far as the technical end
is concerned.
feels it is well
.set.
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, now getting ready to add
"Television” to its monicker, includes some of the top technical
experts in the field,
Still to come up are various economic phases of televi.sion and how
they will hit the motion picture
producer and exhibitor. This issue
is not VJt ready lor consideration

!

Ministers described the

this

averring that

could not
afford to give up five seconds of a
(Continued on page 35)

.sorship,

j-

|

to the Mexican and Brazilian TV
stations when the latter go on the
air.
Presentation would be a gesture of international goodwill, but

;

considered, it is understood, is production of material for video by
the film studios. Feeling is that if
Hollywood fails to grab a front seat

MM

n

,

m
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16th

ANNUAL
’

*

SURVEY OF

RADIO-TELEVISION

It's

Radio-Television

Showmanagement

Once again VARIETY,

in this,

its

16th

Too. VARIETY wants to single out those who
have made the best strides in advancing Television Showmanship.

time.

annual

appraisal, will seek to single out lor individual
citcrtion

the personalities, the

managements and
This year

the operations that have made, the most notable
contributions during the 1948-49 Broadcasting-

will

be the concept

in evaluating the progress made by the radio
stations oi America toward preserving and ad-

vancing the

other

functional

an extension of the Showmanagement deadand allow for an up-to-the-minute
evaluation and appraisal of accomplishments

line to June 15

aspects of

covering the entire
vision season.

broadcasting.
In an era when Television becomes more and
more pronounced, and when the need for establishing a brand new modus operand! for the
grows more recognizable.
audio medium
VARIETY wants to know what the station managements and individuals have contributed toward sparking the medium with the sort of
freshness and vitality necessary toward its pres-

'48-'49

Further, the integration of

Broadcasting-Tele-

Showmanagement

with the Radio-Video Review and Preview will
make possible one of the most elaborate AM-TV
documentations in industry annals.
/

So

let's

have 'em. Keep your reports short and
tell all.
Submit your entries at the

concise, but

earliest possible date, but not later

ervation.

than June

Address Reports To Radio Editor

^RIETY
154 West 46th Street

New York

Deadline for Entries

cus-

of

lor

cultural, educational, entertainment,

management and

its

midwinter poll-taking in order
to incorporate Showmanagement into the midyear Radio-Television Review and Preview issue,
scheduled for July publication. This will permit

Telecasting Season.

Once more high standards

VARIETY has departed from

tomary practice

19.

is

N. Y.

Midnight, June 15

15.

1

1

BADIO BEVIEWS

18

>OU AND SELF-IMPROVEMENT

d. C.

VeJneaJay, May 11, I949

i

I

j

Keim

How a man may build his mind WTOP, Wash.
This highly rated public service
vas tackled Monday (9) by CBS in
returned last week after a
g new cross-the-board series tagged airer
two-month hiatus during program••You and Self-Improvement.” For ming reorganization of the station.
the Inaugural airer host Dwight Now in its second year, the interCooke had Dr. T. V. Smith, profes- view program rates attention as a
|

a point that
one should not imitate others he
Vrged listeners to “start where you

be magnanimous
are honestly
about other people.” On the whole.
Dr. Smith, with an assist from
Cooke, made a game try to lead the
public on the “road to culture” despite a scant 12 minutes allotted
to him. Subsequent sessions will
take up such topics as “How to
Make the Most of Yourself Soci.

Gilb.

MICHAEL

SHAYNE,
DETECTIVE

PRIVATE

fVith Jeff Chandler
fV liter: Larry Marcus
roducer: Broadcasters Guild

g irector:

Bill

.

'

1

j

;

Entertainingly moderated by

Moore, Chi emcee,
platform a

Sat., 7:15 p.m.

Sustaining

WPTR, Albany
Opinion periods, merged with a
quiz, take this program out of a

grooved format.

—

five-minute
blocks are reserved for a di.scusaion of current national and international questions, by Albany, Troy
tional compul.sory health insurance
and the shelling of a British ship
In the Chinese war were the topics

from complete summer
wardrobe to summer and winter
ranging

among other things.
Jackpot is added to weekly when
unanswered, giving next w'eek’s
contestants a chance for a greater
amount of loot.
Moore keeps program moving

'

aired on the latest block heard. 30 Mins., Mon. thru Fri., 10:30 a.m.
Exchanges on both were provoca- Participating
WIIB. Kansas City
tive though inconclusive.
A morning participation show of
John Gonella, a Scotchman who
has long been a possiserved as an officer in the British 59 P®
Army and who miked for BBC, kL' ^
ac•ts as quizmaster and moderator.
Club Plaza merchants, and
He prepares the queries himself.
®
sponsors. This one is
fthow being tape-recorded.
Panel
a remote, being staged
varies, Walt Mordaunt. staff writer
Plaza cafeteria recently
for the Albanv Times-llninn »nft
Interstate
Sears
lack Dunms ^^f tlTe
Gaz..t,e,
bein*
two frequenUy

I

!

'

'
'

,

i

'

i

Contest to select best potential
radio anouncer from audience is
built around ad libbed tries at describing the “Date’s” donated apparel, thus neatly and amusingly
getting around the visual hurdle,
Other quiz angles are built around
current record releases, with albums as prizes. Bop and jive generally are subordinated to more
melodic show tunes,_ with spinning
of Dimh *shori»’« “WnnHprfi'ii r'liv’*
tVDicaUv
session
sending 'vm
em at 8e.ssion
^ ‘sending

Edha.

FULFILL YOUR URGE
With Dee Carlstrom; A1 Parker,
announcer
Producer-Director: Bill O'Brien
15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fii., 11 a.m.

CANADIAN ACE
;

Aim of this program is to grant
the wishes of radio listeners who
write the best reasons for their reIi^lcrvlewer Dee
Carlstrom acts as present-day fairy
princess by seeking, and getting,
some action on the reque.sts. Petitioners appear in person on the

”

program.
Show caught had a mother appealing for an apartment, so she
could get her family out of an undesirable
neighborhood.
Next
participant,
also
housewife,
a
thanked Miss Carlstrom for a television set given to her bedridden
son.
Urges wound up with Miss
Carlstrom, a recent sick patent herself, spinning a platter. “Thanks
for the Memories,” to her well-

I

luoadcasters. All participating are
well backgrounded. One section

1.

*11

-At

t

1

i

'

A

i

I

Jaco.

for the femmes as participants
hsteners. and therefore most
of the stunts are for them.
Two
ily

KOITTHWF«5TPnv SWINGSTERS
cwfv/-c'rE-Dc

Wl^

o
Amiie Schafer,
Willie Welles; .station staff

xiJuu A

IS

n\sh
UK V
"tmc
This

,«
**

^he

*"’

S2*a
City

^*‘*f*'®*"*
a straight, neatly-packaged
musical show that’ll appeal to
dialers wbo like their tunes brewed
in a cider jug.
Southwestern
^wlngsters comprise a good in.stru-

uct.

“Urge” is a heart-warming little
show that will appeal to the houseAs a shortrange commercial,

wife.

I

"

1

all

Kemper

serves as

I

‘

Tillman

BALLARD’S BAZAAR
With Sam Gifford. Bill

Starkey

I

^

BALLARD & BALLARD
WHAS,

Coming along as
Sunny Daye handles
.singing
on
and Millie St Sue round
is

CO.

Loui.sville

I

I*
!

,

I®

irjft

audience participation show

utilize

WHAS

new

the

studios

;

the bill,
out the vocal department as cow-girl singers and yodelers
always has been noted for its small
musical groups, and the Tune
Chasers. Rhythm Riders and Lazy
River Boys are easily ud to oar

I® ®
'

KMBC

I***®

i

*

K®®^

start.

It

offers

addition to interviews with the
I^ousefraus. musical interludes by
Three.some. ear pleasing

i

^
THE AFFAIRS OF PETER SALEM

eomprlsing

Hammond

organ,

accordion and guitar.
This gives
® tuneful life to the proceeding.s,
and breaks up the sameness of one
interview following another.
Personality m.c. Sam Gifford,
®
station, paces
.

With Santos Ortega. Jack Grimes

Everett Sloane, Luis Van R^t^
9“®®
Ann Shepard. Jean Eil^

en.

Followup Comment

i

repartee with the
He doesn’t overlook any
opportunity to mention his flour
miller sponsor’s product, as does

femmes.

Writer: Louis VKtes
Producer-Director: HI Brown
30 Mins., Sat., 2:30 p. m.
Sustaining

j:

Ken

Meeker,

who

delivers

the

straight commercials in authorative
Bob Hope played a straight dra- Mutual, from New York
matic role on CBS’ “Suspense”
This new whodunit series slot manner and to the point. Marian
Thurs,
cast as a weak, coward-* ted In the Saturday 230
sec- n
I
""’Inlne slant, and
listeners
the feminine
ly neurotic «ho ha, had hi, wife ment on the
Mutual nctviwk ?, very convincingly.
Tips ’em off to
murdered and waits in terror for sparked by the slick performance
some
simple recipes, and makes it
me hired killer to turn on him. of Santos Ortega as the bucolic privery easy for them to include the
The comic did a good thesping job, jvate eye. titular role in “The
Affairs sponsor’s flour as the basis for the
socking across the feeling of panic, of Peter Salem.” On
teeoff stanza
"as so unsym-:the hick dick became Involved in *
Baritone Bill Picket fits in well
pathetic as to cause a negative re - running dowTi a ring
of gem smug- with the musical portion of the
action. Researcher Horace Schwer- glers who had
concealed gems in show. There’s a ne.it writing and
in has pointed out that when a a statue of a
tiger.
After the mur- production by Bill Ixiader, and
star takes a role which violates the der of a
double-cro.sslng pal and sharp direction
by Bill Aldrige.
fans Image of Wm. he usually suf- the ii.siial perilous
.situations smackU'ico.
fcr.s This was the case witii Hope’s
mg of yesteryear film cliffh.angtTS
field, [he caught the femme fatale
and
Fibber McGee and Molly recently settled down to
peace and ^
quite
Louis
Charles “Gabby”
St.
did a guest shot on the same until the next
stanza
Street,
who teams with Harry
cast gave’the featured CaVVy‘’ in "broadca^n^^
JcrW^whuJi^VrvPi^^f""^
K®®d support in the spin- play of all Cardinal games for the
*
t\Di?Il couple outfoxing a criminal.
f*
^pical
ning of the yam. which should Grie.sedieck Bros. Brewing t’o.. unHope would have done better with have held the U.stfners
Scrlot and derwent a major operation lasi
a more appealinf part.
were al4o okay. Edbo.
< direction
week.

pm

'

'

;

'

i

;

'

Pickett.

Easy Threesome;

Director: Wm. O. Aldridge
30 Mins., Tues.-Thurs., 9:30 a.m.

I

|

Ellia,

Producer-Writer: William Loader

s

comedy,
Washington

singer;

'

to

Mart.

squarely.

Ken Meeker, announcer

nHpVnntlxl* while

lyhitp hn**a

beamed at a
show designed

is

long-range, goodwill

to build up sponsor prestige, and
in this respect. It hits the mark

;

a daily prize for this stunt

with the winner getting a chance at
mental combo, plus two warblers the Plaza jackpot, a sizeable
offeryho handle the numbers in tradi-jing of loot.
tional tw-angy style. Except for a j. Kemper and Wiziarde
make a
couple of medium-sized and mod- good pair on the mikes,
getting a
erately-phiased plugs, there’s no lot of enthusiasm across to
both
excess verbiage to cut into the crowd and li.steners.
Theirs is a
mimical portion.
job of adlibbing, except for the
On a recent show, program in- commercials, and they have kept
eluded several snappy orch offer- the pace lively thus far
Dick
InKs. well-accented with hillbilly Smith, station program
’director
fiddling
and
iikclcing.
There had a hand in origination of
were also a couple of "change your show, and .still keeps his hand the’
in
pardner” dance tunes, with Willie for smooth running. Mostly it is
Welles delivering a neat oat- left to Kemper and Wiziarde.
and
speckled .song.
Annie Schaefer, it is principally their show. Show
with a good set of pipes, rendered is capably staged and is in high
• song titled "I Love You So Much gear after six weeks of operation'
It Hurt, M«.”
i
Quin. J

'V,

i

i

'

kinds of outlandish skvpieces
is

manages

audience at this time of day.

Marian

i

'

“Keeper of the Crazy Hats,” which
is the highlight of the show
with
femmes decking themselverout in
There

somehow

!

Starkey

!

I

unlikely to strike a beer-drink-

**'1?

However, program

If

I

j

men work together on
^0“ Kemper hondlin*
m e. chores and Frank ;

aiding.

i

it is
1

J

i

bring practically every kid in the
audience before the mike.
And
he never forgets to ask a wide
sampling what subjects they are
taking at school, what educational
plans they have for the future,
etc., with humorously sympathetic
comments ensuing. The sponsor
has a bargain here.
Don.

j

—

verbal plugs for the sponsor prod-

to listeners for several
years. All have been on the show a
couple of years, and some, such

’

Smith

...

of the bill, with balance split between baker, bottler and launderE»''h fools th, bill for a sin*lo

‘"I'rooTim
^
which hfis life, li^ht* day but thert^'R nlpniv i\f mczniinn
ness and color due to the sure JaJh
day fo7each sensor
guidance of Gonella and the reShow^combines severaralreadv^
-t I..
P.> ®ven giveaway aiUIllA
stunts dn
_
A
and parti•bl.\
appeals most to upper-level cipation formulas.
It aims primarI.
.
..
ciiuJers.
,

wi.shers.

Sponsor’s rhyming jingle started
and closed program. Tied in with
tune were tw'o pleasantly-delivered

known

'

at

a zingy pace and although in as a
sustainer, should have little trouble of latching on to a tab lifter.

|

i

Tom

bring.s to the

vacations,

'

Two

it

number

of contestants
who compete for an assortment of
giveaways and a multiple Jackooi
‘
at the end of the stanza.
Participants are pitted iagainst
each other, two at a time, in answering questions by Moore, who
peps things up with flavorsome
comedy to sustain interest. Lucky
contestant is gifted and remains to
compete with another of his own
choice and so on until the climax
when the last successful quizee is
subjected to the jackpot payoff
question by a masked character
called “The Brain.”
Plenty of
nifty gifts were passed out on the
individual answers but the finalist
w'as stumped by “The Brain.” Had
he answered he would have been
awarded a multiplicity of gifts

i

With John Gonella, Guests

hit

airlanes over the Mutual network
15) in the 9 p.m
slot

Thursday

New York

—

Levine,

“Meet Your Match.”

er,

]

1

NEWS WRITERS QUIZ
SO Mins.,

Bob Monroe

30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
Another audience participation,

•

Rousseau

SO Mins.; Sat., 5 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.
Transcribed in Hollywood,
•'Michael Shayne, Private Detective” followed the traditional whodunit format in making its bow
as a sustainer over WOR, N, Y.
Saturday (7). Plot was an obvious
one while the acting was fair.
This half-hour meller, however,
will likely appeal to those late
Saturday afternoon listeners who
seek a change of pace from a diet
pf quizzers and prattling di.sk
jockeys.
Written by Larry Marcus, the
script was a chronological account
of how detective Shayne was
framed by a “grey eyed blonde”
and his subsequent solution of the
problem.
Jeff Chandler is passable in the title role. Supporting
players were adequate.
Gilb.

Sam

Writers-Producers:

30 Mins.; Thurs. (5), 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
Mutual, from New York
Preem of “Sing for Your Supper” was a moderately funny audishow which
participation
ence
could be developed with better
production and smarter routines.
Format calls for four contestants
from the audience to sing familiar
tunes, the hitch being that they
i^just perform a wacky stunt at the
same time. Thus a model had to
chirp “Bicycle Built for Two”

Se.”*whiFe*wadI
over WMGM.
Program, which features a 70- had more visual than audio appiece Air Forccj^orch, under the peal, although a salesman doing
School Days” as a five-year-old
baton of Lt. Col^eorge S. Howard,
presented (on airer heard) six might, was good comedy.
Musical interludes provided by
numbers “Who,” “Jazz Legato,”
“American Patrol,” “Travel Light,” Tommy Tucker orch, Nancy Dono“Summer Time” and “How Blue van and the Ray Charles Quartet
The arrangements packed more entertainment value.
the Night.”
weren't too exciting. Warrant Of- Tucker handled the emcee chores
ficer Robert Lander offered some well, but Tommy Mahoney as his
good baritoning in his rendition of wisecracking stooge fell flat with
Bril.
the folksy “Travel Light,” and an some corny ad libs.
all-male glee club of “Singing SerBRUSH CREEK FOLLIES
geants” was used effectively.
Hiram Highby, Colorado
Interjected into the broadcast With
Pete, Tiny Tillman, Sunny Daye,
was an interesting five-minute
Jed Starkey, Millie & Sue, Eddie
documentary, recorded in Berlin
Edwards, Lazy River Boys (3),
by Capt. Maxwell Marvin, discussRhythm Riders (4), Tune Chasers
ing the reaction of the German
Paul Taylor,
(4), Harry Jenks:
people to the reported terminating
Show’s
announcer
government official, who makes a of the Berlin blockade.
pitch for the work of the group. weakest moment was a saccharine Producer-Director: Edwards
Carefully scripted and recorded tribute to Mother’s Day in the 30 Mins. Sat., 9 p.m.
MARGERINE; ROin advance, presentation is invari- form of a recorded interview with RICHMADE
DEO HAMS Sc BACON
mother of an Air Force
ably smooth and surprisingly dra- the
KMBC, Kansas City
matic.
Though lacking, spon- student.
taneity, effect Is informal and inOne of the top western and hillteresting.
billy sessions on the air, “Brush
Recent programs include a Com- SATURDAY DATE
Creek
Follies” .win*, .!.n*
munity Chest report, with Mrs, With Dick Smith
high gear in its 12th season on
Harold
Burton,
wife
the Pr^ucer: Phil Clifton
of
a.m.
Mins.,
Sat.,
11
60
Supreme Court Justice guesting
KMBC and the KMBC affiliate,
along w'ith Chest’s local head; PM & B DEPT. STORE
KFRM, in north central Kansas
Mrs. Max Truitt, daughter of the WMTW, Portland, Me.
As
since its
"
- has been the practice
veepee, Mrs. India Edwards, head
Weewatter has come up with a
of the Women’s Democratic Na- weekly teenster session that es - origination, ’Tollies” originates as
tional Committee and Mrs. Charles
chews gushiness and condescension a visual show before a paid house
Brannan, wife of the Secretary of
at the 1,100-seat Ivanhoe Temple,
Agriculture, on
a
roundup of for sock entertainment values playing to near-capacity every
femme activities at the Inaugura- equally listenable by high school week at 61c per head. A few faces
tion; Eric Johnston on an Ameri- kids and their elders.
Tasteful are changed, some sponsors are
can Brotherhood Week program;
emceeing by Dick Smith, new, but otherwise “Follies” holds
and chantoosey Pearl Bailey mak- and alert
to its traditional quota of com.
infecbuilds
disk
jockey,
station’s
ing
a
Christmas Seal pitch.
In seasons past, the “Follies” has
Though accent is on government tious enthusiasm among youngstep taken a summer hiatus, but with
brass, show biz is used whenever participating, who long ago over- new sponsors just signed, probpossible, as in the case of Ingrid
ability is that it will move to an
Bergman, who did a Children’s ran, studio space and now must be air-conditioned hall and continue.
Theatre stint.
Already recorded accommodated in a hotel ballFollies” always has been the atais next week’s U. S. Bond Drive
room. Fact that Smith has been tion’s chief showcase for the bfg
program, with Treasury Secretary able to attract as many boys and roster of talent from its artists bu.Tohn Snyder p.a.’ing.
reau, and continues on the air
girls to the sessions may be assignInterview chores are ably hanwhether the visuai session holds or
non-flossiness of approach.
dled by Mrs. Markel, whose per- ed to
not.
“Saturday
Date”
is no mere cute
sonal popularity here helps snare
This season “Follies” has Eddie
girl
many of the celebs • who appear handle. Each week a boy or
Edwards, a veteran of the ca.st and
is elected by a panel from his or
with her.
bureau, at the production helm.
her high school to assume that role
It is all very high class and digHis air show is all that the “FolDefor the upcoming program.
nified. but skillfully avoids being
lies” should be. Hiram Higsby is an
partment store sponsor thereupon
stuffy, and strikes a weekly blow
old hand at the m.c. assignment.
togs out the kid n'om its teen shop
for station prestige.
Lowe.
To and handles in masterly fashion.
for modelling on the show.
writing is
keen
keep "Date”*in
.Date
In forefront,
forefront Smith P®
involved, ad lib being the general
THE PLAZA
uses the selected teenster as copractice.
Wiiiarde emcee throughout.
f”"**
Dick Smith
Talent roster includes names

To drive home

ally,” etc.

town’s

is

WTOP

Dr. Smith tossed off such keimels
of advice as “until a man is ready
to take himself for better or worse,
he’s not ready for self-improve-

.

30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WMGM, N. Y.
Using a musical format, and employing the talents of U. S. Arny
Air Force personnel, this show
comes off as moderately entertaining half-hour.
Broadcast origi.
iij
A
r>
nates from ¥»
Bolling
Air
Force Base,
Washington, D. C., and is carried
throughout the country by Mutual
excep^ for the weturive .Irlng in

the brainprogram director
child of
Hazel Markel, who remains as interviewer of celebs featured on
airer despite her executive job.
Spot is in great demand by groups
of all kinds as a springboard for
publicizing their work. Applicants
are carefully screened, with time
given only to topnotch philanthropic, welfare, educational,
social service groups and the like.
Effort is made to highlight a current “cause.”
Format of show makes it far
more palatable than most of its
type. Though a local effort, national flavor of town and of guests
interviewed, make it a suitable
candidate for web airing.
Standard pattern followed includes introduction by announcer
Lee Vickers against a musical fanMrs.
backgrounding
by
fare,
Markel. and a two-part Interview,
first of the organization’s rep and
then of the gue.st, generally a top

“D. C. Dateline”

intelligence.
In an easy, conversational style,

tnent.”

the

of

pre.stige
effort
50.000-watter.

sor of philosophy, poetry and politics at the University of Syracuse,
as his guest. Informal discussion
proved interesting, but Dr. Smith’s
suggestions for “cultural self-imirovement” will hardly come as
Jresh advice to a person of average

MEET TOUR MATCH
With Tom Moore, others

t. Howard, With Tommy Tucker Orch, Nanej
Donovan, Ray Charles Quartet,
M. Sgt Glenn Darwin, Warrant
Officer Robert Landers; Lt. Casa
Tommy Mahoney; Phil Tonkin,
Bielski, announcer
announcer
Writer: Capt. Don Meranda
Producer: Dick Rubin
Producer - Director: Capt. Bob Director: Newt Stammer

Dwif ht Cooke, host; Dr. T. V. with Hazel Kenyon Market
Smith, fuest
Pn^ucer: Edwin Halburt
roducer: Leon Levine
Writer: Elien Wadleigh
f5 Mins.; Mon.-thni-Frl., 6:15 p.m. Announcer: Lee Vickers
Sustaining
15 Mins., Sun., 12:15 p.m.
CBS, from New York
Sustaining
ll'lth

SING FOR YOUR SUPPER

AIR FORCE HOUR
With Li Col. George

DATELINE
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Foods

ABC television came through
with the best job of routining
a full evening of 'I'V entertainment yet seen on the screen
during its kickoff of that new

making preem Plot was unconvincing, with the 30

Clrcui,’*

•

1

Mins.; Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining (14 stations)

'

action getting cluttered at times,
especially
near the showdown.

'

ABC-TV, from N.Y.

^

i

format
Klrschner

j

viewer lure.
Program,
adapted freely from its AM format,
is replete with solid laughs, human
interest and, because of its visual
impact,
suspense hardly approached by the radio version. It
looks like a winner and should
grab a sponsor fast.
As with its, AM predecessor,
“Date” has six men, three each
from two universities, competing
for dates with three models. Boys
can only woo anonymously, via a
telephone conversation, and the
gals supposedly then choose the
more convincing for an evening at
the Stork Club, N. Y., with all expenses paid. Audience meets both
the boys and the gitls and then,
via a split-screen effect, sits in on

surefire

acrobats as the story progressed.
Hartline
and
Success which greeted the teleleading circus band in lively style, casting of the Football Cup Final
and clowns Cliff Soubler and Jack from Wembley Stadium, an event
Foster capering about with comedy which is reported to have attracted
1.000.000
viewers,
has
**^/re act by Alvaraclos opened given a much needed fillip to the
nr^m program Sunday (D. Bob sale of receivers. Perfect camera
trick
staged
a
trio
JSd Evelyn
control, w’ith emphasis on closeups,
roller-skating routine, ending with gave viewers a firstclass shot-bycomedy attempt by midget member shot record of Britain’s most popucommercial
ended
Wordy
of act
lar sporting event of the year.
Canada Dry’s stint. Printed roll- Televising of such events is never
UP and verbal explanation dwelt likely to affect the gate but plays
on rules for kids winning some a major part in widening the appunching bag toy clowns.
peal

introducing

specialty acts;

Mary

I

i

j

I

|

;

j

j

j

of home video.
It was cerDerby Foods half of show fea- tainly a show which deservedly
tured Emil and Evelyn in a series enhanced the reputation of the
Two
acrobats.
board
of spring
BBC and confirmed the immense
digkids’ contests had youngsters
popularity of actuality telecasting.
ging for coins in pans of flour, and
racing to eat hot dogs on strings.
Sunny Moore and his dog act took
Film Review
over arena for a zany exhibition
of rolling hoops, balancing, spinleaping.
and
nlng
.
,,
,
Commercials were heavily salted
through entire show. Derby Foods
MMch'if yfrae (Richard
with
though,
it,
had the better of
.

j

!

TV

;

j

a clever sideshow stunt, wherein
a barker exploits the virtues ot
peanut butter for kids. Canada
Dry end of show has used almost
every type of demonstration ex cept having trained seals swim in a
tank of ginger ale.

De Rochemont

j

,

i

j

|

Mata and Harl, taking over the

Marge and Gower Champion spot
on Friday’s (6) “Admiral Broadway

Revue,” turned in a standout performance. Togged in black .skinwith white trimmings,

tight outfits

the terpers clicked in their sophi.sticated East Indian routines that
slyly spoof forinal ballet. Particularly effective was one segment
in which the male half of the duo
“hypnotized” his partner and the
pair did some socko acrobatic turns
that displayed slick timing and

gowner and

j

]

arrangement by which Time and
Life are the sponsors. “Crusade”
in its TV"^ version has been comMarch of Time
piled by
the
arrangement with
through
an
20th-Fox. which owns the rights,
and the result is a series of 26
films, each of which is to run in
in

9:25;

ad

libber,

2.'>-minute

“Hero

Heroine

finale

was

not

and
up

standard.

A few more
tegically spotted

strong

"Crusade”

in its initial install-

moving events that
AnWorld W^ar II.

told the

preceded

Munich. Czechoslovakia.
schluss,
Mortgage” Poland. Chamberlain’s declaration
u.sual
to
of war with Germany all these
are part of the first chapter. Along
w'ith the films that compose the 25

—

acts

stra-

would have given

Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town”
a greater Impact. The fault didn’t

Ed

the booking, but primarily
In the way some of the acts projected. For example, Nellie Lutcher,
whose highly individualistic
jive interpretations make her a
fave with the younger element,
failed to project too keenly in the
show’.
It may have been her tune
lie

technicuie. including the voice of
the latter’s W’estbrook Van Voor-

ment

in

inasmuch as “Real Gone
Guy” and “Big Brown Frame.” her
selection

other portions in the series, they
are the work of expert editing
and compilation while the producers. at the same time, have
kept faith with the Eisenhower
book.
There is only one glinipse of the
General during a clip showing
him. before the war. as a colonel
in the Philippines, standing beside
General MacArthur. It was Eisenhower who is credited with the
adaptation of his book. But whatever the credits, they all represent
an excellent reportage, some of
the clips already having been seen
by the public, others heretofore
being restricted and taken from
the files of the U. S. military
forces, captured enemy clips, plus

—

most acclaimed items among disk
fans, weren’t heard.
Henny Nadcll started off slowly in the comedy spot, but built up nicely as
he went into his draft board routine.
It’s an old bit that’s long
passed its peak and timeliness, but Allied sources.
the concept and execution are esThe major credits, of course. In
sentially funny.
addition to that belonging to EisenCharles Laughton did an unusual hower. go to producer Richard de
thing on this show by giving a RochemoYit and Arthur Tourtelreading from the Book of Daniel. lot’s editing. There is no doubt
He made the story of Shadrach. that on the basis of the first film.
Mesach and Abednego sound like “Crusade” along with 20th-Fox.
a good adventure story with a Time and Life
does much to prehappy ending while retaining the serve. and with accuracy, the hisessentially solemn biblical tone. tory of an epochal period. If there
He read the chapter as many think was a single flaw, it was in the
the Bible should be read as litera- overlong opening commercial for
ture. modem and enjoyable,
Time and Life. It ran around four
Kahn.
A repeater on the program w as minutes.
Norman Evans, the versatile British import who hit good reactions GOBO’S riRClIS
with a cute puppet and trumpet With Coby Ruskin, Bud Palmer,
others
Producer: Alan Handley
“Stand By For Crime,” half-hour Director: James .Iordan, Jr.
y.lipfiunit quizzer originating from 30 Min.: Thurs., 6 p.m.
W ENR-TV, ABC’s Chicago outlet, Sustaining
returned to the air Saturday night WNBT, N.Y.
w» after a hiatus of several weeks.
Addition of “Gobo’s Circus to
It emerged as just
an average video the WNBT late afternoon schedule
crime program* needing better gives the NBC flagship station
directorial pace to up it to the practically a solid two hours of
standards of such top TV mellers kids’ shows. Lineup kicks off with
’^dspense.” Format has Myron "Howdy Doodv” from 5:30 to 6.
tr
wallacp as chief of a homicide "Circus” until 6:30. a half-hour
^huad solving a crime through break and then the Chicago-origi"^hhacks and employing nation- nated "Kukla. Fran and Ollie.”
Wide phone calls for view'er solu- Latest entry, while not up to the
tions before unmasking the killer. par of the others, has the circus
Saturday’s show involved a mur- atmosphere, a live clown and rnader effected through an Indian gician and various gue.st acts which
poison injected in the victim via parlay into some neat entertaint scratch from a cigaret lighter.
( Continued on page 32)
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vision,
The 'rv counterpart of
radio's phenomenal giveaway show
excellently
sharply-paced,
is
a

produced one-hour entertainment.
should ultimately achieve the
It
popularity of radio’s "Stop the
Music.” and will probably surpa.ss
it
when video audiences become
commensurate in size with radio
listenership.

Sponsored jointly by Admiral,
which bankrolls the first half, and
P. Lorillard <(Yld Gold), for the
second portion. “Stop the Music”
can't nu.ss becoming one of the top
shows in tele. It has in Bert Park.s,
who also paces the radio "Stop the
Music.” an unusually able emcee
with a ready wit and exuberance
necessary ti» maintain the show’s

to

“News Story
Week” from 9:25 to 9:3();

20th-Fox’s

informality.

show
slightly
was the Impression given that both
the students and models had rehearsed their phone conversations,
'fhe lines were funny enough but
would have packed considerable
more sock if they had sounded
entirely
off-the-cuff.
Show was
staged on a nicely-styled, functional

set,

with

the

single

Writers: Bob Fine, John
60 Mins., Thurs., 8 p. m.
Sustaining

With

this

first

he has already established
as a television personality.

have had working before the cameras and studio audience. Repartee
between her and a couple of the THE 54th STREET REVUE
With Jack Sterling, Russell Arms,
boys, whether planned or not, was
Marilyn Day, Carl Reiner, Pat
neatly handled and her knowledge
Bright, Banibl Linn, Annabelle
of their universities <ln this case
Lyons, Count Reno, Jonathan
Columbia and Y'ale) demonstrated
Lucas, Jimmy Spitalny
she wisely took the trouble for a
Producer: Barry Wood
little advance re.search.
Director: Ralph Levy
Where the
erred

show

hiin.sedf
It ha.s

excellent musical backgrounding
Harry Salter’s orch. plus several
standby singers, all of whom help
supply the musical clues to the
prize questions.
It
has variety
performers
(acrobats,
dancers,
etc.), who, via their performances,
in

some of the clues, as a
to break up the succession
stn ight musical hints.
And
above all those prizes. Especially
in the Admiral portion of the program; a flock of home utilities
including practically the kitchen
sink are among the giveaways
supplied by the Admiral factories.
suggest

means

Whedon

of

—

—

CBS, from New York
CBS’ projection of "The 54th
Street Revue” Thursday at 8 p. m.

—

for a full hour, helps make this The Old Gold prizes mostly comtime period one of the most com- prise expensive clothing.
The "mystery melody” prize
petitive in the video spectrum.
opening night, and still unguessed
Pitted against such formidable fodat
the show’s conclusion,
was
der as ABC’s "Stop the Music”
$16,400.

|

door!
'

-

his.

from 9

LORILLARD

“Stop the Music.” already boffo
on radio, now socks home on tele-

“.Actor’s Studio,” dramatic series, from 9:30 to 10, and the
“Roller Derby” from 10 to
closing.
Stal.

she

‘"HeturSm* after .^week's illness,
over the ABC video net- separating the boy and girl being
®
Mary McCarty clicked with her work.
The first of these had its a notably good idea. Split-screen,
“Tango Palace” number satirizing tele premiere last Thursday night done through super-imposing one
Caesar <.51. It marked the most notable camera over another, was good for
Sid
dancehalls.
taxi
pleased in two sketches, first as a advance for TV in the field of the most part, although one
camera
mad violin teacher and then as two narrative-visual reporting.
in the early part of the show wasn’t
His finale was a
p.sychiatrists.
the March of Time faded in sufficiently, with a reEmploying
“Chamthe current
burlesque of
pion” and "Set-Up” prizefight pix.
Imogene Coca clicked as a talkative cocktail lounge habitue and a
good vaudeo bit w-as provided by
“Pansy,” the vet prop-horse act.

films,

P.

(10 stations)

ABC-TV. from New York
Kudner Lennen & MiicheV)

I

•

weeks,

Eisenhower

did an excellent job in getting the
male studentskto open up and overcome any inhibitions they might

TIME AND LIFE
ABC-TV, from New York

successive

glib

AD51IRAL AND

;

of the

Blaine,

60 Min.s.: Thurs., 8 p.m.

“Blind Date” from 7:30 to 8
“Stop the Music” from 8 to
‘Crusade in Europe,” t h e

attributable
to
emcee
Arlene
Francis. V’isually attractive, nicely-

I

Directors: George R. Black, Jack
Glenn, Grey Lm'kwood, Lcn Lye,
William Zubiller
Narration: Westbrook Van Voorhis
Editor: Arthur Tourtellot
25 Mins,: Thurs. 9 p.m.

Young & Ru bicam)
“Crusade in Europe.” General
Eisenhower’s story of the Allied
campaign in Europe, has been
given an exciting film treatment
for television purposes, under an

of its various .shows for a solid
three-and-a-half hours.
It’s a
lesson that radio has never
learned, what with its slotting
of one comedy program after
another, or with a solid twohour block of mystery mellers.
If ABC-TV can maintain the
overall pace set for the preem,
it should have little trouble in
corralling a hefty share of the
Thursday night audience. All
suiweys to date have shown
televiewers to be constant dial
tw'irlers, searching the channels for the type of show they
want, which virtually nullifies
the Importance of back-to-back
slotting.
Variety layout of
ABC-TV’s evening lineup,
however, should keep ’em
tuned to the single channel,
Thursday night layout has

the conversations. Winner doesn’t
get to meet the girl, though, until
after she makes up her mind. Suspense, of course, enters in while
the model decides and the audience
can naturally be expected to take
sides in the decision.
Much of the success on the

|

29

Estelle Lorinf, Betty Ann Grove,
Sonja A Courtney Van Horne,
Businessmen of Rhythm, Don
Wayne Lamb, Martin
Little,
Marina Palmer, Ruth
Kraft,
Ostrander, Harriet Roeder,
Charles Lurhsinger, Harry Salter’s orch
Producer: Louis G. Cowan, Inc., in
as.«iociatlon with Mark Goodson;
production supervised by Alfred
J. Hollander
Director: Ralph W’arren
Announcers: Don Hancock, Ken
Williams. Dennis James, Sidney
Smith

Thursday night parley last
week <5». Web’s program
As the starting point for its now
bosses followed the best tenets
Show retains its essential
center shots at the start but Thursday evening lineup, “Blind
of good show busine.ss techClaude the lensing became more accurate Date” gives ABC-'TV an almost!-^ niques in mixing up the pace
ringmaster
of

full-time sponsorship (Derby
4 »inin 0 canaaa
r«nada Drv)
is gooa
good
L»ry). 18
joining

kid fare.

REVIEWS

THE MUSIC
ABC’s Good Thurs. Parley STOP
W'ith Bert Parks, Jimmy

With Arlene Francis, others; Walter
Herlihy, announcer
Producer: Bernard L. Schubert
Director: Fred Carr
Music: Glen Osscr

Comment

Tele Follow-up
“Super

'

TKLEVISIO.ir
BLIND DATE

441

,

1949

and NBC’s Hank Ladd layout and
An enormous personnel is reLanny Ross show, this revue seems quired for this show, whose talent
capable of holding its own. The and production uiot
including lime
show',- obviously
patterned along costs) amounts to a little under
sultant ghost effect on the screen. the “Broadway Admiral Revue”
an estimated $10.0(M) weekly. And
format,
achieve.s
pace, color, move- there is no wasting of talent or
•STal.
ment and variety on a single set. budget either. In addition to Parks
There are several notable perform- and Salter’s orch, there are such
ers
and .some laugh-provoking additional performers as Estelle
ABC Preems Its Frisco
sketches.
lA)ring, Jimmy Blaine and Betty
However, the major fault with Ann Grove, the singers; there are
TV Showcase as Philco this layout is its inability to main- dancers Sonja and Courtney Van
tain the sprightly pace for the 60- Horne, plus Geneve Dorn and the
minutes duration. There are few Buslne.ssmen of Rhythm; a ballet
Bankrolls Inaugural in the package’s peraonnel
that ensemble comprises Don Litt’e,
can .step out during the latter half Wayne
Lamb.
Martin
Kraft,
San Franci.sco. May 10.
and give the show the necessary Marina Palmer. Ruth Ostrander
ABC’s newest video outlet, KGO- sock to heighten lagging in'terest.
and Harriet Roeder; and there is
-A
more
TV,
San
Francisco,
equitable distribution of a cartoonist, too. Charles Luchpreemed
All of whom are neatly
auspiciously May 5 over Channel the boff .sessions during the fore singer.
and aft portions and the introduc - part of the cluc-giving format—
7, teeing off wilh a professional
tion of more novelty during the and yet all. at the same time, give
melange of programming, produc- waning sections seem in order out with straight entertainment.
Thus do they serve a dual function.
tion and talent, which included a here.
1'he competent and fairly even
The TV “Stop the Music” is dededicatoiw program spotlighting calibre of performers selected also signed just for television viewers;
>

i

!

‘

I
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Gov

lelcphonc calls are made onlv to
those with sets, and (he eligii)les.
of course, are only those viewing
the show.
As the switchboard
plugs In the call, with Parks .seen
pert at dialect humor. Other com- on the phone talking to the “lucky
edy was contributed by Pat Bright one,” the name of the latter is seen
who did a good Brooklynese bit; being electrically traniicribed on a
Fosse & Niles collabbed with bulletin board above Parks’ desk.

provides a .sameness of tone. Jack
Sterling, who ho.sts the show, did
a good job in several bits and
sketches, while Carl Reiner of the
"Where’s Charley?” cast, is an ex-

Earl Warren. Robert Kintner,
Robert Hinckley, Paul Mowrey.
Gayle V. Grubb and three of San
Franci.sco's top leligious leaders.
Bishop Morgan Block, Rabbi Irving
StA-n and .Archbishop John J.
Mitty.
The inaugural .show opened with
a 25-minute documentary slice of

1

Sterling in a .softshoe bit: Jimmy
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower’s "Cru- Spitalny did a bit already made
sade in Europe.” filmed for video. familiar by Jackie Miles; Cliff Edand carried on with a vaude show wards was heard in a pair of tunes;
under Philco aegis from the stage Count Reno did a tramp bicycle
of Golden Gate theatre, and closed bit a la Joe Jackson. Jr.; Bambi
with a S. F. -Oakland Pacific Coast Linn had a neat terp spot, and
League) baseball game. All items Ru.ssell Arms and Marilyn Day
took care of the singing roles.
showed expert camera handling.
The elements of a top variety
Vaude was a smoothly routined
five-act layout with Garry M(»ore show are already present in the
From indications on the
handling emcee chore in good revue.
initial show, all that’s needed is a
form with overtones of hoke that
more
equitable
distribution of talclicked effectively. Performers inent and perhaps a .strong vaude
cluded Artie James, flash roller headliner pronerly
spotted.
The
skate specialty. Mae Morse cow- identities of the performers are
boogie songstress wbo scored neat- given via urinted titles and do not
ly, Lolita and Ardo, whose ball- slow’ up the proceedings.
room terping registered smoothly,
Barry Wood’s production, John
and the Wiere Bros., who clicked Butler’s choreography and Ralph
with their accustomed ease.
Levy’s direction aid considerably.
chattered
by sport- Sketches by Bob Fine and John
Baseball,
are okay.
This CBS
caster Ira Blue, was well handled Whedon
Gen- house-built package is one of its
for maximum effectiveness.
eral appeal of sum total was first more ostentatious variety presentations and shapes up as excellent
rate.
Current KGO-TV stance will be video fare after the initial presentation’s few kinks are ironed
of
telecasting,
week
hour
,

<

'

^

'

An amusing example of the clues
given is in the orch’s playing of
“I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles.”
with Parks doing a visual piece of
business with .soap bubbles until
the call is plugged in to the contestant, thus "stopping the music”
while the contestant guesses at the
tune played. Another Is the singing by Betty Ann Grove of "Bird
in a Gilded Cage”; she’s shown
suspended in a cage, in feathery
adornment,
while
singing
the
tune.
To point up the clues during the playing of "Scheherazade.”
there is a scene of dancing girls,
etc., in a

here

harem

joins

in

setting,

with

and

Park.s

appropriate

costume to fetch plenty of laughs.
There are no limitations to the
laugh devices for this show. Nor
does there seem any limit to the
rating this show will get when once
the w’ord gets around, if it hasn’t
already.
Kahn.

Detroit TV’s the Na^s
Detroit.

WXYZ-TV

May

10.

will
telecast
horse
12’ V
out.
Jose.
racing at the Detroit State Fair
with daily stint of eight to nine
fall.
Reception
Grounds
by
twice
weekly
beginning
expected
hours
was reported as far away as SacraSchenectady, N. Y.
Capehart May 13.
Cbeckup im- dealers in the capital district are
Cameras will pick up the fifth
mento and Reno.
program sponsoring a new audience partici- and sixth races Wedne.sdays and
following
mediately
.Area
1.900
Bay
of
Saturdays
in addition to special
nO'^7
showed
pation quiz. "Nickel For Nothing.”
television sets tuned in for the emceed by Bob Snyder, on WRGB, telecasts of the Decoration Day
Ted.
and
Fourth
of July races.
Schenectady.
show.
preem

a

—

-

— TRI.EVISIOSr

so

WfidnesdaT,

“

—

k

ing off a few' franca here and a
few francs there from the radio
budget.
The television building, for ex-l
ample, is one of the potential wonders of the TV world. But here,

I

‘

i

an approximate 5.000
sets, all of which
nothing. The
precisely
adds up to
programming, what there is of it.
comreceivers
Televi.sion
bad.
Is
niand the same price as in the
United States— $300 and up. and
that’s too many francs in a country
are
scattered

to full crystallization by Andre
Ory. director of the French Television System.
But the man on the Champs
Klysees knows nothing of these
technical achievements, or the fact
that France succeeded where CBS
failed. (Columbia took it on the
chin to the tune of $3,000,000 in a
vain bid to convince the FCC that

there

TV

'

(

that’s playing the EC.V circuit.

Yet. strangely enough. Radiodiffusion Is all set to spring its 819line definition within the next few

only

|

a

tribute to

the super-

.

via
ABC-TV ... Announcer Russ
Davis and chief cameraman Harry
Birch of WBKB in Florida for vacation .... Singer
Vivian
Martin
guested on WNBQ by pianist
Herbie Mints ... Banjoist Jimmy
tion-religious manager to discuss
James made appearance on ABC“Health Education by Radio and TV “Barn Dance”
Do.
TV” at health confab here Friday lores Marshall featuredVocalist
on Al Mor«
13)
Hugh M. Beville, Jr.. NBC
.

.

j

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

direct

gan Show via

.

“That

London

I

Ted Kavanagh.

'

,

'

heart

image only recently brought made

of

Paris

—

po.ssible only

these w'ere

all

through siphon - video.

New Tele

13

,

.

of

the

New

Gallant

Lumber &

Zealand
in

cricket

team

action

Margot Fonteyn, prima

1

starring with

ballerina,

Michael Somes and

Harold Turner in a short ballet
program .“The Case of Thomas
Pyke.” telecast ye.sterday dO), was
specially
written for video by

'

,

j

Duncan
months

Ro.ss
in Paris

Back

from

six

at the Club de
Elysees. Nat Allen presiding over “Song Session” of old and
inew' favorites
Practical camping
hints will be featured in the Children’s Program Sunday. May 22
Direct from its run al the Globe
theatre, “Oranges and
Lemons’*
will be the highspot of the May
program
James Thurber’s
14
’’The Last Flower” is to be told in
pictures May 13 when 60 of the
author’s drawings will be shown,

j

Champs

I

.

!

,

.

!

'

1

accompanied by his own comment

NBC Gets Okay

Coal, Toledo,

tele outlet in that city.
agency placed the ac-

shown

.

j

On UHF Testing

has signed for 52 weeks of quarterhour film shorts once weekly over

WSPD-TV.

be

during
their three-day match at Lord’s
will

;

i

Biz

I

Wa.shington. May 10.
An authorization was granted by
Furniture Co.. San .the FCC last week to test UHF
Francisco, inked to sponsor “De- television reception in the home.
sign for Living.” weekij program In the first permit of its kind, the
on interior decoration, over KPIX. agency authorized NBC to estal)-

Wendt ad
count.

I

{

Milwaukee

indie tele station in Fri.sco.

lish

Macmillan
Petroleum
Corp.,
through Marketers. Inc., Hollywood
agency, has signed a 13-week deal
to sponsor “Roving Cameia.” new
lO-minute film series aired Fridays
via WNBT (NBC. N. Y.).
Chevrolet Dealers of New V’ork
have signed an eight-week contract
with W.IZ-TV. to sponsor the Friday night telecasts of the “Roller
Derby.”
Campbell-Ewald is the
agency. Sponsorship stai-ted May 6
and will run through Juh 1.

It/B/ll

scripter

ITM.A radio program, debuts in
video with “Cuckoo College” May

I

'

I

Television City. (Thus going even
a .step beyond the CBS-Tournament
of Champions concept.
But the man on the street knows
nothing of what is going on. To
him television is still in the
nether realm of “Monsieur Berle.”
That’s how far removed he is from

WGN-TV.

.

'

dios (including a roof studio) for
tennis and other outdoor sports
events, so that the top outdoor attractions of Paris will be integrated
into TV and emanate directly- from

.

i

(

research
director,
and Noran
Kersta, William H. Weintraub TV
director, to speak on TV at New
School tonight (Wed.»,
Walter
Hart,
now directing
“Goldbergs” via CBS-TV\ signed to

j

,

lines,

.

'

I

three

hospitals

.

|

However. It looks like the RCA
cau.se in Europe is a lo.st one.
AlIf television (despite the superthough David Sarnoft and his emisrjries have penetrated most of the lative technical achievements) reWestern European countries lonly mains strictly in the rumor stage
receiitly Spain’s Franco was given here, it is because thus far it has
private RC.V mobile-unit run- added up to a budgelle.ss operation.
a
through), the leaning today is to- The long experimentation with the
ward the French system of tran.s- 819-line definition, the perfecting
inission. Even Phillips of Belgium of
the
Henry De France-created
(which like Phillips of Luxem- tube with a .sensitivity equal to
bourg and Phillips of Holland has that of theatre films, the slow but
a working agreement with RC’.A). sure progress on Radiodiffusion’s
has begun experimentation along television building located in the
819

.

Wonderful Man.”
which bows in June 21 on the same
web under Toni sponsorship
James P. Gillis, former NBC account exec, joined the radio-TV
department of McCann-Erickson
Peggy Cass signed for a role in
"One Sunday Atlernoon.” to be
aired Monday (16» on CBS-TV’s
“F'ord Television Theatre” with
anything
transcend
ments that
Burgess Meredith, Hume Cronyn
ta|)e,
known in. the U. S. There is a and Francesca Bruning starred
Right now the political winds studio (already completed) with
Special talent edition of Ross TV
(with the Rightist thinking) are- an enormous pool designed espe- Programming Reports, now being
blowing in favor of a commercial cially for underwater camera shots, published for the actors’ Telephone
be,
setup, and the answer ma\
with an intricate lighting system Exchange, to be supplied gratis to
forthcoming within the next few and specially designed cameras to members of the latter outfit
Kay
French Parliament penetrate underwater ballet pro- Bardsely and Marjorie Fisher, both
weeks. The
starts its meets on May 17 and'
gramming. (If asked why, when former staffers of the N. Y. Daily
one of the pending decisions is francs are of the essence, so much News’ WPIX, formed Woman’s
w hether the Government shall re- stress should be placed on under- World Television to specialize in
linquish its hold on Radiodiffu- water ballet construction furbe- packaging shows for women
sion. General sentiment at the mo- lows, again comes the inevitable John MacDougall, program chief of
WGYN-FM. N. Y., signed as perment appears to be that the Min- retort; "pour le future.”'
manent
announcer-nanator
on
istry will give the nod for a partThere’s a studio rising three NBC-TV’s Monday night “Colgate
Government-part-commercial oper- stories high designed for circuses,
Video Theatre.”
ation, similar to that in Canada
without which no F'renchman can
and Australia.
be happy. There are outdoor stu-

last

vet

.

.

—

the French broadcasters for a television system embracing the technical advances achieved by France,
despite concerted efforts of the
Radio Corp. of America to persuade the European countries to
.American standards
fall in with
and “go 525” (via RCA equip-

lative

.

.

color television embracing a like
definition was entirely practical.
If few people talk about radio
or television in Pai*is it is parbecause the medium has
tially
failed to create personalities of its
own. There are no Fibber & MolBennys. Hopes or Gilderlys.
sleeves. Talent recruited for radio
an official’s car* so that, stone by'
and TV^ is more firmly rooted in stone, light by light, things began
other branches of Parisian show
to take shape.
night
the
in
business notably
Last month the Minister of Inspots. Primarily the people listen
formation was given his initial
foi the news and music, but they’re
Television City. And so
just as apt to pick it up from BBC look-see at
progress
or Radio Luxembourg or Radio impre.ssed was he by the
Monte Carlo, which share equal made through the franc-pinching
in obsucceeded
he
proce.ss.
that
spotlight in overali attention as
taining a $200,000 appropriation to
Radiodiffusion.
continue the job.
The key French broadcasters
The multiple-studio interior is
themselves, if pinned down, conIt will
cede that until such time that the still in half-skeleton form.
another $1,000,000 to finish
take
system is returned to private or
won’t
probably
even partially-private ow nership to the job. and that
program- be until another year and a half or
allow for commercial
emerging
ming. they’re behind the political two years. But already
blueprint are achieveeight-ball, enmeshed in endless red out of the

week concluded negotiations with

ment

.

I

(

|

to

sets

tele

from

contributed

1

flolland. Germany, and with possible penetration behind the Iron

Sun-Times has presented

in Chi
V^OR’s area.
Promotion manager Mel
by Barker handled arrangements...
Christmas Fund,
To WGN-TV staffers on vacation
the MBS outlet’s listeners.
are
date, 21 sets have been installed. Helene Henfeld to Coast.
Barbara
Milt Rosenstock filmed first in Corning in Bermuda, and
Esther
his series of vidpix scripted by Bronson California bound
... Quiz,
Frank E. Martino, master Bob Elaon hosted
Ray Richman
baseball
of ABC-TV spot sales, has named managers Connie Mack and
Frank
Telethe new baby Frank Jr.
Lane of Athletics and White Sox
phone Exchange furnishing 500 respectively, on his “Identify”
show
copies of Rosa Reports on TV
gifts

as

telesets

remained at a stand.still.
During the past year things began to hum again on the Rue de
le Universite. Not that any TV coin
was forthcoming from the Government. But whenever opportunity programming to its members
permitted, the French broadcast Ivor Kenway, ABC ad-promotion
officials
reallocate radio funds v.p., to speak at Princeton Club
sometimes this mieant re-selling in N.Y. Friday (13) on TV advertisRuth Trexler, .ABC educagallons
of gas appropriated for ing
10

|
I

1949

Chicago

Children’s wards in 23 New; York
and New Jersey hospitals will get

|

ts

example,

New York

i

|

j

i

slanted for the
future, a situation forced upon
political
through
Radiodiffusion
and econoniic expediency. It is a
future in which the French bronddivorcement
envision
a
ca.sters
from government control, and the
adoption of commercial st-andards;
a future which will find transmitters rising to twice the height of
the present one atop the Kiffel
Tower, with auxiliary transmitters
bordering Italy. Spain. Belgium,

for

'

I

television.

Italy,

i

•

veeks.
819-line
the
demonstrations of
transmission concede that France,
easily
located, can
strategically
dominate the western Kuropean
area through the excellence of its

Curtain.
Also envisioned is an era when
bordering countries fall in with
the 819-line standard adopted by
the
(including
Radiodiffusion
BBC'* permitting for the creation
of the Western Powers TV^ Network and the dovetailing of democratic ideologies.

:

’
’

Those who have witnessed

But everything

cated on the Left Bank within the
shadows of the Eiffel Tower, an
unpretentious building from the
outside but full of hidden secrets
on the inside, it was started by the
Nazis during the Occupation, using
French labor. Came the day of llberation, and Operations Television

j

I

11,

Tek Chatter

!

‘Western Powers TV Network’

May

j
'

port.

New

a

satellite

station

in

Bridge-

Conn., to link with WNBT,
York, for rebroadcasting net-

work programs

to a

limited num-

ber of special receivers capable of
reception in the ultra high frequency band. The sets will be distributed to special ob.servers.

The web was requested to adthe Commission immediately
should RCA decide to sell UHF
receivers in the Bridget>orl area.
NBC’s request for a waiver of hourWGN-TV Chi. reported that Fox ly announcements required on
Deluxe Beer will sponsor (irst commercial stations was denied by
half of Friday boxing matches the Commi.ssion. whicli will issue
with Jack Brickhouse announcing,
separate ca>i letters for the satellite
through Kastor agency. Ro.sen’s
outlets.
Clothing Store picks up tab for last
half of program. Other new sponsors include Holland Jewelr>’ &
Radio Store through Malcolm-Howard agency; Lake Shore Electronics
through 11. S. Laufman & Associates; and Salerno - Megowen Co.
Plymouth has extended its opthrough Schwimmer & Scott agention on ABC-TV’s “Hold That Camcy. all for announcements.
WTMJ - TV. Milw'aukce. an- era.’’ audience-viewer participation
nounced that Gimbel’s Department stanza, to Friday (13'. via N. W.
Store will sponsor half of Brewers Ayer. “Camera,” emceed by Herb
Ba.seball games through Klau-Van Sheldon, will use a telephone rouPetei-son - Dunlay agency. Miller tine. with persons phoned at home
Brewing Co. earlier had taken half choosing partners in the studio as
of games through same
agency. the camera pans the audience.
Larry Clark announces. State Dis- Viewers called will have to work
tributing Co. will spon.sor a “rov- with their studio partner, watching
camera” program between ing the screen and giving direcdouble-headers through the Al
tions over the phone.
Plotkin agency.
If Plymouth picks up the tab
Five firms ordered weeklv spot
the
announcements over WXYZ-TV. prizes will be cars for both Bud
Detroit, last week. They are Rival' studio and viewer winners.
for
working
is
v.p.,
Dog Foods. Truan’.s Candy. New Barry. ABC tele
York Linoleum. Good Housekeep- a mid-June preem.
ing Shops, and Ned'.s Auto Supply
vise

PLYMOUTH OPTION ON

‘CAMERA’ EXTENDED

«

iti

Scittimone!

‘Basin St.’ for TV
“Chamber Music Society
Imwer Basin Street.’’ ABC’s
satire

I

Washington.
of
ja /7

May

10

The Washington Metropolitan
area had 44.500 television sols in
operation as of May 1. a gam »>f
3.7.50 over the April I figure according to an estimate Iasi
by the Washington Television C irculation Committee
The estimate indicated sale of
.sets is leveling off at an average

of longhair concerts which
been off the air for some years,
is being readied for a reprise on
•ABC-TV.
Gene Hamilton, announcer-director
of
(he
weh’s
"Carnegie Hall” scries owns the
show, which Is expected to bow in
a month.
of about 3.500 a month since the
Hamilton is growing a beard for record businc.ss of December when
the video version.
0,000 receivers were sold.
lias

1,

Wednesday, May ll, 1949

RADIO-TELKVISIOIV
WBKB’s

Inside Television
^

«

.

*

»*

ill

Spot ^hirge

Par Asks FCC

Chicago, May 10.
reported a two-week upsurge in commercial spot business
with a total of 566 tele announce-

to Note Divorcement

WBKB

.

,

sponsored
“Greatest
v has probably one of
Hajr Tonic Friday n^Shls via NBC-TV,
by Vaseline
budgets for a high rating of
o*'
sir.
lowest
rnents .spread among 15 sponsors.
the
cost for a 12-station airing is ab^t $825 per week, for Benrus Watch, with 202
spots, led
Entire package
d hefty 60 in the April Pulse reports for met- the parade, followed
copped
show
the
by Bulova
which
Watch with 132.
ropolitan N. Y.
Program was the idea of Cayton ad agency s account exec. Bill
Stations execs point- out WBKB‘s
director Allan Black, who believed that a five-minute heavy summer sport schedule as
Cayton, and TV
bigger returns per dollar than spots, and so pro- j»the reason for the new business,
yield
would
show
Other heavy spot users are Mail
duced the package themselves at a cost no more than two one-minute
Agency then grabbed up the choice five minutes after Friday Line Products. 56; Chry.sler Airspots.
on NBC-TV, which had been bypassed by other temp, 40; Goodyear Tires. 24;
night boxing matches
Industries,
advertisers because of the indefinite length of the bouts. Under Cay ton’s Fruit
Johnston
26;
arrangement with NBC, the show is aired if at lea.st five minutes Candy, 20.
remain between fights and the following “Chesterfield Supper Club’';
announced as being postponed a week.
If not, it is

Airing in N.Y. f"
'ision into separate companies as
ivmoving any question of its eligiLondon. May 10.

May Hare

|

'

enter the television field
b€‘cause of anti-trust violation. The
firm requested that its application
for a station in Detroit be amended
bility to

j

Wilfred Pickles, whose “Have a

*

popularity

'

in Chi for

Broadcast Workshop
Work.shop,

,

:

and

to

Los

,

as the applicant, in place
Detroit Theatres Corp.
have an interest
in only one video .station, the Balaban A: Katz outlet (WBKB) in

Amer- UPT.

Hollywood, May

10,
,

i

’

Paramount

*

Rockefeller Plaza, will

Philly College
T
1
j
Radio

move

Nel

tive.’’

in Jan. 1, 1950.

Now

broadcasting

Feb.

21,

includes

GM’s Shutter Contest
WXPN, Univ. of Pennsylvania;
A*
Includes d Stations wrti. Temple, and WSRN,
Chicago, May 10.
Swarthmore College. Programs of
Philadelphia, May 10.
General Mills is sponsoring
WFIL are carried on the .scholas- camera contest for amateurs in
stations WHRC, of Haver-

ford College, and WVIL, of Villanova College, has joined the Philadelphia Inquirer’s Collegiate Net-

work.
Announcement was made
by John B. Roberts, network coordinator and director of Temple

Radio Workshop,
The collegiate net, which began

Univ.’s

net daily from 12;30 to 3 p.m.,
and from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.

tic

•

St.
I,out8-The Illinois B.splisl
State A.s.sn. has applied to FCC for
a licen.se for a new standard radio
station at Murphyboro, III. near
here.

a
a

Jack Armstrong program on ABC, Monday through Frijday, running until Augu.st 11. Contiein

with

its

P'"

Hawaii.

i

1

1

!

Winners will get an all-expen.se
trip to the World Series, $200 in
cash, and designation of Look .Mag
agine junior photog.

television

said, will

it

Chicago.
Par said its reorganization into
separate companies for theatre
holdings and picture production
will give it a status free “from
whatever inhibitions the Commis-

KTI.A Sees Red Ink End
Possible by Year’s End

1

show United Paramount Thea-

tre.s, Inc.,

of United

oniisn

•“*
,

.

•r-.

sailing on the
15 for a month

ican broadca.sting and video seiwices, but Pickles hopes he’ll be invited to do his “Have a Go’’ show
If he does, he intends to
in N. Y.
bring back recording for broadcast
here. He is taking over 10 records

,

i

is

Chicago

Visit is primarily to study

I

sponsored by the Protestant Radio
.
j
Commission and the Federated
Theological Faculty of the Univ.
of Chicago, will be held again at
Chi, Aug. 1-26. Leaders in religiJerry Fairbanks Productions must sell its “Paradise Island’’ tele- ous radio ^from the U. S. and
vision series in 44 markets before the producer can meet his filming Canada will spend the month creatSeries has been sold in 22 video markets to date. At this time ing air shows, .setting goals and
nut.
Fairbanks rolled the policies for their broadcasts, and
there are only 35 city outlets in this country.
entire 26-week scries in Mexico using Mexican musicians and original experimenting in the ulili^ation of
tunes to circumvent James C. Petrillo’s ruling on musical soundtrack radio,
The worksliop will also evaluate
for video pix. Outlets leasing the Fairbanks films have rights for one
year and are allowed to run the series through at will. Pix run 15 programs submitted by religious
minutes each.
groups and will award citations in
11 classifications.
Purpose of the
New quarters of the William H. Weintraub & Co. agency, in the work.shop is to offer “a chance for
religious
leaders
to
work in groups
erected
at
488
Madison
avenue, opposite CBS’ New York
building being
individually
under .expert
headquarters, will include a 100-seat theatre for TV auditions. The and
leadership,
develop
to
major polilease
signed
a
$750,000
for
agency
10 years and will occupy the entire
Other features include a kitchen, sound-conditioning and cies and programs to make Ameri17th floor.
The agency, at present occupying three floors at 30 can religious broadcasting effecspecial lighting.
:

York,

British

.Angeles,

!

1

Radio

New

in

Religioso Leaders to

Religious

list,

Queen Mary June

-

A

program tops the

Go’’ radio

|

Meet Again

TV

Its

Washington, May 10.
Paramount Pictures asked the
Federal Communications Commis-

Show

Pickles’ British ‘Go’

i

Indicating that an entertaining television spot commercial can have
an indefinite run without fear of jading viewers, the Grey ad agency
of its BVD animated spot for two months past
has extended the airing
the originally-planned three. Filmed plug was produced by Tele-Spots,
called
for the production of a new one every three
contract
Inc., whose
months, which Grey execs had anticipated would be the life span,
three
times weekly in 18 market areas.
aired
is
spot
since the
Agency recently completed both a spot survey of 400 setowners and
1.
n\;r* dealers, n-uv»
u- will enjoy
with
the majority indicating they
BVD
of
a check
the film. As a result. It was decided to leave it on the air. Film cost
Extension
of
its
life
span
$4,000.
an
extra
two months
agency
the
naturally brings down the unit cost per screening.

From

Lifts Anti-Trust Taint

I

.

81

s tation,

'

KTLA,

has a good chance to break
even on a monthly basis, before
the end of this year, according to
Klaus
Landsberg,
outlet
head
here.
KTLA now has 14 program

segments sold plus spot and participating spot commercials.

Station has sold its “Hopalong
Cassidy’’ pix to Central Chevrolet.
Films are beamed each Friday.
Chevrolet paid card rate for the

time which will run clo.se to S.l.OOO
for the 13-week scries. Auto con cern has options on following 13-'
week .segments. Also sold is the
weekly semi-final wrestling bout
aired on Wednesdays.
Dr. Ro.ss
Dog Food picked up tab on mat
matches.
In
addition
Rancho
Soups sponsors the newsreel six
days weekly. “Holfman Hayride,’’
“Tricks or Treats,” “Roving Camera.” final wre.stling match, and
“Jlopalong Ca.ssidy” film on Sunday are also sponsored.
Station will telense during afternoon on week-ends when there is
worthy special event being
a
staged in the area, I^andsberg .said.

sion may have thought to exist by
reason of prior anti-trust proceedings," However, it stated, regardless of what may be decided with
rogard to other companies. Paramount has settled Its differences
with the Government “and there
can no longer be any basis for Its
disqualification,
temporary
or
otherwise.”
Ul’T. I'ar said, will own or contred substantially all of the theatres in the U. S. now owned by
Far and there will be no common
stocklioldcrs, officers, directors or
employees of UPT and the c«)mpany which will be establiiihed to
hold the production and distribution assets, 'rhe latter firm, it said,
will also hold the Famous Flayerscircuit and other
foreign theatres. Par’s Interest in

Canadian theatre

DuMont

Television

mount building

in

ParaYork, and

Labs.,

New

Par’s video station (KTLA) and
related facilities in Los Angeles.
Par emphasized that there will

be “complete and absolute separation” of the two companies.

— WOAK

Chicago
was voted the
Public Interest Award for 1948 by
the National Safety Council. Award
to FM outlet was for “exceptional
service in accident prevention.”

“listen here, boys,
A

client of ours said: ‘‘You fellows

ads that you can

sell

any high-powered
we- know

—

sell

station

more

to

keep proving to us in your

more people

Good day, you’ve already

wiped out our $250,000.00 inventory* of
weeks and the dealers are hollering

To which
like that
It

WOR politely retorts;

— and

it

can

—

it

can

sell

can peg your trademark into

If

household appliance

a
all

over the place.”

radio can

sell a

jieople’s

minds; it can make ’em
It

can ....

Oh, come, Gentlemen, pick up your phone, your

quill,

or pedal your cycle to

That's a fact' Asf, us
to

prove

it, if

you u

ish.

the stotfon—

heard by the moat people

where the moat people ere
mutual

product

a message^ slogan, or idea, too.

remember and remember and remember.

*

than

it!

‘’Hold that latest, will you?

in 8

at less cost

anywhere. Good heavens, man,

.

WetlneMlay,

TKI.KVISIO!V

S2

perhaps to

made

be

standard

a

part of the regular curriculum,

Television Reviews
Continued (rom pace
nt
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i!

vatching
•

,

.

.

a

to forni

r

associa

thioiuh

.

.

magician
JuDoosedlv the owners of
! i^vclISS* c“cus, take tl?e kiS'

smHt

Clown

and

his

f ipid

on

a beliind-scenes

pmty

to

puneh

the circus atmosphere. Format
permits the inclusion of the guest

up

turns,

the

who show up

to entertain

visitors.

j Bud
.a
Cobv Ruskin. as Gobo. and n
Palmer, as the magician, worked
well on the debut, their efforts at
not pl.iving down to their audience
paving" off with the kids tossing

tried

Producer: Roger Muir
Director: Doug Rogers
13 Mins.. Tues.-Thurs..

MOHAWK

NBC's public

sinil.:.. (.n.-,

(iroup of kids are on hand
iS^''‘’“ifvl^n^nce
live audience for ti
the

comics,

wrestled

with it lor 30 full minutes and
couldn’t got out of their own end
The best writing could not
zone.
begin to entertainingly align the
yesteryear’s
troubles
olT-fabled

7:30

p.m.

do:

to

it’s

quite

possible

a

very enjoyable serial type of program could be evolved from the

Burke, tele production chief of
idea, however.
CARPETS
affairs and education
NBC, from New York
Karen Tedder, vocalist with Red
department, the show took viewers
(George R. Nelson'*
Ingle’s Natural Seven, and Elaine
behind the scenes in Washington
alternating Stritch. a radio and T'V actress,
Quinlan,
Roberta
Government’s
the
illustrate
Downey two nights played the parts of a femme dance
Pageboys from the, with Morton
weekly on behalf of Mohawk car- turn, the girl friends of the comic
Senate and Supreme Court outMiss Tedder made a very
pets. is a seasoned tele performer pair.
lin**^ tbe work of the legislative
with considerable experience in good impression: her work was
and judicial branches, while Pre.si- England as well
Mi.ss
unaffected.
and
natural
NBC
on
sundry
as
dential secretary Charles O Ross
shows.
She’s a personable, pho- Stritch contributed a good job,
‘
Elm City Four, barbershop
togenic chirp with a pleasing de- too.
r-xttuuve s tnores.
^sSive'S
chore°s
meanor and good projection. Sur- quartet, got into the act in a barUse of the youngsters, of course. rounding Miss Quinlan is a com- room scene.
Harry Sosnik’s orchestra ably
helped pitch the show directly at petent musical ytrew and a gue.st
Lift ter helps the for- aped tiie vaude pit music of yesthe teenagers looking in and the performer.
Wood.
jj...
mat
achieve an occasional change teryear.
^
.
u
Senate pageboy, in addition to beof picture and provides a change
‘nK the most personable on the of pace.
piogiam, did a neat job of showHOLD IT. PLEASE
'The show depends chiefly on
ing how a bill w^nt through the Mi.ss
Gil Fates, emcee: Bill MrQuinlan’s charm, which is With
Congress until it

'iliurs-

judeins^^

competent

two

30
With Harry Clark Trio, Bob Stan- vaude turns w'ent through, in
And that’s what this
minutes.
ton. guest Ziggy Lane

and it was a good first try Staged
under the supervision of Caroline

t

I

ROBERTA QUINLAN

Z9

television could be used to tie in
with the education fed in sdiools^,

They may
for the moppets
cot e( cated on -Circus" but
of fun
lot
a
shou^^^^^
' lun
'

Hu

it

could be of great value both to
teachers and pupils alike. Stal.

'

;

,

..

.

|

iway their natural shyness. More various, stages of
camera concentration on reactions
Ross s office for his
of the on-stage youngsters would
‘nterview by emcee Jack
have added punch but sufficient short
^^^belder
then cut to the
and
direcin
that
made
attempts w'cre
Suprerne Court pages, who staged
tion to indicate director James
Jordan, Jr., has the right idea. *.
'/L'®
9 ^ the judges. Kids per(Jordan is son of Jim Jordan.
.ably
under Bachelders
Circus
radio’s
Fibber McGee*.

Graw, Mort Marshall. Cloris
Leachman. Max Showalter.

vocal
Although
equipment is good and her piano
accomps provide a full-bodied
selection
on
background, tune
show caught might have been betZiggy Lane. gu4INing on this
ter.
show, did one tune in a sprightly
manner, and Bob Stanton’s Mohawk pitches were easy and sans
adult viewers too
Jose.

^

!

considerable.

Evelyn Ward
Director: Frances Buss
30 Mins.: Sun., 7 p.m.
Sustaining: (4 stations)
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

I

May

11 , I949

more comprehensive

picture of the

than many of those who
were part of the lOO.OOO crowd

horses

Horses pass the grandstand twice
in the mile-and-a-quarter race
and
the thundering hoofs made a dramatic impact on the TV audience
Joe Palmer gave a dramatic and
clear calling of the race.
With
the aid of the Zoomar lens, it was
made possible to get fast do.seuns
and even when the horses were
bunched on the far side of the mile
oval,

nags

and

riders

were

dis-

tinguishable with fine ciearnes.s.
Camera caught horses as they
were returning to the front of the
grandstand to be unsaddled by
their grooms.
Effective coverage
was given the tote board, where
the viewer at home could see the
changing odds. Alter race ceremonies, shots of Steve Brooks, win-

ning jockey and Ponder in the
winner’s circle, speeches by Matt
Winn. Gov. Clements, trainer Ben
Jones, and a brief acknowledgement by Brooks, also made color-

camera fodder.
Telecast came off in tip top
fashion, and W.AVE-TV^ program
and technical crew should rate
praise for their slick handling of
this top sport event.
Wied.

ful

BON VOYAGE

With Ibo Meucci. Dennis Wright,
William Boyden, Phyllys Barclay; John Weigel, emcee
CBS-TV’s
Please"
is
"Hold It.
new' version of the telephone quiz, Writer-Producer: Alan Fishbum
complete with a jackpot question Director: Greg Garrison
theme, incidentally, provides a
.b*^ gained some pointeis pressure.
and a "mystery” twist. As enter- 30 Mins., Sun., 8:30 p.m.
good tiein for various types of
on their Government.
tainment. it falls far short of the Sustaining
Stal.
sponsors.
*
target, but. with the public appar- ABC-TV, from Chicago
One of the few questions that WESLEY
Frank ently still
DevUn,
With
Donald
This is a geographical quizzer,
avid for giveaways, it
must be solved for shows of this
INSIDE WASHINGTON
Thomas, Sr., Mona Thomas, Joy can be expected to draw' its share wherein emcee Jolm Weigel uses
With Jack Bachelder, emcee; others type is their time slotting. TeenReese, Jack Ayers, Billy Nevard,
stills
and rhyming clues with two
of the Sunday night audience. HalfProducer-director: Charles Chris- agers cooped up in school all day
Joe Sweeney
hour show (together with “Wes- pre-selected teams. Participants
tiansen
can be expected to want straight Producer: Worthington Miner
ley.” which follows it), is the new try to place sites and locations in
go .Mins.: M>d. (27>. 5 p.m.
entertainment on their pre-dinner Director: Frank Sehaffner
CBS-TV house package replacing an "Information Please” atmo.sSustaining (8 Stations
video, so that the total audience Writer: Samuel Taylor
“Studio One.” moving this week phere.
NBC-TW, from Washington
reached is difficult to figure. If Sets: Richard Rychtarik
In this case, teams were cominto the Wednesday night 10 to 11
This half - hour offering was such a program could* be piped 30 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m.
posed of an interior decorator and
slot.
NBC’s attempt to demonstrate how directly into the schoolrooms. S”sialning (4 S(a**nns)
Format of the quizzer, as estab- the British consul on one side, and
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
historian on the
li.shed on the preem (8>, was diffi- a lawyer and
"Wesley” marks television’s at- cult to follow and was made even other. Prlze.s w'ere given to the
tempt to hit upon a good situation more so by the straying explana- team witB the higher score.
comedy format and conies clo.se to tion of emcee Gil Fates, who ap^ Production-wise, show moved a
the mark.
Scripted by Samuel
parently was never quite certain little too fast for the average tele'I'aylor,
who
co-authored
the
viewer,
Conversation was ad lib,
himself as to how the questions
Broadway legiter. "What a Life,” should be handled. By the end of and not directed at camera often
from W'hich radio's "Aldrich Earnthe program, it was more clear enough. Tlii.s was especially true
ily” was adapted, the TV show rethat home viewers contacted by of participants, since Weigel does
sembles "Aldrich” in format. As
phone w’on a prize if they could a good job of keeping the audience
such, judging from the preein (8),
with the show
gue.ss the answer and then could
it’s a leisurely-paced tale about the
This will make a good average
take
a crack at the jackpot by idenaverage
middle-class
American
attraction for an average Sunday
tifying the portrait of a celeb.
family, revolving about the antics
p.m.
home circle, if the cameras
Portrait, at the start of the show,
Subject!
I'lie Short Show in TV.
of the 12-year-oId son.
It will
spend more time on medium shots
nrobably draw the same type audi- was covered by a disk from which taking in the whole panel of guests.
pieces w ere removed one at a time
ence that tunes into “Aldrich” on
Too much jumping around of lens
Since
to reveal more of the face.
radio.
on clo.seups gives jarring note to
solution on the
Taylor’s initial script wa.s slight- no one cracked the
an otherwise sound educational
Harold L. M<‘Cliiiton Bill Lewis
To:
preem. it should be easier for con- program.
Iv contrived, telling of Wesley’s
Mart.
testants next week.
Helen l^ee
Joe Brattuin
;'t tempts to get out from under his
sufficient!^
Questions
w'ere
first violin lesson, which confiicted
Roger Pryor
Wilson M. Tutt1«
Houston—A nightly television
M ith a neighborhood baseball game mixed and visually presented to
Lloyd O. Clouller
inshiw Lase
lie was to pitch.
Story served well, keep the show from dragging. Bill show is available to patrons of the
however, to set the pace for sub- McGraw’. Mort Marshall, Evelyn Fulton theatre, an Interstate nabe
“]>lyron Kirk
Arthur Pryor
sequent programs and to introduce Ward and Cloris Leachman thesped house here, in a tiein made with
the fairly large cast.
And. as for the charades and Max Showalter Edmonson’s Inc., an appliance .firm
Pal Weaver
Vi alter Lraig
the contrived script, the workings handled the musical sticklers okay. and Billy Hemphill, manager of the
of a 12-year-old's mind in lining up Fates ovei-did his attempts for in- Fulton. The appliance firm is next
ways to avoid a music les.son might formality. If he tightened up his door to the house.
program
might
remarks.
the
be expected to be involved.
Standout aspect of the debut was achieve the necessary tightness.
the ace production handed the Description of. the prizes, handled
gal
the switchboard,
a
at
sliow by Worthington Miner, re- by
For S780 a w’«M*k. ineliidiiig time eharges. talent, Imiltflecting the touch he has already naturally included the maniifaca lutes
established on such TBS-TV pro- lure’s name but were kept within
grams as "Studio One’’ and “Gold- the bounds of good taste. Stal.
ill eoiiiiiiereial
and eoiiiiiiissioiis, voii ran leleeast our
bergs.”
Cast was good.
Donald
Devin, In the title role, suffered 75th KENTUCKY DERBY
Greatest of All
Produet ion l\o. 3
from faulty pronunciation at times With Joe Palmer: Bemie Brarher,
but
thesped
capably.
Frank
announcer
. .
Thomas, Sr., and Mona Thomas Producers: Jack Boyle, Richard
ill Lhicugo. Detroit. St. Louis, Louisville
Mr. "and Mrs. in real life), w'ere
Jackson
okay parents. Joy Reese, as the Director: Walter K. Witherbee
teenage sister; Jack Ayers, as her* 4.3 Mins., ^at. (7) 6 p.m.
IndianapoliH and Memphis
suitor; Billy Nevard. as Wesley’s GILLETTE
sidekick, and Joe Sweeney, as the WAVE-TV Louisville
grandfather, fit their roles w'ell.
Countrj’s top sporting event, the
or
Director Frank Sehaffner took Kentucky Derby, has come a long
full
advantage
of
Richard way since that first race in 187.5 by
bychtarik’s excellent set of the .\ristides. Saturday’s premier rac(for ShO less) in Hoslon. New Haven, W'ilmingfamily homesetead. maneuvering ing classic was televised for the
his cameras through the rooms first time, and
WAVE-TV, direcwith hardly a hitch. One piece of tors and camera crew, did
toii, Baltimore, Washington and Riehniontl.
a topintegrated film, on the baseball notch job for the estimated 140,000
game, was n.s.g.
Stal.
viewers in the Louisville area. Staat
1
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“The

Cafe Singers”

•

TOMMY

LYMAN
LESLIE HOUSE

This will be interesting news for that big-budget client

who wants

to

run a low-budget

spotty distribution, and tor

tlie

the one with

test, for

low-budget

man with

the

telegenic product.

ON THE TWO-A-DAY
With Jackie Gleason. Pat Harrington. Elaine Stritch. Karnc Tedder. Elm City Four, Harry Sosnik’s

Orch

films

If

especially for

is

a five-minute film

package,

made

killed

with

all

dav.

w
It

New

York, N. Y.

Jimmy Cannon
in

June Esquire

(9'

W'ith a

.\venue,” legit musical; Pat Harlington, Karen Tedder and Elaine
Stritch. in the leads, the tryout
broadcast w'as enough to make
man.v a video dialer swear ofl for

«as
15 Central Park West.

the

See Story by

hit the receivers at 4
(6 o’clock in the East)

color

description of the
crowd, infield, and preliminaries to
the big race, by Bernie Bracher,
W.\VE-TV sports man. Cameras
a

evening* when man Preston, mounted atop the
a one-time press box at ChurchUl Downs, scanshow titled “On ned the mammoth plant .and gaththe
lyo-A-Day.”
With Jackie ered in the lens much colored
Gleason, comic from ".Along Fifth material from the huge Derby Day

a

INTERCITY TELEVISION DISTRIBUTORS

vaudeville,

(CST»

NEW YORK

department
windows.

television staged

experiment

We‘11 be in

and

Telecast
p.iu

libraries.
in store

even on another type of handled by Robert Roth and Nor-

M ieen Monday

NBC

TV.

Call us at MC-9-lo94.

fatter got

taverns.
stores,

Director; Vic McLeod
Writer: Vince Curran
30 Mins.; Mon. (9), 8:30 p.m.

Sustaining (7 station.si
NBC -TV. from N. Y.

Production No. 3

tion made spot checks, and results
of the suiweys indicate that about
that number was gathered around
receivers in public plates, homes,

bile.

wasn’t

a

lack

a lack of ideas

of

and

talent.
Tt
script .over

crowd, perhaps one of the most
uninhibited of any gathering of
sports fans to be found anyw'here,
Bernie Bracher gave a clear running comment on the entries, and
dope on each horse, as they came
on the track. Cameras also caught
"Aly Old Kentucky Home.” which
was given a false start by operators of the pa. system, and "The

the show stumbh'd.
BasicaUv, the thought of reincarnating
vaiide’s
trials
and troubles has .National Anthem.”
•As horses passed the grandstand,
merit, but the construction in this
parlieular instance wa.s nowhere for the long trek to the starting
aud Uie. fierJpt .was Lii. ihv . saiue gale .al .Uv*. Jvii^ Pt Ahe. Wretch.,
rategitrj’. Gleason and Hairington. 'viewers vere privileged to get a
whicli

,

j

i

IN ’49
IT’S
Tb«

4n>ii7.l;

Mr.

BALLANTINE

May

11,

Inside

RAmO-TBUBVIMOM

1949

WTVN’s 633-FL Tower

Stuf-Radio

May

Toledo,

Edward Lamb, Toledo attorney

Repeating h«R win position in last year’s survey, Walter Winchell
the news commentator bracket with a latinR of 25.7 in
placed' first
third annual “Hooperade of Stars.”
Annual report.
C E Hooper's
of program ratings between November, 1948, and
based on the average
first,
second
and
third
place
winners
places
in 17 program
April, 1949,

Tower. Columbus, for the installation of tower and antenna to be

categories.

used

Winners in the other categories were: “Radio Theatre." in plavs;
(displacing Fibber McGee & Molly »; “My Friend
Jack Benny, variety
dramatic skits; “Stop the Music,” audience participaIrma," evening
Attorney,” mystery; Bing Crosby, male singer; “Your
tion- “Mr- District
popular music; Margaret Whiting, female singer;
Hit Parade," evening
Edward R- Murrow, news reporter; “Telephone Hour,” concert mu.sic;
children’s
program; "Ma Perkins.” weekday serial;
Ranger,"
“Lone
“Grand Central Station," daytime skits; Arthur Godfrey, weekday vasports; and “Grand Slam,” weekday and participation.
Stern,
Bill
riety;

station,

and

radio

station operator;, has
long-term lease for the
of
the
LeVeque- Lincoln

But Nixes Meddlesome’ Alternate

signed a
roof

by

his

Columbus

WTVN,

on channel

8.

which

Washington,

TV

television
is

580

ABC Streamfines

I

Its

TV Rate Card
growing

tremi
toward
streamlined rate cards and more
liberal fr(*quency discounts to ad“199
tagged
smart
advertisers
are cooking on
Barbecue
vertisers is seen in ABC-TV’s new
WOR" being distributed by the New York MBS outlet to 1..500 time price schedule, which goes int«)
sponsors.
Names
potential
of
present
hankrollers
are
and
elTect Suntlay il5).
buyers
It provides tbestamped on the apron, which is suitable for spring and summer pic- .same rale of di.scount for all time
classifications,
nicking.
day or night, an an18.

[

nual

plunking down $100,000

rebate of

is

women’s magazines.

The

fi>r a

Chanteuse.

1

Nevv TV card bills a Class A
hour, on the complete 3.5-station
net. at
$10,420. an average of
$318.50 per .station. The old card
called for $6,370 for 20 .stations,
an average of $297.71 per .station—
7% less than the current figure.

Greensboro, N. C.

concert

How

Plaz;i’s
at

the

currently
at
Persian Room.

the

Y
Shamrock May 23

I

1

I

I

papers and

.

'

>

i

j

I

'

Gagan’s Hub

Bow

Boston.
I

May

10.

'

George A. Gagan. managing ediand columnist of the Lowell

tor

Sunday Telegram, debuted last
week as news reporter and com-

mentator of a new VVLAW daily
Char- airer called “Top O’ the Morning.”
The 1.5-minute slot is on Monday
through Saturday at 7:15.
Gagan has been on the Telegram
video tran.s-

— WBT.

for 16 years.

TV

old is

Communications
Federal
thought the “excellent

.Assn,

interested persons to he advised c»f
The Commission’s
applic'ations.
“novel” propo.sal to require pulilic
notices in newspapers or via news-

engage-

in early July, hut

lotte. announced it would begin
lelevi.sion transmi.ssions within 80

to 90 days, for the first
mis.sion in the Carolina.s.

The
Bar

hut

h«)oking.

.

French and American broadcasters are cooperating to promote the
American Legion’s annual Poppy Drive. Maurice Chevalier, star of
MBS’ “This Is Paris," selected a 20-year-old Flanders girl as the first
Poppy Queen to the flown to the U. S. for appearances on Ed Sullivan’s
“Toa.st of the Town” (CBS-TV) and the “We. the People” simulcast
(CBS). She’ll also be heard on “This Is Paris” and will broadcast her
views on the U. S. to France via Radiodiflusion Francai.se.
Plans for the Poppy Queen, who aided American airmen during the
war, include interviews with Mayor O’Dwyer and President Truman, a
visit to the Indianapolis Speedway and participation in the Gold Star
Mothers ceremonies at the Statue of Liberty.

i‘lsewheie.

radio annouiu'emtnls,
Such a
it
said, is unnecessary.
declared, constituti-s
it
procedure,
her first Texas
It s
"an invitation to the curious, the
envious and the meddlesoim*. creating uniM'eessary burdens on the
Chi. Tele Council Elects
proper activitir’s of the applicant."
Chicag<». May 10
Opposition to the suhslitute proChi Trdevjsion C<»uncil hohls its pos;il was also made by CB.S as
annual elections tomorrow i\Vc<l> "unduly cumbersome and unneeeswith the entire slate of ofTicers tip sarv to the achievement of the ohfor consideration. Present ticket is
jeetive which the ('ommission is
headed by James L, .Stirton. .MU’- appal (‘ntly .seeking.”
pointed
It
TV general manager of (cntral out that the alternative plan redivision.
<iuires a waiting period of 90 days
Pressure is expected by Council lor all
tjie
applications 'while
members to retain Stirton in his AVCO procedure rpcpiires only 80
prexy post, in view of his suci-ess- days and concerns only transfers
ful handling of the nation:il tele
and assignments of licenses. The
conference and a subsequent 40' f web suj gested instead a 30-day
4
juntp in Council membership.
cutrdT beginning with the date «»I

Hotel

.series of

ads, set in editorial style and signed

and

earlier

tendt'd

opens

more

12*-j^fj

columns on daytime than the present rale) and pciinits
sponsors to combine Cla.ss A. B
and C time to earn discounts.
by “Joan Lansing,” a house name, contain no reference t«> ABC. Ted
Spon.soi'.s
whose weekly shows
Oberfelder, the web’s ad-promotion director, feels that women readers total fit) minutes will
pay 100%. of
will be able to find the shows plugged after a little dial twisting.
the hourly rate; 45 minutes. 80%;
The mags used, published by Dell. Fawcett and Macfadden, have a 30 minutes. 80'^% and 15 minutes.
combined circulation of 11,500,000. Campaign starts in July issues.
40*^ f
Class A time applies Monday- Friday. 6-10:30 p. m., and SatA 15-minute dramatic series highlighting benefits of social security urday and Sunday. 12 noon to
has been transcribed by the Social .Security agency and will be offered 10:30 p. m.
Cla.ss B rates, comcuffo to all stations on request. The 13-part program was narrated by puted at 75';. of the A rate, apply
Monday-Friday,
.5-6
and
p. m..
Edwin C. Hill. ABC commentator, and features Dean Jagger and Fred
daily, 10:30-11 p. m.
Remainder
It was written and produced by Jack Byrne.
Httal.
of
sked
is designated Class C and
ABC, a sub-contractor, recorded the series for Allied Record Manu[costs OO'e of the evening rate.
facturing Co. of Hollywood.

ABC

.series*,

ments in Europe
had to cancel.

aprons

radio in

Interesteil
or no support.
parlies submitted their comments
in briefs to the FCC.

little

word - of - mouth communications
current TV negotiations may. even which exist in the radio industrv.”
Miss Sosenko was to plus the regular trade pre.ss and
snalu that
have sailed on an exploiatoiy trip newspaper coverage of FCC activitw«» weeks agv). to set up the in- ties, gives ample opportunity tor
one

The

10.

admittedly unworkable AVCO bidding procedure for station sales
brought unanimous endorsememt
last week of the radio industry, hut
its
alternative suggestion of an
retpiirement to advertise
ovi'iall
major broadcast applications got

K.O. Paris Concerts

Television bids, plus a three-wet'k
Hotel Shamrock, Houston, date at
a fancy figure (around .Hft.OOO a
in
commitments
week‘.
and
(’leveland and Pittsburgh, are setting back Hildegarde’s European
Her m.m.-tger,
trek tmtil .August
-Anna .Sosenko. has s«)me Continental
concert «mgagements set in
Paris (taking over the .Marignv for

become one of the highest telecasting points in the midwest.
TV station tees off Labor Dav.

York’s municipal .station, i.s getting applicants for two
positions on the .staff by plugging the fact on its own air time. The
posts, assi.stant program director at $4 4.50 (plus $080 cost-of living
adjustment) and radio operations assistant at $2,100, will be filled
alter the Municipal Civil Service Commission holds an exam. The comniission will accept applications at 98 Duane street, N. Y.. until 4 pm

Bids for Hildegarde

May

May

The Federal Communications
Commission proposal to repeal its

will t)perate

The building

feel high and the tower will rise
633 feet above the street level, to

WNVC, New

May

AVCO Repeal Plan,

Industry Cheers

10.

ss

in

i

,

j

I

('ommission announcements listing
applications as accepted for filing.
The National Assn, of Broarlcasters asked the Commission to
make final the proposed repeal of
AV('0. Its opposition to the subin
plan was supported
stitute
briefs by NBC and ABC.
The Commission proposal would
require advertising of appTieations
for new stations, change of frequency. power, location, transfer
and renewal of license.

Buffalo?

ONE YEAR!
How

Big

is

giant from

Yes—a

used WBEN-TV.

26

in Buffalo?

a GIANT!

it's

NBC

TV

all

angles.

Sets?

Basic, plus choice

Advertisers?

22,368 are operating

201 local and nationol
in

the Buffalo area.

shows from ABC, Du Mont and CBS.

have

Networks?

Local Programs?

shows each week, covering mystery, musical

Buffalo-built

firnis

variety,

Barn

Dance, quizzes, Buffalo News-Reel, personalities, homemaking, talent search,

news,

Time

all

is

major

sports.

available.

Programs are ready.

See your nearest Retry office.

advertisers are consistently using Buffalo's pioneer television station.

room

for

more on Channel

•

I
»

‘
.

f
1

There's

Four.

WBEN-TV
—
NBC BASIC

i

Wise

I

CHANNEL 4

Jewish Group
t'untinupd from pace 22
It

lit*

rejected because it is an itnproper
div estment of the licensee’s respon-

in

the

which
past issued instructions
could have resulted in slanting of
.

..."

sihilitv

to the

and by his own admission
Commission that “he has

not, the plan should be

would

.

.

the news.”

Dodging the Issues

Radio Gaining
Cunliiiiird

ous

is

Comdr. Mortimer

such transfers.
4.
In any case, the issues in the
Richards case should be first decided before passing on the proposed transfer.
Taking up the objections in detail. the petition declared that “regudless of any theoretical aban-

donment

of

which

Cheaply
J.

Loewi. Du-

medium.”

'

Most practical of the general
sessions came Saturday night when
Erik Barnouw. Radio Writers Guild
tapper, related the background of
the VD radio campaign sponsored
by the U. S. Public Health Service.
Barnouw told how the idea w'as
born

and grew

and

how

was

it

would have the power to tell the
trustees whether they could carry
out any future plans especially if

tested with the hour-long

required.
are
funds
additional
‘‘Richards will still hold the purse
The plan
strings.” it declared.
d(»es not completely remove him

.\nother highlight session was a
discussion on television and education. designed to aid schools and
universities who are wondering

“VD — The

umentary.

ABC

doc-

Conspiracy

of Silence.”

from management. It added, and what their institutions should do
only “an attempt to provide a about
television..
Big
question
respectable front for a discredited mark was: should colleges apply
operation.”
for and build their own TV slaCiting decisions stating that the tiulis'.’
Prof. Carl H. Menzer, director
responsibility of a licensee for all
program service may not be dele- of radio broadcasting for the Iowa
gated. the petition asked whom the State U.. outlined the plans his
Cmumission would hold responsible university has for its ow'n TV outunder the proposed transfer for let, for which it has filed with
And suppose the KCC, and claimed that “in
station operations.
the abuses continued under the order to do the job right, educaThe organizations asked tion must own and operate its own
trustees'.’
whether the Commission would stations.”
.Audience was staggered by costs
then revoke Richards’ license because of the tru.stees’ action. “If involved in a college's building its
television
station
$.300,000
Richards is giving up control of the own
for the initial station facilities.
st it ions.’’ the petition asserted, “he
Menzer estimated, and a $50,000
should give up the stations.”
Reviewing the background to minimum for the first year’s op-

—

the Richards case, the petition declared that the Commission has

sworn statements from former em-

KMPC.

L. A., that Richinstructions to “keep
at the Jews” by
tieups with Commun-

hammering away

suggesting
ism. crime, and other disreputable
activilie.s.
It
staled also that he
directed that stories portraying
Jew* unfavorably should be highlighted at the outset of

news pro-

grams.
Richards’ subsequent denial that
he was prejudiced against Jews,
the petition said, is refuted by

documentary evidence

in

KCC

will

tween Minneapolis and Des Moines
has brought network television one
step nearer here. Cable was put
into .service by Northwestern Bell
Telephone Co., which joined with
long lines division of AT&T in
building it at cost of $11,500,000.
six coaxial tubes and
number of wire conductors. One
pair of tubes will be used for telephone. one for television and third
for reserve.

files

eration.

Other practical ways for educators to use television actively w'ere
brought

forward by Robert

Wag-

OSU

director of motion picproduction.
(“Develop TV
films for TV use”>: Elizabeth Marner.

ture

shall.

WBEZ. Chicago ("Take

programs
tions’’*;

to

commercial

and Kenneth G.

Link includes

live
sta-

Bartlett,

director of the radio center, Syracu.se U.
Bartlett’s “Syracu.se Plan” came
in for much favorable comment.
The Bartlett idea, w'hich Syracuse
hopes to put into effect shortly,
calls for the TV-minded university
to build its own television studio,
linked by cable to one or more

*

Setdeoient Seen
In

IBEW

Vs.

10.

Terms and conditions
tion by

which

work TV possibilities.
There remains another possible
coaxial link between Minneapolis
east. First cable for commercial use in U. S. was installed
between Minneapolis and Stevens
Point. Wis., and continuation into
Chicago would give this point an
alternate network route.

and the

Kobak

of arbitrathe strike of IBEW

engineers against the Yankee Netw'ork may be settled will be submitted to the union tomorrow
Wed.K Terms call for a return
to work of the engineers pending
settlement by arbitration.

BSD & 0

AM

shows, with the most frequently mentioned figure being
about 50% more. How'ever. it was
pointed out that use of films, news-

•

I

Walkout of IBEW members at
Yankee stations Tuesday <3* at 6

casts

p.m. resulted in 21 stations of Mutual going off the air fur 17 min-;
utes. WNAC’s signai nixed for 58.
and WONS. Hartford, off for 55
minutes. The strike is still on. with

General reaction to the confab
was that it was better than the ’48

'

I

edition, but still inadequate. Delegates criticized the fact that there

many honorable menwhich obscure the chief
Others scored the meet’.*
timing, which follows “too clo.sely
on the heels of the N.AB convenwere

and audience participationers

production nuts.
A majority of those interview'ed
said that despite higher costs bankrollers w'ould use TV on a weekly
will cut

than

rather

a

fortnightly

awards.
I

j

tion.”

or

tomorrow’s meeting to determine monthly basis. Advertisers, it W'as
length of the w'alkout and agree- emphasized, find frequency an imments. if any. The MBS stations portant element in campaigns and
are back on the air. but picketing in order to maintain the desired
continues.
frequency shorter programs may be

Walkout came when network used.
and union could not come to an
Most executives quizzed said that
agreement on renewing contract sponsors will use both AM and TV.
which ran out May 1. With basic “Advertisers who are selling lowrate ranging from $54 to $90 for unii-cost. fast-1 urnover, big-market
various stations, IBEW demanded products and who now use all mass
a
wage tilt.
Station countered media will undoubtedly continue to
with a 20^^^ cut for all stations out- do so.” one industry leader said.
commercial TV stations.
side Hub.
While there would be “C’crtainly no package goods adno wage cut at WNAC. station vertisers will abandon radio until
propos'*d lopping 17 engineers off they have proved to themselves
its
payroll
temporarily.
Linus that it can no longer pay for itTravers. Yankee general manager, self.” Another added. “Radio may
Continiird from pace 23
claimed such reduction was neces- be needed to reach areas that tele
sary at this time, stating that those does nol, and to reach people at
vorti.Ners’ dollars; it will be .seclaid olT would be rehirod and with times when TV is not as effective.”
otid.ny to television.
“Five years from now. when AM expanding video plans of WNAC’TV many more engineers would be
broadca.-l lug feels the heavy Iml>aci

'On an Islond with You*
THK f AMKi. enow
I'vi.r,

l-ridii.

Mqt.;

\Ur.

II.S.T.

LOU CLAYTON

of telexision. the fin.ancial re-

turns will uiuloubledly be considerably less. These risks should be
very carelully weighed by anyone
contemplating entering .AM broadcast ijig and should be carefully

too

tions,
j

Kobak’s suggestion for a change
in locale was applauded by many
w'ho found the
physical
layout
poor,
acustics
bad and hotel*
crowded. There w'as criticism too
of “overall dullness.” lack of con-

I

,

!

'

'

I

troversy and long speeches. The
small clinics, on the other hand,
were lauded for getting dow n to
practical matters.
Singled out for
particular kudos were the work
sessions on educational station*
and programming indie stations
and regional nets.

“INTRIGUING. EVOKED A VAST
AMOUNT OP MERRIMENT."

TV To Dominate

m-g-m—

MllbMrd

muriiiiKK

WVTKX?'

nec«>ssiiry.

NBC Axings

Newscasters, w'ho are members
the
Boston Editorial
.Assn.,
walked off in .sympathy at the end

of

of

their

night’s

stint

and

C‘untlniird

For Ivory Flokot

from pace 23

weie

forbidden

by

picket line.
AFR.A 'members are
out in all cities except Worcester.
Executives of the chain, headed
by Travers, and Thomas F. O’Neil,
director of General Tire and Rubber. owners of the chain, have
been
meeting with
Russel
D.
IJght.v and Stale Labor Commis-

sioner

John

J.

Delmonte

CBS, Mon. thru
2:45-3 P.M.

.AFRA additional

slicing is in the immediate offing.
their local to cross picket line, alNext in line for cuts is the AM
though their contract .has months engineering staff. The 32
dismissed
to run before negotiations.
Their ttius far, with severance pay, were
action was taken after a night-long
mostly in press, guest relations and
meeting in which they decided
program departtnents.
their principle was at stake and so
In addition, six to eight more
notified the management who asradio
personnel
with
longtime
sured them that their contract
service will be transferred to other
was still in effect and would not be
departments, pushing newcomers
disturbed
by refusal to cross off those

announcers

remains between Des

still

ronliiilird from pace 23
Besides the network ratings, the
monthly reports also are to list the folks’ home for ex-FCC commislocal ratings for N. Y., Chicago, sioners. ex-network executives and
and ex-station owners.” (Clifford Durr,
Los Angeles,
Philadelphia
Washington w'hich. because of their former FCC commissioner, was in
set circulation, are believed to be the audience. >
the five most important TV cities
Kobak said that he was “taking
at this time.
the institute apart” in a constructive spirit, to put it together again
on a higher level. He said that many
who attend “don't give enough,
but instead try to sell their own
ideas.
We are all too sensitive to
from
2#
Continued
pace
criticism.”

Yankee Web
May

Gap

MoirTes and Chicago, but work is
going forward on microwave relay
.stations expected to complete cirMeanwhile coaxial
cuit by 1950.
telephone service connects at Des
Moines with transcontinental cables, replacing present oveihead
Blanch cables extend to
links.
Rochester, Mankato. Austin. Albert
and Northfield in
Faribault
Lea.
Minnesota and Waterloo and Fort
these also netmaking
Dodge. la.,

the ratings.

Strike

Boston,

Minneapolis, May 10.
225-mile coaxial cable be-

New

be directly comparable to radio and it will be possible to study
trends in the relationship between
will

have

in

tempts to .straighten out the

in Mpis.,

225-Mile Coaxial Cable

share of the TV audience alone.
Thus, he .said, the measurements'

The FC(' chairman was bullish
on K.M’s future, said that it will the two media.
continue to grow and that he did
Ratings are to be taken in 31
not think it “need be squeezed out
of the 35 present TV market areas,
by television.
with only New Haven. Dayton, AlIf this nation will continue to
and buquerque and Erie excluded. Rerequire sound radio service
are to
then there will be ports on individual program.*
think it will
I
be ba.sed only on those cities which
a demand for the best kind of
show’
will
they
and
sotind .service available.” Coy de- air the program
the number of such cities. They
clared. "That best is FM.”
the
reflect
On facsi nile’s future Coy waj are to be weighted to
homes in the 50not so hearty. He called the “protm riumber of radio
transmitmile area of each city
ise of an electronic newspaper an
both
intriguing one.” applajffded the con- ting. Hooper plans to cover
show's,
tinued work on development of the sponsored and sustaining
places
get
may
sustainers
the
.so
saying
by
medium but ended
“much more experience is appar- in the monthly top 10.
Hooper, in attempting to take
ently needed before we estimate
the future of the art of radio into consideration all factors that
printing.”
may aftect a show’s rating, will pay
Coy listed four bottlenecks which particular attention to its method
telewould be eliminated to speed
of transmission. Until some nationvision’s growth during the next wide
method of networking is
five years. These are:
opened up. he pointed out. many
FCC freeze on granting shows will be forced to rely on
1. The
of new construction permits.
kinescope recordings for transmis2. The limitation of the present
sion In certain cities. Because of
12 channels in the VHF band.
the kine broadcasts, there is no
3. Scarcity of networking facili- guarantee that a program will have
ties.
the same time period throughout
4. The huge cost of station conthe country or that it will have
struction and operation.
the same opposition or the same
programs immediately preceding
and following. .All those points.
Hooper said, will be reflected in

is

ployees of
ards gave

homes

1949

Des Moines Area Due To

<

Loewi, howdebatable medium.
ever. didAvarn that “we are .selling
television too cheaply by conditioning the public’.* mind to accept
entertainment
television
as
an

Richa'’ds

control,”

TV Too

;

Mont Network director, spoke on
television and he didn’t have to deHe treated it as an unfend it.

ot aunevertheless improper
and should be disapproved.
[f the plan is treated as a
;t
h tnsfer of control rather than a
delegation of authority, it doesn t
meet Commission standards for

proposed delegation

tlmrit.v

2.5

Selling

Kven if the plan “efTectively
2.
ami completely” relinquishes con-

from page 23

about radio
years ago.

forecasts

were made

ions.

trol. the

TV

of American
receivers.

Hooper, Nielsen
Continued from page 2S ss

'

I

St it

.50'^'r

11,

Network Closer

ning their future.
Coy said the “skyrocket progress’’ of television during the last
two years will be “progre.ssively
accelerated.” He concurred in the
estimates of the manufacturers that
within five years between 40 and

”

fliounds listed in opposition to
plans were;
It doesn't provide assurance
tho Richards will surrender his influence over the policies ol the
tie-

May

W«^lneMlaT,

RADIO-TRLKVI^IOIf

S4

staffs.

.Among

those

central

division.

was

released

Thomas Compere, attorney
I.

E.

for

tlie

“Chick”

Showerman NBC
j

,

'

!

EAUTIPUL

ReMstoM.

Enqlisli

raom

dia liviaq

Modara

kitchoii, diaiiig

room*,

2

maids*

room's,

lovol.

ckoico

both*

oa
both,

farm

activi-

Showerman’s expected exit for
N.Y. berth leaves two names
foremost as his successor here.
Mullen to
Morris One is Jules Herbuveaux. central
William P. Mullen has resigned division tele manager and the other
as {’B.S-TV sales account execu- is Paul
McCluer, network sales
tive to join the William Morris tnanager.
.••gcncy radio and TV dept, under
Trade talk here has Stiowerman
Wally Jordan.
moving to head up a new post ol
Mullen lias been with (’BS since veepee in charge of television .sales
1947 and prior to that was with under NBC administrative veepee
Leiinen A Milciiell.
C. Kupf.
I Harry

room, 3 bod-

1 tt

2

lovol.

library.

2ad

2-cor hootod f oro^o. 1 aero
i
load aieoly plootad.
’•

traias.

shift his midwest
ties to New A'ork.

Sta-

120* i 30*), «ltr«

mil# ta baocb dob.

In

by

ItIrrrinrI

ADDISON SMITH

made

may

ation.

McCAPFERV

M.

K.

Mrlltnn mid

cen. div. veepee,
indicated that changes may also be

the Agriculture Dept.
William
Drips,
national
NBC
farm .secretary with a staff of two,

atsitu-

JOHN

With

Fri.

S miaato* to

$40,000.00.

C.

HOIIIE

E.

174 Past RasM, Doriaa. Cooa.
Pboaa Dartaa S-14SV

I

a

Wm.

Wm.

'

“1 trained

on Wheatie*,

Al.

office Space for Rent
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1949

TBI.EVISIOX

TV

H’wood a TV Whisdestop

Pitch in,

the tele universe
Film
slackers.

if

there are

fore

action

is

taken.’

producing
firms are now springing up in
many of the teevee cities and are

WB

j

I

been outdrawing

CBS-T

of

WIND

I

owned

principally

by

Knight newspapers ».
WB asked "every favorable consideration” of the Thackrey agreement.
John P. Southmayd. W'arners coun.sel on the transfer application, wrote the Commi.ssion
that Mrs. Thackrey has granted an
extension to .Aug. 1 on the sales

,

contract.
He requested protnpt
action also on a contingent application for transfer and re-transfer
of part of the Thackrey holdings by

C

St.

Paul

'

,
'

20-second spot announcement to
run in the state censor .‘«cal. Others
testifying today included Donald
A. Stewart, general manager of
WDTV,
l*ittsl)urgh:
Du Mont’s
Rt)ger W. Cli|)p. g.m t)f WKll.-’i’\’,

at

Philadelphia: Dr. Leon
of

member

each
It

is

of the

understood

worked out

aftt'r

top engineers
industry.

was

consultation with

in

government and

Two members

of

the

law firm which sp»>nsored it were
former FCC’ers. Vernon Wilkinson was assistant general counsel
a few years ago.
York was originally allocated
Channel No. 1. but wa.s left withvideo

out

assignments

sociation with the promoter, it is
believed, will swing that fight to

NBC.
What

disposition will be made
of other fights to be staged by International both at the Garden and
In other arenas, and whether Gil-

director of WQXl. .Atlanta indie,
has resigned and joined announcing staff of WGST. Mutual outlet
here. Bob Corley has taken over
Lowery’s duties at WQXI and .Art
Selley. of WBAC. Cleveland, has
joined staff as combo salesman

and spieler.
Both WQXI and
continue as sole sponsor WBAC are members of Rounsaville
of the bouts, remain to be deter- chain, w hich has hq in Buckhcad,
Atlanta suburb.
mined.
lette will

,

cast;

must
days

from
I

films from
be sent to

exchanges
the board thi'ee

advance of the broadciist:
out-of-town
exchanges at
days in advance, and for-

in

lea.st five

language films
week in advance.
eign

,

I

i

“r»

c

i

21

seuiNG

/

SPONSORS

and Mi^ MUSIC’
WMCA, New Yoft

‘*ti'.

^

MONOAr

thru

SRIOAT

AM.

at

least

one

McDonald also stressed the importance of immediaj-y. ‘‘Broadcasting for years has bruugid us
It
listed
among “self-evident events as they happen, and the
principles” which should be con- public is familiar with this prosidered In any approach to the cedure,”
McDonald
he
said.
allocation problem that there is no thought submission of films to the
pre.sent demand or need for "any- censors would throw
the whole
where near" full-scale UHF alloca- programming system out of line.
tion.
If
held, further, that there the value of sustaining programs
would be impaired and the interest
is not now' sufficient technical data
to develop standards for UHF tele- of advertisers held back,
In an Industry where expenses
vision.

^

^

suit's

local

"

HI'S

the

The Penn.sylvania Censor Board
demands on all films an application one week in advance of broad-

Reaching Into The Living Room of Thousands

•.*#

in

Philco’s WPTZ. Phillv; WUM'-TV.
Philly and WGAL-TV. l-amastcr.
which is cxpt'ctcd to ha\e tarreaching implications for the entire industry, is based on a petition f(»r a declaratory judgment
filed by F.arl G. Harrison, counsel
for five plaintiff's, to invalidate the
censor board’s .Ian. 24 ruling,
which avers all TV films must have
the board’s approxal.

vb

^*®'**"

prez

Caddigan.

Suit,

I

—

1,

are DuMont’s WDT\’. Pillshurgh;

when the

channel was removed from the
WNOW later
which KLAC would be .sold to commercial band.
applied for Channel No. 8. which
national Boxing Club, headed up Ralph Atla.ss and Ben Lindheimer
by Joe Louis, Jame.s D. Norris and of Chicago and KLAC-TV would be the Commission proposed to assign
The pro- on a community basis to replace
Arthur M. Wirtz. Jacobs, accord- retained by W'arners.
1.
Its
application
is
ing to Garden prexy Gen. John posed sale of KL.AC assures the Channel
Reed Kilpatrick, is to remain on. Commi.ssion W^arners would not be frozen.
However, said WNOW. Its priprobably in an advisory capacity. violating the duopoly rules, which
NBC. meanwhile, is expected to forbids ownership of more than one mary reason for submitting its
Kz/ard station of a kind in the .same mar- proposal was not to support its
upcoming
the
televise
The picture company owns application, but. out of concern
Charles-Jersey Joe Walcott fight ket,
that UHF will be opened to use
to be staged by International in KFWB in Los Angeles.
on a full si-ale. Such a step, it beNBC veepee Sidney
Chicago.
lieves. will hurt rather than help
Strotz helped put Wirtz into the
Atlanta
Bill
Lowery, program television.
Chi auditorium and his close asContiniird from pusr 29

Lew.

and Du Mor.t

of industrv reps who ha\'c linked
forces to challenge the rieht of the
cen.sor b<»ard to »4 >prove films used
by stations inside the stale.
Me
appeared on behalf of WKII.-TV,
.ABC outlet here
t)lh«*r pl.'iintilfs

Commi.ssion.
plan

Philly.

opening se.ssi«)n yesterdax 'Mon.*
was .ABC veepee and general ct)unsel Joseph McDonald, who testified
that submission of all lilms to the
Pennsylvania censois would throw
the entire video program .s\stem
out of whack.
McDonald was one of a group

25

the

WCAU-TV.

program chief .lames
Leading the fight

Pressure
Continiifd from

TV Censorship
Conlinufd frum paKr

said,

—

coax to get started here, according
to Lubcke. who related that kinescope is much cheaper and will
more than likely be used even
after the cable is in from coast to
The big three nets, Lubcke
coa.st.
said, are readying kinescope shows
to originate from here now.

Philly

the gate.
Of course. Minneapolis is
the larger city of the two. but
St. Paul, the adjacent twin,
has been the better b.ascball
town during the past several
years when it had the superior
team.

j

prompted its withdrawal.
Warners were competing with
four other applicants for two availhold,
Lubcke
substantial
a
able
channels, under proposed allosetting
Lubcke informed the group cations, in Chicago. The firm, in
said.
skill from a order to obtain a permit,
the
has
televi.sion
that
would
“great forerunner the motion pic- have had to come at least second
best in a contest with CBS. Marture industry.”
There is no need to wait for the shall Field. Zenith, and Station
any

10.

baseball games are televised;
St. Paul’s aren’t.
Yet. despite
the fact that St Paul was undefeated after 12 games and
in first
place in the league
standings.
Minneapolis
has

planned accordingly, leased property, engaged in "extensive re-

Hollywood, May 10.
development.'
search
employed
Harrv Luboke, prexy of the personnel, and committed itself in
Television Arts and many other wa>s.
of
Acaderny
Sciences, has warned telecasters
However, it stated, it now ophere that Hollywood will be just a pears that a hearing on the applithistle stop at the end of the co- cation won’t take place until late
pitches
axial cable unless everyone
1949 or early 1950 and that it will
the television capi- be another year
in to make it
after that before
world.
tal of the
a decision is made.
"The past
Lubcke warned that the town year’s delay and the prospect of
won’t even become the film capi- still further protracted delay betal of

May

Minneapolis .American Assn,

Continiird from pace 2S

Lubcke Warns

Drawt *Em

Minneapolis,

Warners

Uoless Coast Videoites

Mwwwfwmwn#

DORIS BROOKS
1657 Broodwciy
w- _i,
f

OvH

’

*4

already run high. .McDonald argued. anything done to liampi r
commercial interest would r*taid
televisi«)n. .Antcrican Federation
Musicians arbitrary time limit of
14 days on the use of kinescope le<-ordings would he another ha idship under censorship, particularly where the network planned t»*
use a single print to serxice two or
three of its afiiliates. McDonald
said.

WOV-WNEW
rnntiniiril

from

iMitr

t'i

On
broadcast lii-cnsr-e
the contrary, wc believe that upon
the basis of tlie information lovhility of a

ered by the investigation, the Uommission has no choice hut to liold
further hearing in tliese proa

cedings so that the complete story
he put on the record and thus de-

termine

the

finally

<|ueslioiis

m-

xolved.”

proposing a further hearing,
and Jones admitted that the
cases "have been prmrling an unduly long time an<l that anollier
investigation means a fiirtlui rlrIn
(’oy

lay

"

FCC onler declari’d that
and WOV have been
both
operated in the public interest, alThe

WNKW

lliough it addl'd '“that tor many
xears Ihe ('ommission has received
alleged complaints about Huloxa’s

operations

at

other

stations,

in

which he gave up his intcresl.s
more than four years ago. It said
that these complaints

w

ci

e hi ought

by individuals who had not been
injured by Bulova's alleged activities and who have
tel est In the ca.se.

According

to

no dirict

FUC

In-

records,

WNKW stock is owned by Biilova,
who holds 5Ui plus 29' e he votes
Blow, the advertisfor Milton H
Vincent
executive;
ing
10' r.
10';; and O’Dea.

Dailey,

WOV’i

stockholders include Bulova. Blow,

O’Dea and

WAAM.

Make

First

Tm

Hits in America,

Say British Pubs; Yanks Annoyed
whom

they have Kiven
the Knglish riqhts to new tunes. 11
seems now. since tlie English music business is so heavily dominated
tunes of U. S. origin, that
b\
British pubs won’t try to do anything with a tune they bought from
a Li. S. pub unless the latter makes
it a hit in the U. S. first.
U. S. pubs assert that their Brittradepapcr
brethren watch
ish
charts closely and. unless a song
begins to get action on the American side of the big pond, they
don’t even try it on the English
market. U. S. pubs feel tliat’s a big
nustake since in many instances a
song gets caught in .some sort of a
blocking situation in the U. S. that
precludes it from breaking through.
But that shouldn’t govern the Eng-

pubs to

By BERNIE WOODS
and
Love” (Vicone of Kaye’s
recorded and
performed impeccably with the use
of echo technique, has a great
chance to pop big. Tony Alamo s
vocal is unusually fine. Reverse

Sammy Kaye “Four Winds

Best British Sheet Sellers
ending April 29
London. May 3.
.Chappell
Rag.
F. D. & II.
Lavender Blue
VV.'ck

<

.Street

r2th

\

.

Faraway

Leeds

Places

Powder Your Face Chappell
Keith Prow:se
Shady Nook
.

On

the 5:45

.

,

Strauss-Miller

Cuckoo Waltz Keith Prow.se
Connelly
Put ’em in a Box

LORRY RAINE

Second 12

“If* Too L*to Now”
(Bourne, ASCAP)

Feldman

You

For

You’ie

Wood

Love

in

Crim

Berlin
Eister
Parade
Gay
Put Shoc.s on Lucy
Bultons and Bows ...Victoria
Dash
Crvstal Gazer

One of the prime reasons for the
gripes by U. S. pubs, however, is
that when they give a British firm
the rights to a tune that is untried
go
in the
U. S.. those rights
cheaper. If a British pub wants a
de.al for a song that is breaking for
a hit here. ho. of course, must bid
higher, as is true when a U. S. pub

reperl «»i re

300G

It’s

Billing

May

Dinah Shore and Dm’is Day

i

Fields*

Opener

Detroit,

Mav

1(1.

Shep

Fields opened d.ince sea
Fridav ((>• at U’.illed Lak» s
Casino ballroom.
Bal room
operate weekends onlv until

fir.st

Jerry Wald band

will pla.v

Wood.v

an

are

pairing

ideal

and.

effects, tlieir cutting of
likely hit is solid, though

sound

w'itli

the very

faster and doesn’t have the case
which marks the Whiting-Mercer
Decca’s F'itzgerald - Jordan

it’s

combo

also cuts a solid path, with
.Ionian’s combo backing. It'll .sell
big. too. On very slight differences,

the rating

is

the Capitol disk

first,

Columbia second and Decca third

i

because of
the ease of performance by Miss
Whiting and Mercei-. Sbore-Clark
side is hacked strongly by “llir’
land Fling.” It’s a good. The Jo
Slafford-Gordon MacRae (Capitol)
disk is comparable.
C’onnee Haines “Maybe It’s Bein effect iveness. striclly

BILLY ECKSTINE IN

TALKS ON M-G FIX

Vogel

.lerry

Foundation.

chartered

as non-profit
ship corporation.

Inc

member

4.

CRUISING

(3)

Bell. Nellie”

Burl Iren

I

Toni/

(lie

RIVER

«.

SO

(13) (Spitzer)

EAR AWAY PL.ACES

8.

KARY

IT’S

COLD

(1.5)

Vtrfw

^
Cohindna

Da/none

Mercury

(I)

Vaughn Monroe

I

Guy

!
I

Dinah

'

I

t

(Melrose)

(Melrose)

\

Coming

<

'

M-G-M

i

I

(I)

Morgan
Blue

(Laurel)

OftTSIDE

C.\RELESS HANDS

v

.

Colionbia

I

(12) (Mills)

CD (Robbins)

jock’s library. It’s a very typical
and very listenable disking of the
fine melody, vocalled
by Kenny
Gardner and the Trio. Flipover is
fair melodieally. Gardner handles

the lyric.
Victor Young “Sicilian Tarantella”-‘’Overnight” (Decca*. Young’s
version of the Italian polka-like instrumental. which has been getting
attention in Ibe U. S. via tl)e Reina
Orchestra (Vidor*, is a bright piece
of light melody. It’s played and recorded well and can be valuable to
jocks to break the pace of vocals
and band sides. B.acking. another

instrumental,

okay.

is

Album Reviews
*‘South
Pacific,”
with
Marty
Martin, Ezio Pinza and original
recording under direction of

cast,

Goddard
Leiber.son
(Columbia).
To say that this album will be a
bestseller

like saying television

is

—

Pnnior

'

Harms)

(3) (T. B.

FOREVER AND EVER

strong jock
“Gigoleltc." similar to “Ballerina
‘Masquerade,” is okay, but not
outstanding.

All in

'

DOWN THE

LOVE

vocal.

.

)

(Laurel)

RED ROSES FOR BLl^E LADY

7.

1

(Robbins)

5.

IN

chorusing accomIt
jocks ud
and juke chances

full

his

Cut by Colmnbia
(Coral*.
Miss Haines is making has a future.
good disks for Coral. On the first in the same church studio the
company
recorded
its “Kiss Me
side here, she has hold of a fine
ballad melody. Her vocal, which Kate” hook, the 16 tunes inv'olved
in the Oscar Hammer.stein-Richard
isn’t
as good as the up-tempo
things she does, is neverthele.ss Rodgers score sound better than
It’.s a crack
saleable and smartly backed by the they do in the show',
Highli.gbters. Flipover’s a sprightly job, and one tune is as listenable
novelty that’s excellent program- as the other. Taken in the order
ming for any .lock, and It has puke that they are done in the show,
connotations, too. Roy Ross con- Columbia again used the technique of tying some of the tnelnducts backgrounds.
Vaughn Monroe “Dreamy Old dies together with bits of dialog.
New England Moon”-"Cigolette” Which sides are more outstanding
(Victor*. In spite of the smothering is difficult to say; Pinza does a
effect
Monroe's “Riders In the great job on “Some Enchanted
Sky" might have on it. the maes- Evening”; Mis.s Martin equals it
tro
“New Englatid Moon” is a with her chore on “Wonderful
Perhaps the most imsmart hit imssibility. He works the Guy.”
pressive. however,
is
one that
probably will, not
usable on the
air
the
male chorus doing
“There’s Nothing Like a Dame."

Conroe

(Morris)

(3)

AGAIN

(8)

panying

’.s

I

Barron

Victor

Loyiibardo

Shore
Grncie FiMdn
I*erry Couto
Bing Crosby
Perry Como
Whiling Mercer

....

Dacca
Decca
Columbia
Loudon
Victor

.

Decca
Victor

Both

Columbia

Knife

I'ictor

Mcl Tonne

Capitol

SO TIRED

i

(Glenmore)

1
I

LOVE ME. LOVE ME.

L(>^’E

Ml

(Miller)

I

I

I

DO.N

I

SEE ME

(Laurel

I

>

4
4 CO.MME
Cl
C\ (Leeds)
4
4
4 PORTRAIT OF JENNIE (Chappell)
4
4 SO.flE ENCHANTED EVENING
(Chappell)
4
4
4 TRUK TO VOU IN .MY FASHIO.N (T. B. Harinsi
4
<:|-V (rhapprll,
4

I

COMME

4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

VOr

I.IKK

\

I

\

I

IT

LIES

\

.

I

I

I

DIDN’T

KNOW

C.\ll.\ V.X.N’

C;i

(,\in.

N I.OADFD (LewH)

.^radrmv)

...

4

BROKE VOl’R PROMISE (Pic*
DON’T LIE TO ME (Leeds)
VOI VOU. VOU ARE THE ONI. »€ iinphelD
U)l

lEtgurcs in parentheses tudicatc

44e4 4 44e-r#>4e

number

( lOrdon

Perry

Victor

Jenh'i ns

Decca

......

.

Como

.

Tony Martin

Sinatra

Eraiil:

Victor
Victor

Did: flaymes ....
Kier, Cole
Perry Como
.

.

.

Decca
.

Capitol

.

They’re all good sides,
“Enchanted Evening” and

Talk.”
Crashy’.s

“Dame” standing

Kaye’s

Columbia
Columbia

.

\

I

Capitol

Day

Doris

Columbia
Deeca

Bincf Critshif

,

Kay Starr
Hdsy Gay

uuehs song has been

444444^

Cairitol

GM

Capitol

—

Platter Pointers
National label keeps on releasing Billy Eckstine sides in comt>etition with M-G-M, for which he

now works; “Time on Mv

Hands”
the Night" are
Lawrence
by him
Welk’s coupling of “Merry-GoRound Waltz” and "Ba)i(M»i«
Polka’’ (Mercury) are arranged a
hil
fhinly for competition vvith
Still of

fu

the Top

.

.

.

Ollier versions
Jazz, jocks will
get a hug'* kick out of Billie Holi.

“My

day’s

.

.

Man” - “Porgie”

X'irtor

Coral
10.1

.

.

•

“Swiss Lullaby.” by Vaughn Horton and Polka Debs (Coluiuhia' 1«
a likelv tune and side; it's well
done
Another exiremely at.

,

.

disk

in

its

own

counirv

“Alone.” by Redd .Slew(King)
Ditio "There’s a
Light Guidin’ Me.” Red Fole.v

groove

is

art

.

.

.

(Decca).

Standout

race,

polka.

we.>ltMn.

hillbilly, jazz; Winl Brown
Good Enough for Me"-“lf L(»'e

Is

-foe
Ivory
Trouble” (National*;
Hunter. “That’s the Gal for Me
River
Red
(King); “So Long to the
Valley.” “Songs of the Pimieers
Polk*
(Decca);
Sokach - 11 a ha I
Orch., “Socialaires Polka” (Dei'ca
Raie
“So
George
Shearing.
"Cosv ’s Bop” Savoy*: Texas Top
Hinds. “I’lil Your Litlle Imk*) G(’
There" (Savov *: Wvnonie ll irris
•She JusI Wou’l Sell No M'”*’
.

*

t/oaroe

Ames Bros
o/

.

Watsou ....... Supreme

Kan Starr
X'anifhti

Capitol

M

Erk.il'uie

Pniily

.

.

But.

oul.

(hougl) they hit the spot, they
don’t nudge it with the same iu)pact of the real thing
the oiigi*
nal cast.

tractive

Victor

Leo

Pefigy

Billy

.

4
4

<'apitol

Mercury

Sammy Kaye

Capitol

(Harm,)

(.Morris)

Decca

Dinah Shore

I

HOW

Buss Morgan
Kay Starr
Eddy Uomnrd

outstand-

is

and

“ Honey
Bun”; Evelyn Knight’s
"Cock - Eyed Optimist’’ - “Wonderful
Guy." and Ella Fitzgerald’s
"Gonna Wash That Man’’- ’Happy

and “In the

t|i

album

this

Decca

Capitol are
getting
out “Pacific” albums,
using contract singers.
Decca’s,
for
Ring
example,
includes
Crosby’s “Ball Ha’i” - “Some F.nchanted Evening”; Danny Kaye’s
“There’.s Nolhing Like a Dame’’-

Capitol

SUore-Chtrk

Sammy

all,

ing all way.s.

.socko vocals

open-

ing of Eastv.'ood G.ardens, M.av 27
Wald will stay a week anrl be fo'-

Weems and

and Margaret Whiting-Johnny
Mercer (Capitol'. Miss Shore and

cai

disk.

.”

TIM GAYLE

try as a maestro.

“A” YOU’RE ADORABI.E

10.

10.

llt'rman.

-l.alc

llid.wri.

Label

slint.

lowed by Ted

t.f

I

and General

division,

3.

4.

“Miss LibCoiiimliia got the

has an exclusive to wax an album
of show’s tunes as soon as original
Broadway compan.v is cast. Me.tnwhile. Coliimhia is itlalleriirg individual tunes with ils lop name-.
Frank Sinatra and Mis.s Dav will
duet at least one side, and Miss
Da.v is inked for a pair id' .solos,
as is Miss Shore, in addition to

will

flit,

amuher

slaricil

hriduMi"

Bcrlin’.s

jump on other waxeries.

June

“I IcJtrt

I

I

New

one,

I

will

by Columbia in New York al'ler
Miss Day's agent. Marty Melclier,
had demanded top billing for his
client.
He .seemed satisfied with
he c(»m promise.
Femmes will warble pair of limes

son

cco):nition.
ty Inc^ also

as

disks,

2.

oiil

Shep

critical

to

RIDERS IN THE SKY

10.

carry labels on one face top-billing
Miss Shore and on the other gi\ ing
the nod to Miss Day.
Billing arrangentenl W'as worked

team

shellac

Lucas’

1.

I

their

and

ha\c won him tnitsland-

little

this swell disk

tween

is

pairing of two top
femme sii gers on w ax has lH*eM
V orked out by Columbia Records.
Platters starring femme singers

wliiclt

ii

J. J.

variation beand those by
Ella Fitzgerald-Louis Jordan (Dec-

very

There’s

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

Precedenlal

Irving

t*\

Hotel Sheraton, Detroit

Artists will hook.

Comoromises On

on

M<»dt*i

puldica«»ul

Band

approximate because Decca never
delivers a fourth quarter statement separately. It’s always included In the full year’s report.

from

Its

and is tentatively set to go into
has the Chez Paree, Chicago, July 1.
l>een
done by other companies. If the latter deal is completed, a
Platters will be unbreakable and two-week run at the Chicago thea'onger-lasting.
tre, July 22. will l>e worked in.
M-G-M has been .so successful
with Eck.stine on standards and
Carroll Lucas*
blues that it now intends opening
Carroll Lucas, ex-arranger for the pop field to him. He has done
S un my Kaye, is forming a band of some pops in the past, but not
enough to cause a .stir, and never
bis »>wn. presumably along a simithe top tunes. He’ll do two from
lar style.
He’s been signed by Irving Berlin’s “Miss Liberty” muKing Records’ new' pop artists and sical score ne.xt week.
regular

its

Decca’s earnings .statement for
the final quarter of ’48. including
of course the Xmas holiday business, ran to approximately $300,000. only slightly belter than the
past
quarter.
That’s a notable
achievement in view- of current

erlv.’’

to

jaz.z.

Bill,\ Eckstine, picking up speed
album releases will get it.
via M-G-M recordings, is di.scussMercury feels that its move, ing a film deal with Metro, parent
which will cost more to produce, is company of Hie label he cuts for,
causi*’’-"Hang On the
better than reducing the price of

company during the correspond-

Hollywood,

I

1,01

new

market all its platters in the future on
a non-breakable substance it calls
‘•Men iM>lastic ” Beginning May 15.
th»‘ company’s pop, hillbilly, race
and international series w'ill be issued on the new material. Later,

rec-

It

Again," with

Cass Daley “Ki.ss Me Sweet’’-U’a
tune is good, too. anotlier ballad by
Alamo, but it’s likely to be over- a Cruel. Cruel World” (Decca)
Good pairing. Miss Daley doe.s the
shadowed.
Peggy Lee “Riders in the Sky”- “Kiss” tune straight In okav voice
“ Please Love Me Tonight” (Cap- with just a slight, underlying im’
Cap’s a bit late with "Riders,” pression that she’s about to break
itol
but the neat disking by Miss Lee out and gag it up. Vic Schoen’s
should pick up a hefty amount of bouncing background helps. Singer
on the noveltv
sales. Actual recording is similar then gets loose
in style to Vaughn Monroe’s. Back- “Ci uel World.” It’s a good side, one
ing. w'hicb sounds like it w'as re- lhal jocks and jocks could find
corded some time ago, is okay. good use for.
Guy Lombardo “If I (ould Be
Dave Barl>our smartly assists botli
With You”-“Best Time of Day”
sides.
(Decca).
Lombardo’s recording of
Dinah Shore-Buddy Clark “Baby.
the first, .standard tune now being
Cold Outside”-"My One and
It’s
plugged
anew, belongs in every
(Capitol).
Only Highland Fling’’

Clark

.X.M’Ai't.

itig period of 1948. equatVig SOc
a share for stockholdeis.

Day

new Umir

.t*(MiMid’s <dtck sltowvs

1

’Mercoplastic’ on Mkt.

of capital stock in circulation, as
against $388,399 earned by the

Shore,

At

“.la'/.z

i

all

Domination of best-selling

Col.

raU’d

l

inu

ord lists by Decca during the past
couple months is reflected in the
company’s net earnings .statement
for the fir.st quarter ending March
31. Earnings for fir.st three months
of this year amounted to $280,100
after
was put aside
$171,700
It equalled
against income taxes.
36c per share for 776.6'iO pieces

The

t<M*

lias

iimn'.'iis.'ils

$280,100 FOR 3 MOS.

conditions.

«

tias

and

tious

Merc’s Non-Breakable

DECCA’S NET UP TO

Kurin)

.

Ke.sl" show, r oot riliiitcs
Sci oen. .MpI oiMMue.

You Was
Cinephonic
Maharajah Magador. Chappell
Suvia Bay
Box & Cox

Mercury Records intends

1

I

I

ev|>r*il.

is

sales

.

Disk Jockey Salute:
Leonard Feather, WMGM,
New York
(tiii|>o.s(*r.
ritir and
l(ci-.

Ciga reels & Whusky Chappell
Leeds
Brush Tears Away..
Feldman
Co(d Water

seeking U. S. riglits to a tune
that is already a hit in England.
Rl.any U. S. pubs say that in the
future they’re not going to allocate
British rights until a tune is proven
one way or the other in their own
market.

no.s(algie-sound tnelodv very mnph
like his old “There, I’ve Said

>.

Unit
lleirt Loch Lomond
Slow Boat to China. Chappell
Connelly
Magic
U's
P. Maurice
Can’t Ki Harney

When

of

“Out

tor'. “Four Winds” is
finest. Socko ballad,

:

market.

lish

'-

Seven Seas

'

11, 1949

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

Miiny U. S. music publishers are^
Riipccl about the practices of Brilisli

May

WrdoTMlajr,

ORt'HKKTRAS-MtJSIC

S6

'King*:

Beale

.h*e” 'Savoy).

Street

Boy.s.

MERRY-GO-ROUND ON DISK TASTES
[’

Puk Writers Snap at Each Others
Offside

Tune Promotion Blueprints

Major music publishers are \n-*
burning at a trend
creasingly

ASCAP Music

NW

H. L. Reed Heads
Musicians for 4th Time

to-

ward taking new songs direct to
recording companies rather than
fhow them first to prospective
It’s felt by the latter that
pubs.
these writers are prolonging and
furthering the general confusion
music busithat has existed in the
ness since the war brought about
tunes,
“sleeper”
of
profusion
a
which doesn't come along as often

Seattle,

Harry

May

10.

Reed, president of
Seattle Musicians .Assn.,

L.

Local 76.

two groups toward

been reelected president of the
Northwest Conference of Musicians
for a fourth term. The conference
is
compo.sed of .AFM locals in
Washington. Oregon, Idaho and
British Columbia.
Jack Smith, bu.'siness rep of
Local 76. wa.s one of four regional
vicepresidents elected. Others were
Charles Rubyn. .Aberdeen; R. L.
McMullen, Spokane, and William
Hamilton. Fhigene. Ore. Marjorie
Gibbons. Victoria; Charles B. Wagner. Olympia: Charles Be.st. Coeur
d’.Alene. and Howard Rich. Portland. were chosen for the executive
board. Ray Walker. Olympia, and
John .A. Burke. Tacoma, were unopposed for secretary and sergeant-

both.

at-arms. respectively.

ha.s

|f)OVV^

The practice is contributing to
the numerous disagreements between recording companies and
publishers over jumping of release
dates on tunes, which invariably
snarls promotion plans laid down
by a publisher and often lessens
the chances of a tune’s success. It
has induced recording companies,
some publishers say, to forego to
a great extent the close relationship that must exist between the

the good of
Additionally, it’s claimed,
there isn’t the same fusing of effort on a plug tune that is needed
and, further, the recorders are so
primed to snag the “sleeper”
which rivals do not have, that plug
tunes are often pushed aside in
the search for the 100 to 1 shot.
In recent months, writers have
increasingly followed the path to
newcompanies with
recording
Not only do writers living
tunes.
•Continued on page 40)

The ever-changing trend of preference among music and record
buyers has music publishers and
recording men aboard a merry-goround that’s spinning faster and
In

faster.

the past six

tune.s deemed usable for television.
Organization
apparently heading into a position
as a participant in another
battle with the .American Society of Composers. .Authors
and Publishers, doesn’t want
to Ik* caught short by .lune 1.
deadline day for .ASC.A>C| material.

“race"

Last
melodies.
Leeds Music heard about a

it

is

argument due to the decision last
year by N Y federal judge Vincent

attempts to
1

r

o

m

Lei bell who said that .A.SC.AP
not collect exhibition fees
films containing music .since
the music was paid for at the
source by the producer. Whether
Judge Leihell’s decision would
have any effect on films using
.ASC.AP tunes that were matle
h('fore he issued his opinion it
strictly for atttirneys to decide.
L.

could
for

now being recorded by Tex

Beneke for KCA-Victor. Tony Pastor ft>r Columbia, Lionel Hampton
for Decca. et al.
The same tiling

Retrenchment

Sticiety’s

increase its revenue
radio. B.MI has grown.

Coast Tune Touts

happened with

a race melody published by Ignited Music, imw titled

Eyed by Indies
Things are beginning to gel
rugged for virtually all of the independent recording firms which
do not have a well-heeled parent
firm to lean back on financially,
With the exception of Decca. which
has been riding high the past sev-

I

Columbia Avoids

j

"The Huckle-Buck.” This tune recame to attention as an instrumental by Paul Williams on a
Savoy label. United had a lyric
written and the tune began getting
attention as a "pop.”

Scan Payola Raps

cently

Hollywood. May
Strategy-mapping meeting
held

10.

was

>

Optimistic Biz

.

For Midwest

I

Tag

Outdoor Spots

•

”

On New Player

AFM

t

.v

Convention

i

Jockeying Begins

t

Brown

On

^

all

hecause the kinescopings may not
be shown until after the deadline.
Televi.sors will al.so have trouble
showing
films
which
contain
.ASC.AP music, although this is a
point that could conceivably pre-,
.sent
an entirely new .stmree of

*

over the

commercials

remove

to

I

Since it was forni«‘d in 1940.
as a butter between ASC.AP
and the radio interests, which
were then in a bitter struggle

piece of "music” titled ".All I Want
Is a Lavender Coffin.” which started selling in Boston on the Motif
label, cut by singer "Fat man” Robinson and written by a Shirley Alberts. of Worcester, l.eeds snagged
the tune for a heavy advance and

It'le

.ASC.Al* songs next week, to allow
for the June 1 dealine. after which
.ASC.AP music, as it stands nt>w,
will go olT video.
For example.
Milton Belle’s Texaco broadcast of
used .ASC'.AP
last night (Tuesday
melodies or could have, but hia
next
week’s tl7i show will he
forced to delete .ASCAP material

York, gathering copies of all
likely current and catalog pop

—

week

two weeks, many
will
be forced

New

its atTilialed publi.shers in

months or

between the
tele show a

are kinescoped and the rebroadcasts on outlying stations,
which are sometimes as long as
that

busy

more, western, hillbilly and waltz
tunes have enjoyed a sales vogue
to such a marked degree over pop
songs of the ballad type that recording companies are beginning
to make almost every kind of material that ctnnes along two way.s
one with the artist in the field
where a tune might belong and
another with top stars.
But now it's al.so happening with
so-called

Not Napping

Broadcast Music was already
Monday '1()» contacting

^

to the intervals
performances of

live

BMI

yesterday* 'Mon
hv
coast
Frank Sinatra cut "Huckle-Buck” board of Music Publishers’ (Tmtact
for Columbia. Benny Goodman did F.mployees tvi delve into complaints
it
for Capitol, Tommy Dorsey for that payola is again operating. No
RC.A-Yictor. .All these disks were names w«‘re bandied about, but
accompanied on each label by group discussed ways and means
of .‘'opping the "evil" of paying off
eral months with the longest string other recordings from "race” .sing.And while the melody is and a bandleader to plug a specific
of hits in its history, indie firm ers.
tune. Union provides heavy fines
execs are getting a bit worried has been .No. 1 tm the "race hit
is also snagging
sales for ofTenders
it
about the public apathy toward a parade
Understood New York headquarlarge majority of the recordings in the pop category.
ters of companies have been combeing marketed.
plaining that Coast svvindlesheets.^
If bu.siness doesn’t begin to imare so high, reps must be buying
prove soon, it’s a .safe bet that
plugs. Most charges are that some
Columbia Records has purposely there will be recurrent economic
tune touts pay lor transpositions
retail shakeups within the structures of
mentioning
any
avoided
and arrangeinent.s for small hands
labels.
That's already go\
price for its new. low-priced record various
or singers having ratlio outlets in
player designed to spin all sizes ing on to some extent, but not near
order to get performanc'c on parof
the
company’s Microgroove the level which it will reach eventicular songs.
if sales remain so slow.
t
Long-Playing disks. New machines, tually
which were being shipped to disSan Francl.sco. May 10.
tributors late last week for relay
F.xecutives of the American Fedto retail counters are made for
Agent Phil Bloom
eration of Musicians are expected Blues-Bawler
Columbia, with the latter’s name
to arrive here in the next few days
imprinted, by VM, Inc., Chicago
for the
to lay the groundwork
Signed to Cap Pact
Carpet in His
manufacturer.
union s annual convention opening
Sets
$8
cost
approximately
item on the
Biggest
6.
.lune
Exits Prison
Trio
True
Suit vs.
apiece and Columbia is not setting
agenda is expected to be a hassle
the price retailers are to ask. They
Hollywood. May 10.
Hollywood. May 10.
over reduction of high scales estabcan get $10. let them go at cost as
Walter Brown, long-missing blues
.American Federation of Musi- lished by many locals, which many
a means of creating a customer for cians hauled agent Phil Bloom on
AFM execs believe are minimizing shouter. was found as he emerged
LP disks, or even give them away the carpet last week and curtly job opportunities.
from a two-year stretch in a 'I'exas
on the theory that such a slight gave him a choice of dropping a
An attempt to reduce scales, jail and immediatelv signed to a
investment by the dealer can ere- civil suit against Bobby True Trio either national or local, will run Capitol disking pact by Dave Dexate a valuable customer in sales; or forfeiting his license to book into an argument from man.\ quar- ter. chief of the plattery’s blue.srot to mention possibly eliminating or agent union musicians.
Bloom ters. The conference ctmsisting of waxing department.
a potential buyer of RCA-V'iclor'a had filed suit in superior court, locals in the Pennsylvania. New
Dexter found Brown while on a
rival 4.^ rpm machines and disks. charging he had not been paid a Jersey
and Delaware areas are disking junket to Kansas City and
assuming that most customers will promised
paid
him a flat rate to tdeh tught
weekly
of the $4.50
highly in favor of reductions. Debuy either of the two develop- trio got for a four-week stand at troit. Cincinnati and (tther areas, 'sides immediately. Kach is an origimenls. not both.
Brown
says he composed and
nal
It
the Peacock .Alley cocktailery.
which maintain .sottie of the highColumbia’s new machine is not was alleged that Bloom s attorney est salary prices in the country, lyriced while behind bars, and the
a changer, w'hich is what the trade attached musicians’ salary for the are expected to battle them.
first to be released w ill b<* "Siiporiginally expected, to handle only last week of the date.
Prior to the opening of the con- pressin’ the Blues.”
the company's seven-inch pop I..P
Brtiw n recorded "Confessin' the
F.ddie Pratt. Local 47 husiness vention. there will he the usual'
platters,
retailing at 60c.
is
It
agent, and C. L. Bagley. .AFM meeting of the .AFM executive Blues" for Decca in 1941 and the
smaller than the Microgroove turn- veepee. sizzled when they learned board to consider problems await- platter sold more than .500.000
table developed by Philco. but still of the court action since union has ing adjudication.
.Many meetings copies. However. Brtiwn drifted
can reproduce the seven. 10 and strict bylaw that there are to be are expected at which candidates off the Decca roster and out of
12-inch Microgroove platters.
no suits or cross-suits involving for various .AFM posts will be con- town and although many waxerit'S
Coincidental with the debut of members and franchised agents sidered. named, and election strat- tried tti locate him none was successful until Dexter picked up the
Columbia’s new set, RCA-Viclor unle.ss .AFM okays such action af- egy formulated.

Retail Price

Dilemma

in Deadline
Due

i

among established songwriters

TV Shows With

Kine Rebroadcasts of

AFM
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i
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May It).
warm weather has

Chicago.
Karly siege of

foumi outdoor-ballroom op(M‘ators
wrapping up their seasonal bookings.

with general

summer

biz out-

look on the optimislie side.
Some
spots.
however,
aren’t
buying
hands for the entire .season, as in
previous years, but are buying by
the half or quarter.
Ot tiers, like
Fastvvood Gardens. Detroit, are reducing playing hours to a six-day
week, to cut scale and operation
costs.

Outdoor ballrooms in midwest
were in on the gravy train during
the war and postwar era, and any
band skedded brought the customers.
.Now some operators, influenced by decline of biz during
p.ist
winter, plus fact that name
bands that played their spots last
summer didn't do as expected, are
holding hack.
Dutch Mill. Delavin. Wise., is set for a half season,
as is Ideal Beach Resort. Monticello.
Ind., and Casino. Quincy,
111
L.akcside Park. Denver; Martini(iue. Chi; Pionv j^ark, Omaha;
For*’*-!
Park Highlands. SI. laviiis;
Blue Moon. Wichita, and few other
spots are .set for entire summer.

i

'

,

ROBBfNmPLOifATION

I

announced
leather

the availability
carrying ca.se for

of
its

ter exhausting all possible means
of adjusting grievances. They notified .iame.s ('. Petrillo. who issued

a
4.5

rpm machine, with space enough
,

for 30 recordings.

the edict to Bloom.

Now union wants
Bloom

DECCA^GUY LOMBARDO

figured

in

to

the

know how
deal

since

Trio is under a seven-year booking
contract to MCA rnd a personal
manager pact to Gabbe. Lutz A
show conGuy Lombardo and Decca Rec- Heller. Local 47 records
tract
for the date was deposited by
ords finally completed terms for
union
the five-year contract arranged be- MCA and cleared by the
Gabbe. Lutz. A
rore the death of the late Jack Seymour Heller of
Heller, reported his office still has
j^^PP, president of the company.
Bloom’s status
Deal, giving Lombardo a guar- a pact with True
to the
antee against royalties, computed now has to be explained
union.
on individual-disk sales, was signed
by the maestro before he left N. Y.
Joe Glaaer to Coaat
recently on a road trip with his
Joe Gla.ser. head of Associated
band, but Decca got around to
Booking
Corp.. gets into Holl.vwootl
ngning it only last week.
tor his
today tWed.t from N. Y
Deal will make it an even 20
first trip west in a couple immths
.vears I,ombardo
has been recordGlaser is due back east next
>»€ for Decca.
w eek.

FINAUZE 5-YEAR DEAL

[
I

.

,

'

trail.

CONSOL. EDISON OKAYS

50G FOR CUFFO DANCING
Con.solidated Kdi.son Co. of New
this summer will bankroll
open-air dancing with name bands

York

parks and pla\ grounds for
sea.son
consecutive
eighth
the
Company will pay for .54 dales to
provide cuffo hoofing, beginning
It
June 23 and ending Sept. 9
costs more than $.50.0(K) for the

While in the midwest cutting
13 faces with .lulia Lee. including

one on which tin yocalist plays the
organ for the first time. Dexter
al.so set blues bawler FNelyn Twine
and tenor saxrnan Lester Carter
to

in seasons past. General .ArtCtup. will schedule the hands.
.Agency buvs from rival tmtfils as
well as using its own talent. Parks
and plav ground«> covered are in all
The da'les often
five boroughs
are invaluable in breaking jumps
between regular promotion.^.

As

ists

contracts.

tiliil

Hollywood, May 10.
Beneke’s platter of "HeauBlonde from Bashful Bend”

will hit the stalls next ntontli three

months earlier than s«’heduled as a
result of the work of the local Robbins office. Bi.scuit now is slated for
release coincident vvith release of
the 20th- Fox Betty Grahle-Ces;ir
Romera-Riidy \ allee starrer of the
vaim* name.
Record had been earmarked for
Sept* mbi’r release by RC.A-\ i* t*>r.
for whom Bi nek*’ etch* d the tune
la-l

month in Chicago. Robbins
New York shipped an ace-

Mii'iie in

in N. Y.

siring.

Cap

SPEEDS BENEKE DISK
T(‘x

James Back

in

Cincy

the Coast, and coast rep
Fddie McHarg and platter exploiter
Barney McDevitil promptly g*)t
busy. McDevitt had dubs made t»f
the acetate and handed them to b»-

tate

('incinnati. .May 10
Having returned frtnn a western
jaent of not too much success,
.limmy James has returned to the
Cincy area. Besides playing College dates in this section he is also

who started phigging the tune immediately Retail
stores began vetting reemests for
the platter almost at on*-e and
when they hellow*'d f*>r copies,
RC.A-Vi*’tor updated the release.
Pre*’* (U Ptal move caught Victor’i

cal disk jcM’keys.

I

conductor

Rand
at

‘^ax.

(bums.
peter
vocals.

WLW.

set for June II opening
Combo comprises
Park.
three brass, piano, and

is

.Ault

five

t>f

t*»

'

?

I

Barbara 'lofftlt and trumKrnie Beibaidt handle the!
.

local disirih.
by surprise.

Leo

J.

Meyberg

Co.,

'

May 11 ,

WtHlneailay,
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Jock’s Plan

To

Hollywfxxl*

May

10.

Irving Berlin last

1

Chief C. B. Hoirell put
when
hrocans down -firmly
i-key Steve Allen

u;

Survey o/

dS

"‘sf weeK for 68 MPH
He planned to refuse to
iScinff
take 48
i. 6ne at tVaffle court, then
put
instead,
Kira In the jug cli^nk.
trom
on program
various
through
Plan proceeded
channels un*
municipal and police
he didn’t
S^rHorreU heard of. it;
into jail. Also
run
lines
CBS
want
idea
nixed
had
^imembered he
an Art Linkletter
o'Se sort fortime
Allen
So
ago.
some
broadcast

e®
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National
Rating
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worked from studio

fine,
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t

from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparaiwe sales
rating for this and last week.
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should be done, in accordance with
their use in the show.
While C'olumhia isn’t talking,
copies of the disks are going to
So far,
rival recording companies.
four Columbia artists have iH-en
Hei*assigned eight of the tunes.
lin.
incidentally, cut the records

CO

c
b

sat

Dif^ks will
sical. “Mi-is Liberty."
not be released: they were cut .so
that Berlin himself could demonstrate for artists who will record
the tunes exactly how he feels they

1
(S

IS

week

piano at Columbia Records
and recorded every one 'of the 18
tunes in tlie score of his new mua

at

u

Police

with his own piano, which nas
trucked from his N. Y. apartment
to Columbia’s studios.

fiu

River” 'Spit/er)
Forever and" H\ er”~('lt^bins)
'Again” (Robbins)
'‘A’
You're Adorable” (l,,aurel)
'Red Roses for Blue Lady”dvliTlsT
Sunflower” Famous)
.

.

,

—

.

Some weeks back, Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammcrstein 2d
similarly demonstrated to recording men the store of their "South

.

I’acific."

•

Careless Hands” (Melrose)
Riders in the Sky

Enchanted

Rodgers

accompanied

hired singers, and recordings were
made of each tune, copies of which
were distributed to all recording

companies.

F.veniiig” (Chappell)

.

6

7

(Laurel)

Chappell)
Powder Your Face (Lombardo)
Someone Like You” (Harms Inc.)
”Big. Wide World” (BMI)
•

12

L5

^RH’ Logging System
Richard liimbcr's new development in logging Oroadcast performahccs lists tunes in the survey, bused on four tnnytr network schedules.
L'hcy are compiled on the hasis of 1 point for snsinining instrumental:
2 points for sustaining vocal; 3 for commercial iu-slrumenfol; 4 for
eommercial I’ocal, rcspectivi’ly, in each of the 3 lajui territories. New
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in all
i

three territories counts 12. .'Iddcd to these totals is the listener ratings
of com mcrcial shows. The first group con.sists of the top 30 songs.
Week of April 29-May 5

Bands

Covert

Week!

Baud
Eddy Duchin*

Lawrence Welk
Eddy Howard ..
*

PUyed

Hotel

.

.

A Chapter

—

Total

Covers
U>ek On Dal*

2,100

13,100

82.'>

2'.4i25

Roosevelt (400; $150-$2)

7

1.1.50

Statler (450; $1.50-$2)

3

1.225

8.450
4.075

Waldorf, Morton

$1-$L.'50)

Downey; New Yorker,

.

ice

.

.

.

revue.

.

(foldmine
Hill At

Leeds
Spit/er

.

The

five

performance

will fall is a dif-

one. leaving them open to
more or less vague decision.s. They
also believe that television. l)ecau.se of its .sight nature, will more
often than not demand a greater
number of special and grand right
And for this tele
performances.
will have to pay extra, either to
the society, which will clear the
.so-called “special" u.ses. or to the
publisher and composer and au-

I

thor.

through

whom

all

h the

—

grand

.

tlO).
Final week for Reichman; slow- 9.000 a(
Bobby Peters (Blsckhawk,
Bligh
500; $2.50 min
>.

covers.

.

•tons.

B.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Feall

Good

LaSalle

.

t

esday

(Los Aufiielfs)
Hollywood, 1st wk.)

Famous

Ca'- 'ier
Are You Kl.ssing Someone El.sr’.^
D % ss
Cabaret
United
Coca Roca
Sinion
I.ove"
All
For
PennyDreamer With a
I.,aurel
Far Away Places
Mayfair
Yankee"
Connecticut
.Vhxm
the
On
Toe
You
Stub
Your
If
... Republic
In Galvc.ston
1 Got a Gal
Berlin
I'm Beginning to Mi.s.s You
Bourne
•Johnny Get Your Girl
Miller
Love IVle. Love Me, Love .Me
Wit mat k
My Dream Is Your.s “My Dr^am Is 5'ours"
Leeds
So Orehids For My Lady
Morris
....
Once In Ixive With Amy ‘"Whert's Charley”
Chappell
Portrait of Jennie
.... Morris
Riders In the Sky
..... Oxfoi-d
The Little Old Church Near Leicester Square
... Herbert
ThVee Wishes
Melody l.,anc
While the Angelus Was Ringing
Pic
You Broke Yout Promise

ficult

I

Par.-jinount

—

Laredo '"Stre-et.s of Laredo"
Linden Tree

Streel.s of

Inrlfvi*n6>iit

The remaining 20 songs, based on Richard Himber's nev development
ill
logging broadcast performances
T. B. Harms
Kiss Me Kale”
Alway.s True to You In My Fashion-

(

Local fave h

.

Sunflower

Ambas.sador, 900; $1.50). With Frankie Laine headSecond week good 3,000 covers.
Jan Garber (Blltmore. »()0; $1-$L.50). Leveled off at 2.300 covers.
Ted Fio Rito (Beverly Hills. 300; $4 min.». Up slightly to 1,000 covers

'

'.

—

—

'ing.

(Chicago)
$3 50 min.-$l cover'

*

.

I

,500;

.Santly

.

—

Log Angeleg

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

Range

Melro.se

•

I

Brown (Palladium

[..aurcl

Wllliam.son

—

Cole Porter" in last weeks. Fine 3.000 tabs.
Ted Straeter (Empire Room, Palmer Hou.se. .5.50; $3.50 min.-$l cover*.
Barclay Allen orchestra and Dorothy Shay out.
De.Marcos in Thurs®*y *5). Boff 4.000 covTi’s.

.

Robbins
Williamson

f

i

J^*’*i'kle Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens. 773; $3.50-$l cover). Ice
Show faring well in pre-seasonal heat spell. Fine 3.315 covers.
Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman. 500; $2.50-$3.,50 min.). "Salute To

Jimmy

.

.

”

—
—

I

Dlek LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone. 300; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy. Big 3.500 tabs.

$1-$LL5 adm).

—

.

Loudiaroo
Everywhere You Go
Robbins
Forever and Ever
Paramount
"‘Sorrowful Jonc.s’’
Havin’ a Wondeiiul Wish
Laurel
Don't See Me In Your Eyes Anymore
Remick
"Flamingo Road"
If I Could Be With You
BMI
Big Wide Wonderful World
It’s a
Ailvanc* d
Kis.s (Vie Sweet
My One A Only Highland Fling— "Barkleys of Bnmdway” H. Warren
Melrnse
Once and For Always v“Connecticut Yankee"
Lombardo
Powder Your Face With Sunshine
Mills
Red Roses For a Blue Lady
1. B. llarins
So In Love "Ki.ss Me Kate"
Williain.son
Some Enchanted Evening •"South Pacific"
Harms
Someone Like You !“My Dream Is Yours"
Uarren Pub,
Someone To Love
Glen more
So Tired

Johnny Brewer (Swkss Chalet. Bismarck. 200; $2.00 min.-*l 05 cover).
Gypsy Markoff okay 1,500 covers.

**^l*’hn»an (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.'.

Mary

Cruising Down the River
Don’t Cry, Cry Baby

Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20 cover'. Weather,

•Omissions.

Life Called

.

conventions helped increase; 3,200 tabs.

*>a'’idson (Chez Paree,
®k«y 3.000 covers.
Dick Jurgens (Aragon;

My

^

Bali Ha’l— "South Pacific
Beyond the Purple Hills
....
Candy Kis.ses
Careles.s Hands
Comme
Ca
Ci
Coinme

Chicago

Leighton Noble

In

’’Road Hou.se’’
Again
A Wonderful Guy "South Pacific"
A You’re Adorable

Past

b
2

Waldorf (400; $2)
Nat Brandwynne^ New Yorker (400;

Publishers
Shapiro-B

Songs

Hotel B.O

at

13,800 adinis

!
I

Filmusical.

*

Legit Musical.

.

,

!

'
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ORCHESTRAS-IH I7SIC

Santly-Joy reveals it is preparing an infringement action to be
tossed at King Record.s’ newlyformed pop recording division over
the release of “Lover’s Gold." recorded by A1 Grant. S-J asseits
that King has broken through a
Julv relea.se date restriction placed

and

of course, major companies using
echo chambers for years and,
on
occasion, right up to the Monroe
disk.* But since that time
there
seems to be a decided increase in
the practice.
Peculiarly enough
while the echo angle adds greatly
to Monroe’s “Riders,” its absence

week.

last

National
Rating

Bob

Merrill
and Marty Nevins (one of the
Three Suns, who record for RCAVictori showed it to King’s pop
Dewey
head,
repertoire
artists
Bergman, before taking the tune to
S J. Bergman cut it immediately
for immediate release and the restrictions S-J placed on the song
after they accepted it don’t conpublication.

for

from leading stores in
and showing com-

cities

12

parative sales rating for this

on the melody, a move that will
throw the publisher’s entire promotion schedule out of whack.
King’s answer to the action is
that it recorded the song before
Santly-Joy ever heard it and took
it

disks

based on reports ob-

sellers,

tained

nique in us recoraing appear
to
have begun a trend.
Numerous
by all companies due out
within the next month or two
are
treated in Similar style.
There’s nothing new about
it

retail disk best

Survey of

Artist. Label, Title

VAUGHN MONROE

(Victor)

“Riders in the Sky”

1

1

RUSS MORGAN

(Decca)
Forever and Ever'

PERRY COMO

cern Kin

MUSICIANS' HANDBOOK
STANDARD
DANCE MUSIC GUIDE

(Victor)

Some Enchanted Evening

RUSS MORGAN
Cruising

(Decca)

Down

^A

clattified and aipkabatical Hit of Hi«
bott and motf popular tfandard Foifroti
Showtunai, Rumbai, ate., wHIi
Koyi I Starting Notot • Ovat
f.OOO TItlat. IPO Claiiiflcatloni, iOP ShawL
^
*4 fagoi.

River'

GORDON JENKINS

(Decca)

Vtaltiot,

Original

Again'

PERRY COMO
A’

—You’re

(Victor)

A lUt of ovor )00 Top Showi with fholr
Tunot. Yoart, Compoton, Ktyt and
Starting Notoi, Including
“Tho Song
Hiitorioi of Favorito Compotori".

Adorable'

GORDON JENKINS
MEL TORME

it

Hit

(Decca)

Again

PERRY COMO

»

it “Song Hifi through tho Yoon" . . . Tho
•utftanding song* of oach yoar, from tho
Oay-Ninotioi to tho proiont day.

(Capitol)
(Victor)

SiNO FOR YOUR

Forever and Ever

COPY TODAY

BING CROSBY

SOc iditlon

(Decca)
Enchanted Evening'

AIm

Aoallablo

Some
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
Again

GUY LOMBARDO
Red Roses

(Decca)
for a Blue Lady

VAUGHN MONROE

Appoaring

Red Roses

AMBASSADOR
COCOANUT GROVE

(Victor)
for a Blue Lady

JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE
A’

—You’re

(Cap)

Adorable

MEL fORME

(Capitol)

Careless Hands'

RUSS MORGAN

(Decca)

So Tired

PERRY COMO

(Victor)

RAY BOLGER

(Dccca)

Once

in

Love With .\my

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
My Dream Is Yours
BING CROSBY (Decca)
Careless

Hands'

SAMMY KAYE
15D

12

“Careless

Nicholas Masle Fab. Co.
HHlIng Ag^nt: Key* MurIo. Inc.
lie tv. Pith Street, >ewr York
St.

Cruising

(Victor)

Hands

BLVE BARRON
Down

Cruising

Down

!
SUMMER TUXEDOES

(Columbia)

River'

FRANKIE YANKOVIC
16C 15

SAVE

IM-G-MI
River'

FRANKIE CARLE

(Columbia)

Direct from
Monwfacturor

“Blue Skirt Walts”

FIVE TOP

ALBUMS

MANHATTAN

CONNEaiCUT

WORDS AND

TOWERS

YANKEE

MUSIC

Gordon Jenkint

Ring Crosby

Voriod Artittn

Decca

Decca

iroodwoy Cost

Columbia

Victor

RICHARD WILLIAMS. INC
43 Wott

Now

23i:l Stroot

York

10.

N. Y.

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
{Based on Points Earned)
No. of

Label

Records

BOURNE. INC.
799 7th Ave.

New

Capitol

Mercury

M-G -M

Writers, Pubs Scrap

A MOST
UNUSUAL
DAY

f'ontinucd from page 37

but also those who
come east from the Coast with tlie
idea of placing songs. They make
a beeline for diskers and take a
crack at getting tunes set for recording. Then they take them to
publi.’shers.
Often deals are made.
This often puts a publisher on a
spot. If one has a tune by a writer
in

i

.

JIMMY MeHVGH

N. Y. do

it.

who has given another melody

di-

recording company, obviously the disk outfit figures to
give more preference to Hie unatrect

!

to

a

tactied tune.

Blame Publishers
f

On

I

‘

Points
28
16

.

the other hand, established
writers blame publishers for the
current situation. They claim that,
due to the seemingly confused reaction from the public, which constantJ>’
switches its preferences
from waltzes (Hie current vogue

substantiated in the mad rush by
many publishers for any tune that
begins to sell on disks and is found
to be unattached.
Pubs in such a
situation do not care what kind
of a song is involved. They’ll grab
it so long as it shows sales
strength,
This, say the top writers, has
placed them at a great di.sadvj^ntage.
They do not write the kind
of melodies

INC

Mgr

1619 Broadwoy.

New

York

at fault.

One pub

writers

melodic ideas. They also point out
that if a .songwriter is to be a good
novelties, race, hillbilly and
erafisman he should be flexible
tunes,
they haven’t a
('i)migh
to bend with pulilic taste
chance.
Many top, unattached
writers in N. Y. say that the iiiaIn short, the confusion in tin
'joiltj of
puhlisheis ate so public mind about' what
it
want?
busy tcranibling to keep up w-ith
i.— *1)* music
i
i
j .
I***
industry
the confused public taste that they
itself.
tSee
separate
don’t give the established wrlterii flRhtlng
the right time. This is held to be story.)

•

'

I

>

i

Bob O’Brien. Capitol Records’
eastern

purchasing agent and ofmanager, quit last week to
go into the sales end of the business.
He bought Haynes-Griftin,
one of tlie largest class record, radio and television, etc., sales marts
in New York.
O’Brien quit Cap Friday (6' and
look over tlie store Monday (8i.
fice

i

^

j

major publishers

claims
are not
showing imagination in their work.
Let a ballad hit“and publisliers
are flooded soon after with writers
demon.strating similar lyrical and
Is

established

to

Prof

this,

assert that the topflight writer of
today, who is unattached in Holly
that

I

j

To refute
wood.

'

lyrics that, lately,

panics.

western

Eddie

and

have often captured public fancy.
and publishers consequently are
not at the moment paying tliem
much attention. Hence, they must
take, songs direct to recording com-

I

SANTLY-JOY
Joy-Gen

No. of
Records

I.abel
C'oluinbia

York

IT’S

Music by.

Points
218
187

...7
...9

Victor

Decca

'

'

'

Always Requested

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

I

Wf<lnet<lay<

May

1949

11<

ORrHE.^TRAS-5IUSIC
^Cai*vn.

1

London; Chappell A

U**^(Hu»ic<U-Ui*torical Rev iew, 1800. 1948)*******%

(Cepyright. V.riety.

oppeaiW

io

PvUkaliom

CevJK*

fM

ond

ft Mere

the

All Right*

Inc.

Oct.

ooriolty.

K^rt'isler.

It

1

R«MrvMl)

ettefirfonr

,

t*

the compilation
the Vor/ety Seng
•vggetleil that these Inatollmontu be

it

reference.

is

Inc.,

cop

Chirken Reel. Two step. m.. Jo
seph M. Daly. Boston; Jos. M. Daly
cop. 1910.

t

hereby ceNed te the fact that this material is cepyrighled and may not
in part.
either wholly
g, reprodeced
tCentinued from Last Week).
Wife, jm.. Ted Snsder. Ted Snyder Co.,
1 Love
Love,
I
Love,
I
w,, Jimmy cop. 1909.
Rut Oh, You Kid.
Nobody Knows, Nobody Cares.
Harry Von Tllzer.
m..
T acts
iTamr Von Tilzer Music Pub. Co., w.. m.. Charles K. Harris. Chas. K.
Ilarris. cop. 1909.
Inn 1909.
AHentiaii

Fischer.

The Chantirleer R
PI
ward Madden in.. Alh*’t Gumhle
-Icrome H. Remlck & Co., cop

when

Intoo

194$,

4<

Carl

j

MATITELD

UK*fro«iM# infcrmetioR,

aarf

UmMtdt

^!j\n$»otmtion,

f‘h(!

p^^RIEfY

Compiled for
By JULIUS

w

Come, Josephine,

in

My

FIvini

My

I

(Continued next week)

On M'isconsin! March song and
Wife, But, Oh, You,
Harry Armstrong and two-step. m.. W. T. Purdy. MilwauChicago: IFarold Ro.s- kee. Flanner-Hafsoos Music House,
iter Music Co., cop., 1909 by Arm- cop. 1909 by W, T. Purdy; assigned
1910 to Joseph H. Planner.
strong & Clark; assigned 1909 to
Put On Your Old Gray Bonnet.
Victor Kreraer Co., Chicago.
Wish I Had My Old Girl Back w.. Stanley Murphy, m., Percy
Arain w., Ballard MacDonald, m., Wcnrich. Jerome H. Remick & Co.,
I

Love

My

Kid! w.. m.,
Rillv Clark.

Ue

'

me Seng frm

m

1

,

Paul Wallace. Jos.
Jon 1909.
I

Wonder

Who’s

W. Stern

cop. 1909.

Co.,

“Ship Ahoy!”— All the Nice Girls
Kissing

Her Love

•Now (The Prince of Tonight). W’..
R.
Will M. Hough and Frank
Adams, m., Joseph E, Howard.
Chas K. Harris, cop. 1909.
The Letter Song (The Chocolate
Soldier), w'.. Stanislau.s Stange. m..

a Sailor, w.. A. J. Mills, m.,

Bennett Seolt. The Star Music
Pub. Co., cop. 1909.
Song of the Soul (The Climax).
w.. Edward Locke, m.. Joseph Carl
Breil. London; Chappell
& Co.,

'

Ltd.,

cop.

1909;

new

edition

cop.

THE BEAU-TI FIX BLONDE FHOM BASH Fl’L BEND. Lcv-erdid

give

New York

Bobby

Heath, m.. Charley.
Jerome H. Remick &
1909 by Up to Date Mujdc Pub. Co.;
assigned 1909 to
Thos. J. Kennedy; assigned 1909
to Jerome H. Remick & Co.
My Southern Rose, w., m., Earl
Taylor.
Harry Von Tilzer Mu-

w.,

days.

Co., cop.

William Howa
gurated presider

ic Pub.

The
|

Co., 1909.

a start then

shoot Vrn lb the end

aru to keep « frit-nd-Sbe’d

THE BEAU-TI-FUL BLONDE^ FROM

BASH-FFL BEND

to Sai

O’Donnell.

Vm

1»

ere

latest

fashions was the
In New York,
Celebration was
orating the 300

rope a ateer.Tht'y

D»'v-er did build a

school that

tilt'd

at-tend

THE RKAU-TI-PUL BLONDE. FROM

|

Next to Your Mother, who fslcl Hendjik Hudson
Do Yog Love? w., Irving Berlin, centennial
of

BASH-FUL BEND- When ahe deala

Spe-cially when she

ap-proi-i-niate-ly five

d»*als ber-aelf

meet some cuss.—

a

CiAua-in her heart to raise

a

ac-e8_— Im
.

fuaa_ Then

bet-tin

shell fall la

ABC MUSIC CORP
799 7th Ave,

New

Yoi

ii- ahoot-

1910

1

Ah! Sweet Mystery of Life
(Naughty Marietta), w.. Rida Johnson Young, m.. Victor Herbert. M.

Witmark ft Sons. cop. 1910.
All Aboard for Blanket Bay. w..
Andrew B. Sterling, m.. Harry- Von
Music
Tilzer. Harry Von Tilzer
Pub. Co., cop. 1910.

Blonde

Fioni

Ba»b-fu|

THE

B^-nd.

Copyriyhi I94f Mill«r

Munc

Corpofoiion.

Now

;

All Thai I Ask of You is Love,
w., Edgar Selden. m.. Herbert In-j
graham. Shapiro, Bernstein ft Co.,

j

cop. 1910,

'

Where Do You Live?
(Alma Where Do You Live), w
Alma

,

George

Hobart,

V,

m..

1

[

.Adolph

Philipp. Jerome II. Remick ft Co.,
cop. 1910.
Anv Little Girl. That’s a Nice
Little Girl, is the Right Little Girl
for Me. w.. Thomas J. Gray m..
Fred Fisher. Shapiro Music Pub.Maurice*
by
1910
cop.
lisher.

^ecardcH^i

Ccf

j

Shapiro.

I

\% Deep As the Deep Blue Sea.
Rene Bronner. m H. W Petrie.
Inc cop
F. B Ilaviland Pub C<»
\v..

.

.

|

.

1910
Rig

T.
Bass Viol. w.. m.. M
Bohannon. Wati-rson. Berlin. Snyder (’o. cop. 1910 by Ted Snyder

(O'
The Birth
.Sherrvi.

w

.

of

Passion

(Madame

TV.'O

TEX BENEKE

ART LUND
THE MODERNAIRES

^

i

Otto A Ttauerha<*li m.,

Hovchna. .M. Witmark ft
Karl
Sons, cop liiiO.
By the .Saskatchewan (The Pink
Lady), w., C. M. S. McLcllan. m.,,

TON BAKER

MtLLflS MUSIIC

I

York It.

N

my boots

I

Y

in

love

shell

aad

May

We<1ne6<1ay,

42

11, I949

Sanitation Snarl Threatens

AGVA May Bolt Theatre Authority

Lake

Salt

The ‘‘Days

Unless Given Larger Cut of Beneht Coin

PaDadhlm, London, Completes Season s

Lake Pageant

Salt

of

City,
’47

May

10.

Rodeo,"

his-

Gates. While meeting was in sesthe membership appointed a
Henry Dunn, national board sion
six-member board to count the balol
Guild
member of .Xmei’ican
Motions to signature indilots.
Variety Arlist.s, here for local
vidual votes was voted down.
member.ship meeting of Guild told
board was installed, Rio
After
the 12.‘S members assembled that
renovate stable buildings, and also
a brief spiel informing memAGVA has threatened to withdraw made
for the Fair Ground]
in the six weeks he has pay rental
bers
that
from Theatre Authority.
here he has for show scheduled for July
been bossing
Explanation of the proposed nixed 22 so-called benefits which to 24.
Spon.sors claim the state, as partwalkout is that AGV'^A execs in had sought use of AGVA talent.
N. Y. feel the guild is not getting He okayed only eight such shows, ner in the enterprise, should make
a fair cut of coin collected by the and those acts which performed re- the repair.'^
The show has been a featured
T.\ for allocation to each guild ceived $25 each.
within Associated Actors and
Rio al.so stated that at long last spectacle through the years.
Artistes of America for the charity AGVA and American P'ederation of
According to Musicians
needs of each.
have reached peace
Dunn. TA reaped about $80,000 la.st terms on long dispute. According
year in N. Y. alone and gave AGV^A to Rio, James C. Petrillo has sent
$ 0 000
AGVA word that any time a muBefore any member of any show- sician has an act in which he puts
biz guild embraced within AAA A aside his instrument and goes into
can play a benefit for any cau.se, a routine of another description he
the benefit must be okayed by TA is fair-game for
to line up
which in turn lakes a cut of the for membership. Over that point.
Louisville, May 10.
benefit’s net. ranging from five to 15 Petrillo ahd
have feuded for
Plenty of night spots splurged
percent. TA then, at end of year, three years.
for
Derby Week, -giving
talent
on
to
variwhat
it
collects
distributes
visitors to the big race a choice of
ous guilds within AA.X.A. The Au-.|
several where they could combine
thority is controlled by the Four
Court Rules Agents Can’t
wagering In various forms with
A-s.
floorshow entertainment. Of course,
Negotiations are still going on in
some of the better spots like the
Gotham, and if AGVA doesn’t get Confiscate Booze
Bluegra.ss Room and Club Iroquois,
considerable uppance in TA melon
shun the gambling angle, and go
Cafe Permits Are
in the fulure, AGVA will exit
in heavily for top talent and food
No other guild
setup. Dunn says.
Columbus, May 10.
and drink, topping off with elabwithin Four A’s ever made a simiDecision of Judge Joseph M.
Other guilds are' ClilTord. last January, that it is orate Derby breakfasts.
lar threat.
Clubs offering floor s h o w s
Screen Actors Guild. Equity and unconstitutional for state agents
American Federation of Radio to confiscate liquor owned by tav- through the Derby weekend were
the Iroquois, with Martha Raye,
If AGVA doesn’t get h
Artists.
ern operalors whose permits have
Ben Yost Group. Ted Taft Debubetter slice of charity fund. Dunn

Hollywood.

May

10.

On

Louisville Cafe Biz

AGVA

When

Suit

1

Revoked

on

|

j

*

organization will give AGVA flat
AGVA
$20,000 for the privilege.
will use the money for its insurance fund. Guild is tr\ ing to build
up a kitty <now $32,000' so it can
give all members a $1,000 death
benefit policy for same dues rate
Policy
now paid by members.
would be same as that now given
47
here.
Musicals’
Local
by

Unit for Cafe Tour
Harold Minsky, who

Racial

1

i

|

I

Hollywood.

j

1

,

•

Bale’s assistant and now' is in same
position under her successor here,
Eddie Rio. last month openly
charged her with manipulating the
vote-count.
Membership reelected to board

I

'

i

i

!

i

Danny

Tiny Kelly and
Beck,
West.
Bud Harris was
elected to place held by Maxine

to reopen

orch;

&

j

George

'
j

Discrimination
May 10.

music

May

the harmonic
25 on the At-

halls, etc.

Plans being away

months with his wife and
their five-year-old son.
In effect,
it’s a "second honeymoon."
Mrs.
Sebastian was Jane Bishir professionally, having written lor The
Hartmans and others.
three

Sebastian

knows

Italy

through

j

MOCAMBO, PHILLY, OPS
HELD IN TAX FRAUD

I

ens.

Fred Townsend, p a. for Palmer
House and Audrey I.indgren at the
Three operators of the defunct Stevens, will continue in
their
Mocambo Club were arraigned on posts, cooperating with Edelson
on
Philadelphia.

May

10.

the city of

turned over to the City treasury.
Held in bail were Frank Peskin,
the
Mocambo Corp.;
prez
of
Charles Mostoroy, veepee, and
ficult.v on that score. He’s already Herman Martinez. A special deputy
spent $80,000 refurbishing cafe, of Taxes dept., currently in a drive
formerly operated by Nicky Blair.
to recover delinquent wage taxes,
said the $1,400 was withheld from
Pearl Bailey has been signed for the wages of 25 employees during
the Diamond Horseshoe, N. Y„ 1946-’47. The Philly wage tap is
1

22.

Sebastian,

longtime residence there while
training for the diplomatic service
Hilton’s Chi Hotels
when he haB a State Dept, fellowChicago. May 10.
ship.
The harmonica was avocaAlan Edelson. former flack for tional, "but the more I saw' of soHildegarde. now heading his own called diplomacy.” says Sebastian,
public relations firm here, w ill han- “the more I decided to make the
dle the Hilton Hotels to hypo Em- harmonica my profession.”
pire Room of the Palmer House
and Boulevard Room of the Stev-

Additional floorshows were offered by the Trianon Club. Skyline Club. Hillcrest Club, and Silver Creek Country Club.

Fla., to profitable returns.
So far, Minsky has not received
his liquor license for the Carnival,
but he figures he’ll have no dif-

May

16.

lanta (the old 22,000-ton Mal.sonia)
for Italy, where he will do concerts,

Edelson Hired to Hypo

dock.

charges of defrauding
During the winter Minsky oper- $1,400 in wage taxes collected from new ad-publicity campaigns.
ated the Colonial Inn. Hallendale, employees of the nitery. but not

starting

John

virtuo.so, sails

ant.

Pad-

May

JOHN SEBASTIAN’S TOUR
OF ITALY IN CONCERTS

.

Cole charged that on .\pril 25 he
was refused registration at the
downtown inn because of his race.
Cole Trio was filling an engagement at Bill Green’s at the time.
The Lebus Hotel management of
California was named the defend-

Mary Frances Kincaid. Norman LaSarr, Lester Oman. Lynn Baker,
Johnny Schrader orch Post

cy exec, is now in the U. S. ogling
top talent for possible British en-

nation against him.

Gardens,

Colonial

ryn Grayson-Johnny Johnston set
by the Charles Munyard office,
London.
Leslie Macdonnell, Foster agengagements. Macdonnell emphasized
that U. S. acts are permitted to
take all their earnings out of Britain. with the exception of living
expenses and British taxes,
lie

Pittsburgh.

the

New Board

Elected
The AGVA meeting elected a
result
of a charge
new local board,
that Florine Bale, recently transferred to N. Y, AGV\\ headquarters
after long heading local office, had
rigged" la.st autumn’s election.
Irving Mazzei, who was Miss

is

Carnival. N. Y.. May 20, is
preparing a unit for the Latin Casino,
Philadelphia, with semi-burlesque format. Succe.ss of cafe and
the Philly show will determine
whether Minsky will branch out
in other cafe operations. Deal is
reportedly on for him to take over
the defunct Florentine Gardens,

Cross

getting the majority
of headliners set into that house
is the Harry Foster office, which
has been booking in conjunction
with the William Morris agency.
Agency, this year, snagged all the
top headliners with the exception
of Allan Jones, booked by the Lew
& Leslie Grade agency, and Kath-

Nat (King! Cole filed a $25,000
damage suit here last week against
Mayfair hotel for alleged disciimi-

Dwight
McKay,
Marla
tantes,
Davis. Buddy Hisey orch with BobBlueFlake;
Joyce
by Paxton and
grass Room, of Brown liotel, Joey
Radin, Helene & Howard. Dennis
& Darlene, Mavis Mims, Dale

-

The agency

Pitt Hotel, Alleging leaves for London

'

been revoked was upheld Monday
will recommend AGVA here an- (9> in second court of appeals.
kling local TA.
Ruling also upholds that owners,
Prior to coming here. Dunn at- whose properly was seized, are entended the Variety Clubs Interna- titled to return of liquor or full
tional Annual Convention, in San compensation for any not returned.
P'ranci.sco where he made a deal State thus is held liable for thou.swhereby each Variety tent can pro- ands of dollars in claims as result
mote free AGVA acts to put on of the decision.
shows for tent membership and
charities
promoted
by
various
Annually the showmens Minsky Producing Burley
tents.

S.

ruary.

Nat (King) Cole Slaps 25G

I

;

10.

Headliners

headliners pacted to
play the Palladium. London, ha\e
been set for the entire season
.Among themTare Allan Jones, following current run of Danny KayeHarpo Marx, Jimmy Durante. Dick
Haymes, Abbott & Costello, and
the Ink Spots. After the latter’s
run, house will return to annual
pantomimes, which run until Feb-

midwest.

.

j

I

Rap

Name
The U.

for $100,000 of the counterfeits.
Latter officer made the contact in
Morris’ Tropical Nights bistro on
Head of the buthe north side.
reau stated that over $80,000 In
the "funny money” had been passed
in niteries in Chi area, but most
Agents are
of it was recovered.
seeking out key members of the
ring throughout other parts of the

Derby Fans Spark

AGVA

Counterfeiting
Chicago, May

W’ith the arrest of Irving Morris
and Dixie Richmond here last
Service
Federal Secret
week.
they have
that
agents believe
broken the counterfeit -ring which
has been flooding midwest niteries
bills.
with "near perfect" $20
them was nearly
with
Seized
$100,000 in spurious money.
Couple was trapped by an agent
who said he would give $30,000

I

I

Op

Feds Arrest Chi Nitery

.

.

S.
I

AGVA

,

Roster of U.

*

toric pageant depicting the emigration of the pioneers, is up in the
air just now. Gene Autry’s horses
have clean stables, under
mu.st
The
Health Department edict.
state wants the Sons and Ji^ighters of the Pioneers, sponsor.'
the show, to foot a $9,000 bill

%.

Ethel Smith’s Dates
Paris. May 10

i

1

|

Frankfurt, May 3.
A French-American combination
revue, "Broadway Revue of 1949,"
is touring the U. S. Zone.
Highlight of the show is a U. S. trio. The
Three Just Men, who specialize in

j

1

Bebop ‘Broadway Revue’
Touring U.S.-German Zone

Ethel Smith, currently at the
Lido, has been booked to open tomorrow (12' at the ABC Theatre.
Brussels. She expects to return to
Paris after the Bioissels dale.
There’s also a possibility that
Mi.ss Smith may pljfy several dales

bebop and Negro spirituals.
The trio—Ken Gordon. George
Browne. Horace Daw'son previ-

—

ously

filled

Swedish

and

spots
Italian

English,
in
nightclubs.

After their German engagement,
they're slated to continue their conSpain if her salan in dollars tinental tour, with appearances in
can be taken out of that country. Paris and the Riviera.
in

WALTER WINCHELL:
"Horatio Algor stuff

FRESH AS

.

.

•

A NEW BORN."

red

»0*v

Opening May 20th

VARIETY:

"SHOWSTOPPER

.

.

.

MINSKY'S CARNIVAL
New York

SURE-

FIRE."

NEW YORK

POST:

"Amazing

BRINGS
THE HOUSE with hit
songs and anecdotes."
.

.

.

DOWN

SID SHALIT (Doily News):
"THE LIKELIEST BIG-TIMER

TO

HIT THE

SINCE

*

LOCAL STAGES

DANNY

KAYE."

RADIO DAILY:
"THE MOST SENSATIONAL

NEW COMIC TO COME UP
SINCE MARTIN LEWIS."

LOUELLA PARSONS:

Calls him Broadway's
NEWEST COMEDY FIND.
HARRY HIRSCHFIELD:
"GOALING THEM
Youth
.

.

.

must be served."

BILLBOARD;

"BROUGHT

YOCKS

TIME

Ths MosI Talked Aboul

AND AGAIN."
MILTON
Calls

MARX

in

Showbnsiness

9

Dirtefion:

BERLE:

him "THE
BROS."

NEW COMEDIAN

ONE-MAN

GAC

Prtss R«p.:

Monogtmtnf: JACK TALAN

MAL BRAVMAN. KAY NORTON

1 .1 ••

1

/

;

Ve«lne»Jay,

May

11,

.11
,'

VAUDEVIULB
Cover Charges

Midwest Houses Ready to InstaD

Tab

Acts, Won’t Wait
Chicago,

May

on

—
Larry Steel Producer
For Club Harlem, A. C.
Philadelphia, May 10.
Larry Steel has been signed to
produce the shows at the Club
Harlem, Atlantic City. Already
booked for the spot are Valaida
Snow. Billy Daniels and the Kongoroos, an acro-dance act.

more vaude houses,

jeveral circuits are going ahead
with plans to install stageshows.
Ops are amazed at the the revived
Interest
tribute

in
it

vaude shows, and

directly

to

at-

television.

However, many houseil qot in video
cities have been getting a raft of
inquiries, as to wheh vaude will
be set due to national publicity

that video
houses.

favorites are

in

Steel is dickering with Count
Basie for a summer date there.
Maestro played there last summer.

!

I

1

Salary

24 Houses of Schine Circuit

Dropping Vaude

Regent, in Grand Rapids, Mich.
While at present these will be split
bookings. Remodeled Main Street
theatre Kansas City, is also on the
Stage atracagenda for shows.
tions there will probably start early

Vaude

May

exception

10.

Union, Walters in Hassle

move

I

I

I

!

Acts Playing San Juan, N.Y.
Lou

who

Walters,

installed

^

a

j

|

I

j

!

1

j

of the U. S; Government decree
forcing it to disband monopolies in
many towns where it operated, toppers have held that variety operaLegal Technicality tions were started because they
wanted to give the policy a trial.
Albany, May 10.
The appellate division has up- According to Dow, Gus Lampe, the
held a workman’s compensation circuit’s g.m., expressed satisfaction
field
men last wCek award of
$275 to Sonia Berman, with the operation.
threatened to close the house, but
ballet danc^ and variety artist,
Dow office was notified of the
a last minute temporary comprofor a fractured foot suffered while change of policy on Friday (6) and
mise w as reached by having Walperforming in the floor show at bad to cancel out several shows
ters post salaries in advance with
Murray’s Inn (outside Albany) wKlch it had booked in advance.
the guild. 'Fhis was done for the
three years ago.
The Dow office is booking houses
offifirst two shov
but
James Barone, operator of the of Walter Reade circuit which will
cials now seek to have a complete
nightclub, appealed
a
referee's continue
throughout summer in its
bond posted and Walters sign a
award on the ground Miss Berman New Jersey situations. St. James
minimum basic agreement.
was an independent contractor, theatre, Asbury Park, will install
Walters stated he offered to let and as such was stopped from colthe union hold a considerable lecting damages under the Work- vaude July 1, playing seven-act
bills.
amount of U. S. Savings Bonds in men’s Compensation Act.
lieu of a cash bond, but guild deIn upholding the award, the apmands cash on the line. He also pellate division said: "There was
N.Y. Royal Roost Folds
cited that Equity has a preferred some evidence of the employer’s
The Royal Roost, the first N. Y.
list of producers not required to supervision and control over the
post bond, and figured he should claimant as to the time and place- cafe to go on a bop policy, closed
be given similar listing by AGVA. ment of her presentation, and in last week after a se.ssion of lean
Closing of the San Juan would cooperating with its musical ac- pickings.
Spot, operated by Ralph Watkins
not affect Walters’ operation of companiment. This, together with
the Latin Quarter, N. Y. nitery.
the provisions of her contract and and Monte Kay. recently shifted
the rules and regulations of her to a name policy with Nellie
from labor union. Incorporated therein Lutcher headlining, but competiJuanita Hall
“South Pacific” to the Cafe So-1 by reference, sustains the decision tion from their nearby Bop City
proved too much.
of the board.”
17.
clcty, N. Y., May

For Dancer

I
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|

|
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;
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AGVA

j

j

j

I

|

j'
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•

I
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;
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j

j

first dollar.

.

|

'

Injury

|

:

agency business for himself.
pianist, at $3,500 and Woody HerHe’s currently dickering a Ne- man and Lionel Hampton crews are
gro unit to play the Scandinavian inked foe successive weeks, each
countries.
getting 50-50 split of the gross.

in

AGVA

I

into

theatre,

j

<

.

Martin Anklet Fischer

Avon

I

I

Guy Martin has resigned from
July 19 will be headed by Sugar
Clifford C. Fischer’s Agency to go Chile
Robinson, Negro moppet

the

!

in

i

Over Salary Security For
I

6 Weeks

vaude soon.
Paramount’s Minnesota Amus.
Corp. is mulling stage attractions until June 21. House dropped talfor some of its lesser houses and ent last' fall for the five v^eeks preChi bookers set some ceding Christmas, but has been
is asking
one-nighters and a few splir dates, niaintaining a steady policy since.
perhaps testing various spots beOperator Sherrill Corwin has a
fore going into larger scale opera- name lineup set beginning with the
tion.
June 21 reopening date with The
RavIn contrast. State in Cincinnati, Ravens headlining the bill.
which has had orch and disk policy ens will supply supporting acts and
^r last several months has been orch and split 50-50 with the house
disappointing in take and has tem- after the first $2,500 Is extracted
porarily cut from full week to for exploitation purposes.
weekends to see what happens.
After that, Corwin has lined up
Colored house will decide this T-Bone Walker and combo at flat
week as to what method to follow $1,750 for week of June 28. Ella
and might drop the stage attrac- Fitzgerald, on $2,500 salary is set
for July 5 and King Cole Trio July
tions.
12.
Latter brings in own show,
splitting evenly with house from

of

Watertown: Glove, Gloversvllle,
condemnation of Ben All, Lexington, and the Strand
property along the eastern link pf Milford. Pa.. 24 hou.ses comprising
the Congress St. superhighway was 67 days of playing time will drop
filed last week in Cook County stageshows for the summer. About
circuit court.
Petition by the city 100 acts weekly are affected by the
asked that 20 feet of both sides shutdown.
of
Congress between Michigan
A1 Dow’, of the Al & Belle Dow
Blvd. and State Street be appro- agency, which books the houses,
priated to widen road.
said he will confer this week w’ith
If the petition is granted. Con- the Schine officials on next seagress hotel would lose 20 feet of son’s plans.
Dow expects more
its main floor, which includes the houses to be added in autumn inGlass Hat nitery.
Also affected asmuch as the vaude experiment
would be several burlesque houses proved successful thus far.
and several stripteaser cafes.
Circuit played low-budgeted nonname shows.
Although it was
originally presumed that the chain
w’ent into flesh operations because
Albany Sustains Verdict
First

AGVA

j

Summer

|

Chicago,

I

A

Orpheum in Champaign,
and either RKO, Keith or

Bills for

Warm

weather and daylight sav*
ing time has resulted in cancellaChi Highway Expansion
tion of vaude in all but four houses
Slices Burleys, Niteries' of the Schine circuit. With the
4

I

slageshow policy at the San Juan
theatre
ne Audubon*, may close
Talent Scarce, So L.
the house Friday (13* because of
a dispute with the American Guild
Million Dollar Drops
of Variety Arti.sts. Row stems over
the posting of a bond. Walters declares that he has been in business
for
long enough to warrant being
Los Angeles, May 10.
trusted by acts and the union.
Scarcity of talent is forcing the However,
officials declare
Million
Dollar Theatre, town’# that the union rule is that all inonly vaudfilmer, into a six-week dependent theatres and cafe-ownhiatus from stageshows.
Charlie ers must po.st a bond to cover salVentura, who opens today with his aries of acts. Only clubs and thebebop crew’, will ring down the atres exempt from rule are circuit
curtain on vaude here next week houses and chain hotels.

Midwest division of RKO Theascheduling stage attractions

43

in S.F.

|

for the

in July. There is also a possibility
that Tower, K. C. will resume

Lift

Home

night.

!

their

tres is
111,

of Lena

Hollywood, May 10.
Lena Horne’s four-weeker at the
Venetian room of Fairmont hotel,
San Francisco, was paid off by the
cover charge revenue alone.
In
at $4,000 weekly, she averaged 500
attendees nightly at $1.50 and 700
Saturdays at $2.
Harry Hichman opens there to-

Petrillo’s Decish

10.

While James C. Petrillo still
to Entertainment
hasn’t replied
Mangers Assn’s, request for a hudregarding the
terms
basic
dle on
opening up of

.'
;1
!

1949

|

j

doubling

i

'1 !
!

1,

1;!

VArDB4^IJiB
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Wednesday, May

Saranac Lake

AGVA Elects 50 Delegates to Chi Meet
On

Circus Setting ‘Breakfast’

By Happy Ben wav

Hope’s Peak 87(IG

Tmman

Matinee for. Pres.
Saranac Lake, N. Y., May 10.
Health centers of the AdironWashington, May 10.
dacks are well represented in poliPossibility that President Tru1,501
tics
ICS and
show business.
A. B.
B
"
attend a special morning
Tony” Anderson. Mayor of Saraino Lake,
i.aitn is
i« manager
manaixpr nf
Jack Stanley. New’ Orleans; Joe nac
the innai
local show adds intere.st to pieeming of
of fhp
Camp, Tom Osborne, Philadelphia; Schine Pontiac theatre, while E. Ringling Brothers-Barnum &. BailLois Donne, Janies Flannery, Pitts- G. Dodds, manager of the Palace ey outdoor season next Tuesday
(17>.
burgh; Danny Martyn, Portland: theatre, is Mayor of Lake Placid,
Sig Mealy (Welch, Mealy &
Dick Martin, Providence; Benny
When the Secret Service turned
Upton, Reading: Bobbie Kelly. St. Montrosel, who has been too long thumbs down on an invitation from
the infirmary, handed good from Ringiings for circus fan TruLouis: Will Aubrey, Bob Evans, in
clinic report.
San Franci.sco.
man to attend a show during the
After being shuttered all win- Washington nm. canny Ringling
ter, Hennes.sey’s nitery here re- flacks immediately offered to aropened in gala style. Three Har- range a private ayem performance
CIRCUS
60
mony Aces are featured. Spot is for the White House party. Prexy
now under management of A1 and. hasn't accepted, but he hasn't said
Helen Schroeter.
HITTING IRISH
j
either, so the circus crowd is
ciLiiri
'I
,
lop progress has upped Doris gtiu hoping
Dublin. April 26.

Ballots Cast

Light Vote,

H, I 949

Vande Tours

In

'

1

Balloting for the election of dele-j

Hollywood. May

1

gales to the June 6 convention of
the American Guild of Variety Artcompleted and a
ists has been
Acslate of 50 has been selected.

j

j

cording to AGV.\ spokesman. 1.501
ballots

were

cast out of the 10.000
^

sent out. About 2,000 were re-j
turned because of wrong addresses.
New’ York delegation to the convention to be held for three days

Sherman

!

'

ROAD

Chicago,
comprises Jerry Baker. Jackie
Je.serich’s Circus, biggest tent
Bright. Margie Coate, Chick Darrow. Henry Dunn. Bob Fitzgerald, show to roll the Iri.sh roads,
Lena Horne. Phil Irving. Georgie moved out to open the season this
Price and Joe Smith. Chicago dele - week. The 60-wagon outfit, formergates are Billy Carr, Ray Conlin, ly ow'ned by Recco Bros., was
the

at

hotel.

Comic and troupe traveled about
25,000 miles and played to
more
than 450,000 paid admissions in
70
performances in 55 cities

j

-WAGON

i

i

Jack Gwynne, Hap Hazard
and Frances Kay. A tie vote between Ray Conlin. Jr., and Joe
Wallace is still to be re.solved. Hollywood representation will consist
of Jean Arthur (not the filmsten,
Danny Beck, Harry Mendoza, Jack
Mulhall, Rex Weber. George West.
Other delegates are Eleanore
Ireland, Baltimore; Jack Edwards,
Billy Kelly, Boston; Bob Logan,

bought by an Irish group last fall
and enlarged for the cuirent sea.son. Several continental acts have
been imported and show is being
handled by Je.serich, who formerly
operated tent shows in Germany
until about 10 years ago.
Talent bill at around $3,000 per
week is high for this country where
stands are small, with comparatively
few two-day and longer

Lenny

stopovers.

Sr.;

Paige.
Buffalo;
Lester
Latke, Cincinnati; Bob Ellsworth,
Cleveland; Billy ()gden. Columbus;
Hugh O'Neal, Dallas; A1 Sharpe,
Denver; A1 Mack. A1 Tucker. De-

Dublin

Longe.st

itself,

stand will

where

two

a

-

Carey for meals

i

Ben Schaffer

mild

exerci.se.

lift for N.

Y. C. on

...

.

j

Chicago.

Railroad Fair, to be presented
six
times daily, seven dav.s a w-eeli

'

:

'

from June 25 through

!

i

i

I

,

j

j

j

I

’

Oct.

2.

Show will have 15 skaters, and
will be staged in Sw'iss chalet
style
with seating
vviin
seaiinK caoacitv
capacity f<»i"
for i1..500 r.
oer.
Admission scale nit*

sons.

set*^

«
**

yet.

i

I

'

'

and

be

Mrs.

Frederick

Cord,

They are now booking
week coming season.

sec’y.

talent

PORTUGAL

Lisbon,

May

i

3.

Tom

i

i

Midwest Dates

I

AGVA, PHILLY AGENTS
!

REACH ANOTHER TRUCE

I

IN SPAIN,

I

Local paper, Adirondack Daily
Enterprise, has been taken over by
Frederick H. Kury, formerly an
editor w'ith Scripps-Howard newspapers.
Write to those who are ill.

10,

ARNOLD’S ICER CLICKS

for

j

Arnold’s Ice Revue has
been touring the Iberica peninsula
since last October under sponsorship
of
Spanish impre.sario
Joaquim Ga.sa and in seven months
has been playing Madrid, BarceIona, Valencia, Saragoza and now
Lisbon. Late in May it will go to
Oporto and then again into Spain
for the summer, where it will play
in open-air arenas until fall.
Director Gerald Palmer claims tour
has been a financial, and artistic

j

[
'

'

Harmonicats opened at Kin-WaPhiladelphia, May 10.
Low's, Toledo yesterday i9'
Dick Contino unit booked for NaA second revolt against the
tional Theatre. Louisville. June 2,
and after tour of one-nighters into American Guild of Variety Artists succe.ss.
the Circle. Indianapolis, June 15 in Philadelphia by two major agenPrincipal skaters are Joe WhitePat Patrick signed for Lake cy groups was abated this week house (.^u.straliai
and Diana Graf-

WEAR THE MEDAL OF
YOUR PATRON SAINT

lo.

Vorhees & Fleckles Fair Co. w-iu
produce an ice show for the
Chi

furlough, where he’ll
gander show's and mitt gang at the

!

Fair

May

'

10-day

a

Blade Show for Chi

*

r* ‘a the
pattein. v\hen it played
capacity crowds for only
fP"”
three days, and extending run to
Nva
*''*
Previous years, this
Dr.' William Stem. Will Rogers
‘•“f
^ weeks stand,
medico off to Flu.shing, L. 1., fori’’®* *
As usual, show will converge on
medical conferences.
from two directions, with perSam LaBalbo, theatre manager
from Onieda, N. Y., checked in last formers and animals coming in
week for rest period and observa- from Boston, and outdoor equip^jment training north from Sarasota,
tion.
The
Adirondack
Community Florida.
Concerts A.ssn. has elected T. B.
Cantwell, prez; Carl Gronemeijer,
veepee; A. B. Anderson, treas.,

,

Walter Graham, Kansas City; have gone on the road this year
Alan Gale, Miami; Jimmy More, are Duffy’s and Fossett's, two oldMontreal;
Phil
Brito,
Newark; established family setups.

May

j

i

.

troit;

Chicago,

i

i

stand, with an optioned holdover,
has been fixed for late summer.
Other main circus outfits which

ACTORS-ARTISTS

lO.

Bob Hope reported that his
tvin
cross-country
tours
this
year
grossed more than $870,000
‘hu
third Junket later in the
year «
expected to hoi.st the total far
be.
yond the million mark.

I
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Club, Springfield.
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Gonoaiua 284 A.D.
A Roman com*dion martyrod to th« couao.
j
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chack

or

C.O.D., plooao.

monoy

LOUIS LEPTER
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j
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I

percenters agreed to ton (U. S.i; Mary Stacey (England);
an agreement reached Bill Davies Canada i; Beth Whittington
(England);
Guy Pigier
last month. Jimmy Lyons, AGVA
ea.stern regional director, who met (France); Ken Bayley (England);
Manley
Bros.
(Denmark);
loirry
Monday (9( with toppers of Variety Bookers Assn, and Entertain- Kemble (U. S.) and Topper Martin

when

the

abide

by

ment

Managers Assn., said both

(

Currently

'

I

groups have agreed to post $250

AGVA

20.
I

I

'

SH.

May

27 ...
Ginger Kinney does a repeat at the
Esquire Club, Wichita. Kans., June
10
Milo Stelt and Eddie Hall
of Billboard Attractions, parting
deals with hinterland spots of Iowa
and Minne.sota
Former Olsen Si
Johnson troupers have formed new
unit,
“Nitwits of 1949.’’ which
open.s at Flame Club, St. Paul,
111.,

Leo I)e Lyon, comic, plays first
midwest date at the Nicollet Hotel.
Minneapolis. May 13 with Lou Holtz
following for two weeks beginning
May 20
RKO is adding vaiide
in Grand Rapids. Mich., and Champaign. Ill
A1 Borde returning to
office after two-months hiatus on

I

I

Coast.
I

in e.scrow with the union.
will
i.ssue
franchises to agents,

Canada.
Charles McGrail

is

,

to

ACJVA

national

Agents

^

revolted

board.

because

N»w

York

manager for

and wlien all are franchised the the continent, assisted by Hans
“good w’iir’ $2.50 w’lll be refunded. White, Maurice Tourneur. Peter
The
Alter presumable acceptance of Dancaster and Bill Davies.
dances have been arranged by
this agreement on April 14, memberships of the agenev organiza- Beatrice IJvesev.
tions tailed to ratify it. However.
Lyons told the agents’ reps they
would be able to appeal local deci.sions

$1,000,000 Canton Arena

I

LATIN QUARTER,

(England), plus a large line of
skaters from England, U. S. and

Unit Policy for Hipp

CARDINI
"Cardmi, Eosily the Best of
the Sleight-of-Honders."

On

ABEL. VARIETY

of

Million $ Pier, A. C.
Canton, O.. May 10.
Philadelphia. May 10.
City Council is taking steps toThe Hippodrome on the Million
ward con.struction on a $1,000,000
municipal stadium to house boxing, (deal with the national office di- Dollar Pier. Atlantic City, will play
reel.
Right to appeal to the na - tab units during the summer, acbasketball, hockey and stage shows.
Arena will seat 6.000 and have tional office is seen as an effective cording to Jolly .Joyce agency here.
parking space for 400 cars. Con- compromi.se and no further trouThe “Hawaiian Paradi.se" troupe
struction is expected to start this ble is expected.
is
booked for June 10. and the
year.
second booking will be Dr. Neff’s
Mystery and Spook show. OfficialCarl Ravazza set at Beverly Hills Cafe_ Owners Fined $100
3, when
.
p,
...
t
,
Country Club, Newport, Kv., May r
plans to launch lils “Modem
or Liquor bales to Minors
12.
M|nstrels.
patterned
somewhat
Pitt.sburgh. Mav 10

AGVA’s naming Dick Jones Phllly
rep. Many declared that they would
not deal wUh him and preferred to

MARCH

MCA

fth.

1449

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

|

'

HEENE and HOWARD
Hald Ovar

EL

RANCHO

Lot Va^oo, Nav.

Shusxo..

and

for All Ironckoa of Thoatricah

They

.

(Ordor
'

j

I

i

,

to
i

'

..

i

plans call for the tab
play si.v da\ s a week.
^‘"8 l^ppl open. Monday

told Judge Henry X. O’Brien
*
in a non-jury trial that thev were
liner and
"l!
Newman
“Hayloft
merely owners of the building, and Pete
HoeClOWri,
Lori nothing
aI
Murray Sishad
to do ...IaL.
with the opera”
tion of the cafe. Shu.ssett and Miss
^
Sabo also denied statements of i_
Joyce
Liquor Control Board agents that Is deliberately bonking the unit
they visited the bar during "Airs. type entertainment to avoid conAmerica’’ contest last summer and flict with the name acts and bands
found booze being 'served to “doz- playing Steel Pier during the
summer sea.son.
en.s of girls under 21.’’
Charges previously had resulted
in 60-day liquor license su.spension
Balladeer Josh White does

I

by Mercur’s, but before that decision was handed down spot was
de.stroyed hy fire in February, with
amounting to $80,000.
Place has not been rebuilt.
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Saturday night.
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mattrial.
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concert
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WIZARDS OF TELEPATHY

N. Y. Statler Sets Kaye

Sammy Kaye’s orchestra will
play the Statler hotel. New York,
next fall, a booking the maestro
has always wanted when the Statler was the Penn.sylvania.
Kaye
opens .\oA 14 for five weeks, following Vaughn Monroe, who debuts in October. Monroe’s date is
.also a

ed
r r

•*

‘A

,

first

Kaye

i

Nen

the

in

at

the Statler.

mSTIS

previous years has play-

Astor.

Vpfitv.

Commodore

W .A’. Y,

and

•
•
#
•

t.'iO

PAULA SMITH

4 .V

;
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IV .V
K II
ORIGINAL Show>Bii Gog Filo"
NOS. 1 !• 30
$1.00 Eo.
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'

,
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V r
’'Tho
I

Kiizabeth

Sabo, owners of Mercur’s Music
Bar. were fined $100 each and court
costs for serving liquor to minors,

MATERIAL

'

”

AI..X

COMEDY

I

MENTAL

Vcdii—

May

Itf
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LEW &

LESLIE GRADE Ltd.

Inc.

P^UUiMif ^HHp44HCe
The Opening of Offices

in

NEW YORK
under the direction of
'
’

t

.

.

.

EDDIE ELKORT
«

(Vice-President in Charge)

250 WEST 57th STREET
Suite

Phone JUdson 6-4190

218

New York Office will function as a complete international
booking unit offering World-Wide coverage to artists and

The

other attractions.

AGENCY SUBMISSIONS PROTECTED

LEW & LESLIE GRADE
*

*

London
Oslo

*

Ltd. Inc

A

*

Paris

Zurich

250 West 57th

*

Stockholm

Coponhogtn

Street,

New

*

Brnssols

,*

Amstordom

*

*

Australia

York

19,

*

NowZoaland

N. Y.

Suite 218

Ttlophono: JUdson 6-4190

—
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Sara Ann McCabe. Lrni^ Warren

which the man does a
handstand on a pile of blocks and
himselt
works
gradually
then

trick

''

11'
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New

Orch. O.scar Caircf Trio; $2.50
down to the floor. Opening the nmiintum.
MARION HARRIS, JR.
show, the Singing Hoad Agent, a
baritone garbed in a black cowThe C’oq Rouge for many years Songs
Teef .S'frfu*f«T b(,\ suit and a mask, renders .s<»me ha.'' been an effective showcase for 20 Mins.
Ahhof! Dancrrs
SI
niiitiiintii'
numbers lemme singers. The room has in- Savo.v-Plaza Hotel. N. Y.
'12 I; $3.50
O/u h
romantic
conventional
His troed debs taking a flier in show
Handica|)ped by a somewhat offcoriT.
with a strong .set of pipes.
“songs my mother
rcpertoi’N. however, has no rela- biz as well as promising unknowns. the-cob billing
Hack lo expanded layoui aller tionship with his getup and one S|)ot is now veering to standard taught me” and a reflected glory
solo act prcsentatioM.s ol tin* past or the other should Ik* changed.
performers with Sara Ann Mc- nomenclature through a second-genmonths. Empire Hoorn s cur
eration tag, Marion Harris, Jr.,
i( w
A Nystrom trio, a solid rhythm Cabe’s engagement.
n nt bill aims at all tastes. De- outfit featuring a standout guitarMiss r.IcCabe does particularly should overcome this with time and
IMaicos’ live-year absence from Chi ist. alternat** on the bandstand tor well here. She registers with hep the natural progre.ssion that always
may have been reason for their the customer hoofing. Ingles orch. song selections and a migratory attends inherent talent. She has
prolonged routines on opening pla>ing straight, also dish up first- mike stint with plenty cooperation that.
A tall, comely personality,
night.
Dixieland jazz during the from ringsiders.
rate
Songstress wi.se- she will make the grade on her
Tony & Sally DeMarco, easily show interlude.s.
own.
Right now it’s the apparHerui.
ly depends on show' tunes to a
among terpteams.
top h'aguers
large extent. They’re run off with ent intention of the Savoy-Plaza
For
“Holiday
through
breeze
management
to play it safe and resans
conteiit
sufficient dramatic
Hilx I'afo. Monir«»Ml
Strings" and "Tieo-Tico." sticking
are alize all po.ssible on the Jr. billing.
gestures
and
extravagant
Montreal. May 4.
to expert floorwork instead of reOf course that’s a question. In
pitched in a manner to command
lying on aero-technic.s. A soft-slme
show business, where fame is so
Sn:!/ SoUilor. rvith Georf/c Kent attention.
medley and “Beguine" enable cou- at piano: cover $1, no vtiniinuin.
One of the major attractions in fleeting and memory never sufple to display versatility, at the
lasting, there is doubt how’
ficiently
this room for many years has been
same time maintaining consistent
many actually remember the yesImng e.stablished as the town’s the society and rhumba relief teryear Ziegfeld musicomedy and
poise and polish. Encore, minus
Warren
group
hands.
The
Ernie
Ted Straeter s backing, has crciss- lop hostelry, the new management and the Oscar JL’alvet trio, with Victor recording star who al.so
firing gab while lerping. which of the Ritz makes a further bid two ^ibilled femme ‘kingers. pro- clicked big in the London niteries.
for carnage trade with the innovamakes for a nonchalant exit.
vide^sveltc brand of dan.sapation. Perhaps the Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Singer Margaret J’helan. on her tion of entertainment in its reanalogy best points that up; and
Joae.
Their choice of
first
Chi engagement, captivated furbished cafe.
certainly it’s debatable how many
onlookers with her easy manner Suzy Solidor for the opener was
second-generation film fans ever
Boulevard
Clii
pipes.
from a click from the start, with chanwell-trained
and
saw' the original Doug.
‘•f)uvre Toncoeur” as an opener, to teuse appealing to both the French
(STEVENS HOTEL)
However, having achieved her
‘
Wonderful Guy." Brunet looker and English patronage. •
purpose of a showcasing. Miss Har.Chicago. May 4.
runs gamut of light opera to show
ris. Jr., makes much of her opporDoing practically all her songs
Betty Atkiuaon. Chuck
llain,
betimes.
spottily
tunes in click fashion.
albeit
tunity
French with English intros, Briuckmann Sister.<s
in
(2', Charles
I’eiro Bros, sprinkle comedies song.stress does a strong 40-minute
The opener, “I’m a Big Girl Now,”
Si
Lucille, Gerry & Bob DuRay,
into an otherwi.se standard juggling stint, mixing her 10 numbers with
belabors the point of heritage, as
Jack Raffloer, Jerry Mopes, Wonroutine for socko results.
do reprises of "More Than You
a couple of dramatic poems that
der Wheeler.s (3'. Gloria Bovdy,
Merriel Abbott comes through set well with audience. Her BritKnow” and “Ooh That Kiss.” creMartha Collins. Buddy Rust, Bou- ated by her mother. More to the
V’ilh two slick line numl>ers. in tany sea chanlees score heavily,
levard Dears (6». Frankie Masters
which each gal dressed as a bird, and such numbers as "Le P’tit Rat
point is the fact that Marion. Jr.,
does neat solo, garnering hefty de Opera" '“The Ballet Dancer”', Orch (13' with Phyllis Myles and does quite all right with them on
Tonnny Traynor; niinimuni $3.50; her own, just as she does with the
orcli “The Dancer is a Creole” and “If
applause.
Ted
Straeter's
conyr
$1.55.
medleys of the "South
skillful
backs show' neatly and dishes out You Want to Know” gets solid reGrcq.
Pacific"
and “Kiss Me Kate”
danceable tunes.
action. with “Le Vie en Ro.se” as
Current ice show at the Boule- scores. She mentions she "never
encore and a beg-off.
This
type
of entertainment is vard Room tops previous eftorts saw ‘South Pacific’ but wish 1 did,”
I'afo lt€»u|go. !V. V.
with tighter pace, better costum- w hich is a charmingly frank throwfilling a much needed want in the
(HOTEL STATLERt
town’s night life and the personal ing, and fine routining. Instead of aw'ay line, but considering the exEddy Howard Orch (T3>: VO touch that Miss Solidor adds w'ith merely presenting the acts. Doro- pert mannerisms that go with them
her table hopping is paying off. thie Littlefield, stager, has woven she might just as well not be that
Vi'nihnum; cover $1.50-$2.
Opening night crowd more or less production together with a circus frank since the impressions are
fetchingly authoritative.
her style, and present theme.
cramped
Eschewing behop and fancy arShow tees off with orche.stra and
Miss Harris is no novice. She’s
rangements. band of warbler-com- stage could be enlarged for better
cast parading through the room and played
London niteries: studied
poser Eddy Howard plays it elTects. George Kent rates a nod
onto the stage. Aero clowns, Gerry dramatics at the Royal Academy;
Newt.
straight
and schmaltzy for the for his piano accomps.y
and Bobby DuRay. do flips while appeared in a straight role in Unimixed trade of the Hotel Statler's
dance floor rolls back to reveal versal’s “Kiss the Blood Off My
Cafe Rouge.
Replacing Jimmy
liiib I'arnival, >lplM.
ice rink. Charles and Lucille, hold- Hands.” toured with Ed Wynn and
Dorsey at this plush rose decored
overs, score with panto version of' phii Baker in their recent vaudery.
Minneapolis. May 7.
room. Howard’s outfit is a danceChicago, .Mac

Acts
fessional

—

ing that as a prime stock-in-trade
Miss Miller gets able assist fioni
her
special
accompani.st.
Bob
Frann. who also did a tiptop ar-

ranging job. and from Irving
Conn's svelte .sextet which dispenses a versatile and brisk brand

I

of "society” dan.sapation.

|

LESLIE BROS
Comedy

Havana-Madrid, N. Y.
Leslie Bros, are a young, personable comedy team who still need
considerable sea.soning before rating in the. top cafes. In their first
Broadway date at this rhuinbatorium, the lads make a nice impression by dint of their zestfulness, but their material is slightly
frayed by age at the edges and
definitely sags in the center due to

i

I

j
'

ofl'-timing in delivery.

Yet. if they
jettisoned about three-quai1ers of
their current routine for a less
familiar repertory of gags, this duo
could exploit an evident comedyvocalizing flair for promising results.

Their

—

makeup
la.st

as

vear

it

at

used

at

a

are embellished with an ociasional tiff from the trumpets.
An ingratiating leader. Howard
croons about every other number
in a slick, friendly baritone.
Sweet idiom is ideal for the

that

older clientele at this hostelrv yet
the band’s style is sufficiently versatille to satisfy the college .set.
Organized in the midwest about
eight years ago. the band was then
built
around
Howard’s singing
prowess.
Foundation of the crew
w.is a firm one for the maestro, is
•ti'l solid in the vocal d<M>ai'lmenl
.

warmer weather

will

ho*el sjmts. Howard’s
jiopularity on disks should provide
partial cushion to a customer
a
slump since buyers of his platters
reoresent a large slice of potential
payees.
On the W'hole Howard's
success i.s understandable inasmuch as his band never abuses the
melody as do so many ot his con
Tiio trad(* at

temporaries.

G'tih.

Villfii<f*

Red

Trif/le

Knrn.

Orch

high-w'ire act. Brinckmann Si.sters,
nifty lookers, garner chuckles imitating French poodles. Jack Raffloer and Jerry Mapes click In a

Jeon

Carroll.
(12'; $2.50

the Hotel

Commodore. N. Y.
While Howard leans heavily toward the oldies and walt/es. he’s
at his best with fast, racy numbers

.Although

(2'.

.Y.

Y.

Orch (7' with Karen

•dder; The Vernettes '2'. Siei/inn Road .Ai/ent. .\l Nystrom Trio:
$2 mini ninm.

In Me! Tonne and Jean Carroll
show l]as a pair of sterling
performer.s and it registers nicely,
but probably not so well as it
might with better pacing, lighting
and routining. In short, the fine
talents on tap could be better sold.
With
his
slick
personality

this

and
his

Returning to

this

Greenwich

\ il-

duetted

a

start.

impressions

handled

is

more

brightly but. once again, it’s that
.same old gallery of carbons of

Durante. Lorre, et

make

I

too

much

al.

They

also

of tho.se gu-ga bug-

house antics which can he easily
overdone. In their bow-ofT “French
profes.sor” number, they try for a
laugh with the “oui. oui” phrase
which used to be funny way back.
Herin.

JUNE CHRISTY
Sivting
11 Mins.

Bop

City, N. Y.

i

Martha Collins regi.sters as the
unhappy tattooed lad> with skating
aspirations which has Betty Atkinson and Chuck Hain. in a
dream sequence, doing terrific
Mi.ss Atkinson, in solo spot,
best response for drum majorette offering with neat single -

lifts.

gets

exuberance. Torme. making hand cartwheel
finale.
Wonder
Minneapolis appearance, Wheelers almost steal the show
with comedy cycling act. using
regular bikes and unicycle. Gloria
Bondy and Buddy Rust impre.ss
with their blade work and six-gal likely soloist in the class saloon neces.sary to qualify the .songstress
line does neatly in their routines, circuit.
for most vaude or cafe bookings.
Frankie Masters makes an exGilb.
She has personality and procel lent barker with his orch pour-

first

lands solidly. He is on firm footing with hi.s dialect comedy stutf
as well a.s his vocalizing that has
sent his platters into the bo.st-selting brackets.
And he tops it all
W'ith sock cyclonic manipulation of
the drumsticks.
Good material and rare skill at
putting it over put singing comedienne Mi.ss Carroll into the showstopping class here. Much of the
material may be of ancient vintage,
but most of it has al least new
twists and for all that counts she
passes the test of keeping the customers laughing almost coiitimiousl\.
Her singing, too. leaves
nothing to be desired.
Belter routining might have resulted from the insertion of a band
number l)ctween Miss Carroll and
Torme. who follows her. Spotlighting also eould have been u.sed to
jdvantag«* on both of them. Perry
Martin ..ings well and trouts a
first-rate band. Room full al dinner show eaughl.
Ree.s.

1

j

ing out lively big-top tunes. Tommy Traynor does nicely on the vo-

pression of Hildegarde. engaging the-niillToutines with such comedic
in amusing banter with patrons as stepping interludes as “Blow the
she makes the rounds of the tables. Horn” and "Shooing the Mule,”
Various hair-dos are employed to which, with their bmly gyiation.s.

Zabe.

cals.

Hop

I

ifv. .Y.

Y.

create

(FOLI,bwUP)

sonic

semblances

stricking

during

facial

impreshes

reof

,

I

Despite

its

billing

a.s

^

numbers.

a trio the

Cole group

;

,

Danny Fergu.son

scores

at

the

Under capable direction of Carol
keylmard as he conducts his orGrauer, who built a reputation and
chestra for guest dancing and the
follow'ing at the now' extinct Saiiioshow. Room well-fllled for dinner
var, tliis .<pot is now one of Montshow.
Rees.
real’s top rooms.
In line with
the present vogue for dance groups
'

^linn. Torracte. Mpis.

,

”

ing. are show* stoppers.

'

has four members
piano, guitar, bass and liongo. With
Nat Cole at the piano and also
.\«»riiiMnilh* Roof. Yloiil*! liandling the vinaiing. the outfit
sells nicely with everything fiom
(.MOUNT ROYAL HOTEIJ
"Portrait of Jennie” to “Sweet
Montreal. May fj.
Lorraine.”
Bongo player is a'
Jnein Corey. Alan Si Bhinehe
strong novelty with his spirited
Lend. Buddy Clarke orch il2'.
thumping.
Ma.v Chamitor Trio; cover $l-$l.,50.
Rounding out the bill are
Stepping up pace after several Machito’s Afro-Cuban band, which
weeks of so-so layouts. Normandie generates plenty of heat, and Milt
Jack.son’s small combo, both of
Root makes a strong bid for the
whom are holdovers from the
late trade with the satire of Irwin
previous show.
Booking of Cole
('orey and the ballroomology of
and Miss Christy 'New Acts' might
.Man & Blanclie Lund.
Lunds open .show and win salvo.s be an Indication of a shortage of

with amusingly corny atmosphere
ami country games.
Ingle’s combo has a zany st,\le
of hashing up musical numiu'rs
with the usual trappings of prattfalls. hokey garh. on'-k''\
instru- for smooth t»*rping. mixing roiinienlation and twangy choral vo- ^ linos well and bow’ing off witli a
calizing. Septet shows neat pacing slick soft-shoe number for plauin delivering Its highjinks, and dits.
Irwin Corey ambles onto tlie
while it’s roughhouse stufl. keeps
within the bonntis of go«)d taste floor in a baggy frock coat, siring
for the family trade. Band's vocal- tie and sneakers. With a voice 441
the best Oxford tradition, and a
ist. Karen Tedder, blends well inu*
tills setup with her liillliillv ver- dash ot Brmiklynese. he breaks ui)
sion of “Temptation” llei' w.'irbling this usually staid room. Material
of more conventional ballads, while takes the form of a lecture, includokay, lo.ses impact due to the gen- iiu' everything from child care to
He garners plentx of
eral comedy flavor of her back- the atom.
yocks.
Encores with a sock bit
ground.
The Vernettes deliver smart jug- plallcr ol “Figaro that clincln'S a
gling, working with hoop''. i>alls solid 3.5-mimjl(‘ stiiil.
Buddy Clarke orch contrih^
and tenpins. Femme and male
member of the duo each tak«> solo okt> hacking and times tor custurns in executing the stunts atter loincr dansapation. with the Ch:i
mitov Trio faking reliet spot wii!joining .up for a neat double stint
Neiet.
Act wind.s on a good acrobatic neat Latin numbers.

mugging, clowning ami hip-swing-

King Cole trio and songstress Katherine Hepburn. Mrs. Eleanor
A well-filled room at the dinner
June Christy bounced into this Roosevelt and Ingrid Bergman.
show.
Rccs.
bastion of “modern progressive
al a piano,
Jimmy
seated
Carroll,
jazz” last week replacing Ella Fitzgcrald.
Although the Cole unit rattles off songs from “Show’
RuHiareMi. Yl4iiilr4*iil
and Miss Chri.sty prove they catr* Boat.” “Brigadoon” and “Finian’s
Montreal. May 7.
bop with the best of ’em via one Rainbow,” along with such pop
Claudia Jordan. Rene Castclar,
or two numbers in that genre. numbers as ’‘Galway Bay” in a
has
a
satisfying.
He
maiyier
that’s
Hamilton Dancer.s (3'. Will Skinboth rely upon their standard regood voice and a wise choice of ncr Orch (3'; cover, $2.
pertoires.

'

Jage spot after completing a crosscountry tour. Red Ingle and his
combo carries the main load of Hu*
Village Barn’s new layoui. .Although the current floorshow is
cropped sliorter than usual, supporting two acts maintain nitcry’s
reo for combining standard turns

with

There a Talent Scout in
them ofl to a flat
The segue into a series of

the Hou.se.” gets

and appeared in a lesser bit role
A vocalist with Stan Kenton bew ith Baker at the Roxy on Broad- fore the batoner broke up his band
way, recently. But this is her first last winter. lis.some June Chfi.sty is
She is an now doing a single. Blonde, young
big solo opportunity.
Anna Soscnko-Hlldegarde protegee, and vivacious, she has a wide folboth being responsible not only for lowing among the college and hi^i
her Cafe Lounge (Savoy-Plaza) school- set reaped chiefly through
sbow’ca.se. which first spotlighted her Capitol recordings and tours
chantoo.sey,
but W'ith Kenton.
the Milwaukee
Miss Christy has a coy, plaintive
Miss Sosenko is mentoring her
sans fee or professional ties other deliveiy which she ii.ses effectively
By the on such tunes as “I Got a Guy”
than one of friendship.
same token Phil Baker made her and “I Cover the Waterfront.” With
premiere night a gala with his per- a nod to this house of “modern pro.sonal assist.
But stripped of all gre.ssive jazz.” she winds here with
Her
this. Marion Harris. Jr. (or Marilyn a number in the behop idiom.
Williams, which is her name in tricky tones, combined with her
private life' shapes up as a very visual attributes seem to be all

precision routine.
I

entree

lyric. “Is

i

I

Tonne

Abel.
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Sh

decorative ad-

ly by more studiously throwine
the takeofts on her late
mother, than by too patently utiliz-
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Perrii Martin
niinintuin.

a

away

I

able combo that’s built around
three rhythm, five brass and five

is

denda to any smart cate. She has
been more or les.s expertly routined.
Perhaps with time she will
play her maternal heritage oblique-
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Carlos Molina Orch (12) with
Bobby Rivera, Ann Ayers; Raul &
Eva Reyes: $2.50 Tutuiuium.

Carlos Molina orchestra is familiar here from previous visits at
other spots and return.s in As usual
fine Latin-American fettle, providing lively music that’s ear-tickling
and al.so enhances cuslo'uer dancing enjoyment.
Comprising four
saxes, three violins, one brass and
three rhythm, outfit dispenses melodic fare that's smooth and snappy.
Does nicely on such Latin tunes as

current

layout

is

lieaded

by the

Hamilton Dancers, two attractive
femme.s and a guy. Trio is from
"Inside USA" company with Hamilton

handling

the

choreography.

Group does two numlHWs.

a satire
a

on the East Indian terpers and

trim West Indian dance. Simple,
but effective, costumes point up
both.

Claudia Jordan, brunet thru.sh
with nifty pipes, scores with spirbreaking up the pace with
even by the addicts.
Gilb.
torchants sucli a.s "More Than You
Know"
and "Body and Soul." Rene
I'lamo
Mpis.
Castclar. robust tenor, gives out tn
(HOTEL RADISSON)
heroic vein with “Granada" and
(FOLLOWUP)
operatic arias for good returns.
Minneapolis. May L
Familiar to the local concert fans
This is a neat entertaining, lav- “Rhumba
Rhapsody" and "Eno- he dispenses with the mike for
out well suited for the room. Elizjado" as well as "Slow Boat to better tone in a room of thi.s size.
alx'th Talbot-Martin with satirical
China." "Nocturne" and 'Moon- Will Skinner’s orch backs show exfor
Impressions has built a local fol- light Madonna.” Bobby
Rivera is pertly and dishes out neatly
lowing from several previous ap- solid on "Bahalu,” "Burca"
Seu't.
and customer terping.
pearances.
She’s back with the "Saravanda." Ann Ayers confines
same sparkle, charm and mimicrv stint lo the sure-fire current pops.
Curtii Joins Rickard kgey
talent w'hich clicks.
Raul A' Eve Reyes, hallroomoloHer good humor and ability to gists, work for 40 minutes, and
Jimmy Curtis, currently w-Rh
create the impression she’s having e\on that isn’t too mucli.
Loew'
vaude hooking depl.. switches
Their
as good a time as the customers top-spinning hit and
J.,,
their whirls to the Al Rickard Agency.
niake for all-around conviviality. are exciting, but they get avV.JIV
and Bin
He’ll
assist .Rickard
She’.s parllcularl) solid in her im- from the conventional
and runt-of- Mack in setting talent for theatres.

^mafide hoppers Change of pace,
however, appeared to be welcomed

Room,

ituals,

”

!

.

who

solos in “Sunflower” and Is
nicely bv Sunrise Serein “Why. Oh Why.’’ MarjoHughes gets nice mitting for

backed
naders
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Although everything that Lewis
and his company does comes off
respon.se,
to maximum audience
Lewis on this trip neglected the
element of surprise. His current
format has been seen .several times
A new
and holds up strongly.
face in his troupe could provide
some new facets to the entertainment. However, the familiarity of

comprising
reeds and seven
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miscalculated, but it’s still
evident that by telescoping his routines he could again be a top entertainer in the hoites and could return to Carnegie Hall once annually for a successful evening.

Jack A Sally Tavlor

Scott, like Victor Borge. who has
also worked a solo set of ivories in

Towort II)
The l.alinos

cafes and longhair emporia, has a
good assortment of piano-mischief.
He plays with mittens, bats the
keyboard with an orange and
grapefruit. burles(|ues piano .styles,
gives dissertations on various virtuosi and dance demonstrations.
Some of his material holds up extremely well, but others, paiiic-
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slick instrumentation and provides nifty backgrounding for the
support acts. Maestro alternates on
king-sized and lowercase saxes for
several of the coni ribs and also
gives sidemen plenty of spotlight-

a talented entertainer, showing his
capabilities at mugging, singing,

't

Classical pianists such as Artur i*ilch«‘«ins
Rubinstein.
VladimiiHorowitz. Chesler Kredericka
»
Robert Casadesus and Rudolf Ser- Oiiii /.elu.vii

crew,
five

W

l’.'!iil

Scott Legit ‘Invasion’

biasses,

.

>

rufKi’Is

DA

Paramount iWRi

t

DuBuix

AMSTERDAM

its

Paul White and Elroy Peace, the
two Negro comics who've also been
with Lewis for .several years, click
on their own. White, especially, is

13

Ted

By

Reassured

D.iiothv Gr.iy

i

;

Kimher

Biihliie
.sK.v

LONG BRANCH

KIru.v

is

12-14

Cr.\sl.il

Tune Tattlers
Pape A Hence

I

.shixia

(M-i'iildine

iD

All

Black

^ophlstlc.lt(-4
Tatter.sall .It-i v

9

Diiohills
(
C'loi'tilaleer*

GoUl Tuny
Molina A Htdlis

;

I)ann.\

Strand iW)
l.f-wis He\

Come Out From

Ben

I

13

III

Maynit-K

.Like IS

D-mald B Mw,)il
j

<Mi

Daunv K.n.ve
'I'ed Ray
.Antlica Dangers

lit

-

t

3

•loe

ll

LONDON

LEXINGTON

Konlaine

I I'iiiik

Bi

.lark ir

Si.<«

the bill, and Nellie Lutcher. whose
diskings catapulted her into the
big league, it's a zippy stan/a all
the way.

—

Itil

ili

Eveis A
Dolores

I’r.tnk
i

'.’»irl>

Ti

l.v

Palladium

Rom.‘inc A Bi.ldu-llc
Ke\ Wclicr

11

Kv^ins

4

.•\rnolc1

Cover,

,

IP)

l.iiinhiii

1.11

Sis

It.ile

l.ornPipei'K

I’otfi

13-14

1

Empire iSi 9
G A B Beiii.tid

1'horburn
Aoona' Co
Knions

Mirliiiel

A To

•Speed \

SHEPHERDS BUSH

9

(I)

D«-mis

Neal Stanlo

Dick Buckley
Kockettx

at this colored
solid and sufficiently
diversified to ke«‘p the wickc'is
turning
at
profitable
a
pace.
Sparked by Boyd Raeburn's slick
combo, the sole ofay number on

includes
His standard retinue
Geraldine Du Bois. who started
ago
when
decade
a
nearly
him
with
she was part of a dance team. She’s
virtually abandoned her terps and
now a selling songstress. She’s
i.s
currently plugging "Paling Around
With You.’’ her own comp, it's
corny but effective, ’rhe Reed Si.sters'<3) round out the singing de
lent with a pleasing harmonic

<

OnParamount

layout

C’urrent

vauder

Broadway iWR

n»

.S\

Billv
•lot-

KINGSTON

ps lie Kallel
koltes

* 'I'l

ril Kiel (-her
li.di-er
Rolhvvell.s

Norman

LINCOLN
Rcyal

A Vovie

Criai!

Bovs

Bavhliil

lOHNSTOWN

l.yoii

I. .dll

Vlo..*

>

.Sunrava
Hal Blue

Fnot-h

Malestic iW) 17 ijnly
Chat lie Bainct Oie

CaraV

Kvi'lyn

Laek" tCo/i.

his songs. He's a seasoned conferencier. pacing the shows smoothly
and making his cast look like head,

Markham &

I

l<<ill\

A Poppy

lAMESTOWN

V|

Cj

I

A Dod|{*

De,

l.a.Marr

(

|

I

Slanford
Beltv Keves’ Dot’s

Palaca iW) 14 Only
Charlie B.iinct On'

l.iii//i

Cibhonn

Alheil
•l.o-k

.Seals

i’acMtid

A.

All're«ic)

.leMn

Hd
li Mundy
Whelan

B Cjuyll A

I>«r)>e\ Ore
Lane A frawloid
.Armand Gueiie

Kairir
Music Hall tl) 13

l.o4*u

il.)

;

Pi'iino Si-ala

Valley Arena H) IS

Milei
liro.'t

l..'in«‘

”

Buifd Raebnni orc/i >1.')). Nellie
Lidclier i3>. fiichnnls & Thompson. Jesse James, Muiet lla Poree,

niM'nlng dn.? nf alinw

iWl WMmrr: (UKi Wnlirr Krod*

Htoll;

Jimmy

Ore

Ura.v

.lut'kie

<S)

HOLYOKE

CITY

Capitol (L> 13
(lU'ii

”

ascertain “Is everybody happy'.'
They quite evidently are. whether
Albert
he's playing his ancient
ay.stem clarinet, twirling his 1o|>per. swinging his cane or reciting

rHrNmnmil; (Ki KKO;

(I*i

...

.

11

Itlll*

ttlirllirr fjiill or
Mr«*k
l.rOrr in imrenthra^a Indit-Mlm flrfiiii: <l» ln«lr|H>iiilrnt

S

liners.

M.AY

.Arc

balleterp.

Flying” and "Oh. What It Seemed
Miss
Swope cops plenty of l(t Be." .Also a iluet with tromboVariety
applause for her interp of “As nist Don Boyd on "Tliat's How 1
Angels Sing’’ and. of course. Good- Need You" for more patty cakes.
man and his looters doing a short Solo spot by Carle, backed by
one of the review <f the change in
Ted Lewis renmins
style of rhvthm section. gi\es him chance
and
a
suDhenomena of show biz
pop music from the slowness of to display his relaxed pianoing
that has sur- 1936 to the bebop
n^rior entertainer
stuff of the that
has made him so popular
with
endowed
heavily
present ra couldn’t miss with the through the >ears. and his ramvived an era
has a top blend younger set. Buddy fireco. pianist- bling medley
oreat names. He
could have gone on
niodernily
and
corn
nostalfjia.
vocalist; Warden Gray, H-nor sax indef as far as patrons were cona retinue of
and Sonny Igoe. drums, click with cerued.
and earries with him
entertainers worthy of the eum individual efforts.
.Mills Bros., always faves here,
accorded him from
quintet of Goodman, bass viol, had to beg t)!!' after six numbers,
laude acclaim
sax. a trumpet and piano also score. which included “Paper
the audience.
Doll." "Gloin
anrat
mg
top
a
sets
Lew is
In between opening band number,
one of the few “Bugle C'all Rag and the closing. ria" and st)ck "Basin Street." Their
other respect. He’s
solid arrangements and nonchalant
nerformers who stayed on toji sole- ‘Mer.sey Bounce." the footers click delivery never fails
t«) wttw payei’s.
vaude and cafe aiipear- on “Rose Room." "After You’re
ly through
Bens»m and .Mann, zany comics,
on radio. Gone. “Undercurrent Blues” and
ances He doesn't rely
get a goiid share of yocks. hut
in-person
enjust
films—
or
disk.s
several others.
.Sahu.
I'outine was a trifle too long for
tertainment— although he has had
this bill.
loo.
his share of these
Y.
him
to
lor
need
little
Good biz. at opener.
i:iie
There’s

Peace;
Elroy
ilrof
White.
reviewed
Koarf” (WB».
49.
April 6,

d

1

j

N'vsfrom .1
Piute Pete

A Men A
Villag*

.Noble

Vanguar
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Success at Last

Pr^ram

Legit-Aid

On

to Focus

Underneath that
and Ibe
nuistacbe

KiTnits to get

suhsidy for the^
l)e centered

Jarvis Pilf Director

according to present
to obtain a rider on

Albany

(to

a

prrrbabfy

will

administration’s
national

til*

for

bill

sonve

getting
liel[)

from

for legit

possibly
winter.

of

New

Robert

fall

and

Steering committee of various
brinches of the theatre, formed to
carry out the program adopted by
the slate of-lhe-theatre conference
last March at the Astor hotel. N.Y..
recently decided to drop its move
to get the rider on the Federal edu-

.larvis

direct

to

legislative
York stale,

during the next

10.

has been engaged
books of nine summer
this seapresented
operettas to be
He replaces
son at Pitt Stadium.
down
held
who
Ciordon.
Robert H.
Helen Michel
that posl last year,
returnboth
are
IJllman
and Furth
ing in charge of costumes and set-

a

education
piogram liave been dropped. Idea
there's a better chance of
is that

$:fOd.O()t),t)t)()

sort

May

Pittsburgh,

Moves

pi tns

under Managing Director William Wymetal.
includes Sam Handelsman. business manager; Karl Kritz, musical
and
Nelle
.Anthony
conductor:
cation bill. Sen. Klbert D. Thomas, .Maurice Kelly, dance directors; J.
and
director
choral
Informed
Hurley,
measure.
.Albert
the
sponsor of
cimimittee representatives that he associate conductor, and Howard
ojiposed such a rider, which would Newman, publicity.

The Thomas

bill

was

expected to meet stiffer opposition when
comes up soon in the House. As
it
Thomas explained to the legit
spokesmen, a theatre rider might
seriously imperil the bill’s chance
of passage and. in any case, would
He promised
confu.se its purpose.
to sponsor pr support legislation
in behalf of a subsidized national
theatre at some later date.

.\lthough

steering

members have

is

committee

out that

elements of the theatre,

including the unions involved, have
report edi> approved the idea of
.such a setup and are making strenuous effort.s to agree on a general
procedure.

when

business for a show tapers
oiT so that operation on the original scale is no longer possible, a
new formula could immediately become effect ive. applicalile to the
management and all unions, guilds,
etc., without special authorization
of any of the groups concerned.
Question of amendment of the
New York City building code relating to the theatres has been re-

futed to a sub-committee headed
Howard Cullman, theal reowner
and investor who. a.s chairman of

hv

the Port .Authority of N. Y.. is in
sMalegic position to bring aliout
ttie

desired

man

h..s

Hugii

modifications.

Cull-

had .several meeting.^ with
Quinn, chairman of tlie

htiilding committee of the C’ilv
Council, and various designers, engineers.
builders,
t heal reow tiers
and others with special knowledge
of the subject have participated in
the t.ilks and offered suggestions.
Quinn is reportedly sympathetic
t«» the need for revision of the law

Honor

Cal. Playwrights

At Pasadena Festival
Pa.sadona, May 10.
KighI plays b\ California writers
be presented by the Pasadena
summer in tlie I5th

will

PI (vbousi* this

annual Mid

summer Drama

Festi-

(l
wliicli will spotlight the California Centennial (’elebrat ion for
the .second consecutive year. Where

\

Playhouse

s''!ecled .scripts
tliat have California locales as well
lul horsiiip.
pi».isible.

DeWitt Bodeen's "Bright Chanip ifie" tees the series on .Mine 28
to be followed by "The Dove." b\
•

Willard .Mark; "Distant Drums. " b>
Din Tolheroh; "Bird of Paradise."
bv Richard Walton Tully: "I.ightniti’." by Frank Bacon; "Shucks
by Martin Flavin; "Strange Bedfellows.” by Florence Ryer.son an
Colin Clements; and "Don! Go
Away Mad,” by William Saroyan.

group

tlie

and New

Hamp-

Aug.

reach

‘

f^ontiniird

from page

Bolger. with two for his perform

ance

Runners-up to
giving

Hie

Mi.s.s

l>est

formance by an

108th Season;

Special

Words and Musikers
Best compo.ser honors were split
between Richard Rodgers (“South
Pacific”)
and
Cole
Porter
("Kale”),

j

Programs Due

first outfits of its kind to
achieve the tall coin after making
radio reputation. Other concert
agencies .soon set up similar outfits.
hut according to current indications the cream of' the pi itio
(piaricl m.arket has been skimmed
.'11(1
future liookings indicate that
tecs will not be as hish as they

Dimitri Mil ropoulos w'lll present
Richard Straus' opera, "F'Jektra.”
concert form and Leofiold Stokowski will offer Gustav Mahler’s
"S.\ mplum.i' of a Tliousand" (No. 8i
as special works in the New' York
Philharmonic’s lOBlIi sea.son next
ye.'ir.
Stowkowski and Milropou)ous will eotiducl 10 weeks each of
were in former years, (ju.irtet will the 28-week
season.
Guest congive its hist N. Y. conceit Saturductors will be Bruno Walter, \Neday <14' in Carnegie Hall.
loi De Sabata and Leonard Bei\include pianists JacRobert Casadesus.
Myra Hess. Flugene Istomin. William Kapell, O.si'ar Levant. Nikita
Magaloff, Leonard Pennario. Artur Rubenstein and Rudolf Serkin;
violinl.sts Zino France.scalti. Szy-

IN

YEARS FOR PITTSBURGH

Pacific”)

might
I

.air.'iilei”

to

fill

the

commitment

hut that’s apparent v out now, and
Ciii'd W'ill either have to refund
or add a sliow in 1949-50.
I

Choice of most promising new
went to Rol>ert E. Mc-

Enroe

".Miss

in

Lllierty"— Robert
SherBerlin-Moss Hart.

wuod-lrvirig

t

opener.

with

Wouk

("The Traitor”) getting tw'o, and
F'ay Kanin ("Goodbye. My F'ancy”)
one. Only three ballots were cast
for
most
promising
new director, one each going to Paul
Crabtree (“Whistle”), Sam Wanamaker "Fancy" and James Nel-

were Carol

)

Coleman

Most

promising young actress
three-way tie between Julie
Harrris
("Suiidown
Beach.”

was

a

"Young and F'aii” and “Magnolia
.Alley"), Doe Avedon ("Young and
I

and ‘My Name Is Aquilon”)
Miss Channing ("Lend an
One vote each went to
Hildy Parks ("Magnolia Alley”)
and I.eora Dana (."Madwoman").
F'air"

I

(

.

Gilibs

"A.NTA Album").
I

(Mirror), Roliert GarWolcott
Journal-Anierican
(New'
Yorker), William
Hawkin.s (World-Telegram). Lm‘>*
Kroiienbergcr (Time). Ward Morehouse (Sun), Richard Walts. Jr.
Posl

land

)

i

(

)

Wymetal

'and

I

to Direct

Operas

jFlar’’).

in

Stockholm

Pittsburgh.

May

10.

William Wymetal. managing
rector of Civic Light Opera
since 1947, has contracted to

di(’<»-

Kazan a .3-Time Winner
diF'lia Kazan became a Ihree-flme
rect the
w’inter .season of the
winner as best director of the sea- Royal Opera. SliKkholni. He’ll fly
son. getting six and a half votes there in mid-August, at end of lofor his staging of "Salesman." as
against .fosliua Logan’s two and a
lialf for "South Pacific” and King.sley’s one
for "Detective Story"
'also authored by him».
Kazan
previously won on "Skin of Our
Teeth” and "All My Sons.”
His
job on "Streetcar Narne^i Desire"
was nosed out last sea.son by Logan’s "Mister Roberts."

Hanya Holm was the choice for
best choreographer of the season
for her dances
for "Kiss
Me.
Kale." Gower Champion also got
two votes for his terp staging in

from other seasons
are FMward Rocker, Robert Shafer,
Dick Smart. Mack H.ii-it*I1. Walter
('as.sel and John Tyers. Sigmund
Romberg’s "New Moon" will be the

Rehearsal

("Silver Whistle"),
with Herman

votes,

five

as
per-

(

Returners

Shows

lyrics,

pla.vwright

(

house in F'orest Park June 9. Tliey
are Donald Clarke, tenor, who will
appear in "Firefiv” and
"The
Chocolate Soldier." and Hayes Gordon. baritone, who will do "Roberta.”

F^dward FA’cretf Horton
come here in "Present

be.st

cific”).

Beach"). Royal Dano
("Mrs. Cibbons' Boj's"), Kennedy
“Salesinari"
and Gilbert Miller
"Oscar Wilde" scene from the

ill

Loo Newcomers

that

the

for

(

t

talk

each.

(

Abram.

Pittsburgh, May 10.
season this year at Nixon
has h'*i'ti short ('st in long time, mon
Goldberg.
Jaselia
Heiftz.
•toe F. Rrown’.s return engagement
I.saac Stern. Nathan Milstein, Jo.sin "Il.irvey" week befort* last shut- epli Szigeti and the Philharmonic
ter’d house after only 28 weeks. concert master.
.lolui
Corigliano;
i\i\on oo'-ned in September with liaipsiehordist Wanda Landowska;
"SI «'(•!( ar Natiied Desire." but had cellists Pierre F'ournier and Leonsi.’ven
dark weeks scattered be- ard Rose.
iwi’i’n
then
and
tlie
windun.
'Mrig.adoon" knocked down the
high lor a musical and "Streetcar”
2 St.
lor a straight play, with the Kay
St. Louis. May 10,
Francis play. "F'avorite Stranger."
Two warblers new here are skedachieving the dubious distinction
ded for personals during the forthof getting the low for the year.
Theatre Gtiild-.ATS subscription coming .season of Hie Municipal
season finished one play short of Theatre Assn., which tees off its
promised five.
There had been 1949 season in the al fresco playTa'git

votes

while
Hammerstein and Logan
shared the unanimous critical nod
for the top libretto (“South Pa-

"Sundown

Soloists w

ques

five

Smoke"), Mildred Smith ("Forward the Heart”), Juanita Hall
.son
‘Happiest Years").
("South Pacific”), Leueen MaeNot all the critics voted it all
Giath ("F'dward”) and Miss .Ashcategories, as some apparently telt
croft ("Edward").
there were no outstanding choices
Critics made a three-vote choice in certain
fields. Also, some critics
of Ray
Walston ("Summer and were unable to decide between Iw'O
Smoke") as most promising young choices in .some cla-ssifications, so
actor, with two for Cameron Mitsplit their tallies.
Those queried
chell ("Salesman”) and one each
included Brooks Atkinson (Times),
to
Warren Stevens (“Detective Howard Barnes (Herald Tribune
Story." "Smile of the World” and
John Chapman (News', Robert

in

slein.

SEASON SHORTEST

with

Porter also ran a near .second to
Oscar Hammerstein, 2d. ("Smith

Dunnock

supporting

actre.ss

1

Berat'd, the late F'rench designer,
got three votes for his “Madwoman” designs.

Clianniiig
“I.end an Ear") with
two votes, and one each for Margaret
Phillips
(“Summer and

of the
a

6
4

"Slimmer
and Smoke” and "Salesman." but
no mentions for those for "Anne”
and “South
Pacific.”
Cbrislian

“Where’s Charley’?’’

in

Story").

Piano Quartet was one

”)

for his settings for

lies

Close Race

figure.
F'irst

ific

Hunt, Cobb ‘Best’

(

'I'he

.

.

9.

List for

.

.

N. Y. Philhannoiiic Sets

pre-stipulated

a

8
2

”)

Best Librettists
1
and "Madwoman”)
Best Performance by an Actress In Oscar Haiiinierstein, 2d-Joshua
("Pacific”)
Logan
10
a Supporting Part in a Straight
Most Promising New Playwright
Play or Musical
Mildred Dnnnock ("Salesman"). 3 Robert E. McEnroe ("Whistle") 5
..2 Herman ,Wouk ("Traitor”)
2
Carol Cbannlng-C’Ear")
F'ay Kanin ("F'ancy”)
1
1
Margaret Phillips ("Smoke")
Most Promising New Director
1
'Mildred Smith ("Heart”)
..1 Paul Crabtree (“Whistle")
1
Juanita Hall ("Pacific”)
1
Sam Wanamaker (“Fancy")
1
Leueen MacGratb ("FMward”)
Nelson
("Happiest”)
James
....
....
1
("Fldward”)
1
A.shcroft
Peggy

)

earnings

2'a

Oscar Hainmerslein. 2d ("Pac
Cole Porter ("Kate")

1

j

held by FMwin F'adiman.

fii.^

("Pacific”)

Hanya Holm (“Kate")
Gower Champion ("F,ar

I

is

i

Sidney Kingsley ("Detective") l
Best Choreographer or Dance
Director

Dean

All contracts are renewable for a
tw'o-year term when the quartet’s

Logan

Jo.shua

.

.“S

Rathbone

Basil

poipls

year earned
and garnered

last

I

..

.

.

Olnoy, Md.. May 10.
The OIney theatre has set half
of its 16-week straw hat season.
"Private
Lives,"
with
Tallulah
Bankhead, has been booked for the
first two weeks, starting May 31.
Other bills set <all one-week) are
Frances Starr in "The Corn Is
Green,” June 14; Viola Roadie and
Leon Janney in "Night Must Fall,”
June 21; Sylvia Sidney in “Pygmalion,” July 5; Kay F'raricis in
"Let Us Be Gay." July 26. and

”

!

14

Plenty of newcomers on

2

^

Best Uirertor
Elia Kazan ("Salesman") ....

(

When a setup Is evolved, it w'ill
submitted to the governing
hoards of the organizations involved.
If approved, it will then
be ready for use.
Idea is that, contract

b:^

10.

list.

F'aii."

Dana ("Madwoman")

Leora

in "The Heire.ss,”
There was little margin in the
.selections for be.st performances
Harens and Mary Macin
supporting roles, and most
among them SB.A.OOO,
Arthur have been signed for the
SJ.v.OOO for tlie first two months of resident company.
Miss MacAr- promising young actor and actress.
Choice
of best supporting performHe declaivd thur will leave late in July to join
the current annum.
that any unilateral notification by her mother. Helen Hayes, for barn ance by an actor ended in a triple
tie
between
Joseph Wi.seman ("Deappearances
In
"Good Hou.sekeeptlie
quartet severing managerial
Play is .scheduled for OI- tective Story"), Robert Emhardt
relations
was illegal since FA ing.”
with
“IJfe
Mother”) and Arthur
ney
week
of
Sept,
13.
The
theatre
owns the combo.
Setup betw'een the Fadiman of- staff includes director Harry El- J. Kennedy ("Salesman"), the latlerbe. designer S. Syrjala, stage ter also getting one vote as mo.st
fice and the 88ers focuses around
manager Je.s.s Kimmel. publicist promising young actor of the seathree contracts. There is a conMartin Schw'artz and exec secre- son. Receiving one vote each for
trad between Fadiman and Garner tary Helen Richardson.
Richard supporting portra.vals were J. Edon the ow'iiership of the group; an- Skinner and Evelyn I'l’eyman are
ward Bromberg ("Big Knife”),
olhei', an employment contract was producing, with Skinner
as gen- Tod
Andrews
("Summer and
set up between the F'adiman Asso- eral manager.
Smoke"
and James Westerfield
ciates and Garner. Mittler and FM("Madwoman”
and
“Detective
•soii; and an exclusive management

Fadiiii.an. prey, of A.ssociates.

front, the
has l>een wre.stling with

May

OIney Sets Half of Season

uary that it wa.s terminating its
managerial contract and has been
booking its own dates since. The
quartet, comprising .Adam Garner,
Vladimir Padwa. Edward Edson
and Frank Mittler. claims it was
charged “excessive” management
fees, stating that costs of bookings
often exceeded their .salary.
Center of tfie legal tiff is expected to focus around ownership
of the act. its name, and title to
Edwin
arrangements and music.

proposal, advanced during the
Astor conference, that a formula
be worked out for cutting costs
quickly and thus making possible
ctmtinued runs of show's about to
All

Fadiman Associates and the

the mu.sicians themselves. Quartet
notified the Fadiman office in Jan-

not gone into detail,

city.

27-Sept. 9.
Mas.sachusetts leads
with 20 strawhatters. Connecticut

management follows with

Piano Quartet looms shire.

F^irst

between

tlie

close.

the

of

Costs Formula
more immediate

committee

to tee off is
Festival in that

F'irst

With Fadiman Office
A court battle over

program.
a

Tiff

Doe Avedon ("Young and

"Aquilon”)
Caro! Channing ("F:ai”)
Hildy Parks ("Magnolia”)

.

Tod Andrews ("Smoke”)
Ihe Worcester James Westerfield ("Detective”

Drama

they are understood to have received at least tentative encouragenuMit from Albany officials on the
idea of state aid for the theatre
in New York. Idea is that as much
as $2.i0.()00 might be available for
such a purpose at the start, with
the possibility of permanent financial support for a state-wide legit

On

Management

In

1

all-time high of 67 summer theatres in the six-state area.

First Piano Quartet

pas.sed last

W'eek by the Senate, but

Boston, May 10.
Council reveals an

(

10

Pacific”)

3
2

.

("Detective."

Best Scene Designer
Best Performance by an Actor in
Jo Mielziner ("Smoke,” “Salesa Supporting Part in a Straight
man”)
Pla.v or Musical
7
‘Christian Beiard ("Madwoman") 3
Joseph Wiseman ("Detective
Best Composer
2
Story”)
2 Richard Rodgers ("Pacifu”)
Robert Emhardt (“Mother")
5
.....
Arthur J. Kennedy ("Salesman") 2 Cole Porter ("Kate")
Best Lyricist
1
J. Edward Bromberg ("Knife”)

New England

New England

legit.

(‘

.%ctor

("Salestiian’’)

"Smil^ of World," "Sundown") i
Royal Dano ("Mrs. Gibbons")
i
Arthur J. Kennedy ’Salesman ”) i
Gilbert Miller (“ANT.A Album")
i
Most Promising Young Actress
Julie Harris ("Sundown.” "\ oung
and Fair,” "Magnolia")
2

.

Mary Martin

1949

Selections

'

Cameron Mitchell
Warren Stevens

.

67 Strawhats

1 1,

Most Promisinc Young
Ray Wal.ston F’Snipka'’)

>

.

of staff,

In

of

4
Lee J. Cobb ("Salesman”)
3
Jose F'errer ("Whistle”)
2
Rex Harrison ("Anne”)
1
Robert Morley ("Fldward ”)
Best Performance by a Starred or
Featured Actress in a Straight
Play
5
Martita Hunt (“Madwoman”)
Mildred Dnnnock (’’Salesman”) 3
1
Peggy Ashcroft ("Edward”) ..
1
Joyce Redman ("Anne”)
Best Male Performance In a
*
Musical
4’-2
Ezio Pinza ("Pacific”)
3>2
Alfred Drake ("Kate")
2
Ray Bolger ("Charley ”)
Best Femme Performance in a
Musical

was cited as "most
promising young actor" by no
less than Brooks Atkinson, of
promthe
N. Y. Times, a
ising young critic himself.

have authori/ed the appropriation
$1,000,000 for
of an additional

Critics

choices of the
N. Y. drama critics fo-r the various
"be.sfs’” of the 1948-49 season:
Best Performance by a Starred or
Featured Actor In a Straight Play

Tabulafion

season.
Miller

tings. respectively.

Remainder

Drama

bristling
waiter’s

apron Gilbert Miller wore for
his "cotnebaek” performance
in tlie "O.scar Wilde" excerpt
Album” last
In the ".ANT.A
trembled the
winter, there
nervous soul of a "promising
young actor." Recognition of
budding talent finally
that
came to the producer this
week in Variety's poll of the
New York
opinion of tlie
drama critics of the "best”
performances of tlie Broadway

Efforts to Get N.Y. State Subsidy
th«*di»*

May

VetlneiMlay,

l.KiaTIMATB

cal al fresc’o series at Pitt Stadium,
to begin rehearsals for a new pro-

duction of “Carmen." wl'ich opens
Sept. 22 at Stockholm’s Kungl tb<*'
at re.

Other operas in his Swedish
repertory will be "Aida.” "KosenRing" and. as
chore before returning to the U. S. in December,
kavaller.”

"The

Wymelal's

final

a

revival of

“The Merry Widow.

Frank Ahbate, Lewis T.
and John J. Lee, director <>1
Lake Shore Playhouse straw halter.
"Lend an F'ar." Jo Mielziner re- Buffalo, are currently in New
peated his last season’s win as top York lining up cast and pla.' for
scene designer, getting seven tal- summer season opening June 21
*

.

i

'

Managers Stymie Move by Equity

To

Stiffen Alien

Murtagh Subpoenas Majestic Books;

Actor Regulations

Some Brokers May Lose

Equity to stiffen its4
Move
regulations coverinK alien actors
"Were the big league teams as
at least temstymied,
been
negligent of new ihasebalP talent
has
Detroit Steams at
of N. Y.
porarily. by the League
as the New York theatre in its enTheatres. Matter may be dormant
said R«»bert Coleman.
For ‘USA’ Switch to Chi tirety
of the union s
N. Y. .Mirror drama critic, "big
until the expiration
Detroit. May 10.
present contract with the League,
league baseball would now be as
sea.son.
of the 1949-.50
Inside
story
about
"Inside dead as the famed dodo bird”
at the end
Equity is expected to revive its U. S. A.,” which opened Monday (’oleman's comment was in reply
by

'

a

the

Cass,

that

the theatre’s management and Detroit playgoers
are
boiling
because the
show’s second week here has been
cancelled.
at

is

agreement.
"Culprit" is understood
At the request of its membermodify tlie the, United Booking Office,
Bhip. Equity .sought to
existing setup to require that re- hurried "Inside U. S. A."
placements for supporting parts be Shubert. Chicago, to replace
limited to resident players. Under ing “Finian’s Rainbow,"
present

to

to a (luestionnaire V.^rifiy

Y. drama critics, querying
them on certain aspects of the cur-

the N,

rent legit season.

Coleman’s comment was

be

with

nection

suggestions

in

con-

for

fur-

which ther stimulation of legit. "There
to the is nothing wiamg with the Ameria fad-

can

theatre

common

that

Squawk,

Unions

ATPAM

Deplores’

I

Hefty Squawks;

ly the casting of replacement.s for
supporting parts after an opening.
Star parts would be exempt.
In Bubmitting the proposition to
the League, the Equity representatives argued that the suggested
new regulations would probably
involve relatively few cases. Also.
If an alien replacement were actually lital to the effectiveness of a
show, the union would waive the
new rule rather than risk closing
the production and throwing others
of its members out of work. Finally. It was pointed out, acceptance

Audience Reax

by the producers of this comparamild propo.sal might satisfy

tively

membe'i'ship and thus
possible move for more
stringent alien restrictions in the
next contract.
Board
of
governors
of
the

union

there’s little prospect of

forestall a

discontinuing them.

‘Finian’ for Mpis.

now

MULL EXPENSE ACCT.
BY EQUITY TO DERWENT

speeifiid

expen.se account for Clarence
Derwent, in connection with his
duties
as
president
.Actors
of
Equity, may be adopted by the
union. Idea has been di.scussed recently by .some of the members
cil.

vokes

May

1(1.

my

gioiip

enjoytd its most successful
Bta.son, based on reports present cil
at a meeting
last x^eek of the boarri
of trustees of
Theatre ’49.
Manning Gurian. hi/ managt
reported that the theatre grossed

if the bargain playinto the Iront and center
Hicv frccpicnlly are .ad-

L; lest .%hows to begin using "twofers" are "Big Knife.” at Hie .Naat the
tional; ".Along Fifth Aven"
”

.

Impirial:

"The

48tli Street:

•2.600

per week this .sea.son as
tontpared with $2,300 last season
e staled tliat
at end of operatirins
season there was a net bank
0»l«nee of $12.2.50. As of last Mony tl'vie xsas a balance of $15,000
p
_oiiint sea.son elo.ses in about a
month.

Trait»>r” at the
Up the Sky." at

"Light

the Rovale. and "Two Blinil
the C'ort. Already u.sing them are
War With the Army” 'lor
".At
im n in uniform only, at the Booth;
"Love Lile." at* Hie 46th .Street,
the
and "Born Ye-lerdav.” at

at

is

fiel.s

if.s

".All

situation

taking

it

Love."

for

became

public.

.sounded off alxuit
"All for Love.”
In prole.sting to

the

Friedman
of

qiialitv

ATP.AM. two

of

fhe unions suggested, "We have
trouble enough with Hie critics
closing shovv.s. without liaving the
prcssagenls start doing the .same
thing.

”

a

wound, and

Paris.

I

.Amiis.
pvilley

.April

Anyone found guilty (»f stiling tickets to specuhiturs. "digHers" for a.'.'v ncies or otherwise
participating in scaliiiny will be deprived of seals, he declared.
.According to Murtagh. a partial
ins{>cclion of tlie hooks of the 31
l*rukers impounded last week indie; tes vvhole.sale violations of Hie
stale law covering ayeiiey lietnses.
He predicted that some ul Hie

hrok. rs iir.y he prosecuted, and. if
their licen.ses revoked.

giiiltv, liave

CHI RADIO

C'liic.jgo.

26

D(siie" will
this tall at the
will be produced

.Arlelty. stage and screen star
has Iweii signed loi the lead. She
just completed the pic. "i'orliail
of an .As.sassin” with Maria Muiite/

Eric

von .Stroheim, aed
"(’iiildreri

in

was

of Para-

dise."

Warners Net Too Small,
in Albany
Drops
Warner
‘Harvey’’

.Albanv. Mav I(t.
Thealre.s. which plaved
with .loe E. Brown for
and "Oklahoma!" for a

two days
week, at the Strand, reportedly
will not book any more ktage allows
Hu re. hvcau.sr profit was too small.
"Harvev" and "Oklalioma!" drew

Co.
has
,

May

19.

D('s|)ite civic okay on
run of
Prostitute."
which
"H( '{U'cllul
Harris ||u ;lr*' M.-tv 14.
at
of)i ns
is v|i|| getting ihonis in its
{)I;'V
t’hi r.'idio '^taCuns are In si."ide.

about aec('|)ti’ig s|.<*ts In p'ug
because of life, although guest at>pe.ii ;tnec s loi Nina
I'ui li
have lx cn
r.-'Ci d
In a
l.'int

"pJ•o^lilllte"

;

i

ti<mt-page editoii;il, Fridav

the
stall d
HiU'e who attend the pla.v "commit
gt ievous sin."
WeekI.v al.so ( ilie./e«
unspecified "civil
aiitlioritus" f(»r reneging on e-irlier ban.
Neverlheles.*.
st.
inf
if
not
eniiosity. found over 400 m;iil oid( s being received, totaling over
on strength of one ad
$3,000.
vvhieli api>eared in the Sundav 'I'

offiida!

('alliolic

ifj>

vvei klv

l

I

"I’rostitute” will officially
a Sat. matinee '14! since

May

13. will he a bent fit
Uit>an
Clii
for
E()uity ruling leqiiiies a

benefit
'

14

1

t

performance between
and skedded opening

Hie
Sat.

ve.

Nanu'd
F’aris

play.

seen abroad

HFmNT ON

SPOT ADS FOR ‘PROSTIE’

I.eague.

Edouard VII. It
by .Simone Berriau. owner of the
Theatre Antoine, who has taken
the Edouard VII for the run of the

and

know how

out.

paid

"Streetcar
he done in

at lo.-s to

performance

In Paris This Fall

SI.

(Continued on page 51)

He was

ing.

the 18 unstamped tickets h:;d been
obtained, hut is determined to find

p;,|>eis.

Arletty for ‘Streetcar’

on

<1.

Ev«u lh» .Minnesota
Parrmoimt circuit'

show’s producers have records inwho got each of their p< rxmal tickets for every performance of "Pacific" since the o^n-n-

dicating

Friday.

”

•

.

open on

.As far as Hie down-river
et»neeriutl. it's like rubbing

into

miliat*

Henry
,

producers

past years.

Paul

anee of

liired

As pa.
and for "I.rnd an Ear." which had a
im- "Show Train” .scheduled for the
an- following week.
Friedman comand plained to tile railroad. When the

”

’

Mi<'«-.

Mil'er. OHiers nia> inslitut*
the policy ahurtly.

York

neelieul

situation arose when Fara special train on Hie
bi ing Conpatrons to see a peifoni-

rell

—

star part.

i

Whole

10.

booking of new Haven railroad to

Paul
new .spapers. retaliating, slap back
at the sister city by refusing to
cooperate to try to make the Minneapolis engageiiu'iits successful,
riiev re doing it Hii.s time, as they
did it before, by not accepting any
nf the attraction’s paid advertising
and ignoring it entirely in the news
columns that is. according it no
<if
This.
w h;'t.suver.
publicity
course, biirt" pU-nIv. although Miiineapoli’* newspapeis have substantial St. Paul eireulation.
The .St Paul mavor’s protest to
the .New York legitimate booking
"affront"
and
an
for
powers
bis city followed the
".slight'’ to
exclusive .Miiineaiiolis ".Annie" engagvinent. This did not stop those
powers Irom sending "Shoes’’ to
Minneapolis alone, and now the
same procedure is being followed
with "Finian’s Rainbow. Thus it’s
the third time this sea.son, and the
the
mavor’s
prosince
seeonti
Paul has been "hiitest, that St
salt

On the oHier hand, at least one
current show. 'The Big Knife."
stimulating trade with
is not onlv
twofers but is apparently pleasing
Latter,
its new bargain customers.
habitual film patrons,
seemingl.v
perenlivening
reporfediv
are
formances by reacting aiMlihly to
the plav’s situations and .lohn Garfield's 'in particular! t>la.ving of the

Up

May

Monday <9) in munici|)al court.
N. \ after pleading guilty to s« IIing "South Pacific" seals without
a license.
The defendant liad 18
tickets, all for the same performance. in his possession when arrested last week by a Department
of Licenses investigator.
Rodgers said .ve.slerday that the

"It

the chin.
cil.v

those who have paid full
When, as occasionally happens. the latter becomes av'are of
for adjai-ei.t
the different .M-ale
seats, they are natiirall.v re.s«*ntful.

was

ill

St.

price.

who

re pert

done

jai’cnt to

dent.

local

}>ct

locations

unopposed for election as first
take on .some of tiie work
previously handled bv the presi-

Dallas

a .'»<ene in

Furthermore,
goers

Is

.Tones’

and

the theatre lobby.
B.o. man can’t
afford to sell more desirable locations to "twofer" patrons, as that
would leave the poort r tickets for
the regular-price customers.

'•P.. will

Margo

a I'ontrovers.v

City Dates

of their

the United Booking Office are
stirring
up fresh
vvitfingly
tagonism bctwiM n Minneapolis
St. Paul, reviving the traditional
oldtime feud of the competing and
jealous twin cities. Following in
the footsteps of ".Annie Gel Your
(inn" and "High Bullon Shoes."
"Finian’s Kainbow” has been set
lor a full week lure starting May
16. and passes up St. Paul entirely,
just as the aforementioned preceding shows did this season and an
has
attraction
other
oeeasiunal

of coin.

on union affairs. He is not reimbursed for that, or paid any salary,
the presidency of the union having
been non-paying since the retirement some years ago of the late
frank Giilmore.
Derwent has not suggested being
liven an expense account, but when
the union’s nominating committee
appealed to him recently to run
for reelection for Hie presidency,
he did request that some of the
executive duties be assumed by

.New

sively.

tliea-

Under such circumstances the
boxoffice man usually trii's to withhold Hie tickets he’s |)ri vioiivly offered. but that’s som^imes tough
to do and. in many inslanees. pro-

spend about $1 200-$2.000
a year from his own pocket while

Dallas’ Theatre ’49

The

patrons, gives them the
best seats axailable at the priee.
Whereupon the,> offer the "twofer"
check and the appropriate amount

to

the first vice-jiresident. That
arranged, and .lolin Kennedy,

priee braekel.

result

a

the

opened.
Meanwhile. Richard Rodgers, coproducer of the show, look steps to
try to obtain information as to
w liere the unstamped tickets had
been obtained b\ Christian W.
Christopherson.
who wa.s ftnetl

^iiovv

I'm that inffuenlial. Hu'V ouviit to
hire me to work on all flop -liows.
so I'd keep my mouHi shut and
they'd keep running”

.some of the important touring at
tractions into Minneapolis exclu-

iilar->-eale

may be proposed to the counAt present. Derwent is esti-

mated

Twin

Minneapolis.

As

tie treasurer, thinking they’re reg-

An

and

Revives Feud on

about Using "twofers." F'or example. instiad of displaying Hie
primium eheek when they approach Hie boxoffice, as stipulated,
some "twofer" ciistomei-s merely
ask for desirable locations at a

.stands.

for Far-

th'.:

To which Friedman remarked.

f)ne cause
!\

decision to close

rell’s

i

ent

Love” was responsible

for

managers

i>f complaint
apparstems from the fact that a
public
has
segment
the
growing
of
League retu.sed to budge, however, insisting on strict adherence become lu'p to Hie \arious angles
it

Samuel

.1.
Friedman’s ({noted criticism of “.All for Love," the .S«mmv
World ’i’elegram’s William Haw- Lamtiert-Anthonv .1. Farrell revue
kins, how ever, found that "bad and vv M'h closed Saturday '7* at Hie
ignorant business methods.” lead- Heliinger. N. Y.
The squawks
ing to liigli production costs, were were made to Friedman’s union,
metliods the
Press
These
legit.
Theatrical
liurtiiig
.Assn,
of
must be eradicated, and produc- .\g« nis vS; Man.ngrrs. w hich "deto
but
tiieatre
is
the
statement
tion costs cut. if
plored" Friedman’s
".A
re- took no official action.
.According
be stimulated, he said.
is
.scales
ha'union
.ATP.AM
of
technical
member.
to a board
Revived use of two-for-ones on vision
past diM'.” Hawkins added. These no rules covering the mailer, but
Broadway this spring is aircadx
imiirovemenls in legit are a pro- it may aifopf a "code of ethics’
producing complaints from both ducer’s problem, not a dramatist’s, which vvould apply in such ea'-es.
patrons and boxoffice men. With actor’s or critic’s, he said.
Beefs against Friedman r('i)ort"Tlicre arc at least half a do/en edly instigated by Farrell, were
the expected spread of the bargain
ripls lying around.” said made by .Actors E<tiiilv. the vI;i<m'device this summer the crop of firstrale si
George liands' union, the musicians, the
.louriial-.American’s
tlie
beefs will probably increase. But .lean .Nathan, on the "stimulation" treasurers and ticket tak'Ts. and
the scenic artists. (General theme
as long as “twoftrs" continue to
(Continued on page 5U)
was that Friedman’s blast at ".All
li> po attendance and swell receipts

However, the council modisuggestion to cover mere-

to the pact as

T’rotests were filed by five theweek .agAinst
atrical unions last

contrast,
thought "this has
by
been, in comparison with the last
few. a good season” The N. Y.

Twofers’ Bring

fied the

the

York commercial theatre has not."
The Daily News’ .lohn C'liapinan.

'

ing roles, except that entire productions. such as the Old Vic pre.sentations, would have been admis•ible.

PA’s love’ Rap

I

March 25 would have limited the
employment of aliens only to lead-

In.\es-

musical

'

quarterly

subpoenaeil

the brokers, which he subpoenaed
last
we«-k. the cmumissioner will
theatre’s accounts of
seats sold, allotments to agencies
and indi\'iduals and all broker orders filled since .April 7. when the

C'ourage.

and good pla.xs cannot cure." said
Cass had second-week ticktUs Coleman. There are two theatres
ready for mailing when the play today, he added, the N. Y. comwas yanked. The flood of reser- mercial theatre and "the great
.^merican
six months between engagements, vations was figured very good by
theatre."
comprising
unless the union’s council agrees the Cass management, despite the community and summer theatres
The Shuhert-Lafayette from coast to coast. "The great
that they are es.sential to the suc- $.5.40 top.
here remains closed this week. .American the.-ilre has made en<»rcess of a production.
Equity’s “.^nnie Get Your Gun” opens May mous strides in the past few seaProposal adopted at
.sons." said C’oleman.
"The New'
meeting 23 for a w eek.
membership

•

study, the

sense

the contract, managers may cast
either residents or aliens in all
parts, except that aliens must wail

Tin's.

etfort to trace distribution of tickets via these books and those of

Subject
Ma,\
Ifi
chosen for the occasion is
•lean .lactjues Binnard’s "The
Sulky Fire.”
company
Initials
of
tlie
stand for Faith, Hope and
theatre

sent to

<

books and records of the .Majestic.
\
w liere "South Pacific" is
Y..
pla.Ning to the standee limit all
Apparently in an
perloruiances.

London. Ma\ 10.
A group of .\oung players
formed them.selv»*s into a company known as F.ll C. I’roductions and are putting on tlieir
initial \enture at the Foitune

I

<9*

tertlay

,

j

attempt to change the alien rule
however. Or it may
at that time,
demand arbitration of the point as
matter of interpretation of the

C'ommi.ssit»ner of
vestigation .lohu M. Murtagh

Not Charity?

I

U60

Licenses

New York

virtual
eapaeily. hut
the latler
eouldn'l net Hie film hou.se iiiueh
on a 79-30 ai angemenL
l

Contractors Assn.

Being Disbanded
Assn.,
Omtractor?
Theatrical
trade organization of scenie builtling and painting companies, is be.According to tli#
ing disbanded.
groups attorney. Lillian I.. Poses,
dissolution papers have ntit been
filed hut will probably he drawn
soon.
The a.ssocialion has been in
a "({iiiescent state" for some time,
she said.
On complaint of v.Trious producers. the anti-trust division of the

Depaiiment of .lustice some time
ago investigated the contract information "piKd" maintained by
Members have denied
the group.
that the "pool" involved any collusion on bidding lor construction
contracts.

.Although

no

prosecution

has

^beeii started, dissolution of fhe av
social ion presumably d(»es n(>i ab-

nienihei»
individual
solve
responsibility
for
possible
gioup’s acts or policies.

Mom
Hm

—

1

Wrdnrwiay, May

I.ECiilTlSI;%TB

so

Swiss Family Daris

See Record Number of Preems

Retold
piohahly

>1

Broadway

Law Would Thaw

j

'

i

|
!

I

I

pos.sibilities of

Up 4^G

sive.

of back - country
book tryouts depends
largely on two factors. One is the
location and type of audience of

Willingness

managers

to

Own Show When

the particular strawhat.
is whether the individual resort
theatre operator is interested in
producing on Broadway. Thus, the
Country playhouse, run by the

I

!

1

'

Lawrence Langners (Armina Marshall' and John C. Wilson at Westport. Conn.. W'ill probably have six
hivak-ins during its 12-week sea -

;

I

,

a<m.
Is

simple. Not only

are the Langners and Wilson active on Broadway, the former vi.i
the Theatre Guild and the latter
Individually and sometimes In partnership with the Guild, but Westport is a natural tryout spot. For

j

it is relatively near New
York, so local residents tend to
h ive already seen Broadway suc-

one thing,

cesses and are therefore not so interested in outpost reproductions.
Second. Westport has a large show
business and artistic population.
p:irticularly during the summer, so
is more theatre-conscious than
it
remote towns and more Inclined to
pitronlre new plays.
Aldrich’s One Tryout
On the other hand. Richard Aidrich. an active Broadway producer,
rarely presents more than one tryout per season at his Cape playhouse, Dennis, Mass,, and will have
a similar policy at his second spot,
the Falmouth playhouse, at nearby
Cooname.s.set, opening this summer.
Reason is that the residents of both
C’ipe Cod towns have generally not
seen the Broadway hits, so they are
diawn to familiar play titles with
guest stars. Theron Bamberger,

Broadway producer, has a
aomewhat similar situation at his
Bucks County playhouse. New
Hope, Pa. Managers of faraway
spots, without New York producing

,

I

The other

Explanation

Was Season

weekend

of revolt

as a sort

<5-7>

against Dramatic

.\.ssn.

pany managers, producers and theatreowners.
Most b.o. men and

procedures.

I>enied the use of the name of
bulletin
University
tha
Yale,
boaids. or the campus grounds,
undergrads William Backer tinusic

and Gordon

and
•

lyrics*
iMuik' personally

I

j

1

:

I

generally find tryouts

Broadway. For example, while

it

underwrote their

I

,
'

Impresarios didn’t get their jack
attendance w'as encouren...i8li lo prompt pl.nning
similar venture for next year.

a

I

.

I

!

I

VALLEY PLAYERS’ 8TH

I

SEASON; OTHER LOFTS
Holyoke, Mass..

May

10.

The Valley Players. Equity group
the management of Jean
Guild Carlton Guild. I.a)uie Mudgundei'

.losepli
Crane, will

Foley and Dorothy M.
begin tbeir eighth sea-

Ihe part after reading the
He is scheduled for a numof gueslst.'ir appeaiances this
Bitmnicr in “The Heiress."

4l>*
t{

ii

ripl.

/ler

“Everard" is a dramatizaf ioii b\
r.enore Ci'fTec and William Jo.sce
Cowan of a novel by Kli/aheth
is
de.sciihed as a
Russell.
Pla.\
ps.vxhological thriller, but Ilairis
visuali/es it as a light couiedi.

'

'

—

'

re-

—

—

:

issue
Ed.'.
In reply to whether this w’as a
meritorious season. Nathan said:

I

I

was

“It

son.

a

but

sometimes amusing
hardly

a
critical

Strawhat Jottings
Southold (L.I.* Summer Playopens .lune 27 witli "Papa

.sea-

meritorious

liouse

Starlight theatre. Pawlone from a
view|>oinl.” is All’’
Garland disagi’ced; th® season was ing. N.Y., begins 12-woek .season
June
21
William .Merrill will
meritorious.
he
said.
because
there W’ere more consistently good he in charge of production at the
Mich., this
Will-O-Way
playhouse.
attractions.
Hawkins sided with
Eve Arden planning
Gai'land on the season’s merit, summer
summer
stock appearances in New
pointing out. lor instance, the
England
Margaret Webster
"courage such as ’The Madwximan’
cancelled plans for touriiig the
required; fresh talent as in ‘Lend strawhat circuit
The Stral.ght
and still make a profit. So many .An Ear,’ advanced musical techWharf theatre. Nantucket. Mass.,
of the broker.s don’t even try to nique as ‘South Pacific.' ’’
starts its eighth season July 1
operate legitimately, but merely
John Loder and Bett.v Caulfield
Economics of the Theatre
take care not to be caught violatMar.v" at
"Economics were understressed star in "John Loves
ing the law or tlie League of N. Y.
Newport <R.I.' Casino for six days
this
season,
not
overstressed,”
Thealies ticket code.
BralHclxiro
tieginning July 25
said Coleman, in I'eiily to another
One of the basic difficulties. It’s (lue-,tion. "It seems to me that it 'Vt.' gets under way .luly 11 will*
‘Our Town."
argued, is that there are too many costs too imicli foda\
lo produce
C;d-.
Tuslin.
Holiday
Stage,
agencies Number of
.
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Lenawee Players Cancel
The Len.iwee Players, which
presfiiled

a succcsstul .season of
in .\drian. Mich., last sumusitvg H converted barn near

pl.^^^s

mer

there, has cancelled its 1949 season. as a result of refusal of the
.Adrian Board of F.ducation to allow use «)f a grade school audll(Miiim for productions.

of eastern

college sludenis.

Hayloft (fleamints
Tryout of Robert Fine h’s "Tina"
.Ted Harris has dropped plans >0 will he dime al the Slate L'niv.
(Bowling Green. Ohio' summer thoir Basil Ralhhorie in "Everard"
Theatre. Inc.’s, and
fall
on Brnadwa.N alter a :ilre .Iul\ 6
.Actor tuiiied

^

I

goe.s all the way to the top of
son at the Mountain Park Casino producers’ and theatre operators’
here June 20. Among the plays offices.
scheduled tor the I’i-week season
General opinion in the trade apare ".leniiy Kissed Me.” "George pears to be that no real
solution
Washington Slept Here." and "An to the scalping situation
is
posInspector Calls.’’
sible,
although it’s agreed that
.Actors relutning for the summer
present conditions have become
include Edward Fuller. Ruth Elliot,
Miriam Stovall. .Anne Pitoniak. virtually chaotic and should ^e
Florence Sundslrom and Betty Lou improved. According to some chwe
virtually imKeitii. Donald M. llerme.s returns observers it is now
for the fourth year as scenic de- possible for an agency to observe
signer. and William Dodds and Kd- the various regulations and laws

For Rathbone-'Everard’

air.twhat tryout tour.

'

I

Group was composed

al

;

—

hack, hut

u.ird C. Puniiigton have been
engaged as stage managers.

Jed Harris Drops Plan

—

I

siderable collegiate talent.

nrered on Broadwa>
swirling
With
tho.se
figures
ar(*un(l under their hats, most havimpresarios are busily skimiirtig scripts, looking fyr that potential bonanza. It should be a
one-set comedy, with a small cast,
pr.'ierahly not requiring a star,
v illioul a "mc.ssagc,” and having a
fiitn angle, if it's literate and might
aimise a mosquito-swatting audience. that’s good. loo.

*

I

‘

etl.

niow

to take his
of the White

piano^ out

House.”

Nathan found ‘too many bad
publicity,’’ The Times’ Brooks At- serious plays and bad comedies’’
Acceptance Legal?
kinson couldn’t ofler any .sugges- this season, but added, "there
It is apparently not illegal to actions; "I’m
afraid it all comes usually are.”
cept "ice” as distinct from jxiying
dow n to the lack of good plays,"
On the query. ’’Do you think
it
end the Revenue Department he said.
there is any particular significance
reportedly has no objection to the
in
.some of the impressionistic
Gripes? the Boxs<‘ore Chiefl.y
practice so long as the recipients
As to any particular gripes about scenery this season." Atkinson andeclare it and pay the proper tax
sw'ered: "It’s about time.” Garland,
on it. However, tlie Government’s the season. Atkinson had none.
“1 enjoyed it.” he declared.
Chap- however, discussed it seriou.sly. "It’s
tax sleuths are understood to be
man. concurring, said: "Nope. I leading. I hope, lo les.s co.stly pioinvestigating
possible
laxity
in
ductions and a larger use of the
such declarations and payments, so ain’t got any gripes about the seaarena type of production." he said.
there may be chance of coopera- son. And if 1 can manage to get
Haw'kins hoped it points a trend.
w'ay
down
toward
the
bottom
of
tion between these Federal men
Vahifty’s Critics’ Boxscore, I’ll "There Is too much, too elaborate,
overpowering scenery," he
feel I have done my duty.” The too
Even if he gets help from the .lournal-.Anierican’.s Robert Gar- w r.ote.
Revenue operatives, however, Miir- land, answering the
C.’oleman. while concurring in
“any particutagh apparently faces a difficult
lar gripe" queiy. wrote: “Only, as the use ot drapes and simple .setas.signmeiit in trying to track down
usual. Varikty’s persistent Ik)x- tings if it cut production costs and
the widespread ticket-scalping setproduction,
ni ore
score, of which I try to keep some- encouraged
up on Broadway. It’s believed that where
in the middle. I object only pointed out. how'ever, tliat casting
much of the bootlegging is being to the supposition that, because I and production did weigh heavily
done by smaller agencies, .some of like
a play and find it wortliy and toward success or failure in the
which are unlicensed and have no
modern theatre, as witness “Deenjoyable, it is going lo be sue
regular offices. Also, according to
Story” and "Death of a
cessful at Ihe boxoflice." (B(9Xinsiders, a share of the income
Salesman.”
score the 26th .Annual
in next
from tlie illegal sales in some cases w'eek’s

—

York to stage the opus, and June
Brady and Beherly File w’ere imported from Broadway as femme
leads.
Production unearthed con-

generally cost upw'ards of $50,0(}0
to do a one-set plav on Broadway
this .season, the Wilson did th**
"Private
Bankhead
revival
of
Lives" at Westport for $23,000 and.
all
touring it extensively on the
to
c'lronella circuit, brought
it
N.-v York with the investment alr ady repaid .several times over.
Similarly, the Guild tested "Whis1'
’’at W'estport last summer and.
ev m after losses during a preR o.adway tour, had spent only
around .$30,000 when the show pre.

Truman

Mr.

damned

‘Ice’

musical, "Moonshine," to the
tune of approximately $4,500. They
hired an outside auditorium, Nick
Mayo was brought in from New

h.o.

poison.
Interest in farmyard tryouts Is
hypoed this season because of the
inflated
costs of production on

produce ing

and not merely announce
for production by w’ay of getting .some free, hightoned personal

gratuities.

Wholoy

own

I

someone

"Let

query,

‘Meritorious’?

them
them

others receiving "ice” are believed
lo report and pay taxes on such

also a

facilities,

tlie

man and Maxine

'

the
plays, figuring to have an option
for the latter presentation in case
the sylvan showcasting is impresni ile

ploitation

|

to try to

s

Samuel J. Friedman as ‘‘publicity direclor’’ of “At
Army," Saul Richman is also dropped as special ex-

exit of

.

Lives" has hopped up mana-

unearth other bo.\low-budget
bullseyes via
oiVice
cow barn break-ins.
are
schedules
silo
Although most
not yet fixed, virtually all leading
looking
are
operators
siravthat
foi promising new plays. In nearly
instances, the producers are
all
primarily concerned with the ultiU

With the
War With

Keitti as radio representative for tlie
show*
Richman was brought in by both Michel Mok, regular press agent for
the show, and Friedman, each having contacted him independently the
paid
by
Friedman
he
was
out
of the latter’.s own
same day. However,
Richman and Eriedman arranged the various stunts that drew
fee.
Jack Kilty as Curly
Broadway attention to "Army.”
‘OklaTi
London
In
Whole situation involving Friedman, Mok and the "Army" manage.lack Kilty takes over the role
ment has been complex. Mok had a run-of-the-play contract for the
of Curly, male lead, in the Lonproduction and handled it during rehearsal, the six-week tiyout tour
don ediiion of •Oklahoma!" at the'
and through the opening at the Booth, N. Y. When no follovMip pubstart of the new season. June 1.
licity appeared in the Sunday papers following the preem (five days
lie succeeds Chris Robiit>on, who
later), the producers phoned Mok at home and gave him notice, having
is returning to the U. S. Kilty sails
already engaged Friedman. The Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents &
i'ontiniird from paife 1
Saturday 14' on the America. He
Managers refused to permit breach of Mok’s contract and also ruled
had formerly played Curly in N.Y.
pay to any officer or employee iif that the management could not fire Mok’s as.sociate. Helen lioeiie. So
and on the road.
any theatre or place of amusement until last week, there w'ere five people working on publicity and exJerry Whyte, musical production or entertainment or other place ploitation for the comedy, which wa's averaging only about $10,000
manager for the Theatre Guild, w'here public exhibitions, games. gross.
also sails tills week for a periodic
Meanw'hile. Mok has been p.a. for “South Pacific," the biggest hit in
contests or performances are held.
checkup of the London company.
also continues w'ith "Army.”
or to any producer or manager or Broadwav history. He
due back in about two
He’s
theatrical
comemployee of any
months.
Light
Opera Assn, teed its season Monday (9) with
Civic
Los Angeles
pany, any commission, gratuity or
sight despite the promise
bonus in connection with the sale, "Tlie Great Walfz.” hut only a mild profit is in
gross.
Advance subscription sale accounted for
recoi'd-breaking
delivery or payment of tickets or of a
started, and a total gross of $700,000
the
season
before
almost
$.500,000
in connection with the business beYale Studes Put
But co.sts this year are considerably higher. "Walt/.’’
ing done by such licensee in tick- Isn’t unlikely.
for example, was built at a cost of better than $1.50.000. more than
Sked ets of admission to such places.”
For
"Song oi Norway,” for showing only al the L.A. and Frisco Civic seaSection 169-i of the law lists sons
Additionally. Civic had to guarantee heavy coin in order to bring
Precludes College Date the violation as a misdemeanor in "Brigadoon" and "High Button Shoes" and is guaranteeing around
punishable by fine of not more $220,000 lor the four-week break-in of the "Kiss Me Kale”
national
New Haven, May 10.
than $250 or one year Imprison- company.
Understood the weekly guarantee for "Kate’’ is around
Anthony B. Farrell, wealthy ment, or both. Another part of the $55,000, with a tup weekly gross of about $60,000 possible.
patron of musical shows, may not law’ which Murtagh i.s understood
know' It, but he has a couple of to be planning to use is Section
Physical discomforts connected with legit theatregoing in Buftalo
understudies here at Yale.
169-g. staling, "Every licensee shall have become so great that many of local public are voluntarily
passing
Yale at all times keep full and accurate up legit attractions. Acoustics of the Erlangen there, which have long
of
practice
Traditional
Dramatic Assn, mot to be confu.sed sets of records showing the prices been notoriously bad. have now' deteriorated to a point where from
with the Yale Drama Dept.* is to at which all tickets have been dozens of orchestra seals at $3 and $4 the dialog from stage is compresent a specific number of pro- bought and sold by such licensees pletely inaudible. Combination of high outside temperatures this spring,
ductions during the Sept. -June and the names and addresses of with full steam on inside thealre. created additional gripes for theatreterm. Also traditional is a system the person, firm or corporation goers. During recent engagement of "Born Yesterday," inside of house
of selecting an original musical via from whom they were bought.”
hit turkish bath temperatures, with paying customers having to sweat
When this
basis.
competition
By working with the U. S. Inter- it out at several performances.
year’s quota was filled, leaving on nal Revenue Department, tlie comthe outside certain competitors missioner is said to be hoping to
who felt they sliould be on the in- trace the payments of "ice" by
side. group decided to whip up brokers to boxoffice_ men, and the
their own production and ofi'er it latters’ sharing arrangements with
over the social-event Derby Day assistants, house managers, comContiniipd from pace 49

number of new plays willbe given strawhat try-

outs this summer. Economic fattnis. rather than a wealth of likely
responsible. In
s. ripis. are fp'ured
K
o' her word.s. the click of Robert
McEnroe’s "Silver Whistle" and the
T illulah Bankhead revival of “Priv.ile

hside Stuff-Legit

Davis, Moyer Davis’
Virginia
daughter, has received a bid to do
tour
of ‘Germany this
concert
a
.summer, entertaining refugees. Her
Emery has sailed for
brother
France where he’ll visit their other
brother. CJarry. and try to find
work clarineting in Paris.
Mis.s Davis is giving a recital for
the New Jersey Federation of
Women’s Clubs convention in Atlantic City today (lit.

For Strawhat Circuit This Season

H, I949

loitluoiiing pi'oducfiori of the Max Wylic-.Fohn C.
Kllic»li

'.ugiTil

Gihhs comed\

s

'
.

The Fundamental

Geiuge" is scheduled foi a summer Irvout al eilhei Falmouth or
Dennis.

Mass., with Nugent proiliK iirg
.'iiid
acting in tlie play.
Comc<l\ ma> also he dime at Den\ei’s Elitch's Gardens.
If
so it
will ni.trk first time In sliaw hat’s
r»U-\.>.(r

been

liislorv

liicil

that

out there.

a

pla\

has

.

tickets avail- a straight or musical play. This,
for bit sliows is irisuffieient in part, is
due to the trend in reprovide operating ineome for all cent years frotii
producer-writer
the agencies, it’s claimed, so bro- financing
lo angeling.
1
believe
kers have to get more tiian the that product
ion costs could he cut
legal fee (75c.. plus lax. per licl:el almost
in half if producei's were
on downstairs seats' in order lo to back plavs
with their own
make a Ii\ing. Since an.\ attempt mone\ instead of forming syndito limit the number of agencies (•ales
of investors, and then cutby w’illiholding liciMises or sonie titrg themselves in for tiig
chunks
other means* would presiiinably of Hie prodm lions as impresarios
((Mislilule rest lai III of trade, ap- and fund-raisers.”
parent l> nolliing can lie done in
Chapman, however, said ecothat regard.
noinics ttad been oversi rcssed in
.\lmost unanimous attitude in Hie thealre. ’Just as it has been
Bi'oadw.'iv circles is lhaf as long as in my hmne
yearn l^ir prime
people are willing to spend extra heef al 16c. a pound and prime
moiie.v to gel scarce tickets tliere bam over .hn Lclilatvg's
counter at
will be people willing lo run the .53 a pail of tickets. But
li.-iven’l
lisk-. iiuohed in suppiving the de
tlie faintest idea how
lo get back

able

lo

Ecpiity
si rawhaller.
third season June 27

I

inaiid. .\c( (M'ding lo that line of rea

the public is tuiidamenlal
responsible for Hie situation.

to

soiling,
1>

,

these*

i(l,«;iK.

and

if

I

did.

I

wouldn’t be willing lo Varik rv
I'd be clow II in Washington order-

.

.

tees

its

(*fT

Norman

II

Ford opens his l•cpc^lol•y season at
Hie Bedford Hills 'N. Y.* Community House July 2.

EXTENDS ALBANY SEASON
Altian.N.

Malcolm

I

I

.

.

"Tile

.Xllerhuis

Medium"

an<t

May

has

phone." plays with music, lor
pertoriiiances al
25-23, ill Hu*
.\Ia.\

10.

hooked

"The

Telefu*'*

Hie

Playhouse.

first

afH’r-slock-

season presetilat ion scheduled in
wo ccars of o|>eralion. Atfei'IniD
ma.\ bring in others, during the ofTI

monltis. if Hie first click.
N. Y. compan.N. headed by

Marie
Powers, will troupe at $2 40 foPRegular repertoire s(*asoii (^ndco
Saluidav ifi'. Aticrinir.x ad'h”" ^
third wee k of "The V oice of tb*’
Turtle.”

-

''

WfdneNlayi

May

11,

1

1949

!
'

The followinp are the comparative j'qures based on Variety’s
/or last week and the corresponding week of
iQxoffice estimates,
latt

Thia

Chi Spotty; 'Allegro’ 25G,

May

10.

this

week

with the opening of the L
Light Opera .Assn ’s 12th

Ecasou

Opening

29
29
1.158
1 237
$572,700
$602,000
$27,292,100 $27,083,500
65
63

.

Los .Angeles.
perked locally

Legit

J

Last

SeiiKon

Broadway’s Toboggan;

‘BLACKOUTS’ $16,200, LA
j

season:

Number of shows current
Total weeks played so far by all shows
Total gross for all current shows last week
Total season’s gross so far for all shows
Number of new productions so far

GREAT $104,700,

‘ICE’

Total Broadway Grosses
1

I

LEOITI^IATB

P^SSIEfr

attraction.

"The

Grosses on Broadway fell even
below expectations last week. For

Chicago, May 10,
Pre-seasonal scorching weather

b.a as in
legit
at
hit
entertainment
of
Conventions in town conand "Mr
tributed to "Mr. Roberts”
aspects

other

For 3 Weeks

h-re

Adam

107G

Ballet Theatre’s

didn’t

with posting of

”

finis

for

Flurry

three-week engagement at the Met
Opera House. N. Y., Sunday <8).
grossed an estimated $107()()0 for
the 25 performances at a $3 top.
The average was $4,279 a performweek earlier.
ance^ as against last year’s average
Theaof
week
final
in
"Allegro.”
getting neat of $3,512 during a five-week stay
tre Guild sponsorship,
at a $4.20 top.
Prostitute”
"Respectful
returns.
Troupe di.scovered that its $3-top
after
finally opening here May 14.
seats sold best, with its $1.80 seats
censorship hassle few months back.
doing badly, and its $1 20 tickets
"Funzapoppin”
theatre.
at Harris
through hardly moving at all. The $1.80
at Chicago Stadium May 13
seats were in back of the dre.ss
May 30.
circle and balcony, patrons preferEstimates for Last Week
San Francisco. May 10.
ring the $1.80 standing room tickEdwin Lester’s production of
"Allegro.” Great Northern ^3d ets to the other.
Company will now lay off till the "The Great W'altz.” with Walter
week) <1..500: $4.94). Last week of
Theatre Guild subs. Upped slightly summer, when it will perform at Slezak. Dorothy Sarnoff, Melva
Fredericks,
t'harles
and
the Ted Shawn school. Jacob’s Pil- Niles
to almost $25,000.
Shubert low, Lee, Ma.ss.
racked up a gross of $39,600 last
Rainbow,”
"FInlan’s
"Lastweek at the 1.770-seat Curran the(14th week) )2.100; $4.94).
at re to wind
up its three-week
week” ads hypoed take to over
‘Lucasta’ 16G, Ealio,
?
stand as the opening bill of the
$22 000
f3d
San Francisco and Los Angeles
"Mr. Adam.” Blackstone
For 17-Nite
ConvenCivic Light Opera Assn. season,
$3.80).
n.358:
week)
Baltimore, May 10.
First two weeks drew $37,000 and
tioneers helped here. Mild $7,000.
".Anna T.ucasta” decided to con- $37,500. respectively.
"Mr. Roberts,” Erlanger t34th
Almost tinue its engagement at the indie
Sub.scription sale here this sea$4.33).
week)
(1,334;
.

laltz’

'

,

Run

after a previously announced closing set for last Tuesday (3). F.xtended run of 17 nights
winding up tonight Ttjesday
is
with $16,000 indicated for run.
Letting down of seating restrictions to Negroes and active campaign for attendance frotn this
Mar.vl,and

I

!

'

Horton-’Langhter’

$4,500

in

Fur

New Haven

New Haven, May

10.

Three-day stand of "Pre.sent
Laughter” at Shubert last weekend <5-7) pulled a fair biz for this
Edward Everett Horton starrer.
Four performances at $3.60 top
samered an approximate $4,500.
Critical reception okay.
House has nothing further In
the works for thi.s season.

‘Finian’

sector helped at the

|

It

The

(May

b.o.

folding

May

21;

‘

a return engagement
sea.son’s .schedule.

Frisco

finale

winds up the

(

CD

M

to

(

Cooicdiy

)

.

R

includinq
Hou'cver,

20*1
aninsvineiit
vstiniates ore net:
of ta.r.

failed to seil out;

nearly $34,000.

(Rerjie*.

(Mn.sical). O 'Operef fa*.
Other parnithetic fifinres refer,
svatinq vnpacitit ami top price.

e.vclusire

midweek matinee

) .

Drama

Roberts.” Alvin (64th
(CD-L3.57. $4.80'.
Only the

“.Alisler

wki

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C Comrdi/
D tDraniaK

Gibbons' Boys.” Music
Box (1st wk) (C-L012. $4 80'. Will
(Hickman-Joseph Stein farce
premiered Wednesday night '4*.
elo.sed .Saturday '7*; approximately
$5,000 for five performances, including the opening.
“Private Lives,” Plvmoutii (3tst
wk) ((’-1.062; $4 80*. Ta I u a h
Bankhead finally eoneluded her
<7)
s<M-k
revival Saturday niglit
after 248 performances; will tour
again hriefiy next fall; over $10,000
“Airs.

I

t(i.r.

it..

“AH

1

I

'

(

lor the closing wr-ek.
".Silver Whistle,’’
'(’-920; $4 80).

wk'

Biltmore (24th
Jose Ferrer i*

a hoxoffice draw as well
as a critical click; comedy slipped
less than expected: bettered $13,-

proving

;

i

I

;

Anne week; needs about $21,000

to break
000; was under(|Uoled last week.
even.
“South Pacific.” Majestic (5th
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontannei
“Anne of the Thousand Days.” wk) 'M-L6.59; $6*. Getting everychalked up a powerful $29,000 f()r| Shubert (22d wk' (D-L3’78; $4.80). thing the house will hold, nearly
the second week at the Geary in Slipped a bit more to $21,600; will $.50,600 again.
the Theatre Guild's "I Know My rece.ss June 2.5 until Aug. 22.
“StreeU’ar Named Desire,” BarryLove.”
"As the Girls (io.” Winter Gar- more (75th wk) (C-920: $4.80). Also
den (25th wk) (M-L519; $7.20>. holding up well in the rough seaAlso felt the general slump; under sonal going; topped $19,000.
‘OKLA.!’
“The Traitor,” 48th St. (6th wk>
$40,000.
Management it
"At War With the .Army,” Bootli (n-917: $4 801.
doth wk) )C-7r2; $4 80'. Was like- using a modified twofer setup,
IN SPLIT
wise affected in the downbeat; which has boosted attendance
Ft. Wayne. May 10.
question how long it can keep soiiiew'hat lately: off last week to
No. 2 company of “OklahomaV’
under $9.()00.
going at tills pace: $7,900.
piled up a nifty gross of $38,100
“Two Blind Mice,” Tort dOth
“Big Knife,” National dlth wk)
Audi
the
last week in stands at
wk) (C-L064; $4 80'. Also hit by
Has
responded
$4.80'.
(D-L172;
torium. Kalamazoo, and the Quincy
the
brutal trend; under $10,000.
spectacularly to the use of twofers.
here.
"Where’s Charley?" St. James
with John Garfield’s personal draw
Rodgers-Hammerstein musical is
figured
a major factor; climbed a (30th wk) (M- 1.509; $6*. Hay Bolger
playing the Erlanger, Buffalo, this
show i.s the wonder grosser of the
bit more to $17,400.
week.
"Born Yesterday.” Miller (170th season; only a trifle off from cawk) (C-940; $4.80*. Also hurt by pacity at $36,800.
24G for Original
the general dip; $9,500.
Hartford. May 10.
“Bruno
and Sidney.” New
Original edition of "Oklahoma'"
Stages (1st wk) (C-299; $3'. Edward
$24,000
almost
total
of
grossed a
Caulfield farce opened Tuesday

"Kiss

Me

Kate." co-starrmg

Jeffreys and Wilbur Evans.

I

i

(

1

I

TROUPES TOTAL

.

—

Conv.
"Annie Get Your Gun”
Tulsa dO-lD; Conv. Hall.
Hutchinson (12); Music Hall. K, C.
(13-14); Davidson. Mil. (17-21).
"Blackouts of 1949”— El Capitan.
Hall.

L
i

A.

(9-22).

"Born
Host.

Yesterda.v”

(9-22).

—

—

,

i

Colonial,

Omaha,

Omaha

KRNT. Des Moines

(12-14';

"Brigadoon”

WEEKS

62G

Northern. Chi.

(9-22).
(

‘

Minneapolis gains
prestige and other benefits from
getting the big musical shows exclusively. and St. Paul loses It. increa.ses the one twin’s injury. Most

i.s

I

!

9-22)

— Gt.

"Allegro”

has found that the gross
do not exist in St.

fact that

comedy

Hart

drooped to $10,400, has more than
earned back the original invest-

closings

|

Current Road Shows

otentialities

Paul.

additional

announced, and other

j.

Late booking of ".Allegro” into
Ford’s. May 23. as the fourth of
five plays promised under American Theatre Society - Guild subscription. is stretching the season
at this house, which had about
called it curtains and was figuring
on a refund to subscribers for the
two dates still coming to them.

For Mpis.

into their Minneapolis film houses
for exclusive Twin City engage-

ments.

“Light I’p the Sky." Royale (25th
wk) (C-1.025; $4.80'. 'rwo-for-ones
have failed to help, so the Moss

j

tc 49 atifl
531 Continued from page

been to spot its costlier stage
bands and stage attractions only

receipts

for Love.” Hellinger (L5th
wk) (R- 1.543; $4 80). Broadway's
fabulous angel, Anthony B. Farrell,
finally got tired of paying the tab.
so the musical closed .Saturday (7>
after
performances, at an
121
[estimated loss of around $.500,000;
son totals $275,000. an increase of
Subsequent of - 'finale week got a rneasley $4,000.
1948.
lO^^r over
".Along Fifth Avenue,” Imperial
ferings will include the touring
Has
productions of "Brigadoon” and !'17th wk) (R- 1.472; $6*.
"High Button Shoes.” plus the pre- started using twofers. and receipts
miere of the second company of responded moderately; $19,700 last

.

$20,000.

hits,

as $4. 0()()-$.5. ()()().

managements are resorting to two- ment.
for-ones in an effort to holster the
“Love Life," 46th St. *3 1st wk)
sagging attendanee. The bargain iM-1.139; $6). Has found the twofer
girnmiek is having varied results, gimmick only a temporary hypo;
boosting husine.ss for "Big Knife” closing Saturday (14); tour anbut having no apparent effeet on nounced for fail; alMuit $17.0t)0;
Receipts has earned back 20' c of the $200,"Light Up the Sky.”
were generally a bit better Monday 000 inve.stment.
night (9*.
“Aladw'oman of rhaillot,” BeClosings last week included ".All laseo (IHth wk* (C-L077; $4 80*.
for Love.” "Bruno and Sirlney." Prize impoi't was hit by the down"Mrs. Gibbons' Boys." "Private heat; almost $18,000.
Lives”
Years."
and
"Happiest
“Aledea.” Citv Center dst wk)
Slated to fold Saturday (14) is
"Love Life” and possibly others. (0-3.025; $3». With the huge ca"Light Up the Sky” shutters next pacity at thi.s municipal showcase,
week. This week’s only opening the .ludith .Anderson starrer pulled
was "Gayden,” which began last a better gross than at any time durnight (Tues*.
The arrival next ing the original Broadway run;
week of "Man and Superman” tor alumt $32,700; this week is the

ad
In

of

have been

(3.59th

-Finian’s Rainbow”
Shubert
•inside USA” comes into
Mav 16 instead of reported May
out a
pulling
"Fifiian’s”
with
23

top

mueh

Out

hurt by general conditions: under
$11,501); elosing June 4. hut will
tour in the fall.

even on the straight shows. Four
offerings went elean at all performances.

again
‘

the

(.Iropped as

wk) (1.142; $2 40). Down
to $16,200. but still comfortably above the breaking point.
"Icecapades of 1949,” Pan Pacific And (3rd wk) (6.150; $3 60),
Down to $104,700. but still great.
Will remain through May 22.

N.Y.

in

Ballet Theatre, which finished a

but

all

Last week’s hot weather thawed
"Icecapades” slightly but it’s still
doing near-capacity biz. Sole other
attraction open during the frame.
Ken Murray's "Blackouts." also
dipped.
Estimates for Last Week
"Blackouts of 1949.” El Capitan

Tinian’ 22G, 'Roberts’ 20G

$32,700, ‘Cbarley’

‘Streetcar’ 19G, ‘Love’

I,

advance sale having hit a
new peak of almost $.500 000.
Two more houses rekindle next
Monday *16). Biltmore bringing in
Cabalgata,” S.
Hurok’s Spanish
musical making its U. S. bow. and
Las Palmas offering "Love in Upper Sandusky.” which moves over
from a tiny San Fernando Valley
wise.

tryout house.

Mfld

Keen

'Knife’

Great

Waltz.” teed off last night at the
Philharmonic auditorium. Season
will be the Civics greatest gross-

'Adam’

‘Medea’

$1?,400,

Civic
season.

.A

51

EVANS-‘SUPERMAN’

week in a split between night (3). closed Saturday *7); got
last
Memorial auditorium. Worcester, about $1,200 for six performances
Music Hall. K. C. (17-22).
and the Bushnell auditorium here.
Shubert.
“Death of a Salesman.” Mo"Finlan’s Rainbow”
is
production
Theatre Guild
ro.sco 'I3th wk* (D-93I; $4 80). One
Mpls. (17-22).
touring legits, of course, play both Chi. (9-15); Lveeum.
playing all this week at the Palace.
Hall.
of the four clean sellouts; over
Town
Co.)—
(Fay
"Harvey"
cities, but the bulk of the playing
Manchester, N. H.. the first legiter
Buff.
$24,400 again, everything possible
Erlanger,
(9 15»;
Toledo
to make a full-week stand in the
time usually is apportioned to Minat the scale.
(17-22).
burg in years.
neapolis. Some attractions that are
Chief.
“Detective Story.” Hudson (7th
Co.)
(Brown
"Harvey”
booked for a full week in Minneap- Colo. Spgs. 10'; Capitol. S. L. City
wk) (D-L057; $4 80*. Al.so went
olis
make St, Paul a one-night 12-13); Curran Frisco '15-22).
elean at all performances, includstand. Minneapolis is now considHanna. Monte Carlo Bailet
ing a theatre party at the midweek
"High Button Shoes"
ered a poor show town as far as Cleve. (9-15); Hartman, Col. (17mattnee; about $22,700.
40G, ‘Gayden’ NG 5G in Hub
the legit is concerned, but St. Paul 22
"Edward. My Son,” Beck '32d
(leary.
rates considerably worse, having
wk) (D-1.214: $4.80). Attendance
"I Know My l.ove"
Boston. May 10.
San Jose dS);
dived lately for the London
has
the reputation of being one of the Frisco (9-14>; Aud
petered
season
The Hub's legit
c^ntry’s worst. Grossing only $14.- Ma\fair. Portland d7-19'; Met.. out into a return engagement at import, and two-for-ones are being
i21-22).
Seattle
beginning this week; about
tried
Yesterday”
"Born
of
prices
pop
in
six performances, although
JN)0
"Inside V. S. A."— Cass. Del
it was one
this week as the comedy came $11,000.
of the Theatre GuildChi. (17-22).
"Gayden,” Plymouth (D- 1.062;
back to the Colonial for a run at
ATS subscription attractions, and (9-15); Shubert.Superman”
David“Man and
All other houses cur- $4.80). Play by Robert and Mignon
$1 80 top.
the city has a large subscriber li.sl
son. Mil. (9-15).
rently dark and no prospects in McLaughlin, presented by Gant
(larger than Minneapolis). "AlBlackstone. Chi. view before June.
"Mr. Adam”
Gaither; opened last night 'Tues.*.
legro,” for example, recently lost <9-22).
“Goodbye, My Fancy,” Fulton
Biggest news last week was the
$14,0()0 on its St. Paul engageErlanger. Chi. sensational biz done by the Ballet (24th wk) )CD-966: $4 80*. Also re"Mr. Roberta”
jnent. It also suffered a hefty loss )9-’22).
Russe de Monte Carlo at the 3.000- ceded with the field: $17,200.
Carolina.
in Minneapolis.
"O Mistress Mine”
At a $4.20 top
"High Button Shoes,” Broadway
seat Opera House.
Greenville '9'; Car.. Spartanburg the house went nearly clean for all (83d wk) (M-1.900; $6*. Down to a
dO'; Car.. Charlotte dl'; National. eight performances of the second new low at $23,600, may try two‘Born’ lOVzG, Toronto
Greensboro (12); Car.. Durham week to touch sock estimated $40.- fers or cut the scale in an effort to
d3); State. Raleigh '14); Center. 000
Toronto. May 10.
survive the summer, with Joey
\U
.u
With
heat wave hurting, "Born Norfolk (16-18); Lyric, Richmond
at
the Faye slated to take over the lead
however.
"Gavden.”
Yesterday" grossed weak $10..500 (19-20).
Plymouth, failed to gain on second when Phil Silvers leaves May 31;
"Oklahoma!” (No. 1 Co.)— Pal- week and moved out following production may tour in the fall, a
Royal Alexandra (1,525).
.
»<’^(Pd at $3 60 top.
ace, Manchester '9-15); .And.. Rut- poor $5,000.
second company having already
With end of Toronto engage- land. Vt. (16-17); And.. Burlington
plaved over a .season.
Jean Parker bowed out for '18-19'; .And.. Barre '20-21'.
“KI.SS .Ale. Kate,” Century (19th
Smasheroo
‘Harvey’
ErCo.)
2
(No.
"Oklahoma!”
with Joan Morgan replac?
wk* (M-1.6.54; $6*. Went clean all
^8 for the Boston date.
langer. Buff (9-15); Karlton. Wilin Denver times, but some of the brokers had
$20,000
Community.
'16-18';
liamsport
to absorb tickets for the midweek
Denver. May 10.
Hershey (19-21*
‘OKLA!? IN WHITE PLAINS
and the standee trade
I.ocalite Mary Cliase’s "Harvey” matinee
Royal
Laughter"
“Present
White Plains. N. Y.. May 10.
mats
at the eased a bit; nearly $47,000.
two
and
nights
six
'9-15i;
in
Hanna.
Toronto
Alex..
this suburban town within the
Ear,” BroadhOrst '21st
“Lend
an
at
$20,500
capacity
did
Broadway
Cleve (17-22).
wk* (R-1.160, $6'. Sma.‘>h re\ iie was
». metropolitan
area will have
"Resperlful Prostitute”— Harri.*.. $3 top. last week.
first legit
Spike Jones did turnaway hiz in affected by the prevailing drop,
roadshow in about 40 Chi. (9-22).
"ben "Oklahoma!” opens at
Hart- a night and one mat, with 3.271 but plenty of profit at $28,500.
"sJtreelear Named Desire"
Em pin
“Life
With .Mother,”
6.(KM).voatf r
(9-15'; Mural, Jndpls. seats at $3 top. at the cits audi(’ol.
County Center m,’
80-.
Also
JO lor a week.
ituriuin. Gio-'^i was a .smash $8,500. (29th wk) (C-l,h82, $4
22 j.
vl
^

(9-11);

1

—

—

^ck

—

—

).

Minneapolis.

|

(

(

NEAT IIG

IN

MPLS

I

.

May

10.

Unseasonably hot weather, "lee
F'ollies" and night baseball competition couldn't stop "Man and
Superman” from hitting a fast
$11,000 pace for three nights and
a matinee at $3.60 top at the 1.900Critics spilled hrgh
seat Lyceum.
prai.se over Maurice Evans and his
.supporting

cast.

Show fidlowed

three-day stand with a
one-nighter.
Season still has two attractions
to go.
"Finian’s Rainbriw” comes
May 16 and “.A Streetcar Called
Desire” May 30. each for a week.
its

local

St

Paul

—

—
—

‘Inside

—

I

USA’ 27G, Cincy,
‘Streettar’

I

$25,300

Cincinnati. May 10.
"Inside If. S A." dropped the
curtain la.st week on Cincy 's legit
season with a pleasing near $27.000. in face of record early May
heat wave.
The 2.500-seat Taft
theatre was priced at $4.92 top,
the highest tariff locally, for nine

1

—

—

—

i

pel formancps.

"Streetcar Named Desire" played
the first half of the week here and
then moved to Toledo for the second half, getting $25,300 for the
eight

performances.

Drama

got

$22000 here the previous week.
had a $4 31 top.
Town had 15 week.s by 16
for a winning campaign

It

shown

Leo .MeDonald resident manager fur Shubeiis the past four seaYork
vons. returns to his New
lumie thiv week

.

.. . .

—

.

)

into a converted tenement on Third
avenue, N. Y., and becomes the unwilling host to two remarkable

K»v«

I'citg.v

army

of “cliaracters,” includ-

various stewpots from the
saloon downstairs, tiie uninhibited
landladdy, a sex-dippy gal from an
adjacent apartment, an attected
philanthropist and collector, an insurance salesman, the cop on the
performances.
beat and a rodent specialist from
the Rockefelled Institute. There’s
a wealth of farce material in the
.Sidney
Brun«»
uproar, but it’s never believable
New Staiies. Inc., prmiurtion of comedy and thus the humor doe.sn’t come
Fdward
in three mcIs (live scenes! by

.

Farrell

(ili^nda

.

tlihlxms

.

.

.

.

Kullon

I.ois

T«>m l.cwU
Richard Taher
William David

...
,

.

ing

>

F rancis Coiiipton

W'<»odrow C'rnpp
Francis X. Cihhinis

Rodia Dlhhons
Krnie “Horse”
Peart

small

,

Ward

Wvra

I

out of the piece.
John Root’s setting seems imotherwise
but
roomj
plausibly
atmtislends admirably tawdry
J/obe.
phere.
iCU)sed Saturday t7) o/fer fire

uiMMiinte*'

.

.

.

.

..

Wagner

.

.

.

.

and

Baglioni

.Mrs.

.

Fred Goodrich

.

.

.

.

.

.

The yarn

is

.

up

Broadway don

for a

script

a

.

show'

.

.

.

^

give a playgoer the fidgets. Robert
Gundlach's setting looks properly
Hohe.
seedy.
{Closed Saturday (7) after st.r

Kermit .Murdock
Wendell Holmes
..
Geoise Cotton
Arnold Robertson
.

.

Dill

.

.

.

performances

Stages, which drew' Broadway attention to Greenwich Village
season with “I..amp at Midla.st
night’’ and “The Respectful Prostitute.’’ winds up its disappointing
second season with a depressing
little item called “Bruno and Sid-

.

.

.

and

ob-

of William Saroyan’s most recent
play, “Don’t Go Away Mad,” which
was staged at the Master theatre.
N. Y.. for
iJerfonnanees,

(’haracter portrayal was far superior to the material. P. J. Sidney

WHAT MAKES SAMMY WHITE.
McOERMOrr

"Sammy Whit* is
that was

Th« Sun
Baltimor*

I

twenty years better."

is

Nl|<nal

and

a treat."

is

in •lafinn
curtain raiser. “When

l!%>Elflin|{

ELLIOTT NORTON
Botlon Potl
Botlon

"Sammy White

show

stole the

repeatI

edly."

I

,

I

ROBERT COLEMAN

"Sammy White

Daily Mirror

Now

Hear

Wlioii V«»u
I

"Sammy White

better than ever."

is

:

A one-act
You Hear the Signal.’’ and a three“Wedding in Japan,” both
new works, were put on by the
acter,

New

I
'

"There's one performance we're willing
. That's Sammy White's
dancing Frank."

ARTHUR SPAETH
Now*

to underwrite

SYDNEY J. HARRIS
Daily Now*

"Sammy White

.

.

takes

honors

first

in

Dramatic Workstiop

performances, ending Sunday <8'.
The opener, situating itself in a
city park and pivoting around a
.Mr. Jordanish sort of character, is

more captivating

the

of the two.
central role was ably porhy Marlin (.iarner, who,
iwith the aid of a telephone and a
park heneh, went about .solving the
problems of numerous pa.ssershy.

The

my

ilra.\ed

book."

Chicago

Scliooi’s

the President. N. Y., for .seven

at

York City

Clovoland
Clovoland

I

ROBERT GARLAND

"Sammy

Journal-Amorican
York City

Boat's' reasons for revival."

Now

WARD MOREHOUSE

White's 'Frank'

comedian

NORMAN CLARK

".

Now*-Po*t

—

"Sammy White

Tho Sun
Now York City

.

.

still

one of 'Show

is

j

the nimble dancing
has his skip and bounce."

Hollywood

Better than ever."

an infectious
eccentric hoofing

is

comedian whose

Roportor

I

in-

variably provides the highlight of his
EMILIA HOOEl
Tho

Now*

San

Franci«*ct»

"Top honors
White."

in

our opinion go to

Sammy

"Sammy * h o u d
open a (chool for
comic* and
hand
out scholarthip* to
•oma of th* ollagodly funny boy*
I

ju*t

a*

Whito
agilo,

funny,

a*

aulhontic,
ju*t

i«

juti

a*

|u«t

ond

yo«,

a* youthful

who
,

inflict

tham-

.

on un*u*parting nitary patron*
o*
comadion*."
•olvai

Ho'» o morvol."

RUSSELL

MocLAUCHLIN
Tho Now*

GEORGE
BOURKE

Dotroit

Tka Harold

<

Miomi

.\n intelligent understanding df
people was di.spla>ed hy author
David Mark, who assembled as
varied a collection of characters
as one could hope lo meet on a
stage. Performances on the whole
were given competent handling
Mill! an especially ne.tt portrayal
hy Robert (ribbons, as a down-and()ut

low

amiable performance."

“Sammy

:

Boltimoro'

"Sammy White

old timer.

.\s the main entry. “Wedding in
Japan” optmed with an interesting
first act. simmered dov\n lo mediocrilv
at
the midway mark and

up|)ed lo a strong final curTed Pollack has writ leu an
understanding and sympathetic
drama about a Negro GI stalioiu'd
in .lapan who is confronted with
a bigoted while lieutenant
f'lay's
lack ot action and weak .second act
make it Implausible for Broadway,
(lien
tain.

hut nevertheless the drama is a
meritorious one though similar lo
the film “Home of the Brave” in
theme.
(’ourl martial proceedings In the
third ad supplied the play with its
most exciting moments and also

"Thankf for two of th* happiest years of

my

$432 per month
under its budget for the fiscal year
ending March 31 ... Leo Rose,
manager for “Where’s Charley?”
is convalescing at home after leav-

agers operated

at

John McInthe hospital
tyre. Shubert press rep in Boston,
showing his bride the Broadway
ing

.

.

.

TboNkt

HollYwood

to

Gena

Mann

for

Greek

Thearre,

offer.

Represented by

MATTY ROSEN

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood, May

7.

Actocs* Lab production nf drama la
three act* b.v I.e* Pine. Direcled hv Mor-

Sam

and

t'arnovsk.v

ri*

Gai.v:

.seUini;s,
.\<-ior*'
l.ali
(i.
'4M; $150

Doris Karnes.
Opened al
Playhouse. Hollywood, May
'

top.

Mel

Peter Vir;{o
.Knijela Clarke

Ma
.Sylvia

.

.

Klamire Pme

.

Kobliie

Norman

,

Klanore
Stanley
Bei nice

Harry

lerrv Pari*
Phillip Pine
M:!cyle Pine

.

David W'olfe
icelv Browne

.

l

.

.

.Xrthui

Si

Tex
Marue
Herb

F.dwin Max
Hatanide*

lohn

Sniithall

.Marlm'ie Steele

Herb

.lacon*

Latest in a series of Aettus’ Lab
tryouts, this new I,es Pine script
has the elements, hut they haven’t
been fused properly. And w'hil*
the welding job won’t necessarily

.

More of a portrait than a pl.-iy,
Guthrie MeClintic’s production
drama. the characters are limned with
Rosemary
Casey’s
“Mother Hildebrand.” on Broad- bold strokes. Some unfortunately

weaken the overall pielure considerably, the playwright displaying an occasional and irritating tendency to lapse into glowing rhetoric that is out of place in his
characters.
Single-.setter Is located in Chicago, where a mother and her two
grown sons tensely await a visit
from the domineering father who
Lawrence I.angner, co-director deserted them years ago. and from
of the Theatre (tuild. enters the the third .son who fled to join him
Hospital for Joint Diseases, N. Y., in California more recently. The
visit renews the family feud as the
this
week.
Nothing serious
Playwright-editor Charles MacAr- father seeks to lure liie remaining
thur is in I.enox Hill hospital, two sons from their molher'.s side.
He loses after a hectic day, the
N. Y., with a stomach ailment
Watson Barratt left last week for son.s choosing a life of “nourishment
for the soul” against mor#
St. I.ouis, where he’ll be designer
ines warmly
and production assistant on the tangible benefits. At
Muny Opera season
Robert human, at times harslil.v brulal, the
Whitehead sails next week for a script sustains interest despite its
two-month vacation in Kurope. His weak points.
Program credits diiection to
partner, Oliver Rae, w'ill also leave
soon for a FUiropean trip.
Pair Morris (’arnovsky and Sam Gary,
have dropped plans lo present Jo- dual chore apparently responsible
seph Srhildkraiit on
Broadway for fluctuating performances. Most
next fall in a dramatization of even job is turned in l>\ Kdwin
Max as the barsli. materialistic
“The Trial.”
Joan Chandler takes over the father. Peter Virgo is good as the
femme lead in “Where’s Charley?” eldest son. with Angela (’laike hilas
with the start of the new season, ling moments of great sincerity
June 1. She succeeds Allyn Mc- the mother. Jerry Paris. Philip
plea.se.
Pine
also
David
Wolfe
and
Lerie, who’s going into the title
set is
part in the new Robert F. Sher- Doris Karnes’ living-room
Kay.
wood-lrviiig Berlin musical. “Miss swell.
Liberty”
Leora Dana and Ray
Maskers
Revive Ohio State
W'alston won the C’larence Der('olumluis. ()., May 19. '
went awards for he.st non-feat ured
After an aljsenee of 10 years
performances of the sea.son, for
Scarlet Mask. Ohio Stale U.’s alltheir
respective
portrayals
in
"Madwoman of Chaillot" and male dramulie soeiet.i, has been
“Summer and Smoke"
Arthur revived and announces “Howdy
Lesser, producer of "Along Fifth Slrangerl” as Its first musical pro.\vetiue." has announced that he duction, May 25-2fi.
will put Into rehear.sal July 25 a
new musical tilled “BolTola.” with
hook hy Don .Appell and music and
lyrics by .Milton Pascal and Phil
Sherrick.
jtossr
in the fall
S. N. Behrman
returned to N. Y. from the Coa.sl,
l.unts are trying out his
“1 Know My Love.” for the TheHenry Senber, wlio
atre Cluild
will pressagent the Starlight Operetta season at Dallas this summer, will go out ahead of the
“Death of a Salesman” road company in the fall.

way

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

moH Cl

L

•Ml officers of 1'heatrical Protective Union. Ijical
stagehands,
1,

negotiating with Barrie Stavis for
musical comedy adaptation of the
latter’.s new
novel “Home Sweet

the limited s|)ace.

Home Town Honors Brown

Home"

Holgate. O.. M.iv 10

('omedian

Joe

K.

Brown

will

leave his role in “Harvev" in
Toronl(», on May 28, in order lo he
guest oi honor in Holgate. the
villiige of his birth, when that town

leaves

Reginald

Friday

il3i

Denenholz

for

Mid* fram yo ir
Unsurpjiied

of

“Respectful

neji’ .* (x

m

n*

P

'

*

R«10*:
f Id

MjH Pfwtos

»M9

(5 1 7

)

155 pe 1000

p«t 100.

13G

po 1000

Movnltd EnlKetnoots

•

(Na Ntfitiii Chjfti on 2

Made by

J. J.

P®stcj(d$ »73

w

Kriegsniann. The

Photographs Grace Bdltjoard

P«

"W

USS

30i40

more)

Mac
s

Wtiost

Covers

Plan HI2M,

uifvmr

Mrir York

19. R-

WE DELIVER WHAT WE ADVERTJSE

(Chicago,

where he’ll pressagimt the l.assor
H, Grosherg-New Stages presentation

PHOTOS

NO NCGATIVE CHARGE- NO EXTRAS
24 HOUR SERVICE ON REQUEST

a

career."

SAMMY WHITE
P.

cut

.Monilnv^N

.

.

showed (iff .some good directorial were re-elected at the annual
work hy ('houteau Dyer. Michi meeting Sunday (Hi in New York.
Okomoto was properly naive as a They include Joseph Dwyer, presiwell hied Japanese girl, while C’arl dent; George Fitzgerald, vieepresiCanegala was fair as the Negro dent; George C. McDowell, secresoldier, loseph Sargent’s portraval tary;
John J. (iarvey, ’financial
of the prejudiced lieutenant had all secretary-treasurer, and Solly Perthe projuM vehemence. Setting hy nick ajid John Ciood.son. husine.ss
Sl.in Sehwager was functional de- agents
Dwight Deere W’imaii is
s|iite
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The customary Saroyan “cliarm”

Harold- Amaricon

Sim

in the proy.
faring verv badly
here. As result the cast lias
been
cut in salary, with stars taking
$bo
per week till better times. And
If
that is not visible shortly, play
will

but

inces,

par.

notal)ly those given by Victor Bar-

is lost in the grimness atu^'-ealism
of the di'eaded cancer germ.

"Everybody will say Sammy is good
everybody but me: Til say he's great."

ASHTON STEVENS

Dark-

Slarrina

Jean

fell.

Jay Barney, Richard Venture
and Marshall Flaum, were above

"Sammy White

()t

Lyric,

Samuel
writer Wolfie Gilbert
French acquired amateur rights to
Herman Wouk’s “The Patriot” for
royalties.
plus
advance,
$7,500
Fileen
Heekart joined cast of
Broadway production of the mel- result in a script that lias great
or
film
po.ssibl lilies,
replacing Jean Hagen, who Broadw’ay
ler,
w'ent lo the Coast on a Metro con- "Monday’s Heroes” could succeed
olYei ing.
as
or
strawhal
a
stock
tract
Grace George will star

copped top thesping honors in a
superlative performance as a cancerous Negro who finds happiness
in having an unabridged dictionary
read lo him. Other performances.

as funny as he ever
very funny."

was and

DONALD KIRKLCY

the

.

.

ers of the Israel air foi'ce, is "riling a play. “Destination Israel,”
which Claire Leonard and (’arl
Unheard-of
(’owl will agent
note in union linancing; the Assn,
of Theatrical l*ress .Agents & Man.

tediousness

Verbosity,

.scurily are the prevailing features

i

F.

“Power

is

.

^

DvoUr
CUvalond

at

Stewart Granger and
mons, play did big biz

and vaude-nitery accounts
week, with entire
Robert Garland w'as speaker Saturday night <7' at the City ('lub.
Harold Fills LivCleveland
ingston. one of the original 10 fly-

git

a stock-company weight. For if the ferent Broadway managements, in- melange of patients who discour.se sights this week.
yarn is incredible, the heavy- cluding George Abbott, is a farce on everything from racial prejudice
“Prophet Without Honor.” by
handed uerformance accentuates it. by Kdward Caulfield which should lo love and hale. Formation of the screen and radio writer Doris GilKxcept for Glenda Farrell, w'ho is be funny but isn’t. It’s about a three acts is out of the ordinary in bert, will be presented during
direct and plausible in the more or young historical writer w'ho moves their running time of 55. 90 and 20
lime at the Pasadena playhouse.
minutes, respectively,
daughter of .song
.Aullioress
is

Plain

nes.s,”

Little

ney” Since this play, it was hoped,
the play, a humorless thug with a would olYset the earlier mishaps
quaint concept of gallantry. With and. both financially and psychotwo
several dozen minor variations, that logically. redeem the season, its Sunday-Monday (8-9i, by the Abbe
serves as plot.
failure is particularly discouraging. Practical Workshop. C’entering bis
This time, George Abbott’s cele“Bruno and Sidney,’’ which was action in a cancer ward of a public
brated comic touch seems to have held at various times hy .several dif- hospital. Saroyan has as.semljled a

WM.

help.

t
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New

believe that her
three hoodlum .sons are more than
mi.schievous boys. On the very day
that she accepts her Milquetoast
suitor,
her two oldest darlings
break out of jail and arrive home
with the one amusing character in
can't

line

.

{
‘

....

on icer Feeney
Dr. Schumann

mama

about a doting

.

.

Paul
loan Tompkins

'.•

evening.

Legit

10.
c
Sudden
heatwave and a disat*.
pointing governmeni budget
is naT
helping show biz in-ihe West
Fnd
with
only the
iwognized |)ii«
making the grade. Fven
names’

Sylvia Davis

....
Joan
curtain lines with goofy situations' Carlyle Brokaw
Ml

.

come off.
manages a few modulated lines as
Kiic Maschwitz’s “Belinda Fair”
Horace Greeley McNab, former
a good-humored rumbum. and Joan
Tompkins is acceptable in a road agent, has joined the Frances musical at the Saville. is the same
Mann straight bit. But the others tend to Kaye publicity office to handle le- Sliow is lo.sing nearly $2,000 per

Jimmy

Malloy
Hyacinth
Doctor

and jokes. But as comedy it n<‘ver
jells, so it all adds up to a dismal

.

.

Lester l.oneiKan. Jr.
Salem Ludwiic

Brackman

Glickman and Joseph Stein, the
play has what might be a hilarious
premise and Is crammed to the

Billy RedKeld
Athena l.orde
June Prud’homme
Kdytbe Wood

......

.

.

Allenby

Pe»:({.v

.

Mins Lacey
Mi.4s Glass
Hester Stanley.
Gallutiher

London

albums
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Direrlcd by Philip I.oeb; netCaulfield.
At
tloK and li^htinic. Robert (iundlach.
New Stages. N. V., May 3. ’49: t:i lop.

The work of two exgagmen named Will

who simply

Recording’s “South
as presents for
Sidney Kingsley
friends
taken office space in tlie Hud.son
“ DetecN. Y.. w here liis
t heal re.
Stanley
tive Story" is playing
Gilkey due back yesterday iTues.i
from a quick trip to Hollywood to

lumhia

cific”

Backers of
in the fall
“Kiss Me, Kate” received another
$7J.0()0 return this week, bringing
the payment to $193,000 on the
off.
Jean Ta$180,000 investment
Under Philip Loeb’s emphatic di- chau. dancer in “Kate,” will be
reel ion the performance is praclie- married Saturday n4> at her home
Billy Redfield has in Louisville lo Richard Haas, as'ally frenzied.
only occa.sionally relaxed moments sistant to John
Wilson, director
as the young w’riter, Salem Ludwig of the .sliow

;

Ray Walston
Royal Dano
Helen .Mayon

As the next-to-last gasp of an
expiring season, George Abbott has
brought to town a desperately
mirthless farce called “Mrs. Gibbons’ Boys.’’
pert radio

Michael Todd, producer of
the Girls Go.” ordered 50 of

I

Kda^aid .\ndrovvs
Richard Carlvle

11 , 19|9

Heatwave Wilts

1

mice. Bruno and Sidney.
When it develops that one of the
extranpous role of lie aunt,
mice is seven years old and thus
Uenerales
who
and Hoyal Dano,
wort li $20,000 to
laughs by his intense seiiousnt‘ss, presumably
the place is invaded by a
the cast generallj overacts the fun science,
less

fieorg^ Ahliott prortufliiiii nf romedv In
thrne aflu l».v Will (ilifkinati and .losepli
Kealuiex l.nls Boltini. (Jletida FarSti'in.
Siaijed bv Oeoree
roll. Francis CnmiiUMi
Ablxnt: .setting; aii<l liKliting. -lohn Hoot;
Hoheii l.hud. At Miisii'
t'i>stuini*ii, John
Bok. N. V., May 4. Wd; »4 ftO top (Stf

Rudy. Cihhon.s .. ..
Mr. Rausch
Cole*
I.xster MacMichapli
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Ahno Lacasta

Prostitute"

and “Hope Is the Thing.”
Michael Higgins returns to New
fde!>--!tes “Joe K. Br(»\\n Dav" on York May lb’ from
a 28.000 mile
Ma.\ JO.
tour of “Brigadoon” '(jlaying .left
Blown will dedicate a stadium D(»uglassi for VeltMans Hospital
n.imed tor liim on Lliat da>.
Caoip Shows.

Bmne and

Sidney
Favorifn Sfrong**

Leonard and Cowl
516

Fifth Avn.. N. Y.
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7-6711
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appendectomy

Ben Henry, British chief;
Monte Goldman, French sales manHarold DudofT, Puerto
and
ager

25 years;

Broadway

London

Columbia

Hollywood

pital.

Advertising man Norman Burk,
Cus Schilling hospitalized for
Harry Alan Towers back from 91 former WCAE salesman, coming
‘
Adah and Ted Lewis’ 33d anni Rican rep.
major surgery.
four week round-the-world trip.
around all right in hospital after
Versary today (Wed.>.
Barbara Bates laid up with
m.c.’s a layout inCaesar
holiday
Sid
on
Littlers
Prince
The
^
critically ill.
being
GAC.
with
Monica
virus
Damone,
infection.
formerly
Vic
Esta Silsbee,
eluding
to the south of France for two
Dorothy Scott, local actress who
Raymond Massey limping on°
appointed Hotel Plaza’s asst, pub- Lewis, Joey Adams, Joe Laurie, W0cks«
was a regular at Pittsburgh PlayLeslie Brothers.
Jr., Alan Dale,
licity director.
‘Death of a Salesman” opens at house for a decade up unHl this “Barricade” set at Warners.
Robert Alda in town after tour
Phoenix late July, with Paul year, ha, ^en .Igned for
Film star James Stewart in Myra Kim, Carol Bruce, Smith and
^uni heading the ca.st.
Gotham for a short stay and then Dale, Basil Rathbone, Harry Hershsummer stock season at Elitch s
Mervin Houser and Steve Brooks
Curbelo rhumba band,
Byron Haskin here to direct Gardens, Denver.
to Indiana, Pa., to visit his family. field, Jose
checked into Warners’ flackery
Alpert, and Valida Snow,
Disney’s all-live version of
Walter Ellabv export manager Mickey
Drama League of Pittsburgh will
Joe Blumenfeld in the Mayo
R. L, Stevenson’, "Treasure Is-! give a dinner for member Rosefrom at
of Alexander
®
—clinic for kidney operation.
«
«
—J
Madison Square
land.”
Lonto
trip
business
ploywiisht,
&t
weeks’
three
iiiiiry Cflscyt locftl
Roliind Youns In frewn n v ^
(12) night.
row
Georfee
and
George
Robey
don.
University Club next Tuesday < 17 >: ^^ded
scenes
"The* Wj'l
Formby expect to go to America celebrating
Christopher Lovir.”
$5,000
Marilyn Maxwell, who’s been on
television
series
of
shortly
to
do
Award which she won for her pla^
a p.a. tour through eastern key
Robei*t Rvan will b® onoct
t
Cannes
shows.
Mother Hildebrand.” Drama about U
cities, left for the Coast yesterday
Welfare* “Ppcai
Appeal
Robert Henderson is reviving life
ifo in
in a
A mlHwPKfprn
ffirls college
colleae
mldwestern girls
By Margaret Gardner
ITues.i.
dinner May 18
Grimm”
for
Peter
of
“The
Return
has been picked up by Producer
Jean-Paul Sartre vacationing at
A. Pam Blumenthal returned
E. R. (Ted) Lewis, board chairGuthrie McClintic as a starrer for from financial huddles with
D’Ail. near Monaco.
man of Decca of Britain, scheduled Cap
eastFans, on luces May 30.
Mnrtv Sthwartr.
Schwartz off to Paris
Grace George (Mi's. William A. ern bankrollers.
Marty
to arrive on the Queen Elizabeth
dickering to take
Brady) next season.
lap of return voyage
first
William Perlberg leaves for Gertoday (Wed.).
musical
Stratford,”
From
Kid
America.
many in June to supervise work
Arthur Askey, to
stars
Mrs. Jack Warner and Leonard
Storfer, associate editor which
on “Quartered City.”
Hammond, g.m. for Fox Movietone of Mickey
Australia for the fall.
Dell Publications’ “Radio AlNed Depinet in town for week
LisboD
new
Dog,”
About
a
"A
Man
In France, due in today (Wed.) on
bum,” honeymooning in Cannes.
of huddles with Howard Hughei
Coppel, replaces
the America.
By Lewis Garyo
Riviera Chamber of Commerce. thriller by Alec
Sid Rogell at RKO,
After a month of studio huddles.
Peggy Astor, English dancer, and
Vrvino tn pvniain ‘‘iinii<»ual” the Ballets de Paris return visit at
Dane Clark and Eddie Bracken
Universal British foreign chieftain
back in Lisbon to appear at the
Sf daily
daUv Princes theatre May 17.
Phenomenon of two weeks of
signed to tour for the 'freasury
Ben Henry will vacation at Pebble rain.
Bernard Delfont’s musical farce, 'Teatro Avenida.
Department’s bond drive.
in
Beach before returning June 4 on
Piero Bemardon has taken anRicky Astrlc, artistic director of “Hat in the Air,” tries oi|t
Max Opuls leaves for Paris
the Queen Mary.
Birmingham for four weeks begin- other 12 months’ lease of Lisbon
the Monte Carlo Sporting Club,
June 1 to direct the legiter, “Death
Gigi now managing all the Hotel
coming
to
ning
before
June
6
Variedades.
Teatro
of
off to New York to lineup
of
a Salesman,” in French.
sucgreat
Plaza restaurants besides maitre American beauties for the Summer London.
Charles Girls are a
Merian C. Cooper in from Hono.
d’ing the Rendezvous Room which,
“Summer in December,” James cess in the new revue produced
where his partner, John Ford,
Vicomedy,
Maria
because of its click, is being kept
light
domestic
Liggat’s
the
at
Mateus
Rosa
by
Louis Sterling, grand old
is recuperating from illness.
open all summer.
granddaddy of British disc inter- now in its eighth week at the Com- toria theatre.
Shirley Temple and her baby
Larry Parks and actress-wife ests (Columbia Phonograph, etc.) edy with business showing marked
Maria Matos, top Portuguese
Betty Garrett in from Coast over back to London after a week in upward trend.
character actress, had to leave the will pose for a picture to tee off
the weekend for few weeks’ stay. Cannes with his wife.
Producer Anthony Skene, direc- cast of the Teatro Nacional due to 'Treasury Department’s bond sale
drive.
Films,
He just completed Columbia’s
tor
of
newly-formed
Jason
a heart attack.
favorite
Bar,”
“Blue
Felix’s
Jeanne Crain will be gue.st of
•‘Jolson Sings Again.”
Francisco Ribeiro, leading Pordrinking spot of Americans in oiT to select locations in Spain for
Robert Garland, N. Y. Journal Cannes, being tom down to make unit’s first pic, “Fandango,” w’hich tuguese producer, planed to Rio de honor at annual convention of the
Association for Advancement of
Lear”
“King
will
produce
to
be
shot
there.
Janeiro
Jor a new building to house
Joao Vil- Colored People in N. Y. next
the Cleveland City Club dinner the September Film Festival.
Colleen Browning, set decora- and “Macbeth” there.
month.
Saturday (7) where he spoke on
George Rosen, Variety radio tor at Denham studios, 31 years, laret will play the title parts.
songstress,
Brazilian
Horacina,
general state of the theatre.
editor, accompanied by> producer leaves for America June 8 to
Sam Eckman,. Jr., Metro’s British Ted Cott, guest at the Maurice marry Geoffrey Wagner, univer- after her run of the show contract with Teatro Variedades. Lischief, currently in the U. S. on a chevalier’ radio show, during a sity professor and writer.
Chicago
homeoffice yjsit, has recovered three-day stay on the Riviera,
Proposal to bar distribs M'hose bon, will plane to Cairo for a
Chicagoan Ted Briskin, husband
product is televised is to be dis- thre month date in Egypt
from a recent illness and is out of
starring
of
Ballet
Co.,
Betty
Hutton,
Opera
two-week
Paris
checked into
cussed by the general council of
town w'ith his wife on a
2^
A1
tr ^1
A
r
Kalioujny, Presbyterian
Alexandre
hospital for surgery.
the Cinematograph Exhibitors Serge TLifar,
vacation.
Paris
Yvette Chauvire,
Bozzani,
Gladys Swarthout in town conAssn, at its meeting in London to- Max
N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony
Beix
Maxima
By
de
Micheline
ferring
with
Lycette Darsonval and
Walt Schw'lmmer
morrow (11).
conducted by Leonard Bernstein,
(33 blvd. Montparnasse)
Cecil Landeau’s first postwar Bardin, will appear at the San about doing longhair disk jockey
will play a “Music Under the Stars”
Bob Harley prepping trip to revue, “Sauce Tartare,” preems Carlos theatre, Lisbon, May 10-24. turn.
concert for the American Fund for
Cimarro Swedish Ballet left PorJames Dobson, last seen here in
at the Cambridge May 16 with
jPalestinian Institutions at Ebbets Mexico.
John B. Nathan currently in Claude Hulbert, Zoe Gail, Renee tugal for Cairo where it will ap- “Watch on Rhine,” succeeds Bob
Field June 16.
Houston, Robert Frankau, Muriel pear for two months at the Hel- Hutton in male lead of “Mr.
Ray Bolger, after “Where’s Germany.
Cveorge Keaton and family to Smith and Mariana.
mies Palace hotel. Then a month Adam.”
Charley?” run is completed, has a
Ina Clair Birkett, actre.ss with
George Formby’s gross at Hip- at the Cosmopolitan hotel, Bierut,
commitment at Warner Bros, for Germany.
Leonard Sillman giving Paris podrome, Manchester, a Stoil’s followed by Casinos of San Remo Uptown Players, penned film con
another picture, following “Silver
house, was $13,200 week of April and Campione (Italy) until the fall, tract under new name of Brianne
Lining” (Marilyn Miller biopic) shows the o.o
CBS’s Frank Stanton lunched 25, topping Martha Raye’s record
Birkett.
w ith June Haver and himself.
Polish screen and stage actress
of $12,000, and setting a 15-year
Bob Kriendler and Jerry Berns, by French top politicos.
Marian Anderson packing them record for the house,
Helen Kitajewicz here for lead in
of the 21 Club management, makWasbington
“Sweethearts.” staged by Polish
ing tbeir first European pleasure in at Palais de Chaillbt for two re“Christ
in
Concrete.”
which
Florence
S. Lowe
By
Theatre Guild.
jaunts tbls summer. As an Army
Edward Dmytryk is here to direct
...
Louis Bromfield guest speaker
Ilya Lopert to Italy, whence will for Nat Bronsten, has been reJune Allyson. femme star in
officer, Kriendler was in the Far
return in time to meet his wife named “Give Us This Day.” Bonar at. Oliio day celebration last week. “Stratton Story” in town for buildEast but never on the Continent.
off
Loew topper Carter Barron
on film, and also making rounds
Gov. Ellis Amall, prez of SIMPP, in Paris.
up
Colieano has been added to cast.
to Nova Scotia for a week’s fish- of vet hospitals.
Chilean femme toreador Con- Sam Wanamaker is starred.
got Rockefeller Center quarters
ing.
Louis,
for the indie producers assn, by chita Clntra getting plenty frontJoe
ex - heavyw’eight
Year-old dispute between the
Lionel Standee current head- champ, bought
the simple expedient of phoning page publicity.
into swank PershBritish
Broadcasting Corp. and
Continental Fox pub ad chief the Musicians Union on outside liner at Cross Roads, local road ing Hotel, southside Chi, and W'ill
Nelson
Rockefeller direct
and
•
asking for the first available space. Gulio Ascarelli engaged to Leslie broadcasts has been settled. Union nitery.
make his home there.
Guy Lombardo inked for a beneIda (Mrs. Eddie) Cantor out of Lindsley of Dallas.
Illinois Home and Aid Society
agreed to iT- fee of $5 for each
March of Time’s Gilbert Comte musician with an additional $4 fit at nearby Alexandria. Va. on will sponsor opening perfoi*mance
Cedars of Lebanon hosp, L.A., and
May 20.
back to their Palm Springs house to Belgium to shoot an ECA short when rehearsal is necessary.
of Olsen and Johnson’s “FunzapopLawrence Tibbett, here for bene- pin” at Chi stadium May 13.
arrival
of
Richard de
for a recuperative rest. Comedian’s before
When Larry Adler finishes in the
p.a., is shopping for a sponsor
wife picked up a virus flu on her Rochemont.
Hyman Zahl vaudeville unit, he fit
Joey Bishop, new comic who
Lawyer Jean Rapoport skedding heads for the continent for a series for a pop TV opera show.
recent N.Y. trip and it bedded her
to
came
up from Vine Gardens
..
,
.
Jose Iturbi, Je.ssica Dragonette
p.
„
a trip to U. S. regarding recent of concerts arranged by
for a spell.
Costantine and Hotel Shoreham orch made it
„„
Ben Grauer contrlbbing his serv- French court decisions on pro- Kougoulsky. He will do two In
give up
follow- doctor’s orders and L
a musical birthday for President
ices as narrator for a documentary ducers vs. technicians rights.
Paris, one In Brussels and several
biz.
Truman at party tossed for boss showshort tagged “For Us the War Goes
in Scandinavia, returning to Paris
Ernie Byfield, owner of Hotel
by Attorney General Tom Clark.
On.” Clip deals with mutilated war
for a couple more.
Sherman, may take over general
Minneapolis.
children of Italy who’ll receive the
John Sutro’s Ortus Films, which
management duties, as well as reproceeds. Arturo To.scanini’s son,
brought over Mario Soldati to ditain presidency of corporation if
By Les Rees
Portland, Ore.
Walter, heads the project.
Jay Jones, now- on leave of abEdyth Bush Little Theatre offer rect its pic, “Her Gangster HusVera-Ellen visiting here for the ing “John Loves Mary.”
band.” with Robert Newton to star,
Reiss Bros, at Amato’s Supper .sence, doesn’t return.
first time since she was plucked
Mel Arvin Trio with Gypsy supported by Glynis Johns and Club.
out of a Broadway musical five Edwards now at Frolics.
Margaret Rutherford, has been
Count Basie band at McEIroy’s
years ago for a Goldwyn contract.
Johnny “Scat” Davis band play- held up due to Miss Johns not lik- Ballroom.
San Francisco
She’s in for publicity on “Love ing return date at Dome.
ing her part. Sutro is now trying to
Eddie Peabody headlining CloHappy,”
Lester
Cowan’s Marx
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace J?et Stuart Granger and Jean Sim- ver Club bill.
- By Ted Friend
Bros. pic, in which she’s co-starred. has Marc Ballero, Con.solo & Melba nions for leads.
Helen Traubel at Civic Auditoth#
doing
Brooks
Atkinson
William H. Pine (& Thomas), and Wayne Gregg orch.
Hum for one niter.
Seven Hills.
Paramount producer, left New
Jerry Colonna and Harmonica
Smiley Burnette in town prior
John Steinbeck here to complete
York Sunday (8) for Atlanta to join Rascals follow Mel Torme and Jean
to starting one-night stands.
new novel.
Germany
Dan Duryea in a personal appear- Carroll into Club Carnival,
“Ice Follies of 1949” inked into
Lena Horne at Venetian Room
Volk returned from Portland Ice Arena for May.
ance trek in behalf of the P & T
Joe E. Brown in special appear- . Hilde
of Fairmont hotel.
merica.
Eddie f itzpatrick orch set
film, “Manhandled.” Duo slated to ances with the Red Wing, Minn.,
Dorothy Shay inked into Mark
Allan Jones and wife Irene Her- for Oregon State College dance
cover Bo.ston, Buffalo, Detroit and Women’s Glee Club for two nights.
Hopkins for four weeks.
t.
j
^ .
May 13.
New York.
Successfully
sponsoring
radio
Harry Owens orch into Mural
n
f
Der Ruf,
Rut,
The Chailenge
Ice F'ollies of 1949 set for Port- Room of the St. Francis.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Mrs. libel act exempting radio stations
ii
R*** ’'"- Eritz land Ice Arena for 13 days starting
Wendell Willkie. James A. Fariey. from damages for defamatory will be premiered in Berlin.
ABC execs Robert E. Kintncr
Kortner
holds
down
No. 1 role.
May 24.
Dr. Ralph J. Bundle, Robert Sher- broadcasts unless it’s proved “due
and Robert H. Hinckley in for
U.S. pianist Webster Aitken givTommy Turner and Colleen KGO-TV debut.
wood, Fannie Hurst, Helen Hayes. care” was not exercised in preing a series of concerts in the U.S. Carpenter
Ralph Bellamy, Tallulah Bankhead venting the
at
(.'al-Ore
club in
broadcasts.
South
Billie
Holiday set for Tivoli
and Billy Rose have made record- Dakota Broadcasters A.ssn. spent Zone for both American and Ger- Klamath Falls.
vaude date May 11 with narcotic
Del Courtney orch set to open trial set for Superior Court May
ings for ’Round-the-World Town $1,553.40 lobbying at recent legis- man audiences.
Albert
Florath
signed
bv Wa’i.er .Stmimer season at Jantzen BallMeeting, to help raise funds for lative session,
Koppel for leading role in “Fate room .May 6. Jimmy Zito to follow, 19.
the venture.
Alfred Frankenstein. Chronicle
From Second Hand.” a REAL proToday (Wed.) is Irving Berlin’s
long-hair critic, heads own weekly
duction.
Wolfgang Staudte is dibirthday and, as a surprise, Ellin
musical
commentary program over
recting.
Berlin fixed up an out-of-the-way
‘This is
Buenos Aires
KNBC.
Marianne Hoppe named for
rustic cabin on their Lew- Beach
Amedeo Nazzari off to native
Conttnurd from paze 1 j
leading role in play. “Barbara
retreat in the Catskills as a den
and workshop for the song.smith. mer Gl’s, rehabilitation of disabled Blomberg.” slated for its debut in Italy on holiday.
Veteran
actress
Hedy Crilla
Dubliu
Incidentally, his “Miss Liberty” veterans and Americanism. Pro- Du.sseldorf. Director will be Hans
opening film arting academy.
goes into rehearsal this v'cek ceeds would be given to Legion’s Schalla.
By Maxwell Sweeney
Miguel Brunetti, 17 years with
under Mo.ss Hart’s direction,
rehabilitation program for disabled
V’incent Scally named new stage
Metro, appointed Eagle Lion sales
C’ecil Bernstein, of the Granada vets, and pic would follow if
stage
manager for Longford Productions.
chief.
Pittsburgh
Theatres (England), to Bermuda production is a success
Eamon Andrews to Newcastle to
Mexican song.stress Elvira Rios
tor a fortnWU before returning
B.V
Hal
Cohen
Hl.in oall.s' for cast niade up ensigned again by Embassy nitery rejoin Joe Loss show as quizniastei.
June 4 on the Queen Mar.v. Sidney ,jre|y of veterans, to he seleeted
Harry Koch. WB theatre mana- and Belgrano web.
Geraldine Fitzgerald in fi'ooj
in
Bern.stein. ilia brother-partner m
Argentine actress Juanita Sujo N. Y. on three-week vacation wuii
,oient seareh. aecord- ger, to Hollywood for vacation.
the British circuit, and partner
Tim Herbert coming back in feted before returning to legit in parents.
ing to O’Neil. Prinz would direct.
«
, t
with Alfred Hitchcock in TransFrank Robbins, secretary of irisn
Suggested titles are “This Was tlie summer opera for a role in " Wiz- Venezuela tlieatres.
atlantic Pictures, is taking care of
ard of Oz.”
Sigwart Kusiel, Columbia’s I..at- cinema and theatre workers’ union,
Army,’’ “This Is America” and
matters back in London.
I*aul
Koerner, Ankara maitre, in-American supervisor, in B.A. back from U. S.
Universal’s board chairman J. “Days After Victory.”
bought home in Brentwood to be from Rio de Janerio.
W. P, Ryan, biz manager for tn*
Proposal w-as favorably received
Cheever Cow-din and foreign dept,
closer to job.
Italian warbling trio of Lezeano Catholic Stage Guild, sails tor
by
Legion
execs,
who
referred
it to
chief Joseph H. Seldelman joined
Peter Fernandez and .A1 Ram.sen, sisters back at Radio Mundo after N. Y. Ibis month on vacation,
forces Friday (6) to tender a a sub-committee for further studv. two of youngsters in “Cijy Across successful Chil«an tour.
Lord Longford reelected prexy
luncheon to several visiting Uni- I-eglon headquarters here has been River/* here plugging pictuvu.
Director Leon Klimovsky to of the Actors’ Church Unlon^
versal
exec* Including Murray open to suggestions on an AmeriBemie Armstrong. KDKA musi- Spain to shoot sequences for “La Abbey playwright Lennox RoDinWelner, U studio manager for past can show for several years.
cal director, underwent emergency Guitarra de Carlos Gartlel.”
son Is vice-prexy.
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1882, probably his best
position was “Always
I

OBITUARIES

,

Mother.” He appeared
and later in stork and

field

the

in

midwest.

He

.served

Maeterlinck 86. several terms as prez of the Motion
count Maurice
Picture Theatre Owners Assn, of
L/i Relaian poet and playwright.
villa on the St. Louis, and at time of death was
hia
rflSav 6 in
honorary
chairman of the board of
He r««n‘iy Pub- Theatre Owners
French Riviera.
of America.
In
book of
lilhPd an autobiographical
both offices he had done much for
Bub“Blue
entitled
the betterment of exhibition field.
ku memoira
B«d^ often referred to as the
WliJJAM WEST. SR.
he was probgian .Shakespeare.”
William West, Sr., retired vaude
in the U. S. for
known
best
ably
perfurmer,
died of a heart ailment
Blue
“The
fantasy,
idyllic
his
at Bradford, N. H., May 3.
Until
it was the reveSird” Ironically,
of that four years ago. West worked with
version
film
the
nue from
the
Willie,
West
McGinty
vaude
&
he
succored him when

ELMAN

‘

niav that

SS fowl

act.
Hi.s place in the team is nowy,»«
taken by nis son, William West, Jr.
pf
invasion of his native

t®

Hitler’s

tn

Henri Elman, 57. died of a heart
ailment in Wesley Memorial hos-

May

Chicago,

pital.

He was

5.

chief barker of the Variety Club of

i

Tent 1026.

111.,

He was

a pioneer in the film disbusine.ss in Chicago for

(’'ibuting

40 years, operating Capitol Film
Co. and Henri Elman Enterprises.
Survived by wife.

HYMAN GARFINKEL
Hyman Garfinkel, 69, former
theatre owner, died at his home in
N. Y., May 8.
He maintained an
interest in the Jewish theatre and

at one time owned and operated
West was boim in England and the Lyric theatre, former Yiddish
came to this country in 1923. Turn show hou.se In Brooklyn.
Sui-vived by wife, two daughters
Meli- Pjayod many Broadway .shows in-

World War
country in the Inst
\mong the myriad of his earlier
writings,

his

‘Telleas
“Pelleas

et

1

an cluding “Ziegfeld Follies," George
De- White’s "Scandals,’’ "Streets of
and
"Laughing
Room
by Mary Garden. Pari.s”
bSssy. and sung
is said to Only.”
Success of the opera
Before
West's
retirement,
act
for
appetite
his
have whetted
was a foursome, but now is a trio.
playMTighting and among his best
The
were
latter
the
known of
ROBERT L. CATLEY
Betrothal.” "Mary Magdalene
Robert L. (Berti Catley. 61, man“Annabelle” and “Monna Vanna.
of
the Fox-Oakland theatre,
ager
was
came
death
hen
With him w
French actress Oakland. Cal., and a manager for
his second wife, the
in past 14 years in downtown houses
married
he
whom
Dahon.
Renee
there, was killed by a truck near
1919 after his divorce from his
his home. May 6.
Leblanc.
first wife, Georgette
Native of Australia where he
began his career as a booker,
ARTHUR S. WHITE
Francisco
Arthur S. White, 89, pioneer Catley came to San
film exec, quondam actor and the- where he had been a booker of
alre manager, died in the City acts for the Bert Levy circuit about
Although 25 years ago and subsequently
Hospital. N. Y., May 8.

and

into
c.nde” was converted
opera with music by Claire

a son.

FLORENCE FISHER
Florence Fisher,

widow

of the

8 in New York.
Mrs. Fisher was formerly of the
team of Rice & Newton
but retired from the stage after
her marriage.
Fisher died of a
heart attack last July.
She re-

May

vaude

cently completed a deal in which
the
Fisher booking office was
bought by A1 Rickard.
Survived by a son and daughter.

MRS. JOHN

F.

GRIMES

Mrs. Grace Grimes. 33, who succeeded her husband, John F.
Grimes, as owner of WNBZ, Sara-

nac Lake, N.

Ausable

Fond Remembrance

May

after his

Y..

November,

last

In

.50,

Arthur Fisher, who headed own
indie theatre booking agency, died

drowned
near

River

death
in

the

Wilmington,

3,

Coroner Alphon.so R. Goff, ruled
death was accidental.

WILLIAM

JOHN MEYERS

STEIN

H.

John Meyers,

71. reputedly

one

of the early recording artists for
Columbia, Edi.son and Victor companies, died at his home in Flush-

CO-FOUNDER OF M.C.A.

ing, N. Y..

May

3.

In addition to his disk stints, he
appeared with the Sterling
Trio and Victor Artists Octet on
concert and vaude tours.

had

MAY

14,

1943

JOSEPH

He

later

became

a.s.sociated

the late Percy G. Williams,

WILLARD

S.

.To.seph S. Willard. 75. former
a unit manager for
Marco. He later Joined owner of J. W. Pepper & Sons,
music publishers, and one-time
Fox- West Coast.
musicomedy director, died in
Survived by wife.

worked
Fanchon

an executive with the old Edison
Co. in 1901, he occasionally had
been pressed into service on such
early era documentaries as "The
Life of a Fireman,” which in those
days was used as a “chaser” by
vaude houses for greater 'audience
turnover.

as

&

Germantown.
Survived

STEPHEN ZOLTAI
Stephen

Zoltai. 49. a

music edi-

tor for Carl Fischer, Inc., publishing house, was found dead in his
in Jack.son Heights, N. Y.,

with

Pa.,

by

May

2.

daughter

and

a

Willard, who
conducts "Uncle Jim” prograqi on
brother,

James

4

the

,

A.

radio.

S.,

Zenith’s

Mother. 87. of Sam and Nat Kopowners of St. Louis hotels and
the Chase Club, died at her home
in University City, Mo., May 4.

Chicago. May 10.
Phonevision. Zenith’s system of
sponsm le.ss. pay-as-you-view video,
3 in Hollywood.
will undergo tests this fall in Chicago. according to Comdr. E. F. McMother, 78. of B. F. Orr, general Donald, Jr., Zenith prexy.*
manager of KTRH, Houston, died
Phonevision programs will be
after a heail attack, April 25.
fust-run feature films, received on
the set by a combination of tele
transmission and telephone wires
connected to the set.
Plans call
Alice Blackburn to Andy Hervey. for a charge of $l per film, with
Laguna. Calif.. May 1.
He's a viewer getting the tab on his phone
publicist at Paramount.
hill.
Tests will be conducted on
Viola Essen to Peter Cadeby, Zenith’s experimental tele
station,
New York, recently. Bride is a which cannot be commercialized,
ballet dancer.
.so the money collected during the
Georgia Graves to Charles WendHe’s a tc.sts will b<* turned over to charily.
ling. Las Vegas. April 30,
When the tests are .started, McHollywood agent.
Carol Oakley to MacLean Chand- Donald estimates 300 sets in Chi
He’s chief will be equipped to receive Phoneler, Chicago. May 7.
time buyer for Leo Burnett agency. vision. and the respon.se from this
audience is expected to shape the
Chi.
Vera Raible to Stan Bailey. Pitts- future of Phonevision.
While McDonald isn't revealing
burgh, April 29. He’s a bandleader.
Claudia Urban to Walter F. his .suurt'e of feature films at this
Mruk, Jr., Pittsburgh. May 7. time, it is known that he's had a
Bride is with Pittsburgh Sym- number of conferences with Engphony Orch,
land’s J. Arthur Rank.
Hollywood
Lillian Tully to Aidan Pender. is expected to make a number of
Dublin. .April 30. He’s a film critic. first-run films available for the
Jane.se Cameron to Bobby True, te.sting period,
since it is felt that
Pa.sadena. May 3. He’s a musician.
the potential audience of the test
Paula Drew to Dr. Ira M. Altis too small to Interfere with thein Detroit, May 4 Bride is
Father, 75. of Henry and Eddie
Cronjager. cameramen, died May

MARRIAGES

.

atre b.o.

I,oui.s B. Mayer, reportedly enabout Phonovision, expressed concern that tlw s\-stcin
iniglit create a monopoly.
How-

thusiastic

I

ever,

;

I

i

plione
Col.

i

Heather, died in Toledo, April 30.
of her stories were made into
films bv Universal Pictures. One
in

1921.

Survived by brother.

I

IVAN CHRISTY
Ivan Christy. 61, former character actor in western films, died
after a heart attack at the Walt
Disney studio in Burbank. May 9.
He retired from acting 10 years
ago and had since been a guard
on the Disney lot.

.

and owner of a chain
indie nalics and drive-ins. died
pneumonia in St, Louis. M.'iy 5
” hrenherg
started in the
Nickelodeon era
and throiu'h
<

.

I'Ui'cwdne :s and vision became a
.P»oniineni figure in the exhibition

ROBERT .M.ACK
Robert Mack. 72. retired actor
and sonenriter. (li(>d at the Queens
General Hospital. .lamaiea. N. V
.

May

2.

Starling out as a songu liter in

HAROLD BEAUDINE

55. retired motion picture director, who supervised .some of the early day Chris-

Harold Bcaudine.

comedies, died in Los Angeles.

states he

welcomes

company.
John R.

Howland,

and

inventor. Dr. Alexare scheduled to di.scuss Phonevision before tlie TV
section of the Motion Pictures
Producers Assoc, next Tuesday <17)
Columbia lectures offices in
at
Jack Cohn. Col’s exec
N.
Y.
veepee. Is chairman of the MPAA’s
televisi«»n rommitt»*«
I'lionevision’s

ander

$500,000 Gross

Two

McDonald

competition, and intends to establish a nominal licensing fee for all
manufacturers who want to
set
make Phonevision sets, and to
make the licen.se free to tele stations. film producers, and the tele-

|

I

Phonevision

Experiments This Fall

he is psychiatri.st who
actress;
EDWARD BROZ
and ;nanaged theatres May 9.
Edward Broz. 48, trumpet player gained fam* three years ago when
for him.
For a time he had manPolite characterized death as with Ringling Bros.. Barnum & “Mr. X,” one of his mental paaged, the Alhambra, N. Y.. and suicide, claiming he had killed
Bailey Circus band, died in Chi- tients, gave a public piano concert
after Williams disposed of his in- himself with a .22 calibre rifle.
following music therapy by the
cago, May 5.
tere.sts to B. F. Keith, he was asHis si.stei;. Eva Zoltai. said he had
He played in Chi theatre oichs doctor.
si.stant manager of the Palace thebeen despondent for some time be- for 25 years before joining circus
Mrs. Consuelo Kamholz Hermer
atre. N. Y.
cause of poor health.
Raymond Seymour Rubinow.
to
band two years ago.
Survived by wife and two sons.
Survived by three brothers and New- York, May 6. Bride wa.s forJOHN FRANCIS HUBER. JR.
merly an associate editor with Sitwo sisters.
ELMER J. BOOS
John Francis lluhcr. Jr.. 51.
mon A Schuster, publishers, and
co-author of several books.
Elmer J. Boos, 60. vice-president former member of the Philadelphia
ROBERT J. HARMON
Emily Lawrence to Theodore
and treasurer of the Crosley Broad- Orche.stra, dijrd in Philadelphia,!
Robert J, Harmon, 78, Columcasting
Corp..
died May 3 at May 6.
bus. O., pioneer theatre man, died Newton, Newton. Pa.. May 8. Both
He was first trumpeter for the in that city May 7. He was for- are legit players; he’s currently
Bethe.sda, Md.
Boos was a native of Cincinnati orchestras in the f'ox and Mast- mer owner of Knickerbocker and appearing in "The Big Knife” iNaand began his busine.ss career in baum theatres in Philadelphia, and Exhibit theatres. Columbus, and tional theatre, N. Y.).
the accounting department of the had been a member also of the had been as.sociated with the late
Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Pennsylvania Symphony Orche.stra. Max Stem in other amusement enSurviving are his wife, two terprises there.
Railroad. He subsequently rose to
an exec po.st.
daughters and two sons.
in 1942 Boos joined the Crosley
BRUNO K. STEINDEL
Continued from pa Re 1
W.\I,TER B. HARRIS
Broadcasting Corp. as comptroller.
Bruno Karl Steindel, 82. concert
He wa.s named a vice-president in
Walter B. Harris, former assi.st- cellist, died May 4 in Santa Monica
hoxoffice will not be injured by
protelevision
1946.
During the war. Boos was ant director of
after a long illness.
home TV. With such potential
in charge of the administrative ac- grams for the VVe.stheimer & Co..
Former .soloist for the Berlin grosses, 2()th will he able to stage
tivities connected with the bulld- advei*tising agency, was found dead
Philharmonic, Steindel joined the
projng of
the
Bethany shortw'ave in his home in St. Louiv May 3, Chicago Symphony in 1891 and shows of scope, talent and
transmitters for overseas use of with a gunshot wound in the abdo- played with that organization for duction that advertisers or TV netto
impifssihle
it
works would find
Gfficc of War Information.
men. .A pistol was at his side.
19 years.
match for the stay-at-homes. What
SuiTived
Harris, who recently returned
by
wife,
and
son
sought
* daughter.
he
w'herc
view
York
home
will
have
on
New
effect
this
from
MARGARET HEATHER
to enter the television field, had
Mrs. Margaret Sallume. 76, who ing remains to he seen, hut it is
stepmother.
his
with
lived
hypo
tremendous
as
Margaret
looked
upon
LORD PORTAL
wrote under the name of

was "Greater Love” produced

b«

lar,

magnate,

'

to

in

and had also

shuler,

vaude home

Lord Portal of Laver.stoke, 64,
JOHN 11. ALDERTON, JR.
sportsman and president of the
John Henry .Alderton. Jr.. 42,
British
Olympic Assn., died in iresident of Music You Enjoy,
London. May 6.
disking plant, died in New
In addition to his multiple other fnc..
May 4.
interests. Lord Portal was“chair- York.
Prior to establishing the record9^ » government inquiry into
1939. he had been in
yie distribution and exhibition of ing lirm in
'the advertising business, and also
nims in Great Britain.
wa.s
It
of classified ad manager
post
held
stated that his
sudden death will of the N. Y. Post.
not affect the
inquiry, but in many
Survived by wife, son and father.
quarters it is felt that the film inlost a valuable friend.
BENNIE REED
P ‘'”V has
been
”30.
intermittently a.s.sociBennie Reed. 54. an actor, died
aied with films
for a number of April 29 in Houston. Tex.
ears and was on
the board of
During early '20's he appeared
•eneral
Film Distributors when
on Broadway in George White's
1'^.,^'u'opany was first established
"Scandals” and with .A1 Jolson
oy the late
C. M. Woolf.
He
show at the Winter Garden.
previously had appeared in with
FRED WEHRENBERG
minstr»'ls and slock companies.
Fred Wt'lirenberg. 68, one of the
Suivi\ed by two .sisters and a
P oncer e.xhihitui's in St. Louis and brother.

program would continue

projected locally in each theatre,
which means there would be no
made a series of films for the layoffs in the number of booth
Canadian Bioscope Co.
projectituiisls involved.
Because
of tile time differential, the venture
ROBERT SALAMONS
will be confined to the I’acific coast
Robert Salamons. Sr.. 57, War- area, at least for the start, with
ner Bros, home office cashier, died the two-a-day pi-oposal figured to
He had been eompensate for any differences
in New York. May 6.
with Warners since 1929.
that might occur in the opening
Surviving are a wife, sun. daughtimes of the theatres linked toter, two sisters and two brothers.
gether.
If one house opened before another, it would always he
H. REDFORD-JONES
possible
to toss in a couple of
Bedford-Jones,
novelist,
H.
62.
short story writer and early day shorts to fill any time gaps while
.scenarist, died May 6 in Beverly waiting for the theatre TV part
of the program to start.
linis.
Details of the plan are to he gone
Burial services were held in San
into thoroughly during the next
Diego.
.several weeks among Skouras; his
MRS. ROBIN D. PARDRIDGE
brother, Charles P. Skouras, NaMrs. Robin D. Pardridge, 77, tional Theatres prez; Sponable; the
former pianist, died May 6 at her company’s radio and TV attorney,
home in Troy, N.Y.
Vincent Welch, and tele chiefs .AlShe had been employed as a fred H. i"Doc"> Morton. Peter
pianist during the silent film days Le\athes
and Irving B. Kahn.
at Proctor’s, 'Troy.
They hope to have the program
ready to tee off within the next
CLAYTON W. LUNHAM
six or seven months.
Clayton Wescott Lunliam, 62.
opera singer and rompo.ser, died
May 1 in Corona. Cal.
He formerly sang with the Chi- To Use Rank’s Fix For
cago Civic Opera Co.

Canada and the U.

in vaude
legit pro-

ductions.

tlENRl

MAURIC® MAETERLINCK

known com- died at his home In Halifax. May
Remember
He appeared in legit and stock

1

Ellett,

^

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Don Freeman.
h.tther
Santa Barbara. April 30.
does drawings for the Simda\

drama section of the N Y
mother is also an aiti«t.

'iiim-.,

I.mU^

Cooley.

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Frazen,
to theatre attendance.
daughter, Hollywood, April 29.
Twentieth plans to stick exclu- Father is a film editor.
projection
the direct
.sively
to
Mr and Mrs. Bingo Brandt, son,
method of theatre TV, which its New York, recently. Father is asre.search engineering department, smiated with Brandt Theatres in

under the supervision

of

Earl

1

^

N. Y.

.

Sponable. helped develop with
Mr. and Mrs. W. Harry Culleton,
RCA. Intermediate film method, daughter. Dublin. April 30 Father’s
such as that used by Paramount. general manager of Amalgamated
might have certain advantages but. Iri.sh Cinemas circuit.
Skouras maintains, when that is
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Vize, daughFather’s
Dublin. April 25.
u.sed. the TV aspects of the pre.s- ter.
the Dublin office manager for RKOentation lose their novelty
show becomes ju.st another film. Kadio lectures,
.Mr and Mrs. WilHam Kusack,
Twentieth plans to ballyhoo to the
Father is a
fulle.st
the point that audiences, son. Chicago, .May 5.
engineer.
radio
with the exception of those at the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harden,
Chinese, will be actually witnessdaughti r. Washington. D. C May
ing ttlevi.sion. And the patrons at
Father is staff announcer for
4
|

—

.

the central theatre, of cour.se, will
AL-ABC there.
May 9.
be watching the TV production
Mr. and .Mrs. Jerry Conway,
He was the brother of William first-hand, thereby becoming the dautfhter. Minneapolis. May 1.
Beaudine. director at Monogram studio audience.
Father is director of public relaSurvived by wife and mother, in
Many details, of course, remain tions and entertainment at the
addition to brother.
to he worked out. including that
Hotel Hadisson in that eity.
and Mrs. William Kapell,
.Mr.
of negotiating with the \aii()us
JOSEPH ('. KENNEDY
ather
labm' unions invohed. Under 2()th’'< son, l.os Angeles. .Ma> 4. I
Jo.^eph C. Kennedy. 59, lorrnei
piani'^t.
part
of
is a coneei
film
the
planning,
prcsciil
Canadian blage and kcreen actor

tie
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Completed 10 Week Concert Tour
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with

May

4th as Featured

Soloist with
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Publlthad WMkIy at 114 Wait 4ltb 8tr*«t, N«w Tork
BataraA as sacond claas mattar Dacambar 33, 1909.
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STAGE

MUSIC

N. T., by Variety, Ino.
Annual aubaoriptlon, 910. flincia eoplna. It rania
tha Poat Oftica at Naw York. N. T., undar tka act af March 1. Itll

19.

at

BT VAKIETV,

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

INC.

YORK. WEDNESDAY. MAY

PRICE

1949

18,

CENTS

25

PK COMB BARNS, Vi FOR TALENT
N.Y.

Drama

Boxscore

Critics

[KT[NSIV[ 0 0
.

Birthday

IN

.

Seaton of 194S-49
1. 1948-May 31. 1949)
SR (shows reviewed), R (rithO,
Pet. (Percentage).
expressed).
O (no opinion clearly
SR.
R. W.
(Times)
57
52
5
BROOKS ATKINSON
54
45
8
WARD MOREHOUSE (Sun)
Tribune)
58
48
(Herald
10
BARNES
HOWARD
60
48 11
JOHN CHAPMAN (News)
48 12
60
RICHARD WATTS, JR. (Post)
60
47 13
ROBERT COLEMAN (Mirror)
ROBERT GARLAND (Joumal-Amerlcan) 60 47 12
WILLIAM HAWKINS (World-Telegram) 60 44 13

(June

to abbreviations:

Key

61

Variety (Combined)

57

W

O.

3

Pet.
.912
.833
.828
.800
.800
.783
.783
.733

0

.934

.

.

1
1
.

.

.

.

1

4

The biggest postwar crop of new
faces will be harvested by Hollywood in 1949. Major studios have
partially thrown off the economy
wTaps donned during the “transition era” of the last two years
and the signal has gone out to eastern talent chiefs to resume their
nies’

renewed yen

pers

is

the fact

In 'Variety

V 26th Legit Crix Ratings

I

above the New York

level.

Many of the tourists are
going to Italy where prices are

50%

Notable aspects of Atkinson’s
record lor the season included his
unfavorable notice for “The Traitor,” the only pan the Jed Harris
failure received, and his “wrong”
guesses on “Sleepy Hollow,” “Sum-

On Texaco

TVer;

Netting $2,500

Now

j

I

I

tractual snarl that finds the No. 1
television performer seeking out
on his current deal for the TexacoTV-er on Tuesday nights.

While

Near-N.Y. Dept. Stores

To

B’way Legit

Sell

'

Tickets at Reg. Scales
Seats for six current

Broadway

hits will be put on sale, starting
two weeks hence, in department
stores of nearby cities. Plan will
h® put into effect first at Swern’s,

leading department
Trenton, for a w’eek’s
satisfactory,

*here

it

will

locales

as

trial.

j^es

I

to

Continued on page 47)
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for

new

Use of Names

(

THEY’RE CASTING

I

medium

figure

have a lough
name record and
to

time securing
other top .stars as guests for the
duration of the impasse,
Few’ big record names work in
video, or any other medium for
that matter, without performing
their latest recorded songs, or past
hits with which they have been as-

j

I

:

I

sociated.
!

And

if

“Louisiana
Puiehase.”
“Annie Get Your Gun” and now

cau.se in “Mi.ss Liberty.’’ Its theme
is the big reason.
It tells a purposeful Americanism story, laid in
the 1880’s. .sans preaching or “message.’’
Of course, the fact that

Pulitzer prizewinning playwright
and biographer-historian Robert E.
Sherwood fashioned the book gives
it special significance.
Moss Hart,
who is staging. Is the show’s third
co-producer, along with Berlin and
Sherwood, although the venture it
being operated out of the Playwrights Co. offices in New York

the use of these

melodies on tele is barred by the
lack of a working agreement hetween ASCAP and tele, the majority of such acts would lose a big
selling point in their performance.
The result would be that shows
such as Milton Berle’s, Kd Sullivan’s, the Admiral revue and a

]

I
•

!

Berlin’s showmanshiu
iii.spired
him one night to trundle his trick
Continued on page 5,)

75;000 Exoected

has

Sunday 6:30

<

b»‘en

pre-Benny

given. ..^he
t

time be-

ing vacated by International Silver
(“Ozzie and Harriet”' for its “Our

Miss

Brooks”

program,

moved up from Sunday

being

at 9:30, In

return for the coveted 6:30 bracket.
Colgate, it’s felt, may feel dispo.'^cd
toward the Day switchover to the
Paley columns. Whether or not
Colgate also has aspirations toward
i

GYPOLA’S CARNY

1

(Continued on page 46)

possible

in

the air

hold

for
Carnival.
figured that her pull with
the carriage trade will contribute
heavily to her gross tliis year H.AS
spokesmen feel tha» the Gypola
will gross around $750,000 for the
season, with the first week’s take

I).m.

Memphis Cotton

it’s

$.53,000.

generally believed that this

listeners

will run
and will be

p m. over

will

on

who

reciuestcd

WNBC

from 12:30 to 3
aired from 1-2
and from 1:30-2

on NBC web. Will C'uppv has
scripted a special sketch f(Tr the
stanza and Morton Wishengrad has
written a short documentary which

p.m

be narrated by Melvyn DougBronx Borough
President
J. Lyons has issued a proclamation urging Bronxite> to support the celebration and Councilwoman Bertha Schwartz will luMd
a committee
of more than
100
(Continued on page 47

will
las.

However,

lames

fig-

ure

is too optimistic.
Miss Lee is
on a guarantee believed to be
$4,000 weekly plus overages
Last
^
(Continued on page 53)

all

I’arty

It’s

running arpund

McBride

31 with a giant birth-

tickets.

cir-

Carny premiered here

cles.

May

day party at New York’s Yankee
.Stadium before an expected crowd
ol 7.5,000. WNBC, N.
toppert
decided on the stadium because
the
femme gabber’s lOih annl
shindig at Madison Square Garden,
with a capacity of 18.000. couldn’t

17.

caniival

Margaret

celebrate her 15th anniversarv

Gypsy Ro.se Lee’s first appearance with a carnival show is providin.g one phenomenon, at least.
The Royal American Shows is pulling an audience sprinkled with
dinner jackets, which hasn’t been

deemed

Pack

Of Mary Marg: McBride

B.O.

Memphis. May
I

to

Yankee Stadium for Anni

BLACK TIE DRAW UPS

the

Colgate

•

(

Mary

17.

Crosby-Dennis Day. The fir.st two
are already under the belt awaiting the fall gong. Marx going into
9 and the Groaner the 9:30 spot.
Columbia is reserving tlie 10-10:30
period for Day. contingent on a
Colgate okay of the singer-comic’s
switchover from Saturday night on

—

"Miss Liberty.”
Discounting Berlin’s usual enthusiasm and intensiveness, for
every new' project is “the” thing
with him, it’s apparent that the
songsmith-impresario has a special

good many others wou4d expeiience great difficulty in securing
guests whose ability to entertain
is based on musical interpretation.

Number of legit shows scheduled NBC.
bow on Broadway in the fall are

(Continued on page 48)

Com-

posers, Authors and Publishers
and the television industry do not
get together on the licensing of
ASCAP-controlled tunes for video,
major variety shows in the latter

faces.

co.st.

the American Society of

If

Star-con.scious CBS now envisions a Wednesday night comedy
Groucho Marx - Bing
of
parlay

slated for special auditions via
few
television during the next
months with a view to stirring up
angel intere>t. Series, to be titled
“.\udition for Angels.” will be produced b\ N\V Television Production.s, an indie package outfit. Battislone & Bruce ad agency is nowpitching the idea at prospective
sponsors for a late June start.
Program format is to follow as

*hain-floor booth and will supply
a salesgirl
(at the store’s expense)
0 handle sales.
It will also arrange
.''‘hdow display and publicize and
'ertise the service locally in co-

demand

Hollywood. May

BACKERS VIA VIDEO

in

and Marx Bros, musicals.
Plus such shows as “As Thousands

"Follies’’

('heer,”

New CBS Parlay?

!

If

Hartg^^H New

’

Kibosh on Tele

of

accepted

1

NOW

in

ASCAP Snag Puts

Marx, Bing, Day

I

“aven. Stamford. Bridg^UPf^c^*
ark. Jersey
City. etc.
Tickets will be sold at bo.xcffice
prices, and desirable locations will
he oflered.
The Trenton store will
make the tickets available at a

(

commonly

(Continued on page 36)

be continued

and extended to

^ch

store

it’s

that Berle is contracted to Texaco
for three years, it’s now understood
that actually he has no such pact
with the Texas Co. Hi.*: television
deal is with the Morris Agency,
for three 39-wcek periods, the conbeing specifically signed
tracts

on NBC-TV.

fresh

Primarily whetting the studios'
talent appetite is. of course, the
current surge of new productions
which has been cued by the pending and actual divorcement of the
major companies’ distribution-exhibition wings. Big boo.sts in forthcoming production schedules is the
other dominant factor.
The changing pattern of Hollywood films, moreover, has opened a

lesser

Milton Berle and the Texas Co.,
mer and Smoke,” “Set My People
Free” and “Richard III” (besides with the Kudner advertising agenthe one for “Mother”). But per- cy in the middle, are in a con(Continued on page 50)

for

Unlike the vet film players in
both the star and featured categorlcs who are resisting salary cutbacks, the eastern recruits are falling in line with the deflationary
(Continued on page 55)

i

haps the outstanding thing about

combing

Studio execs, watching the gradual
boxoffice fadeout of many of their
high-priced stars, are markedly
shifting from name to story values
in iheir pix. As a result, the casting calls are more and more bypassing the Hollywood regulars for
equally competent
thespers
of

Berle Wants Out

“wrong.”

stallations to facilitate
the sightful kilocycles
personalities.

specific

lower.

show, although the unfailure
of a previous

expected
show, “Life With Mother,’’ which
he had given a favorable review,
subsequently
switched
from
it
“right” to

I

visitors

cies are cancelling re.servations made in Paris due to a
rise in the cost of living which
has lifted prices one-third

seasons.
In leading the critical pack, Atkinson compiled an average .912,
bettering his rating at the half-way
mark of season, when he led with
.889. In the interval, he missed on

only one

i

and middleclass touring agen-

'

ries

this year’s
circuit will be

;

Hits Paris Tourism
Paris, May 17.

Numerous expected

is tr>’ing to pact Olivier and
the Old Vic players for a se-

young thes-

^

I

HCL

with Sir Ixiurence Olivier and
the Old Vic Co.
The American network exec

extensively gandered by the talent
scouts for the first time in the last
three seasons. Another sign of the
times are the rush orders being
placed by the talent chiefs for
video sets for home and office in-

Atkinson, Morehouse, Barnes 1-2-3

Brooks Atkinson, of the Times,
wins Variety’s 26th annual boxscore of the New York drama
critics. It is Tiis
first win since
the 1927-28 season. However, Lewis
Nichols, subbing as Times reviewer
during Atkinson’s absence as war
correspondent, held the top position for the 1943-44 and 1945-46

for
that

London, May 17.
F. Royal, NBC veepee.
planed here for parleys

John
just

The past week has marked two
important events for Irving Berlin
61st birthday and the start
of production on his 19th Broadway show, “Miss Liberty.” Berlin’s Broadway scoresheet includei
"Yip Yip Yaphank” and “This It
the Army,” the soldier shows of
World Wars I and II, but docs not
include dozens of film scores and
.some 800 pop songs.
Tunesmithing 40 of his 61 years,
the composer doesn’t think he hat
been unusually prolific. This considering that he has fashioned several Music Box Revues for tha
West 45th street playhouse which
he. the late Sam H. Harris and
Jo.seph M. Schenck designed as an
ideal” legiter for musicals.
Plut
his
.scores
for several
Zicgfeld

— his

Old Vic for NBC-TV?

scouting and inking activities.
Symptomatic of the film compa-

summer barnyard

•

BVay Show, 'Likrty’

With His 19th

(wrong:),

in

*

•

—
Wrdneaday, May IS, 1949

»IISrELLA^’V

and Depinet

Middle

in the

WB

Of Hughes vs. MPAA Over ‘Outlaw’
Assn, of America are rein another hassle, with
TtKO in the middle. Issue again
Js the ads on Hughes’ “Outlaw.”
Mhifh has already resulted in a $2.600.000 treble-damage suit by the
prtulucer against the MPAA.
It is understood that Hughes recenlly volunteered to witljdraw the
action, which is currently on the
N. Y. federal
trial calendar in
c(»urt. if the MPAA approved a

Ptriure

iM.itedly

of ads.

set

Producer then

‘Invasion’ of 'Discards’
j

London,
Discontent

who

artists

among
have

British

vaude

unsatisfactory

i

j

bookings while visiting players get
prominent billing, has led to a
probe of the whole question of foreign artists by the Variety Artists

|

is

I

362nfl WEEK!
3,700 Ptrf^manees

Federation.

All-time long run
legitimate theatre.

j

Under present agreement with
the Ministry of Labor, quota for
in London
foreign artists is 40
and 25% in the provinces, two exceptions being the Palladium and
London Casino, which are allowed
a 50% quota.
Admitting the complexity of the
problem, the VAF has no intention of attempting to bar topranking players of the Danny Kaye
calibre, who, through their supporting program, create work for

j

mond. Freidin & Mackay repping
Hughes. The anti-trust suit dates
back about three years, and followed the withdrawal by the
MPAA of the Production Code Administration seal from “The Outlaw” because Hughes failed to get
an okay on his ads. As a result,
pic has been unable to play any
of the circuits and nnost of the
country’s important houses, which
demand a PCA seal on product
they use.

"BLACKOUTS OF
And now

Lou Costello

gotten into the battle as reof the producer’s purcha.se
year of controlling interest in
RKOi.
Hughes has withdrawn
“The Outlaw” from United Artists,
which originally released it, and
turned it over to RKO.
U.A. not being a member of the
MP.A.A, was under no obligation
not to relea.se the pic because it
RKO
didn’t carry the PCA seal.
Is under such obligation, however,
and. as a matter of fact, Depinet

Budgeter for

Schnoz Also Must Defer

both sides of the fence

As

a

U.S. headliners into the
Palladium, are scouting for re-

once.

at

placements.
In booking this year, the Palladuim’s managing director Val
attempted to get U.S.
Parnell
names that had not played the
Danny Kaye,
house last year.
however, was invited to repeat.
Other acts such as Jack Benny,

it
is
of the
for anti-trust violations

being sued
by its own principal stockholder.
This anomalous situation is one of
the reasons that attorneys for both
aides are anxious to clear up the
Hughes is
matter out of court.
said to be adamant, however, on
he
ads
getting
the
approved

Andrews Si.ster.s and
Dinah Shore, who played the PalPhil Harris,

wants.

There has been no

official

men-

RKO’s

tion yet of the possibility of

'

resignation from the MPAA, but
unless a settlement is reached that

appears a

Hughes,

possibility.

Hughes has already
Outlaw.”

however,

“The
economic

felt in

the

MPAA

penalties of losing
sanction,
it
is thought that this and the
>l(adings of Depinet. who is highfy embarrassed by the whole situation. might convince him t«)
make every effort at arriving at a
peaceful solution.

and

Harpo’s British Dates

slated

for

'Native Son’

By

For Garland Suspension

Jacques Gauthier, who promoted
Hollywood, May 17.
“Portrait of an Assassin” with
Betty Garrett looms a.s a possible
on Maria Montez and Eric von Strosubstitution
Garland
,Judy
heim, has signed with Victor Krav•‘.Annie Get Your Gun” as huddles
to film his “I Chose Freeeontimip among Dore Schary, L. B. chenko
”
Kr.'tvchenko will receive
Ma\er and Arthur Freed following dom
about $230,000 of a total skedded
.star’s suspension for failure to rebudget
of
$1,500,000.
Gauthier
port for work. While Miss Garland
was in London to huddle with J.
is not definitely out, both Miss GarArthur
Rank
on
an
English
release,
being
rett and June A Hyson are
and is about to leave for the U. S.
eonsidered.
for an American deal.
Miss Garrett reportedly is rush“Native .Son” is planned for
ing through "On the Town” locatreatment by Richard
tion work in N. Y, to return here screen
Wright, currently in Paris. Hurdle
if needed immediately. The Garland replacement would junk most there comes from the French adexpen.sive production number, "I’m ministration. which does not relish
.An Indian. Too,” which took three the idea of Americans telling them
that they are helping to promote
weeks to film.
racial problems while on the ECA
I

roster.
»/ 18

Suhneription Order

Form

VARIETY

One Year

for

Two

Years

newsreels, reportedly will call for
$20,000 budget only.

To
(PIcaB* Print

Raoul Levy is about to make a
from the book "France
Saved Europe,” by the former
French premier. Paul Reynaud.
Levy is getting in touch with
Sumner Welles on the plans,
which, due to extensive use of
picture

Enclosed find cb.cek for $
Please Send

a

Nama)

Harrison,
Zone

Lily

$1

Additional por Yoor
Inc.

)S4 West 4«tb Street

Now

York 19, N*

to Eng.

“Anne

Two Yoant— $18.00

—

Wife

the summer layoff of
of the Thousand Days,” in
which he’s co-.starred. Rex Harrison will vacation in England with
his wife, Lilli Palmer, They’ll leave

During

State

Rtgular Subscription Rotos

Ono Yeor— $10.00
Conado and Foreign

1

^
'

Y.

makes

fore Cantor

his

bow.

Video Seen Incentive

To Reading
Keeping

by plane June 26. the day after
the play recesses, and are due back
about a week before the Aug. 22
neopening.
Miss Palmer, who has been in
Hollywood to arrange for the sale
of tneir house, is due east (his
week.

of

Books By

Worms

Washington,

at

Home

May

17.

The

possible threat of television
to the book business was discounted here yesterday by Robert B.
Campbell of Los .Angeles, prexy of
the American Booksellers Assn.,

which
tion

Due For

Lensings in Paris
Paris. May 17.

!

.

I

producing

'

Holly W'ood, May 17
Hai |)o M.'irx. enroute to N. Y
t«il.s
Friday •20> on the Queen
Maiy for England.
Will pl;ty two weeks in provinces
fli't, th(>n the Palladium, liondon.
followed by the provinces again.

1

Kravchenko 'Freedom,’

stand.

Betty (larrett Stands

,

four

while
July
18
Abbott & Costello were due at the
Palladium .Aug. 29 for a four-week

his feelings are still as strong as
w hen he withdrew his Hughes 'Tool
Co. from the association, is vehement in his opinion of the MPAA,
to it would appear logical that he
mi,ght
order the resignation of

any company that he owns.

ladium last season, w'ill probably
get bids for that hou.se in 1950.

Durante was
weeks starting

if

legit

Cantor to Follow
Beer has pre-empted a
the Eddie Cantor tele

Warwick & Legler, Pabst’s
agency, has bought a year’s time
on NBC-TV, starting July 19, in
the 9:30-10 p.m. slot Tuesdays,
which is expected to be kept warm
for the comic’s regular video assignment.
Cantor is not expected to .start
immediately on the July 19 date,
Likely that the first 13-week period will be filled in with another
show, still to be determined, be-

I

simultaneously. In fact, his activity in bringing the revue, “Lend an
Ear,” to Broadway last fall required him to abandon “Border Incident,” on which shooting was
about to .start on the Coast. Property was sold to Metro and subsequently produced by that studio.
Apparently click of the picture
version of "Home of the Brave” indicates that Katzell may recover
some of his losses on the original
stage play. Arthur Laurents’ drama
was presented on Broadway during the 1945-46 season, at a cost of
$45,000, but ultimately lost an additional $15,000. Katzell will profit
for his share of the deal for the
screen rights.

of

jority

MPAA

member

wants to continue

for the.se headhave been made as yet.
William Morris agency, N.Y., and
the Harry Foster office, London,
which team in booking the ma-

No replacements

for

show'.

:

i

the studio provides a portion of the
financing, but he has full production authority. He intends to do all
three films in the east, since he

liners

On Both Sides of the Fence
RKO, being owned by Hughes.
in the position now of being on

al $150,000. John Housewill direct and there will be
no-name cast, mostly from legit.
Under Katzell’s deal with EL,

Pabst
spot

man
a

Wald

screenplay.

capital gains setup.

budgeted

&

Costello were obliged to cancel out
of the Palladium. London, engagements. Durante is slated to make
two pictures, while Lou Costello’s
attack of rheumatic fever will make
it impossible for him to go abroad.

in the vote of the
MF.^.A board at which it was determined to withdraw the seal.

Is

Hollywood, May 17.
Durante and Abbott

the

did

Ro.se

Tliere are someit to Berle.
what biographical overtones to the
story, and thus Wald snagged the
deal from the others. Present film
"Always Leave Them
title
is
Laughing.”
Berle gets a nominal guarantee,
said to be around $75,000, preferring a cut of the profits under a

sent

E

First picture to be made by William R. Katzell under his threepicture production deal with Eagle
Lion is “Ne.xt Block.” a semi-documentary to be filmed on location
in The Bronx. N, Y.
It will be

Sick,

Palladium Date Off;

participated

1949”

world-wide release

KatzeD’s $150,1X10

last

.Timmy

in

Ken Murray’s
Academy Award Film

now
mit

the

“BILL AND COO”

displace British performers.

has

In

El Capitan Theatra, Hollywood, Cal.

They are. however,
British acts.
concerned with w'hat has been described as “the worn-out and discarded” who come over here and

|

recoro

KEN MURRAY’S

%

Efforts are understood continuIng for a settlement, with Judge
Samuel Rosenman acting as counael for the MPAA, and Poletti, Dia-

prexy,

17.

'

thumbs-down.

RKO

May

^

j

aaid to have submitted a series of
ads that were substantially the
game as those originally nixed and
the MPAA again gave them the

Ned Depinet.

Vanders Probe

British

(WALD) PICTURE

Television’s ballyhoo value for
Milton Berle has catapulted him
into an unusual percentage picture
deal with Warner Bros. In snaring
the comedian for the Burbank lot,
producer Jerry Wald overcame
strong bids from both Columbia
and 20th-Fox.
George Jessel thought he had
Berle on the latter lot, offering
him “Moon Over the Catskills,”
filmusical about the borscht belt.
Harry Cohn, Col prexy, had dispatched his chief production aide,
S. Sylvan Simon, east for similar
purpose.
Wald, meantime, had ready “The
Thief of Broadway.” a Collier’s
mag story by Max Shulman, which
the latter and Richard Mealand
had adapted with an eye to Danny
Kaye. Mel Shavelson and Jack

Howard Hughes and the Motion

new

% DEAL ON

BERLE’S

RKO

,

I

:

is

at

holding
the

its

Gag

Starts Mild

Riot in Montreal
Montreal, May 17,
In a province w'here the racial
question
is
always apparent
although seldom admitted, comedian “Prof.” Irwin Corey touched
off a firecracker at the

Normandie

Roof.

Corey’s gag was about the

four

different

nationals

who

decided on a suicide pact while
in a plane. When he came to
the tag line about the Englishman
saying
“There will always be
an England” and then shoving
the Frenchman out of the plane,
a patron, in the corner, who had
been heckling the show al! night,

jumped to his feet and in a loud
voice said something to the effect
that “an Englishman wouldn’t do
that to a Frenchman.” and that
“Quebec was for the French and
not the Jews.”
With a capacity
Saturday night crowd, including
many patrons of the. Jewish faith,
this started a shambles. Tempeis
blazed, blows were exchanged and
drinks thrown in every direction.

Buddy Clarke started his orch
into ’‘Cod' Save the King” and only
after a couple of playings, managed
to quiet the room. In a body the
crowd moved out and by 10 30
there were fewer than 35 people
room. By the time tiie midcame on a few more

in the

night show

come

into the
room and
Corey’s routine got a good recep-

had

tion.

Local bonifaces look to this incident as a lesson both to the
waiter captains in the room and
to performers. There has always
been little or no action taken
against hecklers and drunks in this
particular room, and it’s expected
that now they will get rid of the
one or two obstreperous cu.stomers.
for benefit of the rest and avoid
what could have resulted in possible injuries and lawsuits.
Inis also regarded as a le.sson
to all performers to stay w ith their
act and take into consideration

cident

that the French, English and Jewish question is particularly senannual conven- sitive in Quebec.

Shoreham

hotel.

In

fact, he said, video may likely be
an incentive to book reading by
keeping people at home, as shown
by surveys.
Campbell recalled that when the
motion picture came into being,
it was feared that the book business would be finished. Then the
same fear developed with the advent of radio, he said. “If neither
of them could do it separately,”
he declared. “1 don’t think a combination of them will. There’s no
reason why television and the book

business can’t work together.”
During a panel discussion on
last night (16>, Campbell said that people in the motion
picture
industry
read
serious
books, especially non-fiction.

W’MAL-TV
I

Corey’s Racial

Show

Biz

Shows Up For

Women’s NatL Press
Kudo

Cluh

Mrs. FRD, Carroll
Washington. May 17.

to

Several show biz figures took
part Saturday night <14) at the annual dinner and stunt party of th«
W’omen’s National Press Club to
President and Mrs, Trunvnn Stunt
party is the press gals’ equivalent
of the Gridiron Club dinner, with
biggies from the President down
roasted on stage in the skits.
Six women were honoied for

outstanding achievemenrs

in

1948,

receiving their award certificates
from (he President. Mrs. Franklin

Huston Vague What His
'1

World’ Pic Will Cover

Picture that John Hu.ston hopes
to shoot on his round-the-world
flight next November will be a
straight documentary.
He has no

D. Roosevelt, who has an ARC radio show as one of her activities,
was selected as “Woman of the
Year.” Madeleine Carroll was selected as outstanding in show biz;
and Mary Jane Ward, author of

“The Snake

Pit,”

which was

.suc-

cessfully transmitted to the screen,

hopes of making a film for the- was also a winner.
Number of radio station and netatrical release, he explained in
New York last week, following his work femmes, as well as newspareceipt of the global flight as an per gals, took part in the comic
award by the One World Commit- sketches. Among the guests were
tee in recognition of the “human Eric Johnston, and CBS veepees
and international” quality of the Joseph Ream and Earl Gammons,
pix which he has produced and di- Place was full of Cabinet. Supreme
Court and other government Brass.
rected.
Hu.ston said he expects to take
with him about four or five people,
all of them technicians, and possiAcademy Board
bly a writer
He added that he has
no idea of what he’ll be shooting
Hollywood. May 17.
“If I knew what I was going to get.
•Academy of Motion Picture Arts
there’d he no use going.
I could
and Sciences elected 14 members
stay here and make the picture.” to its new board of govcrn»)rs to
The whole idea is very nebulous in augment the 10 holdovers. .New
his mind, he explained, hut among governors are Perry Lieber. ''epthe things he thought might be in- resenting
men;
the
publicity
teresting would be to ask the same Charles G, Clarke, cameraman;
set of questions of Communists William
Hornbcck. film editors;
and Nationalists in China.
Fred Quimby, shorts; Frank Capra,
He flew bark to the Coast from directors;
Charles
H r a c k c tt
New York'last Thursday <121 night writers; George .Murph.v. ailors:
and is slated to leave for Italy Rudolph Sternad, art directors;
June 1 to make “Quo Vadis” for Johnny Green, music: K<‘nnetn
Metro.
Hf’ll start on the round- Lambert, sound: Dorr .Schar> and
the-world trip wh«-fi that assign- Fred Mctzler. executives; \' alter
nu'nt is compU'trd in November Wanger and Henry Blankc, proand be gone for three months.
ducers.

New
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PIX B.O. CHASERS-SCHENCK
Those

ZOth Selling Theatres in

Towns Where

Co. Is

Twentieth Century-Fox Is volunto open all
tarily selling theatres
giant
closed towns in which its
National Theatres chain is currently the dominant or only exhib,
Spyros Skouras, company’s president. told stockholders yesterday
(Tues.l at the annual meeting. The
step is regarded as an important
policy decision aimed to meet the
implied requirements of various

Spyro.s P. Skouras was reelected 20th-F'ox prez yesterday (Tues.i and all incumbent
officers were voted back in
office by the 20th board, following election of 13 directors

by 2Uth stockholders at the annual hoineoffice meeting.

Only new' board member is
E. Hannegan, former
U.
S.
Postmaster - General
elected to succeed John R.
Robert

disposed of 30 wholly
owned houses under this policy
and added that there were more
already

Dillon,
ber.

Besides these sales, 20th
has cut the ties with many of its
come.

theatre partners, company head
declared. The Skouras declaration

who

died last

Novem-

UA s Nassers Deal

reports that 20th had
fixed on a plan of opening closed
confirmed

situations to head off divorcement
and fight Government demands.

For 25 StaUed By

Turning to production, Skouras
the company will continue
funds for foreign
using frozen

said

filnmiaking until It finds a better
way of using this overseas coin.
Detailing these activities to date,
he disclosed that 20th spent $1,000,000 in frozen lira for “Prince of

'Approval’ Clause
Disagreement over the right of
picture approval has stalled United
.Artists’ deal with Nasser brothers
for release of 25 pix over the next

Foxes”: $950,000 in pounds, francs
and marks for “I Married a Male
War Bride”; and $2,000,000 in
pounds for “Black Rose." Another
$664,000 in pounds was expended
on overseas theatre acquisitions.
Comnany topper cited figures to
show the gradual scaling-down of
(Continued on page 21)

Semenenko Asks Only $1,000,000 Cash

Nfl

100% Dominant

Reelect Entire Slate

Government anti-trust decisions.
Skouras disclosed that NT has

to

SEES VIDEO

UA

From Eddie Small
Joseph M. Sehonck

is

adamant on

the proposition that the B picture,
per se, is now an obsolete institution. For one thing, in the present

purpose

all-industry

of

wooing

back public interest in pix. the B
only achieves a negative influence,

he declared.
“People come and see a stinker
and they go away panning all Hollywood,” he observes. “Sometimes
they’re so annoyed with the mediocre B that they don’t even wait
for the top A picture. B's are a
b.o. bugaboo. Quality alone will
bring patronage. The discriminating first-run audiences don’t want
to be bored with i^tarathons of
movies. Maybe in some subsequentrun neighborliood houses the bargain value is important, but even
there it would w'het public interest
to come back more often to the

movies

if

we

don’t

them

surfeit

with three and four hours of celluloid. There’s such a thing as giving the customers celluloid-poi.son-

you know.”
sichenck went into the proposi-

ing,

Swing EL Deal

Producer Edward Small would
only have to put up a $l.000.00Q or
so in actual cash tt) buy control of
Eagle Lion under the terms of an
agreement being proferred him by
Serge Semenenko, executive vee-

Bing’s $475,634
Bing Crosby led all the rest
on the Paramount lot in the
terms of total pa.vchecks for
Crosby drew $475,634
1948.
from Par for his film work
during the year. No. 2. but
trailing far behind, was Alan

Ladd with

to

pee of the First National Bank of
Boston, EL’s chief bankroller.
balance of $3,000,000 would be met
by Small transferring to EL hi*
cotnpleted pix. story rights, screenplays and other properties. That’*
the sort of deal Semenenko ha*
been ottering, but the big question
still is whether Robert R. Young,
dominant stockholder of Pathe Industries. EL’s parent company, will

A

$281,023.

Top-paid company exec and
third in the listing was Henry
production
Par’s
Ginsberg,
pay of
total
veepee. with
$260,000.

consent.

Reports notwitlistanding, thern
no demand on Small to a.ssum«
personal responsibility for the $4,000,000 which EL owes the Boston
bank on production. The company;
of course, would continue weighted
down by this obligation, but that
w'ould be a continued corporatn
is

$97,266 Payoffs

To Each

Settles

obligation and not one for Small
to meet individually.
Semenenko claims that he ha*
Young’s word that a “satisfacloi'y
(Continued on page 18)

Par’s M.&P. Pacts

After protracled negotiations
with Paramount, Martin J. Mullin
and Samuel Pinanski have w’orked
“Then everything went; the exhib- out a settlement of their old emitor just put up the change of bill
ployment contract covering superand the price-scale, and went fish- vision of the now -dissolved New

tion of quality product in relation
to the end of the lush war days.

i

|

j

PALACE VAUDE TO DEBUT
WITH COLLARITE PICKETS

has been demandHe got careless. We all got England Theatres chain.
ing.
Both
ing the privilege of accepting lor
(Continued on page 18)
Vaude will reopen at the Palac*
Mullin and Pinanski will receive
distribution only those films on
$97,266 apiece as their share in the on Broadway tomorrow (Thurs.)
wiiich it ha^ previously stamped its
with
an unbilled -picket line In
profits of the circuit for 1948. Tlie
okay of script and cast. It claims
payoff is deemed final settlement front of the hou.se. The line w'ill
that is the only way in which it can
be
manned
with homeoffice whiteoriginally
made
In
of the pact,
be sure of maintaining quality.
collarites wlm have been fighting
1938.
Nassers are demanding that the
un.successfully
for the last four
last
year
Circuit
was
liquidated
company distribute W'batever pix
20TH’S FIRST
when Pinanski took part of the months to renew their labor conthey provide.
tracts with the major companies.
his
indie
string
to
form
own
houses
of agreement has stymied
$3,017,736 theLack
of theatres. Mullin. w lm had previ- Decision to hit the Palace with a
drawing up of the distribution
Tuning its sight.s on the coming
demonstration was made following
a
registered
Twentieth - Fox
pact for almost two months. Deal splitup into two separate com- ously partnered with Pinanski in
the Paramount- afl'iliated circuit, collapse of a Federal conciliator’*
strong upsweep in both net earn- was originally negotiated during
panies, Paramount has closed a
went along with Paramount as attempt to settle the industry’s disings and gross sales for the first the hectic period recently when the
deal with a syndicate of three chief of the block of houses which pute with the Screen Publicist*
quarter of 1949, continuing the up- Nassers were attempting to line up
banks creating a now credit of the major took over completely. Guild and Screen Office & Profesbeat already recorded for the pre- the coin to buy control of UA.
Prez Spyros P. Their aim in making the multiple- $30,000,000. Of this sum. the com- However, their own personal em- sional Employees Guild.
vious quarter.
pany intends to borrow $17,500,000 ployment tickets required considerIndustry spokesmen indicated to
Skouras revealed following the an- picture contract was to facilitate
for production purposes before the
Federal conciliator A. L. Stone
the
at
nual stockholders meet
bank financing on the pix, which final division occurs on Dec. 31. able dickering because of coinpli- that they w'ould ink a pact only if
cations in computing amounts due
homeoftice yesterday <Tues.» first were to have been made at their
1949.
The other $12,500,000 is
profit-sharing provision.^. the unions surrendered their wag*
quarter earnings of $3,017,736. as General Service Studio
by various available to the new theatre chain under the
Under the terms of the final hike and security provisions decompared with $2,926,842 for the indie producers.
for financing the acquisition of
SPG rejected this condisame period in 1948.
settlemenl, interest on bonds of mands.
Reports of a similar 25-pic deal tlieatre interests.
the Boston Metropolitan Buildings, tion and will likely refuse to meet
Gross film rentals and theatre with Sam Bischoff over
The new credit arrangemenl, it Inc., and gains or losses from the with tlie conciliator again.
a five-year
revenue for the first three months
peiiod weie denied this week by has now been learned, became ef- sale of property to Pilgrim Thethis year totaled $43,490,969, as
fective with the approval by the
(Continued on page 18)
atres Corp. have been excluded in
compared with $40,316,174 for the
stockholders of the reorganization computing percentage compensasame period a year ago. Consoliplan at the April 12 meeting. tion for the two theatre execs
in
dated net earnings for the first Wyler Sticks to ‘Carrie’;
While no loans have yet been made ’48.
quarter in ’49 amounted to $1.04
under the agreement, some $4.per share on 2,769,115 common
Tr«<1« Mark
Still Yens B’way Plays 500,000 owing to tlie three banks
Henry, Bliimberc: Huddle
shares out.standing, as against $l
rot’.vrM-;!* nv simf, sii.i'kuman
under an old loan fall under the
Hollywood, May 17.
l*uhimiP4l Weekly by VARIFTY, Inc.
per share in 1948. Earnings for the
.After looking over the Broadway
terms of the current deal.
The
Sid
Silverman, President
Ben Henry, British rep for Unifourth quarter of 1948 w’cre $3,- Icgn field with an eye to future
1S4 Wen
St., .New Vor'a 18. N
T
banks in both cases are the First versal. is here for a week’s hudllnltywood
389.651.
filmi'/.utions, William Wyler. ParaNational Bank of ('hicago, and the dles with
Blumberg,
Nate
U’s
• 311 Vurra .street
Company’s expenses also in- mount producer-director, headed
WaahliiKlon
4
tt’ontinued on page 21
prexy.
creased in certain factors during for the Coast Monday tl6> w'ith a
1383 N'.tllt)ii.il PreHA Building
riii^'ngn 1
the first quarter but this boo.st was pic adaptation of “Sister Carrie.”
ISO No .Mlrlilgan Av«.
more than otT.set by the accompany- the 'riieodore, Dreiser classic, as liis
I.niidoii W<’‘1
ing increase in gross income. Thus, next stint for Par. Wyler, it is unI St.
M.irtin’» VI.. Trafalgar Sq.
amortization of film costs for the derstood. would like to do either
SCHSrniPTTON
(Continued on page 18)
Death of a Salesman” or “DetecAnnual
Foreign .... Ill
$10
Weather Bops B.O. ‘Belvedere,’ ‘Barkleys,’ SiriRle
tive Sloiy” and Par will probaVrly
t'oplea
?6 Tenta
enter the competitive bidding lor
‘Flamingo,’ ‘Champion,’ ‘Game,’ ‘River’ Tops
Schary Due East in June,
the properties.
Vol. 174
No. 10
»
Arrival of spring weather in nectient
(Pari,
Yankee”
“Red
Wl)ile in Gotham. Wyler signed
many localities and unveiling of Shoes” (F.l.t and “Pride of
Rodgers West
Time Ruth and .Augustus Goetz to do the several
mild-draw
pirdures will Yankees” (RKO' (reissue*.
INDEX
Two of Metro’s topflite execs screenplay of the Dreiser novel. slash lirstrun biz totals drastically
Some eight new films are jilayBills
47
'^'ill cross paths
next month in ex- Goetzes previously collabbed with this week.
Man\ exhibitors do ing in key spots covered by
change visits to the homeoftices W.\ ler on “The Heiress” w hich he
Chatter
54
not look for any general upturn V.xniKiy this week.
Standout is
and the Coast. Dore Schaiy, com- recent !>• completed for Paramount.
F'ilm Reviews
iM-Gi, which i.s
8
Duo wrote both the play and the for several weeks or after school “Stratton Story"
pany’s production veepee, is slated
fairly solid at N. N’. Music Hall.
is out and regular pal ons arc adHouse Reviews
48
to trek e.n.st
q'hey will join Wyler
in June for a series sci'eenplav.
“Home
of Brave
(L’.Ai. preerned
jii.sled to summer skeds.
Inside Logit
52
of h.o. huddles.
(»n the C’«»asl within the next few
C’ontinued strength by “Belve- in N. Y. this week, looks fine
At the same time, William F. w cck>.
Inside Pictures
14
dere” (20th is lifting this eomedy despite offish tone in M;mhattan.
fiodgers. distribution veepee. will
Inside
Television
28
“The
Window” (RlvO* hints
into national leadership, aflei- beshove off for the studio on one of
Bin ford Bans Another;
ing among top throe in three pre- potcnlialiti<*s. being trim in C’hiInternational
16
his periodic
visits.
Rodgers will
vious weeks.
It
was a strong cago and strong In San Francisco.
Legitimate
49
t’’s Delinquency Pic
hew Metro product and discuss
It’s rated mild in Boston and just
second
la.sl stanza.
ti^ir sales
Literati
.53
Memphis. May 17.
campaigns with studio
in
Washington despite
“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G). average
officials.
Music
38
Llo.vd T. Binford “crashed” in which preemed big in
at rave reviews
on Ihtt annual Memphis Cotton Stale in preceding round, is pushNew .\cts
“Night Cnio Night” (WB'. fine
47
(
'arniv tI publicity here this week ing up into second position
in
Buffalo, looms light in Chi.
It is
(iallup Polls
Night Club Reviews
46
pulling tlie hex on another film best bet in Piflshurgh. lops in "Manhandled" (Par* is rated oka\
Ohiluaries
Make Trouble for Oscar? h.\
5.5
when he harmed Universal’s “City K.
so( k in VVashington. strong in Providence but “Streets ot J,aI*ictures
3
®*’‘****''rd of all filmgoers think
.\cross the River.” Pie was booked in N. V.. leader in Philadelphia redo”
(I’ar*
does not seem so
.."'arner Bros.’ “Johnny Bo- to opr'ti here today (17' at Loew’s and pacing St. Louis with wham promising on i(s showing at N. Y.
Radio
23
i
naa
won the Academy award as l’a!ac»*. and will probabl.i be shown biz
Paramount
Radio Reviews
30
the best film
of 1948.
“Canadian Paiific" (20th' looks
’across the I'iver” in West .MemThird mone> goes to “I'lamingo
Only 28'
Records
,)R
a t
“Bride of \enabout 10 miles from Road” (WB». la>'l week’s cham|). sturd\ in K C
l..aurence
Olivier’s phins. ,\rk
Frank Soul v
.53
lish-inade
“Hamlet” was the downtown Memphis, wliei’e all ’'riie Champion" d'A*. while not geance” d’ac. nice in Frisco. IS
Television
26
f'lial winner.
Another 5^r be- Bintoid-banned pix usuallj get in man\ spots, is showing enough dull elsewhere currenlK
Tele^i^ion Reviews
31
“Ala. }*a Kettle” rt
2()ih.Fox’s “Snake Pit- sliow n.
looms neat
stamina to sla\ in fourth place,
Imit
Fleview
46
in.!*^
i
topped the Oscar.
“Quaitel (KLi is so strong
“Ball Ctame” in Chi
Rinfurd fold V\niFTY that “City whore last week.
\audeville
43
tiisclosed by Dr. George
(M-(U. a runner-up last week, ic this stanza it hints ol soon doing
\e;t)ss tlie Ri\er
is “just another
Audience
this
trade
comparable
w ilh
while
titih
round
finishing
“Red
delinquency
om*
those
juvenile
Research
In(»l
o \ T V \ It in Y
till
*'
'h
« bulletin to its clients
iC' again is Shoes.”
(PuMi'«h«!d In Hrill»w().d »>y
'I’hcN
fighting and “Cil.v Acioss Ri\ei
things
start
I.
T'aily Varirl.v, T.td.l
veek.
Coiiip/'V'*' Rovo.l/ice Reports on
ARI’s survev
was killing; Iheie i.s no lesson to it and in sixth slot.
tl6 a Tpar — 1'.'0 Foreign
(Lonlinued on page 18)
Best runnei-iip pix are “Con- Pflf/es 1 1-13
no moral.”
five years.
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pirTrnE.s
Re-Team McCrea, Mayo

Bernhard Putting Fresh 300-4000

Hollywood,

Into Film Classics; Distrih Only
Joe Bernhard, prez of Film Clas-^
Its. is arranging to pul into the
company $300,000 to $400,000 of
new capital when the split with

Extras Balloting
Hollywood, May
ballots

yesterday

annual

elec’tion

(Mon.)
of

Text of Anglo-American Proposals

17.

Mr.

for

officers,

WB

the

Gentlemen:
As you sugge.sted
agreements reached

with

(3)

‘

(4)

•

WB

same

relative

Splitting Pools

(7)

countries,
B.

(1)

WB

its

ten, and "The Glass
to .star Jane Wyman.

other nego-

tiations with the sale of a 50% interest
in
the Parkway theatre,
Brooklyn, to the Randforce circuit.

I

’

The

(2)

period.

On the propo.sal for gtiarantee of British film earnings in Ihe .American market, the British made it known that they desired to have more
accurate figures on earnings of British films in America and to consider
w'hether they would prefer a guarantee based upon British gi'oss film
earnings or on British film net remittances.
It was the understanding of the American members that the British
agreed to all of the American proposals except numbers (1) and '2i under general heading A. With respect to number (1) the British wi.shed
to discuss this with their government before making a commitment.

Menagerie,”

pix comprise about
W’arners’ anticipated re-

four
of

20'' b
j

For its holdings in the operating leases for the year, which will put
company, Randforce paid Metro a serious dent in product for the
Strand if the house is to continue
$24. .500.
Considerably larger piece of to depend on the company’s own
change was picked up by Metro in pix. .As a matter of fact, in the
the sale of its 50'^^^ share in the last year or so it already has had
Criterion theatre. Broadway show- to resort several limes to double

HELP PIX BIZ PROBE
Motion Picture Assn, of Amernew television committee
evidenced its intention yesterday

ica’s

of

continuing

study

With respect to number
their government.

,

by

authorizing its secretary, Edward
T. Cheyfitz. to hire a fulltime asWork of the committee.
sistant.
Jack Cohn, exec veepee of Columbia sening as chairman told them.
Is "largely to keep abreast of all
television developments,”

‘

case, to the

B.

F.

Moss

interests.

bill

Latter paid the ma jor $135,000 in
In reit has been learned.
tum. Moss now holds in toto a
lease to the hou.se which runs until
1937 with an option to renew for

cash,

I

I

another 21 years.

reissues.

YATES, PRUTZMAN’S
REP,

I

Property owner.

(2),

the British were to discu.ss this matter with

was generally agreed that the British and American induslrics
would in the future cooperate on mutual problems; that another mooting would be held in .America within 30 days to work on the dclails of
our understandings; and that a still later meeting would be held m
Britain about the first of August for finalization and announccmcni.
It was further understood that any agreements by members of the
Joint-Anglo-American Film C’ouncil are subject to ratification by their
It

U STOCK MOVES

staged at Columbia,
Washington. May 17.
Bond Clothing Co., may cancel if
•yed a film on Phonevision, device
Herbert J. Yates, prc.sident of
it demolishes the building or the
ut out by Zenith Radio, and heard
new
owner can end the lease on Republic, has picked up a block of
1,000 shares of Rep’s preferred L
Sohn R. Holland, assi.stant to .sale of the property.
stock.
Yates now holds 79.331
Fenith's prexy, talk of his comIn other negotiations. Metro has
panv’.s plans for u.sing telephone
shares of the company’s common
chain
50%
a
sold to the Fabian
plus the 1.000 preferred.
^ires in connection with video. Deinterest in the Lee and Carrillon
Charles D. Prutzman. veepee
vice makes it po.ssible to charge
theatres. Richmond, and the Penn
and general coun.sel of Universal,
telephone subscribers for tele protheatre. We.st Reading. In Buffalo.
gifted 1.000 warrants on U’s comgrams.
company took seven houses and mon stock. It leaves
Prutzman
.Makeup of the committee. Cohn Paramount five, in a splitup of the
with 6.100 shares of common and
said, had been planned to be well Buffalo .Amusement Go.
20.250
stock
warrants.
representative of engineers, film
Number of hou.ses in which the
execs and economists. Committee outside interest is purelv that of
Is seeking a young fulltime aide. an investor. Metro has been perRapper East Casting
It is understood, with specialized
mitted to retain pai*tnership ties.
tek'N ision knowledge.
Modest Included are the Capitol theatre.
‘Menagerie’ Lead
alary is being offered.
Rroadwav deluxer. and the Loew’s
Irving Rapper. Warner Bros, diAttending the meet w'ere Theo- house in White Plains. N. Y.
rector. is in New York this week
dore Black, Lewis Blum berg, Robin an effort to cast the lead role
ert Chambers. Oscar Doob. Paul
in Tenne.ssee Williams’ “Glass MeRaibourn. John Whitaker. Frank Upped Amortizations
nagerie.” Among those under conCahill, Chexfitz and Cohn.
Cause Disney Net Loss sideration for the part played in
the .stage version by Laurette TayHollywood. May 17.
lor are Miriam Hopkins. Fay BainMay’s Upsurge Recoups
Walt Di.sney Productions suf- ler. Ruth ChatteiTon. Irene Dunne
fered an attack of red-ink during and Ethel Barrymore.
had
Amus. Shares’ April Dip the first six months of fi.scal 1949, also had in mind Helen Mayes or
w'ith a net loss of $29.- Katharine Cornell, but both nixed
coming
up
Bullish performance of amuseperiod ended April 2. the idea.
Miss Hayes did it in
ment stocks in early May has re- 245 for the
The loss compared with a profit I.nndon.
gained the ground lost in April,
of $68,128 for the 27 weeks which
Thi.s is Rapper’s initial assignand indicates that the shares will

Meeting,

as a quid pro quo for the above;
That the .American film companies eliminate the unit playing
program in Great Britain as soon as practicable.
’That the American companies guarantee a certain sum of
money to the British film producers annually on an upward
This guarantee is to be paid out of unremitsliding scale.
table sterling.
The basis for computing such guarantee
should be Briti.sh film earnings in America for the fiscal year
ending June 1. 1949. plus one of two alternatives: 'a' ’20'
more than Briti.sh gross film earnings in the United Slates,
or (b) 33';{^</ more than British net remittables for the same

was further suggested

It

'

I

I

)

Olympic games.
That the Briti.sh and .American film industries cooperate on
the exchange of technical skills and technical Information for
the improvement of production skills and techniques in both

(8)

—

'

respective organizations alter consultation with legal coun.sel.
Eric Johnston.

!

N. Y. to L. A.

I

I

i

I

I

j

I

j

!

I

,

'

'

Adrian
Rupert Allen
Vera Ellen
Clark Gable

'

WB’s

I

(

'

'

WB

continue their upward rally which

ended

Company ment

Warners since his rapattributed the drop in earnings prochement with the company He
principally to a boost in the amor- left to go to Columbia for a time.
tization rate cau.scd by tapering
“Menagerie,” which w'as bought
film revenues, domestic and for- for the screen by agent Charles K.
eign.
Feldman, is being produced by WB
Roy Disney, company's presi- on a deal by w'hich he w'ill share
dent. predicted an improvement in profits and get a "In arrangebecause of the unit’s plan to ments” hilling. Jerry Wald is the
produce "Trea.xure Island” in F.ng- producer.
lancl this summer in a joint venWilliams is not working on the
ture with RKG.
Some 90'’ b of screenpl.ay. since he is in Europe
production co.«;ts will be paid out doing a new legiter. Irene M Sclz.April

3.

1948.

previous
month. In .April all entertainment
stocks listed on the N. Y. stock exchange slid some $16,114,493 in
overall price quotes.
Total market value of amusement shares listed on the big board
came to $644,833,437 at the clo.se of
against
$G(i0.947.930
April.
in
On the hoard are all maKlari-h.
jor film companies except United
Artists, the liig networks and a of blocked pounds.
Project will
Biimbcr of disk outfit.s.
enable the unit to convert all this
Climb in prices started in March, year’.s and nexfs frozen pounds
when amusement shares improved into dollars. Di.sney said.
The early
Some $381,560 was applied to
b.v a total of $6,209,279.
M.iy rally drove up prices, partic- reduction of d« bts and payment on
ularly of film stock.s. Severn points, arrears of preferred stcM’k. rhese
with trading more active than for dividends came to $83,610. Longmany months previous. In the pa.sl term loan was slashed to $105,026;
week all stocks, including those of notes decreased $173,574; and
the amusement field, have been debentures retired in the sum of
$19,350.
^'Ifting aimlessly.
in

the

for

nick.

producer

of

his

current
Desire." re-

C.ir Named
turned to the U. S. Mondav '16).
after visiting him abroad with the

"Street

possibility
play. She

I

I

presenting his new
expected to work with

of
is

Williams’ agent, Audrey Wood, in
setting up new term.s for screen
rights to "Street Car.”
Previous
terms were considered too high
and loo onerous by the film companics.

Kurland and Allen Back

From U’s Rome

Location

Gilbert Kurland, Universal production exec, and Rupcti Allen,

Betty Garrett
Janet Gaynor
James R. Grainger
Arnold Grant

the company, planed to the

Van

from

Heflin

John Huston
G. W. (Johnnv) Johnstons

Gene Kelly

j

was interrupted

a

joint advertising program to stimulate motion picture attendance in other portion.s of the world,
That the British and American motion picture industries consult as to participation in film festivals having as the objective one annual film fetsival as world-wide in scale as the

,

Metro wound up

(Tues

ance in the United Kingdom.
That the British and American film industries cooperate on

(6)

own

I

stockholders, turned over all their
hares to Cinecolor lor 40,000

SPECIAL TV AIDE TO

its

—

:

positions they held

Continued on page 20)

away from

selling

WB

be lore FC became a wholly-owned
u'o:dd of the tint firm about two
pears ago. At that time Bernhard
and Edward L. Alperson, FC’s two

•

'

(5)

house,
it
had been' previously reported
might drop stage shows
that
To that the comat the Strand.
pany replied that the next two
presentations
featuring Bobby
the Phil
With all other partnership in- Byrnes’ band and then
Spitalny aggregation have already
terests tabued by it.«i stipulation with
been
set and the one following
the Government already broken
those is close to the signing point.
up. Metro is getting set to enter
There may be a summer hiatus of
early negotiations with the United
bandshows however.
Artists circuit to complete the tiePix which
has booked into
cutting operations. Dickering will
be initiated within the next couple the Rockefeller showca.se are "Look
of weeks, company official indi- for the Silver Lining,” Ray Bolcated, to bring about a division of ger-June Haver Technicolor stiirthe eight hou.ses in which Loew’s rer, which will open about July 2;
and UA are currently partners. Alfred Hitchcock’s "Under CapriThose theatres consist of three in corn." starring Ingrid Bergman and
Baltimore; two in Pittsburgh; two Joseph Cotten; "Beyond the Forin Columbus, and one in Louisville. est.” starring Bette Davis and Cot-

will change hands in
the .reparation proce.ss, which will
rewrl the two companies to the

lower

of 100 American-made class "A” feature piciures
a
over either a three- or a five-year period, and that no .American company shall have more than 15 bookings annually.
In the bookings of American pictures by the three British circuits there shall be no discrimination against any .American
company on the basis of seasons, holidays, or other related
factors. The American "A” pictures shall be the .standard for
such bookings. In event of disagreement the matter shall be
submitted to arbitration.
This arrangement shall be approved in advance by the Board
of Trade,
That the BFPA work for increased dollar remittances io the
United States at the expiration of the Wilson-John.ston agreement in June. 1950.
That the BFPA work for a liberalized policy in the uses of
the unremitlable sterling balances of U. S. companies in
Great Britain.
That the American and British film industries cooperale on a
joint advertising program to stimulate motion picture attend-

Stirs^Speculation

Xo money

a

minimum

4 to Music Hall

Details have now all been agreed
lor the divorcement of FC from
While stockholder apCiiitcolor.
proval is not legally required, it is
>lanned to go through that fornialft> and a meeting of the shareholders is anticipated within about
th) ce weeks.

outlining our understanding of the tentative
our conference in Washington on April 21 anH
”

quota.

.

on

am

in

That the three major circuits in Great Britain show annually

(2)

the results to be announced June
12

Metro Continues

I

^

A. The American members suggested:
(1) That the British Film Producers Association work for

Candidates named by the SEG
the company through its present'
nominating committee are: Presi•‘growing pains” and giving it a
dent, Richard H. Gordon; first veesubstantial financial backlog to as- pee,
Franklyn Famum; second
veepee, Bess Flow'ers; third veepee,
sure stability.
Steers; recording secretary,
Larry
Money will be put into FC by
Bernhard himself, who already has Beulah Parkinglon; treasurer. JefConsiderable trade speculation
Sayre;
board of directors, concerning Warner Bros.’ plan for
frey
$500,sn investment of more than
000 in the company, and by some Claire Andre, Ben Corbett, Frank- its Broadway flagship, the Strand,
financial associates. It will not be lyn Farnuin, Richard H. Gordon, has been aroused by the company’s
production,! Louise Lane. W. H. O’Brien, Buddy deal last week to put four of its
used for financing
since FC will adhere hereafter Mason. Bill O’Brien, Rose Plumer, top pix in the Radio City Music
Strictly to a policy of making no Snub Pollard. Edd X. Rsssell, Jef- Hall.
execs were non-compix on its own, but distributing frey Sayre. George Sewards and mittal beyond declaring they anonly indie product. Guarantees will Martin Turner.
ticipated
no change in Strand
be advanced for the producers,;
policy.
where necessary, in order to get
Aside from the sudden move in
them bank loans and other outside
financing.

j

J

22. 1949.

Away

Selling

Arthur Rank

J.

Sir Henry French
Sir Alexander Korda

17.

Screen Extras Guild mailed out

Cinecolor becomes effective and
FC returns to independent ownership. Coin will be used for current operating expenses, helping

May

Joel McCrea and Virginia Mayo,
teammates in "Colorado
recent
Territory.” will do it again at War"Thunder
City,” based on a
ners in
yarn by Leslie Mitchell.
McCrea plays a Union officer of
the Civil W’ar period and Miss
.Mayo a femme gold prospector.

I9.49

Gilbert Kurland
Lastfogel
Miller
Jules Munshin
Gabriel Pascal

Abe
Ann

Brock Pemberton
Buddy Pepper
Howard Reinheimer
Frank Sinatra
Jule Styne
Margaret Whiting
Ira Wit
William Wvler

L.

A. to N. Y.

Polan Banks

Anthony Bartley
Barney Bernard
Irving Brecher

Robert Cummings

George Dembow
Lee Elroy
Joan Fontaine
Emery Huse
John Joseph
Deborah Kerr
Edward Ludwig
Noel Madison
Trudy Marshall
Raymond Massey
Nina Mae McKinney
Dennis Morgan
Paul Nathan
Anna Neagle
Lilli

who

is

on special a.ssignment wilh

New York

yesterday

abroad for two months arranging
permits and locations for ‘ParaRobeit
dise Lost, 1949,” which
Buckner will produce for U.
.Allen, until

the

.start

of this \ear,

was aide to Frank McCarth\. then
the Motion Picture Assn, of .America's Continental rep. His pii.'-t w ith
U is a temporary one. in whi« h the
studio is using his foreign i xpc ri-

ence to smootl

the way

in

N. Y. to Europe
Barbara Clarke
Bob Considine
Richard de Rochemont

Vernon Duke
Ro.samond Gilder

John Haskell
Philip Hope-Wallace

Johnny Hyde
Louis A. Lotito
Leslie Macdonnell

Eugene Ormandy
Louella O. Parsons
Erich Maria Remarque
Sylvie St. Clair
Gradwell L. Sears

Abbey Simon
Aiiuro Toscanini
Clifton

Webb

Robert Whitehead

Palmer

Phil Baffin

Morris Sanders
Eddie Sherman
Sutherland
Janet Thomas
Walter Wanger
Herbert Wilcox

oast

lues-

day) after arriving from Italy the
previous day.
They had been

Rickard K. Polimer

•Fohn

(

'

STILL HERE
Henry MorgaB

Italy.

!'
'

1;

ASK PROBE OF ANGLO-U.S. PACT
Seiznick s 2d

from Korda for

U.S.

Distrib; 4 Others Still to
Sel/nick

financing

U

is

tlie

Come

AEAINST

Releasing Organizations

distribuhas piiifliased American
‘Ttie Case of Lady
tion rigid s to
Brooke.” Myrna l.oy-starrer, whicti
was rei enlly made in England and
by CIregory RatofT. w ith
Italy

Whole

Team
>

'

by Sir Alexander Korda.
first

of a series of dis-

Fog Shrouds New Film Proposals

SIMPP fllTTERiy

Script
deals— all the others, but starting date at Metro.
comprising Hollywood prod- problems may hold back the pro-

foundation

of

.Assn,

the

I

Blast from Britain Meets

Hot Opposition from H’wood Distribs

may

be in for a searching o o by Covernmental and Congressional investigators as result of tlie hitter
opposition by the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
to Hie recent Anglo-American Film
Council proposals fiM- a deal between the American and British

.limmv Durante will co-star witli
Red Skelton in ‘The Yellow Cab
Man.” w'hich has a tentative June

tribidfim

legal

Motion Picture Export

Durante, Skeltoii
Hollywood, May 17.

As Cold

NEW PLAN

Indications from bolli .sides of
the Atlantic ttiis week were that
so mucli opposition has arisen (•
the recent Anglo-.American Elitu
Council proposals that there will
be drastic changes in Hiem heforo
they
if
they get final approval
ever do. In aiiy event. Americaa
company proxies and foreign ciiiefa
indicated at a New York .se.ssioa
last
Friday (13) that Hiey want
a tot more discussion and understanding of the complicated issufls
involved before they’ll even consider voting on them.
.At the same time, the Americana
were somewhat mystified by what
seenuHl like the British hacking >)ut
waa
of the agreement before it

^

'

Noblesse Oblige Act

i

!

l.ondon. May 17.
British exhilis and producers

i

!

j

I

have reached a tacit agreeexpects to con- duction until autumn.
yet—which
ment that they will not call
Metro is talking a loanout deal Industries.
each other names In public
summate within the next lew
with RKO for Durante on a oneSIMPP took its initial step in
any more.
weeks to give it a continuing supRatlipicture deal for N, Peter
formally attacking Hie proposed
Accord w'as indicated at a
ply of releases and step up the
von’s new outfit when “Yellow agreement and the MPF..A, through
session of tlie Cinematograph
tempo of its operation.
Cab” is completed.
week
last
would
become
ef.Assn
which
Hie
pact
Exhibitors
activity
under
new
the
of
Sign
when Sir Alex King, of Hie
fective, in a squawk filed last Fridistribution v p Sidney Deneau is
a guest
Cleghe
had
been
with
Attorney
said
the
day
(I3>
CKA.
of
its
of
two
SRO
to
return
the
Arthur Rank, of Ihe
eral.
That is expected to he folof J.
execs wtm. only eight weeks ago.
British F’ilni Producers .A.ssn.,
lowed shortly by a request to
resigned to join Motion Picture
night, and he was
an
previous
Wright
Patman
lor
Chairman
the
Sales Corp.. the new Neil Agnew anticipating that tliere’d be
inquiry by his House Small BusiPair who
Charles Casanave unit.
circumspect poFederal
Trade
nothing
but
Committee.
ness
are retuining to the SRO fold are
even made.
This was ha.sed oia
liteness in statements issued
Commission and Dept, of State
Fontaine and A. J. DelE.
J.
statements from England by Sir
by eillier as.soby
future
complaints
Ihe
handed
In
may
be
cambre.
One aspect of the current trip SIMPP later.
Henry L. French, director general
ciation concerning Ihe other.,
in
headquarter
Fontaine will
to Kngland by Orad Sears. United
of
Hie
Film Produeera
British
They’ve been at liammers and
The Washington agreement is
Washington, as before, while Del- Artists prexy, will be exploration
.Assn., who was one of Hie six mea
tongs over the quota.
still being considered by Hie macambre resumes for the company of the possibility of UA getting
sat in on the Washington conwho
jors, acting jointly as members of
He had been replaced some J. Arthur Rank product for
in Dallas.
ferences April 21 and 22. wliena
Herman Beiersdorf, distribution in ttie U S. Sears, it the MPEA, Latter is a cooperative
In Texas by
the proposals were hammered out.
organized under the Webb-Pomewho has resigned. Both Fontaine is understood, hopes po.ssibly to
.\mong statements attributed
rene act, which permits U. S. firms
the
handling
were
Delcambre
and
take advantage of the present con- to act in concert in handling forFrench was one that the gtiarantea
for
territories
same respective
fused status at Kagle IJon to eign trade. It relieves them of the
of playing time for U. S. class “A”
MPSC. Their deal with the lat- bolster UA’s product situation by
of prosecution for the type
pix on (he three major British cirguarantee getting some or all of the Rank threat
provided
for
a
ter
of joint action abroad which would
cuits might be. reduced from tha
against a percentage, but lack of pix now going to RL.
be in violation of anti-trust laws
100 mentioned in the memo of
sufficient product prevented them
Universal has the prime U.S. in the U. S.
It was designed to
agreement (published herewith) ta
from making the coin they ex- contract with Rank and FAj has
Under a new split of J. .Arthur 80
put American companies on even
Since this guarantee of 100
pected.
a derivative paci to which U has
(Continued on page 14)
Rank’s product pul through while films is the bait for w’hicli Hie Yank
Deal for ‘‘Ca.se of Lady Brooke” con.sented. U would have to give
Hie British filmmaker was here on firms might accept Hie rest of tha
was made for SRO by David O. Its okay to any pix going to UA,
his recent visit. Eagle Lion now agreement, and they figure that
Seiznick with Korda when the lat- while Rank would have to prove Yanks Regard Italy’s
the present quota allows them 8t
has probalily the largest inventory
New York recently. that EL breached Its long-term
in
ter was
pix on the three chains, they don’t
to
Title of Ihe pic is being changed
agreement with him before he
of British films ever held by one see the French propo.sal as likelf
Film Subsidy Program
(Continued
on page 21)
could give pix to another comYank distrib. The division handed (o produce agreement liere.
•
pagy. There has been no hint of
EL another eight of Rank's fea.Aside from the charges concernAs Benevolent
any such breach np to this time,
tures and allocated an equal num- ing (he proposals made to tha
Big Pix .
Getting
Rome, May 17.
despite resignation of EL prexy
ber to Universal, Kl/s co-disirib of
(Continued on page 20)
Arthur Krim and pub-ad chief Max
While American majors and the Britisher’s pix In Hie U. S.
Youngstein and the present efforts indies battle over subsidization of With the new split, theie are now'
Reaction, Polacoior
to sell the company.
production in Britain out of frozen 33 Rank films either in EL’s bins Eastern Par Execs West
Sears will meet in London with money, the Italian parliament is or currently in release.
Shelving Its Process
.\rtliur W. Kelly, exec v.p., who expected to okay this week an arU. on ils part, has a le.s.ser numOverall
Cambridge, Mass,, May 17.
w'ent over last week, and, it is rangement for subsidizing filmmak- ber because terms of the two comThe Polaroid Corp. is reported
(Continued on page 22)
ing here with the blocked lire of panies’ distrib deal with Rank perYonngstein’s
Setup
experimentation in
shelving
its
Yank firms. Bill w'hich the legis- mits RL to snap up the Britistier's
color proce.ssing for theatrical film
Paramount’s new
lators will consider was drawn up films if U turns them dow'ii for
first
team
with the shuttering of its plant FILMS
$3,000,000
S.
W'ilh Hie agreement of the U.
general release. As such. EL has pieced together by prez Barnef
here this week.
The now-closed
industry, represented here by Ger- first call on the.se pix before U can Balaban will work out its signala
plant turned out Polacoior, proce.ss
ald Mayer, Continental chief for allocate them to its Prestige Pic- at a suddenly convoked series of
IN 1949
which Paramount used for tinting
the Motion Picture .A.ssn. of Amer- tures unit, specializing in arlhouse meetings on the Coast next week.
Washington, May 17.
I half-dozen of its animated carica.
Planing to Hollywood over tha
distribution.
Film industry dividends during
toon shorts. Ostensible reason for
Measure provides that 2. .500, 000
Eight new' pix grooved to El., weekend will be Balaban and hit
the shuttering is the fact that tlie the first quarter of this year were
new
national ad-pub director Mag
are “TroHie True.” ‘‘History of Mr.
off neai’ly $3,000,000 from the same lire (about $4,000) w'ill be pul on
plant i.s having labor troubles.
There, the duo will
deposit by American companies in Polly,”
‘‘Pa.ssport
to
Pimlico,” Youngstein.
Polaroid had been te.stlng Hie period in 1948, according to figures
frame
the strategy for (he impenda loan fund for domestic producers ‘‘Once
Upon a Dream,
I'he
process on cartoons with the idea released last week by the U. S. Deing Paramount splitup willi Adolph
for
each
pic
dubbed
from
English
Weaker
Sex.”
“Eloodlide.”
“Slop
of Commerce.
During
of ultimately expanding Into live- partment
into Italian.
Yanks agreed to the Press Girl” and ‘Look Before You Zukor, board chairman; Henry
action films. . It was reported to be .lanuary, F'ebruary and March the
as
a
compromi.se
for
a
Love,”
Titles of .some will be Ginslierg, production veepee; Ala
total
of plan
closely lied to Paramount in its stockholders received
straight
dubbing
lax w'hich was be- changed before turning them loose fred W. Schwalbcrg, sales chief;
$10,371,000. contra.sted with $13,color experiments.
It Is believed
Noiinan Siegel, studio publicity
ing considered.
on
the
American
market.
171.000 for the quarter last year.
a dearth of orders from oilier film
.Advantages of the pre.se nt hill
I'he big infiux of .Anglo imports manager; Ru.sseil Holman, eastern
Figure for January was $2,639.t.<mipanies
hastened the plant’s
are that a certificate will he is- is figured to help EL tide over its studio rep, and a group of salea
as
000
against
in
Janu$3,772,000
closing.
execs.
(('ontinued on page 20t
(Continued on page 21)
1949,
With Polaroid out of Ihe picture, ary. 1948. The February.
Under present plans. Young•t least
temporarily, it is under- melon came to only $224,000, far
stein and Balaban will alleiid ihm
stood here that Par is launching below the $2, 02.5, 000 for I'cljiiiary,
(wo-day regional sales liuddle.s tn
1948 How'ever. things picked up
into its own color experiments at
Los Angeles on Monday '23) and
sharply in March. The dividend'the company’s New York lab.
Tuesday.
Once the.s^are out of
aggregated $7. .508. 000. a little above
Ihe way, all exec toppers go Intn
the $7,374,000 for March. 1948
the strategy meets In wliieli Hi#
Commen'e Department gave sevGallic Pic’s Big Payoff
new' Schwalberg-Youngstein-Sieg#l
eral reasons for the decline. First,
parley gets its first tryout.
Stanley Co. of America. Warners
On
N.Y. Run subsidiary, reported no February
Youngstein has already decUr«*d
Tlie American hoxoffice earn- if a deal
put through between
Near-record film rental for a dividend this year. I’liis may lie re(Continued on pagt; 14)
ings of “Hamlet,” ‘‘Red Shoes” and Eagle Lion, pie's U. S. distrib, and
foreign-language
was ported later, as it was last year. a flo<-k of Important British pix J. Arthur Rank, its British propicture
racked up by “Symplionie PasIll
addition. Republic omitted ils imports, figured to add another ducer. gets Hie sanction of the
torale.” which recently wound up
Col, 20th and 1) Picking
Marcfi dividend this year and WB. $3 ..500. ()()() tlii.^ year 1o tlie $17.- Bank of F'nglarid.
Under the pro* 34-weck
run at the Paris theafie, Universal and F'aramount all paid
^ V Irwin Shapiro, the distrib. their stockholders a little less than 000.000 which Yank distribs can visions of this arrangement, EL
Pfd. Stock
Its
.extract in dollars from Britain, i.s guaranteeing Rank a minimum
collected a gross rental of
$ 0‘2 .()()() last year.
may be w'hiltled to an itisignifii'ant in the neighhorliood of $1 .OOO.OOO
Trio of film companies shoved
>od a net of $76,000.
Difierenfial
•Xceording to Hie Commerce De- figure under developments now in U. S. earnings of “Shoes” in reto retire outalong
their
drive
[•‘presents $26,000 paid by Shapiro partment
Hie publicly reported
turn for a somewhat similar guar- standing
.A series of special deals
and special
preferred
toward a total of $40,000 spent on dividends in a business generally shaping.
between .American disirilis han- antee from Rank on EL’s “Tulsa.” stock issues during the jiast .10
advertising.
represent about 60 to 6.5'^c of all dling the British prodncl and their
Alean.s Cutting .Anglo-U. S. Pool
days by picking up the slock oa
House, which opened last Sept. dividiMids paid out.
In effect, the exchange of guar- the open market. Columbia bought
.Anglo associates ate taking the
I*, preemed
its
second pic last
most important British film earn- antees is equivalent to recoupment .500 siiares of cumulative preferred
Devil In the Flesh”
“Le 20th Testinjf
of the total to be of the earnings of one film against during the stretch to tiring Itn
ers
here
out
Diable an C’nrps”), to an $800 highthe other. Himee. no money passes total of acquired shares t-i 1,300.
computt'd
•c gross than
the initial .stanza t»f
Eastman Tint Process
Ttie developments are affecting hands until one or both films go 'I'wentietli-Fox
acquired anoHier
Faslorale.”
|t
got $16,.'')60. doing
Hollywood.
above Hie minimum figure.
money
which
the
May
17.
total
Yank
On 700 .shares of cumulative, convertthe
ve slmw's a day
in the 570-sealer
.N»*w
color process, developed companies will get for Hie first that basis, few If any dollars from ible preferred and now holds .10.•t a Si •»()
orch and $1.40 jointly by 20Hi-Fox and Eastman, year of Hie p.-iet. ending June 14. “Shoes” will land in the British .500 shares in its treasury wliich
oges
M«•avy liiz rung up b.\ Hie
v\ill be tried out shortly on one of
The pact provided that dollar ship- pool a.s remitlahle coin Intended it can retire.
leiictiie is in
contrast to gener- Hie studio’s higti-hudget pictures. ments could reach a total of $17,- for Rank.
Universal moved in for 220 mor#
l>
Weak biz on Broadway cnrReportedly.
Earl I. S|)onat)le, 2()Hi-Fox techni- 000.000, plus what Biitish pix ac“Hamlet" and a shares of its limited issue of ruteiuK
cal
executive, has been working cumulate here by way of surplus number of other British films dis- mutative preferred.
U currently
for several years on the proie<'t at •remiHahle dollars for British pro- tributed in the U. S. by Universal holds 2,120 shares. Biggest operaHouser as Evefove Aide Hie Kastman lab in Rochester. ducers
L.itler coin was to lx* will also o.seape the pool.
Under tion was that of Paramount in tiuvplaced in a pool and Hn'ieafter its longterm eontiact with Rank, ing up its own common slock Par
.\
V.
Hollywood. Ma.\ 17
.
^
Studio e\e<'utives refuse to di- distritinled among the companies. U has the right to .set up .similar culled another 26,7.54 .shares of
Houser has been named a.**
> mi
Substantial part of Ihe earnings recoupment arrangements with the enrnmon during the 30-d.i> period
pnhiicily director to .Ah"
viil'ge details of Hie new tinier, exf.velox,. nt
mor Iroin “Red Shoes” will never British producer. This is pos.sible and now holds a grandsljm total
VVarncr.s.
ce|)l Hiaf it is only s!ig(ili>
reach the pool, it has been learned,
C‘p|jce.s Bill Rice, resigned. expensive Ilian black and white.
(Continued on page 21)
of 920,587 shares.
^
one.
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The Best Reading
The Industry Today!

May

18, 1949

THE

BEAUTIFUL BLONDE

FROM BASHFUL BEND

HAPPENS EVERY SPRING MR. BELVEDERE
GOES TO COLLEGE THE FORBIDDEN STREET
THE FAN CANADIAN PACIFIC MOTHER IS A
jFRESHMAN A LETTER TO THREE WIVES THE
SNAKE PIT DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS
YELLOW SKY WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME
•

IT

•

•

•

•

•

i

•
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FII.M

Minntire Renews
**Neptune*a
D a « g h t c r”
Nifty
(Songs-Color) fMG».
ummer entertainment with
Esther Williams. Red Skelton
and others to spark b.o.
‘‘Colorado Territory” (WB)
Western about early-day out-

Hollywood, May 17.
Metro r*lc«M of Jeck Cummlnua pro-

Start Eathar Willlamx. Ked Skalon; featuraa Ricardo Montalban. Betty
tJarrett, Keenan Wynn. Xavier Cusal orDirected by Edward BumcU.
vheatra.
t4 ro«npla\. Dorothy Kingsley; added diacamera
log. Hay Singer. Dick Chevillat;
songs.
Rosher:
Charles
tTachnicolor*.
Frank Loesser; dance*. Jack Uonanue;

Aut'tion.

Warburton.
Running time.

Irvine

May

17, '49.

live

Barrett

“The Gay Amigo” fUA>. Another in Cisco Kid series: good

Tradeshown
MINS.

Esther Williams
Red Skelton

Jack Spratt
ose O’Rouike

Ricardo

diialer.

tED.
Terror”
Costume meller about French
Revolution for action market.

Montalban

“Reign

Garrett

Betty

Barrett
oe Backett

tlelty

iavier

In w s.

Keenan Wynn

Himself

Cneat

Ted de

Okie l.ii/etle
flac Mozolla
Julio

“Law

t orsia

Mike MazuiKl

fall Wrangler
Little Wrangler

“Neptune’s Daughter] is a neat
foncoction of bree/y. light entercombines comt'dy,
It
tainment.
gongs and dances into an amusing
froth that should fare well at the
summer hoxoffice. 1^’ame lineup is
strong, there's plenty of eye appeal
In the use of color and shapely
femmes, and the musical portions

of the

Golden West”

<Rept.
Monte Hale western
good fare for the oater market.
“Frontier Investigator”
Allan “Rocky”
<Rep>. Good
Lane oater; sturdy action and
chases.

Mel Blanc
loan Duval
(.eoige Mann
Frank Mitchell

Groom

of

.

“For Them That Trespass”
fABPi.
British - made prison
yarn of moderate appeal.
“Passport to Pimlico” iGP'D'.

Amusing Britisli war comedy;
good supporting attraction.
“The Last Days of Dolwyn”

|

|

j

<BL).
British-made drama of
listen well
Welsh village; for art house
Star sparkplugs for the Dorothy
trade.
Kingsley .script are Ksther Williams
“Peddlin’ In Society” (Lux),
and Red Skelton. Miss Williams’
Anna Magnani in an ordinary
bathing beauty and .Skelton's comItalian import.
combinaedy make for a pleasing
lion that does much to get over
the pleasant, but fluffy, story. Able tage of the outdoor locales, and the
Rssist in the laugh lineup comes direction keeps it moving consistfrom Betty fSarrett, while Ricardo ently towards the rather grim
;

j

I

via

transcribed

a

“Temptation Harbor,” British-made. just opened at th«
Beacon, N. Y.. was reviewed in

Vahiety from London March 5,
1947. Reviewer Catie felt that
pic was “well acted and well

“only hope in America

Keenan

and

Montalban

Wynn

finale.

make their presences felt.
Plot is more than ju.st the usual
Top tune of the Franlt Loesser western
about early-day outlaws,
score is already a pop hit, “Baby.
Cold Outside,’’ dueted by Miss
Williams and Montalban, and. for
comedy, by Skelton and Miss Gar“I— Love Those Men” also
rett.
gets a Garrett workout in a combo
ginging-dancing number with Skelton and Xavier (’ugat’s orchestra.
Same combo delivery is used for
ballad,
“My Heart Beats
the
Faster” by Miss Williams and
Montalban.

«f

Terror

dan.

Aeneas

MacKenzie:

camera,

.Alton: editor.
Allen: mu.xicni
I.tor. Irvini; rriec1m“n. Tradeshown

Charles D’.Aubigny

May

13.

Madelon

'49.

I

i

John
direc-

N Y*

1

.

.

Running lime. 99 MI.NS.
Robert Cummings
.

.

home in the Francoia Barrai
saddle and lends an authority to Fouche
his portrayal of outlaw Wes Me- Kube.spierre
•Saint .lu*t
Queen who has gone too far down Tallien
the crime path to turn back. On Dantun
Wade Cro.sby
William Challec
the distaff side, Virginia Mayo Bounlun
comes through with a strong de- Ceclle
.Sergeant
livery of the daneehall girl who F;irmer‘s Wife
Ellen Lowe
John Doucette
goes down in a blaze of posse guns Farmer
Story thread holding the antics
Frank Conlan
with McCrca at the picture’s con- Gatekeeper
Marciui.s de Lafayette
Wilton Graff
together concerns itself with a
elusion.
Duval
Charles Gordon
bathing suit designer - manufacBeulah Bondi
John Twist and Edmund H. Grandma
turer-model. Miss Williamr.; her
business partner, Wynn; her dumb- North have given their script good
“Reign of Terror” is hard acdora sister. Miss Garrett; and dialog and an air of pending exaids
the
payoff. tion fare with an historical faSkelton, a ma.ssuer for a polo ehib. citement tliat
Walsh’s direction
knows cade.
Loosely using the events
Ingredients are mixed well for Raoul
straight romantic teaming of Mon- what to do with the situations and and characters of the French Revtalban, Latin polo star, and Miss builds them logically and with a olution of 1789 as background, pic
pushes aside the facts for a derWilliams, and for the more eomedic good deal of punch.
amours of Skelton-CLirrelt. It’s all
Characters of McCrea and Miss ring-do plume-and-sabre yarn cut
Just a trifle, but perfectly ade- Mayo are sympathetic but not soft. along a standard meller pattern.
quate framework upon which to Added interest in Miss Mayo's ap- It will do sturdily in .secondary
bang the fun and music.
pearance is the way the tensing by situations but average marquee
Edward Bu/zell’s direction re- Sid Hiekox takes |full advantage values limit Its prospects in the
alizes ably on the comedy values, ‘j}f her natural charms.
Camera first-runs.
Film is marred by the script’s
treating them with a free and ea.sy also is a big factor in presenting
hand that make for plenty of the rugged scenic beauty of the pic- tendency, reenforced by the direcbroadness, but also for plenty of ture’s western locale. Dorothy Ma- tion. to depict the historical perchuckles.
Two standout laugh lone, a girl w'ho temporarily inter- sonages as caricatures of evil and
aequences are Miss Garrett’s coax- ests McCrea; Henry Hull, her virtue without any realistic shadRichard Basehart's portrait*!
ing of .Skelton in their “Cold Out- farming father; Jame.s Mitchell and ings.
side” number, and the comic’s John Archer, outlaws; Morris An- of Robespierre, for example, is
hilarious tomfoolery while trying krum, marshal, and Ian Wolfe, an overdrawn in such flendi.sh style
to mount a horse to participate, informer, are among others deliv- that it almost backfires into comedy.
Co.stiimes and .setting.s, howreluctantly, in a ii^lo match.
ering competently,
ever. are firstrate and generate a
Film includes a number of beauAnthony Veiller backs his properiod atmosphere.
tifully .staged water sequenee.s that
duction supervision with expert asPlot Is concerned with an athave Miss Williams and other sists all down the technical line,
tempt of a section of the revolucarefully-chosen femmes display- and the editing is good.
Brog.
tionary movement to halt Robesing
pulchritude
and high-style
pierre’s plot for a one-man di^abathing suits. These climax in the
torship.
Key to the struggle is a
finale
water ballet number, in
Th«* laay
little
black book in which the
which Montalban takes part. Added
United Aiiii»(K releiiac of Philip N.
musical emphasis comes from two Kj'asne production Stan Dunc«j\ Renaldo. names of his future guillotine vicsharp Cugat stagings, particularly I.eo Carrillo: fealurea Armida. Joe Saw- tims were listed.
Masquerading
.ver.
Directed by Wallace Fox. Screen- as a blood-1 hirsly
a conga number that makes ex- plav
Robespierrelst.
by Doria .Schrneder, based on «-harCummings purloins the
citing use of lights and photog- aoter created by O. Henry: camera, Ernest Robert
Miller: editor. Marlin Cohn; music. .Albert
doom.v-day book ana reveals its
raphy to appeal to the senses.
Tradeshown N. Y.. .May II, ’49. contents In time to
Production has been giNen an Glasser.
squash the conMINS.
Runninn lime,
elegant mounting by .lack Com- Cisco
Duncan Retialdo spiracy.
Cummings does well as the unmings with beautiful color lensing Pancho
I.eo Carrillo
Armida dercover agent who. at one point,
by Charles Rosher to correctly Rosita
.SeiKeant McNuUy
.loe Sawyer
display the .settings and the ea.st, Stoneham
...
Walter Baldwin slugs his way through an obstacle
Fred Kohler, .Ir. course of 12 plebian hooligans. As
Georgie Stoll’s musical direction Brack
....
Kenneth MacDonald his political collaborator and
ably realizes on the Loesser tunes. Captain I.ewis
roCorporal
Georee Denormand
Final reel of the picture bears I.ieulenant
Clavton Mooie mantic Interest. .Arlene Dahl regDuke
Fred Crane i.ster.s .solidly with her .standout
evidence of being boldly scis.sored.
Helen
Servi«
Old Maid
looks and shows competent thespprobably in the Interest of holding Girl
Beverh -Ions
.Among the historirunning time to 92 minutes, re- Driver
Bud Ovborne ing qualities.
Sam Flint cal characters. Jess Barker, as
sulting in choppy sequences, but Paiil.«en
Saint Just, and Richard Hart, as
•therwise editing is smooth.
Prop.
Seeond in Philip N. Krasne’s Barras. are severely handicapped
by their lines. .Arnold
new series ba.ved on O. Henry's ever, turns in a polishedMo.ss. howperformI'oloraslo Ti^rrilorv
Ciseo Kid charaeterization. “The ance as the treacherous police
Hollywood. May 17.
%Vai ner Bros, release of .Anthony V eiller Gay Amigo” registers as an amus- chief. Fouche.
Besides good physical dressing,
Oioduclion
Stars Joel Mr-Crea. V irainia ing oater
that should appeal both
Ha.>o, Doioth.v Malone; features Heni'
pic is marked by expert lensing
to the Saluiday matinee trade and
Hiill, .lohn .Archer, James Mitchell. Morand
smooth editing.
Henn.
is Ankrum. Basil
Ruy.sdvel. Frank Pun- as secondary feature on twin bills.
t a. Ian Wolfe. Harry Woods. Hoii-elev
gtevenson
Directed hy Raoul Walsh, Reputation of earlier Ci.seo film.s
I.Mw
gkf
I
lie
lo|g|ell
giiecnplay. .lohn Twist and Eflinun«l 11
and 'fact that the Mexican Robin
Mf’enl
North; cameia. Sid iliekox: editor, Owen Hood is hein.g touted on the airHollywood. May 14.
Marks. Tradeshow'n Mav 17. 49. KunninK
Krpiiblir rplraiir of Melville Tut-ker
time. 94 MINS.
<liM'lioii.
Stars Monte Hale; features ^aul
Wes .M< Wiieen
.loel McCrea
Murst. Gail Davis, Roy Barxroft. .lohn llolC'oloiado Carson
Vir-inia Maxo
laiiil.
.Si-otl
Elliott
Dii ei led hv Philip
Against the
Julie Ann
Dorolhv Malone
Ford. Written bv .Norman S. Hall; i-arnWinslow
Henrv Mull
era. Ernest Miller: editoi
the
Wind”
“Against
BritRM-hard L. Van
Reno Blake
.lohn .Archir
Knyer. Previewed May
’49.
Running
ish-made. being relea.sed
in
Duke llairis
.lames Mitchell
time. .^9 MINN.
.s.
Marshal
Mollis .Vnkiiim
the U. S. hy Fagle Lion, will
Vl'illiam F. Codv
Monte Hale
Basil Kuvsdarl
Da\e Rickard
Otis
Ellis
Paul Hurst
he Iradeshtiwn in New York
Brother Ti>mas
Frank l’ll'liil
•Ann Calx ert
Gail Davis
WaMate
Ian W olfe
Friday •20'. Pic waw^eviewed
Clele Lari abee
Rov Ban-roft
Phil hner
llaii'v Woods
Ouentin Morell TT
lohn Holland
V'.sRiFTY
in
fjom
London
Houselev isUAcnsiin
A F’ios|ieclor
Wavne Calvert
Scott F:iliott
The .shei iff
Victor Killan
Feb. 25. 1948 by Cnnr. who
Relilen
Lane Bradford
Olixer Blake
Station .Aaent
Gibson
tliought it “will only .suit for
Harold Goodwin
Isaac
.lohn Hamilton
duals in .^meri(•a.”
“Colorado Terrilory” is Hit- hi d
'Little fresh treatment in
n Warners' oiildoor eyclp thal will
“I.;iw of the Golden West" is the
lliix stoiy Ilf ’^nhiituf’e tirganIt
IP hifling the market shoillv
he.xt Monte Hale oaler to d.ile from
i/ed
Londtm during the
in
an he expected !<• shape up to
Hie Republic stable and will satisfy
wai
and tlie “laek of screen
iveiagp business possihilil it's. The
the juve Salurdav matinee audiimvt lly in sHhotage methods"
'oel MeCrea name is a good one
ence Film gels a lol of production
Mtif flit it i/etl in the letievt
or helping Its ehatiees in the p!a>
dressing from expeit use of stock
Ncling on ttu whtde wav eonfls fiiil.vidi* IIm de !ii\e vp njq ions,
foot.i.Ue culled frtim hig-hudprt otif-iiii
ed got (1.
he piodmlion lakes liill iifl>iii)dooi ff-atures wliith viipplN |>l(‘nl\
.

I

Arlene Dahl
Kii-hard Hart
Arnold Muss
Rifhard Basehart
.le.ss
Barker
Nurman Lluvd

.

Uncovered as the chief plotter
John Holland, Shakespeare-quoting lawyer who is interested only
in filling his own pockets and building a western empire. Holland does
a good job of the role and Roy Barcroft, leader of the Holland gang
®
n fic i.*
cnrviA’c
iin
\L/all
nic principal
shows
well as
his
up
henchman. Paul Hurst sets up
some chuckles for the kiddies as
bumbling
Hale’s
hotel-keeper
friend. Gail Davis comes through
nicely as the romantic end of the

.

.

.

;

!

'

cast.

Philip Ford directs at a fast pace
the Melville Tucker production
has done a very good blending job
of the stock footage with the newer
film len.sed by Ernest Miller. Film
editor Richard L. Van Enger rates
a

nod for the creditable chore.
Brog.

I

Froniic^r InveMlifj^alor
Hollywood. May 12.

For Them Thai Treapaas
(BRITISH)

I

!

London, April 21
Associated
British-Pathc
release
<,1
Victor Skute/ky production.
Feaiuies

Stephen Murray. Patricia Plunkett. Ri.h*
aid
Todd.
Directed
by
Cavalcanti
Kcieenulay by J. Lee-lhompson: addil

ditiunal dialog by William Douglas

in

is

i

release of Walter VVanger
production.
Stars
Hubert
('umminga.
Richard Basehart, Kichard Hart. Arlene
Dahl; features Arnold Muss. Directed by
Anthony Mann. Screenplay, Philip Yor-

and their molls, thus
permitting some good charaetcriza-

gun drama.

I

Mon

tions to dress up the
McCrea is perfectly at

their deeds

It’s

is

robbings and killings.

j

Euttle

!

produced’.’ but “fails to excite
as it should because of its slow
pace.” Also noted was that its

prits, running afoul of a brawny
dual situations.”
but not very bright ho.ss-sergeant.
Yarn, which stars Robert
Cisco romance.s the .sarge’s girl, a
Newton and Simone Simon,
uncovers
and
Latino
barmaid,
concerns Itself with a railway
some clues, .^fter di.seovering the
signalman who after witnessing
outlaws’ leaders, he inveigles them
a murder comes into possesinto a rigged-up raid and captures
sion
of 520.000. Film is being
the entire crew just before the
relea.sed in the U. S. by Monotoiopers gallop to the scene.
gram.
i*ic
has some neat tiirn.s, proDunviding surprises and laughs.
can Renaldo Ijradequate as Cisco,
in mass clashes and
but doesn’t convince with his phi- of excitement
losophical lines. Leo Carrillo plays chases.
Wild Bill Cody as
Hale
portrays
his amiable foil pas.sably.
As the
Norman S.
bungling sergeant. .loe .Sawyer a young man and the
turns in a stock comic job.
Ar- Hall yarn is laid in Kansas during
prior
to the War Bedays
just
the
mida is well cast as the sexy wench.
Camera work and direction are tween the States. Wagon trains are
supplies
good. The music, borrowing from being looted of gold and
themes
south-of-the-border
and by a gang of supposedly Southern
featuring some fine guitar pas- sympathizers. Hale comes into the
sages, adds Latino color.
Film has picture when his train is sacked
been edited down to a tight 62 and his father is killed. With only
a hotel room key as a clue, he
minutes.
Bril.
starts out to find what’s behind the

1949

,

lensing by Ernest Miller snd good
editing by Arthur Roberts support
the movement.
Brog.

Temptation Harbor

saddle
aoaper, should add to its draw.
Plot includes the standard quota
of trigger action, bucking broncos
but
haymakers,
he-man
and
stresses Cisco’s savvy headwork in
outwitting a gang of bandits who
Cisco
masquerade as Mexicans.
and his pal Pancho are mistakenly
tabbed as leaders of the desperaThe
dos by the U. S. Cavalry.
pair try to ferret out the real cul-

waves

l%>ptMne*s Daughter
(80NGSC0L0R)

editor,

.
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camera,

Derick

Williams,

Val

Philip’
yi. ’eiT

Green.

Christopher Drew

Stephen Murray
Richard Todd

Logan

Herb
Rosie

Patricia

Frankie
lim Ileal

Plunkett

Rosalyn Boulter
Michael Laureme

Mis. Drew
(Hive Mnekson
Vicar Mannersley
Len .Stevens
Public Prosecutor
Coun.sel for Defen.se

Mary Merrall
Vida Hope
Fredei ick Leister
Michael Meilwin
.lohn Salew
Roheit Mains
loan f^oxxlmg

Oracle

Daxe
Mrs.

Home

.Siewaii-

Margery Saunders: iiiuair
At Plaxa. London. April
Running time, 91 MINN.

editor.

Hari'x

Sams

f't.xxler

Irene

Handl

Obvious dramatic possibiliiiej^
which emerge from the theme of
wrongful Imprisonment on a capital charge are exploited to secure
emotion.
suspen.se and
Theme
I

familiar
territory,
treads
and,
while it has .some domestic \aliie
as quota, it lacks names and originality to allow it much scope in
U. S.
Opening shots e.stablish Hie char-'
after of Christopher Drew, a budding writer, who decides to emerge
from his sheltered shell to get
authentic material for hi.v work.
In his endeavors to .see the .seamy
side of life he becomes a witness
murder, but lather than
to
a
jeopardize his .social standing, he
allows an innocent m;m to face
life imprisonment.
But after serving his 15 years, the unfortunate
victim finally succeeds in clearing

name after hearing a radio
broadcast of a play in which Drew
had used some of the original dialog of the dead woman.

his

Stephen Murray gives a very
sincere, earnest study as the young
writer, but main honors go to newcomer Richard Todd for his handling of the wrongly-convicted person.
Patricia Plunkett is pleasing
as the girl who waits for him. and
there is a dynamic bit from Ro.salyn Boulter as the happy-go-lucky
girl who gets murdered.
Myro.

,

'

I

^

.

'

of Gordun Kav production. .Stara .Allan “Rocky” Lane: features Eddy Waller. Roy Barcroft. Gall
Davia, Robert Emmett Keane. Clayton
Moore. Francis Ford. Directed by Fred C.
Brannon. Screenplay. Bob Williams:
era. Erne.at Miller; editor, .Arthur Roberta.
Previewed May 11, ’49. Rtinnins time.

Republic releaM

Ml .VIIN.S.
Allan “Hockv” Lane
NuKKet Clark

Allan “Rocky” Lane
Eddy Waller
Flint Fleming
Roy Barcroft
Janet Adama
Gall Davis
Erskine Dnubleday, Robert Emmett Keane
Clayton Moore
Scott Garnett
Ed Garnett
Francis Ford
Mollv Bright
Claire Whitney
Kenny
Harry Lauter
'

.

.

Tom London
George H Lloyd

.fed

Milton Leffingwell

Outlaw

.

Marshall

.

Reed

'

!

ti’t

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

l.'l.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Running time. N4 MINN.

Arthur Pemberton
Connie Pemberton

Stanley Holloxxav
Betty Warren

Shirley Pemberton
Duke of Burgundy

Frank Huggint

.

.

P. C.

Barbara Mui ray
Paul Dupuia

....

John Slater
Jane H.vHon

.

Molly
Mr. Wlx
Prof.

.

Splller

.

Randall
Hatton-Jonea

The

minor

.

.

.

.

.

.

Raymond Huntley
Philip Stainton

Hermlone Raddeley
Margaret Rutherfur4

straight

action

Dayn

from

diggre.ssions

mood.

the
Excellent

London. April
Rritisi);

I.

ion

rel*a.x«

of

Lon«1on

20.
FH"'

Grunxvald produrliom. .Star*
V\
Ediih Evana. Emiyn Williams.
and dirrcled by Williams. Camera. (lUS
Drisac: editor. Maurir* Bootes; music.
.lohn Greenwood.
At Empire. Loinlon
April 19. '49. Running time 9a MINN.
Edith Exans
Meiri
Rithaid Burton
Garelh
Anihonx .lame*
Deixdd
(.Anatoir

i

Broken Journey
“Broken Journey.”

Brili.sh-

niade. being relea.sed in the
U. .S. by Eagle Lion, will be

tradeshown

moirow

in

New York

(Thurs.t.

Pic

toabotit

.

.

Ub. ’49.

“FVontier Inve.Atigator” is up to
the usual .Allan “Rocky” Lane
Sustained, lightweight comedy
standard of actionful western fare. scoring a continual succe.ssion of
That means the Saturday matinee laughs, “Passport to Pimlico” is
trade will be well satisfied.
one of the mo.st succes.sful. If unScript throws in an intere.sting pretentious. subjects to come from
twist or two; the action i.A fast and a British studio for .some time. It
the results topnotch for the mar- is a sure winner for native audiket. Lane goes on a manhunt In ences and, although hampered by
this one to avenge the murder of lack of star names, may fit in as
his kid brother, shot down from lower half of U. S. dual.
Story abounds^ with originality
ambush by a rifle using a telescopic sight. Device is new’ to the and describes what happens when
west of the story period and fur- a wartime unexploded bomb in a
nishes the only clue for Lane's London street goes off and reveals
investigation.
ancient documents and Irea.sure
Trail leads him to a frontier which make the territory part of
town and puts him in the middle the duchy of Burgundy. Ration
of a fight between rival stage lines cards are joyfully torn up and
when he takes a driver job in customs barriers are put up by
order to hai’e more lime to search British.
out
Hie
The theme is related with a genkiller.
Some accurate
gunslinging. sturdy fisticuffs, fa.st uine sed.se of satire and clean,
chases dot the footage before Lane honest humor.
The principal
is able to round up his man and
characters of the independent stale
•
of Burgundy arp in the hand.* of
deal out western ju.stice.
Eddy Waller and Francis Ford experienced players with Stanley
supply humor as rival .stage line Holloway leaciing the new Governoperators. Gail Davis and Clayton ment, Raymond Huntley the bank
Moore do the minor romantic story- manager turned Chancellor of the,
line while expert villainy comes Exchequer, Hermlone Baddelev as
from Robert Emmett Keane and the shopkeeper and Sydney Tafler
.Myro..
Roy, Barci oft.
a.s the local bookmaker.
Frc'd C. Brannon’s direction of
the Gordon Kay production keeps
l-AHi
of llolwyn
It
on the move with only a few
(BRITISH)

Wind

.

.

.

Balcon production. Stars .Stanley Holloway.
Hermionc
Margaret
Baddclcy.
Rutherford, Paul Dupuis.
Diircted by
Henry Cornelius. Screenplay. T. E. B.
Clarke: camera. Lionel Bancs. Cecil Coomusic,
ney;
editor.
Michael Truman:
Georgea Auric. At Odeon. London. .April

Edie

I

i

Pafifip4»rt io Piifilieo
(BRITISH)
London. .April 26.
GFD release of Ealing Studio-Michael

the

crash

an
.American
.Army Dakota in the .Alps and
the dramatic re.scue of passengers and crew’ wa.s re-

viewed

in

of

VARIETY fiom Lon-

don.

April 21. 1948 by ('a nr,
who slated that, it “should
find its place on 1’.
screens^’
Review cited the le\el t»f
acting as. “high” with “skillfur’ (asting and a
"line all.*>

round

cavt."

William*

Emixn

Rob
l.oid I.ancaahire
I.adv Dolxvxn

.Margaiet
riie Minister
C»i adoc

...

Alan .Axnesvxorin
Baihaia CoUper
•--Andira
.xium-- Lea

Roddx

‘‘.'.‘iV!..

“The T.ast Day.s of Dolw>n'' if •
sincere attempt to tell siinpl.'
movingly a story of Hie <ii(lim<r.'
folk of a tiny Welsh
'Mllen and directed hy Eml'n
liams. who is also st;'ii((l it tf
«'i
rom.’UKT
production without
«>

and although
(Continued on

gl.’iinor.
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Sales in Revision of Clearance Plan
Philadelphia,

j

;

.At

in

I

F’irst

20th’s

Plan-lf

It

Indie exhibitors throughout the^
country voiced tentative approval
of the new 20th-Fox sales policy
this week
but with a determined
“wait-and-see” attitude. If the plan
works out in actual practice as outlined last week by 20th prez Spyros
P Skouras. then the exhibs say
they are for it.
If. on the other
hand, they find 20th does not follow' through when they start negotiating
for product, they claim
they’ll be back with more com-

F'.vans in

May

plaints.

of exhib reaction was
Thursday (12) at the longawaited
meeting between 2()th
execs and Harry Brandt’s Inde-

U

with

•
Major film companies are currently stepping up their ballyhoo
and exploitation on new product
to the highest point .since before
the war, returning at a steadilymounting pitch to what they describe as “oldtime showmanship.”
Behind the increased ballyhoo is
naturally the drive to boost biz
and corral the large number of
non-regular filmgoers. but it is also
believed to reflect the general confidence among the majors that
their upcoming product is among
the best in years. Thus, they believe, it merits the drive for new

On

New Prod.

Slate

individual situation and will try as
far as possible to set up the best
deal for the exhibitor and 20th.
Illustrating the way such a scale
might W'ork is one worked out by
an indie exhib with several of
the major companies. Theatre has
a weekly operating cost of $600.
Scale calls for him to pay 30%
rental on a boxoffice gross of $1.000, with the rental starting from
the first dollar. Thus, at the base
figure, the exhib would pay $300

W

RKO

(

also

has

six

George

ready for early reissue,
these will be sold sep.Trat«*ly.

preparing

is

“Gunga

Din" and "Lost Patrol” as another
I’eissue combo, this pair’s initial
plu’d-ales being good.
Bock hi/ being done bv “Rarklevs
of Bto.idx' M ” is prompting RKO to

(Continued on page

A.stmi-‘-B«t

Hal

.alie^f’'-

•Spots

on reissue.

is

flock of old
“Top
musicals.
playing in .several
I

TELEFILM PLEADS TO

AFFIRM 300G

and

legislatures

Another resolution introduced in Hie Senate ye.sterday by
the Tennessee delegation seeks a
lifting of the F'ederal 20?^ admission

i

New York Fund’s current

Jitioniiig.

i

casting Co. prez. radio; and Marcus
Heiman. president of United Booking Office, legit
Serving as chairman in sub-divisions aie F'red H. I.akpman. Leo
Brecher,
R<*rnaid
Klawans and
Charles G. Stewart.

,

tances.

dustry’.s participation in the

er

,

asking both the President
to get the U.S. State
Dept, w'orking on frozen pix remit-

In N.Y. Fund Campaign
Heading Hie entertainment in-

I

j

(I'ues.t,

.

I

Congress

bite.

California plea a.sks action by
the U.S. diplomatic corps “to secure release by foreign countries
of frozen asset.s belonging to the
.American film industry or to .so alter the basis upon which assets are
presently released by foreign countries as to minimize tlie present
disruption of domestic film industry economy.”
In
it.s
rc.solution,
the Coast
solons recite that foreign pi’oduction by Yank companies has reach-

I'V

publicity spots that had been
up. stills hadn’t arrived and
there was no time to get operating
a sthools ticket scheme that was
planned.
He now hopes to stait
set

over at another Broadway house in
September.
Producer plans to return to England in about three weeks. Meantime. he Is setting up an American
company. Pilgrim Pictures. Inc.,
to make “Common Sense.” the life
of Tom Paine, with F'redric March

'

I

ed the point w’hcie Hie industry
thrown many out of work. It
also
noted
tliat
unemployment
benefits were running out and that
the economy of California and
other states is being adver.sely af-

starred.

h.is

Albright, Carson
Lois

,

.Albright,

who

Columbia termer, goes
declaration demands
lifting of Hie admission

3'cmie.s.sep
tax.
said,

17.

signed
Into

a

femme

lead oopositc .lack f’ar.son in

“The

Good Humor Man.”

'Phis form of bile, re.solution
would be good for municipali-

tics to levy.

Team

Hollywood. May

fcjted

forthwith

Tele-

F'ilippo Del Giudice has withdraw'n hi.s British-made “Guinea
Pig” from release, following a twoweek run at the Little Carnegie,
N. Y.. in the hope that a full-scale
pub-ad campaign in the fall will
tee
the
pic
off
with greater
strength.
Producer feels that the
film was hurt by being forced Into
Its U. S. preem three weeks before
schedule by the unexpected flop of
the British-made "Miranda” at the
house.
“Pig” was slated to open May 21,
and instead went In on April 30,
according to the producer. Result
was that he himself arrived too
late to take advantage of radio and

and Congress

14)

Joe Vogel Names Aides

petitioning

other defendants.

Feels *Ciuinea Pijf’ Was
Just That; Another Try

207^

to move on two fronts.
California
legislature filed a plea yesterday

six

film
claims the new magistrate
lacked the knowledge or power to
order a new' trial. Case wa.s heard
on the Coast last year.

TAX BEFORE CONGRESS
Washington, May 17.
Film industry is directly affected
by two joint resolutions from state

17.

film

(Continued on page 18)

,

May

is
appealing on technical
grounds from an order of a California judge of the Superior Court
which act aside the $.300,000 verdict and directed a new trial.
Judges decision followed the
death of the trial judge.
Tele-

)

FROZEN COIN AND

AWARD

Washington,

Telefilm. Inc. today CTues.) filed
a brief in the U.S. Supreme Court
asking for affirmation of a $300,000 verdict against Harry M. Warner. president of Warner Bro.<»

deal with F'arrar-Straus for a
novel based on "It Happens F'very
Spring.”
Company latinched its
campaign on "Spring” last Thurs-

I

Launching of this
Philppines.
Fagle Lion western opus Incidentally is its first showing in the
foreign field.
Roxy, equipped with .American
sound, seats, etc,, also has air-con-

coosidiM- re|'''>se of a

20th-

a

j

O'Briens

is

—

Greatdrive
(Continued on page 18)
for $8,000,000 to support voluntary
hospitals. Joseph R. Vogel. Metro’s
veepee in charge of theatres, has
Manila Roxy Preem
tapped a number of show biz toppers to lead the campaign.
MalManila, P. I.. May 17.
colm
Kingsberg. RKO theatre chief,
theatre
Roxy
New streamlined
opens Thursday (19' with gala heads the film wing; Manie Sachs
preem of “Tulsa,” list of celebs veepee of (’olumbia Records, muincluding the President of the sic; Mark Woods, American Broad-

—

—

“Beautiful Blonde F'rom Bashful
Bend” with a comparatively new'
stunt borrowed from radio, the
giant giveaway.
Company is offering a complete woman’s wardrobe, designed by some of the leading fashion experts, in addition to
a grand prize of an allexpen.se
paid air trip and a week’s vacation
in Havana, to the finalist in the
contest.
Winner is to be selected
from 16 finalists on the Roxy
N. Y. stage June 2.
Twentieth has also tied up with
Lever Bros, on a series of fullpage ads in 12 publications as a
joint
plug' for the forthcoming

pected to help him share the burden by giving him a lower scale
if he can’t operate his theatre the
way it should be operated. But,
Smith averred, by u.sing the theatre’s
operating expenses, when
properly certified, as a base on
which to establish a scale, 20th will
know what it is up against in each

Execs Probe

pendent Theatre Owners Assn., the
organization which had led the
sniping when 20th first announced
it.s
intention of seeking increased
rentals. In an open-forum discusHollywood. May 17.
sion at the Hotel Astor. N. Y.. the
Univer-sal’s new production polgeneral reaction was submitted by
icy. first set by the company in
indie exhib F'red SchtK'artz.
F'ollowing clarification of some spe- huddles last fall, is undergoing a
complete reexamination in a series
cific points by 20th sales veepec
of important studio confabs now
Andy
Smith. Jr.. Schwartz detaking place. Participating in the
clared that ju.st because he remeetings are Nate J. Blumberg.
(Continued on page 22)
William Goetz, Leo Spitz and DaThe huddles will
vid .A. Lipton.
spill over to next week when WilPlans Reissuing:
liam A. Scully. U’s distribution
Astai re-Rogers, Others veepee, joins the talks. Scully is
Fmt bused over the success of scheduled to arrive Monday (23)
“Last
Days of Pompeii”-"She.” from New York.
F^xaminalion of U’s current procombo of oldies, and initial business bfing done by “Pride of Yan- duction lineup Is now possible in
kees." RK(I has framed four re- the light of gloss rentals from rei.ssue couplets for distribution this cently released pix made since the
summer.
One package has two i-evamping of policy took place last
^3 It Disneys. “Dumbo” and “Sa- year .Analysi.s of these figiiies is
ludos Amigos.” while another Is being made as against cost of the

combining two Tarzans “Tarzan
Triumphs” and “Tarzan’s De.sert

was not set up arbitrarily. We tried
gauge it from locations, the calibre of the neighborhood, the density of population.” Minsky said.
”We saw there w'ould be bugs in
the plan and we mean to correct
them as we go along. One mistake,
for instan<-e, became immediately
(Continued on page 22)

latest stunt
a nationwide
.search for the country’s most beautiful blonde to plug its upcoming

have to carry the load of that rent
himself. Twentieth cannot be ex-

Pattern

the

to

biz.

individually with various theatres,
he said, 20th will endeavor to work
out the most equitable deal for
both exhibs and the company but
he intimated the theatre ops would
have to cooperate.

set last

to

Sidney Samuel.son, general manager of Allied Independent Theatre
Owners of F'astern Pennsylvania,
blasted the F'ox plan at a meeting
last week, hut Minsky di.scountea
the Allied attacks. “Allied had no
more to do with changing our plan
than they had to do w'ith starting
it,” Minsky, declared. “There will
be other bugs and we will meet
them as they come up.”
Minsky is a veteran of the 20th
sales project and started the plan
in Cleveland. Fox has had its eys
on Philly since its hassle here in
1934. wlien the company had to
figlil for outlets. “Our zoning plan

For Much Ballyhoo

Sales Policy

no release

started to frame a letsub-keys intending to

Majors Going In

'.

summer

He had

out the plan with them but
Imtnt'diatcly saw tital getting the
small indies to bid here was out
of the question.

October of

Twentieth - F’ox sales veepee
AiTdy W. Smith, Jr., explaining the
company’s new sliding-scale policy this week, declared that exhibitors will not
be guaranteed a
profit when buying films in that
By negotiating each scale
way.

17.

“impractical.”

it

up.
ter

Wolfgang Reinhardt signed
For example, he pointed out, a
I..ouis Jourdan as a male star and
theatre may be saddled with a
Fred Zinneman as director for his
lease which calls for the exhib to
forthcoming indie film, "Red and
pay far more rent than he can af- "Slattery’s Hurricane” and for Lux
Black.”
ford.
Such an exhib. Smith said, Soap. liinda Darnell is the soap
Picture, an adaptation of the
In addition, 20th has .set
worked out his ow'n lease and will endor.se
Stendahl novel, is slated for late
filming,
outlet to date.

Mystery.”

top roles bul no director

Pacing the ballyhooers

in ’Red’

Hollywood,

sidered

appointed to date.

F’ox's

'

|

F'oolish Heart.” cd-

work

Sliding-Scale

Works as Set Up
Jourdan

;

—

Smith

"My

is

Andrews and Susan
Minsky said tlial w’hcn he .sot up
Hayward, with Mark Robson di- Hic zoning-clearance plan for the
Second is "Belov<*d Over key runs in Philadelphia, 18 out of
recting.
All.” with F'arley C’lianger and .loan the 19 designated zones snapped it

flock of

26th’s

an-

stairing Datia

until a few months ago.
Pileup of backlog is expected to
mount over the- next quarter-year
as accelerated production in Hollywood really gets going.
Paramount, Warner Bros., Universal
and 20th -Fox already have a
(Continued on page 21)

i

17.

its

|

lowed

Exhibs (Even Harry Brandt) Okay

RKO

maximum,

May
of

Two

the companies had 129 film.s
stacked away for release.
This
backlog had been amas.sed slowly
over the war years and given an
impetus by the unprecedent ly long
runs
in
the
boom 1946 era.
Whittling process thereafter fol-

Arrowhead Parley
Hollywood. Mav 17.
Hollywoodites who were invited by Life mag
to participate in its roundtable here over the weekend went into
the Arrowhead Springs session loaded for bear. They had the suspicion. shared by most of the industry, that this might be like
other similar mag deals where the writers refused to let facts
or statements sway them from preconceived notions. As a result,
the Hollywood folk hit hard to put the industry’s shiniest foot
forward.
Among those who attended were Dore Schary, Jerry
Wald, John Huston, Robert Rosson, Hal Wallis, N. Peter Rathvon,
Claire Trevor, Martha Scott, Robert Young and Jo.seph Mankiewicz.

but

its

sharp revision

a

nounced original plan, 20th-Fox
Goldwyn Readies
has dropped the sub-keys from the
Hollywood. May 17.
bidding lists. Howard Minsky, midSamuel (Joldwyn returned from F^aslern division sales manager,
New York and w'ent to work on who was moved to Philly In 20th’a
two films slated to go into produc- realignment of its sales setup, had
tion within the next 30 days.
tnadc the change because he con-

’46.

understanding and sympathy.
Life found that there were about as many different viewpoints
on the industry as there were people (33) at the round tables and
that few of the participants had anything to say that was fresh or
Nevertheless,
that couldn’t be answered with a large "So what?”
Hodgins did distill a conclusion that many industry execs have
known and considered for a long time, particularly in the past few
That is that every film can’t be all things to all men and
years.
that instead of trying to make "universal” pictures "as a means
to being both more truthful and le.ss standardized. Hollywood
should spend less money on each picture and make more pictures
of greater variety.”

In

In face of dire predictions that
the faster playoff of first-run product is eating up product at a rate
which majors cannot replace, the
eight big film companies have built
up their backlog to a point only
reached once in the heyday of 194fi.
The celluloid stacked on t h e
shelves now' totals 12.^ unreleased
but completed pi\F«a lieavy addition compared to the 91 features
in the majors’ hands just a year
ago.
Surprisingly, the big inventory was accumulated in a 12month period which featured extensive shuttering of studios.

—

Most of the

Sub-Keys from Bid

PLAKOFFS

down

a miliion or more words of stenotyped “testimony” from all varieties of experts, sending writer F^ric Ilodgins
route
of thousands of miles and spending $20,000
a
over
crew
and a
or better on four “panels,” Life mag still doesn’t seem to have disMovies?”, Latter is the label on th#
With
the
“What’s
covered
first article, appearing in the current issue, of several resulting from
sponsored
by the publication. Last of these
discussions
table
round
sessions was held in Hollywood over the weekend.
Invited to give their views were critics, scholars, exhibitors and
consumers in discussions in New York, Chicago and Bryan. O.,
prior to the Coast event. Net result of the gobs of gab. as highly
condensed by Hodgins, was surprisingly little that was either starHodgins discovered that “F'verybody loves the
tling or pungent.
movies” which includes the right to lambast them. F^ven the New
York critics, whom Life might have expected to rip at Hollywood,
A review of
were highly defensive of their favorite art.
the entire transcript of the scs.sion. rather than just the six paragraphs in Life, discloses their critiques as being compai atively
mild and general. There was a strong underlying sentiment that
“lafe isn’t going to get away with saying nasty things about the
movies because we love ’em.” The only real bitterness displayed
was not aimed at Hollywood, but at the censorship and pressure
groups which force their opinions on the filmmakers. Conde.scension by Hollywood to the.se groups was viewed with considerable

After taking

Jean Wallace has been borrowed
from 2()th-F'ox for second femme
i

lead.

10

W«HlnrM]ay,

M-G-M’s

HANDY GUIDE

for

May

18, 19-19

SHOWMEN!

n

FRIENDS GALORE
M-G M’s

Technicolor

beloved by

all!

when you play

“LITTLE

WOMEN”

June Allyson, Peter Lawford,

Margaret O’Brien, Elizabeth Taylor, Janet
Leigh. Big promotion! Big business!

RINGS THE BELLI
M G M’s “MADAME BOVARY”
of the Coast!

is

the talk

Audiences say: “Daring, gor-

geous, romantic, thrilling.”

James Mason, Van

Jennifer Jones,

Heflin, Louis Jourdan.

A TREASURE!

YOUR WISH COMES
M

G

M

s

MONEY IN THE BANK!
M G M’s “TAKE ME OUT TO THE

TRUE!

“BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY”

BALL

another Technicolor musical in “Easter
Parade” class, re-unites Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers with tremendous publicity.
Plus Oscar Levant. Great at State, N. Y.

GAME”

FULL HOUSE when you book M-G M’s
ANY NUMBER CAN PLAY” which Coast

REMEMBER THE PROPHECY!
M G M’s “EDWARD, MY SON,” the No.

preview audiences say

Broadway dramatic stage

is

spreads Technicolor happiness from
Coast to Coast with gayety, singing, romancing by Frank Sinatra, Esther Williams, Gene
Kelly, Betty Garrett, Jules

“Best Gable*^ picture

in years.” Co-stars Alexis Smith. Plus

Munshin.

hit is

1

even greater

on the screen. Spencer Tracy, Deborah Kerr.
“Gleaming gem,” says Boxoffice.

Wendell

Corey, Audrey Totter,

M-G-M’s “GREAT SINNER.” Big Picture?
Big Cast! Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Melvyn

C’MON IN! THE PICTURE’S FINE!
M G-M's “NEPTUNE’S DAUGHTER,”

M G-M’s “IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMER

Queen

TIME” is compared

Douglas, Walter Huston, Ethel Barrymore,

Williams, Red Skelton, Ricardo Montalban,

Frank Morgan.

Betty Garrett, Keenan

of

Technicolor Musicals.

BOX-OFFICE MUSIC!

Esther

to

“Meet

Me in St. Louis”

Judy Garland, Van
Johnson. Technicolor! Songs!
at previews,

Wynn, Xavier Cugat

it’s

that good!

AND LOTS MORE!

And

for that helping

You’ve got to hand

hand

it

to

AVO BRAVO They’re cheering
M G M’s “THE STRAITON STORY.” World

^^BR

!

Premiere Cleveland, sets new attendance
record! Nationwide praise! James Stewart!
June Allyson. Wonderful trailer too!

M-G-M hands

out more advertising

for you than any other

company

newspapers, magazines, radio!

in

at the Boxoffice-

M-G-M’s

May

W^nlnesdajy

Still

Chi

PM'TITKR GROSSKS

1949

18,

RACES CLIP

INDPLS.

Slow Albeit Window’ Trim

At $18,000; 'Belvedere’-Langford-Hall

Indianapolis, May 17.
100.000 weekend attend-

Near
ance

Outdoor Weather Sloughs B’way Alheit

‘FLAMINGO’ 12G

BIZ;

Speedway

at

‘Stratton’

qualifications

taking starch out of firstFreddy
here this w'cek.
Martin - Marilyn Maxwell stage
combo is sparking "Duke of Chicago” to fair take at Circle,

Oke

$130,000; ‘Brave’ Nice

trials is
run biz

Robust

Barren 12G

$03,000, 'Night’

,

Chicago, May 17.
While drive-ins are doing fine
houses are still garnering
biz. Loop

five new
only minor grosses. Even
much. “Helvebill! is not helping
dere To College,” backed by Frances Langford and Jon Hall, looks

“Flamingo Road”

•

j

tors sliare

I

(RKO)

parenthetic admission
however, as indicated,

Tiie
prices,

include the U. S.

amusement

'

Holdover setup is equally dim
“Ma and Pa Kettle” at Roosev ith $12,000 leading “Fan” at
the United Artists. Third week of
“City Across River” and Dick Contino unit shapes okay $37,000 at

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98
“Belvedere To College” (20th plus
Frances Langford, Jon Hall in per-

Barkleys’ Paces
St.

'

La.st

i

j

50(Par'
and “Dream Is Yours" (W’B' (2d
wk'.
Fine $14,000 following $16,000 first session.
Fox
(F&M' (5,000; .50-75)—
"Pi ide of Yankees" (RKO) and

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 75-$1.25'—
Arc” (RKO) (8th-final wk).

“.loan of

Last week, $16,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98)
“Ci(\
Across River” (U) with
Di(k Contino unit (3d wk). Nice
$37,000
Last week. $47,000.
Palace (RKO( (2..5()0; 50-98)—
Bright $13,000.

—

|

May

17

no oppo.sition

"Barkleys of Broadway.” whicli looks healthy enough
there to stay another stanza. Road-

1

*

i
'

a

$8,000

'

6 dais',
$11. .500

j

—

or less. Holds. In ahead, "Belve.dere” (2()tli) with Vivian Bluin*
hi'-iding stage bill (4lh wk*. $.59,-

000

,

Second
week ended last night (Tites.i lield
up in great style at around $49,000
after smash $55,000 opener, over
hopes.

.Strand

!

;

|

Off considerably at $48,000 or les*
afl<'r strong $60,000 opening week.
Slays a third. "Younger Brothers”
(WB* with Bobby Byrne orcb heading stage hill then comes in.

—

&

fairish figures reported at all

"Bride of Vengetting some coin but
mild at Stanley. "Hamlel” is doing
al)out as well as any of new pix,
with nice coin at the Little.
Fstimate.s for This Week

Perky

Sutton (Rugoff
Becker' (561;
70-$l. 20'— "Quartet” (EL* (8lh wk'.
Seventh se.ssion ended Monday '16*
stayed up well at $12,400 after big
$13,000 for sixth week Continue*
indef.
Victoria (City Inv.' (1.600; 9.5$1.80*
"Home of Brave” (U.\).

700.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20)

(reissues) got mild $6,000.
.Ma.vrair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)— “El
Paso" (Par' i2d wk>. Holding well
at

liittle

"The

F'an" '2()lh' (2d wk). Maintaining pace at $7,000 after solid
$10. 600 opener

Yours”
Chicago”

Is

Stanley (WB) (3.280; 2.5-75)—
"Bride of Vengeance" (Par). Mild
$14,000 or less. I,ast week. “Flamingo Road” (WB) (2d wk), nice

and “Duke of
okay $12,000.
^letropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44“Dirigible” and “Submarine"
l.^^'ssues)
Slow $6,500. Last week.
Idlsa" (EL) and “Shamrock Hill”
'2d wk). $6,000.

.State

(Loew)

km

(3,200;

$9,400.

(Rappaport)
— Town
"Pride of Yankees”

(1..500;

after

000

first

44-6.5'—

(2d v\kV
hitting nifty
44-6.5)

,

Pine
.

Okay $10,000 with

J

May

17.

I’niv^rsal-International has liftsuspension,
she turned
(town a tnie in "Abandoned.”
"
next pii ture is ‘Hot Water
ll'-i

Blyth’s
Ann
ed
hruught about when

Duryea and producer
opening dav heloing
“Rl Paso” (Par) (2d vk-

''eel'
" Oa.' V
5;j 5()Q_

Suspension

Hollywood.

Manhandled” (Par) and “Take
Life" (EL).

(re-

Oke

Lift Blyth

se.sh,

(Silverman) (2.200;

35-65'

(RKO)

week.
I,ast
$9,000.
"TiiKa” 'F.L' (2d wk». .$6,900.
issue*.

Women” (M-G)

tie

;Str.ind

M.'

$5,000 after nice $7,200 opener.

(Rappaport* (297; $i-$2.40)
— "Hamlet"
(U* i2d wk). Started

'Rep*,

—

— "Bad

Boy" (Mono). Opened
today (Mon
after “Raven" (FC)
and "Murders Rue Morgue” (FO
60>

—

$17,500, ‘Outpost’ IIG, ‘Canyon’ ]|/2 G

—4

-

Nice $30,000 or near, disappointing
in view of crix appraisal.
Holds.

Last week. "Joan of Arc” (RKO)
Cincinnati. May 12.
J'Uiash opciiing of “Mr. Belve- (26lh wk*. $7,500.
dere Goes To College” and par-orbetter total for three other /rte^
bills are proving spring tonic for
downtown houses, biz generally ‘Window’ Strong 16G,
being on the climb. “Outpost Morocco
holds a slight edge on
Frisco; ‘Champion’
I

11

.r,

dsII (lamC

Dagmar and magic show onstage.
Good $13,000. Last week, "Undercover Man” (Col) and vaude, $13,-

Majestic (Fay) (2.200;
Belvedere to College” (20th) and
••‘deout” (20th).
Nice $16.-

1. It

Century (Loew s-UA) (3.000; 2060*
"City Across River” (U). All
right $12,000. l..asl week, “Force of
Evil” (M-C.i, $11,400.
Hippodrome (Kappaport) (2.260;
20-7()»
“Jungle Jim” (Col) plus

second round Saturday (14) after
reaching fancy $6,000 on w’ell sold
proem.
New (Mechanic) '1.800; 20-60)
44-65)—

WB»

Cincy Perks Up; ‘Belvedere’ Bright

—

Aihef
(RKO) (2.200; 44-65)—
“Piide of Yankees” (RKO) (reissiiei and “Tall in Saddle” (RKO).
Active .$15,000.
Last week. “Red
t anyon"
(U) and “Million Dollar
vVeekend” (EL), fair $11,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Susanna Pass” (Rep) and vaude ons’age
Fairly good $7,500.
Last
Week, “Fighting Fools” (Indie* and
Fddie Ryan heading stageshow,

S 10

is

—

lOG
17.

^

week, “Dream

76-$l .50i—

(2.756;

“Flamingo Road” (WB* plus Ted
Lewis oreh and stage unit (2d wk*.

:

I

'

•-‘‘St

(WB)

I

Another fair week around here,
reiuin of cool weather helpkeep prospective customers
awa\ from the beaches. Majestic's
'.Ml. Belvedere Goes to College”
is fairly lively. “Pride of Yankees”,
sliapos remarkably strong at Albce.
Estimates for This Week

,

Slays indef.

;

''itii

$7,800.

.

State (I,oew’s) (3.450; .50-$1..50>—

"Barkleys” (M-Gi (3d wk'.

—

$16,000

ing to

to $7,000 after mild
sixth frame.

(low'll
f<*r

I

onl>

15G, ‘Manhandled’
Providence, May

(2.092; 60-$!. 25)
Story”
(ID,

Roxy (20tb) (5.886; 80-$! 80'—
“Foibidden Street” (20tli) wulh
Dick Haymes. Dick Bucklev. iceshow heading stage layout. Shape*
to land only pas.snbly good $82,000

’

geance”

Prov.; ‘Pride’

Woman’s

Opens today (Wed.) after a bond
cumpaign preem last ntglil (Tues.),
In ahead. “Jennie” (SHO* (7tli wk-

downtown spots

In

(UAT-Par)

— Rivoll
“One

”

week, same.

‘Belvedere’ Hot

.

,

i

.

I.,ast

virtually
itii

1

—

$4,000.

Pittsburgh.

Penn has
week w

this

1

(2,700;

—

(3.(K)():

—

—

50-98)
Unto Night” (WBi. Light
$12. ()()().
Last week, “Little
Women" (M-G) (2d wk), $13,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5098'
"Fan” (20th) (2d wk). Down
to $8,000. Last week, oke $10,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98'
“To Sea In Ship.s” (20th) (3d wk).
Off to $12,000. Last week, fine $15,000
World (Indie) (587; 80)— “Louisiana Story" (Indie) (3d wk). Trim

fellers) (5.945; 8()-$2.
“Stratton
Glen Gray band. Jackie Miles and
Story” (M-G* with stageslipw. DeClracic Barrie.
Very dim $24,000
spite great reviews, it is not doing
looks all.
as big as expected witli .solid $130,"Forbidden Street” with Dick
likely on first week.
Holds.
Haymes lopping stage bill is doing 000
In abend. “Connect lent Yankee’'
Roxy
tlie
just fair $82,000 at
(Pari
with stagesiiow (fitli wk),
holdover is "Barkleys of
,Ace
100
000
$
Broadway.” lieading for great $49.Kialto
44-99*—
(Mage)
(594;
000 in second Stale week. Tliis “Amazon
Quest”
First wei*k
makes the Loew straighl-tiliner one ending tomorrow (EC).
iTIiurs
onlv $9.the few business-getters on Broad500. and not liolding.
In ahead,
way this stanza.
“Raven” (F’C) and “Murders Rn«
Estimates for This Week
Morgue* (FC) (reissues) (2d wk),

.

$12,000.

(B&K)

show

40'—

Ii

—

'

orcb.

far l)elow hopes, parview of rave reviews.
disappointing is "Home of

show engagement of "Red Siioes”
Chance” (RKO) (re- Opened slowly at Ritz but strong
issues'. Just okay at $12,000. Last reviews is perking it up.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv (1.300; 60-$1..50)
week. "Younger Bros.” (WB) and
Harris 'Harris' (2,200; 45-80'
”We Were Strangers” (Col' (4th
“Golden Eve" (.Mono'. $15.(K)0.
“The F.an” (20lh'. In 6 days, looks wk). Third week ended last night
l.ocw’s (Loew) (3.172; 50-75)
Last week. (Tues.) slipped to around $1.5,000
“Barklevs of Broadway” (M-G). mild $7,500 or near.
Wham $22,000. Last week. “Por- “City .Across River” (U'. brisk after good $21,000 for second
round. Stays on, but not long
trait
of
Jennie"
(SRO)
and $13,000.
Penn (Loew’s-U.A' (3.300; 4.5-80)
Bijou (City Inv.) (589. $1 20"Blondie’s Big Deal” (Coh. good
“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G). $2.40)— “Red Shoes” (EL* t30th
$16 000
Old Astairc-Rogers magic is still wk). Off with others but still higlily
Missouri (F&M' (3..500; .50-75)
“Down to Sea" (20th> and “Tuc- there, sturdy $19,500. Last week, profitable at $11,500 after sturdy
son"
(20th'.
Pa.ssahlc
$12,000. “Bride of Vengeance" (Part and, $12,5(K) for 29th week.
Capitol (Loew’s* (4.820; 80-$ .50*
La.st week. “Dream Is Yours” (WB) “Lucky Stiff” (UA). dim $10,000.1
Ritz (Loew’s) (8()0: $l-$2.40)
“Sun Comes Up” (M-G' plus Glen
and “Homicide" (WB). $14,000.
St. Louis (E&M' (4.000; .50-75)— “Red Shoes” (EL). Has been build- Gray orch. .lackie Miles. Graeie
"City Across River" (U) and “Live ing daily since slow start and big Barrie (1st wk). Very dim $24,000
Today for Tomorrow" (IJi. Good $8,000 looms.
likely, and lowest in many years.
Stanley (WB) (3.800; 45-80'—; Stays only two weeks, with "Tulsa”
$9,000.
Last week. "Duke of ChiBaltimore
(RKO). (EL), next in, already advertised
cago” (Rep» and stageshow, $14,- “Adventure
Subbed at last minute forL Niglit only four days from teeoff
000
In
Shady Oak (F&M' (676: $1.20- Unto Night” (WB), very dull $8.- ahead.
Baltimore”
“Adventure
$2.40'
I.,ast
week. "Connecticut (RKO) with Enrie Madrigueia oreh
"Fted Shoes” (EL) (4th wk). 500.
Trim $3,000 after $3..500 third Yankee” (Par), sock $18,500.
(2d wk). dim $26,000.
Warner (WB) (2.000; 45-80)—; 'Criterion (Loew’s) (1.700; 70stanza.
“Connecticut Yankee” (WB) (in.o.). $1,75)— “Africa Screams” (UA) )3d
Picture’s being helped on move- wk-2 days). Second week slumped
Balto Blah But ‘Hamlet’
over by all the Bing Crosby pub- to slim $9,000. slowest in niontiis,
licity, with
Der Bingle in town after mild $17,000 opener. *T«ady
(20'
Fancy $6,000; ‘Bride’ 14G for week to see his Pirates play Gambles” (U) opens Fridav50-$
1.20)
and grabbing plenty of space
Big
Globe (Brandt) (1.500;
Baltimore, May 17.
La.st
week. "Flamingo
“Champion” (UA) (6th wk*. Still
$8,000.
Trade here continues off with Road” (WBt (m.o.), $7,000.
in chips at around $16,000 after
Takes

‘‘Lad,\

I

j

Pitt Bet, $19,500

'F&M'
75' — “('onnccticut
Yankee"
.Ambassador

(SCL. $5,000.

— "Night

Saturday

opens

;

Barkleys’ Best

.session at Loew’s.
Hint on
generally is that drive-ins in
St. Louis county have added cuffo
midget auto and pony rides or free
ice cream and playgrounds.
Estimates for This Week

Manhunt” (U). Fair $6,000.
week, “Shot Jesse James”
(SROi and “S. O. S. Submarine”

000
State-I.ake

Also

biz

La.sl

La.st week, $16,000.
.Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20$2 40
"Red Shoes” (EL) (2lsf
wk'. Okay $8,000. Last week $9,-

(reissue)

'

17.

rific

tic

Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 50-98t—
“Ma. Pa Kettle” (U) (2d wk). Neat

May

Loui.s.

and comfrom outdoor amusements

are slowing trac*« at film houses
this round.
About thf only exception to the downbeat- is "Barkleys
of Broadway." on itsiway to .ter-

i

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
“Duke of Chicago” (Rep) and “Arc-

“The Window” (RKO). Trim $18.000 Last vcok, “Criss Cross” (U(,
$15,000
50-98i
Kialto
(indie)
(1,700;
“ld(»l of Crowds” (U) and “Califor-’
nia Sii-.iiglit Ahead” (U) (reissues*.
Weak $8,300. Last week, “Purple
Heart” (20th) and “Guadacanal
Diar\” (20th) (reissues), $10,800.

Loo, $22,000
St

week

“Flamingo Road” (WB) and Janet
Blair and Victor Borge - topping
stage <2d wk), strong $45,000.

(M-Ci)
21 *.

'(

$I30.0()() l)ul
ticularly in

.Atlantis” (U.A'. $7.-

Lvrlc (G-D» (1 600; 44-65*— "Red
Stallion in Rockies” (EL* and "16

Summer temperature
petition

>

K.xccllent $63,000.

I

Pied Pipers lieading stage(2d-final
wk*.
First
week
getting just okay $63,000 or le.ss,
Brave” at Victoria. I-ooks to get with westerns not clicking as they
foniK'rly did.
In ahead, '‘UnderFathoms Deep" (EIJ. Sliglit $4.-^ nice $30. 000 but Ibis obviously is cover .Man" (Coll with Duke EllingLast week. “State Depart-' less than expected.
000.
ton
orcli,
Billy
Eekstine topping
Paramount is okay at $63,000
ment" 'FC' and “Daughter of
with “Streets of l-aredo,” wiiicli is stage bill (3d wk). $58,000.
West” (FC*. $3..500.
Park .Avenue (U* (583; $1.20getting a real boo.sl from Peter
2 4()(— "Hamlet”
(U)
(34tli
wk>.
Lorre. Pied Pipers and Victor Lomhardo band on flie stage. Slipping Fancy $12,000, down from preceding week
(’oiitinues.
to a new low for many years is the
Radio City Music Hall (RockeCapitol w'itli "Sun Conies Up” plus

and “Siren of

500.

>

son.

—

—

:

'

veil

Oriental. “Joan of Arc” at Grand
should wind up 8-week run with
pert $13,000.
Fstiniates for This Week

Secret"

24G

i
'

ta.x.

j

with

“Woman’s

and

NG

strong $21,000 for fifth frame albeit
way below hopes. Stays on.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1.736; 50-$ I 20)
"Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (reissue)
(.5th-final wk). Down to $13,000 or
less in final stanza after nice $17,0(X) for fourth. “Blossoms in Dust’*

(RKO). $6,500 at 44-6.5c scale
i’ark Sunday '15' for "I Am An
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 40-95*—
Indiana (G-D) (3300; 44-65)— •American” l^ay exercises l\urt mat- “Canadian Pacific” (2()tlii with new
“Flamingo Road” (WB* and "Tun.a inees tli.al day and cut into night polie> of eight acts of vaudeville
Clipper” (Mono).
So-so $12,000. take. Only about tlirec liouscs are lopped liy Lorraine Rognan and
T,ast
week
“Dream Is Yours” doing close to w liat w as e.xpecled Jerry Wayne.
Opens tomorrow
(WB) and “Daughter of Jungle” current 1\.
('riiurs.*
after facelift for wliieli
(Rep), $8,000.
Downbeat is being fell even by it’s now shuttered.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2.450; 44-65*
Paramount (i’ar) (3.664; 5.5-$ 50)
“Paisan” (Indie'.
Trim $8 000 Is the Music Hall. Ilie leadt*r this
“Streets of Laredo” (Par* pin*
"Stratverv good foe artv film here l.ast session b\ a widt* margin
Victor
Lomb.ardo
good 1‘ctcr Lorre.
week. "Don’t Trust Husband” 'UA* ton Story" ftiere is landing a

come.

I

Indiana, to lead straight filmers.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2.800; 5090)
“Duke of Chicago” (Rep* with
Freddy Martin oreh. Marilyn Maxwell. others, onstage. Fair $17 000.
Last week.
“Bov Green Hair”

—

without the 20% tax. Distribuon net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

;

i

000

30G, ‘Sun’-Gray-Miles-Barrie
Dull general l)usiness tone, return of favorable outdoor wcallier
and mostly mild product all are
cond)ining to make the Bro.adway
picture a sorry one this
first run
week Some of slowxst trade in
.\ears is being recorded by several
Fact tiiat nu)re than a
theatres
million people flocked to Central

at

i

Eftimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported lierewith from the various key cities, are net. i.e,,

-

spot at the Chicago,
Should be sturdy $63,000.
"Tlie Window” at the Palace
Howmigiit shape neat $18,000.
ever. “Night Unto Night” at StateGarrick!
Lake is barren $12,000.
viih “Duke of Chicago” and “Arctic Manhunt” appears passable $6,bright

Ion#

moderate

is

|

1

Umana,

n
Sock iSiOOU,
1

rt.r,

riaminffO

lll*

Omaha, May

17.

'

town is at
linuted-capacity Stale where "Ball
Game” is rolling up one of big- “Enchantment” on total coin. “Red
another newcomer. i.s
gest grosses for house this year. Canyon,”
Musical has packed them in from nice. At the Guild. “Qu.srtel” is
bowing favorably. “Ball Clame is
the start. Other houses are in the
doldrums, with some expressed lively holdover.
Only big busine.ss

in

Wow

;

”

^

$21,000, ‘Bride’ Fal 12G
San Francisco. Ma.s 17
Low Frisco fog is helping hi*
here this week.
Golden flale 1*
out.standing w-ith “The Window”
landing a strong session
Big bally is helping “The Champion” to
sock total at two theatres.
Other
newcomers are not big. witti "Big
Jack" being especially weak at

'

with ovcrsupply of
“Red Canyon” not get-

dissatisfaction

westerns.
ting far at

Orpbeum.

“Flamingo

be okay at Paramount.
Estimates’ for This Week
State (Goldberg* (865; 16-65*

Road”

“Ball

will

Game”

(M-G*.

Smash

$8.-

Last week. “Little Women”
M-G' (3d wk* and “Dudes Are
good
wk*.
(Indie)
(2d
Pretty”
$3,500.
500.
•

Orpheum (Tristates* (3,000; 1665)— "Red Canyon” (LD and “Winner Take AH” (Mono*. Oke $10.000.
Last week, “Cry of City”
with
Desi
Arnaz band,
(20th)
others,
good $20,500 at 20-80c
.scale

Paramount (Trislates* (2,800; 1665)
“Flamingo Road” (WB*. Okay
$11,000.
Last
week, "Younger

—

Brothers" (WB*. $12,000
Brandeis (RKO) (1.500; 16-65*
“Adventure Baltimore” (RKO* and
“The Mutineers” (Col*. Fair S7.000
Last week. “Enchantment”
'RKO* and “Brothers in Saddle"

'RKO*.

$6. .500.

,

Estimates for Tills Week
Aibee (RKO* *3, 100. 50-75*
“Outpost Morocco” 'U.A*. F'airish
$11,000.
Lasl
week. "Flamingo
Road” (WB*. smooth $13,500.

—
—

Capitol (RKO* (2.000; 50-75*
“Ball Game" (M-Gi (2d wk*. Holding up to fa.st S9,.500 after fatso
$15,000 first stanza
Grand (HKO> (1.400, 50-75“Red Canyon” (U*. .Nice $7 ,500.
Last week. “Tarzan’s Magic Fountain” (RKO). $6..50()
Guild (Indie) (278; 75-S1.25>
“Quartet” (ED. Starting runwith
big $3,000. La.st week, “Red Slioes”
(EL* (10th wk* $2,300. with $34,000
total on run at $2.40 top.
Keith’s (City Inv.i <1.542; 50-75)
“Enchantment” (RKtJ*. Good
$10,000. Last week. “Connecticut
A'ankee” (Par* (4lh wk-. pleasing
$6,300.
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 50-75*

Warfield.

Estimates for This \Ve«*k

Golden Gale (RKO (2.844, 60“The Window" (RKO
and
"Woman’s Secret" (RKO*. Strong

—

95

Last week. "Pride of
(RKO' (nrissue- and
“Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL. okay
$ 11 000

Yankees”
,

Warfield (FWC*

College”

(Col*,

$10 500.

(2.6.56.

60-85

—

“Big Jack” (M-C,( and "Duke of
Chicago” (Rep). Mild $13000 L.ast
and
week.
Fan"
'20th'
“The
“Daughter of Jungle" Rep about

—

To

.

Fox
(FWC) (4 651. 60-9.5-—
“Tul.sa" (EL* and "Angel in Exile”
(Rep) (2d wk). Oka\ $12,000. Last
week. $18,500.

—

Rollicking $17,500 to top
Last
week. , “L'ndercovci

—

$16,000.

—

“Belvedere

1

-

I

(20th*.

.

same.

Paramount 'Par *2.646 60-85*
and
“Dream Is A'oui-';" iWB

town.
Alan”
i

(Continued on page 18)
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WARNER

BROS.

ARE QEARED TO

AS NEVER BEFORE!

.;tii

'‘THE

FODNTAliEAD-GARY COOPER

•

PATRICIA NEAL

RAYMOND MASSEY

ROBERT DOUGLAS
ScTMii

Pl«if

•

ky

• KENT SMITH
HENRY HULL • RAY COLLINS

AYN RAND

Frtin her Novel

o^kwiw

p,«iu«dM

KING VIDOR HENRY BLANKE

"Tht FounUinhood" • Mutic by

MAX STCINCK

——

——

)

!!
:
I
'

———

—

—

-•
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13

^Lagoon* in Black $15,000,
Toronto; ‘Belvedere’ 8G
Toronto. May 17.
General biz apathy, partly

Balmy Weather Hurts Hub; ‘Flamingo’

NSH

May

17,

around town

little activity

Very

Key

j

I

(NET)

Fenway

40-85)—

(1,373;

“Impact” (UA) and “Sky Dragon”
(Mono*. Fair $7,000. Last week.

17.

j

“Feathered Serpent”
wk-3 davs). $9,000.
Metropolitan (NET)

(Mono)

.

I

Broadway Grosses

(re-

Estimated Total Grose
$5*29.000
This Week
H(is>d on 17 theatres
$583,000
Last ^ar
(Based on 17 theatres

last

(2d

‘Belvedere’ Boff

—

Great $30,000, D. C.

“Undercover Man” (Col) and “Make
Weak
Ballroom” (CoD.

—Goldman (Goldman)

—rmpa7rVuAiVnd“SkrDmgon";-:;U
Last week. Mild $5,000

'M-G> nth wkl

I

'

—

—

|

Do

‘Strangers’

Lusty
May

Detroit.

—

$18,000.

Artists (UD) (2.000; 70-95'
—United
“We Were Strangers” (CoD and

(FWC)
“Ball
I.,ast

—

(1,538; 2,097; 2.296; 60-$l)
(M-G). Stout $.53,000.

Game”

week, “Big Jack" (M-G'. only

$19,500.

/

— Orpheum
“Outpost

(D’town) (2.210; 60-$l>

(UA> and
“Gay Aniigp” (UA) )2d wk' 5 days).
Only $5,000, with light $11,000 in
4 day-daters. l.,asf week, fair $12.-

Morocco”

—

_

BUT

—

—

.

I

i

big $8,000.

Rousiug $11,500,

,

—

(

I

!

—

I

Pork; ‘Flamiugo’ 12|G
Portland, Ore., May 17.

I

i

—

Sweltering weather and compe-

'

;

are cutting into downtown
“Flamingo
boxoffice this week.
Road” and “Life of Riley” are far“Belvedere” and “Little
ing well.
Women” are ace holdovers.
Estimates for This W'eek
Broadway (Parker* (1.832; 50-85)
"Life of Riley” (U' and “Old
Fashioned Girl (ED. Sock $11,500
I.iast week. "Ball Game” (M-G* and
“Girl Manhattan” (U'.A) '3d wk-3
days), fine $4.()()().
Mayfair (Parker) (1.500: 50-85)
)SG' and
“Shot
Jesse Jame.s”

tition

'

,

|

!

'

—

”

1

j

Trans-Lux (T-D (650; 44-80'
"Portrait of Jennie" 'SRO' i4th
wk'. Slipped to $6,000 after fancy
$7,000 last week.

j

1

Mnsir Box *H-E'

(R.50

“Feathered Serpent” 'Mono*.
Last week. “Big Jack” <MG* and “Miss Mink of 1949” (20lh)

For

11

Days

Buffalo.

*-

in

May

Yrnirs”

fs

17.

Oke .*.5 ,500
OrnHeum

I

T

icf

'H-F'

wook
'‘’

600;

town, but it also is giving strong competition to theatres.

$.8 2(*(l

.50-8*'-

Estimates for This

"r'amln^o Road” (WT3* and “(3ad

Men

Ok.av
Tornh.stnne” (Mono'.
$10 000 or no.'ir. T.ast week “Life
of Rile\” (T’) .and “State TTent
649“
File
'FC'. fairish $7 100 for

$2

—

.

;

(1 3.50

Kimo (Dickinson*
40'— “Red Shoes’”

Continues
Last week, ditto

W’k*

Week
$1.20-

<5.50;

'EL*
<4th
healthy $5,000.

at

5Iidland (Loew’.s' '3.500; 45-65

scrond week.
(Sterling)
— Palomar
“Sun Comes Tin”

—

"Barkleys of Broadwav” 'M-G' and

40-65'

"The Judge” (FC*
Big $21,000.
'M-G* and
"Red Sta'Oon" <FT,) (2d runs' nins Last week. “Rig Jack" i,M-G and
$13,000.
“Caught”
(M-G*.
moderate
vaude
Fair $5 000.
I.nst week
Orpheum iRKO* 1.900: 45-6.5*
"Canadi.an
Paoifie”
(20th)
and
“Red Pony” (Rep) and stage. $4.- “Pride of Yankees’’ 'RKO* and
“Tall in Saddle” iRKG* ireissues),
700.
week,
Last
$10,000
Paramount (H-E* (3 039'— “Ad- .\verage
venture Ralthnore” (RKO' and ’’Flair^go Road” *VVB' and “Sword
(EL'
(2d
.Avenger”
of
“Jk
“Fightin‘» Fools” (Mono** (4 days*

”

—

1

"

—“City

I

17.

40'.
Tower-Uptown-Fairwny. “Dream Is
Musie Haft MT-TD (2 ?((0. .50-84'— Yours" at Paramount looks okay.
“Rolvedoie to f’o'lege” (20lhi and .American Royal
Rodeo bringing
“Cheated T.av’’ (?0tlD (4t)i uk*. visitors to

”

.Sock. $9,000 or near.
(Balaban* (2.900;
tomorrow (Wed.*.
Across River” (U) and also Oriental, torrid $14,000.
Hipp (Par* (3.400; 40-70*— “Night
^Hide Ryder Ride” (ED.
Slim
United Artists (Parker) (895; .50- Unto Night” (WB* and “Stage
$9,000.
La.st week. “Bribe” (M-G* 85*— "Little
Women” (M-G) <5 Struck” (Mono*. Fine $7,500. Last
and ’’Kidnapped” (M-G) (2d wk*. days) (4th wk'. Molding to $3,500,
(Continued on page 18)
L.Vsl week, terrific $7,000.

Kansas City. May

'WB*

.$2

Buff

Believe

•

‘Dream’ 15G, ‘Pride’ lOG

in

.50-84*—

Majority of spot.s are .stocked
and with good product which is b»>ost"T.uckv Stiff” 'U.\' 2d wk
Good ipg biz. “Barkleys of Rro.ndway”
$4 000
L.’ivt
week “Red Shoos” at the Midland is big. and will hoid.
(FT,* fair $.5,700 in 9 davs at $1 20- “Canadian
Pacific" is sturdy In
“T')ream

<

$3,000.

—

oke $8,700

De.al" (Col* (3d wk'.
10 davs.

'

‘Flamingo’ Fast $25,000
Slim

(5 days), so-so $3,400.

<

—

”

95)

Nice $32,000. Last week. $36,400.
Egyptian. I.os Angelfs, Wilshir*

i

*

Oriental 'H-E* '2.000; 50-85
Pacing field this week is “FlamRoad (WB* and “State ingo Road" at Great Lakes, big
Ballroom” (CoD.I “Flamingo
File 649” (FO. day-date enough to got four extra days.
Dept.—
Big $20,000. La.st week, "ConnectiLast
Fine
$4,500.
“Undercover .Man” and “Outpost
cut Yankee” (Par) (3d wk'. fine with Orpheum.
College” In Morocco each siiape nice.
to
“Belvedere
week.
$ 10 000
(20th) and “Cheated Law’’ (20lh)
Estimates for This Week
Madison (UD) (1.800 70-95*— <8 days', torrid $9 500.
Buffalo (Loeu’s' *4.500; 40-70'
“Outpost in Morocco" (U.^* and
Orpheum (H-E* (1.750: 50-85)
“Duke of Chicago” (Mono). Sturdy “Flamingo Road” (WB* and “State “Portrait of Jennie” (SRO* and
“Cheated I.,aw” (20lh*. Good
$15,000 or near. Last week, “Bad Dept
(F(’i. also OrienFile 649
Men of Tombstone” (Mono* and tal. Exeellent $8 000. Last week. $12,000. Last week. “Little Women” (M-G*. fine $16,000.
Strike It Rich” (Mono*. $10,000.
“Disaster”
“El Paso” (Pari and
Great Lakes (Par* *3,400; 40-70*
Adams (Balaban* (1.700; 70-95)— Par), sock $9,500.
"Flamingo Road" (WB* (2d wkEnchantment” (RKO*. Fair $10 Paramount (H-E* (3.400; 50-85)
4 days*. Still stout at $8,000 or
000.
La.st week. “Little Women” “Belvedere to College” '20th) and
near after big $17,000 first week.
(M-G) (3d wk*. good $12,000.
“Cheated Law” (2()thi (2d wk*. “Bride of Vengeance (Pan opens
Downtown
Last week,
70,

$48,000.

Downtown. Hollywood. Wiltern
(WB) (1.757; 2.7.56; 2.344; 60-$l)—
“Flamingo Road" (WB' (3d wk).

I

—

“Make

(2d wk'. Smooth
Last week, big $61,800.

.

j

‘Riley’

1.-

2.404;

retie Fury’’

SEAHLE S^nU SLOW

17.

Holdovers are holding up well.
W'ith “Belvedere to College” showing the way for second straight
week at Fox. “Flamingo Road”
looks strong at Michigan, also on
initial holdover frame.
Best of
newcomers is “We Were Strangers”
at United ArtLsts and “Outpost in
Morocco” at Madison.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5.000; 70-95)
“Belvedere to College” (20th) and
“Last Wild Horses” (SG) (2d wk'.
Solid $25,000. Last week. $34,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;
70-95)— “Flamingo Road” (WB) and
“Lucky StifT” (UA) (2d wk*. Good
$18,000.
Last week. $27,000.
Palms (UD) (2.900; 70-95*
“TuUsa” (EL* and "Million Dollar
Weekend” (Mono) (2d wk*. Down
to
$14,000.
week, fancy
Last

(2.04H;

)— ’’Helvedere To

1

Trans-Lux (T-D (.500; $1.20$2.40)— “Red Shoes" (ED (21.st
Last week,
w'k). T)own to $7,000.

20G

60-$l

—

.

!

‘Outpost’ Stout $15,000,

(EWC*

1.719;

(Indie)

”

,

,

Uptown
248;

College” (20th) and

200 here, w-ith mild $23,800 in S
day-dating spots.
Pantages. Hillstreet (Pan-RKO)
(2.812;
2.890: .50-$l'— ”We Were
Strangers” (Co)' and “Lost Tribe”
tion.
Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 35-74*
(CoD (2d wk). Light $21,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
“Trouble
(WB*
and
"Kiss in Dark”
week. $30,400.
Capitol Loew’s (2,434; 44-85'— Makers” (Mono). Dim $7,000. l..a.sl
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G* plus week. “Tarzan’s Magic Fountain” nionnts (FAIVK (3.398; 1.451; 60-$l)
vaude. Sock $30,000. with all lure (RKO) and “Hideout (Rep). $7,.500.
"Bride Vengeance” (Par* and
in pic rather than slage.sliow. Last
Webber (Fox) (750; 3.5-74'— “Bel- “Su.sanna Pass” (Rep) (L.A Par
week. "Big Jack” (M-G) with vedere To College” (20th) and only). Drab $21,000.
Last week.
“Strike It Rich” (Mono), al.so Den- "Cimnecticut Yankee” (Par* ana
vaude, slim $18,000.
Metropolitan (WB* (1.163; 44-74) ver. Aladdin. Solid $4,000. Last "Hideout” (Rep) (L..A.) Par only)
“Bad Boy” (Mono*. Very dim $4,- week. “Dream Is Yours” (WB* and 2d wk). $23,300.
500. Last week. "Song of India” "Cheated Law’’ (20th ). fair $2..50().
United Artists, R«t7. (UA-FWC)
(CoD. $5,500.
(2.100;
60 -$ 1
1.370;
City
Keith’s (RKO) (1.939; 44-80'—
.Across River” (U
and "Daughter
“Window” (RKO). Average $10.of We.st” (F'C) (2d wk*. Thin $11.000 despite crix raves. Last week,
500, with $22..500 in 6 day-daters.
“Pride of Yankees” (RKO) (reisLast week, mild $19,000 here, with
‘FLAMINGO’ lOG .$29,200
sue'. okay $9,000
in 5 day-dating houses.
Seattle, May 17.
National (Heiman' (1,600; 44-74)
Esquire (Rosener) (685; 85-$ 1.20)
"The Damned” (Indie* (2d wk).
“Jigsaw’” (UA*. New low at $4,Continued summer weather Is
000 or less. Last week. “Impact” hurting biz generally this week Near $2,000. Last week, okay $2
(UA). slow $6,000.
“Flamin.go Road” shapes fine a1 500.
Fine Arts (FWC* (679; $ 1 20 Palace (Loew’s* (2.370; 44-74*
Orpheum. but “Portrait of Jennie”
“Belvedere To College” (20th). was so s’ow at Fifth Avenue it was $2.401— "Red Shoes” (EL- (2()th
Last week.
Smash $23,000. with chance to go Dulled after six days. “Outpost in wk*. About $6,000.
even higher. Last week, “Connecti- Moroeeo” looks fair at Paramount. nice $5,800.
Four Star (UA-WC* *900; 6()-$l)
cut Yankee” (Par' (2d wk*. $15,000.
Estimates for This Week
"Pygmalion”
Indie)
(reissue).
Playhouse (Lopert' (432; 50-85)
Coliseum (H-^i (1.877; .50-84)—
-“Quartet” (EL' (2d wk'. Fine ”(’itv Aeross River” (U) and “Rim-j Okay $5,000. La.st w’eek. “Ham$8,500 after record-breaking $10,- fire” (SG).
Okay .$9 000 or ne,’<r. let” (U) (2Rth W’k*, closed long
000 last week.
Last week. “Impact” (II-A) and “(’- $2.40 road.show' run at hefty $6. '700.
Laurel (Ro.sener* (890; $1 20'
Dupont (Lopert* (400. $1.20- Man” (F(’*. so-so $7 400 "Mons. Vincent” Indie' (5th wk).
$2.40)
“Hamlet” 'U' )8lh-final
Fifth Avenue (H-E* *2 .349; 50-84*
La.st week, good $3,wk*. Strong $4,500 after $3. .500 la.st
“Portrait of Jennie” (SRO'. Only Near $3,000.
week. Total for 8 weeks was $40.- .$4, .500 in 6 days, and pulled. Last 800.
000 despite having run previously week. “nr»*.'nn Is Yours” (WB' and
for 20 weeks.
"Liiekv Stiff" (IIAi. good $8 700.
I.lbertv 'J-vH) (16.50; .50-84*— ‘Barkleys’ Brisk $21,000,
Warner (WB* (2.164; 44-74*“SkyBe.’')”
and
(Par*
“Nick Beal" 'Par*. Sluggish $13.- “Nick
Thin $6,000 or K.C.; ‘Pacific’ Loud 17G,
000. Last week. “Flamingo Road” Dragon" (Mono*.
T.a>«t
week. "Conneeti^-iit
(WB) (2d wk'. ()ka\ $12,000 in 5 near.
Yankee” (Par' and “Blondie’« Big
days.
(

I

Neat
(U.A* (3d wk'.
Last week, smart $39.Ht)0.
l.oew’s State, l.oyola.

Chinese,

”

after about same last
(MonoV. Mild $11,000.
“Bride of Vengeance” (Par) and week.
(Goldman)
(1,700; 50-99)
average
Keith’s
(Rep),^
“Susanna Pass”
“Connecticut Yankee” (Par) (4th
$12,000.
wk). Down to $6,500, Last week,
Pilgrim (ATC) (1.800; 40-85)
“Outpost in Morocco” (UA) and good $8,000.
“Big Sombrero” (CoD (2d wk).
Mastbaum (WB) (4.360; 50-99'—
Fair $4,000 in 5 days. La.st week. “Flamingo Road" (WB) )3d wk).
“The Champion” (UAJ Okay $16,500. Last week, sturdy
$8,000.
opens today (Wed.).
$ 20 000
(Loew) <3.500; 40-85)
State
Stanley (WB) (2.950; 50-99)—
“Undercover Man” (CoD and “Make “Tulsa” (ED. No gusher at $20.Believe Ballroom” (CoD. Mild $11.- 000. Last week. “Knock On Door”
000. Last week, “We Were Stran(CoD (3d wk), nice $14,500.
gers” (CoD an<l “Crime Doctor’s
Stanton (WB* (1.475; 50-99)—
Diary” (CoD (2d wk), $9,500,
“Impact” (UA). Mild $8,000. Last
w’eck, “Bad Boy" (Mono*. $7,500.
Studio (Goldberg) (490; 50-99)
Well in Det.;
H.0.’s
“Quartet” (EL* (2d wk*. Holding
strong at $7,500. Last week. $7,700.

Wer«

“Champion”

I

(1,200; 50-99)

“We

HaHollywood Mu.sic Hails iPrin-

$30. 000.

I

“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G).
Last week, “We Were Best thing in town, smash $26,000.
Strangers” (CoD and “Crime Doc- La.st week. “Ball Game” (M-G) (5th
tor’s Diary” (Col) (2d wk), fair wk), $9,000.
$16,600.
Karlton (Goldman) d.OOO; 50-99)
Paramount (NET) (1.700; 40-85)

of

only light $21,000 In

is

Cor) (834; 902; 1.106; 512; .5.5-$l»—

week. “Dream Is Yours” (WB) and
Washington. May 17.
“Cheated the Law” (20th), good
Lion’s share of first run biz is $15,000.
going to “Barkleys of Bioadway”
Esquire (Fox' (742; $1 .20-$2.40)—
plus vaude at Capitol where socko. “Red Shoes (ED (2d wk*. Big $4.while “Belvedere To College,” at 000. La.st week. $4,200.
Palace is a close second with smash
Orpheum (RKO* (2.600; 3.5-74)—
session. Nearly everything else is “Ball Game" (M-G) and "Behind
on dull side. "Quartet.” holding Locked Doors’’ (EL) (2d wk). Down
well at Playhouse, is a big excep- to $11,000. Last week, big $18,000.

$19,000.

round

Estimates for Thi^j Meek
Beverly Hills. Downtown,
waii.

Denham

(CoekrilD (1.750; 35-70'
“Connecticut Yankee" (Par* (4th
Last
Fair $10,000 or le.ss.
wk).
week, nice $13,500.
Denver (Fox* (2.525; 35-74*
“Belvedere 'I'o College” (20th) and
"Strike It Rich’’ (Mono', al.so AladLast
Big $18,000.
din. Webber.

‘Barkleys’-Vaude

Pacific” (20th), $19,000.

Believe

Second
Strangers"

two spot.s while final six days for
second week of “City .Across lliver”
shapes mild $22,500 in six sites.

legit.

.

(Ix)ew) (3,000; 40-85)

siuall-seaters.

.

—“Flamingo

,

shapet

j

—

50-99)—
(WB)
Earle
(2.700;
Road” (W'B) and
Mild “Champion” (UA) )2d wk). Sock
(Indie).
“Fighting Fools”
$21,000 or near looms. Last week. $22,000 after smash $32,000 opener.
50-99)—
“Belvedere to College” (20th) and
Fox
(20th)
(2.250;
“Homicide” (WB) (2d wk). solid “Mother Is Freshman” )20lh). Not
big $18,000. La.st week, “Canadian
$ 22 000

Vengeance”

of

i

week’s near-

|

Orpheum

"Bride

Denver

(2.360; .50-99)— “Porof Jennie” (SRO) )5th wk-4
days).
Fine $10,000. Last week.
$15,000.

to Ball Game” is clouting
$53,000 in three theatre^)

very slow- $21,000 in two Para* 0100111 houses. “Belvedere to College” still is hitting in good strid*
in the second frame, four spots at
smart $48,000. Third session of
"Flamingo Road” looks nice $32,000
in three Warner situations, whil#
third week of “The C'liampioii”
continues fast at $30,000 in tour

(Loew) <2.096; 40-70)
Fair
“Portrait of Jennie” )SRO*.
Last week. “Ball Game"
$9,500.
(M-G) (4th wk). oke $7,000.
in
Odeoii (Rank) <2,390; 35-$1.20)
“Blue Lagoon” (EL*. Big $15,000.
Denver. May 17.
Last week. “Tulsa” (EL) (2 wk).
Big news here this sessiim is
$ 8 000
Shea’s (FP* (2.386; 40-70'— “Un- smash total being rung up by "Beldercover Man” (CoD. Dim $9,000. vedere Goes to College.’’ in three
Last
week. “Nick Beal” (Par), theatres. “Fighting O’Flynn’’ looks
only fair at Broadway.
$8,500.
Estimates for This Week
University (FP) (1.556; 40-70)
Aladdin (Fox* (1.400; 3.5-74*
“Belvedere To College” <2()th).
Socko $8,000. Last week. “Dream “Belvedere To College" (20lh* and
Is
Yours” (WB' (2d wk', okay “Strike It Rich" (Mono*, day-aate
with Denver. Webber. Big $5,000
$4,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-70)
Last week, suhsequent-run
Broadway *(’inen>a» (1.500; 35-74*
“Ma, Pa Kettle" (U* )2d wk'. Satis“Fighting O’Flynn’’ (U) and “Mifactory $5,000 after last week’s
good $9,000.
randa” (ED. Fair $6,300. Holds 5
extra days. Last week, used lor
,

“Takm

catching fancy trade

is

Me Out
a nifty

-

trait

(4.376; 40-85)

one
i

(

Boyd (WB)

!

:

)

<

Loew’s

“Bride of Vengeance” (Par) and
“Susanna Pass” (Rep). About same.
Mayflower (ATC) (700; 40-851— Goldman, and “Champion.” still
“Outpost in Morocco” (UA) and packing plenty wallop in second
“Big Sombrero” (Col) (2d wk). round at Earle.
Down to $2,200 in 5 days. Last
Estimates for This W’eek
week, modest $3,800. “The Cham50-99)—
Aldine (WB) (1.303;
pion" (UA) opens today (Wed.'.
“Bride of Vengeance” (Par) (2d
.Memorial (RKO) (3.500; 40-85)— wk). Slim $8,500. Last week, $12,“Tucand
(RKO)
“The Window”
000
son" (20th ). Fair $22,000 in 8 days.
Last week. “Life of Riley” (U) and

Cloudy,

,

(RKO)

Los Angeles. May 17.
damp weekend helped

•

firstrun boxoffice here hut overall
hi/ total is not too hefty becaus#
Only
of plethora of holdovers.
two new bills this frame and only

Last week,

$10,000.

Yankees”

of

big $3,500 after
capacity $4,000.

So-so biz here this week, several
new pictures failing to live up to
hopes. Town’s attendance is lagging even on weekends. Only exceptions are “Barkleys of Broadway,” with week’s best showing at

^

first.

May

-

issue), fine $11,000.
Imperial (FP) (3.373; 40-70)— “El
Paso” (Par). Thin $11,000.
Last
week, “Bride of Vengeance" (Par),
ditto.
International (Tavloc (605; 4866'— “Quartet” (EL* i7th wk'. Still

‘Barkleys’ Big 26G
Philadelphia,

Okay

(Col).

“Pride

i

Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 45-75)
“Cesar” (Indie) (2d wk). Holding
to about $0,000 after okay $7,000

‘Belvedere’ 48G, 2d; ‘Champion’ 30G, 3d

35-60)— “Walking Hills” (CoD
and “Blackie’s Chinese Venture”

PhiDy Dull But

$24,500.

“Belvedere

Drab ZIG,

‘Bride’

$53,000,

694;

theatres, chiefly nrst runs, in-

(2d

Sockeroo

Estimates for This Week
Downtown. Glendale. Searbor,
State (20th Cent* (1.059. 955, 698,

eluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
$2,667,000
(fios^d on 22 cities, 200
theatres

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 40-8.5)

Garden” (M-G)

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,472,000
(Based on 23 cities, 207

Man” at Orpheum and “The
Window” at Memorial also are not
much more than average.

Mild $5,000 after $6,000 for first.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—
“Casablanca” (WB) and “G-Man”
(WB) (reissues). Neat $22,000. Last
week. “Jungle Jim” (Col) plus
Frankie Carle orch, Mills Bros.,
on stage, disappointing
others,

Lagoon” and
Goes To College.”

"Blue

being hurt by
Surprise
leader is the Boston, with two reissues, “Casablanca” and “G-Man.”
“Flamingo Road” at Met opened
fairly strong but does not look big.
newcomers, “Undercover
Other

this stanza, firstruns
foell of balmy weather.

“Secret

blamed on lack of product appeal
as well as fine weather, is reflected
in
downbeat this week.
Only
bright spots among newcomers are

$21000, ‘Window’ Fair $22,
Boston,

Holdovers Help Slow LA.; ‘Ball Game’

•

$9 000.

Dim
,

1

$1 500
with
“Outpo.st
in
Morocco” (U.\T and “Gav .Ami»o”
(UA) suDpianting to land fair $8.-

000 on

full

week.

Paramount

“Dream
I

Is

(Par' (1.900, 4.'>-6.5*—
HandYour.s” (WB
.

(Continued on page 18)
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diate advantage in favor of longerterm considerations. It argues that
the idea of subsidizing domestic

Probe Anglo-U.S. Pact?
Continiird from pag* 5

state monopolies
of many countries of Europe in
trade.
foreign
for
fighting

ground with the

SIMPP

maintains

'

the

that

MPEA

would be violating its charter under the Webb-Pomerene law
and acting in restraint of trad(f if
It
okayed the British agreement.
Society claims that the pact calls
not only for joint action abroad,
but in this country, in that, in the

words

of

Johnston

Eric

memo

the
proxies
in

he gave company
last week, he states the proposal
guarantee of British film
Is*- “for
•arnings in the American market.”
Arnall and French Statements
Gov. Ellis G. Arnall. SIMPP
prez. pointed out in addition that
while the Webb-Pomerene act allows L'. S. firms freedom in jousting with foreign competitors, it
does not permit them to jeopardize the interests of other American
companies in the same markets.
He claims that the Washington
proposals might mean that the majors get a break in England at tlie
expense of the indies.
ISir Henry French, director general of the British Film Producers
Assn., who, along with J. Arthur
Rank and Sir Alexander Korda,
represented the British in Washington, declared in London last
week “that the position of the
American independents has been

—

—

considered and will be covered In
any possible proposals.”]
SIMPP members, while battling
against the principle of subsidizing
British production in order to get
move Yank product played on the
three big circuits, admit that they
would undoubtedly profit, along
with the majors, on a short-term
basis. Since most of the indies distribute through United Artists and
that company’s relationship with
Rank is such that it gets virtually
no playing time on Odeon or Gaumont-British, any change for them
would be for the better.
Since, under the agreement, a
minimum of 100 American “A’s”
would be played annually on the
three circuits and each company is

maximum

limited to a

'

^

i

|

i

|

'

j

'

SIMPP

a result, the

reached the newspapers
simultaneously with details of the
pact.

i

,

'

SIMPP
is

|

protest

of 15, there

mission
i

to

present

the

deal

SIMPP’s members.

click.

drew a surprisingly sizeable segment of radio and pix people. One
highlight was co-toastmaster Harold Hoffman’s recitation of a Howard
Dietz lyric that “New York Is Full of People Excepting Those From
New York.” Ex-Gov. Hoffman (NJ), in turn, was introduced via a Joe
Laurie, Jr., “profile,” which was read from the rostrum. A portion of
Senator J. Howard McGrath’s, Mayo^ William O’Dwyer’s and the honored guest’s speeches were broadcast. Clearances kayoed a previously
scheduled plan for an NBC-TV telecast. Everything was set until,
once again as has happened with previous benefits of this nature, the’
question of “clearances” cropped up.

'

As

TV

it

|

members.

re.sult of his

The Interfaith In Action dinner last Thursday (12) at the Waldorf
has a garment industry objective, a three-chapel house of worship for
all faiths.
Tickets were $50 each and, because of Berle and Skouras

1

'

it

the direct

j

!

i

'

Spyros Skouras’ chairmaning of the dinner committee for an Interfaith dinner to Milton Berle was figured intra-trade as being more or
less sentimentally and professionally tied in with what was figured to be
the comedian’s forthcoming film chore for 20th-Fox. It was supposedly
for a George Jessel pic, “Moon Over the Catskills.*' Harry Cohn, at
Columbia, also ogled Berle, but Skouras was figured to have the inside
track. Instead, as is reported elsewhere in this issue, Warner Bros,
snagged the comedian for a picture. All of this interest, of course, is

j

,

Plea for “atomization” of the film industry to cure the claimed monopoly conditions is voiced by John R. McDonough. Jr., and Robert L.
Winslow in the lead article of the Stanford University Law Review,
April ls.sue. The piece attacks the U. S. Supreme Court and lower
bench decisions in the Government anti-trust suit as well as the Paramount and RKO settlements, and contends that the majors will continue
to dominate production and distribution and the big chains, exhibition.
Calling the film industry an “oligopoly” because of the small number
of suppliers of product, two writers opine that competition cannot be
restored unless a complete breakup of the companies is ordered which
leads to 30-40 producers and an equal number of distribs.
Article contends that the picture-by-picture and theatre-by-theatre
requirement in selling film will only lead to stronger domination by the
chains which “have the longest purse.” At the same time, it notes that
this proviso “casts film distributors in the role of public utilities, bound
to
to serve equally all who are willing to pay.”
In seeking to regulate
illegal practices, it goes on, the court and Dept, of Jui^tice have ignored
the fact that an “oligopoly” is an absolute bar to open competition regardless of court ukases. It suggests that the courts prohibit all vertical
integration, even between production and distribution, and then force
“atomization” of the circuits and a far larger number of producers and

would no doubt be an improvePlaced in a peculiar position by
ment in the UA situation. Thought the whole action was Grad Sears,
certain to get the maximum of 15 UA prexy.
As a member of the
bookings are Universal, Warner MPEA, he was at that organizaBros.,
Paramount. 20th-Fox and tion’s session when the proposals
Metro. That would leave 25 dates were first made publicly known by
to be divvied among UA. Colum- negotiators Johnston, Barney Balbia, RKO, Selznick, Republic and aban and Nick Schenck,
Later in
Eagle I>ion,
On that basis, UA the day, as a member of SIMPP’s
would probably get at least six or distribution committee, he attendseven bookings, since Selznick, ed the meeting at which the soRep and EL don’t release more ciety voted to oppose the pact. He
than a few pix a year that could explained
the
position
at
his
qualify.
MPEA meeting and was given permaintains, however, that
willing to overlook this imme-

Inside Stuf-Pictures

production would be immediately
picked up by at least a half-dozen
other countries if it is agreed to
France, Italy, Mexico,
in Britain.
Argentina and other territories, it
is claimed, will hop right on the
idea, with the result that American
coin will be blocked all over the
world for the purpose of forcing
Hollywood to subsidize competing
picturemaking.
SIMPP, by its prompt and vigorous protests, is believed in trade
circles to have materially reduced-.'
the prospects of approval of the
proposals by either the British or
the Americans. Arnall hit the pact
with two very strongly-worded
statements on succeeding days, the
first coming o^t the same day the
proposals W€‘re presented to MPEA

'

I

j

1

I

j

|

i

I

distribs.

uruvj uses

Western Electric
recording

equipment

Action of the American film companies in making pix abroad to get
their iced coin is currently providing fodder for the
Soviet propaganda mill. Russians claim this is causing heavy unemployment in Hollywood and is also “undermining” the native pix industries in the various nations where the U. S. Is making pictures. As
a supplemental reason for the decline in Hollywood, say the Russians,
Hollywood is turning out “mediocre, reactionary films” in the U. S.

some use from

Show biz methods were enlisted by film publicist Bob Taplinger on
behalf of a “Kiss and Makeup Party,” for benefit of Lady Esther’s
co.smetics, at the Hotel Plaza’s Rendez-Vous Room last week. Merchandising through showmanship was the keynote, with Maggi McNellis
for the fashion show and Henry Morgan emceeing. Even a Feist pop,
“Kiss and Make Up,” was resurrected as a theme song f(»r the shindig.
Taplinger tied in a couple of his other clients, via Pimm’s for the
beverages and Polaroid for the celeb lensings.
new

Paramount’s William Danziger, exploitation chief, has hit upon something different in plugging this week’s preem of “Streets of Laredo” at
Laredo, Texas. Instead of wiring the details of the fanfared opening
under the signature of Paramount, exploiter got the Laredo Times, local
newspaper, to dispatch the story via telegrams to the press. Action
was calculated to give the proceedings an air of authority since the
town is simultaneously celebrating its founding anniversary.

Eastern Par Execs
Continued from page

against a general shakeup of Par’s
flackery.

Former ad-pub veepee

lor Eagle Lion plans to go ahead
slowly with his supervision of Par's
personnel.
Despite reports to the
contrary, he will not brii»g with

him any of the EL staffers who
have been working under him for
the past two years.

5

ing Youngstein specifically stated
so.
His talk this week to staffcr.s
bulwarked that impression.

Schwalberg

is

due

in

Los

.An-

Monday (23') for the fourth
regional sales confab.
He is accompanied by E. K, <Tcd» O’Shea,
his chief aide; Oscar Morgan, short
subjects sales head; Fred Leroy
geles,

One repercussion of the Young- and Richard Morgan, attorney.
appointment look place last Holman, on his part, shoved off for
week when Stanley Shuford, com- the Coast during the week.
pany’s ad chief for a number of
stein

W«it«rn fUctric “300” racording lyiUm in
via aboard Navy Elacironict Lobororory vat»al at taa. (Official photograph U. S. Novy)

U.

S.

Navy

years, staged a sudden walkout.
Earlier in the week. Shuford had
advised the management he could
no longer work for the company
unless an overall ad-pub head was

Western

scientists nse

Electric

sound

film recording equip-

ment

make

on-the-spot records of

to

the operation of sonar, radar,

fire

con-

and other naval electronic equipment. These sound motion pictures
provide a permanent record for laboratory study whenever and wherev^
trol

needed.

Of

Compact and

above.

sea in submarines

named immediately.

shown

portable, with

the dependability needed for extended
cruises, this

equipment

effectively re-

cords the low frequency sound reflections

and the high frequency transients
in sonar and radar studies.

encountered
It

is

this

dependability and fine sound

have made Western
Electric recording equipment the faquality

particular value for use at sea

and beneath the

the *'300” recording system

is

which

vorite throughout the world.

Moreover, he
put in a frank bid for the spot
himself.
Youngstein is not expected to name a successor for several weeks.
With the EL top ad-pub job
open, Leon Brandt, recently tagged
to succeed Jerry FMckman as EL’s
asst, ad-pub chief, will probably
take
over Youngstein’s chores.
Whether Brandt holds the notch
permanently or EL’s management
brings in a new skipper has not

been decided.
is

likely

However, no move

for the

next couple

months since few new
slated to be released by
that period.

films

EL

Youngstein’s departure from

and additional

pink-slips

of

are

during

EL

•

Of

.

Western Electric Company
120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

Hollywood office

-

6601

5, N.Y.

Romame

Sv

9

rental and, subtracting his operating expense from the balance,
would show a $100 net profit. If
his gross went up to $1,100, he
might pay 31% rental on the scale.
Distrib would then get $341 and,
again subtracting the $600 operating nut. the exhib would have left
$159 as profit. If the week’s gross
is as low as $600, however, the

theatre would still pay 30% of
$180 for rental, meaning
he would show a clear loss of $180
for the week.
Not every scale, of course, would
work that way. since each theatre
would show a different expense figure and the base figure might start
that, or

at

a

different point for both the

handed gross and the percentage terms.
While some of the majors, such as
Metro, boost the scale in jumps of

to ad-pub staffers brings down
that company’s personnel in the
dept, to 14 from an original .staff

Electrical Research Products 1)wtsiott

20th’s Smith
Continued from Dace

of 37. Latest notices were handed
out last week to 11 who will be
lot out on a .stagger basis.
They
will leave the company from weekto-week as their Work on present
releases is completed.

As for Ben Washer, eastern
publicity manager, and Siegel on
the Coast, their continued tenure
at Par is assured, at lea.st for the
time being. Announcement nam-

is to Increase in 1%
steps.
In addition, some distribs
if
offer a fop deal of only 40''?

2^12%, 20th’s

—

the gross goes above the 40''r fig*
ure, the exhib stills gets fiO^’f of
the total for his expenses and
profit.

While

Smith

said

2()th s

up to 50''?-, he also
pointed out it would .‘‘tart as low
as 2.5% for most theatres, even going down to 20% as a break for
the “problem theaties.”
scale will go

Wednesday, May 18, 1949
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'A terrific

lift

to the finale. Spectacle val*

ues rarely achieved T*

— HOtirWOOO REPOKTEM

Top

quality! Stirring, should please every

type of audience.

One

with top playing time on

the top

all

cir-

— Loewis#
Fox, Warnei^S/ Paramount, RKO —
cuits

in

coming up immediately

LOS ANGELES

HARRISBURG

CLEVELAND

•
•

MILWAUKEE

•

READING

DETROIT

•

•

NEW ORLEANS

•

RICHMOND

CINCINNATI

•

•

SYRACUSE • TOLEDO • KANSAS CITY • ST. LOUIS
NORFOLK PinSBURGH BRIDGEPORT* JOHNSTOWN
SPRINGFIELD 'ATLANTA* PROVIDENCE 'WILMINGTON
COLUMBUS • DAYTON • EVANSVILLE • HARTFORD
•

WASHINGTON.
MIAMI

•

'Suspense, drama, action. WelUknit with
vigor and imagination. A film spectacle!"
MP HERALD

—

and unusual. A chance for some
good old time exploitation and ballyhoo.
Welcomed at the boxofficel"

'Exciting

— INDEPENDENT

BOSTON

ROCHESTER

and adventure, suspense
and an abundance of drama and action!"

'Color, intrigue

— MP DAILY

•

•

D.C.

NASHVILLE

*

LOUISVILLE

AKRON

*

•

INDIANAPOLIS

BUFFALO

•

CHICAGO

of the finest

_ oaily variety

photographically!'*

'Love, odventure, fighting ond hard*
riding to please the most ordent of action
fans. Something to arouse intense excitement and cheers!"
-^SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"Spectacular chases

and

desert

batHe^

Realism of action and magnificent photography. Will insure boxoffice draw!"

— BOXOEE/Cf

"Much
Strong

in

spectacle, excitement values.

thrill

note!"

^pum daily

'

!

ARIKTY'r LONDON OFFICK

INTERNATIONAL

16

8

•>
6t. Miirthi’*

ritiv*,

Tratelsttr ^iiai

Yatata

U.S. ‘Nonsense’

Rome, May

About ‘Primitive’ Brit.

Pix Setup Denounced by Labor Chief
London, May

17.

StronK exception to the slant
taken by Hollywood technicians
that London pix production facili-

tion manager.
Film will be

RKO

S.

,

^

,

|

!

i

!

GI Far East Pix

i

STIRS RACE DISPUTE
Cape Town

May

5.

Producers of raw stock have been
experimenting with various base
materials for some time, and test
issues have been distributed in a
Tokyo, May 10.
few cases in the U. S. Close check
will be kept on the CCO issue next
Operating motion picture theamonth to determine its life and tre, for American GIs throuBh™;
how it stands up unuder the strain General Mac.Arthur’s Far jkjciot,
and heat of filmhouse projectors.
Command ia big business. The
Should safety stock come into Motion Picture Division of the

“Sarie Marais,” full-length feature film made with Afrikaans
(Dutch) dialog by Unifilms and
released by African Consolidated
Theatres, was previewed at the

I

—

«*8rit

^

London, May

reem
agreement

'

Tax;

is

film

Due To

'

India’s

j

1

i

^

,

!

I

1

i

London

Gielgud and Pamela Brown.
Play was warmly aci laimcd. It's
• sure winner with .sophisticated
audiences.

At

Ix'jfit

Onsoring?

.Madrid, .Ma>

I

i

Press

prot(‘sting een.sorship of
starring
('elia
Legit er was produced and
was doing very well for four weeks
w lien Ihe Catholic .Action asked
tor its wiihdiawal on the ground
"I, as

i.s

Leandras."

Gamez
Sic Transit
T.vda

Lyda

Vienna, May 9.
Baarova. onetime C/.eeh

film.slar. is now a waitress in .Aigen of immorality, and the censorship
offue (()m|)lied
near .Salzliurg.
Madrid press is asking why,
Baarova fl<‘d from CzcchoshfvaKi.i
alxnit a vear ago. but local
union auihoiilies have refused to

“tJe-.Nazil.v

her.

when

a

slu»w

should he
request of

foi

a

lias

hef'u

okaved.

hidden I, iter, andprivate assoeialion.

it

at

in the Ryukyus
12 in the Mat'ianaseight in the Philippines
and three in Korea.
Narrowgauges are shown in 156 installstions in Japan, 17 in the Ryukyus,
15 in Korea, nine in the MarianasBonins and six in the Philippines.
Approximately 2.500 GIs are
employed in these theatres in their
spare time.
The houses exhibit
208 features a year, plus newsreels

is

To

film

in India.
The Times of
Bombay, is being sued by
producer of a Hindu picture for

damages.

Current London Shows
London, May 17.
Fufure s^iou's weeks of run)

in

)

*U

^

its

'

ds.i^d

wpfk

first

Opera and Roca

nine

in

iHo
‘’"Y
now"Y
drawing

ming the grosses.‘Pl
it

is

^or a second run at the

Nor-

beau,” which, although
vvent big with

grossed

I

^

,

has

an oldie.
Argentine audiences,

$55,000

in
four
(U.S.)
vveeks of simultaneous exhibition
3^ ^be Biarritz and Los Angeles
theatres, which are somewhat off
the beaten track
rkO’s ‘Mr. Blanding Builds His
Dream House” grossed $43,000
(U.S.) in two weeks at the Gran
Rex, and is now packing ’em in
at the Florida.
“Gone with the

Wind” is now in
Radar (600

seats)

around $74,000

with $50,000; “Homecoming”
(M-G» 10 weeks. $47,600; "The
Search,” nine weeks, $42,200; "Life
with Father,” $39,000 in four weeks
at the Premier and Ideal simultaneously.

COPENHAGEN LEGIT
May

Copenhagen,

"

I"'*®
'

®

V'}®

.C”®;

'J”'!®'’™’
lOth month

told

Variety au-a.
that
xr.a,..,.,,,,

a a.

'®.''

the

2'

-

the returns on the six tryouts are up to
if

at

‘.'J'r-Pf™®".
operetta, •Ti'’
“Three Small
at
Girls,

.

J.,vlal

10.

Legit biz is so good here, that
several shows are continuing info

Miss Craigie. who directedJ a.
the 1^0
Folketeatret
on a budget of aioiind $300,- ^aaup,.in.j
Lauehfer’’ at
at. tha
me

000,

BIZ

BOOMING; PIX SLUMP

test

and

filni

tknn

has

dor,

1

'

and
(U.S.).

Other U.S. pix exhibited since
the beginning of the year which
have racked up record grosses
have been “So Evil My Love”
(Par), eight weeks at the Ambassa-

now'

...
1

33rd week at

its

the

gros.sed

public reaction to (his
pic.
Associated British fixed a
series of trial bookings in six provincial centres covering a wide
area of the country, with one
screening in Ihe Welsh capital of
Cardiff, which l,s of particular interc.st in view of the coat-mining
background of Ihe production.

10.

Point at issue is fact that the
Times printed an unfavorable and
damaging review of the picture
which prevented it doing the business expected of if.
This is the
a 4 a:
4U:_ __a
i
first lime a case of this nature has
come up before any Indian court.

(US

i

effected a
compromise arrangement with the
.Associated British group.

India, of
a

Craigie

Jill

Sues on Bad Review
History
journalism

.U S'? f,™

A»

theatres^ gi

526 400

(Okinawa),

Bonin.s,

.

Madras. May
being made in

$6(M),000

lAvma

13

^
i

.i"

Producer

India Pix

'

at
/

,

.

might have
been drawn, has been averted following an all-day conference between the Cinematograph Exhy>itors Assn, and the National Assn.
of Theatrical and Kine Employees.
As an immediate measure, a
compromise agreement has been
worked out providing for wages
below $12 a week to be upped by and shorts.
15%.
There are also to be increases of 12*2% for wages be- p
p>l
n j
tween $12 and $20. and 5% where rCItiniC rUlll 1 FOulICCr
the pay is in excess of $20.
Subsequently, a new agreement
Threatens Action If
will be worked out between the
two organizations, which will conBrit. Circuits Close
tinue the present grading system
London, May 10
which was introduced when the
Having threatened (o use the
first national wage pact was put
Board of Trade selection panel
into effect two years ago.
machinery in an endeavor to secure a circuit booking for her independently-made
“Blue
Scar,”

,

These

legiters

summer revue

1

“Present

Mvy
supplement

will

entertainment,

average and a circuit booking is for (he expected
tourist influx this
sub.sequently not forthcoming, she year
will have no alternative but to call!
Ttie film business slump conon the machinery of the Board of finues. vx-ith
“Sitting Pretty,” at
Tiade selection panel which can the Alexandra,
the only real Holly'

1

compel circuits to show worth- wood hit in months,
“.Adv. Story.” James (p).
while independently made produc____________
“Annie Get Gun.” (‘ol’s'm (102). tion.s. In its years of existence the
“Beaux .Stratagem,” Phoenix dP. panel has not been invoked.
Irish
Govt Rakeoff
“Bless the Bride,” Adelphi '108>.
Distribution
has
been
fixed
<

^

through British Lion but the original cost cannot be recouped without circuit release.

“Brigadonn.” Majesty (5).
“Belinda Fair," (fli.
“Black Chiffon." West <3'.
“Daphine.’’ Wyhd '8).
“Dark of .Moon.” Ambassador '.5).
“Foolish Gent’vv’n.” Duch. 'I2k
“Happiest Days,” Apollo 16O1.

“Harvey.” Wales

“High Button

'If'.

.Shoes," Hipp. <22'.

“Hiinian Toiirh." Savoy

il4).
(2).

“laatin Qt. Revue," Casino '9).
“I.ilae Time." Palace i4'.

“Oklahoma!" Drury Lane

iI07).

“One Wild Oat," (»arrick i24),
“Power Darkness.” fiavric (2».
"Queen Came B^.” York '8).
“.September Tide.” Aid. i23(.
“.Shooting Star." Plav house '3).

“Slimmer

in

Dee..”

Comedy

i8t.

"Together .Again.” Vie. Pal. '110).
“Turners’ Hush.,'* St. Mail '3'.
“W'oman’.s Place." V aude '8*.
“Worm’s View," VMiiletiall 108'.

From Show

If
film

dispute
circles

Genoa May 8
now raging in Halo
is

not

settled

Ihodnctions

— have

bought

1

During the past three years the
Irish
government has garnered
over $10,000,000 from the entcr^********^**1 biz, according to Finance
Patrick McGilligan. In re-

.soon,

nimgoers may find they have four
or five versions of the same .subi«l. Francos. a Da Rimini, from
w hich to choose. Four companies
Lux. Manenti. Flora, and Gallone
full-

page ads announcing their intention to start shooting a Francesca
.varn without delay, while there, i.s
a rumor that a fifth oulflt has

Biz Strong
May 10.

Dublin,

Francesca Wholesale

'‘20'.

“Heiress." Ilaymarket

“Lady’s Burning.” fHobe

10.

...

estimaLd
jA

Z.^^Tn'lnr

I

,

proximaiely $250 000 a month.

|

'

50^

.

FEC Special Services Section
closed that as of April 1 it was operating
323
theatres
with
an
average of 1,2.50,000 monthly admissions
The houses aross ao-

i

;

i

Tax

,

'

.

^
of five
goes to a board
responsible for

35^

.

17.

hibiting side
studios
into w'hich

agree, final

1

Party members who allege the picture depicts Afrikanders in an unHeaviest in World
favorable light.
The matter has even been rai.sed
Washington, May 17.
In Parliament, where a member
Film theatre admissions in the
.
.
•aid that the pictures
whole style Netherlands have declined as much
•nd background w-ere forejgn. j,,, 2.'5% in the cities and 50% in
Questions have also been asked in
smaller communities as a result of
Parliament whether the governheavy 35% amusement tax
ment intends to take any steps to
reports the U. S. Dept, of
Mfeguaid the authenticity of the Commerce. Report shows what a
Great Trek ft m now in prepara^eavy fax bile can do at the b.o.
tion by .Sir Alexander Korda.
indicates that busine.ss might
get considerably better in the U.S.
if
the 20'o levy were reduced.
Brit. Exbibs Ban Another
Says the Commerce dept, report:
“The Bioscoop Bond has been
U.S. Pic Because Teeveed active in its program to secure genamusement tax reductions
London, May 17.
Another American pic, which throughout the country. At pre.samusement taxes are generhas been televized, has been pul
set at 3.5''r of the admissions
®n the banned li.st of the Cinematograph Exhibitors .A.ssn., and the- rate. The Bond believes that this
atre owners have been recom- rate is so high as to be detrimenmended not to book it. Film in tal to the business of its members,
que.stion is “West of Pinto Basin” and that a reduction in the tax
which is being distribuU'd here would stiimilate attendance.
by New Realm.
Although the
While (he Dutch are fighting a
distrib does not own the TV rights.] 35'o bite, the C’entral Provinces
the CEA general council adheres and Berar. in India, have just
to ihs policy not to book pix aired levied a .5()'"r> lax on all but the
during the period of their com- lowest admission seats. This levy
mcrcial run.
wenf into effect .April 1 and i.s exA proposal from the Liverpool pected to have a crushing effect on
• rca that distribs. whose product the hoxoffice.
Opponents of the
Is teievized without previous* con- legislation charged that “the newsent from the CEA, should be tax was an attempt on the part of
barred in future trade negotiations, Ihe government to close down anhas been withdrawn.
other source of pleasure for the
people." reported tfie ('ommerce
Dept.
I)istrit)nt<»rs
in
Bombay
Likes *Lady*
pointed out that Ihe lax was by far
London. May 17.
Ihe heaviest levied on admissions
“The l.ady's Not For Burning." an.v where in the world.
Cliri.stophcr Fry's sparkling play in
a 1.5th century setting, opened at
the Globe .Max 11. with an im- •Madrid I*re.ss
Sore
peccable cast headed by Jolin
,

I

strike on the exof the pix industry.

Threatened

representing the films and
seven representing the

Colosseum theatre. Cape Town, by producer Curt Ocrtel.
Members of Parliament and the
Senate, diplomatic corps and other
notables.
Film,
which
centers Dutch Pix B.O. Off
round the Boer War, has caused
outcries from
some Nationalist

.

:

LONDON EXHIB STRIKE
irnnunw
AVERTED
THREAT

scheme.
The agreement, which has been
approved by the Western Military
Governors, calls for a board of 15

i

they each have on hand. That
Argentines are still avid for entertainment during the current inflation is shown by the exceptional

Industry Big Biz

*

i

release the last three or four pix

I

[

'

i

,

;

general use, authorities believe it
Plans for a "John.ston-office” may Ijerald a new day in theatre
type of film control has been ap- safety;
^
proved by state representatives of
the 11 West German states. Film!
previously
control,
which was
handled by police and state administration. is turned over to the
in
film companies under the present
IS

AFRICAN-MADE PIC

;

I

1

10.

|

Ottawa, May 17.
Film industry generally will be
watching the June release of the erland; Marcel Gentel, France; PT®?!
fttvestors.
There is talk of
National Film Board s theatrical Gregoty Georgou"sy, Egypt, and
holders of dollars being allowed to
series, “Canada Carries On.” Issue Louis Lioni, Holland.
import
U.S.
automobiles
and capwill be printed on safety stock
ital equipment with less stymying
which, although still in the experithe
part
of
local
on
officials
than
point
mental stage, has reached a
formerly.
in development where it is believed
Meanwhile,
U.S.
distributors
in
run
normal
it will stand up under a
Buenos Aires are getting ready to
in theatres.

I

May

m

veepee and foreign chief
Phil Reisman held a meeting here
of territorial managers operating
on the continent to meet Joseph
Bellfort, appointed continental and
Near East manager, vice Wladimir

,

Censor Office
Frankfurt,

17.

RKO

Eye

Gettiiig lnd]i8try

Germans Get Pix

pictures made in this country. He
Also said the charge of switching
Af jobs is far-fetched, as well as
the claim that producers rarely get
A pictuie completed on schedule.
“British trade unionists are tolerAbly well satisfied with their own
organization,” he also said.

May

Buenos Aires, May 7.
Outwardly things look pretty
gloomy for Argentine film distributors, as it becomes more and more

apparent that Argentina can dis«
1
_
pose of foreign exchange only for
the most essential of imports. From
the point of view of the finance
ministers currently in power, foreign films do not come under this
heading.
However, insiders are beginning
Lissim resigned.
some glimmer of light, as
Meet was attended by Joaquim
rumors
crop up of a
comBourFernand
Gallego, Portugal;
land, Belgium; Bruno Fux, Italy;
f
Argentina,
which would
Wallman,
Carl
Spain;
Rene 3eja,
the latter to liquidace her
Sweden; Armand Palivoda, Switz-

at the

Tests on Safety Stock

else.”

on American-hnanced or any other

Paris,

produced

CaiL Film Board Series

S culties

o American cameramen employed

RKO Managers Meet

Cine-Citta Studios.

RKO

Elvin contended there have been

^

MGM

Hail and Farewell

RKO

made anywhere

U. S. Fihns Hitting Boff B.O. Takes

ing will not begin until after
July 1, according to Henry
Henigson,
unit produc-

Wladimir Lissim, who resigned
ties are primitive, was voiced by
George H. Elvin, general secretary recently as RKO’s Continental
•f the Assn, of Cinematograph and chieftain, was given a farewell
Elvin said
Allied Technicians.
luncheon Thursday (12), just bethat if American producers and dihis departure from New York
fectors wished to be helpful fore
Depinet,
towards British production, they for Paris, by Ned
Lissim went back to Euprexy,
m'ould have talked the matter over
before leaving England, “instead of rope to clean up his affairs before
officially.
Inspiring a lot of nonsense when pulling out of
At the luncheon were all the
they got back home.” If one visitwho were
execs
year
foreign
technician
a
company’s
ing American
pays him a courtesy vi.sit, the labor in New York, including Robert
Hawkinson. Bev Lyon, Bob Ma•hief thinks he has done well.
Elvin frankly admitted that roney and Don Prince; other
British him plants is handicapped execs Garrett Van Wagner, Walter
oy lack of materials and has still Durham and Bill Clark; and reps
producers distributing
to recover from the effects of six of Indie
l^ars of war, blitz and bombs. through the company, including
During this period, applications Roy Disney. William Levy, Irving
from U. S. visitors to “guide us” Lesser, Seymour Poe and Alfred
In him making were conspicuous Crown.
by their absence. “We got along
retty well despite all the difof time and our productions las recent Oscars prove) show
that the best of British hlms are
At least as good as the best of those

Ray of Light Seen in Arg. $ Situation;

10.

Telephone operators who
speak six languages fluently,
and secretaries and office personnel who are bilingual, have
been hired for M-G’s “Quo
ShootVadis" Aiming here.

'^o**8i’^ss).

He

said that in 1946-

1

"'I®''
;

1948-49, $4, .512,3.(2.
I

re-impositlon of taix on
lerperies. effective July 1, govern-

With

ment Income from show
upped considerably.

biz will be

Gforja Kallman. head of RKD's
Argentine office for many years.
resigned.
Charles Rosinarm.
f<»r
who repped for Columbia and Monbas«‘d (»n the l)'.Aniuin/iu-/andunai ograin in the Argelinc, has been
opera being produced.
^naincU to succeed Kallman.
joined the melee.
(

harices are best at the moment
the (lallone musical version,

has

/

E

.

BOSTON

WASHINGTON

"'One of the screen’s most

heart-stopping

drama

American

ers.”—

tingling

""Fine,

thrill-

"'Will be the picture of

melo-

^Hedda Hopper,

'

"'Merits the highest
praise.”—
Netvs

"'Keeps audience on ten-

MAGAZINES

^Daily Record

*

"'Unusual and highly
original
should prove
—Boxoffice

A

masterpiece of built-

"'Highly recommended...

.

Science Monitor

Liberty

films in

"A

and un-

shocker ... 73 min-

utes of taut,

half to death see "The

"'A

Window’.”
—Daily Glohp

suspense"'—Seventeen
"'One of the few genuine

—Family

be the next

"Curious and stimulating
has feeling of

Academy Award win"'A

.

av/w/V/c;*

compact

.

"Gripping melodrama

—Good Housekeeping
"'Taut, almost unbearably

"Generates almost un-

suspenseful.”

—Saturday Review

bearable suspense.”

—Chronicle

of Literature

RKO

presents

The
OOltl SCHARY

.o...

BARBARA HALE

*

In CHarfl*

Rrodwetinn

BOBBY DRISCOLL

PAUL STEWART
Prodwetd by Prtd«^<c Ullmon,

Jr..

*

. .

much attention.”
—Film Daily

Rates

and suspense
Apart
from the usual run of
.

.

*

ARTHUR KENNEDY

RUTH ROMAN

Directed by Ted TetiloW

•

Screer> Ploy

by Mel

Dinelli

show
suspense entertainment

"*A socko

is

.

•

.

seldom equaled.”
--Daily Variety

"'Unique thriller

.

.

.

sure

melodramas.

-M.

P. Daily

much suspense as
has been seen in some

"'Has as

time

.

.

.

Will grip audi

ences aplenty

—The

t

"'A sensational picture

. .

boxoffice will be very

good.”
—Exhibitorating, in
Independent Film

.

.

truth in newsreel terms.”

thriller.”

—News

,

Circle

^Hollywood Reporter

tention.”— Pi7w Bulletin

hair-raisers of all time.”

SAN FRANCISCO

excitement.”

sel-

"'Continuous excitement

perspiring essay in

.

dom equaled”— F//riV/y

mounting

terror,^*— Coronet

to be scared

.

to capture wide-eyed at-

suspense excitement

"'One of the best suspense

.
73
minutes of thrill-packed

that

.

.

up tension.”—

drama of the super-suspense kind.”— CAm//V;/

ner.”—

.

audience pleaser.”

*’A first-class thriller

hair-raising melo-

easily

.

. . .

terhooks.”

"Could

^Showmen^s Trade
Review
"'A big-time hit

"Gripping thriller
sure to have audiences
talking.”—M. P. Herald
.

•-Eve. Star

stories.”—

you want

TRADE PRESS

"'Recommended without

"'Ranks

"If

fraught with almost unbearable suspense.”

Syndicate

qualification.”

among screen’s
top notch suspense

"'Tense, exciting tale

-Times-Herald

ing suspense.’—

"'Intriguing
usual.”—

week everywhere.”

.'"---Post

. .

""A tingling thriller.”

"Tops in shocking excitement and hair-rais-

"'A

the

.

Exhibito)

Journal
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EL Showing

’49
From O’seas; Only $50,000,000 for
While overseas theatre business
as measured by boxofflce returns
Is holding up with the figures last
year, revenues to the majors in
terms ot dollar remittances are

Gallup Polls
ConUnnrd from page

---

3

I

garnered why.
$90 000.000 in 1918.
Best-known in the Oscarizing
On the other hand. Yank prod- was Jane Wyman’s award as top
uct is as strong now in terms of actress. 63% of those interviewed
rentals figured up in native cur- naming her correctly.
Only 37%,
rencies as it was 12 months ago. however, knew that Olivier was
foreign execs report. While certain elected best actor, and only 18%
Important markets such as Eng- and 10% respectively knew that
land and France have tapered Walter Huston and Claire Trevor
somewhat during the period, a had got themselves a golden statue
balancing climb in grosses has as best supporting players. Seven
been registered elsewhere. The dip percent thought that Olivia DeIn England, not too severe so far. Havilland had also won one for her
has been caused almost entirely job in “The Snake Pit.’’
by the strict(*r quota on American
Other winners named with the
amu.sement
In France,
product.
percentage knowing each were
•pending has dwindled during the
John Huston, for best direction,
year.
9%; “Buttons and Bows,” for best
drop in remittances, song. 3%
Of the
“Treasure of Sierra
the .Anglo- .American film de.al ac- Madre,” for best screenplay, 2%;
according to “Joan of Arc,” for best color
counts for some
foreign dept, estimates. Roughly cinematography and best co.stume

•ince July, 1947,

when Arthur

Krim took over

studio opera-

tions, six turned out a substantial profit, two broke even and
The six
two were losers.
moneymakers gave EL a profit

40*^ -45^0 for the first four aimed as determining to what exmonths of 1949. survey of the com- tent stubholders know who won the
panies by 'Variety indicates. If the awards and how and by whom the
present trend continues for the O.scars are dished up. Nearly all
balance of the year, the dollar take filmgoers interviewed (95%)
for the U. S. industry will hit claimed to have heard of the Acadbetween S.'iO.OOO.OOO emy aw’ards. but only 10% knew
somewhere
and So.I.OOO.OOO. Against this total. precisely who makes them and
off

of $2,800,000 while the. two
red-inkers spelled a loss of

$400,000.

EL’s big difficulties stem
directly from whopping losses
taken from Jlrst-year product

comnanies

American

a Profit

Despite internal difficultiei
and efforts to sell control of
Eagle Lion, the company is intrinsically in a sound operating
condition if current profits
are a test, EL execs stress.
Playing up that argument,
company spokesman disclosed
that of the 10 top Qlms made

40-45% Drop in Majors’ Coin Intake

were completely
written off. Its present weekly
rentals are strong and its deal
with J. Arthur Rank for U. S.
which

nevlfr

Picture Grosses
KANSAS CITY
some

Looks nice $13,000

•.

Continued from page

plus

$17,000,000

the

2%; “Red Shoes,”

design,

for best

which can be extracted from Brit- musical score, best art direction
ain during the year ended June 30 and best set decoration, 1%.
represents one-third of the normal
Surprise angle of the survey was
revenues. Monthly remittances are

that those

who attend

films least

being made regularly, it is said, frequently were
the be.st informed
with the dollar flow about one as to winners
and how the awards
month behind the date that they were made.
•re actually earned.

Remaining 10% of the
drop in remittances is accountable
by reduced or entirely shut off
doMar payments from Argentine,
entire

Bra/il,

Sw(

P< ru.

(h n.

Italy.

Ballyhoo

3

Continued from page

In

9

12
night
in
Ann Arbor,
Mich., holding a special “author’s
preview” to honor Shirley W.
Smith, former student registrar at
the Univ, of Michigan, who wrote
the original.
For a Hollywood
Both Chile and Peru are spa.s- touch. Smith recorded his footmodic in permitting remittances, prints in cement before Ann
total of which are lagging behind
Arbor’s
Michigan theatre, with
last year’s, Sweden has levelled a Gov. Mcnnen ('. Williams
topping

day

Argentine, the flow of coin
h;:s been h’oeked for over a year,
r.ivments from Brazil have gradual'’ fallen behind
point
to the
w' 'Tc they now lag by six months.

complete ban on doPar shipments
while Denmark and Norway have
Imposed partial blocks against the

movement of cash. In the ease
D'nmark. remittances are down
of

their

former

total.

*

the

)

Ne

of
to

Pay-

Anglo-American

•greement permits investment of
frozen dollars
in a number
of
things including production of pix,
most companies are pre.sently allowing the dollars to accumulate.
One recent development is a boom
In the proce.ssing of Yank films
Intended for foreign shipments
•nd the making of prints. Almost
a’l
prints intended for theatres
other than those in the U. S and
Canada are currently being made
In Britain and paid for with frozen

tom with
•haping

a

levelling

off

hit

the

Continued from page

3

w-ith

Laurence

He is co-starred with
Elisabeth Bcrgner, wife of Paul
Czinner, w'ho produced and directed it in England.
Film was
originally released in this country
by Fox in 1936 with very little success. UA now plans to give it the

9

new production program which U’s
toppers fixed in their fall sessions.
Type of production which U undcriook last year was frankly expi rimental in nature and U’s execs
are
now determining whether

same
roadshow
treatment
a
“Henry V” and "Hamlet.” Company feels that the new technique
of selling, plus the change in public taste which has taken place in
the 13-ycar interim, as demon-

^

Despite good weather,

j

is

by b.o. of the recent Shakespeare product, indicates profits.
.strated

Proem will take place at the Beacon Hill theatre, Boston. June*30.

Gross Eyes ‘Rainbow’
Hollywood. May 17.
First
production
by
Edward
Gross under his own independent
banner will be- “Ridin.g the Rainbow.” a .seeiuel to “(’hicken F'very
Sundav .”
Currently Gross is co-producing
•

’’Mrs.

Mike" with Samuel

Bischuff.

Princess.

Loew’s

Continiird

from pas*

3
'

three months of ’49 totaled

Twentieth hoard, meeting after
the stockholders’ session, voted a
quarterly divvy of $1 12'2 per
share on prior preferred stock,
payable June 15 to record of June 1
and authorized a divvy of 50c per
share on common stock, payable
June 24 to record of June 1. Holders of convertible preferred stock
were xoted a slice of 37'^jc per
share. als<i payable June 24 to
record of June 1.

he declared.

$1H,-

34-6()i—
I'lxn
(WB).

"Fighter Squadron”
Last week, “Three God$15,500.
fathers” (M-G). fair $12,000.
Palace (C. T.) (2,625; 34-60)—

“Mother

!

announced

hat it is a
necessity that producers get belter
terms. If producers can’t make a
profit, exhibitors will ha\'e nothing
to fill their .screens.
You can’t
make money with four walls. 1 feel
that the exhibitor .should pay all
the film rental that the traffic will
”

Down

to $13,000 after sock
500.
Capitol (C. T.) (2,412;

week. And. he added, when
and if he’s out of 20th and purely
an exhibitor he’ll still think that
way.
“.Any enlightened exhibitor must
realize.

$14,353,225. as against $13.621,6.54
for the same period a year ago. In
addition, ilie company paid out in
royalties for this quarter $1,904,140, as against $1 489,103 In the
1948 first quaiter.

40-65)—

(2.855:

(2d wk).
first at

Freshman”

Is

$17,000 or over.

fat

$13..5()()

Princess (C. T.) (2,131: 34-6()»-Big $1.5.000 or
“Set-Up” (RKO).
I’aI.,ast week, “Canadian

close.

•20th), strong $12..500.
Imperial (C. T.) (1.839; 26-4.5)—

I

cific”

“Man from Co'orado” 'CoD and
Fancy
“Manhattan Angel” (CoD.
Last week, "Unafraid”
U) and “Tucson” •20th) (20 wk),

$11,000.
•

$7,000!

Orpheum (C. T ) (1.040: 34-60)—
“Cover Up” (UA) and “Just Williams’ Luck” (UA).
Good $6 OOO
Last week, “Song of India” 'l'.5)
and “Strawberry Roan” (Col) '2<l

'

wk). $4,500.

SAN FRANCISCO
(

Continued from page

1

1

)

(SG) (2d wk).
Down to
Last week, husky $19,000
St. Francis (Par) (1.40(); 60-85 1—
“Bride of Vengeance” (Par). Nice
$12,000 or near. Last week, “Hall
Game” (M-G) (6th wk). (lov\ n to
“Ar.son”

$12,500.

$4,000.

Orpheum
(No.
— "We Were

8.5»

Coast) (2.448. .5.5Strangcrs"'('ol

2d wk). Fair $11,000 or close. I.ast
week, big $19,500.
United Artists (No. Coast' <1 207.
•

—

55-85)
•‘Champion”
UA)
$12,000. Last week. ‘Impact
'2d wk). $5,200.

Stagedoor

—

$1.20-$2.40)
W’k).

.Sock

•

Down

1

(Ackerman)
“Hamlet” 'Ui

to $4,200.

La.st

•

A

1

370:

.27tlt

week.

$4,700.

Esquire (No, Coast) (955; 55-85)
— “Champion”
(UA). Wow $9()00

'

Last week, “Carmen” Indio ami
“Shoe.shine” (Indie) (reissues' ’2d
wk), good $7,200 in 10 days.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85
“Mons. Vincent” (Lopeit) i5th wk'
Trim $3,500.
Last wc(k. about
(

>

I

“I

same.

BUFFALO

j

'

(Continued from page 13*
week, "Ca.sablanca” iWB* and

Men” (WB*

(reissues*,

$7

big

^
2()()

Lafayette (Basil) (S.OOO; 40-70*
a () d
'Col*
The 201 h exec returned to the “Undercover Man
('oP
Coast from New York over the ‘.Make Believe Ballroom’
(’**sf;
week.
Last
Trim
$13,000.
w-eekend. He had been in .ManhatH'H
“Shamrock
tan several days following confabs (!ross’’ (U) and
EL), $9,500.
with Charles P. Skouras, .National
Century (20th Cent.) <3.000 40Theatres topper, in Miami Beach 70)
<1
"Outjiost In Morocco
and a vacation at the home there Fine $1^00 or near. Last w(ck^
of his brother, Nicholas, prez of “Wake of Red Witch” 'Rep* and
Loew's.
“Duke of Chicago (Rep), $10 000
bear.”

”

•

—

i

Ni» e

(20111).

Last week. “Roy

Green Hair” (RKO).

last

first

T.)

(C.

"Don Juan” (WB)

I

20th Net Up

Week

Estimates for This

^

•

policy

thea-

all

show an improvement
w'ill
week. Best showing is Ix ing
made by “The Set-Up,” big at the

tres
this

I

the

ast
fine

‘Set-Up’ Smash $15,000,
Mont’l; ‘Mother’ Hep 17
Montreal, May 17

'

!

via

1

I

•

gros.se.s

or oXer.
Kettle
'U),

World (Mann) (400; .50-70)—
“Ball Game” (M-G) (3d wk'. Still
healthy $4,500. Last week. $5,()0().

I
'

I

j

“Ma, Pa

week,

'I

'

$13,000

big

to

—

<

Going

it.

$14,000.

i,

I

Shakespearian film
Olivier.

the matter of production ceilings.
Average
per-picture
production
nut has been brought below $1.001). ()()() with an absolute limit of
$1,250,000 reportedly fixed on any
one project.
Some considei ation
Is being given to a relaxation of
the rule to give U’s lineup a sprinkling of speetaele pix.
David .A. Lipton. U’s nali»mal adpuh director, will iirobahly switch
liis headquarters to the N.Y. homeoflice.
Proposed move has been
mulled for .some time. Transfer of
Lipton’s activities is likely bccau.se
It is understood that Maurice Bergman. ea.stern ad-pubN^hief. is slotted for a newly-creat^ job as executive aide to Blumbcrg.

I

i

i

(Col). $7,500.
50-70
(2,300:
Potf nt

(Par)

State

“Flamingo Road” •WB).
cast and film is reflecting

j

I

process such
of the ago,

<

"Mutineers”
!

‘

It

“Hitler’s

“Bcliind
Rising Sun” (RKO) (reissues*, split
•Col)
and
“Jungle Jim”
with

Children”
I

Small is .seeking to acquire United .Artists Theatre C’ircuit of
51% of EL's common stock, and which Schenck is prez) has an in-;
showcases of
leave Pathe with the remaining terest, plus the 115
Mike Naify’s United ('alifornia
49%.
Meanwhile, company’s produc— Corp.. approximately 40 houses to
20th’s National
tion future I'emains as clouded as be acquired from
possibly 30
ever, and the threat of a product Theatres Corp., and
shortage grows more urgent. Bryan houses of the St. Louis .Amusement
Ted
Gamble
44
in
which
and
Foy, indie producer, has yet to go Co.
ahead with his proposed two films has an interest.
Threat
No
Video
for the company. “Port of New
In getting together his new theYork” and “Postal Inspector.”
The.se (wo pix were to reopen the atre circuit. Schenck declared he
studio, which has been locked since ha.s no fear of the inroads of video
on film audiences. He recalled that
la.st December.
Foy’s Wife is gravely ill. and this the same trepidation concerning
that many industryites now feel
TV
has kept him away from the cameAdditionally, it is thought were similarly felt regarding radio.
ras.
“I’m
a great walker.” he remithat he wants to hold back until
used
the present negotiations result in nisced. “and 1 remcmbiM* as
in the country at night
walk
to
a final decision, one way or the
would see people in their homes
.At any rate, regardless of
others.
reason. Foy has advised EL top- huddled around their radio.s. .Many
pers that he is not yet ready to felt sure at that lime that this
start shooting, although production was the end of the picture busiwas originally planned In March, ness. But. instead, it went on to
Semenenko and William McMill- greater heights and. as a matter of
en. EL’s veenee in charge of opera- fact. I’m sure that radio hypoed
tions and Young’s personal rep. films and .so will television’s buildarrived In New York yesterday up if properly harnessed.”
Schenck declared himself fully
Tues.) to meet with Young on the
prexy
various pureha.se propositions dis- in agreement with 20th
Spyros Skouras’ current efforts at
cussed on the Coast.
getting higher rentals and better
unit.

;

was said there was talk -of
an agreement some months
but
Bischoff
never went
through with it.
In the meantime, UA improved
its product situation by acquiring
rights to "As You Like It,” oldie

UA.

bot-

any modifications are called for.
.Said to be up for di.scu.ssion

I

;

UA’s Nassers

U Exces
Continued from page

.50-70)

week.
(RKO) and

Last

$7,000.

I

i

balance
year. No sharp upturn, however.
Is thought likely during the next
12 months.
for

RKO-Pan (RKO) d GOO;
— "Walked
by Night” •EL). Modest

.

;

('ompany toppers believe the deremittances has

Mild $9,000.

|

’

—

<2.800;
<Col).

“Walking Hills”
Last week. "Life of
Rilev” (U). $9,300.

50-70)
I

I

•

(RKO)

-

I

Manhattan.”

dollars.
in

RKO Orpheum

friends that he will not consider home
meet
stockholders’
office
selling the film outfit. The appar- yesterday (Tues.) disclosed that the
ent inconsistency in Young’s actions 20th board had rejected Schenck’s
has cast a considerable aura of con- resignation!
fusion and doubt on all proceedD. of J. Okay Unlikely
ings.
Schenck feels that it is unlikely
It is understood that the chief
he can get permission from the
hurdle in the Semenenko-Small
of Justice to go actively into
which
in
Arthur Dept,
negotiations,
operation of a stsing of houses
Krim, recently resigned EL prexy, the
while associated with a major comis participating, is on the big loan
He denied one legal theory
owing the bank. While Semenenko pany.
that the tender of his resignation
is willing to make acquisition easy
in conformity with an agreewas
for Small, providing the company
ment with the D. of J. that if the
continues directly jcsponsible for
retirement was submitted to and
the $4,000,000, the latter wants to
turned down by the 20lh board, the
take the unit free from the onerous
formality would free him to go
obligation.
ahead with the theatre plans beIn return for such a deal. Small
expiration of his term ticket.
reportedly is willing to put up a fore
Schenck verified Variety’s e.stirevolving
production
$3,000,000
of two weeks ago that he has
mate
He wants Pathe to assume
fund.
of
the
company. in mind bringing together as one
liabilities
all
unit up to about 3(M)
operational
owes the Boston
Pathe already
bank $4,000,000 on advances to It theatres. He placed the figure at
“250
300.”
The.se reportedly
to
and another $3,000,000 loaned to
a base the' apthe Anderson Co., a subsid., and would include as
houses in w'hich
100
proximately
made on real estate of the parent

)

(

has dwindled sharply.

cline

and

dis-

appointing $10,000.

'

of celebs attending.

York, both Paramount
and 20th took over the top floor of
Toots Shor’s eatery for luncheons
to plug their pix.
Par had critics
and the press on hand yesterday
Tues.
at a special lunch honoring board chairman Adolph Zukor
and introducing Par’s reissue of
“Trail of the Lonesome Pine.”
Twentieth’s luncheon today (Wed.)
is for N. Y. sportswriters to screen
“Spring,” which has a baseball
format.
Metro, for its part, has
hired two rooms in the WaldorfAstoria. N. Y.. next Monday (23)
to screen James A. Fitzpatrick’s
new Technicolor short on “Mighty

Italy, via shipment of
in place of
dollars,
• re off slightly while Egypt’s total

the

list

In

ments from
merchandise
.Although

a.s.sociates

Yankee” (Par) (2d wk».

cut
I

'

j

tlu'

2.'$%

his

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
“Belvedere To College” •20(h).
Big $17,000. Last week. “Coniurii-

j

i

Much

Egypt.

Chile.

Dimmark and Norway.

of

$4,500.
I

—

David O. Selznlck

Tha
deal” will get his approval.
Boston banker insi.sts that his understanding with Young has not
been weakened despite the fact
that the railroad magnate is telling

number

3

Theatres I noticed, didn’t
even bother ' listing all the atmarques.
their
on
tractions
They’d pit up Gable or Grable,
it go at
let
and
Power or Flynn,
that. Now we must go out and sell.
proswartime
with
Jf we got soft
perity we must harden ourselves
or
again
over
all
work
to more
else.” he averred.
to
refuses
board
20th-Fox
If the
accept his resignation, which he
he’ll
possibility,
good
a
thinks is
just have to hold his theatre plans
in abeyance until the end of his
contract, the 20th production exec
said in New York last week. He
stated that his pact has about a
year to go.
[Twentieth board member and
general counsel Otto E. Koegel. in
answer to a question at the annual

Semenenko

a

'

careless.

;

•peaking,

‘Flamingo’ Fast $13,000
Minneapolis, May 17.
“Mr. Belvedere (^oes to College”
far out in lead here curiently.
looms big at Radio City. Other

in 8 days.

Joe Schenck

product.

Continued from page

Ringed $17,000;

In Mpis.,

(Fox
Tower - Uptown - Fairway
is
Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65) It
“Canadian Pacific” (20th). Ukely newcomers are not cutting much
to hit sturdy $17,000 in 8 days. of a figure excepting “Flamingo
Last week. “City Across River” (U), Road.” which is big.
slow $11,000 in 6 days.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; ,50-70)
(Indie)
“Pygmalion”
(reissue
Slim $3,500 in 6 days. I.ast week.
“Sun Comes Up” (M-Gi, light

from Hank’s “Red Shoes” and
hopes for another $4,000,000
from reissues and tail-end
of

and likely holds.
“Younger Brothers”

$15,000,

Last week,
(WB), with four Warner Brothers
on p.a. opening day,
players
started with bang but slipped off.

distribution has three more
years to run. Moreover, EL
anticipates a $4,000,000 take

.selling

‘Belvedere’ Far in Lead

(Continued from page 13)

”

”

WmliH-Miay,

May

18,
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SAM »AS
(AUMirr JANt 0.J Dallas,
World Premiere,
350-c.ty
June 8 with
ferrito rial
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openings!

SUE ENGLAND

* BARBARA WHITING
and introducing "THE DUKBS^^

The Industry's
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Tb«» l.aNt Dayii of

Doluyn

ctf the Welsh language and the
constant Welsh dialect may prove
h deterrent in America, the piociiiction should have some appeal
If the art house trade.
Kntire story is staged in the picturesque village of Doluyn. The
rormal calm routine of the coun!r>side is disturbed by the arrival
cf a city slicker who wants to buy
up the entire district for a water
development project. At the last"
moment his plans are frustrated,
and in order to revenge his boyhood
excommunication
the
at
hands of the villagers, he attempts
to set the village on fire. But here
again he is thwarted, and when in
an ensuing fight he is killed hy one
©f the villagers, the latter’s mother
releases the dam controls and
floods the village to conceal the
crime.
The theme is developed quietly
and persuasively and relies for its
fleet on the excellent characterization of the village types.
Edith Evans contributes a dominating but not aggressive performance as the widow who floods
the village. Hers is a sincere interpretation of the simple peasant
type who fears upheaval from her
native home.
Williams on the
other hand is the aggressive, conceited city slicker relentlessly purauin»i his own plans without concern of the damage they may in-

\)se

arriving a few moments after his
death. The girl, meanwhile, has
fallen in love with a sailor and is
torn between love for the tar and
pity for the violinist who has befriended her. Love wins out and
she runs off with the mariner.
Within the framework of this
weepy saga, the film manages to
catch the pathos of the situation
and presents realistically a number of well-delineated characters.
Vittorio de Sica .scores heavily as
sightless
fiddler,
the
particularly in the sequence in which he
discovers that his protegee has left

and he dashes frantically down the
tortuous streets of Naples. Fiorella
Berti is appealing as the girl and
Sandro Ruffini handles the duke’s
role sensitively. Lensing is excellent and direction is good, with occasional comic touches lightening
Bril.
the basically tragic tale.

gnini: Engli.sh titles. Clare Catalano. Previewed N. Y., April 28. ‘49. Kuniung time,

Anna Magnani
De Sica

\’itlorii>

Don Nicola
Anna (the maid)

Virtiilio

Lucia

/ora Pia/.za
I.aiiro Ga//.olu
N'ito Chiaro

Tranquil <the

Riento

Laura Gore

Bardago

Col.

bo.v)

ht Italian; English Tific.s)
“Peddlin’ in Society,” an Italian
Import, is another tour de force for
<

Anna Magnani who

strides

through

BoxolVice appeal of the picture chicflv hinges
Dpon the Magnani name since
©ther aspects of the entry scldotn
rise abo\e the ordinary.
F’icture's
market will likely be limited to the
• rt houses and theatres whose type

the film'with gusto.

©f patronage make .it worthwhile to
pl.-v an occasional Italian film.

l.it)Ie stalls.

and out

actors,

many

of

sentimental, but in a couple of
spots the juve hero, Mario Russo,
Bril,
too saccharine.

The

IvernianN Strike
A|{ain
(GREEK)

Hetbanro Distributing release of Finoa
Films proUurtion.
Stars Basil I.ogothefeatures Costas Tsaganeas.
Directed
by Alecos .Sakellariuu.
Camera, PhoteArco: English titles. Cutjtelie V. Starks.
At Golden. N. Y.. staiUffg April 13. ‘49.

tidi;

Running time.

91

.Ml.NS.

Anglo-U. S. Film Plan
rnntinucd from pap* s

i

In Greek;

This

.

a

is

English Titles)

minor item for the

American market. Its bulk revenue must come only from Greekspeaking audiences because, obviously, those understanding the
language rate it hilariously funny.
to

English

via

film

misses lots of the nuances
and inneundoes. While failing to
measure up to U, S. production
it is far superior to some
of product out of Greece prewar.
Picture
hints
that
Greek film
studios are trying for a portion of

standards,

Defending
Schenck, Paramount prez Barney
Balaban and Motion Picture Assn,

of

America chief Eric Johnston,
it for the Ameri-

who negotiated
cans.

Even more vociferously in favor
the world market and are making of it than they, however, was 20thberg. At Squire. N. S’., week May 13, ‘49. progress.
Fox
prez Spyros Skouras. He came
Running time, Nl .Ml.NS.
Story starts in Athens of post- out strongly for “brotherhood with
Carmela
Doris Durante
Lt. SalvinI
Pal Javor war reconstruction era when there the British industry ’’ and suggested
Dr. Cavagnettt
Aldo Silvan! existed a sharp political division
that Y'ank firms might aid it to
Mayor
Egisto Olivieri
Ma.\oi's Wife
....
.ynna Capodaglio and plenty of neighborhood bicker- the extent of $10,000,000. rather
Bella .Starace .Sainati ing.
Cai mela’s Mother
With this as a background, than the proposed subsidy, which
Teresita
Enza Deibi plot shows the hero falling asleep
is figured to amount to about $4.and in his dream doing a retake of
000 '.
(hi Italian; English Titles)
many things that happened to him 000,000 (£ 1 000Confusion
More
While not a firstriite import, during the last war.
broke up with
session
Friday’s
This
“Carmela” is an intriguing p.sychopermits
many
farcial
evident
confusion
logical study that should click in touches though most American au- considerable
pre.sent
as to the
among
those
diences
will
think there are far
the Italic subseouent-runs and as
too much gesticulating and hokum. meaning of various terms of the
a dualer in arty situations.
There was
Pic is es.sentially a portrait of a Yarn winds up in an insane asylum proposed agreement.
confusion when Johnston
small prison-isle near Sicily, where which is a rendezvous for the even
the lives of the islanders are nar- Greek Resistance patriots.
issued a statement later that Loew
Basil Logothedtidi. a polished had been named chairman of a
row and strict and the only diversion is provided by the changing of actor from the Greek stage, does subcommittee to give further study
the military garrison every three well enough in the principal role. to the proposals. No one was sure
months. Central character, Car- Reminding of Raimu. he also over- that Loew had accepted, although
mela, is a fiery girl crazed after muggs, indicating that he is not confirmation was obtained from
being jilted by a lieutenant three used to playing before a camera. his office later. Several others of
years before film opens. W’hcn a Costas Tsaganeas. a capable actor,
those present refused to accept
new officer appears, she thinks he is submerged as an a.sylum patient. membership on the
subcommittee,
Supporting cast, recruited mainly
is her old lover, throws herself at
him. then fights him off wildly. Irom the Greek stage, do far too and up to yesterday iTuesday)
The officer learning the true situa- much posing and cleclaiming but afternoon no disclosure had yet
been made of the committeemen.
tion. tries to cure her by posing as the director should lake the rap
Great portion of the mt'eting
Wear.
the vanished beau, eventually fall- for much of this.
was consumed with the subsidy
ing in
love with the .troubled
^aspects of the proposals for aiding
beauty himsfdf.
1.0 .Silonoo
l.a 3lor
British product and the rest with
Doris Durante is intense as the
how the playing time for the 100
mad Carmela. h(>r role demanding
(’Silence of the Sea’)
great
flexibility
pix would be divvied. Sears, in his
and
(FRENCH)
changes from passion to innocence,
critical questioning of the three
Palis. May 3.
from quiet moodiness to violent
Pantheon ielea.se of Piene BraunberKer negotiators, brought out a number
hale. Pal .lavor is believable as the pi odiu'lion. Sl.Trs llowaril \ ei non. Nicole of facts.
Gne of these was that
Slephane. .lean .Marie Robain. Directeti by
oflicer. Bella Starace Sainati as the .Ican-Pierie
the definition of “British earnings’’
Mel\ill
la.ssi.stant
riirclor.
mother and .Mdo Silvan! as \hc .I.'iiques Gnynionti. .Mu.sic. Edpar BischoH; agreed on includes coin
paid by
«'.iincra man
Ilenri
Decae
.A1
(}<iuniont
doctor
conliibute line
thesping Palace. Pans.
US. companies for outright pur.May 1, '49. Hiinninii time,
bits.
l(M» MINS.
chase of .American rights to BiitCamera handling gets full value \ »>n Khi eiinac
Howard Vernon ish
pix.
Such deals have been
Ni«ole .Stephane
from the i)ictures<jue old isle with (jeneiieve
he Imcle
lean .Marie Kobain made hy 20th-F'()X. .Samuel Goldits sleep winding alleys and houses
wyn
and
David
O. Sel/.nick with
n(‘stled in rocky cliffs.
Effective
“f.e Silence de la Mer’’ was one Korda. That would materially add
use is made of eloseups. particuof the most famous hooks written to the amount of subsidy paid to
larly
those
of
Miss
Durante’s
chiseled and exfircssive face. Light- during the occupation of France, the British, although this same
ing is dramatic and in a low, hrood- Written hy Vertors. it was printed income is not counted to the adand (listiibvited bv the under- vantage of the .Americans
ing key.
Bril.
in the
ground.
While the book was a dollar pool set
up under the
beautiful piece of work the screen
Johnston - Wil.son
agreement of
adaptation unfortunately is not so
March, 1948.
well done. The pic will definitely
(Hey, Bov)
Sears asked rhetorically if the
run into trouble in the States since
(ITAI.IAN)
the dialog, the most important “subsidy isn’t being paid in conl ux release of (iixi .Martelln-t'arlo Ponti
pKxIuclion.
sideration for circuit bookings’.”’
Feature.s .'Xiiolfo fell. Tina thing in the picture, will
be lost to
Pica. .Mario Russo. Ci.rlo Della Po.sta. DiHe then suggested that the payrec'ted by l.uisi Cfunencini.
Screenplay, American audiences.
fomencini and Soso Cecchi D'Amicii:
A good majority of the scenes ment apparently would have to be
c'lmera. .Aldo ’I'onli; music. .Nino Rota: take
place in a living room with lit- made by a company whether it, in
Enclish
titles.
Cl.-ic
Cital.'ino
Prebookings or not.
viewed N. Y.. Aunl 27.
i'*
l.unninK tle or no action on the part of the particular, got
time. HR MIN.S.
characters. The pie is a psycholog- Inference was that UA’s contribuDon Pietro
Adolfo Cell ical study of a niece
and
her
tion
might
uncle
be
aiding
2()lh-F()x. for
Maddalena
Tina Pica
Peppinello
Mario Russo who give a billeted German officer instance, to get bookings while it
Frankie
Luittl
Dcrma.stro the freeze. They refuse to speak to
does
little
good
for
UA
it.selL
Eddie
Antonio t’lrelli the
Nazi and he. in turn, a cultured
The (’<»unt
Carlo Della Posla
Police Chief
G. F. Mattia person, is forced into one monolog
French
Non-rommunicative
The Bi.shop
Carlo Barhieri after another.
Totonno
Clemente De Michele
London. May 17.
Howard Vernon is the onlv one
.'0 I'rchint
Themsolve*
Having declared at the outset of
who has a chance to act in the film
and as the German officer he turns the London piess conference on
(/>i Italian; English Titles)
the Washington conference that
.An appealing drama about the in a convincing job. The interiors
the Anglo-American (’ouncil meetfiglit
against iuve delinquency In are dull and there is nothing visual
ing had been the best-kept secret
to
hold
the
viewer’s
attention.
Naples. “Guaglio” should do good
.since
he had joined 4he industry.
The music .sets the mood, but by
biz in
Italian houses and draw
moderately well at foreign-lan- sticking loo close to the book, di- Sir Henry L. French, who acted as
guage and arty theatres.
FUm rector .lean-Rierre Melville has spokesman for the British Film
should have a strong point of con- turned “Le Silence de la Mer’’ into Producerts Assn., made it quite
tact for .American audiences in the a still photograph rather than a plain that he intended it should
fact that it was inspired hy Father moving picture.
remain so.
finch.
The official handout
Flanagan’s “Boys’ Town”
revealed little other than a denial
Central eharaeter is a young
of reports that the British delegami.ssionary.
played with realism St. IzDuis Booth Bla/.e
tion was advocating a cut in
the
and restraint hy Adolfo (’eli.
r quota starting next Ocloher
Burns 2 Projectionists 40^
whose suitcase is stolen by a band
and in his own amplification of the
of urchins and who decides to
St. Louis. May 17.
statement he gave little away.
abandon a trip to .Africa in order
Two Negro projectionists ih New
The BFf’A mouthpiece explained
to se't up a Neapolitan counterpart
London heat re, Negro house, were that the British
delegation particiof Bovs’ Town.
lie .soon learns
injured last week when they in- pated in
the Washington talks on
that hoys will he boys and br.’iwling
war orphans don’t sprout haled smoke from burning fiim in the basis of not making any direct
projection booth. .An audience of demands,
wings overnight.
but .seeking to e.stablish
However, with
hard work and the help of one 800 filed out in an orderly man- haimonious relations between (he
youngster Mario Russo', the priest ner when management announeed industries of both countries
manages to rehabilitate the mop- the show was being discontinued.
French felt that the progre.ss was
pets and arou.se public sentiment
Blaze started apttarently. from very substantial,
and the BKPA
behind his plan
a short circuit.
Damage was about hoard, which considered the deleScenes •( the ragamuffins’ Ihlev- $500.
galek reports at its meeting last
.

1

of the .se(|uen-

ccs without much rhyme or reason.
Film’s star .swaggers about in her
r.(wly acquired finery and even
cent ribs one vocal number.
As the voluble society adventurer. .Mis.s Magnani is cast to perfection. Vittorio De Sica is fair as the
count. Others are .so-so. Direction
©f Gennaro Righelli is mediocre
while camera work of .Mdo Tonti
If fair.

C',ilb.

1

Dept, of Justice by the Society of [Wedne.sday (11), authorized a conIndependent Motion Picture Pro- tinuance of the discussions skedded
ducers, the extent of disagreement to commence June 2 in New York.
among the major companies them- At this conclave, however, J. Arthur
selves was evident at the meeting Rank will be unable to attend and
Motion Picture Export as the constitution of the council
the
of
Assn.’s exec committee last Friday. does not permit deputies being
present, the British team will he
Arthur Loew’s Attack
Split was so wide that imme- restricted to French and Sir Alexdiately following espousal of the ander Korda.
Basis of the Washington discusagreement by Metro prexy Nicholas M. Schenck, who was on^ of sion has been made the subject of
the Wa.shington negotiators, his verbal and written reports to Board
foreign chief, Arthur M. Loew, got of Trade prel^ident Harold Wil.son,
up and bitterly attacked the plan. and on the eve of his departure for
Grad Sears, United Artists prez, trade talks in Canada he advi.scd
was another who took considerable the BFPA that the proposals would
floor time to ridicule the scheme, require “very careful study against
although he admitted that he was the background of our existing
ready to take immediate advantage legislation and of the report which
of it if it would relieve UA’s tight I expect to receive in due course
from the committee on distribution
booking situation in England.
Wilson heartily
Universal came out flatfooledly and exhibition."
welcomed the Initiative taken hy
would
it
declaring
plan,
against the
leaders of the two industries anil
prefer to stick to its present rehoped it would lead "to the speedy
ciprocal pact with J. Arthur Rank.
removal of any misunderstandings
the agreement were
I

(

.

“Peddlin’ in Society” is a noisy,
discordant film marked not only
by Miss Magnani’s constant chatter. but by the comings and goings
©f a variety of other individuals
in

perform-

is

sudden

lived due to unwise investments
coupled with the depredations of
thieving hangers-on
\^'ilh
her
funds gone, she returns to the veg-

flit

level.

sincere

Do

erstwhile fruit vendor. Miss
become
wealthy
has
through black market trafficking.
Stepping into society she h’ases an
l.thorate villa from an impoverished count. However, her excursion
Into the world of opulence is sh(»rt.An

Magnani

who

high

i

.

Lux production and reieuse. Stars. Anna
Magnani. Directed by Gennaru Kighelli.
Camera. .Mdo Tonti: music. E MoiitaWINS.
Cinconda
Count GhiranI

;

Translation

.

(ITALIAN)

i

a

them picked up from the streets,
_ the whole the
do a good job. On
^i-eatmenr avoids the maudlin and

titles

camera. Gabor Pogany: music.
Franco Sacavola; English titles. Nat lloff-

Pedillin^ in Sorii^ly

Cell turns in a
The kid
ance.

(ITALIAN)

Amicia:

(“Da Bancarella a Bancarotta”)

on

is

I'nrmola
I.opprt release of Naziunal Cine (Eugenio Fontanai production. .Stars Doris Durante. Pal .lavor: features Aldo Silvan!.
Bella Starace Sainati. Egisto Olivieri. Dire«ted by Flavio C'alzavara.
Screenplay
by t'orrado AI\aio. Cal/avara. Halo Cremona; based on story b.v Edmondo De

upon others.

flict

Thesping

linist Anally learns the girl’s identity and rushes to the nobleman,

'

ing and tne squalor in wnicn iney
live are lensed with a documentary
punch. But they are not without
humor, catching the robust, earthy
quality which distinguishes many
recent Italian pix.

.

have clouded their relations
French and Korda have booked
passages on the Queen Mary Mav
28 in order to attend the New York
talk.s next month.
that

”

Bernhard-FC
Continued from page

4

shares each of the latter’s slock.
At the market value at the time,
that amounted to $240,000 for eat h
of the two owners. Pre.sent vaUie
of the shares is around $10().(){i(i,
reflecting the general drop in the
stock market.
Alperson’s Position
.Alperson, who bowed out of all
active association with FC when
the deal was made, will in no way
be affected by the new agreement.
He’ll continue to hoid his (’inecolor shares. Bernhard, however,
in return for lOOro of (he K(’ ctunmon. will give back to (’inctttlor
the 40.000 shares he received, plus

another 40,000 representing what
was paid Alperson.
He and his
associates have been aetjuiring the
.second 40.000 on the market oxer

some

time.

Bernhard, who .served as prez of
and Cinecolor until he
he latter post a fc\x’
months ago in preparation for the
both KC
resigned

splitup. will havle coinplele conlrnl
of FC under the new arrangemt iil.

While Cinecolor will lose all of
power, it will continue

voting

its

to

retain a heavy financial interest in
the distrij)uting company via ahoiil
$.')5(),000 in bonds.
Cinecolor is a publicl.x -ow ned
corporation with the Donner Estate
of Philadelphia the largest single
stoekholder. It has about Ib'r of
the outstanding shares. That ratio
will be increa.sed by the rtiurn to
the corporation’s treasury of the
80.000 shares by Bernhard.
Bernhard is currently on the
(’oast lor a 10-day visit on product

deals.

Italy’s

Subsidy

J

Him t onliniifd from p-ige
sued for every film dubbed.
his
will permit the distributor to unblock immediately from his frozen
.S

’I

funds the equivalent of

2..‘)00 ('('0

'

Sporduii

.\ol Iliii4»
("Lost In The Dark")

I

(ITALIAN)
Favorite
:<'ilms
release of Kortiinato
Idiaiano
prndiirtion.
Si.srs
\ ittono
de
Sica. Fiorella Berti; fealiires Enrico Glori.
Jacqueline Plessis, .Sandro Ruffini. Leu
l).ile.
Directed by C'amillo Ma.stmcinque
pi

reenplay ba.sed on .siorv bv Roberto
Brarco; camera. Renato Dei Krale. music.
Virmnio Marrhi; Enelish titles. Walter
J<lee. At .Squire. N. Y.. week Mav i:t. 49.

Running time, 93 ^IlNS.
Nun/io
I’aolina
P. olo Nardone

.lacqueline

Duke

Fran

de Sica

Fioiclla Belli
Enricii Glori

l.ivia

j'he

N'ittorio

of Vallcnza
Cardillo

Emilia C'ardillo
<'iccillo

1 •'nzillo

<iinvanni
C'armeniello

Concettina

Ples.si.s

.S.indrn Ruffini

Pavese
Dina Solbelli
Aynsiino Sahietti
Giuseppe Porelli
Leo Dale
Nello Mele
Ltiiei

I'ina

Pica

(In Italian; English Titles)
A tear-jerker that pulls all the

Sfntimental stops. "Lost In The
Dark’’ is strictly for the Italianlanguage nabes.
Story deals with the pathetic
lives of a trio of Neapolitan street
Musicians; a blind violinist, a deaf
clarinetist

and the 18-ycar-old girl
to sing with them

they have taught

The
a

sirl is

'vi'althy

the illegitimate child of
duke, which provides

9ome

ironic .scenes contra-ling the
Fninsfrels’ poverty with the ra.xv

pleasures of high

.soeielji.

The

vio-

I

the legal rate. In addition,
no way inhibited from getting (9ut further coin by any other
method he can devise in the normal course of busine.ss.
The money the Ameriean.s put
on deposit is repayable in 10 \ear.«
lire at

he

is in

without interest.
Fund in whith
it
xvill be deposited will lend capiat 6^ c interest to Italian promaximum of 70''
of their budgets.
Picture.^ made
jointly by U. S. and Italian producers may be similarly financed.
Half of (he interest received on
this money would be used for expen.ses of management of (he lund.
while the other half would he used
to e.stablish an agency in .Nexv
York for importation of Italian
tal

ducers up to a

films.

Both the American majors and
the It,^lians are sympathetic to the
deposit system because (hex believe it will keep out inferior C S.
product which has flooded U'i?'
market.
It
is
felt that disli'hs
of the cheapies won’t find it prt'fitable to put up the 2..')00.()()() l"‘
there’s no prospect of their p'x

much more than that
was submitted to parliament
week by Undersecrelai y of

earning

<

Bill
last

•Slate

Giulio

Andreotti.

xx

had numerous confabs on
Ma,x er.

ho
it

has

May

18,
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20th Stockholders

Rank’s Affiliates

Hollywood, May 17.
Norman Wright Productions has
completed a series of 20 shorts
Theatre Telecasts because Rank's General Film Deliv- filmed during the N. Y. Giants
prez ery handles all U's product in training season at Ptioenix and at
Century - Fox
Twentieth
England.
the Polo Grounds.
Spyros P. Skouras, unveilinR the
^ Indicating that the panic is off.
Now, it Is understood, U inFilms, accompanied by narra- Paramount brought its payroll nut
company’s large -screen theatre
television system to company stock- tends to take advantage of the re- tion, are designed to correct the
to top-paid execs, producers, direcThe
tremenprovision.
coupment
time
yesterday
mistakes of young players and tors, players and technicians to an
holders for the first
(Tues.i. revealed that 20th has ap- dous earnings of “Hamlet.” already show them how baseball is played
even keel in 1948 afttM* slashing
plied to the Federal Communica- past the $1,800,000 figure in the in the big leagues.
the overhead to the bone in the
tions Commission for a special U. S., make.s the move possible
year previous, fiscal reports of the
earnings
previously
where
minor
frequency
channel
for
utra-high
company discto.se. Par handed out
would not.
If U presses its acexclusive theatre TV use.
a total of $8,353,577 in ’48 to 141
He explained the move as the tion. a dispute with the other maemployees in the $20,000 yearlyjor companies is likely over the
first of two necessary to swing Into
or-more bracket against $8,372,031
t'ontiniird from pace 3
The
poser
1^555
big
entire
transaction.
operation 20th’s proposed experiin 1947.
At the .same time, .some
mentation with theatre TV in Fox- on such action is whether U w'aived Manufacturers Trust C'o. and Bank- pink-slipping is evidenced by the
West Coast theatres. Second re- its rights under the Rank deal ers Trust Co. of N. Y.
fact that 165 Paramounters were
quirement, he said, is availability when the Motion Picture Assn, of
Money is available to Par at any in the top notch in ’47. against the
of which it is a member, time until Feb.
of equipment and he added the America,
Interest 141 in the year following.
1, 1950.
company is now working with RCA made its pact with the British rate is fixed at
before maWith a total of $1,253,234 paid to
for delivery of 25 theatre tele units. Board of Trade.
turity and
after maturity. All 23 officers and directors, the entire
Parallel transactions by David notes w'ould fall due within six tab for Par during the past year
Once both these requirements are
met, Skouras said, it will take at O. Selznick and Samuel Goldwyn months of making, or on Feb. 1, was $9,606,811, compared to $9.18 months before the final with Sir Alexander Korda have 1950, whichever date happens to be 571.814 in ’47. That the company
least
taken other big British properties the earlier.
tesis can be started.
If Paramount trans- ended its cost-saving operations In
Sel/.nick has fers certain theatre as.sets prior to ’48 is played >ip b> Its drastic acUnder present plans, tests are to outside the pool.
be run in 22 F-WC houses, which bought U. S. rights to Korda’s the Feb. 1 date, then the notes im- tion in the yeaj' previous, w'hen
A
will be fed daily theatre tele shows "Fallen Idol” for frozen pounds. mediately become due.
Par knocked off over $3,500,000
originating at Graumaif’s Chinese Since no dollars can be earned by commitment rate is paid for un- in pavroll outlays and brought the
Thealre. Hollywood. Skouras de- ‘'Idol" none can land in the pool. used portions of the credit.
cost down from 1946’s alltime high
tailed the collaboration . between Moreover, he has a similar arWhen the new theatre company of $11,965,480.
201 h and RCA in developing the rangement for four other Korda is formed, the agreement provides,
Par halted its .slashing of salary
instantaneous
projection
system films, first of which is "Man Run- it will a.ssume the entire debt in- overhead despite the, continued
Reed
Canfi
production. cluding the $17,500,000 borrowed
during the last two years, follow- ning."
tapering of net profits during last
part,
has boi^ht by the production-distribution unit.
ing which a special demonstration Goldwyn, on his
year and this. Ending of the econwas held utilizing the screen of the Korda’s "The Rctuin of the PUfl- In that event, longterm debentures omy drive points up the belief of
pcrnel” for frozen pounds.
li.o. projection room.
will be issued to the banks to evi- company
studioltes that
picture
Waiving of c<)nverllbility by EL dence the loans.
Taking part in the ".5 -minute
costs, so far as exec and talent payslunv
were songstress Joan Fld- and U has its manifest advantages.
Of the $30,000,000 credit. First rolls are concerned, have been
wards;
20th
contractees
Dick Instead of being bound by the National is undertaking a $12,000,- brought within re;*.st)n with referHivmes, currently personaling at narrow limits of the Anglo-Ameri- 000 slice; Manufacturers Trust, $9 - ence to the potentials of the
pact and taking a small part 800.000, and Bankers Trust $8.- domestic and foreign markets.
thi* Roxy, and Richard Conte; also can
Fox-iMovietone narrator Ed Thoi- oi their product's earnings on Brit- 400.000.
Although the panic is olI..^Par’s
gensen. Acts worked in the adioin- ain. they are able to use the big
rentals from "Hamlet" and “Shoes”
io;' office of 20th sales exec WilIndicating the
liim C. (lehring. which was (on- tor that purpo.se.
of
those
revenues,
vi'ilcd into a studio for the demon- importance
Hamlet’’ has been doing better
stration.
than $80,000 weekly in distrib
revenues and "Shoes” better than

Shown Large-Screen

Cuntinued from page

#

earnings, along with other majom,
the drop In remittanett
reflect
from Britain brought on by th«

Anglo-American

film

came

effective

June

14, 1948.

course, the British freeze was on,
thereby demonstrating that the diy
derived from overseas rather than
the domestic situation.
Quarterly take represents pei^
share earnings of 86<- on 6,609,73#
outstanding, against $1.11 last year
on 6.987,039 in stockholders’ hands.

Metro Finally Settles

On

Writers for

Hollywood, May 17.
Expert accountants in the Scree*
Wiiters Guild finally figured out
screenplay
credits
on
Metro’*
"F'orsyte
for
Saga.”
which IT
scripts had been turned In by
numerous writers over a period of
12 years.

Winners are
Tors and James
.Arthur

Lustig. Ivan
Williams, with
getting credit

J«>hn
B.

Wimperis

CC4f#INCC
.

SUCL

By making the deal. EL is assured of more than breakeven lake

C’ontlniird from page 3
for "Tulsa.” it is
Pic.
productions costs. In 1947, Skouras ««)mpany.
put out by the
said. 2()tli released 18 pix with an
average production budget of $2.- negative cost of

300. 000.
In ’48. releases climbed
to 21 while the per-pic cost dipped
to
$1,870,000
Figure fell
to
$1,783,000 in ’49 with 24 films re-

indicated by the

most

expensive
has a

company,

$1. 600,000.

Seiznick’s 2d

leased.

response

stockholderqueries on television, 20th’s skip- (’apri Incident” and it probably
per deelaied: “We value our inven- will be released In the fall. Korda
tory too highly to dissipate it. But retains rights to It everyw'here except America, foi’ which territory
tlie lime will come when we must
decide which films should he re- Selznick made an outright buy in
leased
to television
and wlileh dollars and frozen lire.
should
he licid exclusively for
Tliis
marks the second Korda
theatres.” .At the present time, he pic that Selznick has purchased
said, it is not economical'^ sound lor
Western
Hemisphere.
the
to sell pix to video.
"Fallen Idol.” the initialer, i.s now
being prepped for release and
probably will preem at the Sutton.
In addition.
N. Y.. in .August.
Selznick has a deal with Korda for
.\merican riglits to a series of four
Conliniird from page #
F'ir.st
pix to be produced abroad.
In

to'

Majors’ Backlog

speedup In filmmaking which will of the.se. expected shortly, is ’’The
carry over through the summei. Thii'd Man.” produced and directUntil these companies give the go- ed by Carol Reed.
That will be
ahead to faster releasing, backlog followed by the Jennifer Jones
Mill

continue growing.

stairer,

ciillwck

in

per-picture

costs

of

.Another surprise in the present
is the fact that
l**ad
ollu'r majors in the number ol
fe.iiiu«»s ready-to-go.
With its list
of huih stiidio-made and Indie product. RKO has 22 pix In the eompleled-and-unrelcascd bracket
Hence, the company only recent '
f.aced w'illi a product shortage is
set to speed up its releasing iiaee
Columbia is In second spot with
20 features in the cans besides a
mimber- of westerns. Tabulnliou
on niber majors is 19 for I’ar.i-

KKO

Earth.”

to

has been suffering for several years from a dearth of product. having been dependent on the
Latter
per.sonal output of DOS.
left
last week for Europe to be
gone for six months or a year and
has given Deneaii and financial
v.p. Leonard Case in New York,
.and execs Dan O'Shea and K. L.
Scanlon on the Coast more or less
a free hand to olitain outside prodThey
uct to hvpo the operation.
have a flock of deals now pending

feat iires.

situation

"Gone

SRO

Readily Liquidated
The big accumulation of completed pl\ dramatizes pix toppers'
eon viet ions that product is nov.
fair-priced on cost and readily
liquidated.
Trend, now reversed,
was lo keep the shelves light until
costs slopped climbing. Lineup of
•
l)ig
new inventory signals the
.safer w'alcrs ahead in view of Ih**

it)!-

Hollywood

pix

and one for

a

•

loreign-made.

all

Here, at

last, is

.

.

.

—

present diflicult period when it Is
faced with a pioducl shortage of
homemade Yank films. Scarcity
has been caused h> a shuttering of
Hie company's sliidio lasting now
Indicating the
for five months
bulwarking process i.s the Vompany
aiuiouncemenl that of the five pix
slated for .lone relea.se, three come
from the Britisli lots.
KighI new ones going lo I' are
'Camelliound Cavalier." "Rvirtrait
Eureka .Stockade”
l.ife.
frvim

,

niunnt;
for

and
tii

J.

18 for Metro and Warneis;
20lh-Fox and United .Artists;

fur Universal.
Latter onlalso lias three British films ni
Aiiliin Hank slated for genera'
II)

lelea-ie.

Di’spile the fact the 2nt!i-F(»\
studios are uperaling far ahead of
th* company's release scliednle.

veepce Andy W. Smith.

-It

I

indicated lliere is lo l)e
no sicp-up in releases, announcing
seven new pictures for dislrihnlioM during June. July and Augn-.l
Coinoanv is thus going along with
oH'cr major distrihs in building a
bi;4 ger tiacklog of pruducl.

.Xu.Nsie

made

I
.

"Oiu e

a

.lolly

Swagnian" It’s Hard lo Be Good."
Ileie Comes the lluggells" "Vole

.

this wtu'k

lluggell" and
Most of these pix
Rreslige slate.
lor

.Nine

ol

cunvntlv
,

be

tested

"Third
w'ill

Time."

land in the

Kl.’s British films arc
Balance will
in release

during the year.

why he

kept 700 bank

and how his first real job turned him against water for
life. You’ll howl over a host of side-splitting antics and anecdotes
never before published. Don’t miss this hilarious, 8-part biography
by Robert Lewis Taylor. Begin it in the May 21 issue of The
Saturday Evening Post on sale May 18. Be sure to get your copy!
accounts

I

II

an uproarious and revealing portrait of America’s

fabulous funnyman! You’ll find out where Fields really got that

bulbous nose and gravelly voice. You’ll learn

Robert
Lewis

Re-

While the take is substantially
behind early '48. it compares favorably with the $4,342,102 earned
in the last quarter of the past year
and the $6,445,000 scored in tho
third stanza. In both instances, of

$50,000.

20th Sells Houses

pact.

porting this week on its take for
the first quarter of 1949, Par
showed a net of $5,675,000 against
$7,760,000 in the cotnparative p»riod of '48.
British situations b»>

'

j

Wednesday, May 18 . 1949

1

\
no plant announced

the center of the 'downtown busiThe new
ne.ss district since 1943.
the New building will be the headquarters
Jer.sey Theatre Owners Assn, slated for operation of the circuit’s 12
at Pa.ssaic, May 2.‘>. Gael Sullivan, theatres located in St. Jo.seph, Jefexec director of TO,\. will be prin- ferson City and Kansas City, Mo.,
Ed D.
cipal gabber with Walter Reade, and Leavenworth. Kans.
Jr., co-chairman of TOA’s televi- Durw'ood is president of the comsion committee, joining to report pany.
Bu.siness
Joe Neger shifted by 20th-Fox
©n theatre television.
meet will be followed by a beef- to handle the local exchange in
steak dinner honoring Sullivan and the ab.sence of George Fuller, in
Edward Lachman. prex of Jersey the hospital. Neger was exchange
Allied, exhib co-chairmen of the manager in Milwaukee,
Ralph Moore is new manager of
lm industry’s participation in the
Home theatre of the Commonf S. savings bond drive.
Jim Connolly upped to branch wealth circuit. He replaces Glen
manager of 20th-Fo\'s Boston ex- Beckett, moved to the Regent as
change. succeeding Kd Callahan, assistant to manager Eddie Mans-

NEW YORK

•

of

election

Annual

^
I

at

New

week

last

to

field.

Commonwealth

manager.
division
one of the new division

F'ngland

Callahan

is

managers were

over

turn
the

The

on

authority

greater

selling pictures to

City.

sales staff in

its

MINNEAPOLIS
What may he

fect

of general
move by territory drive-in operators to seek earlier availability is

RKO

Walter Branson.

new

35-day

slot

It

would

af-

j
'

!

versal

I

’

I
'

Protesting borough’s newlyenacted
10% amu.sement tax,

ger’s secretary.

North Central .Mlied singled out
S. D. Kane, executive coun.sel, for
his work at recent Minnesota legislative session against anti-industry

I

which becomes effective June 1.
owners of Ligonier and Vox in
nearby Ligonier. Pa., indicate they

may

bill.

close their hou.ses, leaving the

Tom McCJinty, new Paramount community without .screen fare.
booker, succeeds Roger Dietz who The operators sa.v they could not
resigned to take similar position run
profitably
under proposed
with Columbia.
levy.
Joe Murphy, formerly with Remblic in Milwaukee, an addition
fo Paramount sales .staff, replacing

CHICAGO

Harry Chapman, resigned.
Irving Mandei appointed chief
H. M. Richey and Leon Bamberger. M-G-M and RKO exhib- barker of Illinois Tent of Variety
Clubs last week, succeeds the late
itor relations execs, to speak at
North Central Allied annual con- Henri Elman.
Harold Butchin rejoins Univervention here Mav 23-24.
'

sal

public relations staff after six

months advance with “Hamlet”

KANSAS CITY

in

Herrell transferred from
Bealart’s Des Moines exchange to

Kansas City as branch manager. tal.
Paul Montague takes over flackJoe Foley, formerly with Eagle
Lion,
replaces
Herrell
in
Des ing on extended jun of “Portrait
of Jennie."

Moines.

j

!

LOS ANGELES

Waldheim building

set

for

Oriental, June 2.
In reshuffle of 20th-Fox district
headquarters here. Jack Lorentz
is scheduled to be Milwaukee manager.
Allied Theatres of Illinois have
invited Spyros Skouras, A1 Lichtman and .Andy Smith to explain the
new 20th- Fox .sales sel-up May 23.
Allied Theatres of Illinois, in
concilatory mood, offered tentative
olive branch to 20th-Fox. Has set
May 23 for open forum meeting

in
'

with .Spyro.s Skouras.
and -Andy Smith.

New York Thealrcs

I
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j
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!
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United Artists
policy

Lichtman,

ft

MAUREIN O'HARA

A

'iPth

rMiiMiv

lilt

I'iitiiif

ROXY

A*«. «
>01 h St.

7tli

III.,
replaced
Sloddaitl in Ml. Vernon and John

jestie,

June Allyson*^

"THE STRATTON STORY"

4 Fianli
A

Mortan
.'••A.M

Afnr« Mnarfhrad

WliiH* IKi

i|>l

Bill
I

Winiami^

III i.\

M
o liiilil
n Mhiii I’iiliii
SPECTACULAR STARE PRESFN1ATI0
A

••I

VI

1

\

feiamOMei Rres«M*

LOEN

•

^

HOUSTON

momA

Robert

i...

Z. Glass converted his
Plaza lieie to art house, renaming
it
the Vogue.
Will play only foreign anti strong reissues.
North .Side
heat re. pic house
here foi ahotil 2.5 years
being
I

ttO#BCOlO«
r«a

W’C

000.000

of

stock

the

in

Odeon

it's

S

New Mex

worth."

Primary
plan

is

purpose

to create

of

the

20th

more consumers.

earlier and they see
it vvheie they can go,” Minsky
explained. “More theatre-goers mean
more profits both for the theatre
and the dislrib.”
it

20lh has been accused of running inteiferenee for the other
majors, but Minsky claimed his
company took on the task alone.
“The old clearance system in
Philly was antiquated.
We mean
to give the independent an opportunity for a place in the sun.

longer can .somebody hold an exclusive franchi.se on a whole segment of the city.”

•**!•

tom

dt>wn

iiy

L<*ng

rhealres, with

that,

make

he’s preparetl to

deals

with independents to get whatever
dales he can to get off the shelf
the vast blackitig of UA pix that

have

piletl up.

prexy left
air Mtmtlav 'Ifi'
how Jong he 11 be
U.A

ftu

IP-

Londttn by
uncertain

i*

gt)nc.

a first

run

in Philly.

Minsky said

i-ompany did not
intend to force bidding, nor would
they make it an issue. “But anvwhere in the lerriloiy. anyone who
demands competitive negotiation
vkill gel tl if the (U'ui.'tnd is war*
his

ranted, ’’ the 2tMh exei

declared.

Pix High Seen

Mexico City. May
|

17.

With production of 50 pix a.ssured by June 30, and 58 penciled
for the following six months, record high oiitniit of 108 is seen
for 1949.
That will be the most
Mexico has ever produced In a
year.
at

Cost of the 1949 crop is figured
about $4,500,000, another new

high.

samMe HIGH
«£wy PHOTOS
Malf

liofD

your nrg^tat 0' ph&lc

Uni>u'pas:>r<j

No

(’ompany reportedly could
Profit for everyone concerned
BrummeiT became new manager
sell the shares to Rank, who owns was the main idea.
of Jark.sonville house.
"Where forWedsler relighted his operating control of the chain, but merly we .sold on straight perH.
K.
Prinees.s, Perey. 111., after a face- no one has come up yet with a centage we have adopted the slidmethod of getting dollars to this ing scale. That nteans no excessive
lifting.
George Evanoff lighted his new country.
rentals.
If the exhib gels it. we
Midlow n. Wood River. III.
Sears will also make every effort get if.”
As evidence of 2l)th’s
Tommy William.son. .Ir., is new to come to some agreement with sincerity in promoting the earlier
addition to Universal sales staff in Rank on getting I '.A pix some play- neighborhood elearanees,
Minsky
St. Louis
ing lime tin the Rank’s Odetin and pointed out that 2()1h was (he only
Gaumont-Bi itish circuits. Failing dislrib 'besides Warners) that has

BENDIX

FREEMAN

a,

Sears-Rank

Continued from pa ice

eireuit.

Rarkclrlltr Cfnirr
•

"They see

'

RADIO CITY MUSIC MALI

4 James Stewart
^

lineup.

'

ARNOLD SHOOA

20tIi-Philly
obvious. Not all pictures demand
the same playing time. However.
when we have a good one. we expect the exhib to play it lor what

I

On Virirly SUf*—tllCK HAVMER. OHitrt
On li* Sint*—' RHAPSODY"
Slariint

all first

Eddie Ditzenberg upped to head
booker and office manager for CoContinued from page I
lumbia here, vice Herbert Bushman, who joined St. Louis Eagle- understood, they will together
Lion .sales staff.
make a strenuous effort to get
Delbert .Stoddard upped to manapproval of the Bank of England
ager of Plaza in Ml. Veiiuin, 111.
for a deal whereby they tan get
Harold Sorrell, manager of Madollars out if they sell UA’s $3.,Jaeksonville,

FORBIDDEN STREET

New

run situations in this city.
The
decision is believed to be ba.sed on
the fact that U.A now has a .strong
backlog of product including
“Home of the Brave” and “Champion.”
With stronger product
coming up, U.A sale.s staff thinks
it
can get plenty of action from
exhibs bidding for the company

Palace.

Bob Johnson,
ad-publicity
director, named chairman of film
lndu.stry division in U, S. Savings
~
[Bond drive here.

It
cost
approximately $125,000.
600-car ozoner ha.* a new type
screen tower.

switching to a
on competitive
and sub.sequent-

is

.selling

Policy starts tomorrow <Wed.)
with “Impact” which opens at the

LOUIS

ST.

of

bidding in

F&M

DANA ANDRfWS

'

i

"Barkleys of Broadway”

Durwood Theatres will move
headquarters from present downtown location to a site next door
to local film row about .July 1.
Work has started on a new one•tory building at 18th and Baltimore. at the east end of film row.
The building will have about 2.000 square feet of office space and
will provide a parking area for
employees’ cars, accoiding to Stanley
Durwood. v.p. and general
manager. The circuit ha.« had ofthe

locally.

while emphasizing the reservations
forth by Schwartz, expressed
Two More Cal. Drive-Ins
the ’belief the plan will work for
hibitors prexy. are co-chairmen of
Los .Angeles.
betterment of both
the Treasury Bond Drive for pic- the ultimate
Two new outdoor theatres will
exhibs
if it opindie
20th
and
the
ture industry in New England, Big
be opened by Pacific Drive-In 'Fherally on Boston A^ommon set for erates in the field the way Smith atre Corp. in this territory in May,
and 20th veepee A1 Lichtman had the Pickwick in Biirhank an<l tlie
May 18.
“My own feeling,” San Pedro, Sail Pedro. Kenneth
Max Melincoff district manager promised.
of Warner Theatres in New Eng- Brandt said, “is one of elation."
Cobb will operate the Pickwick,
land. and his wife sailed for visit
Smith Details Points
opening May 12. and Fred Sohner
to England.
Smith clarified his points in an- will run the San Pedro, starting
Newest addition to ATC theatre swer to a list of questions prepared May 27.
circuit, the Hancock, opens this in advance by the lTO.\ film comweek in nearby West Roxbury. mittee and put to him by Max A.
2 New Drive-Ins for Iowa
New 1,000-seater is under super- Cohen, committee chairman. New
Des Mtunes.
vision of ATC district manager
.sales policy. Smith said, is in effect
Two new' drive-ins aie under
Francis McManus, with Hugh Marnow and will continue as long as it construction in Iowa. A 3(t0-car
tin as manager.
is practicable.
Any theatre in the one near Red Oak is being huilt by
.An<*ther is
country, regardless of its size or Ed Haal of Audubon.
grossing potentialities he main- going up on municipal air base at
Fox West Coast is reopening its tained. will be able to buy 20th Ottumwa.
Belmont, in Belmont Shores, May* Pi’oduct on flat rental terms if the!
Silvers Building 2 la Texas
19. after being closed two years. exhib likes that belter than a perGrand Prairie. Texas
This
808-seater
has
been re- centage deal. Lichtman interjectConstruction started hEie on
modeled at a cost of $200,000.
ed at that point that 20th would
Film house giveaways returned even sell New York first run houses 450-car drive-in to be operaled by
to Hollywood blvd. for the first on flat terms. Cohen, however, was Sherman and Jerome Silver. Wt.rk
time since the war, with the Hitch- apparently better satisfied with had started earlier on new 900ing Post putting on a weekly series Smith’s answer, declaring Licht- seat indoor theatre for pair.
of Country Store Nights. Theatre,
man had “not answered our que.s- devoted to oatcrs, will hand out
S New Alberta. Drive-Ins
tion”
10 free baskets of food each week
Cal.gary. Alta.
Smith said 20(h’s sliding scale
in a hookup with a local market.
Western Drive-Tn 'rhea1r»s. Ltd.,
would range from 25^r to •AO'^r,
Calgary, will build $100,000 outrising in 1 "j steps. He pointed out
door theatre at Lethbridge. .Alta,
the necessity of negotiating terms to open June’ 1.
Even Before They Open
in each individual situation to arCompany also started wiuk on
rive at both the ba.se and top fig- 550-car drive-in
at
('algaiy. to
Indies File Trust Suit ures, emphasizing the theatre’s op- open shortly. Company s first outcrating nut. which must be certi- door theatre at Edmonton i*pens
Philadelphia, May 17.
fied.
would be taken into eon-' May 20.
In an unusual anti-trust action,
an exhib has brought suit against sideration. For “problem theatres."
which
still have a higher overhead
Buffalo Drive-Ins Tee Off
10 major distribs on grounds of
Buffalo.
conspiracy to discriminate again.st than gross, the scale will start at
20%.
No
set formula has been
Drive-ins
in this area teed off
him on clearance even before his
devised for flat deals. Smith said, with a ru.sh recently.
These intheatre has opened. Jack and Ann
cluded the Delaware, Star. Buffalo
Greenberg, operators of the newly- adding they are to be proportioned
Louis Drew, owner
to the gro.ss which the theatre can and Skyway.
built Harbor theatre in Stone Harof the Delaw'are, plans new 800reach.
bor, N. J.. filed the suit today in
'Because the field salesmen and ear operation on Route 17 near
Federal court before Judge WilOlean, to open about May 31,
liam H. Kirkpatrick although their branch managers are acquainted
with
their
customer’s
potential
house is slated to open June 15.
New Jersey Ozoner
Greenbergs applied for an order gro.ssing power, the 20th sales chief
The Route 1. Brunswick drise.said, they have been given comrequiring the distribs to furni.sh
in opens May IP.
i.s
located
It
In
them with product at the .same plete authority to set deals.
answer to another ITO.A question, south of New Brunsw'ick. N. J.. betime pix are relea.sed to theatre.s
ing fifth ozoner in the chain ophe promi.sed that homeoffiee sigin Wildwood, N. J.. a nearby reerated by Eastern Drive-In Theanature approval of contracts would tres,
Inc., headed by J. J. Thfunp.sort town, instead of holding back
be eliminated entirely, adding con- son.
Wilfred P. Smith, general
for at least 14 days.
Plaintiff astracts would be returned to the manager of circuit, planned and
serted no real competition exists
h.o, only for recording purposes, constructed the spot and will b*
between the two towns and charges
He said 20th would continue to ac- in charge of operations. The cirillegal discrimination against Stone
cept bids in attempts to reduce cuit has open outdoor theatres at
Harbor exhibs. Judge set June 2
clearance and establish multiple Union, Morris Plains. Totowa and
for hearing to beat the theatre’s
runs, if that meant a faster playoff Asbury Park, all in New Jersev,
opening.
for product.
Smith admitted candidly some pictures, “unfortunate- $125,000 Toledo Drivc-ln Opened
ly” do not merit a percentage^deal.
Toledo.
UA’s Chi Bidding Plan
and .said such pix would be sold
Parkside drive-in in East Toledo,
flat.
operatt^d by Jim Denip.sey. opened.
Chicago, May 17.
i

midwest.

Lou Harrison and Ludwig Sus.sman, vet exhibitors, out of ho.spi-

Bob

fices in

BOSTON

Samuel Pinanski, ATC head and put
Murphy, Independent Ex-

Daniel

‘

Maurice ^Red) Silverberg, Unisalesman who has been
bedded for two months following
siege of pneumonia, should be
back on job in June.
list.
With burlesque season at Casino
Roger Rietz and Klaine Norby ending after 38 weeks. Max Rosenswitched from. Paramount to Col- berg, of New York, took over house
timbia, the former to become book- for double feature film policy this
er and latter to be branch mana- summer.

neighborhood houses. Minnci^ota Amus. Co.
.“ifi-day
independent
Arion, and
Hollywood, ju.'.t added to 28-day

Denver, May 17.
silent did not signify he
For the first time drive-ins will
gave the plan his blanket approval. be used on a world preem. Warn*
He said he accepted it “with reser- er’s “Colorado Territory” will be
vations." reserving the right “to world premiered June 3, opennegotiate my own individual deals" ing at the Broadway and the
West drive-in here. Second week
with the company.
the it goes to the East drive-in and
fireworks
at
Anticipated
ITOA-20th meet failed to material- the third week at the North ozoner,
all the time playing day-date with
ize, and the se.ssion, at least on the
the Broadway. It may go into the
surface, reflected sweetness ;snd
South drive-in on fourth session
light. Concluding the meet, Brandt,

mained

'

Del.son. from New P'.ngland
territory, appointed main auditor
for Warner theatres in Pittsburgh
zone; succeeds late Lou Ginsburg,
who died a few' weeks ago.
Tom Bello. Jr., is back on job
as manager of Blatt Bros. Altoona
drive-in.

j
I

Two more

exhibitors.

ON WORLD PREEM

i

PITTSBURGH
John

'

Western

from independent

state.

theatres in the state, gov-

soon.

tlrive-in.

sales manager, and some of comhere
to
lega files
due
pany’s
straighten out clearance muddle
because of many demands for 28day availability and a propo.sed

all

erning aisles, seating capacities,
and other specifications. Measure
up before the House
is to come

start

snnouncement by Ralph Green,
manager of a diive-in chain, that
he would demand 28-day clearsnee from his Rochester, Minn.,

town two days

Howard Jamey-

Jefferson
Senate.
State
Mo., has passed the bill
set, up a new theatre

which would
code for the

field.

district

circuit

in

for meeting with
son, president.

managers named in 20th’s departmental realignment, effected to

IN

ConUDNctf from p«g« 9

Andrews.

I

I

who was promoted

Exhibs Okay

operator
iship,
Wallace Blankenship,
of 16-house circuit >^ilh headquarters at Lubhock, announced
changes at three sites. Lawrence
Rylant, formerly at Spade drivein, becomes manager of Wallace
Cleatus
Morton, succeeding
at
Middleton who moved to Dallas.
T. J. Simp.son transferred to the
Spade. Jameit Alexander succeeds
Simpson. Weldon Stone joins circuit slafT to manage the Wallace
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DEATH OF A SALES PERIOD
Presidents

NBC

Come High

Network presidents don’t come cheap these days. The era of
web prexies operating on 13-week options are apparently gone forever. Today they not only, command unprecedented top coin, but

By
The

''

PhiDy, Pulls Out of

NAB

GEORGE ROSEN

story of J. Walter

dramatically

son

ing $17,000,000,

Bigtime

JWT

emcees

>

j

pro-

\

|

major nighttime network

one

in

operation

—“Lux

.

Radio!
everything!

Practically

m

I

a n.

who

HO-mlnute

pact, starting Jan.

left Fadiman dangling on
limb and groping for a coverup ad lib.
Fadiman and Irving Mansfield, show’s producer, claim
that although Shaw had been
carefully rehearsed in his lines
in which he was supposed to
pose a problem he deliberately
switched lines and cracked. “I
haven’t a problem
in
the
world.”
It’s believed Shaw purposely
muffed because of a Fadiman

NBC will be upping the ante by
considerable coin.
Cotton Bowl classic from Dallas
had been a Mutual feature for th«
past 10 years or so, with Gillett*
invariably picking up the tab.
In contrast to the other webs*
football coverage, NBC has had

intro to the effect that Shaw is
a versatile guy
in more ways

Sugar Bowl ex-NBC* and C’BS th«
Orange Bowl.

than one.

Similar situation has applied in
other realnis of sports coverage,
repre.senting a far cry from th*
prewar days when John Royal.Abe Schechter & Co. had th«
World Series under contract to
Ford Motor.
In those days Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. was carrying th«
Kentucky De^y, the web featured
Pimlico, the Indianapolis races,
the AAU meet; Bui(‘k was picking
up the NBC tab for the series of
Joe Loui.s heavyweight knockouts,
and Adam Hat was spon.soring th«
usual run of Madison Square Gar-

Into tele(JWT today, as in the case
vision.
of other major agencies, is more

t

Luckman 'Gifting’

actively involved in video production than in radio).

Protest Over ‘3-Riiig Circus Tactics
Philadelphia,

May

17.

Resentment against the National
Assn. -of Broadcasters, which has
been mounting since the Chicago
convention "last month, broke out
here when Edward C. Obrist, general manager of WPEN, sent in his
resignation

to

the

NAB, Friday

(13).

of the convention to
matters of concern to
Obrist’s station, local 5,000-watter,
and TV in
and the inclusion of
the N.AB setup were the principal
rea.sons for Obrist’s squawk.
“The broadcasting industry is too
large to be handled by a single annual conference, or a set of out-

Failure
touch on

Kraft, one of JWT’s long-standIng accounts, dating through the
13-year reign of Bing Crosby on
the Thursday night “Music Hall”
show', has cancelled out the A1
JoKson program and has made no
radio commitments beyond this;

—But Not

NBC

of

is

AM

receivers.

declared. “The
broadcasters are the backbone
of the A.ssociation and there are
too many problems in our own
field,
without bringing F'M and
television into the picture.”

J. Walter Thomp.son
agency on the account.

is

'

1

the

JWT

CBS Working On

radio
helping to swell the
coffers, are calling It quits, transferring their allegian<e to teleBallantine. Textron, Old
vision.
Gold, Owens Illinois the.se, too.

—

'

have vanished from the

,

New

Natl Dairies
000, 000 Deal

(Cpntinued on page 36)
CB.S

is

trying

to

maneuver

a

Package” proposucceeds, it would

“.Vational Dairies
sition.

Coy

If

it

switchover of the
program from NBC
Columbia, plus the lucrative
Sealtest and Kraft business. Altogether, it would add to an approximate $2,000,000 bonanza for the
web.
result
in
a
Ctildersleeve

Washington,

May

17.

On the eve of his departure for
Paris last week to head the U. S.
delegation
to
the International

The

(Kraft,
Dairies
picture is still very
in the air. Kraft has can-

much up

ence,
told V.^arTTY

though

out on
it
has

ments were satisfactory.
They
were of the opinion that the organization would have to make its
headquarters In Washington and
offer a substantial salary.
Television, they pointed out, has been
his pet interest.
.Accotupanying Coy to Paris was

Commissioner Paul Walker and
Johanna Osw'ald. Coy’s secretary.

Lever Bros. R3ed

His ‘Breakfast’ Show;

addition

Preem

I

on

May

programs
and WJZ

list

WOR
local

are
con.served.
listings

taking

show for Lee Pharmacal

ing

Co.,

on

behalf of its “Spray-a-Wave” femme hairdo liquid, in return for

17.

which Godfrey collects on
chunk of the company .stock.

a

fat

^

The only trouble is. “Spray-aWave” is in direct competition with

of

Rayve Shampoo, which Lever took

in

over

broadcasts.

Luckman & Co.
last year.
feel that they at least rated tha
courte.sy of being notified of th#
impending deal, if not a soundout
on an okay.

Godfrey has had previous runwith Lever Bros., notably on

ins
his

Radio page shakeup comes at an
inopportune time for the dropped
stations, with radio getting progressively tougher to sell.
Tele

“Breakfast” will have, -Burrow's
doing the four-way spread. (He’s
currently also appearing on the 60minute “This Is Broadway”
Wednesday night CBS layout*.

nighttime

Chesterfield.
l.B,

which was

video

spread for
long period

For

a

first

under the God-

TV wire, sought to curtail
Godfrey’s expanded tele activities.
frey

up the space

White’s ‘Open House’

The new Burrows show tees off
Monday night at 8:30

July 4 in the
period as the

Listings

of the New' York stations’
signals can be picked up easily
here, and the listing made a good
sales point in New York, showing
coverage of the first and third metropolitan markets

rows star billing as a Columbia
web personality under his new
seven - year contract as writer,
producer, director and performer.

•

all

himself involved in a product conLever, on behalf of Its Lipflict.
ton Tea product, spon.sors Godfrey’s AM-TV “Talent Scouts” program on CBS.
Godfrey has negotiated to do a
15-minute, cross-the-hoard morn-

Most

^

the
“Breakfast with Burrows”
title of the once-weekly half-hour
Abe
give
Burprogram which will
is

j

to

Luckman. president of
[.ever Bros., is peeved at Arthur
Godfrey because the latter has got

Bulletin, Philadel-

radio listings.
Daily used to

WCBS, WNBC,

At Godfrey
Charles

I

phia’s
large.st
newspaper,
has
dropped the smaller stations and
all of the New York stations from

4-Way Spread

Set for July 4

Frank White, w'ho stepped int#
Mutual presidency May 1,
the
“Talent
Arthur
Godfrey’s
Washington, May 17.
for
John S. Hayes, general manager comes to grips for the first tima
Scouts.” Plan at the moment is
to evolve a format which will per- of WTOP-CBS, Washington Post with the press faternity tomorrow

NBC’s Talent Quest
NBC is mulling a talent contest,
chiefly with an eye to the showntanship excitement it may inspire.
.Statistics evidence that only one
or two standouts have emerged
from such amateur quests, but the
publicity payoff is invariably good.
HC’.A Victor, its recording affili-

be away for sev- ate. lacks a good femme vocalist.
months, during which time at)d it’s figured that the distaff w’inCommissioner Rosel Hyde will be ner <s*. uiyway, might get a good
acting chairman.
disk buildup.

Coy expects

On

.A1

he had made no
has made
plan.s regarding a change of job. summer replacement, it
Asked if he had heard anything no committments for the fall. As
further from the Television Broad- for the Thursday night NBC Sealcasters Assn., with whom he had test spot, the Dorothy Lamour proconferi-ed recently In New York, gram has been cancelled, with the
reportedly to discu.ss a possible client now shopping around, via
W. Ayer agency, for a le.ss exconnection, he said he had not and
Indicated the prospect was as pre- pensive stanza.
CBS would like to Interest Kraft
mature as others he was rumored
in a daytime half-hour, cross-theto be considering.
Friends of Coy, however, were board program if it decides on
inclined to the belief that a job relinquishing its nighttime franheading up the TBA would attract chise.
hint, provided terms and arrange-

in

its

.lolson and albooked in Nelson
Eddy as the Thursday night NBC

celled

The Evening

Barrows

fall

Puts

Philadelphia,

ishing.

National

Sealtest)

Telegraph

A Telephone ConferFCC ('hairman Wayne Coy

other single sponsor, since radio
has flourished, could make that
statement,” says imekman.

|

radio

For as Gotham becomes more Phila. Bulletin
and more firmly entrenched as TV’s
key production center, agency raSqueeze
dio activity on the Coast is dimin-

to

On Job Change

fights for Gillette.)

the organization’s sixth

program crowding the
others for company.
“And no

books, either In favor of television,
Luckman’s “package” consists of
other agencies, or by taking the “Lux Radio Theatre.”
which has
cancellation route.
dominated the Hoopers and the
Situation poses a problem, not .Nielsens from
way back; Bob Hope
only for JWT. but other agencies (Sw'an Soap); Arthur
Godfrey (Lipas well, of overstaffed Hollywood ton Tea); Amos
’n’ Andy (Rinso);
offices, now' that radio production
“My Friend Irma” (Pepsodenti,
Some of the with “Big Town” (Lifebuoy) edging
has been curtailed.
agencies are moving key Coast per- into the Top 15 honor
roll.
.sonnei to New York for television
Indoctrination and to experiment
with video techniques.

AM

Still

JWT

ings, with

network

j

general field of electronics, but as
far as
radio is concerned it’s
certainly a competitor. Our prob-

Coy

.

^

I

Station’s dissatisfaction has been
growing .steadily since the Atlantic
City conference and the adoption
of the code. "The NAB is becoming a three-ring circus with too
many attractions under the main
tent. Television comes under the

does come back in
considered likely that
it

’

I

moded bylaws.” he

If

'
j

to CBS.)

time segment w'as found for
the show'. But it’s a case where
RCA wants to concentrate on
tele markets for sale of TV

Six’

Cambridge, Mass., May 17.
Next week the parent execs of
the fall, it’s
den figlits.
Lever
Bros., make their bi-annual
it will move into daytime programToday Mutual has the World
ming. On the other hand, “Kraft visitation from England to get a Series under contract; same web
first-hand
report
from
Charles
Television Theatre” is today the
al.so has Indianapolis; CBS has th«
Luckman, prexy of the Lever Bros
agency’s “fair-haired baby.”
Derby, Preakne.ss and Belmont
multiple operations in the U. S..
For some years JWT was riding the state of the nation in
Stakes as a Gillette package:
general
the crest of multimillion radio billMutual has the All-Star baseball
and state of Levers in particular.
ings from such lucrative accounts
If
Luckman appears to be a game coverage along with Hialeah
as Standard Brands (with its threehappy man the.se days It’s becau.se and Delaware Park. And now that
way Sunday showcasing of Fred he’s ready to greet the boss dele- John Reed Kilpatrick has revealed
Edgar Bergen and “One gation with the prize radio
.Allen,
Garden bouts become a
package that the
Man’s Family.”* Today. Standard in industry annals. The Imckman TV free-for-all after May 31, CBS
Brands is out of the picture com-' ‘package,” unprecedented
threatens to move into NBC’a
in sponFord, which inherited
pletely.
stronghold on fights. (ABO
sorship archives, consists of five video
.Allen, and RC.A, after years of
Lever shows in the First 15 rat- has had the AM run on Gardes

summer.

Stanza’s format underwent
drastic revision a few' months
back, utilizing the Boston Pops
Orchestra, and a new' Sunday

FM

Levers ‘Holy

1

deserting the netw'ork.
RC.A has decided to cancel
out on its Sunday afternoon
Robert Merrill .show at the end
(Trade
of the current cycle.
were wondering
gagstei s
whether the program w'ould

move

Parent Execs With

|

to CBS
Even the parent company

19.50,

pretty ‘lean pickings, (‘ontenting itwill) a pickup of the ’Gator
Bowl and Harbor Bowl gridcasts,
having lost the Rose Bow'l to CBS,
with Mutual carrying the EastWest classic. ABC getting th*

gether or else moving

In

1,

self

—

radio consequence has
passed into the limbo, the clients
either checking out of radio altoof

whereby

the guests, blew a script fuse

and

to the
post this fall for the ’49-’50 broadcasting season, it will have, on the
basis of the pre.sent outlook, exact-

Theatre.”

d

new

Is

a

|

major Sunday shows alone.
When the agency goes

ly

a

the

Broadway” variety
stanza on CBS, did a fast burn
show’s
preem last week
on the
(11* when Artie Sliaw, one of
“’I'his

|

ductions were practically showcased seven nights a week on the
coast-to-coast kilocycles, with fourj

show'

F

Clifton

what

NBC. which once dounated th«
sports field in radio, is making m
concerted effort to regain lost
ground.
In an initial bid to establish a new foothold. Bill Stern,
the web’s director of sports, hat
negotiated a deal for the takeover
of the Cotton Bow'l football gam*
fi'om Mutual under a three -year

Shaw

Oh,

Thomp-

highlights

has been happening to some of the
leading advertising agencies over
the past two years.
Less than flve years ago JWT
was the No. 1 agency in nighttime
I'Adio, with billings of approximat-

else

WPEN,

In Bid to Regain Sports Prest^e

IlCENCy PLIGHT

longterm contracts as well.
Situation was highlighted anew la.st week with the revelation of
Frank Stanton’s 10-year- pact as CBS board chairman William S.
Last of the four network prexies to grab
Paley’s No. 1 operator.
himself a longterm contract, Stanton actually nailed the meatiest
deal of them all.
Apparently this was the kind of deal Stanton was gunning for
when, a few months back, he admitted that, lacking the security of
a longrange contract, he was seriously considering the possibility
of moving out of radio altogether. The new contract seems to have
(Stanton is currently on a twore.solved the “security” situation.
nionth vacation in Europe.)
for
an
annual
guarantee
of $100,000 a year, plus whatHe’s down
ever additional compensation the board of directors chooses to
The
annual
guarantee
actually amounts to $30,000
award him.
more than his basic ’48 pay.
Stanton is to be retermination
of
the
10-year
contract,
Upon
tained as parttime consultant until Dec. 31, 1968, at $25,000 a year.
Should Stanton and Paley decide to call it quits between 1953 and
1958,. the web wMl be compelled to fork over a flat lOOG.
NBC prexy Niles Trammell is al.so operating under a $100. 000plus bonus contract which he negotiated last year with RC.\ board
chairman David Sarnoff, but it’s only of five-year duration. ABC
prez Mark Woods also has a five-year contract with board chairman
Ed Noble at $85,000 a year (including bonus) and a few weeks back
Frank White moved in as prexy of Mutual at $85,000 a year for a
three-year, non-cancellable term.

Raids Mutual (Cotton Bowl)

John Hayes a Veepee

summer replacement

mit for a simultaneous AM-TV
spread, similar to the Godfrey

station, has been elected veepee
and a member of the board of directors of WTOP, Inc.
Hayes, who will continue as general manager of the 50.000 watter,
came to
last February, when

stanza.

to

eral

t

“Breakfast With Burrows” tifle
is derived from the gag that he’s
a guy who gets up late. It will be
strictly a standup comedy show,
not a takeoff on breakfast programs.

(Thurs.).
at

p

boys.

WTOP

the Post
station.
^

White Is holding “Open Housa**
Mutual hdqs, in .N. Y from 5 to
to catch up with the press

tn.

And while

he’s

holding la

abeyance any initial White Paper
assumed ownership of tlie on Operations Mutual, it’s considHe was formerly executive ered likely he’ll kick around pra-

veepee of WINX,

I

jected plans for the network.

)

»

We<1nc0day,

RADIO

24

French Radio-Mahire

& Primitive-

By

TKO

(

OTT

Ptiris.

The French people

WW Gets Red Spurt

f^’NEW

May

it

a big reservoir of inventiveness
fluidity, but the pipes leading
•ut of the reservoir are too small
and .sometimes loo clogged to carry
them to their pioper goal.
Based on a 7.50 franc annual tax
(about $2.50). on each of its 6,500.000
radio sets, operations are complex
but make up in enthusiasm for what
they lack in polish. Here is Galatea who .sorely needs a Pygmalion.
operation
commercial
Whether
yvould improve the picture is dubious, for France today has an untort unate parlay of not enough
money and not enough goods to
cell, to warrant advertising expenditures that could match the presAt any rate, French
ent system.
radio is remai-kable. Starting from

KLZ

ABC

commentator. Eighmonths ago Vyshin.sky
him an American Baron
Muenchausen. He has learned
from the experience of Goebbels, Fritzsche. and other. Nazi
As his
propangada chiefs.
friend and biographer. Mr. Allister Cook, put it, Mr. Winchell
discovers scandals where
an

sclliiiK

priUilably

for

KLZ, Denver

whatever

profits at

Programwise, the National
network of 20 stations is the more

1,800

Corn! Tests

1

'

They

aerious, feeding out a steady diet

WEOL

.

;

!

i

;

:

”

;

.

I

.

they like or dislike inten.sely. But

90%

his tests proved that
tho.se now on the air fall

of all
into the

“indifference” range and thus are
not remembered to any extent. As
for believing the claims made in

(Continued on page 36)

!

Van Heflin Added To

To these demands. Roy W. Am-

To

Fill

in

(Even for

j

mel, president, countered with a
“return to work after which time
you would be heard.”
New manager. P. G. Seville, the
fourth since the station opened,
brought with him Walter Morow-

who

ski,

Snmmer)

for La

Hayes

Unusual situation of not one, but
two .summer shows doing hiatus
duty for Helen Hayes has cropped up on CBS.
Miss Hayes checks off her Sunday at 9 Electric Cos. program June
Ilowever, the
B for 18 weeks.
bankrolling firms are only relinnuishing the lime tor eight weeks.

For the first eight weeks Columbia
it putting in as a hot weather renlacement the new .lerry Lee-Bob
situation
comedy,
Lawrence
"Young Love.” with Janet Waldo.
Then the Electric Cos. move back
In for 10 weeks with “Corliss .Yr-

cher.” which they’ve purchased for
(he interim period pending Miss
Mayes’ return.
‘‘Corliss’ is no stranger to the
Sunday at 9 .segment. It did Campbell Soup service in that stretch for
several seasons.

becomes

third chief engineer.

chief

inspector

for

FCC

in

Ohio and Michigan, to

Northern

“investigate company policies and
working conditions of WEOL.”

IN

BALLANTINE BEEF

Ex-umpire Dolly Stark has been
dropped in favor of Don Dunphy
as the White Owl-Ballantine announcer on the N.Y. Yankee baseball games.

Ballantine. which, along with
cigar outfit, is paying the
freight for the WINS (N.Y.J. radio
broadcast.s and the DuMont tele
pickup of home games, put up a
squawk after Stark had done three
games on video, deriding he wasn’t
the man for that particular job.

the

Rudy

.

Tom Luckenbill called off his trip west which means that Lou C'layJimmy Durante and Phil Cohan may cross the country to talk over
plans for next season, which will most certainly include television
Ruth Martin, one of the town's brighter canaries, gets her own show’
C. E. Hooper
on NBC backed by Bob Bain'.« instrumental ensemble.
around to talk tele to Hollywood ad clubbers and skip over to Phoenix
for his daughter’s graduation
One good turn deserves another so
Lucille Ball does a repeat with Bob Hope... CBS believes it has another Will Rogers in Meredith Willson, and a deal is in the works f(»r
His
the maestro-humorist to do a straight talking strip, sans music.
music would be .sorely missed
There’s talk that Bristol-Myers will
move “Break the Bank” from ABC over to the NBC slot vacated by
“Duffy’s Tavern.” which won’t be replaced
Lou Cowan and Al Hollander around for wrap-up talks with Sid Strots on the “Hollywood
Calling” giveaway
Incidentally, StroU bought the Coca-Cola franchi.se for Santa Clara county up north, which includes San Jose. Nilet
Trammell was offered a piece but pa.ssed up the chance to become <-ne
of the country's many Coke millionaires
Marion Hutton had to take
to the desert for convale.scence from nervous exhaustion
ABC .'old
hour arid a half on Sunday mornings to pair of religious programs <'rie-

long transcribed version of “Johnny Eager” for the “M (.I-M Theatre
of the Air.” one of a series adapting Metro properties.
Release date of “M G-M Theatre” has not yet been set. but it’s
reported that the indie has been
quietly waxing the stanzas with

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Metro players when they hit town.
platters are open ended and time on Mutual.

The

NBC’s 60 -Mio. Giveaway
Likely Off Until
Fall in
There’s

a

among NBC

The

Web Dilemma

variance of opinion
execs as to the kickoff

time for the new 60-minute giveaway show. “Hollywood Calling.”

will be offered to other stations
across the country on a commercial
or sustaining basis. Production is
under the guidance of Raymond
Katz.
program director.
Other series included in the deal
are "Good News From Hollywood.”

WMGM

IIS

CHICAGO

.

.

.

Roberta Jonay from cast of ‘‘.Allegro.’’ guested on WBBM's “Melody
Lane”
WLS cowboy singer Bob Atrher back from RotaPN' convention at Oklahoma City
Vicki Stevens as all-around hostess on \f(JN
kid show preemed Mon. (16>
AFRA exec secretary Ray Jones <»fT to
Florida for two weeks
WMAQ's promotion manager Harold Smith
at Moline, HI., for pharmicists meeting .... ABC added neW engineers
Jim Barry. Len Clemento, i,ouis Hennea, Bob Peterson, Harry Schumacher and Bill Thomas
Bernard Howard of Howard Radio Piod.
.

with George Murphy; "Hollywood,
USA,” with Paula Stone; “Crime
Doesn’t Pay;’’ “At
Home With
Lionel Bari-ymore“ and “Personalities on
Records.”

MGM

getting a piece of WENR's “Name The Movie” quizzer for originating
the idea
Jim Ameche program director for new FM station V\ F.IL
... Mike Brown writing ABCs “Shoppers Special”... Ben Park and
Sunday evening time on the
Ball Hoopla
Don Herbert collaborating on sex education for children via “It’s Your
network to buck the Jack Benny
“For the Love of Mike.” topical Life.” WM.AQ real life show
MBS promotion staffer Irene Patrasopposition on CBS. As a result, it
Sidney Renthal of Evan.ston, author of CBS’
revue to be staged Friday (20) at xewski down with flu

which

is

slated to go into the 6:30-

AFRA

7:30

DUNPHY VICE STARK

.

his tele setup

.

‘M-G-M Theatre of Air’
WMGM. Loew’s-owned N. Y. in-

station’s

formerly with WGTL.
Ex-employees, including former
News Director Bill Watts, Ed
Stevens, announcer; Gilbert Anderson. engineers, asked Emory
Lee.

Transcribed Backlog On

die, is moving ahead in its mutualpromotion pact with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Last night
(Tues.
Seville was M-G star Van Heflin cut an hour-

the

Vallee and CBS have called off negotiations. Just a lot of
things that rubbed Vallee the wrong way. He’ll concentrate on
Mel Williams on leave from his job 'as .secretary of
Radio and Television Directors Guild to make a tele survey for the
Army. Brass in the Pentagon want to know how many sets are in
use, how much equipment is around, etc., for their files, just in case.
Tour of duty, which puts him back in his major’s uniform, may ketp
him on the move lor 90 days
Don Quinn entered the infirmary to
have his ulcer looked after and other parts of his anatomy cb.'^erved.
.

little

(on,

'

Takes Two Programs

.

I

I

It

.

,
j

HOLLYWOOD

Strike

i

j

.

I

WEOL

tinned on page 34)

will follow with

I

of news, forums, symphonic and
lighter classics over a |chedule that
runs from 6 a m. to 1 p.m., with a
aecond session from 6:30 to 11:30
p.m.
Cleveland, May 17.
The light, or Parisian network,
A .strike and subsequent quitting
operates from 6 to 9 a m. and from
12 *noon) to 10:30 p.m. These op- of their jobs resulted in a virtually
erations are limited for economy new staff taking over at
in
reasons due to the increase in costs
A adjacent Elyria after the station
of personnel and electricity.
off
the
air for approximately
third network, really a station deal, was
la a symbolic good-will station, a
28 hours.
atation that broadcasts internatit>nIn a prepared statement, a comal programs on an exchange basis mittee
representing the ex-emevith countries all over the world. ployees, said that they left their
This network represents an inter- posts Tiiesday (10) at 12:30 in pronational concept that is intriguing; test again.st “unjustified dismissal
bere the French government gives in several case.s” and in an effort
to countries the privilege of broad- to meet w'ith the board of directors
casting to the Fiench people. Pro- of the Elyria-Lorain Broadcasting
trams are kept on a cultural level Co. which owns the station. EmJnot nece.s.sarily highbrow) and are
ployees said they wanted a connon-political except perhaps by in- tract covering
job security, sick
nuendo.
leave
provisions,
vacations and
American Colony Regrets
holiday work plus “a clarification
The con<-epf of this third of the of why authority for many of the
French bruadca.sting team is well station policies and obligations are
Unfortunate- not vested in station management.”
Wrorth investigation.

In

and

Stan Freeman, of
Gino Caimi, Italian impre.s.sario, away from WOV.
NBC’s “Candlelight Revue. goes into N. Y.’s Blue Angel next Tuesday
(24)
Charles Webster and Ralph Bell new to “Lora Lawton cast
Palmer
Bernard Burke and l.eora Thatcher join "David Haruin’’
Horace Schw'erin. since it will force Thompson working on “Backstage Wife” .... Toni Damay to “Lort nzo
to “Just Plain Bill'’
AM to eliminate the waste with Jones” cast and Skip Homeier and Patsy Campbell
which it has been plagued, both in cast. .. .Arlene Blackburn into “Front Page FarreU” players.
commercials.
programming and
Charging that “more than 90% of fj\
.
.
.
radio commercials and 50% of
History is doing a repri.se for Dee Engelbach and Tom McKnighL
programming is waste,”
radio
Schwerin is .still highly optimistic Some years back Engelbach pulled out as producer of Philco’s big hour
over AM’s future, since recent esti- show and McKnight was brought in. Last week Dee walked out of
mates predict only 44' r of the en- NBC’s James Mason series and Tom walked in.
‘Corny” Jackson
tire population will ow n TV sets
got only one turndow'n for his starry Treasury bond show, from a comic
by 1954.
have long
Researcher is to detail his con- who couldn’t gel a capital gains deal. And they do say they
him Is that such
clusions to the Chicago Radio Man- memories at Treasury. What makes It look bad for
tomorrow' stars as Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Red Skelton, et al.. achere
agement Club
The word drifts back here from the east
(Wed.). At that time, he will also cepted without a quibble
present the first blow-by-blow re- that Kudner’s Myke Kirk cornered Bob Hope for a television deal and
Bob
like mad to a new client.
lad
is
pitching
teevee’s
fair-haired
ports of his organization's 1,800
shook his head more up and down than sideways. .. Ed Gardner has
tests of radio commercials.
show
radio
his
Rico
grandiose
plans
for
taping
Puerto
bug
bad
and
the
According to Schwerin, listeners
only remember commercials which there and al.so produce pictures. Low labor costs is what appeals to him
Chicago. May 17.
Threat of television is the be.st
thing that has happened to radio
in years, according researcher to

Goes AWOL

Staff

p.

Tommy
Martin Gabel off to Coa.st to script new Danny Kaye pic
Velotta, ABC’s news v p.. and web flack Lee Silvian back after attending Women’s National f’ress Club banquet honoring Mrs. Roosevelt
laa.v Siejel,
auditioning Romo Vincent for AM-TV possibilities
ace CBS photog. bedded w ith German mea.sels .... Andre Baruch nursing a leg ailment, recurrence of injury sustained during the war. He'll
bq off his feet for 10 days, but docs say he’ll be well enough to tackle
emcee chores on "Hit Parade” and “.All-Time Hit Parade.” which start
WHOM'.s Fortune Pope pulled a Bill Paley. lining
June 4 and 5

i

are the voice of war.”

erage.

'Frisco,

Upheat, Dissecting WOR

official

cost.

H’wood and

left last weekend for month in
a brief junket to D. C.

Schwerin's Radio

:

and biilliant job.
The French system now breaks
down into three segments totaling
42 stations, ample for French cov-

\

'll)

.

“.Ml these transmissions are
broadcasts for big business
which wants to increase its

'

'I'iines.

.

kreps

called

see

.

Nat

keeps
advert i.ser.s Iterause it
'I'he
itself.
selliiiK
everlastingly
Hs pioKiains and
of
lirninotioii
Kt.Z'a
tif
part
It
a
is
nun
as
set \ iees
operation as the pi oKiHininlnK it.self.

teen

others only
statement.

.

Eisenberg producing “Deems Taylor Show” and scripting
Pauline Wartsky (CBS) sails tomorrow
“Tommy Dorsey Show”
Priscilla Kent, “Second Mrs. Bur(Thurs.) for six weeks in Europe
in mid-July ... .Ted Hudes has
Continent
ton” scripter. to leave for
shellacked two programs on displaced persons for cuffo airing
Workshop on WNYC’s “Radio
Lawrence
Mitch Grayson to direct Sarah
Bob Kintner, .ABC exec v.p., and flack Earl
X” tomorrow (Thurs.)
..WMGM stork news: sons
(16)
Mullin. returned from C()asl Monday
were born to the Marty Glickmans (Wednesday) (ID and the John
ad-promotion v p to adKenway.
ABC
Ivor
Pascales Tuesday '!())
dress Scranton ad club tomorrow (Thurs.) .... NAM’s Johnny Johnston

JOHN OONNOKS
KLZ

“The whole world knows,”

after the Germans were
out of Paris, with three
transmitters left, mone of them in
A-1 condition or with very much
power), the physical effort of reconstruction has been a gigantic

.

Jess BIckmore, ex-Borden’s, to join Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample a.v
Donald Hirsoh 'CBS) became father of boy Wednesday
June 1

Promotion

its

said the broadcast, “of the
daily efforts of Walter Winch-

booted

CITY

.

for the Hartford

Prime*

of these interests.

acratch,

v('oi

^EW YORK
.

hurts, got the accolade of a

ell,

>

(

WMGM

blast from Radio Mos<ow la.st
week. In a wide-.scale attack on
all .American radio, the Moscow transmitters declared that
“the U. S. radio serves the interest of the monopolies for it
is owned by the monopolies.”
Radio Moscow then went on to
assert that Winchell was a tool

and

i

Arthur Simon, former radio exec, has been named radio director of
Wife and daughter of
the Gale agency, with headquarters in N. Y
flack, displaying paintings in national women artJo Ranson,
Rosemary Rice doing new “Aunt Jenny” sequence
i.sts’ exhibit
Gordon Fraser, ABC correspondent, will address Teaneck Rotary ( lob
Mail count cm “Stop the Music” TV version hit .50.(K)0
today (Wed.)
Betty Clark, 12-year-old blind soprano on ABC, to do
last week
Anne Parenteau Norman, for eight
three benefits Friday (20) eve
years writer on the Jimmy Fidler program, now doing a radio column

Washington, May 17.
Walter Winchell. whose anticommunist broadcasts have
been stinging the Reds where

10.

are the spon-

French programs. The govadvertising
their
is
•rnmenl
agency, and the result is a curious
compound of maturity and primiprogramming
French
tiveness.
Ideas are refreshing, pouring out of

•or.s of

<>

the Production Centres

^444444444444 44444444444444444444444444444444-M-4IIS

i

Director,
N. Y.)
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—

1949
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Hasn’t Kept Rendezvous With Destmy
<V P

May

looks

now

as

if

it

be held in

will

New York'.s AFRA Ball in the Ho- “First Nighter” .'(tory, to be aired May 26 ...ABC promotion staffer
Karl Sutphin on three-week vacation involving 21 daily sorties fiom
tel Astor, will feature I.,awTence
been Tibbett, Lanny Ross. Herb Shriner, home
Mart.y Hogan in new disk show via WGN five w eekiv
arguing in fav(»r of giving the Hugh Laing, Minerva Pious, Imo- Breakfast Club troupe off for cast coa.st next week with members Don
giveaway a summer ride so that, gene Coca, Ken Roberts and other McNeill, Jack Owens, Patsy Lee. Fran Alli.son, Sam Cowling and Bernie
come fall, when Benny returns for radio and show biz names. The Christianson
WIND’* Sid Roberts taking two weeks in New York
the new .sea.son, the show will be musical satire will be produced by
...WBBM's “Country Hour” back to 60 min. with Harry Campbell
solidly entrenched. However, Bob Ross and James Shelton, with hosting
WGN emcee Hank Grant planning Father’s Day broailcasl
others feel that the effort to inject music arranged by Tony Cabot and In which kids are phoned for their opinions about fathers
Sciipter
a Sunday NBC hypo would be dis- choreography by Anthony Tudor.
Richard Durham told life story of baseball pitcher Satchel Paige «>n
sipated during the weak summer
The 40-mlnute show, marking the
WLS flack chief Bernice Warner back on duty from illnes*
.schedule, and hacking the giveaway first time the AFRA shindig has
.NBC’s Don Krause will wed Edith Allen in June.
Arlren Johnshow with the new fall lineup. In- used original skelche.s, will cover son new per.sonal secretary lo WBBM general manager Lea Allaw
cluding the “'rheatre Guild of the the humorous side of radio from ABC flacker Craig Claiborne off to Virgin Islands on vacation
Do®
Air,” would enhance Its chances.
the performer's point of view.
Laiffer bowing out ac WIND announcer.
—
abeyance until the

Some

web

fall.

execs

have

.

.

.

WMAQ
.

.

.

.

.

.
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»
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COMIC BOOK FIELD ‘INVASION’
—

On

Sniping Season Is

Lowell Thomas’ 420G Tops Payrolls

Washington. May 17.
The season is on for sniping at the Federal Communications
con»es
whenever
Congress
It
is in session.
In the
Cojnniission.
Senate, the Master of the Hounds is Chairman Edwin C. Johnson
Committee
the
on
Interstate
of
& Foreign Commerce
(D.-Colo.),
who has been 'ihooting at FCC to ward off any possibility of licensing superpower to AM stations and to make sure there’s plenty of
competition in television.
Last w'cek, Rep. Francis E. Walter ^D-Pa.), a ranking member
Walof the House Judiciary Committee, actively joined the hunt.
ter, whose principal concern is with FM, told the House he believes “the time has come” for a “thorough Investigation” of the
FCC and its staff for “flagrant and willful violations” of the Administrative Procedure Act. The Ad. said Walter, does not countenance the “procrastination” which, he charged, FCC is guilty of
on various long-standing matters before it. He said he proposed
to go ahead with an inquiry when funds are approved for the
regular functions of the Judiciary Committee.
Walter said he has received 10,000 requests for copies of an address he made in the House a month ago when he blamed the
Commission for impeding the growth of FM and suggested that the
Justice Department look into the obstacles impeding the medium.
He said the mail he has received since his address “has been not
only voluminous but also startling.” He said he received information pointing to “deliberate and contemptuous violations” by the
FCC of its procedural responsibilities.
S<oring the agency for resorting to “inaction” as a regulatory
device, w’hile keeping the public and the radio industry waiting in
suspense, the Congressman pointed to the Commission’s failure
to decide such questions as clear channel policy, giveaway programs, multiple ownership of radio and television stations, editorializing on the air, and the proposed AVCO repeal.
Walter’s speech was applauded by William E. Ware, prexy of
the FM Assn., as a “great service” in airing the problems of FM
radio.
Ware said FMA is studying action along the lines proposed
by Walter calling for Justice Department action.
The response
to that speech, said Ware, “underscores the problems which ar«
burdening FM broadcasters all over the nation.” Many FM’ers, he
pointed out, are newcomers to broadcasting and are risking their
limited funds “to bring the best in radio coverage and service to
their local communities.”
Walter’s interest in FCC operations is due in part to his coauthorship of the Administrative Procedure Act, which is designed
to .set out rules governing activities of regulatory agencies to protect the public and parties appearing before them.

ABC, WOR (N.Y) Studies Offer Fresh
Evidence That Radio
strides made by AM in
few years, which have
obscured by the attention

Is Still

Around

Forward
the

past

been

Gillette’s

given the spectacular TV boom,
are revealed in surveys made for
ABC and WOR, N. Y. The studies
are considered impartial because
ABC is selling TV as well as

and

WOR

the Jersey Stakes
Race in CJarden State Park. N. J.,
will be simulcast over ABC’s full
266-station web and a seven-outlet
Kastern TV liookup. May 28 at

AM

will

soon launch

4:4.5

adjunct.

ABC

data shows that more peo-

Garden State Tab

Running of

its tele

p

in.

Ciillette

will

pick up

tab.

tlie

,

pie are spending more time listening to their radios. It cites Broad-

Yankee Web

cast Measurement Bureau figures
jliow ing Hie number of radio homes

having increased from 33,998,000
in
1946 to 37,623,000 In ’48—
boost of 10.7%.
The number of
radio' families has
grown from
90 4% in ’46 to 94.2% in ’48. Af
the .same time the percentage of
radio lioines with more than one
set has doubled in the same twoyear period, increasing from 18^7
to 34' r. according to Nielsen Re-

Boston. >Mav

As a result of
Yankee Network
strike

Public service
b*‘

hedged

Talent Paid
Fla., May 17.

programming

failure of IBEWnegotiations, the

engineers
net

'17.

In

MELLPRS

Radio is moving into the comic
book field in a big way, with soap
operas, whodunits and kid shows
being translated into the magazine
medium. Now appearing as comic
monthlies are NBC’s "Mr District
Attorney” and CBS’ “GangbustAnother CBS mystery.
ers.”
"Casey, Crime Photographer,” has

'

(May

People

at

WNAC

will

by Florida stations as
result of a key resolution passed
here liy Florida Assn, of Broadcasters.
Introduced bv Tom Watson, .Ir. of WSWN, Belle Glade,
resolution put the conclave on rec- more anfl more In video operation
ord as opposed to any free pubfor future, has been faced with
serviie show on which fees arc serious losses in the transitional
paid lo actors, musicians, and other period
really wanted to prune
It
t»rodiiction personnel.
its engineering slafl on a promise
Watson explained that broadcas- to rehire them as the video situat»*rs have time as their only comtion clarified, and attempted to permercial commodity. He said it was suade the union this was the most
unfair for variou.s organizations, in- practical step. Union, however, recluding the U. S. Army, Navy and fused to consider and walkout
Red Cross, to pay actors and followed.
expect stations to broadcast their
Most seriously affected by the
fe.itures free.
New officers. of the walkout are the annotinccrs and
association are W. Wright Esch. of newsmen on sympathy .strike, since
'''MK.J, Daytona Beach, prexy; Gar- the IBEW is supposed to have a
land Powell. WRUF. Gainsville. good deal more financial backhist
vice-prexy;
However,
Watson, second vround than AFRA.
vice-prrxy.
and
Jerry
Stone 'ocal .\FR.\ members are being
V' .N'DB.
Daytona Beach, secretary- tabbed for lO'V of their salaries
Ueasuier.
lu tide Hie striking members over.
in

Crime Photographer
Hit Parade

,

....

18.2
17.9
13.3
14 4
14.0
13.3
13.3
12.9
12.5
12.3

Bob Haw'k

12.1

Stop the Music

11.7

FCC Aids

out a comic
mag based on CBS’ “Suspen.so” in
the early fall, with a half-million
Book will start as a
circulation.
bi-monthly, then go on a monthly

Subcommittee last week
Appearing with his fellow Com-

priations

missioners to urge
a

When
new

of

agency’s

the C’ommission starts up
he exservices,

opens up areas for inexpansion which returns
more revenues to tlie Treasury in
the form of taxes than it co.sts to
it

establish the
thorization of

•

new

services.

Au-

new services, he
added, permits the maniifacturo of
equipment, the profits from which
bring to the Treasury revenues
the
than
greater
considerably
amount of money involved in the
FCC' budget. (The House bill provided $6 ..'32.'). 000 for the fiscal year
19.'30».
To cut the FCX' budget,
said Coy. can cost this govemment
money “because of our ability to
serve industry and the users of
radio”
Citing television as a good example. C'oy told the Senators that
“if we can get this service stabilized in the next year and get an
allocation so that there may be

In the tele field. Marlin Stone
has Inked a contiact for NBC-TV’s
“Howdy Doody” lo appear in the
Juve mag circuit.

stations

in

all

of

the

cities

of America that want it, the
dollar volume of busine.s.s in transmitters and in receivers will run
annually into billions of dollars.”
But if the Commission is forced by
lack of funds to delay the deve'oprnent and causes factories to suspend operations “bocau.se our rules
have not been brought up to date.”
will cost the govcnilie said,
it
ment a great deal more than the
$100,000 involved.

'

Telephone’ Tab
and

night’s

“Telephone Hour” on NBC
added up to a $7.0U0 lab just for
the two-personality spread, one of
the program's all-time high talent
(16)

CBS HOUR FOR SALE
IN

ARMOUR BOWOUT

Now that Armour has cancelled
out on the afternoon “Hint Hunt”

budgets.
It
marked the second
time that “Telephone Hour” went

program.
full
hour

segueing into a
First time was three

script” in

CBS

finds

daytime

itself with a
(3:3()-4:30» on

its
hands.
As result, web execs
“pop” Idiom
arc romancing Colgate and the Wilwhen Bing Crosby liam Esty agency to take over the
years
ago
guested.
Otherwise the stanza is 3:30-4 segment for two cross-thereserved fur longhair artists.
board daytime serial strips.
Colgate has manifested some inPinza was inked in for $4,060,
and Miss Martin at approximately tere.st in easing up on its heavy$3,000
Former is committed to budgeted spots in favor of embrac“Telephone Hour for four guest ing daytime programming, with
CBS making a flock of presenta.shots at the 4G figure l>etween now
and next April. Contract was ne- tions. Decision may be foithcomgotiated before “South Pacific” ing this week.
As for the 4-4 30 segment. Collegit deal was set. with proviso
that the radio show would get pri- umbia wouldn’t be averse to Kraft
buying
the time for a switchover
ority over all other commitments
Subsequently Pinza negotiated for from NBC nighttime to CBS daytime programming.
Miss Martin ’to ‘duo with him.
,

”

I

($95,79.'3t.

Re-

Inc.. $47,500; William S. Todman.
$32,312; Mark (loodson, $31,862;
Patricia
Carrington Productions,
$23,400; Hoagy Carmichael Enterprises. $23,000; and VIP Service,
Inc.. $20,947.
In addition. CBS laid out $92,900

Rosen man Goldmark. Colin &
Kaye and $27,975 to O’Melveny &
Meyers for legal services. Rating

to

surveys cost CBS $13.5.938 for A. C.
Nielsen and $51,206 for C. E,
Hooper, with $44,013 going to
Bro.'ideast
Measurement Bureau.
Paul Kesten. a former web topper,
got $23. 000 for consultant services.

CBS’ net income for ’48 wai
$8,186,231 before taxes and $3,041,682 after taxes. Assets were given
as $29,918,000. As.sets of the net
and
its
domestic
subsidiaries
totaled $43,436,000.
AHC'.s top-salaried triti for ’48
included Paul Whiteman ($143,316,
covering services both as v p. and
artist';
F.
Alden Russell, who
broadcasts as Tod Malone ($79,330);
and prez Msrk Woods ($73,000).
In the independent contractors'
bracket. ABC li.sted Don MeNeili,
$180.229.. Allen
Flint.
$78,626;
Margaret Lynch (owner of “Ethel
and .Albert”). $62.4.59; Ed and
Pegeen Fitzgerald, $57,969; Lester
Lewis. $40,380; Larry White, $34,911; H R. Baukhage. $32,233; Alies
Maslin. $25,679; and Cal Tiiiney,
$20,800. ABC paid A. C. Nielsen
$37,216, C. E. Hooper. $26,374; and

BMB. $25,222.
The web reported its gross income for the year at $37,110,726
with a net profit of $468,676 and
of $22,929,620. Of 1.689,017
of stock outstanding on
’49.
1
ABC stated that
53 38%’ was owned b>
Edward

a.s.sets

shares

March

J.

Noble

Vexed by A&A’s 25G
‘Settlement’

Offer,

Morris Agency Sues

and

towns

7G

Pinza

the

broadcast

plained.

from the child guidbureau of the New York
Board of Education passes on copy
for the “Casey” rnag.

Ezio

restoration

in

dustrial

ance

of

cut

to the nation.

“Casey,” “Suspense” and “Pretend”
the deals and has three others close
to inking stage. CBS maintains editorial supervision over the mags
and approves all ads. In addition,

Mary Martin on Monday

$108,000

budget for next year by the House.
Coy told the Senators that FCC’
expansion means increased revenue

ing to radio for substitutes. The
soapers and whodunits, they find,
are good meat for adults who read
the comic books.
Arthur Perles, who handles subsidiary rights for CBS. set up the

Pinza, Martin

17.

money’s

worth out of the FCC’. Chairman
Wayne Coy told a Senate Appro-

Nets, agencies and bankrollers
are all hot for the mag tieups because they give them heavy promotion which would be hard to
buy. Mags include covers picturing the stars, pages listing local
outlets carrying the shows and cuts
of the network mikes, besides generating Increased audiences via
The webs
interest in the shows.
also get healthy royalty fees.

Publisher Deals
At the same time, publishers are
going for the deals as an answer
Asto many of their problems.
sured of a ready-made market in
a show’s fans and plugs on the air,
they are also getting acceptable
material which will not be attacked
by civic and educational groups.
Many publishers criticized for
sadistic and blue stories are droping the disputed books and look-

May

get their

King

Tom

Howard, producer,
$218,751; Frank Cooper Associates,
$1().5.27.'3;
William S. Todman and
Mark Goodson combine, $82,040;
Ed Sullivan. SSS.S.'iO; Wolfe Associate.s,
$.53,427;
Miekev Roonev,

Govt. In

Washington.

Reed

port ('d as independent contractors

were:

Service-Coy

The taxpayers

basis.

Figures

.

put

In

ABC

Wa.shington, May 17.
.Annnual reports for 1948 filed
by ABC and CBS with the FCC
show Lowell Thomas leading th«
monetar.N parade with $420,300 followed bv .Arthur Godfrey, who took
$2.‘30.0(tl^ in salary and $123,623 for
his Arthur Giidfrey Productions.
F(^C regulations require networks to list the top three .salaried
employees. C'BS’ report cited Godfre>
prez Frank .Stanton ($109,798,
plus $9,296 in a pension fund) and

John

Taxes, Taxpayers

the new magazine, which will hit
the streets in the summer with a
circulation of 500,000. Some pub-

“off

Funnv

Suspen.se

NBC

Appearance

.Are

Bob Hope

subsidiary. Broadca.st Features,
ia publisliing “Casey” and is
now negotiating for “Portia Faces
soaper, and other books
Life,”
to be based on Elaine Carrington’s
CBS
stable of daytime serials.
has also set a deal with the D.S.
Publishing Co. for a mag which
will put its 18-ycar-old program,
“Let’i Pretend,” in comic book format. Nila Mack, who has supervised the CBS children’s show
since its inception, will w'ork on

also

19.1

Louella Parsons
Dennis Day

up

which

will

22.3
21.9

Talent Scouts
Fibber & Mollv

a

lisher

17)

Lux Radio Theatre
Walter Winchell
Jack Benny
Mv Friend Irma

85,000 stands with 500.000
copies this week and more radiopublishing tieups are in the works.
set

of CBS,

The New Hoopers

hit

Marvel Comics Group has

FCC Release

>

stations in Provi-

dence. Bridgeport. Hartford. Worcester and I’ortland went into Its
third week today with no sign of
cither side relenting.
.\ll-da\ disciussion of the negotiators failed to materialize into any
working a.grecmcnt to .settle the
dispute, which arose when IBEW
negotiators, seeking a substantial
raise, were countered with a proposal for a 20''r> cut and a work
week of 40 hours in six consecutive days.
It's a particularly diffieult situation to straighten out. according t«
insiders, since Yankee, switching

Cuffo Public Service
If

of 80

and Yankee

Florida B’casters Nix

Shows

SOAPS.

a psychologist

IBEW Talks Fail

(Continued on page 34)

Ponte Vedre.

Still

Strike-Bound As

search Institute.
(BMB e.stimates
multiple set homes at 40.9% in ’48.
According to Nielsen, sets were

—

Hollywood. May 17.
and FreeGosden’s
attorney.
Loyd
Wright, had been dickering with
.Abe Lastfogel for a settlement of
the William Morris agency’s com.After C'harles Correll

man

mission claim against Amos ’n’
.Andy, the agency decided to sue.
Lastfogel thought a “reasonable
settlemc'nt'’ might be worthwhile
but whcMi Wright came up with a
$23,000 bid. the general manager
of the Morris ofTiee decided to take
legal action for the entire $300,000
it
thinks due.
Morris claims
$1,100
weekly
commission so long as .A & A are
with Lever Bros.
Fact that Correll

and Gosden made

gains”

deal,

agetuy (MCA'

a

“capital

through

another

not considered a
legal out, since the employment is
a continuation of the original deal
the Morris office had set with
Lever Bros.
Agency looks upon
this as an evasion of the original
contract
Gang. Kopp & Tyre are
attorneys for the Morris office
Situation also cropped up in recent months where Burns & .Mien,
long associated with the Morris
office, negotiated a deal with CBS
through Music Corp. of .America.
But the incident occurred after
General P'lMids,
BAcA’s
sponsor.
.served notice of cancellation at tha
end of this" season, which renders
unlikely any possible legal repc'r„cii'-sioMv p.nr.'illeling the .A4.A case.
is

1

1!
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Ballet Theatre Gets

WJZ-TV Debuting Daytime

On Five-Day

Airing
60-Min.

Sked, Starting

FCC Gets Squawk from 3

Lucia Chase’* Ballet Theatre
will make its first television appearance Sunday night
(22) in the NBC-TV “Drama Theatre” slot from 9 to 10. While sevtop-ranking ballet dancers
eral

May 24

On

Cities

TV Showcase

Par s Request to Amend Detroit Bid

company

Washington. May

17
New York key stations
Paramount’s recent request to
video web. is going into
‘Bugs
the
Federal
Curb
Communications
Cornhave performed in various video
daytime tele May 24, although on a Be a Good Citizen
shows, next Sunday will mark the
flve-day sked instead of the six-day
'
Station
w'n
Bunny’ Bits on Video
basis originally planned.
Fillers first appearance of a major ballet
Television
Melocompany.
will kick off with “Market
Hollywood, May 17.
Group is scheduled to do “I.a
dies,” a two-hour, cross-the-board
™h^ad"to ’the ’felev^sion pHeation for a television station'Tn
brought protes.s last, weoK
IMPPRO is making a group of
shopping service featuring Anne
nf the first will H«lU.s*of fur?ent‘”properties, Indi- ?I'™i.,
Featured in
Russell and Walter Herlihy. and
^
filler television Quatre.”
and
in
service
future plans was seen
of
cation
*11
cmn Telephone
T^4'ipnnnno ^
Youskevitch, Nana Gollbe
Igor
add “Television
three
cities
in which Par is seekwill
with Warner Bros,’ warning to
films which firm will peddle to inner, Edward Caton, Nicolas Orloff
stations.
A. petition filed in
Game.” a series of 10 weekly, quarlast
Prentice
George
puppeteer
Adams, 1 hk
die video outlets. Production unit and Paul Godkin.
Diana ^aams,
ter-hour segments, June 7.
nine-second behalf of applicants in Boston and
week to stop ^ing a^mne
'
Tuesday - through - Friday sked is also megging presentations for Norma Vance, Jocelyn VoUmar
Francisco assumed that Par I,
will have “Melodies” from 2-4 p.m.. nightly signofT
was notified that he cannot do tiTing to clear the way for recon“Telephone” from 4-4:15 p.m. and
the sXnd'nu'tn^^' Ballet “msaiuiuay and seven minutes and are dc- pany's Dimitri Romanoff will stage, ‘t
again from 4:45-5 p.m.
tgain
p m. Saturday
.'?aX.d’'al
at tlds IhoseVitIcs by New^Englanl! "’heal
granted
reGarry Simpson directing the none would be
lineup will be • Melodies" from 10- signed for telensing in ease of
“j;,,”7ar,iS,m
failures cameras.
NBC orch will be con- tiin^e.
12 a.m., “Telephone” from 12-12:15 mote failures and technical
* 1, t
au
rcsuec
dnHin
potwants vision Productions Inc
Feeling is that the stu<ho w
Max Goberman of the
and again from 12:45-1 p.m., films which do not affect transmission.
lively
and
rights
teevee
all
reserve
to
panoramic
Fillers will feature
Ballet Theatre.
w'ill fill the half-hour periods bePar
s
request
Although
to
amend
any u.se around the vaude, cafe
scenes of the nation. They have
tween “Telephone” segments.
and vaudeo circuits would make its Detroit application was to free
WJZ-TV decided to go into day- been tabbed at four to $10 per
of possible anti-trust inthis particular bit a stale item by itself
time tele with only five spon.sois minute.
three
the time film firm is ready to mar- eligibility, the opposition oT rival
rui.
features
service
Public
for its “Melodies.” although it had
was based on the fact
applicants
ket the Bugs Bunny series on telepreviously announced it would wait minutes and deal in generalities
December issued a
vision.
until it had 12 bankrollers for the such as keeping the city clean,
which concluded
decision
proposed
the
Warners’ action Is similar to
•how. The stanza will be beamed going to church, driving safely and
that Par controls DuMont, and that
Cantor
Eddie
between
IMPPRO
tiff
current
fires.
forest
of
prevention
to
to supermarkets, in addition
companies
now have
the
two
since
authorand Lew Hearn over the
home viewers, with four .sets in- has set a flat rental fee of $25 per
“Belt-in-the-Back” five stations (the limit allowed
feature
the
ship
of
.C
gtalled in each of 25 outlets of the year per pic. Signoff films
s
Four new directors and ciw,
FCC)
their
by
company
one
pendthe
on
performed by Hearn
Grand Union chain, and additional playing of the national anthem sociate directors have been named
Texaco Star Theatre May 3. Each ing applications should be denied,
•tores and chains to be added in w hile camera takes audience on a
promorules,
of
once
the
a
series
against
probit.
It’s
in
a
the
CBS-TV
claims to have written
tour of the country’s landmarks at
the future.
are and ends at the White House. Pix tions designed to bulwark the Hearn performed this piece for posed decision has been issued, to
inked
already
Sponsors
application,
the
MuropposiKen
amend
an
in
the
house two and a half years
Brooklyn Union Gas (via N. W. will also be leased for $25 for
currently-building
ray’s “Blackouts” at El Capitan tion contended,
Ayer) for Servel appliances; Hills year.
package department. Topping the
.A petition filed with the CornHollywood, without any
Bros. (Blow) for Dromedary cake
list is Ralph Nelson, moving over
protest from Cantor. However, co- mission by Haley, McKenna &
mixes; Stahl-Meyer meat products
Hearn
when
Wilkinson,
in behalf of Ed Pauley,
after
remonstrated
NBC-TV
median
from a similar job at
(Blaker); Taylor-Reed Corp. (Tracy
with Par in
Kent) for Q-T Frosting; and Wilhaving earlier scripted such Broad- was given credit as being author who is competing
Boston Metropolitan
performance.
and
Frisco,
teevee
its
on
liam Wise (Thwing & Altman) for
way legiters as “The Wind Is NineTelevision Co., rival applicant in
cook books, “Melodies” broadcast
ty,” a number of screenplays, inthe Hub, said Par’s request to retimes are keyed to peak traffic peupcoming Cagney
the
cluding
open hearing records would delay
riods in supermarkets.
Is
in
the
film,
“Lion
Prod,
action for a year in the three cities
‘Phone’ In 10-Year Contract
Streets,” and having acted in a
“Original Amateur Hour,” for
and work great hardship on the
group of “Kraft TV Theatre”
Game”
“Television Telephone
Par’s reorganizaother parties.
one of the DuMont’s top- shows.
has been optioned for ABC - TV months
tion, the petition said, is still in
are
Alan
directors
Other
new
web
at
owned-and-operated and affiliated rated shows, may ankle that
and changes In
stage
planning
the
stations in a 10-year contract for
g^d of the current cycle. Old Dinehart, Jr., son of the late film
ownership won’t be achieved for
actor and former CBS-TV product gmore than $1,000,000. The show, ^
„
^
„
over
to
make
$40,000
CBS
stands
year.
nearly
a
" tion supervisor; Herb Sussan, an
owned by Harry S. Goodman Prorr
A similar petition was filed by
plus the associate director since Septem^r, in bowing out* of, the Tournament
ductions. is an audience-participa- nen & Mitchell ad agency,
rr11
tioner. Viewers write down the last show’s producers, reportedly desire and John Wray, also an associate of Champions, despite the fight J"?}”®
® I!’
^
p
on
choreogr^her
and
num
telephone
their
f|^®®tor
five digits of
n^ore ambitious production facilihaving lost a rponcst ^to^ a’n^nd iU*^*a^'DlicaUon
outfit
nr Social Securilv number and
.k,„ .K„,a
««,000^
from United Detroit Theatres Corp.
MaU hIp
circle the figures depending on now make available.
United Paramount Theatres
their answers to various questions,
MtnhJfan Center.
Cem.^ N.
n'’v
Other three webs, as a result lib, formerly a floor manager; The- ’Manhattan
Y. *nffi<ial
Official
ou,n or control
mnir,.'
Inc., which would own
ehief of
H.
Fetter,
former
odire
As soon as the viewer finds all have
auiiiicu
utuum^ for
lui
u4;£;uii
spirited bidding
iiavK begun
announcement of the CBS exit to
.
o *4 Cunningham, ne
in
aU ‘he ^a'lcs in
substantially
numbers circled, she calls the stn- the program, which the agency ‘“lent for Scott
|
j
U. S, now owned b y lai,
tion and collects a prize. Between hopes to continue in the Sunday
has not yet been made, but
Saunders
200 and 500 prizes, merchandise of- Jjjgj^t 7 to 8 slot. Present indica..
deal, i.
u.ra..
if
ucucvcu wciiam
certain the
i....
it «
,i
is believed
fered by participating sponsors,
CBS-TV as the win- /:
"ot a'^eady signatured, has been
wiinT [nr? tv
win be given away daily
^j^gg
^as that time open.
„g
set.
Pfi^^Lawjnce.fo^^^^^^
Each 15-minute segment can take If CBS snags the amateurs, it will
Under terms of the deal, the
producer of the Ballet Thefour
ur bankrollers with 15-second ggp^gsent a circuitous route for
Garden and the new International
^atre, and William C. Patterson, forcommercials or three bankrollers
show. Because DuMont had so
Boxing Club, in which former
mer
producer for WNBC, NBC’s
with 20-.second plugs. In addition,
stamulti-network affiliate :,iaheavyweight champ Joe Louis and
flagship in N. Y.. and later a
each quarter hour will be available
Still
P!:«"l?ter Arthur M^ Wi^^^^^
Dnun.ct:>
for two one-minute spots. Backers
L'f Producer for WBEN-TV (Buffalo). nered, are to pay $150,000 to the
.
y^jj^le to Clear the desired 4time
,
already signed are General Foods
Washington. May 17.
T. of C., plus 2% or 3% royalty on
(via Young & Rubicam) for Grape
Breaks
j^ghouse took over sponsorship. It
future bouts staged by IBC and the
Warner Bros, televi.sion plans
Nuts, and Swift s Peanut Butter (J.
^ program into a
o
Dallas, May 17.
the latter
Garden over a certain period of
Walter Thomp.son). Both contracts
Ground was broken Thursday time. In addition. CBS is to get are still something of a mystery
Wednesday night period and put
are for 13 weeks.
two sustaining house packages, (5) for the new Dallas television the right to televise some of the here despite the firm’s formal noti-
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Packaged by Remack Enterprises
Lou Goldberg and Ted Mack, who
emcees the show), the “Amateur
Hour” carries a weekly talent and
production budget of about $3,500.
It chalked up a four-city Pulse rating of 32.9 in the April listings.

erected for tele transmission

It.

into the

Toni Wants Out

Toni

Home Permanent

elded to drop

its

has de -

projected

the

Sunday

"Wesley,” station

spot.

pied by Gen. Dwight D.
bower’s Crusade In Europe
on the rival ABC-TV web.
believed the cosmetic firm
for

ratings

tnai

>

Philadelphia,

May

geared

17.

!

j

is

took

vae..,,.,.
The admission caused
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a
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stir
.....

in
...

federal district court near the
y^indup of a three-day hearing on

L.iusaae

firm

’Fhe

WB

j

censoring television
films. She denied the board was attempting to censor television, as
such, but told the court she believed the board had the power to
censor all television film, which
had not previously been given its
seal of approval.
In answer to a direct question
Mrs. Carroll said she believed a
complete
prizefight
.......
on
....
television
....vv.o.w.a
..o..v
t~would have to be submitted for approval. just as it is in the films,
for

[

'

'

I
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I

reached

George Harvey, sales manager
of WGN-TV. WaS elCCtCd prOSidf'nt
of the Chi Television ( 'nnnid'lVijt

week

(11)

along with

a

fiiM «;latc

Newsreels commercial announce- of officers and direct o'rs.' H'arvey
ments and adverisements on films succeeds James L. Stirton. first
in television would not require the proxy of the organiz.dion
Other
cen.sor board’.s .seal.
officers elected were Ru.ssell Tolg.
Judge William H. Kirkpatrick BBDAO agency, vice-prez: F'vel.vn
.said he would meet with counsel
Vanderploeg. Schwimmer agency.
for both sides June 6, after which secretary;
and
Kay Kennelly.
he would set a date for filing Olinn agency, treasurer
briefs and legal arguments. StaNew directors, who will double
tions taking part in the cen.sorship as committee chairmen, are Hal
suit are WGAL, Inc., operating as Stokes.
ABC. program; Sterling
WGAL. Lanca.ster; Allen B. DuMont (Red)
Quinlan
WBKB ouhlicitv".
..
Laboratories, Inc., WDTV, Pitts- Jerry Vernon. ABC, membership
burgh; Philco Television Broad- and rules; Bob Salk. Katz agency.
casting Corp..
WPTZ; Triangle research, and John Moser, legal
Publications, Inc., WfiI^-TV. and counsel. Stirton’s retiring speech
WCAU, Inc., operating WCAU-TV. revealed that the Council finished
The last three stations are located its first vear of operation.s with

'
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’
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KFMB BoWS

Hollywood. May
KFMB-TV bovved in San

17.
l)i*

tJ<’

.laivis

Monday (16) with
Entertainers im lucicd
emceeing.
Lee Hogan, Sons of Pioneers,
Throe Blazers.
Johnny Moore and...
I’jKon,
Martha
Dennis,
Clark
Helen Forrest, Bert Sluftcr » nd
Quarti
Felice
the Ernie
.M

t

*1’^
station also picki-d >ip
l'ASpade Cooley telecast trom
Los Angeles, giving the Coast its

New

;

$2,000 in the treasury.

nd
ani

— for reporters

„

I

j

in Philadelphia.

turnabout,

the

the pec.xplanaiion

over

comment

:

I

status*.

Cohn gave no

tition.

,
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hearing

Pre.siding, “pass

'

[
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a

Marcus Colin, rciiucstcd
Commissioner Edward VVeb-

counsel,

.

TV

Tab

properties,

radio-tele
to get

;

for

The conopetilive influence in thr
case was brought out by Earl G
Harrison, counsel for the five plaintiff’s, as Mrs. Carroll defended the
eensor board’s action. Amazed at
Operas for
Gallo
previous testimony by an array of
Georgie Hale, dance stager and top agency and network execs
producer, is entering the video about the extent of the u.se of film
/1_,J ...:4U 1„4„
«
.. .
.J
production field with a complete in television, Mrs. Carroll said she
He has cf- had thought most of TV .shows
1
witch grand opera.
fected a tieup with Fortune Gallo were “live” performances.
Chairman .said her board has 18
for one-hour tab versions of grand
employees, with offices in Harrisopera
A1 Grossman, N. Y. agent, will burg, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.
and that her organization was
be a.ssociated.

—

i

« suit brought by five video stations
restrain the Commonwealths
film ccnsors from interfering W'ith

hv imiip^

t
Agency
«ger Charles Irving.
Toni is Foote, Cone & Belding.

;

'

has decided to wait for the KCC
around to taking action on
the Thackrey deal, which is lied
up with an overall determination
of the eligibilty of anfi-tiiist viothe T. of C. operation. If the deal lators to enter the television field,
goes through as set. the present For a .while, in view of a statement
contractual altercation over the it had abandoned its video plans
services of welterweight champ because FCC had “absolutely reRay Robinson, which has held up fused” to approve the Thackrey
the scheduled bout to be promot€?d sale,
was
it
like
looked
by the T. of C. between Robin.son through with video.
and Kid Gavilan at the Polo
.A little more than a week ago,
Grounds. N. Y., will be automatic- W’arners filed to withdraw its apally solved.
plication for television in Chicago.
which has been tied up for a year
because of the video freeze. But
Haryf!” Ckosen Prez Of
Ia.st
Friday (13), when the "petition to dismiss” came up at what
Chi Television Counril is usually a routine hearing 'required when the application has
Chicago, May 17.
WB's

j

^^ProiecTed Ton?' show was “That

WnnrWni
W-A

it

Lonis-Wirtz combine last week.
That $150,000 is to be split throe
ways an>ong CBS, Music Corp. of
America and George Klctz-David
Charnay. who shared mutually in

I

Pa. Censor Board Stand on Tele Pix

Mrs. Edna R. Carroll, chairman
of the Pennsylvinia State Board of
Cen.sors, admitted under cro.ss-examination that the board’s rcgulation of Jan. 24, demanding that
television stations in the .state subEisenmit films for cen.sorship, was issued
series
,.„mplaints had been made by
It

recently to the Federal
Commi.ssion that
has extended its contract with
Mrs. Dorothy Schiff Tliackrey to
Aug. 1 to purchase her (’alifornia
fication

Communication

,

!

|

•arirsiicUr intri a/<r</Min4 tha

ffoi

i

Film Exhibs’ Beef Admitted as Behind

estimate.
to have been aired in
the Thursday night 9 to 9:30 slot.
original

boxing matches, which have heretofore been carried exclusively by
NBC-TV under a three-way deal
w'ith the Garden and Mike Jacobs’
20th Century Sporting Club. Latter outfit was replaced by the

half-

hour situation comedy series via
CBS-TV, more than three weeks
before the program was scheduled
to take the air. CBS, as a re.’jult,
has released its affiliate stations
from their time commitments.
As reasons for the decision. Toni
claimed the estimated talent and
production budget had climbed

way past
Show was

Please” and

(

On CBS-TV Show

KBTV

on Harry Hines blvd.
Station is being erected by Tom
Potter, head of Lacy-Potter Television, who purchased the land at
Contemplated
a reported $50,000.
improvements will cost $450,000
more.
A 377-foot steel tower will be

“Hold

I

first

“network” show.
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AGENCIES TO HARNESS TALENT
How

Real Can You Get?

DuMont Overhauling Its Program

PUTliraTDN

Television, through its current attempts for realism in dramatic
shows, may soon be forced to hire stunt men to take over the dangerous jobs from the stars, in much the same manner as Hollywood
has done. Program chiefs at the various TV networks believe the
athletic standins wHl become necessary regardless of whether a
program is aired live or produced on film.
Illustrating the situation was a sequence in CBS-TV’s “Studio
One” presentation •f Dashiell Hammett’s “Giass Key” iast Wednesday night (11). Story called for actor Don Briggs to crash through
a second-fioor window and leap to the ground. While trick camera
work eliminated the leap Briggs nonetheless had to jump through
the window. Counting the studio rehearsal and the actual producAnd, action, he was forced to go through the action six times.
cording to CBS-TV program toppers, they would have felt much
easier had Briggs been able to give way to a stunt man, since
any accident during rehearsal might have kept Briggs off the show.
To reduce that possibility to the minimum. CBS production supervisor John DeMott. w'ho came to the web after considerable
experience in Hollywood, followed the film studios' technique by
rigging up a balsa wood window frame with isinglass panes. Isinglass. heated to brittleness just before use, broke away, along with
the light wood frames when Briggs went crashing through.

DuMont

Despite constant denials from
television network chiefs of a
fight for program control with the
major ad agencies, most agencies
feel such a struggle will definitely
accompany TV’s growth. But. the
agencies aver, they will profit from
the mistakes they made in radio
and not give up their control of

DuMont
|

its
j

j
'

DuMont network will pitch
new programming efforts to
their ad

the selto

tele-

whetlu'r
auditioned over the air or via
closed circuit.
Transcription
prints will then be used as
sales promotion fodder for the
agencies.
In addition, program chief

I

'

I

AM

Sales Technique

potential sponsors and
agencies, as well as to
owners.
Web plans
transcribe each show,

TV shows.
.
While the network toppers claim
agencies have taken over
the
supervision of most of the top
shows, the agencies feel differently
about it. According to them, it is
the high-priced talent which now
controls the high-budgeted radio
productions. As the popularity of
stars grew hand-in-hand with
the increase in set circulation, the
stars’ salaries similarly sky-rocketed until both the agencies and
networks, regardless of which originated the program, were soon
forced to cater to the performers.
As a result, most agencies with
radio experience figure it’s time
to let the networks package the
the
with
show's
high-budgeted
Lever, Gen. Mills Sign
top-name stars. Then, if the stars
do take over eventually, they wilL
For
Hoopers gain control only of the shows buHt]
Such agencies, for
webs.
Lever Bros, and General Mills by the
their part, plan to concentrate on
this week signed for the upcoming
name talent.
w'ithout
programs
TV-Network Hooperatings, which
They figure that if they can get
C. £. Hooper plans to launch June
or an artist now at $100
actor
an
23.
First monthly • report will
per show, the salaries may mount
cover the May programs.
as SJiOO when TV
Report is to include both day- to as high
Stars now gettime
and nighttime sponsored reaches maturity.
upwards on TV will
and
ting
$1,000
shows, both on a network basis
similar pay boost and thus
enjoy
a
and separately for N. Y., Chicago,
take over control
Los Angeles. Philadelphia and may be able to
Washington, currently the top five of their-^how's.
List of some of the programs
TV cities in point of set circulanow on the air indicates the agention.
cies have already begun to follow
that line of thought. Chief excep;

Jim Caddigan and

AM

L. Caddigan and hi.s assistLarry Menkin.
has adopted a two-pronged
method of obtaining audience re-

ant.

Web

action to

'

Schwerin Testing-While-You-Wait

j

TV Preem in Chi

Chicago,

May

17.

of the most comprehensive
tests ever conducted for
television is to be carried out here
tonight tTues.) when the Schwerin
Research Corp., in association with

One

NBC,

get simultaneous, continuing reactions of 13,000 home
viewers in the Chicago. Detroit and
Cleveland areas to a TV version of
“Quiz Kids,” as aired from NBC’s
here. Huge home sample is
to be matched with the different
types of studio control audiences
In N. Y.
Test will introduce Schw’erin’s
“number-cueing” principle, basis
for his
radio testing, for the

:

listed.

-

w'ill

WNBQ

,

;

I

I

AM

Setowners watchprogram will see small

time to

first

Ing the

'

tele.

'

numbers, flashed for three-seconds
each at approximately 40 - second
intervals, superimposed on their
screens. Then, as they watch the
program, they are to indicate the»r
reactions on ballots mailed them
in advance. That system is to be
used by 9.000 viewers. In addition,
4.000 additional midwest families
will vote on the live telecast, using
“pictorial
question”
ballots
on
(Continued on page 37)
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Beefs
i

May

(

m Its Future

Chicago, which has yet to make
a serious dent in N. Y. as a television program origination center,
may get its chance through the
auspices of CBS-TV. Network program chief Charles Underhill left
for Chi Monday (16> to look over
the facilities of WBKB, new CBS
affiliate there, with the reported

Ewald’s “Chevrolet on Broadway”
and J. Walter Thomp.son’s "Kraft

budgeted

>

'

I

Hollywood action was announced
by chairman Claude L. McCue.who
termed the move 'one that would
"stifle development of this new’ and
important art and medium.”
McCue said "it is the unanimous
feeling of these unions in this major center of

AM

will open
programming.

cess

talent.

trol

the

TV Sneak Preems

broadcasts that

fall.

Seen Unfair
CBS

,

Central Terminal. N. Y..
probably more space than
competing webs, it has nonetheless
felt the space shortage considerably, Web toppers feel that a new
origination site is a pressing re-j
quirement and, since Hollywood
will be available only through kinescope recordings for at least another two years. Chi remains the
logical alternative because of Its
concentration of talent and proved
production know-how.
Underhill will also look over the
programs now aired locally by

To Hornsby on

|

if

Chi Cubs
brought in

any of them

merit networking at this time. Entire idea of originating shows from
Chi. of course, must depend on
cable availabilities.

Eileen Lang’s CBS Exit
Eileen Lang, CBS-TV story editor.

bowing out

the end of
the month as a result of policy
differences with the web.
In another CBS-TV personnel
is

change,

Kingman

tele

director,

Join

NBC-TV.

left

Chi Cub

at

tests

games, has
ba.seball
Bill Brundige to co-

Rogers Hornsby.
Freelancer Brundige started his
chores today (Tues. *. Main difficulty with Hornsby has been his
He
lack of rnnouncing knowhow.
also has nad his share of troubles
with the English language.
WENR-TV, and sponsor Goebel
Brewing Co., shopping around for
an announcer in a hurry at the

announce

competing

*

net-

sneak preeming new
Based
video shows over the air.
experience, he deCBS-TV^’s
on
clared that. If a sh«)W’ does not pan
out too wtdl on the first test, a live
audition will discourage viewers
from ever tuning into the same

works

Early Pgm. Vamps
A

its

As a
new program

again.

i-esult.

CBS

id<*as

only-

on closed circuit transmissions.
Web exec pointed out that when

with

.studios .sneak a film, the
expo.sed only to a single theatreful of people. It’s a safe practice then to pull the film back to
the studio for retakes in line with
audience reaction. In tele, though,
there is no way of telling in ad-

Hollywood
film

is

To TV

British

high-budgeted

live.s

Events Into Theatres

,

Some

of Britain’s fop sporting
events, which often aren't bandied
by the British Broadcasting Corp..
are likely to become available to
the put)lic if Granada Theatres.
Ltd., wins a license to construct a
television .station. An application
for a video transmitter is now
pending with the Postmaster General whereby the ciieuit
would

transmit programs to 25 ot

its

— either

to

rely on music

Karloff

WithoDt

Horror for Video

key

Hollywood.

theatres.

Now in New Y(»rk to slud> teeh
nieal advance.s the L'. S. Iia*^ tnade
in tele, Granada’s managing director Cecil Cf. Bernstein |)oinled out
last week that the BBC has a fixed
scale of compensation in dealing
with promoters for tele rights. If
the price is considered inadequate,
the event just isn’t picked up. A

li-

censed by Broadca.st Music. Inc.,
or to try for clearance on ASC.VP
material through each individual
writer and publisher, -\mong tbs
programs whose producers ara
considering the early summer exit
is the "Fred Waring Show." now
aired Sunday nights via CBS-TV,
which depends almost entirely on
music in its presentation.

Sports

May

17.

Boris Karloff television show doing packaged by Music Corp. of
America will be put on film by
start of the season, figured that a
agency for audition purposea.
M’waukee’s 24,500 Sets
topnotch player like Hornsby, who
Show, when it goes, will be livo.
Milwaukee, May 17.
also had a turn at managing and
Karloff is expected here from N. Y.
Tele sets sold in the Milwaukee
coaching, would fit the bill. But it
within 10 days for the s1ail.
didn’t work out that way. Horns- area ha\e reached a total of 24.500
MCA’s present plans will proxido
Figure represents a
by’s telecasts showed a mike shy- as of May 1.
a London setting for the packago.
ness from the start. Viewers often record monthly increase of 2.914 video license from the PG
be a suspen.^e type show
It will
precedent in itself, Bernstein said with horror angle completely elimhad to figure out for them.selves during .^pril.
Total breaks down to 93^c in
would enable his organization to inated. Supporting cast has not yet
what was happening on the diaFilm will be shown tn
mond. Oftener, they sw'itched to private homes and 7^c in public bid for events in competition with been set
places.
the BBC.
another Chi .station.
prospective sponsors.
'

(Continued on page 36;

1

I

—

>

of

10 p. m.. is to feature three production numbers utilizing a 36-girl agreement with the .\merican Soskating line and 12 specialty acts. ciety of Compo.sers. Authors and
Nat Steinberg, roller authority Publishers by the June 1 deadlin*.
On the assumption that a blackfrom Queens. N. Y.. will emcee.
Ea.stem Parkway Rink has installed out on ASCAP music would provo
seriou.sly
harmful, many ad agennew’ lighting at a reported $7,500
cies and producers of such shows
(Continued on page 34)
believe it would be wiser to scram
the air than to remain on and attempt to follow the two alterna-

—

Moore, Jr., a
Friday (13) to

T.

number

television programs scheduled to
start their summer vacations in
late June or early July may go off
the air several weeks earlier if tho
broadcasters
fail
to
reach
an

Bernstein Bares Plan

of

Chores, After Beefs
Chicago, May 17.
WENR-TV. needled by viewer program
complaints about its coverage of

;

‘

to ascertain

this

among

practice

Aide

it

WBKB.

ASCAP Snarl Cues

i

WENR-TV Brings in

Grand

give

Van
week decried the

television veepee J. L.

Volkenburg

'

in

of
practically

Sunday’s program, which starts

^

While CBS-TV’s new studios

new method

With

at

intention
of
determining what the FCC should prohibit this atchance there is of producing more tempt by a public utility to monopnetwork shows from that outlet
(Continued on page 371
in

a

every station in the country which
does any live programming nowdiscovering that e.stimated studio
space requirements were unfortunately too small, they have been

of
package producers,
Indie
course, can be expected to follow
pursued
have
they
cour.se
the same
They will probably con- .scouring their cities for new stuin radio.
dios.
Thus, they might follow the
tinue building both low and highstaging such shows
budgeted shows, but will make cer- lead of WPIX in
in available rinks, in addition to
tain their contracts with both the
events at
the
standard
picking
up
agencies and networks retain consueh arenas.
for them.

i

“Lone Ranger” and

to radio's

fir.st

>

Television Theatre.” both dramatic
in
lowseries which specialize

17.

Ray Jones. Chi chairman of the
National Assn, of Broadcast Unions
and Guilds, revealed last week
13
that the Hollywood and New
York NABUG councils had joined
in the Chi protest against the proposed AT&T closeofF of west-east
daytime tele programs.

CBS-TV SeesA

wer

trated on packaging less ambitious
Campbellas
such
programs.

On Line Closeoff

I

described by Menkin as TV’s ans-

production extrava- "Superman,” is to be written by
ganza to be staged especially for Maurice Brockhauser of the "Dick
television,
at
a
remote pickup Tracy” comic strip. It will be aired in the late afternoons and feaarena, the N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX
ture westerns and other films inwill televise the ”1949 Skating Fol- tegrated with a live format. Other
lies” Sunday (22
from Eastern is "Magic Cottage.” which will bo
Parkway Rink. N. Y. Hour-long aired in the early evening and will
roller musical, produced for TV star Pat Meikel. now DuMont’s
Latter proby Victor Brown, chairman of the "TV Bahy-Sitter.”
U. S. Rink Owners Assn., is titled gram is to be discontinued in favor
“Out in Central Park.” and will of giving Kathi Norri.s’ "Television
star Patricia Carroll. World Con- Shopper” a full hour daily, frotn 10
gress ladies roller champ, heading to 11 a m., time she formcriv split
with "Sitter.”
a cast of 7.5.
Among the shows to be aired in
Managers of other T\' stations
and chiefs of the various networks the Friday night showcase period
will be watching the event with
(Continued on page 36)
considerably interest, since its sucIn the

"Admiral Broadway Revue” and
the upcoming Olsen & Johnson
show for Buick. Other agencies,
for the most part, have concen-

!

First

acro.ss-the-board. "Captain Video,**

Setting Pattern

controls Milton Berle’s "Texaco
Star Theatre.” the high-budgeted

j

NABUG

On WPIX Seen

Kudner. which packages and

tion is

Coast, N.Y. Join Chi

Chicago,

dii

TV Skate Remote

TV

I

new- offerings

(16)

!

program

its

was introduced Monday
with a live audience preview
of "Harlem House.” a vaudeo show
featuring all-colored talent.
Program was transmitted on a closed
circuit for kinescoping purp<»sei
but an invited audience, watching
it at the Adelphi theatre, N. Y., expressed reaction via questi(»nnairei
handed to them after the program.
Second system is to be an eightweek showcase slot, probably on
Friday nights as a replacement for
".\dmiral
the
soon-to-vacation
Broadway Revue.” Different program will be aired at the samn
period each week, with DuMont
studying carefully audience reaction to each to determine where to
slot them permanently.
Also on the agenda are two sorials, each to be aired a half-hour
system

his assistant.

Larry Menkin, have issued a
special brochure to their sales
staffers and account execs incorporating .*>0 new program
Ideas culled from those submitted by indie package producers and the network’s staff.
Salesmen are prepared to
quote budgets on all programs

'

out to el«vale its broadcast operations to a
par with its manufacturing, will
drastically reshuffle its programp'
ming setup during the next few
weeks. Plans call for an intensiva
overhaul of all shows now on tha
the air, plus the introduction of a
series of new house- packages lined
up by network program chief
television,

James

|

.

Gets 13,000-Sainple

New Shows

Structure; Flock of

t

'

Wednesday, May 18, 1949

RAD10-TELEVIS10!ir

t8

Web Brass Do AM-TV
One

WGN-TV, Chi, reports a one
minute film announcement for
Croydon China Co. through Duess-

Donble Duty

—

WENR-TV,

Roach Pere

et Fils
1 .

M

I

Hollywood, May 17.
Hal Roach, Sr. and Jr., plan to
go into production on a television
Fix will
film series on Jyne 15.
be peddled to individual stations
Father and
as open-end product.

Tick and Pat

Minstrel’

license of WORL in Boston. The
court, in a unanimous decision, reversed the action of the U. S. court
ago
ABC-TV, which two months
dropped the “Pick and Pat Minstrel of appeals of the District of Columbia last November, which held
as
stanza
Show,” may reprise the
The hour-long show, that the commission could not
a co-op.
prove willful ‘Violation of its rules.
Thursday
which had been in the
night* period now occupied by The case had been argued only a
week
ago.
tho
Mneir”
nrobablv
be
probably
will
Stop the Music,”
In affirmin# the seldom-exerinserted into the Saturday lineup
cised
authority of the commission
WhitePaul
at 8 p.m., preceding
to cancel the license of an estabman’s “Teen Club.”
j
u
station, the high court did
lished
be
will
question
Deciding
whether enough sponsors can be not bother to issue an opinion. It
referred
a
simply
to
previous
worth
dedeal
the
make
pacted to
while. 'The web’s other TV co-ops, cision upholding the commi.ssion’s
in
revoking
the
action
license
of
running
are
wrestling,
and
boxing
WOKO, Albany, for similar reain the black.
sons concealment of facts regarding ownership, of the station. The
lower court had held that the
Chandler Ruling Gives

Stonekote Co. through
agency:
Louis smith agency; Empire CoolIng Service through Olian agency;

I

Mulled as ABC-TV Co-op

and Goldenrod Ice Cream through
Goodkind, Joice & Morgan agency
TV. As a result, a 16 or 18-hour
WNBQ, Chi, announces that
working day has become commonTrimz Division of United Wallpaper
place and, besides getting few
will sponsor 15 mtHute transcribed
chances for vacations, they seldom
‘‘Paradise Island” through MacFar-l
son combo has megged a total of land Aveyard agency. Same show
now g^t a weekend free.
Worst part of the situation, ac - nine pilot TV pix todate.
will be carried on WNBT, New
e v e 1 a n d, and
Roach, Sr., says they’ll shoot a York; WNBK,
cording to the network toppers, is
that there is no solution in sight. full 26-week series when they go WPTZ, Philadelphia. Jerry Fairproduces.
debanks
been
has
not
im-'into
action.
It
With radio and TV equally
portant at this point, a final solu- cided, however, as to whether they
Toledo’s Gallant Lumber & Coal
tion on most problems mu.st natu - will complete a series on one of Co. has signed a 52-week contract
rally go to the top echelon. And the pilot pix or start another group. to sponsor a weekly 15-minute film
because the close integration of
show titled “Video Varieties” over
Wendt ad
the two media calls for an overall pi .
WSPD-TV, Toledo.
lUlIDA 1?
J
agency placed the account.
network policy to cover both, the
WiiDU
"w fiXPHOuS
®
r
top guys at the networks must keep
First Wisconsin National Bank,
• close eye on both. Such probMilwaukee, has inked to bankroll
Its Schedule; Has
lems as occur in programming,
the 20 - minute INS - Telenews
•ales, etc., naturally can be hannewsreel Sunday nights
Slpd^nf^r
IdUUCU weekly^tMJ-TV,
auuwb 1Pbrnifid
Jiccpci Show^
dled by department chiefs, but the
Milwaukee Jourbig policy problems continue to reChicago, May 17.
nal outlet. Marvin Lemkuhl is the
quire the close supervision of the
WNBQ, making a quick push to agency.
top brass.
grab off Chi tele prestige, has
Fifteen 20-second announceSituation therefore leaves little come up with two sleeper shows, ments have been bought by Topp’s
chance for the development of new as well as starting this week (16) Chewing Gum over the N. Y. Daily
cxec personnel to take over and on an expanded telecast schedule. News’ WPIX, to be divided berun the TV end of the business. Hush-hush surrounds a 30-minute tween the station’s “Six Gun PlayCase in point is that of Charles musical package, featuring the house” and “Pixie Playtime.”
B. Denny, NBC exec veepee. While Merriel Abbott dancers and singer Agency is Cecil & Presbrey.
he joined the web primarily as a jack Haskell, which underwent a
radio man, Denny has been drawn secret audition last week for Carmwr
•teadlly closer to TV and now, next son Pirie Scott department store,
|()HN HllIISEM
S
to prexy Niles Trammell, is the
WNBQ hopes to squeeze this •'''***^ llVUiJIjlIimi u x f
real power behind the NBC-TV Biggie Levin package onto the
PRODUCTIONS
throne. It was Denny, for exam NBC tele network after several
pie, who last week outlined NBC’s local airings.
Format will have
Joining the ranks of eastern
^
iew's on theatre television pro- Abbott dancers doubling as models
gramming for the benefit of film to show off the sponsor’s femme video filmakers, John Houseman,
film and legit producer, is heading
exhibitors, and not a member of clothing,
with fill-in shots of
NBC’s tele department. With all special sales in furniture. Guest up a new outfit. Media Productions.
that, of course, Denny has had no stars from Chi night clubs and Company is putting its heaviest acletup in his radio work.
hotel dining spots will appear each cent on television features.
With most of the webs integral week.
Pianist Victor Borge was
though it is planning to turn out
Ing their AM-TV operations up and guested at la.st week’s audition,
down the line, the same situation
planned
by full-length production this summer
Second- sleeper
•xists to a lesser degree in all de- wnBQ
30-mlnute weekly for regular theatre exhibition chanis
a
partments. With practically no new series telecast from Lincoln Park
nels.
personnel hired, the promotion and z^o. using an interview- type show
Already completed are two sampublicity departments, for exam- j,^ 3 j.,,jng various animals. Negotia13-minute
ie, must now service both media.
lions are on between station execs ple films, including
f rogram departments, in fact, re- and zoo director Marlin Perkins, drama, “The Stronger,” and a docmain virtually the only ones with with action expected shortly.
umentary, “Day in the Life of a
no double duty and, with the conSked expansion went into effect
stant emphasis on new formats and this week, with station telecasting Chorus Girl,” which has been opIdeas in both radio and TV show's, up to 10:50 p.m„ Monday thru tioned for a possible 39-week sethey al.so have their work cut out Friday.
Geraldine Fitzgerald and
This represents an in- ries.
for them.
crease from signoffs ranging from Valerie Bettis star in the former
9:15 to 10:30, depending on the pic.
program screened.
Media’s writing department Is
being supervised by Howard Teichman, radio network scripter, who
SWITCHING
TELE Rural Texas Bid For
I
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Two

Cleveland Indians

More

WORL
WOKO

Station Outlets

of

1

Chandled, WJW will add two more
Youngstown stations to its standard network carrying broadcasts of

j

I

I

i

Cleveland Indians’ games.
Chandler ruled that no station can
have exclusive rights to broadcast
invalidating
games,
thus
ball

the

'

,

(

,

AN

j

WKBN’s

handling of all Cleveland
contests in return for broadcast
rights of the Youngstown club.
The Youngstown club, the Athletics,
had been interpreting a
baseball rule as meaning that it
had the right to determine whether
out-of-town broadcasts of games

TV

:

|

MEDIA

I

;

could be handled locally.
i

I

case differed from that of

in which there was direct
evidence of intent to decieve. The
commission had argued it could
draw “reasonable inferences of
wilfulness” from evidence supporting such inferences. It contended
that the lower court misconstrued
its powers as a reviewing body
and had substituted its judgment
of the facts in the record for that
of the commission.
WORL is owned by Harold LaFount, once a member of the old
Federal Radio Commission
predecessor to FCC), Sanford H.
Cohen and George Cohen. The
Cohens, according to the commission,
have been practicing law
since
1911, representing among
others, Arde Bulova, whose radio
investments, it is said, amount to
around $2,()00,000. LaFount, the
court was told, has been in charge
of Bulova’s radio interests since

Two

Cleveland, May 17.
a ruling made by
Because
B.
Commissioner A.
Baseball

i

|

Liceuse

Washington, May 17.
With record speed, the Supreme
Court yesterday (16) upheld the
FCC order of 1947 revoking the

Chi, has pacted an-

nouncements for Nielsen’s Restaurant through Guenther-Bradford

LOmbinB forces

—

Ou Order Revokiug WORL

Gordon agency.

of the biggest single prob-|'

lems facing network brass these
days is I he dearth of executive per•onnel in television. Web toppers
complain that, where thpy used to
have their hands full handling a
industry radio they are
•ingle
now forced’ to double over into

Supreme Court Swiftly Upholds FCC

New Tele Biz

Exec Tele Personnel New Problem As

Fur-

ther, it believed it had the right
to say what station could have the
contract.
When the Youngstown

1934.

The station has been in operaclub played, its games were broad- tion since 1931 under previous
cast, and the Indian contest re- owners, but beginning in 1937 varioi/S transactions were entered into
broadcast at a later hour.
As a result of Chandler’s ruling, which resulted in the change of
WFMJ and
announced they ownership. It was not until 1943,
w ould immediately start broadcast- the commission said, that it
ing Cleveland games. The ruling learned of these changes, all previous reports having failed to recame on a protest from WBBW.
Cleveland’s
business
manager veal transfers of stock. Among
the
transactions It discovered were
Rudie Schaffer commented: “Naturally we are interested in having tw’o in which Bulova had made
loans
of $5,000 each on security of
as many people as possible hear
Bulova was
the games.” They’re sponsored by stock in the station.
later
repaid by present owners
the Standard Brewing Co., makers
who acquired the stock.
of Erin Brew.
The commission said that in at
Chandler’s ruling is expected to
be extended throughout the nation least six series of transactions the
where broadcast rights of major station had made misstatements or
concealed facts
regarding
league teams appear to conflict had
stock ownership. It told the court
also vice-prexy along with Her- with minor league contests.
vr* J
i.1
i.
Sunset Appliance Stores, Queens,
that
the
station offered no explaJ^10y,0UU Video Uutlet bert Scheftel and Alfred Burger,
nation of its conduct “or had ofN. Y.. is the latest advertiser to deheads of Telenews. James B. CaLongview’, Tex., May 17.
fered explanations which were invote its entine budget to television.
Arlington James Henry, as the boon, formerly with several Hollyconsistent with the facts in (he
wood
taking
charge
of
studios,
is
has
apTelevision
Co.,
Ea.st
Texas
Outfit this week signed with the
record and patently unworthy of
for a video out- the film-editing chores. Production
N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX to sponsor plied to the FCC
belief.”
let here to be built at a cost of head is Palmer Williams, former
Hollywood, May 17.
Thursday night boxing from $109,000. Outlet would operate on supervisor of Pare Lorentz’ proKTSL has kinescoped six of its
Queensboro Arena, Tuesday night channel 5 with .76kw aural and ductions.
T. Edward Hambleton
in 1-Year Pact
and Alfred Stern, producers of the programs for pre.sentation to sponwrestling from Coney Island Velo- Ikw visual power.
Operating expense is estimated Broadway musical, “Ballet Bal- sors. Don Lee outlet is the first
drome aad w'eekend editions of
“Sport of Call,” studio show pre- at $70,000 for the first year, with a lads,” are with the organization as here to make anything but an oral
With NBC,
on
ceding afternoon N. Y. Giant base- like amount estimated as revenue secretary and treasurer, respec- or brochure pitch to potential
Strengthening its hand for a
tively.
for same period.
ball games.
sponsors.
Idea was conceived by brewing inter-labor struggle for
According to Joseph Rudnick,
Bob Hoag, TV sales head of KTSL. jurisdiction over video technical
Bunset prexy, his success from
Station put three kid shows: workers,
the National Assn, of
bankrolling games of the N. Y.
“Sleepy Joe,” “Faith in Mr. Broadcast
Technii
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DON LEE PUniNG

SALES PITCH ON

i

HLM

i

NABET

ABC

hside Television

Rovers hockey team from Madison
Sq. Garden last winter via WPIX
prompted his decision to concentrate on TV exclusively.

WFDR Starts
FM Tests in Gotham

Unity’s

WFDR, new FM
International

Summer

in New York, will
tran.smitting tests today
(Wed.) and will be on the air daily

The

licensee.

Broadcasting Corp., has
its
corporate name to
FDR Broadcasting Corp,
With the launching of WFDR
the ILGWU
_ now has three FM statlons in operation, including
WVUN, Chattanooga and WFMV,
Los Angeles.

Unity

changed

WFDR’s staff includes David E.
Harris, formerly program director
Of WTAG, Worcester, and WOL,
Washington, program topper; Lou
Frankel, special events-publicity
director; Joe Michaels, news editor,
and Bertrand B. Arnow, chief enFred F. Umhey, ILGWU
fineer.
•xec secretary, is prez of

WFDR

fnd

M.

WFDR

S. Novik is adviser
and the other stations

the union.

I

—

Ladies Garment

p.m.

“Studio One,” series of CBS-TV hour-long legiters on which Westinghouse took over spon.sorship last Wedne.sday night (11), is following
the lead of the “Ford Television Theatre” in deciding to by-pass feeding
the show via kinescope recordings to non-inter-connected affiliates.
Reason is that it is impossible to clear film rights to many desirable
story properties, which were filmed at one time by the major Holly- Q^rsen.
wood studios. In order to have access to these, the program will hit
only the CBtvTV live network of seven stations.
PuI.Tjm Mfov ^imncAr
Each week’s production is being kinescoped for reference purposes. Itvl“lall ITlay
dpOuSOr
w
m
If the networks can prove at some future date, as they hope they will
be able to, that kinescoping a live show does not represent a violation
'Marlowe’ for
of film copyright, then these will go out to the non-interconnected staCBS has a deal cooking for Roitions.
Otherwise, the number of suitable properties has been found
Tan Cigars to assume summer
too small to eliminate any for the sake of feeding off-the-cable outlets.
sponsorship of “Philip Marlowe,”
Max Gordon’s post as television consultant at DuMont is intended network sustainer, which has done
summer duty under commercial
to focus around the (Al) Lewis & Gordon vaudeville sketch material.
DuMont, like the other networks, as w’ell as the comedians, now real- auspices in past sea.sons.
Plan is to install the program in
izes the accent must be on material increasingly, rather than acts.
Of
e Sunday at 10 period currently
course most of the old L&G sketches (Aaron Hoffman, Paul Gerard
copied
by Cy Howard’s “Life
Edwin Burke, Andy Rice, Wilbur Mack, Jack Lait, et al.) are
property rights of the authors, and Gordon has little or no control ..ith Luigi.”. Latter stanza will
be
slotted
into the Monday night
thereof.
Incidentally, one of Gordon’s vet aides, Eddie Sobol, was
among the first to go into video, as a director at NBC, before being 10 o’clock time to do summer duty
for Howard’s other program. “My
shifted to Hollywood.
Friend Irma ” which coe«5 nfT fnr
*
\ now’ cold light, originally developed for photographic work, is the hot months.
being used for TV. Dr. Frank G. Back, internationally famous physicist
now scrying as consultant for ABC-TV, is using the Aristo Laboratory’s
TEX. CONF. SPORTS TAB
“Cold-Litc” for video experimentation. The Aristo lamp works on the
Brownwood, Tex., May 17.
cold-cathode principle and despite the bright light it develops remains
The Texas Conference voted in a
at temperatures below’ 100 degrees.
Additional advantage for tele is meeting here to charge a $100 fee
that by changing the gases in the tubes, spectrum of the light can be for football game
broaca.sts.
changed, adding certain color bands and dropping others. Lamps will
The Conference also voted a $50
thus give the tele engineers the precise light they want.
fee
for
basketball
games.
I

I

to

of

'

Engineers and
has inked a one-year pact

and ABC AM outlets
which maintains the salary status
quo for the
etworks’ engineers.
NABET, ..uwcYtri,
wa
however, .ciutvu
secured wage
hikes
ranging
from 4
to 12
for traffic and sound effects men,
in addition to improved overall
seniority and severance pay pro-

NBC

W’ith

—

i

%

visions.

!

station of the

•tart

2-11

cians

along w’ith variety layout,
“Piano Portrait.s”; magic show,
“It’s a Neat Trick”
and sports
shot, “Lee’s Lair.”
Six programs
*
together with sales
commentai^ by Bob An
film

i

Workers Union

from

Winckle” and “Mr. Do-Good” on

AM

Agreement
I

i

'

‘

,

i

left

NABET

free to

buck two powerful unions who are
in an
informal united front to
squeeze NABET into a small video
corner.
Other unions, the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers and International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees,
fighting
are
currently
f’ABET for Jurisdictional control
!^

resisting lATSE s formula to
8>ve the latter everybody in front
electronic cameras, includdolly-pushcTS
**K^*^*^K*
^'cenic workers.
A dispute between
.

!

TATSE and NABFJ over ABC and

NBC

lighting technicians is pending before the National Labor Re-

i

lations Board.

;

NABET’s

i

negotiations

with

WOR, N. Y., have' been snagged,
meanwhile, over a wage hike issue.
i

Paralleling the union’s negotiations
with ABC and NBC. threats have
been made of a walkout.

1^9

WeJne^dajf May

report tne
[-importar^^

„»rciaV angle

variety’s 4th Animal
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SHOWMANAGEMENT

Wednesday, May 18, 1949

RADIO HKVIKWS
THIS IS

OPPORTUNITY BOND DRIVE

FROM WHERE WE CAME

BROADWAY

Fadiman. ^moee; With Melvyn Douflas. Aline MacMahon. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt,
Followup
Helen Hayes. George S. Kauf]
Gov. Chester A. Bowles, Sen.
man. Abe Burrows, Adcle Clark,
Frank P. Graham, Emile Rieve
Bert Frohman, Phil Foster.
icxi-i,
Nov»k
Morris
S.
Producer:
Parker.
Frank
Nancy Franklin.
Ezio Pinza is no stranger to the
Marv McCartv, Artie Shaw. Ray Director: Martin Andrews
Telephone Hour over NBC on
Writer: Morton Wishengrad
Bloch’s orch
but never before did he
Mondays,
p.m.
(14)
8:30
Mins.;
Sat.
30
MansProducer-Director: Irvin*
experience the anticipation beTEXTILE WORKERS UNION
field
cau.se of the showmanship coupling
York
from
New
ABC.
(EDT)
m.
p.
9:30
60 Mins.. Wed..
with Mary Martin, in a reprise of
(Fumiari, Feiver & Co.)
Sustainin*
the “South Pacific score. For one
CBS. from New York
To mark its 10th anniversar>’, thing. Rodgers & Hammerstem
If CBS could decide just where the Textile Workers Union spon- had to cancel the Monday night
to this
wants to go with its new hour- sored this special program aired on performance in deference
it
commitment. In addition, the manlong "This Is Broadway” variety a national web and piped to more agement
co-impre(along w'ith
show, there's a chance it might than 100 meetings and banquets. sarios Leland Hayward and Joshua
wind up with an entertaining Stanza wa.s in dramatic-documen- Logan) substituted a Sunday night
tary format, with brief messages show for benefit of their colleagues
The premiere
stanza.
other legit ca.sts. Including
in
anc^last VVednesdav niSht .n
necticut Gov, Chester A. Bowles, stagehands, wardrobe w(omen, etc.,
with
talent,
wrased some slick
show
P. Graham and TWU prez
j
a showmanly
that served
rrefflcU^
eneci
rcrneul
singUiari.N
le
Th*»
snporhe.s
were
The. speeches
Kmil Rieve
bufldup for this^30-minute radio

With

Clifton

Comment

II

With Quentin Reynolds, Jean Ellyn
Santos Ortega, Lawson Zerbe*
Larry Haines, Len Sterlin*. Kdwin Bruce; Jimmy Blaine, announcer
Writer: Arnold Perl
Producer-director: Himan Brown

Crosby, Jack Benny, Rochester,
A1 Jolson, Lionel Barrymore, Jo
Stafford, Irene Dunne. Edward
Arnold. Edward G. Robinson,
Roy Rogers. Betty Garrett, Esther
Williams, Gene Kelly. Frank Sinatra. Jules Munshin, Fred Warin* & Glee Club. Red Skelton;
Alan Ladd, emcee; Ken Carpenter, announcer
Producer: Cornwell Jackson

’

^

ISRAEL— YEAR

SHOW

With Prei. Truman, Treasury Secretary Snyder. Bob Hope, Bin*

SO Mins., Sun. (15), 4:30 p.m.
Snstainln*
ABC, from N. T.
To mark the first anniversary of
the new nation of Israel, ABC presented, as its boost to the new

United Jewish Appeal drive, a half(16). 10:30 p.m.
Vari- hour documentary Sunday (15)
Year II,” Program
titled “Israel
ous Points
Hour-long stanza kicking off the was a simple, graphic and moving
new savings bond drive presented tale of the first year in the life of
new country a turbulent,
.some of radio’s top performers in the

60 Mins.; Mon.

ABC, CBS, MBS, NBC, from

—

—

fast-moving, well-paced variety crowded year, boiled down sharply
show, but missed the dramatic im- and significantly into 30 minutes of
pg^t that gets people to dig into staccato, telegraphic documenta-

^
,

,

tion.

bTth'sumYotar^^^^^^
wisely held to a
Authoritative in their InterQuentin Reynolds, who was
jrene Dunne acting
appointment, primarilv becau.se of
8o*ng beyond 45 seconds, and pretations of the roles and songs
Re- there; who met big and little; who
motherv in
[onfusing
COillUMiiK format which left the
ctrAcc was
ik/sic placed
lAlnooH on
nn the
tnp drama
nrfliTlfl
lV.Tf»rtin
ann ^
^ ‘T
Martin
the stress
Miss
created.
questions and found out w liat
they
asked
RobiiiG.
Eclward
Mama,'"
member
listener bewildered.
*u
P
f
d,
wu du
Pinz.a were whammo witi
made the nation come into being,
-snow
"Broadway.”
•Broadway.- billed as a -shoa
Plfyjng hr. usual tough and
woiker.
n'"* .vorker
readv standout R&H score. nR.trn.iiy g^ward
all was the narrator. In plain narration
as
banker,
Fadiman
a
as
Arnold,
Clifton
has
clinic.”
biz.
selling the advantages of bonds. If or dramatized bits, with a simpl#
the stars spoke as themselves, speech that had a quiet eloquence,
rather than as characters, it would he bared the miracle of a nation
have been a more compelling argu- created in a world of indifference
or hate. The invasion by the five
preem and is scheduled as an in- company school, his^eing forced and instrumentally projected. Don ment.
More effective was a segment in Arab nations; the air raids on Tel
and-out panel participant.
to work at the mill at tHe-age of 12. Voorhees did an excellent musical
Lionel Barrymore introed a Aviv; the fighting in the Negev;
which
Idea is to bring on as guests They told of his trying to make job throughout, both.
acrecaptured the the siege of Jerusalem; the steady
reigning stars and rising young- lends meet on $12 a week, his
forward-looking, adventurous spirit stream of immigration tliM at the
sters who go into their act and.
“South Pacific
that
friends’ struggle to organize, the ties.
Not i'll!.
one b\ one. cite their problems disastrous strike of '29 when his needs a trailer, hut this was a tip- of America Jo Stafford doing a end of the year exceeded 200,000
and dilemmas for analysis by the father, and five others, were killed top institutional buildup for a century-old ballad, A1 Jolson offer- all were de.soribed or enacted adAs such, the initial in- and the walkout broken. Then in show which has inspired gags such ing “The Robert E. Lee,” Roy Rog- mirably to explain how “a dream
exi>crts.
stallment found such diversified ’33 the organizing drive was picked as “it was easier for the Yanks to ers and the Riders of the Purple as old as Moses came to be
Chief Rabbi Herzog of Palestin*
moving rendition of
talents as Adele Clark. Bert Froh- up again. President Roosevelt do
conauer the South Pacific than for Sage in a
"Ghost Riders in the Sky,” and the took over the last five minutes in
man. Phil Foster. Nancy Franklin. fended the right to collective bar- them to get into ‘South Pacific’
transcribed talk to dwell eloa
and
climaxing
McCarty
Club
Waring
Glee
Mary
Fred
Frank Parker.
gaining and the TWU was able to Institutional commercials for the
the tune-history with "This Is My quently on Israeli’s new problem—
finally Artie Shaw' engaging in capand other “Ameche” w'ere good.
“baring win union recognition
and
Country.” The section, pointing up the care of the vast influx of immipleasantries
"'Rule
benefits.
and to plead for financial
nation’s basic values, was well grants
their souls” to the experts. A lot
m
1
While the airer might have
Dean Martin &
scripted and the kind of radio that aid via the UJ.\.
of the entertainment was go()d. bogged down in messages, slick
iiiusi
COni6Cli3nS most
COiiicuidno
as two
^
touted
in a
—
ABC.
3 quiet way, can b«
inci-kiroe
Hv
TYiillinnc
T,»rkMiss
J
inQniFAfi
Aotlnn
hv
Tuillion^
of
thrushing
the
notahlv
g
Broa.
ililiGly to rGV Gr
••
•
m*'_i
ing the emotional issues that fired proud of this one.
Clark.' Miss McCarty and Parker. ^
g ^
^
obtained^wdth Other sight cojnics
^^ves, the Treasury
Foster's comicalities and Shaw's
have
stressed
should ......
Department
YOUR_ WASHINGTON CORREclarinet bit.
-Q 1 aC^^ZZI
_
material on these patriotic themes.
SPONDENT
a woman worker creatively and to be following form.
Not since
frmn\he^K-mfm*an-Bt^^^^
„*_
?
In the comedy department. Bob With John Herling, guests
Director Mar- their kickoff show-and
humor.
that
was
Hope and Bing Crosby clicked in Producer: John Herling
combo of experts, ‘This Is Broad
showmangood
used
Andrews
funsters
spotty— have the saloon
« a\ " might just
...V.
as well have
the Gold Rush twins, un- 15 Mins., Wed., 7:30 p.m.
w
including recorded cuts of the come through in the abstract. The sketch as
Aside
thin«
whole inin^skinned
tlie wnoic
Skippin the
lati* President’s speeches,
snperhes. and sold
Tvrnr".
/.rvtnoHTr
utHUa declining the campaign’s “Be a WCFM, Washington
late
white
Forty-Niner” slogan. They
Modem
from the fact that no one had a the union’s achievements through efforts of NBC’s comedy
Authentic reporting of the Washhopes in the pre-7 p. m. Sunday
with a slick saving jngton scene is John Herling’s
pressing dilemma on his mind
dramatic impact rather than bald night slot have ranged from poor topi^d It off
(Shaw actuailv left Fadiman dan- declamation.
by Morton to terrible. The Burl Ives stint slanted parody on their Road to fortg j^nd his selection of guest
Script
sharp correspondents in his weekly talks
gllns in n.ld-air 'jhen h*avoided bromides in was anywhere in that range. They Morocco. geUing off some
wishengrad
^
vn script and frankly confessed
ad libs. Jack Benny and Rochester on public affairs evidences hii
nf
were socko in one of their familiar desire to enlighten, rather than
hassles over money, and led smooth- lull, his listeners. In one of his
into the bonds-mean-security programs, for example, he has
spinspinning
of
L. Stokes, columnist, as
ing a background
catdi^p‘liVas'es"such~as’ “are >^u for
minute stretch, in faet. where Bur
HyTri.f i.*..
tritiiitps from the civic real?
..Ai.ririilina predinM/U_ DUnCllOUS JUniOr was weaK. airmi- crnp^t
Stnk«>c speaks
cn(>9V« in
in an
nn easy
c.niv
T)'“» tributes
The
Stokes
dies.
s.
ladykilling
Martin's
program,
a»
the
appearance on
?rnm‘
leaders
ders were carefully spaced and lections; and. alternately, the indrawl, but with plenty
wiiv strictly a rumor.
came.
He
talks stroishl Co
for neo.Yid-lO'^‘‘“‘heBal
.lampacking the initial install- added
was capable of clicking on dishims. New comedy talent is Munshiin. Betty Garrett. Esther the point and leaves a distinct immcnl with a topheavy talent ros- which
Williams. Gene Kelly and Frank pression that he has been covering
Bril.
its own.
such a rarity that the palpable
ter was probably the reason for
Sinatra, failed to play up the tal- the people and
the events of which
faults of their management, agenthe “clinical” brushoff (the tinieent.
he speaks.
their
own
sponsors,
w
riters
and
cy.
pressed experts probably being MUSIC FOR A IIAI.F HOUR
Finale presented brief messages
With the aid of such working
moie concerned with getting in With Mario Berini. A1 Fanelli. basic judgment make all these so- by Treasury Secretary Snyder and
reporters as Stokes, Herling givei
obvious shortcomings the more
But unless the
their own gags*.
four governors. Concluding address his narrative the
Frank McCarthy, Emerson Buck- surprising.
flavor of Washshow 's format is crystallized with
by President Truman cogently ex- ington. With the news he blends
ley Orch
a definite purpose in mind. “Broad- Writers: Ed Brainard. Bob Simon
backgroundr'expTanaUo;
paVluThere’s hardly anything to sug- S^aS^ln^
way” would make more sense with Producer - director:
\s“Sl wjJk o? »"entary maneuvers, andof visualiMcFrank
gest the aesthete about the New JlT Americans
an unashamed pre.sentation of acts,
Bril
Carthy
zation of Congressional personaliDurowithout benefit of the “expert” 30 Mins., Sundays,
York
baseball
Giants’
Leo
3 p.m.
ties (occasionally with mimicry* in
counsel.
cher. but Fred Allen will try anySustainin*
Fadiman for the most part plays WOR. N.Y.
thing.
And usually succeeds. He With Val Lebeau; Wally Norman,
guests he is
offer
the
It straight, eruditing as though
hosted the Giants’ manager in a
announcer
an informality which is lacking in
This new' .series projecting light satire, with baseball undertones,
program was a hangover from “InProducer: Lou Hill
many interview programs.
role that re- opera and musicomedy melodics in the Gilbert and Sullivan “PinaIt’s a
fo Please.”
15 Mins; Mon.-Wed.-Fri.; 8:30 a.m.
A second show al.so broadcast
biz debuted over WOR. N.V., Sunday fore." which was hardly recognizquires a little more show
Sustainin*
weekly on WCFM by Herling is
Rose.
sa\ \ry.
(15* in the 3 p.m. segment and able in the manner in which Al- CKCO, Ottawa
Called
“Labor and the Nation’*
made for a nice listening half-hour len, Durocher. Minerva Pious, et
Coming as it does in the midst
al.. wrecked the operetta.
Or was of an airful of diskers. “The 8:30 (Friday, 6:15 p.m.). While es.seninterlude.
CITIZEN BEWARE
tially
a pro-labor program, tht
it
“Pinafore”?
It
could
have
been
Produced and narrated by Frank
Show” rates kudos for its bright, material includes an objectiv#
Producer: Ken Heady
J.
McCarthy, teeoff stanza had anything. It at least got a number unobtrusive and brief format. Val
Writer: Sid Tremble
appraisal of aav
news with
TViVII the
editorial
Vllt tVlUVZliCZZ
!•
’Al- W
-WW
Mario Berini. Metopera tenor, in of laughs. And there were a num- TLebeau. vocalist
wi h Len Hopkins
15 Mins., Mon., 8:30 p.m.
ber
of
bellylaughs
contributed
by orchestra in the Chateau Launer matter out in the open. Herling
a scries of slick vocals and A1
Sustainin*
doesn’t hesitate to let labor folk
Fanelli, pianist with WOR orch, the Allen retinue in pieces of busiIS 'featured
in the, show ij^ow who
KCMO. Kansas City
are their friends and
K at times, a.ssumcs a zany
Former nes.s dealing more specifically which,
Semi-documentary of rackets on sharing the spotlight.
enemies
with the standard Allen’s Alley.
atmosphere, always can ies a wellthe local scene makes worthy lis- mixed operatic tunes with excerpts
one of Herling’s pet peeves it
from
Victor
Herbert’s
operetta,
tening for the whodunit and expose
Fulton Lewis, the Mutufi combl^ssed^ relief to twist to CKCO
following.
The quarter-hour re- “Naughty Marietta" in precise, CHEER-UP JAMBOREE
g^^ no friend of the co^
enacts ca.se histories furnished by listenable fashion, while Fanelli got With Pee Wee Kine, Golden West and get away from unfunny disk operatives
(WCFM is a co-op
his
best
workout
on
symphonic
a
gabbers and their wheezes so often ow'ned station*.
Cowboys. Don Hill; Bob Kay
the Better Business Bureau on
He refer.s to
shady enterprises, rackets and arrangement of Ger.shwin’s “Rhap- 30 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 5:15 p.m.; Sat. trying unsuccessfully to emulate l^ew'is in one of his broadcasts ai
sody
in
Blue.”
Both
were
capably
the
CBC’s Rawhide show.
swindles which havt gone on in
6:30 p.m.
“that sweet talking mouthpiece for
Producer Low Hill wisely avoids big interests
the cit> and nearby area. Show backed by Emerson Buckley and OERTEL BREWING CO.
opposing housing
.
pointed attempts at comedy in the legislation.”
WAVE. Louisville
caught was concerned with the station’s orch.
Coming from a mildEd Brainard and Bob Simon
stanza but lets the boys in the band
scheme of a smoothie who u.sed
M. R. Kopineyer Co.)
mannered fellow' with a Harvard
lonely hearts clubs as a means of .scripted narration, adeptly handled
Youthful group of folk.song en- whoop it up as the mood seizes accent. Herling’s barbs, no matter
Edba.
jueying on well-to-do femmes. In by McCarthy.
tertainers has built quite a rep in them, also encourages zany pre.sen- how sharp, have
a soft sting.
tlUN case it was a young widow who
these parts, and elsewhere, too. tations of lyrics. Combo includes,
W'CFM is offering the two prowas persuaded to sell her home
through its recordings. It has the besides Lebeau, Wilf Steabner on grams separately or
one platter
and give him half the money
who al.so arranges: Les to radio stations at on
u.sual complement of guitars, and piano,
slightly almv#
toward a dream home he would Several Breakfast Duos
other stringed instruments, and Luca.s, bas.s; Jack Cook, drums; cost when
used sustaining, with
Rod
build when they got married. It
Sauve.
alto
leans heavily to vocals of the ballad
sax and clarinet;
fee when sold for local
actually happened here and was
Mulled as Kollmars Sub typo Interspersed with the band Norm Bigras. tenor sax and flute; additional
sponsorship.
Levy.
interestingly retold.
Dorothy Kilgallen and Dick Ko!l- numbers. Roy Ayres plays on the Dan Douglas, trumpet. All take
Show is written by Sid Tremble. mar have won their tift with WOR. steel guitar, and a comedy charac- part in some way in each show,
DAY
KC'MO's program director, and put
ter injects some bucolic fun with even if merely as sound effects.
®
T?®
N. Y., to cut down their broadcast
With Holland Engle
his recitations of poetry.
together by Ken Heady, production
There’s The overall result is almost stand
schedule from seven to six a week. just enough
Writer; Fran Courhlin
chief, with Jim Lantz of the anof this to provide com out.
Gorm.
15 Mins.. Mon.-thru-Fri., 8:45
nouncing staff as narrator, and Mutual outlet is now hunting for a in easy doses, and makes a pleasSustaining
interlude
using AFHA actors. Cast of this new Mr. and Mrs. team to take over ant
between musical
WGN, Chicago
numbers.
one includt'd Janet Ewing and .\rt the Saturday 8:15-8:55 a.m. spot.
Air Force
Bankroll
Husband-wife duos the station
Sports news portion of the show
Ellison, both capable and known
This is another of tho.se cheery
,
For an authentic twist. has been parleying with include is given fast, assured delivery by
locally.
programs, involving reDdrocr o
E^uiuvi
S tdtbird
beat '^^ke-up
vaiuiiu TOIl
pi-ogram brings in (Je«irge Husser. Louis Calhern-Marianne Stewaii, Don Hill, station’.s sports head. He
corded tunes, time and temperaArmy Air Force Recruiting spon- ture data, and the significance 01
manager of the Kansas City Better Basil Rathbone - Ouida Bergere. covers baseball games played loBusiness Bureau, to \<Mifv the Sidney Kingslcy-Madge Evans. Mr fidly in the American Assn, and sorship of CBS’ “The Catbird the calendar date.
story from his files and to give a an^
Sidney Blackmer. Mr. and gives a roundup of scores, etc., Seat” a.s a simulcast Is near the
Holland Engle does a friencily
hint about next week’s show, Pro- .Mrs. Bob Considine and Grace and from major league games as well. inking stage. Stanza, which fea- job with chatter and an impartial
Commercials stress the “cheer- tures CBS sports director
:ram classes as good promotion Paul Hartman. Most Iikel> prosselection
of tunes.
Red Bar?or both the station and the BBB. pects. .so far are nqiortedly the up” quality of the sponsor’s prod- ber In a weekly roundup
In between numbers, listeneri
of sports
uct. and they're of
appropriate news
and can be done in most an.\ city Hartmans and Considines.
learn how cool it is outside, how
Saturdays at
6:30
p.m.,
length
and
register
to
the
point.
where the Bureau operates. Quin.
much time they have to catcli tn#
Program department got the idea
Bob Kay handles the introes and would be picked up by the AAF trolley, and why a date was sigof picking up the Hartman.s when
commercial part of the show, in early in July, via the 'Gardner nificant, historically.
WCSl’s new somebody remembered their blis- addition to working out production agency.
Columbus, Ind.
introductions are
iiiuriav
lijza
Engle’s9 music
«
Televersion would add film to artfullv blended into the times
studios and offices are nearing tering takeoff on breakfast gabbers details with the Cowboys. A fastcompletion and will be shown to in the Broadway revue, “.\ngel in moving blend of music and chat- Barber s commentar> and cut in with no excess jolts. Show of this
state and local officials on May 25 the Wings” The dance - satiri.sts ter, it’s ideally suited to the prod- vidplc commercials for the live type makes a good breakfa *!'^^'
have just wound up a run on TV. uct the show’ is plugging. Wied.
at an open house.
Mart.
AM announcements.
ground.
,
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ROMEO AND JULIET

I

GUESS WHO?

BENNY’S PLACE
;:

Tele Follow-up

Comment

With Benny Rubin, Elaine Arden, With Happy Felton, emcee
Janice Walker, Milt Morse, .Al- Director: Tom Hutchinson
len Walker, guests; Joe Bolton, 30 Mins.; Sun., 6 p. m.
j
SHEFFIELD FARMS
announcer
WNBT.NBC. N. Y.
Director: Eddie Nugent
N. W. .Ayer)
Jerry
Rosen
Producer:
and

Rstoff WAS SO non- getting up off the studio floor
having said contradic- scurrying out of sight. This miscue
Hollywood that wrecked the scene completely.
forv things about
It^hrew him off beam on “Who; Otherwise, the ambitious presenta
the tion ran without a hitch. Briggs,
^id This?” but none the less was
except for his too-rapid change in
^t actor-director-producer
authoritative guest emotions, did a fine job and was
very much the
opinion backed up capably by Lawrence
Including a showmanly
(whose first Fletcher, as the sentimental gang
Bergman
Ingrid
anent
Amer- boss. Jean Carson, as the femme
in
two pictures he directed
including ‘‘Intermezzo’) and interest, showed more of her lowica
Showman
cut gow'ns than her thesping ability
idyll.
Stromboli
her
a but Les Damon, as the rival gang
that he is, he wondered about
niiissed

at

31

TKI^VI.SIOIV

18y 1949

|

|

•

N. Y.
Farms, local
is another to withdraw
entirely from .AM adFirst TV
vertising for television.

30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.

VIM STORES

Sheffield
dairy firm,

WPIX,

its

N. Y.

With John O’Uare, Kendall Clark,
Herbert Evert, Bob Bolger. William Post, Ben Irving, Kevin
McCarthy, Robert Gerringer,
Tod .Andrews, William Windom,
Paul Lipson, Mark Roberts, John
.Morlev, Frank Thomas. Jr.,
.Muriel Hutchinson. Pat Breslin,

Kay LavcMe

money

Producer: Warren Wade
"Benny’s Place” may be the
venture is "Gue.v.s Who?" half-hour Director: .Albert McCleery
harbinger of the summer silly seaMins., Sun. (15). 9 p.m.
60
quizzer formerly aired in its radio
Starring Benny version over WOH. which bowed Sustaining
son on video.
from N. Y.
NBC-TV.
*15).
night
Rubin, this show is a helter-.skelter in on WNBT Sunday
NBC successfully carried off
assortment of songs, gags and While the AM show had a fairly Sunday night '15* the difficult job
its long
during
rating
respectable
comedy situations mostly on the
of staging Shakespeare’s tra.gedy of
mediocre side with much being in- tenure, the television will have to ill-starred
“Romeo and
lovers,
sipidly bad. Lacking cleverness, it do much better titan the initialer
raptured the beauty
Juliet”
It
catch
on.
Emerson chief, was top-grade. Lending neat is also without the saving spirit of if it is to
cal as beautiful as Faye
F'ormat is the usual audience and piietry of the love-story, precomis
low
This
simple
slapstick.
Jerome,
Joe
were
Edwin
support
smart?”;
so
be
(Roosevelt) ‘‘could
participation qui//cr. which is the senting it with sincerity .'ind inedy with no ze.st.
tegrity to make it come off co'Uand reminisced ‘‘little did I know Silver and Bern Hoffman.
Simple format has Rubin as the chief factor militating against its pletcly. despite certain minor t)roWe.stinghouse plugs, including
back in Kansas City 10 years ago
success in its present form. While
joint
hamburger
of
film,
proprietor
a
on
one
done live and
duction flaws or mishap.s.
that you’d know so much today,” two
dresst'd
naturally
producers
the
which the otlier perbu iiv rs
referring to the grownup quiz kid marked a good selling job for the into
Use for the first time of the
Dn the the sliow visually, it still resem- arena
products, as staged by McCann- wander in for their bits.
presenting
style of staging
of the program, John Cameron
progrants
quiz
bled
other
many
too
Wa’ker
show' (16>. Elaine
Swayze. Latter was a KC reporter Erickson staffer Ted Huston. Fro* preem
p*;iycrs
and plot from a central
Felton
did
came on with a tired female <'ar- now on the air. Happy
and recalled first meeting Ratoff gram, carried on seven .stations in
dmiton- idatfonn. with cameras photographjob
and
emcee
okay
an
d’aGivot’s
Greek
Ceorge
of
hon
grab
off
Zanuck, Joe Schenck and Uts 10-11 p.m. slot, should
viith
adept job at tak- ing from several sides or angles of
Show a hefty audience and represent a lecties; Milt Morse ate some go'd- strated his usualthrough
Alice Faye at that time.
gave scope and ffirdity
their hur- the scene
fish and guestar Marion Carter de- ing the guests
'le
Wh('’-*
continues one of the brightest Sat. good buy for the bankroller.
were none too to the production.
Questions
dles.
“Bogin
of
version
livt'red an okay
streamlined
nite items, of which there are all
(lu.'dity of the producthe
b.ised
on
Show climaxed its interesting, being
the Beguine.”
too few.
‘‘Actor’s Studio” took a psycho- inanity with a long skit in which usual identification of objects. Best tion 'ncees.sary to eompre.-'s i.ie
play into one hour) might otherlogical turn Thursday night <12) Rubin
played like a telephone of them was the sketch of a charThe key talent trio of ‘‘Admiral via ABC-TV with an adaptation of while Janice Walker dialed him in acter in the “Winnie Winkle” wi.se appear skimpy or choppy, the
Broadway Revue,” Sid Caesar, British author Rebecca West’s for a long-distance call to her comic strip, drawn by its creator, ai'cna style helped one to overlook
With no .sets, and only an ocit.
Imogene Coca and Mary McCarty, "Salt of the Earth,” a short story sweetie.
Camera work, inciden- George Branner.
ipread-eagled Friday night’s (13) depicting how a neurotic and tally. repeatedly slipped in re\’ealSheffield commercials were ac- casional back curtain; with a good
session on NBC with some nifty domineering woman wrecked her ing the players w'aiting in the eeptable.
What effect the plug background music score; with exIn the terping depart- own life and those of her family.
comedy.
showing the rotund Felton enjoy- cellent production and staging, hut
wings for their cues.
especially with fine pcrRuanai ces
ment, standout item was the finale As adapted by Elizabeth Hart and
Vim coipmercial.s were socked ing a dish of the sponsor's ice
featuring Zachary Solov in a me- directed by David Pressman and home hard by Joe Bolton with the cream might have on dict-ctm- of a well-chosen ca.st, NBC made
chanical toy ballet sequence. Open- Alex Segal, the half-hour legiter assi.stance of other cast members. scious femmes, though, is (piestion- Shakespeare suit tele in a streamlin»’(l
performance that was swift
Stal.
ing dance, however, was relatively held interest at a high pitch.
One filmed insert showcasing a re- able.
and true.
weak because of its routine qualEqually
responsible
for
the frigerator did an effective se'iing
Costumes, crowds, pageantry, tlie
Because of the dial-twisting gripping meller was the excellent job.
ity.
Hcrin.
RHYTHM
FLIGHT
TO
swords-play, all gave the produchabits of many viewers, lack of cast. .Ann Shepherd, in the difWith Delora Buena, l.arry Carr, tion flavor and style. E.xcollent inImpact in the opening couple of ficult role of the neurotic, under.Miguelito Valdez, Jack Sheehan di\i(lual
performances gave it r»'al
minutes may prove to be a seri- played the part sufficiently to '»'IIE ri-OCK
Director: Pat Fay
The
ous flaw.
make it believeable and Herbert With .lo.'in Stanley, Dan Morean, Writer: Rhoda Cantor. Larry Itlen- personal (juality and warmth
lovi'rs’ balcony sc(‘»u*; '!'> bait’s
The show quickly warrtltd up, Nelson was fine as her husband.
Jim Roles. Fred Wyne. WPmur
kin
death scene (".A plague on both
however, with the clever boogie- FMith King, as the suffering sister,
Drake. Maurice Manson. I.arry 30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p.m.
\our Ik'uscs"*; the vial scene, and
woogie puppeteering of the Mar- turned in an emotionful job. Cam.Semon
.Sustaining (3 stations)
the
final
tragic moments
were
Caesar's burlesque of a era work, for the most part, was Writer: I,'»WTen''<‘ Klee
tin Bros.
DuMont, from N.Y.
splendid theatre, w hether on
French partumerie proprietor and standout but that shot through the nireefor: Fred Coe
“Flight to Rhythm" would stand Broadway, opera or tele.
Kevin
his impression of a woman’s early dressing-table mirror was held too 30 Mins., Mon. (17). 8:30 p. m.
a mu^h better chance if DuMont
T\TcCarthy was a manly, yet poetic
morning routine were both clicko. long for maximum results. As Sustaining
could afford to spend the amoimt Romeo; Fat Breslin, a sweet, girlMiss Coca delivered a hoked-up usual, Marc Connolly was effective NBC-TV, from N. Y.
of money on it indicated by the ish, utterly-convincing Juliet; Kay
strip turn that was salty in humor in setting the mood as the preStarting a new weekly series of script. Idea of a serialized musical Lavelle, a richly-flavored Nurse;
without slipping into bad taste for curtain narrator.
dramas is a good one but, with the script Tod .Andrews, a dashing Benvolio;
suspense
psychological
family audiences. Miss McCarty’s
Monday <17). NBC came up with more ambitious than the budget, it William Windom, a brash Tybalt;
bit of shenanigans on a cello was
Danton Walker dished lip a an improbable thriller that was. fails to come off. Program is William Po.st, a dignified Capulet;
up to her usual standard. In the
persuasively - enough localled in a simulated Rio de
however.
Hutchinson, a sensitive
torch ballad vein. Beverly Janis’ mediocre layout on NBC’s "Broad- done to be continually interesting. Janeiro nitery but, since the nut Muriel
warbling of ‘‘Had Myself A True way Scrapbook” Sunday U5). Much Series, judged by the opening pro- does not provide for any extras to Lady Capulet, and Kendall Clark,
a
regal
Escalus.
more
could
Under Albert Mchave
been
done
with
Love” .strengthened a firstrate
the talent lineup, but the whole gram. is aptly named under gen- fill the room, the fact only the Cleery's imaginative staging and
show.
session was marred by flat routines eral title of "The Clock.” since principals are seen wrecks the illu- Warren Wade’s sympathetie proInterior of the nitery is duction, they made "Romeo and
time sometimes is the dominant sion.
and
unswervingly
Second telcstanza of ‘‘Stop the production handling. conventional
nicely mounted but the backdrop, Juliet” a treat.
Bron.
Cedric factor in peop’e’s lives.
ABC-TV Thursday Ilardw'icke and Sarah Sir
Music”
via
showing a plane through the
It certainly was in this initialer.
Churchill
night 112) maintained the sock
(Winston’s daughter), were wasted as a fantastic yarn unfurled about window, again militates against the SPORTSMAN’S SHOW
\
iace and general aura of enterconvinced
that
who
became
overall
chap
effect.
a
in a dull sketch caricaturizing the
fainment
and excitement estab- American conception of Britain's his wife was unfaithful; hired a
Story
line,
too,
could
be With Wally Forste, guests
Producer: Rikel Kent
lished on the video debut the prediscovthen
results.
gunman
to
kill
her:
tightened
for
better
On
tea-drinking tradition. Buddy Baer,
ceding week.
With emcee Bert ex-pug-turned-crooner, could also ered it was all a mistake, and the show caught 15*, airline pilot 15 Mins.; Thurs.. 8:30 p.m.
CINCINNATI ATHLETIC GOODS
Parks continuing his zany antics have been exploited
to advantage wondered what to do to stop the Larry Carr was trying to convince
and the show’s cast, topped by with a production number that ac- k'llei from going through with his Delora Bueno, singer in the nitery. WLW-T, Cincinnati
Walter Hachnlo)
Jimmy cented his tremendous height. In- deed at the appointed hour. But to marry him, Miguelito Valdez
singers
Estelle
Loring,
A relish for those in the vast
Blaine and Betty Ann Grove, re- stead, they had him sitting down. the thriller spun its tale plausibly, was in for apparent comedy and
fraternity
of wide - open - .*jpaees
peating the standout jobs turned in
of
Jack Sheehan, as a philo.sophical
Standout item was Tilly Losch’s in an interesting combination
on the preem, the program indi- execution of an exotic hand dancer live sequences, integrated fi'm and barkeep, narrated the tale and gamesters, this weekly offering ha.s
cated it could lure viewers even but the camera, at several points, recorded voices in advanc%(for the serves as the bridge from week to added rooters steadily since Its
without the giant giveaway. Pro- moved so close that her hands am- moments when the suspicious hus- week.
Story was too rambling, kickoff. Wally Forste, mainspring
ducers Louis G. Cowan and Mark putated off the screen.
dire serving as an off-handed peg on in the extemporaneous proceedhis
was
thinking
Harry band
Goodson, staged it at the compara- Savoy’s dull and tasteless comedy thoughts).
The filmed sequences •which to hang a surfeit of musical ings, is a field and stream man of
experience and knows the tastes
tively low talent and production bit was the heaviest
drag on the looked professional and dovetailed numbers. Show would be better of outdoor fans
hereabouts. For
budget of $9..'>00, La.st Thursday’s show.
into the story neatly, to give It the other way around, with the
•ession showed a slight attempt to
much more scope and action than music used to punch up the story. the past 17 years he has been outdoor editor of the Clncy Post,
economize
cartoonist
in
using
the usual studio yam.
was
Cast
good,
particularly
Mi.ss
Vaudeville’s historian. Joe
Chuck Luchsinger for more of the
Aetin". ho'vever. carried the dav Bueno. First spotlighted on the doubling for a short time as one
Laurie, Jr., used the newest of the
of WKRC’s sportscasters.
Rikel
visualization, but the others had
(or e\’en'n") for “The Clock.” with Ted Steele show, which formerly
their full share of the show. One entertainment media to plug the special honors to Dan Morf^an for occupied this slot, she was later Kent, vet producer in Crosley
Interesting angle was that four olde.st show business form of all a sensitive portrayal of the sus- given her own 15-minute program. ranks, lends polish to the overall
when
he
appeared
on
"We
the
handling.
Special sets enhance the
members of the home audience
picious. tormented husband. Joan Cial, besides being highly attracFor.ste’s
dress
fits
came up with an.swers to the ra- People” to herald the comeback Stanley was appealing as the mis- tive, socked across a couple of atmosphere.
dio version’s ‘‘mystery melody.” in- of vaude to the Palace, N. Y., to- judped wife and Jim Roles was seldom-heard Latin tunes, accom- subjects at hand.
morrow
(Thurs.k
Laurie proved quite
On program caught, crow shootdicating the viewers have not been
effective in a brief bit as the panying herself effectively on the
sufficiently
impressed with the several things during his brief profc.ssioml gunman.
Lawrence piano. Carr al.so .sang and Valdez ing was the seasonal topic. Guestfact that radio and TV shows are stint. First, the sampling of his act, Klee’s dialog was realistic and con- did much better with his songs and ers were Ed Mergard, defending
crow-shooting
champ;
distingui.shed
from each other, which he did at that house 30 years vincing (if the situations weren’t*, drum-thumping than with his lines. national
"With nobody having guessed the ago, could almost serve today. A and
Fred Coe’s direction was Sheehan had the correct touch of John E. Murphy, vice president
tune’s title Thursday, the jackpot few modern gags, the same shriek- sharp and sure.
Bron.
informality as the barkeep but of the National Assn, of Crow
was anted from $16,400 to $18,100. ing cap and the cigar and he's got
would do better with better lines. Shooters and a radio figure as longtime publicity director and news
Commercials for Admiral, which a sufficient stock to put him in
Stal.
Laurie dwelt DW FIXITM
editor of WCKY, and J. C. Oliver,
•ponsors the first half-hour, repre- business again.
briefly on the variety names of his With Art Youngquist.' Fd Prentiss
Kentucky’s No. 1 crow shooter.
ent one of the neatest integratic
CURBSTONE CUTUP
They discussed and demonstrated
Jobs yet seen on a video show. two-a-day era and introduced Jerry Producer-director: Ed .Skotch
With Ernie Simon
ways of decoying crows with prop
Through offering the firm’s prod- Wayne who will be on the initial 30 Mins., Tues., 8:30 p.m.
Producer-Director: Fred Freeland
whistles, bird images and camouucts as prizes, it is a simple mat- bill. Wayne trailerized the initial Participatin?
15 .Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:45 p.m.
flaged
wearing apparel.
WF.NR-TV. Chicago
ter to .swing into a demonstration. layout with a pleasing tunc.
Entire
Sustaining
chatter,
Television itself has been vaude's
with use of the sport’s
Old Gold plugs, during the second
WENR-TV, casting about for a WRKB, from Chicago
half, were sufficiently varied to foremost plugger. Vaudeo has pro- video answ er to WNBQ’s handicraft
Ernie Simon holds cotirt with lingo, made for interest to viewers
vided a new interest in variety and success, "Walt’s Workshop.” has sidewalk interviews in a fast-mov- learning about crow hunting for
do a good selling pitch.
its current comeback is partially
come up with Art Youngquist in a ing, informal dish of ehalter and the first time.
As a builder-upper for the next
“Studio One,” sustaining on CBS- attributable to video's showcasing household hospital, where out-of- gags. .Almost anything nonsensical
TV heretofore, got off to an auspi- many turns.
whack articles are given clinical can be expected in Ihi.s amusing program in the varied serie.s. a
high - school
Laurie, although not on the Pal- attention and repairs.
cious commercial start Wednesbebop cheerleader
mixture.
day night (ID with presentation ace bill, has voluntarily turned
Viewers were shown how to take
Show format is Simon, zany and came within camera range long
for
this venerable paint spots off shoes; .set up towel unpredictable.
of
Dashiell
"Gla.ss pressagent
Hammett’s
Program
caught enough for Forste to give a tease
Key.” Under the standout work of house. In addition to his "We the hooks; paint .screens; make weather had him interviewing two young- plug for that show.
Koll.
producer Worthington Miner and People” turn, Laurie contributed forecasters out of pine cones, and sters from a Chi stage show, a
director George Zachary, the hour- an article on the Palace in .Sun- remove broken bulb from
mu) seven-year-old girl, an elevator op- HOFFMAN IIAYRIDE
long legiter portrayed wjth almo.st day’s (15) N. Y. Times.
Prentiss
assisted erator. a shapely model, and a vis- With
socket.
Ed
Dude Martin and
His
brutal realism Hammett’s stand.ard
Youngquist with leading questions. iting cowboy.
Roundup Gang
blood-and-guts
Viewers
given the impre.ssion
Simon’s chatter is a disarming Producer-Director: David Crandcll
were
big-city
tale
of
Trend to special material and
gamblers meddling in local politics.
keeps p;irtieipant.s as 30 Mln.s., Wed. 8 p.m. (PST).
of being introduced to the my.ster- line that
experienced
difficulty
As adapted by Miner, the .«tory sketches
much amused as the spectators. HOFFMAN RADIO
ies of life.
three weeks ago with the reprise
field tightly together and. with a
Camera work, mainly medium Kidding ranges from the camera- KGO-TV, San Francisco
So man to the elevator operator takcapable cast and some new produc- of "Belt in the Back” and, on la.st and closeups, were adequate.
In spite of the newness of the
(10* show another kink
Tuesday’s
tion techniques, maintained audiwas direction, except for sfweral ing bets on the side. Theatre tick- video medium in the local .scene
ence interest down to the closing presented itself. Patti Moore and times when Youngquist got his el- ets are passed out to interviewees, this
cowboy - hillbilly compote
unable to clear bow in the way of the lens.
Lessy
were
Ben
happy.
which send them away
At shows some
commercial for Westinghouse, the
maturity of treatsome of their tunes and, as a renew bankroller.
Youngquist. a handicraft expert end of show, Simon passes out
only one song from Popular Mechanics mag, pre- handfuls of candy to the small fry ment, though rough spots, chiefly
Production went awry only in sult, came on with
technical, slow up the proceedings.
in
sketches.
assist
starting
to
before
one spot when Don Briggs, as the
sented an easy style that will catch ringing the camera, which makes
Using a painted barn set. with
If show
for nice touch.
hero, jumped through a window to Fortunately, their single try hap- on with adult viewers.
Western clothes
corny
This type of show will hardly usually
escape the thugs. The cut to an pened to be one of their stronger can eliminate wordy explanations
the show achieves a
trappings,
Sun of simple household maneuvers, the alter the march of progress, but
"Wait ””il the
Integrated film clip showing Briggs numbers,
fair measure of tempo and eye inon the ground several stories below Shines. Nellie” which gave them pace will be improved enough to does provide a video audience with terest. especially the song item a
was a second too late with the an opportunity to display their make "Fixum” a firstrate program a hatful of harmless chuckles.
(Continued on page 34)
.'Vlort.
Mart.
(Continued on page 34)
for home consumption.
result
caught
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NAB’s New

BAB

KECA-TV Delayed A gain;
WGN-TV TO AIR BOUTS; WOR’s ‘Noodnicks,’
Auditions
ABC Coast Outlet May
Eye
Prirate
DROPS 3 LOCAL SHOWS
WOR, N. Y., auditioning a new
Chicago, May 17.
Not Open Now Till Fall
WGN-TV has worked a special stanza. "The Noodnicks," to star

Use Tripled Tab

to

is

To Grab

Off Bigger Slab of

Washington, May 17.
An
expanded
promotion
of
broadcasting
an advertising
as
luadiuin will be launched in two
weeks by the National Assn, of
Broadcasters with the formation of
the Broadcast Advertising Bureau
to supersede its Dept, of Broadca.st
Advertising.
BAB will have its
headquarters in New York but will
operate under policy direction of a
NAB board committee,
apecial
authorized during the NAB convention in Chicago last month.
Plans for BAB were completed
here last week at a meeting of the
committee.
NAB said the new
Bureau will have a budget “three
times as large” as its predecessor
organization and will have increased personnel.
Maurice B.

prove ,the

statement

of

Coin

technique

of
broadca.sting advertising.

I

To advance the profession

4.

of MBS’ "Twenty
Herb
Hollywood, May 17.
Questions" and to be produced by
Present Indications are that ABC
Mendy Brown. Airer will consist of will not get its KECA-TV
outlet
blackout sketches on the various
here on the air before early fall,
kinds of noodnicks (Yiddish for
Net has now cancelled its June
“pests”), such as guests who try
Other WGN-TV^ developments in to repair furniture, people who starting date and is talking in
Web has been
the past week were the dropping phone late at night, waiterbaiters, terms of July.
pushing back its kickoff date
of three local shows for the sum- etc.
{month' by month for the past six
mer.
Club Television, 45-minute
The MBS key is also mulling

'

;

of

I

;

variety musical,

economy.
j

The special board committee
which acted on BAB consists of
Robert Enoch of Oklahoma City,
chairman; Howard Lane of Chicago, G. Richard Shafto of Columbia, S. C., Frank U. Fletcher of
Arlington, Va., and John J. Gillin,
Jr., of Omaha, chairman of the

,

NAB

Sales

Managers

'

:

j

'

I

WHK,

TALENT

DISKS BOND JINGLES

package. ABC owns the rights to
"Crusade." which is currently bowhig over the web’s eastern hookup.

i

j

Washington, May

17.
j

Eighteen top show biz figures
recorded the Savlng.s Bond jingles
now being distributed to radio staSan Antonio. May 17.
Bud Whaley, candidate for tions all over the country for the
mayor in the recent city election current month and a half Oppor-

Disk Jock Runs 4th

officers

secretary,

I

meanwhile.

Elects

Cleveland, May 17.
elected for the
year include Joe Black, WHK,
president:
Brooke Taylor, freelance, vice-president; Betty Nickel,

principles

stanzas.

last ap-

greenlight
unless the tabs are picked up

the

fall

AFR.A

its

dOi; Dorsey
Profiles"
"Personality

Tuesday

TOP SHOW

I

AFRA

made

"Center 9-8600." a whodunit with
Latest indication that KECA will
a piano-playing private eye. Stanza
be not 'locked up till the fall came
will be scripted by Frank Daum
bow'pd out Wednesday (11 >, and and directed by Jay Hanna. Pro- when CBS-Times station KTTV reReel Adventures exited Saturday gram toppers are also considering ceived an order to beam the Gen.
Eisenhower "C-usade in Europe”
(14).
"Alias Romeo," a series of dramaseries until the ABC
Heavy night baseball sked was tized love yarns to feature Les telensing commercialy.outlet starta
KTTV bedropTremayne.
given as the main rea.son for
gan the series on May 8. CBS
Howping the three Chi stints.
execs feel they will come close to
running
ever, all three had been
showing the entire 26-week series
BIZ
minus sponsors, and may not get
and w'ill possibly handle the entire
for revival in the

pearance
Conners’

'

;

Executive

Committee.

Cleve.

i

i

I

advertising generally as an essential
part of our free enterprise

'

Polesie

deal with ABC-TV network to
screen the international Golden
Wednesday (18\
bouts
Gloves'
after CBS turned thumbs down on
the event.

selling

3. To expand the use of broadcasting as a medium for selling
services and merchandise.

Mitchell, who will direct BAB, will
outline several specific projects
which the Bureau will undertake at
a meeting Thursday (19> in New
York of the Radio Executives Club.

A

Ad

and Mary Dem- came

adopted by the committee declared Ing, freelance, treasurer.
BAB's purposes are:
Elected to the board of directors
1. To promote the superior adare Joe Bova, Tom Field, A1 Henvantages of broadcasting as an ad- derson. Ken Ward, Joe Mulvihill,
vertising medium.
all of WTAM; Marvin Cade, WJW;
S. To conduct a continuing eduJohn Rose, WHK, and Ken Sleds,
eational campaign designed to im- WERE.

in fourth in

a

field of

five.

Considering all factors Whaley ran
a nice race for the post.
Whaley entered the campaign
upon the request of friends to do
so and throughout the race used
the phrase "I’m a di.sk jockey running on my record.’’

that

1

i

STARS

& STRIPES DUE

AS VIDEO FEATURE

PIC
Platters were made
Frankfurt, May 3.
by Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra,
U. S. video fans will soon see a
Dinah Shore, Perry ^ Como, Andy
Russell, Jack Smith, King Cole, Jo television feature story on the
Stafford.
Bob Crosby, Evelyn Stars & Stripes, U. S. Army newsKnight, Gene Autry, Eddy Arnold, paper for the Occupation forces.
Dinning Sisters. Gordon Macrae, Feature will be relea.sed by TeleBuddy Clark. Doris Day, Burl Ives news, sister corporation to International News Service and Interand the Sportsmen Quartet.
Jingles are all of chain - break national News Photos.
Feature will show all pha.ses of
verses
length, with individualized
for each performer. All are to the Stars Sc Stripes, highlighting editorial
and production. Major por"Oh,
tune of the campaign music,
Susannah,” and each has the .same tion of U. S. television stations are
expected
to handle Telenews reStone
standard chorus by Joseph
of the J. Walter Thompson agency. lease, which regularly distributes
newsreels
and features to those
It goes:
tunity Drive.

I

;

j

i

stations.

"Plan your future.
Start in right away;
Save in safe U.

Bonds

—

S.

Mastic Back on Air; To

Savings

Use Multi-Linguals

Plan your future stake today."

Mastic Acres, large land development in Suffolk County. L. I., has
been
inked by WVN.I, Newark, for
Motor City Open
30 quarter-hour periods. Move is
considered significant because MasSpread tic. which
Get
sets advertising patterns
Detroit. May 17,
in the real estate field, recently had
WXYZ and WXYZ-TV will exited radio for newspapers. Conbroadcast and televise the Motor tract is for 26 weeks, via Flint As-

To

I

AM-TV

1

!

Open from Meadowbrook
Country Club June 16 through 19.
On June 18 and 19 station will
City

sociates.

i

Advertiser will also use foreign
language .stations, launching a campaign on WHOM. N. V.. with other
multi-language deals in the offing.
TV spots are being placed on

originate brq^adcasts of the midwest golfing event to the entire
radio network.
Don Wattrick. sports director of

ABC
Will your new product

Only through

realty sell?

experience will you learn

w hether your product
package appealing

.

your

.

received help. But the

provided

assistance

merely time-on-the-air.
ice

your selling

.

And WLW-land

in the

the ideal place to test and gain that

power, plus

a

to

invaluable experience.

For

VCXW-land

proving

the

is

You’ll

true cross-section of

find a
in

WLW’s Merchandise-Able

Area. Here, in parts of seven
are

nearly

14

serv-

states,

—

"know-how”

the ideal proving

is

for new' ideas, produas, pack-

ages and techniejues.

w ith

peculiar

its

And WLVC'—

unequaled facilities— can help

you gain the experience you need to
reach

coun-

Do

.

.

.

and

sell

.

.

.

consumers.

N. Y.

Ir49

j

ers a bird’s-eye squint at the first
and 10th tecs and the ninth and
18th greens.
Four walkie-talkie
units also will be utilized.

|

~

j

i

IT’S
Wash. State B’casters
Elect Dunning Prexy
R

WLW-land

Yes,

in

persons

million

country, plus man-

WPIX.

j

station; Fred Wolf, commentator,
and Chris Brinke. golf announcer,
will
handle the stroke-by-stroke
descriptions.
A 70-foot tower will
be erected to give WXYZ-TV view-

territory.
4

its

ground

ground of the Nation.

America

WLW’s

been

has facilities unrivaled by any other

radio station

effective.

not

goes deeper. The Nation’s Station

is

theme

his

.

.

.

right

is

men have

ing

O.

Seattle,
Dunning, of

May
KHQ,

rh» imazlni

Mr

17.

Spo-

kane. was elected president of the
Washington Slate Assn, of Broadcasters at the annual meeting held

here

last

week.

Dunning succeeds H. J. Quilliam,
KTBI. Tacoma. James W. Wallace. KI*Q. Wenatchee, was chosen
veepee.

and

Tom

Olsen,

WANTED

KGY,

was named secretarytreasurer.
W. Fisher. KOMO,
Seattle, and Quilliam were elected
to the board of directors.
01ynii)ia,

On*

O

terrific

(singer

qirl

or

doneor) for TV miisicol - voritfy
ihew.
Wont lomoono young witk
•

looks, porionolity

ond

ability.

I

ALSO
great cities and tiny hamlets,
try houses

lions typify the

for they

peopl^f our

advertising

WLW-land,

Many

Nation,

come from every walk of

from every income

effective

iti

and cottages. These mil-

campaign

will

So

a sales

problem? The

Nation’s Station will be glad to help

you solve

it

soundly.

an

work

in

Good
I

ond

I

it’s

sales

sure

pretty
in

have

be

possible, manufacturers

all

and advertis*

clovor

99nd photo
abovo.

with

roply

to

VARIETY. Box ¥-191
Woft 46th St., Now York

If

oithor of tho

154

WNYC

WLW

been
at

—

tome thew.

for

Mont

THI

And when

—

the

America.

problems

WLW.

to

around comic

all

vorsotilo

Fl»a94

vote fulltime to TV activities. He
is
currenlly producer-director of
Wendy Barrie show on Du-

life,

if

WNYC

Wallach Exits
George Wallach, director of programij and operations of WNYC.
New York s municipal station, has
handed in his resignation to de-

Wallach will stay on at
until the Civil Service Commission
an examin.'if ion to fill the
program
spot.
Before
joining
he w.as a producer-director

HIRED HELP

holds

anywhere

brought to

bracket.

you have

I

NATION

S

By e«mnitrtlil
Jecti
•

WNYC

W.NEW and headed up the American Theatre Wing's radio-tele depart inent.

at

•

^
I

•
j

.

ihiirti

W«

<«lnbiiUd,

WANTED

(pood

ai'd

modiato

o*e«llcnco.

appainlmont^.

134 West

4tith St..

Write or wiro tor ln«-T
Boi V-201. Variety,^

Now York

f

19.

MOST MERCHANOISI-Aill STATION

Philadelphia—-Lit Bros, department store has renewed its sponsorship of the ".Magic Lady” pro-

gram over WFIL for another 52
weeks. Show is broadca.st Monday

through F riday from 6 to 6:15 p.m.
Signing of contract keeps in effeet
a sp(»n«or.ship whit h has been
continuous since 1943.

I

r*rp»ration with V) «ub-X
raquir* a eraaliva (•n*X

writw; a diraetor with a tfrhnieolarT
praductiun raewd. two oiuriio production unitaj
oporatini on Ea^t Conti and oqnlnprd torT
tinuity

FOR SALE
Fully

Equipped Motion Picture Studio

BRAND NEW SOUND RECORDER
25
In

a

Timea Square

Box

fW

SO Feet
lew Rental
Area

Vorioty,

New

York City

Wedneftday,

M»y

1949

18,

HERE’S ABC-TV’S

THURSDAY NIGHT LINE-UP

7:30

BUND DATE
"An olmo5f
.

surefire

viewer

kire.

Re-

plete with solid laughs,

human interest

end, becouse of

visual impact,

its

suspense ho^dly opproached by the

radio version. " (And you con buy

iti)

8:00

MU90
home on

"Socks

Sharply

television.

poced, excellently

produced one-

hour entertainment. Can't miss becoming

one of the top shows in
Old Colds)

tele.**

(Sponsors: Admiral,

VARIETY

(May

11,

1949)

SAYS:

''BLIND

9:00
Crusade
in Europe

DATE

on ABC-TV looks like a

"

'Crusode

in

film

^Alech •# thm smstoss of the pretm
per ff>r mont e nos diret lly ottr ihutahlm
to emcee Arlene Francis. Visually
otirut tine,

od

BLIND DATE has
at 7:30

pm EDT,

it

leads off

what Variety

TV entertainment yet

business

,

,

for a solid three

dttaits, call

gowned and

ABC-TV Sales,

prepared

for tele-

vision

every Thursday

best tenets of

a

9:30

full

good show

and a half hours,
jfou are

the week’s news high-

specially

by Twentieth Century-Fox.
(Sponsor: FAL Razor Blades)

glib

On ABC-TV

The

9:25
NEWS STORY
OF THE WEEK
A review of

calls '*the best job of routining

seen on the screen.

By sponsoring Blind Date on ABC TV,
for cemplet*

nicely

treatment for television purposes.

An excellent reportage.'* (Sponsorst
TIME and IIFE)

lights,

she did an excellent job'*

scored a solid hit on television!

evening of
,

libber,

Europe,* General Eisen-

Europe, has been given an exciting

•f

winner and should grab
a sponsor fast"

in

hower's story of the Allied campaign

ACTOR’S
STUDIO

a part of the strongest night in television*
Winner of ^he coveted Peabody
"for Hs uninhibited and bril-

Aword

Clrclt 7-5700

liont

pioneering

in

the field of tele-

vised drama." (Arrother great sales
vehicle in

ABC

TELEVI SI ON

American Broadcasting Company
ABC

TvUvicion C*nt«f

Hgw

York 23, Nevu York

a great

night.)

10:00

ROLLER

DERBY
The new sensation of the notionl The
fost, furious, fabulous Roller Derby.
(Available for sponsorship

on

Thurs-

days. Friday -night sponsor: Chevrolet

Dealers of

New

York)

WrHnrsday, May 18, 1949
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In short, this could be more of a
cut to a half hour.
The Wai'ing show seems to lo.se
feeling of opulence when the
it.s
camera narrows down to the solo

wham show

Tele Follow-Ups
C'ontlniird

frirk br<»aks

of

fttn**f»il

Oi

and Lessy’s zany style

nuig|.(inK.

there were mixed moshow. A restaurant

ljerwi.se.

ni<*nts

skeifh

in

tlie

with

l.essy failed to come off as expecied. each muffing lines lo give

sloppy tone to the proceedings.
However. Koberl Merrill’s operatic
alia picked up the pace and most
of tlie cast acquitted themselves dTimirahlv with some song and comedv work. Bill Robinson had some
production with Tip.
anilUt'ible

Toe coming

in

on a

«

—

a

<lk

SI

—

Milton Berle. Moore

and

Tap

French Radio

Continurd from pag* 24
or small-group performances with
While
backgrounds.
tlieir scant
W'ith no control over the pro- tion to the artists to “Let yourself
Incidentally. in introducing Fay the performers in these in.stances l.v,
audience he mav be worthy, there isn’t any gramming content, the calibre is go.” Accordingly, RDF has been
the
Bainter from
bull’.s-eye results. able to get France’s top writers
saluted her “hit” not realizing doubt that when the cainera de- not sufficient for
"Gaydon” did el foldo the night parts from tlie whole setting and The U. S, is repre.sented on this producers and performers to ap*
outlet W'ith a daily Voice of Amer- pear for the French equivalent of
before in less than a week.
proand
personnel
of
depth
the
progi’am. not rated too highly. peanuts by offering them a platduction background there is no ica
called
“Carte Blanche.**
Certainly it Is not on par with for
“Yesterday’s Newsreel,” o v e r standout personality to take the
and good American broadstandard
soloWaring
The results have sometimea
CBS. is a good Sunday night top- .solo spotlight. The
The American been dull and ofttimes
abilities.
per-offer towards the end of the ists don’t have the stature to have casting
exciting.
its
Scripts turned in sometimes run
TV evening with old clips such as tlie camera focused on them alone colony in France regrets that
slows radio is judged by these efforts. for as little as 10
It
Jack (Legs' Diamond; Teddy Roose- for several moments.
minutes, but
.Also in a short while, the good- that’s the way It’s produced.
velt's first flight dfflO': German down the whole laynut.
Her#
Surrenders tl918> with
Fleet
The dance-contest idea is a slow- will network, a kind of symbolic again we And the philo.sopliy betcieorge V and the then Prifice of er-up, too, especially when it con- affair initiated by the international ter than the production, but
th#
bring
a
as
division of France, will
Wales tDuke of Windsor) aboard cerns two “winning” couples
gamble is interesting, and not th#
the British fiagship; 1922 Person- those who competed for top prizes .series of programs from individual kind that American radio
takes
.showed
(Mistinguett
Neither
will
News
which
in
the
alities
Sunday.
on
.American radio stations
even in the days of the Columbi#
with her famous gams, the Boys enough ability to maintain the be broadcast.
Workshop.
Scouts’
Baden - Powell, Edw'ard .show’s much-needed pace.
In France a B and B is not only
Variety and Comedy
Earle and Billie Burke as the
available at the many bistros, but
"most popular team of the year”)
The most popular program 1#
presTheatre’s”
“Ford Television
Difwhatever became of Earle?; ’29 entation of “One Sunday .After- is al.so on tap at RDF (Radio
Here It stands France is a comedy-variety show,
fashions; birth of the Irish Free noon” Monday night *16'. via C’BS- fusion Francaise).
but this type of broadcasting is not
State; ’27 sports highlights, and TV. bulwarked by the solid thes- for Brains and Budgets, a constant allocated a great deal
of time. Th#
results in
.sometimes
that
battle
Perhaps the only dull ping of Burgess Meredith. Hume*
the like
top show is called “Chargemenl d#
the volcano eruption, Gronyn and Francc.sca Bruning. wonderful ideas. For example, each
clip
w'as
Decor” (“Change of Scenery”i and
largeafford
unabie
to
week
RDF,
static at least in relation to the was
James
sock all the w'ay.
is presided over by Jean Nohain,
other human-interest stuff. Seiden- Hagan
comedy, produced orig- .scale dramatic shows, places its
berg Cigars plugs are a bit ob- inally on Broadway and later microphones in strategic positions whose brother, Claude Dauphin. I#
It’s vaud#with that middle plug, filmed several times, was nos- on the stage of one of the Paris known to New' York.
trusive
ville, it’s raz'z-ma-ta/.z. it’s French
whereas fore and aft would suffice. talgically filled w'ith the flavor of. dramatic shows.
Milton
Berle.
with
Nohain
neat
.scramthe ’90s and also generated
It then broadcasts the play in
bling in and out of all the acts.
Fred Warlog for General Elec- suspense via the flashback techWhen pantomimic effects
toto.
tric Sundjr>' night on NBC-TV. from nique.
Quiz programs are not particusilence, a comof
draw
curtain
a
New York, again revealed the
larly popular and disk jockeys ar#
Meredith was fine in the Biff
craftsmanship of the maestro-show'- Grimes role, shading his acting to mentator describes the action. Cer- limited to title intros
to disks.
A
man in putting together a musical the correct degree to make the tainly this is not radio at its best, notable exception is the
jazz exintershow of a calibre that is good, pos- character believable. C’ronyn was for it surely makes radio an
pert. Tugh Panassie, who intersibly. as could be under the cir- equally standout as the wily Hugo' loper at the theatre and presents
cumstances. All of it showed good Barnstead. being suitably hateful a feature that is second-hand and views arti.sts and gives background
The Fiench on rare and current jazz tunes.
taste, and as much variety as could for the part.
Miss Bruning was not custom-tailored.
be mustered into a musical enter- particularly
appealing as Amy. people like this show and there While popular in France, jazz has
tainment that still points up that, Biff’s wife, the role she originated have been many instances where a limited, rather than a mass apno matter how' fine are the compo- on Broadway, and Augusta Roe- the radio production has acceler- peal.
nents, 60 minutes of music by cur- land
•Another popular item In this
fared well as Barnstead’sl ated the boxoffice of a slow-startrent TV standards is far too much. wife.
nitery ing play.
category is a program named,
Harrington,
Pat
“Monsieur
comic, shone as Biff's sidekick w'ho
Proudent
the
ConInterestingly,
the
French
radio
helped administer the gas to Hugo
cierge.” played by Max Regnier.
gets this production free on a deal
for the climax.
This is a weekly half-hour in
with the legitimate industry.
It
Production was excellentlyi
which Regnier, wlio Is a .sort of
Gartli' isn’t a Lux Radio Theatre or a Ford Will Rogers in spirit if not in styl#,
producers
iuounted
by
Montgomery and Ellis Sard on sets or Theatre Guild, but it’s a whale plays the part of a concierge (a
designed by Sam Leve. Marc I^^»n-| of a show even considering the in- combination janitor and manager
The plays, by the way,
iels’ fine directorial fouih was evi- vestment.
of an apartment house). His offic#
dent throughout and C'y Feuer’s' ar^mucli racier in conTent than
is located
right by the entranc#
background music helped build American radio dramatic fare and
moods.
the various
when the going gets too rough, the and he is constantly being interRDF records the entire show and rupted by the mailman, tenants,
delivery boys, etc. He trades quips
rebroadcasts it at a later time of
W'ith
them and doesn’t pull his
the evening when the children are
asleep. Also in plugging the week’s punches when it comes to affairs
of state.
attraction, the announcer warns of
Continurd from paite 31
the type of program that will be
P'or a while French radio
la Mortimer Snerd by Red Gillham, heard.
who put it over with infectious people prefaced the show with an
announcement
that It was not demugging. Fiddle novelty by Texas signed
for children; this doubled
Neal and midget accordion solo the audience.
by Ted John.son also had good
Carte Blanche
The trick of getting top-ranking
vaude comedy appeal. Other spepersons
in
any field to work for
cialties made the grade with .some
impact with vocal inserts and em- the kind of money available to operations such as RDF is an invitaceeing by Dude Martin on competent .side.

from pair

i

finale.

Romberg gave Ed
Sitniuiid
Sullivan's “Toast of the Town” a
neat lift Sunday night dfii via
CBS -TV but a slow' start kept the

m

—

hour-long vaudeo from generating
tlie proper verve. With Metopera
soprano Jarmila Novotna soloing,
the compo.ser played some of his
musicomedy standouts. Both were

and some interesting
ex<‘ellent
camera effects worked out by Miss
Novotna dressed their performances.

Sullivan brought golfer Frank
Stranahan up from the studio
audience for some dubious byA1 Bernie came close to the
play.
blue border with some of his gags
but stayed clean enough to amble
off as winner for the night.

should
Sullivan,
incidentally,
spot a camera where it can
oick up orch leader Ray Bloch or
forget tliose constant asides to him.
Home viewers, especially when

eitlier

Blocli
can be heard answering
back, get only a frustrated feeling
when they cannot .see the maestro.

^

!

Tele Reviews

j

UIUIJ

The

market..

weathervane

Since this was nreem of this
show Martin’s con) / showed ob-

WOR

ABC,

>

vious strain, reflecting multiple
impresario chores, including playContinued from pace
ing to and stimulating reaction
tuned to AM 10% longer In ’48
from studio audience.
’46
than
in
In an average day the
Item which glared was inadequate identification of sponsorship, average home listened three hours,
’46 and four hours,
55
minutes
in
in spite of effective commercials
copy; most, viewers had no sure 19 minutes in ’48.
Taking the
knowledge
whether
show was boost in listening time together
s|>on.sored by Hoffman Ginger Ale, with the boost in number of homes,
Floffman Radio or Irving Hoff'man, Nielsen figures .show a 22% inuntil well into half of show.
An- crease in the number of hours lisollier
item
which
jarred
was tened daily.
camera slant for closcup. which.
A special survey conducted by
I'oming from sides, glimmt'd Mar- The Pulse
for WOR found that 26
tin as looking past video onlookers
of every 100 housewives in Metrorathei' than at
them.
Direction
politan New York are listening to
should have required Martin to
the radio during the average daylook toward camera instead of at
studio audience for proper impact time half-hour and that 37% of all
housewives at home have their sets
on viewers.
Song melange included “Deep- on. These figures are higher than
Freeze Dinah.” “Mightv T>ak a the average for all listeners.
The survey also reported that
Rose." “Life Gets Ttvius.
“Ava-t
Ion.” “Cool Waters.” and “I’d Love middle and lower-income housea Home.” all offered with tradi- wives listen to the radio 23% more
tional nasal twang and interspersed than w'ell-to-do women.
Women
with p.itter of usual bucolic slant. without phones listen 20% more
Lighting
okay,
with
camera than tho.se with phones, a point
work clear. Sum total was ade- whiih reinforces the
argument
quate. if not of super quality, but that telephone-based
ratings underholding promise in offing. 7’cd.
estimate the size of audiences.
Pulse
also
found
that
the
younger the housewife, the higher
!

for the nation!

As Detroit goes, «o goes the nation
that’s
an old axiom in the business world. And
Detroit is going great! Auto production for th«
first quarter of this year passed up all post-war
records, with no ev.*ing-up planned. That meant
another boom year for the Detroit market
,
and the Detroit market is the
market.
.

.

.

.

I

[

I

I

I

.

WWJ

WWJ,
the

radio station in Michigan, blankets

first

entire

six

counties

Detroit trading area.
its

NBC

w’hich

affiliation,

have won

that

WWJ’s

comprise

and public service features

many

national awards, assure

attentive ears for advertisers on this
that

the

top local talenk,

has enjoyed community

medium

confidence for

29 years.

the

TV Skate Remote
C'onliniird

Aw-e 50

1

S9I1C

from

49ili 9/0

,

.

.

Owntd mn4

NthtttI Kt0r9t*n*Qfir»t! THI CtOtCf
aitociol*

P

NfWS

HOllINGtftY COMfANf

WWJ

TV

listening.

is

made
that

AM

bv

the

AB(’

re-

lowest-rated

prograiii

reaches
1.203,936 families -more than the
1.037.881 families estimated for the

highest rated TV stanza. The rea•son. of course, is that
TV homes
aie aniy
of the radio homes.

Deal for the show was set by
WPIX’s Allan Lawrence and Emil
Lence, the rink’s promoter
WIMX
spoils and special events chief Ray
Coral Gables, Fla.
Roger Kriipp
Miirelt is to handle production for jotned the
staff of WBAY here and
he .slalio»i with .lack Murphv su- will .specialize in news
and a aiidpervising the camera pickup
night to 2 a m. disk show.

—

'

I

I

OVy
RESPONSIBILITY

o

GET PRICES

FROM

VIDEO
VARIETIES
BEFORE YOU

ORDER FILMS

p.ni.

(ommercial

teams
kf THI DlftOIT

.5-6

searchers

^

fittt IN OftSOir

daytime

26^''o

Point

Congress

figure-skating
ninner-up). the Queens Four, the
Whirlwind Amba.ssadors and barlel-jumping acrobats and dance

siiocrctrs-sooo vyarrs
74i-97
MtOACYCtlt

of

with children under 1.5 lismore than those with
older children or none at all. Peak
listening periods for housewives
wei'e in the early morning
and
ten

cost lo permit wider coverage of
the skating
Featured along with
Miss Carroll will be Milton and
Clifford Wilkins. Joan Weslenberg

(World

level

Women

from pass

COMMEMIALf

_____ VIDEO
sym bol of
,

VARIETIES

CORPORATION
OfflCi

41

1.

50*b iC-

STUDIOS

S10 W. STlh

.

NIW YOIK
RESPONSIBILITY MU««AY Htu • ID*

WcdnrfMlat,
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18,
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Monogemeni

MITCHELL
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*
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B776 SUNSET BLVD.

•
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Betiy Bounced
Bostoti,

A

WC’OP

knocked

Muriel

Y, Mirror
signed for a

N.

Stafford,

handw riling

analv.st,

ABC

ment (l‘•vice. He’ll also act as confollowin ' sultant to the company.
.American
Don
Society of Graphologists
Hollywood
M'olf, formerly with the music department of WMCA. N. Y. indie
KSTl. w ill lelense its entire ever.idio station, taking over as ad- ning's
pnfgrams from Don Lee
ministrative assistant to Ted Steele Cadillac showroom in the Valley
on his TV and radio enlerprise.s ion May 21. Carlton Winckler, proi

planning

a

’

of

series

le-

TV

.shows featuring hit tunes from the
t(»p Broadway music.a's of the last
2.'>
Matt Harlib, CBS-TV
years

;

I

;

j

.

staff floor

manager on

s -vcral top-

rated shows, nromofed to associate
P.araBurl Balaban,
director

mount

chief,

film

Television’s

'

I

I

'

director,

ordered

ha.s

all

tising.”

NAB

The belief that the
had
notliing further to ofler stations of
his wattage and position was aggra-

I

I

Hawley,
e n t
“I’lshions on Parade” narrator,
a- 'leduled to tell the Tobe-Cohurn
Si
ool’.s graduating class May ‘27
a' i>ut “Fashions in Television.”
Radie Harris doing regular week-

on
stint
Te.st.”

ly

S-reen

chatter

V fod
ti'm.
.

th

.

‘

ABC’s

“Hollywood

She’s giving Hollyand previcw'ing a

i

,

Rob Stanton, announcer on
Morton Downey and Roberta
.

Quinlan shows

sponsored

hy

^^^)haw•k carpels, il! at the Nvack
Y.i hospital with peptic ulcers.
C arles Stark is subbing.
Dr. Albert Francis Murray, leleof Washington.
v' >ion consullanl
D C.. has been elected to the

vated at tha Chicago meeting w hen
the NAB set up an advertising bu<»pponent in the May 31 mayorality reau to go into TV. The NAB also
election, are making tele-pix as
oaned $75,000 to the Broadcast
part of their campaign coverage. Measurement Bureau, an organizaAldrich is shooting a LA-minute lion to which WPEN has never
tele-pic and Bow'ron a flve-minutc subscribed.
reel
Frank Ruppenthal’s TeleThe Chicago meeting, Obrist said,
play Productions will start shooting at Hal Roach studios on June L w'as the last he ever planned to
His experience was that
Telt'play has been inked, through attend.
General Television Enterprises, to everybody sat around and grou.sed.
make Ll of the 2H vidpix contracted rhere w'ere no discussions at all ot
pertinence to stations like his own.
tor hy Procter & Gamble.
The consensus of a score of broadcasting men he approached on tfie
L^hicago
subject was that the Chicago meetNew' ABC-TV staffers are Dick ing added up to nothing.

I

Vt

in

line

TV Sneaks

•

Adelaide

m

fin-

a

showroom

I

from page

ii-if-viMiin,

to
be built around the
Cadillac
integrating
plugs into story line of respective
shows.
Stunt is being offered
rallier than staging a straight halfContinued from page 23
hour commercial from the new display palace
Rita I.,aRoy's tele iems are about as closely related as
show “You’re the Star” goes off the that of newspapers to transit-adverair after .A2 weeks of beaming by

scripts

i

over to the Kudner
TV commercial depart-

Cttiitinuea

with
are “Apartment for Four.” a situa- it.s new program hypo
efforts, haa
tion comedy with Minnie Joe Curscheduled a giveaway stunt to
pro.
tis, which Krnie Ricca will direct;
daytime programming
“Act«)i.s’ Auditions.” in which les- mote
on
ser-known professional talent will WABD, its N. Y. flagship station.
be judged by a panel of TV critics; Calls are to be placed to
“Slop the Picture,” a jackpot quiz viewers throughout the homes of
day and
show with visual questions; “Ros- an announcer will cut in
for V mincoe Karns and Inky Poo.” featuring ute quizzer every !.•>
minutes
a.sk"
the former film actor with an in- ing .set-owners whether
';
Ihey’wera
visible pet, similar to "Harvey
watching, and offering prizes
to
“Play DuMont,” a visual home par- correct answers to
questions based
ticipation game; “Hands of Mur- on what was on the
air.
der,” mystery metier to be scriptOn the a.s.sumption that daytimo
ed by freelancers; Ernest Truex
shows .are watched mainly by th*
starring in ‘“Timid Soul,” based on
housewife
and younger children
H. T. Web.ster’.s cartoon and packDuMont will attempt to sell itself
aged by Wilbur Stark, and “All
as a “regular member of the
famthe World's a Stage,” featuring Joe
ily."
Quizzer is to be titled “Tho
DuJulian as a stage-manager.
DuMont Housekeeper." RespondMont is also dickering for a new ents,
of coui.sefr^’ill have to
watch
Bernard Schubert package, titled
the screen to get the correct
an“What's Your Verdict*'”
swers. and thus the web hopes
to
auditioned build its audiences
“Harlem
House.”
to a point where
seplist
of
top
Monday, featured a
It can attract more sponsors.
tan performers, including Timmie
Rogers,
Son and Sonny, Josh
While, Marian Bruce, the King
(’ole Trio and Ray Robinson, welterweight boxing champ. Audience
Continued from pace 27
at the theatre was asked to jut
down comments, plus answers to
vance how' many viewers will tunt
such questions as whether the show
should be an hour or half-hour, into a sneak and if they don't
what time of the evening it should the show, it might just as well bt
be aired, etc. In a preface to the killed.
questions, .signed by Caddigan, the
Van Volkenhurg emphasized also
audience was told that TV belongs
his belief that a TV sneak is unt>of to stations or the networks but
fair to talent.
to the public, who should therefore
Tot) often, he .said,
“be given the opportunity to de- a show will look good on paper
cide what goes on the air and what but flops when it hits the air.
Viewers naturally blame the perdoesn't.”
formers who thereafter find it ex-

pitch for the ChilHospital fund drive,
was standing on the hack oi a
playmate's cycle when it hit a
bump and she was knocked
unconscious. She was taken to
the .same hospital she had previously plugged.

n fined to draw un committees and KTI,.A.
Understood that after
handle arrangeim nts for project<'d piiiiiping out coin for show fur a
qiiari M iy forum sessions of the Na- year wilhout a spun.sor, KTLA ,detional Television Film Council
cided to insert it.s own package at
No man Bradford, formerly w ith a cut nut
Mayor Fletcher Bowtil
Peart ad agency. ron and Lloyd Aldrich, Bowron’s
Paris &

-Iched
a •-ncy’s

was
(15>

dren’.s

I

Fran Warren, ingcque lead of gram

Sunday

outlet here.

ished

j

giter,

cold

Miss King, who had just

s.n ies of television shows
lier election as prez of the

Mike Todd's “As the Girls Go

17.

while hilchititj a ride on her
hoy Iriend’s bike. The Jock is
eight-year-old Betsy King, who
has her own stanza ot> the

hoard of Sindlinger & Co., operators of Ridox. new instantaneoii.s
radio-lelevision audience measure-

New York

May

disk-jockey

—

l.orke
as
farm editor, Richard
Although WPENs compliance
Ortner and Dick Wyatt a.s producwith the NAB code has never run
tion assistants, and Doris Hersh as
short of 97%, “which we can do
property aide
Ray Limbrrg appointed maintenance supervisor of without even trying.” Obrist said
NBC tele engineering
Sana. the code obviously doesn’t work for
rontiniied .Xrom paxe 1
Inc., signed by Leo Burnett agency llte little fellows, who have to fight
•'o
make Burton Holmes film for for every nickel.
with Stellar Productions, a pack.Santa Fe railroad
Dorsey ConInsisting that he is no reformer,
aging
subsid
of Ihe Morris office.
nors hosted cast members of Funs- Obrist said the obvious solution
apoppin show on WGN-TV’s Pei- would be to break down the AM This is a key phase in Berle’s attempt to shake himself loose from
-onality Profiles
Jane Ashman industry into its component parts
'criliting
WENR-TV mystery indies, nets, clear channel stations, a deal that Texaco and Kudner
claim is operative for Iwo more 39iliriller “Stand By For Crime”
smaller stations, part-time stations.
week periods beyond the current
Bonnie Pritchett debuted on WGN- S.OOO-watters
and 2.'>0-w'atlers. “l.ei
TV.s .Mystery Players after dracontract. *
lliese separate individual groups
matic awards at Loyola U. and
Berle’s attorney, Irving Kaufwork
out v’eir own problems, agree
Mundelein college
New engiman, revealed yesterday (Tues.
neering staffers at ABC-TV are on a program in advance and send
that
Berle’s contract is not with
representatives
to
the
NAB convenPaul Rioni, Cliff Braun, Jim Edwards, Charlie Kiser, Harry tion. and we might get .something.’’ the Texas Co. This w'as affirmed
by
the
Morris office. “It is our conObrist
said.
i>1c(’oll, Ed Moore, Rob Popke, Bob
Wadeson, Millard Whitlock. Norb
Television is a tremendous com- tention that there are no exercisa.(Jreen'*, Fred Slinkard and Frank petitor for our business, and to ex- ble option rights on the part of the
Dukewich
John Bryson and pect AM and TV to sleep restfully owner of the package (Stellar) for
Vince Garrity announcing Nall. in the same bed is ridiculous." Berle's
television
appearances,”
Girls Baseball games via WENR- Obrist s:;V. The N.AB
Abe La.stfogel.
appiopria- Kaufman added.
TV spon.sored by Nectar Beer.
g.m.
of
the
Morris agency, flew' in
tion of $2.50,000 to the Broadcast
Advertising Bureau to sp(‘nd on TV over the weekend on this problem
London
was also Jargely responsible for .and hopes to fly back to Hollywood

e *edingly difficult to make the TV
grade.
CBS. he said, tried tho

sneak technique only once. Show
drew' so much bad react on the web
was forced to drop il. at the expense of the time and money involved.

By
closed
said,

testing
circuit

program

Ideas

via

transmissions,

ho

po.ssihle to hold the audidown to only the web's plan-

it

is

ence
ning board.

Then, if Ihe show la
not right, it ran easily he brought
baek for .script revisions nr whatever else is neees.sary to fit It for

‘

LOU CLAYTON
“A CLEVER IDEA IN

PROGRAMMING”

llalf-tiour

sfiow

from

the

of

(fraeie
Hall

Empress

teh'cast tonight (18'

H pM /

F»r |y»ry Flak**
CiS, Mon. thru Fri.

/

«-

:

With JOHN K. M. MeCAFFERY
Wrhira niiil I)ir4f>f|r() Uir

ADDISON SMITH

i

garden

parl.\’

at

Obrist’s decision to
tional organization.

Cup

quit

The NAB has grown

tennis championships from Wimbledon will he featured on lliree consecutive
afternoons
with
zoom
lenses for special closeups
Thealrical

r

2 45-3 P.M.

Fields
to he

Davis

i

Roeliamp-

Ion

Ma.v 31 to be the afternoon
video feature w'ilh a television teatable as special attraction
Bar-

ing

'I e.xaco,
to give Berle a big
for his s»M‘ond .39-w'eek c.vcle.
hegiritiing in September, it’s felt

l)oost

that Berle is holding out for much
tnore. Ke|)orts on what he wants go
as high as .t 1.5.000 weekly, though

'

it’s

to

Schwerin

bara Mullen playing Mary Land) in
“Charles and Mary” for telecasting

(Wed.’i.

While Ihe Kudner agency reveals
it
was prepared, in represent-

that

loo

big in recent yeais, be added, slating he was surprised that th.^ 01 gariizal ion’s bylaw's bad not recognized the fact before tlii.s.

'

i

tonight

the na-

nuich

believed that $10,000

Texaco

reality.

ready

go

to

is

clo.ser

understood

is

high as $10,000.
Berle is now netting around $2, .500
for l»is television show. M'ith his
Texaco AM radio .show the followas

ing ni''ht (Wed ». the comedian’s
gross jumps to around $4..500 for

l)ave

WILMINGTON

LANCASTER

dela.

PENN A.

not accomplislu'd their job.
including a .soap plug which used
terms to dcs«iibe the
product, so lhal
of llie listen-

scientific

know what the words
meant; a drug product ein|)liasizing
the brand name
4.5'
of listeners
IlioughI it W'as sponsored l»y a leading competitor, and a singiir^ (ommcrcial built on a w .k. lone -90'
retncmUMcd the tune hut not Ihe
ers did not

—

I

sponsor.

READING
PENNA

On

the

.Scliwciin found

when

it

was

picscnled h\
the show's
<

ner given

for
10

lionor
'

an

commcK

-slt»m-

|||f

VV.IW.

—

d

•u

hall

act, for

many

radio,

screen

years stars of

and

mdwork.

s|>orls

The

series willi

<|iiiz

l)V

lril)e

prr'sidruil

Bill

ifinoimcer Bruce

toe

hall

"'0

he

is

are starring in their

own

television

show on

CBS»Los Angeles Times
station

KTTV

each Mon-

They

day evening.
too,

on the CBS'

coasc

the

Veeck

assisted

m

8 p.
'riiosr* siihmilting
(pieslions
gel prizes it hoard «>f
e.xpcrts mi.ss
or answer llie siihniilted
inquiry.
Among llie memhms nf the hoard

I

Otto

Graliam, Brown's
Harrison
Dillard.
and Larr> Atkins, fight

«|uarlerba<'k;

track star,
,

1

tu'onioter.

star,

coast-to-

network each

Satur-

day afternoon, 4-4:30

l-ST.

The Texas Rangers

tran-

scriptions, used

on

scores

of stations from coast to

Hoop*

as

27.4.

17.

McDonald on

hour Wednesdav

stage,

now

eracings as high

gaiiu's to its sland
now
(rronioles
a

as emcee.

;ulver-

messa'ic If that
think ps>
cliologic;il d(‘alni‘.>s i> crumliling il
’’
the whole siruclure coll

leveland. May
wliich
hrriadcasts

Cleveland

ial

and

Wai ner Bros, picture deal

Ios.mI a

(

il
i> riot llic liasic i(|<* i
that
fault l)ul the «*\e» iilmii ot tli.il
id -a Oiir vast radio i> lik- an
inverted p.\r.imid rest ing >li,ikiK on

liser's

jiisl

lexas Kanj^ers,

ne

coast, have achieved

<

stone crumhir's

Inlerfailh din
his

Waldorf in
which he has

sfai

"Our studies have definitely indicated th.d will) coniiiKM'cials. jiisf
as with llie entertainment portioov
of radio programs, listeners ;m Inselected,
entertained,
impressed,
(onvinced and sold it the advertiser is willing to study liis audience and liis mess.ig,*" according
lo Siliwefan
“As with .Milcrliin

one lonodatioii

in

cover
Time and

renu*inl)er(*d.

IS at

rcinci%ro

including

Ihe

at

I'lns

,

mcnl,

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

lately.

last
week
Newsweek and tlie

li.nid

When

niadi* tile pilclt, 8,5'

PENNA.

other

hasn’t
acted on an.\'. Me is “as receptivf*
to any offers from Texaco
as well
as tho.se from other potential
spon(or.s.” And some of Ihe
offers have
been from some of the biggest
spenders in radio and television,
especially following on Ihe heels
ol Ihe extraordinary
publicity he’.s

gotten
stones

one commercial

children, laMiiemhered h\ onl\

announcer.

EASTON

r,

boll) sliow.s.
Si nee word of the Berle-Texaro
situ it ion got out, tfiere have
been
a flood ot offers to sponsor
Berle
in a show of his own. Me

1

America’s greatest western

Advertisers and stations

— we have

a

new and

even

better sales plan! Ask
about

it!

ARTHUR

CHURCH

B.

Productions
KANSAS CITY 4 MISSOURI
,

^^IncMfay, May 18, 1949

KADIO-TRLEVISIO^i

ci™ STATIONS SET

Heavy Colnmbas Sales

While-You-Wait

UP NON-PROFIT GROUP

*•

Continued from pagt 27
Chicago, May 17.
which
different elements of the
to
set
voted
here
FM stations
show are listed.
organization known
up a non-profit
NBC will beam the show to
of Chicago- N. Y. via coaxial cable, where it
as FM Broadcasters
five-man board will not be transmitted over the
land, and picked a
air.
but will be kine.scoped for
its incorpora®f directors to guide
pre-selected
judging
by
1.200
tion.
viewers, voting in four NBC studio
the number - cueing
Idea of founders is to promote sessions via
FM listening and the program pref- method. .An additional 350 New
erences of Chi area listeners. Co- Yorkers will watch the program at
operative ad and promotion cam- the KC.A .lohnny Victor theatre in
paigns will follow an intensive re-^ Radio City. They will use a “TV
by the te.st trigger” and electric pen research project financed
cording units to indicate their rejnember stations.
the
to
board actions.
nominated
Directors
Schwerin hopes to be able to
are Ted Leitzell, WEFM (Zenith);
Harold Smith, WMAQ-FM; Harold find answers to such questions as
the effectiveness of panel quiz
III.;
Benton, WILA, Woodstock.
Edward Wheeler, WEAW, F.van.s- shows, the nece.s.sily of visual questions for TV. reaction of audiences
lon. and Ralph Wood, Jr., WMOR,
to the TV version of “Kids” as
sparkplug of the movement.
program, the most
against the
popular types of questions and
commercials and the parts of the
program liked best and/or least by
different groups. In addition, he’ll
Continued from page 27
probe for an.swers to more general
research questions, such as the size
olize the originating activities of

AM

NABU6

any one geographical

sample needed for reliable
re.sults. the required frequency of

Kneedeep wealth of Hollywood
and technicians was spot-

TV, differences in reaction between a studio test and one
in the home. etc.

of the

television to

reactions,

area.”

talent

lighted by

McCue when he w arned

that the eastbound cable limitations would “restrict and prohibit

istics

new audience

character-

in

Cost of the mammoth test is to
be shared by Schwerin, NBC, Miles
Laboratories (sponsors of “Kids’
for Alka-Seltzeri and the Wade ad

development of programs, creative
and artistic talent and skilled

agency here. Details were worked

craftsmen.”

out by

,Iones

admitted

that

the

next

move was up to Washington and
FCC chairman Wayne Coy. .\1ready involved in the investigation
of the AT&T move are Sens. Scott
Lucas and Paul Douglas of Illinois.
Lucas and Douglas both have built
small fires under Coy, according to
Jones, who pointed out that considerable time might elapse before
concrete action would be taken.

Member

N.^BUG

are

American Federation ofRadio

.Art-

unions of

National Assn, of' Broadcast
Engineers and Technicians. Kadio
Broadcast Engineers, Radio Directors Guild, Radio Writers Guild,
and Radio Engineering divi.sion of
ists.

IBEW.

We

Wade

research chief Gordon
Norberg,
in
a.s.sociation
with
Schwerin and NBC research direc-

Hugh M.

Beville, Jr. They hope
to complete the N. Y. tests within
two weeks and have detailed results on the entire project avail-

tor

able by

June

Columbus,

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

17.

for receivers.
Distributors report
moving 1.667 sets to dealers in a
19-day period, boosting the total
of sets delivered to the trade up
to May 2 to 5.391.

—The

r

Breckenrldge, Texas

—

to a new corporation operating
with the same name.
In the new setup Trammell is
prez with 40Cc stock and Chapman
with 40 ^p.
is .secretary-treasurer

i

Mn

Network

Regional

hour, developing it into an audience participation kid quiz. The
half-hour broadcast emanates from
the stage of the Capitol as part cf
the theatre’s new Saturday Jamboree for youngsters.

W. Chapman and Manning L.
Trammell operating as the
Stephens County Broadcast Co.,

(

Congress in Going Over As
N. E.

FCC

has authorized the assignment of
the license of KSTB from Robert

'

!

^ddition Augusta

andYM.

Holds 3d Annual Dinner

Albany

J.

St. Loula
WIL, for many yeaia
quartered on the top floor ol the
Melbourne hotel in midtown has
made arrangements to occupy the
in Hostudio.s abandoned Joy
tel Chase in the west end district.

KWK

Trammell

Chapman

Elizabeth

KWK

are

interest each.

with

listen

—

Henry Matteo, formerwith the United I’ress in Albany
and more recently a newsman with
held its
the .American forces in Germany,
last week at the Mayflower hotel,
has been appointed news editor of
with the web’s weekly “Round jWXKW. He succeeds Mike Cleary,
Table” program, which originates once of PM, w lio resigned.
regularly from the NBC Capital
outlet, WRC. as first item on the
Chicago W'ayne G. Williams was
menu. Lief Eid. of NBC, was mod- appointed radio and tele director'
This the of Goodkind, Joice &
erator of program, “Is
Morgan
81st or 80 Worst Congress ‘r’, in agency.
He was formerly prexy
which four member of Congress of Universal Radio Productions.
Washington, May 17.
Regional Network
third annual dinner here

•

ly

New England

1

—

from New England
Program went out to

participated.

WBZ, B<5ston:
Cortland, N. Y.— William J. Hall
Hartford: WJAR. Provi- has been appointed station manWCHS. Portland: WLBZ, ager of WKRT here. Hall became
and WRDO, Augusta.
affiliated with WKRT and WKRThonor New F^ngland FM as program director four
to

WTIC,
dence;

Bangor,
Held

!

months before they went on ttu*
Right months ago lie
1947.
assistant manager.

members

NERN

in Senate and House, the
dinner is becoming a Wash-

air in

was made

ington tradition. In addition to 26
senators and representatives present. the following attended: George

meniber of F'ederal
Communications Commission: Glen
McDaniel, v.p.. RC.A: F. M. Russell.
Washington veepee. NBC; William
manager.
R. McAndrew, general
WRC Washington; Gene .luster,
E.

—

Sterling,

director. WRC; J. J. Weed
& Co., station reps.
representatives
station

program
of

1.5.

May

O.,

Appliance dealers here who opposed the sale of television sets
until WLW-C. first local video station, was ready to begin programming, now report heavy demands

Weed

NERN

on hand were: from WBZ. J. B.
ROGERS (WLAW) MEMORIAL Conley, W. C. Swart ley. Walter
Evans, Walter Benoit. John W.
Boston, M^y 17.
A memorial to .Alexander H. Steen, Ralph N. Harmon. Gordon
Rogers, founder of WL.AW. Law- Swan, F. P. Nelson and C. M. Meerence, and publisher of the Law'- han: from WTIC, Paul W. Morericy,
being Walter John.son. Leonard .1. Patrirence
Eagle-Tribune,
is
Erected in the new science build- celli and Bernard .Mullins; from
ing of Merrimack College in Ando- WJAR, J. C. Bullock: Irom WCHS.
ver, by his son Irving E. Rogers. William H. Rines; from WLBZ. EdGuernsey;
E.
and from
Latter is president and treasurer ward
WRDO, Jack Atwood.
of the Lawrence station.

[

'

O m a h a Webber Motors lias
again
purchased KOlI/s sports
package, which represents $.59,000
Inin talent and production cost.
cluded are Univ. of Nebraska football (at home and away»; a weekly
1.5-minule “Fishing and Hunting”
show: liockey <home games and
playoffs both at home and away);
boxing
local professional); base-

joined

the

He came

John

sales

to

,

I

of WIJP in Wisconsin,
has joined the .sales staff of WCOP,
Boston.

—

St. Louia
The building commitlie St. Louis Board of Education has recommended ai-ceptance of bid.s for e(|uipment for its
proposed new FM station KLSH,
the construction of which has been
approved by FC’C'. The low bid for
the equipment was $14. .500 and this
is in
addition to $36,874 tor the
erection of a 370-loot tower antenna. Building Commissioner V.
Harry Rhodes said the lower was
.so d(‘signed so a television antenna
wouUI be added, if needed.

tee of

I

—

.Albany, N. Y.
Gene
son of longtime
a

with bis
on a commercial piograin
Schenectady station at the
age of eight. 'Phe senior O’Haire
is
HOW' engaged in business in
father

via tlie

Sntlixan

I

of

WC’OP.

from

WESX,

staff

WCOP

has

and is president of the
Kiwanis Club. Hank Matteo,
one lime eonnecled with the
radio bureau of ttie United Press
in .Albany and later a newsman in
Germany, is now news editor of
.Albany

— WTAG

at

W.XKW,
Mike

.Albany.

.

.

Leads

.

ATX

for the season

'i

“PEOPLE ARE FUNNY”

14 of the Jutlf-Jnmr daily

Louisville, Ky.
of

staff

.

.

Leads

.

ALL

— says

Hooper’s "Top

ART LINKLETTER

.

.

.

May

29.

16 niyht-titne audience participation

AND

Hooper {Ahruys

in

1,*).")

Most popular master of ceremonies

— says

Radio Mirror An-

nual Poll.

OU

4

BlllX

\ OUR

.

.

.

Best quiz

Fame Animal

•

5-GROUCHO MARX
,,

.

.

}>es1

U. 5. radio editors in

entertainment

JOHN GLEDEL RADIO PRODUCTIONS
(Note to paper; Print this quick before next ratings coroe out.)

all

Poll.

Peabody Award for
programs on the air.

.’Winner of

of all

show-say

succeeds

in

Lounsbiiiy,
here and

Lexington, joins

audienve partivlpation shnirs

latest Neilsen

.lim

WHAS

announeer

WLEX.

— says Hooper.

shores

He

C’leary.

has

Close the Season With a Royal Flush!

l-“HOUSE PARTY”

O’Haire,

WGY miktT.
WOKO in

new announcer at
.Albany.
He appeared

worked
out a new .Saturday morning kid
package with Woicesler's Capitol
theatre. It’s extended the quarlerhour “Fairy Tale iine” to a halfWoroester

f

manager

is

Salem, where he was also commercial manager.
1

—

Boston
Jotin Sullivan, former
commercial manager of WESX,
.Salem, and before that commeicial

local

—

Boston

1

the newly
constructed KSGD. owned by the
St. I.ouis Globe-Deimu'iat Publishing C'o., that abandoned the radio
field several weeks ago and leased
its new building in the downtown
district several weeks ago to KWK.
into

Jr.,

t

ball games; daily 1.5-minule sportscasts, and sport bulletins.

moving

is

COMEDY

WIND

air

I

OKI

38

.

Coin Oil

\% on 78s, 2J

/q

Cliicago,

^
1

Records
n\enls to music publishers lor the
first quaiter of this year seem to

son.

Antic pated

the cotnpatiy’s claim that
Micro;>roove Lont^-Playid); disks
finding ever-increasing sales
figures. Statement, broken down
betvseen regular 78 rpm platters
and the LP’s, .shows that during
the three months ended March 31
the company’s 78 .sales dropped
15''/),
But, jumping those returns
with the LP statement, the total
royalties disbursed by CRC were
2.V’/) higher than the final quarter
of ’48. Columbia did not pay royalties on l.P’s during that period;
It didn’t begin cutting pubs in on
such sales until Jan. 1 last.
Columbia asseits that, at the moment. its LP figures are greater
than in January, the previous high
mark During Apiil and May approximately 2.5 to 30"o of all sales
in the pop division were on LP
Between 80 and 85% of classical

(Week

12lh Street Rag
Lavender Blue
Faraway Places

Powder Face
Shady Nook

On

,

.

Moon

_.

Red Ro.ses
Slow Boat China
You’re In Love

i

.

Yale
Wright
Chappell
.

.

..
.

.

Wedding Marlene
For You

Wood

.

Cigareets * Whusky
Buttons and Bows

!

.

L.

.

Chappell
Victoria

Box & C’ox
Feldman

Lillette

Yale

Cool Wt ter

Feldman
Dash

Crystal Gazer

My

Mother’s Day

17.

KIDDIE DISK DIVISION
Columbia

th'e

quarter financial
statement
(see
separate
story'.
Decca. which has been riding high
with hits since the first of the year,
turned up a ’25"/) boost in royalty
figures.
M-G-M, however, put in
the highest increase over the final
quarter of ’48. With one hot record
Blue Barron ’.s “Cruising Down the
River"' leading the list, followed
by Billy Kckstine and Art Mooney,
tlie
company’s
royalty
returns
first

ing of

there’s still enough left to sell.
Flipover is one of her good beat
things.
A1 Grant “Cabaret"-”! Do. 1 Do.
I Do" (King'. One of King’s initial
new pop division relea.ses. with .Al

Jumped

55%).

L

RIDERS IN THK SKY

l.

“A" YOU’RE

(4)

(Morris)

1

ADORABLE

(4)

1

(Laurel)

1

Cap’s 1st Qtr. Net

3.

BABY

4

,AG.\IN

.

IT’S
(9>

COLD OUTSIDE

(2)

Grant

a

newcomer.

,

i

|

If it

isn’t a

big hit.

get many a jock
Solidly backed by a band
under Carl Fisher. Laine pours a

i

,

(Robbins)

FOREVER

5.

EVER

.\.VD

(4)

1

Shore-dark
V’.’ro

CapUol

Records turned out a
statement covering the
quarter of Hiis year, which
spotligiits the small margins that
indie disk companies are and will
continue to work on If the record
business doesn’t Improve.
C'ap’s
net
income after all
charges
amounted to $40,400 as again.st the

«.

CRUISING DOW'N THE RIVER

7.

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY

8.

SO

1

(14) (Spitzer)

financial

i

$.588,600 piled

responding

up

first

w'as

hot with

(13) (Mills)

.

.

.

I

IN

LOVE

CD

(T. B.

Harms)

\

|

1

FAR AWAY PLAGES

9.
i

(161 (Laurel)

\

/

CAR' ,ESS HANDS

10.

|

(2>

the initial quarter of this year,
Payoff on 476.230 shares of capital
readied 4c each after provision
for
dividend pa\’men( on
preferred slock
Last year, the
earnings
of
43().()00
s li a r e s

I

DON’T SEE ME

i

to $1,32 per.

Russ Morgan
Bine Barron

In the slalcment. t'ap president
Glenn K. VVallichs planted the

shaip recession
in
disk-buying
scjuarely on the contusion •reated
among recoril-huvefs h> tlu* new
vari-speed reiorilmgs
(’ap itself
has sided witli Victor in distrilnitiiig 45 ipm recordings, the introduction of which caused the confusion.
C'olumhia's
jMii rogroove
Lotig-l’la\ iiig disks tiave been in
circulation since last .lul.\ and it
wasn’t until Vii'toi’s dewlopment
iiit
the
market that confusion
existed.

t

t

C

l

C’O.MME

WONDERFUL GUV

(Miller)

.

Bing Crosby
Dinah Shore
Bing Crosby
Perry Como

.

Pliiladelphi.'i, .May 17

Rubin Hood Dell C’onciMts. Inc.
asked C’ily C’ouneil for an ad-

lias

ditional appropriation of $13. ()()() to
get he .summer eoneerl stadium in
leadine.ss for tlie al fre.sco season
opening here June 27l

4
4
4

4

ROUND

(Chappell)

Gordon

.

.

.

.

.

w'eslern. race, nolka,
blues:
“Counfrv Bov.**
Dickens (C’niumhia);

.

Band Review

,

.MIC

HAEL VENTRE ORC’H

I

happell)

craze,

(rt)

ways

.

I

.

Como

,

;

.

.

Frank Sinatra

Marqarrt Whiting
Fcggy Lee

Victor

Dcrca
Capitol

Capitol

Day

Dori.s

H.rmM

C'ol n ni

doing
rhuinha

is

the

beginning

makw

lo

Huh, almetropolitan
ju.st now beginning to
daffy, resulting in Holel

centers,

is

other

rhumba
Kenmore venture

clicking

nicely.

Ventre, a local product, lias organized a neat six-man unit that
gives out a satisfactory liiand of
authentic Latin-American music.
Leading from the piano, he u.se.s
sax. trumpet, bass and drums, with
Johnny Gonsalvez handling ll'e vocals and bongos.
(’onceiil rating
on rhumbas, sambas, mamlios and
'a little Afro-bop. response lias been

Caoifol

(Chappell)

is

behind

go

t

Columbia

Coif-

/< '"</

I

Capitol

.

Toni/ Martin
Oil k Haijmcs

^

V'clor X

.

I

.

.

Starr

popularize

to

which

substantial gains loi'ally.

{

.

Russ .Morgan
Perry

much

Jenkins

.Sammi/

Kay

i

hia

so satisfactory that whal was originally a weekend exiicrimcnt by
'the holel has developed into lour
additional
nights
weekly, witli
nights a po.ssibility when fall season starts.

..VI,or«

j

'

I

,l

(

Ding

Cmshy

K'V/

Starr

Panin

Kay

(lay

Dtlly

Capitol
.

Snpicmc

.

.

Ames

..

^

I

number

Bros

.

Monroe.

in the

Top

Coral

.

.

.

W'ith

4

Victor 4

Dccca 4
4
M (i iM 4

Hoicard

been

.

.

Johnny Mercer

of u-eeks song has

on.st
j

(ini/

F.ddi/

tlie

MOM

.

.

Featured along witli Vtuilre
Conrads, danceteam that demrates authentic rliumlia '1%’^

(’apitol

.

Lombardo
f.lrf Mooney
Stafford MacBae

Range)

Capitol

.

.

,

,

Feksfim*

\'iinglin
I

!

Dccca

Watson
Starr

/S ctst/

WAET'/, (.Shapiro-B)

IFtgurt-i tn parentheses indicate

.

.

.

C’A (I.eeds)

NEED YOU (( hoiee'
CANDY KESSE.S (Hill &

.

.

Blues”-“Now You’re
Down in the Aliev.” Blue Lu
Br»rker ((^anifoD: “Algiers Blues."
WltHc Bryant (Apollo'; “Re Bop
Room Rip Bam,” Four Blues
(Apolloi.

...

floirard
Kai/e

.

.MERRY (;0

.

.

"Trombone

MGM

.

.

Fddy

’

l3Ci !>lore for Dell

.

standout

..

I

VOl VOl YOU ARE THE OM. (Campbell)
I
4 DON’T ME TO .AIE (Leeds)
4
4
4
4

'»

.

.

.

Como

SO.VIEONE I.IKE YOU (Harms)

.

.

good.

.

Perry

1

t TItl'K TO VOl' IN .MY K.VSHION (T. B.
4
4 HOW IT I.IES (Morris)
4
4
4 YOU BROKE YOUR PKO.\||.SE (Pic)
4
4 I DIDN T KNOW C;UN LOADED (I.ewls)
4
4 C’.AR.W.AN (.Am. .Academy'

.

(Mercury)
Call Me Sweetheart Anymore.” by Nick Lucas (C’apilol), is

Vaughn Monro*
Gay Lombardo

1

)

PORTRAIT OE JENNIE, (C

Voiir Shoes On. Lucy” Is
Kay (C’ob'mhiai. but
too 'ate
Ja 7
ought
to get ki'ks from “FIvin'* Home”“r.arav,in” hv FUn PbilHns with

Newly organized combo
1

SO TIRED (Glenmore)

i: •OiVI.ME

of ”T»ut

by Beatrice

Boston

(Laurel)

SOME ENC HANTED EVENING

.

Empire Room, Hotel Kenmore

1

'

.

.

L'ttle .1imm.v

Mel Tonne

|

LOVE ME. LOVE ME. LOVE Ml

.

.

hmbilly

1

j
i

Qn” and “Pennies F'om

T

Heaven” both Nations!
Ditto
Cbf.rHe Barnet’s "O’Henrv” (C’apltol'
One of the best recordings

.

.

vocal

.

“Oumbanchero”

.

.

.

Sammy Kaye

(Melrose)

“Deed

.

“Don’l

.

I

.stock

I

;;

Second Group

for the three months
ended March 31. C’ap’s gross
dropped approximately $1,700,000.
It was $4.82.5.500 for the first three
months of ’48 and $3,126,200 for

Seek

,,

Fields...

Como

t

•

hit disks.
All told,

amounted

j

.

.

Capitol

.

Damone

Grncte
Perry

Warren

(both now with Victor) and “Frasnuita Serenade”
Pair of good
bon side*! pie Ciiarlie Ventiira’i

.

j

j

{

dui'ing tlie corquarter of ’48.

company

wlien the

i

.

the Silver Lin-

.

”

Columbia

.

Claud*

prewar arrange-

Orchestra (Mercury)
.
“Don’t M'.anna Let You Go” seems
a likelv looking new tune, eul by
Joe Costa (Bullet)
Another
cute novejty ix Johnnv Mercer’s
"Island Oueen”
Back in the
iaz/
groove there’s an exodlent
side bv Albert Ammons In “Roses
of Picardv” (Mercurv)
Commercial piano is well reDre'!enled
hv .Ian August with “Nola” and

....

Li/nn

V’ir

t

(Robbins)

1

first

Columbia

1

1

Skids to 40G

Burl Ires
Perry Como
Tony Pastor
Whiting Mercer

tor

reis.'sued tw'o of

finest

In "Look for
w'ith a Frr»n

>'’'*cb)to’»

A!
Vu

ments
ing”

it s

spin

Vaughn Monroe

better treat-

Platter Pointers
Thornhill’*!

,

needs sea.soning. Nevertheless, the
wax is w'orthw'hile. There’s excelDewey
lent
mu.sical support hy
Bergman. “I Do,” cute new’ tune,'
Grant and Luise
h.TS possibilities.
Carlyle, another King pop entrant,
do it well.
Frankie Lalne “Georgia On My
Kind”
.Tust
the
Mind’’-” You’re
'Mercury'.
Laine hasn’t been too
hot lately, but in “Georgia” he’s
got a side that.
still
figures to

much

gets

it

Columhia

of “{’abaret.” a good new' melodv.
He
is okay, hut not outstanding.

.

j

(Melrose)

—

him along.
i

His version

on Coin-Machines
\

x .lee-,

ment. It’s a nice job on the piece,
which MacRae do^s as a ballad!
The inevitable Paul Weston pushes

I

10 Best Sellers

‘•M--H— R

is

”

Records’ kiddie-disk
division ha.s been taken out of the
pop artists and repertoire department and moved under the supervision of the Masterworks arm. booking.
Herman Krasnow, specialist In
At any rate. Lo<ascio ciaims that
children’s recordings, was hired by by cashing his deposit check. MCA
formally executed a contract. He
Columbia recently and put in
claims that he’s stuck for the costs
charge of the field. He’ll report to
of the hall, promotion, etc., plus
Goddard Leiberson, Masterworks
losing prestige among his patrons
head.
for failing to produce an attracCRC’’s kiddie disks had been In tion he had advertised.
MCA. he
charge of Ben Selvin, now head of says, offered $250 to underwrite
Columbia’s Hollywood office. When the costs, but he refused.
Selvin w'ent west last December,
Locascio has complained to the
replacing Joe Higgins, who moved American Federation of Musicians,
back east, he took the kiddie de- through his N. Y. attorneys, but
partment with him. It couldn’t be the union has made no move as
done from the Coast, however.
yet.

down — approximately

that’s

’’

agency notified him that Lombardo
w'ouldn’t play the date. He was advised that he could have the band
on Monday, May 16. at a flat $3,000
instead of the percentage arrangement. but he wasn’t interested. It
is
Loca.scio’s understanding that
Lombardo pulled out because he
didn’t want to make a 270-mile
jump to Birmingham from a prior

KRASNOW HEADS CRC

as a

fUcU

exceptional
if,
by the accoiu-

bounced

—

MCA

Reid

it

hit

00—32^2,, Bop" “Smiles” .'(’apitob
Miss Stafford’s Initial bop disk
with Dave Lambert, who has
been
teaching her the style
Whoever
worked out the title added up hi.s
symbols and got bop. Cap will add
’em no after a few months and »ev
companies.
M H R x 3ee oo” and find it
Stan Jones “Riders in the Sky”- equals nothing in .sales. “Smiles”
Mytis
You
good, while Miss Stafford carCall
Could
Wish
I
“I
Sw'oetheart” (Mercury', Stan Jones lies the melody straight and the
His disking bop kids do an obbligato
is writer of “Riders."
Thereafter it falls apart.
Paul Weston
is good, though it doesn’t contain
same appeal 'of the Vaughn Mon-, solldiv understudies.
Jones'
Patti
versions.
Page
Ives
“Cabaref’-’
roe and Burl
Whisperand Mercury use the echo routine Ing” (Mercury). Mi.ss F’age could
and add hoofbeat sound elTects and have a followun to her “,So In
preLove” success with "Cabaret She
a solidly moving background,
Jones’ handles the new ballad melodr
expanding
by
sumably
a with
It’s
imoroved vocal poise and
Death Valley Rangers.
it’s, feeling for a lyric.
since
and
Fine side. Reworthwhile cut
Jones’ own tune there’s conversa- verse is a rhythmic, bop-fiavored
“Sw’eet- version of the standard,
tion available for jocks.
it’s okav
Mitch Miller brightly backs both]’
heart is average wax.
Gordon MarRae “f.over’s Gold”Nellie Lutcher “Ki.ss Me Sweet’’“Baby. Please Stop and Think “’I’ing-a-Ling” (Canitol'. Much is
Miss Lutch- expected of the “Gold” side. Tune
.\bout Me” (Capitol'.
figures to draw sounds eood and seems to have
er’s “Kiss Me"
But MacRae’s reIt’s, pos.sibilities.
jock
spins.
freouent juke and
packed full of rhythm and though cording is rather doll and won’t
“Ting-a-LIn".”
her style somewhat smothers the do much for it.
melodic appeal of the melodv. brought to life bv an old record-

breach.
It’s
a
$50,000
damage action filed in New York
via N. Y. attorneys for failure of
Lombardo’s band to play a onenighter last night (Tuesday'. Locascio was to have played Lombardo at the City Aud.; the spot
remained dark, though the promoter paid the rent.
Loscascio says that he executed a
verbal deal with MCA’s N.Y. office to play Lombardo on a deal
calling
for
a
$2,000 guarantee
against 60% of the gross. He dispatched a $1,000 cashier’s check as
a deposit, which
cashed. But.
says the promoter. MC’A never sent
him a contract and on April 7 the

.

rhythm

paniinent.
Joe Stafford

of the

melody

contract

Second 12
Strawberry

Capitol, Decca and M-G-M also
turned in royalty statements to
pubs last week. Of the three only

company’s

Birmingham, May

the

same title, the ballad
strong and ably cut by
the singer, who came to attention
Backing
I la a similar type tune,
makes a good impression, too.
atlushly
orchestra
DeVol
Frank

for Dropping

Locascio, local dance impresario. .says he is filing suit
against M^isic Corp. of America
and Guy Taombardo on an alleged

Connelly

From

“Spring.”

m

into the old tune, doing
“nd in rhythm,
it

apltol).

in the timely

Paul

i

;

MCA,

Birmingham Booking

Strauss-Miller

i

ket in the country.

from

the 5:45

Leeds
Chappell
Keith-Prowse

.

:

New' York and Chicago, now served
by video’s coaxial cable. This area
is ttie best music and record mar-

reflected

.

Lombardo

Sun

lot

Margaret Whiting
could very well have another hit solidly

K

You"'

film

Chappell

.

.

.

It’s

i

j

is

.

Files Gripe vs.

12.

Cuckoo Welt/. Keith Prowse
Magic
Connelly
Buy Killarney
P. Maurice
Heart Loch Lomond
Unit
Put Shoes On, Lucy
Gay

j

indicates
in view of the obvious inroads being made on the recording busine.ss by the confusion in buyers’
minds over the varying recordspeeds, plus the quickening spread
of television, is anybody’s guess.
There’s no doubt in the minds of
retail dealers that the confusion
caused by Victor’s 45 rpm entry
lias huit .sales.
There’s also no
doubt in the minds of major music
publishers that the disk confusion
has hurt music sales. .That television is cutting in is a foregone
conclusion, particularly in the wellpopulated industrial area between

This

May

Put ’em In Box

were Microgroove.

2V'o.

is

Endiiiq Mni/ 7'

I.ondon,

What such arithmetic

was

deficit

—

By BEKNIE WOODS

51argaret Whltinf “It Happens
$155,000 F.veiA' Spring’’-“Every Time 1 Meet'

,

are

Cap

—

for the 1948-49 season.

Best British Sheet Sellers

bolslei-

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

17.

«*

•

royalty state-

Its

sales

May

1

Halfway mark lias been met in
money-raising campaign to meet
deficit of Chi sympliony orch, ac-

Up With LP; Decca Zooms, Cap l/Uff 11
C'tiluiuhia

WeditMday, May 18, 1949

Chi Symph Meets Half
Of Expected 1550 Deficit

rgl

CRCI Pub

:'
.

P'T^rEff

HKKTIt.%S-!ll|TSir

Capitol

4

M<‘rcnry

4

Capitol

4

guest

partici|)at ion.

which

I

makes
^
1

for an

ratlier forcial

informal

Empire

aii'

in

In^

R'»oi"

Leeds Music planning hig pen*
The Hnt
motional campaign lor
Drive
C’anary” .starting June a
will revolve around Hh' (iiganiza*
Hosiery.
lion’s tie-in with Sappliire

10.1

new

I

creators

I

tagged hot canary.

of

a

fasti i«>n

color

11

If’edn^sday,

May

18,

onrHR<miA§-iiivsi€

1^49

STEW

DISK JOCKS’ TELEVISION
AFM

Probes Promoters in Effort

To Root Out Agcy. Booking

Evils

Decca Enters

mediately get a signed contract in

Meanwhile,
bookreturn.
ing office is blocked out of the
All the time, the
"lllled” date.
a rival

agent who sold the band may have
no Intention of delivering the outHe may be using the name of
fit.
the big band to force a sale on a
secondary b.o. band, by waiting unlast minute to cancel the
til the
ariginal contract. By that time the
promoter usually is unable to buy
anything elsewhere and must take
what he can get.
Another angle of “pencilling in”
la to promise a top band at a certain figure, then, secure in the
knowledge that so much coin is
pos.sible on that date, try to get
more from another promoter.
When a second promoter offers
more the first date is cancelled,
often after
are ibcurred.

promotions

expenses

Laurel Morris

With 49c Disk

Vocalion

firm, with

the exception of one or two that
have new tunes starting up the
ladder, business is n.s.g.
Of the three companies that
control
the top tunes. Tommy
Valando's Laurel Music is outstanding in that it has three songs

among the

first

11,

This firm, only

•bout a year and a half old, is not
nearly as big, for example, as the
Edwin H. Morris combine. Yet
Valando has "A
You’re Adorable,” “Far Away Places" and “1
Don't See Me In Your Eyes Anymore” riding the best .sellers. “Far
Away" was No, 1 for a period.
Morris also has three going
atrong— “Riders In the Sky,’’ the
hottest
seller
at
the
motnent;
“Careless Hands” and the new
“Baby, It’s Cold Outside," plus
“How It Lies” coming up. Robbins
Music has two. “.^gain” and “For•ver and Ever,” both well up on
the lists.
Following closely behind is the
Chappell firm, with two tunes from
the hit musical "South Pacific.”

—

‘Some

Enchanted

Evening"

the

a

the
sub-

Brunswick company,

which Decca purchased.

Most of the pop music business
at the moment is being done by
three firms.
Between them they
control nine of the I,*) top tunes
on best-seller lists, aiur as far as
they are concerned business is

With every other

under

(plus
tax*
label, originally

The move

to the low-priced field is a startling
one to rival major companies and
to the several independents which
recently have been marketing platters at 35c and up.
Decca’s second subsidiary label
(with Coral) will carry entirely new
No reissues
artists and melodies.
of catalog material will be involved.
As a matter of fact. Bill

Lead Pub Parade

great.

of

Disk

jockeys

metropolitan
New York,
where its inroads would be felt
earlier, are beginning to fret about
the effect television will have on
them.
.At the moment, wherever
one or more jockeys are together,
areas,

in

of th# Warner Bros, music publishing companies, left New York last
Thursday (12) on the Queen Eliz-

abeth for a 10-week trip through
England and the Continent.
Starr left N. Y. In the middle of

the threat of television is an everpresent subject of discussion.

Jocks are not shaken by the possibility that audiences will immediately be lowered in favor of everrising
ures.

television

-

Installation

the battle between television people and the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers over a contract for the use of
the society’s catalog on video. He
was on the negotiating committee
representing the society. His place
has been assumed by lA)uis Shapiro-) Bernstein.

.

fig'

But they are developing insecure attitude about holding spon-

Many

sors.

expect that as more

and more national, and even local,
advertisers turn toward television,
that the cost of video programs

»

j

^

|

j

i

Offish

Income

sion.

stands now, there are hundisk jockeys in major
subsist on the purchase
of quarter and half-hour segments
of recorded music shows by nationally known products, because
the time is comparatively cheap
and they deliver audiences. Television figures to concentrate budg-

As

it

dreds

of

cities

who

To Pubs Slaps

MPPA Revenue

It’s felt by
vention in Chicago.
the NAB’s e.xperienced hands that
indie stations in metropolitan centhose that now have a rep
ters

hai fallen so short during rectmt
months that at the organization's
monthly board meeting .Monday
(16) the Issue was given consider-

—

for

disk

.shows

and

pensonality-

—

spinners who lure listeners will
discussion. .A finance
be the la.st to suffer. They deliver able time for
audience ratings so large in pro- committee was appointed from
poilion to costs that they’ll be among the directors to study the
Harrington, who replaces Frank worthwhile buys for some time to situation.
MPPA handles such chores as
Sinatra on the Lucky Strike “Hit come. The jocks digest that, howclearing synchronization rights for
Parade.” has been signed for ever. with crossed fingers.
Their hold on billings is ba.sed Hollywood film makers, checks and
Vocalion sides and has already reAnd to retain the collects royalties due publishers
corded his fir.st tunes. They’ll be on audiences.
among the 12 initial Vocalion di.sks latter it’s felt there will soon be from all recording companies. i.sa swifTg to morning and afternoon sues tran.scription licenses and in
to hit the market.
Tele is negligible at the sundry ways acts as a clearing
In addition to popular material. shows.
Vocalion will carry country and moment at tho.se hours, but even house, registers song titles, etc It
A. J. in the early evening it’s already deals with the Government when
sepia lines, and albums.
Some top legislation po.ssibly harmful to the
Kendrick heads the new organiza- a powerful opponent.
tion. which will be operated .sepa- N. V'. jocks have both morning and music industry comes up. sm h as
wartime paper regulations
rately and apart from the Decca evening shows, and they’re in good the
shape.
which might have crippled the
and Coral labels.
So far. no .satisfactory tele-coun- music industry but didn't beeau.se
Decca will reopen its Richmond,
Ind., pressing plant to handle the terpart of the radio disk jockey of the action of the MPPA’s board
new disks. This factory was shut show has been developed. Paul chairman, Walter Douglas, and
down by Decca last year, at the Brenner. WA.AT. Newark, N. J.. general manager Harry Fox.
MPPA is supported by percentsame time it folded one of two jock, has whippc'd up an idea that
A contract has seems to stand up. but it, too. is age deductions from all collections
plants in N. Y,
Brenner it makes for publishers.
Lately,
been worked out with CIO union subject to restrictions,
factory w'orkers. and they are now u.ses film shorts made by recording however, disk royalty statements
names, an obvious idea, but not are far off w'hat they were, .synputting the plant into shape.
Launching of the new label at the w'ay he employs it. He starts chronization uses have been slow49c has been planned for some each short by placing a recording ed considerably by .ludge Vincent
was initiated by Jack upon a turntable and placing the L. Leibell’s recent deei.sit>n against
time.
It
Kapp, Decca prez, before his death pickup arm. Then a tele camera the collection of exhibition fees
in March, and the plans were car- ranges in close to photograph the for songs in pictures, transcription
spinning disk. That shot di.ssolves income is down, due somewhat to
ried through by Decca officials.
into the film, and when the film is television’s inroads, etc.
over that dissolves in turn back to
Against
lowered
income, the
spinning disk.
So realistic is MPPA’s costs rose during the war.
ROOF, N.Y. SIGNS the
the idea that Brenner has had It isn’t in dire straits, but there’s
many letters from viewers who no immediate likelihood of inwant to know how he gets pictures creased revenues from the aboveA.stor Roof, New York, will .sup- out of a spinning recording.
cited sources.
The restrictions on that idea,
plement its s<'a.sonal name band
policy following the run of Carmen of course, are in the limited numCava Haro, who opened Monday ber of shorts available. And none
JOINS
Blue Barron’s is being made due to the American
16) for six weeks.
orchestra plus Bill Law rence, young Federation of Musicians’ inability
singer who replaces Perry Como or refusal so far to set up a scale
CLIENT
JOE
on the Chesterfield procrams for of pay for musicians to make film
Artie Shaw’ and Benny Goodsummer, will be coupled. for tele u.se exclusively.
the
man. once the hottest rivals for the
They’ll open June 27 for four
top slot in the name band |•a<•e, are
weeks. Lawrence doing two shows
now under one roof Joe (Hascr’s
supplies
Barron
while
nightly,
MacKiregor’s Pop Disks'
Associated Booking Corp..
.ABC.
dance music throughout.
which has been booking Goodman
Hollywood, May 17.
It’s the same sort of policy that
for .several months, sign<d a deal
supplies
MacGregor,
who
P
C.
has been In effect at the Cmmanut
service to radio .sta- with Shaw last week via wliich it
Grove. Ambassador hotel. Los An- library music
tions. is entering the pop field of will book him and a band of 40
geles. and which has been tried by
recordings.
To what extent the men on concert dates, next fall
Y. hotels in the past
several top
.Shaw will play eight
outfit intends going into that type and winter.
couple years.
of recording in view of current weeks between Sept 19 and Xmas
conditions isn’t revealed. But the and another eight from February
Pact
Schweiger’i
company has cut two sides with to May. In between, he’ll fill guest
Kansas City. .May 17.
Ilene Woods, ladio singer; two with shots with .symphony <*rchestias.
Conceits Shaw expect.s to do
Hans Schweiger. who recently Lynn Cole, and others with .Matt
with his big band, similar to the
completed his first year conducting Dennis.
Mai Gregoi has made commcndal one he led for a weekaJUBwp City,
Kansas City Philharmonic,
the
recordings before In a limited way. New' York, will ooffsist of light
signed a new three-year paet.
The a.ssocialion finished the year They were square dance albums, 'classics and standard tunes.
It
with a balance of S106. followin'’ plus a folksong album by film will work under the title .Americampaign to raise S35.000. Operat- actor Preston Fo.ster. Two disks can Symphony.” and his Grameecy
above are its first pop venture, Five, jazz group, will be a part of
ing costs for the year were $205,
however.
000
the outfit.

LAWRENCE, BARRON

SHAW

•

AS

and

GOODMAN

GLASER

I

I

—

[

I

Major

PnbsOK Ifc

!

I

For RCA’s 65c 45s
Major music publishers are okaying RCA- Victor’s request
for a
lv4C per side royalty rate for its
“c 45 rpm recordings. Having
•ecured a majority of agreeable an•wers from publishers who deal
through Harry Fox. general manager of the Music Publishers Protective Assn.. Victor late last week
circularized other pubs and drew
the same reaction.
So far. only the Edwin II. Morris, Vogel and .Sam Fox
firms have
rejeclt'd the
bid for the lower
royalty instead of the standard 2c.
Morris, however, is not expected to
Maintain that stance.

New

’

.

lems involved to the

u.sers.

Both meetings, incidentally, were
Protective
Publishers
Music
conducted by ASCAP executiv«'s,
Assn, must find ways of boosting its
plus President F(^ed Ahlert. Neithets in many cases.
Reaction to television inroads by Income in order to underwrite the er were attended by the Society’s
jocks is “without foundation.” it cost of the numerous functions It tele negotiating committee. It’s inwas indicated at the recent Na- performs for the music industry. dicated that from here in all conversations with tele people, probtional Assn, of Broadcasters conApparently, the MPP.A’s balance

ASTOR

“Bali Ha’i.”

Nothing conclusive grew out of
two separate meetings the .AmeriSociety of Composers. Authors
Publishers conducted Monday
evening <16) and yesterday <Tuesday». with two separate factions involved directly in the impasse between the Society and vi<lco over
copyrighted music and payment for
it.
ASCAP met with representatives of five networks Monday until 10 p.m. and the two grou|).s will
go back into a huddle this 'Wednesday) morning in an attempt to
work .something out.
Yesterday afternoon (Tuesday)
.ASCAP men met with representatives of between 15 and 20 advertising agencies at a luncheon in
N. Y. (ASCAP picking up the tab*.
It’s flatly denied th;»t this meet was
for the purpose of arranging separate deals under which ad agencies would be able to buy rights to
ASCAF’ music for t<'le directly
from the Society. It’s explained
that the confab was arranged .solely to give .ASCAP an c»pport unity
to pre.sent its side and the prob-

Starr to Europe
can
Herman Starr, general manager and

particularly

backers to forego spreading budgets in various directions
to concentrate the coin on televi-

Decca Records again goes into
the low-priced field, on June 6,
when it begins marketing a 49c
platter

Today (Wed.); Lunches Ad Agencies

y

will force

Low-Price Field

label

ASCAP Into 2d Network Tele Meetnm

SEE TI PBltlNG

American Federation of Musideterminaclans is following up its
band-booking
Willemetz Rejected
tion to investigate
Paris, May 17.
practices which caused it several
Albert Willemetz has been reweeks back to threaten Music Corp.
elected
prez
of
the
Societe des
its
of
revocation
of America with
AFM officials have been Auteurs, Compositeurs et Editeurs
license.
(SACEM*,
de
Musique
equivalent
well-known
various
busy querying
band promoters and through travel- to ASCAP. Georges .Auric and
Marcel
are
honorary
Labbe
gathering
indelegates,
ling union
formation on “illegal” methods of veepees; M. Julsani, veepee and
treasurer;
Andre Joibert and
operation.
AFM is most interested in the Henri Verdun, executive secre“pencilling in” evil, which orig- taries.
Ganne,
Dupont, Paul
Pierre
inally caused the AFM’s executives
.Jacques Larue, Henry Lemoine,
to boil against MCA.
The idea of “pencilling in” is Jean Rodor and Rene Sylviano are
on the board of directors.
It involves promising top
gimple.
name bands to various promoters.
These promoters may even turn in
But they do not ima deposit.

89

ably with the exception of lb<‘ final
sum up of an eventual <leal. will
be handled by the executive group,
headed by Ahlert.

BMTs Own

Tele

Use Problems
Broadcast Music. Inc., attorneys
have been busy the past week,
since the breakoff of relations between television and the AmericTri
.Society of Composers. Authors and
Publishers. Radio-owned performance outfit must place re.strictions
on certain works, too. mo.stly In the
operatic category, and the legal
eagles have been laying out these
rules.

BMI has over 100 operas in Its
U. S. repertoire from G. Ricordi,
Milan, and Sonzogno, another Italian
publisher,
and while BMI
music is free to television it’s not
expected that subscribers can produce entire o|)eras without extra
payments to authors and publishers.
They can be done up to 30
minutes with full production trappings without extra payment, but
no longer.
Thi.s is one of the facets BMI
has been tackling in an endca\or

m

to advise tele-users of what is
the BMI repertoire. .All told, the
outfit has compiled a list of over
18.000 BMI-controllcd titles that

have been recorded, with disk
numbers, ttt make tele’s path
smoother.
There are 74 symphonies, concerts and ballets available.
BMI is maintaining a skelctcm
staff at its N. Y. headciuartcrs until
11

of

o'clock nightly for the purpose
taking local and long-distance

calls

from

tele

producers and

set-

immediately any questions as
B.MI rights in any material a
subscriber might want to use.
tle

to

BMI is also shipping music
frantically. F’or example, one shipment la.st week ran to 730 items,
distributed to various stations all
over the country.

Chappell to Handle
‘Little

Foxes’ Score

('happen .Music

will liandle Die
score of Marc Blitzstcm’s musical
lersion of Lillian Heilman's “Little Foxes.”

»

Cheryl

i

the

I

late

.'^how.

m

Crawford is producing
due to open in New Yoik

October.

,

;

'
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Flaggers Meet To

OK MPCE

IfLIAlL UldA

!

Pact'

Week Ending

MAY
Thla Last
wk. wk.

first

RUSS MORGAN Decca)
Cruising Down River
RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
*

A’

day.

arm and

Henderson knew nothing about
the crash until he arrived at Rivesville. W. Va., where the band was
He cancelled that date
to play.
and the next, at Richwood. W. Va.,
also a booking at Bolling Field,

JENKINS-STARDUSTERS

(Decca)

(Victor)

JO SfAFFORD-G. MacRAE
“‘A’— You’re Adorable”
BING CROSBY (Decca)

Washington, I). C., Friday (13>.
Band played VPI, Blacksburg. Va.,
Saturday and Sunday (14-1.51, with
local musicians filling in, but laid
off again until next Friday (20i.
Less than two weeks ago the
hands of Vaughn Monroe and
Claude Thornhill were in road accidents, Monroe’s bus going up in
being
Haines
Thornhill’s
anti

(Capitol)

“Some Enchanted Evening”
VIC' DAMONE”(~Mer7tiiV)
“Again”

terms under which Hal McIntyre’s
band is to play for a Fordham U.
affair June 10 at the Roosevelt hoAnd it may be indicatel, N. Y.
tive of the way bop music is being

"PE^'y'COMO

rv ictor)

“Forever and Ever”

major part

"MElTTORMETCapirof)

any band's one-night work.
McIntyre is to draw a bonus of
if during the course of the
Fordham hop his band refrains
from playing bop. The bonus isn’t
payable until the dance is over and
lie proves himself adept at avoid-

“Again”

of

“So

forced off the road into a fence.
were there any in-

_____

GORDO

$100

pelvis.

(Victor)

Adorable

—You’re

“Bali Ha’i”

‘

Harishurg, next
hospital.
Miss Reed has a fractured

clinic

(Victor)

PERRY COMO

restric-

leg fracture

and bad cuts; Sante Russo, cuts.
Latter was released from the Poly-

Some Enchanted Evening

PERRY COMO

compound

suffered a

Forever and Ever

PERRY COMO

tions in a contract for the services
of a name band is included in the

Ing
flatted-flfths.
The contract
doesn't state who is going to be
the judge of whether one of his
musicians accidently slips in a bop
phrase. But that’s the way his pact
reads.
McIntyre, like many name bands,

who was driving, got a
broken kneecap and hud cuts; at
it was thought he had a broken back. Eddie Steim, drummer,
trombonist,

(Decca)

Ai;ain

Bops Bop

received in colleges, a

(Victor)

GORDON JENKINS

i

I’a.

Crash occured at I p in. Wednesday (111 and Harris died of a
crushed chest and other injuries
the next morning. James Swallow,

“Riders in the Sky”

1

G.

most unusual

burg,

VAUGHN MONROE
1

j

of the

into a bus six miles outside Haris-

14

Artist, Label, Title

Fordham Swings Bonus
One

week.

last

National
Rating

|

If It

and showing com-

cities

parative sales rating for this

and

Crash

in

Harry Davis, saxophonist with
Skitch Henderson’s orchestra, was
killed last week in the third major
auto erash involving name band
musicians within the past two
weeks. Three other musicians and
Nancy Reed. Henderson’s vocalist,
were injured when the ear in
which they were riding smashed

tained from leading stores in
11

claimed that no stronger provisions
were made for older members of
publishers employed for years. He
asserted that severance pay proviA dis-'
aions should be increased.
pute resulted.

For Band

Kdled

U^RlSfr

t

members by raising minimum salaries from $35 to $75, etc., but he

Henderson Saxist

SELLtHS

.Survey of retoil disk best
sellers, based on reports ob-

Music Publishers Contact Employees union will hold a general
meeting tomorrow night (Thurs.
to place final ratificaIn New York
new contract re-'
tion upon the
cently completed with the music
publishers, via the Music Publish•rs Protective Assn. Pact actually!
was completed a month or so ago,
but has not been okayed by the
BIPCE’s general membership.
A meeting w’as held over two
weeks ago in N. Y. for that purpose, but an objection to one gngle.
or the lack of an improvement in
one part of the contract, started
guch an argument that the pact fell
through. One of the MPCE’s older
members agreed that the new contract had taken care of younger

41

In neither ca.se
juries.

ar*»*AE (Capitol)

Love”

in

VAUGHN MONROE
13B

(Victor)
for a Blue Lady”

“Red Roses

12

Monroe

RA YUoLGER ^ Decca
“Once in Love With Amy”

"GUyLOMBARDO
j

“Red Roses

Lady”

.lune for a combination rest and to
attend to the correction of a slight
ailment that has been bothering him

MELrTORME'TCa'pitoT)
“Careless Hands”

13

l.’iB

FRANK^i^ANKOVTc

began playing bop arrangements
on road dates a while back. But
he dropped the style.

Pickwick Music "Corp. chartered
to conduct a general music publishing business, with offices in New
York, changed its name the same
day to George Music Corp. Directors are George G. Levy and Lou
Levy.

(Columbia)

for .some time.

“Blue Skirt Waits”

.Vlay

BING CROSBY

.Inly

(Decca)
“Careless Hand.s”
“PEG'(G Y"LE'E~c7^To1)
“Bali Ha’i”

|

1

work

Asbury Park’s Conven-

at

However, during the period he
do his Camel radio broadcasts

will
live

with the exception of the June
4 show, which will be transcribed
to allow complete freedom for the
hospital routine and re.st there-

”

KITTY KALLEN (Mercury)
Me Sweet”

“Kiss

'

Mae.stro halts

30 and doesn’t resume until

tion Hall.

BLUE BARRON (M,G-M)
“Who’s Girl Are You?

.

Lay Off

In June for Rest
Vaughn Monroe will lay off in

(Decca)

for a Blue

to

uflei*.

BLUE BARRON (M-G-M)
20 A

16

Down

.“Cruising

PERRY COMO
2 0B

River”

(Victor)

“Blue R oo m”

.

8

.

,

^

^

1

9

.

_

_5

4

S

TO MOTHER

CONNECTICUT
YANKEE

S

2

I

FIVE TOP

MANHATTAN

KISS ME, KATE

SOUTH PACIFIC

TOWERS

ALBUMS

Broadway Coal

Decca

Columbia

Columbia

Eddy Arnold

Gordon Jonkint

Bing Crotby

Decca

V ictor

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(Based on Points Earned)
No. of

No. of

SANTLY JOY
Edd

Joy

G

NC
of

619 Brood w oy

Label
Decca

Mg

Victor
Capitol

N ew York

Points
227
222
64

Records
.

.

.

8
7

.

5

.

i

Records

I.abel

I

Mercury

M-G-M

.

Points

2
2

2.3

Columbia

1

Nevalry
'

Upbeat

DIDN’T

KNOW THE
GUN WAS

New Y ork

•

info Village Barn. N. Y.. .May 26. for four
weeks replacing Red Ingle
.

’

orchestra

Byrne

Bobby

.

LEWIS MUSIC

.

!

into

I

8.

.

midwest
June
in

wer

territorj’

for

eatery

Tommy

111

.

Wauinto

Griff

Williams

deal with
cut four sides

parted

Tower Records and
for one-nighters here la.sl week
Thoma, former

John
Blackhawk
his

in

Dorsey

A MOST
UNUSUAL
DAY

IT'S

Music by,

.

.

JIMMY McHUGH
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

restaurant,

own promotion

Pittsburgh

and band publicity outfit, handling
Gene Williams’ band opens twoAmbas- Al Trace, Tommy Carlyn and Dick
Bob Berkey opens out- week engagement at Bill Green’s.
Grove, Jurgens
Cocoanut
hotel's
sador
Dirk Brrtini, sophomore
headed for Chicago and New York door Casino. Quincy. 111., May 20 June 3
David LeWinter orch. at Pump in Duejuesne U.’s department of
to scout po.ssible attractions for
Max Lutz in Chicago Room, .Ambassador-East hotel, for music, is new piano player with
the room

!

.

.

.

past three years at flat $1,500
weekly, waxing 10 tunes for StandFunatics into
ard Transcriptions
Turf club. Austin. Minn., May 17.
Charlie Venfor indefinite stay
tura^.set for Blue Note. May 23, for
Les Brown coining
three weeks
Range into midwest for one-nighters .lune
Ilal Otis .stays inNight” 23 to July 4

Rozelle
on a tune-touting trek
Gale opened at the Cove. Hermosa,
Wesson
at a flat $300 weekly
playing a one-weeker at
Bros,
Liberace returned to
Giro’s
Mocambo last night '17(. with Regina, as spot marks its ninth anni

SHOES on}

.

.

'

BOURNE. INC.
York

.

running drive-in
conda,

STANDARD

.August V. Torai, of the

'

.

New

Kiki Garcia reweeker June 26
Freddy Martin opens Beachwalk. places Monrhito, originally skedEdgewater Beach hotel, June 10 der for summer season at Breezy
Former orch leader Billy Baer F*oint Lodge, Brainerd, Minn

now heading

Hollywood

I

7th Ave.

!

Chicago

;

flack

New York

fOTIW

for Peabody hotel, Memphis.
Del Courtney goes into
June 13
Fore.st Park Highlands for one.

.

.

Bop City July

.

•

plays

.

.

.

set

Strand theatre, for two weeks.'
.Margaret
May 27
opening
Whiting shoves off from Hollywood soon for long trek visiting
disk jocks and dealers all over the
Dizxy Gillespie band
country
.

PUI. CO.. INC.
laOO BrwHdMay

Fred Astaire will do in Para- gress hotel, getting NBC airtime
Teddy Philmount’s "Let’s Dance.” completed three times weekly
First will be lips rutting sides with Tower Recbv Frank Loesser.
"Can’t Stop Talking About That ords before going into Karzas ballBuddy Moreno
rooms June 14
Man.”
.

Mike Reilly orchestra

LOADED

^799

CO

MUS

A NEW JIMMY McHUGH

SMHitloaal

I

LAUREL

12
9

{

.

.

.

.

.

.

White) .Scharbo’s band at the Hol.Molly Papile,
lywood Show Bar
keyboard entertainer at the Horseshoe Bar. has started her fourth
Art Mooney
year al that spot

scouring Pittsburgh for a girl singer to go into the Shamrock hotel,
Hou.^ton,
with him.
ile
opens
... Publishers Hill &
there for six weeks following his
**Hoofheats
in
the
bought
stay
.Maurice
Spitalny
from Dwight Butcher and Zeke definitely at Celtic room. Sherman local
Billy Bishop into Rice ho- n.Tmed contractor again for orchesThem Dudes Stole hotel
Canova
Lenny Her- tra which will play summer operOur Dance.” .second song-and- tel, Houston. May 17
dance number Betty Hutton and man. currently at Glass Hal. Con- etta season at Pitt Stadium.
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Room, Palmer House, 550; $3.50 niin.*Sl cover).
De Marcos and Margaret Phelan. Slight drop, yet sweet 3,100 tabs.
Bobby Peters iBlackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Dropped from last week.
Slower 1,800 covers.

(Robbins)
for Blue

Lady”

(Mills)

Los Angeles

Careless Hands” (Melrose)
Riders in the Sky” (Mayfair^

Leighton Noble (.Ambassador, 900; $1.50). With Frankie Laine
Third week, fine 3,050 covers.
Jan Garber (Biltmorc, 900; $1-$1.5()). Fair 2,350 covers
Ted Flo Rito (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min.). Slow 900 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

Ball Ha’i” (Chappell)

Don't See

Me”

(Chicago)

(Laurel)

Jimmy Featherstone

Powder Your Face” (Lombardo)

How

It

(Trianon, $1-$1.15 adm.).

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree. 500; $3.50 min.-$l
opened Fri. (13'. Hot 4,300 covers.
is

indefinite, but

room will
summer.

be

it’s

kept

open

all

the first time the Grill has
gone in for a trio as^ts name draw.
In the past, various name orchestras have filled in part of the mmn.er months, while Guy Lombardo

Three vocalists, Joe
fields.
Doris Drew and Doreen
Lundy, drew pacts along with Lani size
Meintire’s Hawaiian band. George Grill
Shearing’s Quintette, a bop outfit, June
Dave Landers, folk singer on 0 ^ 3
KMOX, St. Louis, and the Texas

Costa,

was

out.
Lombardo, incidentally,
returns late in September for his

1

'

Company
liturgical

Moses

J,

will

outfit.

market

material,

too.

Jewish
Cantor

Silverman, Chicago, will

20th consecutive >ear.

,

—

week, upped

Jimmy

Dorsey’s orchestra goes
into the Paramount theatre. New'
York, with Peggy Lee, July 6.

Tony Marti#

at 16,000 admissioni.

(Los Angeles)
Hollywood, 2nd wk.)

Lcs Brown (Palladium

B.,

missions.

CRC

Compromises

M

On
T

‘Oh Kaye Danny’

Clip
of
‘So, Pacific’
London, May 17,
Columbia Records couldn’t clear
As a special tribute to Danny
all the angles that would allow the Kaye, whose popularity has been
company to stage a recording reflected by the complete sellout
scene, using the score of the show,
‘‘South Pacific,” as its contribution
to the footage of the foithcoming
March of Time reel on the recording industry’.
Instead, a clip was
photographed last week in N. Y.
depicting E'ddy Duchin’s orchestra
making a side for his forthcoming
‘‘Piano Party” album.
Clearances
neces.sary
to
use

T

Holding

cover'.

unlikely the

It’s

other

First

10,000 admissions.

Lies” (Morris)

Dick Jurgens (.Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.).

Rangers, western

for his provincial tour which follows his current six weeks at thn
Palladium, Southern Music hat
published a new song entitled ‘‘Oh

Kaye Danny.”
It’s by Michael Carr and Jack
Golden; Southern Music publishes.

Mary Martin.

E>,io Pinza and tunes
from the ’•Pacific” score on film
vwre too many and too involved
Had it been possible to obtain
them all. Columbia would have
spent several thousand dollars to

stage a

recording scene with the
show’s cast, which obviously would
have been worthwhile In view of
the fact CRC just released its all>um of the show’s score, made by
the original cast.

200G Ravinia Pk.

Fire

Chicago. May 17.
Ravinia Park, site of northsliore
outdoor concerts, was scene of
$200,000 fire Sal. (14'. which destroyed tlie historic band pavilion
and 1,424 seats. Summer season
of Ravinia Festival A.ssn. was due
to open June 28. with top conductors afid soloists .set for concert

Appearing

AMBASSADOR
COCOANUT GROVE

series.

Plans are for a temporary structure for the orch. so skedcled concerts can he given.
Most of the

Gallery of Standards

audience

listen
to the concerts
seated on the. lawn, so loss

W'hile

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

of seals

would no! interfere.

Register as Lobbyists
Washington, May 17.
Three American Federation of
Musicians

olTirials

have regi.stered

under the Federal lobbying law

a.s

lobbyists. They seek to beat down
the 20' r nit cry bite and the general 20''f admissions tax. botli of
whicli. it Is claimed, are causing

unemployment among musicians.
Trio

includes

Paul

head of the D. C.

.1.

local;

THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE

Hendl Preps for Dallas
Dallas.

'

recorded by

TEX RENEKE

TWO TON RARER

Hendl

M-G-M
RCA

May

17.

Dorati.

THE MOOEINAIRES ..Columbia

ART lUND

KImer

Walter Hendl. new Dallas Symphony (.)reh. conductor, has planed
here from San Francisco for about
10 days of activities relevant to his
new duties. He replaces Antal

From 20ih Cantury-Foi'i
THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE

FROM BASHFUL BEND

Schwarz,
.1.

Martin, of Baltimore; and Richard
AlcCann. of New York.

FROM BASHFUL BEND
•

for

the

will
.lull

hold

hard

auditions here

Summer Svm-

Victor

Mercury
(

MIllER MUSIC CORPORATION

head-

lining.

Enchanted Evening” (Chapp
Sunflower” (Famous)
Someone Like You” (Harms Inc.)
Far Away Places” (Laurel)
I

Yorker, ice revue,

3,200 covers.
Ted Straeter (Empire

Down River” (Spitzer)
Forever and Ever” (Robbins)
You’re Adorable” (Laurel)
As;aiii”

!

'

Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman. 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.).
Richard
Rodgers and .Oscar Hammersteln music salute opened Tues. (17). Giant

S

Cruising

Red Roses

4

••

11

850

3,500 tabs.

*m

L«_ £

1,000
1,275

Ice

Z
e
6

r'S

e
1

8

c

Oa

Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room. Stevens, 773; $3.50 niin.-$l cover).
Show and Masters bofT 3,800 covers.
Buddy Moreno (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20 cover), pint

1

w
9!

1

(«

‘O*

•

2.400

covers.

99

eM
JS

rC
I

•

..

Past
H'eek

6
3

Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; $2.00 niin.-$ 1.0.5 cover)
Gypsy Markoff replaced Cass Franklin and Monica Moore; 1.800 tabs*
Dick I^aSalle (Mayfair Room. Blackstone. 350; $3.50 min.-$l cover)
Lena Horne vice Peter Lind Hayes-Mary Healy Sat. (14'. Big 3,60(i

1

JC

1

jjj

New

..

Coven

Chicago

E

a

A

c

Waldorf, Morton Downey;

3

S
5

Cfl

c

*

0

PUyc4

‘5?

Q

s

•

1

0

3

0

3

1
0

£
0

y.

cn

0

u

c
0
E
3

tr.

u
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Week Ending

u

a
a

t-

and sUou'ing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

.

*

0

0

,

>,

4.

'from leading stores in 11 cities

3

u

rt

£

.

.

t/:

C

sales,

National
Rating

Hotel
Band
Waldorf (400; $2)
Eddy Duchin^.
Nat Brandwynne* New Yorker (400; $1.$1.50)
Roosevelt (400; $1.50*$2)...
Lawrence Welk
Statler (450; $1.50-$2)
Eddy Howard
.

I 949

Film musical

Legit musical.

Riley Shepard putting on a staff
his (’hoice Music. N
Y.. to

for

push his tune. “Need You ” Wally
Brady will handle Coast end.

1619

LAUREL MUSIC CO
Broadway,’ New

^edne«day< May 18, 1949

YAtJDEVILLB
Ice FoUies’

Ghi Cafes Holding

Up in Biz Slump

Boflf

250G

Musicians

In 25 Shows, Mpls.
Minneapolis, May 17.

Wont Play for Acts Unless

For 25 performances “Ice Follies’’
drew aproximatcly 132.000
attendance and an estimated $250,000 gross at $3.60 top in the 7,000seat Arena.
Showdown between the AmeriWindow sale helped most per- can Federation of Musicians and
formances to reach near-capacity, the American Guild of Variety Artwhereas in past few years advance ists was slated for last night
sale brought a sellout for the run. (Tues.
at
the Regent theatre,:

AGVA Refunds Member s hutiation Fee

With Diverse Policies, Lower Budgets

I

Chicago. May 17.
Most Chi niteries are in stride
with other cafes around the coungeneral biz slump looms
try, but a
overhead. Unlike a few seasons

I

AGVA Reach
Accord in San Juan Row

Walters,

back, when local spots raked in
coin while clubs in New York and
activity
h.c.l.,
L. A. tussled with
now on part of ops to hypo biz or
prevent it from slipping, includes

name

;

May Flare Again

May

I

truce

Ambassador

hotel,

L.A.,

ORIENTAL, Chicago

MAY 19-JUNE
Thaakt »o

and

AGVA

AFM

Ernst, International presi- or Jimmy Lyons declared that
Bert Ross, of Miami and union would not accede to the AFM
Gastron Ramat, of Quebec. Canada, demand and would hold theatre to pay acts’ salaries, as per
vice-president, here to survey situacontract, even if they did not go on
tion.
Situation stemmed from the disEmployes are working without
missal of performer Charlie Banks,
contract pending settlement. It is
who had been permanent emcee at
possible that differences may be
the Regent, and substitution of
ironed out today (17) at a meeting
Norman in spot. Union reached
in Philadelphia, with union heads
- agreement
an
with Maj. Leslie
and top hotelmen represented.
Thompson, labor relations head of
It is no secret that hotelmen RKO
circuit,
whereby
Banks
are seeking to make conditions in would be given severance pay and
the beachfront houses so attrac- any other emcee would have to
tive that the union’s hold on employees will be threatened.
To this end they have placed all
hiring -in the hands of a central
office which now screens prospective employes before hiring. They
have also provided a plan whereby
employes are insured up to $1,000
and are provided with free hospital and medical care up to a certain figure. Hotelmen say this has
long been needed while the unions

May

I

dent,

17.

24,

(17).

sec it as a
their hold.

the amount of inquiries that

[

i

j

I

I

means

Wright ’Show’s’ 25th Anni
Music
Wright

London, May 17.
Lawrence
year celebrates the

publisher
this

silver jubilee of his Blackpool production, “On With the Show.”

More than 50 stars have been
engaged for the summer season, including Buster Shaver and the
John 'riller girls, with a return
visit of Jimmy Campbell and hie
orch.

of threatening

Ernst told some 700 hotel workers here Friday (13) that they will
be backed by the 450,000 members
of 800 locals should they go out
on strike again.

More Acts on Modest
Budget Seen Nudging

Names Out
Marilyn Cantor, daughter of co-

median Eddie Cantor, signed for a
May 24 engagement at the Pent-

CHARLES HOGAN

Dir.:

AFM

AGVA

despite general biz lull in niteries.

1

SAM ROIERTS

Miss Cantor
at Leon & Edseveral years ago as

house Club. N. Y.
made her cafe bow

MILES INGALLS

Hotal Astor,

AGVA

AGVA

I

Hugo

have been pouring in, Marks feels
the musical-montage presentations
not only hypo nightclub biz, but
give cafegoers entertainment on a
musical level. Standard acts with
power to attract payees are running too expensive Tor many
niteries, so “Salute” series, with no
big names, is appealing both on
cost and entertainment basis. At
any event, presentations have kept
College Inn solidly in the black,

Thrillabatics

AFM

AFM

:

:

National Hotel and Restaurant
Employes and Bartenders International
Union
have
sent

San Francisco, July 12.
Current “Salute To Cole Porter,”
which did J6 weeks ending May
15, will also be booked as a package by MCA, with Marks at the
production end. Latter has been
whipping up “Salute To Rodgers
& Hammerstein” for opening

in

I

settled.

hotel,

Tops

without

strike

union demands for increased pay pending further negotiations, the matter is far from

Unit,
Jack Fina’s band.
handled by Music Corp. of America
for producer Sherman Marks, is
also skedded for Mark Hopkins

From

recent

meeting

with

tonight

in

AGVA

w'as
was forced to drop cl.issifi- tion, and each time
At one time
cation of harmonica players oand forced to withdraw.
houses in Kansas City and Des
singers and specialty perfo’'Pier
if they already are
members. Moine.s were tied up because
demanded that a cocktail
has demanded that bandsubleader Lee Norman, who emcees lounge entertainer join.
sequently pulled all bands in the/
the Regent shows, drop his
area.
then
retreated
and
membership and asked that his
the
organizer,
who
initiation fee be refunded transferred
originally
made
the
demand,
anto
by the union. Otherwise
threatened not to play for the per- other area.
This time, according to Lyons,
formers.
AGVA’s eastern regional direct- they’re prepared to fight it out.

17.

Although beachfront hotelmen
succeeded in effecting a

Musical “Salute’’ series, originated by Ernie Byfield in the
College Inn, Hotel Sherman, is extending i t s nitery popularity.
“Salute To Gershwin,’’ first of
series produced here, has been
booked into the Cocoanut Grove,

THE
LANGS

May

here

to Niteries

Chicago,

wai

but later ac-

AFM

AGVA

,

j

Atlantic City,

Extends to LA., Frisco

As Hypo

at first,

A.C.’s Hotel Strike AFM

Byfield ’Salute’ Series

(Continued on page 44)

He

membership.

i

close the theatre unless Walters
ponied up approximately $4,000 to
Waiters recover acts’ salaries.
fused and was set to close the theHe advertised
atre Friday (13).
the closing date in local Spanish
papers.
After ad appeared compromise was reached.

in
getting
enough
Difficulty
topliners into the Chi area found

AGVA

turned down

)

temporary truce was effected
week between Ldu Walters,
operator of the Latin Quarter and
San Juan theatre, both N. Y., and
the American Guild of Variety
Artists on the operation of the theatre.
For the time being, AGVA
will not ask Walters to post a bond
for acts used in the house.
Union last week threatened to

i

join the union. Bandleader subsequently
made application for

cepted. After several months under
notified Maj.
N. Y., an RKO nabe house which that agreement.
Thompson that musicians would
uses vaude shows on Tuesdays.
not work in house unless Norman
Question revolves around the
got his initiation fee returned to
edict of a year ago which
him.
forbids members of the Musicians
There have been a number of
Union to join any other labor organization. Because of that edict, previous outbreaks on that ques-

A

attractions.

Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel
found going bit rough because of
continuous headliners,
of
lack
with less than 500 covers a week
averaged during first three months
of '49. Recent upswing is due to
return of Peter Lind Hayes and
Mary Healy, who closed Fri. (13).
Lena Horne, heretofore a Chez
Paree attraction, bowed in Sat.
(14) and may close the room for
the summer for lack of headliners
Past experience with
to follow.
lesser draws, has been patastrophic for the Kirkeby room.

!

last

retrenching budgets or scrambling
for

I

die’s.

Naw York

N. Y.,

Marilyn Curtis,
her own name.

She’s

now

using

of Vaudfilmers

on a modest
Eight-act bills
budget seems the new order for
•

Latest to join the
vaudefilmers.
parade is the Hippodrome, Balti-

more. Operator Izzy Rappaport is
reported ready to scrap bandshows and names in favor of longer bills and less expensive acts.
It’s

figured

more theatres

that

will do the same if the Palace theatre,
N. Y., opening tomorrow
(Thurs.) with an octet of modestly-

budgeted turns clicks. Most operators have long been tired of paying super-salaries and percentages
for top acts and would welcome
the opportunity of switching to the

cheaper format.

UNDRE

93-YEAR-OLD APOLLO
IN CHI CLOSES

DOORS

Chicago. May 17.
After 93 years of operation as

nor

attractions.

Four

THUNDERBIRD HOTEL
LAS VEGAS
,

,

different

Opened

streets.

in 1856, the theatre

'

was

known as Kingsbury Hall and included a freak museum.
It then
passed through many hands and
names, being called the Olympic.

New (Chicago, Music Hall, Arlington Hall and Grand Opera House.
In 1934 it was converted into a film
house.

LLOYD and SUSAN WILLIS
SATIRICAL DANCERS
JiiMt

<

MOUNT ROYAL

ont-ludrd

HOTEL, Meafreol

rurrenlljr

RING EDWARD HOTEL.
Dir.:

Urnrml

Toreota

Artiat Corp.

It
housed the first symphony
concert after the great fire of 1871.
and played such stars as Sir Harry
Lauder, Marie Dressier, A1 Jolson,
Katharine Cornell and Mae West.
The 38 employees will be absorbed
in other locations of the B&K
chain. Bus terminal will be erect-

ed on the

site.

RECENT ENGAGEMENTS:
HOTEL PIERRE-New York

PALMER HOUSE-Chicago

buildings have occupied the site at

Randolph and Clark

VERNA

CURRENTLY

an amusement center, Apollo theatre here finally closed its doors.
In contrast to its long life it took
only 90 minutes to rip out the interior prior to tearing the building
down. For the last decade it has
been operated by Balaban & Katz
chain, showing roadshow and mi-

A»D

UTIN QUARTER-New York
SHOREHAM HOTEL-Woshington, D. C.
BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB-Newport, Ky,

MOUNT ROYAL

HOTEL^Montreol, Canada

WILLIAM PENN HOTEL-Pittsburgh
Our Sincuru Thanks to

HANS LEDERER and GEORGE WERFEL
Dirnctlon; International Thnotricol Corp, Nnw

York

VednetJay, May

VAITDEVIIJ.B
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CELESTE HOLM OFF ON

N.Y. Intime Cafes Thrive on Late Biz,

Chi Cafes

Cubano Songstress Set

‘OPERATION FATIGUE’

Continued from page 43

Paris,

May

For N. Y. Theatre Bow;

17.

Fox Buys Out Partners

Room, Stevens ho“Operation Fatigue’’ is the name
switching to an iceshow policy. given to its junket by the troupe,
Convention and family trade has managed by Leo Morrisson and
with starring Celeste Holm, that is tourbiz,
continuous
garnered
known bands as added bait. Palm- ing the Military Air Transport
Room, with Service bases.
er House’s Empire
Shay,
Dorothy
Borge,
Victor
Show' already played WashingEvelyn Knight and The De Marcos, ton: Westover, Mass.: Harmon,
is experiencing increased activity
Newfoundland: Goose Bay, Labrawith its name policy, although
dor: Burtonwood. England, and
amount of coin shelled out for en- Orly Airport. Paris. It is here for
tertainment has been upped conthree days, then leaving for Gersiderably?
many, Greece, Italy, Tripoli, Moorder
in
hotel,
Beach
Edgewater
rocco. the Azores and Bermuda.
to combat waning biz. launched a After hitting N. Y. it returns to
suinthe
for
lineup,
band
name
Greenland, where a performance
Martin. could not be given on account of
n,...- months, with Freddie Martin,
Vaughn
Trip will cover
weather.
the
Thornhill in the oiling. Neighbor 24,000 miles.

Standup Bars Taking Play from Clubs

the Boulevard

Maria Ravel, Cubano songstresi

tel.

‘

New York s late nitery biz has^
For the
veered to tlio eastide.
Sid Caesar Opens At
»
past few months the intime boites
Palmer House June 15
afpeak
a
hitting
been
have
there
TV
and
musicomedy
Sid Caesar,
ter-theatre patronage which frestar (“Admiral Broadway Revue"*,
quently lasts until closing time.
makes his first nitery appearance
Shift to swank sector is confined
in a couple of years when he opens
to the small bistros which during
at the Palmer House, Chicago, June
the past year installed entertain15. for four weeks.
stay-out-lates.
ment to entice the
Comedian by then will have
In most spots it has paid off.
In the

new

closed the

switch the established

first

cycle of the Ad-

•upper clubs are running behind

VhT''sta^duD“'barr Ta'lem lhe''slimm“ with'niter? ind
luring appearances until the fall resumpmst^^i^ntar in Tu'rine
been instrumental
has hi:'’
tion of the TV-er. He may skip the
customers, but once they're in,
latter
if
he gets a Broadway
how seems secondary.
Among* eastsideries that have legiter.
been getting most of the late trade
are Fanchon & .Arnold’s Park AveTo
nue Restaurant, the Cafe James, Latinos Join
Cafe Meurice. and the small bars

K'of

‘

hood spots

'

AGVA

In hotels,

Play

t

are pacting name
talent due to increased business.
Fanchon & Arnold’s last week set
James has
Daniels,
the
Billy
George De Witt. L’Aiglon has Da-

Many

cafes

;

May

17,

'

AGVA

I

took stand that importation of Spanish troupe, which has
been playing Latin-America to capacity biz for past year, was a
threat to livelihood of U. S. talent.

Th« $1,000,000 Spectacle
|

I

VANITIE a

Company

of 140

Stadtvl

Now

l»y

7rli

Edition

Oh* Foster

ongogomonts in
London, Paris, and Zurich,
filling

Tk« 8th Edition with a compUtoly
now show will start Amorican
tour 1st wook in Soptombor.

HAROLD STEINMAN
Ownor and Producer

1775 Broadway

Suit# 608
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York, N. Y.

in

Only spot in town that’s done a
right-about-face is the College Inn.'
Hotel Sherman. Upped biz, directBiltmore is normally an Equity ly due to Ernie Byfield’s musicom-i
stand, but Latin troupe is regarded edy idea instead of headliners.
as vaude unit. Show' uses pit band began last November with “Salute*
Entertain- to Gershwin’’ show. Second in the
of local 47 musicians.
ers are from Havana, Spain and series. “Salute to- Cole Porter,"
Mexico.
closed May 15 after 16 weeks, setting an all-time record for the Inn.
with $25,000 per week during
Loew*t
The
March.
increase over
Loew circuit may spot vaude any previous high brought 35.000
shows in the Boulevard theatre, payees during the 16 week period.
Bronx. N. Y. It plans to set a one- “Salute” series, produced by Sherweek bill for experimental pur- man Marks, costs around $4,000
poses, but no date has been set yet. per show, with standard cafe atabsent from
If policy clicks it will be the first tractions noticeably
While other spots
time in years that a Loew nabe the lineup.
for
celebs.
Byfield’s
house has projected full - week scramble
dipped into the ballet field for Balbills.
let Theatre headliners John Kriza,
Ruth Ann Koesun and Eric Braun
SMALL
GOLDMAN
for choice dancing bits in “Salute
Milton Goldman quits the A. & S. to Rodgers and Hammerstein."
Lyons agency next week to join which opens tonight (17i. Lack of
He’ll work in legit nitery names, top orchs or highPaul Small.
priced budget hasn’t affected the
and films.
Goldman is slated to leave for spot. If anything, it’s increased
London June 15 to gander talent biz.
and survey the situation regarding
the opening of a branch there.

NEWMAN

Bills

Added Lure

Proudly Announeu
*

the

THE NATION'S
LEADING CONTROL ARTIST

,

1

London, Monte Hale and

Thankf to

in

I

I

Direction: M.

LEDDY,

L.

"The Golden Voice of the America's

resumed

at the

OLYMPIA
MIAMI, FLA.
Fonnarly wlrh Sigmand Rembarg’t OparoMa

"My Romonce"

to

RERT COLLINS

Dusk

May

at
29.

Silver

•Th.

MogUot »en.olW.and Edd.e

Lucille

ROBERTS

opening,

Frolics

Proud to Be Chosen for the Opening

New

Bill at

York’s Most Famous Theatre

RKO PALACE
THE SENSATIONAL NOVELTY

was

Tom

western

a

September.
Bella Carlisle and Geoffrey

RAYA SISTERS

DOLINOFF

^^DOLL-VISIONS”
Thank

Par. Mgt.:

You— DAN FRIENDLY

AL WILSON. AGENCY, 1S01 Iroodwoy. N.

Y.

•

Bl T-0543

in

,Iol-

lie. of the Dominion Players, in to
bedside Mabel Burns, who is recuping from recent operation.
Ted Caumont. of the VVarners
homeoffice. checked in for obser-

vation and rest cure.
Joe K Brown, touring in “Harvey." took time out to visit his old
pal. Slim W'rmont (E. U. Balger).
at the Vets hospital at Oteen. N. c!
and also entertained the other patients
Brown’s visit was a great
tonic for the di.sabled trouper.

Andy Grainger. ex-Rogerite and
now on staff of Shea circuit, in for
hi.v

Now

Par. Mgt.:

Germany.

Pick-

Saranac, N. Y., May 17.
Local Pontiac theatre closing for
summer this week. Bills will be

TITO CORAL

Thank*

LOU WALTERS and HARRY SANTIEY

Glenn's Rendevous has set Cy
Reeves for June 3 and added Joan
& Ernie Haydon and the Cloney
Sisters to the Billy Vine show June
17
Jimmy Stanton leaves the
Olsen and Johnson show to produce shows at the Casino
Lenny
Culver goes into the Sky Club.
Aurora. 4h-. May 20
Paul Gray
does his comedies at the Beverly
Hills Country Club. Newport, Ky..
starting May 28
Chez Paree has
secured Gertrude Niessen as headliner for the June show with Henny Youngman and Billy Eckstinc
following in
Joe E. Ross joins
Evelyn Terry and Day. Dawn &

By Happy Benway

I

NEWMAN

20

NEW YORK

Louisville. May 18
Heller & Reilly, who have been
playing midwest dates, joining Allan Jones for tour of Army camps

in

DAN FRIENDLY

OPENING MAY

LATIN QUARTER

Hotel.

Saranac Lake

Y

ACROBA'ilCS IN TECHNICOLOR
|

.

Brown

band.

HAVE BEEN
CHOSEN FOR

N.

HURLEY

I

Larry Ross
set for the Stork Club. Shreveport,
Minda- Lang into the
La May 28

wick theatre in Burbank with a
troupe consisting of Tom Brown,
as emcee: Ralph Byrd, Max Terhunc, Eddie Dean. Pamela Blake,
and Bob Oates and his band. At
the Tri-City theatre the unit
made up of Russell .Hayden.

EUROPEAN MUSICAL NOVELTY

PALACE,

JACQUELINE

bills

new

summer trade.
Company opened its new-

R.K.O.

marriage.

lulls.

ular floorshow' policy after month

luring the

THE FIRST SHOW
AT THE

performer and was a member of
the Ford Sisters act before her

run “The Drunkard"

1

Los Angeles. May 17.
one night per week
policy adopted
by
Pacific Drive-In Theatres to augment its film shows in the hope of

Vaude

is

THE MARVELLOS

she’ll

For Summer Drive-Ins
I

I

That

intermission

hotel. N. Y.

represent clients on
husband’s list prior to his death.
Mrs. Curtis is a former vaudt

Chicago, May 17.
Jack Russell and Len F'isher off
to New York to huddle with Artists Representatives Assn, board
of governors regarding Chicago
Assn.
Managers
Entertainment
problems.. Casino reverts to reg-

'

and LEON

for

Plymouth

Operating as Jack Curtis Attractions,

Midwest Dates

College Inn’s Switch

Vaude

MARK LEDDY

office in the

this season.

;

Lngqoqo, Travol
and Sports Goods:— V6a, VICTORIA STREET, S.W. 1.

Mabel Ford Curtis, widow of th«
vet agent Jack Curtis, will continut
to operate the business from an

uses six acts,
It
improvement.
four-piece band and a singing pian-

'

For Coots,

Widow to Carry
On His Ajfency Biz

Curtis’

ment. went in for vaude two
months ago and has shown steady

WITH

Part,

chief aide.

.

ist

nitery.

Fox,
former American
Guild of Variety Artists’ eastern
regional director, is repping her
He has bought out interests of
Victor Rocco and Ray Voss in Vidoray and will carry on with Dorothy
Collins, also formerly of AGVA. ai

Spot, which for couple of years
stuck to straight musical entertain-

I

YOU MUST VISIT
RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY
wbM in LONDON for Rargains

161

Quarter

Dave

Dusty Brook.s as permanent comHe opened Monday
(

also set for a later date
at

is

his Latin

edian-emcee,

Bronx Vauder

Switsorland.

1

She

Policy Switch Pays Off
Pittsburgh, May 17.
Hollywood Show Bar has set

is

Acceding to demands of AmeriGuild of Variety Artists. 43
“Cabalgata”
the
members
of
phne Heilman and Dorothy Ross troupe. Spanish revue, opened at
<16*.
Monday
dus other names have been hypo- the Biltmore theatre.
Each paid $56 initiation fee to join
fng the Cluh Bagatelle,
Hurok
producer
S.
the union, and
Carmen
and
Thomas’
Danny
posted bond to cover salaries. Pay- Mirandas attract
spenders, but
roll Is reportedly $8,500 weekly.
'Th0 Only Show of Its Kind"
they’ve been few and far betw'een
can

who played some N. Y. cafe dates
several years ago and retired after
marriage, will play her first N Y
theatre date Friday (20 at Loii
Walters’ San Juan theatre, N Y

Vine Gardens and

probably having
the roughest time of night spots
here because of hotel rooms entry
into name presentations. Besides
lack of enough headliners to go
around, rooms have grabbed perennial Chez features, with steady
trade going elsewhere. Average of
2.700 covers per week has left
abundant w'hite space pa.st three
months; a drop of 700-900 tabs
weekly from previous seasons. The

Chez Paree

!

H’wood Date

Holly w'ood.

like

Silver Frolics have had to increase
show costs with cefrbs, to keep in
the running.

18, I 949

annual check up and given an

all-clear to

resume work

Roscoe Fawcett, mag publisher.
Guy Randazo and Nady Valle in
for weekend at the Eddie Dreyfus
camp on Lake Kiwasa.
The Pine Tree Players gave two
performances of “Little Women”
here, sponsored by the ParentTeachers A*;.sn. for the local children’s milk fund. Affair was a sellout.

Write to those who are

111.

SAILING
May

HOME

23, 1949

After 10 Consecutive

Months

LIDO, PARIS

GILLETTE
Oir.:

and

MARK

J.

BICHARDS
LEDDY

VAVmVUlM

Wednesday, May 18, 1949
Pitt Couple

B way

Reopening of the Palace on

With 20G Suit

in

Pittsburgh,

To Receive
RKO

The

Palace, N. Y.,

Terrif Press

Coverage

Gi-eater Love Hath
The percenters are really

possibly

se-

bill.

————
first-run to a double-feature reissue

house.

Opening

bill

,

costs around $3,000,
in the following

'

*3),

j

'

|

„

,

(

)

the tour. Actress is being held by
film and^ radio commitments; but
she rejoins the show when it opens
again Christmas. Until Murray’s
return the El Capitan may be open
for other shows, provided they
don’t want to run after Christmas.

HELENE and HOWARD
Aerialist’s Fall Fatal

Huld Over

Battle Creek.

George Lanning.

Lai

N«v.

COMEDY

MATERIAL

38,

May

17.

plunged 90

feet to his death here last week,
when a cable supporting his tra-

peze broke.
for All

F

Bramhoa

M ASTER

IT
ORIGINAL Show-Bii Gag Fill"
NOS. 1 to 30
$1.00 Ea.

"Th*

(Ordor

@
Stquenco

in

Only)

—Spocial:

Nrtt 13 FiUt for $10.00
All 30 Fllot for $35.00

• S Bk«. PARODIES $10 Per Bh. •
S25.00 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• HUMOR-OOR for Emttc!. 26.00 •
•

3

Sand

Bookt

Blackout
tr all
far

$2S

Dill. Volt, for
Infa. an ather
Op«n Dally Incl.

3

FREE

Na C.O.D't

—

ea.

•

$.'>0

material.

Sundays

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54th

St.,

Dopt. V. N. Y. If

CIRCLE

He was a feature act with the
of Pleasure sliows, playing
a stand here.

7-1130

Mpis. Spots Convinced

i

World

of Theatritala

Only Names Draw Biz
Minneapolis, May 17.
Since only names or outstanding
personalities can attract biz, battle

j

Smith Back

in

Agcy. Field

Eddie Smith, who sold his N. Y.
agency last year to A1 Wilson, will
reopen a talent office in New York
shortly. Reentry is made possible
by a revamped agreement with
Wilson which modiHes a clause in
the sale agreement which stipulated that Smith could not open
office in New York or Hollywood
for five years after sale.
New agreement stipulates
Smith cannot sign any acts
under contract to Wilson.

j

I

i.s
on among
names.

:

,

Abandoning

local

niterics

for

its policy of travel-

I

ing bands and unfamiliar acts, the
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace
has started to give “name” competition to the Club Carnival and Hotel Radisson Flame Room, It currently is offering Benny Fields and
Wayne Gregg orch. Lou Holtz follows. Then comes, as usual, the

that

now
1

ENTERTAINER WANTED

new Dorothy Lewis Ice Show
an entire summer run.

i

AQUASHOW SET

for

I

SlRgfng pioBist
rowB lounge.

for

intimotB

mid-

Elliot Murphy reopens his Aquaat the Amphitheatre. FlushIt will run
ing, N. Y., June 28.
through to Labor Day.

Jeri-y

i

show

Inquire monoger:

KING EDWARD HOTEL
44rli St.. New York

120 West

Max Roth of Bernard
agency will set talent.

19th)

NEW YORK

CITY

Hutch, British Comic,
Replacing Adler in ‘Music*

Dream.

“No

hits such as

the Inn.” “Private Lives,”

at

!

British vaude bills sorely need potent lieadliners to draw biz. acto George Formby, British
comic currently in the U. S. to arrange a series of Canadian concert
dates in the fall. He declared that
an ordinary bill of eight acts is of

ing the twice-nightly policy built
for vaude, and replacing with
shows, so that w'hen occasionally a vaude bill is reverted to. on
twice-nightly basis, the clientele
has already acquired new tastes,
making it difficult for variety show
operators.
Another important factor is that
legit shows stay more than one
week, and in several cases as long
as a month, which is not helping

up

legit

either.

j

,

little value at the b.o.
Not all topliners are solving thi.s
problem. Formby’s agent, Hyman
Zahl, who set Larry Adler, harmonicist, for a tour of provincial
houses claims the Adler unit, “And
We Shall Have Music,” has been

money

losing
,

another hindrance to the
old and prosperous music-hall days
is the ice-shows which have suddenly attained a popularity almost
Still

in

many

situations.

Adler is slated to withdraw from
it
and will be replaced by the
British comedian Hutch.

amounting to a boom.
With vaude producers almost
frantic with worry as to their position for the year, their outlook for

next

year

doesn’t

seem

any

It is reported that the
brighter.
Labor Party, which is expecting a

Garden

Pier, A.C.,

May Be

Razed for Recreation Area
Atlantic City,

May

17,

The ballroom and theatre on
Garden Pier, where name bands
once played and where 'many
Broadway plays opened, will be
razed within the next few' months.
The city, will act following almost two years of litigation between Commissioners and Mrs.
Miriam Richmond Levin, of BalaCynwyd, Pa. Mrs. Levin, as a
finale, had been ^iven an additional 60 days to pay back taxes
of $100,000 to regain title to the
pier.
She failed to complete the
deal
and Commissioners acted
Friday (13) to formulate plans to
make the amusement landmark a
city park recreation center.
The city will build a one-story
solarium and aquarium on Ihe end
of the pier and also a shell for

•

•

Currently

New

LATIN QUARTER,

York

|

|

j

concerts.

CARDINI

Under the present plan

stores
remaining in the front of the pier
will become a reading room where
the city’s visitors may obtain out-

•f

Cordini, Eosily Hi* Me%t of

tho Sloight-of-Handori.'*

ABEL, VARIETY

papers and a museum
under the auspices of the Atlantic

of-town

MARCH

fib.

1949

County'Historical Society.

Tur

will be located at the
with visitors paying a

.stiles

MCA

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

entrances
10c admission.

tjm/i Se^t

tkn/ir/t(rid^api

Rather than take a chance on a
death or life imprisonment verdict
from a jury, Frank J. Hickey, 40,
bartender in the defunct Kitty Kat
I

PALACE

(Week May

I

“Worm’s Eye View” are destroy- cording

Bartender Cops Plea In
St. Loo Nitery Murder
St. Louis, May 17.

WE ARE PROUD TO APPEAR

R.K.O.

Room

halls

something.” Its current floorshovv
headliner is vocalist Malu Gatica.

Currently Loew’s Capitol, Washington

AT

t

election

has

year,
7.000

set

THE CHORDS
BILL

and Harmonica

and non-musical

Harry Richman and Sophie Tucker
for the rest of the summer.
Flame Room akso has its hat in the
ring for “name acts that mean

!

Burke

'

THE RE-OPENING

Colonna

Rascals are at the Carnival, with
the link Spots, Cab Calloway,

I

ON

to

.sometime next
already booked over
in the provinces for
party meetings. These do not Include the hundreds of halls booked
by the Conservatives and Liberals.
Political meetings as a rule prothus
vide
entertainments,
free
making a big dent in the intake of
paid shows. So it looks like next
year will not shine too brightly
for vaude, which is very disheartening for investors in that medium.
general

“Lilac Domino,” "Dancing Years,

'

RANCHO

HARRY REGENSBERG

Norway,” “Perchance

of

Show comprises
order; Mage and

Karr. The Chords Murray’s -’Blackouts’
The Marvellos <3), Cook &
Brown,
Norman Evans. Jerry
Hits Road After Seven
Wayne, Lorraine Rognan, and Dothe pre.ss and VIPs.
The RKOites stress that there linoff & Raya Sisters,
Years in Hollywood
no pretentions about this
are
Vaudevillians, past and present,
Hollywood, May 17.
“comeback” of vaudeville: that the are supporting the venture. The
Ken
Murray
is taking his “Blackeight acts, with the 20th-Fox first- Friars had requested that a 200outs” out on the road in regions
run film feature, “Canadian Pacif-jseat section be roped off for them
where
tall
grass grows after
the
Ic,” at 95c. top on a grind run, for the first show.
No definite playing the El Capitan theatre here
are expected only to produce a promise was made whether that
since
June
1942.
He’ll eschew
24,
well-rounded three-hour show. In could be done.
bigger cities, where his type of
fact, if the bill clicks, the show
is a farniliar entertainment
show
will defer to the picture house
item. Tour begins ih'SPptember
standard and ju.st hold over instead
and w’inds in time for him to reof adhering to weekly changes as Acrobat Injured, Another
turn to the El Capitan on Christwas the Palace’s practice in years
1950,”
past.
Killed in Carny Mishaps mas with “Blackouts of
Troupe of 70 will travel, eat and
Vaude, as ,uch. played the Palj,,
private
train
live
on
a
made up
ace from 1913 to 1W2. and »as|
Feldmann. 42, Au.strian of compartment and drawing room
j
brought back tor an abor^
appearing as ••Athos,
dirter. First stop will
cars
and
a
’35.
this
Thereafter
RKO one-finger balancing artist, with
run in
house has been everything from a Hamid-Mortoil Circus at Arena be Sacramento, Cal., in the 5,000seat auditorium there. After next
here, lost his balance at Thursday engagement at Salt Lake City show
12 matinee and fell a short dis- will work east. All bookings are
tance to the floor, landing on his being set up by MCA. Long enface.
gagements will be avoided. Top of
X-rays indicated that Feldmann $3.60 will be charged and eight
would be out at least three months, shows a week w ill be given. Large
if not permanently, inasmuch as
auditoriums will fit well with the
injury involved fractures of wrist show, which is composed of 909o
Per- sight acts.
and major w'orking digit.
former was booked for next 20
Entire “Blackouts” cast, with exweeks at $500 per stanza.
ception of Marie Wilson, will make

EL

With Legits Favored in British Stix
By

business as the result of a fire
London, May 17.
February which destroyed the
spot, they were sued last week for
Vaudeville in the British prov$20,000 on charges of assault.
inces is experiencing a very lean
The plaintiffs, Mrs. Myrtle time, with future outlook none too
Synder, an entrant in the “Mrs. ro.sy,
America’’ contest which had its
Shortage of headliners is not
local finals at Mercur's in August, tlie
prime reason why vaude is on
and her husband, DeWitt Snyder, the downgrade. Real danger to its
charged that they had been beaten
survival is the once-nightly policy
by four of the bar's employes.
They claim the beatings were in- of logit shows, which are gradually
vaude bilks in most
flicted when Mrs, Snyder refused displacing
to ride the Pittsbugh streets in an houses.
Musicals like “Annie. Get Your
open car to ballyhoo the contest
Gun.” “White Horse Inn," “Soni^
at Mercur’s.

|

'

Vaude Oudook Dismal,

last

rious about doing their best fo
see to it that the Palace vaude
policy is successful.
The agents are getting
pledges from each other that
they’ll
not ask for Oakleys
unless they have an act on the

|

RKO

In New York, but syndicated feature writers nationally unloosed a
barrage of sentimental and"Tro??taljournalistic ballyhoo which,
gic
many in the trade hope, will not
lead to too great an anticipation.
About 200 requests for admission
to the first show came from newspapers, press associations and radio
news-gathering services. The mezEanine loge will be reserved for

Provincial

17.

a

vaudfllm tomorrow (Thurs.)
one of the greatest,
to
automatic buildups in the history
ivith

A natural and
of show business.
unsolicited press-gatherer, this is
aomething which perhaps even Sol
TheaA. Schwartz, veepec of
Not only
tres, didn’t anticipate.

Brawl

May

Troubles continue to pile up of
Alex Shusett and Elizabeth Zabp,
owners of Mercur's Music Bar. Recently fined $100 each for selling
liquor to minors and still without

resumes^-

4S

Tag Niteiy

Club, last week changed his plea
to guilty of second degree murder
and was sentenced to 15 years by
Circuit Judge Francis E. Williams.
Hickey was charged with fatally
shooting Donald Tierney, a college
student during a brawl in the spot
last Sept. 5.

vwoo<

^

World Famous Photographers

Tierney was shot when he went
I

to the aid of a friend who became
engaged in a fight over passes
made at his femme companion.

to
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quantity
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Blue

on

ticularly

Josephive Prevnce, Louise Hoirard. Bill Laurence, Rose Murphy:
Hermati
pianist:
Ross,
i>lewart
Chiltison 3; $4 niinitnum.

Eddy Duchin and Mischa Borr
upstairs to the Walthrough the centuries, are decora- have moved
dorf’s Starlight Roof for the sumbacks
Hal Wallis
tive and novel.
mer, from the Wedgwood Room,
productions with vocals while Cee
^

and

Davidson’s orch does firstrate job

lad,

ditties

is

)

copping usual approval.

chipping in with some swell Yank

Miss

for a contrast.
starts salvos

Miranda

—

'

is

George
P^berhardt’s
Grinzing
is a comedienne
go further with sturdier Cafe in the East 79th street (near
5
orkville
belt is a natural for the
nnterial because she does well
with the limited repertoire she has middle-European population hard
biHMi unspooling the last season or by and a draw for tourists for
two.
P.eisonable
and posses.scd, nostalgic and other reasons. Among
the more potent reasons, currently,
nonsense like “Cocktails For Two
scores big.
She could be bigger is Fritzi SchefT of “Kiss Me Again”
fame as she reprises Lehar, Strau.ss
a.' -lie enhances her special songs.
and Victor Herbert. Her autborita'.Jose Murphy’s baby-voiced style
of pianologing is a show.stopper as tivene.ss in recalling how she first
introduced the Herbert classic 42
sh.‘ scat-sings her stulf to a special
brand of rhythmic pianology. The years ago is compelling. For an old
beat is achieved by a loose base- gal she is completely charming and
board at the piano pedals, and her entertaining. The Grinzing environshowmanship is enhanced by utili- ment. of course, is a natural haven
z.' iion
of familiar melodic stand- for her background.
A pop priced table d’hotery. the
ards like “Time On My Hands.
“.Xnnabelle Lee,” “Cecelia,” “Dark room offers a fetching variety of
Kyes,” etc., against which she musical divertissement. Carlo Hatvar\ a standard here, tenors everybo’inces her unique vocatemjws.
Stew'art Ross is a good utility thing from Viennese waltzes to
accomp and the Herman Chittison Gaelic roundelays, besides emceeTrio dots its rhythmic interludes ing the general proceedings. Rosalie Grant is also in the Leharin usual tiptop mannpr.
Abel.
Lanner - Strauss
idiom.
besides
American ballads, .^nd Bela Villy-

Howard

.ouise

will

)

”

prime asset

.

hr X Piiroo.

I ill

May

Toni/

Chieago.
Martin,

Manor & Miynon,

Gene

Paiui

13.

Buylos,

Mcrryman,

r'ber Parce Adorahlcs (10'. Hal
^VaUis. Cee Davidson Orch. Rndri
Uuez Orch: $3. .50 ininitnum,
cover.

Chez Parce has come up with

(FOLLOWUP)

show that tops previous efforts of
past few months. Production numbers are more lavish, from costuming angle, with bill running well
over an hour and a half,
Tony Martin garners

Billy

w here

Hose’s

she

helps

rapt

at-

of eight

.SwInn I’linlol.

4

(BISMARCK HOTEI,)
Chieago. May 12.
Coss Franklin & Monica Moore,
Toni Gauer, Johnny Bren:er Orch
((J»; $2 Tiuntumm. .$1.05 cover.

Terrafc^ >lplN.
14.

•

Sundown

Phooni.^

4'luh.

Phoenix. .\Ia\ 1 1.
Gi'orge Arnold's ‘•Rhythm On
Ice," with Arnold, Bonnie Shelley,
Phil Richards. Karen Lane. Ann
Purdy, Janice Moore, Jane Anthony, Bruce MacCnIlisler, Don

Kaye Orch
minimum.

(7);

SI. .50

cover,

“No Rambling Ro.se” and
Your Face with Sun-

brown lookers are

Wlllte (Toots) Sweet holds
’em
also with his Bert Williams eomedv
routina, whila Bunker Edmund
is

another showstopper with a wellpackaged
song-comedy
routine'
Sherley Bates leads in a terrif
jungla number and Chubby Kantz
scores with blues deljvVry. Gwendlyn Bates, Leon Claxton’s wife
earns beaucoup applausa with a
comedy dance specialty. At 6()c
this 4()-minute tab is good value.
’’

Matt.

Hainifl-Mfsrioii 4'ir«*u9
(ARENA, NEW HA TEN)
New Haven, May 14.
Hamid-Morton indoor trick, only
circus to play hereabout.^ in recent years following the Hartford
holocaust, hit town for a week’s
run at the Arena, under sponsorship of the local Junior Chamber
of Commerce. Show is soeko but
it failed to draw the attendance it
deserved. Talent is practically a
complete reversal from last year,
including stunts not seen previously in these parts.
Joe Basile Band gets things going pronto with a fa.st musical intro
leading into the Aerial Royals comedy high bar act which is a strong
opener. Dick Clemens follows with
his cats to a good reception then
the Loof Trio comes through with
a novelty act, working on an aerial
anchor.
Clowns are in end rings while
Gauthier’s
Steeplechase
holds
down center with a crack dog and
pony act that scores heavily. Hollywood Aerial Ballet Girls (6' provide background for Miss Fi ancine,
featured in a cloudswing. Due at
this point is Athos. one-finger balancer but he w'as out of lineup due
to injuries received at the matinee.
Hip Raymond’s midget auto bit is
next, then Sheridan Bros, take over
in a combo wire act topped with
impressive steel ball balancing.
Johnny Weldc’s Bears, clowns, and
Pickard’s Sea Lions share the saw-

is being kudo.sed as something of a
novelty .sensation for the cactus
clime. Fact that it’s also serving
as a strong magnet, augurs well
for future ice bookings hereabouts,

nifty

ganza.

"Rhythm"

good, standard enand incorporates 35
minutes of fast action There’s a
sufficiency of lively blade work and
a nice variety of turns, witli individual acts coming in for able
presentation. Sole weakness is its
paucity of comedy talent, but rates
high in other dep.artments,
Ge.arge Arnold is slandoul of
is

tertainment

show,

doing

nimblo

h•gwork

in

and blindfold passes ond Miss Volante closes the bill with her exciting leap to a breakaway trapeze.

Bone.

—

a bit too

in

much

ence

joviality, but audi-

liked every
Plate was packed

minute of it.
supper show.

at

Marx, Bing, Day

Jona.

Continued from pazr

1

the Sunday 9 30 period
yet to be determined.
filling

Los .Angeles. May 9.
Pal' Mere Brnudean.v production
of a burle.sque rei'ue in two acts.

Stars Robert Alda: featnrt's Bobby
Morris. Hal March, Deenah, Marcia
Rene. Jack l*owers, 4 Karells, Slapsy s Siren'.'} (8'. Roger Rayc orch
bistro •7); $1.20 admission,
no mini-

with at least one otlier local
shaping plans for a blade extrava-

tion of the bill. Flying Romas (3)
score solidly with their aerial turns

in dual once made the wheels a profitable
al.so enterpri.se is the stripping
and
opening number, that’s not of a calibre to please the
but finale cowboy bit is inept and type of nitcry spender to whom
could be scissored.
Slapsy’s is trying to ap-pecl. Sadly
Richards shines well in solo lacking is a haggj’pants comic who
spots and when teamed with Bon- could inject the needed zing. Pre.snie Shelly in “Beguine" number. ent blackouts, with Robert Alda
Latter is a looker, scoring particu- playing straightman and occasionlarly
in
her Hawaiian routine. ally emceeing for Bobby Meuris
Karen T.ane and Janice .Moore also and Hal March, are weak and overcome off well in specialties, and long. Stri?)s. more or less routine,
join with Ann Purdy and Jane An- arc handled by Marcia
Rene and
thony in line rotations. Four-girl Deenah, latter drawing the greater
unit is tagged “lee Culiettes.” with plaudits.
Aero-dance turn, the
one of the cubes being frozen on Four Karells, and singer Jack Pow.the sidelines opening show because ers round out the bill with an
of injuries.
above-average line of eight lookCast, incidentally, wont through ers.
several iin.seheduled prattfalls first
Frankly an experiment, the laycouple of shows w’hen ice coils act- out got off to a slow start. Revisions
ed up. Narrow confines of un- are underway, and with general
familiar floor, as well as dull tightening and sharpening, both of
blados, al.<o served as Ijazai ds. but material
and tirestmlation. this
contretemps were taken in stiide might bo the answer to boxolTice
and skaters seemed to be having blues.
Kap.
a good lime. If anything there was

gay blade

no

“Rhythm On Ice" is the first ice
show to play a Phoenix niiery and

,

Mississippi banks
is located during

“Top Hat" routine and

a

j

of

the

RAS

spot with Phil Richards. He’s

|

(HOTEL NICOLLET)
May

(1)

and click in three fast routines.
Gould, headliner, is a show-stopper
W'ith
“Stout Hearted Men’’ and
“Ole Man River.” Gould dramatizes
the song situation as he directs at-

hi

Yodeler Toni Ciauer blends with
motif of room, singing in German
and playing a “schw i/erorgeli,”
old-type Swiss accordion.
Engaging explanations and colorful cos tume adds to stint, .lohnny Brower'
orch handles dance .sets capably,
plu.s neat bit of show backing.
Greg.

Abel

Minneapolis.

—

to

Bill Frazer, comic doing a
trumpet takeoff on Harry James
and Clyde McCoy, held his own
and Clarissa Clarmont registers
known.
Rhumbands are the China DolPs with a dance specialty. Duke Wilchief lure for the late trade. Aside son is the outside barker. Biz was
from Campo. the music is by Jose good at $1.
TIarlem in Havana*
Curbello. who supplies superior
Leon
Claxton’s
“Harlem
in dust next.
danccable tune,
and backs, the
After an atomic hair-raising bit
Havana” includes George Gould,
show adeptly.
Bates.
Willie
(Toots) by joeys. Linon cracks through
The all-Oriental floorshow gets Sherley
with
an ace comedy rope-walking
Sweet.
Gwendlyn
Bates.
Chubby
Its quota for the early dinner trade.
The production is okay. The girls Kantz. Leon Claxton’s Orch and a turn, giving way to the Norbertys,
two men and a femme working a
have an imaginative and well- line of eight.
Although
Sodlmayr’s
Royal ladder-like aerial contraption.
executed magic
number which
warms up the house. Two of the American Shows blurbs Gypsy Coopers Liberty Horses get a nic*
Rose
Lee.
Claxton’s
fast-paced
and hand, clowns do a camera bit, Caliacts. Jadine and Jackie Mei Ling
and the Wong Sisters, are in the snappy "Harlem in Havana” pro- fornia Aerial Ballet features Miss
new act category with the list of duction walks off with top honors Conchita’s iron jaw routine, then
Claxton, who clowns are back for a barber shop
standards topped by the Kanazawa with the natives.
trio, one of the belter risley turns. knows his way around the boards, .slapstick skit.
Five Erik.soiis put on a flashy
Florence Ahn does a pleasant mix- has packaged a terrif show that
should wow ’em everywhere.
A muscle grinding exhih, then Robinture of pops and semi-cla.ssies.
well-trained precision style line son’s Elephants furnish bull porJose.

i

a

the natives

fluffs to

shine.”

and plaudits.

long identified.
bdt k in Vienna, and she
recapture its gaietv not a

the femme onlookers
Marc Ballero, Consolo & Melba
with his rendishes of “For Every Wayne Gregg Oreh (11
with Lois
Man There’s a Woman.” “Make Chap)nar(; $2.50 minimum.
Believe” and “Coinme Ci Comme
C'.'.’
His easy manner and showCurrent layout here has comemanship is tops, with plaudits of dian Marc Ballero, ('onsolo & Melapproval f o r “Tenement S.vm- ba. terpfeam. and W’ayne Gregg’s
pliony.” by Hal Borne, his accom- orch.
paniest.^ P!ncores include “Robert
Youlliful Ballero is a personable
K. Lee,” done with strawhat in the chap with a gift for mimicry as
Harry Richman manner, and “Be- demon.-t rated by authetic impresgiiine.”
Crossfire gabbing with sions of Fred Allen, Jack Benny.
I'ingsiders plus request numbers Charles Boyer. Peter Lorre. Jimmy
score solidly for a begoff
Cagney, etc His repertory is huge
Gene Baylos’ fast gags and ad and he invites audience to call out
libs go over with the Chez crowd, their choices.
He does amusing
with Yiddish innuendos and indigo satire of .Mr. .\nthony and some
fasties getting continuous yocks. gags and patter, but its his panto
(’omic’s |)inball double-talker still mime that garners the laughs.
wlfams ’em.
Consolo & Melba are among the
Manor & Mignfui exhibit neat lop terpcMs in appearance and perterping in a varitey of fast rou- formance. ’I'hey’re as graceful and
tines, with “Mora Staccato” and pleasing as ever with their glides,
“Espana Cnni” rating kudos. whirls and spin.s in their clever
Comely blond does fast spins in ef- ballroomology.
fortIes.s fashion, with pair conveyGregg is a personable conductor,
ing impresh they’re having. as good singer and emcee who fronts a
a time as payees in a George M, band that impresses.
Comprising
Coiian medley. Getting customers four
saxes,
four
bra.sses,
two
In on vocals of the tunes was smart rhythm.s and with slick arrangeclo.ser.
menis, clicks with swing and sweet
Pann Merryman’s flashy aero- fare. Lois Chapman Is an attm
technics gets warm reception par- live and talented vocalist.
Rees.

tention

tion of

"Powder

room like Do Better”
and ’T’us.iy-Cat Song”
Diamond Horseshoe, garners
chuckles

was

little.

show

'I’he
stint, again
tion highlight.
sans strip, sends her off to lukewarm applause.
Following the
Four Reasons
opener, the Beaucaires contrib a
neat comedy acrobatic routine in
several spots during sho^v.
Boyd
Bennett, crooner, scores w'ith the
bobbysox brigade with neat rendi-

Informal atmosphere of room
lures heavy dinner trade.
Set-up
is perfect for Cass P'ranklin and
Monica Moore, one of the more polani's strings are likewise in tlie
ished song teams. .Adept vocaling
traditional vein.
But it’s Fritzi SchefT’s show, and of love songs, show tunes and novshe lets them know it. The pre.s- elties click with payees.
Opener’s a skillful medley of
entation is intimate and a.^ctionIrving Berlin tunes.
.Novel twists
ate. sans the brashness which had
to “.Anything You Can Do. I Can
to obtain in a mammoth

Here she’s
a

ing

tention

where the

this week’s run.

in a

Pupi Campo’s band, succeeding
the 14-month run of Noro Morales,
looks like it will be able to lure
the rhumba set because of Campo’s
ability to clown with cu.stomers,
cater to Latin terp teachers and
mainly becau.se of his affability.
Musically he's of lesser stature
than Morales, but he has a knack
of ingratiating himself with patrons. During the past year or so
Campo emerged as a name in Latin
circles and his pulling power is

”

4

J.
Carl
Sedhnayr's
headlining
Royal American Shows, which teed
here this week (9» at the annual
Memphis Cotton Carnival
shindig, disclosed a couple of glar-

off

.

on

her themer, “South American Way”
with the Bando da Luca Boys,
quintet
Brazilian
of
musicians
and singers, backing up. Previousmore attuned to his personality. ly they had won the mob with
He possesses a compelling front, native ditties. She al.so scores
boyish enough to go well with both heavilv with “Tico Tico.” “I. Yi.
sexes, and particularly appealing Yi. Yi. Yi.” “Cooking With Gas.”
for “mothering instinct” femmes, “Guanla U Gusta,” and a novelty
which makes the sophisticated ditty. “I Make My Money With My
»ungs the more awry.
Bananas.”
Young Lawrence is going places,
Roberts & Felicia, Flemenco danobviously, although before an inti- cers.
click
with
heel-stamping
mate audience it’s patent that he Spanish dances and cop additional
has plenty to learn about using his plaudits with rhumba-jitterbug rouhards, greater ease and leave that tine.
Biz SRO at session caught.
cl
ging mike alone!
Sahu.
Miss Premice opens with her
calypsos. Latin and l^^nch ditties,
IprinxinU
4’afo.
X.
Y.
projecting her personality w'cll.
Iler terps are limited by the conFrit'.l
Carlo
Hatvary,
Sclicff,
fines of the miniature rostrum, bub Rosalie Grant, Bela Villyani Orch;
she clicks vocally.
She has good no cover, no minimiDU.
bongo accomp from her own solo-

will)

tour,

—

Show has an almost entire Latin
flavor will) Garwood Van, with his
sax. and Ken Barry, band baritone,
numbers

Gypsy Rose Lee's current

—

i.s

boyish

up.stairs
his “so-

not enough of the stripper and (2)
band that com- a rather abbreviated production.
She
made two appearances, totalprises four reeds, four bra.ss and
three rhythm, including Duchin’s ing 25 minutes and both were
hustle-bustle nature.
of
the
piano. And it’s an outfit, that while
After the musical kickofi by the
short on showmanship, nonetheless
Four Reasons combo and a line
is right for this room, where the
patron emphasis always is on the number by eight fairly good looksubdued dance rhythms for which ers. she turns back the pages for
“Gypsy’s Scrap Book.” in h.anDuchin is noted.
What Duchin could use to advan- dling her patter well and briefly
into a fast strip and
tage is a girl vocalist, to give the very briefly
As is. there isn’t a off. There’s no denying that Mi.ss
outfit some s.a.
femme in the organization, and in Lee can master the monolog circuit
specialty
this case the economics presumably in tune with her .strip
behind it doesn’t pay off. Tommy but the audience were ju.st warmMercer is the outfit’s only vocalist, ing up to the latter, but then came
the abrupt exit.
and he gets by.
The buildup for her finale is a
It’s a tough load for Duchin. to
be expected as the Starlight Roof’s production umbrella number
lone summer draw but on the basis backed by the line and segues into
An exquisite
of the opening night he can pull "Fairy Godmother.”
silver sequins jewel gown, which
’em,
Kahn.
was blurbed to weigh 97 pounds
and made of 1.100.377 rhinestones
China Doll. X. Y.
(so says the billing) is the produca

The latter is back as topliner., $l.-$1.50 coner, no juimnium.
and is getting good supiwtrt from
a well-rounded bill which comAlthough her accent has thinned
prises Bill Lawrence, .losephine somewhat and her vocabulary a bit
Premice and Louise Howard.
easier to decode. Carmen Miranda,
l.awrence is the Arthur Godfrey the bombastic Brazilian,
still a
video-radio songster, a strong per- strong draw.
She is sure to fill
sonality in the intimacy of a salon- this 800-capacity room. Her oomph
t.v{>e of saloon like the Blue Angel,
and s.a. have not lessened and the
only he errs with an obviously bad style in which she socks over her
hardly of the voting age, he has
suddenly veered to a sophisticated
catalog of songs like “Blue Heaven."
“This Nearly Was Mine”
(“South Pacific”), “Get Kick Out
of You” and the like.
The songs
are beyond his years, too mature
and
sophisticated.
A romantic
mike singer, there are any number
of j)ops and musicomedy excerpts

good a parlay
Duchin with

as

Br.vant. Royal Ameriran line (Ri; produced
and directed by Edward l.ynch; tl tup.

ciety” type of darisapation. and
Borr, as the Latin outfit, certainly
keep the floor crowded.
Duchin, of course. Is the room’s
mainstay, and with the personable,
alw'ays-tanned maestro pacing the
orch from his 88s. the Waldorf has

i

(

it’s

as downstairs.

^

A

Memphis, May 11.
Starring Gypiy Rom L««. with Bill
Fraxpr. Boyd Bennett. The Beaucairei.
C'lai-jsiia
C'iarmont, 4 ReaMona, Brandy

a

Rodritunes.
try for expansion with the illfated on show and dance
LeDirecloire
(nee Cafe Society quez’ Orch keeps rhumba addicts
Grey.
Uptown' and. save for a quickie happy.
flick with tlie Kay Thompson act.
they apparently are more sure of
I'hjiM* null. Si. 1.00
what they have at the Blue Angel.
(HOTEL CHASE)
The pair have showcased standouts
St. Louis. May 10.
like Evelyn Knight, Alice Pearce,
Carmen Miranda, Roberto & AliFlorence DesiuatKl. Jay Marshall.
cia, Bando de Luca Boys (5», Ken
.^JP'e-ar^, ^Bailey, Ros6 Murphy, arhonl*Barry, Garwood ,„yon ,^Qrch
14
'Ot Iters.

ballads.

Royal American Shows

pageant of bridal
worn by famous women

Brides.”
fashions

The boys made an abortive

of

Unit Reviews

Eddy Duchin Orch 111) irith
Chez Paree Adorables’ calypso Tommy Mercer. Mischa Borr's
Latin
Band; $2 rorer after 10.
number and closer. “C’alvacade ol

I’alace" ot that sort of divertis.se-

choice

I 949

barefoot.

Herbert .Jacoby and Max Gordon
maintain standard with tlieir sureHre East 55th street boite. one of
the top class intimeries, and “the
ineiit.

VednctJay, May 18,

X. Y.
SiarllKhl
(HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA)

multiple flips and
handless cartwheels. Exotic brunet
adds to apparent s a. by dancing

AniSel, A’. Y.

mum.

The

trend toward buror more accurately “burtype” entertainment
h.as
been spreading steadily among the
smaller bistros. Now Slapsy’s is
giving it whirl, hoping.it will hvpo
lagging business.
Unfortunately, the initial offering doesn’t measure uo as a crowdpleaser
The only thing actually
remini.scenl of the burlesque that
le.s(|ue,

lesque

local

lias

Allen-Crosby’s .Swap

Bing Crosby, currently

York

(he’s

participating

in
in

New'
the

Goodall golf tourney at New Koehellei, has wairked out an exchange deal with Fred Allen. In
return for Crosby doing a guest
shot on Allen’s Sunday night Ford
program. Allen has agreed to cut
some records for the Groaner’i
daytime Minute Maid stanza on

CBS.
Crosby goes on the
cast
his

May

ABC

Coast
week.

29.

He

.Allen

finished

broadtaping

Philco programs on the
before planing east lus*

N.

May

Ww^n**®*^*^

1949

18,

47
some

New

editing to provide greater
punch, but defect is comparatively

Acts

minor

in

comparison

other

to

tainment.s.

SIMONE DOLPHIN

I

SonKS. Comedj
16 Mins.

I

Viennese Lantern. N. Y.
Proper routininK and Krouminji
blonde
could establish diminutive,

I

LOTTIE ELHEN
Songs

JADINE & JACKIE MEI LING

15 Mins.

Ballroom

she

fact,

In

su.ggests

brunet, a Viennese' who
sings ('ontinental melodies, mostly
in the Austrian-German idorn. Also
speaks and sings in English, with
only a slight accent, having a wide
repertoire of numbers.

business

more

with

piano

the

team, qualify for cafe work

breath control and excellent phra.sIng on an operatic aria, the French
tunes <‘‘Clopin Clopant.’’ "La Vie
en Rose"), and with this all she
Injects an impishness that is defWith
initely part of her charm.
the right buildup, she can be developed for the class spots. Kahn.

player

week

pacing of the .stunts and
Burns’ amiable style combine for
sustained eye-catching entertain-

ment values.
A dozen educated avis, measuring about four inches apiece, show
their .stulT on toy ferri.s wheels,
railroad trains and other erectorset models.
Birds generally respond snappily to Burns’ directions
and when they don’t, the situation

Kai'i'ir

*

I

MIS.S

8 Mins.

10

careful in her .song selections, concentrating mainly on standards.
She is also we II -garbed.
Unfortunately, there’s a paucity
of
individual interpretation and
consequently little to differentiate
her from the general run of comJose.
petent singers.

to

II

19-11

(I)

& T

Stores Sell Tix
from pagt

1

‘

Stato

11

III

I

,

Dannv Crystal

)

Chords

OGDENSBURG

I
I

I

!

;

I

'

Hvrni.
Si

KING

I

Songs, Piano
20 Mins.
Glass Hat. N. Y.
Noble & King,

who've

been

around for some 10 years, are a
topnotch musical duo with a wide
and varied repertory.
Equipped
with superb voices blended via intricate but lucid harmonies, team
projects their numbers with an
impre.ssive

dramatic

,

i

i

I

’

'

LEONARD FABIAN

quality,

appropriate mood
lighting. Noble works his baritone
from behind a center-of-stage piano
with Miss King carrying the dominant vocal melodie.s. Eddie Stone's
orch, incidentally, does a fine job i>f
backing up with .soft instrumentation at the Belmont Plaza’s Glass

heightened

serio-comic
versions of "Funny That Way.” “In
the Rain." "Cornshucks Blues” and
"Sii Long” are adeptly handled to
win her a near-showstop here.
Less mugging and more varied
gesturing, which at times becomes
rcpctitiously
monotonous, would
give keener edge to her act.

by

;

;

'

I

i

Hat.

boxoffice,
with
the
actual
tickets held at the boxoffice, earmarked for reservation on notice

the

<

'

store.
Patrons will pay
for the tickets at the store. Orders
will be phoned or wired to a central agency in New York before

noon each day.
An ad announcing the service
will
be placed in the Trenton
Times early next week, with the
cost shared by the shows involved.

Songs
8 Mins.

.service in its daily full-page ads
in the same paper.
Cooperating in the plan for the
initial weeks trial are the managements of “Mister Roberts,’’ at

Cafe James, N.
Leonard Fabian has a specialty
worth developing. He takes standard tunes and delivers them in
styles as they would be done by the Alvin: "Goodbye,

I

I

I

:

chanteur. an oom-pah-pah German
singer and as a Yiddish dialect
singer might do it.
It's a .sound

spirituals, all
and feeling.

on the conception of the idea and
Fabian does little to embellish the

from sophi.sticated

tunes to
rendered with skill
hillbilly

"The

humor with

White
Donkey.’’ an original composition
by Noble, is weak, however, and
Little

could be eliminated with

JOAN

Herin.
I
'

murvyn vye
Songs
Pcnthou.se Club. N. Y.

I

,

Murvyn Vye. who’s appeared in
musicomedy <"Okla-

Broadway
homa!’’.

"Carousel") in important
parts, has little to offer the supper
clubs. With a bass voice that lacks

shading, proper phrasing and
breath control, Vye’s a.ssets include
an imposing physique and a fairly
easy manner at the mike.
It s understandable
that he could
nt into a musical comedy, in a
heavy part (which he did in both

Josv.

FIELD.S

I

i

Latin-American and boogie-woogie
numbers, making them look very

much alike.
A couple of new
twists,
interpolated
among the
pre.sent neatly performed routines,
wiHild give Mi.ss Fields a big lift.
Hcrin.

WONG

.SLSTER.S

(2)

Acro-Danre
8

of

.he

shows

Min.s.

('hina Doll. N. V.
The Wongs are

a

pair

of cute

Murray

Curlev

Hammer

S
'

Neal Stanley

in-

Avon

Continued from pat*

women who

2 Lacona.s

A Thoma*
Danny .Shaw

Stanley Anihler

l_.ee

special

subway

trains to
to the ballpark.

1

2 Pirates
(

loria

Gave

Regxie Dennis
.Sen.salinnal Denvers
iMorecambe A Wise

Hackfurd A Dovie
Marie Louise A

Sylvia

Late Extra l.ovlies

Charles
Cynthia A (Hadvs

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome IM)
GAB
Bernard
Frank

2 Sophisticates
Taltersall Jerry

Robb Murray

brjstol

It

Ever* A
Dolores
3 Joker*
Joe Black
Donald B .Stuart

!

t'lancis Whilmer
3 Loonies

Co

Raymond Harrv

Terry's Juveniles

Alhambra (Mi

d H

Randolph

I

I

Downev A Day

Danvers

f'roe het
At-rtrev He'witl

Struthard
.Seieno

A

Nil man McfHemi A
Vera

.lov

BRIGHTON
I

HIppdoromo (Mi
i

Nat Vlills A Krdrhie
Maple I.eaf 4
Desmond A Maiks
Christian’s l>o*s

.Sutton

Talbot O’Kariell
Billy

CARDIFF
Now iSl 14

14

Elliott

Gertie Gitana
Ella Shields
I.ilv Morris

'

14

deorxe Alex
Pcx*v Ann Tavlor
Spanxied Bfauties

BRADFORD

I

Empire Hi

limmy Mack

14

AnreDe'i

Helle*

Hotel

Jack Gansert
Killy Banks

•

II

Hotel

.M

Hotel Statler

I

Eddy Howard Ore
Hotel Taft

Vincent Lopez Ore
Latin Quarter
Frances Kaye
lorry LeMer
Edwards A Diane
Phyllis Claire

Penny Caldwell
'

.

'

Bibi

Chico

.3

Rios

William
Hotel

ScottI

,

I

I

Eddie Davis
Marlon Powers
Tahia
Gray A Hess
Frances White
Angie Bonil Trie

Wrner tire
Dannv Sullivan

Art

'

Shepard Lire
No 1 Fifth A««
Fletcher A Sheidy
HiMexarde
Halliday

Rob Duwnev
Hazel Webster
,

avtellanos fhre
Hotel Biltmere

Wayne Ore

Norman Pan* I
Monk
Leon A Eddie'o

Julius

Burns’ Birds
Eddie Slone Ore
Phil

O'terwjild

Riffs

Kitty Crawford

'

Aster

Hat old Nagel Ore

Ruban Blew

Goodman

Hotel Belment-Piet*

(

Ceq Rouge
Calvet Ore

Towne Orr

Kirkwood A

Carmen Cavallaro O
Noble A King
Juan Fields

Dun Saxon
Art Waner O
B Harlow Ore
Le
Oscar
Jack
Le

.Sc.xtet

El

Regts

A Pepito
Shaw Ore

Laszin
I

Sandler Ore

Oamiron A
Chapuseaux
Tina Ramirex
Los Guaracheros
V izcainn Ore
Havane-Madrld
Boh A Larry Leslie
Kaquel A Rolando
Kenneth Buffet
Mildred Ray Lint
Trini Reyes
Sicasas Ore
Paiu-ho Ore
Hotel Ambassedor
Fred Oliver Ore
William Adler Ore

St

Julie Wilson

Alvarez Mera
Jiienger Ballet Line
Roslla

Roosevelt

Lawrence Weik or

j

,

Pearl Bailey
Liicienne
Ch«»rai

Jones

Irene Heivev
Val A .VIoiilv’
Iris .Shand
Ernest .Arinlev A
Gloria
Les Sidva*
Gold A Cordell

Lionel Kin*

Estella
Karn, Miss McBride’s
manager, has lined up an array of
celebs for the affair, including Gen.
Omar Bradley. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt. Fred Waring and his Glee
Club, .lohn Golden. F^ddie Dowling. Arthur Miller, Lawrence Tibbett. Morton Downey. Jane Pickens.
Olsen and Johnson. Mary
Mailin, Helen Hayes, Walter White,
Morris L. Firnst. three Smiths (Bob,
Red and H. Allen) and Mi.ss McBride's first guest, Inez Hayes Ir-

Chinese teen.sters who seem fitted win.
Vye has distinct limitations.
i«)r most visual media.
They mix
All eommercial.s are beimf' deOthtrwi.se. this bill also com- dancing and afro work In proper
fit®
*^*•11^*
attractive GIgi Diirston, proportions to achieve an applause- leted from the program f<(r the
with
In addition, W.NBC is reher standard . pop-singing. winning si ssion.
Energetic two- day.
Kurt Maier. filling the hills at the some does okay
hand-to-hand work, portedly paying $10 (KM) to rent the
piano with an
Units of the Red Cross,
unusually w'de body balancing and some interest- stadium
repertoire
of
.several thou.sand strong, will form
Continental
and ing spins.
American melodics, is still the
Th« re arc some sections of their a Red Cross flag as part of the
spot's prime asset.
Kahn.
dance work which could stand ceremonies.

.Allan

14

i7>

Florence Ahn
Won*; Sisters

A Ashuur

BRITAIN
ASTON

,

.Mvai'es Ore
Rami'na Lan*
Diamond Horseshoe

Maty Reeves

Hippodroma Hi
Amazinx Foxel

Hotel Plaza

Gioe Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore
Nvcola .Matihev Or

Jack Cassidy
.M Durso Ore

I

bring

Ralph Lane Ore
.Salvatore

Ore

Cepacabane

’

will serve as hostesses.

Stanley Melha ore

Hildegarde

Penny Carroll

Van Dock

Sully

.Sujata

,

Martin A Lewis
Vax.ibonds

U

Granada H)
Balcombes

Cur hello

Line
I

EAST HAMPTON

19-it

!

j

Jadine A Jackie
Mel Ling
Pupi Campn Ore
Jo.ve

19-11

Rialto
RAM
Norman
Marnier

.Arrangements are being made for

housewives

(I)

Bud A CC Rohin.dn
Bob A Diane
Steve Evans

f;xtreme.s
(I)

I

Frerldy*

GLENS FALLS

McBride Anni

14-lS

WATERTOWN

GENEVA
Geneva III 19-11
Lane & Crawford
Tommy Kin*
Anthony & Roxers

Corey

HoteTi Pierre
Eric Thorson
A .Asoka

I

(ieo .Shearing Ore
China Deli
Kaiui/'awa 3'roupe

WATERBURY
(L)

'

Juanita Hall

Moriah

Pell

Tony Bavaar
Michael Meehan
Bill Knapp

I

Cafe James
DeWitt

liwiii

Louis Piim.' Die

Arnaiits

.'I

Barbara Fra/ier
Bruce Mapes Jr
Dick Price

('hristy

Laurette Foster
Leonard Fabian
Evelyn Ellis
•liie Candullo Ore
Cafe Society

Frank Convillr
A F Baiiv

CUMBERLAND
Strand (h lt-19

Alle<*n Graff
Eloui.se Christiana

'

Windin*

Kai
(ieo

Cardini

rleys

.\

June

Capitol (L) 19
RiilT A <lwen

Kate

!

Mai hito

19-11

Mack

Hampton Or

'

Bgp City

WASHINGTON

COLUMBUS

I

Howard

I

liodxe

Palace (R> It only

.1

10 Mins.
Glass Hat. N. Y.
Joan Fields’ hoofing routine Is
too limited l<» carry her as a single.
A flashy looker with trim lines, she
executes her taps smoothly but the
lack of variation in the stepping
makes her turn seem too long.
Her stock of terps consists of a
fast twirl and a ballet leap.
She
overworks these tricks both in the

I

Oklahoma!” and t’Carousel”). but
that would be becau.se the acting is
the major force behind his performance. But now as a straight
singer, without a production behind

he managers
volved.

I

Dance

profit.

10 Mins.

his delivery.

19

Vauehn Monroe Ore

understood to have been
conceived
by
William
Fields,
pre.ssagent for ".Anne” and “Fancy." and woiked out by him and

Lawrence

onise

Prcmice
lleiman Chittisun 3
Rose Murphy

.Arthur Ward ('«>
Milt Mos.i
.Anihoiiv. .Allxn A

CLEVELAND

is

Ill

.

Blue Angel
Hill
I

Bdlson

Henry Jerome tire
Hotel New Yoiker
Nat Brandwynne
Ore
Johnny Flannaxan
Mona McDonald
Juan Walden

I

.lo.sephine

Lou A Lillian
Bernard
Billie Carr Co

Step Bros
Palace (R)

!

le*

Dawn

lean

Keddin"tiin.s

Duo opens with a <lever novelty
Fabian has still to master his
number in which they do impres- comedy projection.
The laughs moment, musical shows are not
sions of w. k. song stylists. c3ther that do come are based essentially included in the project.
Idea

It

Dinah Washinxton

Kitty

Plavm

Court Sq.

iP)

CITY
Hotel

Ross
.X. Carter

•lack Corliea

SPRINGFIELD

fill)

I.ionel

(ireen

:i

Ravens
4

A

Kay A .Aliliich
Don Hem V

deo Hudson Bd

My

NEW YORK

SARANAC LAKE

Auer
Lank Troupe
to

Bills

Bagatelle

Dorothy
Richard

Saranac III 19 only
Lane’s Bird.*
•Stanley Burn*

19

ri)

Cabaret

La Bella

B»*Uv A

Lamb

Renal

tective
.Story.’’
at
the Hudson:
".Streetcar Named Desire,” at the
Barrymore, and "Madw'oman of
Chaillot,” at the Bela.sco, For the

I

Sam

Mi.scha

(1

Fancy,”
at the Fulton: “.Anne of the Thousand Days." at the .Shubert: “De-

.'ingers of various nationalities. He
makes an impression as a pashy

•Steilinx

Stoo|ie.s

.3

Dele Monico IH-r*

I

S/onyis
Oriental

Co

•terry

Brii.>

Palace III 10-11
"Spot ip hi Ci'pei*
3 Oianto*
Kinx Rex mild.*

Ellin'’)on

CHICAGO

Chicago IP) 10
Frances Lenxford
Jon Mall
(tolden date 4
Gil

Tattersall

19

(I)

ROCKFORD

CHESTER

I

Alec Pleon
Herschel Henlere

Ci.vsial

Nathalie

Stanley (W) It only

Duke

Maskelyne Co

Ja.sper

Danny Shan

Cene .Swarhrick
Sorrells Sulims
I

14

Femynyne

Chnrd.s

Carman

Vinn & Lawrence

I

WOOD GRBEN

Empire iS)
Maskelyne A

Royal (D 14
Lee Brooklyn

Christine A violl
Beal rice Howell

10-11

(I)

14

2 Mateints

LINCOLN

'

(SI

PHILADEL PHIA

BAYONNE
Victory

from the

In addition, .Swern’s will plug the

nox'clty idea.

selections range
ballads through

Danny
2

Allan Drake
Tune Tattler*

14

Joe Loss ltd
Dinx Co
B* rt Copley
Falcons

Chow

Graham

ONEONTA

Onoonta ID 19 10
Dick A Dinah
loidan A Parvi*

!

!

W\nn

Jane

I

Edha.

'

Marc Ballero

'

Empire

A Rosa
Sherlock
Douglas Harris
Billy Welle
R.-irtlett

t:iiff

Worth
Reco A May
MacDonald A

I

<

SHEPHERDS BUSH

llarry

i

llotleys

Joe Black

Alan Clive
Cooper Twins
Hamilton A Vassi

Lionel Kin*
Milo A Kosina

Empire (M)
'

j

covey to the ringside table on a
wand to run through some fancy
spinning stunts. Act is climaxed by
the birds traveling through a flaming hoop which almost turns them
into roast squab. A comely femme, on.
Irene, helps out in the background.
Husky-voiced

3

A

LeKovs

3

,

I

|

NOBLE

Harrison Carroll
Boss
Bel t v .III mei

14

Kill

Cidton Bd
Tea* O’.Shea
Billy

LEEDS

1

ers and saloon circuit spots not For the trial period, 10 orchestra S;>mmy Kave Ore
catering to a sophisticated clien- and 10 balcony seats per perform- Constance Moore
CAMOEN
tele.
Her outlandish garb, air- ance (including matinees) per show
Towers ID 10-11
conditioned chapeau and other will be available. Purchasers at Ron & M Norman
trappings gets howls from walk- the store will receive orders on Duke Dorell
McFarland A Brown

Royel (M)

Tess-A

Robb Wilton
Miss Malta Co

10-11

I

^

PORTSMOUTH

HACKNEY
Empire (S> 14
Julie Andrews
T A B .Andrews

NORWfICH

A

Hi os

Grip S

Huxh

Fre<l

1011

Stanley
3 Arnaiits

Ogdensburq iH

'

14

(I)

Grant
Renee Heck

rleys

14

Bros
Latoiia

Sparks
Menchassy

GRIMSBY

!

;

Empire (Ml
tJeorxe Dnonan

.Albert

& Kathy I.ane's Birds
operation with the managements Tom O’Neal
Stanley Burns
Bob & Joan Marco
10 Mins.
involved.
Kay A Aldrich
IMS
Apollo. N. Y.
Dcr* Don Hem v J
Richard-.\dair
The sale at Swern’s will start Herby Lvnn
OMAHA
Negro chirp of hillbilly genre
May
30, with tickets for all per- Aunt Jemima
Orpheum iPi 10
i.s saved by a bright comment.
For has a know-how flair for comedy
Orrln Tucker Bd
BUFFALO
an intimate touch. Burns brings his that should set her in family vaud- formances the week of June 6-11.
Prerlon
Foster
Buffalo (D 19
I

NOTTINGHAM
S .Smith

Warren

Palace

Coral

Neal

2

19-11

(1)

Holly*

A

A’olants
3

7

A

.Austin

Worth
BA L Lowe

Julian

Si

Ci-r/.on

Colonial

Jim penman Co

The

Pat

Nip .\el.son
Hal .Sherman

Dick A Dinah
Jordan A l‘ai'vi*

Youncman

llenny

^

1

14

III

Ethel Reviiel

Gray

Anxel*

19

It)

Valentine

Virginia I.ee Co
Yost’* Ambassador*

NORWICH
Hippodrome

14

Laiiy Adler
.M.t\ Wall
Tommy Juver
Raf

14

Francoise Flore
Jackie Hunter
iMnrqucez
Raymond Giierd
Helen Crerar
Vivian El TassI
Trois De Mille

GLASGOW

Empire (M)

MILFORD

Hippodrome
5

A Rekar
Eddie Gordon
Maurice French

y.io

III

I

.Su/ette TarrI

Olympia (Pi It
Helty Lou Drake

Milford

{

I

Waddinxton

.A

BALTIMORf

.Nichols

Melville

Chuck Brown Ce

I

NEWCASTLE
Empire (Mi
I

Bill

Till!

Apua & Estrelita
Monte Woolf
Dod Dodson Co

'

,

MIAMI

AUBURN

Auburn

'

.Sis

Lea Rayner A Betty
Fred l.ovelle
Rex A Bessie

14

B Kcid A D .Squires
Rex Varney

Steven Evans
Romaine A Rabbeltr

Uiiinlans
2 Clefs

A Sylvio

Empire (M)

liairison

Slevil
I

FINSBURY PARK

.'l

Malone ill 14 only
Rob A Diane

'

.SAM

Helen Norman

(.lenns

MALONE

I

Jeanette Iluxhe*
Maiirine 0'D«‘ll
Klirabeth Gray
Ernie Brooks
Lionel Smith

14

iVlervyn Saunders
Jac<iiieline Dunbar

lox

~

iS) 14

tiliver

June Manlon

Empire (M>

•Aeiietle

Ben All III 19-11
Miisieat Johnsons
Miles Hell*
ieldei A Haiiiclt

14 only
Loyal's .Stallion*
.41 Caslle
Milton Doiibla*
Pat Roonev .li

fill)

I

j
'

LONG BRANCH

19-11

(I)

Vic

Jack Radclifle
Ben Yost Co
I

Paramount iWR)

AMSTERDAM

MANCHESTER
Hippodrome

Bug

Helen Darinora
vx lute
Daneer*

I

1

Hirdland
Dale Sis
.M Norman
Lou Mel Morxan 3

Misl) A
.Slim Allan
4 A' comen

EDINBURGH

iWfl)

Wilfred Mae

.add

Kir.,

LEXINGTON

'

Paul While
Kirov Peace
Rialto

I

j

Armand duene
j

DunhilLs
3 Choculaleei's

Selon
Alonarchs

3

1011

Ted Lewi* Rev
Reed Si.s
deraldine Du Hois

numbers in the larger spots.
She projects well and Is generally

Robinson

Edward*
Dun '/.elaya

Strand (W) 10

tion

[

3

I

II)

I

14

Bobbie Kimher
Dorothy Gray Co
Skyrockets Ore

Norman A

J.iii

Nina

Broadway

14

(Si

O'dorinan

J

.A

Bc'.vl
:i

KINGSTON

Dick llayine*
Dick Buckley

'

Grand

D

H.ill

Loamel Morcan

a Rocket Is
.\rnold Shoda

I

Songs

Kirko A

LONDON
Palladium iMi

Ted Itav
Andrea Dancer*

C.ive* 3

A Thomas

Sully

PcKX.V Stone

DERBY

III

RAM
Bud A CC

Krank Fontaine

Cafe James. N. Y.
Evelyn PJlis, a talli.sb looker, is
okay for cafe work and produc-

L'onlinurd

V|o>«

|

K<>o<I»

D.inny Kaye

M Norman

A

\

11
.Norm.iii

Kvan.s

I

II

ill

ILION
Capitol

I

,

U

N A V Monioe

I

.Aiaxwell*
Doljiire

.Andre
Daiinv Ciyslal
Dod Dod-sen t’o

i

I

i.

Ross A

Sanxer

I’eler l.arre

Roxy

:i

Yost's While;:u:ii ds

Pied Piper*
4

I

CORNSHUCKS

(

{

Mike Howe
Frank Forinbv
4 O’Keefe .Si*

I

14

(S)

Chexler Co
llalama A Konarski
.'^kaiinx Kyle*

Tex Reneke Ore
Iordan A I'aixis

l.arraiiie

I

.Songs

Will .Mast in

Valloy Arena

Narman Kvans
Jerry Wayne

)

LITTLE

I.oi*h

(l.l

Charlie

Cheerliil

HOLYOKE

Kx'lyn daisy
l.add I. Van
Carps (ir Kallet
Kackettr*
.Sym Ore
PalKCo (R) 19
Make A Karr
Mai vellos
Ciiok A Krawn

i

'

;

CHISWICK
Empire

10 11

il)

Los da to*

Karl l.ipp.v
Rally Kalis

'

I

EVELYN ELLIS

of a

four-week engagement.
Delores Martin has polished her
act with a savoir-faire developed
through numerous cafe engagements in the past few years.
Though around for a long time,
Negro songstress, who sang "Necessity” in the Broadway production
of “Finian’s Rainbow.” is making
her bow in Variety New .Act files.
Accompanied by her pianist-husband, Dave Martin, singer renders
some neat interpretations of "Lovin’
Arms.” April in Paris” and
"Then I’ll Be Tired of You.” A
saucy specialty, "Find ’Em. Fool
’Em. Forget ’Em.” is an added lift
to Miss Martin’s repertoire.

Fa.st

Ki'o.s

Music Hall (I) 19
& I’ic.iiiil
Aifrrdo l.iii/./.i
Jean dibhons
Myrtl**

tion for intimeries.
She’s a looker with good stage demeanor.
Miss Foster’s voice appears to
be better equipped for ballads.
Her range from mezzo to contralto
has a warm texture and indications
are that she’d add to her stature
by concentiating (»n that type tune.
Jose.

.scheduled

This
is
an
amusing n<»velty
slated for a solid reception in any
spot designed to keep the customers within a closeup
range of
vision.
This includes video.
Bill
Burns has trained his assortment
of miniature birds to a tine edge
and tops off their tricks with a
running line of gag-speckled chat-

l.ant*

Roxnan
OalinoH & Raya .Sis
Don .Mbert Ore
Paramount iP) It
Victor l.oinbarda Bd

first

InilriN-iitlciit

(W) Wurnrr; (\\K) WhIIit

HARTFORD

State

who knows how to sing the melodies to stir the sentiment and nostalgia of Alt Wien.
Ko/iu.

to leave after the

15 Mins.
Glass Hat. N. Y.

ter.

Songs

|

nf »Ihiw

iIh^

nr-fk

oiillt

III

(Si MIoll;

Louis .Iordan
Paula Watson

Ch«ird.s

Cafe Societ.v. N. Y.
Brought in as a replacement for
the Golden Gate Quartet, who had

KKO;

Kuda Bux

19

dray Ore

(iracio

LAl'RETTE FO.STER
9 Mins.
Cafe Janies, N, Y.

CITY

ID

Capitol

Jackie Miles

Laurette Foster has a good mixupper westside Manhattan. Mi.ss ture of pops and sophisticated numElwen is a pleasant personality bers that makes her a good selec-

I

BURNS & HIS BIRDS

BILL

NEW YORK
fllen

'

15 Mins.
I

Their

'

DELORES MARTIN

lir<•llll:

Iii4||<-mI«‘ii

rnmniuuiitt (K)

(I*)

this

.Jose.

Songs

<

at

point in their development.

downing plenty of lager at the
bar: that can be disastrous, obviously.
For the small spots that dot the
refugee colony in the east bOs .and

I

18

hrlow IiuMvmI* opt-nlng

lilll*

ulirilirr full or
l.ellrr In pMr«nlliea»a

routines are varied and interesting,
but unfortunately their work resembles that of many other teams.
Duo have some pleasing ballroom designs punctuated with lifts
and spins.
Their Latin work is
especially good, but their slower
numbers need further coloring.

'sometimes is a little too cozy and
than casual background, being far
lo.ses
the discipline that a permore polished than would be indiformer must have on a floor. .And
cated by a booking at a modestly
she shouldn’t try to heckle an aubudgeted spot such as this. Al.so
dience
heckler,
especially
one
does numbers in English i..id announces in the latter tongue.
While Mi.ss Dolphin has considerand a piquant
able personality
charm, she must pace her numbers
better and u.se a little more thought
in her gowning. She shouldn’t, for
instance, wear gowns that leave
her arms and shoulders bare.
Miss Dolphin reveals experience,

Numeriila In connerdon

China Doll. N. Y.
Jadine and Jackie Mei Ling, a
good-looking
Oriental
ballroom

Simone Dolphin
She has an obviously well-trained
coloratura and a cute Continental
Recently here
comedy manner.
from her native France, she leans
Does German and Austrian folk
towards French numbers, having a
and rhythm .songs nicely, but that
gamin quality that establishes her
fast.

WEEK OF MAY

II Mins.

Viennese l.antern, N. Y.
Lottie El wen i.s an attractive,

young

as stellar material.

VARIETY BILLS

at-

Jose.

I

Harold Fonville
Old Knick
Jerry Bergen
Paul Killiam
Evelyn Ward
Walter Klavue

Nancy Hank*
Clara Cedrone

(Continued on page 55

i

.

.

Roxy,

!V.

anct.

Blades & Belles 8 ), Ga« Fos
f*'r Roxi/eties & Escorts (16). Paul
house
“Forbidden
arch;
A ih
S'reef" '20/h>, reviewed in Va(

March

rik iv

t<ndpr

1949,

9.

who

Dick Haymes,
of

simitMliiiik

become

has
regular

a

at

Broadway showcase,

Fdv's

is

20 thback

4 ain

up

a

may wonder how Haymes
other

all

his
I

1

<

j

'

.

those

are

’n’

”

characters^

of

!

Andy.” While the*

routine generates considerable interest on its novelty, one fault lies
in weakness in the material that
Buckley mouths. It could be much
funnier.
Likewise, he goes too
strong on his peculiar mannerisms
01
speech and zips througli the
whole routine in a rather perfunctory way.
Three Buckets are a sock trio of
'male Negro terpers. Their specialty i.s a trick of getting right behind
each other and doing their steps
in close-order precision.
Featured on the Roxy’s ice this
aession is Arnold Shoda, a whiz at
spins, and the other usual blade

K*)xyettes.

is

work

the

who precede

it.

the

I

!

!

I

'

j

of the

Aside

Paul .\sh, as usual, handles
Herb.

pit orch.

Illvmpla. Miiiinl
Miami, May 1.3.
Jan Murray, Freddie Stewart,
Paul Rich, Roily & Bonnie Pick*‘rt.
^IcFarland & Brown, Freddie Carlone House Orch; “My Dream Js
’Yours"'

(

WB

>

Lineup current

is one of the best
weeks, thanks to topliner

in recent

Jan Murray: supporting co-feature.
Freddie Stewart and stout suppoiting acts.
Murray, departing from
the

usual

sacrosanct

topper’s

emcees, as well as W'orking in own
spot

things together into
olid building.
His buildups on the introes are
month and effective, leading to
hi-i

to

tie

own

spot,

wherein

his

slick

personality and delivery sets him

He works smoolhgorgeous femme for

for lop returns.
1 \

.

adding

repartee, 'which adds

up

to plenty

laughs and begoff.
Freddie Stewart is a personable
youngster who clicks via song.s and
amiable delivery. Pops are deliver»‘d authoritatively, with the patrons going for his soothing tenorImz
ilunner

up in plaudits is Paul
Riili. whose harmonica stint sets
well.
Inleispersed comedy gab
ai'ds value.
I’erpers Rollie and Bonnie Picken in tap. ballet, jitterbug routines
hit for healthy returns. Aero work
McF’arland and Brown has niflv

ot

twists and control work that wins
apjilause. Fieddie Carlone’-s' house

orch backs show' okay.

I'apiloL
Ja<‘i.

siaris

[.M-G

t

ic
.3

'

Lary.

WaMh.

Washington. May 13.
Leonard, the Chord.s '3 •.
Lucia. Bill Norvas fU'^Un“Barkleys of Broadway"

F.

Marti-:

;

>.

.Anything goes here this .session,

with
a
surefire
film
jamming
htkuse with enthusiastic customers.
I.c(l
by hordes of school groups
touring town, every act got spendid
atiention at show' caught, though
general level was less than sock.
.lack K. Leonard, rotund comic
and headliner, gets the most out
a
hodge-podge of material,
ol

based on his chief stock
liis

hefty

avoirdupois.

lerps. does a
plenty of gagging
lie

few
and

.

I

from nicely colorful costumes, thi«
permits backing of both portions
of the show by Six Strings and
Their Bows, a bevy of femme fiddlers.

1

1

maneuvers, which he performs
w ith grace and dispatch. He’s supnorted by the house ice line of four
no>s and four gals.
Frost frolic is done in a Hungarian motif, as

,

(

their mouths as though talkin 4
He stands behind them and
does the actual articulation. The
“.Xmo.s

1

l

move

from

|

I

”

“voices”

t

|

little

presentation might help that.
Dick Buckley has a highly unugiial novelty turn, but it isn’t certain that he milks the maximum
out of it.
He gets three fellows
and a gal out of the audience, sits
them in a row and assigns each of
t lUMU
a “voice.” When they hear
that
voice they are instructed to

I

1

I

dilTers

A

singers.

i

|

{

giving much in the way of introductions to his numbers. He just
do. vs his tunes and he’.s off. It's
oke with the bobbysoxers. among
v iiom he has a respectable fol low ing, but some of the older trade

from

;

8t

j

to

more showmanship surrounding

Paramount, X. Y,

Vic Lombardo Orch. (13)
Pacaud, Alfredo Luizzi, have produced a three-hour ex- Paf O Connor; 4 Evans, Frank
FonJean Gibbons, Earl Lippy, Roily travaganza, which oftentimes be- tatne. Pied Pipers
p-?':
4
comes
unwieldy
and
slow
paced.
Rolls, Evelyn Garay, Ladd Lyon,
Lorre; “Streets of Laredo”
(Park
Corps de Ballet, Glee Club, Rock- With the tru mining of most of the reviewed in Variety Feb 9 ’49 *
numbers, all of which,
ettes. Symphony Orch; “The Strut- production
ton Story” (M-Gk reriemed in Va- with exception of ballet and “WonOverall,
the
derful World,” seem oldhat, runnew Paramount
RiETY April 20, ’49.
ning time could be shortened and stageshow in combination win,
Guy Lombardo, and bow off to
‘Streets of Laredo.” makes a
show better paced.
smash finish with their Spike
good
The Music Hall is offsetting the
Jones number.
Featured in addition to the stars, impression. But, it could have been
Martez & Lucia pace show with simple, homey appeal of its cur- O&J. are the Clark Bros., sepia' sharper with better routining and
an aero routine along Latin lines, rent film. ’The Stratton Story” precision tap artists; Marty May, more attention to showmanship dehighlight of which is femme part- (M-G), with a Hush, exotic stage who sometimes goes blueish on his
ner’s wiggles and looks, which gar- spectacle, to make an effective con- quip.s; Gloria Gilbert, who gets
It gets underway at a fast
pace
ner so many whistles and wolf trast and good, all-round entertain- hefty response for her terping; with Vic Lombardo's commerclallv
calls that technique never rears its ment. Stageshow occasionally leans Frank Cook, who plays a harmoni- styled 13-piece orchestra and
moves
superfluous head in this one. Bill to the stodgy side, but on the whole ca and guitar simultaneously; Glo- rather smartly until it runsVnto
Norvas & Upstarts, youthful har- is very satisfying stuff. Accent is ria Short in a snake dance, Helen the Pled Pipers, the major stummonizers, have fun with a jive rou- on production numbers, settings .Magana, tiny ballerina; William ble of the 5.5-mi nut e show',
since
ensembies instead of solo Hayes, production singer; Nlrska, they work next to closing,
tine that builds to a jam se.ssion. and
an imFive youngsters, two gals and two spots, although a couple of the interpretative dancer, who gets portant point. Pipers may or
may
boys in line led by Norvas, have latter are highgrade.
sock applause for Her twirling of not be responsible for the slow
some novel numbers and plenty
Following a spirited rendition of silken wings.
showing they make, wilh a routinThey’re still on the excerpts from Smetana’s "The Barenthusia.sm.
ing that calls for a standard, two
Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson bur- novelties, neither of
callow side, with too much accent tered Bride.” by the Music Wall
w'hich is outon no\elty and too little to the Symphony Orch. under Alexander lesque boss oprys, baby-sitting, and standing, and finishing with anLoire.
musical side of the act.
Smallens. stageshow opens simply aided by lush June Johnson and other standard. There isn’t a pop
lanky
Olsen,
reprise
other
J.
of
C.
with acro-dancers Myrtill and Paor a tune they recorded and it
caud in center stage, encased in their zany standards. One of the makes for an unfinished symphony
I'aplfol, !N'. Y.
funnier bits is the raiiroad barber- of vocaled melody.
gilt, doing their slick act. Pair find
Their act could
C;icn Gray's Orch, with Julie
rib-tickler.
Zabe.
shop
themselves on a rising platform,
be much better; so could the gown
Lane as the corps de ballet swarms
Daniels;
“Fats”
O'Brien,
June Hutton, femme member, wor*
Bros., Grade Barrie, Jackie Miles,
about, lavishly costumed, in a vivid
when caught. Its blue-black tone
Apollo, Y. Y.
“The Sun Comes Up” Metro re- dance routine. Presentation then
Jack La Rue (2K Joe Thomas does nothing for her.
viewed in Variety Jan. 5. '49.
shifts to the Glee Club, first seen Band •12*. Red Caps
Four Evans, standard vaude turn
6 ), Little
talking in a series of phone booths Miss Cornshneks, Dot & Sonny, consisting of mother-father and
saleable combo of music, vo- that become transformed into a Spider Bruce & Co. (3>; "Last of daughter-son tapsters, lead off the
cals and comedy run hand in hand bar. Club, sparked^by Jean Gib- Wild Horses” (SG).
turns.
They go over as solidly as
always, but at show caught got very
with the Cap’s new film. "The Sun bons and Karl Lippy. deliver “Hey.
little help from Lombardo’s men,
Comes Up. It forms a pleasant Good Lookin’ ” smartly.
For
this
se.ssion
the
.Apollo
de;
stage interlude for good audience
who couldn’t seem to keep tempo
Roily Rolls is surefire w’ith his
viates from standard formula in the turn needs.
reaction.
pianistic bit. whether burlesquing
spotting an ofay turn in headline
Frank Fontaine, comic formerly
Glen Gray’s orchestra, playing the longhairs. doing his comedy spot. However,
remainder of the with Vaughn Monroe’s orch, fills
impersonations, or playing his booits first date on Broadway in over
gie-woogie straight. Kvelyn Garay bill consists of colored band and the laugh spot. He can do a lot
he was out of action
a >ear
acts.
Mixture
jells for a speedy more than he does here; he
tees
backs things smoothly and shows sings "Don’t Fence Me In” sweetstanza that keeps the payees laugh- off with vocal apings of Arthur
up well on own. .New band is com- ly, and cowboy group with lariats
ing, whistling and applauding.
Godfrey, A1 Jolson, Bing Crosby,
posed of six brass, five sax. three .sets stage for the boff balancing
LaRue, film menace, wins appre- F'rank Sinatra and a very amusing
rhythm and a femme accordionist. act of Ladd Lyon. Finale is a
Julie O'Brien, a cute touch to the sumptuous tropical setting, with ciative reception in a reprise of an one of Monroe. But it isn’t until
picture.
Gray crew opens with Jean Gibbons singing "Begin the act he has been using over the he swings into his "sweepstakes
subtle jump arrangement of “No Beguine” and entire company fill- years for spasmodic vaude appear- winner” story that he rolls ’em. It’s
Name Jive.” comes through with ing the stage with color, music ances between pic assignments. hilarious and sets him solidly.
Eschewing the usual Hollywood
Peter Lorre finishes with a fin*
a fine writing of "Claire de Lime” and dance.
He cranks up his
later, and still later sets “Fats”
Impressive stunt, throughout the chit-chat, he brings on his sister bit of acting.
Daniels at the mike to lead a hour-long show, is the handling of Emily for sopranoing of "Sorrento” turn with a few “gags” relative to
jumpy piece called "Blues Rhapso- the huge symph orchestra. Knsem- for nice pattycakes, and segues his grue.some roles in pix and
into
Poe’s
“Tell
Tal*
d\.'
In
between. Miss O'Brien ble, after its overture stint, is into his familiar "last mile” dra- segues
tickles her wind-blown piano on a dropped into the pit; then follow- matic bit, which gives him plenty Heart,” expertly done for solid restandard melody.
ing the opening number is rolled scope for thesping and a solid turns.
Lombardo’s band does a solidly
Lane Bros., aero turn which fea- up and onto the stage, and just w'alkoff.
tures rope-skipping from the most before the finale, is rolled backJoe Thomas band starts out with satisfying job on its own. It alone
unusual positions, gets the vaude stage and up again into a rear- king-sized personnel for backing of creates the fast pace of the openturns underway. Their routine is balcony setup for a smart, overall the acf.s and later condenses to a ing few minutes with smartly tailsmart, but they could ditch that production effect.
smaller combo of seven for its own ored arrangements and vocals of
Bron.
corny between tricks chatter or get
session. Smaller outfit comprises “Sweet Georgia Brown.” “Riders
some new material.
three rhythm, two saxes (including in the Sky.” a particularly good
C'irrl«‘. Inilpifi.
Gracie Barrie gives the show' its
the maestro), trombone and trum- piece, and Pat O’Connor doing "I
Indianapolis, May 14.
sharpest appeal, despite that her
pet.
Their arrangements are sol- Didn’t Know the Gun Was Loadturn is top-heavy with "material”
Freddy Martin Orch., with Mari- idly commercial and sold to the ed.” with a trio of bandsmen helptunes.
Her performance is pol- lyn Maxwell, Gary Morton, Merve hilt. Standouts are “Tearin’ Hair” ing, including the maestro. Group
of tunes go over big. Midway, howished. her timing so on the button Griffin, Art Devaney, the Martin and “Just Groovy.”
that it’s a pleasure to watch her Men; “Duke of Chicago” [Rep).
C’omedy slots are capably han- ever, Lombardo u.ses an arrangejwork. She gets solid reaction from
dled by Little Mi.ss Cornshucks ment of “Begin the Beguine.” It
the customers. Opens with a par(New Acts), hillbilly songstress, does nothing for him or the cusCircle, which has been leaning
ody on “.\re You Havin’ ,^ny Fun,”
who livens things plenty w'ith her tomers. To begin with it’s too
the lyrics applicable to current heavily on variety acts to bolster serio-comic workouts on ballads, ambitious a melody fur his band to
conditions. Then it's "Sunday Kind its bandshows of late, swings back and Spider Bruce & Co., house tackle
and it’s played without
of Love" with special lyrics full to almost straight musical bill with comics, in a rib on aviation that spark.
Other than that the band
of belly-laughs: “Pappy Gave His current stand of Freddy Martin keeps ’em happy. Dot & Sonny, sells nicelv.
Wood.
Only exception is comeShotgun .Away.” and "Give Me New combo.
mixed team, get over nicely in
dian
Gary
Morton,
and
he
plays
York.” That’s a little too much; a
their tapstering routines.
Tivoli.
S.
F.
current show tune or something trumpet. Program however, shapes
The Red Caps, instrumental and
San Francisco, May 12.
could break it up.
Nevertheless, up nicely within its limits and has vocal quintet who share top billing
Billie Holiday, Bobby Evans, Kenadded draw in “homecoming” of
she scores solidly.
with LaRue, al.so win loud appre- vie Pierce,
Marilyn
Maxwell,
who
made
her
Miller Sisters, Ralph
.lackie Miles closes show.
His
ciation with slick instrumentation
8 '; “Butch
underplayed gags, a combination first name band appearance at this and vocal harmonizing. Combo has Williams House Orch
Minds the Baby” R.4 and "Hat
of old
and new material, also house.
three rhythms, clary and guitar for
Box
Mystery”
(SGL
Martin’s
best
.seller
is
his
produc- accompaniment. They reprise most
scores neatly.
His best applausegetter is the Gene .Autry routine tion number. "History Book of of their former disclicks in satisLimehouse appeal affected by
Music.” in which he salutes musi- fying style, with "Danny Boy” and
he’.s been doing for some time.
Billie Holiday, with its voodoo overcal stylemakers from 1923 to now. “Cow
Wof»d.
Cow' Boogie” highlighting.
tones, is rare fare for those who
highlighting greatest hits of Paul
Edba.
like their songs tartar-steak style,
Whiteman. Ted Lewis. Fred Warriii«*N|{o Thoairr, 4'lil
and Frisco, which has its own
ing. etc.
He al.so serves thick slice
fogbound tenderloin tradition to
Chicago, May 13.
of his modernized classics, featurnurture,
is a ready-made victim for
Gisell L Francois Szonyi. Gold- ing smooth arrangements of “Tothe spell that Mi.ss Holiday weaves.
en Gate Quartet, Git Lamb. Frances night We Lo\e’’ and “Claire de
The
result
is obvious.
All .songs
Lune.”
Merve
Griffin,
band’s
Lanqjord & Jon Hall. Louis Basil
Continued from page 1
offered
("I
Love
My Man,”
Ort h; “iMr. Bidvedere Goes to Col- singer, makes good impression in
"Tenement Symphony” and "So clo.sely as possible the accepted "Lover,” and “Take All of Me,”
lege"
20th
Tired.”
Art
Devaney’s
piano angel auditions. Setting will be plus encore. “I Cover the Water
Handling
are
surefire.
sparkles in "Bumble Boogie
and the interior of a New York home, Front”
.N’aie Platt has built a solid vaude
with indifference
others.. Martin .Men al.so are heard in which the legit casts will per- herself almost
package to back Clifton Webb film.
(a less mailbag-like costume would
"Mr. Belvedere.” with combination to advantage and introduce Mi.ss form before a live audience. .Acthe
Maxwell in chorus of “Humphrey cording to the producers, poten- add some w'elcome eye-value
pulling heavy at the bo.v oftice.
audience nevertheless responded
Bogart Boogie.”
tial backers of some of the legitGisselle & Francois Szonyi. ballet
big.
Songstress proves she’s still at ers will be invited
terpers. garner heavy applause, e.sto sit in with
.After a biief musical intro by
pecially
with theii' speedy toe home in front ol a band by soi-k- the studio audience or watch them
Ralph William's orch. bill opens
ing over ",A Little Bird Told Me,”
twirls and clever spins. Lad takes
on their home receivers.
with Miller Sisters, acrobatic dance
”.\ Good
“Sunflower”
and
.Man
Is
to the piano for “.Ml the ’I'hings
Special emphasis is to be laid on
routine
You .Are" and then pair go into Hard to Find.” She has a vivacious musicals on the assumption they duo. who offer a flashy
dubbed "iVIodern Hawaiian Medtaniv jitterbug on toes for solid personality and style that gets at- make for better TV
fare. Among ley” to a nifty hand
tention.
Her
bop
warbling
gives
get.'i wav.
those slated for the video audiKenny Pierce provides a .someGolden Gate Quartet. Negro re- the show change of pace. Morton tions are "Alive
and Kicking.” times clever, sometimes annoying
cording group, impress with "Little scores with a variety of amusing which
hopes
for
a
melange
nonsense,
including
Broadwav
of patter and mimicry—
an
impresh
in
of
Browii .lug." swing version
of
October with Ray Golden produc- the annoying part consisting of hU
".Again" and reallv cook on “Shad- Dizzy Gillcs|)ie that’s a howl,
ing and John Murray Anderson tendency to fight the audience for
Corb.
rack
and “Old Man River”
staging; “It Never Rains in Holly- applause. Pierce has enough on the
Gil Lamb, comedian, coniribs a
wood.” produced by Gen Genovese ball to stand on his own without
sharp satire on “Little Jack Horni’iii4*a|io siMdiiiiti. riii
wisecrackand
featuring
Robert
Douglas. baiting customers, but
er" as it might be done by Vincent
Chicago, May 13.
June Forrest and Evelyn Brooks; ing gets the best of his woi k. Good
3<)uinans. Cole Porter, a Rii.ssian
“Funzapoppin”
with
Olsen
him.
applause
to
&
meted
out
Shuffle
Along,” produced by Irvcomposer, and a disciple of bebop.
Johnson, Marly May, Nirska, Glo ing Gaumont.
Iheless, proving in this case audiHis bit on radio commercials is
w'ith Pearl Bailey.
perweaker than rest of his material, ria Gilbert. Clark Bros. (2). Gloria Berry Bros and others, and "Head- ence had better judgment than
Short, June John.son, John Olsen.
former.
in’ -for the Heavens." to be
hut for potent finish he does his
proBobby
William Hayes. Frank Cook. Helen
is
Clicking
strongly
hainionica bit.
duced by Hardwick Nevins.
Magna, Chorah'crs il2t. Chorus
Evans, who.se smooth song and
Frances Langford, nifty in green
(32), orchestra (24'. Musical di
dance, plus highly polished ap|>eaioil -t lie-shoulder gown, opens with
rection. Jack Pfeiffer: choreograph
ance. brought mucho salvcys. Plenty
Its a Good Day" and follows with
‘CANNONBALL’ INJURED
and staging, Catherine Littlefield.
hep with his footwork and vocals.
"It s .Magic" for warm reception.
Trenton. May 17.
Kvans’ offerings, particularly mFrom her own Hit Paraders she
Dubois, "human cannon- dance specialty on tracing tb
does “I’m in the Mood For Love”
Olsen and .lohnson have merg**d ball
in a stunt act. was injui’ed
Charleston. Siizy-Q. peckin. irucKto bring on hiibbv -Ion Hall, film
their zany antii-s into a huge .spec- slightly Ic^st
when shot from in and other Harlem dance "c'''’
Ster.
who engages in chitchat tacle to play stadiums and fairs a cannon at week
H(<b
a carnival in Ewing lies, are showmanly stuff
repartee,
with both ducting “I The onl> thing missing to m.ike Township.
beg off.
Love .Mike" for neat closer
this a Barnum & Bailey production
‘'b
After treatment, he was disRalph Williams house
Zabe.
is the livestock, and at that, ducks,
charged from the hospital.
on the ears,
Myrtill

j

medley of pops and winds
good effect with “Old Man
Hiver." He makes no effort at being anything but a singer, not even
vith

cow keep
Comedians

|

this stanza for his second
vi^ll in less than a year.
The pera<uril)le
warbler clicks as usual

a

a

—

title

Britannia .Mews.”

'

WeJneaday, May 18, I949
spiders, snakes, and
llfHsl« Hall, i\. V.
f
Leon Leouidoff production, with falling from the flies.

He’s a fini.shed trouper,
thoroughly at home on stage, but
routine is a bit frayed, and more
could be done with hi.s pipes.
Showstoppers are the Chords,
trio of male vocalists who do convincing compressions of the better
known band.s. Go right down the
Wayne King. Xavier Cugat,
line

Y.

Dick
Haytiies,
Dick Buckley,
Three Rockets, Arnold Shoda, Six
Siriiiy.i & Their Boxes, Roxy Skatih-j

';'
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Prefab Aluminom Sets

New B way Producers Org Seen As

Northampton, Mass., May

Formation of the new Broadway
producers’ organization, the Con>-

Prodiuers. is Gilbert Miller to Frisco,
fnittee of Theatrical
against
mmen as an opposition move
to I^ondon
27
and.
Theatres
Y.
N.
of
he League
Hilbert Miller left Friday (LL
Despite
Shuberts.
basically, the
on a 10-day Coast trip, during
disclaimers by the members, that which he’ll stop off in
San Frandirection the group must
Is the
cisco to advise members of the
objecstated
its
pursues
take if it
theatre
as.sociation
on
their orthe way insiders
is
tives. That
ganizing and fund campaign to essize up the situation.
In the trade
tablish
a
local
stock
company.
Original idea in bringing tolie
plans to sail May 27 for
gether the initial mei.ibers of the I.ondon, where he’ll .spend the
new outfit was to study possible summer, with occasional trips to
theatre
of
costs
lowering
means of
the Continent.
production and operation, .^nd. at
the five anthe bottom of most of
nounced goals of the organization,
co.sls.
the aim is still rediurion of
From the first, members of the
sinbiggest
the
that
group agreed
gle item in all operating budgets
since
the
And
rental.
Is theatre
Shuberts operate most theatres in

May

Non-Seg Policy

In Balto Sought;

New York and virtually all key
houses on the road, it was immediately apparent that primary ef-

Booking Battle?

forts Would inevitably boil down
to pre.ssure against the Shuberts.
The fact that all members of the

Adoption

of

a

non-segregation

Committee of Theatrical Producers
policy by the management of the
are members of the League of
Baltimore, may
N. Y. Theatres, and four are on Maryland theatre,
board,

Its

is

not considered particu-

For the

significant.

larly

precipitate a battle over legit bookings there. Actors Equity and the

present

CTP is trying to avoid an open
with the League, although a
meeting of repre.sentatives of the
two organizations yesterday afternoon <Tues. was expected to produce friction. Ultimately, it’s understood. tho.se in the CTP intend
to withdraw from the League.
Some Opposition
Already some opposition to the
CTP is being expressed privately
among general managers, company
managers, treasurers and others.
One basis for complaint by man-

Dramatists Guild have already been
asked to support the Maryland’s
efforts to get touring shows. Mean-

the

split

while. the UBO-booked Ford’s theatre there continues Its “Jimcrow

”

)

agers

CTP

policy. There have
racial “incident.s”

been no intermixed

among

audiences at the Maryland.
Matter of possible Equity action
on the i.ssue was discussed yesterday iTues.) at the regular weekly
meeting of the union’s council. .Al-

though there was no final decision,
sentiment on the council was reportedly favorable about making
will put them in the middle some
move toward helping the
Continued on page 52)
Maryland management. However,
is

that the existence of the

Docketed for

On

'Jr.

Trial

May 23

Miss’ Claims

Treasury Department tax claims
Max Gordon, in connection
with his production of ".lunior
Miss.” are scheduled for trial in
against

N. Y, federal tax court within the
Case is
next couple of weeks.
on the docket for trial May 23 and
must be considered within two

Government has ruled that Gorproduction of the Joseph
Fields-Jerome Chodorov comedy
was financed as a corporation and
•hould be subject to the higher
tax rate applicable. The producer
contends the show was done as a
limited partnership and was thus
not subject to the tax on corporate
profits.

ANNE JEFFREYS EAST TO
PREP FOR ROAD ‘KATE’

Julie

17.

17.

Julie Wilson, w ho starts a 19-day
at the Mark Hopkins hotel
tonight <Tues.
heads east after
the engagement to begin rehearsals
In
New York for her featured
role in the nationaf company of
•tint

'

at the Griffith

signed

17,

play

the
at

“One Touch

of

Arkansas State Fair

in

lead

in

T.>nn Fontanne and .Alfred Lunf
have promised to go to .Australia
during the 19.50-.51 season, to tour
under the J. C. Williamson Theatres
management. Trip Down
Under would be the Lunfs’ first.
They’re now on tour In the Theatre Guild-.Iohn C. Wilson production, “I Know Mv Love,” and are
due on Broadway with it in the
fall.
They’re tied up in it. If it

Not a single one of this season’s
shows has been able to keep going

has taken an extended
rest since leaving the hospital.

immediate
after getting an
po is "The Big Knife,” wliiih
only two weeks oJ improxed
business therebj’. Receipts fi»r the
C’lifford Odets drama sagged im»ie
tium $4,000 last week, after jumping about $.5,000 when the twofers

.Actress

Choreogs Want
Rights to Legit

Dance Numbers
One

of the principal

objectives

of the choreographers’ group seekresented the Williamsons here a ing admission to .Actt»rs Equity is
long ti?ne ago <a job now held by
to acquire title to dance routines
Dorothy Stewart', is on a combined
vacation
and talent-and- and numbers in legit musicals.
show hunt. He leaves for London Whether the union \yill support
F'riday i20i. and will be back in the proposal may determine yvhethN. Y. in mid-June for three weeks, er the dance directors become
members of the organization or atbefore going home.
He confirms stories of a terrific tempt to operate as an independent

In

Melbourne alone.

unit.

The choreographers have various other aims, such as minimum
improved working conditions
and terms, guarantee of payment
But the crux of the
of fees, etc.
fees,

Equity is the
discussions with
move to establish the principle of
a property right for the chore«)grapher in the dances he creates and

TUNER

the

.sets.

Last

year

the

June.
I

w

n ks.

Sandlin for SarnoflF
Washington, May

Week

17.

see first Broadway
production since the .National shuttered last fall when Guthrie McClintick hring.s .ludith .Anderson in
“Medea’’ here for a one-night outdoor stand tomorrow night >18) at
the National Syhan tliealre. by
<pc(ial arrangement with Dept, of
will

used.

.As a

result

t*f

the

”

and there’s no inilicati<»n
whether the improvement will continue.
Comedy is on a week-t«>week basis at the Curt. N. Y. Even
more striking has been the situation w ith "Light
Up the Sk.> .”
which got practically no bent fit
from twofers and will close Satturn.

urday night

at

Royalc. N.

the

Y.

“Love Life,” whii-h sparked
moderate boxoffice spurt with
twofers. found the shot-in-lhe-arm
only briefly effective, and the musical folded lust Saturday 'M' at
.Also,

a

the 46th Street. N. Y.
The effects of twofers
Fifth .Avenue," at the

at

’’.Along

Imperial.
has also been spotty, and
It’s que.stionable whether the bo.
bait will be sufficient to keep th«
The
revue lighted much long<T.
.situation with “The Traitor.” at
the 48th Street, where tw(»fer»
liave been u.sed on a modified scale,
is confused, but apparently the rehaving
duced-scale
isn’t
stunt
mucli potency. In the ca.se of “The
(Continued on page 51)
Y..

.\.

Murtagh Puts 35 Men

On B’way Ticket Probe;
Find
Irregularities
of the

some

‘Irregularities’
in

’the

books

Broadway

of
theatre

have reportedly
been uncovered by accountants for
Jolin M. Murtagh, New York I'ily
commissioner of investigation. It’s
understood that the faulty records
cover customers’ charge accounts,
with w'holesale payments being
made through cheek-cashing bureaus rather than entered on the
books, in one instance, about 250
agencies

ticket

such
N.

Y.

listed

transactions,
violating
the
State business law. were
over a two-week period.

Murtagh had 35 investigators
making spot checks on the agencies

Monday (16).
Specifically,
they
were taking affidavits from brokers
as lo the number of “South Pacific”
tickets on hand, in comparison
with those listed on the books and
records of the Majestic theN. Y., where the musical
is playing to solid standee

the
atre.

smash
trade.

Members

of

the

commis-

sioner’s staff indicate tliat he already has evidence which he thinks
sufficient to warrant revocation of
tlie

licenses of certain agencies.

AUTHORS LEAGUE NOW
INVESTED IN 3 SHOWS
The Authors League

of .America,
it has gone into investing in
productions, has one unit in
each of the following .shows; "Detective Story.” “South Pacific and
“Miss Liberty.”
O.scar Hainmer.stein 2d. prez of the League, appointed a committee chairntaned
by .Arthur Schwartz and including
Howard Lindsay, Richard Rodgera
and Moss Hart, to pick the productions for Investment purposes.
•A switch on the plan is that .AL
members who pool for these in-

since
legit

”

r

Interior.

Latter owri.s the site and is releasing it fur a full fledged profc.»isioiuil
show for first time. In
case of rain, perforniance will be
(postponed lo Thuixho night.

first

quick drop, the* play is set to close
.May 28 at the National. N. Y.
•’Pwo Blind Mice. w hich .started
using twofers last week, has gotten
fair response on tlie gimmick, but
nothing resembling a solid up-

For 4th
in L.A.
Hollywood. May 17.
Dorothy Sarnoff will be replaced
by Dorothy Sandlin in femme star
role in L .A. civic light opera, "'rhe
Great
Waltz.”
at
Philharmonic vestments (1) get their money back
first, and (2) also keep 40'
(>( tbt
.And. for last week of show. May 29.
The
profits amongst themselves
Miss Sarnoff goes to St. Loui.s
remaining 60^^ profit goes into the
Immediately for top spot in .Muni
This is for tax purgeneral

‘Medea’ in D.C.
Town

h.N

were

Y.

upbeat in legit in Australia, largely sparked by the two American
musical
imports.
“Annie •Get
Your Gun” and “Oklahoma!” William.son imported both, as well as
a soldier group from New' Zealand,
the Kiw'is. who have been playing
for three years now, two of them

b\ tlie use of the cut-price wrinkle.
Latest to have the device do a bro(lie

got

for his first Broadway
visit in 16 years. Bowden, who repN.

twofers

lliat

Meg Brockie for the Los .Angeles and
San Franci.sco ('ivic
Light Opera .Assn, engagements
and the balance of the tour.

clicks, for next sea.son, explaining
the distant .Aussie date.
F’romise was made to Harald A.
Bowden, general manager and director of the Williamson chain, (m
the (’oast, when he passed through

to

circles

was merely a seasonal flash winch
resume has already worn out its beneficial
featured comedy role effect.

of

Park Greek theatre.

Greek theatre grossed $388, OOt) for
10 weeks, finaling with “The .Student Prince” which set a new
house record of JlOO.tKtO for two

Aivian Blaine has been hooked
William Morris office to

by the

Venus”

her oiigitial

Aussie Tour

managerial

return to the

She’ll

On CBS

I

Venus

Hollywood. May

“Brigadoon” be-

illness, will

show May 30 here.

a

“Kiss Me Kate.” Troupe opens in
Los .Angeles July 11 as part of the Mann is .seeking the original cast
Los Angeles ('ivic Light Opera of Billy Rose’s production of the
Season kicks off July 4
Assn, season, then comes here be- musical.
with “Show Boat.”
fore heading toward ('hicago.
Other simws. running twd weeks
During the Los .Angeles stand.
Mi.ss Wilson will double at the Mo- apiece, are “.Annie Get Your Gun."
cambo. Sunset Strip nitery. where starring Gertrude Niesen; "Girl
•he got her singing start less than Craz>” and “.New Moon” Edward
Frank roiirs
Revaux will direct.
• .'ear ago.
and .la\e Riibinoff will dire<-t the
Richard .lack.son deorchestra.
^’ivian Blaine
for

cast of

cause of

End

Wilson Slated

San Francisco, May

Britton Returns
On the ba.sia of returns thus far,
bargain come-on has had only
To ‘Brijf’ After Illness the
temporary eflfecl in a few instances
Denver, May 17.
and been an outright bu.st in
Pamela Britton, who withdrew others. Suspicion is growing In

Wooed

Randolph Paul and .Adrian DeT^ind are attorneys on the ca.se for
Gordon.

May

Two-for ones are generally proving a disappointment this season.

Pam

from the

Lunts Plan 1st

COAST FOR

don’s

Hollywood.

Knife' Latest to Slip After Slight Hike

GILKEY DICKERS ON

weeks from that date.

Anne Jeffreys, who will star in
the touring edition of “Kiss Me.
Kate,” goes east next week to start
rehearsals under John C. Wil.son’s
direction.
She’s been vacationing
at her home here since playing a
personal appearance date about a
month ago at the Cr.pitol. N. Y.
Singer starred in “My Romance”
on Broadwav la.st winter.

technique in scenery production, aluminum “flats,” is being
used by the theatre department at
.Smith College here.
Designed by Robert H. Baron,
the technique uses prefabricated
aluminum pieces which can easily
be assembled and covered with a
canvas when completed.

Williamson’s production of “Edward, My Son,” starring Robert stages.
question how far the Morley, will open in S.ydney In
Members of the Equity council
union can go under its contract September. Sophie Stewart and are sympathetic to the choreograwith the League of N. Y. Theatres. and Ellis Irving are going out from phers’ aims and end(»rse virtually
The Baltimore situation does not London to play the supporting all their other proposals. But Iheie
come within scope of the pledge roles of wife and doctor, respec- appears to be a question of the
signed about two years ago by most tively. Director will be Daphne legal aspects of title to dance rouof the leading playwrights, to the Rye. also coming out from Lon- tines. Meinbers of the council feel
effect that, subject to contracts in don. Williams yvill al.so stage “Fly that the compo.ser. librettist, dancexistence at that time, they would •Away Peter” in Melbourne shortly, ers. etc., may have inheretd rights
not permit their shows to play the with J. H. Roberts and Pamela By- in dance numbers.
Efforts to yyork out an agreeNational theatre, Washington, as grave. .Also on their list of futures
long as it continued its policy of are “Brigadoon.” “Song of Nor- ment on the choreographers’ objectives
are being made by repreHowever,
sevracial .segregation.
way” and “Harvey.”
sentatives of the two groups. Terp
eral signers of that pledge have inrepresentatives
are .Agnes DeMille,
have
it
exillingness
to
w
dicated a
Tamiris.
Helen
Hanya
Holm.
tended to cover Baltimore, now
Michael Kidd and Jerome Robbins.
that a non-segregation house is
Equity spokesmen are Margaret
Others are reavailable there.
N.Y.
Webster. V>ra .Allen. Louis M.
putedly refusing to have t+ieir
Stanley Gilkey is negotiating for Simon and Rebecca Brow'iislein.
shows play P'ord’s.
the
production
of
a musical comedy while those from Chorus Equity
Letters to Equity and the Dramon Broadway in the fall. While on are Clara Cordery, George Bockatists Guild were from Baltimore
the Coast last week he discu.ssed man. Kathleen O’Brien and Ruth
representatives of the National
the project with yvriters and com- Richmond.
Assn, for the Advancement of Colposers without signing contracts.
ored People, the Baltimore InterHis last Broadway presentation
Racial Fellowship Youth, the Antidrama, “Message Susan Douglas
Defamation League, the Council of was the London
to Margaret,” which he did in as.lewish Women and other local orsociation with Barbara Payne. He
alThey noted that
ganizations.
For London Show, Pic
previously
produced the revue.
picketing
has curtailed
though
London. May 17.
“Three to Make Ready.” with her,
grosses to some extent at Ford’s in
before
that did “One for the
and
Broadway actress Susan Dougmonths. “Anna Lucasta”
recent
Money”
and “Two for the Show” las. here last week on a visit, has
better
much
been
busine.ss has
in partnership with Gertrude Macy.
since the lifting of the .segregation
been propositioned for an appearpolicy at the Maryland.
ance on the West End at age or on
Various managements are being
the screen late this summer or
contacted directly to book their Abbott-Dunning Protest
However, nothing will
early fall.
productions into the Maryland.
decided until her return from
‘This is B’way’ be
One show being sought is “Finian's
Paris, where she has since gone
Rainbow.” currently touring the
Use of the “This Is Broadway” for a three-week visit. Peter Brook
midwest but with unbooked time title by CB.S has been protested and Peter Ustinov have been disParticularly by George Abbott and Philip Dunin the late summer.
cussing a possible deal with her.
equality ning, co-authors of the legit play,
racial
its
of
becau.se
Miss Douglas is traveling with
theme, the musical is figured a- "Broadway.”
Squawk wa.s regis- Shirlee Weingarten. Theatre Guild
natural for the unsegregated house. tered by Edward Colton, attorney
casting director, and the latter’s
for the wrileis. when the program husband, Steven .Alexander, Uniwas first announced, but the net- versal
representative.
television
‘Carmen Jones’ to
work is still using tlie tag.
While here. Miss Weingarten saw
"This la Broadway.” which pre- Theresa Helburn, co-dire«'tor of the
L. A. Park Sea.son
miered last week, is an ad-lib Guild, who has been on an extendHoi l\ wood. May 17.
.series
using guest names from
show-catching expedition in the
“Carmen Jones,” opening .Aug legit; The play was produced in ed
West End.
29 and playing two weeks, winds New York during the 1926-27 seaGene Mann’s fourth summer season son b\ Jed Harris.
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Max Gordon Tax

Twofer Biz Proves Disappointment,

A new

Opposition to Mgrs. League, Shuberts

Then

17.

49

Opera’s

,

“New

Moon"

there

fund

her for three weeks, but wlien
Waltz” was extended for four she

is the only means wh«ietax-wise, affluent .Al. nu mtt»i«
arhie%e
bers-investors
can
grav>
for benefit of themtelve*
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and
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Boxscore Winners

‘Variety*

Key; SR. Shows Reviewed; R, Right; W, Wrong; O, No Opinion..

SR

R

’23-’24—C'RAIG (Mall)
78
POLLOCK (Brooklyn Eagle)
97
’25-’26— GABRIEI. (Sun>
109
'26-’27— GABRIEL (Sun)
105
’27-’28— ATKINSON (Times)
94
’28-’29— LITTLE (Post)
89
’29-’30— BROWN (Post)
88
’30-’31— BROWN (Po.st)
104
’31-’32—C'.ABRIEL (American)
109
’32-’33-~GABRIKL (American)
103
’33-’34— BROWN (Post) ..
98
’34-’35— BROWN (Post)
90
’35-’36—GABRIEL (American)
90
’36-’37—COLEMAN (Mirror)
82
’37-’38— BROWN (Post)
62
’38-’39— ANDERSON (.lournal-American) 73
'39.'40_LOCKRIDGE (Sun)
73
*40-’41— WATTS (Herald Tribune)
60
•4I-’42— KRONENBERGER (PM)
65
•42-’43— LOCKRIDGE (Sun)
32
*4;t.’44_NICIIOLS (Times)
69

53
73

’24-’2r>—
Tht* New York drama critics.
traditionally the wrccktM’s of the
fhealre. actually tend to be the
who bring audil)iiilder-uppers
to

'*nies

.M

legit.

least,

Touring

tliey're

twin-bill

of

‘‘'I’he

Re-

Prostitute” and “Hope Is
the Thing with Feathers,’’ which
opened o\’er the weekend in Chicago, is financed as a limited partnership, with La.s.sor H. Grosberg
listed as general partner.
Legal name of the partnership
is The Hopeful Co.
.spectful

destructive than the theatregoing public, on the basis of b«xolTice return.
lc*%s

That is indicated by an analysis
of VsKtETY’s boxscore of the critics

According
loi- the 1948-49 .season.
to the rtgures in the box.score, 36"o
of the reviews thi.s season were
favorable.
At the same time, only
2.'>% of the shows were boxofl'ice
auccesses.

;

I

1

Eddy Sets Up 21 Autumn

it

In Hguring the box.score. 61 productions were considered.
The
eight critics wrote a total of 469
of these shows, including
I “Views
lti9
favorable notices, 293
(63% pans, and seven (about I'^r)
no-opinions.
Of the 61 productions. 1.1 (25%) were hits and 46
w'ere flops.
So, apparently
the public is tougher than the

1

^

^

SRO betit jane
1

Concert Dates After

new

aJ
Out,
.

T

r-|

1

rum

lour;,

Stmts
^

watson

ADDRESS!!!

45— KRONENBERGER (PM)
•4.V46— NICHOLS (Times)

HOTEL PIERRE,

N. Y.

•46-’47— MOREHOUSE (Sun)
’47-’48— MOREHOUSE (Sun)
’48-’49— ATKINSON iTi(nes)

t

Columbia Artists
George Brown, fc
l‘>ur of

v\

dates, following a bolT
spring tour of 25 date.s just com-!
pletcd.
Fall tour will start Sept.
21

iniiT

;

crit ics.

57
57

90
90

18
15
12
16
9
18
8
13
8
12
8
5
4

81

72
79
85
100
89
89
77
82
75
58
62
65
57
60

51
51

7

I
1

6
5

52

.920
.914
.935
.849
.890
.950
.923
.906
.913

1

3

6
9
5

.8.55

0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

0

6
3

1

•

1

8

63
72
54

1

.677
.753
.826
.857
.862
.809
.898
.817
.917
.864
.908

0

11

29

Pel.’

«
0

.

8)9

.915
.879
.895
.912

0

•

V.

-n.

58

O-

24

JACK BERTELL

Mgt.:

29 in San Bernardino, Cal., and
cover stops throughout U. S. and
Canada, ending Nov. 26 in Huu.stween reviews and boxoflfice.
Tenor is now vacationing beIn ton.
other words, it is usually claimed fore taking over as emcee and singthat, by being unnecessarily severe. ing star of the Kraft Music Hall
the critics are responsible for the radio series June 2 for the sum-

caid

.'.81
59

’44-

cotillion room,

WV
19

Such rea.sonin'g is obviously inconclusive. for there is presumably
a cause-and-efTect relationship be-

failure of many shows that, if left
to the public, would succeed.
But
th«»
rever.se can also be argued,

mer

hits.

These factors are admittedly intangibles.
However, it seems fair
to observe that if the 293 unfavural)le reviews of the season contributed to the failure of the 46
flops, the 169 good notices must
luve been a factor in the 15 hit.s.
So there may be at least partial
justification for the view that 36";

)

o n e

e-

o()inion.

1

.

I.

i

panned 36.
Chapman’s
were 60 caught. 23 (42'’,
.3.3 panned, two no-opinion
o(npa('ison of the above figures
>.

fl:u(es

•

pnised.
(

M

ith

VAFmtTY’s critical boxscore

in-

New

or e.vample. this season’s winAtkinson, wrote 33% favorable
while Barnes, whose eriti<al aveiage in the box.score
was 80
poiiiis lower, dished out only 24',
Jiii notices.
Similarly. Watts, who
VI (lie 35' ;
good reviews, and
('itaomati, who praised 42%.
had
ideniical ratings in the boxscore.
Fiom a study of the two tallies of
ri glues
it
appears that the onl,\
w.i\ lo win the ho.vscore is to
pii !,
Hi- shows coircclly theie’s no
ea-,\
formula.
\;lded
onsidci'ation
of
flu*
hi, More further substantiates the
V‘ w that the critics lend
to eri on
I'

(

til

soil

.side in covering shows,
than to he ullra-severC For
e .i-iiple. of the 83 “wrong”
opin!•* ithe first -nigh ers, 67 (HI',
V •( ,* favorable notici's given to
fl ifi pl.ays. with only
16 (I9'(
poor
•

r liner

I

•

in

summer

die

I's

to

lor ’’.Along F'itth Avenue.” .so
closing his oflice and v/ill
in Westport, ('onn. Horace
.VIeNabb, of the Kr.inccs Ka.ve office. takes over the .\rthur Lesser
revue.
L(*git

Parks recup.sland at faiigrounds lacetrack tor
erating from an appcndei lomy at
three
productions in July and N. Y. Hospital
Pressag(*nt HarAugust.
vey Sabinsoii icsigm'd a;-, a.s.sociate
Grou|) is incorporating m'W .set- of Samuel J. Friedman 'o join Hie
up to he known as Indi.anapolis Bert Nevins pnhlicilv o(,,«e
New
.Summer Dperellas
railioad’s
next
Incorporators Haven
“Show
i'rain
vvill includt* lledh'v, musical direcwill run .lune 7 lor Vlirliael
I'odd's prodnclion ot “As the Girls
tor ot operettas lor ’’St.ars,” giv(*n
"Miss LiixTt.v" will he Ihe
p.tsi
(wo seasons at Butler Bowl; Go”
folin (loll, business represent it ive, •Fulv ollering of* the Sliow-ol-HieMonlli
( lul)
I.eo Rose, r(•c(*nH.v
l.ocal .\o. 3. .AFM: D. 1{ Marncclo.
out ol Hit* hospil.'il atter surgery
Ii(isine>s
rep. Slageltands
L'nion lor a brain
liinior. enlered Pol.vN() .{(), and Mel Ihiss, treasurer of
clinic hospital. N. Y..

'

M

-ii'

to

I

*'

•

ht'

Gr<*al

W

City, iMay 17.
all/” and “C.ir-

((n English), will

be featuied

.summer music festival in Hu*
I'luii
howl of Ihe U. of Utah
9-19.

/

Lake

Hild.v

’

Mui.af

for

theatre.

Irealnient.

\im is to keep summer opera
here alive utilil mote elaborate
Slars.” opeialed hv Indianapolis
Thealre .\ssn.. can restune in its

ot

pre.ssagcnt

le.'ive ;is com"Whcic’s CliarFrank Kriiiier

convalescing at home alter hospinianacci -p a Ray PayIon a patient at Kirmingti'im General hospital. Van Nnys, ('al
.ali/.ation

oiildoor tiu'atre on cilv p.ark
loc.'dioii. prohahl.v
next year.

Dorothy Johnson, also
her houie in Malden.
Wells Ballet lo do

weekN instead
Mel
Nov

ID

Hie

6

Oct
9 throngh
.\bbev
Simon

I’ianisI

pl.iv

•.lerd-iiii

Joii

ill

•-^7'

(.luue

pa

!Mas>..

j.s

.

after

Shows

'I’iu.

Hague

I’aris

11).

(30»,

i25i.

*

“.Miss

Am- wood-living

and Lon-

Rehearsal
Itohcrl

Slier
Hart.

Bcilin-,Moss
Howtly. .Mr. Ice of 1950 ’’— Sonja
Hen if
Ait bur Wiit/.
•

I

in

Libf.’t.v"

Life.”

My

”

I

Howard Barnes, of the Herald
Trilnine. holds third place with a
mark of .828. having spurted from
last
place at the half-way point.
His wrong guesses for the .season
were

“Small

Wonder.” “Where’s
“As the Girls

(’barley?, ’’.“Mother.”

Go,” "Goodbye. My Fancy,” “Light
Up the Sky.” ’‘Young and Fair.”
“Silver Whistle.”

and “The

"'I'w'o

Blind Mice”

'rraitor,”

Two Double

fro(Ti

third

place

the

at

(ons were “Magdalena.” “Private
Lives.” “Where’s (’barley?,” “Mother,” “Set My People Free.” “Young
and Fair.” ‘‘Red Gloves.” “Jenny
Ki.s.sod Me,” "Riehard HI.” “They
Knew' What They Wanted.” “Big
Knife” (the show’s only favorable
notice), ”.At War With the Arniy,”
“Traitor” and "Happiest Years”
(its only good notice ». with “no
opinion” on “I,ucia.” ".Mice” and
“Biggest Thief in Town.”
‘Variety’' Murks’ Mathematirs
Vahikty’s slafT of reviewers cauie
up with an average of .934 during
the season, covering all 61 openings and giving “wrong
opinions
on ‘‘Summer and Smoke.” "Mother,” “Red Gloves” and “Traitor."
John Lardner, critic for the Star
until it folded last January, covered 39 shows while the daily was
in existence, had 30 “righi” guesses, eighl
“wrong” and one “no
opinion.
f(U’ an average ot .769.
For the purposes of the ratings,
61 shows were used. These includ”

”

ed

Ties

all

ings.

John Chapman,

of the News, and
Watts. Jr., of the Po.st,
for fourth place with marks of
.800. 3’he former was next-to-last
at
the half-way point, while the
latter wa.s in a fourth-place tie at
that time, too. Chapman’s “wrong”

Richard

tie

the regular Broadway openexcept "Dianumd Lil,” which

started out as a boxoffice click but
recc.sscd w hen Mae We.st broke her
ankle. It has not yel reopened, so
it
Isn’t classified as either a liit or
Hop.
New Stages produetions and

(eturn engagements at N. Y. (’ify
('enter were not figured in th#
were
‘Small
Wonder.” critical ratings.
.As always.
“Magdalena.” “Love Life,” “My
Varikty’s basis for
Romance’’
he was the only one rating a critical opinion “right" or
"wrong” is whether it coincides
to give the operetta a favorable notice). “Mother.” “Make Way For with the boxoffice fate of the show'.
Lucia.
“Rape of Locretia.” “Two Favorable review's of hit show's
Blind Mice.” “At War With the and pans of flops are considered
Army” and "The 3’raitor.”
“right,” while notices that are not
Watts missed on “Town Flouse,” borne out at the b.o. are figured
“Love Life,” “(’barley,” “Mother.” "wrong.”
It is invariably difficult lo classiSet My People Five.” "Young and
hair,’ “Red Gloves," “Anne of the fy some reviews as either favorable or unfavorable*. Wlu*re th«
I’lioiisand Days” (he wa.s the only
one to pan the Al-i\wcll Anderson tone of Ihe review is neither good
nor had. or contradictorv Vak(i-;ty
drama I,
“Madwoman.”
“Along
rates Ihe notice as “no opinion
Fifth Avenue,” "Riehard 111
and
clearly expres.sed.” Such reviews
'rrailoi.”
opinions

(

”

,

’

are rated

“wrong”

in figuring per-

Robed Coleman, of the Mirror, centages,
regardless of the h (». i'ale
and Robert Garland, of the Jonrof the show involved.
nal American. are stalemated for
In case there’s still any uncersixth place, with identical av(*rages
tainty about it. Va((ikty classifiei
of ,783.
Tliat is a comedown for
shows as hits or flojis aceording to
Coleman, who was in third place
whether
they repay the original inlor the 1947-48 season and was
vestment on the Bro'idwav run.
ninner-np to Atkinson at the halfTlie length of run is not the deterw a.v point Hiis s»i,ason. 'I’lie iMirror
mining factor.
reviewer’s “wrong" ojiinions were
Small Wonder,” “Sommer and
Smoke.A’ 'Love Life.” "(’bailey.
Denison Teeoff
’’

“Red

iVloth^’.

Glove.s.”

“.Fenny
Kissed Me," “:Vladwoman,” ".Along
KiHh Avenue” (he wrote a followup column about twv weeks
alter Ihe opening, pointing out that
he
as the only erilic to give Hu*
levue
a
ra\e».
111."
Richard

'I’ho

two

’

Granville.

()..

Ma>

(larl.'iiul.

six

week

with Mrs.

sea.son of eighl

Gwvn

Daveniu*'

•

Mice

”

and

’’’riie

'I’rai-

at

•'*

who was

Ollier D(*nison olTeiin.gs will '’5
I’he Poor N'nl
Jatuiarv Thaw,
'»«
“The Time* of Your Life.
I

ti(*d

for fourth

Ihe half

•

give

lo

Hie
show-'^a
iHVorahle noHcei.
’Mother." “Red Gloves." ‘’Lucia.”

“Madwoman.”

laicrelia.”
’Smile
(the play's only

Hu* World”
good nolicc), "Fifth .Avenue
ot

plays

"Helvcdere,
V(*dere.” on -hine 14
original l\ written as a novel, was
Silling
done h\
20th-Fox as

way mark, missed (’on.slant Wife” "Nnolbei
giiagc.” “P.'irlor Slorv" and
on ‘Small Wonder." ‘'.Magdalena.
I’rivale Lives." “Leading Lady" Wilderness.”
l>rof. Edward A Wiigld is
be was Hi«* onl\ one
place

17.

Denison U’s summer thealre lees
oil

Knew Whal They Wauled." PicH.v”
Kliiul

lor.”

al

of tiuee al tlie N. Y.
l.all.

to Kiirooc 3’hur.s(lay tr.!' tor
concert in IJoiuc vcslcrdav (17'.

He’ll

a

hospit,ili/at ion.

fottr

i1((w
.1

fuitlier

He’s on

pany managci
Icy’.’”

ovv n

.S.idler’s

S.il(

aclres.>

“Love

House.’’

Charley?.”
‘Mother,”
People Free.” “Madwoman of C’haillol,” “Richard HI and
“7’he Traitor,” with a "no opinion”
on “Rape of Liicretia.”
“Set

he’s

hil.s.

‘WALTZ.’ ’CARMEN’ FOR FETE

“Town
‘Where’s

Under summer

i

ii

!

p.a.

operetta,

group
headed h.v (’harles Hedley canie to
terms with Indiana State Failhoard lor use ot stage and grand-

*1

—

deal

”

slcovs.

i>*\ if*v\s.

I

I

lo ('('place .su,spend<*d ’’Stars
Slats
series, loomed when

of

finish, making only two “wiong”
guesses for the latter half of the
sea.son as he moved up from sixth
place at the half-way mark.
'I'he
Sun aisle-sittei ’s wi-ong guesses
during the entire season included

Shows

dicates that there’s little relationship between toughness and the
ability to call the turn on sfiow s
boxofl ice-wise
Thus, it refutes
He* (uoss-.covercd claim that the
W IV to win the Varifiy bo\s( •ore
w I' uiercly to be brutally tough ou

n

I

”

I.

William Hawkins, of the Worldwinds up in eighth place,
an average of .733, having

with

half-way mark. His “wrong" opin-

•

Brooks Atkin.son. of the Times,
covered 57. gave 20 good notices.
<3.5' ;,) and 37 pans.
Rictiard Watts.
Ji
of the Post, caught 60. praised
21 (35%
panned 39. Roheit Garland.
of
the
•luurnal-American.
co> ered 60 show's, wrote 23 I38%'
hi' notices. 36 pans and one noo.oinion
William Hawkins, of the
World-Telegram, caught 60. praised
24 140' ;
panned 33. had three noooinions.
Robert Coleman, of the
MiKor, caught 60, prai.sed 24

‘W

I

I

no-

C»i*.vden.

New York slumped

the

of

literate

Ihe Sun,
the winner in 1946-47 and 1947-48,
is second this season with an average of .833. He also put on a strong

j

.5t
l

readable

most

Ward Morehouse,

j

t

and

and

:

Chapman, of tlie News,
huided out the largest share
Birnes covered 58 shows gave 14
(2t"y
good notices and 44 pafjs.
Ne\| toughest was Ward More-

“Traitor,” with a “no upiniun” on

I'elegrani,

erities.

”

•lolui

pans

erally regarded as the

the

,

favorable reviews is a generous
critical estimate of 25% suecesse.s.
•Analysis of the relative toughn‘“ss of the individual critics reveals Howard Barnes, of the Herald
Tribune, wcote the lowest pei
rentage of favorable reviews, widle

35

of

rela-

in

tion to the boxoffice, he’s also gen-

17-w’eek stint.

in
London for the Manchester
concert tour Guardian, has returned to England
just ended was an SRO date at
after a week’s stay in New York
('ainegle Hall. N. Y.. with a $6,100
hits.
gloss, and $2,200 in mail orders seeing the top
Prossagent Marian Byram to the
lurm'd back; an estimated $12,000
gross at the 9.12.5-seater Coliseum. Florida west coast for a two- week
Omaha, where Eddy was sold for vacation with her husband. ParaRosamount exec John Byram
at flat fee of $5,000; a $10,500 gro.ss
mund Gilder sailed ..Saturday (14)
in Detroit, and a date in Amarillo,
on the America to represent the
Tex
where top was an unusual American National Theatre & Acadhigh of $6. and concert was a sell- emy
at the International Theatre
out.
Institute meeting June 28-JiiI.v 2
F.ddy won’t be making any films at Zurich
Nat Karson, who bas
this >ear. deal for a color pic with designed the Virginia State TheaJeannette MacDonald having fallen tre production of “Hamlet to be
through. Tenor can average $3,500 presented at K'sinore in mid-June,
lo S 4.500 for a concert date, doing will also attend the ITI sessions
Hiree or four a week, and his man- in Zurich. He’s due home late in
agement is concentrating on the July, after looking over the theatre
in
France and Germany
Saul
htnghairs.
Rirhman rehired as exploitation
man for “This Is the .Army.”
Walter Wagner, stage manager
Lawrence, Duncan Set
for ’’Anne of tlie Thousand Days.”
leaves about June 15 ior a month’s
Legit actre.ss AuFor Repeat Anzac Tours European trip
gusta Roeland will summer in
.Marjorie
I.awrence and Todd France
New edition of the Sonja
Diincan are set for repeat concert Henie-Arthur M, Wirt* ice show,
tours in .Australia thi.s summer, fol- ’’Howdy. Mr. Ice of 1950.” will
lowing their boff success on pre- open May 26 at ('enter theatre,
vious dates. Duncan leave.s FYiday N. Y.. with .some new acts
“Guys
20 fi'oin San Francisco, giving a and Dolls.” musical couiedy adaptconceit en route in Honohilu, and ed by Robert ('arson from Damon
opening in New Zealand June 6. Runyon’s short stories, with score
Miogether. he’ll do about 40 con- by Frank Loesser. is announced by
certs between New Zealand and Cy Eeuer and Ernest H. Martin.
Me* Mundy withdraws May 28
Anstr-ilii. J' \ Tail division of J. (’.
W'illiamson Fheatres is hooking the from ’’Detective Story.” with Anne
Anne Renee Antour, Duuean’s .second Down Un- Burr replacing
derson quits “Lend An Ear. also
der.
May 28. with no replacement set
T.iil is also hardling Miss Law'on the sauie date. Judy Holliday
renee. who was due lo arrive in
and John
Svduey yesterday (17i. Singer, an leads in Alexander will exit the
Ihe Broadway edition of
Australian, hasn’t been home since •’Born Yesterday.”
being sueceed194.5.
She’ll open in Melbourne ed by Jan Sterling and
Kin* CalVlav 2.3. and do 60 concerts in the der
Marilyn Monk, understudy,
area.
succeeding Miss Sterling in “Tvvo
Blind
Mice”
Pressagenl
John
Tooliey and his w'ife. who already
had daughters named Mar.v and
KepiBcement
Margaret, had a third girl recently,
For Indpis. Operettas SO they named her McBride
Riehard Maney has witlidrawn as
Indianapolis. Ma.v 17.

that, by praising some
sluiws that lack immediate popular
appeal, the critics build an audience for them and thereby create

views,

Philip Hope-Wailaee, legit critic

that, in addition

is

having the best record

to
I

for a

Highlights

namely,

liouse, of the Sun. who c^jvered
.shows, gave 18 (.33"r favorable

Atkinson’s win

”

and

tor ol Hie lhi*alre.
sea.son,
A.ssociate

William

().

now

An,
d'lec*

in

ilii('»lois
ol
-H

Bra.smer

d'"®
are
!'•*

and .Inim (’. (’ollison. Deni.son
alumnus, now in Hanlon al
•Mleyhcny college, Meadviile, I’*'’aciillv.

I

)
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Under-Davis’ 12-Week

Broadway Grosses

Total

0

'

The followina are the comparative figures based on VAwrrY’i
koxofAce estimates, for last week and the corresponding week of
Thia
Scasoa

Deer Lake,

of shows current
26
30
weeks played so far by all shows
1.184
1.267
grdss for all current shows last week
$.1.^3.800
$590,000
Total season's gross so far for all shows
.$27,845,900 $27,673,600
otal

gue.star.
Associated
in the operation is

?otal

.

Number

new productions

of

i

Chi Upturn;

OK $27,000, ‘Fini^

Chicago,

May

17.

*64

60

$29,700

4

Top

with

Linder

Manny

Davis.

Hits Unaffected; ‘Medea’ 41G,

season

in

planned

it’s

to

bring In a revival of "Rain,” alarring Sally Rand, fandancer. Sev-

Lambs’ Norworth Salute

eral other bills will be added
Lambs Club Seidel Night to be round out season.
and "Hope Is staged Saturday (21) will be a
“InFeathers.”
With
kudo to tunesmith Jack Norworth.
the Thing
USA” replaced "Finian’s who wrote "Shine on Harvest
ide
lainbow” at Shubert, rounding put Moon” and "Take Me Out to the
"Allegro” Bali Game,” among other hits. Ice’
I5 weeks for- latter.
purted, with first week off Thea- Fred Hillebrand will be permu“Madwoman of Chaillol.”
Sre Guild subscriptions upping talor and Joe Laurie, Jr., will be
This week’s arrivals are a return
crosses enough to keep it in Chi
engagement of Maurice Evans in
Was skedded keeper of the keys.
n indefinite basis.
‘Waltz’
$48,
Tin
Alleyites
of
Pan
Number
“Man
and Superman” and Mae
tj pull out May 21.
West’s
.scheduled
will be guests of honor. Cast will
reopening
in
"Mr. Roberts” continues excelLos Angeles. May 17.
"Diamond
Lil.”
Bert
Lahr,
Bobby
Clark,
include
lently in 35th week, while "Mr.
Two more houses rekindled last
Smith & 'Dale.
Estimates for I.ast Week
Adarn” hangs on not so profitably. John Golden and
night to give local legitgoers a
Keys: C (Comedg), D Drama),
& Johnson’s revamped Original song, "Spooffin’ the Wif- total of five attractions from which
Olsen
CD Contedy-Draivn) R (Rcruc*.
^unzapoppin,” preemed Friday fen,” will be preemed by Harry to choose.
Biltmore is offering
M
(MusicaD, O Operetta K
S. MillerC Eddie Weber will be at
03) at Chi stadium.
"Cabalgata.” a Spanish revue preOther parenthetic figures refer
the keyboard.
Estimates for Last Week
sented by S. Hurok, and Las Palseating
to
capacity and top price,
Sanmas has "Love in Upper
“Allegro.” Great Northern (4th
including 20% ainnsemetit
tax.
dusky.” a comedy.
week) (1.500; $4.94). Off suhscripIlonever,
estimates
are )iet; i.e.,
brightSpiffy
was
scene
‘Inside
week's
USA’
Last
Uons. upping the take a bit to
ened by the start of the L. A. e.ielusive of ta.r.
$27,000.
"Along Fifth Avenue.” Imperial
Light Opera season with
"Finian’s Rainbow,” Shubert
$39,000 in Detroit Civic
18lh wk) tK-L472; $6*. After get"Great Waltz” opening to a fine
Closed
(15th week) <2,100; $4.94).
Detroit. May 17.
ting a temporary boost fro'
twostart.
last
activity
(14).
Increased
iat.
performances
grossed
Eight
fers.
receipts skidded again last
Estimates for Last Week
to

months, opened Sat. (14) with "Re•pectful Prostitute”

lOSG, LA.;

j

,

I

<

i

,

>

;

•

not enough fo
get Into the black: $11,200; closing
Saturdav night <21 ).
"Love Life,” 461 h St. (32d wk)

proved

USA,” Shubert (2.100;
Opened Monday (16) with

"Inside
.94).

encouraging advances.
"Mr. Adam.” Blackstone (4th
week) (1.358; $3 80). Over $7,000.
“51r. Roberts.” Erlanger )35th
^eek)

$4.33).

(1.334;

Still

excel-

bettered $21,000,
and
Prostitute **
Respectful
*Hope Is a Thing With Feathers,”
Opened at
Narris <1.000; $4 33).
Harris Sat. (14).
Jenl;

‘Born’ Return Neat

9G

in Dull

Boston

Boston, May 17.
Legit sea.son dwindling along this
n;eek with but one house lighted

and virtually nothing in sight tor
June. Only play in town is “Born
Yesterday” on a return visit to the
Colonial at pop prices ranging
from 60c to $1.80.
C'ompany got sock notices and
ros.sed a mediocre $9,000 which
sn’t
loo far below
the house
f,
scale. Turned ’em away both performances Sat. il4t and look for
five-or-more weeks.

nearly $39,000 last' week for "In-f
"Blackouts of 1949,” El Capitan
side U. S. A.” at the Cass at $5 40 <360th wk) <1 142; $2.40). Clung to
top. Every performance sold out. $16,200. below normal but still

Saturday night
formances.

"Madwoman

Both the Cass and the ShubertLafayette remain dark this week.
They'll reopen May 23 with "Present Laughter” at the Cass for a
fortnight and ".\nnie Get Y^our
Gun” at the Shubert for a week,

Happiest Years.” which opened recently at the Lyceum. N. Y’., the
>lay closed before the policy could

t: adequately

tested.

'Born' Riding Along
On the other hand, “Born Yesterday.” which began using twofers nearly a year ago, is still riding^ along on them.
According to
the show’s management, the bargain device accounts for only about
of the business, so it doesn’t
Undermine the regular-price patronage,
This is contrary to conditions
at
"Big Knife,” where
tandard-scale
disapplaygoers
peared as the two fer trade

•welled.

Because the demand for regularprice seals dwindled in practically
direct ratio to the twofer business.
It s
believed that the situation is
attributable to the widespread publicity about the bargain arrange-

uient.
That is. many prospective
patrons read about the twofer setto take advantage
•f the lower scale rather than pay
the full price.
However, other observers believe that the trouble i.sn’t with
twofers. but with the shows that
ha\e tried the stunt this sea.son.
In support of this theory, it’s
claimed that the bargain come-on
forked successfully last sea.son on
•ijch established hits as "Command
Decision.” "The Heiress.” “Harvey”
• nd "Born Yesterday.”
But none
»f the shows using the device this
season has been a long-running hit
"ilh a solid reputation.

up and wanted

"Icerapades of

i

<19th wk* <('-1.077. $4.80). ('limbed
back a bit to almost $19,000; will
take a summer recess from June
25 to Aug, 22.

"Man and Superman,” City
Center <('-3.025; $3). Revival of
play by George Bernard Shaw,
presented
by
Maurice
Evans;
opened two-week return engagement Monday night (16). with an
advanpo-sale of over $35,000.

"Medea,” City Center )2d wk)
(D-3.025: $3*.
.Second and finale
of the return engagement set
a house record for straight plays;
$40,948.
"Mister Roberts.” Alvin (65th
wk) <CD-L357; $4.80). Is getting
standees except at the midweek
matinee; about $33,200.
"Silver Whistle.” Biltmore (2.5th
wk) <C-9’2(); $4 80). With the departure May 28 of .lose ‘Ferrer, the

week

Robert

j

E. Brown in "Harvey” back for a
repeat engagement week of May
23; return engagement of "High
Button Shoes” also pencilled in for

week

of

May

30.
t

(May
".Allegro”

— Gt.

Fadiman.

president of
Associates. I.td.. is seeking to enjoin Carnegie Hall, N.Y..
from paying the First F’iano (Quartet the proceeds of the quartet s
Saturday *14» concert held there,

Fadiman charges

he and

that

his

Northern,

Milw.

Gun”

Chi.

— Da\id-

Shubert-Laf.,

(17-21);

Det. <22-28).

— El Capitan.
"Born Yesterday” — Colonial.
Bust <16-28).
"Brigadoon” — Music Hall. K. C
(17-22i;
"Blackouts of 1949”

L. A. ^6-28).

Conv.

Home.

Okla.

eblo <28).
"Finian’s

Mpls

Tulsa

Hall.

City

Hutchinson, Kan.

<

Rainbow"

.(17-22 k

<23-28).

—

— Curran,
Shoes” — Hartman.

"Harvey” (Brown
Frisco <16-28',

"High Button

Co.)

Columbus

(17-22); Empire. Syracuse <23-25); And.. Roch. <26-28).
Mayfair,
"I Know My Love”
Portland <17-19); Met., Seattle <23-

—

28)

"Inside U. S. A.”

— Shubert,

('hi.

— Blackstone, Chi.
“Mr. Roberts” — Enlanger, Chi.
"O Mistress Mine” — Center.
“itlr.

Adam”

16-28'.

(16-28).

Norfolk

<16-18);

Lyric,

any concert promoter
the quartet on contracts not negotiated through his

who emplo>s
office.

‘Shoes’ Mild

$22,800

Week

For 2d

Richmond

in Cleve.

Cleveland.

May

17.

Touring company of "High Button
.Ir

.

and

Shoes." starring F'.ddie Foy.
grossed $22,800 for the second

week, ending Saturday

final

the Hanna theatre.
Musical got (»ver $45,000 for the
fortnight’s stand.
night <14)

at

Touring

‘Streetcar’ Nifty

$22,000 in

<23-28).
(

to bring similar ac-

tion against

<23-

Fhlanger
(Fay Co.)
Buff. <17-22); Royal Alex., foionto

“Harvey”

Fadiman plans

Lyceum,

Davidson, Milw.

28).

The First Piano Quartet last .lanuaiy abrogated several agreements
held by Fadiman and Fadiman .AsSince then they have
sociates.
been doing their own booking.

<23';

24-25 <; Aud,
Chiet, Pu-

(27);

—

consum-

and bookings must be
mated through hi.s office.

16-28)

'<lfi-28<.

Columbus

Columbus. May 17.
Touring production of "A Streetcar Named Desire” got a satisfactory $22,000 at the Hartman theatre here last week.

Tennessee

Williams

week

this

splitting

drama

between

is

In-

dianapolis and St. Paul.

.

.

Community. Hershey

<19-21*.

—

Hanna,
"Present Laughter”
Cleve <17-22*; Cass. Det <23-28'.
"Respectful Prostitute” Harris,

—

Chi. '16-28*.
".Ntreetrar
Named Desire”
Murat Indpls. (17-22); Aud,. St.

—

Paul

.23-‘28-.

New

Lulu Vollmcr Play

.Atlanta. .May 17.
by I,ulu Vollmer.
tilled ".She Pul Out to Go.” will
be tried out June 8-11 by the At-

A new

play

It’s a drama
lanta Civic theatre.
of southern mountaineers, as most
of the writer’s plays have been.
Proceeds will go to the Atlanta
Fine Arts Foundation, which vari-

ous
with

local organizations are

the

Commerce

Women’s
in

charge

backing

Chamber
ol

Majestic (6lh
Now the ab-

solute top ticket of tlie list; mugets the standee limit at all
perfoinumces; remains the biggest

sical

gro.sser

town;

in

every

$.50,600

week.

Named

“Streetcar

Desire,” Bar<C-920: $4.80).

rymore <76lh wk)
lot.s of drawing power

in this

longrun prize-winner; $19,000.
“The Traitor,” 48th St. <7th wk)
<D-917; $4.80'. Had been .slated to
fold after a theatre party
late

Monday

was

there

but

<16*.

improvement

last

fair

a

week,
decided

.so

producer Jed Harris
to
continue the run; around $8,500.
"Two Blind Mire,” (’ort (11th
wk) <C-1,064; $4.80).
Recovered
promisingly, w ith two - for - ones
figured to be a factor; $11,700.

"Where’s Charley?” St. James
wk) <M-L509; $6). Has felt

<31st

the

prevailing
conditions
fine $36,300.

only

slightly;

"Big Knife," National <12th wk)
D-l. 172; $4.80*. Although attendance held about steady, a preponderance of two-foi-one business
brought the gross down to ahruil
.513.()00. which is under the breakeven' level, even under the reduced
hookup; sl.Tled to close May 28
"Born Yesterday,” Miller 171st
wk* '('-940; $4 80). Recovered a
little from the previous week’s dip;
about $10 000.
“Deafh of a Salesman.” Mornsco
'14tli wk) *11-931; $4 80). One <.f the
"big three" that gets the standee
limit at all performances; topped
.$24 400 again
"Detective Story,” Hudson 'Hth
wk) i|)-l.()57; $4.80). .Maintaining
capac-ity pace; almost .$22,500
"Diamond Lil," Coronet *C-1 004;
$4.80). Kevival. which played three
weeks, but suspended Fch. 26 when
.Mac West broke her ankle, scheduled to resume Saturday *21).
"Kdward. My .Son.” Beck >33d
wk) <D-1.214; $4 80). With the departure of Robert Morley from the
leading part, the bottom fell out of
business; London import
folded
Saturday night *14*. after 260 performances; fihaled with $11,600
"Gayden." IMymouth list wk)
D-l. 062; $4 80'. Mignon and Rob•

*

I

ert

Mcl.,aughlin play closed Satur-

day night <14* after seven performances; almost $5,000, including the
premiere.
“Goodbye, My Fancy,” Fulton
(25th wk) *('0-966; $4 80),
Has
ea.sed
.somewhat recently, after
maintaining a steady capacity pace
for months; temporary
shift
of
.Saturday performances to .Sunday
last week figured responsible
the dip to $14,700.

MILD $14,800

‘OKLA’S!’

MANCHESTER,

IN

Manchester. N.

H..

N. H.
May 17.

.Apparently local residents hadn t
seen a legit show loi so many years
lliey couldn't believe such a thing
was really available here.
Wbalever the reason. "Oklahoma”’ eked out only $14,800 in a
full week at the Palace. It was a
dismal disappointment for the 1«*<al management and the Theatre
Guild.
2‘!(i

in

Buffalo

Buffalo.

No
in

May

17.""

2 company of "Oklahoma:”
eight
performances at
the

Erlanger here

last

week

got

mild

$ 22 .()()().

Musical
this week.

is

playing

one-nighters

Lunts-‘Love’ Record

$30,704 in Frisco
San Francisco, May 17.
"Y’ou Know My Love.” town’s
sole legiter. which shuttered at the
Geary Saturday <14<, chalked up a
lecord-eracking $30,704 for its final
and third week at that house. The
1.550-seater v\as scaled to $4.20. The
Lunts played to sold out houses
for the third stanza of this show,

with even standing room at a premium. No straight play had ever
hit .such a gross.

H)r
Frank Fay and "Harvey’’ came
back to Frisco Sunday <L5) with a
"High Button Shoes.” Broadwav $3.60 top at the
1,776-seat Curran.
<84th wk* )M-1 900; $6).
Drooped Joe E. Brown starred in former
again to $21,700, but management successful
local run of the play.
hopes to keep the musical on
through the summer.
"Ki.sii Me. Kate.” Century <20th
Met Opera
In
wk) *M- 1.654: $6). Second of the
Denver at $4 1 ,000
three solid SRO <lraws; over $47,-

NSG

<19-20).

"Oklahoma!” (No. 1 Co.)— Aud
Rutland. Vt. <16-17*; .Aud.. BurlingBarre. Vt. >20ton <18-19); And
<23Pla> house, Wilmington
21*;
28
"Oklahoma!” (No. t Co.)— Karl'16-18*;
Williamsport.
Pa.
ton.

more, although hefty
receipts Saturday matinee and a
.sellout that night helped to bring
the week’s total to $38,400
"At War With the Army.” Bootli
<llth wk) <C-712; $4.80). Got about
ithe same as the previous week, almost $8,000; under the reduced operating setup it can keep going at
a bit

will

$13,000.

“South Pacific,”
wk* <M-1,659; $6*.

that rate.

firm hold contracts with the group,

Current Road Shows

over $21,-

I

ENJOIN QUARTET COIN
Edwin
Fadiman

McEnroe comedy

E.

close;

niglit

Slipped

I

ith ,Toe

at

.

"As the Girls Go.” Winter Garden <26th wk) <M-1.519; $7 20*.

FADIMAN SEEKS TO
:

operating profit

fair

000

$3.60).

$48,000 gross repping better than 80^r capacity for
the season opener for L. A. Civic
Light Opera Assn.

top.

Royal

Pan Pa-

<6.150;

monic Aud <lst wk) <2.670; $4 80).
Cut rate season tickets kept figure

Despite lots of publicity. Edward
Everett Horton in "Present Laughter” gro.ssed only a fair $12,500 at
the Ro\ al .Alexandra (1.525», though
business increased toward end of
week. House was scaled at $3.60
currently dark, w

1949.”

wk)

<4th

Mother’s Day matinee boosted it to sock $105,128.
"The Great Waltz,” Philhar-

down somewhat,

$12,500 in Toronto
Toronto. May 17.

is

And

SRO

‘Ivaug;hter’-Horton Fair

".Annie Get Y'our

Continiird from page 49

of the Thousand Days."
Shubert (23d wk) <D-1.378; $4 80'.
Eased a trifle, but still getting a

profitable.
cific

252 per-

(14), after

of ('haillot," Bclasco

Still

"Anne

<

r,on.

‘Twofer’ Biz

week; about $18. .500.

but

bit.

a

(M-LI39; $6*. Twofers proved only
a brief help, with receipts on the
finale sagging under $16,000; folded

i

week; $29,700.

8G

28G, ‘Traitor’

‘Girls’ $38,400, ‘Ear’
Business was spotty on Broadlast week, with the general
level aboul the same as the previous week. Most shows registered
small gain.s or losses, with only
the small handful of top hits still
unaffected by the general slump.
Standout of the week was the
powerful gross pulled by Judith
Anderson in the second and concluding week of her return ”Medea” engagement at the City Center.
Classic
drama broke the
house’s straight-play record with a
take of $40,948. Last week’s closings included "Love IJfe.” "Edward. My Son.” "Gayden” and
"Medea.” Slated to fol(1 this week
is "Light
Up the Sky,” and the
following week takes out “Big
Knife” and "Silver Whistle." June
4 ends "Life with Mother” and
there will be summer layoffs for
“Anne of the Thousand Days" and

will stage the productions, with
Harry Fields, vet performer, handling stage.
Successive bills are "Three Men
On a Horse.” June 20; "Lady Chatter ley's Lover.” 27; Akim Tamiroff
in revival of "The Auctioneer,”
July 4; "Anna Lucasta” (white version). 11; "Light Up the Sky,” 18;
Leo Carrillo in "Moon Over Mulberry Street," 25. and Jeffrey Lynn
in "Strange Bedfellows.” Aug. 2.

Later

Legit perked the past week with
Harris,
rekindling of two houses.
ifter a dark seige of almost three

17.

Allentown theatre operator. Linder way

.

so far

Two Openings Spark
‘Allegro’

.

May

aegis of Jack
Linder, legit producer and Indie
vaude booker, on June 10 with
"The Heiress.” with Claire Luce as

Last

umber

Pa.,

here w ill tee 13-

week season under

Seaton

in Spring Lull;

Season at Deer Lake

Summer theatre

season:

lost

B’way Biz Spotty

51

of

the drive.

100 again.
"Lend an Ear.” Broadhurst (22d

wk*

'R-L160:

Slipped a bit
still lots of operating net at
almost $28,000, however.
"Life
with
.Mother.”
Empire
$6'.

again:

Denver.

May

17.

In line with most of its engagement.s aeros.e the country this year,
the Metropolitan Opera Co. lost
money in Denver. That is. A. M.

Oberfelder,

who brought

in

thir

*30th wk) *(’.1.082; $4.80).

Lost a show, lo.st.
Denver was the one
more ground; almost $10,500; .spot not underwritten by anvone
three more weeks to go before other than the local impresario.
suspending for the summer, with
The gross was $41 000 at the
little

a

tour scheduled.
2.800-seat municipal auditorium for
“Light Up the Sky.” Rovalc three shows with a $1)) top for the
wk* (C-1.025; $4.80*. Im- two nights and $8 lui the mat.
fall

(26th

Wt<^urt«fa 3r,

S2
good

Plays on Broadway
of

lOM

|>riKlu('l

iciMies).

drama

.Million

Iiv

in
aiul

H
Cl at e Sihl«*>
l)i

Ned

.

.

i/el

niii.sii al
(ii oducl ion
ul
'I'hcatre
M'eiiesi. l-'eaturei tjueenie
III
two acts
l.yncli.
Dim Hovvim.
.Smith.
'I'tieodora
Mitcliell Hrutbei. Nelaon Karclill. David
Hond, Kdward Clark. Directed li.v K.ii^enie
l.i'onluvicli.
Hook. KuiitMie Kcrioii and
lame.* Snodgras* in lollaburation
Robert ilill; music and Ivrici. Kutiene Kerloii; cboreoKrapiiv, Nelson Han lilt: mu.sical direction. I.eon l.eonaidi; cosiunie*.
Travis Hanlon; .sets, Arne Nyli.ik. Opened
May 10, 40; SJ.fH)
at SlaKe llieatre, L. A
lop.
.Maitre D'llotel
March Keilly
.till
Kiehards. .lean
Three' Waitresses

.lone.s

Kav Kainler
Clay Cleinenl

wUh

KuliioMon
Cluria Strooik

>

Wilh tlie proiu'uMe »f “(layden"
the Bi'oadw.iy lesiit season stumliles
to a close. Tin* Miynon and Robert
IMcl.aui^hlin drama, which M’as held
for a time by .led Harris and brietly
drevN the interest of other managements. is a rather ordinary variation of an Ibsen theme, with the
addition of some contemporary
is
an atIt
patter
p.sychiatrist
tempted thriller that generates
only perfunctory interest. It has no
chance at the boxoHice.
Kxcept that it brings the gifted
P'ay Bainter back to the stage, the
play is chietly notable for such incidentals as the fact that the program carries a quotation from
Swinbuine. pi’esumably Intended
to be explanatory, and that for the
time a

York

21, N.

postal

Y.)

used

is

"Gayden” takes

its title

an

character,

principal

Patrieia Mir.iRe. Delin

l.itlle

Little

Sampson P.
Ma .lenkins
Hank

Mide margin,

Rudd

.

.

.

.

.Sliarkey

Queenie

Sinitli

.loe
Baker
David Bond

Yale

drama

of verbiage, ehildlsline.s.s and
frou-frou.
Laid in Penn.sylvania in 1794. tlie
book deals with a .small Krench colony in the midst of a group of religioii.s fanatics to whom mere bodily
contact is a sin and sex is a mispronunciation of half-a-do/.en. The
Kionch hear that Marie Antoinette
has been rescued from the guillotine and is en rouie to safety
among them. Along comes the old
mistaken-identity plot, and a bedraggled actre.ss, wlio carries a
crown among her numerous props,
wanders on the scene to get a regal
reception.
The possibilities are there. But
do.se.s

from its
unsavory

to
is supposed
overwlielming charm

I

!

,

^

,

<

Imogen Carpenter, who

Thratr*

of
production
Di»ct» by Jack Balch.
rected by JoNeiib Kramm: liitbtin«. Ralph
Abwaiiic. At M.tsler Institute, N. Y., May
14, '4*<: admia.sion bv Invitation.
Betrina
Mai'Karet Draper
I.iiddy
Robert Pa*(eiie
Blake
T«»m Reynold*
Smet
.... Jerry Bvnder

Mary

.

.

.

.

Joe
l.uddv
Mi;.<i.

Mr.

a.a

a

boy

I.aabel Honnrr
Bobby Nick
Jonathan I.ucaa
Bobby Nick

Mary

Rift
Rift

.

major accomplishment

is a

Kli/.abetii Aureliu*
Biily M. Greene

iiome.
Tfie

search for
concessions people

make

trulfi

and

are

forced

.some

to

(';ilhiili<'

in

I.Mic*.

pi orlui'l ioM

Li.

IB ncwiiw*. Skeirhw* ana
unci M'allwr Kwri': music l>,v

Gornwv;

'

interesting

Waller

hv

Kerr;

and

Louise .SoelK.dward Cashmun:

costumes, .loseph Lewis
theatre. WashiiiKlon. D.

At Catliolic
SI 80 top.
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GAIL HILLSON
Nor r»}pe<i Itar Homptoa Piay-^
li availabl* for Genaral
Manaqcmenr or Pros* oad Pvblicity
AND . . . she bat aqulpmeiH
.
.
to •e'i.
MU 9-ilOO.
will

h9u«« and

.

New B’way

.Main

Stem

give

to

I

I

,

i

I

j

;

I

,

j

!

it

Ki»n

%’ovn)i(4*

May

K
en.v

of
in

Seattle.
13.
W.isihiiiiGnn pro<lii<ttoii of <ointhr**^ act* b.v Gl«*nn Hnche*
Di-

iroled by Robert ftr.iv; set b.v .lolin A.shbv
Conway. .At Sltowlioat tliealre, Seattle

May n.

Tom

•4?».

Pruett
Kverelt

lo.vve
.Nani-.v

Jim Kverelt
Horace Bird
Grace Bird
Waltt>r

Thomas Darxan
Norman Giay
Mary Ko.skett
Kennetb ReisdoriT
May lie Carson

.Vinta

.Merrick

Kei

...

II

Beryl Kern
Marilyn t;.i
Krank Hopkins
t'lorenee Henderson
G. I’. Hrnder.soii

.Mae
...

•

.

Ro.>

Mai>

Muiiro

Shuman
-la.sper.son

Dolores Ilealb
Robert .lackson
Carol KIv Harper
JelT

Kors.sthe

a

Fiist

llimdied

Neats"

and

BoiKnveri. Somel|iing
ji"

tlie*e

is

a

realij

play.
ealling-off ol the cmise and
appaienl fiusli Hion til most eliar-

t>f

The

if

that’.s

It.

other

shows a lot les.s of tite tiring effeet of constant repetition than do
j

certain other allows

noM on Bmad-

way.

Major
stitution

change was the siibof Carol Slone for Joan

Roberts,

who

I

'

!

ca.st

took

over

fall

last

when Nanette Faliray Mcnt into
“Love Life.”
Mi.ss Slone tilings
M’armlh and charm to complement that of Jack McCauley in
their sock "Papa, Won’t You Dance
With Me” and "1 Still Get Jealous”

Shnberfs. since they have practical

duos.

There have been a flock of other
changes and one part, that <if

cast

(leneral

Longstreet,
oiiginally
played by Clay Clement, has been
M’lilten out.
Substitutions include
"Furthering production and em- Donald Saddler for Paul Ciodkin,
ployment in New York and on the Jackie Collins for Johnny SteMart,
Ronnie Hartman for Carole Coleroad.”
“Eliminating waste in theatrical man, Keith Ru.s.sell for Donild
production and operating expense,” Harris, Ray Kirehner for Arlliur
(This reportedly refers not only Partington, and Evelyn Giles for
to inefficient methods and mana,gc- Jacqueline Dodge.
Highlight of Mhat is still a very
ment, blit to Hie general belief
among the producers that there’.s enjoyable shoM' continues to tie tlia
“Mack Sennett Ballet,” Mhicli finds
widespread corruption in produc- the whole
company going in and
tion and operation.
out of swinging door.s witti amaz"Informing the public in New ing
and
precision,
imagination
^ ork and throughout the country liumor.
f/erh
aliout what Hte Hieatre is doing to.
help
it.s
audiences and
itself.”
Houston Series Opens June 13
The (’TP grew out of a joint
Houston, May 17.
commillce of dramatists and proTlie Summertime Liglit ()t>eia
ducers, Mhich held a seric.s of
Co.. Houston ’.s warm-M'ealhei tipluncheon mcelings al the St. Regis
eretta series, M’ill open Ils toiirfh

BroadMay

history.)

)

I

hotel, N. 5,
.VltMiihcrs of the new
ijroup are (;corge Abbott, Aldrich

&

Myers.

lieryl (
Ji.; .Max

(

Kermit

.sea.son

June

Bloomgarden,

lawtoi d, .Xl^ed de Liagrc,
(lordon, Lciand Hayward,

with ’The Student Prinee”

13.

running

tlirougli

June

19,

Blaokfrlars Award
The Sign Drama AMard, pieseiif*
ed annually by the nalioinl Cilh-

Joseph Hyman. Lindsay & (’rotise,
(Hlbcrt Miller, the Playwrights’!
olic magazine. Tlie Sign, lor tha
( o..
Rodgers
Sc
Hammerstcin, best play of tlie year, M'ill be git*‘U
.\iHiur

Herman

ScItMarlz. Irene Sciznick,
Shunilin, Theatre Guild

and Jolin
is

ei

.sctictjiy.

and

•dviser.

to

for

Wilstm.

(',

HavMard

‘

in

event,

producers of long-runners sliould
follow Monte Proser and Joseph
Kipness in encouraging their comics to do the same, for “Shoes”

CTP's announced list of objectives.
Hte program calls subcommittees
to deal Mith
"An analysis of the theatre-ticket situation with empltasis on improving methods of ticket distribution and merchandising.” (This is
also figured likely to involve the

I

Mivlil

Blue.'

script.
In any

Besides trying to improve theatre rental lerm.s and* road booking
conditions, neither of Mhich points
are specifically mentioned in the

enee by the student performers, control of ticket distribution at all
the revue offered little else except their houses. It’s al.so seen
as aimed
for a lively square dance in tlie at the
“ice" situation on Broadlast .scene and a good volealization
May.
of I'Dark River” by Laura Wei.ss,
"I’rolecling
the
theatrical -InSketches, also Miitten hv Verbel,
vestor by standai dizing production
are
mediocie.
Production
by
accounting
systems.”
tThis obviHelen Zeeman and direction by
Mitchell Becker Mere handled cap- ously relates to some of ttie eccenably considering tlie circumstances. tric financial setups of recent and

from

•.Something

vers M'asn’t .sticking strictly to tha

toil r.

(13).

job is called “(Heal
This comedy- with a “mo.s.sage”
l^ant' A-Comin’,’’ a musical ctimedy eiiiergtvs
as a pleasant, interesting
version of “Hamlet" whieli races drama. Laid on the
dock of a yacht
at professional pace
Music tor Hie club, Mitli ensuing drama and situskt'icit
is
an
amazingly clever ations comet (ling five cou[)les wlio
patcliMork of popular melodies, prepare to leave on a
Saturday
laitging
"Minnie
the afternoon ertiise, it presents a galMttoclier" to “Oklalioin:i'" Polonius lery of portraits ranging
from tlie
is
played l»y a takeoff on Bolihy young
mariied
couple
Morried
(’lark, complole Mith cane
cigar about their li.tliy-sitler to a standand phonev glasses, and there is aid cliaraeter tif Hie 4)usines.s
tya
l)o\
dance line M'hicli keeps coon immiM.sed in gelling more
bouncing on and off stage at odd money to add to his million
Demoments I’liis is usalile material vice of yacht club loungei as
nartor BroadMav.
rator. quoting T .S. KIlof and G B.
SlioM Iio.inI.* Hir»*e good songs, ShaM'
to
prospt>clive
voyagers,
Wilt) Goes Home."
It'll
Be AM works Mel and ;td(l< to iiiovtMni'nt

‘

I

I

lack of stage pres-

Standout

SI

I

current

”

I'luv.

i

i'.;

tends to become confusing ExcelThe annual musical of Father
lent perl'tiniiances are turned in
by the cast, M'itli Robert I’aslene Hartke's speech and drama course
is, the best original efi'ort .seen at
displaying tremendous stamina in
this school in a long time. Bitlibling
a role that ket'ps him on stage and
Mith tun. mostly ot the topical,
talking Ihroiiglimit the three acts.
kidding kind. M’itli pleasant music
Margaret Draper performs M'ilh an
Jay Gorney, and an unusually
!)>
ellisli
qiialitx
suited to Hie p'lrt,
fast
p.ice
for
a
college show,
and Isabel Bonner is okay as the
“Thank
You. Just Looking” emerMile.
vet’s
ges as something Mith Broadway
Direction M'as liandled capably
(lossihilities.
In Hie first eoiiple
hy .loscph Kramm
Halph MsMang's lighting, Mliicli is |>ei'tinent of da.N.s of ils f«>rt night itm, "Just
I. (Hiking
had a numlxM' of visitors
to tlie play, is commendable,

SAMUEL FRENCH

'

I

lr«)iii
the
the 0.0

^

'

I

Friday

i

I

iMcsical I'.'VUr

iif

mel

ai’ls
.Iwsii

slatted
dunces, iNancv Mulliii
liere: chiirul direction.

his combining of
and real characters

fanciful

iwo

Ja.v

(lersonalit ies. hut
l)<)th

:

l<«M»kin8

M'itli

introduces

•liiwl

((’ATHOl.ir UNIVER.SITY)
Washington. Ma.v 7.

the

themselves form the
theme of lliis one-.set drama. Opening Mitfi a vague first act. the au-

thor

Thank

gioup,

Cramped hy the

“.Allegro”); it’s still as tITsh as a
Phil Silvers gag. Tlie trick is .said

'

philo.sophizing lounger,

'

Some pleasant music and .some
bright lyrics hy Jerry Brelten and
Jerry
Verbel,
respectively,
are
about the only redeeming features
in the new undergrad revue. “Out
of a Hal,” put on hy the Nile Liles,
Hunter College, N.Y.. night .ses.sion
dramatic

I

(FOLLOWUP)
Surprise in “High Button Sltoes”
is that after 19 months on BroadMay (it opened the night befoia

do to be the considerable freedom
splendid jobs. Others all measure given Silvers and his .sidekick,
up. and direction of Robert Gray is Joey Faye, to ad lib. Tlie pair ara
tops.
Single set hy John Asliby constantly up to something that
Stephen Longstreet never put in
Conway is excellent.
Reed.
his original book and tlie cast has
to stay pretty much on its toes or
finds itself lost in tlie meshes of
a Silvers yock that It didn’t know
Org.
Mas there.
Continued from pace 49
When caught last week (12), .Silvers virtually broke up Mark [)awbetween the producer - members son and a couple of the other hoya
and the Sliuberts-Uniled Booking M'ith line.s that to the average the*
Office.
As representatives of the at regoer appeared In perfect conproducers, it’s argued, the inan- text. At another point he liad Ilia
agers will be in the impo.ssible po- musicians in the pit doing soma
silion of having to negotiate with side.splitting at what seemed to l>a
Hie Shuherls and the UBO for merely normally funny lines. Tlia
Hieatre terms in Ncm' York and on answer undoubtedly was that Sil-

as the

Out of a Hat

in it.self.

I

as the tipsy, un-

middle-aged profes.sor in love with
a pretty co-ed; Dolores Heath, his
light of love, and Tliomas Dargan,

1

College Plays

pla.VM'right, hut his surrealistic
approach to tlie problems of a
nsvcopatliic M'ar vet fails to touch

a

Mary Jasperson.

happy M'ife of a loud drunk, stands
out. and Robert Jackson, as the

j

i

Hi^h Bui Ion Kho«*s

contemporary comedy.

as straight

Botie.

Knp.

More poetic than dramatic in
content. “Me. 'I’lie Sleeper.” sIioms
little promi.se for BroadM’ay. Jack
Balcti demonstrates proficiency as

is kept from being too tragic
hy sugareoaling of motives and
passions but much of .sociological
approach seems unnecessary, and
play would be Hie better if played

action
and dialog
through at a consistently interesting pace. Novelty in .set-designing
has been acliieved by representative,
rather tlian complete, segments of a .southern mansion.

ing traffic moving M'ithonI a collisitm among tlie more tlian 20 thespians Mho are on stage at one time

F'md theatre.

aclers

carries

Mine. Eugenie Lcontovicli deserves
plaudits for her staging, .lust keep-

.

West

‘

—

hou.se.

tlie

Chi company of Mi.ster Roberts,” currently in ils 3.5Hi week at Erlanger theatre, is launching an advertising campaign to the tune (»f
$3,000 extra coin, in addition to regular newspaper ads weekly. Present
advertising outlay runs around $1,500 per week.
Further exploitatioa
includes 10,000 streamers and truck signs. 120 line ads in 50 newspapers outside of Chicago, and 20 spots weekly on Ctii radio stations.
Direct pitcli to lure conventioneers M'ill havt "Roberts” adveutised ia
convention mags in 29 stales, not including III.

Representatives of the estate of
M'ilh an eye to possible commercial presentation of
this only major play M ritteii by the
novelist, turned the initial production of “Mannerhou.se” over to the

ing

ttiis

shoM’ biz neM's, particularly

Thomas Wolfe,

is okay as the actress-queen.
Considering the physical limita-

....

Jiniiii V

and vpilox by

Noel Miller. Roger Rose. Charles
Page, James H. Noyes. Jack Schmetterer.
Don Schon, Don Usher, John Metcalf.
Bradford Dillman. .lames Copeland, l)orothy H. McLauxhlin, Koberl Pit/.xerald.
Marjory Kaiiiey, Gordon Gould, Michael
Romano, Kdgar Boxardns, Hugli Paine.

Lyncli

tions of the tiny (12.Vseati

.

.

In yrolox. lhrt*tf act*

.

correspondent, supplementing his regular nows reporting
Column
stresses Hie legit tlieatre, including reviews of new plays. Iiul al.so
covers general show business.
There’s alMays an art layout, usually
tMo or three one-column cuts.
Standard. Mith about 9l)U.00t) daily circulation, concentrale.s on British

of

Cast:

to boM' out) is appealing as a young
Shaker lass who yearns to throw
off the cult’s restriclions. Theodora

Th«»

.

pr(»ductiui«

.

Evening Standard. Lord Beaverhrook paper in r^ondon. is novv' carrying a M'cekly Broadway column, the only daily in the British capital to
do so. Pieces are written by Frederick Cook, tlie sheet’s New York

Lowe.

Yale Dramatic Assn, for its world
premiere at the University theatre
this M'eek. They placed it in good
hands, for this collegiate group has
presented it as an absurhing philosophical dissertation M'hich holds
interesting potentialities from both
M'l’iting and acting standpoints.
Play has few dull moments as it
unfolds a story of the rise and fall
of a Georgia family, the Ramseys,
during the Civil War period. Locale
and plot, per se, are secondary,
however, principal issue of the
work being the expounding of
Wolfe’s OM'n complicated philosophy through the medium of a
character portraying a rebellious
son. Author’s personal faith is expressed in terms of “the necessity
of defending and living not for
truth
but for divine falsehood.”
Bradford Dillman, as F^ugene,
and Don Usher, as General Ramsey,
top an exceptionally good
Mas forced group of non-pro performers. Stag-

'

.

Hie dancing. This
spot in C. U.

As.sn.

Rosen-

plan will not. we feel sure, ever tliink themselves at fault.
They Mill drtip their tears into ttieir beets Mith ttie
comforting thought that the country beyond the Hudson i.s a miss of
yokelry. They may never learn, but we have.”

I'homa.s

that girls and boys alike find him
irresistible and. when he tires of
them, turn on the gas. hang themselves in closets or, in utter despair, plunge into careers of sin
Miss Bainter, in a part that's little more tlian a straight for the
title character, is invariably ingratiating and. M'hen the script permits, ci’eates some dramatic illusion. .lay Robinson, as the sinister they are mangled in a so-.so first
dream boy. overplays the talk- act and die of embarrassment in a
ingest. hifalutinest part in recent childish second.
None of the dozen or more tunes
memory. Carol Wheeler is pretty
and forthright as an infatuated in- is particularly standout although
“My
Little World” and “Kittin’ and
readings
of
her
genue. but some
seem affected. The usually reliable Proper” show possiliilities.
Save for tlie pleasure of seeing
Clay Clement exaggerates the role
of the doctor-uncle, Gloria Stroock Queenie Smith cavorting on stage
effortlessly be- again, there is almost nothing to
is attractive and
lievable as a castoff fiame, and recommend “Marie Antoinette” in
Hazel .lones is an acceptable maid. ils present form. As the vt'idowed
Willis Knighton’s single setting operator of a trading post. Miss
Reems properly tiiney for an east- Smitli is an almost constant deside New York (21) apartment, and light. her ability and professional
the hands«)me co.stumes by Kmetine approach overshadowing other cast
Other veterans Olin
Roche are a helpful point of inter- members.
Howlin and Kdward Clark aid in
Hobe.
est
C/o.«ed
night
(14) the comedy, and Shirley O. Mills
Satiirdaif
(a
last-minute
replacement
for
<i/(er .seneu in'rf ormancps.

CKI>eriin<*iital
drama In threw

than ‘Carousel.’
"Originators of

.soft

Draiiiatii’
if

.folin

—

the

>lanfi<*rliouN«»
(VAI.E DK.AMATK’ ASSN.)
New Haven, May 5.

1'beo<lura Lyneh
Olin Howlin

La Porte

is

is
the usual
musicals.

trouncing last week by

a

.

zest M'hich tlie cast puts into its
M'ork.
Greatest Mcakness. by a

.\ilele

Minnie Hawkins

man
such

Apoealypse
Garter Snake
Cowslip

by

distilled

Stuff-Legit

legit columnist -critic of the Dallas Morning Ncms.
Occasion fop
the piece Mas the recent cancellation of two of the Guild’s fotii
pmiu.
ised shows and Hie announctMiient of abandonment of its suliseriptioj
setup In the SouHi for next season.
"The Theatre Guild bubble has burst,” Rosenfield wrole in pait
"The Ncm’ York organizalitm is refunding half tlie suliscription iiitmey
collet ted here for four sIuims and admitting it can not delivei two
of
ttiem.
(3f the pair seen, only ‘C’arou.sei’ Mas on the original schedule
‘O Mistress Mine,’ M'ilh Sylvia Sidney and John Loder as pale replacements for Lynn Hontaime and Alfred Lunt, was a pickup.
"We took the Guild on faith, but never before was a hospilalile sentiment so mishandled. The Cluild didn’t .set up the macliinery for subscriptions until five months after it made its offer, and ttien it Miiuldn’t
tell us Mhat it really had to offer
which proved to be nothing mure

Kerrs of tlie C’.U. faculty, Jay
Gurney’s music and the general

Barbara Slate
Davenport
Koy Clarke
Rill Foster

Purity

Sister
Sister

humor

the

1949

18,

field,

Strong points of “Just Looking”
are

.

.

.

pampered esthete
have

Iiiside

The Theatre Guild Mas given

ot versatility as lie appears in half
a dozen sketches of varied types
and pace. He rates looking-over.

t

.

.

de.scribed by his medico-uncle to his doting mother as
a “constitutional psycbopatli.” This

young

The “Years” num-

,

Hunt. Drusilla Howey
Kobei
DautrenionI
.Sands
M'illard Giles
de Hrissard
Hob Miller
I)e I. a Ruebefoueauld
Charles
.Mitchell Kiother
Kdward Clark
Harry Treaele
Hrotber Kortitude
Nelson Harclift
Kbier Brown
klarl Colbert
l.oudwaler
.Xrlbur Ro.ss-.lone.s
Three Shaker Girls
Oriaiine Ames.

May

T

Wolfe
Directed
b.v
Atwood
Thcre’.s the genu of a
good Levensaler; .Heltinx!i.
Don Crawford; costume.s.
Charles
M.
Jackson;
liKbtlng,
(New musicomedy idea wriggling unhap- Jerome
H.
Krexeau;
orixinal
music. John
play- pily around here dying from over- Rawlings.

district
in a
bill to indicate locale.
first

10.

SlaKe

.lav

Daltiin

Poll.v

.

Wlul.tker
.Sitilev

railroad
by Vir-

a

ber is a turcli job about a *gal
ditched by the hoy friend. The
(iirl, Betty Madigan, is a pretty
brunet who sings nicely ^id rates
a look and a listen troni bigtime
scouts. “Something BorroM'ed” is
a blues number by one of those
often-a-hridesmaid gals.
Dick Sykes, an ex-GI, who is an
undergraduate student at the University, and who has been a standout in C. U. productiuns for the
past couple of years, shows plenty

l*ii.

Los Angeles. Ma>’

-

Cavdeii

in

>lari«‘

Siai* Kay Baintfr,
Clay <’l»*ini>nl,
Hitl)inM(ii).
.In
Whe**l*T, Slaufil h> I.ex Kirhaids.
I aiol
Kiiie
Willis Kiiivttliin:
.laiiitti;,
At IMviiKiiilh. .\ Y.. .May 10.
lin* lloche
’lO. S4 HO tup ($ii oinMiini^)
Carol M'heeler
........
linilv Airltt*r

Mt l.juuMiii.

in

presented

station, nicely
ginia Bradley.

Ivaviloii
•
Cxtt r'liiitluM
twi ifU Utiui

number

blue.s

The

Guild. N
achievemeiii
”
tlii.4 ye ir
given li'l

Blackfriai's

“outstanding

the theatrical field

ctiairm.'in, SchMartz
No award Mas
Bloomgarden treasur- becau.se the puliiicalion fell
Rcinheimer legal moral tone of the .season's di
failed to measure up.

is

lloMarj

^

X

••

the
«ni^^

Weda^ay, May

18,

tend the wedding.
Quite a few
Hollywood and Broadway notables
have scheduled their European
jaunts to coim ide with the still un-

Literati

certain

y. Times’

Ad Copy Nix

New York Times

advertising for

!

j

,

:

I

;

j
^

1

^

Times’ department of advertising
acceptability, told

i

National Protestant W’eekly
Plans have been set for a now
national Protestant weekly ncw.spaper following a three-day conference held in Kansas City last
week.
A temporary seven-man
board of directors has been named
and empowered to incorporate the
project, ultimately to have 300
members representing various religious agencies and geographical
Board is expected to form
areas.
a Mi.s.souri corporation, although
it is empowered to act in any state

for refusing the ads “should be obvious to anyone who has read the
Sunday review.” Latter was extremely critical of the work, declaring the facts on which it was
based were faulty.

I

four books, among deemed suitable.
which was Blanshard’s. Times said
Direct operation of the paper
it would run the ad if mention of will be controlled by an executive
Beacon committee of 12 directors, and pathe latter were omitted.
Press then offered to leave white per will have both a national and
gpace where the name had ap- regional editions.
A committee
peared. but the Times refused to has been named to begin raising
aceept the cony in that form.
a fund of $2,000,000. and paper
Meantime, according to Publish- will begin publication when $().)0.ers’ Weekly, the book went into
Paper’s parent
000 is on hand.
total
third
printing.
bringing
company likely will be called the
copies to 13 500. There have been
few review’s and little advertising, Protestant Publishing Corp.. and
name of the paper probably the
states, but 700 advance copies
were .sent to clcr.eymcn and other Protestant Voice, although selection of the name will not be final
“opinion-makers
to create wordfor .some time.
Plans call for the
of-mouth,
corporation to purchase the present Prote.stant Voice which is pubThackrey’s N. V. Compass Bows
Going from the planning hoard lished in Indiana.
Temporary board includes Dr.
to the pre.sses in le.ss than three
weeks. New York’s new daily. The Robert Searle, director community
Compass, hit the newsstands Mon- relations of Protestant Council of
New York. N. Y.; Dr. J. W. Montday <16). Typographically it’s a
gomery. New York, vice president
cross between the defunct Star and
of the Protest Voice Publishing
the N. Y Po.st. Compass is rolling
Co.: Bishop Raymond J. Wade, Deoff the Star’s old pre.s.ses and is
troit Methodist clergyman; Rev. J.
being edited-published by Ted O.
Allen Watson, general secretary of

j

reinsert, listed

i

PW

j

j

|

PosS”mana'’Kem™f"'l»st'Tom^^^^

paper,]’

Editorially,

the

daily

is

plumbing for Heni’v Wallace’s pro-

gram

of opposition to the Marshall

Plan and the Atlantic Pact which
resulted in Thackery’s split 'maritally and vocationally) with Dorothy Schiff. the Post "publisher.
The Compa.ss is being angelled by
Mrs.
Anita
McCormick Blaine.
Chicago supporter of Wallace and
related to the McCormick-Patter«on newspaper dynasts.
Priced at 10c to cover publishing
advertising
w’ithout
large
revenue, the first issue ran to 32
pages, four pages of that advertising, mostly institutional and theatrical. The daily is giving unusu-

co.sts

wedding

SCULLY’S

date.
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SCRAPBOOK

By FrRnIc Scully

Rattleboro. Vt.,

May

^

14.

To show you how wide open the field still is, Barbara Stanwyck s
be gone six weeks. Wilsons cover most recently released picture deals with crapshooting and a psychiLondon. Paris, the Riviera. Rome atric treatment for the cure of same. It is called "The Lady Gambles.”
and back h(»me via Spain and Por- which sounds lie a simple declarative scntenz.‘e. But if you want to
tugal on behalf of his N. Y. Post know how controversial it is. or to what extent she gambles, the ansyndication. Wilson’s new Double- swer is; not nearly as much as the audience.
day book, incidentally, is due next
To tell her that she is simply a manic depressive with an aversion
month.
to snake-eyes, that she will continue to suffer from these temporao’ disappointments
till worse troubles come along, or she^ runs out of her
Cerf’s Lecturing
with
When Bennett Cerf goes under own and other people’s money, gets you nowhere. It’s all tied in Word
her
libido,
which
you will find de.scribed in Scully’s Psychiatric
Lee Keediek’s concert management this fall it will complete the Book of Hollywood, or on Third avenue under the L:
Saturday Review’ of Literature
L.
triumvirate who .nre now spieling Labile: Psychiatric term for smooth operation.
Lab men who learn
under the same banner. The others
love scenes from soundtracks and then try them on dames, who
are editor Norman Cousins and
proceed to slap their faces because their voices lack Jimmy Slewassociate cd .John Ma.son Brown.
art’s shy allure.
Cerf heretofore has been under
to
Colston Leigh’s platform direction. LabioKlossolaryngitis: Relating to lips, tongue and larynx. Common
old silent stars who believe that the only reason they have not hem
with
treated
been
T-zones
have
their
is
that
working
since
1927
Random House’s ‘South Pacific’
the wrong cigarets.
“Soulli
Pacific” will be published by Random House with the Labyrinthitis: Imaginary disease of a producer who will not read a
blessing of Macmillan Co. to whom
can visualize it.” Keeps believing
script but has to be (old it, "so
author .Tames .\. Michener was forhe has an irritation in the cavities of the internal ear. Can be
firm
merly contracted.
Latter
cured by being told "The Fugitive” was made from Green’s "The
published the original “Tales of
Power and the Glory." St('ps should be taken, however, to .s(‘e
the South Pacific.” but the play
that he doesn’t learn that in America the book was called "The
version 'by Oscar Hammerstein 2d
Labyrinthine Way.”
Logan) has been
and Jo.'^hua
.snagged by RH.. which also pub- Laerimation: Excessive secretion of tears or gelatinous simulation of
lished' Rodgers A llammerstein’s
Founded on an old showman’s delusion that if you can.
tears.
“Oklahoma:”
make ’em ci*y you can’t miss. Cause of the collap.se of Bette Davis*
Michener’s other writings are
public, and the reason why "Uncle Tom’s Cabin” has now been subbeing issued via RH although he
let to termites.
In
is one of Macmillan’s editors.
This operation i.s
a sense this parallels RH prexy Lacrimoiomy: Incision to cIo.se up the tear duct.
good for film cutters who can’t see the frames for tears and imagine
Bennett Cerf’s publication deals
even Crosby-Hope travelogs are "weepers.”
with outside publishers, notably
Simon A Schuster and Doubleday, Lactagog: An agent inducing milk-secretion. If he can draw it from a
preferring not to publish through
stone he becomes a vicc-prcsitlent in an advertising agency dynasty.
RII already pubhis own firm.
Lady Webster’s Pills: For ladies over 35 who can’t spell nature backof
Michener’s
"Fires
lished
ward or forward, and have a phobia against admitting they are
Spring.” a novel.
over 29.
Lacuna: An omission. Also a small cavity. Origin of such phrases as
CH.ATTER
“I need you like I need a hole in the head.”
Eva Le Gallienne has penned Lagophthalmos: Eye lag, which prevents the eye from being either
untitled Juve book for Harper fall
completely closed or completely opened. Godfrey’s "Good inornpublication.
ing” Ann Sheridan’s cure for it is tomato juice and gin. 0<*cuMcCall’s mag running seven inpational assets to people being continually dragged off to sneakstallments of Eleanor Roosevelt’s
views by producers.
new memoirs beginning with June
lialling: An infantile hangover, with a change of consonants as the
issue.
worst symptom. People who pronounce "Communist,’ "Weft” and
Jerry Baxter. cx-Variety Chi
In radio they are called wimtho.se far to the right as ‘Wight.’’
mugg. has joined United Air Liiu^s
pyisms.
in Chicago, is charge of magazine
Lane's Kink: A V-shaped condition of the ileum caused by adhesions.
publicity.
Delusion that anybody named Lane can act as well as Lola. Lcune,
Richard S. Grant looking for
souvenir hunter anecdotes for his
Priscilla or Lupino.
forthcoming anthology "Souvenirs Lange’s Test: Cerebrospinal test. .M.so called the gold .sol test. PosiAnonymous.”
tive reaction depends on precipitation from the gold solution by
Daily yarns about the 20th-Fox
globulin found in the spinal fifWl- H there's too much precipitapicture. "Pinky.” are being sent
tion it merely means there will be no need for a remake of “'rhe
out by the Associated Negro Press
Treasure of Sierra Madre" by that guy. Negative test proves no
to 112 member newspapers.
comfort whatever. Merely proves the croakers couldn’t find the
Le.ster Bernstein. ex-N.Y. Times
fruits of your indiscretions Ibis time.
‘''amaUr d. pl, staffer. did that
Milton Berle cover story for Time; Laseque’s Law: Principle that superficial disorders of an organ in-^
crease the reflexes, while pronounced organic Ic.sions suppress
his
researcher w’as Jean Sulzthem. That is to say, that llopalong Cassidy’s lope is attractive but
berger.
if the bandits ever got him up Cripple Creek and left him so you
.Arnold’s “Deep In Vly
Elliott
couldn't tell him and the Creek apart, he’d merely be a guyon
Heart.” based on Sigmund Romthe corner with a tin cup. selling Venus pencils for sex appeal.
berg’s life, due for tentative August
publication
by
Duell,
Sloan A Latah: A Javanese endemic neurosis characterized by loss of volition.
Pearce.
In Hollywood a star who has to make a speech to a convention of
Thornton Fisher, veteran carthe D.A.R. and has lost the s<’iipt the Johnston office gave him.
toonist, has started a new Sunday Latency Period: Between the ages
4 and 11. known to psychiatrists
strip in the New York Daily News.
as the period of infantile sexuality.
To producers it’s the period
Titled "Zanities of 1949.” feature
when they look for moppets to option for peanuts and maybt* parhas a show biz background.
lay (he latent talent intq a million dollars.
In the Shirley Temple
Varikiy’s Ibdland mugg. Den
.syndrome.
Berry, hack to Paxton Music, publishing house in London, an old Latent Content: Hidden part of a dicam, which has made a fortune for
Freud and his army of disciples. He di.scovered that a patient
a.ssociation.
Berry is Briti.sh alrelaxed and lying on a couch could be prodded into telling all.
though a w k. jazzophile in the
This
he called "free association." It was the only part that was
Lowlands where long resident.
free.
The listener’s fees ran so high they produced a new crop
|

i

j

”

Thackrey’s lead editorial states the
paper "is no successor to, or child
or stepchild of. any previous news-

25-28

53

1

Variety he had

no comment other than the reason

FUipt ad refused by the Times
“
‘American Freewas headlined
dom’ Work Already in 2d Printing” and contained various endorsements of the book. Second
one. which the paper refused to

May

Earl Wilsons Abroad
The Earl 'Rosemary) Wilsons
make their first European junket
the first of .luly, going by air. Will

newsprint, plus processing; and
has refused to space-rates cost the advertiser, the
“American Nu-Fab Corp. of Chicago, more
accept
Freedom and Catholic Power.” than $50,000. Ad advised readers
L)ok by Paul Blanshard, former to wash the sample, then use it for
was dusting, polishing or other huuseit
New York Clly exec, publishhold utility purposes
charged this week by the
Similar Miracloth ads are schedBeacon Press, of Boston,
^rs,
Timcs did. however, run a review uipj for more than a dozen papers
Sunday Book jn
New York area. Fabric inof the volume in its
sert stunt was first used by the
Iteview.
which
Tribune on Feb. 27, and
material
Chicago
contains
Book
had been previously published in then in other Chi and Milwaukee
part by The Nation, resulting in dailies.
banned from
Unique ad campaign recalls fact
that mag’s being
New York public schools. It is that in 1939 the Chi Tribune ran
principally an attack on Catholic color ads for Allied Florists As.sn
‘'‘'
activity in political and civil fields, of Illinois, using 60 pounds of essence to give the ink a floral fragnot on doctrine.
August
the
paper
Ltnst
rance.
New York Herald Tribune published the ads that the Times re- carried scented ads for Dial soap.
As a matter of fact, the Mags have sometimes carried arofused.
Times itself published copy for the matic ads. one instance being that
book May 4 which it refused to re- of a fire insurance company which
used ink with the odor of burning
In.sert later.
Cannon, head of the wood.
.Joseph

N

»
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Lyons, lawyer; Dr. R. V.

'

DeLong. dean of Nazarene Theological Seminary; and Bishop J.
Arthur Hamlett. Colored Metho-

j

dist Epi.scopal

Church, K.

C.

I

Nowadays Supplement Folding
Nowadays,
for towns of

supplement
than 25.000 popu-

weekly
less

lation, distributed by 306 papers
throughout 13 midwest states, last
week gave the staff two weeks’

notices.
edition,

Publication,

was

now

in

20th

weekly

and

I

first

a

then a bi-weekly. First i.ssue was
published last Nov. 15 and grewrapidly
to
800.000
circulation.

However, advertising, which was
confined to non-competitive prodof
the
ucts
subscribing news-

paper.*. didn’t keep up to pace of
sub.scriptions.
Most of the money
heavy coverage to entertain- for the paper was put up by pubment with six pages on films, legit, lisher and directors of the Chicago
radio and television. The Star’s Journal of Commerce.
roniiniird frtim page
K. Lyman
cornplete theatre guide and AM-TV Ames is publisher.
year Sally Rand played the sea.son
listings have been taken over inwith
R.‘\S
and grossed around
tact.
Prolific Sylvia Lyons
The paper is packed with feaThough she has four .sons Syl- $.500,000.
tures and signed columni.sts. the via Lyons, wife of columnist LeonThe Gypsy Rose Lee show with
straight news off the Associated ard I...^’ons, still finds time to write $1 admission competes with "HarPre.ss wire being relegated to the for the mags.
lem in Havana,’’ al.so on the midbackground. Paul Denis, formerly
"Did You Ever See a Fungo” is way, which is .scjiled at 60c, and
the Post’s radio editor, is bylining Reader’s Digest 'May 25' reprint other layouts with nicks running
a general New York column, while from lu-r 'riiis Week article; it from 20c to 60c.
A cast of 20 perfour top ex-Star writers, 1, F. deals with a mother of four chil- former.s i.s in Miss Lee’s display,
Stone. Albert Dcutsch, Jennings dren learning to play baseball. "The and nut
figui'cd to run around
Perry and Tom O’Connor, are writ- First Time
Met Them" is a Cor- .$6,000 weekly.
It's felt that the
ing on their specialties in politics, onet piece 'May 25) telling of per20-25-minute running time will
psychiatry, and
Stanley sonalities she has met. The current
sports.
have to be lengthened, inasmuch
Woodward, recently with Sporting issue of Magazine Digest has reGuide, is editing the four-page printed her Saturday Review of as the customers feel that it’s too
aports section.
Ten comic strips Literature piece on "Mother’s little show for $I Gypsy, notwithstanding.
are new.
Day." T’lus which she and her husMiss Lee
touring with her
Arthur Pollock, ex-Brooklyn band teamed on an original they
artist husband. Julio De Diego, who
Eagle drama critic, is handling the .sold to Metro.
showing his painting, 'They
is
paper’s legit department although
bis first column was on vaude’s
Shall Sail the Seven .Seas.” as part
Millie f’onsidine's Hitch-Hike
Brittanica
comeback to the Palace. Initial isEncyclopedia
the
Mrs. Bob 'Mildred) Considinc of
sue also contained a guc.st column hitch-hiked \ ia TWA with Louella modern aii exhibit.
Miss Lee’s
by Richard Maney. legit press O. Parsons and John Haskell. TWA four-year-old son 'when she was
agent,
and a Hollywood news publicist and husband of Dorothy married to actor Alexander Kirkcolumn packaged by AP
M.inners. the columni.st’s aide, and land' is also traveling with the
/
is now in Paris. Her husband, the
show, and all live in a deluxe
Another Novelty Ad Campaign
INS correspondent, left ju.st as trailer in a nearby touri.st camp.
Novel two-page ad. printed on suddenly on assignment from the
RAS is operating one of its largboth sides of a 16-by-21-inch fabric, Heni*st syndicate to cover the Berest shows, with 70 cars and 30 rides
'^'as inejuded in more than 1,000,lin unblockadeing.
Layout employs
and 20 shows.
000 copies of the Sunday <15) ediMiss Pars«)ns will cover the Rita
kw
tion of Ilearst’s N. Y. Journal- Hayworth-.Aly
Khan nuptials in around 1.200 and carries a 100
American, Ad was for Miracloth Cannes. Incidentally. John Hyde, power plant. After the Memphis
and was run on 750,000 yards of veepee of the W^illiam Morris date RAS moved* to St. Louis, folnon-woven rayon product. agency, which handles Miss Hay- lowing with Davenport and thence
Ihice of the fabric, which rolled worth. made his first flight over to Canada, where several fair dates
through the presses like regular and his first European trip to at- are scheduled.
ally

Gypola

i.*

I

—

i.s

I

of millionaire.s.

N O. succe.ssfully used in dental surgery
hut a failure in dealing v\ith layoffs suffering from melancholia.
tried out this year before summer replacements of comedy
shows come on the air. Clear channels will be sprayed with N .•().
Lead: Delusion of bit-players that favoritism alone is behind their
failure to be playing a star pati. Such patients frequently develop
an imaginary colic which is confused with painter’s colic or leadpoisoning.
Leaping Ague: A species of dancing mania. Common to Metro picture
producers on seeing their mu.sicals obviously lack story, especially
producers who believe a dead end street can be brought to life
by the girations of F'rcd Astaire. Gene Kelly and Ginger Rogers.
Lethargic: Slow in thought and movement. A psychotic symptom common to directors of foreign-language films destined for small
liou.se that are so wedded to art they wouldn’t accept anything so
commercial as two-bits for an admission, preferring slugs.
Lethargic Encephalitis: What people who have sat through too many
foreign-language films think they are suffering from. Unless it attacks the central nervous system or you’ve been bitten by a tsetse
fly in the balcony, it is not sleeping sickness.
Libido; Pronounced "lebeedo” or "libydo.” with the accent in either
ca.se on the "dough
I’he dynamo behind this thing called love.
Used to explain any form of sexual expression, from modern art to

Laughing Gas: Nitrous oxide,

To be

”

whodunits.
Litigious Paranoic: Individual who spends more time seeking legal redre.ss for pa.st persecutions than he docs in plotting future work. In
the Plagiarist syndrome
IJttle’s Disease: Bilateral spastic paralysis with a "scissoVs gait." Gonimon to film editors. More pionounccd during a layoff due to an

added anxiety-neurosis.
I.ocomoior Ataxia: One of the oldest forms of tabes dorsali.s. Frequently
suffered by executives who are perpetually ordering people to
"lake ataxia." One day they discover there is a taxi strike and
when they try to walk they find their legs have atrophied.
Logorrhea; Excessive and continuous flow of speech, coherent but repetitious.
,Mko called logotii;mia. .Mso called the Crosb> ccmlnbution to radio.

Lucid Interval: Period when

a psychosi.* subsides and rras<)n is I'estored for a little while.
Usually takes place after lunch, when
the .star who walked off the set after a blowup has been calmed
down with a tall glas.s of iced lea spiked with veronal.

I

Wcfinetday,

CHATTER
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Khan. influenced the still ailing
agent to fly over on Sunday.

Broadway
.

Cannes

to Italy;

it’s

their

first

Publicity

chairmanning Greater

;

trip

1

!

Mrs. Eddie (Ida) Cantor much
better on the Coast; recuping ini

Palm Springs.
Humphrey Doulens back
after a
cult, his

LondoD

Associates

Jack Waller and Arthur Askey
to Paris for week’s vacation,
nearer passage than it was when
y pund theatrical rally to be
James Robertson, musical direcintroduced in the national
held on Sub-Treasury Bldg, steps ^Q“““f'^gy^Ygr’'g’”Wells, to’ wed ac- first
Diet early in 1948.
Lang.
Harold
,
(Thurs.).
tomorrow
Fraser in July,
Eddie Condon and Mary McCarty
Deep River Boys open at London
are among scheduled entertainers. paRgdium July 18 for four weeks,
Dallas
Gus & Andy s post-Palace pre^hich they begin tour in
party
mi^re
vaudeville unit under Hyman Zahl
By Henry Senber
“'“"®
back at InterFreeman
Charlie
.stoasCHle?. "An Sfasgfw” Aug 15
booking desk after fortnight
old Palace bill with their name on.
Read of state
vacation.
Miller’s
Joe
of
^ worn-out copy
Southern Methodist U students
joKe Book.” says the invitation, is fo"iavfa new huTn
wfves organizing
co-op summer theatre
open-sesame.
Tale” tried out^a^^^
out at Brichton to
campus.
on
vaude
vet
Merrill,
Blanche
Allyson, here for p.a. at
June
scripter. getting back into vaudeo
tneaire yet
preem of “Stratton Story,” a visibecause of the TV development.
Margo Jones’ Theatre 49.
she’s fashioning a new act for
nre^ented with tor to
Illona Massey, here with Tommy
Incidentally. Miss
Lillian Shaw.
hn^n^hv Finland's
written
band, returns to Dallas this
"novel
Dorsey
a
Merrill
has
«t
t^^
National

c?
1
New’est eyeglass pitch: Special
tpecs for television viewing.
Metro’s Si Seadlers (Dodo) from

over.

mercial >#kdio stations in Japan for
the first time in the nation’s
history has hit another parliamentary snag and appears to be no

first

try at

!

:

1

^

it.

^

1

N Y
;

,

,

!

"jaitre d^^ o^
Anatole
Russian Tea Room, to wed Its host
tess, Rosemarie Bage. in July.
James R. Grainger. Republics
sales v.p.. planed to Coast Monday
for confabs with studio execs,
( 16
Dr. and Mr.s. S, Hockenbcrg
former terpster, Dorothy
(she’s
Berke) celebrating 10th aiini May wholly in rhyme” in work for fall
or next spring publication.
28.
NBC radio tickets for the Ezio
As soon as “Big Knife” closes
May 27. John Garfield heads for pinza-Mary Martin Telephone Hour
conWB
new
were as tough to get as
his
broadcast
and
Hollywood
Curiously]
“South Pacific.”
for
tract.
Lew Suritz, former Majestic Rec- enough, many requests came from
ords prexy. now eastern division show-wise femmes in the professales manager for Cook’s chain- sion. Pinza seems to have displaced
Carl Brissoh as the older girls Sipagne.
Donald Kirkley, Baltimore Sun natra.
drama critic, in town for Palace
vaude opening, and to gander
Atlantic City
shows.
Abe Lastfogel, William Morris
By Joe W. Walker
agency g.m., flew in over the weekErskine Butterfield opened at
end on Milton Berle and other TV
Nate Cohen’s Lambs club this
business.
Helen Rosen, daughter of Fabian
,
play
Warner
Oklahoma.
to
circuit exec Sam Rosen, elected
prez of her class at Wells College, theatre one week epening June 5.
Spot brings in Dick Haymes May
Aurora, N. Y.
Oscar Brandt and Piute Pete 28^9.
r
Bcct Myerson, Miss America of
called the square dances at the
Times Square Treasury Bond Rally 1945, in town as honor 8uest at
Freedom
Jewish
Appeal
United
last night (Tues.t.
Sir Sydney Clift, British circuit dance.
Million Dollar pier to open seaoperator and distrib, arriving in
N.Y. May 26 to discuss his U.K. son May 28 under new management, with Children’s theatre as
releasing deal with Film Classics.
So many American tourists to one of its top attractions.
Israel already that Paris has become a junction en route, according
Bucks County, Pa.
to advices from the French capital.
Jay Blackton, who batoned the
By Sol Jacobson
“Oklahoma!” show originally, and
Dcm Walker checking out of
la^eTH^ing Brrlln’s“‘‘An";fV cJt
orchestrate Miss
will repeat for Berlin
i
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with “Miss Liberty.”
n«
u
Bamberger
Theron andj Phyllis
Lehman Bros.’ 100 years as a
banking firm being considered as j^oved into recently acquired Solehome,
published
be
subject for a book to
u
„ shutters
next year, coinciding with outfit's , Playhouse ^kes down
Francis in ‘Let
^,“”1
centennial celebration.
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20th-

legit nlav

tion.

Clara Bow’ and Rex Bell in town
on vacation from their Nevada
ranch.
William Holden narrating a veterans’
rehabilitation short at‘

UCLA.

Hoosier Hot Shots back for television after 10-wcek tour of easthis

old

schnozzola act for Los Angelei
Police Show.
George Raft will sizzle at next
Friai's
Club roadmaster dinner*
with George Jessel as chef.

John Payne chipped a bone in
elbow’ during screen fight with Lon
Chaney in “Captain China.”
Si Fabian to be honored at a testimonial dinner for benefit of

United Jewish Welfare Fund.
Dr. Jaks checked into the Thunderbird. Las Vegas, for four weeks
of his “mental experiments” nitery
act.

Frank Boucher gandering Hollypendectomy. Richard Walker has Hallen May 24.
taken over Dorning’s leading roles
Carl Brisson due in Denmark wood on way back to Washington,
D. C., after attending Variety Clubs
in the Gilbert & Sullivan operas.
next month for a holiday.
Victor Borge plans to visit Den- convention.
Virginia Mayo w ill be “Governor
mark this summer for a vacation.
“Shoeshine” a hit at the Rialto, for a Day” of Colorado during
Paris
imported by The Danish State Film world proem of “Colorado TerriBy Maxime de Beix
tory” in Denver.
Central.
Lou Costello bedded by rheu(33 Blvd. Montparnasse)
.
Biggest song hits are “Slow Boat
Suzanne Cloutier to Germany for to China” and “You Call Every- matic fever, pushing back start of
“Abbott-Costello in Foreign Le20th-Fox.
body Darling.”
Gerry Mayer back and getting
Is gion” for three months.
Bridge” (M-G)
“Waterloo
an apartment.
again being revived, at the Park,
Joy Lansing and Jimmy Cross to and drawing record crowds.
Germany to entertain the airlift
Beniamino Gigli such a big siRv
Riviera
boys.
cess at the K. B. Hallen, that the
Gaite Montparnasse opening Carlton is showing his 15-year-old
By Margaret Gardner.
French adaptation of Denis John- German film, “Forget Me Not,”
Anita Colby at the Carlton.
ston’s “Mo"^^^^^^^^
with good results.
Wesley Rugglcs at Cannes’ Hotel
Geoffrey Parsons, Jr., Herald
Majestic.
Trlb European edition editor, made
Louella O. Parsons expected thii
an officer in the Legion of Honor,
Manila
week in Cannes.
%
Mrs. Hal Horne and daughter
Andre Gide left Nice after a
New' radio station is scheduled
Barbara, on way to Israel, doing
for next month in the southern brief sojourn in a local clinic.
Paris and Versailles in three days.
Jane Hylton, Rank star, ‘having
Philippine port city of Davao,
Florence Barr, for many years
Film actresses and actors in- madl^er first air trip, back to Lonthe MPA main prop here, on sick
vaded Congress asking for re- don af^er a week in Nice.
Rst for a few days following overKing of Sweden leaving Nice by
duction of taxes on Filipino films.
work.
Blue 'Train for Paris in his regal
Pierre Louis Guerin, Lido op, Group was led by Milo del Sol suite,
reserved as usual for “Mr.
Salcedo.
and
Leopold
has hands full, getting his new
House of Representatives’ com- G.”
Lido show ready, running the SkatBill Robson to Paris to meet his
Ways
Means
has
mittee
on
and
recing Vanities with Gloria Lord at
ommended immediate slashing of wife and children, arriving by
Palais des Sports, and reopening
taxes collected in theatres and TWA from Hollywood to join him
the Ambassadors restaurant and
in Cannes.
other
amusement places.
night club, which he farmed out
Milt Reynolds, wife and daughElmer R. Davis, veepee and difor a year.
•
rector of Consolidated Amusement ter, playing golf every day at CanCo. in Hawaii, and owner of the nes Country Club, until rain forced
'

I

island’s

Rome

Victor Stoloff is back in Rome.
Gertrude Applebaum, former
Herbert Jacoby not going abroad
as planned. He’ll keep the Blue Lindsay and Crouse production a.s
„ Vicki Baum checked in at the
Angel open all summer for the bar sistant. working with Theron Bam.
...
I'ublisner „
Henry Luce visiting
business, but dropping the shows berger on Playhouse casting.
when the hot weather really hits.
Ben Snyder again heading New
V* o^ies in Italy,
”
nter
George
Morton
in Rome
Peter Oglietti, having sold out Hope street fair for July 4 weekscript for 20th-Fox.
his interest in LaRue’s. the long- end. Proceeds to go to new gymThomp.son expected in
time band there, headed by Eddie auditorium. Shindig cleared 5G „
soon from Turkey and
Davis, shifted to the Coq Rouge. last year. Fund for memorial bldg.
Greece.
Ernie Warren has taken another has over 35G without drive
Henry Henigsen, M-G’s head of
band chore
Justin Herman scripting short on
Disk firms figure to cut in on the Eagle P’ire Co. of New Hope. His production for “Quo Vadis,” and
current focus on vaude, inspired
Lambertville Story” preemed at Mrs. Henigsen are at the Grande.
Italian producer Luchino VisStrand Thurs.
(11)
with Paul
(Thurs >. Columbia reissuing Moran Whiteman on hand. Short centered conti will do “Death of a Salesstaging it in Oc& Mack s Two Black Crows, first on Whiteman’s teenage dances
danees
J^^Yr
wax^ in 1927.
combatting juve delinquency.
Italian episode of British Grand
Orton H. Hicks, Metro s overZ
National’s “Tale of Five Cities” is
seas director of 16m film, lectured
now filming in Rome. Gina Lolloyesterday (Tues.) before the Tuck
Miami Beach
brigida costars with Bonar ColSchool of Administration, DartBy Lary Sollaway
Icano, with Romolo Marcellini dimouth college, on “American Mofrom a screenplay fly Piero
tion Pictures Abroad.”
Duke Leonard installed in his
Tellini.
Music Corp. of America board own spot at Surfside hotel.
Writer Sam Waaggener has purchairman Jules C. Stein due in
Biz around town is offish w ith
chased the rights for Holland for
Irom Coast June 10 to be on hand usual early May lull blamed.
Capri.” Italian - made
for MCA’s transfer into its buildv.in Harris heads up new show
ing at 57th and Madison, where at Kittv Davis’ with Marie Austin Plcl^re produced independently by
Victor Pahlen. Waaggener repreagency will occupy six floors.
joining' co-star spot this week.
Circle Film Enterpri.ses of
Irving Drutman. ballyhooing
Sherry Frontenac hotel installed
IjOuis
de Rocheniont’s anti-bias a full nitery show in its Poinpa- Hollywood in Kurope
film. “Lost Boundaries.” is making dour Room, headed bv DeCastro
a specialty of handling pix with Sisters. Charlie Carlisle and Nino
Tokyo
racial themes. He’s ditto on Stan- Yacovino.
ley Kramer’s “Home of the Brave."
Bill Jordan, owner-performer of
By Russell Splane
The Jock Lawrences “poured
Bar
of
Mu.sic,
sidelined
bv
twisted
»•>
1^t_
^
>
William Carty, Paramount News
last night tTue.s.t at- their Park shoulder after fracas with a boi.s"
in
coTp\°lTvi
Ave. apartment for Sarah purch- terous patron. Jordan is suing lat- phot
Calvary
* P>odu(ill. Winstons daughter, who douter for $50 000
‘‘Mr.
^
Roberts”
now on
bles as a J. Arthur Rank publicist
publici.st
9^
limited tour of Japan,
and actress. She’s on an American
Luella
Hoskins,
formerly
In
vi.sit.
San Francisco
Nagoya with Military Government,
Sylvie St. Clair, longtime Duhas joined SCAP’s Radio Branch
By Ted Friend
Mont video artist, back to her naLarkin, Herbert Ro.sener house in Tokyo to advi.se Nip broadcasttive Paris for radio, nitery and TV
ers on school programs and womdates.
Meeting Michel Emcr in undci’going remodeling.
Paramount execs Ed Hyman. Si en’s shows.
France; he writes most of her speSiegel
and
Selig
Australian - made
Seligman
ganderEaling
pic,
cial songs, as he did lor Edith Piaf.
ing local biz.
“Eureka Stockade. ’’ in gala preem
et al.
Spring Music Festival at Opera ‘it Kurc. Japan, before British
McNally,
.Stephen
co-starred
with Barbara Stanwyck and Rob- House, with Dimitri Mitropoulos, Commonw'ealth occupation troops,
nearly a month before its Australert Preston in Universal’s “The sold out all performances.
Maxie Baer inked in foi' June 8. ian opening.
Gambles."
around
town
Lady
the Tivoli; ditto Jerry Lester
Mary Jannis, Seattle ballerina
pushing the bally for his pic via
now in Jap.in with lier husband,
newspaper interviews and radio tor .Aug. 23. at the Fairmont.
Settlement of cab strike hypoing M/Sgt. FTank Collum, rc'ceiving
appearances.
Rita Hayworth’s personal phone after-dark biz. Nob Hill being busi- plaudits in Tokyo for her direction
calls from Paris and the Riviera to est sector of town with Harry Rich- of a Japane.se performance of the
Johnny’ Hyde, veepee of the Wil- man at the Fairmont and .lulie Wit- ballet, “I.es Sylphldes.”
The long-awaited broadcasting
liam Morris agency, to attend her son and Henry King orch at Mark
bill which would authorize coniv’edding May 27 in Cannes to Aly Hopkins.

largest theatre circuit, is

Yatco,

professionally

Mona

'

>

I

stay, for Turin. Italy.

wood

Robert Mitchum bought a house
at Aeapulco.
Cantinflas (Mario Moreno) nursing an injured leg.
Ester Fernandez, pic actress, out
of action with Klcig eyes.
Ramon Mendoza, novice bullfighter, died of goring wounds.
Erie Cugat doing well with his
cocktail lounge, Tropicana Cugat.
Jorge Negrete playing lead in
the pic, “Luvia Roja” (“Red Rain”),

I

‘

j

.

j

Rene Cardona is directing.
“Holiday on Ice” troupe thawing
out at Acapulco after closing its
third
and shortest stand here

scenario, reportedly about
cigaret smuggling on the Riviera.
Rita Hayworth and Ali to Paris,
reportedly to choose final dresses
for her trousseau. Wedding now
said to be May 25. He has accepted
the presidency^ of the Horse Jumping Society of Antibes-Juan-LesPins. Rivierites recall that it was
at the opening of the sea.son last
year that he first presented Miss
Hayworth to his friends and public.

that

j

i

May

I

1.

Rodolfo Landa

'

i

eral
tion

is the new gensecretary of the actors’ secof the
Picture Production

Workers Union (STPO.
Rodplfo Usigli, novelist-scripter,
cho.sen by the Mexican pic industry to represent it at the forHicoming Phiropean film fairs.
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By Florence S. Lowe
Buddy Baer a current click
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Club Kavakos. and in benefits
over town.

I

I

i
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all

WNBW-NBC.

Terper Ted Shawn In for a conMay 19 under sponsorship of
Mrs. John Davis Lodge, wife of
Connecticut congressman,

TV

Vine on Flamingo return,

leens”.

Nora Eddington Flynn due

for

the usual six weeks at El Rancho
Vegas with her children. Ditto
Mrs. Dean
Martin (and Leroy
Lewis).

Herb McDonald, formerly of
Club Bingo and onetime MCA man
in
Hollywood, newly appointed
Johnny Mack Brown

at

Ralph L. Biirgin, Jr., upped to
program director of TV station
cert

I

Las Vegas
Billy

supported by Ben Yost's “Four Col-

p.a. for El Rancho Vegas, replacing Jack Melvin.

Washington

,

i

as

Mexico City

,

i

known

Martine Carol, accompanied by
and Fernando Royo,
complaint against Supreme her future husband, Steve Crane,
Pictures producer Rufino Ocampo, called press conference to ancharging failure to fulfill Contracts. nounce a legal suit again.st a
French w-eckly for alleged “insults.” Crane at work on a HollyLisa,

filed a

i

-

them indoors.

Si Seadler, Metro ad manager in
in town buying Filipino pix for
New York, accompanied by wife.
showing in his chain.
Two local film stars, Gloria Dodo, left Cannes, after a week's

'

-

Ann Richards bought

“In the Spirit,” for local produc-

{

;

|

.

Harry Brand returned to
Fox desk after month in east.

i

,

.

’

start rodeo tour.
Bill Rice resigned as assistant
publicity director at Warners.

I

:

.

as a director.
Tim Holt to Plainview, Texas to

i

*1

a vinii
•

Henry King celebrated 35th annl

I

1

Rc O^.
Phil Baffin, owner, of the Somerdrew 2,0()0 vislset House, Bevhills eatery, in town ^
New Hope area Sat. (14* for
for a month’s vacation with wife tors
community
benefit
of
new
bldg,
(Trudy Marshall), who’s scheduled
Mortlm^ of
to do a couple of tele stints.
Attorney Arnold Grant arrives rho Valley spliced to Hugh DryN<Y. at Newtown Fri. (13).
on the Coast tomorrow CThursday)
St. John Terrell announcing July
after a short stopover In Chicago
on his way west.
He’ll be in 2 opening for arena-type musicals
under canvas on hill overlooking
Hollywood for about 10 days.
The Jake (WB) Wilks’ 35th an- Lambertville, N. J.
Anne Eisner (Mrs. John Matniversary was celebrated with a
surprise party hosted by their thews, Jr.), radio’s Stella Dallas,
daughter, Mrs. Marvin (Ruth) Not- one of the managers of Stockton.
N. J. baseball nine.
kins at their 135 C.P.W. apt.

,

Hollywood
Robert Ryan laid up with
attack.

'

|

Your Gun.”

^^oiMiation of
Y

,

summer for Starlight Operetta.
ern states.
her
Paul Beisman, St. Louis Muni
Jimmy Durante doing
arrives this week on

h Opera chief,
® ”
annual goodwill tour of soutthwest.
® 9 ^*°”;^bich raised $12,00^
Bucky Harris and Jerry Evans in
town beating drums for U-l’s “CaHatchett * ^^taurant Ma> 16 to lamity Jane and Sam Bass.” openaccompany the Fulham Football ing June 8.
f^uD on a tour in opain For his
Peter Mennin, 25-year-old Juiltwo broadcasts for the British liard instructor, commissioned to
Broadcasting Corp. May 17 and 20, write symphony for Dallas SymRay Noble will act as visiting con- phony Orchestra.
ductor.
Charles Doming, who left the
D’Oyly Carte Opera Co. to play
Copenhagen
the lead in a revival of Noel
By Victor Skaarup
Coward’s “Bitter Sweet,” is recuperating from an emergency apMarian Anderson sings, at K. B.
**j*^®®\

,

|

May 18 I949

in

town

as

top guest for Helldorado Week
celebration, riding in front of thf
daily parades and opening the
nightly Helldorado rodeos.
Robert
Jlltchum and family,
guests at nearby Lake Mead Lodge
for vacation outdoors fishing, boating. swimming and seeing workings of Hoover (Boulder* Dam.

Recording company organized
here recently called Range Records

"How'dy Doody,” accom- Co. by Gus Magnus. First platter is
panied by creator Bob Smith, did number called “Las Vegas Bound.
p.a. on steps of Capitol building Outfit will deal mostly in western
last Sunday- in observance of “1 songs.
.Am .An American Day.”
"Rochester.” of the Jack Benny
WMAL-ABC flack Mary Pauline show, reportedly in on negotiations
Perry lauded for her impersona- for purchase or lease of NevadaComedi.m. «
tion of Churchill at Women’s Na- Biltmore Hotel here
tional Press Club stunt party in visitor recently, was said to have
honor of President Truman.
plans lor swank night club.
star

—

!

vaude houses throughout the coun- manship and human appeal of the
No. 1 songsmith songplugging in
try.
He also appeared in several legit this novel manner, the demonstraproductions including "Babes in the tiun dii^ks already are collectors’
Woods” and "Aladdin.”
items.
Berlin has presented in-

OBITUARIES
i

ELMER KENYON

I

1
Jack
Jennings,

I

52. for

Pix Talent Hunt

|

Continued from page 1
timates with sets thereof, and, ol
trend. According to Paramount’s
course, the w.k.
piping Berlin
eastern talent head. Boris Kaplan,
voice, attempting to interpret the
New York agents luive begun
moic robust Berlin song creations, the understand Hollywood’s finanto
special sentimental appeal to
cial problems in their contractual

^

LILLIAN FOSTER

!

12 years

63,1
(Benson),
Elmer Kenyon, 62, theatre lecFoster
died in New York, turer and press-agent, died after a in Quliicv
legit a^ress,
heart attack at his home in PittsHe leav«1- wife and three “'.'how
Incidentally, a recap of
Annie
^Miss^Foster became ill last Feb- burgh, May 13. After 12 years of children.
role teaching in Pittsburgh, he became
support
Get Your Gun” shows the Berlin
playing
while
ruary
in "Good- an advance agent for the Theatre
score totaling probably the record
with Madeleine Carroll
DOROTHY
M
COOK
'
Guild, returning to Pittsburgh in
bve My Fancy."
Dorothy Michels Cook, traffic number of recordings— 91 in all.
^During the late *208, Miss Foster ij93i to head the Carnegie Tech director for radio station KFWB.|?here were 27 different licenses
uon acclaim in the stellar role of Drama School until 1936. For a died of .virus pneumonia May 11 issued for waxing "They Say That
decade after that, he agented a in Hollywood.
“Conscience.”
Falling in Love Is Wonderful”; 12
been number of touring attractions, reIn recent years she had not
Remains were flown to New for "Doing What Comes Naturalwas tiring in 1947 on account of ill York
geen in many shows, but she
for burial.
ly”; 10 each of "Sun in the Mornwho health.
highly regarded by producers
ing” and "Girl That I Marry”; nine
Kenyon was known among prowanted an experienced actress caMICHEL
HAVARD
of
"Who Do You Love. I Hope”;
short no- ducers during his teaching days
nable
taoie of filling a role on
Michel Havard, 88,
88. French muLost in His Arms.” eight different
in
occurred
situation
for the way he promoted classical sician and
Such a
fice
an(
symphony
conductor, pressings; four of "There’s No
1946 when “The Magnificent Yan- drama, arranging big student par- died
^ied in Santa
di^
Monica, Cal., May 14. Business Like Show Business”;
Sa
kee” opened in Wilmington, Del. ties whenever the works of ShakesHe came
cam( to the U. S. two years three each of "Anything You Can
At that time Dorothy Gish, who peare or Shaw would come to Pitts- ago.
Do (I Can Do Better)”, "Moonplayed femme lead, came down burgh. He was an accepted authorwith the ‘na." and Miss Foster ity on the Bard. Kenyon’s father,
HA'
DAVID
B.
J
Indian Too and
the late Thomas Kenyon, built the
took ov<‘r the part.
David B Newman. 67. retired
Defenses Are Down.
Mis.' Foster had prepared her- Kenyon theatre, now a Warner film concert
pianist,
died at Bergen
p
feats
by
thesplan
The current prolific recorded
icif for such
house, and his brother, T. Thomas Pines San
Sanatorium, Paramus, N, J,,
preparatory work in Kenyon, managed the old Pitt for May 11.
of
iu-iu>
,^«core of Rodgers & Hammerstein’s
iukK. eionpanies before h».-r first the Shuberts for a long time.
Survive! by wife, daughter and “South Pacific” has 83 different
Survived
She came to New
Broadwav hit
Survived by mother and brother, a brother.
pressings. Cole Porter’s "Kiss Me,
York from ('klaluuaa in 1916, but
Kale” totals 80. The strong man^ ^
was not until 1925 that her
It
PLOHN
ner in which "Miss Liberty” is beHUSON
DUNCAN
C.
name wa.s in lights here.
Huson Campbell Duncan, 55. ing pressed 10 sides by Columbia,
Max Plohn, 75, former inanager
Her big opportunity came in
and operator of road legits, was playwright and scripter of the by its various artists, apart from
1924, when she appeared as Madekilled May 13 when he fell or "House of Mystery" radio .series the 10 sides when the album is
J
line in a Cherry Lane Theatre
on WOR, N. Y,, died in New York, made later with the original cast
presentation of "Conscience.” SheJ jumped from room at the Wickerhospital, New York.
sham
He had May 8.
indicates another peak number of
was seen by A. H. Woods, the pro-^
In addition to current series, he waxings for any legit musical.
been under treatment there.
ducer, and received a five-year con-.
had
written
other
radio
programs.
in
He
had
been
show
business
In connection with the peaceThe next year she was on^
tract.
At one time he Survived by wife.
for 35 years.
time version of "This Is the Army,”
Broadway in "Conscience.”
—
Other plays in which she ap- worked as a treasurer for Klaw &
which the American Legion would
PAUL HORWITZ
peared thereafter included: “The. Erlanger and later managed their
done. Berlin was apPaul Horwitz, 58. veteran Mil- like seen
New Orleans theatre.
Elde.st.” "Abe Lincoln in Illinois”
Army Emergency Rewaukee
showmen,
died in Minne- proached by
brother.
Edmund,
later
He
and
a
Landscape.”
and "American
became managers and operators of apolis last week, where he was lief some months ago and said he
"if the Army insistcomply
w'ould
road companies including "The manager of the Alvin, burlesque
But his private opinion was
ed."
Girl,”
“The Black house, for the past three seasons.
Telephone
PATRICK
LICK J. CAIN
been done; over
had
job
“that
the
Burial
was
in Milwaukee.
and
A Me.ssage from
Crook
LilliiO}

'
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Patrick J. Cain,
70, former proprietor of Cain’s Theatrical Wareflushing, N. Y,,
nousc, died in Flushing,

dickerings. "By giving the newcomers a chance." Kaplan said,
"we are doing the double job of
developing
saving
money and
young actors as replacements for

today’s

faces is the current accent
- type
films. This
type of picture, said Gene Martell,
Paramount’s eastern test director,
has thrown the traditional typecasting methods into the dust-bin.
Filmgoers actually prefer unrecognized faces for the ordinary man-

on-the-street roles in tlie documentaries. Martell .said the new actons
excite a greater sense of identification between the sp 'etalors and
the celluloid characters. And that
sense, he added, is essenital in any
successful film.

Metro’s Eastern Foursome
Quartet of young New York acgetting praetieal screen
Metro in "On the Town,’*
which is now being shot in the east.
Foursome are among six players
hired in New York to fill out the
cast of the film, which is being directed by Gene Kelly.
If any of the youngsters eliek as
result of their "Town” appearances, they’ll be handed termers.
Cho.sen by Metro’s eastern talent
topper AI Altman, they are Judith
Evans, John Lupton, Gene Anton
and Gerrit Waldherg. .Mso hired
tors are
tests by

in

"3*' *

1

be

member

of the
Friars.

Mother,

Green

59,

of

a

known

as

"the

Limbo

playwright. died in Brighton, Eng-

of

land,

May

sons.

HELENE

<

;

j

!

I

'

I

I

!

we can

Among

burlesque.

still

and

the films 'cut into the number of traveling companies, it hit
Cain’s hard. The passing of vaudeville and the legal troubles of the
burlesque houses both of which
also went in for Cain’s slightly

’

'

—

—

used scenery were other factors.
Surviving are two sons and two
daughters.

Warner theatre

I

tionist at

!

May

Another son

12.

I

Mother. 83. of Tony Bessan, profor
AC, San Antonio, died there May 12.

gram director

I

EMILIO DE GOGORZA

KM

WILLIAM J. KELLY
Emilio de Gogorza. 76, former
William J. Kelly, about 74, a operatic baritone and voice teachcharacter actor, died of a er, died in New York. May 10. He
heart attack May 17 in New York, was the husband of Mme Emma
He was attending a council meetr Eames. who had been a leading
mg of The Lambs when stricken. soprano with the .Metropolitan
By coincidence, Kelly played an Opera C(
Co.
aged millionaire who.se death from
addition to a faholous care<*r
In add
heart failure was an important in opera he had also done recordplot development in "The Biggest ings
Ings for the Victor f’honograph
Thief in Tow n,” a comedy by Dal- Co.
i

'

May

12 in Burbank.

,

I

I

Father, 64, of Herb Shriner. radio comedian, died in Toledo, May

Irving Berlin

VINCENT
HELENE
H

Helene Vincent, fornu'r vaude
Helent
died in New V'ork. M.iy
performc
performer,
She uas partnered with Eddie
13.
Richard Mansfield there in "Beau Miller fi
from 1910 to 1918.
Bnimmcl” He said he never reThey appeared on the Keithcovered from the excitement of Orpheum
Orpheun circpiit and were also
that performance. He attended the featured
the
London revue
in
American Academy of Dramatic "Come Over
(
Here.”
Art in New York and made his
cting dehut in a supporting part
CHARLES
M. MERSEREAU
CIIAI
in the original production of "Ben
Charlc M. Mersereau. 78, N. Y.
Charles
Hnr." later succeeding William rep of .lay Emanuel Buhlications.
.1

May

11.

home at Piermont.
He was the father

N.
of

M

Mersereau. associate
publisher and general manager of
publishci
N. V trade pap«‘r
Dai
Film Daily.
F'ilm
he is survived by
adc
In additirin
wife and another .son.
'

GEORGE FELIX
Gcorgi
George

83.

m

former vaude

Nqw York. .Ma\
ditil
Felix had appeared with his
P'cl
12.
wife, Iht
the laic Ljdia Barry, in lop
p<’if()niier
p<’ifoniK

i
i

Felix.

Continued

piano
Berlin

fi!)!)!

the

page

West

1

51st

street

Music C'!)rp. !)ffici‘s across
avenue to the Columbia Recording Studios at 52d street. Veepee .Manie Sacks liked the idea
that if the composer could indicate,
7th

via
personal demonstration, the
pnijicT interpretation of the "Liberty" s!)ng.s. that must be a definite

plus fart!)r f!>r the artists, many !)f
whom reside in Hollywood. Sinks
inflinmced Berlin to personally record 10 of the show’s 18 tune.s. and
liked the idea s!) well that this
undoubtedly will set a pattern ffir
all big musicals, stage or S!Teen
Sacks and Berlin b!)th agreed that
this 1949 version !*f the old "dem-

shouhl be extended to
every di‘;k artist for the other maor companies.
Apart from the obvious show-

Continued from
Old Roumanian
.^adie

nank.o
FitzKoruld

17,

Mickey Freeman
Joanne F’torio
Joo L.Tl*orte Ore
D’Aqulla Ore
Ponthouso

Ann

Santvoord

van

Bell

to

in

Kfitrelita

Mervyn Vve

Nani'> Donovan
B«>h Orant Or*

:

Panchito Ore
Villa** Barn
Red Injtle Ore
Karen Ted*ler
Marked .Marvel

'

Riviera

Or*

Vtrsaillat

I

Kurt Maier

Dixon

Lucille
I

Marilyn !'antor

1

Ruth Ma.son

Paris.

Iluvia

f{(>.*.elt.i

I

Montii.va

Dannv ’I'homaa
WTYC. R!)ck Hill. S. C.
Vic Dam«tne
Elizabeth Hughes Johnston to Judd Lynne
Herbert Butler, Spokane, Wash., Jeff Clay
Walter Nye Ore
April 23. Bride is youngest daugh- Leeuona Boy* Ore
Savannah
ter of Eric Johnston, president of
Billy Daniela
Motion Picture Assn of America.
Teddy Hale*
Sheila Baker to Loren Carroll. DePaur & Toulag
London, recently. Bride is in the Manhattan Paul
Newsweek London office; he’s Ida Jame*

head of Newsweek

47

|><iKe

Pauline Rrvant
Davi*

.ShotKie

Bob
Cnrmen

I

Nvsiroin
Piule Pete
.M'en A- Noble
Villa** VancuarB

Josh White
Roper Price
Marian Bruc*

1

I

!'

'

William*

Cyril Haines 3

I

Waidorf-Astorl*

Eddy Duchin Or*
Mischa Borr Or*

'

CHICAGO

BIRTHS

,

Donald

May

Chi!’ago.
Air.

Patricia
Stubbs to
Elizabeth
Charles Mitchell, Dublin, May 9.
He’s an actor with Longford Productions.

Blackhawh

I

Y..

will

week.

Bon Air Reopening

Bon

tor of

^

Charles M. Baldra, .50. film cowpoke, died in Hollywood, May 14,
when his car was struck by a train.

Trumbo

died in his

this

Variety Bills

Charles Brace Gilson, Larchmonl.
He’s program direcN. Y., Mav 7

Legace, 59, accountant
26 years on the Paramount,

'

|

for 20
appearing in such plays as
Seven Days Leave." "The Big
J;*ii*ncc.
Fhe Lily," "The Truth.”
The Melody of Youtii.” "The Sign
Door.” "'riie Scandal” and
The Ilou.se Next Door.” In recent
ye«i-s he played character parts in
Can’t Take It witii You,”
...J,pu
The Doughgirls” and. e;i: lier this
•reason, "The Leading
Lady.”
wile survives.

!’ompany

T!)wn’'

tele station, there.

’

.Alfred J.

died

legit

Farnum in the title role.
He was a leading man

the

Chi*s

MARRIAGES
Hanrahan
Walter
to
Eileen
Flynn, Schenectady. N. Y., May 7.
Both are on the staff of WRGB,

'

for

^

“On

wind up eastern sh!)oting

Co.

Vallee, radio
died in We.st-J

Survived by two sons and three

that had a brief run
on Broadway recently.
As a young man in his native
Boston in 1900, Kelly became in^rested in the stage when he saw

up tentatively for ‘‘.Ambush.**
"The Traitor" on Broad-

W'as in

way.

I

Mrs. Samuel Kemer, 35. wife of
the co-owner of station KWIK.
died May 1 1 in Burbank, following an overdose of sleeping tablets.

there.

daughters.

'

lined

She

which has been shutProduction is owned three ways tered since before the war. is set
equally among Berlin, Sherwood to reopen in ihe next few weeks.
and Hart. Berlin has retained all Former casino operated by Bill
of his 33^f. except for sentimental Johnston was heavy user of nama
“pieces” to his three daughters, but talent.
Hart has cut in his usual .syndicate
Spot is being refurbished at es(Joe Hyman & Co.L and Sherwood timated cost of
$25,000.
also has cut in the Playwrights

and daughter also survive him.

president
Benard.
Peter
69.
emeritus of Bridgeport Central
Labor Union, vice-president of
Connecticut Federation of Labor
and organizer of Bridgeport local
Operators
Picture
Motion
of
Union, died May 15 at Bridgeport.
He w'as for years projecConn.

when

singer,

film

brook. Me..

PETER BENARD

I

had been the custom of the
road companies to buy second-hand
scenery from his warehouse, and

I
'

"feel’’ of the .script and songs. Latter were ad libbed by the songsmith, a la his disk demonstration
recordings.
It’s figured to bring the show in
at between $185,000 and $200,000.

in New York, arrive!! on the Coast
10 days ago and has been handed
an as.signmont in George Cukor’s
"Adam’s Rib," Spencer TracyKatbarine
Henbu»'n-starrer.
and

Rudy

Father, 81, of

I

It

rehearsal

his productions

open tho.se upper floors.” He hung were "Hilaritv.” "On the Go” and
on for another year, and then re- "Oh. What a Night.”
„
tired.

fir.st

“Miss Liberty” saw the three
producers’ wives attending a rough
read-through of the entire script.
Hart did it, as his wife. Kitty CarEllin Berlin and
lisle, and Mrs.
Mrs. Madeleine Sherwood, along
with the entire stage crew, cast
and chorus, were present to get the
of

j

see live actors again,

the

Incidentally,

15.

Widow, 65, of Gilbert Freedman,
Captured and imprisoned by the
Germans during the first World former theatre chain owner, died
War, Kingsmill wrote three short in Yonkers, N. Y., May 16. SurVINCENT
plays during his internment. vived by three sons, including Harl-'«>rm<>rly Mill«‘r and Vincent)
These were staged by a company of old W. Freedman, theatrical exec;
French, Belgian and English offi- a daughter and a brother.
May 12, 1949
cers. In 1919 his first novel “The
Father, 76. of Ben Shlyen, pubWill To Love,” was published.
IDDIE MILLER
Among the other books he authored lisher of Box Office, film trade
paper, and Jesse Shlyen, its manis “Boswell Without Johnson.”
Survived by three daughters and aging editor, died in New York
Broadway shows,” and devoted his
May 16.
two sons.
career to it.
It
was the common sport of
Novie Olin Ross, 19. operator of
CHARLES
A. LODER
drama critics when they did not
Charles A. Loder, 91. actor and a film theatre at Matthews. N. C.,
like a new show to label it "a typidied
in
New York was instantly killed in an automoproducer,
cal Cain success.”
bile wreck near Charlotte, N, C.,
14.
In spite of the wide publicity he May
Born in New Jerusalem. Pa., May 10.
received, Cain almost lost his busihis career at 15 as a
began
Loden
ness in 1937, partly because some
Mother, 75, of Patrick Duggan,
comedian in George K. Forof the major producers had found- Dutch
tiiguse’s ^production of "The Grand .Samuel Goldwyn Production.s’ veeed their own storehouses.
a similar part pee, died at her son’s home in
He
had
Duchess.”
"When the road went, our busiBeverly Hills. May 16. She also
ness went,” Cain explained. "But in "The Prince of Pilsen.”
He also played in vaudeville and leaves three daughters.
if the rural districts ever want to

ton

were Bern

for the pie

.

j

former policeman. John
Cain, who founded the firm, he inherited the business, which came
to

New York

$9,500,000 net had been realized Hoffman and Loring Smith. latter
Gene Pleshette, and turned over to Army Relief; just out of the legiter "Happiest
manager of Paramount theatre, that any postwar remake might be Years.”
Club and The
Brooklyn, died May 15. at her anticlimaotic and might undo the
Jean Hagen. legit player emhome in New York.
HUGH KINGSMILL
Survived work for which 'This Is the Army’ ployed for Metro’s "Side Street,'*
Hugh Kingsmill. 55, author- also by husband and two other was originally primed.”
which was recently also on location
j

’’

jyjjjrs

13.

Son of

new

on documentary

.

May

stars'.”

Another potent factor bonefitting
the

Mr. and Mrs. Walt Whaley,
daughter, Hollywood, May 7. Mother is Frances Budd, screen actress:
father is assistant casting director
at 20th-Fox.
.Mr. and Mrs. .AI Goi!lon. twin
daughters.
Holly w!)od.
Feb.
13.
Father is a radio newsman.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Zurich,
daughter. C!>lumbia. S. C.. May 11
Father is WIS staff announcer.

.NBC affiliate there.
Mr. and .Mrs. Lionel

Poulton.

Pittsburgh. May 10.
Father’s
producer.
Mr. and .Mrs Billy Cover, son.
Pittsburgh. May 5
Father’s a
vocal
coach
and former band

.son.

a

KDKA

singer.

Mr. and Mrs. Goddard Lieberson.
son. New- York,

Vera
father

Zorina.
is

May

10.

Mother

is

ballerina-actress;

veepee of Columbia Rec-

!)rds.

onstrati!)n’’

.Ur.

and

daughter.
is

Mr?. Angus Duncan,
York. May 8,
He

New

as.snciate

exccutive-.secretary of

Actors Equity.

I

AI Trace Ore
Bob Vincent
Jackie Van

I

i

'

Lena Horne
D. La Salle Ore <12)
Chez Paree

Tony Martin
Cene Baylos

Sia.

.Skatinp Blv<leiir*
Cliarles & Luciil*
Jack Ka'ffloer
terry .Mapea

'

CAB
Kay
Oloria Bondy
Dll

j

Buddy Rust
Palmar Hous*
Barclay .Mien O
S Dc Marco

Paree
Adorable*

(,'hez

T A
Ore

C Davidson O (ID
.Manol' A Mipnon
Pann Merry man
Helsin*t
AI .Mor;;an
.Suzanne King

Johnny O'Leary
Billy Chandler Ore
Hotel Bismarck
Ca.sa Franklin

Monica .\lo<ire
Toni r.aiier
.1

W heeler*

Brinckmann

i

Blackstone

iiodrique/

Hain

tVonder

Red Maddock
Dave DeVore
Lee Pines

J

Hotel Steven*
"Skatinp Circua**
Betty Atkinson

l^'liarlea

[

Mari'arct Phelan
'oue to <ill>

Sherman Hot*l
Harry liaih
Bill Snyder Ore
'Salute to Rudger
A llammerstein*
llonev ire. .mere
I

Ralph Slei'linti
John Kriza
Ititli
\nn Koesa*
Ki 11
Braun
Silver

Frolic*

Lawler

'Itiie

Brewer Ore

Jimmy .Ames

H Edqawatar Beach

t

l.ovelie* <41
Pren*iee <»rc

rolic

Buddy Mor'no Ore

Bud

Marianne

Vino Garden*
Lind Bim <31

Presl<in

D

Ilild

Kerlele

Lambert
Dancers

<6)

M.'<

k«

V

Sharp
Sherry

Charlie Carl*

Veini.t

Di !;itan«iv '2»
I'he Cal Ilona >2)

VIel

Cole Ore

Part

lio

Ore

Vcdncaday, May 18 , I949
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LOW-COST RADIO IN BIG PAYOFF
Vauders’ Drive to Get Paid at All
Benefits; K.O. the Theatre Authority
A conference early
belween Henry Dunn,

American

atre, N. Y.. managing director, resulted in an agreement whereby
would permit Weitman to
run the Mt. Sinai Synagogue beneat the
fit slated for tonight (Wed.
Academy of Music, Brooklyn. In
return. Weitman told Dunn that
he would not chairman any more
benefits without permission from

St.

Louis,

May

The era

expensive programs getting
tickets
cancellation
from
their
spon.sors this sea.son sharply rertecl.s the thinking of radio’s heavy
bankrollers.
Clients are no longer willing to
plunk down $20.0()(). or even $15.000, a week for a star-naipe pro-

thority clearance
viously issued.

reveals Handy said he
would furnish the old piano on
which he composed the famous
ditty and other objects connected
with his work.

Darst

j

Crackdown

on

the

(Brooklyn! benefit was

Mt.
tlie

Sinai
result

of AGVA’s feeling that too many
free shindigs have been held recently to the detriment of per-

iormers

and

AGVA

show

business
now' clearing

gram. This is a buyer’s market,
and the advertising agencies and
the spon.sors will talk terms only
if

there’s

I

much
The

I

Billy

nate promoters who get as much as
60% of free-shows’ gross. It’s been
AGV.A’s contention that as long as
promoters get most of the cream
off the top, and musicians, stage-!
hands, the hall, caterei's and others
are
paid,
then the performer
should also get his fee.
As a result, in a quartet of benefits
held last week at Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., three shows

Rose Mulled
j

i

As

^

|

Director Of
!

’56

Expo

Earl Wil.son. N. Y.. Post syndicated columnist, is also on the
schedule, the announcement stating he will bring “a new and interesting slant on the great and near

j

j

|

i

Even $10,000-a-week great.”
their
of
regardless
the pa.st, are getting'
greater deliberation.
i

in

Eye

noce.ssity

Hooper payoff

j

Coin-Conscious

is

“peep show” and may have

a

an impact on the medium’s cuiitenl
and technique.
Large N. Y. retail chains like
Davega and Vim report that ptircontage-wi.se more 12-incli and 16inch receivers are being bought,
while sales of seven-inch models
are plummeting. Jerry Ka.\c. salesmanager of Bruno-New York. KC AVictor’s metropolitan distrib. sass
that his firm is selling every 16inch set it can get its hands on.

Commenting on the implications
more blg-screen telesels, Gilh4M t
Seldes says that TV’s dependeiu-e
oo the out-size clo.u*u|x will be lessened.
Seldes. who headed CBSof

I’V’s

'Scalping’

Out of Town On
'Miss Liberty’
Scalpers are apparently already
trying to “dig” tickets for Broad-

Variety; “Even
W'ay hit shows through Sw’ern’s de(Continued on page 34'
partment store. Trenton, although

curi ob.servation to

Increasing proportion of largerscreen telesets being sold tnay .soon
eliminate the old epithet that video

program

from

department

1037-45 and now is a prof at a
video school, adds that at present
tele relies on closeup and medium

which emphasize cliaracier
and emotion, while films cun use
long shots, which stress action.
shot.s,

TV

audiences), plus the amazthis season of
low-priced packages, are the two
principal factors that have clinched
tlie sponsor’s argument in favor of*
cheap-priced shows.
One of the top execs of General
Foods, one of radio’s top spenders,
only this week made the off-the-

cities

>

(

Brown, embarking on a
be one of the

presented next
Paul Women’s
by the St. Paul
newspaPioneer
Press-Dispatch
pers.
His subject will be “Laughter Is Holy.”

I

!

Sydney. May 17.
Civic authorities and other local
leaders are reported planning an
Continued on page 47
invite to Billy Rose to set up entertainment for an international
Exhib
exliibition here in 1956.
Benny’s Once-a-Month
would include all Aussie indu.stry.
entertainment
greatest
hul also the
pageants ever staged here, from
Show
Kinescoped
aquacades to Shakespeare.
Understood that top local showSet for Lucky Strike men. like Sir Ben Fuller, have
Jack Benr* will do at least one given Rose a terrific boost to the
live televisio.i show a month start- authorities, who’ll soon he laying
ing in the fall for American To- down blueprints for the 1956 even!,
bacco. to augment the ciggie firm's which is planned to link with the
weekly program built around come(Continued on page 20'
dienne Martha Raye. N. W. Ayer ad
agency, which handles the account,
last week put Miss Raye under opBlevins Davis’ Cultural
tion hut has not yet decided on the
format of her show.
Pitch for Rus.-U.S. Amity
Blevins Davis, legit and ballet
Lucky wants Benny to concentrate on his Sunday night radio producer and “angelj” has offered
stan/.a and thus the TV program to finance a month’s visit of Ballet
w ill remain on an experimental Theatre to the Soviet Union, to
facilitate exchange of arts and inbasis.
If it is found that he has
time enough to do more than one crease goodwill between U. S. and
TV show each month, then the the USSR. Offer was made about
schedule might be stepped up to two month.s ago to the Ru.ssian
a bi-weekly basis.
Show will bo, Embas.sy in Washington, with
kine.scoped on the Coa.st for show - Davis agreeing to pay all co.sts,
living
transportation,
including
(Continued on page 54
expenses and salaries of the 60Soviets would
memlx'r troupe.
get the entertainment free, profit
Berles Remarrying
Troupe
if an.\ to go to the USSR.
Joyce Matthew'S and Milton Berle was ofiered for month of SeptemEstimated co.st to
will remarry June 16, and the next ber or October.
day leave for the Coast and the Davi.s would be over $100,000.
tomedian’s Warner Bro.s. picture
Nut having heard from the Emdeal to make “Always Leave Them bassy. na\’is phoned it Monda.\
Laughing.”
'23'. to be informed that a reply
Miss
Matthews,
actress, was on its way. and would be rean
divorced Berle almo.st tw’o years ceived today (Wed.t or tomorrow.
ago when she found she couldn’t No indicatiivn of its nature was rereconcilf hei^ domestic life with vealed
Davis is sponsoring visit
bis career.
They had been m.'tr- ot Hte Virginia State Theatre to
ned six years.
They have an Denmark this rpiing to do a proadopted three-year-old daughter. duction of “Hamlet” at Eisinore.
\ icloi ia.
and has backed Broadway legileis.

$5,000-lo-$7.5()0 price

E.

24.

lecture career, will
“attractions” to be
season by the St.
Institute, spon.sored

of siplioning off
radio coin lor television 'despite
the limited and rcslricted-to-key-

ing

,

Aussie s

a

packages.

Hooper

its
is
large.
own benefits in an effort to elimi-

Joe

May

tag attached.
:

al

Minneapolis,

and

even though Theatre Aumayor.
had been pre-,

AFGV.A

radio

The

I.oiiis

•

of top-budgeted

Joe Brown, Earl Wilson
To Do lecture Series

shows, regardle.ss of name value, is
vani.shing.
unprecedented
number of topflight personalities

24.
“St.

William C. Handy, whose
Blues” has brought fame to
Missouri’s metropolis, will be memorialized in the permanent improvements in the riverfront Jefferson Memorial National Park, according to plans by Joseph M.
Dar.st.
Louis’ newly elected
St.

AGVA

GEORGE ROSEN

By

Honors Handy
Famous Blues Tune

St. Ivouis
Guild of Variety Artists’ treasurei
and Bob Weitman, Paramount tlie*
For

As

Larger-Screen Telesets Increase

J

|

wcek^

tliis

‘Peep Show’ Slur

SPONSOBS PUSS

*

sale of seats there doesn’t start until next Monday (30'.
The store
received a number of mail orders
hast Saturday (21' for the forthi

Hud Barry, ABC’s

TV

feels

v.p.,

that while directors are now (hinking in terms of 10. 12 and 16 inch
sets at home, he doesn’t believe

there will be mueh change productionwise until even bigger .si.reens
are commonplace.
Aside from monetary considerations. size of screens is limited by
Accorclsiz.e of the viewing room.
ing to optical expert s, best viewing distance is from four to eight
times the diagonal of the screen.

i

TV

i

I

1

Webs Say 'Dance’

\

coming musical. “Miss Liberty.”
but forwarded them to the show’s
All
management in New York.
had been sent from New York.

Thus people should sil between
five and 10 .feet away li i/fn a 16inch screen.

i

,

,

i

|

,

1

to keep down tlte cost
summer programming, it looks
like this summer will spark a re-

networks
of

vival of the
.sea.son.

hundred

1

“dance band remote”
figure the few

The webs

line
cost
for
dollars
solve a lot of program

Since
musical will open July 7.
mail orders are now a common
financing headaches.
method used by scalpers for “di'?Even at CBS the “cut. cut. cut” ging”' tickets, those sent to Trenedict has gone out. Usually the Co(Continued on page 20'
lumbia program boys have liberal
budgets to play around with, even

charges

may

'

tor

summertime programming.

But the TV expenditures have
caught up with CBS. as with the
other webs, with the resultant A,\l
curtailments.

j

1

figured curious tliat those
w’ho sent the mail orders addressed
them to the Trenton store, rather
than to the producers. Robert E
Sherwood. Irving Berlin and Moss
Hail, or to tiTe Imperial theatre,
the Broadw'ay house w'here the
It’s

With word passed along at the

FLOCK OF PIX-B’WAY

NAMES ON

SILO CIRCUIT

“

This summer’s strawhat circuit
be studded with an unusually
large roster of top Broadway and
Hollywood names. Par for the
course on the bamyard circuit for
will

film

players

is

$1,000 to $1,.500 a

week.
Tops, how'over. is a lOO'^e legit ^
star, Tallulah Bankhead who hits
the haylofts May 31 with a twoweek engagement In Noel Coward’s
“Private Lives” in Olney. Md.. at
She’ll follow at
^.>.000 a week.
Princeton June 20. with later dates
(Continued on page 19/

Greek Contralto Looks
Like

Another

Sleeper

For Columbia Art.

Mgt

Columbia Artists Mgt.. which
came up this winter with a boxofiice bonanza in the Bulgari.m soprano Ljuba Welit.sch. who was a
click at the N.Y. Met., apparently
has another sleeper in a Greek contralto named Elena Nikolaidi. Latter came into New York this winter completely unheralded, and put

Bridgeport’s First
P. T. Barnum Festival on a song recital in late January
at Town Hall on her own. with no
Bridgeport. May 24.
First
annual Barnum Festival, managerial supervision. Columbia
honoring the famed
showman. merely booked her in tor the usual
Phineas T. Barnum, has Iwhmi set fee.
Reviews next day were raves, the
10.'
for five days starting June
(Continued on page 0,1
.\mong the events planned for the
fete is a .lenny Lind contest to find
a' mod<?rn facsimile of the Swedish
nightingale, a 26-miIe marathon
from Belhel, Conn., to Phineas T.
Barnu Ill’s statue In Seaside Park
here, where a perpetual memorial
light will he ignited, a Big Top hall
the
State Armory, street
at
parades, a clambake to which all

Hayworth for ‘Born’?

Hollywood. .May 24.
Possibility of Rita Ha> worth appearing in “Born Yesterday” for

Columbia will prohahlx lie discussed with her b\ director CMiarles
Vidor, who planed to France MonNew England governors and may- day <231 to attend her wedding to
ors of 19 other Bridgeporls in the Prince Aly Khan.
Play, still on
U. S. will be invited, watersligw. Broadway, was bought by Columathletic events and others.
bia several years ago.
A permanent corporation has
Shooting of the film has been
been set up to handle the evenl.NhcId up because of scripting and
headed by Major Jasper McLcvy.
casting difficulties.

—

—

.

• %

%

»IIKrBLLA>iV

The Old Palace on B way Qicks Big

By

ABKL GREEN
more

,go—on March

years

36

than

1913— Marlin

24,

Beck opened the Palace theatre
on Broadway as the flagship for

two-a-day

bigtime,

vaudeville.

Last week produced possibly an19,
date May
lii.sloric
other
1949 when vaude returned to the
Palace after being in straight pictures since 193.*). And the revival,
on a four-H-day basis, plus a flim
has a good chance to .<^tick.
Ifs a dilTerent type of variety,
njore like the abortive vaudfilin
which the Palace tried in 1935 as
its last gasp, tliree years after the

—

—

week

of vaudeville
w ith first run films at the Palending tonight
N.
Y.,
ace.
First

may

(Wed.)

wind

up

with

close to $27,000, virtually capacity for spot and terrific for
initial

House

stan/.a at current scale.
hit $19. .500 in first four

days, taking, in Saturday and
Sunday, w'hich is better than

Palace in full seven
days in recent weeks with
straight - film policy. Getting
only 5.5c at house opening
weekdays, w'ith 65c matinee
scale and
95c on weekday
nights. Spot lifts to $1.20 top

done

Gold Disk to Monroe
For Millionth ‘Riders’
Camden,

at

Hershey, Pa.,

the return of

was

Critics

See

—

May

3,701

All-time

28.

Two

Sore at Cuts
London, May 24.

Pits’;

Monroe

same time

the

.

Thiu’sday

Performance*
run recora

Runaround

Paris

Paris,

the

In

—

(19).

the cut as well as the unexpurgated version. Result was tremendous
editorial .spla.sh, particularly among
the dailies, with special frontpage
stories, articles and other prominent displays.

.

:

—

Another

bit

Judiciary

Committee

—

.

My

Cohan coun.sel: “The trouble
show when it is just as tough

of

is

to

that too

keep

many

people

going.”

it

How the vwgic world of showmanship operated is perhaps best
exemplified by Ruth Draper
Her act was hi.ssed off the stage in
Pittsburgh, but manager John F. Royal had faith in her. He trimmed
and tightened the act and switched climaxes.
Result: Ruth Draper was transformed into a headliner.
.

was

selected today (Tues.) to investigate
alleged monopolistic practices in
pictures and radio. The subcommittee, chairmaned by Rep. Emanuel Celler (D.. N. Y.), w'iil hold a

There ore theories galore about the two-a-day collapse. Undoubtedly,
the scarcity of fresh material was a vital factor... Yet attempts to

i

develop new routines were usually discouraged .. One of the ino.st
William Morris’ Johnny Hyde
successful vaudevillians was Victor Moore.
He tried to change hisover to discuss picture plans with
act twice
and both times theatre managers forced him to drop the
Rita and Aly.
preliminary meeting next week and new ideas.
Leo (Briefcase) Morrison little- probably will begin hearings by
Moore wow’d ’em for 3 decades with a skit called, ironically:
mothering his "Operation Fatigue” next month.
“Change Your .Act or Go Back to the Woods.”
!

—

i

I

brood.

Pasternacks finally off to
after being hotel-bound account Mrs.’s wrenched knee.
Att
S .lay Kaufman: Lambs’
.4nniversary
program
great
a
tribute to tradition, travail and

Joe

Rome

Muses.

I

1949 come-overs go to bed and
wake up with the same crack,
“Could I have spent that much’?”
Louis
Pierre
Guerin
Mike
Todded the “Skating Vanities
1949” right into a boxoffice smash.
Signs of the Times: The big
majors aren’t using the swank

George Cinq this year for their
pix
personalities
cocktailcrie.s
2()th-Fox used the Raphael hotel
for Celeste Holm; Neil Agnew,
the Claridge: Warners’ flung Errol
Flynn’s at the Lancaster
1949 Cads have to use one-way
streets if they want to get around

Montmartre

or

Cost of the investigation will be
defrayed from a $30,000 appropriaNo essay on the two-a-day would be complete without mention of
tion voted the full committee la.st
the fabulous Eva Tanguay. She was Miss Vaudeville during the early
week. Meanwhile, the subcommit- 1900s
.Audiences were electrified by the sheer force of her persontee expects to call in ineinbers of ality
Eva was frank enough to admit her success was based on
the Economic Council as well as exploitation alone pointing out: “I am not beautiful. I cannot sing.'
experts ef the Bookings Institution I do not know how to act. I am not even graceful” ..But she knew
and the U. S. Chamber of Com- how to provide fodder for the public print.s via backstage brawls
I

1

—

merce for

they’re too fat for the two- ways.
Ethel Smith cancelled her Milan
date ’cause she couldn’t speak
Italian
but accepted a week in

—

Att:

Jim

Lydia:

Matterhoin
Holly.
J'he

—

sugge.stions.
j

probable that the forthcoming probe will include a promised
inquiry into the activities of the
FCC by Rep. Francis Walter (D..
It’s

Pa ), al.so a member of the subcommittee. Walter told the Hou.se

Clifford Case (R., N.
(R..

J.).

climb the
returning to

will

before

.

—

Many

worse

legit stage sparklers

took a fling at vaudeville. Some of the
drahma-fugitives gave the upturned nose treatment to regular twoatiayers
Tops in hamboing was Mrs. Patrick Campbell.
The noted stage actress appeared with the .same company for 10
weeks and never once spoke to the other members.

and Ken-

N. Y.>.

—

Constance Bennett Co.
In ‘John

Here's a good illustration of Hollywood’s debt to vaudeville. The
Palace once displayed an old-timers’ bill composed of former lieadliners who had skidded into oblivion. One act clicked big.
It resulted in a film contract
for .Marie Dressier.

Loves Mary’

Play for

Airlift

—

Troops

Hollywood. May

Oue

most important contributions to vaudeville was mad(
by a little known showman. Albert .M. Palmer.
He erected a theatre
at Madi.son Sq. and introduced a variety show there Sept.
11, 1871.
Thus vaudeville was born in the U, S.
Actress Lily iMngtry was one of the stage luminaries who loiirec
the two-a-day circuit.
A midwest stage manager who wasn’t aware
of her B’way rep innocently inquired: “What do you do?"
She
leplied: “1 ride a Imycle on a tightrope”
’’Aren’t you afraid’”
“Oh, no,” she coo’d. “1 have fallen so many times.”

24.

Con.stance Bennelt and her company are set for a three weeks’
tour in “John Loves Mary to entertain the airlift troops in June at
”

German

tlie

air

bases.

Company

Riviera ean’t decide which
business or the weather.. leaves June 4.
Play, directed by Jus .Addi.ss, of
the earrie: You could have
heard a pin drop when Louella the Coa.st producing firm of Addiss
&
Rorke, will have in its ca.st, beParsons accepted a Cannes call
from Rita at the George V bar sides Miss Bennett. Alan Hale,

is

—

Another teinpestnous temptress was Nora Bayes. She once wired
vaudeville magnate E. F. Albee: “Beginning next w'eek m.v salary
must be $10,000 per w'eek”. .Albee replied: “Your salary will remain $1,000 per week”
Nora opened as scheduled, but after singing 8 bars of her first song she stopped the music and announced:
I’hat’s $1,000 worth of my act”
and walked off.

recently that he’d look into violations of the FCC when the committee received the appropriation.
Other members of the subcommittee include: J. Frank Wil.son
(D., N. Y.). Winfield K. Denton (D.,
Ind.), Earl C. Michener (R., Mich.),

neth B. Keating

and front-page scandals.
-A manager once fined Eva $100 for missing a performance.
She
jiaicl it
then strolled on the .stage, removed a knife from her handbag
and ripped the curtain into ribbons.

—

Montparnasse

awaiting John.

As the censor had made cuts totalling around 1.000 feet in the
film. 20lh showed the London crix

—

It demanded a great deal
Vniidcrille was a rigorous school.
but
George M. Cohan
it gave a great deal more to those willing to learn.
once declared “As a kid in vaudeville I was often on the same bill
with a hoofer that I thought was the best in the world, so I spent
all my time trying to match him. It was the same way with songthere was always somebody a lot
writing, play writing and acting
and I worked to close up the gap.
better than I
notion is the
guy who thinks he’s tops isn’t going to do much climbing.”

Washington, May 24.
special subcommittee of the

A

.

.

In Fdms, Radio
House

21.

.

—
—

try to stop the

I

May

.

.

.

long

Probes Trusts

over 1,300,000, but it w’as a hit
during the war when Victor had
no time for such fanfare.

Rome.
Unprecedented pre - premiere
Clifton Webb has the 20th outpublicity has been accorded 2()thpost here trembling for fear he’ll
F’ox’s
“The .Snake Pit.” which
snub the press crowd.
opened at the Odeon, Marble Arch,
Mis.
John
Garfield
ahead
last

WKEK!

House Group

is

gold copy of “Riders.”
he’ll get another gold one to mark
the 1. 000.000th achieved by his
“There. I’ve Done It Again.” Actually this disk has by now gone
his

By Borrah Mlnevitch

—

.

:i63ril

KEN MURRAY’S

At

elec-

demonstrated at that opening matinee last Thursday (19).
Within two hours the event assumed the proportions of a midday “premiere.” After a curtailed
Warner Pathe Newsreel, Don Albeit’s “Strike Up the Band” and
“No Busine.s.s Like Show Business”
(Continued on page 46)

‘Snake

.

!

presses.

legitininte theatre.

given

flesli

trically

London

The big story on Broadway today is the rebirth of vaudeville. The
truth is it never really succumbed. Its energies were diverted into
Down through the years you
different channels of entertainment
could hear the throb of vaudeville’s heartbeat in films, radio, legit
Many of the leading stars and execs
theatre and now television.
in today’s greasepaint globe were weaned on the tw'o-a-day.
It served
as an incubator for their talents. But more important: Daily contact
with assorted audiences gave them an uncanny .sense of showmanThat gift (more than anything el.se) is why so many vaudeville
ship
headliners are still leading the parade.
In retrospect vaudevilie takes on a rosy hue for those who were
i(s
performers or enjoyed the performances
Actually it was a
rugged world bounded by du.sty coaches, penny-ante salaries, chilly
It was filled with rebulls and
dressing rooms and colder audiences.
disappointments. But it is a memory of youth. And like most youthful
memories it is lit by candlelight and remains glowing and warm.

the moment, slightly more
five weeks since the disk was
released. Victor has shipped al"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"
most 900,000 copies of the record- El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
ing to dealers (which doesn’t mean
And now in world-wide releas*
It’s perhaps
sold) to distributors.
“BILL AISD
the fa.stest hit in the modern recKen Murray’* *
ords of the company, and Victor
Academy Award Film
figures it a cinch to eventually
equal Monroe’s “Ballerina,” which
went over 1.500,000 copies.

which the Palace
public

its

At
than

to this theatre.

affection

from

made by Victor’s Jack Williams
when Monroe plays Hershey Park,

tele-

-

The

to roll

”

25, 1949

Doing the Old Soft^Shoe

24.

be

—
—
idtra modern development —
vision — should prove the common
enjoys with ’the

May

J.,

is

Presentation of the disk will likely

niecca of the bigtime two-a-day
did an el foldo. Current policy is
four-a-day. five shows on Saturday. Expunged by the advance of
mechanized show business talkit’s ironic that an
ers and radio

in

Sky

in the

Saturday-Sunday. getting this
price also on Sunday matinees,
but even- so it is lower than
many straight picture houses
on Bi'oadway.
Word-of-mouth on “getting
change’’ from $l is excellent.

denominator

N.

preparing a goh
recording to mark the 1.000.000
“Riders
Monroe’s
Vaughn
copy of

RCA-Victor

COO”

27G

Palace’s Socko

May

Walter Winchell
In New York

In Four-a-Day Vaudfilm Revival
Slightly

•»

WctlncMlay,

—

On

of the

Ineidentally, one of the biggest theatrical names spawned in vaude
was an actor who received his first important break by perforiniuj

ville

June

Lockhart, Charlotte GreenMajority of the critics question phone.
wood. Binnie Barnes, Gene Lockthe logic of the censor in making
Bob Considine in from Berlin
hart, Hayden Rorke, Mac Daniels
the cuts and also refef to the' film you get a feeling the Biggies aren’t
a.s one of the nui.st realistic, if tergonna make Germany over this and Gene Ashley. Larry .Johns,
scene designer, will plane ahead to
rifying of experiences.
year as expected.
arrange for the- sets. All services
are donated, as are the lighting effects. props and costumes.
.-c
Following the play's o\ erseas run
Addiss & Rorke have a picture
commitment in Italy, before reEnclosed find check for $
turning to resume h'git production
One Year
on the Coast.
Plea.se Send VAPvIETY for

in

Langtry

Mi.ss

act;

Allred Lunt.

Sarah Bernhardt played the Palace
So did Etliel Barrymore
Any troupe*!’ eager to overcome the obstacles of show biz should remember Ethel’s vvi.sdom: “When life knocks you to your knec's, which
it always does and always will
well, that’s the best position in which
to pray, isn’t it?
On my knees. That’s where I learned.”
.

—

f.

SnbH€*ripiion

Order Form
Two

When some opening-matinee patrons got up in bunches and walked
(to beat the crowd) Ben Bernie intoned: “I’d rather see them
walking away from me than have them rushing toward me!”
It was this eraek. we think, that
first attracted attention lo the
lact that Bernie was good at the fast comc-back.

out

Years

It reminds ns of the lime Bernie was playing the Palace and fol*
lowed Kamo’s Monks
He was furious. He squawked to manager
Elmer Rogers. “If 1 have to follow the monks.” he .said, ”ril quit!
“Hold your horses,” comforted Mr. Rogei’s. “I was going to change
you. anyway. I’m afraid the audience will think it’s an encorel”

MARY McCARTY’S DISKS

lo
(rieaii* Print

Kama)

Mary McCarty, one

of the

femme

’’

leads

in
the forthcoming "Miss
Liberty
legiter,
has signed her
first recording deal. She’ll cut four

Street

”

Zone

City

sides

State

Regular Subscription Rates
Two Yeors $18.00
One Year—>$10.00

—

Canada and Foreign— $1

Additionol per Year

U^rTety
154 West 46th Street

Inc.

New

York

19, N. Y.

for

Columbia and

is

under

”

Tliinp.s Thai Come Back: "He loved her but tlie .season cIose<l
"What do 1 want for bows:? Applause!”
"Y’slioulda caught us
llie matinee”
"They sit down front and devour their young!
When
kick t|^' wife in the face vamp till ready”. “I km»w she
has pretty legs, hut how about looking at me for a change?
v.otuler they’re booked steady.
She does the biz for the act!”

option tliercafler. This is in addition to the "Liberty” aihuin .she
will eut with the original Broadcast.
.'linger - comedienne
has
off the Admiral lelevi.si»)n

"

and

—

I

way

bow ed
series

rehearsing in the RotwrI E.
Sherwoi^'-lrving Berlin musical,
which premieres .Mine 13 in Philadelphia ami opens July, at ihe imperial, .\. Y. Glurica Safier is her

.

is

agent.

If yon ])lcase. piol’essor.
Bring me on with "Give My Ri'g-'cds to
Hr(»adway” with lots of brass. Segue irilo Iwo choru.scs of “Swanec
liiver” pizzicato and pianissimo— until the last four bars.
Then Bring
H Up Fast and forte for the exif and the hows.

—

‘

i

)

(Kcprlnlrd from N. V. Mirror)

WediM»d«7t **«y 25, 1949

nCTlJKBS

ANGLO-U. S. FILM ‘ACCORD' FADES
Young Not \Wfo Out of E; Would Be
Take

Willing to

Roborl R. Young is definitely nol4planning to dispose of his entire
majority interest in Eagle Lion in
the current negotiations with Edward Small. It is understood from
top parties to the negotiations thai
Young is wilirng, at most, to enter
into a partnership agreement with
the Coast producer.
;

I

rough outline, would see
charge of production and

Small in
with partial control over distribution. with Young deeply involved

i

l.nurel,

While

buy
into EL with a combination of cash
and other assets, including residual income on some of his picture.s.
story properties and scripts. Young,
in turn, would be required to bring
capital

With

Tins

1..

late

in

to the
dishes, are

at

Eye Buying Into

put up cash as well as other asthere was much trade doulit

sets,

I

Continued on page

Film Classics
I’ro.'ipects are said fo look moderalely favorable at the momenl
lor (he deal by which Si Fahian
and the syridicale of circuit operators with which he is assodaled

2t)i

I

Picking

Cream

of

Bernhard when FCs
vorcement from Cinecolor lakes
led in a few weeks.
.Joseph

The

last

week di.spatchcd

to

Moscow

1

a

second list of 100. Soviets are sum
posed to choo.se out. of this group
product they desire to buy under
the deal made with Motion Picture
Assn, of America prez Eric .Johnston when he was in Russia l.ist
fall.

I

i

thi.s

Bernhard and Fabian have spent

much

Kremlin recently sent to the Motion Picture Export Assn., which

ation. Distributing

Future Film Fests

time.

company, which

Companies Via Prod.

re-

Hollywood. May 24.
film companies are
aiiiiiiiR to defrost about $25,000,000
this year in frigid coin through
funds blocked by governmental
policies in England. France. Italy
and Argentina, To date. Ainerieaii
producers liave completed si.\ pic-

a

*

1

,

i

overseas, with four currently
in work and 15 more in prepara-

ITALO CLAIM ON DOS

tion.

Actress Alida Valli is the centre
of a h.Tssle currently between Selznick Rel<‘asing Organization and
Savoia Films of Rome.
Savoia
claims that
it
has di.stribution

liquidated

has

in

Continuance of hot weather, witli
beat interrupted by bad storms in
some section.s. is not doing biz, any

Tr>d« Mark naRlatarrif
iforvDKi) nv KiMi; siovkiiman
Weekly b.r T.ARIICTY, Inr.

ruhlinlirti

is

the negotiating

good

in
V.VRiF.TY.

key

cities

covered

nier

fSII

in

I

in

looms
proxed
Night"

8l‘HSCRIPTlON

second

(I’ar*.

wliich

week,
Boston and

into the \. Y. I’ar

thi.s

average in
“Forbidden Street”

just

t’JOth'

as

mild

in

(

Pacific" t2()lhi. fast in Pittsburgh,
SOI k in \. Y.. w ith launching
of xaiide at Palace.
'I’he Set-Up” <RKO' now proving a sli'ong entry in nahe houses,
shapes big in Montreal, “Force ot
E\il" <M-G> while mild in Bosis

is doing okaj
in Cleveland.
“Bride of Vengeance”
Par
continues to disappoint, being fair

ton

j

'

(

'

;

:

'

Forelsn .... |11
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\audeville

in

^Puyes

11

Bills

In.'-ide

Baltimore a.s it
at .\. Y. Roxy. “Night Unto
<\VB'. another new film,
is
disappointing to dim in some
live ke.xs this frame.
'Red Pony”
Re^^hough mild
is fast enough to tof^new K. C. pix.
"Undercover Man" (Coli look.s
best bei in Minneapolis. “Canadian

•

dt.

Ann'ial
$10
Stnale Copies

’

“Manhandled'’

Buffalo.

1

No

is

shapes

N

CJiU-aco 1
MlrhlRiin Ava
l.ondon Wrt
Martlii'a 1*1., Tiafaixar tq.

SCO

Cleveland.

comes

1*.

Vtirrn Sfrrat

Waatilnglon 4
1293 National Hre»s RuMiUng

doing just okay on initial
holdover round at N. Y. Music
Hall, is solid in Chicago after winding up four very profitable weeks

by

Pieslileiit

West 46th St., New TotK
Hollywood SA

N. Y. Victoria. “Stratton.”

at

whicli

Kilverinan,

.S!(|

la4

.stage.

holding up well

is

week

•

1

'
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Still

SRO’s “Paradine
“Flamingo Road” (WBi is back
Case" in return for releasing to $4..i0().0()0 on “Quo Vadi.s” in Italy.
David O. Solznick the contract that Warners is producing "Stage on lop of lieap after sagging to
it had on Miss
Valli’s services.
Fright" with imprisoned dollars in third place last stanza. “Barklevs
Antonio Mosco head of Savoia. London, and Walt Disney is doing of Broadway” <M-G' again will be
maintains that the agreement gave the same with his high-budget pro- ill second slot while “Belvedere to
him Italian rights not only t») duction. “Treasure Island." willi College" (2(ltli'. national champ
‘Paradine,’’ in which the actress location spots scattered atioul Eng- Iasi session, i.s third.
is starred, but other pix,
'fhe Champion” iU.\' is ending
Seiznick land.
Republic is making “Tlie
asserts that the contract provides .Avengers" in Argentina and
up a big fourth, and "The Window"
is
Savoia is to got only ttie first sending a company to Africa for a
RKO' is winning filth money.
American pic in w'hich Miss Valli wild animal picture in the Britisli Sixth position goes to "We were
appears as “sole feminine star." colonial sector. Other such proj- Strangers” ((’olt.
Outside of these tcqi six. the field
^ince .Ann Todd was co-starred in ects ill the offing are: Lniver.sal“Paradine,” DOS says tills does Inlernational. “F’ox in Chains." is hadli split up with outstanding
not fit the pattern.
iimner-up
pix being "Ball Games"
hlals; B. P. Schulberg. "Goya and
It
was said at SRO vesterdav the Duchess of .Alba." Italy: 2(lth- t.M-Gt. "(Quartet” <EL'. "El Paso"
yesterday (Tuesdayi that Savoia Fox. "The Sundowners." Australia; 'Par'. "Red Shoes" lEL). "Streets
"ould definitely not get “Paradine." ".\ighl and the C’ity" and "21 Bow ot l.aredo" fPar' and ’.Ma, Pa
In the meantime. Benjamin Pep- Street." London; ’’M> Old Man.”, Kettle" d
Few of
in lliat order.
Rm- C. S. attorney for the Italian I’aris, and “Hooray for the Scan- tliese look particularly sharp exdistrib. served formal demand that dinavian.s.” Sweden; W’arners. “The cepting “Game” and “Quariet.”
the picture be made available to it ’I’hief of V’enice,” Ital\
There’s not much exciting among
Hal Waland that “appropriate action” will lis. Seiitomber.” ltal>. and .Allen tlie new pictures, with the exceiv
be taken to prevent distribution by and Tone, “La Vie Paiisienne," tion .of “Home ot Brave” (UA*
anyone else.
iaiid “Sliatlon Story" tM-Gi. ForFrance.
'

'

(Uie
time in

Result is llial total take
from some 22 representative ke\s
S’i.OOO.OOO oil ”1 Was a .Male War
will hit lowest level in man> weeks.
Bride" and will unfree/.e about
pictures are being
Black Even the bigger
.$4(100,000 more on "The
hurl to some extent, with the top
shooting in North.
Rose." now
three all below $200,000 apiece.
thaw
out
intends
to
Metro
.Nfriia.

Twentieth-Fox

'

S.avo

also lively picture interest

i.s

“Death of a Salesman,” with a
it
may be grabbed by
20th-Fo\. or produced in tlie east
Continued on page 52
possiliility

Hurting Trade ‘Flamingo/ ‘Barkleys,*
‘Belvedere,* ‘Champion,* ‘Window* Best Bets

Heat

tlie

ill

National Boxoffice Surv ey

,

tui<*s

Tliere

back in Hollywood
September, and a
some
possible 20tli-Fox film, at present

now

Hollywood

Savo’s 2 Italo Pix

The first will be
Iwii films lliere.
the screen ad.ipl.it ion of his aiitobiog'. ph\. ‘‘Little World, Hello.”
to be produced by Salvator! Films
Tliis will be followed by
in June.
ail as yet unknown pic to lie produced by Ferruccio Caramelli. Both
films will have P!nglish and Italian
dialog combined.

year premium on the policy.
has a cash surrender value
approximately $400,000 and
of
the b.ink is understood to lia\e
loaned 90’^r of that sum on it.

000

to
ia*’i-

screen

for

i

and formed 20th Century
l^roductions with Darryl F, /anuck.
U.\ lias continued -to pay the $40.It

S.

rights

M.irket

.Jimmy S;ivo. who left for Ital.x
Mond.ay <23i. is sclicdulcd to make

which was
was taken out on

Schenck subsequently

Of Legit-Screen Buys
Broadway shows, dormant for
last several seasons, remained

tlie

Jimmy

the 20th-Fox exec’s life about 1927.
wlien be was elected prc.xy of LA.
.Althougli

1

Abroad Seen for U.

I

rights in Italy to

oper-

$35,000,000 Unfreezing

liaison,

VALLI IN MIDDLE OF

FC

Enliven Slow Season

ali\el\ quiet during 194H-49. Not a
single production, of this or previous seasons, was sold to Hollvwood.
Ihiwever. there was a quickening
tlie appraising bodies internation- ot interest during the latter lialt i*f
al.
but it is understood that the the season, with spirited bidding
Yanks are putting it prett.x mucli for a few properties.
on a take-it-or-leave-il basis.
Hottest item of the current -seaFeeling is tliat the American pix son list is “Detective Story, “ for
C’ontinucd on page 52*
iwhieh several studios are diekeriiig, with a $500,000 price reported.

polic.v,

asset,

would

that they will take part only
judges are Italian. Venice
group is hedging, trying to keep

if all

the di.stributing company.

UA

said,

them

$1,000,000 insurance polic\
hcltl liy Lnilcd Artists on the tile

The insurance

was

‘Finian’-'Aimy’ Deals

lieing held.

The

major

it

probably be lield guilty of eonand violation ot the antitrust laws were it to attempt to
(Continued on page 20

.spir.‘tf>’

First to he given this word were
the organizers of tlie Venice Festival. one of the most important in
Europe. I'. S. studios have iiotiflied

On Schenck Policy

a

wood’s “bad ^ys” and girls be
given the heave-ho.
Columnist - commentator Jimmy
F'idler is the latest to plump for
the Siberia treatment, taking a
bitter stand in his broadcast Sunday (2;!i night. He declared that
the industry should give “police
power” to the Motion I*leture Assn,
of America prexy or. if .lohnston
already had such pow'cr, he ought
to be kicked out for not using it.
Industry toppers quickly pointed
out that there are both legal and
moral barriers to the authority with
which Fidler and the many others
idea
the
suggested
wlio
liaAO
cloaked.
.lohnston
would
have

MP.\ A board,

Soviets and their satellites
aren’t going to give tlie needles to
Yank pix at the film festivals this
,\ear.
wliile using the events to
hoosf their own product, if the
.\meric.iii companies can help it.
They aim to participate in the expositions of cinematic wares oni.x’
if
membership on the boards of
judges is restricted to nationals of
the counir.v w liere the event i.s

signed

Prints in IGm gauge are now being assembled of the 24 pix which
the Soviet officials want to gander.
1'hey will
be accompanied, as

.‘i.T

week together,

(Continued on page 20

tures.

by Louis Kanturek.
organization’s
European
eastern
rep.
Visa has been reque.sted fur
( Continued
on page

the past

going over figures on the

I

handles the territory for the L'. S.
companies, the names of 24 pix
which it wants to see out of the
original li.st of 100.
This was accompanied by a request for submission of possible additional pic-

MPE.\

of

Any

Influence’ at

UA Borrowed 350G

ef-

Wary of USSR

O.S.

.

di-

trol.

j

and

II

Hicliard Rodgers.”

ii is believed that
the plan coiilemplates the F'abian groups putof .losejih M. Schcnck has been
ting between $300,000 and $400,000
"liocked." it was learned this week.
into FC to give it new working
It
ha;s been juit up as collater;il
capital after it ceases to be a with the Bankers
Trust Co.. N. V,.
wholl.\ -owned subsid of Cinecolor.
for a loan of about .SiloO.OOO.
and to guarantee financing for iiiTransaction is understood to
die producers releasing through have taken place some time ago.
FC. This would give tlie Fabian tint kept liush-husli. Coin advanced
a minority interest, with liy
s.\ ndicate
the bank has been used in
Bernhard exercising majority con- financing tlie operating expenses of

American Film Crop
Russians don’t think they can
find 20 satisfactory pix among the
100 titles originally submitted to
them, and the American industry

Hammerstcin

Oscar

was

Since J. Arthur Rank said at the
time of the Washington huddles
in April that he would not be coming back, that would leave Sir
Heniy French, -diivctor of the
British Film Producers Assn
as
(Continued on page 19»

buy into Film Classics. 'I'Iic.n
would become partners with prez

On

“Okla-

heralds the reissue
as “the only motion picture
e\’er made by the writers of
‘Pacific’
and ‘Oklahoma!’
Hilling

ma.\

Russians' Choosey

and

Pacific’’

homa I".

considerable cloudiness concerning the plans of Sir Alexander
Korda to come to this country.
Korda’s plans could not be definitely
ascertained
up to late
yesterday (Tue.sday) aftemoon, but
it
is known that he has not been
figuring on returning to the U. S.

“ps\-

Fabian-Gamble

endeavoring to consummate a de.il
whereliN his experience and kiiow-

“Soutli

in

that there

sides that the

these

expres.sed on this point.
Ili.story
of Small’s highly-successful operations over the years would lend
credence to the idea that he was

a
,

.so
strong op all
whole matter could
be considered a dead issue.
Backing up the reports that the
se.ssion
might be cancelled was

proposals

for

agreed to

getting extra mileage out of
reissue playdate of 20thFox’s “State Fair,” by booking
up billing with the hit shows
is

!

British as yet
if ever.
In any case, it was said in top industry circles, opposition to the

giveaways catch on.

cho’’

j

i

—

with the

on

Other exhibs, sticking
tlie

month

Eric Johnston will become no
“czar” with power to banish from
the film rindu.stry errant stars or
others whose personal moral practices cause unfavorable coininent.
That appeared definite in a survey by V.ARiKTY this week of top
industry exec opinion, following an
oft-revived suggestion that Holly-

Musical Retake
New York City nabe theatre

j

no basis for further meetings

is

.Tune.

show

Anthony’s

more conventional
watching whether

Despite a.ssurances from the ne-

Small

1..

the

ligltt.

two new sources of coin. Serge
Semenenko. repping the First National Bank of Boston, has agreed
to throw in further financing.
gotiators that

and

Brooklyn,

Anglo-American stanzas

initial

the Capjtal last

WiVlGAI, N. Y., is conducted
without an audience, his p.a.
performances will be staged
with the participants in a spot-

currently being conducted.
Reportedly. Small would

additional outside
operating expenses.

b.o, is free marital
advice.
John J. Anthony,
originator of the “Good Will
Hour’’ radio show, has been
booked by the Rugoflf & Becker chain to conduct his “agony”
program' on stage at the

Oceana,

in the financing and di.stributing
end. Extent of the authority each
of the two men would hold is the
point on which negotiations are

in

hypo the

|

i

Anglo-American

of the

Films Council slated for Washington June *2 and 3 may very likely
be cancelled, it was reported in
New' York this w'eek. It was said
that there is such wide disagreement among U. S. companies regarding the propo.sals made at the

trend in giveaways to

I.atest

Xzar’ Could Never Be Absolute

TD
Session

Agony Heart Hypo

i

Plan, in

Small as Pard

in

Wby Film Industry

Execs Explain

UAII.T VARIf'.TV
(PuMished In Hollywood by
Pally Variety. I. Id.
111 a Tear— $20 it'oreica
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Samuel Goldwyn’s quest

a

to replace Teresa Wright on
his contract list has ended with the
inkini? of a Broadwav bit Dlavpr
and former Sehrafft’s hostess. She

femme

^

W|||| p lY
W nil A lA

for

25, 1949

WB>Shea Circuit Both Ask Court To

I

-

III
Others, on 'What’s Rig IlL

Legiter Phyllis Kirk To
Get the Goldwyn Buildup

,

Balaban, Depinet, Johnsto Hy uKOUrdSy

May

Weilneeday,

.

,

ff

I

'

Unravel Tangle in Former Ohio Pool
—
Warner Bros. Theatres
siwi

*tre in the country \\ithin seven to
10 years and "parlor television will
lake its place alongside home
movies. Big-time television will be
built solidly on a motion picture

i

|

is

base.”
That's the opinion of six top industry execs quoted in an unusual
feature. "What's Right With Holly-

;

were Bamey Balaban, Paramount
prez; Ned E. Depinet, Sp.vros Skoul

Eric Johnston. MPA A prez,
acted as moderator; Jo.seph I.

as,

who

'

been held recently.
ceived and set up by

It

WB Priming^Big

j

Breen, Production Code Administrator. who flew in from Holly wood for the huddle, and Francis
llarmon. v.p. of the MPA A.
Feature is an an.swer to the various "What's wrong with the
movies'.’” roundtables which have

!

and Joan Evans

Sales Meet in N.Y.

j

’

Waller,

the

New
MPAA,

last

10

years,

Warner

Femme

a
$1,000
getting
is
for a lO-week stint in the
with Goldwyn holding an option on her services for seven more
years. She got an unusually fainey
deal for a newcomer as result of
her unwillingness to accept a Hollywood contract. Among the concessions was permission to take
time out for appearance in a Broadway play every second year,
Mi.ss Kirk was .spotted by Gold^wyn talent chief Billy Selvvvn in
"Laughter.”
Paul Small is her

has no

New York

in

It

Timing of the convention in the
wake of arou.sed exhibitor opinion
stemming from the so-called "20thFox Plan” will give Warners its

8 Questions
Eight que.stions were presented
for discussion by the .se.xtet of
execs. Fir.^it was, "What is the industry doing to preserve and maintain its position as the nation's
foremo.st mass entertainment me-

eralized

"By

succeed only when

has the right

facilities

it

and

talent
large-.scrcen.

,

will be u.sed on
No. 3 question was why large
(Continued on page 18)

which

'

j

I

I

Cowan’s

Int’I

Buildup

Plans for His

Marx

rental

policy.

The convention
under the shadow

"The Journey

of

Simon Mc-

been

says,

for

some time,

1

j

is

succe.s.sive

brief stales, films

i

|

|

earnings position. Equally importin Newark to feature pix. But
trade holds that it's only a ant i.s that the amortization period.s
matter of time before the other have run out or are near the end
on the streak of high cost films
reel houses bite the dust.
Video's ability to get the late.st on w hich U embarked. Company
news on the air before regular execs and financial circles reviewing this period feel that the quality
fiickeries has dampened general
interest in the theatre reels. The of the product was sati.sfactory,
major newsreel companies, more- but choice of subject matter was
over, have failed to come up with poor, a condition which has since
a novel format that would be di.s- been corrected.

decision in the N. Y. cir-

louring .Allied military clubs in cuit court holding that Danny
the U. S. zone. They’ll play the Gardella, barred from the major
provinces in a vaude tm-n for sev- baseball leagues after jumping to
eral weeks, and then into the Pal- play hall in Mexico, could sue
larlium, Cowan hopes lo open his under the Sherman act which pro“Love Happy” in a West End Lon- tects the individual right to purdon house during the Marxes’ Pal- sue one’s calling.
ladium run and tie in on publicity
"Blacklist ii^llollywood Is now
for the world preem of the film extended to '*flhe and production
Effort will be made to give Harpo of works by the plaintiffs,” Kenny
the .'.ame promotional buildup that .said.
"When originally established. it applied only to employDanny Kaye got.
Cowan i.s also negotiating with ment. The ptu’pctual banning of
y.,aurence Olivier to appear in a these men which picvcnt.s them
gag ending for the film with Harpo from tollowing their (ailing is a
«nd Cliico. In the meantime, he's conspiracy in restraint of trade.”
Plaintiffs are Maltz. Alvah Besbolding up U. S. release of the pic
until fall to take advantage of puh- sie,'’' Samuel Grnitz, .lohn Howard
li»‘ity
via
Groucho Marx's radio Lawson. Lester Cole. Ring Lard«how, which goe.< off over the sum- ner, Jr., Dalton Trumbo. Edward
mer, and the Metro buildup of Dmytryk, Herbert Biberman and
Vera-Ellen, who co-stars.
Femme Adrian Scott,
Defendants are
Is currently working with
Gene MPA A, Loew’s, 2()th-Fox. ColmnParamount. - Republic,
Kelly in M-G’s “On the Town." and bia.
Hal
Roach, Univer.sal, Warner Bros.,
is to go into another musical for
and RKO.
the studio opposite Fred Astaire.

WB

one

|

ship
^

|

make up

labor contracts w'ilh the

dividual

lATSE. according

to

Roy Brower,

international representative, giving
that organization “sole jurisdiction

over

all

machine and mechanical

work in the industry.” Contracts
end one phase of a long fight between lATSE and the Conference
of Studio Unions, headed by Her-

j

Par Drops Fairbanks’

al

years ago.

expected that Shea and War-

of

file

counter-suits in both

courts.

N. Y. to L. A.
Buddy Clark
Ned Depinet
Norman Frescott
Bernard Hart

A Herman
I

Deborah Kerr
Sol Lesser
Ida Lupino
Fredrie March

C'ompanies signing the pact were
Paramount. Metro, RKO. ColumRepublic, Warners, Universal-

Collier

United

it«
old-standby series of shorts
from its 1949-.50 releasing .schedule
because the rising production nut
Italian Agent Scouting
has turned the profitable trio into
Hollywood, May 24.
a losing proposition.
The three
.Arrigo Colombo. Italian talent
series, all made by Jerry Fairagent, is in town hunting Ameribanks,
are
“Popular Science."
can thesps for four pictures to be
“Unusual Occupations” and
filmed In Rome.
’’Speaking of Animals.” With these
Italian producers, Colombo said,
briefies lopped. Fairbanks’ producare looking toward the American
lion lies with Par end.
and British markets for profits,
Tightening of Par’s shorts profollowing the succe.ss of “Peace,”
duction program brings down the
“Paisan
and other films that
total to be released in 1949-.50 to
clicked outside Italy.
.52 from a previous 70,
Additionally.
company will continue its
|

Eric Tlior.son

Arthur Treacher

Young
L. A. to N. Y.
Gene Autry
.loan
Phil

Bennett

Berg
Lou Cowan

i

Jack

Dawn

I

|

j
'

'

’

'

usual

104 issues of the newsreel.

N. Y. to Europe

To meet the television threat, an
increasing number of reels will be

Thomas

confined to one subject each in a
combo of spot news and editorial
treatment.
“Popeye Cartoons,” top shorts
earner tor the company, are again
on the releasing slate. Costing
about $6,5.000 each, including print

Jean Charles

and di.stribuf ion expcn.scs,
string of cartoons brings in

Bennett

J.

tiarald A.

Bowden

Mrs. Elizabeth S. Colclough
Lester Cowan
I.ew (trade

Emmerich Kalman
Rene Le Roy
Jules I^evey

this

Harpo Marx

some

Steve Miller

per pic.
Another
moneymaker is the Screen .Songs
cartoons, generally good for $10.000 profit each domestically.

Jean Sahlon

$1.5.000

profit

.Slate

shorts. 12

calls

for

eight

Popeye

Screen Song cartoons, 10

Nov( Itoon cartoons, six reissues of
Paramount Champions, six Pacemakers and 10 Granlland Rice
Sportlighls.

Anna Neagle
Ann Ronan

Jimmy Savo
William Traum
Herbert Wilcox
Michael Wilding

Europe to N. Y.
Robert I.antz

Hugh Terry

intact.

I

Erne.st Martin
Stephen McNally
Dave Taps

International, 20th-Fox,
Artists and Hal Roach.

still

Harold Corp. It has been doing
under the original pooling deal
which was extended to 1956 sever-

bert K. Sorrell,

bia.

Trio of Shorts Series

is

this

On Mechanical Labor

the lost ground.

Paramount has dropped three

lA Pact

Hollywood, May 24.
major studios signed in-

Ten

not

j

Paramount

in

It’s

in

elaim-

Shea will defend with a declaration that it has been turning over
the Paramount’s receipts to the

ners will

10 Studios

is

that other aspects of the pool
have been nullified by the statutory decree but the joint owner-

i

j

in

into

**'8
I

|

tinct

were booked

the three houses in a manner calculated to build the Warner into
the best house and the Park into
the worst. Positions of the two theatres, the brief contends, were exactly reversed before the pool.
Shea is asking the court to dissolve the joint venture as of June,
1947, when a Federal court statutory decree ruled pools illegal, and
grant an equal division of the
profits and assets of the theatres.
They are also asking that a receiver be appointed to take possession of the three theatres until
the ease is adjudicated.
Warners’ brief, filed by Luther
Day in Cleveland Federal court,
alleges that Shea has failed to account for the profits of the joinlly-

J

the

of
re-

fused to account for the profits and
assets of the Warner house.
Under the pooling arrangement, the

i

from the spot news coverage
TV. Exhibs operating standard
theatres have also noted a drop
in
the appeal of newsreels In
video's mass circulation areas.
Newsreel houses, moreover, have
never fully recovered from the
.sharp postwar decline in audience
reaction to news items. Boxoffice
‘Hollywood 10’ Sue for
returns fell between 30 to 50*^ r of
$51,858,795; ‘Blacklist’? their wartime peak despite the
shift of the reel houses to- shorts
Hollywood, Mav 24.
and cartoons. Attendance rose durThe “Hollywood 10” filed a ing the hot period of
the east-w'e.st
Federal court suit in Los An- cold war last
year but could

Kcever,” after purchase for $35.000.
Second rca.son for suit, he

Europe

in

third

Newsreel Theatres, Inc., are fol- a net lo.ss of about $200,000 for
which will
lowing the trail taken by most of the first six months,
be washed out by income during
the Trans-Lux’ chain which now
.second half of the year, and
the
has only one out of its eight houses
12on an exclusive newsreel policy, result in a net profit for the
W. French Githens, prexy of the month period ending next Oct. 31.
Success
of “Ma and Pa Kettle”
Embassy chain, declares no plans
and "Family Honeymoon” are acare afoot to convert three other
newsreel hou-ses in New York and counting in part for the improved

of the company’s distrib-exhib setup. Splitup of the Warner theatre
w'hich will accent the importance of the company’s distrib
operations, will spur the convention to adopt a forceful promotion
and selling line.

novel,

the

$700,000 in the November- DecernEmbassy houses, operated by the ber-January quarter. It will give

Federal court decision that will
probably order partial divorcement

over the weekend for London, while Chico has
in

ally of television's inroads is the
Einbas.sy in the Airlines Terminal
bldg., N. y., which opens today
(Wed. with a J. Arthur Rank film
feature. "All Over the Town.”

also

,

left

be

vvill

tor

Second fi.scal quarter, which
wound up at the end of April, will
show' a net profit of about $.500,000
in the report, to be issued shortly.
This compares with a lo.ss of about

^

meet
of an impending
will

I

Marx

May

According to the Shea brief,
by O’Brien, Driscoll, Raftery

filed

& Lawler. Warners pulled out
the black
the pool in 1947 and thereafter

'

•

llai'po

3(1

amortizations.

TV’s Inroads Blamed

Warners

:

in the year.

Corp. later taken over by the Warners under the title of the Harold
Corp. Under the pool’s operation
from 1933 to 1947, profits from the
three houses were divvied on a
.50-50
basis although Shea continued to operate the Park. WB the
Warner theatre and both operated

>

Lester Cowan heads for England
this week to clo.se a deal there with
Associated Briti.sh Pictures Corp.
for United Kingdom distribution
of his new Marx Bros, feature,
“Love Happy.” United .Artists is
handling the fllm in the U. S. and
Canada, to which the company's
distribution rights are restricted.
By closing the releasing deal
with ABPC, Cowan figure.^ he will
virtually automatically insure book- geles yesterday (Mon.) asking $51,ings for the fllm on the affiliated 8.58,795 damages from the Motion
As.sociated British Cinemas circuit, Picture A.ssn. of America and the
which otherwise plays only Warner majors. Action charges industry
Bros, and Metro product 'from the w’ith drawing up a "blacklist” in
U. S. U.\ has been having great restraint of trade under the SherPrevious suit
difficulty getting any circuit book- nian-Clayton act.
filed
$35,038,325
in
Caliings for the Aims of its producers. for
In addition, Cowan has on the foiTiia state court is still pending,
Are a possible production deal with as are five contract reinstatement
ABPC. If it is consummated, he. suits which total more than
is to make "Sorrel and .Son” in $1,000, 000 demanding back pay.
Robert W. Kenny. law'yer for
England in partnership with Associated in .August. He'.s also going the 10, says the new action has
lo gander the possibility of making been brought because of 20th- Fox
shelving Albert Mallz’
a Marx Bros, pic in London late recently
I

Black

in the

Universal
in

Another newsreel theatre casu-i

circuit,

Pic

a.ssistant

month. Company execs and financial circles View it as marking a
con.siderable turning point in the
outfit’s affairs and see a fairly good
year in light of income prospects
and reduced costs and picture

Shifts to Features;

will undoubtedly declare its intention to sell each film’ according to
its merits, although the company
will naturaMy but quietly favor the
"restoration of the balance of
profits within the indu.stry.”

Second query, concerning video,
drew the reply from Skouras that
it will be a boon to the film indus-

Hunt,

Carleton

G.

the Paramount.

Another Newsreeler

chance to handle the hot potato of
rental boosts. It’s more than likely, however, that WB execs will
stay out of the controversy by sidestepping any definition of a gen-

«

the N. Y. action and the defendant in Cleveland.
Case involves the Warner. Park
and Paramount theatres in Youngsfown. w'hieh were plttccd into a
pooling arrangement in 1933 by
Shea and the General 'I’heatre

Successive Month

in

veepee.

outlet, however.

try, but will

U

i

New York

opened

Cleveland to disentangle the profit.s
and a.ssets of a three-theatre Warner-Shea pool in Youngstown. O,
Shea Theatres is the plaintiff in

treasurer.

its

is

or Los Angeles

dium?” Balaban answered:
making better pictures.”

and

fllm.

next month.
Studio execs, headed by production
tion

24.

secretary; Johnny Green, a.ssi.slant
secretary: Fred Metzler, treasurer,

week

Bros,

May

first veepee; Dore Schary,
veepee; Emmett Lavery,

Murphy,
second

stature.

will hold a full-dre.ss sales conven-

which

new.^papers and
ineti opolitan
said to have l.'i.OOO.OOO readers.

"Beloved Over

flackery will give

her the full treatment, and the
producer plans to build her to top

in Parade itself,
Hollywood was given a critical o.o.
by people in various phases of the chief Jack L. Warner, will head
Indu.stry and by critics, columnists east shortly lo huddle with homeoffice execs on policy formulation
and public.
Parade is a Saturday-Sunday at the conclave which will be chairmajor
24
by
manned by Ben Kalmenson, sales
used
magazine insert

ticles

in

Hollywood,

Charles Brackett was elected
president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to
succeed Jean Hersholt, who held
Hie ofTice four consecutive terms.
Other new officers are George

agent.

Gearing for the liquidation of
most ambitious production slate

j

York press chief for the
following a series of arin

Goldwjn

All.”

Enterpri.ses

double-decker legal fight Monday
Brackett Heads Acad,
(23) In
N. Y. aupreme court
Succeeding Hersholt and the the
Federal district court in

'

was con-

Tom

in

of "Present Laughter.”
Mi.ss Kirk will exit her legit assignment about June 15 to report
to the Goldwyn .studio in preparation for a role wit It Farley Granger

j

Walt Disney will make 10 foreign language versions of each of
his forthcoming cartoon features,
"Alice in Wonderland” and "CinFilms will be dubbed in
wood'.'”. in next weekend's Parade derella.”
mag. The half-dozen toppers sat French, Dutch, Italian, Swedish.
Spanish. PortuDanish.
German.
•round a table at Motion Picture
Assn, of America headquarters in guese, Hindustani and Japanese.
Headquarters of the dubbing
New York and spoke their thoughts
into a tape-recorder to provide the process will be Paris, with John
W. Cutting in charge. Top perinterview for the mag.
their
contribute
will
Participants at the two-hour ses- formers
•ion, which was held last April, voices to the cartoon characters.

Theatre

the Theatre Guild’s “My
Is Aquilon” la.st season, and
currently in the road company

debut
.Name

Disney’s ‘Alice,’ ‘Cindy’
Into 10 Foreign Tongues
Hollywood. May 24.

Don De Fore
Douglas Dick
Brian Donlevy
Bernard Dudley
Everett F'reeman
James R. Grainger
Mitchell Hamilburg

Edward

L.

Hyman

.Anne Jeffreys

Mike Kaplan
F]lia Kazan
Paul Lukas
George Montgomery
Constance Moore
Dudley Nichols
J.

K.

Nunan

Dinah Shore
Marjorie Steele
Jerry Wald

Edward Walton
Walter Wanger
Weiner
RoUmd Young

Eliliu

H.^man Zahl

MAY GO
Henry Morgas

.

;

-

;
.
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POOR

PRICES DENT B’WAY

PIX.

TV and the B.O. Dominates 20th s

20th-Fox

May Use

Own

Its

Studio $
f

Powwows in Chi With DL Allied
Chicago,

May

F

4

24.

Television, not. even scheduled
over
topic for discussion, took
yestermost of the meeting here

SWG

, a

Despite

Board Raps

and officers of the Allied
Shelving of Albert Maltz’s book.
Owners of Illinois. Key'The .louiney of Simon Methe se.ssion was sounded by
of
note
Keever.”
was condemned in a reswho,
Skouras
20th prez Sp.vros P.
company's plans olution adopted by the board of diafter detailing the
rectors of
the
Screeh Writers
theafull-scale
of
for inauguration
«
in California, Guild.
tre TV next winter
“tidal
Hook
was
is
a
shelved
ostensibly bedeclared that video
wave.” which cannot be stopped cause Malt/, was one of the 10 Holon tl\e part lyw'oodites cited by Congress tor
by any ostrich attitude
contempt in tlie Commie probe.
of the film industry.
Roundtable huddle, first in the
history of this Allied group, was
called by ATOI prexy .lack Kir.sch
could hear
so that the indie exhibs
first-hand an explanation of 20th’s
Attending for
new sales policy.
execs

'

I

pal lent

Any

Sales Points

Twentieth-Fox

up

execs,

announcement

of

follow'ing

their

new

heading out into
any points on
w'hich exhibitors are still unsure
and to emphasize their Intentions'

sales policy, are

(he

to clarify

field

I
i

making

of

work

it

as

detailed.

Skouras and veepees
Al Liclitman, .Andy W. Smith. Jr.,
and Charles Einfeid attended the
Allied Slates meeting in Chicago
Monday (23' and Lichlman and
Smith continued to Minneapolis to

Prez Spyros

P.

over the

talk

there

policy

at

a

North Central Allied huddle,
Skouras and Einfeid returned

to

with the
film
theatre business
policy
bringing in the highest
grosses in industry history.
He
revealed that his company would
not release regular motion picture
product to tele but, fully cognizant
of the encroaching field. 20th was
making special features for the

the homeoffice after (he Chi eonfahs. sinee Skouras is seheduled to
head for the Coast today (Wed.*
for talks with proiluelion veepee
Darryl F. Zanuck on studio problems and to take a looksee at some
of the features now' nearing eomplelion. He is slated for a trip to
Europe follow ir-»; his return from
meanwhile,
Einfeid.
(he ('oast.
conlinues his field work as a guest
s|)eaker at the Independent Ex-

also reassured

was

Three 20th-Fox Stars

On Personals as Part Of

Tour

Twenlielh-Kox, inlenl on impressing exhibitors that it meant
"hat ii said in the recently-announced sa.Ie.s plan. Is hypoing ils
u.se ol special preems to stimulale
public interest in new pictuies.
Currently on tap are two for the
St.

ntiurs.'
ing day

on olluT pix as they go into release.
kmphasis on the pre-run openings. while naturally involving a'

new' sales policy. Prez
^I^ouras declared in that

tlie

^P^****
plan;

"We advocate premieg^s
whenever the occasion justifies
them to stimulate public interest
In

motion pictures.
We find the
time and effort on premieres help
the exhibitor of the
particular area
Where these events are staged
the bringing of Hollywood personalities into the
communities estabJishes
tremendous, lasting good
JMlI for the exhibitor
bis own
.

.

.

•

locality,”

On

“Spring”
preems.
Linda
Oarnell. Paul Douglas and Jean
^•^ters will do personals in bolli
5»t
Louis and Pittsburgli.
Stars
3Mived in St. Louis ye.slerday
ut^s.i
for a
two-day advance
oiuldup to grab off as much pub-

"fity as po.ssible to
saturate the loity

in which 30 other theatres
play directly after the opening over the
Memorial Dav weekend.
t-«‘.

Contingent flies to Pitt for the
opening Friday at the J,
P. Harris theatre.
Senator theatre will
^ M) show the film
opening day
only, with the trio
of stars appearat both houses.

C’liiUis. Jr.,

for

Now

!

I

Await

New M-G

‘Incentive’ Scale

j

1

Popcorn Keeping

Exhibitors in Biz?
24,

on anything above that figure.
Thus, if the gross' went iif) to
$6,000, he w'ould still pay 40‘’b of
the first $5,000 but would pay only
35‘'b on the extra $1,000.
Idea would be expected to in-

'

North Central Allied, ctmvening
here this afternoon iTues. >. went
oil record against percentage deals
after pre/ Bennie Berger claimed
Ihat indie exhibitors have not been
getting "anywheie near a fair rehibitors of New England conventurn on their invest nients" and
tion tomorrow <Tluirs.i in Boston.
and
cand.v
popcorn,
only
that
Huddles of the 201 h toppers with screen advertising are keeping
the indie exhih groups represent
theatre owners in business.
many
a followup to the session held in
Berger asserted the film comNew ^'ork two weeks ago with panies are not entitled to 2t)'^f
Harry Hriindt and his Independent
theatre’s gross
Ow-toMS Assn.

Tliealre

tion

ih.il

with

it

the
2()tli

ill

plan

would

it,"

on the condifollow through

Hie field.

to

’35

in

Trust Suit

Presaging similar legal acHon.s
once a final selHemenf is made in

week

filed

an anti-trust

them

suit

rected w’liere the percentage of the
amu.seinent dollar going to pictures
is declining due to increasing com-

Seeking Heble damages amount-

METRO’S LONDON STORY

ing to $5,076,000, the suit charges
the distribs refused to book prodticl into the Empire. Newark, when
(he plairitifT look over the theatre’s
lease in 1935. House operated for
nine days, the complaint alleges,
tml. with no major product availforced to shutter. Acable. was
cording to the brief, the theatre
tiled to buy last -rim pictures in
the territory but the majors still
refused to book product in favoi
of the own Hiealres.

would have more take-home pay
on an\ thing grossed over Hie top
Titus, it is (erined an
“incentive” scale. Rodgers, on the
other hand, might nix Hie idea on
the assumption that Metro is one
of
he few companies which still
goes in for cooperative advertising
tfonlinued on page 53)
I

'

al-

against Hie eight major companies
in N. Y. federal court. Suit charges
the majors di.scriminated again.st
them in booking films to their affiliated theatres and claims such
action has already been adjudged
a violation of the anti-trust laws
in the Patamount ease.

He pointed out that taxation
menace and said it must be

is

Sullivan Tells Ark.

t

TV
Gael

a

England.
is understood to have been
which Metro paid
out of its frozen coin here. PurLOEWS DIVVY
chase of literary properties is one
Loew s. Inc., directors last week of the purposes for w'hich blocked
voted a regular quarterly dividend sterling may be used by American
of 37' -.‘C. per share on common companies.
Book is in the category of “39
slock, pavahle .lime 30. to slockSteps and “Laflj Vanishes.”
holdeo of rccoid June 9.
in

Price

Jl

5.(M)0 ($20,0001,

'

'

’

I

Sullivan.

America

Rock,

telephone

wires

or

Government

of theatre

TV shows

to

origrii.tle

from (he stage

ttf

nese

Hollywood.

Grauman’s ChiWhile
lhat might he okay for a siraight
vaude layout (in whieli 20Hi plans
Hieatre.

to use the top talent availaltle). it
is believed that it might be ii s.g.
for t)Hier types t)f shows, such as

adaptations of Broadway musicals,
also
being mulled for pioftam-

Attempts to televise

ining.

play directly
f«)r

ful.

from

a

t

legit

a

heal re stage

home video proved unsuccesssince TV requires new staging

which takes the cameras into aeIf the same situation holds
for theatre tele, then 201 h believes it can have no belter studio
for the job than its regular film
stages.

count.

Hue

addition, the

In

able

at

facilities

company's

the

avail-

Beverly

plant are believed to make
the .sound stages a natural for theatre TV presentations. Already mentioned as a probability for Hie
Hieatre circuit for example, is Hie
current Rodgers fi Haiiimersleiii
Hills

.

"South Pacific." If 20th attempted to stage Hie musical from
Giauman's Chinese, it would be
click.

necessary' to

piops to

u.se

similar .sets and
in the Broad-

lho.se u.sed

way production, which ittighl appear flat in theatre TV. By staging
(Continued on page 20)

Anna Magnani Inked For

May

24.

hibs and distributors.
Sullivan laid greatest stress on
the use of trailers for TV advertising. declaring they could aid in
corralling the large segment of the
public who are now not regular
filmgocrs. “It has been proved."
he said, “that there is a good
audience for any good picture. It

up to Hollywood to produce
better pietures and for the theatre
to give them to America
through greater exploitation.”
Connett also led an open discussion on the rapidly-spreading 16tn
competition tliroughout this terIndie
theatre
ritory.
groups, he said, are prepared to
take "drastic steps” to bring the
so-called jaikrabbit operators into
is

owners

American

Pic; Filming

Due Off

Sicilian Coast
Rome. May 17.
Malian cinema star Anna Mugnarti has
been signed to play a
leading part in an American picWilliam Dlelerle will diivc-t,
his assistant, Victor SlololT.
story was suggested by Reti/o
.Avanzo, who is a cousin of director
Roberto Rossellini, and is tieing

The

Theatre Owner.s developed by writers here

exec

exhibs al.so heard Max Connett.
prez of the Mississippi Tjieatre
(Jwners, prai.se the new 20th-Fox
policy
and urge further
sales
roundtable di.scussions between ex-

cor-

London, May 24.
Suspense story. "The Case of the
Journeying Boy.” has been purchased by Metro here for producHollyw'ood.
Book,
by
tion
in
Michael Innes. was published by
York
last
Dodd. Mead in New
month and was previously is.sued

j

has

with

director, reaffiniied his belief that television
will be a tremendous asset to Hie
film boxoffice in a speech before
the Independent Theatre Owners
of Arkansas here Iasi week. Indie
of

BUY WITH FROZEN £

1

still

ture.

ITO

Should Help the 6.0.
Little

j
*

petition.

^

('ompany, meanwhile,

.scale figure.

whicli. he said, "more than ortsel
existing evils and adverse factors."
Richey said the "new enthusiasm”!
permeating all branches of the industry "spells prosperity for all.”

the film industry's ant i-t nisi suit.
Hie Empire Theakre Corp.. whicli
has been out of business since 193.'>.
last

of

leging forced selling, he promised
eriininal prosecutions of the ofBerger also
fenditig dislribulors.
promised a "fight to the finish”
against boosted film rentals.
National Allied prez William T.
.Ainsworth and Metro exhib relations chief H. .M. Richey boHi expressed opHinisni over the indus.Ainsworth asked extry’.s future.
hibs to "count their ble.ssings,”

Empire, Newark, Harks

Back

adding “they don’t need
a checkup of NC’A

Follow ing

members revealed most

the string of inter-connc*ctcd theatres.

several major problems lt» solve before the ielea can tee olT. such as
negotiations with Hie various labor
unions (hat inigitl be involved, and
a decision on w helher to use least'd

spire exhilts to extra exploitation
and ballyhoo etforls, since they

40^;:. of a

for rental,

in isinilh and Lichlman
to questions rai.sed on the policy
h>
rrOA members, the exhibs

answers

aeeepled

alone

let

Following

dc'cide to use its Beverly Hills Studios to originate some of the more
ambitious programs for feeding to

Present plans call for Hie hulk

Indie Exhihs

Indie exhibitors, having apparently aeeepled the new 2()Ht-Fox
sales policy at its face value, are
now pressing for still better deals
such as a sliding .scale which Metro
is
reported mulling, which calls
for the distrib'.s rental to diminish
percentagewise
after
theatre
a
gros.ses over and above the agreed
clined to di.stount admi.ssion price.s control figure.
iContinued on page 53t
Scale is not yet in operation but
is being considered by Metro sales
veepee William F. Rodgers, after
having been submitted by a mem.As
ber of the M-G sales cabinet.
set up. if a theatre had $5,000 as
a fop figure.. on the standard scale
deal, on which fie might pay 40'r,
he would pay less percentagewise

May

plaiif

c'ttnl

j

Minneapolis.

ils

to launch full-scale theatre television next winter on Hie ('oast, mav

rolled microwave relay channels to link the cireuil of houses.

Wt).

t

“unfortunale” becau.se of the stir-'
plus of weakie pictures launched.
Thai, plus the many holdover or
extended-run films, coupled w'ith
the outdoors competition, spelled
almost brutal trade in several
This situation caugltl the
spots.
Street just at a time when students are occupied with exams.
New Yorkers are favoring the outdoors, and the out-of-towners have
not as yet started coming in any
sizeable numbers.
Majority of managers are in-

^

diive tor better busine.ss. is also
*ceri as a direct 20th answer to
cxhib pronouncements of “show

on

terms, and Eversley

1948.

ideal
outdoor
weeks of
w'eatlier was tough to beat.
Broadway managers felt that the
was
past week (ending May 18

Ev«My
Happens
Louis, tomorrow

—
and Pittsburgh the follow—and more aie promised
in

an-

i

Video Industry’s ‘Savior’?

‘Tt

of

j

Skouras predicted that two-aday video would be the “savior of

Spring”

24.

first

'

j

stars.

upcoming

mid-May

»

Theatre

‘Spring’ Bally

in

a

I

in New York.
Skouras predicted tele would
within the next
radio
with
merge
seven or eight years to become
he as.serted
which
medium,
one big
could be a detriment to the film
utilized
exhibs
unless
boxoffice
tv'le to promote business, as 20th
plans to do with its large-screen
He revealed tliat 20th.
system.
at least for the pre.sent. would attempt to prohibit tlie appearance
on regular home TV of any 20th

He

as

with the exception that a year ago
surplus of rain was helping
Broadway firslrutis. Per usual, the

'

i

Hany

Board Members

Hollywood, May
Herbeii
T.
Kalmits

Dr.

parable 1948 session.
Biz trend is following the .same

Field to Clarify

Owners Assn,

new medium.

5

.

I

acceptance by the exhibs as that

that primary interest of 201 ti
(Continued on page 20J

*

[week about 11% below cot respond- nounced Hie election of five meiiiing week of 1948.
Yet of 17 the- bers to Technicolor’s board of diatres. totals for nine were ahead rectors.
Albert W. Hawkes, Harrison K.
of last year, six were below and
two were even. Kecent weeks have McCann, Kay Harrison and James
H.
Hayes are in for three-year
been running 4-11% behind com-

clarification of specific points in
the plan elicited the same general

by

Twentieth-Fox piiming
'

Technicolor Elects

j

Skou'-as.

accorded it
Independent

Of the More Elaborate Programs

last year’s total

season of the year. Complication of some admittedly weak
product, advent of summer weather
and a touch of sales resistance to
high-hracket scales for straightfilm bills managed to slash biz last

'

Execs Again Into

were vee201h. besides
pees Al Lichtman. Andy W. Smith.
whose
Einfeid,
and t'harics
•Ir..

weak

admittedly

i

Theatre

recently
Brandt’s

an

Some

Stages to Theatre-Telecast

OFF 11%

show'ing at the boxoffice last week.
business is not

20th for Maltz Censure Broadway firstruii
lagging fat behind
Hollywood. May 24.
for this

between top 20th-Fox

day <Mon.'

:

in

Rome,

The picture will be made in the
vicinity of the Island of Stromlioli,
on Vuleana, off the coast tvf Sicily,
and will start the end of May. Hosanno Brazzi. who just completed
"Little Women” for Metrt) in Hollywood, will play the male le.id,
and Geraldine Brooks will be the
romantic girl lead.
Miss Magnani is .studying English. and expects to be able to complete her role in the picture in
F,nglish for American audiences.

H. B. Brown Elected Prez
By Production Mj^rs.
Hollywood. May

24.

Unit Production Managers Guild
elected Hugh B. Brown, of Paramount, president: Edward W»>ehler. of Metro, veepee; Lewis I.eaiy,
Universal-International, secretary,

and Charles Woolstenhulme, Paramount. treasurer.
New board of directors. In adowner dition to Brown and Woehler. consists of Robert R Snody. 20th-Fox:
Sidney Bowen. 20th-Fox; Kenneth
Holmes, Republic; -Percy Ikerd,
Dan
ProducHons;
line and compel them to operate DeRochement
on the same standards as the con- Keefe. Cagney Productions; Kdw^t^d Killy. RKO; Serge Petschniventional theatre.
New officers elected for (he ITO koff. Metro, and K. Keith Weeks,
of Arkansas include Sam Kirby freelance.
of Little Rock. prez. succeeding E.
W. Savage; Jack Botnar of Lillie
Paramount .set William Bendix
Rock, sccrelary-lreasurer, and ('). to co-star with
Alan Ladd in
^G. Abernath) ol .Morrillon, veepee. “Eagles of the Navy."

'
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DOUGLAS DICK

PRODUCED BY STANLEY KRAMER
V

-

.

/

Awec^n# Predocer ROBERT STILLMAN
'
.

FRANK LOVEJOY

•

Based on an

•

'

V

,

.

original play

Directed by
.

.

.

by

»

JAMES EDWARDS

ARTHUR LAURENTS

MARK ROBSON
"C

.

,y

.

»

•

^

STEVE BROOIE

Screenplay by

•

JEFF

Musical Score by, DIMITRI tlOMKIN

V

COREY

,

IlOYO BRIDGES

CARL FOREMAN
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Bing Lardn^r’s

MARILYN -MAXWELL ARTHUR KEIWEDY with PAUL STEWART RUTH ROMAN

Produced by
-
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‘

Dirartad by Maik Robson
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WednrMlay, May 2S, 1949

Blond«

Th«» K^^auliful

“The

(SONG-C'Ol.OR)
Hollywood. May

21.

iSong.s-

Betty

Grable

Color)

2<Mh-F<)X iflFiifr of Pieslon SturK«s pro-

in

«n<t clirectrd by StufK^s
ba»ed on a aloiy by Karl
F<>llun. Star* Belly (Irable: lealuiea Osar
Homero. Buriy Vallee. Olua San .luan.
Camera <Teclinioc»lor>. Hairy Jackson:
music. Cyril Mockridae: criilor. Robert
Frllch. Trarieshown May 20. 4ft. Running
time, id Ml.NS.
Belly Grable
Freddie
Cesar Romero
Blai kie loheio
Rudy Vallee
Charles Hinaleman
.San .luan
Olaa
Conchila
Sierling Hollovyay
Ba.s.serman Bov
Herbert
Hugh
Docinr
Biendel
El
Mr. loraensen
Porter Hall
Jiulae O Toole
Pali Behra
Roulelte
Maraarei Hamilton
Mrs. O'Toole

Sheriff Sweet/er

.

.1.

.

Kean

and

Grahlp

'

Rive

color

Co'or has been splashed on

lav-

flashy

of

plenty

are

costumes for the femmes and other
production

touches of

but

dre.ss.

“Blonde" is basically a rather sillv
western farce. loosely concocted.
Producer - director - writer Preston Sturees plavs his script with
raw',
stressing
bawdy comedy rather than penU'ne humor, to Ret the laurhs.
The basic plot was sound, offerinp .some novelty of idea, but the
Stiirpes develoi'wient makes it a
jiimhled mixture of paps and situations. lackinp smooth continuity.
The pacinp is erratic, as is the
film editinp. picture hearinp evidence of heinp sharply scissored
to hrinp runninp time down to 76

frantic

slapstick,

minutes.
Miss Grable
as

we.stern

a

m

|

—

and
to handle a pun
pets into trouble becau.se of it.
Her character is that of a touph

!

^liilhiv
‘
r.ie.se

murdering

FoVd-Min.n

John

of

by Ernest B. Schoedsark. Screenorininsi by Cooper:
pj^y
camera. .1. Roy Hunt: technical creator.
w^illis
O’Briety special effects. Harold
Sline. Bert Willis. Linwood Dunn: editor,
1ft.

Voum

as the

rifle.'

Dutchman

Sequence

him.self.

'4*.

Moore
Robert a r;n .t?on!l
(gorilla)
Himself
5

McHugh

•

'

c.

*’*''*‘:**«'

Cheesman. Tradeshown Msv
Runninx time. f.n mins.

.

‘"'^“nis ^Green
Paul Guiifovie

’crawford

concludes with Fold’s mad destruc- .smith
bahe. not above blackmail, rolling ition of Miss Lupino and her husLora Lff Michci
n itiri>
a drunk and any other method of bAnd, Gig Young, and then his own
lames Flavin
makinp money. The boy friend is death by an earthquake that ap- Schuits
(Vsar Romero, with the same ven parenlly has concealed the mine
foi^yer.
for easy coin, plus an appreciation
Corn, comedy and thrills comPrmc-» ha, his top inom»nls
for all comely femmes.
It’s the
cxploiliillon nulural
latter that starts the trouble. Miss when he nears (he eold ea.he only
-Mighty .loe Young" a inosl
Grable is out to kill him for twoliminp but in a dark room slu>ots Win*Ceerrhn'’^h^s‘'l;l’n:d nV'" li '“™r"Kln^K:.;g" h"a«™;ta,re:
a iudpe in the posterior by mis>’»<' * ‘"P""'*''
f-'-'"-*' '»
take.
iJnd”ire'hetr"e''’They'’'en2Ue"in
inrt
ballyhoo into fat grosses ‘Young"
Flecinp
'...l,
from the law.
Miss a pitched, clifl-top battle that
. film and can
ut h a
be given
Grable noses as a schoolteacher in builds into gripping suspen.se for
another western town, makes a the watcher and which brings the
u.
„!J'.
*
play for Rudy Vallee because he film to a thrilling conclusion.
Q
‘f
^piril
Oif *AQ
owns a pold mine and becomes inCast ably goes about its busine.ss
voloved in a sboot-'em-up feud be- under Simon’s helming.
Latter
“Spirit of ’49." film industry
tween the pood and bad citizens and his associate producer. Earl
short made as part of the picof the town before the law catches McEvoy. have done an expert Job
ture business’ coopei-ation with
up with her apain. There's a trial, of presenting an inlere.sting story.
the current U. S. Bond drive.
she prabs another pun and the Arizona locale pets good len.sing
jj, t)^ing distributed
hv UniverIudpe has another bullet hole in from Archie Stout and it s too had
Scharv-Richai d Goldnis end.
That’s the end of the that studio proccs.s shols dont
production .stars Jack
picture, too.
authentic
blend too well w ith the
r, ......
o
ffatuus
Rochest^er.
Mi.ss Grable sings ‘‘Evervtime I footage.
Editing holds film to 89
Meet You" as a barroom solo and minutes.
Brog.
works with Vallee on "In the
follow much of Ihe same rouGloamin’."
tine as on the ladio— Benny’s
__
Theie’.s al«o a title
,
I n#* Il04l
number, sunp by a clioru!^ for
contrasted to Roclie.ster’s ea.syba<'kgroiind effect in the score.
Hollyvvood, May 24.
cctme easv-po
( ast goes about its
business okay productiun. Features Robert Rockwell.
Bu. iot .SS of linlocki HP d bilge
in answering St urges’ demands
for Hanne Axman. .Shepard .Menken. Barbra
Vault, after the guard i.x made
hill lesquinp of the
characters and Fuller. Beltv l.ou Gerson. l.eslei I.uther.
j,.,
turn th«* iilhor
\cov
ne
Oliur WdV
as
HarrintUon. William J l.allv. W’il0( ca.sionally
makes the coarse •lames
Bcnnv WOfks With the 4'Omliam Martel. Duke Williams
Directed by
humor pav off.
Olga San .luan
Albert
binalion. down lo Ihe screamH
a pretty picture in color
as .Mi.s.s DeMond. Gerald Geraeht.v: oiiginal. De,
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f.rahle’s

.

friend.
Sterling HolloHerbert. Kl Brendel.
roller Hall Pati Behrs. Richard
Hale and others try hard.

Marry

.lack.son has given the pic-

ture expert color Icnsing
and other
lechniial
credits
are

standard
Rroo.
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documentary

wnsl-

melodrama

achieved

knowns:
enoiioh

hv

the
in

insidioiis

fl.ivor

using
*(ripl

a

has

been

of unis
articulate
pilch ag.iinst
ca*l

making its
Red encroachment;

it

wav rs the flag at Ihe proper times
and IS an okav melodrama on

Gold’’ i»! the sforv of a ..(her noinls
Being propaganda.
$*.(), ODll.OOO
jackpot, free to any- pie will need the help of Kepuhone who (an find it
That give- lie’s best e'xploilation guns
dwarfing even radio’s fahu.A
veteran, disgrunl led over the
lous iiandouts. is a strong
pjinniick lack
of
Government protection
for exploiting llii.v one.
In addi- from sharpshooi ing housing raeketion. it has the nam«*s of Glenn leers, is used lo '>how
how the
Ford and Ida luipino for marouee commies seize on dis»'onlent lo
ftreswing^ nirjff
interesting story further their own rev oliit ionarv
Tine to lu Ip ifv charufs
’I'lteit's” t)l( oiv
aims
ot
iwme" Fm wruildhe tiea'^iire hunter* ealling in tht
iipl
h\
Alhert
'

''•i

the

ejiics
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acing as the over-weight heavv
and Helen Parrish is fair as the
.stagecoach ingenue.
Smiley Burnette carries the comic relief bur-

den

I
'

capably, putting over some
routines as a simple-

slapstick

minded bugler and some hoi^v
hi-de-ho numbers accompanied
by
the Sunshine Boys quartet
One
laugh-getter was a novelty song

with

dancing nag.

a

Iddflt.

Wagon."

rfilindet'lng

and

"San F'rancisco
Bennv investing in

**
gv(*i>
^
invested, and
10 years later
Reluallv
getting
that
ntuch
buck. Jack Benny
tagline to
Rochester,
after
the
latter
n he’s going to put his salinto Savings Bonds,
is
"Thai's the Spirit of ’49”
.Aside
from being one of
S.

.s

very few times that Benny has
appeared in a short, the subjeet avoids much of the hlatant
appeal so manv such
have had
'rh«

”

i,.

TfVv
(u

k
h<»nds

.

ked

in.

is

and

only

of

ileft

.

Benny clowning. In addition
smooth production job.

!“ Hie

including .Armand Deulseh’s
coordinator work, the short
boasts
topflght
sound
and
worthwhile sereenplav hv Allen Rivkin.

'

with, loaded with incredible corn,
plenty of humor, and a robot
gorilla who becomes a genuine
hero. The technical .skill of the
large staff of experts gives the
robot life, both for audience thrills
and sympathy, and helps to tie together the ten-twent’-thirt’ elements of the story.
Plot of the Merian C. Cooper
original, scripted by Ruth Rose,
deals with a gorilla, raised in the

African jungle by a young girl.
Both the girl and the giant ape are
happy with their rusticating until a
safari headed by Broadway producer Robert Armstrong arrives in
the jungle. Armstrong is looking
for decorations for a flashy night
club he is building in Hollywood

and immediately sees the possibilities of the ape and the girl. The
pair are brought to the States. Both

become

Hollywood. May*

MunoBiam

and

at

Bril

Honrv

release of Peter Sxujly
production, edlt^ hv Scully

fall)

21
(xiav

Raymond Walburn, Walter (’atleii-' f,,*
ture* Gai^ Gray. Mary Stuart. BaVhaia

Brown.
Erected by Jean Yarbrough
Scieeiiplav
D. D. Beauchamp from “li
Cosmopolitan mag atory; camera William
Sickner. Previewed May 20. 'Aft. Kunninil
uoping
.MINN.

time. 57

Henry Latham
Mayor Colton

.

.

Raymond Waibum
Waller Catlett
tJfry Gray

.

David Latham
Barbara l..atham

.

Mary Stuart

Mr*. Latham
Mr. McCluKkey

Hiirbiirii

-

Milo Williams

Olin Hoxviln
Pat PhHa"

McCluskey

.rim

Rrowti

Hounrirv St^veniuin

Georgie Colton
Truck Driver

George McDonald
Maxnard llolmei
Burk Svmon

•'“‘iKt

.leweler

Williani

Atlorney

Vedder
Harvey

Harrv

“Leave It to Henry" is an exfollowup to Mttnogram’s
“Henry, the Rainmaker”
It
has
the same general homey, humorous flavor of the first and will
rate plenty of bookings a.s a sup-

cellent

porting

feature

to

twin

bol.ster

away from bills.
Entertainment pattern set
The ape goes on by the first two rate.s another folrampage,
condemned to death lowup.
but
escapes
with
two
human
Oldtime funny men such as Raydiscontented

their native heath.
i.s

friends. VVliile fleeing, they tarry
long enough to save several small
children caught in an orphanage
fire. Joe becomes a hero, is forgiven by the law and returns to

Africa.

mond Walburn, Walter
Howlin

Olin

Catlett and
the ball for
jobs of it.

carry

comedy and do slick
Walburn
repeats

his
Henry
I.atham character while Catlett is
back as the mayor, both making

The presentation by John Ford for a very pleasant .AT minutes
of
and Cooper pulls all stops in slug- chuckles.
ging away at audience risibilities
Thi.s time Henry gets in trouble
while pointing up the melodra- when
he tries to top a centennial

matic phases. It’s this general air
of tongue-in-cheek treatment that
makes the corn palatable and will

keep an audience grinning even at
the most thrilling moments. Armstrong’s use of cowboys to las.so
lions; the attempted lariating of
.Foe himself by the cowpokes; Joe’s
drunken rampage in which the
night jclub is wrecked and the patrons stampeded are good fun as
directed by Ernest Schocdsack. He.
as well as Cooper, were responsible
for "King Kong” .so this followup
is

a natural.

Playing support to the robot here
Moore as (he girl; Ben
Johnson, a cowpoke on Ihe jungle
safari and romalic interest with
Miss Moore;
.Armsli ong.
F'rank
McHugh and sundry other capable
performers. .All seem to enjoy their
excursion into the fantastic.
Technical chore of blending the
robot antics with human performances is done credibly. Rating
credit as technical creator is Willis
O’Brien and the staff working under him. Photography also i.s a
factor as handled by .1. Kov Hunt,
plus pholoeraphic effects by Harold Stine and Bert Willis, and optical
photography
by
1, inwood
Dunn.
Brog.
are Terry

celebration planned bv the Indies
of the town.
The topper is to be
the enactment of the burning of a
river steamboat.
With the connivance
of
the
Henry
mayor.
erects a replica of the steamboat
on a barge, fires it and floats it
down the river. It catches on a
toll bridge, everything goes up in
flames, and Henry goes to jail.
Story is told in flashback from the
witne.<s chair at Henry's trial.
Cast works hard and ca pa lily to
pul it over and there are plenty
of laughs as the plot develops.
D. D.
Beauchamp gave it good
dialog and situations in .scripting
from his own mag story and .lean
Yarbrough’s direction valiie.s Ihe
material correctly and with good
pace.
.Among top .scenes i.* the
riverhoat
christening staged by
Walbmn. Catlett and Howlin. complete with champagne and corny
gag.v.

Aiding the fun i.s young Gary
Gra> Henry’s .son; Barbara Brown,
the siiflering wife; Ida Moore, lat.

( aiistic-tongued
and
aunt;
Hoiiseley Steven.son. miserly toll

ter’s

bridge owner.
Mary .Stuart repeats her role of Henry’s daughter
and again impresses as a capable
act

l

ess.

.

"Covered

as

window interest.
"Young" is fun to laugh

ticket

‘

•

Durango Kid role, although where
he picks up the Kid’s black outfit
and why his quick-change should
lool a whole town remain
mysteries.
'Falbot is adequately men-

on

I

ho

Triiiiior

(SONGSI
('oliimbig rrlrasr of Collmri (’|«ik prxiducllorK Stars (*harlt*ji Stanetf:
Lyle Talbot.
Helm PairKh. Siinshint
Bov*. .Smiley Biimelie. Directed hv Rhx
N a/arro. .Srreenplax Elmer (’liflon; cam
era. Rex Wimpv: editor. Paul BoioUiKx.
At .N'pxfi’ York. \ V. xxeek Max Ift
4 ft
Riinninx lime.
MINS.

Peter Scully’s production supervision has obtained excellent effects for budget and his editing i«
e.xp(*it.
Lensing by William Sick-

ner

good.

is

V\

e«f.

M

.Steve W;inen
The DiiianKo Kid(

.Smiley

Rurnetle

Garvev Yflger
Nnra Reed
Allred

Miirdox'k

Marlin Dak.x
Judi'e

Kortiiac

lied Heed

I

Chaile*

.Stai'ieli

.Smiley

Burnelle
Lyle Talbot
Helen Palii'ish

Geort'e

Kldrerlgr

Ted .Adam*
Alan

Rridge

Ruxxell .Arms

The Sunshine Boxi

Brog.

FeM»l» ItuMh In
(BRITISH)
London. May

'

f,n-

hitting at C’ommiinisis and the fcl'ow trav«*ll(*rs who aid them. "The
Red Menace’’ is a frank piece of
screen propaganda and Repufilie
plans lo sell it on that basis with
hvpocd exploitation campaign
a

A

a

.

i.eo

film diaingg. (ins

bold

COITie

DeGolver

'

I.lovd

known

bHI...

ItHVe

Uniting

CCI’Cmonie.'S

___

grn., jind e..<'Hnist
come lip with a

tO

the (’alifornia gold rush davs.
With fitting S<'eni*S from Slich

.Napoleon

Sheriff

tinie.

with a gold

Ollt

Rcilil

Kav
Marx

.•

•

ihi.x

from Ihe cast
it li
hi*
'‘’I
V”'"
railway from San Francisco.
Flashback shows Bennv’s an(PStOIS trekking WeslwRfd m

Williiim*

IiiiKf*

Flahertv

Proprietress
Father o'l.earv
'I'om

from

I

VV

D

Only

allegld

lames Harrineton
William
i.aiix

DToole

Grnp ll:i\.
Running

Id.i

ob W »l/
F>ip 'riioni.iK

.l;u

....

Pailridee
Marlin Veiac
lack iviei

.i

i

BcnnV COmeS

Vienken

Barbra Fuller
Beltv l.ou Gerson
l.esler I.uther

O'Flaherlv

Yvonne Kraus

S;»m
Mrs.

l.'olfl

Hollywood. Mav 24
SxHan Simon

,

Mollie

.

Utilized.

Hanne .Axman
.Shepard

Karl

...

.

Rockweij

Roheit

,

IDp slrens. Clanging' bt'lls. CtC..
the safe door is SW'ling Olicn

Moiul; camera, .lohri MacBurnle: music.
.Nathan Scott: editor. Harrv Keller. Pre4ft. Riinnin*: time. N, VIINS.

viewed May 24.
Bill Jones
Mna Petrovka
Henry Solomon

gels his old sheriff’s badge
Starrett is properly resourceful
hard-riding in the sheriff

and

flamboyant handling to build stout
.

Couper 4Arko> production. Stars Terry
Moorr. Ben Johnson, Robert .Armstroni.

*
‘

I

break,
returns
garbed as ik!
Durango Kid, whips the phonev
attorney and exposes him as the
actual gunman.
Then he comes
back in his everyday outfit and

l.o«ve It to

Vaaiantf

.laaak

*

Variety from Lon1948. where it

was cited as possessing “very
little In story values.” Reviewer- felt that the recalling of
the war days and the rationing and queues still faced by
the British people "may earn
a sympathetic response," from
femme audiences in .America.
Review credited the stars
Ursula Jean and Cecil Parker
with good performances and
summed up the supporting
roles as being “played with
competence by an experienced
cast but they are unable lo redeem a subject which, while
abounding in sincerity, is devoid of vitality.”

;

Footage covers S7x*VH«rs
his ill-conceived romance with Ida Mr. Joseph Young
Lupino. a girl as greedy for wealth windy

a

chief asset
dancehall pal who

knows how

'

.S

the

is

in

don, Oct. 26.

;

Beaiilifiil Blonde from BashBend" a chance to stir up
ful
some initial boxoffice interest.

there

viewed

the real killer. The jun,’
for the prosecution’s iigi-,t.

is

up evidence and convicts the elT
sheriff.
But the latter stages a

a

Los Angeles and then flashes back

fear of commie reprisals,
Rockwell is good as the <’on,
fused yet and Miss Axman handles
Shepard M*mherself very ably.
stands out as a .levvish PJ*rty
member who escapes by death.
Barbra Fuller. Betty Lou Gerson.
William J. Lally. Duke Williams,
Leo Cleary are among the other
and
commies
fellow-travellers,
good Americans who put over
some exceptionally good scenes.
Herbert J. Yates takes his first
executive
producer credit with
this one and the personal interest
will follow through into the wholesale exploiting that wUI support
its release.
A competent lensing
chore by John MacBurnle. an excellent music score by Nathan
Scott and tight editing are among
the expert technical credits,
Brog,

who

falls

<26i.
is

to explain their hight and their
Robert Rockwell is Ihe vet.
fear.
with
the
dissatisfaction
vvho.se

!

the picture offers all the necessary
clues and even the general localion of the Lo.st Dutchman Mine in
Arizona.
How the mine was discovered, who the people were that
died because of lu.sting for its gold
down through the years is used as
the intere.sling backing for the Ted
Sherdeman-Richaid English .script,
based on Barry Storm’s book,
"Thunder Gods Gold."
Producer - director S. Sylvan
Simon has used flashbacks to tell
the story, opening his yarn with a
modern-day murder in Arizona’s
Story
Mountains.
Superstition
goes back into the past as William
Prince, portraying Barry Storm a
descendant of the evil Dutchman
^ho OnC6 controlled the riches of the
mine, searches among state records
in dn
on pffnrt
ln< al*> me
th*» imne
iTTin»» lor
for
enori In
lo lotaie
himself.
Major portion of the film is
porCdenn Ford
given over lo r'lor.n
Dutchman. Jacob
trayal of the
Walz, who came by the mine with

presumably

which

tribute
British

w'ithout

supportfollowup
on

•

Harry Tvler

“The

ishly.

Henry"

to

It

New York tomorrow

in
Pic,

postwar world is fanned by commi e agents until he is almost sold
goods about the party,
"the Reds use sex, money and even
to sell their propaganda, but
Rockwell and a party teacher.
Hanne Axman, w'lse up in lime to
escape and turn their energies to
being good citizens who can live

j

Excellent

feature.

being
Eagle

releaaed in the U. S. by
Lion, will be tradeshown

to the long-sufTering
was rehou.sewife.

"Henrv. the Rainmaker."
“Fools Rush In” <GFD».
Weak British - made family

Diidlev Dickerson
Russell Simpson

Grandpa

Beltv

“Leave
ing

“The Weaker Sex" iRankl,

the documentary eflect.
Story opens with a young couple
from
across the

Robin.son

Richard

Station .Agent
PNillman Porter

.

S activities
“Mighty Joe Young" <RKO).

tMonoi.

Chester C^onklin

Dewey

.Menace"

propaganda

Solid exploitation feature of
the “King Kong” type; can be
ballvhooed for heftv gros.ses.
“Quick on the Trigger”
iCoH.
iSongs)
Another in
Durango Kid oater series.
Okay dualer

Marv Monica MacDonald
I'orben Meyer

Bartender
Pr. Smidlap

-Rep).

U

Howard
Harry Havden

Mes.senser Boy
Freddie lage 6i
pr. Schultr

Red

melodrama
against Communists and their

E.sther

CondiMior

Good

<Coli.

Glenn

“The

Alan Bridge
Martin
Chri.s Pin
Farrell .MacDonald
Richard Hale
Georgia Caine

Mr. B'>sserman
Mrs. Hinfleman
Mrs. Smidlap

Gold"

stagecoach line. He is prosecuted
by an oily lawyer iLyle Talbott

The Weaker Sex

DeMond and Gerald Geraghty. bespeaking lengthy research to make
Director R. G.
stick.
Springsteen has us^ed a matter-offact approach to the story rather
*ban thriller tactics, which helps

i

western farce
for

exploitation pic plus
Ford and Ida Lupino.

Bold

Emory Parnell

.loe *

ciOthi.

sillv

"L«t

Danny .lackson

Basserman Bov
Vr. Hingleman

Beautiful

From Bashful Bend"

<)u«'tion. wiitten
fiiiMi MTeenplay

Sheriff

Pa-Biaiw*
ACTIvWF
Blende

lliffiinIflirA
iflllllfllur C

From Baakfal Bend

l

I

Horne: camera, Geoffrey I'nvxxoilh ()*
wald Mui ist editor. George ('li(( k luu-vic.
Wilfred Biiins.
.At
.Metrop. 'e. I.ondon.
l

Mav

Itx,

'40.

Running time.

Dickson
Raul Dickson
Anvela Dick.son
.loe Trent
.Sir Charles Leigh
Mik. Cool
f’aniein

Another in the Durango Kid
.scries. "Quick on the Trigger
unwinds as an okay dualer for the
”

wild-and-woolly aficionados.*
Iwist.s that hike it a cut above
usual
hoss-opera are some
jivey yippy-ki-yodeling tunes and
use of flashback-narrative techni(|ue.
Hero, sheriff of the town,
is not only quick on the draw
and
savvy with his mitts, but is a legal
Ihe

Alin Mnxvr*
Rolf*
(;iix

Nora

Sxx

i

ihiirne

Nigel Hiuhanan
Rax iKooil l.ovril
Thoia Hi'n
Pal icia Rail’*

.

MillicenI

I

Mr.*.
Mandrake
Tomnxv

.

T.aeking

Niiholfion

N«(ia

.

Pete

Ha nto’ond

I

Ch» le* t iclo(
Fvmr Cannon

.Ml. Atkins
Mis. .Atkins

I

in

is

a

very pedes-

liglil

menl which
Based on

ha.s little

Home,

pic

'('harles Stai'retti is put on trial
lor rmirdering Ihe hroiher of a
.\oiing mi.s.s who opeiales a

lions

a

and

«etion

"Fools Rush In"
allempt al

Iri.m

mind

MINs,

X'i

Sallv
.

eagle when it conws lo defending
himself in court. Story gct.s under
way when the deposed sheriff

perl

16.

GFl) rrlraxe of J. Arthur Kunk l’inexvxMid
FraAiibrrv Baring) prodiu ion
luirs Sally Ann Howes. Guv Itolfr Nora
Swinburtie. Nigel Buchanan
D((e(ird bv
by
lohn Faddy Carstairs.
.Sxri'copla'
Keonrib
Ge«»ffn‘y Kerr, from play hx

pla.v

U

eoiertainappe^*'-

.S

K»nR»'l'’

by

relates the
of a girl who ch.ince* her
on her wedf'in*’ (' ' after

the

(Conlinued on page
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40 FILMS ROLL IN PROD. SURGE
Charge Majors With Discrimination
In

Onsth^ SPG Union

gUJ

Activists

ypj

anticipated

major companies
Screen Publicists
for a new
with the
Guild is filing charges
Board
National Labor Relations
discrimwith
charging the industry
intimidation of
and
firing
inatory
layoffs in
union members. Several

SPG

Hollywood. May 24.
Feature produclioii at the HollyU-l Spuds
wood studios, which receded to an
Hollywood. May 24.
Ihdlywood, May 24.
ebh of 28 only four months ago, is
Production at Universal - InterLeo Carrillo goes south of the now perking again, with some 40
national gets a shot in the arm.
bolder to star in “Pancho Villa.”
film.s now before the cameras at
with six pictures slated to start
to
be produced by Miguel C’on- the nine major and
minor studios
ll(e
next
30 days, the
within
treras Tories at the Churubusco
and among indie producers. Total
heaviest one-montli field of startstudios in Mexico City.
is about
tile same as tliat in proers
in recent years on that tot.
.Vlexican government is cooperat- duction at this time last year but
Lined up are "Bagdad." "3’he
ing on the picture, which will be the final roundup for 1949 should
made in separate Spanish and Eng- see it far ahead of '48. since 30 Kid from Texas." "Java.” "lR>t
Water," "Fugitive fnxm Terroi*’’
lish version.s, with a deal irT the
more features are sclieduled for
Currently
Girl.
making for RKO release north of lensing within tlie next several and "Buccaneer
filming are "Francis" and ".Abanthe border.
months, as against 20 at this time doned.”
a year ago.
C’liief reason offered for the pro-

execs assert such prac-

are illegal even under the
Taft-llartley law.
Little hope for settlement w-as
seen in the renewed efforts of
Federal commissioner of nu'diaM L. Stone, to bring both
tion

tices

Monday

parties together

Guild

»23>.

representatives attended the meeting reluctantly, stating the companies are still refusing to make
“satisfactory counter-propo.sals" to
the Guild s demands for a 2^'’r
wage hike and tightened security

il9i.

however, has been inaround Loew’s theatres on

five-night-a-week

profit, according to finanreport of last week.
Without
heavy writeoff, the corporation
might have wound up the year with
$1,.500. 000 net. or close to that fig-

May

RKO

to

Wehrenberg.'s

will

and Alfred Kropp.

l.itvag

receive

a

total

$2,500.

of

Wehrenberg willed $2,000

the

to

Better Films (’ouncil of Greater
St. Louis and $2,000 to the Child's
C’onvi'rsation
C’onference of St.
Loui.s, a charity.

Esso Fix’s Big Distrib
Seven documentary films, produced by Esso Standard Oil on an
instiiutitmal advertising basis, have
been chosen by the U.S. State Dept
for .showing abroad by U. S. embassies and
legations.
Via this
channel, the films will be exhibited
beioie
.select
audiences in 45
countries, including those behind
the lion Curtain and in Russia
itself
Films deal with cultural and
histoi-ical aspects of life in seven

with $5.-

20th

Renews Bassler
Hollywood. Ma>

24.

gram

calls

f(»r

s(‘ven

fe.alurcs.

three atiroad and tour on the

home

lot.

Meanwliile. Bassler has two <-omplelcd
productions awHiting release, "S.uul" and "Collision.

fair profit.

gross income for last \ear
$109,995,921. with all excepting $4,227,901 coming from
film rentals, sales and theatre adnot
did
f’orporat ion
missions.
break down the totals to show how
comtheatre
the
from
much <-ame
pan.v and how much from distribu(’orporation listed its extion
penses at $104,372,282. $29 128 066
'of which going foi amortization of
film costs and expenses; $28,228.687 for roy.ilties and participations
and $47,015,528 for operating and
general expense.s.
('orporat ion’s charge for losses
productions,
in
investments
on
stories and continuities amounted

and Korea after June
.Austria and Indonesia
individual

to

Maas declared.

be

in
A’ligoslovia. or that
MPEA will he additionally assigned an area .such as ('hina,
((’ontinued on page 20)

Dorfman Out, Danzigers
Take Over Henreid Pic
Edmund Dorfman.

I

release, has pulled out
As a
Edward J. and H;iiry Lee
have taken over the
Danz.iger
financing and will participate in
the package.

j

QUICKIE

,

•

24.

tion xesterday <Tue.s.t. leaving the

"

liMiig

agency

ffacks.

I

to

result,

WALSH HELPS
PAR RUMP PICKET

Vote

was

ists
.

!

Screen Put»lici.sts Guild filed a
petition tor an industry-wide elec-

wlio

have financed Paul Henreid and
Bernard Vorhaus in tlie indie product ion they plan for United Art-

,

common.

decision of the size of the \oting
ut»it in the lap of National Labor
Relations Board, fho International
Alliance of Theatrical Employees
thexll maintain desaid
flacks
mands for studio election onl\.
SPG originally asked for wider
Jurisdiclion also covering adver-

flirt lie I'

oiciiried

I

Despite the .small net profit for
the year. RKO earned surplus as of
Dec! 31. 1948. was $21,682,181 after
paying $2,339,941 in dividends on

May

opei'ation.

and Gci'iiiariy. MPEA
trimmed. Maas said.
Ilow'ever. he added, there Is always
the possiliilily of improvement in
some countries, siu'li as recently
will

MPAA

—

to $3. .3.57. 370.

Holl\w'ood.

30. and that
will go back

company

as in Holland

WHIRL AT THE STUDIO

'

Industry-Wide

been

Danzigers. w lio operate a sound
studio in New' York, recently produced "Jigsaw.” Framhot Tonestarter, in Manhattan.
'I'liey put
up all the financing themselves,
EXECS’
have now mortgaged the finorganizations
cliarilable
sending .'riiey
money to Japan and for other of ished picture in a liank. and are
using the resultant loan for angelthe various means by wliich money
ing “Ruiiaw'ay,” the Heiireid-VorBarm'v Bala ban. ,AI Schwalhcrg. is liquidated —geneially at a dis- bans film. It will he budgeted at
Ollier
countries.
count
in
Max Vouiigslcin and other Paraaround
$550,000, w ifli deferments
MPEA held contracts with the
mount homcoffice liiass return to'
member-companies for distribu- by Henreid. who w ill appear in it;
.New' 5’oik at the end of this week
Vorhaus. who will direct, and
from sales meetings and studio con- tion of their product in .lapan and others. This will, considerably re(('onliriued on page 18)
fabs on the (’oast.
Los Angeles
duce the sum Dan/.igers will be resessions first two days of this week
quired to .Tdvanie.
wound up the series which had
Dorfman was to have put second
KlLrN.Y.
been previouslx held in New Voik,
money for "Runaway” and arrange
Pittsburgh. C'hicago and Dallas.
a bank loan, btil the deal never
LINE went through. He now has another
Balahan and A’oungstein planed
out of New York .Sunday t22> night
from package. “Guilty Bystander,” from
Under direct pressiiie
for the meetings.
It w'as a twin
Richard F. Walsh, picxy of the Ih- a mystery novel, for which he has
bill for them, since they addressed
lernalional .Alliance of Theatrical hei'n endeavoring to arrange a rethe sales crew and tfien planned to Stage Employees, rank-and-file lease deal.
He claims it is comhe at the studio the rest of the memhers ot projectionists l.ocal oletely financed
Don Ett linger
week for introduction by Balaban 306 called off their picket line bo- has done the s<*iipt. and Geraldine
of Youngstein to execs there and lore the Paramount. N. Y.. last-j Fitzgerald and Mary Boland are
for disi'ussions of publicity-adver- week. Uiiauthot ized pickiOing had reportediv cast in the prodiiclioh,
tising plans.
been going on toi' a month to pro- whicli W'ill he filmed in New York.
Youngstein finished up as pub-ad test dismissal of two hoothiiien at U \ w ill not dixtribute it.
chief at Eagle Lion Friday (20 and the
Danziger brothers have another
Brookl>ri
Paiamount. Local
immediately shifted over to Par 306 execs tiad not been "officially” pic. ”Sarumba.” for \vhi«-h they
Coast confabs .are being held with supporting the demonstrations.
are se^'king a fl.it sale of dislrihiistudio topper Henry Ginsberg. Y.
Walsh stepped in after Para- tion rights. If w.is made in (’uha
Frank Freeman, studio publicity mount
exees pointed nut the Para- about two years ago, with Michael
chief Norman Siegel and others on
mount liad a Ilona fide- pact with Whalen and Doris Dowling starred.
plans for coordinating work of the
was partly finished when t)iey
It
Local 306 still in operation. I
pub-ad depart tnenl. to lay out cam- proxy
told the projectionists to acquirer! it h\- ruining up tlie end
paigns on upcoming pix. to deterI’heir
"cut it «)ul” lint promised to tiv money need«*d to finisls it
mine I'elease dales, etc. .Also on and reach
an agreement over the ".ligsaw" will ti;i\e its \«*w York
the f’oasf for the se.ssions is ea.sl28' at the Mayiiieem Satnid.iy
laid-off operators.
ern studio rep Russell Holman.
fail'
Sales deparlmeni execs who were
Herir«*id-N'oi hairs par t w ith U \
Joe .Manklewirz Wins .Award
west for the two-day L. A. parle>
for "Riin'aw'.'iv " calls for' straight
llollywdod. May 24
weie, in additir)n to Schwalberg,
dist rihul ioti fee. w ith the oroJoseph I. Mankiewicz wiin the
Ted O’Shea. Fred I.eRoy, Oscar first annual Screen Directors diK «M' p.«\ iiig for all adi erl ising
Morgan and sales attorney Dick fiuild award for 20th’s "Letter evc*.pt co-op and sfieclal exploita-

PAR

RKO

.SPG

have

whicli

lianded the members, they got back
$25U.0UU which they advanced to
set up tlie organization.
With the possibility that the
MPE.A will cease activity in Japan

Motion
.Assn., disclo.sed this week.
picture industry will no longer
operate at a h>.ss in Japan while
every other type of American business is not only getting costs, but
a

profits

()()(), out)

financial aid is not appropriated.
Irving Maas. v.p. and general manager of the Motion Picture Fixport
if

AMG

totaled

filni

Tw<*niielh - Fox renewed Robert
Bassler's
for
producer contract
two yeais, during which his pro-

l

'

stales.

Soundtracks for 76 prints of each
are being prepared in all the
major languages.

the

I

'

Just how much out of line the
total net for 1948 was is seen in
the note to stockholders froin Ned
E. Depinet. in which the first quarter net for 1949 was revealed. This
shows $1.037.4Rt) consolidated net
profit for the initial quarter this
year, the three months lopping the
It compares with
full year of 1948
11.345.327 in first quarter of 1948.

receive one-half of the estate before gifts to the employes.
Another $59,000 in specific bequests
are made.

J«>.seph

conqiares

profit

MPEA acting merely as a servicorganization, and (Jermany,
w hei'e the situation will re.semble
the Netherlands after next Dec. 31.
I,ast
Ml’K.A profits melon was
.split in January and .some eoin has
accrued since tlien
It will lie divvied when it is fell liy the directors
to hax'e achieved worthwhile proportions.
In addition to the $3,ing

Jap Pix Mart

appropriations
the
H«)use
At
leghearings. Jack Bryson.
islative rep. asked the committee
for $2,180,000 to cover distrib costs
on t04 features. 52 shorts, and 52
new'sreels in Japan during the next
.Metro’s 8 in Work
fiscal year.
'I'he MPEA has been
Biggest increase in film-making sending in pictures at the request
activities i.s lieing racked up by of the Army
Bryson .said $514,000
Metro, (’ompany had only three was for the cost of distributing picfeatures in tlie works at this lime tures in the area and $1,656,000
last year but currently has eight was the share of production costs
before the cameras, most of tlu'in attributable to ttie Nip market. In
top-hiidgeters. That figure does not the four years tltal MF’EA has been
include “.Annie Get Your Gun.” shipping pictures to Japan, it has
w hich resumes production as soon lost
Bryson explained,
millions.
as the femme star question is set-' because the value of its frozen yen
tied, following the temporary sus- has depreciated so badly.
pension of .Indy Garland.
MPE.A, wliich handles tlie terriOther companies are running tory on a co-op basis lor most of
about the same as last yeai'. folthe U. S. companies, has been able
lowing the pickup in production
to do nothing with the yen up to
during the last montli^or so. (’<>- now except pay actual operating
lumbia has foui' now, as against costs in Japan
Maas claims that
five last year, and RKO. with three
much of the frozen coin could be
(C’onlinucd on page 18)
w'ould grant
thawed if the
permission for buying merchandise
for shipment liere, for deals with

085.848 shown in 1947.
Just how
diaslic this writeoff for 1948 totaled IS seen by the expl.anation in
financial statement to stockholders.
'I'his cited
that nearly all of the
$1,045,693 would have been included in inventories of productions as of Dec. 31 last year had
the usual accounting procedure of
the company been followed. Only
reason given for the unusual piocedure and drastic writeoff is that
was taken "subsequent to a
it
change In studio management and
as an incident thereto.”

houses and three St. Louis
County drive-ins.
Kropp worked
for Wehrenberg for 33 years.
Other employe beneficiaries are
Mrs. Helen Foster, Miss (’atherine
Eilermann and Gustav N. Krause,
managers and cashiers of three
houses, each of whom will receive

Paul
son-in-law.
Kruegei'. manager of three houses,
is to receive $2.5,000; his grandson.
$2.5,000. and a sister, $5,000. 'I’lwee
other employes. F. H. Marlott,

•

of

many coun-

cupied ar»‘as and othei' lei'iitorics
presenting special problems.
Decrease in anticipated income which
Maas mentioned is aside from Holland. where the companies have
resumed individual opeiation with

to Stay

In

in

lies.

Association is a cooperative venture of most U. S. distribs. handling llieir product in 13 nations
behind tlie Iron (’urtain, in tlie oc-

era

{

studio overhead, and thereby
allocated to the cost of pictures
produced during the year.

indie

is

American pictures
t

.

to

Wehrenberg’s widow

its
10 member companies a total
of $3,000,000. it was di.sclosed by
Irving Maas, v.p. and general manager.
On the basis of a 10-week
lour of Europe from which he recently returned. Maas said, however. that leductions in tlie MPEA’s
rale of income could he expected
as a ('(‘.suit of tighter restrictions on

^

ma-

general thinking
the majors is the
present position of 2()tli Fox. Studio. with 12 features now' finished
and waiting release, expects to
have its total 1949 relea.se roster!
wound by next month. As a re-j
suit. 2()th plans to have seven more
features before the cameras early
in June, which will represent polential relea.scs* for the first halfyear of 1950.
Tw'entietli. consequently, will ba\e no summer letup
in production.

ure. since this $1,045,693 figure was
aulhoii/ed by the directors as a
writeoff by a direct charge to profit
and loss instead of being charged

Seven employes of Fred Wohrenberg. pioneer exhibitor here
w'ho died two weeks ago. were bequeathed a total of $50,000 under
the terms of a w'ill filed last week
in the St. Louis county probate
court
Beneficiary of the largest
«um. $25.0f)0. is Lester Kropp. gen.
mgr. of Wehrenberg’s chain of 10

$7. .501).

Export
A.s.sn.,
completion of
years of operation this week,
has during that period .split among

Hollywood Asking

is

on the part

this

24.

it

Indicating

cial

$50,000 to 7 Employes
Louis,

.jors,

dated net

basis.

Wehrenberg Bequeaths

St.

Net

Down to

But
whenever a Loew’s house plays an
Eagle Lion picture, the Guilds
hold back since the latter company
has the .sole industry pact with the
w hitecollarite unions.
a

RKO

boxoffice.
Distributors,
however, have not yet stepped up
their rate of release, w'hich is leading to the paradoxical situation of

plan to' boost
$S04,044 their total ofknown,
completed and unreleased films to somewhere between
Writeoff of
costs
of
certain the 15 and 20 marker, which they
.American film companies asked
stories and continuities amounting consider the safe point. Once that Congress last week for $2,180,000
to $1.1)45.693 is tabbed as a major is reached, and if pii lures continue to cover tlieir operation in Japan
next fiscal year and strongfactor in RKO winding up the year their present playoff rale, then it for the
ly hinted withdrawal of their prodis expected tlie releasing schedules
1948 with only $504,044 consoliuct from tliat territory altogether
will be upped.

Picketing,
tensified

duction .surge is the faster playoff
being given most pictures at the

an increase in backlogs in an
of faster playoffs.
Most of the

SPG and Screen Office &
Guild,
Employee's
meantime, called off their, picket
lines before the Palace on Broadway after .souring the nostalgic
goodwill which welcomed vaude’s
Thursday

Big Writeoff

Keeps

Botfi
Profe.s.sional

last

Motion Picture
which marks the
tliree

nation's

provisions.

comeback

Years But Less Expected Henceforth
{|[[[||y[y

Carrillo as Villa

,

flackeries. SPG althe homeoflice
seniority rights and
Jege.s. violated
oust Guild adherto
designed
were

ents.

m

MPEA Split $3,000,000 In 3

^

'

long

pact.

10 Cos. in

Sj[pyp

|||]

Mot gan

to XI'i'*'*

Wives

"

tion

—
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“-V*"** Wow

Gale Lashes Chi B.O. But ‘Stratton

Bangup at $11000;

‘Africa -Stooges

There's

Upswing

midway

was halted
Thursdav
lashing rainstorm-swept

,

Three Stooges and Mischa Auer on

estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,

Weekend

(18)

was

also

biz

at-

showers but was on up-

‘Number of new entries
ffiade
reached a recent high with seven
newcomers.

_

r-

.

C,rand
at
Story
“Stratton
should sweep to excellent $17.()()().
“Africa Speaks” at Oriental witli
.

okay $50,000. ••QuarUnited Artists got raves but
”Make|;
shapes just okay $13 000.

stage looks
tet” at

include the U. S. amusement

••

Believe Ballroom” and “Impact at
“El
$12,000.
Palace is fairish

Roosevelt should

hit

neat

“Belvedere To College”

at

Chi-

Paso"

at

—

Kaye T3ts ‘Way’

$16,000.

plus Frances Langford and
Jon Hall onstage leads the second
cago

Sock

hand.some
holdovers with
“Night Unto Night •’ Stateon
$9,000
at
weak
Lake appears
“Red Shoes" at
.second round.
Selwvn goes into 22d week with

week

$50,000.

— "Casablanca"

$23,000, Buff.

Buffalo May 24.
Big news here this stanza Is the
'esounding week being luined in
tidy $7,500.
by the Buffalo where Sammy Kay<^i
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98'— band is boosting “Crooked Way"
witli
(20th'
“Belvedere To College”
to sock total.
Elsewhere biz i.s
Frances Lanford and Jon Hall p.a. slow. “Bride of Vengeance^
looks'
Last
Excellent $50,000.
(2d wk).
mild
at Lakes.
week, $64,500.
Estimates for This Week
Garrick (B&K> (900; 50-98)
Buffalo (Loews' <3.500; 40-70'
“Duke of Chicago” (Rep) and •‘ArcMinor “(‘looked Way" iU.^> plus Sammy
tic Manhunt” (U' (2d wk'.
Kaye orch onstage. Sock $23,000
Last week. $6,000
$4. ,500.
50-98)—
or near. Last week. "Portrait of
Grand (RKO) (1.500;
Sharp Jennie” (SRO) and “Cheated
“Stratton Story” (M-G».
week. Law" (20th). okay $10,500.
Last
offing.
$17,000 in
Great Lakes (Par) (3.400; 40-70'
Joan of Arc” (RKO) (8th wk'. sock
“Bride of Vengeance” (Pan and!
$12,500.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98' “Tuc.son
(20th). Modest $12,000
—“Africa Speaks” (UA) plus Three or less.
Last week, “FlamingoStooges and Mischa Auer on stage. Road” (WB) (2d wk'. $7,500 in 4
Okay $50,000 looms. Last week. days.
“City Across River” (U' with Dick
ilipp (Par) (3,400; 40-70'- “Manfancy handled”
wk'.
(3d
Contino
unit
(Par)
and ‘Michael
$37,000.
O’Halloran” (Mono). Passable $5.Palace (RKO) (2..500; .50-98'— 000.
Last
week. “Night
Unto
“Impact” (UA) and “Make Be- Night” (WB) and "Stage Struck”
Fairislj (Mono), $6,000.
lieve
Ballroom” (Coh.
La.st week. “Win$12,000 likely.
Lafayette (Ba_sil.

Men” (WB)
$8,000.

(WB)

and

(rei.ssues).

week,

Last

“C,-

Night” (ED. light $6,000.

|

cellent

$11,000;

—

Ahead”

(U)

week, $13,000.

Woods (Essaness)

(1.073; 98'
(20th) (4th wk'.
Last week, fine

to $10,0()0.

!

week,
(3d

'

80 •— ‘‘Tragic

World (Indie) (587;
Hunt” (Indie). Oke $3,500.
“Louisiana
wk) $3,500.

Storv"

Last
(Indie'

I

in Mild Indpis.

complain

seasonal.

by Benny

slump

is

more

paced
on stage

"Jig.saw.”

Goodman band

Circle, is leading grossec, but
short of sensational.
“Mother Is
a Freshman,” at Indiana,
ace
is
straight filmer.

—
|

i

|

1

—

—

—

I

1

i

i

j

I

.

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 46-80(—
“Night Unto Night” (WB'. .Another
dim one at $10,000 or less. Last
Baltimoie’j
“Adventure
week,

(RKO),

$8..500.

4.5-80)—'
(FC'
and ••Shot Jes.se James" (SG'. Not

Warner

(WB)

— File

649'’

D'-cp"

'ED.

and

$4,000.

Mercy”
good

)2()th)

(reissues).

hut

won’t

Doing

hold,

lii

ahead.

$}).-

000.

“Amazon Quest” (FC.
“C-Men” (F'C set to open

Fri-

day

$9, .500

(27'.

(U.\T-Par) (2,092; 60-$l 25)
— Rivoli
“One Woman's Story” (U) (2d
wk'. First week ended last night
(Tues.)
was very di.sappointing
$13,000, and won't hold here long.
In
ahead, “Portrait of Jennie”
(SRO) )7th wk-6 days), $7,500.
Roxy eJOth) (5,886; 80-$ 1.80)—
“Forbidden Street” (20th) plus

Dick Haymes, Dick Buckley, ice-

show

(2d-final wk).
Slipping to
$63,000 in final round after $81,000,
just fair, opener. “Beautiful Blonde

—

Rain Blamed for Slow Biz in Qeve.;

Rain No Help to Omaha;
‘Had .Men’-Tucker .$I8,.5()0
Omaha.

in
Stdlion
"iO EalliotU"
I

.Ma.N

24.

and
had
spells
rainy
weather generally held gro.s.ses
down over the weekend, hinting
week’s hiz. However. “Bad .Man ot
Tomhstone" bolstered hv Orrin
I'licker-Preston Foster slageshow
will give the Orpheum a neat sesThe other houses don't look
sion
iContinued on page 18)

Long

:

•Adventure” (CoD, ditto.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-70i—
Fine
“Flamingo/^ Road”
(WB'.
$15,000
M.ast week. “El Paso"
'Par'. $9,000
(605;
International
(Taylor)
48-66'
"Quartet" (EL' (8th wk*.
.5.5-70'— Still big $3,500 after last week’s
1
'

Monroe Lifts ‘French’
Cleveland. May 24.
Two heavy rainstorms nicked
Vaughn Monroe band’s appearance
augmented by “Slightly French,"
but the combo is hitting a strong
total at Palace. El.sewhere trade is'
mostly light. “El Paso" only sati.sHipp’s|
factory at Loew’s State.
'"W'-Vfr of •Flamingo Road- look

Tall $36,

Ohio (I.oew’si (1.200;
"Big Jack (M-G'. Okay $.5..500 for

i

—

’

$3,800.

I.a«t week, “Passionelle”
6 days.
Loew’s 'Loewi <2.096; 40-70'—
(Indie and “Torment (Indie', $6.- “Portrait of Jennie” (SRO' i2d wk'.
000
Fair $7,500 after last week’s satisPalaee (RKO- <3,300; 60-90'— faclorv $9. ,500.
“Slightl.v
French”
(CoD plus
Odeon (Rank' <2.390; 35-$l 20'—
Vaughn Monroe orch onstage. .“Blue Lagoon” (EL' (2d wk'. Okay
Strong $36.()0(). although about $.5.- '$11,000 after last week’s $14,000
000 under Vaughn’s biz here on
40-70'
(2.386;
Shea’s
(FP'
a big dip.
visit.
last
Last week, “Window” “Streets of Laredo” 'Par'.
SatisEstimates for This Week
'RKOI, $12,000
Last week. ’’Unfactor\ $9,000
Allen (Warners' <3.000: 55-70'—
State (Loew’s' (3.450; 55-70'
dercover .Man" (CoD, $7,000.
"Night Unto Night" (W'B'. Rather “El Paso” (Par) Nice $14,000 in 5
I’niversity (FP' '1,556; 40-70'
light $9,000.
Last week, “Outpost davs
Last week. “City Across “Behedere To College" '20th' (3d
in Morocco" (UA', brisk $12.50().
River 'U'. $12..5()0.
Fine $6,000 after last week's
wk'
Stillman 'Loew’s' (2,700; 55-70> $8,000
IHpp (Warners) <3.700; 55-70'
I’ptow n (Loewi (2.743; 40-70'—
“Flamingo Road” <WB' (2d wk' -“Force of Evil 'M.G'. Oke $7.Ordinary $14,000 following stout 500. Last week. “Stratton Story" ".Ma. Pa Kettle" 'U' '3d wk'. Ok.iy
excellent $8,000
411) v K
iM-G
$5 CO'' alter Lf't week’'; nire $t5..^(X).
$22,000 ‘la^l week.
i

(3.300;

“Red

(El.,)

•

44-99)—
(Mage)
(.594;
“Crash Dive” )20th) and “Show No
Rialto

•

(2.000;

“Slate Department

(

week.

—

”

,

|

Last week. “Flaniingo
Road” (WB) and “Tuna Clippei'
(Mono), ditto.
l.oew's (Loew’s) (2,450; 44-65)—
‘‘Undercover Man" (Col' and ’‘Big
Jack" (M-G). So-so $10,000. Last
week.
“Paisan” (Indie', $8,000.
good for foreign film hero.
Lyric
44-05'—
(G-D)
1.600,
“Bomba" (Mono) and "Stiike It
Ricir’
(Mono).
$5,000
Modest
Rockies"

—

[

$7,000.

$12,000.

East

Park .Avenue (U) (583; $1.20$2.40'
"Hamlet •• (U) (35th wk'.
Thirty-fourth week was slightly off
again at $11,500 after $12,000 for
previous week.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers' (5.945. 80-$2.40)
“Stratton
Story" (M-(h with stageshovv (2d
Down to neat $118,000 on
wk).
initial holdover stanza after good
$126,000 first week, albeit below
hopes. Stay.s a third. “Edward My
Son” (M-G) being advertised as
next film for Hall.

:

much in sight at about $5.()()0. dim
Yankee”
44-65'— Last week. '‘Connecticiil
(in.o.). okay $8,000.
(Par)
“Mother Is Freshman” (2()th) and
“Search for Danger” (FC.
Fair
(G-D)

opener.

I

stage. $16..500.

Indiana

Bobby Sher-

Opens

i

,

at

Estimates for This Week
Circle
(Gamble-Dolle)
(2.800;
.50-90)
“Jigsaw” (UA) with Benny
Goodman orch onstage
Mode.*!!
$17..500.
La.st
week. “Duke of
( hicago” (Rep)
with Freddy Martin
orch. Marilvn Maxwell, on-

Murray.

orch, Blackburn Twins topstageshovv.
today
(Wed.). Last week. “Streets of Laredo” (Par' with Peter Lorre. Victor Lombardo orch. Pied Pipers
heading stage hill (2d wk'. slipptd
to
$55,000
after
okay $63,000

—

'

Exhibs

Jan

Blair.

ping

'

•

Ilian

—

wood

i

•

i

Indianapolis, May 24.
Fii-strun film biz is a little improved over recent
lows this
stanza, but still off usual pace.

to-

morr(»w (Thurs.).
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
"Manhandled” (Par) plus Janet

FouHh session ended last From Bashful Bend” (20th) with
wk'.
Bernio
Berry Bros., Viola
night (Tues.) dipped to
Holdover of “Barkleys
onstage opens Fri:pkay-S16.5t>q-:ior.^J|rinfe«fJ^J:n^‘^^^^^^
“ Tthiy (27)
oadway" at Midland shapes after.
“Ma. Pa Kettle** (Ur^ftfT'Song of
Stay s'Tm
healthy. Weather is rainy.
(Loew’s)
(3,450; 50-$!..50)—
'
(589$1
Bijou (City Inv
India
(Col).
Good $15,000. La.st
Estimates for This Week
s”
(EL) ( 3 l;t|*”*‘Barkleys trf Broadway” (M-G) (4th
week, “Undercover Man” oCol'
wk'. Thml
ThiwI week ended last night
at
and
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45- wk). Holding near recent Wyel at
“Make Believe Ballrootn'
off a hi
from recent big
6.5'
(Col). $13,000.
Wolf about $11,000 this round atterj'Tues)
“Frankenstein
Meets
sessions with $33,000. still great
Century (20th Cent' (3.000; 40- Man” (indie) and “Mad Ghoul” nice $11. .500 last week. Continues profit;
second
was
$45,000. Stays
run
all-summer
70'
with
Slow $2,800. indef.
“Pride of Yankees” (flKO' (Indie) (reis.sues).
indef.
(reissue) and "Parole, Inc.” (EL). Last week. “Scatterbrain" (Rep) planned
Strand (WB) (2.756; 76-$l.50)—
Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 80-$l .50'
Barely okay $7,300 in 5 days. Last and ‘’Yokel Boy” (Rep) (reissues',
“Sun Comes Up" (M-G) w'ith “Flamingo Road* (WB) with Ted
week. “Outpost In Morocco" lUA'. same.
Lewis orch and stage unit (3d-flnal
Kfmo (Dickinson) (550; $1.20- Glen Gray orch. Jackie Miles. wk>. Down
oke $1 1.5U0.
$35,000 in final frame
40'—
.$2
(ED (5tb Gracie Barrie (2d-final wk). Down after oke to $45,000
-Red
Shoes’
for
second.
wk)
Still great money at $3,000. to $18,000 after very dim $21,500,
“Younger Bros." (WB) plus Bobby
below hopes and all-time low for
La.st week, $4,000.
Byrne
orch.
(27).
opens
Friday
Too Mach Baseball in
Midland (Loew’s' (3..500; 4.5-65) stage-film policy here on first
Sutton (Rugoff &. Becker) (561;
-Tuhsa’ (ED with Eddy
"Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G) week.
70-$l. ‘20)— -Quartet” (EL) (9th wk).
and “The Judge" (FC' (2d wk). Howard orch. Marilyn Maxwell Eighth round ended Monday (2 :d
Pitt But 'Pacific’ Fast
Last week, sock lopping stage hill opens tomorrow
Good $11,000.
held up remarkably well at $12,000
(Thurs.) after three preview showafter $12,400 for seventh week.
$12,000; ‘Night’ Dim
ings of film today.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)
70- Continues on.
(1,700;
Criterion (Loew’s)
"Walking Hills” (Col) and "Song
Pittsburgh. May 24.
Victoria (C’itv Inv.) (1.060; 95Not
Gambles”
(U).
$1.75)
“Lady
Too much baseball just about of India” (CoD. Average $9,000.
$1 80)— “Home of Brave” (UA) (2d
week. “Pride of Yankees” getting what had been expected,
tells the story this week. With the La.5t
wk). Holding up in fine style at
look
help;
doesn’t
small
with'title
(RKO)
“Tall
and
in
Saddle"
(RKO)
Pirates drawing terrific crowds at
$23,000 after sock $30,000
Holds.
In big
to get over $16,000.
night and also day games. "Bark- (reissues', $10,000.
opener. Stays on indef.
ahead. “.Africa Screams" (UA) (2d
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 4.5-65)
leys of Broadway" is holding up
mere
$10,000.
davs),
c^d
wk-9
wk'.
fairly well in second stanza at Penn "Dream Is Yours” (WB»
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 50-$ 1.20)
and “Canadian Pacific" isn’t doing Moderate $9,000. Last week, trim
“Champion” (UA) (97th wk). ‘Flainiiigo’ Fine $15,000,
too badly at Harris, but other fiisl- $14,000 to win holdover.
profitable at $14,500 after
Still
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65'
runners are dragging bottom.
Red Stallion Rockies” (ED and okay $16,000 last week. Continues.
Estimates for This Week
Toronto; ‘Laredo’ $9,000
(Brandt) (900; 44-90)
Gotham
(ED.
“Million
Dollar
Weekend"
Harris (Harris' (2,200; 45-80)—
Okay $12,000
La.st “Big Jack" (M-G).
Toronto. May 24.
“Canadian Pacific” (20th). .Action Average $3,500 or over.
holding.
Last
and
nut
or
less,
Away”
week.
Went
“Since
You
With
plenty of holdover, bii
picture off to good start, and looks
shapes spotty this week. Top coin
Last week. (SRO) and “Hired Wife" (U' (re- week, subsequent-run.
fast $12,000 or over.
50- is being snared by newcomer “Fla(Brandt)
Ma.vfair
(1,736;
The Fan” )20th>. $8,000 in 6 days. issues), $3,000.'
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox $1 20' “Blossoms in Dust” (M-G) mingo Road,” fine, at Imperial.
Penn (Loew’s-UA) (3,300; 4.5-80)
“Barkleys of Broadway” dVI-G' Midwe.st) (2,100. "2.043. 700; 45-65) reissiiej:: Looks mild $14,000, and “Streets of Laredo” looks oke at
In ahead, ftifth Shea’s.
“Red Pony (Rep>. Mild $11,000 will not hold.
Bit below average here
(2d wk».
Jungle” week of “Wizard of Oz” (M-G)
Estimates for This Week
for h.o.. but okay at $12,500. Last in 6 da\s. “Daughter of
(reis.'iuei. $10,000.
“Jigsaw” (UA)
week,
Last
(Rep)
added
Tower.
at
$20,000.
week, strong
Downtown. Glendale, Scarboro,
“Canadian Pacific" (20th', medium opens Saturday (28).
Ritz (Loew’s) (800; $ -$1.20'
State
)‘20th Centr (1,0.59, 955, 608.
Palace (RKOi (1.700; 5.5-$1.20)—
“Red Shoes” (ED (2d wk'. Ad- $14,000 in 8 days.
694: 35-60'— “Cover Up” (UA) and
vance sale perking up and second
“Leather Gloves” (CoD.
Good
stanza should hit sturdy $8,500,
$10,000.
Last
week. “Walking
nice improvement over last w eek’s
Hills” (CoD and “Blackie’s Chinese
pix at Tower-Uptown-Fairway combo. “Walking MiUs" looks so-so at

!

'

Goodman Helps ‘Jigsaw’
$17,500

near-

“Slightly

—

<

$7,000.

“To Sea in Ships”

at

likely,
bill.

—

I

United ArtisU (B&K» (1.700; 50-'
98'— “Quartet” (ED. Okay $13,000.!
Last week, “Fan” (20th' (2d wk'.

$13,000.

—

same day

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$l.50)
"We Were Strangers” (Col) (3th

New

v.

4

|

j

Down

starts

two major houses and new films
rated lightweight.
“Red Pony" is
tame leader for top coin of new

in

I

—

Last

Thin $9,000 looms.

W'k).

9G

i

—

$7,500.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; .50-98'
—“Night Unto Night” (WB* (2d

ad-

vantage of anticipated Memorial
Day upbeat this weekend.^ Paramount opens “Manhandled.” Capitol opens "Tulsa” and “Beautiful,
Blonde” preems Friday (27) at the
with stage shows.
all
Roxy,

a c

French" (Coh with vaude opens

—

(reissues).

Roosevelt (B&K) (1..500; 50-98'“El Pa.so” (Par).
Neal $16,000
Last week, "Ma, Pa Kettle” (U' (2d
vk), nice $12,000.
Selwyn (B&K) (1,000; $1.20$2.40)— "Red Shoes” (EL( (22d wk'.
Tidy $7,500. Last week. $8,400.

cap

)

“Raven” (FC) and “Murders Rue
Morgue” (FC) (reis.sucs*. Sluggish
of
“Idol
week.
$7,600.
Last
“California
Crowds’'
and
(U)
Straight

In

•

I

50-98

displaying

“Younger Bros” plus Bobby Byrne
‘Hills’
band lees off the same day at the
"C-Men” also opens FriStrand.
Kansas City. May 24.
Mayfair brings in
day at Rialto.
Lighter week is in store for
Jigsaw” Saturday (28). “Hellfire”
wickets this week with holdovers
Gotham.

'

(1,700;

is

after socko $30,000 opener. “Stratton Story" shapes to land $118,000
in second stanza at Music Hall,
enough to w'iu a third week.

‘Pony’ Paces K. C,

j

(Indie)

campaign.
of Brave"

"Home

Many houses are bringing
new bills this week to take

”

Rialto

$15,000.

disappoint-

is

marked stamina, with big $23,000
or close in second Victoria week

$3..500.

—

dow” (RKO), okay $17,000.

W’ith

j

—

‘

no place

ing at Criterion with $16,000 or
near, especially slow' in view of ex-

by

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— “The
Bribe” (M-C, '.
Moderate $10,000.
Last week “Flamingo Road" (WB),
big $13,000.
World (Mann) (400; 50-70'
"Ball Game” (M-G) )4th wk'. Still
profitable at $3,000.
Last week.

getting

is

"Lady Gambles” also

First-rate

“Walked

.

$27,000

with

start

1

tax.

,

Canadian .Paeifie”" (20th) with
~
Initial week of
valide show
new vaiidfilm policy off to terrific
‘

act

”

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net. i.e.,
without the 20Vo ta.\. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the

fected by

"

Estimates Are Net

last

Brave’ Fine 23G, ‘Stratton’ I18G, 2d

be
"Undercover Man
t)iat
plieum, wliicli shapes fairl\ ni<e.
Otherwise the only major newAll-day rain last Sunday <22'
comers are "The Bribe" and "'rhe plus plenty of moisture on Friday
Fan,
neitheu evoking much en- (20' is giv ing Broadway first run
thusiasm. Best boxotfice bet prob- theatres a slight boost this session
ably will he holdover of ••Belve- despite an oversupply of holdovers.
dere Coes to College.”’ iu second The real break the deluxers got
w eek
jwas the Sunday downpour since it
thou.saiuts.
now outdoorkept
Estimates for This Week
minded, away from country and
Century 'Par' (1.600; .50-70)—
op*‘n road.
"The Fan” )20lh».
Doing only
The biggest news this week is
mild $4.0()() or near.
Last week,
the smash fashion in w’luch vaude"Pygmalion”
(Indie)
(reissue).
ville
was brought back to the
$3,500.
PaFirst run "Canadian
Palace.
Radio City 'Par) '4.000;
cific" coupled with eight acts of
Belvedere to College" CiOlh' )2d vaiide is spelling $27,000. virtually
wk). Headed for trim $12,000 after capacity and terrific in view of
big $18,000 first week.
Only thing comparable
low scale
RKO-Orpheum (RKO' (2.800; 50- at this lumse in many month.s was
70)
‘Undercover
Man"
(CoD. "l.ast Days Pompeii"-“She." reissue
Praise for this one
flood $12,000 combo, w'hi<’h
but
hit
$31,000
in prospect.
La.st week. "Walking which had the advantage of higher
Hills" (Col), light $8,000
admissions.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)
"One Wotnan’s Story” at Rivoli

24.

Loop grosses
week by a

Chi

in

May

Cheers B way:

Lady’ $16,000, ‘Story’ 15G, Both Dull;

fare on tap currently and biz continues
depres.sed
despite
cold
weather that's favorable for atBest entry appears to
tendance.

Plus Auer $50,000, ‘Quartet’ Oke 13G
Chicago,

Minneapolis. May 24.
little
importani
new

m

11

"

|

I

.

i

—

’

”

‘

,

,

ia
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gbosses

pic:titbe

Game’ Wallops

*Ball

'Champion Sockeroo $25,11(10 in Hub,

Wow $26,000

3 Spots; 'Flamingo’ Torrid 24G, 2d

Mont’l

in

i

Montreal, May 24.
Biggest item currently is “Ball
Game," smash at Loew’s. “Counless of Monte Cristo” shapes ter-

IS

Warm Weather Wilts L A.; laredo’

I

,

Imperial.
at
Victoria Day
holiday (24> also is helping the
boxofficp
Estimates for This Week
Loew’s (C.T.» (2.855; 40-63 »—
“Ball Game” (M-G>.
Smash $26.000. Last week. “Don Juan” (WB'
(2d wk), $13,500.
Capitol iCT.' (2.412: 34-60'—
“Sun Comes Up" iM-G'.
Just
okay $13,000. Last week. “Fighter

‘Window’ Okay at

rifle

Boston.

May

4

24.

“Flamingo Road” at the Met
sparking the way this stanza with
“Champion
buff total reported.
houses also appears in
at three
newcomers.
Other
great shape.
Boston, “Judge
“Big Jack” at
Steps Out” at
of Evil" at

Key

Estimated Total Groat
This Week
$2,522,000
(Based on 25 cific.s, 221

Memorial and “Force

Orpheum

City Grosses

are only aver-

theatres, chiefi/^
Cihiiiig N Y.)

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1.200; 40-8.51
“Secret Garden” (M-G* I3d wk'.

rtrsi

Total Gross Sam*
Last Year
(Based on 20
theatres

to $4,500. Last week. $3,000.
Boston IRKOI (3.200; 40-85>—
“Big Jack” IM-G) and “Search for
Danger” (FC). Fair $16,000. Last
(VVBi
and
“Ca.sablanca”
week
“G-Man” (WB) (reissues', not up
to hopes after strong start. $19,500.
(ATO ( 1.000; 40-85'
Esquire
“Champion” (UAl. Okay $6,000.
week, subsequent-run.
L,-»sl

nrmn

runs, in-

‘Lady’ NSG 3flG, ‘Champion’ 22G, 4th

Palace

$2,406,000
cities
181

“Mother
wk'.

»

(C.T.)

Estimated Total Gros*
$50‘».000
This W'eek
(Based on 18 theatres*

34-60)—

(2.623;

Freshman”

Is

F'ine

$1(),0()()

first ses.sion

Princess

(20th

after

$9,000

at

sock

(

34-60'—
Still

$14,000

big
for

‘Window’ Shiny

first.

Imperial

Loo

(C.T

)

(1.839;

26-45'—

“Countess Monte Cristo” (U' and
“Cheated Law” (20th'.
Smash
$10,000.
Last week. "Man From
Colorado” (CoH and “Manhattan
Angel” (C'oD. $10,500.

in St.
Fenway (NKTI (1.373; 40-85>—
“Manhandled” (Par) and “TemptaSt. Louis. May 24.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1.040; 34-60)—
average,
(Mono'
Harbor”
tion
Trade at mainslem hoit.ses con- “Jigsaw” (UAt and "Lucky Stiff”
$7 000. La.st week. "Impact” (UA'i tinues
sluggish as additional out- (U.^'.
Torrid $7,000.
about
(Mono',
Last week.
Dragon”
“Sky
and
door opposition starts making it- “Cover Up” (U.A' and "Just Wil‘Mayflower (ATC) (700; 40-85'— self felt. Shuttering of the huge liam’s Luck” (UA'. $5,000.
Knockout Fox in midtown area is expected
(UA).
“Champion”
Last week. “Outpost In to help boost trade at other hou.ses
$6,500.
Morocco” UA) and “Big Sombrero” in that section. “Flamingo Road”
looks strongest as newcomers at
(Col) (2d wk». $1,700 in 5 days.
Memorial (RKOt 3..50n: 40-85'—' the Missouri but “The Window” L’vflie
and
'RKO'
also
Out”
shapes trim at the St. Louis.
Steps
“Judge

$15,000 in Prov.
Piaividence. May 24.
Fairly neat trade here this week
with rainy weekend helping all
around. On the strong side are

RKO Albee’s "The Window” and
Strand's "We Were Strangers.”
Majestic is nifty with lioidover of
"Belvedere Goes to College.”
Estimates for This Week

^

Lags But

,

“Incident” (Mono). Okay $21 000.
Last week. “The Window” (RKO)'
and “Tucson” (20th '(..y $20,000 in 8
davs.

—“Flamingo(NET'
Road”

(4,376;

Metropolitan
4().gf)i

Estimates for This

Ambassador (F&M'

'.

(WB'.

in front at $24,000 after bofl
$28,000 for 5 days of first week.

Out

Orpheum (Loew*

(3,000; 40-8.5'

Same.
Paramount (NET'

tation
$11,000.

(UAi

(1.700:

lOG, ‘Game’ Big 8G, 3d

Fair
(Mono*.
“Impact”
week.
“Sky Dragon” (Mono'.

Harbor”

Cincinnati.

Last

and

at

$8..500.

Pilgrim

(ATC

“Champion” (UA).

(1.800;

40-85 >—

40-85'—

— "Mom

National
63'
ling

holdovers are "Ball Game”
and "Belvedere To College.”
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO' (3.100; 50-75'—

"The

$12,000.
i

Rugged $14,000,

Window"

(WB'

Is 5’our.s”

Solid

and
(M-G'
Evil”
of
“Force
“Caught” (M-G». Average $12 500.
“Undercover Man"
week.
l.a.st
(Col' and “Make Believe Ballroom”

(2d wk).

(Standard'

24G
24.

“Flamingo Road” is copping t«Ti)
here this week, plaving at
four theatres. “Streets of Laredo”
coin
is

strong

enough

at

Denham

to

“Cri.ss Cross” also is holdOutdoor
over at Broadway.
weather is denting biz in several

hold.

ing

houses.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 3.5-74'—
“Belvedere to College” (20ih' and

24.

$6..5l)0.

Tt

week

Game” down

’’Ball

in
three spots while
of "Belvedere to C’ol-

looks near okay $:J2.000 In
four sites. Fourth week of "C’hanipion” still is nice $ 22,000 in four
small-seaters.

Estimates fur This Week
Beverly IIIIIh. Dowiituun, HawaiK Hollywood Music Halls (PiiiiCor) (834; 902; 1,106; 512; .5.5-$l'"Champion” (U.A) )4th wk». Nice
Last week. $29,000.

$22,000.

Chinese,

Loew’s

Uptown (FWC)
60-$!)
lege” (20th)
(in (3d wk).
1,719;

Loyola.

State.

2.404;
— "Belvedere
to
(2,048:

.248;

1

Col-

and “Arelic FNiry”
About $32,000. Last

word-of-mouth.
Lines
for
three shows daily, two for femmes
and 9 o’clock show for men; solid
$1,‘).0()0
La.st week. "St.igt coach
(Continued on page 18)

New

Golden Gate 'RKO* <2.844 609.5'— "The Window" (RKO* and " \

”

Modest
Last week. "Outpost Mo-

$10,000
roceo" iU.\'. about same.
Capitol )KK()' (2.000; .50 7,„_
"Ball Game" 'M-G' '3d wk'. Solid
$3,000 on heels of sturdy $9..5()0

week. "Outpost
Morocco"
U .\
and "Gay .Amigo” (UA) (2d w k-.5
days), $6,100. with $11,000 in 4

only passable at Orpheum where
nine days. “Flamingo Road”
but
F(»x
looks nice at the big
"Night Unto Night" is getting only
W'arfield.
“The
thin
takings at
Champion" is holding up wfll in

Slav ing

and

(RKO'

“Family Honeymoon”

two locations.

Fix Fail to Hypo

Philly; ‘Strangers’

Woman’s Secret” (RKO*

Top

Down
$

1

wk*.

(2d

week, strong

(o $10,000. Last

0 () 0

(>.

Kool.s” (Mono).
Slow $8,500 here,
with $18,500 in 5 day-daters. l.ast
(

sites.

Eantages, Hillstreet (Pan-RKO)
(2.8r2; 2.890; .50-$li— "The
Window" (RKO) and "Woman’s Secret”
RKO'. Okay S.3.'LO00 or near, l.ast
week, "We Were Strangers” ((’o|)
I

Week

Estimates for This

—

.

Grand (RKO' (1.400; .50-75'—
"Bad Boy” (Mono'. Oke $7,000 or
Last week. "Red Canyon”
near.

and

‘‘I.,ost

Tribe”

(Col*

(2d

wk',

$21,890.

Los

Angeles, lloMywoitd Paramounts (FA’M* (3.398; 1.451; 60-$l'
"Streels
Laredo” 'Par' and
"Streets
San Franci.sco"
(Rep)

—

Fox (KWe* (4.651; 60 95*
Newcomer, Good $27,000
"Flamingo Road” (WB* and “Mi- (L A. Par only*. r,<M)d $36,000. l.ast
Philad«‘lphia. May 24.
randa” (KI.i. .Nile $23,000 or elosi*. week. "Bride Venge.ince’’ (Par*
Failure of new pics to iiypo (he Last w'e<’k. "’Ful.sa” (F.l.' and ".An- and "Susanna T’ass" (Repi (L A.
(U». $7..5()0.
Guild (Indie' (278; 75-$1.25'— boxofficc is resulting in lirstruns gel in F.xile” (Rep* (2d wk*. $12,- Par only, scant $19 700
United Artists. Rit/ (UA-FWC'
‘•Quartet” (EL* (2d wk'. Building marking time this week. “We Were 500.
(2,100; . 1,370;
GO-SI'
Warfield (I'WCi (2 656; 60-85'
"Lady
slowly to $2,200. via good notices Str.angers.” at ttie M.istbaum, is
of
the
attention "Night
Unto NiglU” (WB» and Gambles" 'U' and "Knehanted
and press puffs after $2,000 preem. getting most
Thin V.TlIoy’’ (EL*. Medium $17,500. with
Indie*.
Sagged in last half when weather among newcomers. "Night Unto "Louisiana Story”
Night” is disappointing at
ttie
"Rig $30,000 in 5 day-daters. I.asl week,
S9,‘)00 oi- over,
l.ast week.
affected this location.
Boyd. "Barkle>s of Broadway” in Jack” (M-Gi and "Duke of Chi- “(’ity
.542;50-75i
Across
River”
(U'
and
Keith’s (Citv Inv
second
stanza
Goldman,
at
and
“Daughter West” (IX’i (‘Jd v k-6
$13,000.
cng(.”
(Rep*.
Strong
$11.(U'.
“Ma. Pa Kettle”
in
third
days', $11,200. with $21,600 in 6
round at
Paramount 'Pan <2,646; 60-85'
000 to top town. Last week. “En- "Champion
"Barkleys of Broadway” (,M-G* and spots.
chantment” (RKO*. moderate $7,- Earle, are ace holdovers.

—

—

-

(

*

'

1

"

‘"Little Orphan" (M-G*. (Jieal $25.000. I.asl week. “Dream Is Yours"

St.

HEAT SOCKS SEAHLE;

$15,000,

(I' \'

after

'3d wk*.

0.400; 60-85 »—

(21.sl

6t)-$l'

wk'.

'UA*

(2(1

$3,000.
$4,400.

La.st

week,

'Rosener* '890. $120'
"Mons. Vincent" (Indie (6th wk'.
Oke $2..500. l.ast week. S2.900.
liaurel

•

— "Champion"

Below’

medium

•

5.5-8.5'

(2(1

Star 'UA-WC' (900;
—Four
"Pygmalion” 'Indie* (reissue* cJd

wetk. "We Were Strangers” Col*
2d wk*. $11,500.
United Artists (.\o. Coast) (1.207;

la.st

'indie*

Last week,
wk*. $1,900

Last week. $5,800.

$.5..500.

—

(WB'
50-09
Fox
(2.2.50;
"Mother Is Freshman’’ (20th' (2d
wk'. Yanked after
davs at mild-

or over.

Fine Arts 'FWC' '679; .$1.20-2.40'
— "Red
Shoes" (F.L*
wk'. Nice

—

round.

‘BARKLEYS’ BIG $14,000

(F»ar*

'Par* (2(i
of Vengeance”
wk'. Fair $8,000. I.asl week, tiefty
$16,000.
Orpheum (No. C’oast* (2.448; 558,5'
’‘F.'miily Honeymoon" (U* and
".Stale Department
File 649” (FC*.
Pa.'“-ahle $13,000
in 9 days.
La.st

Classv

$20000

s(M’k

Francis

"FJride

—

“Champion”

1

in

.500

"Damned"

$12. .500.

*

(Par'

(Rosener* '635; 85-$ 20)
— Esquire
“Marriage
Shadows" (Indie*.

(WB' and ".Arson” (SG* i2d wk*. Okay $2

—

Denver (Fox) (*> 525; 35-74>
“Flamingo Road” )WR» and ".State
Denartment” (FC'. dav - date with
R'Mto Esquire. Webber.
Fancy
$17,000. Last week. "Belvedere to
College” (20th' and “Strike It

$28,000

to

third
lege"

(D’town) (2,210; 60-$l)
—Orpheum
"Fan"
(20th)
and
"Fighting

is

bumper trade with radio plugs

.

$9,500

24.

reissue

a

Weekend heat is clipping biz
generally here this season. Despite
the weather. "Barkleys of Broadway” is heading for great week at
Paramount.

Rich” (Mono' '2d wk'.
Estimates for This Week
Big $6,000. Last week, dav - date 000
Aldine
)WB» (1,303; .50-99'—
Palace (RKO' (2,600; 50-75'—
with Denver. Webber, $5,000.
"l.awton
Story” (Indie'. Weak $5.Fair'Par'.
Broadway (Wolfherg' (1.500: 35- ‘Bride of Vengeance”
week. ‘‘Bride of VenI.,ast
741
Good i.sh $11)000. La.st week. "Belvedere 000.
"Criss Cross” (U'.
geance” (i’.'U (2d wk'. mild $3,500.
$8,000 or near. La.st week. “Fight- ‘Fo (’ollege” (20lh'. hotsy $17,500.
Boyd 'WB' (2.360; 50-99 '—"Night
Shubert (RKO* *2.100; .50-75'—
ing O’Flvnn” (U' and “Miranda”
“Belevedere College” i20lh' (m.o.'. Unto N'igiit” *WBi. Dis.ippointing
(ET;). 56..500.
Denham (Cockrill' (1.7.50; 35-74) Sock $8..5()0. Last week. “Flamingo $14,000. Last week. "Porti’ait of
Jennie” (SRD* (5th wk-4 days', fine
“Streets of Laredo” (Par' strong Road” iWB* (m.o.*. $5,000.
iio.ooo.
$14 000 or close. La.st week. "Con50-99'—
Earle
(WB*
<2.700;
neefirul Yankee”
(4lh wk',
“Strike

—

ond frame of

Time

(2.400; 45(Indie'. Pul-

and Dad"

second inning.

Denver; ‘Flamingo’
Denver, May

May

Sturdy $10,000. best since hou.se
had facelift, l.ast w'eek, "Dream

to a favorite session for sea.son of

I

44-6.5'

(2.200;

”

—

24.

Sock $12,500. year. Three new bills are bunched
w'ith ‘‘.\la and Pa Kettle” standout.
"The Window” shapes fairly good.

(2d wk'. $2,800 in 5 days.
(Loew) (3.500;
State

‘Laredo’

May

Middle-of-the-road figures posted
most houses this week add up

[

week. “Outpost in Morocco”
(UA' and “Big Sombrero” tCol'

La.st

(Col'.

$11,000; ‘Window’ NSG

40-8.5)

“Temp-

(RKO*

May

are
but

Keeps” (M-G* and Benny week, smart $45,100.
currently,
De.smond heading stageshow. This
Downtown. Hollvwood, Wiltern
at
Mary.
one
clo.ses out vaude for summer (WB) (1.757; 2.756: 2.344; 6O-.5I )—
Anderson, where "Flamingo Ro.ad”
(Continued on page 18'
"Ca.sablanca” (WBi and "G-Men”
is doing best week since the house
(WB) (reissues). Pleasing $30,000.
had facelift. Other lively spot is
Last week. "Flamingo Road" tWB)
National, where "Mom and Dad”
‘Barkleys’ Brisk $25,000,
(3d wk). $29,800
is showing a spurt of wicket acEgyptian, Los Angeles, Wilsbire
tivity.
"El Paso" at Rialto, and
(FW'C) (1..538; 2.0<)7; 2.296; ({0-$l)
"iVla and Pa Kettle” at Stale, both
Frisco; ‘Flamingo’ Fast
—"Ball
Game" (M-G) cJd wk).
are moderate.
Down to $23 000 or near. l.ast
Estimates for This Week
23G, ‘Night’ Drab at 9G week, nice $47,000 but below
Mary Anderson (People’s' (1.400;
hope.s.
San Franci.seo, May 24r
45-65'
"Flamingo Road’ (WB'.

‘Kettle’ Boils in Cincy,
'

(Col'.

(Par' and

Louisville,
Dull week at w'ickel
only big noise being

—

(M-G'
and
Evil"
of
“Force
“Caught” (M-G). Modesl $19,000.
Last week, "Undercover Man” (Col'
“Make Believe Ballroom”
and

—"Manhandled”

‘Flamingo’ $10,

(3.000; .50-75'

Sea in Ships” (20th' and
"City Across River” (U) (m.o.
Slim $10,000. Last week. ‘‘Connecticut Yankee” (Par' and “Dream
(Continued on page 18)

i

Albee

"Tlie Window” (RKO* and "Woman’s Secret” (RKO). Solid $15,0(M).
La.st
week, “Pride of Yankees”
(RKO' (reissue' and "Tall In
Saddle (RKO». nice $14,000.
Fay’s (Fay* (1.400; 44-6.5)— "This

Week

—“To

58.5.000
Year
Ba.scd on 16 fheafre.v)

Last

following sock

of $17,000.
(C.T.l (2.131;

“Set-Up” (RKO' (2d wk'.

‘Window’ Trim

(2d

•

and

bills

being launched this
outdoor
favorable
weather i-s keeping biz on medium
However, "Streets of Laside.
redo” shapes very sturdy at downtown Paramount while moderate
at the Hollywood total, with guod
$36,000 for two theatres.
“The Window” and "Woman’.s
Secret” shapes »>kay $3.5.000 in
"Lad\ Gambles” is
two houses.
expecting medium $30,000 in five
situations. ”CasabIanr.a”-"G-Men.”
roi.ssues, are heading tor pleasing
$30,000 in three W’arner houses.
Iloldovcrs are slipping with sec-

Broadway Grosses

Squadron” tWB', $15,500.

Week

Angeles.

l.o.s

Four new

combo
week

wk'.

Seattle. .May 24.
Last week, .sock
Held to $7,500
H.0.’s,
Weahies Bop
Heat wave here is crippling biz ish $11,000. La.st week. $18,000.
$ 12 000
all around with some of new prodStaeedoor
Cio'dman (Goldman' '1.200; .50'.Ackerman*
370;
Rich” (Mono). $18,000.
Plethora of holdovers 99* "Bai'kle>s of Bn*adway" (M- $1.20-.$2 40'
uct no help
"Hamlcl
'C' '23thEsquire
3.5-74'
(Fox'
D.C.; ‘Strangers’ $18,000
(742;
“Flamingo Road” (WB' and "State also is hurting. Only newcomer to G* (2d wk*. Strong $20. ()()(). Last fmal wk*. About $4,000. Last week,
Washington. Ma\ 24
nice $4 500.
Depart inf»nt” (FC. also D(*nx’er. measure up to hope.s is Baik'eys week, .sock $26,000
With holdovers predominant on
Rialto, Webber.
Esquire '.No Coast (955; .5.5-85'
Karitvin ((Joldman'*
.()()(); 5()-.99*
Fair at .52.000. of Broadway. doing great at Libmain
stem,
and n«*w’coiners showweather.
despite
Last week, “Red Shoes” (EL', big erty
“C’liampion” 'U.A' '2d wk'. F’ine
"iMa. Pa Kettle” *U'. Fair $6 ,500
ing little draw, a dim w'eek loonis
$4,000.
Last week. "Little W'oinen” (.M-(I* $5,000. l.ast week. $9,200
Estimates for This Week
"We
Were
.St rangers
at tlie Wai6.5-85*
Orpheum (RKO' (2 600; 35-74'—
Clay
'Roesnei'
<400;
000.
'7th wk'. $.5
Coliseum 'H-fi' (1.877: 50-«34*
n(*r. looks tops but
not standout
‘Advontiire in Baltimore” )RKO(
Keith’s (Goldman* (1.700; 50-99' "Mons. Vincent" (Indie (6th wk'.
(WB' and "Lost
"Younger Bros
Holdovers
slipped
badly
after
and “Clay Pigeon” (RKO'.
Mild Tribe" (Col'. Good $a.()()0. Last
"('onnceticut A’ankoe” 'Par) (5th Ofi to $2,500. Last week, ti’im $3,show of strength on opening
$11,000 or less.
Last week. “Ball
wk*. .Mild $6,000. Last week. $6,- 400.
rounds.
Game” (\’-G» and "Behind Locked W'eek. "Cit\ .\cross River” *L’» and 500.
Estimates for This Week
Doors” (El.i (2d wk). oke $11,000. ••Rimfiie” iSC,'. $3,700
.Mastbauin (WB* (4.360; 50-99'
Fifth .\venue 'H-E' *2.349; .50-84'
Capitol (I.oew’s* '2.434: 44-85
Paramount (Fox' (2.200; 35-74'—
Utah as Film Center
'Par' and "We W’ere Strangers” (Coli. Good
“Barkleys of Broadway” 'M-C;* cJd
‘Dark Pa.st” (Col) and "Jungle —•‘Bride of Vengeance”
week.
"P’lamingo
$27,000.
Last
wk* plus vaude. Nosedived to soHollywood. May 24
"Last Bandit” (Rep'. Thin $8,000.
Jim” (Coll.
Dim $7..500.
Last
of .lennie” Hoad” *WB) (3d wk(. okay $14,500.
$15,000 after hot
$30.1MK)
Mid-C.’ontinent Pictures
a Salt so
w;eok. “Kiss in Dark” iWB' and Last week. ‘•Portrait
.Stanley
(WB* (2,9.50; 50-99'— Lake C'ity indie unit, signed opener.
with dim
‘Trouble Makers” (Mono). $7,000. (SRO' pulled after 6 days
"Tulsa” (EL' (2d wk'. Down to Michael O’Shea to star in a serie.s
Keith’s fRKO' (1.939; 44-80'—
Ri.dt« (Fox) (878; 3.5-74'— "Fla- $4.:i()0.
I.ibcrty (Theatre.s. Inc.' (1.650; $15,000. Last week, oke $19,000.
mingo Ro,ad” (WB' and ‘‘.State Deof
eight
pictures tagged
"The “Judge Steps Out” (RKO*. Slim
Stanton (W'B* (1.475; 50-99'—
Broadway”
“Barkleys of
week.
"Window”
Last
partment” (FC. also Denver. E.s- 50.041
.American Patrol Service.” based $7,000.
$14,000 despite hot “Crooked Way (LA'. Neat $9..500 on
(RKO', okay $1-1,000 and a bit over
Great
iM-G'.
quiie. Webber. Thin $2,500.
the
protection
of
Last
national
hurriedly La.st week. “Impact” (UA*. $8,000.
in
hopes.
Pushed
weather.
week, subsenuent-run.
forests.
.Studio (Goldberg* <490; 50-99*
Metropolitan (WB* (1,163; 44-74>
Webber (Forj (750; 35-74'— when "Caught (M-G' and "Streets
Series will be made at the com"Since You Went Away” (RKO>
r'amingo Road” (WB' and "State of San Francisco” (Rep' fell flat. "Quartet” (El.,* (3d wk*. Fine $7,- pany’s new studio in Midway
(rei.ssue). Okay $6,000. Last week.
Detiartment” (FC, also Denver. Hit very dim $1,200 in 4 days, new 000. I..ast week, $7,500.
40- Utah, at the rate of four per year, “Bad
Trans-Lux
(Mono', $4 500 and
(T-D
(500;
$2
Boy
1930.
Rialto. Esquire. Fair $2,500.
since
low
La.st
W’eek.
Music Hall (H-E» (2.200; .50-84)— $1.20 •— “Red Shoes” (EL* (22d wk'. each with a budget of $400,000. yanked after 5 days
“Belvedere
to
College”
Palace (Loew’s* <2,370; 44-74)—
'2()fb( and “Strike It Rich” (Mono), "Fan” (20lh) .and “Crime Doctor’i Still In profit at $7,000, Last week. Outfit was recently organized by
(Continued on page 18*
Thomas C. Atkins.
I
$4,000.
(Continued on page 181
$7,400.
.5
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INTERNATIOXAL
‘Okla*

Denham, Pinewood Lopo^s Darken

New Dutch Platter Plant Bucks Decca

London. May 24.
the Theatre Guild
lifted for the first
been
of N. Y. ha*
time to enable ‘‘Oklahoma!” to be
(28). Only
Saturday
broadcast next
one song has had to be cut to fit
time, and
airing
its
the show in
the entire Drury Lane company is

Embargo by

Outlook

British Film Production

on Engfish Air

London, May 24.
Prj'vious hopes that British protaking part.
duetion would effect a sharp rise in Britain Okays U,S. Cast
Another important broadcast was
3950 were dampened last week with
the airing of the first European
1949’
reports that activity at J. Arthur
of
Cycles
For ‘Ice
of the Philadelphia Orchesconcert
StuPinewood
and
Bank’s Denham
22 )
London, May 24.
tra from Birmingham Sunday
dios will be considerably curtailed.
of Labor havMinistry
the
With
for
available
capital
tVith limited
allthe
for
permits
financing new films at present, it’s ing okayed the
be feaunderstood that units affiliated American cast which is to
Cycles of 1949,”
vith the J. Arthur Rank Production tured in ‘‘Ice
in
is now set for the openeverything
maxia
to
restricted
Co. will be
ing of this show at the 8 000 -.seater
mum of 20 pictures.
however, fails to take into Empress Hall in Earls Court June

Amsterdam, May

j

I

I

<

1

,

,

ZOth

i

Total,

I

22.

The

ice

show, which

is

I

'

The new

Mendez. Cifesa’s New York rep.
Distrib pact marks the first time
tiiat Spanish films will be given
wide release in England. To date,
.mam playing time has been conSydney, May 24.
America
Deal is reported readying here, fined to Mexico, South
and a few Spanish-speaking sectors
50-50
whereby 20th-Fox, presently
partners with the Moodabe Amal- in the U. S.
gamated Theatres in New Zealand,
w ill now take 75% control on a re-

,

!

account the planned program of
Aquila Films, the Independent
Frame outfit, which will turn out

Deal For

N.Z. Control

making

European de^ut, has been
its
the calen- booked for a limU?d season and
range
dar year. First hint of the produc- admission chargei, -^hich
aftertion cut, given some months ago Irom $3 down to 7(^c., include
skating.
by Sydney Box in conjunction with the-show
the Gainsborough Studio closedown, was confirmed recently by

plant, which is owned
concern named Bovema, immasters from England and
presses on the same English labels
i.e., Parlophone, HMV, Columbia]

by

j

a

ports

!

*

i

at least eight subjects in

etc.

It also

:

'

has tieups with French

and Swiss concerns, but there is
no doubt that the main biz is being done with the British and
American waxings. Up till now
there has been no indication that

i

!

;

17

Platter biz in Holland has had
a
shot in the arm following the openKorda, Cifesa in Spanish,
ing of a new pressing plant at
Heemstede, 20 miles from here
BriL Pix Exchange Deal w'hich is turning out disks by
Sir Alexander Korda’s London Harry James, George Melachrino
and Cifesa Productions, Victor Silvester, etc., and finding a
Films
largest film outfit in Spain, have ready sale for them. Most of these
closed a deal for reciprocal dis- artists had been unobtainable here
tribution of the two firms’ product for years in spite of the fact that
in their respective countries. Deal they were wellknown via film and
was disclosed this week by Antonio radio.

I

i

Brit Disks Sell Best

Monopoly*’

ported stock deal with Joe
in
Bovema will be recording any
Moodabe, loop’s managing director
a confidential review of the situaDutch artists.
and brother of Mike Moodabe, govtion to the Joint Works Committee
Before the opening of the HeemAmalgamated is
erning director.
of Denham-Pinew'ood.
stede works, the Dutch Decca Co.
in
loop
cinema
the most powerful
Archibald intimated, however,
had
the field all to itself, and its
New Zealand, operating in the
that it was hoped to provide full
first slapback at the new-comers has
keys, nabes and stix.
employment for those engaged at
been the closing down of its 151
Some
time ago the late Walter
London, May 24.
both studios, but the time ^ight
year-old pressing plant in AmsterGenoa, May 17.
rj. Hutchinson signatured a deal for
come w'hen highly paid technicians
With the Monogram-A.s.socialed dam in favor of a new outfit at
Representatives of the Italian 20th on a 50-50 buy into the
would have to be employed on a and Argentine film industries have Amalgamated loop, regarded at British longterm production agree- Duetinchem (South Holland). The
picture to picture basis. In rereached on agreement an coopera- that time as a terrific deal, but it ment scheduled to start at the lat- new factory has more than double
gard to this year’s production, he tion in production and distribution. was frowned on by many N. Z. poli- ter’s Elstree studios by Sept. 30, the output capacity of the old one,
predicted that some five films niay Text,
mutually having 16 presses in place of six.
have
companies
as drawn up for final ap- ticians because of the influx of the
be started at the two plants be- proval, calls for easing of the U. S, coin into a local setup. Pre- agreed upon three scripts to launch Seeing that the old plant turned
tween next August and the first of backlog of Italian films awaiting sumption is that politicians W'on’t their joint filmmaking program. A out something like 100,000 platters
the year.
release in Argentina; .stimulation approve the new., reported deal, total of four pictures are to be per month, an output of 250.000
via a cooperative releasing organ- especially from that 75% control turned out over a tw'o-year period, is expected from the new setup,
ization; of distribution of Argen- angle.
with at least one American star w’hich should be operating fully
next month. Not all these disks are
Mike Moodabe, here on a visit, scheduled to appear in each film.
tine films in Italy; co-production of
Italo Pix Topping
films to be agreed on, and film raw- refused to make any comment on
Topping the slate is a remake of for the home market, a certain
B.O. stock to be supplied by Italy to the his brother Joe’s alleged stock deal “Red Wagon," originally done as quota being exported to Belgium,
U.S. Imports at
with 20 th, stating that he would a Charles Bickford starrer some Switzerland, Scandinavia and the
Argentine industry.
Italian films ready for release in talk about things in about two
Dutch colonies.
14 years ag 9 Other properties deFor 1st Time in Months Argentina have long been denied w'eeks before going home.
tided upon, according to As.soGenoa, May 17.
permits by Argentine authorities
heiated British-Pathe managing diFor the first time in many (on grounds that Argentine films
rector William Moffat, are “The Spanish Exhibs Pull
months, two Italian pictures have were denied fair amount of playing London Pressuring
Bishop’s Mantle,” a novel by Agnes
topped home boxofhees.
Films time in Italy), and Italian industry
Sligh Turnbull, and “The HighSwitch; Fete Metro
are “Fabiola,” produced by Uni- negotiators were willing to com‘Harvey’ Legiter
wayman,” a narrative poem by Alvcrsalia for Warners distrib, and promise to achieve release of their
fred Noyes.
“In Nome Della Legge” (“In the films
Reps Loshly on Aimi
for
the lucrative
South
In
Quota Quirk
While in the U. S. recently. MofName of the Law”) a Lux produc- .American market, which is one of
Barcelona, May 17.
tion and release.
fat closed a distributional deal with
London, May 17.
Italy’s best selling areas.
Celebrations for Metro’s, 2.5th
On the basis of firstrun figures,
What is described as “strongest Monogram whereby the latter com- .Anniversary started in Spain Way 8
“Fabiola has consistently grabbed
possible pressure” is being imposed pany will release the entire out- with free exhibition of pix all
big coin usually reserved for top
on the Prince of Wales theatre to put of Associated British with the
country for children in
b.o. U, S. films.
In Genoa alone,
.yank the successful legit presenta- .xcepllon of certain pulures com.,
On
,
and the like.
it
grossed almost twice as much
tion of “Harvey,” and put on a milted to Warners. This product
big dinner party was
,2
a
,
ARG.
PIC British
as its neare.st competitor, “Anchors
picture to comply w ith will be in addition to the films to tendered by all exhibitors in Spain
Away” iM-Gt. ‘“Legge,” in its
Buenos Aires, May 17.
quota regulations. Theatre became be made under the joint produc- to the company’s representatives,
two-week Genoa run, made clo.se to
A.4.\ (.\rtistas Argentines Asociprogram which Monogram presenting on the occasion a silver
liable for quota compliance after tion
5.000,000 lire for a daily take of adosi just
announced signing it presented the Danny Kaye pic, obviously will handle in the westplate with diamonds and rubies
approximately 350.000 lire ($600). George Sanders to make a picture “The
Secret Life of Walter Mitty.” ern hemisphere.
in.scription as a souvenir.
while the average daily earnings of in Argentina, which is to have the
for nearly three months to fill the
Gesture Is taken to prove that
a dozen U. S. pix playing Genoa development of football (soccer) in
gap betw'cen the end of “Caribbean
Spanish
exhibitors feel absolute
at (he same time were about 220 ,- the country as its theme.
Sanders Rhap.sody” and the opening of
need
of American pictures to keep
000 lire <$370). Figures for other once lived in Argentina for about
OK,
U.S.
"Harvey.”
Wieir
houses
running, because, alcities are proportionately similar. five years, as an employee of the
though national product has imIn order to meet its quota H.-ihilSpectacular angle and
large British & American Tobacco Co.,
IN
IN
proved,
it
cover a quarter
ity
wouldn’t
the
theatre
would be obliged to
name cast had much to do with and his knowledge of Spanish is
of the year. It’s the first time that
Mexico City, May 24.
.succe.ss of “Fabiola,” while “Legge” fair, an
important advantage, as show a British picture for nine or
such
ten
an
event
weeks
has
taken place in
and
this could only be
Economic depression here, w hich
received rave press notices, plus the picture is to be made in both
done if the run of “Harvey” were makes customers harder to sell this country. Up to the present,
plenty of free publicity.
Film is Engli.sh and Spanish versions.
abruptly
distributors
toast exhibiused
to
terminated.
about Sicilian bandits, the news
because of progres.sively less coin
F'ootball is the most
popular
and exploits of which fill the sport in Argentina, except perhaps
Strict compliance w'ith the con- Circulating, has made U. S. film tors, now It’s vice versa. Company
with preresponded
in
the
evening
papers here daily.
horseracing, and Sanders will play ditions of the 1948 Quota Act fare more of a favorite and pointed
tolthe role of Andrew Watson Hutton, would have demanded the satisfac- up Mexican pix as about it.s only miere of "Holiday in Mexico,”
plentifully
lowcd
by
reception
a
head of a British school in Argen- tion of the 45% quota in the first competitor.
supplied with champagne.
tina, at which the game was first six months of the Act by March
Argentinian and British films
Last scene of the silver jubilee.
played about the middle of the 31, and although the Board of have done badly, and French and
nineteenth century. AAA’s .script, Trade relaxed this condition, it is Italian pix are poor draws. Sole May 14, was a dinner and dance
for
Metro personnel.
authored by Homero Manzi and seriously concerned at suggestions shining exception to apathy toS.vdney, May 17.
R. Orlando, is to be called “School that the quota may he flouted and wards European pix is the Spanish
Indications are that the Broad- ^for Champions”
("Escuela de Cam- that the theatre would sooner pay film. “Locura de Amor” '“Love
way hit, “Streetcar Named Desire, peones”> and will
‘LAMBS’
be directed by the maximum fine of $400 rather Madness”) (Cifesa), now in its 12th
will
be .seen in Aussie at the Ralph Pappier.
.Mona Maris, who than include a British quota pic- consecutive week at one .stand, the
King’s, Melbourne, in August, on is also
IN
bi-lingual, will have the ture on its program.
Cine .Arcadia, a new local firstrun
a deal pending between the Fuller- femme lead.
Issue was raised at the last meet- house. Record is a new high hert<
Sy/iney. May 12.
rarroll combo and Alfred Fischer
ing of the Cinematograph Films
Noel Langley’s comedy. “Little
in N. Y.
Understood that a U..S.
Council and questions were asked
Lambs P^at Ivy,” looks set for good
cast will be imported. The Sydney
‘Bride’ Closes After
in regard to the legality of canbiz at the Minerva for Whitehall
run would follow at the Palace.
Vienna Sets Festival
celling the theatre’s licen.se.
i’roductions. Comedy has cast inBut
fi72-.seater
recently acquired
by
the
provisions
of
the
Act
cluding
preclude
Guy Doleman. Kathleen
Run; to Tour England
F-C from Gro.svenor Theatres.
this for a first offense and three
For Its Strausses Robinson one of Whitehall’s diF-C currently has Peter (iray in
I.ondon,, May 24.
(juota breaches are necessary berectors
Gordon Chatcr. Kevin
“F’re.sent
Vienna. May 17.
Laughter"; the Sumner
New C’harles Cochran musical, fore such drastic action
O’Donnell, Lynn Murphy and Richcan be
Locke - Elliott
d r a ?n a,
"Rusty "T«)ugh at the •Top," will succeed
Fe.stival in honor of the Johann
contemplated.
ard
Parry.
Bugles." and the National Grand h s longest-running production.
Strausses, father and son. will be
Production is by Fifi Banvard.
Opera Uo.
held here June 2-8 by the Johann
"Bless the Bride," which folds
Strau.ss Society, with the official
•lone 11 aft(‘r 866 performances at
Locarno
Pix
Festival
support of the city of Vienna and
the .Adelphi,
Touring rights to
Finn Film Slump
Reels for Eire Yet
"Bride" have been accpiired by
Get Official Awards the Austrian government. It will
mark the centenary of the death
Beimard Delfont. who already has
Helsinki. May 17
Dublin. May 24.
Zurich, May 17.
of Johann Strau.ss. Sr,. .50th anniFilm
Although Finance .Minister Pat- (he show h«K)ked for an entire year.
biz has slumped badly in
Official awards for the best full- versary
of his son’s death and 7 5 th Finland, and from 20 to 30 theatres
rick McGilligan gave the green- .\ two-week starwh-at the Davis the- length
features shown
will
be anniversary of the premiere of the
outside of Helsinki have shuttered,
light for the importation, free of atre, C’roydon, July 11 inaugurates given
at the fourth Locarno Film latter’s
“Die Fledermaus."
Boxoffice drop in the past year is
(ax. of newsreels three weeks ago. the (our. which will include key Festival,
to be
held July 8-17.
The Finnish
Climax
no reels have yet been sereened cities throughout the (ountry.
of
the celebration will be estimated at 30%.
Heretofore, awards had only been
Producers
Lisabeth Wehb. who starred in
here. Holdup is due to laek of
given by a group of independent an openair performance at the Assn, of Motion Picture
Rathausplalz. with the V ienna Phil- is planning to urge abolishing the
agreement between distrib and ex- (he play leaves for a month’s U. S. critics. 'Last year’s
went to 20th’s
harmonic, ballet of the State Opera 11
turnover tax on foreign and
hib associations on tracing terms, vacation at the clo.se of the plaj’s "Miracle on
34th Street").
and until they get together exhibs West End run.
This year’s festival will include and Male Choral Society of Vienna domestic motion pictures.
Delfont’s new’ musical "Hat in
participating.
lire holding off.
There will also be
During the first quarter of this
10 open air screenings. 10
mat- a
grand ball in the Town Hall, re- .vear, the P'lnns produced tliree fca*
Row goes back four years, but the .Air." starring Bobby Howes. inees in the town’s picture-houses,
Kirkwood. Gabriel
tirune,
Howviving a tradition of the City of tures and about 80 shorts.
prospects for an early settlement Pat
as well as several .showings of new
V ienna. Other events w ill include ever, the industry is choked by
are regarded as good. A meeting M a r J y n Hightowers 'American documentaries.
Vienna State Opera performances great shortage of raw stock. 'Ihe
between officials of the two bodies act), and Jerry Desmonde 'former
Sid Field’s stooge), opens at Birmof “Gypsy Baron.” “A Night in British have virtually cut off supis being set fqr an early date, but
Venice” and “Fledermaus” and plies during negotiations on a new
the Theatre and Cinema As.sn. has ingham June 6 and comes to the
Other Foreign Newt
special concerts by the Vienna trade agreement and the Finns
warned its members to hold to the West End. probablV at the Saville
On Page 16
Symphony and Vienna Philhar- lack the dollar exchange to buy *0
ban on newsreel showings until theatre, replacing “Belinda Fair,’’
tlic following week.
monic.
after the talks.
this country.
i
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SAND IT HAPPENS EVERY SPRING THE. BEAUTIFUL
MR. BELVEDERE
BLONDE FROM BASHFUL BEND
GOES JO COLLEGE THE FORBIDDEN STREET THE
FAN CANADIAN PACIFIC MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN
DOWN TO THE
A LETTER TO THREE WIVES
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Wilson

Chief Portuguese Pix Production

Lisbon,

May

17.

Film rirelcs in Portugal have
been taken aback by the an-

Pabst, Others

nouncement that in the last
two months Antonio Redondo, a
virtually
has
tycoon,
Spanish
three
only
the
over
taken
Portuguese studios organized- for
means
which
pictures,
producing
that from now on Portuguese production will be dominated and controlled by Spanish capital.
Redondo first acquired half of
the shares in the Lisboa Films Co.
leaving as its director the Portuproducer Francisco
guese film
Quintela. Then Lisboa bought outright all the shares of the Cinelandia Film Co., which was in a
great part owned by an Italian pro
After having taken conducer.
trol of two of Lisbon studios, it
was ea.sy for Redondo to convince
two of th fe_bi«rgest shareholders of
the Tobis Portuguesa Film Co. to

Bow Out

Uruguay Mulling State Filin Setup;

With Metro

Taken Over by Spanish Capital

set this

fall

to in-

vade Canada’s 16m field, Reginald
Wilson has been named manager
of the New division of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer of Canada, Ltd.

Would Lease to Private Companies

He Joined the company in 1936, returning to the payroll after 1941service in the Royal Canadian

In

JHurtla'a Pkicc, Tratelvar

Montevideo, May 17.
has been pre.sented to the
congress
propo.sing
creation of a National Film Institute, which would purchase the necessary equipment to start a national industry in Uruguay, and
centralize all pix production in the

A

I

Paris Floored

By

1

Austro,

1

German Pix

Srarlj
Vienna, May 19
ments

16m

distribution at all

M-G

Kahla and others renounced their

American Newsreel

exchanges across Canada.

“The Skating Vanities of 1949”
,
town for a two-

state.
The institute would funp.
autonomous body, govweek appearance at the Palais de emed by a five-member board.
under
Raul
Montero Bustamante
The “Vanities,” brought
Snorts
|

,

roller-skated into

,

i

1

Is

i

membership.
Reason given was recent amendment to the Austro-German exWhile first
change agreement.

Outdraws Nips,

treaty with Bizonia, at
Tokyo.
Reichenhall in 1947, stipulated that
Hottest item in the
eight Aj4.‘^trian pix should be ex'film market today is an
changed against 32

May

According to plan, the

over"by Pierre-Louis Guerin -of the

Hottest Jap Pix Item;

Au.strian
!

Roller-Skate Show
Paris, May 24.

^
for

G. W. Pabst resigned today <19)
as president of the Austrian Film
J. A. HeublerProducers Assn.

bill

Uruguayan

Lido Club, started
but terrific

off to

slow

would have

biz,

Brit. azine coverage filled the Palais for
the second week.
17.
The French went crazy over the

.lapanese

.

a

ro^r

German,

institute
full authority to lease

installations to private companies.
These installations would
be set up in a film city, and a capital of 3,000.000 gold Uruguayan
^
______
A 4 ^ ^ M^A • V
'Jl-SOO.OOO U^.) would' be
its

press blurbs and mag-

required, which the Uruguayan
kind ever to hit
wou d make up by applicaEurope. Gloria Nord. the star. ftate
made the covers of three ~French
country,
week.
^ /i?
magazines in one
a 10 r tax on the
gross returns
The show leaves Paris today Plusthe^fore^ign
film companies opAccording to Pabst s .statement, 2,160 motion picture theatres. Dis- t24> for Zurich and then goes over
Motion Picture
sell him their shares in this con- thls means a loss of $1,900,000 an- tributed by Central
Wembley Stadium. London. erating in Uruguay.
Exchange, local outlet for the MoEach Uruguayan-made picture
tuiir
H-imM
cern, giving him the control also of niiallv
United
Assn
Export
Picture
tlon
out
working
now
are
Producers
this studio.
h^ncinc the” show w'ould cost around 200,000 pesos
would be exhibited—obligaConsequer^ees- of having practl
plans to set a maximum for pro- News is sold at 2ti% of the gross back to Paris after the London
illv the
/nnlv three
thrp#» Portuguese
PnrtlllZIiesi
torily— in the country’s 183 film
rally
the '^nly
duction at 12 films. It is believed and making money at it.
booking.
theatres, apart from any foreign
studios in working condition con- that the Council of Ministers will
The weekly ncfwsreel competes
exploitation which could be worktrolled by Spanish capital aren’t intervene,
with three Jap reels and the Brited out. Bill Is expected to win
Cinema
predictable. The
easily
ish World Wide News, but seems
of
the approval of congress.
six
In
walk.
in
winning
a
Workers Syndicate has asked the
be
to
The two major distributing comMinister lor Economy to inquire
Japan’s 48 prefectures (states).
panies in Uruguay, Glucksmann
into the situation.
United News plays in 100% of the
and Cinesa, have agreed to Join
According to the studios, Redonfilm houses.
forces after protracted negotiado will use his Spanish organizaWeekly release is made up in
tions, and Cinesa-Glucksmann has
tion to sell in Spain and abroad
Tokyo with Japanese sound combeen formed with a capital of 3„
Portuguese pictures produced in
mentary using footage from all
the past by these studios. For the
500,000 pesos. The new outfit plans
Mexico City, May 24.
Excerpts from
U. S. newsreels.
immediate future, a more close
continuing
is
to go in^extensively for construcvideo
like
Looks
are
regular Wednesday releases
Washington. May 24,
Spani.sh technical and artisfle col“to- iion of new theatres, including the
arriv- to be a matter of "manana”
York,
New
from
over
flown
Possibility that the Argentine
laboration in pictures produced in
Ministry of Alhambra, on the important 18 de
ing in Tokyo the following Mon- morrow” ) in Mexico.
Portugal is envi.sioned, giving more government will require that do- day. Film is edited, dialog writ- communications and public- works, Julio thoroughfare in Montevideo,
work here to artists and techni- mestic films be screened for three ten and recorded, and prints made ruler of radio and kindred affairs which will cost over 1,000.000
weeks out of every five, instead of
cians.
release in Japan eight here, isn’t granting any more tele pesos.
two out of five as at present, was ready for
vision commercial operation franlater.
Indicated today in a report by days
chises until action is taken upon
picture-photographer
the motion
Formby Heading 7-Act
concessions granted some time ago Tit-Coq’ Sets Record
branch of the Department of Com- f|t||T#v UITC AlIC IIICC
to Emilio Azearraga and a.ssociates,
merce. Report said that motion' ilVy
UPIIj llllud
Bril Vaude Tour of Can.;
big radio station operators. AzearFor Canadian Legit Run
picture trade press in the AMensyndicate is holding off for
IN 1LUliIAIll I FriT
tine has been printing .storip to
L£Ull|this
in
and
that
reason
equipment.
First Such in 20 Years that effect.
With 200 Performances
/
depression, awaiting better times.
London, May 24.
Decree has gone into effect in
Toronto, May 24.
Montreal, May 24.
Wearied of waiting for the good
As first London variety show to Argentina which requires that exTwo nits and a ml.s.s was the jobs
With
the closing Saturday night
they saw in video, the-N§tionmake a trans-Canada lour in 20 hibitors of domestic and imported .score racked up by three West End
'22' of Gratien 'Fridolin) Gclinas’
al
Television
Employees
Union,
oryears, George Kormby will head pictures notify the Direction Gen- Openings last week. Wendy Hiller
first
play,
“Tit - Coq”
'“’Little
ha.s fornially
seven acts for a seven-week tour, eral de Espectaculos Publicos of was enthusiastically acclaimed for
Rooster”), a new Canadian theacommencing at His Majesty’s, the name, stars and summary of her portrayal of the title role in disbanded and its iriember.s have trical record was established after
the National Actois Union,
Montreal, week of Sept. 17. Pact plot of all domestic pix: and the “Ann Veronica,” which opened .it
an even 200 performances. Written,
was inked by Fbnest Rawley, man- title, original language, number of the Piccadilly Friday <20). Ronald
directed and produced by Gclinas.
ager of the Royal Alexandra here, copies, stars, number of actors,
who al.so played the leading role,
time
length
and
summary
of
plot
and Beryl Ingham (Mr.s. Formby',
Wells’ novel was given an episodic ‘Latin Quarter’s’ $33,000
this French-language play opened
who came over to complete the ar of ail imported pictures. Date of production, but is splendidly acted,
May 22. 1948, at the Monument Nain
the
home
country
of
an
rangcmcnls after cable contacts
and should tenant the house for a
Gross
tional
Biggest
in
in Montreal, played 11 perEurope
with Raw lev, whose brainchild the' ‘t^tp^^rted picture must be given in long time. An outstanding performances to 15,400 persons, then
London, May 17.
idea was.
Formby s agent. Lew? a .sworn statement. It is believed formance is al.so turned in by
moved
to Quebec, playing to anEmile Littler and Tom Arnold’s
Grade, completed details of the ihat the idea i.s to exclude pictures Cyril Ritchard.
“Latin Quarter,” at
which are outdated and of dubious
the London other 15,000 before closing for the
deal before returning to Europe.
colorfully staged and lavishly
A
*oo
„
aa/a
ii
summer.
value.
Pending deal for trans-Canada
^
mounted revne. 'sauce Tortaie."
Opening la.st September al the
'”**'®*‘ ^
appearances of Formby was kepti»,^^)' producing and di.stributing which marks Cedi Landeau's first
923-.seat Gesu theatre in Montreal,
been set up in .Argentina
under wraps while 15 cities were "
postwar production, was pul on al
with a base capital of $2,50.000. It
Despite
cast
changes,
b
o
is
not
lined up, with whole tour under
the Cambridge Wednesday .181,
Rawlcy’s direction.
Cumbrously- is a merger of Cosmos Films and Show oiters scinlillalinB enlerlainfop. An aildilional
Christmas. ''Tm'ther
tagged “George Formby and His Compania Contratadors Cinema- ment and looks a hit. Top acting ^
tografica. Its 1949 program calls for
changes in cast comprise Georges hitch in Quebeck brings the total
London Music Hall Varieties,” the
honors go to Renee Hou.ston. who
up to 214 performances before
producing four pictiues and showGuetary,
who
is to be replaced by
unit will play at a $3 top. Because
received polished support from a
Eu'opean films.
Christian Celva, another French 210,600 persons an all-time record
or « London commitment to start
large cast.
singer, and Frances Day, with man- in Canada in any language.
Xmas pantomime rehearsals in
Mixed reception was accorded agemertt seeking replacer.
With “Tit-Coq” closing in Qiiel.ondon in early November, Formby Italian-Canadian
“Man About a Dog.” v\hich opened
b(‘c, Gelinas will take a short holiwill play his 15 east-west Canadian
at the Princes Tuesday '17>. Starday, and then go to work on an
dates in one westward hop and
Griftith Jones, this oyerwordy,
English adaptation ’which he hopes
Music Pic Is Mulled ring
then fly to London from VancouLondon Film Notes
grue.some thriller, patcliilly conto have ready for the coming seaver with no return engagements
Toronto. May 24.
structed. stands little chance.
son
for both Canadian and AmeriLondon. May 18.
Ray Lewis, liead of Alliance
eastw ard.
Colin Leslie, chief of Lux Films, can audiences.
Visiting troupe is pencilled in Films, specializing in foreign film
“The Bridge.” story of the Ber- is here regarding production of a
Ottawa,
Toronto, Canadian imports, sailed yesterday lin airlift, is running simultane- new film in Italy May 30. with
Montreal.
at
Guelph, London. Windsor, Hamil- i23) for Italy to complete arrange- ously at 15 theatres in Karlsruhe, Soldati to direct. Cast w'ill be
Neigh, Neigh!
ton, Port Arthur, Winnipeg, Re- ments with Giuseppe .Amato, Ital- Heidelberg and Mannheim.
headed by Margaret Rutherford.
Pari.s, May 24.
gina, Saskatoon. EcIThonton, Cal- ian director of “Four Steps in the
Robert Beatty, Jean Kent and GorPrivate yacht with two oilmen
Clouds.” for the filming, partly in
don Harker. Understood Renown
gaiy. Victoria and V’ancouver.
ogling
cast anchor in
conce.ssions
Canada and partly in Italy, of a
Films will di.stribute
Margaret
Current London Shows
semi-musical,
Rutherford’s next film will be film- the Red Sea near the residence of
with
mu.sical
seLatter, after
the
Sultan
of
Suwak.
ization of "The Happie.st Days of
quences to be made in latler counLondon. May 24.
5 U.S. Italo Fixers
Your Life,” which will be made being shown motion pietiircs on
Hy.
Figure shoir/i ireeks of run)
Genoa, May 17.
presented
by
Frank
board
was
yacht,
Launder
the
and
Sidney
GllIn Rome, she will be the hou.se
“Adv. Story," James '10'.
With the opening of the Mignon
Itatt, with shooting to start .somewith equipment and had it inguest of Ml and Mr.' (Jeorge Mar“Ann Veronica,” F^iccadilly.
in
Florence, the number of pix
with
time
in
Augu.st.
together
stalled
in
palace,
his
golin.
He's president of Continen“Annie Get Gun.” Col’.s’m <103'
houses in Italy regularly showing
Bill Owen to start in film version a supply of pix.
He began devottal Motion Pictures.
“Beaux Stratagem. “ I’hoeni.x '4).
original versions of U. S. films has
of “The Girl Who Couldn't Quite.” ing every evening to screening
“Bless the Bride," Adelplii '109'.
been increased to five. Others are
which is to be made by Jidin ,Ar- them, until he came to "Black
“Brigadoon,” Majesty 'fi).
the Angelicum and the Mignon, in
India Fixers Protest
gyle Productions, with
location Beauty.” 20th-Fox film, which was
“Belinda Fair," .Savoy 'i)>.
Milan; and the .Arcobaleno and
shots to be made June 13, con- included in the batch.
Madras, May 17.
He liked
“Black Chiffon,” W'est '4).
Quirinetla in Rome.
tinuing at Nettlefold’s .studio midInitiative
is
being taken
by
that one the best.
'9*.
“Daphlne,”
Wynd.
Rivoli. in Rome, currently show- South
dle July. No femme star yet ca.st
Indian Film Cliainber of
For the last six months. "Black
"Dark of Moon," Ambassador <6'. lor role, but il’.s understood
ing "Gone With The Wind,” with Commerce to close all theatres for
likely
Beauty” has been played every
“Foolish Gent’w’n,” Duch. '13'. to be Ann Stephens
Italian
Joan Hopsiitititlcs.
sometimes has one day in .lime as protest against
baxe had
“Happiest Days." Apollo '61),
kins to Italy for two xxeeks’ vaca- night and his courtiers
English ver.sion.s of pix, but varies varying exorbitant percentages of
"Harvey." Wales '21'.
tion after which she is to star in to lake it and like it.
its fare.
entertainment. tax collected in dif"Heiress," Haymarkel '17'.
two pictures for A.s.sociated British.
ferent provinces.
“High Button Shoes,” Hipp 123'.
Mc;[ Likes ‘Macbeth*
The Indian Motion Picture Pro"Lady’s Burning." Glotie '3'.
Mexico City. May 24.
ducers Assn of Bombay is al.so tak"Latin Qt. Revue." Casino '10).
Tucker Signs U. S. Acts
Rome, May 17.
“Macbeth” (Rep), titled in Mexing steps to see closure of theafres
"Lilac Time." Palace '5'.
Charlie Beale, singer and pianist
London.
de Macbeth
May
17.
Tragedia
ico
“La
is done on an all-India basis.
Date
"Man .About Dog,” Princes.s G).
gratluate of New York's East Side
Latest bookings from America by '"The Tragedy of Macbeth"', is *
"Oklahoma!” Drurv.l.ane '108). the Charles L, Tucker agency In- success here.
bistros, has invaded the Italian of (irotest is tentatixely June L
It’s in its second
“One Wild Oat." Garrick '25'
field via night club.s in Milan and
elude Bobby May. Frank Marlowe week to above-average at the Cine
GIANNI & PINOTTO
"Queen Came By," York 9).
Turin, Toto, famed Italian comand Harold Barnes, This irio opens Olimpia. A pic must be very good
".Sauce Tartare." Cambridge
edian, hired him for his revue, "II
Rome. May 17
at
the London Palladium July 4, to justify more than a week at one
"September Tide,” .Md '241.
.Miboii and Cosicllo are known
Bado die Ii Mangio,” now in its
Al.so at the Palladium Aug. 1 are stand nowadays,
"Sbnotiiig .Star," Pla> house '4'.
fourth week in Rome. From Rome, in Italy a« Gianni and PinoHo.
the Three Rudells.
"Macbeth” sets off Rep s recent
"Summer in Dec.." ('omerly *9'.
They are playing around the
the show goes to Naples for four
Finn also booked Jean Sook and year’s pact with the Cadena de
"Together Again." Vic. Pal. 'Ill' Ted Roman for the Tom .Arnold Oro, big local cinema chain
Roman neighboihood houses in
w ccks.
"Turners' Hush.." St Mart '4'.
Beale i.s al.so being sought for ‘('ontrn (iangsfers" x‘‘Agairist the
i( c
revile, due to oficn at Stoll's xvhich the Olimpia i.s one "I G’**
"Worm’s \iew," Whililiall 11)!)) ihcatit July 11.
Gimg.‘>t( IS 1.
picture work in Italy.
)
three firslrun houses.

American
amendment lowered A u s t r i a n
united News, which has
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Arizona Bandits Grab
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Film Reviews

Sticknps

Phoenix, May 24.
Bandits in Arizona are flnding
spans the fa.sci.st and postwar
FooIm ItuMh In
Weather
Del.
Flighty
softer pickings
in
theatre
robperiods in Italy, but the film
(Continued from page 13)
avoids
realizing that her father, whom
any maiked social commentaiv
coun(Colt.
Very
sad
or
pioneer
day
$4,000
beries than their
Diary”
.she liad met for the first time, was
Indicative, however, of
Hurls Biz Albeit ‘Game’
less. Last w'eek. "Belvedere to Col- terparts
Nine hou.ses in the state not such a cad as she had been conservatism among Haloa shift to
filiuakcis
lege” (^Oth) and "Cheated Law”
led to believe.
This results in a
is the pic’s brief satirical jioke
have been looted recently, latest
(20th) (4th wk), oke $5,400.
at
series of inept, irritating situaSmash 20G; ‘Fan’
the rapid governmental rcshuflloa
(H-E) (2.600; 50-84)
Orpheum
victim being the Roxy, Buckeye, tions.
*
Detroit. May 24.
up.setting the nation,
"Flamingo Road” (WB) and "Bad robbed of $1,000. Two armed gunProduction
qualities
are
adetemperain
It’s
concerned largely with deExtreme fluctuations
Men
of Tombstone” (Mono) (2d wkt.
quate and the principal setting of
ture tieie is virtually tiie same ef- Good
$10,300 men escaped with $600 from Col- the country cottage has a degree picting Fabrtzzi’s generous care for
$7,000 after big
his .son as the latter matures into
fect on the boxofl'ice with flnal opener.
lege theatre. Temple. They were of old world realism. Major roles
a
.scholarly profe.s.sor who’s slightly
tally likely to be somewhat lower
Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 40-65) captured in Tucson.
are in the capable hands of Sally ashamed of his father’s
than usual. “The Fan’’ at the Fox.
lowly oc“Walking Hills” (Col) and “Kiss
.Ann
Howes.
Rolfe,
Nora
Guy
“Dream
and
Adams
been
cupation.
The Orpheum here has
“Ball Game’’ at
in
Dark” (WB) (2d runs) plus!
Swinburne, Nigel Buchanan and
Fabrizzi, noted for his roles in
Is Yours’’ at Michigan are fight- vaude. Slow $4,000 or near.
Last taken over twice, the assistant Raymond
Lovell.
Myro.
“Open City” and “To Live in
ing it out for the declining biz.
week, stage show and “Sun Comes manager being hit on head with a
Peace,” turns in another carefullyEstimates for 'I'his Week
“Red
Stallion” (EL)
(M-Gt
and
Up”
detailed and compassionate charFox <Fox-Mich) •.'S.OOO: 70-9.5*— (2d runs) plus vaude, $3,800.
gun during one stickup. landits
•lour cir Frio
acterization
marked by subile
‘The Fan’’ <20th* and “Shot .lesse
Paramount (H-E) (3.039; 50-84)
(Holiday)
also got $300 from .sate in Grand
meiging of the comic and pathetic
.lames’’ *SG*. Good $25,000. Last “Outpost in Morocco” (UA) and
(FRENCH)
theatre, Douglas.
College’’
to
“Belvedere
elements. Solid portraits are also
week,
“Gay Amigo” *UAt. Slow $7,000.
Paris,
May
Phoenix
21.
Horses’’
and
Drive-ins
Tucson
in
drawn by Mario Soldali, as an
and “La.st Wild
t20th)
I.,ast
week, “Adventure in BaltiFran. ini‘\ release of Cady Films (Borrah
(SGt (2d wk). big $21,000._
more” (RKO) and “Fighting Fools” have been successfully raided, MinevHch. Fred Grain, Jack Tati) pio- elderly teacher, and RatT.nele
while the Catalina, here, is also duction. Staia Tati. Directed by Tati. Caporilli, as an assistant porter
Michigan (United DetroiD (4.000; (Mono), slim $1,700 in 4 days.
.Screenpla.v.
by
Tati.
70-95*
“Dream Is Yours” (WB)
Safe of an- Rene W'heeler; music.Henri Marquet and Giorgio de Lullo, as the son, plays
oil the holdup list.
Jean Yatovc; camand “Mutineers” (Colt. Oke $20,other Phoenix house was jimmied era. Jean Mercanton. At Balzac. 4’aris. stifl’ly.
Kunniiic time. M) M1N8.
Technically, pic matches Italy’s
000. Last week. “Flamingo Road”
Lone bur- Postman
nothing.
but
yielded
‘Barkleys’
Boff
$11,000,
jack Tati other top postwar imports
(VVB) and “Lucky Stift” (UA) (2d
with i*ctheatre,
Somerton
glar
robbed
T. Decombe
wk*. $16,000.
Paul Frankeur alistic settings and background.s,
‘Honeymoon’
Port.;
ll'/
captured Marcel
being
Yuma,
of
$225.
2
( arnival
woman
F Rclli good lensing ahd firstrate scoring.’
Palms (UD) (2.900: 70-951
later.
Jeannette
Portland. Ore., May 24.
M. Vailee
“Manhandled” (Part and “Loaded”,
Hcrm.
ilairdre.s.seiRafael
Biz is down this week at firstPistols” (Colt Passable $12,000,
runs because of other competition.
Drive-In Robbers Get 11 Years
Last week, “Tulsa” (ELt and “MilThis
pic is an education. It took
“Barkleys of Broadway” shapes
lion Dollar Weekend” (Monot (2d
St. Louis, May 24.
an American showman to demonsock at United .Artists.
“Family
wk*. slow $10,000.
Robert Cox sentenced to six strate to the French, on their home
Honeymoon” looks strong at the
United Artists (UD) *2,000; 70years
in Missouri pen. and Ernest plat^ that, a picture
could be made
Broadway.
“Red Shoes” is still
fl5)_"We Were Strangers” (CoD solid
Taskey to five years last week here on a $30,000 budget and gross
Continued from pnge 4
at the Guild.
and “Make Believe Ballroom” *Col)
when they pleaded guilty to a $12,000 in its first week’s simulEstimates for This Week
groups of the adult population
(2d w'kt. Nice $10,000. Last week,
(Parker) (1.832; 50- burglary and larceny charge. They taneous relea.se in four small Paris
Broadway
$18,000.
85*
"Family Honeymoon” *11) were charged with stealing a safe, firstnin huu.ses headed by the don’t attend theatres regularly and
Madison (UD) (1.800; 70-95)— and “Rose of Yukon” (Rep) *10 containing about $800, from Ron- Champs Elysees’
what the indu.stry is doing about it.
Balzac. This is a
“Outpost in Morocco” (U At and days). Strong
$11,500. Last week. nie’s drive-in, owned by the late constructive answer to local pro- Balaban said it was a question a
“Duke of C’hicago” (Mono* (2d wkt. “Life of Riley” (U) and “Old p'red Wehrenberg.
that
oilier
ducers’ gripe that Hollywood oppo- quarter-century old,
Down to $7,000. La.st week, okay Fa.shioned Girl” (EL*. $11,500.
I^iir nabbed while attempting to sition kills
their industry. Boirah forms of entertainment compete
$18,000.
open the safe w'hich they had car- Minevifeh. who has been in
50-85)
(Parker*
Mayfair
*1.500;
greater
and
that
a
proportion
of
Paris
Adams (Ralabant *1.700; 70-95)
a couple of years, put together the films than books and plays are suc“Force of Evil” (M-G) and "Win- ried away in an auto.
“Ball Game” (M-G). Socko $20,000. ner Take All” (Mono* *8 days).
money,
story, star and, above all, cessful.
Last week, “Enchantment” (RKOt, Slim $2,500.
Last week.
‘Shot
the knowhow.
Depinet added that the 35-55 age
$10,000.
Jesse James” iSG) and "Feathered
Apart from Minevitch. the prot)owntown (Balaban) (2.900; 70- Serpent” (Mono), $3,000.
group attended films less often bcduction
setup includes Fred Grain.
Pix
95'
“City Across River” (U* and
cau.se
“as you grew older and had
Oriental (H-E) *2.000; .50-85)—
who is a technician, and Mine“Ride Rvder Ride” (EL) (2d wk). “Tulsa” (EL) and “Bad Men of
Continued from pase 9
vitch’s
comedy discovery. .lack to go out and earn a living, you
Thin $7.()00. La.st week. $9,000.
Tombstone” (Mono) day-date with
time.” Skouras said; “In
had
less
Tati.
Latter
has plenty of popular
Korea same situation prevails exOrpheum.
Okay $2,700.
Last
every theatre in the country, from
appeal.
week, "Flamingo Road”' (WB) and actly in Korea as in Japan only
The
Monday
through
Friday, 95'
of
story,
which
is
of the thinST.
“State Dept. File 649” (EC*, fine until May 31. It was decided at a ne.st. shows a French
village on a the audience is adult.”
meeting of the board last week to holiday
$4,500.
(Continued from page 13)
and
there
is practically no
“1
don’t think our indu.siry can
extend this for one month to coin- plot
Orpheum iH-E) *1.7.50: .50-85)
Is Yours” (WB) )2d wk*. nit e $14,Supporting cast is of very get away from the star s.v.slcm,”
“Tul.sa” (EL* and “Rad Men of cide with the termination of the small
000
importance compared to Tati
Depinet stated in answer lo a
iTomb.stone” (Mono*, al.so Oriental. existing contract with the Army. who doo.s
Fox (F$iM) (5.000; .50-75)
the village postman, .lean
"1 don t
Closed.
I..ast
week. "Pride of Okay $5 000. Last week. “Flamingo By June 30. end of the Govern- vatove's music is adequate and di- query on that suliject.
think the public will permit us to,
5'ankees” (RKO* ami “Lady ’fakes Road” (WB) and “State Dept. File ment’s fi.scal year, action of Con- rection. technique and tempo
are
any more than baseball teams can
Chance” (RKO* 'reissues*, minor 649” (FC*. excellent $7,900.
gress on the industry’s request for all okay. But the one thing
that
Paramount (H-E* (3,400; 50-85* funds will be known and deter- counts in
$10,000.
the picture is Tati’s an- get away from the star sy.^tem
“Bride of Vengeance” (Par) and
Loew’s (I.ocw) (3,172; 50-75*
mination will be m«dc as to whether tics. with
no dialog, and The public takes a fancy lo them
Mutineers”
(Col).
Dim to pull out entirely or on what what littlepractically
“Barkleys of Broadwav” (M-G) i2d "The
there is of it is drowned (stars), they like them, the.v root
Last week. “Belvedere to
wk*. Fine $16,000 after .^ock $23.- .$8,000.
by the audience’s laughs which lor them, they go lo see them
College”
(20th)
and
“Cheated basis to continue,
000 opener.
MPEA board also voted to con- come in machine-gun tempo from
Law” (20th) (2d wk). .sock $9,000.
Star System
Mi.ssouri (F^M) (3.500: .50-75)—
United Artists (Parker) *895; 50- tinue cooperative operation in the start to end.
‘‘Flamingo Road” (WB* and “Make
Stars are no coverall in.siirance,
Small budget of this big gro.sser
"Barkleys of Broadway” Netherlands Ea.st Indies until the
Believe Ballroom" 'CnI*. Sturdy 85
Balaban contributed.
"Hasn’t it
is explained by the fact
(M-G). Sock $11,000 or neai’. Last end of 1949.
that there
It will be decided
$13,000. La.st week. “To .Sea
in
Ls no overhead, al.so
that apart from been our recent experience that a
W'eek. "Little Women” (M-G) (5 sometime
before
then
whether the star,
S'lips” (20th and "'rucson" '2()th),
.star
will
insure
of story
the
kind
tlie
main
thing in the picdays* (4th wk). $3,400.
MPEA will continue fullscale with
$!' (too.
Guild (Parker) *485; $1.80-$2.40) income of the member companies ture is the little village of St. Se- the public will want to st'c.” he
St. I,ouis (F&M) (4.000; .50-75*—
vere. including all the
said,
“while
protect
star
will
a
not
“Red
Shoes”
'ED
(5th
wk). still to be pooled; whether
inhabitants
“’fhe Window'” (RKO* and "Womthe or- who work like old
Strong $6,000
a story the public does not care
Last week. $7,000.
hands
an’s Secret” (RKO*. Trim $11,000.
ganization will go on merely as a
Its very visual style and
for'.'
practical
Last week, “City .\ei()ss River”
service organization, as in Holland ab.sence of dialog
make it
Harmon, replying to a question
*U* and “Live Today for ’fomorand Germany, or whether each national bet. It’s .sold lor an intermost of ttn children’s films, said the Britrow” (U). $8,000.
(Continued from page 13)
company will start operating com- Europe, w'lth the new Rav Venlura.Shady Oak (F&M* (676; $1,20- “Belvedere to College” '2()th) (2d pletely on its own.
ish had got their Angel's hujned
Bob
Decision hinges
Amon-Wolfgang Schmidt com$2.40)— “Red Shoe,>i” 'ED *.5th wk). w'k*. Nice $15,000 alter sock $25.- in
part on general economic condi- bo handling it for Germanv. For badly by trying to make sfiocial
/'bout $3,000 after $3,200 last week. 000 la.st week.
pix for kids and Hollywood had
a dubbing would likely
tions in .NEI, which are pinched U. S
rate
Playhouse 'Lopeit* *432; 50-85* as lesult of the war
40'
a
fair dualer. apart from
with the Dutch.
being a never made them, but about
“Quartet” (EL) (3d wk).
Still
natural lor tlie foreign pix
its output w'as “family tiim.s.’’
of
circuit.
strong at $7,000 for second conInfo .Media Get EC.A Cut
Breen took the question as to
Maxi.
secutive week.
Holds again.
(ContiniK'd fioin page 13)
v'helher. through the production
Washington. May 24.
National 'Heiman* '1600; 44-74*
(FC) and “Long \’o\age Home”
An economy move of the Hou.se
code, the industry “was censoring
l*rof«>KNor.
“Mr. Smith Goes Washington”
(FC* (reissues*. .$5.(M)().
.Son
itself out of bu.sine.ss.”
Declaring
Co:Timittee
Sickly $3,000 in Appi-opriations
will
Rialto (Fourth .Avenue) '3,000; (RKO) (reissue*.
(ITALIAN)*
there was no “my.steriou.s .someLast week. probably result in le.ss ECA money *1!;“*
4.)-()5*
“El Paso” (I’ai'* and "Own 4 day.s. and pulled.
**•*'** «nct
Si.ti s
A Ido l•^(brlzzl. Directed preduction
"Jigsaw”
being
(UA*.
$4000
avail.ible
body
Holhwood
next
or
Tine Love” (Par*.
.something
year
by
in
to pay
Reiiato Ca v
Satisfactory
Warner (WB* *2.164; 44-74*
the information media, including
hi. Su.,o
which seeks to deny lo the screen
$13,000,
Last week. “Mother Is
Whi
^
Ftrshman” (20th) and “Sofia" 'FC). “We Were Strangf rs” iCol*. Leads pix. for their lo.ss of pocket ex- KnViiih
LataLino. Previewed the right of discussion of probN Y Aoril ii
town with good $18,000. hut not in penses in counliies
$1 ’1.400.
Running linie.NC VllNs. lems which are valid.” he asserted
where
the
Urazio
the
Porter
champ cla.ss.
Last week. “Nick dollar exchange
Aldo Fabriz/i
State (Loew's) (3.1)00; 45-65)
Prof. CardelM
or
is
frozen.
Mario .Soldali “Nothing in the code denies
Jr
*’Ma. Pa Kettle” dJ) and “Act Of Beal” (Par), disappointing $11,000.
The committee reported out an (*raxio.
Giorgio fie i.ullo curtails freedom of expression on
Trans-Lux 'T-L* (650; 44-80*
.Mininter of Education
Violence” (M-G'.
Mario Pisu any matter.”
Fair
.$12,000.
ECA
bill yesterday (23) which inAndronio
“Portrait of Jonnif'" 'SHO* i5th
Raflaeie Caporilli
La.st
week.
“Paisan"
Teacher,
•liulic'.
Regarding foreign films in the
Conchtta Nava
wk*.
Holding nicely at $5,000. cluded funds for the information i.UetIa and Pinucria
$IM.()00.
Li.setia Nava
U. S..
alter $5,200 last week
Depinet answered: "Our
Slavs on. media in the Marshall Plan coun- Diana
Strand (FA) (l.OOO; 45-05)
Diana .\ i\ a
ti ies and in the
I’hey
doors arcv wide open
Japan-Korea .Army“La.st Bandit” (Rep) .md “Moonoccupierl
.section
have
(In
of
the
Italian;
succeeded
in proportion to
orient
Evyllsh Titlr!^}
ri.<c” (Rep*.
Mildi.sh $4,500.
Last
Overall bill was cut L5'"c.
the way the American public acHowweek, “Walked By Night" (EL* and
Aldo
(Continued from page 11)
ever.
it
was not made clear r Hbiizzi. Italian
There is no (piota,
“Behind
Ivocked
Doors”
(EL). so big. ’Pile Brandeis
counterpart of Ine cepted them
shapes nice whether this was acro.ss the board late French character
no tax. no restriction and their
$5,500,
actor. Raimu
with “Undercover Man”
and involving 15^>, in each item.
money
is
free
lo
go hack to heir
of “Professor;
Estimates for This Week
oi whether some
My Son’
wish we were
I
Orpheum (’Pri.states* '3.000; 20- would he .saved in budget reque.st.s Otherwise, injhe U. S. market: own (ountiy.
their
pic
treated
is
as
welt
as
entirety.
they.”
a
loosely-con80i
“Bad Men of Tomb,stone’’
sliuctod.
lei.surely
Final query was “Does Holly(Continued from page 13)
paced senti(Mono* with Orrin 'Pucker orch,
meiiial
drama
and is doing well. Nice $Jl.()()(». Last F’reston Fo.stcr trio,
ha.sed
make too many |)ictuie
on
(he wood
others, onl^amiliar (heme of parental
week. “,‘4usanna Pass” 'R(pi and stage. ftood $18,500
sacri- cycles, lacking variety and withLast week.
nee
It will receive
vaude, $7,000.
modeiale
out
oi'iginality’.'”
play
Films
Breen denied
“Red Canyon” (L’l and “Winner
Roll
in the art hou.ses.
Ma.ieslic (Fay) '2.200; 44-65)
that cycles were cyclical in any'lake All" (Mono). $10,000
Coiiliniird from page 9
Yarn of a .school porter with
“Belvedere To College” »201h( and
thing but name. “It is not true,”
Paramount '’Prislates* (2.800; 16academic ambitions for Ids son
“Ilie Hideout” (20th* (2d wk*. Very
To Sea m Ships" (26tli) before the cameras in 1948, is in
he .said, “to say that they have no
he,iithy $L5,(K)0. tii'sl vseek sti'ong Doing oke
$10,000.
he same position cun ently. Par
new plots and ideas. They may
I.ast
week,
$18,000.
“Flamingo Road” i\V’B*. $11,000
is down slightly, with two
follow' a general trend, but there
now
as
All Over the
virtropolitan 'Snider* *3 100; 44Brandeis (RKOt; il..500; 16-65*
is nothing extraordinary in that.”
against
five
in
1948, hut has a large
6.5*. -“Impact" (UA)
and “Ama/ing “Undercover Man" (C'ol* and “Song
“A II Over the To w n”
He remarked that book-putilishing
group coming up in the near fuMr. \" 'Ef,>. Slow .S5..500. Last of India (C«d'. Nice
Hank *. opening ttiday Wed
$8,000. La.st ture.
was
likewise subject to fads and
Same
holds true for Warweek. "Dirigible” 'C’ol* and “Sub- w e e k,
at the Park Avenue
“.\dventure
Rallimore" ners, which had
Embassy.
phases.
six in production
Diarine” (Co)' (reissues), .$6. .500.
(RKO* and “’Phe .Mutin(*crs’’ 'Col*
^ 5”
was
referred
to
as
la.'^t
“a
Skouras
iear
concluded the session
but is working now on
State (Loew* (3.200; 44-65)
$7,000.
liglit piece of
entertainment
by declaring; “England woultl <•<>
lour
“Portrait of Jennie” (SRO) and
State 'Goldhorg* 'StiS; 16-65*
In Variety s London
review,
everything
“Big Jack” (M-G*. Okaj' $16.0(M). "Ball Ciaine" 'M-G* *20 wk*
in the world to have
Monogram-.Allied .Artists is down
and
March 9. 1949. Reviewer Myro
the advantages we have in the
Last week. “Little Women” (M-G* “.Strange Vovage" '.Mono*.
Good fioni four lo two and l^niversal
found pic. w hich centers
(2d wk). strong $15,000.
motion
down
picture
from
industry and
five lo two. Republic,
,
$4. .500.
Last week. “B;ill Game’
aiound local politics, “obviousStrand (Silverman) (2.200; 44-65) (M-G* solo, smash $8 000.
know Stalin w'ould give everyhowever, now has four rolling, as
L de.signed for the home mar—"We Were Strangers” (Col) and,
thing lo have it.
toinpart'd with one a year
There is tmly
ago.
ket, with little value to
“Make Believe Ballroom” <Col*.
Amerone thing wrong with the motion
The Foundation of the .Motion Indie product itm is on about the
ican exhibitors.’ Review noted
IL’jppy $14,000. Last week. “Man- Picture Pioneers. Inc.,
picture
same
industry;
level,
We
do not apchartered
with five
before
iliat the ea.st, headed
Iiandlcd” (Par) and “Take
by Sarah
My as a non-profit memlicrship or- the cameras, as againstnow
preciate its real greatness and R*
six a year
Ghurchill and Norman WoolLife" lEL), fair $10,000.
ganization in New York.
importance to the ‘people of .Amci”*
ago.
antl, pciforineU ‘tompetently.”
I
ica.”
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British

Give

“

Anglo-U.S.
Cunttniied

froiii

paKc

3

.sole available member of the
team which negotiated
the original proposals.
Possibility
is .seen that he might
come over
to
confab with Flic Jidin.ston.
Motion Picture Assn, of America
prexy, who with Paramount prexy

the
Nix on 40% Cut' Fnglish

Washington. May 24.
has turned
Briti.sli government
huml)s-dow n on our Stale Depart-

S’s

Brit-

that the

reque.st

reduced. The Kngasserted that, so far
the best
concerned,
as they are

ish film qim^a
lish officials

*

to

VHV

trade
through the Anglo-American
June 2. It
talks slated to resume
would
nothing
that
was suggested
what debe done until it was seen
veloped from these meetings.
(mpre sion here was the British

U. S. team.

was insistence yesterday
by the MP.AA
in
Washington,
however, that the meetings would
he held as .scheduled and that
Korda was coming. In the meantime. also giving credence to the
po.ssihility that the sessions might
he held despite the top level re-

|

ports

was

in

New York

that

it

was

olT

answer handed b> the
government to the Dept of

Slate

Monday

(23>

on the

latter’s

squawk regarding the quota.
The British reply gave an aura
of official

sanction to the Anglo.\merican council sessions by asking the Stale Dept
to wail and

.see

what comes out of the talks

A

heller.

lop strategist for the Society of In-

Tlie answer to the recent request
nuide l)y our State Deparlmetd was
passed along over the weekend hy
the British Kmha.s.sy, here.
The Fnglish took their stand on
three points. They argued tliat <1':
Tliey were not violating the general agreements or tariff and ti’ade
treaties by setting up the qu<»t «:
(2' 1’hey needed American dollars
and so could not let our pictures

dependent Motion Picture Produems, which has bitterly opposed

in;

<3'

They could now

fill

Ihe .\nglo-.\mericari proposals, itnmedialely called his version of Hu*
urn on this. He stated his lielief
that the British government was
thus attempting to keep the Ainerican government out of Ihe film
hassle.
SIMPP has consistently
argued for the Slate Dept to lake
up the cudgels lor the L. S. indu-sI

a

Department w'as non-comHowever, other observers
that the British answer
was evasive and a distortion of
For example, the general
fact.
trade agreement provides that film
quotas were to be subject to negotiation
on anything involving
Stale

I

n>ilal.

felt

“limitation, liberalization or elimination.”
Hence it i^S felt that the
quota is a violation.

I

I

]

4()”<i

I

2.00()

‘

tlieatres

American Film (’ouncil last month
for compromising differences beis a i-omplete shift in any proposals
for agreement. For one thing. Uni- tween the U. S. and Britisli indusHet’mements and analysis ol
versal. in which Rank is an im- tries.
portant stockholdei and which has these figures are being made on
;

both sides of the Atlantic in considering Ihe ('ouncil proposals.
Of equal if not more importance
is Ihe fact that .something between
Ihe $2 500.000 gross earnings and
Ihe $1.2.50,000 in remitlalile income
will he added lo the $17,000,000
annually that .\mericau firms get

favurahle deal for exhibition in
Fngland. is dead-set against tlie
plan, w Idle RKO. C'olumbla. KeMonogram and United
putilic.

a

.\rtisls

are cool.

Warner Bros,

is

on Ihe fence. Paramount. Metro
and ’JOlh-Fox toppers favor a deal,
m.inv lower-echelon execs of
tint
out of F.nglaiid under Ihe .lohustoriIhe companies do not.
Some of Ihe company proxies Mulvey-V\ ilsoii pact of March.
were highly critical of Johnston 1948. This provides (hat the ^'allks
gel lor division among themselves
for letting himself gel so deepl.v
drawn into the deal with the Bi’it- a sum of doll.ii’s equal to Britisli
net earnings here.
ish. J’hey felt he liad no authority
Size of this pmil may he eoiisidlo go as far as he did and that he
depleted. , however, if a
has now “embarrassed” the indus- eratilv
goes tlirougli hv
deal
pending
Iry l),\ seeminglv causing it to hack
which Fagle I, ion and .1. Arthur
down fi'om an agreement.
lialance
off the earnings
will
Rank
'I'he proposals w hicli have caused
Kngsuch controversy are, in essence. of Waller Wanger’s “'I’ulsa” in
“Red Slioes”
Rank's
against
land
hat the American companies would
I

end Ihe "unit plan” under which
they have insisted that if either pic
the seeming hack- on a dual hill is American, the
tracking by French in London in- olher^uust al.so he. ttiat the U. S.
terviews on what occurred at the firms would give to the British proWashington .sessions made it ap- duceis out of frozen sterling a sum
pear that there was actually very t.sliglitly exceeding British earnings
in Ihe U. S.. and that the British
little area of agreement among the
negotialois themselves. As a le- in return for this would take up
with their government Hie possi.sull ol this, plus the strong opposition of .some American majors and bility of giving playing time to 100
pix annually on the three prinIhe determined battling by SLVIPP,
most insiders were certain fhal cipal circuits.
nothing would come of the muchpublicized proposals whether or
Greer Garson’s Surgery
not next week’s meetings are held.
Hollywood. May 17,
The whole thing is being looked
Greer Garsoii went under minor
on now pretty much as a dead issue surgery Tuesday (17) in a local

Kegarding the need for Ameriit has been pointed out
that tlie quota has nothing to do with
the withdrawal of dollars from that won’t he revived unless there
Britain. sin«‘e that is taken care of
under another arrangement.
Claim that the British can fill
their quotas from home production
is regarded as so much gohbledygook
.\t present, in Britain, more
can dollars,

than

.After
was learned this week.
taking out operating costs, about
available
he
will
sum
half of that
for remittance to Fngland.
The figures are significant from
a number of aspects, first oi which
pi’ois that they are basic in the
posals made by the Joint Angloit

'I’his would sidetrack
in the U S.
(he approximately $900,000 in renRed Shoes” around the
tals of
pool.
Hie was the second biggest
‘

Meantime,

British studios.

S.

up

to Hie $1,300,000
in on Rank’s

taken
fa

Universal has

“Hamlet” so

r.

Other Holder-Downers

Mso holding down Hie size of
Ihe pool are the earnings (if other
films detoured around it. The.se are
pix made by Sir Alexander Korda,
sueli as “Fallen Idol” and “Tlie Rejturii of the ‘‘I’impei nel” which have
been bought outright hy David O.

I

!

I

!

I

!

Selziiiek

sped ivelv
j

I

hospital.

moneymaker, being runner-

1'.

I

and Samuel Goldwyn,
for

.

this

market.

FJritisli

product.

Finally, w'hat has the boys hitting the <-eiling here is the British
claim that the only way anything

can he done

is

by private negotia-

tion between the American and
British studios.
'I’he quota is an
act of Parliament, they point out,

not

ruling by (he British studios.

a

Names on
Ci>iii iiiiird

i

Silo

from pa<r

I

;

K.iltjiont h and Marl)lehead. Mass.
Besides llu* 5(]. Miss Kanklu'ad
$100 weekly for her maid
al

Susan

who
<i'»v\n

v\

I’eters.
Hollywood star
as paralyzed from he waist
as result of a hiintin^t aeciI

defd several years ago. v\ill arri\e
east June IH to begin rehearsals in

Tennessee Williams’ “(Ha.ss Menagerie.”
whielj opens at Norwich.
Conn.. June 27. for one week then
g^oe.s
to Kair Haven. Mass.
Miss
I'eter.s. w'hose strawhat
appearan«-cs
3ie handled by Gus Schirmer, Jr..
>or the Howard Holt agency, will
Barretts of VVimpole
f,*''*’
St eel
at Princeton July 18.
She
will do about 7-10
weeks in the
si raw ha Is.
Helen Hayesjs definite to try opt
William McGleery’s play, •(’.ood
Housekeeping.”
which
will
be
staged at Richard Aldrich’s Fal•iioulh Playhouse Aug
22.
Kli/.abeth Bergner is al.so slated to appear in the same theatre during
late summer in Jean
Giraudoux’
”

I

,

BARBARA STANWYCK with k«r c*-«tar
in "THE LADY GAMBLES"

ROBERT PRESTON

Here’s a proved complexion care! In
recent Lux Toilet Soap tests by skin

Aiuphitr.von ’38.”
Kay Francis,
Ann Harding and Signe ilas.so have

specialists, actually 3 nut of

smoother!’’ says Barbara Stanwyck.

he

Winslow Boy” at P'al mouth.
Basil Rathbone will open
in ‘The Heire.ss" at
the C ape Plavt'ouse in Dennis. Mass.. June 27.
and Bei I.ahr will do “Burlesque”
In Lakewood, Pa.,
June 21. Among
others on a still growing list who
'\ill
work the strawhats are Guv
Kihbee. Leo G. Carroll. John Loder.
Sylvia Sidney and
Finest
I

“I

II.

work the fragrant

rinse, pat

lather well in,

with a soft towel to dry.”

You’ll love the generous
size,

t

Trueit.

4 complex-

became lovelier in a short time.
‘‘Lux Soap facials leave skin softer,

ions

also been inked for strawhat roles.
Sir (’edric Hardwicke will make
his first strawhat appearance in

Jul\

new hath

too — so fragrant, so luxurious!

Another Bno product
of Lovor Brothori

9 out of 10 Screen

m U.S.

earnings of British-made pix which
are also “British-owned”
In regard to last month's (’ouneil proposals, there is ron.siderahl«
vaguene.ss. on this side of the Atlantic. at least, concerning exactly
what is meant by “British earnThese tall into three cateings.”
gories in which there can he considerable variance of interpreta-

—

(1) actual
film rentals. (2)
tion
film rentals minus certain charges,
such as distribution fees, advertising. etc. and (3) reniittahles.
C'a’tcli is on vf’hich of these three
levels the various charg'es should

Memo hy Frie .lohnPicture A.ssn. of
prexy. on Hie propo.sals
makes no mention of this point,
stating mei-ely that the basis for
computing the guarantees to British film producer.s of ‘‘earnings’*
in the American market should he
he deducted.

ston,

Motion

.\merica

British film earnings in America
for the fi.seal year ending June 1,
1949, plus one of two alternatives:

‘

<a*

20'^'r<

more

film earnings
33';t^V<

Hiaii
in

the

more than

Britisli

U.

Stars use

it

Com^ny

—

layg/zisr/

gros.s

or (b>

S.

Britisli

net

re-

mitlahles tor the .same period.”
One of the questions is whether
the terms ••|ilm earnings" and
gross film earnings” above mean
Ihe same or different things— that
is. are ‘‘gross eainings” equivalent
lo
film
rentals and
‘‘eai’ninga’*
equivalent to rentals minus prints,
advertising, disiriluition. exploilalion, etc.
.And are remittahlea
“earnings” minus the cost of opei-atiiig the Rank and Kordu estalilishnieiils in Ihe U. S.? At what
level all these charges come off
makes considerable difference and
is vague at Hie moment.
point which has been estab.\
,

‘

lished
Hie

is that “earnings” a.s u.sed
memo will include income
British-made pix whet her they
are British-owned or Americanowned. such a.s Hu* Korda film
mentioned above. This works to
Hie advantage of Hie British, since
it
makes higher the basis of the
guarantee wliich would be paid

in

of

llieiii.

/rresMbk/^''

from the 40^'p quota of Brilon their contention that
thev could not get by with the

tions

Llt t)iclures

available

re-

The

1948 pact provide.s that Ihe only
coin that goes into Hie (M)oI is the

exemp-

hold

$2,500,01)0

In Year; Can Take Out About Half

try.

quota from the production of

liere

'

the

British

Earn

British gross film earnings in the
V S. for the year ending June 1
will he approximately $2,500,000.

becoming agitated as they fear
lhe> are being left out in the agreement and that they will be the
victims of a squeeze. In fact they
are already seriously squawking at
the manner in which they have
been left out uf the French market
by the allocation of subjects to
BFP.A members only.

'I’liere

appeared to be shutting all doors
one to American film iiiterbill
psts— the one being the toppers of
industry, such as J. ArBritish
the
Rank and Sir Alexander
tluir
Korda. The idea, it was felt, was
to give the Americans to undcrbetter take
that they had
.stand
from
they could get
wlialever
Rank and Korda, since there was
no chance of getting anything

come

'

|

tlie

S";:'‘lBrifish films

London, May 24
Last minute meeting on the
Anglo-.\merican Film (’ouncil sessions is to he held by Ihe British
Film Producers Association Thursday 26'.
Meantime, indie producers are
1

i

Barney Balahan and Metro topper
Nicholas M. Sclienck, comprised

was

solution

pirrrRRS

1

1

pirriRES
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Popcorn Pinches ‘Shoes’

MPEA

—

from page

t'unliiiiied

YADIS’ POSTPONED

Kansas ('ily. May 24.
Popcorn is out at the Kimo

S3, 000, 000

Splits

Young-EL

Dickinson house now-

theatre.
in

its

fifth

C'ontinnrd from paKe 3

how.

’

whf'ie h tu'w situation has Ix-fn
iieatrd as a iosull ol C'oiiiMuini.sl
\ ii

aged.
t'/.echoslovakia has also all but
been eliminated as a source of income. since the government has

torios.

Kumaiiia Toufthrst
In poinlinf? out the (lilficullies
fated hy the MJ’KA in dealing witli
the So\ iet orbit countries, Maas
pointed (Uit tliat he wasn't even
able to get a visa to get into Hu-

failed to

which expired

in .November, 1947.
of the 80 pix bought under
the original pact war are still being played off. Maas said, but it has
been impossible to arrive at a new

Some

mania

’Phis is one ol the coiinwhich is responsible for lediued MFKA income, since for
more than a year now no L'. S. pix
have been shown, and it is next to
Impossible even to discuss the situ-

Likewise, in Hungary
and Bulgaria deals are very difficult.

beyond

all

hope
,

vious

1

ton will be carefully inspected by
the show’s management.
F'act that the "Miss Liberty" orders were received in Trenton last

Saturday morning is regaided as
significant, since news that the
tickets for the show would be sold
thi-ough tlie store was published
the previous day. and then
solely in one paper, the N. Y.
Times.
Although "Mi.ss I.iberty”
seats were the only ones thus ordered. it's expected that locations

only

for other
next.

shows may

be

sought

.Alerted

of

.Special bootli in the

Swern

store

last fall
Yueo- is intended to handle only overhave chosen about 10 pix and the-counter sales, not mail orders.
are readv to begin play in,", tliem. Attempts may be made to have
MPK.A has set up control office in local ‘diggers’’ get tickets there

B< Igrade.

for the top Broadway hits.
If so.
Hie store’s sales clerks will try to

.Some .Sideline Businesses

Maas reveah'd. however, th.it he spot them and turn them away. In
was forced to modify the .lohnston addition to ‘Miss Liberty.” shows
deal, although he still considers it
very tavoi.ihle. Instead of the SH>.(KK) in dollars per picture that was
<*riginally
guaranteed, the price

.-illotling

was reduced

‘Madwoman

of

the ((»in is to be paid in local enru-nev
whic h will be convculihie
into dollars via trade deals. Mf*K.A
thus e\pc‘cls to get into the business of importing Yugoslav wines,
excellent native handicraft, rare
«ires and a myriad of other possible
items.
Maas said he thouglit it
vc'v likely that other pix would be
bought by the Yugoslavs after the
initial 2
sinc-e the relationship so
h as been very pleasant.
la
In IViland. the MPK.A chief deelarc'd. Americ-an income has beem
gic*;.tly reduced by the slow plavofl of pix which were sold the state
monopolv there a couple years ago.
Fart of the reason. Maas s.aid. was
Ih.v'l
the war has left onlv four

undam-

houses

first-run

M’.-'rsavv

seats for sale in the store
include ".Anne of the Tbou.sand
Days." "Goodbye. My F'ancy." ‘‘Detective Story." ‘‘Mister Roberts.”
‘‘.Streetcar

On

the

shown thus

tt

MAUREEN O'HARA

FORBIDDEN STREET
A

.'I

III

t'i'iiiiiiv

V»rif|y Stfclif— DICK

Ol.

On

lir

II

HAVMES.

ROXY

Avf

.Named Desire."
basis

of

local

inti'rest

Swcin's executives

far.

of setting up similar Broadway theatre ticket booths in their establisfi-

'

inquiry was also received at
the
Playwrights’ Go., yesterday
from the N. Y. Giants' baseball
management, as to the po.ssibility
of tickets for games at the }*olo
(tiounds. N. Y.. being included in
the sale at the Trenton store.

in

Washington,

which
shows

radio
wliere Mrs.

.Mary Elizabeth .Stabler has a stand.
However, that is a licensed brokerage and charges a legular tee for
the service.
It
reportedly has a

volume

of sales

for

Wash-

SOth S*

Billy

R<Hk»(fll(r Crntfr

rr*nL Morpiin
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SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENIATIUN

NOW!
tir

^e/oUa

^

4*oM.(q

4 ,.

,

1

”...

innnediale

in

s.

plane. .Australia and .Alrie.-i would
be include cl in Hie itinc-iaiy.

preparations

$1 •'^OO.OOO so

'V
•^eluding
scripting and prep-

f.

,

of

10.000

costumes and
shipment to Cinecitta

equipment
studios.

the company, it is reliably reported, partly as a matter of pride.

Semenenko.

bank

wliose

TV and

has

something over .$10,000,000 investin El., and its parent company.
H„thf ln<luMri>-s. hi.s lu-fn straining to get Young and Small to an
agreement. It is believed he is in

".South

sary

brass,

On tliis
of something he says.
point, a top exec remarked;
"I feel Fidler is worse for the

complications were .so
manifold that nothing concrete
‘‘ould be expected for some days

.Negotiators

that

in

,

3

un-

took the

it

to

c-reain off the
best playing
ba.se costs.
However,

fix

,

'

^

that the scale

also was adjusted to take care of
the remainder runs. In any event,
.Skouras stressed it would not fall
below 20 '"f of the gross,
Liehlman.
in
explaining his
plan, told his audienc-e tliat 20t^hFox made practically nothing from
its production end la.-'l year cut of
a $83.00().()0() gross, and that the
distributor
"must make more
money." or else. In espousing the

h-Fox

201

from page

several

Lilchtman explained

system

operation,'

(>f

,

Skouras said he was throwing
resources of the c-ompauv into

Fabian-Gamble
(‘onliniird

into

demanding the

lop by
day.s

the

—

ran

but

liibs.

sebeduled hurdle.s. 'I'lic- exliibitcus
charged the 201b plan was “unfair’

least.

industry than the people he’d have
Yet
I’ve
never
out.
us throw
heard anyone suggest that he be
denied the right to broadcast or
The test must be the same
write.
If they
the public.
as in films
don’t like liim and don’t buy the
product of his sponsor he’ll be off
If
the players whose
the air.

queries

percentage and

.scale

was greeted with sympathetic attitude from most of ex-

New York

in

neces-

rentals,

flat

^

'•‘'id

answer exbibs’

to

about sliding

has apparently been
the .Small proposals

and William C. MaeMlllen,
longtime associate who recently
been .serving as v.p. in charge
operations.
9*
Meanwhile,
^^'oall. on the ('oast, has been sweat'f
out awaiting word on re-

Los

2.‘>

is

from the FC'C

availability of top prociiict.
He emphasized that only theatres
with such product could weather
the threat of home television.
Skouras. here with home office

ve.sterday.

sit in judgment of the personal acts of another and have the
power of denying him of her the
Likewise.
right to make a living.
they see it as a potential denial of
free speech, since a player or
writer might be banned because

In

All that

clearance

is

and

bis aides. Robert
Bureell, ehaiiman of Fathe Indu.s-

should

Pacific” with top pictures

.Angeles Iiouses.

H'.'ing to sell
B) \oung and

Some industrvites object to the
"czar'’ princ-i|)Ie on moral grounds.
claiming that no private citizen

he

"’'''i'e
as

cm large"‘(..'“..‘‘r'
screen such mu.simis
on two-a-day showings

Negotiations will be resumed in
today 'Wednc'sdayi or
tomorrow after W*ing stalled since
Friday i20> by the pre.ssure of
other business on the men and by
necessity for intramural consultation.
Semenenko has been in Boston. reporting to the bank’s other
oflicials. while Young wa.s in Newuntil

.s

that

.

New York

Semenenko

i»a|;e

announced

I
'

position to force the issue if be
desires, but prefers to work out
an entirely amicable arrangement.

port

and

theatres

B. 0.

from

Cutiliniird

ed

control vvhiih "t'zar" .A. B. (Happy
('handler exercises over baseball.
up differently
'I'lie leagues are set
from the picture companies and so
are not subject to tlie anti-trust
laws, but even so a case has been
won by a plaver on the claim that
if be couldn’t shift at will from one
c-lub to anothc-r he was subjc-ct to
Issue is currently on
"peonage.”
appeal to the U. S. .Supreme
Court.

all

the

and "if it did not work, the
firm would fail”
Liehtman. in answer to a ciue.sRo.se. Manta Hose
plan,

—
,

was originally set up as a reissue
outfit, was merged
bv Bernhard
'
morals he objc'cts to aren't wanted
u
/ partner, said that the basis vvoiilcl
Cinecolor in an exchange
of be an audited
at
the boxofliee. they’ll likewise
certified public acstock .several years ago. Agreement eounlant report.
disappear from the scene.’
His re port, that
has now been reached, and will he "201
was not making ’H' pix’
.

,

1

.,

li

given approval

meeting June

20th Theatre TV
Continued from pngr

show

of shares
panies.

a

ever.

2 ()th could lavish tlie same
‘
sets and backgrounds
on the

type

in

'

play that are used for feature pix.
of which arc already standing
and so would not have to be spe-

some

cially built.

— and

a

Microwaving

be

L.

cleara’ncc

t

theatres.

In

re.^ult.

I

whether

to

1 ..

'n's ytai

attempt

to

isls to handle controls on the* video
eciuipment or to use speciallytrained technicians. In either case,
it

<*x|M*(ir(l that

is

some terms

,

,

elephcme

.

Ar

cleg,, .ph.

might luin out too e>pc
p.inv
oc|s

IS

hut
Cl si on.

to

indie.s

here on
‘-ivc'ly

since
a
in

— and

in

policy from
be one of excluindie
product

handling
they can almost

profit

their

P'oduet.

guarantee

for a pic- Irom plaving it
circuits alone. It also

own

a .source of

laiise

77' “17
old.

of

V

the

V7*
claimed

f(»r

v

iilen

and subse-

inlo

hut
Kinfeld

ycis.

ii

.sales
t

h

it

„ll

was not necessary.

explained

saturation
booking and exnloil
nromisit inn
^
inu 901
11 use multiple
nvnn*!
runs
20 th would
und world pre*ems to livpo biz.
F'irst getting this Ireatuunl i.s "It
*

«

1

Happens FNcry
St.

lions

'

.Spiing"

debuting

Louis and 60 adjacent Iwaweek,

»*—**
in

thi.s

-n-JSJ

Al44Aa4fl

-

the SHOWMAN’S FRIEND
in Jlol /Jn4felei
•

cooperatively-

FC’.s

will

guarantees them

500
with

Modern Rooms
both ond rodio

"Fortmost on Ihe Coa»l"

ALEXANDRIA HOTEL
Fifth at Spring • Lo* Ange!**
FRANK walker. General Managtf
Formerly at Olmsted, ClevelancJ. 0.

prod-

uct.

A

major aspect of the Fahian-

Ffernhard deal is this williugness
of Hu* synckeale to finance
indic>s
Great difficultv
difficulty ol anyaov disii ihulion
im.ii.,..'
outfit
wn,iM
cun cut ly- IS
Aiiiit'iiiiN
i.s
iMe fact th:if
the
that
vv mild he
produc ers can
gel
cdi

which

I

nsivc* (’muconMcIf ine both me Ihhas not
nut id
vet made
nmtl** its
iiv clcflat-

riciw

adaptaNational idea

exhihs

a distributing company
and
financed production.
Fhey figure*
they can profitably advance coin

..
I

a latter-day

is

which

owned

will

be negotiated with the project ioiiisl s’ union.
While* the
F'c*(leral
('ommuni
cal ions Commissictn
has not v et
riilc’d
on whcllier tc) o|)c*n up
mi(‘ruw ;iv c chaunels for commercial
theatre tele use. 2 ()ih prez

‘-•'M

phin

^

by

to

r,,

close
K'" '-';

were again engaged
in negotiations for UA. hut
were
unwilling to aeeeH anything hut
complete control of that outfit.

.

train the r«*gular booth projt'C-lion-

have

when they came

they

7 7

'

news mades

.

‘2()th

son.e .on,
stagehands at these
addition, it must be

\

'

.
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m

’
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,

.As

20 lirs

in

'"ked out

j
'

theatres.

clause

l*'‘d

(Aer ilie posit ion'Tl'iVt
Kdward L. Alperson had in F(' before the Cinecolor merger. He was
a paid with Bernhard. Each man
got 40 000 shares of Cinecolor for
his interest in FC.
Since Alperson
does not want to return to
"'Vine
Cinei

the

Most theatre owners wc-re in
agreement as to danger of tele.
Replying to Jack Kirsch as to a

taking

Company anticipates no labor imU.iprobh'ins with thealie TV but re- (ompanv
40.0( ()
shares
repping
portedly recognizes th.it certain
factors must first
•St
he worked out acquired in the open market, plus
with such unions
ris
as the Interna- his own 40.000 shares
tional
-Alliance
of
Theatrical
Fabian and his principal assoStage F'.mployees. which includes eiate. Ted
Gamble, have been inboth stagehands and projection- lent on
obtaining an interest in a
ists.
While the TV programs will distributing
company for some
not be considered
stage shows, year.s.
They made their first efthc'v might replace stage shows in
fort in

from

laughlc-r

floor.

Take Over Alperson Holdings
Fabian group will in a manner
i

'

I.ATSE

to

some

brought

stockholders’
reexc-hange
separate the comat

14. for a

3

the studios, how-

such

Billy Rose, coni act <*d in .\. Y.
savs he h.as heard nothing as vet
.Aussie about the exposition,
.Spy ros
i»,
Skouras rcv c*aled last
or entertainment plans for .same,
wee-k the (omp.-iny
is
considc*|.
hut would be interested in li.sic*ning at)|*lying for such facilities. If
ing to the proposition. Sliowman.
microwave channels arc used, the*
who returned recently from a long, (onip.iiiy would
automatic-ally subround-the-world tour 'whicli didn’t jec-t Its
programs to F(’(' jurisdiciru lude .Au*;! ralia •. is now pi. inning
Hon .Aliei native- is the rental i.f
another satari tor m-xt .lanuarv. i-o.ixi.il cable
circuits from .Aiiicri

This would he a shortei- lour, of
about lour to eiglil we«-ks. all hy

fcit#f

,

.

,

Producer Arthur Hornblow. jr
and Huston had been scheduled
in
leave June 3.

Anxious for a Deal
is
understood to

who. company exees decided at a
meeting in New York in November. 1947. would not be employed
by any studio.
The writers took
It is
their ease to court and won.
now on appeal.
Tliere is no direct analogy in the

cleeidi'd
in .Mel-

--

-

‘
,

^

^

^

*

Uncertain Peck condition ,^i
weather interferinp ^ lu
lOO-day shooting .schedule nimr.7
by director John Hu.ston recpnti
in Home, caused Metro tn
to oi'ctep

halt

A’oiing
^

n.ay hav,.
sions to .u,.
the

Invites will al.vo he going out to
maiiv Broadway .vlars to do shows
Down I nder. and t(* top Hollywood
plavcMs to make a short trip to add
additional glamor. V. S. film distrihs are
hopeful there will he
plenlv of dollars available l)v them

he say

DAN DUNYEA
STERLING HAYDEN
«l*tCT kf Itwt* R

from pagr

Olvmpic Games to he held
bourne for the first time.
^
4

3

^

OOMTHY LAMOIM

t>'

^

jf^TBLAlK

/

Rose

Irom

101

^Manhandledj
w

Conliniird

James Stewart - JuneAllyson
"THE STRATTON STORY"

^

paicr

banish any player for his personal

some
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

r

from

actions.

An

«

.

Con
Continiifd

ments.

ingtonians planning visit.s to New
^ oi k.
but also sells some tickets
lor legit and other attractions in
otfier towns.

Olhfft

-

7 th

and

in Harrisburg. Easton and .Allentown. Pa., regarding the possibility

sizable

turf

RHAPSOOV
ARNOLD SHOOA

S(»Qi—

filarrjn«

Ch

I'lir

Uliaillot"

said yesterday iTues.' that they expect the first week's allotment of
980 tickets to be sold out next
Tuesday '31' tfie day after the sale
opens. They also reported receiving queries from department stores

shop

DANA ANDREWS

of

.Anotlier out-of-town store
sells tickets for Broadway
is
I.uhar’s phonograph and

i\cw York Thea(re.s

ment of the amount of money involved in Small s offer to buy in is
impossible.

Exi
Explain
Execs
I

visit.

t-lavs

I

It

reviving Europe
MI’K.A exec asserted.

Conliniied from paise

America topper,

.*).

in his trading.

because of these varied aspects
negotiators as.sert any state-

is

7

po.ssible

in

Eye Scalpers

In Yugoslavia. Maas said, things
were mov ing along excellent Iv under the 2 r)-pic deal made bv Kric

.

major point

,

!

that

to boycott a person.
'I’he issue was
tested only recently in the ease of
the 10 alleged Uommunist writers

.

.vo:v,e

a

as a

,

.'<?.')

and

distributing through the
Since this would as.sure
supply of product— than which
nothing could be more important
—Small is understood using this

returns to 20th Wednesd ufor four weeks more in "12 Vcri
High" after being bospUaliylH
week with eye infection

ducers

I

than by obtaining percentage deals.
As far as the Russians are conc-erned. Maas declared, price is no
object. He said he had told Soviet
emissaries to their face that he’d
be willing to give them the pix
they wanted for free if tlicv'd
guarantee to play them. As it i.^.
they have a deal pending for a
0 0()0 e.ich.
block of 20 pix at
which is considered to be a reasonfthly high flat figure.

slightly,

.

hold
Small in considerable respect and
Morals Clause
be anxious for a deal with him.
Under the morals clause In
economicallv
potency for pro
«'t‘i'Ofinizing his
Germany, in particular, he said, player contracts, an inrlividiial
low'>K .successful pictures a
has shown an amazing comeback in cornpanv can break its pact withi?'' 7
however, will not
.said,
its
people,
it
was
but
one
of
the nine months or so since his preiir\ control or
rii* wnlv
frnni
from
give
walk
away
up
several studios eannol get together

The Marshall plan has succeeded

"

Johnston. Motion Picture As^n

Hollywood. Mav 24
Metro postponed "Quo VaHi*over the weekend until spring
dl
to inability of Gregorv iwv
.start July 1 filming in
Rome" p 7

assets,

company.

as long as

films.

echelons.

ation with the state film monopoly
there.
In most of the other Iron ('urtain countries, except Russia itself.
Maas said, it would be possible to
make deals if the American companies wanted to "give their prodHowever, they aie inuct awjiv.
fiisting on a new policy of pci’centage terjus only, as a means of getMaas .said the
ting a fair return.
fixed prices olfered are g<*nerally
ridiculously low. and it is felt that
there is no other means of proving
the b o. value of U. S. product and
at the same time getting a fair fee

tangible

as

well

as

for cash.
One of the things that Small undmibtedly could attract to EL
would be coin to finance indie pro-

the house runs two-a-day "art"

agreement.
Deal was made with
toppers of the film trust during his
recent visit. Maas stated, but was
killed
in
higher
governmental

liies

way

stay that

will

UNTIL NEXT SPRING

I

would compensate

munching and crunching did
not belong with the showing of
such a dramatic arty film. So
Bill
Meyer, manager, closed
up the popcorn machitie. and it

renew the MI*KA contract

,

week

of “Red
Shoes at roadshow prices.
i’atrons complained that the

9^

May 25 I949
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Iron Coast to Coast
over
Century
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iri

make* a ihrc e-wav profit out of its
41... f
.1
infmc.si in the
films, their disiiihu-
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OUTDOQR
REFRESHMENT
CONCESSIONAIRES

SPORTSERViCC,
HURST ILDG.

Inc. ;
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.

WrilneiMlajr,

May

1

,

,
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25,

As

for return of house.
lias not replied.

Columbia

Row

from Film

Cfips

NEW YORK

Dickinson circuit which

Youngstein’s resignalA'on Brandt is temporarily
tion
fulfilling the job of advertising and
nublicitv director at Eagle Lion.
that' no effort will
It is expected
be made to fill the post officially
known on pending
are
results
ontil
negotiations for the sale of EL to
Edward Small.
Brandt joined EL as a field exploiteer in Chicago and has moved
up successively from one job to
another as resignations occurred.
He was brought into the homeoffice about a year ago to fill the
exploitation manager’s Job when
He then
Arthur Jeffrey left.
moved into Jerry Pickman’s spot

the Kitm) here, where

Max

j

Montague presided.

runs

al.so

•Shoes'’

DALLAS

is

week.

in its fifth

Inside Stuff-Pictures

managers and

district

John E. Fuller joined United
Boos upped to house manager al the Electric. St. Jo.seph. Theatre Service Corp. here as v.p.
Mo., flagship of Durwood circuit. and general manager according to
John C. Greer, head of organization which handles booking for
some 33 houses.
Lynn Krueger, manager of MaFox West Coast’s Belmotd in
Long Beach, shuttered for two jestic. ace Interstate house in San
named commander of
years, reopened as deluxer after Antonio,
$21)0.000
rebuilding job.
House Adkins Lenoi Post of American Lewill be managed by Forrest Justus.! gion. This post, composed of local
Seiznick Releasing Org signed J. theatre and radio men. was named
E. Konlaine to manage Washington. for a Intel state staff member who
D. (’.. e.xchange, and Alfred Del- died in the last war.
Arthur Heiling named manager
cambre lor similar chore in Dallas.
George
Bow.ser turned
over* of new' f’ort Lavaca at Port i..avaca.
check for $12,000 to 1949 Red Long Theatres house.
O. M. Crosby, Jr., is new' owner
pub-ad chief when (Voss Fund as a contribution from
as as.sistant
Pickman resigned about a month F’ox West Coast southern Cali- of the Melba, Melvin. He formerl.v
operated tbe Majestic at Amherst,
ago to move to Paramount. Young- fornia theatre division.
which was destroyed by fire.
stein also has gone to Par.
Al

1

i

LOS ANGELES

1

j

j

I

j

|

]

!

I

PHILADELPHIA

OTTAWA

i

Noiinan Cohen, former manager
of William Goldman News theatre,
Preem
Odeon, upped to district supervisor for
dian showcaser. Ottawa
May 20. featured plenty of bra.ss, four local Goldman houses and
the British actress. Sarah Church- chain’s upstate spots.
Harry
ill and “Red Shoes.” The Canadian
Dressier,
former Film
F'oundation was the benefit organi- Classics salesman, takes over late

Appel. Larry Graburn, Paul Duval.
George Peters, A. J. Laurie and
G«)rdon Beavis.
Teeoff of Odeon’s new' theatre
here May 12 cued sw'itch of Gordott
Beavis. manager of the Centre, to
Beavis
thi.s
2.100-seater Odeon.
will be replaced by F'rank Gallop

officially
Inc.

Herman
s,

desman

201 h-

Para-

for

Fox

to

si reet.

perhaps one of the best "ways of

is

John Mason Brown, writing the first U. S. review of J. Arthur Rank’s
"Oliver Twist" in the current Saturday Review «>f literature, after a
private showing, is wondering what all the shouting is about. He "cannot
understand how any gentile .American who is not a moron or any Jewish American who is not suflering from hallucinations or a persecution
mania could discover a provocation for anti-Semitism in either Eagin as
a character or ‘Oliver Twist’ as a picture.”
Brown observes the real villain of the piece is not Fagin or "th*
villainous gentiles who are his confederates." but "the filth and slums
I-illian Davis resigned from bill- of early 19th
Century London,” which the film graphically realizes.
ing department of
exchange. Fagin. Brown says, "is only one rogue in a crow'ded rogues’ gallery’*
I.orraine Garrity, who had been made
up English men and women. Yet. Brown notes, "contemporary
on road with nightclub dancing
Britishers, instead of being outraged by the film, instead of re.sorting
group, returns to lake her place.
to censorship and claiming that they must be shown as heroes or not
Carlos Moore, who got his start
at all. have said nothing.”
Brown admits, however, that British athere as a film salesman, and his
wife are en
route to Bombay tempts to show the film in Germany and Austria were unw'ise.
where he will be UA’s rep for InHollywood talent agency, which has a habil of neglecting clients undia; held same post from 1937 to
less their salaries are in the four-figure bracket, has a thesp who had
1942
Ted Tolley, vet head of Metro been gelling little or no attention. Receidl> he wangled a role on his
[shipping
department.
became own and called up the agency, oidy to be tidd that his particular agent
grandfather again when his daugh- was out. as usual. "That’s too bad." said the client. "I have a part
ter. June Tolley Hill, once cashier
on one of the major lots and would like lo have him go out and pick
at RKO exchange, gave birth to a
up the contract” "Wait a minute," .screamed the switchboard girl. "He
baby girl
^
jiisl came in” It is not the first time thi.s has happened at that agency.
Gabe Rubin, operator of foreign
pix house, the Art Cinema, and
associates
are
building a
new
Theatre Biz
As
drive-in on Washington Boulevard,
Oaters’ N. C. Hq.
near fieart of town. Same group
Atlanta Bus Strike Off
(’harl(»tte, N. (’., May 24.

'

Hirschorn.

>

t

,

*

'I

New

for Eagle Lion,
force.

Jer.sey
to

moved

.sales

.Ta( k
Barnett Joined AII-.Amei ican Newsi-eel in charge of special

evetds.

I

'

drive-in

picture

"Contrary to rumors started by Mr. Huston’s newspaper critics, the
presentation of the awards went forward with everyone of any importance pre.sent. with the Assistant Seertdary General of the United
Nations in the chair and with a high otTicial of the State Department
at the head table.”

I

KANSAS~CITY

Kansas Missouri Theatre A.ssn.
moving its offices to 114 West 18th

medium of the motion
bringing this about.

i

Inc., changed
Milgram The-

CHICAGO

Directors of Allied IndependenI
Owners of Kansas and
Missouri have set plans foi- annual
convention June 7-8 at the Miudilebaeh Hotel. Several industry leaders will attend the meet and about
l.jt) exhibs are expected to attend.

circuit’s third

territory

M. Ellis chain.
.Affiliated Theatres.

Theatre

Durwood

Reek’s

mount.
Henry Friedman sold his Lawndale theatre, suburban spot to A.

at res.

•

|

Clem

'name

mit lee on nominations, issued a statement that references in the pre.s.«
to lesignations from the organization had nothing to do with Huston.
Only resignation in connection with the prizes was from a man who
protested selection for an award of Count Carlo Sforza of Italy, Sheldon
said.
"As to columnists who complained of^’pipmotional characteristics*
of the awards," Sheldon said, "the Committee beUeves. that tfre'^ause'^
of world peace badly needs .some g«)od promofiorT right' now and tlie

WB

,

i

w'ent to producer-director John Husfon a
couple weeks ago. continues to cause repercussions. This week, F*rof.
James H Sheldon, vliairman of the One World (’ommittee’s .subcom-

One World Award, which

PITTSBURGH

of Odeon’s new-est Cana-

zation at the opening.
The l.COO-seater was opened by
L. W. Brockington. Odeon directoi
Industry was repre.sented by C. .1.

21

RKO

homeoffice sales execs winding up
three-day
sales
at
conference
Drake hotel today (Wed.) at which
.Abe

With

yet,

Bob Allen joined Paramount’s
Chi sales staff after five vears at
.Milwaukee exchange.
John Reckas "and sons a.sk<*d
major distributors to impi'ove the
clearance
for
their
Star View
oz(»ner.
Drive-in now plays ’.10
days behind (Jreat Lakes circuit
in

Up

year built a drive-in near
Baden. Pa.
Hot
second - run situation in
Erie. Pa., was cleared on Paramount and 20th-Fox product b.\
elimination of runs for State and
Strand theatres. This winter Harvey Emerman. operating the State
as United Exhibitors. Inc., closed
the house, charging that pictures

Iasi

|

.

Elgin. HI.

Atlanta, May ‘24.
1’t‘mporary home office here has
been established here by Western
Woi'ried looks of city’s downAdvetduie Productions, producers low n theatre managers have diswith
of the current Lash LaRue-Fuz/.y api>eared
reappearance of
St. .lohn hor.se opera s<*rles.
For- Georgia Power Co.’s buses and
merly located on the (’oast, com- trackless
trolleys,
ab.sent
from
I

pan.\

is

e.\eing

New York

manent residence.

Scott

f«)r

city’s

p(*r-

Lett has

strike

streets for
irt
drivers.

19

days, due

iu

been appointed organization’s genStrike was settled F'riday (20)
“Paisan” being booked by 10: playing the Stale were removed eral sales manager.
for at least fit) days. Nabe houses
Balaban & Katz houses, as well as* for exhibiti«)n at Strand, run under
Company pltins pi'uductitBks^ ^^n’l~y_re so badly as result of
Warner circuit.
lease to Warners.
This tied up
but downtown
Van Nomikas. primary les.see of licensing agreements for subse- higher-budgeted
(
--slorical overtones.
theatre crow^ tlvinoed^adly.
RKO Grand, asked RKO Theatres quent runs.
i

started at

Leavenworth, Kans.

Red Shoes” gets its second
playdate in the territory W'hen it
opens at the Glen. Topeka. Kans..
June 2.
House is operated by

^

'

I

For 31 Years
most Comprehensive source of Information in the
Motion Picture Industry
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BOOK GIVES YOU
ALL THE ANSWERS
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THE

1

Covering

949 FILM YEAR BOOK
3Jst Edition

THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

The 1949 YEAR BOOK OF MOTION PICTURES will not only answer your every
question on motion pictures but will be found invaluable every day of the year
PRODUCERS, LABORATORIES, EXCHANGES,
to EXHIBITORS, DISTRIBUTORS,
EQUIPMENT DEALERS, MANUFACTURERS, EXPORTERS, TELEVISION STATIONS,
etc.

This important volume of over 1000 pages covering the industry in its entirety
has been published annually for the post 31 years and is the recognized encyclopedia of the Motion Picture Industry and its Branches Throughout the
World. The 31st Edition is now off the press and is being distributed free to
subscribers of THE FILM DAILY. Fill in the coupon below and receive your copy
of the book
along with THE FILM DAILY— five days each week and all
special editions.

NOW

A subscription to THE FILM DAILY will not only keep you informed
on up-to-the-minute news and reviews but will answer your every
question on motion pictures throughout the year.
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Sponsors Want Extra Service Now;

ABC
\\

h**n

radio

is

findinft

it

1oii>!h to

icy of making its affiliates promotit)n-conscious is pa.\ ing off.
"We've sold our stations on the
they
that
theory
ueli-founded

make

by

profits

.selling

Fellows

&

A

Lawrence

1,000

of

Set by Five Stations
Omaha. May 24.

Lawrence, executive
W'COP, and Harold Fellows,

In one of radio's most important,
not biggest, educational coups,
if
about 1.000 U. S. farmers and their
wives will embark on European
tours this summer and fall to ac-

v.p.

general manager of

WEEI,

MAUREY MILLER

as chief

spots

quaint themselyes
lems in foreign
which are being

fall.

This year

'

under the new .AWB-NAB setup,
were a talk by a representative of
a_hig-. ^prttanH
Me. department
store:
she was perfectly
satis^e^^^nthf job racfio was
doing fm’^^Pr^srbre

Off

;

changes. 7 *',:

time

I

I

I

10%

of Staff

tions increased in

and

yvlth

WGN

cut

of

Chicago.

Radio

:

su*:lainers.

di.smi.s.sals

May

24.
sta-

among Chi

;

I

30*' J.

tempo

yveek

la.st

staffers reporting a 10*r
the station's approximate

350

full and parttime employees.
Firings yvere
hush-hushed by
execs, but best inside estimates figured all .AM department.s
except engineers were feeling the
slash.
Dismissal dates in most
cases yv«*re three- and four-week
deals, with healthy severance pay
for owner Col. Robert McCormick's
employees witli longer periods of

Coke Autumn

I

P&G

Previously CBS
$11,000.
had .sought to pitch up Burns &
Allen 'under contract to the network! for a radio-TV spread, but

Up

and

WDGY

in

making plans

WCCO

has been
dickeMng with Air France for a
trip, to Scandinavia, while WDGY
has a deal on with the Swedish Air
WIBW. Topeka, is- working
Lines.
with Layvrence A’oungman. who
tour, fiir a prohandled the
posed European or South American
trip.
Also getting in the junket
business are WKOW, Madison, and
WRFD, Worthington. One of the
largest conducted lours was recently announced by the Farm
Journal of Philadelphia, yvhich has
a tieup w'ith the French IJne for its
"Friendshio To>r of Europe.”
WOW. Tiieanwhile. is planning
another foreign tour for this year.

'

nixed it.
William Bendix and his supportiC!ontinued on page 32)

Medicos Go

NBC .scalps, meanwhile,
assume
sponsni>hip of Edgar Bergen in pushed to- the 38 mark, despite
veepee
1. E. Shoyverman's claim of
Hie CBS Sunday night at 8 segLatest six to
imnt. starting early in tlie fall, and "routine changes.’*
get the axe were in the pre.ss dethe hankrol let's remaining network programming will he limited partment. with chief flack Jack
Ryan doy\n from a nine-man staff
to the Morton Downey three-timesto three.
»-week
NBC showcase.
with

On

politan

members.

Chicago.

May

ho are academy
According to the planyx

five

I

'

and midwest

the 10 already operating

New areas lo be added are
Worcester. Mass.. Evansville. Ind.:
Kansas City. Mo.; Baltimore and
.Allentow n-Bethlehem. Pa.
Pellegrin’s optimism xvas borne
out in part by surx’ey figures released by the U. of Kansas Radio
.Audience Survey, which showed
that 'I'opeka.
Kans..
bus riders
“liked” bus radio three to one.
Survey conducted by Dr. F, L.
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NAB

rea.sons for
interest in tele,
said that 1.5 of the 2.5 board mem-

I

hers are TV operators, grantees or
applicants and that more than half

I

of NAB’s dues comes from TV operators. grantees or applicants. He
.said that
NAB's TV report, four
chapters of which have already

I

I

been published with txvo more
chapters due within 90 days, was
the best handbook on the .subject.
Li.sting other NAB aid to video,
Willard said that the .\.AB engineering
handbook coxeis TV

maintenance and

coiistrut tion. the
led the fight for TV .sound relabor committee had published the only complete tele em-

NAB

lays, its
i

ployment survey and that studies
TV revenue .source.s and stand-

of

ards for kine recordings w ere being
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Demos

vs.

CBS

On Dewey

Talk

Washington. .Max 24.
Formal complaint charging CBS
with refusing the Demo<‘rati<- State

Committee of New York
to

reply

to

Gov. Dewey
network was

an

etpial time

address made by
2 on the state

May

filed last xxe«k xvith
the FCC.
The agency said it has
written the xveb for eommenl.

Paul Fitzpatrick, (•hairnian of the
committee, told the Commission he
considered Dewey’s speech politiin nature, containing al least
seven statements of a eonlroversial
nature and one as detrimental to
the intere.sts of the partx
He
claimed a precedent was established when NBC gave Hie Deinoerals equal time in 1947 lo answer
an address by Dewex
In refusing similar liipe and facilities.
CBS advised Fil/paliiek

cal

that

Gov. Dewey "spoke

pacity

as

York Stale

in his ca-

chief executive of Nexv
in a report to the peo-

»

ple of the stale and not
a candidate for office,” It therefore did
not feel that ’in this instance a reply is indicated.”

WMCA MULLS

FDR,

JR.,

FOR REGULAR STANZA
Franklin D. Roo.sevelt. .)r newlyelected Representative fiom Manhattan’s 20th Congresvional dis(msidcred
trict. is reported being
(

bx’

WMCA.

Nathan

.Slraii*'-owned

Nexv York indie, for a regular commentary stanza.
His nmihci and

Eleanor and Anna Roosevelt,

sister,

are heard eross-th«*- hoard on AB(.
The xveek preceding the hx -election last Tuesday '17'. the son m
the late President used Hie indie
for six paid political hi oiulcasl"^
Roos«‘velt. noxv on a Kiiioptan and
Near F^'ist junket, xxill be mlei-

was signed through R. II
A her ageiiex
"The Voice of Prophee.x," xxhieh \ iewed by Arthur llol/man.
will also join the net June 19. will
WMC.A’s 'i'el Aviv eoi rcspon'lenl.
be heard from 9 30-10 a in
'Time on
the station’s "Report lit*'*'
icost.v will be around $300,001).
Israel
strip.
I

12 0
.

.Assn.
The contract, inmore than $.500,000 in time

hilling,

tition'

dangling

nobody wants

\ arii'ty

Hit

etc.

rlients at $3,790 per I.'i-minute

ment.

.

Seallc».t

Harris-,A lice Faye. F’red .Allen. Eddie Cantor. (lildersleeve. Oz/ie &
Harriet. ,AI .Jolson. ".Aldrich Fam-

I

,

.

.

I

cially.

COLGATE MAY YANK

.

,

commer-

"

.

AM

•

cities in the east
will be added soon to

Hooper Top 15 and the Opposition

.

•

more

Is diflicult for medicos to
it
keep up xvith advances in science
and It i.s expected that this new
channel xvill enable them to learn
about developments through lectures. talks and newscasts.
Effort is being made by the cenPhysicians as a group have a
Downey al.so doubling into televi- tral division
to find .spot.s in other larger ownership of FM sets than
Whan, chairman of the university
sion.
department.s
for
some
the general population, it's pointed committee on radio,
oldtime
The Spike .lones .Show fold.s at staflers,
questioned 283
but in most ea.ses where out.
.A
survey is now being con- adults, and came up with
the end of the current sea.son and
the folshifts are made, someone else gels ducted to determine the nio.sl conloxxing criticisms: "Programs too
the Coke outfit already dropped its his notice.
venient broadcast times.
loud," 42.5* r: "Not loud enough."
I’ercy Faith-. lane F'roman CBS mu"More music
sical. Coin outlay
19.7‘f;
wanted."
for the Bergen
15.2* r:
"l,e.ss
pickup,
music
however, will, probably
xvanted."
9 2*>; "More news wanted." 7 6* f
mean
e(|uali/ine
thi.s
season's
"Less news wanted." 3.0*^; "Take
budget,
ladio out of bu.ses." 7.6*7; "Put it
Downey goes off for the sumon more buses. 7.6*'"
mer .June 4 at the end of the 39Total
week eyi'le. with Coca-Cola dropNetwork
ping the Tuesday-Thursday-.SaturSponsored Network
Com<lay
l.'y-minute
periods.
When
Program
llooperating
Competition
petition
Downey returns in the tall and also
goes TV for the client, it will he on
Lux Radio Thealie
Fishing
22 3
and
Hunting
OFF
an "exeliisive” basis, necessitat ing
Club
.5
10 3
a howouf from his Mohaw k-sponHollywood. May 24.
Telephone Hour
6 2
aored TV program Vlofiawk deal
Dr. 1. Q
Colgate. Dennis Day’s spon.sor,
7 0
wa«> with consent of Coca-Cola,
may pull the singer off the Jaek
Walter Winchell
21 9
Electric Theatre
6.7
17 6
permitling for a "dry run" in prepBenny program unle.ss CB.S gives
Jack Benny
'No sponsored compe19
aration for the fall Coke show.
a eiedil line for Day’s NBC show,
tition'
9 6
Colgate, with right of refu.sal on
M.x Friend Irma
.Arlhur Gaeth
18 2
0.9
90
outside shows, is delaying okay for
American Forum
11
‘Sing It Again’
Day to eontimie with Benny.
Conlented Program
.5,9
(Jeneral belief is Benny may
Talent S<ouls
17.9
Henry
.).
Taylor
have weight enough with William
6
13
4
‘Mystery Melody’— No
Sherlock Holmes
S Palev. CBS prexy. for credit to
.5 0
lohns-Manv ille News
ride, hut network relations have
1.6
Takers for Top Airer
\ "ice of
Firestone
been strained since the star raids.
6 8
CB.S i.s wondering, (piite openly,
Fibber K .Molly
1.5 3
Krxvin 1) (’anham. .\cw s 11
10 8
what one has to do these days to
People .Are Funnx
'No sponsored compe14 4
Mil a show. Specifically, tlie wontition)
ABC’s 800G Religioso
10 2
der is ahont ".Sing It .Again"
Louella Parsons
Elednc Theatre
14 0
ABC last week signed two .526 7
17 6
'I'lie CBS-pa<kaged giveaway, on
Dennis Day
week
eoniraets with religious or13.5
National Barn Dance
I he
air a year, ha.s been the ttip
3 9
16 0
ganizations for sponsored Siindav
mstainer on the wehs foj- weeks
Bob Hope
13 .5
Town Meeting
3 7
14
morning
airers.
‘The Old FashJt )< currently in the No. 39 llooper
We. the People
7 2
ioned Revival Hour.” to be heard
•pot among all shows, with a high
.Siispi-nse
.Al .lolson
12 9
7 7
13 5
from
8
9
a
in.,
starling
.lune 19. will
of II.l topping in audience pull
Crime Pliotograplu-r
.lo Slafford
12 5
be backed by the Gospel Broad2.1
10 7
»iich high-hudgeled stanzas as Phil

ners.

I

.

Miller's emphasis that the Nab
includes FM, TV and faisimil*
broadcasters as well as .MV| was interpreted by some REC members
as an answer to recent criticism
that the industry organization is
neglecting its
ji^To'
by bdlTglng
and
TV representatives. It xsas pointed out that Edward C. Obrisi. general manager of WPEN. Philiy,
who pulled out of NAB this month’
had scored the NAB for including
service.s competing with .AM. Apparent ly answering the charge.
Miller said that NAB bylaws cover
the entire field of broadca.sting and
that by definition, broadcasting includes all the radio mass-communicatioiLs media.
Outlining his own function as
[president, Miller said "the main
job is to reconcile the intere.st.s of
all competitive groups, to .serve as
umpire.
1
don’t need any sympathy.
becau.se
getting
bottles
thrown at me is part of the job."
Miller cofirmed the appointment
of Jess Willard. NAB e.xec v.p to
head up the group’s TV department.
Willard, pointing out the

24.

Transit Radio is stepping up operations to bring sponsored music
to U. S.- bus riders. Latest count
of sponsor.s has reached 355. with
145 new accounts added since Feb.

that

are

area

Transit Radio

1.
Frank Pellegrin. veepee in
charge of sales for TR. estimates

FM

under way for the
•Academy of Medicine to use
WNYC-FM, N. Y. municipal station. for special programs beamed
to the 30.000 doctors in the MetroPlans

Coca-Cola's radio-TV plans for
the fall are taking final form, with
the major_ accent on the AM me- service.
Chi
dium. Coke company will

.

•

355 Sponsors Ride

at

Pab.st

I

WGN

Plans Shape

WCCO

Cities are
lours.

Justin Miller, National ,^ssn.
of
Broadcasters prexy, indirectly defended the NAB’s new emphasis
on television and challenged the
Television Broadcasters .A s n
s
leadership in the video field at the
Radio Executives Club of .\. Y.
lunch Thursday il9i.
.s

In

I

stanzas thre;*tened bv new shows
on competing wehs. H''v and continuing pronu>tion (»f cotnmercials

"Riley.”
buying
recently
dropped by Procter & Gamble, for
both TV and radio. Pabst yvrapped
up the dual deal for a price said
to be just under the $20,000 Cantor
received weekly for his radio package.
“Riley” w'as budgeted to

five

WOW

Pabst is not renewing Eddie
Cantor for next sea.son and has
bought "Life of Riley” for both
Negotiations
radio and television.
with Cantor were terminated when
the comic declined to do one TV
show a w’eek in addition to his
He declared that
radio program.
musical format for tele
his
wouldn't be ready for another year.

Twin
lead

to

Cantor Show Fold

WGN, Chi, Lops

a prioritv system, with fixed
iercentares of its advertising dol:'>•
being
allocated on this plan;
f
block programming. 40^4 new pro-

tias

g'-ams.

>

(

the

Radio-Tele Deal In

about 12*’c over last year.
Fellows. 1st di.strict chairman of
the NAB, decrying the "gloom and
doom theory” that .^M is on the
way out, stated that business is
better in some Hub stations than
it was at this time last year.
Other events on the program of
the meeting, the first to be held

rural^prol^
Tours,

lands.

mapped by

midwestern stations and a national
farm publication, stem from the
farmers
26
of
trip
successful
through nine European countries,
organized bv WOW, Omaha, last

Pabst Brews

I

Farmers, Wives

‘Radio Blue Skies’ Act
Boston. May 24,

speakers at the fourth anni meetKLZ Announcer
arntmd high-rated shows and that ing of the 1st Di.strict Assn, of
A bat-kKi «>uiut of foiii" .\t arx proit's therefore to their advantage to
W'omen Broadcasters, painted an
promote network stanzas heavily.” optimistic picture of the AM oper- (liieiiiK and aimoiiiM'iMK in mitl^wext
Kenway says, ‘^^gencies like Ken- ation in a city that has, in the last ra<lio eir»‘las l»y .Maiiivx' Miller in
Eckhardt have complained 11 months, acquired two TV out- Just one more rea.'-on wliy Kt^Z's
yon
annoniK'iiiK xlaff ratex top* with
that other networks' outlets don’t lets and nearly 82.000 video sets.
promote their shows, but ABC has
I.awrence
urged
the
women Koeky Mountain liateiieiH.
KLZ, Denver.
nev^r had one gripe. The reason broadcasters to meet today's conimpor- ditions through program showmanis its affiliates know the
tance of building ratings with lo- ship and by aggressive selling. He
car said that despite the competition
cal spots, newspaper linage,
from TV in Boston the March- April
cards and publicity stunts.”
Riley’
To hypo program promotion by Pulse figures were very encouragstations. ABC has been conducting ing in that the average number of
annual competitions for the best radio sets showed an increase of

plugging jobs, .^dvert isers. agen<‘y
account execs and time buyers are
asked to list the three ABC stations that have done the best promotjonal jobs in each of four categories based on citv si/.eh The 12
top outlets get ••eitificates, which
they find very effective in .solicitIne new business.
To keep further tabs on local
promotion. Kenway and Ted Oberfelrier. the net's ad-promefion director. travel about S.'i.OOO mih‘S a
year visiting affiliates. Stations
also send in monthly evaluation reports. giving details on their plugging activities.
Oherfelder explains that .^BC

11.S.

To Tour Europe on Trips

Big Bostofi Click With

Craig

As

He Primes for TBA Slugfest Over TV

Promotion Polig Pays Off

hold on to its slice of the’
ndverlisinK pie. bankiollers are demanding phis services and all-out
promotion, according to
station
Jvor Kenway. AKC s ad-promotionlesearch veepee. Kenway says that
is why the web's four-year-old pol-
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BE CURVE

RADIO TOSSED ‘SOFT’
AvailabJitie8~1949-’50

4H0

of cancpllotiotu i»i recent tveeks hax Ihromi a flock of
bigtiine aif personalities info the open agency market. .Added to
sponsorles.s during the past season, the “availthose who have been

Wave

abilities"

picture shapes

up something

There’s

serious a

make

in

alarm

is

for

dent
radio

sharp

It

only one major nighttime show
"Lux Radio Theatre” is the status
of Young A Ruhicam
out of lunelieon drowsiness last
The agency's Hollywood operaweek il8t by a flat statement by
('hicago.

certain just howthey are going to
billings.
But the
in at least three of
that will go to the

May

—

24.

jolted

I

probably ie«
sea.son with hut one
netw'ork airer emanating from Ihe Coast
Bob Hope),
with two at the most, dependiiijfcial originations, will

off the

(

on whether General Food.s renews
";My Favorite Husband,” or not.
In a .sense, the fadeoul of VAR
Coasl operations is even more spectacular than the decline of biglime
-JWT network show's. Only three
years ago YAH tiad practically reduced its New 5'ork offices lo busij

Ford Drops ISG

—

CBS Radio Airer;

ness-administrative functions, w'illi
the agency’s ^o. I radio man (Tom
'l.ewis) and the cliief production
braintrusters operating out of HoiIvw'ood. But that was the period
when YAR ('oast originations boasted a talent lineup including Eddie

the
two
major
mainstays in gross time sales
soaps and foods- show no signs
of
abatement.
indicating
that
Lexer Bros., Procter & Gamble,
Ford Motors, one of ttie few auGeneral Foods, et al.. will he back tomotive companies t»» spend heavin the
fall as strong as ever. But
ily for radio, has decided to abansome of the heavy-budgeted drug don all
advertising in favor of
billings are at stake.
And RC.A’s concentrating exclusively on telesudden decision to drop its NBC vision. Hour-long "Ford Theatre,”
radio show in fav«u' of concentrat- MOW aired Friday nights via CBS
ing on video markets, following on on a $1.5,000 weekly budget, will be
the heels of Philco’s similar strat- canceled
followtug
the
1
July
egy to vamp the ABC radio roster broadcast. All the money thus
in favor of retaining its television
saved will l>e channeled into buildprogram, accent anew' the course ing the "Ford Television Theatre.”
of the prevailing trade w'inds.
slated to return to CBS-TV in Oeto-

Fortunately,

&

Accent on Video

—

Cantor, Dinah Shore. Kd Gardner,

'

Burns A .Allen. Joan Davis, Alan
Young. Fannie Brice, Ozzie A Har-

AM

CBS

’49-‘5()

top-budgeted

your own busine.ss.”

retrigeralion industry: the fluctuating indexes that bespeak tough
linies ahead for radio set manufacturers
these are only some of the
signposts indicating that the sales
boys at the networks have problems on their hands.

”

only a couple years hack
"top dog” in coast-1 o-coast commer-

tions.

Sen. Homer Capeliart iRep.. Ind.).
In the midst of his ”1 view' wllli
alarm” speech versus (•overnment
controls. C'apehaii said:
"F’etrillo runs the bi’oadcasters
and its B to 10 labor leaders run

btuadcasling
season with more time on their
hands than they care to admit.
The uncertainties attending aulomolives; the unprecedented competitive situation confronting the

was paying for Cantor’s radio package.
Joan Davis: The ex-Sealtest comedienne and top performer on

Analogous to the situation prevailing at J
Walter Thompson,
w'hich goes to hat next season w'llh

Says Here

RM.A conventioneers were

the four welxs
post for the ’49-’50

the Lever Bro.s. $17,500 a week Monday night CBS package, tries
again this summer after a spon.soi le.ss season, but in a Columbia
sustaining slot.
Ed Gardner: Cancellation of the $1:L.500 "Duffy's Tavern h.v
Bristol-Myers followed in the wake of Gardner's paileying for
additional coin. He has had talks with NBC and C'BS. on deals a la
.Allen. Kdgar Bergen, but thus far no
Amos ’n’ Andy, Burns
takers. Gardner came east this week to resume negotiations for a
sponsor deal.

Top

May Do a Hope Solo

a

tlie

knows

one

commanding 'in past year.s.
Eddie Cantor: Unable to come to terms with Pab.st on a radiodeal for next season. Cantor checks off the biewery account
and is now available for new sponsorship. Pab.st. in ttirn. has bought
“Life of Riley” for an AM-TV spread at .$20,000 a w'eek. same figure

Dick Haymes: Singer has been missing from the network kilocycles since Auto-Lite cancelled him last year in exchange for
“Suspense.”
A1 Jolson: The $16,00()-a-w'eek "Music Hall” show goes off at the
end of the current cycle. Singer, it’s figured, would be agreeable
to new sponsorship auspices next season in view of his upcoming
sequel to the "Jolson Story” pic.
"One Man's Family": Carleton Morse’s Sunday NBC show was
practically a radio institution, but Standard Brands decided this
season to let it go.
NBC is continuing with it on a sustaining
basis in hope.s of attracting fresh client coin.
Oxr.ie A Harriet: International Silver's biz “bottleneck” has resulted in cancellation of the duo, despite recognition as one of
radio’s top situation comedies.
Frank Sinatra: Available for nighttime sponsorship following
decision of American Tobacco to drop him from "Hit Parade.”
“Strike It Rich”; Giveaway has been playing the C’BS “sustaining circuit” since Luden’s dropped it from it.x commercial
schedule.
Phil Spitalny: Unsponsoced since the Klectric Companies cancelled out last season in favor of the Helen Hayes dramatic stanza.
Meredith Willson: Both his ABC show' and his talking-people
commercial jingles, sold as a "package” for all General Foods programming. w ere cancelled by (IF.

In Radio,

CBS BB[I1K

lot
of apprehen.sion
four netw'orks over
what they call the “soft” busine.ss
curves, particularly as they relate
to the heavy goods industries. No

among

TV
it

Operations, Once

OIIILQOK

CIS

like this:

Fred Allen: Dropped by Ford Dealers at the end of the current
Allen’s return
cycle, Allen has been signed to an NBC "exclusive.”
next sea.son is still in doubt, however, with the network biding its
time on wrapping up a bankioller.
were cancelled by their
Burns A Allen; Similar to Allen. B A
NBC sponsors. General Foods, with CBS’ William A. Paley inking
them to a longterm pact, reportedly at a $17,500 weekly guarantee.
However, the web has been unsucces.stul thus far In grabbing a
sponsor for next season.
Fannie Brice: Missing from radio’s ranks since her cancellation
Stalemate in negotiaby General Foods more than a year ago.
tions has been the .star’s holdout for the same coin she ha.s been

—

11

riet,

among

others.

The (iardner-Brislol-Myers blow()/'/.ie A Harriet. Meredith Willson and Burn!i
up. the Jack ('arson.

A

Alien cancellations 'all Coast
originations)
leave YAR hoHHng
the
Hollyw'ood fort
with
Hope'
'Lever Bros.' and ttie slill-to-besigned “Favorite Husband” ((Jen-

her following the current .season's
eral Food.s).
windup next month.
On the other hand, the N. Y.
Tele program, also an hour-long
tion.
With Jack Benny, .Amos ‘ii’ legit series, lias been aired once office radio u|>heat is currently reected
in such YAR (•otliam-origiF.dgar
Bergen. Burns & a month dui'ing the last year, with^
.Andy,
nations as “.Aldrich Family.” “We
.Allen. Bing Crosby. Red Skelton each show budgeted al about $l7,-i
'the
People”
'.AM and TV), “T’he
and Groucho Marx already tied up 500 for talent and production, ex-'
Goldbergs” (.AM and TV starting
for the fall getaway in Columbia’s elusive of time charges. Kenyon A
in
Ihe
fall
Arthur
Godfrey’s “Tal».
strongest talent roster to date. Fckhardt. agency handling the ac'CBS execs take the optimistic count, plans to resume in the fall ent Scouts” 'AM and TV) and the
daytime
•“Second
Mrs.
Burton.”
bi-w'eekly
basis,
upping
the
viewpoint; “Kverything else will on a
There's an hour schedule to one every week startfall Into, place.”
ing
in
January.
Billings
the'
for
<3:30-4:30
of cro.ss-the-hoard afternoon time open, but on this season on that basis would approxiscore, too. C'olumhia is full of con- mate $.525,000. w'ith the addition of
fidence. with Kraft and Colgate time rosis bringing the budget up.
to about $1,000,000
likely bankioller candidates.
While most of the major ear
The “soft” business turn will
prohablv have a more serious ef- manufacturers have spent money
on radio in the past. Ford was the
fect on NBC. ABC and Mutual.
With talent losses and time can- only one remaining on the air
The programming turmoil at
cellalions only partially offset by Ihi'oughout the war when no au'- NBC has resulted iu a peculiar
lomobiies were being built for the
its acquisition of the II. S. Sleel
situation that has sponsors doing
hour-long “Theatre Guild of the public. For d dealers, w hose adver - a fast double-take. With the excepWaller
Air.” NB(' recognizes that it has Using is handled by J.
tion of Tuesday night and its Bob
formidable selling job on its Thomp.son. will follow the same Hopp-F’ibher A Molly parlay. Satura
henceforth.
follow'ing|
TV
course
hands.
day is the strongest rating night of
Fred Allen at Ihe
Same applies to .ABC. with the the bow’ofl' ofcurrent
(he week on the NBC commercial
.sea.son. Dealclose of Ihe
collapse of its 9:30-10:30 Wednesschedule.
^
Bing ers now' bankroll “Through the
day night parlay of Philco
A couple year.s back any such
Ball”
Monday
nights
Crystal
on
American - F.lgin
and
Crosby'
observation would have oc(*asioned
and the Texaco CBS-TV. plus some baseball pick- an “Are-you kiddin”.’” crack from
'Groucho Marx
ups in Detroit.
Milton Belle radio program still
Ottier cai- companies have al- hunkrollers. and even today it’a
in addition, the
up in the air.
swung ovei' lo tele, including figured that Saturday is the toughready
loss of the Sunday night U. S
Chevrolet and the Chewy dealers.! est of all nights to attract dialers.
Sleel biz to NBC adds up to no
probalily Ihe liggesl TV spenders
But the “Truth or Consequenmean blow'
I.incoln-Mercury ces,” “Hit F’arade.” Judy ('anova
Mutual, of course. Is In its ini- in that indtisli
now
dealers
bankroll
Sulliand
Dennis Day
latter No. 9 in
Kd
reorganizational throes, with
tial
van’s "Toast of file Town" vaudeo the Hooper Parade) two-hour sethe ascendancy of Frank White as
show
Buick
and
comes
in
June
quencing
has
taken
over where
of
There’s an abundance
prexy.
wide-open time spaces confronting 28 as sponsors of the new Ol.sen A once Sunday night fought it out
Johnson
program.
with
Tuesday
for
top
honors.
NBC
imtrade
the network and general
Thursday was once “hot stuff’*
pression is that the web will have
program
“co-op
the
on NBC, but Columbia has w'rested
off
get
to
the larger audience segments. Sunstructure” hook and settle down to Bristol-Myers Strategy
day is now an “also ran” night,
the serious task of selling jo na‘Bank’ Vice Gardner with “Take It Or Leave It’s” ILl
tional sponsors to survive as a
serious contender in the four netcopping toj) Sabbath honors. The
work sweepstakes.
Hit ABC, D-C-S new' Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis sustaiiier, incidentally, has a 28 for
.ABC and Doherty. C'lifford A
the first 15 minutes and dived to
.Shenfield agency may wind up in
1.6 for the second quarter,
Biz Is Biz
the casualty columns on the basis
present thinking among
of the
Reason for International SilBristol-Myeis execs in connection
ver’s decision to drop the "Ozwith their radio programming.
FRIGIDAIRE CHILLS
zie and Harriet” Sunday night
Gardner’s
With
"Duffy’s
F.d
.situation comedy on CBS. acTavern” checking ofl' the B-M sponcording to W'cb execs, stems
sorship rolls, the client plans to
from a 4()“r drop in the silvcrHollywood. May 24.
its
"Break ttie Bank” pro
shift
w.iie hi/, ralherthan insistence
Frigidaire gave four weeks’ nogram
from Fridax- nigtils on ABC
five-year
of O/./.ie Nelson on a
over to the “DiitVy” Wednesday tice to I.um A .Abner yesterday
firm contract,
night time on NBC.
That would '23) after deciding to quit radio.
C'ompany served notice on
permit toi a continuance of the Show XX ill close out 25 weeks unCBS it was lopping otl show
contiguous
6l)-minute
rale
in view der the General .Motor subsidiary
the
usual
skipping
'and
July
It
26.
had l)een costing
of the back to hack “District At- June
summer run of “Silver TheaSI 0.000 weekly.
slotting.
torney”
direcboard
of
after
the
tre”'.
"Break the Bank” is now' operatRural comics recently signed a
tors met and tallied up the
ing out of the Doherty-Clifford- seven-year package deal with CB.S
ledger sheets.
Shenfield shop, but in the event which guarantees to carry them
Report Is that even if O A H
of the sxxitchover it xxould move either as sustaining or commercial.
had agreed to a one-year deal,
into Young A Ruhicam. which has NetWork xvill offer the show for
company was determined to
had the Gardner account.
both radio and irlexisioii.
call
quits.
it
|
in

Stronger Position

Of the four networks.

'

CBS

peals to be in the strongest

ap-

paaji-

I

'

i

'

'

I

'

*

!

1

No Gag, Scripters Told, You’ll Have

It’s

Saturday

NBC

I

j

To Get Along With That
Hollywood. May 24.
They knew what they wanted to
know' and found out
the hard
vtay. Hard on them, that is.
Fidgeting and stewing in their

Chevrolet Soap Box Derby from
again get a network
will
spread via CBS. the automotive
concern buying the Sunday afternoon 4;30-4;45 period Aug. 14 for a
full w'eb pickup of the finals.
Chewy is plunking down $6,000

Akron

over the impending doom
slowly settling over their
ivory towers and tile swimming
pools, the high and mighty of the
Radio Writers Guild (a thousand
that’s

hearing second and third.

tind

for the

been

to

buy

a

new

Cadillac'.'

Sisson Quits

Carl Stanton Exit
Two

major agency perthe year were
w'cek. The moves are

of the
shifts

of

revealed this
seen as merelx' the prelude to a
era
reorganizational
wholesale
within agency circles in tl>e w'ake
of the AM-to-TV transition that
is expected to affect key execs on
a creative level
Ted Sis.son, an exec of Pedlar A

As WCAU Proxy?
24.

Leonard Reinsch. President Tru- Ryan agency for the past 11 years,
ex-radio adviser and general has resigned as veepee in charge
to assume
n anager of the
Cox stations, is ru- of radio and television of director
ooied as having the
the new’l.x -created post
in-track for
t"e presidency
for radio and I'V
programming
of
of WCAU. Inc. Dr.
Leon Levy. WCAU
with N.W. Ayer agency. Sisson's
president, announced his resignation
resignation, effective as of .June 15.
.several
post under veepee
onlhs ago.
Levy’s resignation to take the Ayer
McClinton is cued to Ayer’s
'
into effect,
however. II. I..
u'Men
and the agency’s
video
in
expansion
a .succes.sor is
picked to take
nver the joh.
multiple activities in both media
.s

I

ri
'

the .same time, it’s revealed
Dancer.
that a reorganization at
Fitzgerald & Sample agency has
resulted in the resignation of Carl
Stanton, the ageiuy’s supervisor
of nighttime radio under Adrian

would neither confirm
deny the report, although it is

own
erices

.VI

that he has held conferwith both Levy and Richard
general manager of the

Mocum,

^*'***'ii*i<

"i-AU

stations.

,

'

Leonard Reinsch

May

'

.

sonnel

)an

<

I

For Key Ayer Job;

Continued on page 32)

Philadelphia,

P&R

seemed

them the most and
they were told won’t make
tuem sleep any better or put an
^dge on their appetites.
Purveyors of the bad news were
Walter Bunker and Cornwell Jackinterest

jvliat

I

^

I

to

know'ing ones to let them in on
meir dire thoughts.
pin
Is the
beuig pulled on radio and is it
sale to

network time.

So they

meeting and beckoned

Rating Surprise

'

'

6G Soap Box Derby Ride

juices

called a

CadiDac

,

—

or better a week) wanted to
out first hand what they've

’48

<

which owns the
,

iC’ontinued on page 32)
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i

'
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RADIO REVIEWS

.

May* 25 , 1949

WetInetNiay,

SAMMY KAYE’S SHOW ROOM

THE PEOPLE’S CHOICE

Ralph Bellamy. Eddie An- With Sammy Kaye’s orrh, Kaydets,
Tony Alamo
drews, Geoffrey Bryant, Betty
Caine, Eric Dressier, Carl Frank, Prod.-Dir.: Phil Delker

V'ith

Ilendrickson,
Griffis, Rod
Neil O’Malley, Tom Pedi. Bryna
Rayburn, Everett Sloane, Charles

15 Mins., Mon.-W'ed.-I*

Bill

Webster, Agnes Young.
Producer: .Sam Abelow

...

^

Lnit

CITY

.

.

«

.

in French for Voice of
Barbara Wellen. secretary of CBS board chairman William
Ft’s
S, Paley. announcing her engagement to Dr. Jerome E. Schreiber ...
program is fine li.stening.
supplied by transcription to a total
WOR cancelling dramatic and vocal auditions for the summer
stations, mo.st oi them on
United Nations newscasts in Spanish being carried daily by WWRL
Chrysler feeds
the ABC chain.
Phyllis
Hugh M. Growl has joined World Broadcasting sales stuff
the show to car dealers all over*
and others in the show of "Cliff’.s. Melody
Branch, the Billy Kyle
an^l the latter contract
^he
Room will gue.st on the Treasury’s ‘‘Bands for Bonds” on MBS Satur»nd pay for their own air time to
director, makes film debut playing
Edgar .Small,
day (28)
(.yn the disk off.
Barbara Frost, WOR flackess. to wed
Kaye’s initial show Monday <16»
a bit in RKO’s "The Window".
Firestone joins cast of “Lorenzo
loosely
Berel
was
had some faults and
Dr. Leo Zachinsky May 27
put together. But his Wednesday
Muriel Starr is new to "Young Widder Brown” cast
Jones
P rid a y performances had
Paris and London enroute back
from
Hugh Terry, of KLZ, Denver, in
cleared them all to the point where
Was abroad as radio consultant with members of UNESCO
to Denver.
^he final show of the week was an
relaxing at AFRA ballSauter
Jim
.Add Unusual Spectacles:
staff
.session of
no committee work.
music.
^^P
McGlynn, the webs
Virginia
lilt
wed
.'‘inKlng star ‘‘Your
Dan MacDonald. CBS announcer,
ever, one drawback remains. The
f«ii
l.ucky Strike rlgareiies stHiilng asst, employment manager. Friday <30), finishing his chores on "Hilltop
the recording seems
Ted
Brown, emcee on
10
('oast.
church
the
.lime 4 lh ou NBC (’oast
House” in time to hop a cab to
Poo^-^r than the average di.sked
WJZ-TVs Miller High-Life stanza, to handle the "High Life Reviit
Vocalian Recording Artist
Godfrey staff, to
Arthur
Dodge,
of
Frank
preeming on ABC June 1
(Subsidiary of Decca)
wed CBS receptionist Jacqueline Jones June 2. ...Oscar Brand, who has
tonled t^the vocll and musitai
Exclusive Management
Quiz”
"Americana
and WNYC,
been collecting and singing folksong.s for
DOUG STORER
is researching folk music for Norman Corwin’s “Citizen of the World”
RKO Building, New York 20
hav*»
producers have
LeadCF Bnd fils ^rn/tiiPdaic
Brighter
on
"The
Day," and*
documentary .... Margaret Draper, lead
woiked out an excellent method
.Michael
Joseph De Santis were w'ed Monda.v <23) in Salt Lake City.
,
niuceinc Chrvsler oroducts NAME THE MOVIE
>23).
O’Day into “Radio City Playhouse" Monday
announce a ballad tune With Clark Dennis, Peggy Mann,
Anne Burr, of "Big Sister." to take femme lead in "Detective Story”

mer,
s

©ne-hour dramatic portrait .Sunday
(22) of a freshman member of the
"The people’s
L. .S. Congress.
^
was good entertainment
Choice,
and an invportant document, and'
hence grade-A radio. Program was
smooth and fa.st-moving, and
though never sensationalized for
efiect or hypoed for punch, was
never dull. It was impoi tant be*<*ause discu.ssion of a Congressman’s problems are vital in this
troubled world, because it revealed
the complexities of a Congressman’s career, and because it was
matter-of-fact and hone.st -even a

NEW YORK

f,\

Rene Paul. Swiss singer-thesper. broadcasting

^

Como

p.m.

Sustaining

CBS, from N. Y.
The CBS Document.iiy

the Production Centres

*************************************

Perhaps the first straijiht name
band music show to hit the air
since his orchestra replaced Perry

i

I

(22), 10

From

6:45 p.m.

(EDT)

ABC, from New York
j

Director: John Dietz
Writer: Peter Lyon

€0 Mins., Sun.

rl.,

;

I

for

Che.sterfield

Sammy

last

Kaye’s "Show

sum-

Room

America

”

'

.

.

i

|

i

”

'

WMGM

.

.

.

”

.

j

;

|

!

BILL

|

i

i

HARRINGTON

.

.

”

!

i

.

.

.

:

i

'

Ihan

Program

depicted

.somewhat

^

j

sketchily, perforce) a facfiial

poi*1

I

4 ..«.,a.i

:

!

picked and elected, the difficulties

.

'

'

iifise^and”cont^a*diHlons*^th^^^^^
mise and contradictions that glow
up, or the vocal of its lyric.
up around what he takes to be his
501000; as a Chrysler ride” or
purpose or mandate in coming to
phrase, which kills two
Washington. It was a sympathetic
It’s been
uue stone.
but honest
Congre.ssmen used before, but not in as silky a
were shown to be human weak, manner.
allows the straight
It
strong, honest’ scheming, opinion - piugg to be lighter and therefore
ated, likeable. There was a frank the entire plug picture is more distatement of immediate, controver- gestible. In short, a good musical
sial problems
FLPC. housing,! show.
Wood.
'

the Starlighters, Janice Carter.
Edward Gilbert orch; Marvin

I

.*

Miller,

j

Lee 'Fracy to cut transcription in Community Chest
legiter June 1
David S. Smith,
attorney,
series directed by Mitch Grayson
.Stockton HelfTrich,
became father of a boy, David Jr.. Monday <16).
NBC continuity acceptance chief, to address graduates of New England
.

j

!

j

:

,

—

EDDIE

HCL

The documentary was somewhat
romantic and even a little naive at
times, but on the whole it was an
realistic

portrayal

Movie”

is

a

NEWMAN SHOW

of the

thoughts and actions of an average,
tyro Congressman who wants to do
bis best. And in his tribulations,
several conclusions stood out. A
man has to be flexible; you can't
get good legislation through without some give and take, without
playing
ball.
But,
paramount,
there shone through the mes.sage
that politics isn’t black and white,
that it i.s one of the biggest forces
In our lives, governing our present
and future, that if only .50% of the
electorate troubles to vote, then
you get only a 50% representation
and legislation in Congress, Our
attitude of sneering at politicians,
the comic strip approa(*h, must
change; politics is vital to our wellbeing.
Scripting and direction gave this
message point and punch. So did

quiz.

I

j

Just one query was used on

show caught (19), and that
came after eight minutes of the
broadcast, when Janice Carter recited some clues to a pic she had
made two years before. Then the
the

IN

before the close

Carter was connected w ith the
winning vet and congratulated him
on copping the prize for his hospital
some Revere home film equipment. Because all the quiz action
takes place beyond range of the
mike, there is no suspense and the
stunt registers merely as a charitable ge.sture. Contribution of the
guest celeb to the stanza's show-

Mi.ss

—

replacement

m. segment and Newman’s
anorama after dark” now runs
P V2 hours a week.

fare.

Clark

Dennis,

to

I

I

drug

chain,

which

owns

the trail of a sponsor for the
Eleanor and Anna Roosevelt strip
Virk Knight will produce NBC's
gargantuan giveaway, "Hollywood Calling," but no choice yet on the
emcee although George Murphy and Walter O’Keefe are very much in
the running ... Paul Warwick w as in town on another quickie confab
with Eddie Cantor, but so far no radio or tele deal for next season
Lou Cowan hustled back to N. Y. to be on hand for the arrival of his
fourth offspring, leaving Al Hollander to carry on.... Irma Glen, who
pumps out her own tunes at the console, scored and played the atmospheric music for George Ellaworth Mellon’s transcribed series of fantasies. "Castle Land of the Sky”.
Nat Wolff and his frau, Edna Best,
have won so many square dance contests that their trophy room is
bulging at the seams
CBS plattered Ken Crossen’a mystery-adventure stanza*. "The Green Lama,” with Paul Frees as the frocked sleuth
... .Cornwell Jackson was kudosed by Treasury biggies for his Opportunity Bond show... Frank Goss signed a two-year deal with CBS as
newscaster and special eventer .. Mother of Glenhall Taylor. Coast
radio head for Ayer, died in San Francisco after a long illne.ss ...
Called in for one shot on “Aunt Mary.” Marion Wilkins was so impressive in a small part that she now rates a featured role on the matinee
serial
Cy Howard taking treatments for “cattle fever,” picked up on
his recent trek through Italy
Frank Pittman will pass six weeks in
Knoxville. Tenn., after "The McGee’s" sign off the season May 31.

1

CLEVELAND INDIANS
With Jimmey Dudley. Jack Graney
WPEN STANDARD BREWING CO.

/iV

!

W'JW, from Cleveland
,

!

,

,

,

i

'

;

j

I

'

}

I
I

,

I

”

—

fers in

cation

director

,

j

Josephine Wetsler in Whiting, Ind., producer Tom
club, and homemaking editor Gladys Skelley

Spencer. Ind
.WBBM’s June Marlowe guesting film stars Frances
Langford and Jon Hall
Ralph Knowles new director at NBC
Paul Damai writing new classical musical show at
Tony
Koclker, ABC central division stations relations manager, back from
Iwo weeks’ busine.ss tour of midwest affiliates ...Marjorie Davis joinat

.

.

.

.

.

WMOR

play-by-play activity. Working together as they have, the two now ing sales
promotion staff at WBBM
NBC commentator Clifton Utley
other: Graney. speaking to college
press conierence at U. of Chicago
NBC flacker
the ex-ball player, with his intiAndy
Murphy
taking
new
job
with William Harshe & As.sociales. public
mate "savvy” of the game: Dudley,
with his more apparent mike ease. relations firm... Mutual trafficker Jerry Craig bedded w'ith flu ...
Both, however, haven’t lost com- VyBBM new'.scaster John Harrington to Memphis for guest speech at
Singer Morton Bowe signed for special
pletely the points that make for Children s Home Society
rough presentation. Dudlev insists musical show at Grant Park bandshell, between stints on WGN.
WIND sales manager John Carey off for tw'O weeks of golf in North
upon using his hackneyed' phrases
—"the .string is out," etc.— and Carolina
WBBM producer Bev Dean set for religious conference
Graney loses the situation when this summer at Green Lake. Wis.
Gail Compton. Chi Tribune farm
action moves fa.st and furious.
editor, now- with Lou Cowan’s "R. F. D. America
Jack Ferren apGames, both at home and on the pointed indu.strial relations director at Zenith Corp
Cowboy singer
road, are carried by the entire 30- Gene Autry to air
from WBBM studio May 28 under sponsorship of
station network of Ohio and Pennrig ley Co.... Mutual's Jim Mahoney on
Wisconsin
biz
trip
through
.sylvania AM and FM outlets, ('omFilm producer Stanley Kramer guested by Dave Garroway via
iTicrcials are not boring nor
do VVMAQ
New Mutual promotion staffer is Agnes Brown
WGN t
they come too often.
Mark
Chi Theatre of the Air closes May 28 with vocalist Nancy Carr starring.

complement each

.

.

”

|

'

j

.

.

j

was satisfactory until he departed
from simple inti od net ions into
obseure humor. .Sample witticisms
which pained listeners were phony
bulletins on the current progres.s
©f a prominent orch leader.
Between acts, listeners were
urged to contribute letters on the
subject: ^ "Does a guitar player
make a good husband’.’” Program
s’eripters
must have really dug

.

j

1

i

f

past two seasons.
Reflecting the
pa.ssage of time, both i.ien, particu-

Graney, have shown marked
improvement in their handling of

'

.

manager Roy McLaughlin on Florida vacation .... WLS slafround of talks, with farm director Art Page in Milwaukee, edu-

Bashaw before De Paul U.

larly

'

,

(Gerst
Back again at the Cleveland Indian.s’ mike are Jim Dudley and

Jack
Graney. who have been
broadcasting Tribe games for the

:

!

CHICAGO

WENR

!

'

.

.

.

'

|

*^®^® plugged throughout,
the performances. Ralph Bellamy.
Program draws a steady .studio
has a rough, uncut .sincerity
about him. was most convincing as rrowd, as well as lighting up the
the freshman legislator, and sup- fw>tchboard. On weekend nights,
‘he gendarmes have to hand e the
porting roles were as real. Bron
vi.sitors.
Newmans impertinent
style, his flip razzeroo for artists
doesn’t like and his quick hangB.ACK.STAGE REVUE
o” telephone bores undoubtiVith the Skylarks. Charlie .Ycnew
Orch, George Rainshy, Don Or- edly offend some. But the general
result has been to set people talklando; Earl Nightingale, emcee
ing. The chatterer’s quick wit exProducer; A I Morey
tracts him from situations, and
80 Mins., Mon.-thru-FrI.. 11 p.m.
when something or someone warSustaining
rants it, he applies the brush hard.
HBB.M, Chicago
WBBM’s attempt to create t Newman also has adopted the current vogue for kidding the sponkpaikling musical revue turned sor’s commercials.
©ut to be a hurried series of riumGimmicks are plentiful and
«^viri.ywiie from
num barbers
uoi uei
to hamburbers
wfis tied
lieu together
(ugeiner with
wiin corn.
corn, l.ate
Late everyone
Into the act,
p-cnln* listeners won t l.ke kindly
oT comerti are now in
lO this bUSin6SS.
nmorocc
aiya
f\f
progress, one of which seeks the
Opening and closing theme of identity of a band playing •‘Pulling
’Rack.stage’’
was “No Jlusiness on the Ritz,” and anolher is the
Like .Show Business number. In "free baby sitting” contest <the enbetween, adequate Chi talent
'tire broadcast will move to the
Skylarks, Charlie .Agnew. George winning
parents’
house
while
Ramshy and Don Orlando-— per- Eddie minds the kidsi.
formed standard pop numbers with
Just at present Newman has a
rest.
running gag, reading dlspatche.v
Work of emcee Earl Nightingale from France on the forthcoming

.

.

I

who

.

.

New York on

to

.

j

with eight national spots spread
out along the line. Main beneficiary, however, is the Sun Ray

.

.

was passable in tenoring "Cheek
Cheek” and other pop ballads.
Newman has the physical, vocal Ppggy Mann was more impre.ssive
and mental equipment for the with "Some Enchanted Evening.”
grind.
Principal
sponsors
are Both teamed up in a "Remember
Greystone, Bob Davis clothing and When” segment, reprising .some
Bril.
the Golden Slipper Cafe, along musical comedy tunes.
|

.

.

manship was slight.
As a straight variety offering.
“Movie” was pedestrian summer

p.

.

HOLLYWOOD

John Masterson flew

film.

Show originally started as a midnight session, but Grey.stone Wines
declared itself in for the 11 to 12

WOR

hospital.

airer slipped back into the variety
groove, while offstage operators
called veterans hospitals to get a
convalescing ex-Gl to identify the

A few moments

Donald

R. Poppele.

.

mis-

Billed as a musical quiz,
(he stanza is preponderantly musical variety and only incidentally a

Producer-Director: Lee Stewart
175 Mins., Mon.-through-Sat. 11:05
p.m.
Participating
WPEN, Philadelphia
Recordings, guest celebs, audience-participation, quizzers, contests, merit award.s, "giveaways.”
gratuitous information and gab are
all
part of the Eddie Newman
WPEN broadcast, which has created something of a stir locally.
Newman’s marathon gabbing (he
goes on at 11:05 p.m. and carries
the ball until 2 a.m.) is a radio
pattern more familiar to New
York than these precincts. Newman will be recalled as the fellow
who followed Barry Gray on a similar early a. m. stint over WOR.
That the locals were ready for it
is evidenced by the flood of mail
and the always-ringing phones.

in Bridgeport today (Wed).... ABC announcers to fete
Wilson, web program v.p., with cocktails June I
engineering v.p.. appointed to Engineering ExecuWOR-FM, N. Y., is off the air for three
tive Committee of N AB
weeks while its transmitter is moved to North Bergen, N. J., site of
WOR’s new 760-foot TV antenna tower. Station will resume broadcasting on June 10. WOR-FM’s previous site, atop 444 Madison avenue,
has been taken over by WFDR, FM station of the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union.
Jack Eigen is signing off 90 minutes early for two-week stretch while
WINS conducts its semi-annual transmitter tests from 2:30-4 a.m
Announcer Hugh James and wife, ex-thesper Clementine Torrell, became parents of eight-lb. boy Sunday i22) at Bronxville’s Lawrence
J.

the

.

Radio School

J.

ABC, from Hollywood
(Roche, Williams & Clear u)
nomer.

difficulty in getting Army-Navy
football tickets.
There were facts about lobbyists; attempts to get decent committee assignments; pressure to get
support for or against this or that
bill; vote trading in a grown-up
worldaof practical politics; favors
wanted for getting a newcomer an
apartment; the
as it affects a
Congressman, and the problem of
putting some money by for one’s
old age.

honest,

I

REVERE CAMERA
"Name

Taft-Hartley,

.

.

Producer-Director Charles Herbert
Writer: Fred Heider
25 Mins.: Thurs. (19). 9:30 p.m.

:

.

ABC

announcer

1

oleomargarine, government spending sprees, even the

.

i

Khan-Rita Hayworth nuptials,
In addition to broadcast being new
to Philly, town has never had a
commentator as fresh or racy,
All

t
4

Fflllnwiin rAmmonf
rUIIUW|l|l
UUnilllcni

t

^ ASHI!SGT (}^'

.
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FCC Commi.ssioner Frieda Hcnnock will be flr.st femme government
topper to participate in annual National Celebrities Golf June 4 and 5.

loiirncy. which is under spon.sorship of Washington Post, owner of
a.s narWTOP. and carries ble.ssings of Attorney General Tom Clark, whose
"Operation— Dawn.” docu- favorite
cau.se of juve delinquency gels take, will feature such other
mentary on rescue and replacement ()f Jewish war refugees. celebs a.s Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Arthur Godfrey, plus standouls in
world
of
sports, government, and show biz... First four suniiiiei con^ p.m. slot Sunday

AI .lolson did a sock job

I.ength of program giyes gahher a
leiulcncy to repetition,
notably
with such cliches as "I've Got

rator of

News

for
You.” “It's
.Jim
a
Dandy.” "You’re Real." ele.
Few people, however, go the <22 over NBC in cooperation with
whole grind and in short lakes the United .Jewish Appeal’s campaign
deep for that one.
show is an amusing I'hange and to iai.se $250,000,000 for its hercuShow of this type will be highly virtually the only non-reeordod lean task of succoring displaced
Tran.scribed scries was
likeable if there is le.ss emphasis program on air at the hour. New- persons.
on the "back.slage” angle and man goes easy on the platters, sel- also given a nice a.s.sist from AgifFs
more on the reyiie. Production dom playing more than one an Moorehead, stage and screen
actress.
department might well hold <lown hour.
talky emcees and let the talent get
Show constitutes a field day for "Dawn," scripted by Walter BernMart.
on \qjlh the show.
the local flacks.
GniiU,
(Cuntinued on page 32>
1

^

'

I

ceits

of National Symphony at
Watergate, starting with Gladys
3. will be aired over WMAL-ABC
Pres.s party
held for preem of Theodore Granik’s "American
Television Forum”
past Sunday ... WMAL-ABC preemed a new
series of 15 minute recorded programs. "You and Your Security, ’’ dealing with Federal dd
age and survivor.s’ insurance. pa.sl Sunday ...Arlene Francis’ "Blind
Date rv show will start reaching local audiences over WMAL-TV. via
kinescope recordings, beginning next Friday night
WTOP-CBS
aiiTr. "Dear Mr. President," the brain
child of staffer Robert Nichols,

Swarthout on June

*

local

click.

r

)

|
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OPTIONS VEX NETS, PACKAGERS
ABC

Predictions That Didn’t
Chicago. !SIa\ 24
Those dire predictions oC what television will do to other forms
including
radio,
their
had
counterpart
business,
back in the
of show
early days of AM. Col. H. H. Frost, first prez of the Radio Manureferred
back
to
some
of
Assn.,
them
kiddingly
at the
facturers
rMA convention here last week »19i but listeners recognized he
the
square
that
he
on
was
intimating
the
current
uas kidding
lament over TV inroads may sound just as ludicrous 20 years from
now as the early radio predictions currently sound.
Col. Frost drew hefty chuckles with his reminiscing that people

Cites 'Destructive Interference’

.

TO E[f OFF HOOK,
.Agencies taking options on shows
they have only slight interest in
are plaguing networks and package producers, with the proposal

—

way back were saying:
"Radio broadcasting will never be
and manufacturers of radio sets and
to a broadcast fund in proportion to
"Stage and film attendance will ”be
are prohibited from broadcasting

,

profitable to the broadcaster,
parts will have to contribute
their sales volume
reduced by 50'^t unless actors

I

I

'

be used successfully in police work ”
"Self expression in music is doomed. Music schools and teachers
will have but a few pupils once the air is filfcd with popular and
classical music.”
"Broadcasting of baseball, prizefights and other sports events will
”
reduce the attendance below the break-even point
"News broadcasts will reduce paid circulation and advertising
revenue.”
"A presidential candidate was advised again.st his using radio in
his campaign; the people will resent having any candidate make
them feel^they are not worthy of a visit to their community.”
will not

j

]

I

I

'

i

'

I

NAB Prepping for Chi Program CGnic

i

Next Month With Accent on 'Knowhow’

i

!

;

24.
i

On

I

Call

Chicago. Ma\ 24.

Manufacturer

.

antemia.s
staged a novel comeon to radio
parts show members at the

convention

!

!

^

Petite girl
pa.s.sed out

tea.ser

me

in room
Those who
walked into

.

—

j

j

,

'

Top execs

field

strike of 80

set-

Broadcasting

Lee

layoffs of engineers

Moreover, certain improvements
in
working
conditions
were
achi«*ved. so the general feeling is
that the strikers won thcii basic
point, which was to prevent Yankee

giui'ers.

the

in

lines.

a

show

of

temper

at

of the strike, when
wa,> forced off the air for a

brn*f period, the nc^’iiL'dions

not

Chairman

Boston

and

Ro.scl

Hyde

marked by an^

were

disturbarue.

of top personaliBill Paley, had

of its most
to put Lux in

concerted

pitches

the

AM to Match TV

|

,

j

|

For 10 Yrs.:

Airways

is

foot-

outlays involved in the globe-cir- especially buy.
cling junket will be paid by “MeetNo gro.ss sales figures were
Repre.sentaf ives of 21 na- available, but the general impresing.”
tional organizations will go along. sion gained was that radio and
paid for by themselves or their tele equipment biz was set for a
oreanizations.
Kxhibitors numbooming 1949
Denny and his party will spend bered 239 this vear, as compared
five days in each country, meeting to 159 in 1948.
business, education, political and
w s e manufacB road cas
agricultural leaders and learning turers and industry representatives
In each land two in public speeches and off-tlie-cuff
their problems.
seminar members and two English- remarks not onlvdelaved the burial
Continued on page 32
of radio by a decade, but indicated
they ex|M‘eted a continued upsurge
in radio to keep pace with tele det

NBC

i

DRASTIC

Hooper

starting

payoff.

June 13 as

REVAMP BY FELTIS

a half-hour sus|

NBC. it’s understood, al.so had tainer five times weekly. ProdueSeattle. May 24.
ambitious plans for a two-hour tion is handled by Tom Moore and
KING is now on the air 24 hours
Lever Bios commercial ride, de- Phil Patton, with Moore in the a day. first time a local station has
signed to bracket I.ux with Rob emcee role. Television version of operated around the cl(K*k. PowerHope (also Lever) and another of "Ladies" will be dropped for the ful indie station has also offered
the company’s shows.
summer by Quaker Oats after the to buy. at <*ard rates, from other
•lune 3 perfoiiiiance. with little Seattle stations and those in suri

,

rounding area, spot announcements

likelihood of a revival this fall.
•Uncle Mistletoe.” WENR-TV’s
local kid show sponsored by the
Marshall Field department store,
out for the summer
is dropping
hiatus w'llli a September resump-

Gardner Sleuth Series

As Raleigh Sommer Sub

signolT lime to call attention to
all-night broadcasting.
Other innovations put into effect
by KING manager Hugh Felt is include cancelling of all commercial
religious programs and a' drastic
Station is
cut in talk programs.
plug'’ing emphasis on music and
sports.

at

Chicago, May 24
is be- tion scheduled.
Another WENR-TV' local pron'plaeed for the summer by
gram. Morris B. Sachs Amatuer
mystery
Gardner
Stanley
an Earle
series starting June 7. Show will Hour, has been inked for an inbe sponsored by Brown i William- detinilo run after sponsor was satisson Tobacco Co. for Raleigh ciga- lied with a six-week trial run.

NBC’s “F*eopU? Are Funny"

ing

writer

through Russel .M Seeds agon
and originate from Chicago
Titled “A Life in Your Hands."
show' will run tj>r^5 weeks Tues.,

Vets Launch Station

.A

snake

24

station
the air lor
tour-tool bull

in the grass cut

KSG. Des Moines,
A
three minutes.
shake

Ill

clo.sed a 7.000-volt

circuit

the 9:30

p.nftC’DT

•

.

‘Cisco Kid’ as Legiter
“Cixo Kid.” Frederic W. Ziv

as a Big-

in

rack
suffered no ill eflects.
wasn’t grounded at the
I

their

KBRZ

look to the air here.

All

Levin package. Formal will be ransrriiicd package heard on arc war vet('rans.
Jof .A Marino is prez of the comY. and other stations, is
built around a sleuth type who WOB.
prepped for a musical- pany.
Pat McCusker is general
investigates persons wrongfully ac- fieing
version
on
Broadway.
while Dirk Cousins is procomedy
manager
cused of crimes.
based on the O. Henry gram director and Henry C. Hill i.s
“Cisco
Gardner will supervUe scri liters
is
being
Outlet operates
engineer.
seen
on
chief
charactcrizalion.
Kelly,
fieorge Anderson and .lohn
All
with Homer Heck producing from the screen in a series produced by with a power o f 1,000- watts.
of radio before
dreams
liad
Kla^ne
and
four
released
N
by
IMiilip
the network urd. "I’eoplc” returns
entering the servjce.
United Artists.
lu the wel4 Si'pU 20.
gie

oil

Engineers finally
the transmitter.
got Hie reptile out of the lectifier
Sriikc
since he
lime.

Bryan. Tex May 24
Four young men have realized
dream last Saturday when

cy.

Slimey Trick
Ma.'

i

j

ot radio shoves.

Des Moines.

-

,

rets

A

RMA

('hicago. May 24.
the pa.ssword at the

FOR SUMMER

dissenting,

N Y Journal American and
and producer

number

i

J

of the preferred stock ol the 1annLee ( o
enterpri.se. Frank H
l.v
manufacturer of the Lee hat. which
Danbur.i.
at
employees
has 1.200
f’roposed manager ot tin* station
V..
is Charles A. Kibling of Bye. N.
formerly sports newscaster for the

to TV.
Bo.ston were 38 en-

announcers and six
Neither announcers nor
newsmen had any grievance with
lankee hut refused to cross tin?

w .VAC

brothers, over comin

1

Columbia’s

made one

,

ABC

the majority narrowed the field to
Danbury and New' Bedford as preferable to Boston and finally found
greater need for Danbury despite
its small population of only 22.000.

AM

14

Save for

>

New Bedford. Mass., for the use ot
the 550kc frequency.
In a proposed decision adopted
by a three to one vote, with .Acting

IBEW per"transitional”

newsmen.

picked

hats

Fair-

of

any of the

firing

sonnel during
period from

A fleeted

•

applicant.s

for

(

owned by

('o..

tab

columns. Lever Bros, officially announced it was staying put Monday night 9 to 10 on CBS. Thu.^
REVIVING ‘LADIES’
velopments.
the program enters its 15ih year
Sonora Corp. prexy Joseph Gerl
Columbia* showca.se. the
a
as
SESSION
(Continued on page 32)
pivotal spot around which the soap
company has parlayed two hours
Chicago, May 24.
of Monday programming (“GodAB(’ is reviving “Ladles Be KING GETS
Scouts” and "My
frey's Talent
Sealed’ for a summer session
F'riend lrma”> for a three-way top

The Fairfield companx is 92'
owned by James B and frank 11.
40'
be Lee. Jr., who together possess

ther side establishing a clean-cut
victory.
Under the terms, however. there will be no wage reduc-

tiom

for its

as the strike
third w'eek

The settlement appeared to
an all-around compromise with nei-

and no

application

the

favor

tlie

Boston. Ma\ 24.
members of the
IBKW against the Yankee Network,
plus the sympathy walkout of more
than 30 announcers and newsmen

tions

Washington.
Danbury. Conn.,

of

I

j

loss of a
ties to

Jilay 24.

Need

i

Although NBC, in a bid to reground following the
lost
gain

Danbury AM’er

field

was

First

FCC

KOB’s application, it a.sserted.
The web said the Commi.'jsion
allowed KOB to use 770 when WJZ
was owned b\ NBC. which gave it
“America’s Town,
(C'ontiiuied on page 321
ing

Hustle was
Radio Harts show and the Radio
convention
Manufacturers A.ssn.
transporting the held here la.sl week.
Better than
seven-man {stafl. but living ex- 8.000 dealers jammed tlie Stevens
penses. interpreters, engineering hotel exhibition hall for five days
facilities, hiring of halls and other straight
to
inspect, handle and

,

one of radio’s top coin spenders,
officially turned down NBC’s bid
to w in over the 60-minute dramatic

fulltime standard radio station
prompted the FCC yesterday <23*

Settle Scrap

WNAC.

on

Up

fans.
f*an- American
ing the l)ill for

.stan/a.

peting

its

I

top-rated

the

its secondary radius,
The proper way for the Commi.ssion to handle the situation.
said .ABC, would be to discontinue
the "misuse” being made of 770
and terminate the “nonu.se’’ ot
1030. This would prevent the complications feared by
in renew-

i

Fans To

tour.
'round-the-world
Meeting
which will broadcast from 12 foreign capitals and Honolulu this
summer, is being picked up by the
American people, according to
George V. Denny. Jr., prexy of
Town Hall. The unique junket
w ill <'ost at lea.st $54,000 and will
be paid for by contributions from
the ABC stanza’s listeners. Already
$30,000 has been sent in by 13.000

“Lux Radio Theatre” on CBS and

first

>

IBEW, Yankee

"as entering

OK

Get

of

handed down two months
which the Commission re-

I

of the

spon.sors

I

I

World Tour Tab

most feverish .shutfling routines <N. Y. to Cambridge.
Mass.) in rarlio annals came to an
end yesterday (Tues.> when Lever
Bros.,

Lee (Hat) Bros.

I

I

I

One

in

nywved KOB’s use of 770 pending
the determination of the clear
channel proceedings. It declared
the agency failed to give adequate
consideration to the nighttime interference to WJZ. The KOB operation. it contended, is cutting off
5.2.50.000 persons from its primaI^•
service area and even more from

I

I

!

to

of the key .station
tled here this week

Pick

Despite

AD-OutNBCBid

{

ago

,

i

in the copyright

(Continued on page 32

The

On CBS,

!

cision
I

I

fell

lating national spot sales.

are slated to address the clinic on
using tlie facilitie.s and services of
the .societies. Talks will be given
by Herman Finkelstein. resident
counsel. ASCAP; Kurt Jadda.sohn.
general
manager. SKSAC': C'arl
Haverlin. prexy of BMT and Robert Burton, veepee of BMl.
Library services will be represented by Walter Davison, manager. Capital Transcriptions; C. A.
l.anglois. prexy. Lang-W'orth Fea-

Madi.son.

‘Meeting’

i

for the gag
a sales exhibit.
Publicity director Si Neiman
finally stopped the stunt "on
the grounds of misrepresentation.”

i

[

look

.”

;

I

>

of

j

Situation resulted in
priority.
the CBS "This Is Broadway”
radio show stranded without
an originating point last week,
with Mutual turning over its
Longacre theatre to Columbia
in the emergency.

,

Staying Put

!

I

Problem is about the same
on studio space, with tele productions appealing to get the

’

paper to
passing conventioneers with an
invitation to "come up and see
slips

dispos.ses.sed
to make
offices
tele em-

group of

j

lux

has been suf-

fering "destructive Interference”
[since the Commission granted KOB
special authority to use its frequency with 25kw power at night
back in 1941. The net revpiested
that KOB's application for extension of its authorization be denied
and that the station be required to
u.se 1030 kc to which it was originallv assigned
The web took issue with a de-

up. with the .AM operators
scrambled into other sectors at
4fl.*>

peiition filed

WJZ

I

Practically an entire
was turned over to the
video division under the web’s
constantly expanding TV set-

The

week.

last

their
for a

the 770 kc chan-

off

nel of W.FZ. N. Y.
by the web said

!

floor

of

htTe
with a

they were thrown
curve last week

ployees.

i

I

preparing for a big three-day Program Directors Clinic in Chicago
next month to bring radio and television stations up to date on the-i
Sesbest information available.
sions begin June 27 and will be
.Northheld in the auditorium of
western U.’s Thome Hall.
NAB prexy Justin Miller will
address the Clinic on the influence
of the code as an aid to programming. and Maurice B. Mitchell, direcently-formed
rector
of
the
Broadca.st Advertising Bureau, will
offer sugge.stions on building “progr.ams for sales.”
Lew Avery, of
Avery-Knodel, Inc., radio station
reps, will advance ideas for stimu-

TV

from

.

I

With accent on “knowhow.” the
National Assn, of Broadcasters is

V. fell
fast

room

’

I

I

Albuquerque,

:

when they were

According to some web toppers.
several agencie.s try to show clients
they’re on the ball by optioning
stanzas which there is only small
chance of their sponsoring. Meanwhile, network sales staff dropf
work on the airer, losing valuable
time.
In some cases a program
has to go on the air without a
backer because of the stalling options. Webs report many instances
w here option abuses have cost
them hard cash and. as a result.'
they are getting tougher about
granting options.
At CBS the policy is to protect
an agency for only 24 or 36 hours,
during the day in w hich a client is
This, of
auditioning the show.
course, prevents costly delays, but
some industry -biggies feel it is not
completely realistic, as it frequently requires a longer time to line
up a prospect and an agency won't
go ahead if it doesn’t have protection for a rea.sonable time. The
answer, these toppers say. is to
charge for options. "If an a.gency
had to pay tor protection. 90' r of
the problem would di.sappetir because casual interest would be
eliminated.” they reason.

groups.”

May

a

i

survive. The maiket for records will be reduced to export sales of foreign language
records and sale of folk song records to U. S. foreign language

Wa.shington.

N.

I

’

fight
j

of the "strictly-radio”
CB.S headipiarters in

at

'

being made In some quarters that
fees be placed on options to stop
the abuse.

I

"The phonograph and record business cannot

“Radio

Some
boys

I

Washington, May 24.
yesterday (23) continued its
before the FCC to get KOB,

ABC

Signs of the Times

t

I

,

,
I

,
»

I

1
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Device Permits Standard

New CBS

Set to Get FnO Color
new

.\

device

will

lluit

Weh

insists that

it

S.A. Test Patterns
|

Sex

:

|

|

go

will

members

at

[

1

1

i

|

CBS

of

shots

of

filiated Times-Star.

their late.st film, “City Across the
River.”

Paris

1

1

a

workreceiver.
ing on a mechanical system 'as
against RCA’s developmental sysis still

of all-electronic colon, it is
believed the .screen enca.scs the
Latter
necessary revolving disk.
would be synchronized with a
similar disk in the camera. With
the images broken up into their
component colors in the camera
pickup, they would then be reassembled by the wheel before the

tem

Y.

At Guild Xlinic
Video scripters are burning because they are being kept from
control rooms and studios during

The
rehearsals of their stanzas.
were expressed
beefs
authors’
sharply Thursday <19) in the second craft meeting of the Television Writers Guild, at which Philip
I.,oeb,

1-Shot 'Howdy Doody’

explained how he had been barred
from the control room while one of
adaptations was being rehis
television-radio
hearsed.
He put up a strong fight,
wrapping up several new TV
however,
insisting that his name be
showcasing,
summer
shows for
kept
ofT
the
air, and won the right
topped by a dramatic mystery
to sit in next time he had a .script
series based on stories by .Icrome
Other writers presthe
series.
on
and Harold Prince, whose .scripts
have been featured in the Molle ent echoed Rodman’s sentiments,
pointing
one pioducer,
out
that
Mystery radio show. Stone outfit,
they
said
was typical,
meanwhile. Is hypoing publicity whom
claimed
he
was
“allergic
to writon its current TV programs to the
ers.” The TWG’ers complained that
extent that it is now diskering to
unless
scripters
be
the
can
present
take over Madison Sq. Garden,
at dry-runs and dress reheasals.
N.Y., for a one-shot appearance
they
can’t
develop
their
skill and
of Howdy Doody.
Another show now being pack- advance the medium.
Discussing what the actor wants
aged is a teen-age situation comedy
series,
which like the my.stery in a script, Loeb said that he felt

Martin Stone

I

I

I

I

I

<

J

.

RCA IN $60,000,000
LOAN FOR TV PROJECTS

j

numerous H-D merchandise. Date
at the Garden is being set up to
take care of the avalanche of requests for tickets to the studio
audience of the across-the-board
airer, which are now running sev-

Radio Corp. of America last
arrangements
completed
week
through the Lehman Bros, bank- eral weeks ahead of capacity.
ing firm to float a $60,000,000 loan
Outfit is also working closely

from various investing institutions.
has already drawn $40,000,000
on the principal amount and will
borrow the remaining $20,000,000

RCA

before Dec, 29. 19.50.
annually
notes at 3

%

May

1.

It’s

1974.

Promi.s.soi*y
will mature

'

understood

that

RCA’s

in-

in
creasingly heavy investment
video is one of the reasons for the
With $60,000,000 at its di.sloan.
posal, RCA can rcp..v other outstanding loans mabiiirg between
1951 and 1956 without diluting
stockholders’ Interests.
Wall street sources say that the
dividend covenant in the loan

accumulated
earnings and cash proceeds from
capital stock.
!..oan

in

repaying

all

shorte'r in-

to
Wall
according
debtedne.ss,
Streeters, places the entire capital
structure on a basis consistent with
RC.A’s longterm expansion pro-

gram.

Toni Explains Reason
For Dropping? Option
Chicago. May 24.
Toni shampoo claims its decision
to drop its tele time option was to
avoid entering video in summer,
and not the cost of a suggested

withstanding, but there is a psychological appeal in the oveian
theatre setting which is even more important in weighing tlic j,,,,
pact of video on other media.
'I'his opinion was given in an interview following a p.-mel session
here la.st Saturday before the American As.sn. of University Wonu.n
by Edward Cheyfifz. assistant to prexy Eric Johnston of the .Motion
IMclure Assn, of Ameiica. The large screen in the theatre. CIk‘\fitz told Variety, has a peculiar pulling power and may explain
tlie
preference of many patrons with good eyesight for seats up front.
The entire theatre, he believes, complements the screen, accentuates the feeling of space, and imparts to the individual a sense
of security and lift. This, he feels, is an asset which is not given
sufficient appreciation or fully taken into consideration in pio,
granuning.
However, Cheyfitz is convinced that because of the
psychological element, whatever its explanation, an experiment in
which a major attraction was given a simultaneous premiere over
both video and picture house screens would favor the theatre.
While this appeal of the theatre may give comfort to the picture
industry, Cheyfitz doesn’t feel the film makers can forget about
televi.sion.
On the contrary, he feels that more emphasis mu.st he
put on making pictures which make greater u.se of the true medium of the motion pictui e w hich is di.stinct from that of \ ideo and
w hieh has its ideal setting in the theatre. Televi.sion, in his opinion,
will provide that stimulus.
The real competition of television, to the theatre or any other
diversion, Cheyfitz believes, is that it keeps people home to ohserve
some major event. That will be taken care of, he thinks, by large
screen theatre television which will 4ie in such events with the
film presentation.

Today s TV Sets Good 10 Yrs. Hence,

WCAU-TV marked

its

first

anni-

RCA

long shots, faster cutting, biting of
cues and shorter sequences, “Writers should stress characterization.”
Seldes said, “because ’fV closeups
are better equipped to get acro.ss
emotion than action.”

^

Ad

in

went on the
Scanning the cost sheet
incoming
revenueT^ he came up w ith a
scant margin of profit.
“Rut

»

Women.
Joining a group of industry and
government officials in discu.ssing
"The Challenge of Televi.sion.” El-

it’s
black,”
beamed Gross,
casually tossing a bottle of red
ink through an open window
with the command, “and don't
come back.”
Border station will be basic
.ABC
when the network's
Hollywood .station gets going
but presently is taking business from any and all.

gave assurance that video .sets
being made today will not be ob-

liott

He added that black and
television will be with us
“indefinitely” but that color will
come “eventually,” after continued
work in the laboratory. He estimated that it will be two years
after the
band is allocated
for commercial video before leceivers will be available.
solete.

white

UHF

Owen

Davis, Jr., Dies

Drowning, After

By

Elliott predicted that television
will be “the greatest instrumental-

Fall

the benefit of mankind. He
foresaw a tremendous educational
influence on the voter and prophesied that the medium will have a
decided impact on his choice of
candidate for political office. Better programming, he said, is comity for

From Sloop
Owen

Davis,

Jr.,

Sound
NBC tele-

in

42,

drowned In
Long Island Sound Saturday (21)

vision exec producer,

after apparently falling overboard
from a sloop.
He was a former
stage, screen and radio actor and
son of the noted playwright, Owen
Davis.

room

Estimating that there w ill be 200
television stations in operation by
19.52 and 5.000,000 receivers within
a
few years, Elliott praised the
FCC for “a constructive .job" in
the difficult technical problem of
video allocations. He stressed the
importance of private operation of
the medium, declaring that if tele-

found hanged Sunday all(*r(22) in an NBC cellar prop
in Radio City, N. Y.

An NBC-TV
Army discharge

'

staffer

since

his

Davis was
one of five exec producers handed
new longterm contracts by NBC-

well as supervising production for
special one - shot sustainers. such
as the recent pre.sentation of ".Mac-

proceeding with his
black and while ads under a sub-

beth” staged by NBC-TV in conjunction with The Players.
Davis was graduated from the
Choate School and the George
(Continued on page 30)

which

his

will

“three-knob

model.

Muntz

is

dued pace, after a run-in witli the
time May 23. 1948. WCAU-TV Chi Better Busine.ss Bureau. BBB
has climbed into first place locally stepped into the picture
with a
on the amount of time on air with warning memo to local new'spapers
a total of 60 hours programming on Muntz’ “sensational”
ad copy.
each week, 15 to 20 hours more
Statements such as “revolutionweekly than its two competitors. ary, “out-pulls and outplays
every
WCAU-TV practically has the other set on the market.” flawless
Sunday video field to itself (ex- reception,” were chided hv
BBB
cepting for the ball game which as extravagant. Ad copy
likew'ise
all three stations can carry) start- claimed that no
aerial was needed
ing on the Sabbath air as early as for .set. but BBB pointed
out that
10 a.m.
Station claims also that the claim applied to only 80^
^ of
it originates more local shows than
Chi area.
’

rivals.

Conferenoe between Muniz, bis
adman Mike Shore and the BHB
'"''’“ '<’''"‘‘'<1

Magnavox’s 3 Million Drop

.•adily agreeing to lone
future copy.

Chicago. .May 24.

Munu

"iii-

down

his

Magnavox reported a $.3.()()().()()0
show, which Don Nathanson said
did not go above the original drop in 1948 net sales under the
San Francisco
Sanford Spillplanned figures, Charles li ving has total of 1947. Annual report for
man has been named acting manToni’s permission to peddle the fiscal year ending Feb. 28. 1949. ager
(»f K1*1X, indie televi.sion
outshow to another sponsor If one revealed net sales of $24,402,206 let here, replacing
Keith Kerhy.
wants to start telecasting this sum- for 1948, and net earnitigs of resigned. Spillman,
f(»rmerlv staff’
$1.323..598, $693,378
less than a writer-announcer
mer.
on KSFO.' sister
In this case, Toni would develop year ago.
AM station, wjis more recently
Earnings were $2.01 per sture.
KPIX operations spp9rvi.soi
a new show for t|i 9

—

.

.

CBS
program

34'

TED STEEE’S DAYTIME

SHOW MOVES TO

television’s

department

CBS

iCB.S, after having developed
talent raiding techniques

in

its

radio,

is now switching them to television,
has latched onto 'led Steele,

Web

DuMont ueb's lop
who is scheduled to
move over to CBS-TV, stalling

long one of the
personalities,

2, as a replacement for Warren Hull in the noon to 12:30 p.m.
Latter is
across-the-board slot.
being dropped.

June

DuMont may

CBS Yanks -‘Hold

|

‘

Continued on page

in 1946.

be bulit
control”

around

’

ing rapidly.

Muntz TV .sets. Attack calls for
TV last week to forestall possible
smoke signs per day on a year- raiding by the rival CBS web. He
round basis “whenever the weather produced the “Chevrolet on Broadpermits,”
Ad offensive coincides way” and “Colgate Theatre” scries,
with the start of Muntz’ New York both weekly half-hour legit ers, as

first

two

KFMB-TV

for a bajanc.e^against

noon

24.

24.

will be

operation 10 years from now and
bo adaptable, with nominally
priced attachments, for u.se in the
ultra high frequency band. Jo.seph
B.
Elliott, veepee of the R.ndio
Corp. of .America, told a panel
session here Saturday <21
of the
American Assn, of University

air.

Chicago was
May

May

today

will

’

NBC-TV lo.st another staff member over the weekend when .Arthur
H.
Ross, 38, set
designer and
former ‘as.sociate of Jo Mielziner,

Offensive

made

’52

in

San Diego. May 24.
“We’re in the black. gleefully siiouted Jack Gross thri'e
(lays after his television sta-

tion

Wa.shington.
Ti'levision sets

75

versary yest. (Mon.) with the an- campaign,

its

Exec; 200 Stations by

Black Beauty

could be
look like a meller by more

Earl Muntz opened up this week
on Chicagoans with an aerial display of skywriting pushing his

agreement carries no restrictions nouncement the station has pas.sed
on dividend payments on present the 100 sponsor
mark with a total
preferred stock, and permits disbursement of all net incomes earn- of 102 commercial accounts.
Stations went on the air for the
ed after Dec. 31, 1948, plus $1.fSOO.OOO of previously

Washington, Ma\ 24

“Hamlet”

Chicago.

WCAU-TV’S HRST ANNI
24.

like

Of Muntz

ON

May

tragedy

Starts

1

Philadelphia,

detailed .stage directions were given.
“I prefer to
work things out creatively and
imaginatively myself,” he said.
“Then afterwards suggc.stions may
be helpful. Directors, too. should
permit actors to feel their way into
a part and give them free reign in
the early rehearsals.”
Seldes, former CBS tele exec,
said that in scripting a tragedy,
longer scenes, more closeups, and
slower cutting should be used. On
the other hand, he pointed out. a

Skywriting Display

with Government agencies, scheduling the puppet for personals in
connection with the current bond
drive, as well as other pub service
projects spon.sored by the .Advertising
Council.
That idea was
iContinued on page 34

102 COM’L ACCOUNTS

when

limited

'

949

The herd instinct and the need to e.soape from small apartinents
may continue to draw folk to the motion pictures, television not-

As.sociate.s. indie
package outfit, is

programs,

I

who appears on "The Gold-

bergs,” freelance scripter Howard
Rodman and Gilbert Seldes spoke.
Issue was raised when Rodman

Garden For

is being grooved for a
half-hour weekly offering. Stone
is currently negotiating with tw'O
that demonstrated some time ago of the top writers-producers in the
by RCA. Latter gadget, however, -trade to handle the show. Coming
permitted sets operating for the up. too, are an audience participapresent frequency band to pick up tion program and a top-budgeted
ultra-high freqency color trans- musicomedy series.
Stone’s publicity and promotion,
mission’s and convert them into
standard black-and-white images. handled by the outfit’s publicity
department
independently of the
Thus, w'hile it insured setowners
of continued use of their receivers broadcasters carrying the shows,
has
been
mostly on
concentrated
color
In case the FCC okayed UHF
transmi.ssion, it did not insure they Howdy Doody and is aimed to
build
the
....
puppet
character
in areas
—
would get pictures in color.
w’here it has recently been introduced, as well as to ballyhoo the

receiver.
Technically, the converter itself
Is believed to operate similar to

TV Woes

Bare

Stone Plans Takeover

Of N.

critic of the atFirst guesters

were Peter Fernandez and Al Ramson. on hand for the local preem of

chic also.

special demonstration last winter
It is said to consist of
in N. Y.
a small box with a special screen
to be attached to the face of the

Since

CIroverman Blake,
I

beauts culled from the Folies
Bergere, who are posed next
to a card indicating the day of
the week.
Gals are elaborately costumed. Monday has a blonde
dressed in Queen Elizabeth
frills, Tuesday has a military
outfit. Wednesday an off-theshoulder dress, Thursday is
devoted to a big picture hat
and Friday, Saturday and
Sunday are considered plenty

)

FCC

Paris, May ‘24.
now rearing its beau-

series

a
1

Tuesday <31 in Philadelphia. CBS
toppers, as a result, have declined
to furnish details on the converter.
If it works as reported, it w'ould
be a major innovation in the development of color since it w’ould
insure' that present set owners
not only would not have their sets
rendered obsolete when and if the
FCC approves color standards, but
would be able to get color images
on their receivcrsioperaling in the
hand.
freQuency'- band.
present froriiiAnpvV
CBS reportedly showed the conto

is

head in French telethe
of
Operators
vision.
French national TV, instead of
sending out a staid and standard te.st pattern, have filmed
tiful

along with black-and-white TV and
Is continuing to develop color only
with an eye to the future.
Smith, Kline & French, manufacturers of pharmaceutical prod nets with whom the sprgeons arc
conducting their A. C. experiments
fn the use of tele for teaching
surgery, are planning a press demnext
onstration of the system

verter

has contracted for exclusive telecasts of races at River
Downs for the June 1 to July 20
meet with the Hudepohl Brewing
Co. as sponsor. Sked calls for daily
focusing on the fifth and sixth
heats, from 3:50 to 4:40 p.m.
Last week the station initiated a
series of Thursday night L5-minute
interviews of visiting celebrities by

Pictures

25,

Television vs. the ‘Herd Instinct’

24,

WKRC-TV

n*port-‘

ediy convert ima^o.s rt*ooi\e(l by
set
a standard low-band television
to full color will be unveiled by
of
College
American
the
CBS at
Surgeons convention in dune at
Atlantic City. Demonstrations will
not. however, presage a new CBS
pitch for industry-wide adoption of
color.

UHF

May

Cincinnati,

I

May

also lose

its

high-

“Amateur Hour” prog(am to
CBS-TV. Web is one of llio-se bidrated

It’

new

creative
suffered its

|

ding for the Old Gold-sponsored
show which is reportedly planning
,

week when the to scram DuMont at the end of Ihe
hou.se-built ’’Hold It. Please.” was current 13-week cycle.
CBS has
\anked from the air after la.st Sun- two .siistainers in the Sunday night
first

casualty this

day night’s

(22)

broadcast.

i

to 8 slot, now occupied by the
ains on DuMont, and is willing
move them to another night to get
the
billings.

Tele-

7

phone quiz show, produced and
emceed by Gii Fates, had been on
the air only three weeks.
To fill the vacant time slot, from
7 to 7:30 p. m.. CBS-TV has selu'duled a series of we.stcrn films lor
the 6 to 7 p, m. period under the
name of ’’Chuckwagon,” extending
the series
now aired Mondays

through Fridays at 5:.30.
".Mr. I.
Maginalion” moves- into the 7 to
7 30 slot, and "Wesley.” second of
the new Sunday night house packages, continues from 7:30 to 8.
Rest of the evening’s lineup remayis.t^e same.

OG

,
'

Steele
has done a MondayIhrough-Friday half-hour (la>time
show on DuMont under the sponsorship of General Mills, winch reportedly had him under option for
10 years.
He makes the move in
CBS-TV. however, sans GM. and
a
will start on the latter ueb as
sustainer.
Whether he wid cr*'’"
tinue his Tuesday night halt-hm"'
on DuMont, which is hank) oiled ny
DuMont’s receiver sales divis'on.

hasn’t been, tl^teripined.
,

'

,

Wednesday*

May

2S, 1949

TBUBVISIOIV

DOWN

TV CAUGHT WITH PANELS
U. S. Sets at

mmi ON

1,662,0(10

Marked decrease

in the price of television receivers during the
last few months, coupled with the start of the baseball season,
upped the number of sets in.stalled in the U. S. during April above

the most optimistic estimates. Sets as of May 1 numbered 1.662 000
representing an increase of 215.000 over the April 1 total. Last
previous increase, from March 1 to April 1. was 132,000. signifying
the rate of increase has almost doubled. Included in the May 1 total
were 1,605.600 for the 34 cities with operating stations, plus 56 400
in other cities which expect TV in the near future. Metropolitan
N. Y. continued far in the lead with 600.000 sets. Following is the
city-by-city breakdown, as compiled by the NBC research division;

Stations

City

New York

6

Philadelphia

3
4
6
2
3
3
2
4

Chicago
Los Angeles
Boston
Baltimore

*

Detroit

Cleveland

Washington
St.

Louis

Sets
600,000
165.000
145,000
126.000
81.400
57.700
55,000
52.400

Month

!

1

Schenectady
Cincinnati
Buffalo
Minn.-St. Paul
Pittsburgh

1

24..500

1

1

23,000
23 .(h;o
2 1,.500
14.800
13.800
11.000
10,200
9.200
9.000
7,200
6,600
6.200
6.100
5,800
5.100
4,700
4.500
4,4o0
4.400
3
2.500

1

800

2
1
1
1

Toledo
Kiciunond
FI. Worth-Dallas

1
1

1

Atlanta
San Francisco
Louisville
Seattle

2

Dayton

2

1
1

1

Columbus
Memphis
Miami

1
1

1

Houston
New Orleans

1

1

Lake City

1

.

^

Erie

1

Syracuse

.

Albuquerque

>

’

Playing for Steaks

scarce,

move

a

the

in

NBC-TV

stage crew on a
airing of “Wlio Said
beat both en\cee Bob
1’rout
and J o h n C’ameron
Swayze. regular expert on the
panel, to the puncli.
recent

is

I

objects

lic

Commercial

strenuou.sly

to

sponsor’s
leyi with

After weeks of negotiation, rei>resentatives of unions in the As.sociated Actors and Artistes of Amer-

termined not to have their guests
dissipate their importance by doing too many such programs,
f'emme guests have been found
the most limited in number. Mak-

j
'

i

out of the studio

Trout

I

3..500

I

1.000
1.200

j

file

I

l<»

Swayze
a

member

imions.
points «»f

last

week

Key

agreement

t[»e

provide that members of 4 A unions
will hold cards in the new TV.\
and tliat video performers who are
not at present in a union will join
the ’rV’,4. Tlie fiew video union
will he headed by a 10-man exeeu-

I

tive hoard, composed of members
of 4\ unions, including American
Federation of Radio Artists, .\meiican Guild of Variety .Artists. Actors
R<iuity. American Guild of Musical
Artists and C’horus Equity.

.•»nd

nearby

circuit

from one program
would be enough to

I

went

up

j

restaurant.

presently are only
a comparative few. including Ilka
Cliase. Faye Emerson Roosevelt,
Elsa Maxwell, Dorotliy Kilgallen
and others.
Producers thought
originally that a change in gowns
ing

I

j

throughout the show. At signoff lime, though, the stagehands. w’ho had planted themselves. moved in on the steaks
first, picked them up and ran

seeing

setting
thority.

a 4. Vs Television AuPlan tor the new setup
lia.s been submitted to the 4.\ s international hoard and will also
have to IW accepted b> eouneils of

;

same faces on different sliows
week after week and are tiuis de-

i

reached an agreement

ica
j

!

showed

the
refrigerator (Cros“live” steaks in it.

Swayze and Trout eyed them

the

:

Issue still open is the question of
whether the 'I'V.A hoard will l>e

F^ht Tax on TV

filled

by proportional repre.sentaw hether member unions
have equal voices in the

tlon or
sliouid

another
make such

to

body.
AGV.A, it i.s reported, is
holding out for a P.R setup, heeau.se of its large memhersliip. Antime after time.
They have
Hollywood, May 24.
other disputed point is whether
found, however, that tlie costumCalifornia State As.sembly ComAFRA should have the right to baring problem hasn’t even come up mittee on Public Moral.s has
passed gain for announcers who
do TV
yet.
The faces and the personali- a bill requiring
tax on all
staff work hut whose main job is
ties of the femmes are what bewrestling
and boxing contracts
come immunized after too many inked with television stations. Bill AM. with AGVA favoring TV.A’s
appearances on the same type of has already passed the Senate and getting authority over these announcers.
show.
now goes to the Assembly,
Producer Fred Friendly of. NBCA.ssembly committee heard arguTV’s “Who Said That?” is now de- ments presented by Art
Westlund,
manding that any guest appearing prexy of the California State
on his program agree not to go on Broadcasters Assn.: Dick
Moore,
any similar show two weeks be- video legal coun.sel for ABC. and
fore or a week after h.s Saturday
Gayle Grubb, manager of KGO

i

700

Wrestling, Boxing

panelsters acceptable to the pul)-

I

1.700
1.800

trade

experts

panel

j

TliaC’’’

to sew up the
on an exclusive
basis.
Producers have found that,
with TV’s visual impact, the pul)-

on

I

20.000
13,400
13.000
6.200
4,500
13.700
3,700
3!400
4.100
2!900
siooo
3,000
3.200
2,200

lie

I

500

i

i

1,100
1.400

I

:

4..500
!

700
'

1,600
1.000

j

!

200
500

,

more

tionately

25!o()0

44..500

has

I

65,000

28.000
28,200

1

New Haven
Milwaukee

Salt

I.ast

squeeze

talent

the guest circuit on panel

hit

shows.
With the number of such
shows steadily increasing and acceptable guests becoming propor-

;

Over

No. of

To Iron Out Representation Problem
f

Television

now

'

Inc.

No. of

4A s Agree on New Video Setup; StiO

OOEST EIPEOTS
,

27

!

I

100
100

Vidpic Producers

'

|

I

1.60.5.600

208,400

7.500
3.500
2.600

1..500

1..500

1..500

1 .500
1.300

800

900
400
800

night airer.
Friendly considers
the guests he uses as a stock company and thus believes he should
have exclusive use of their services.
According to Friendly, the
situation will get wor.se this summer because many panel shows
are on tap as summer replacement
programs.
In addition, many of
the regular guest
will be vaca-

37.700

100

tioning.

i

Sub-total

61

OTHER CITIES
Providence

.

.

Wilmington
Oklaiioma City
Lancaster
Rochester
Indianapolis

San Diego
Others

100
1.300

1.662.000

a result, Friendly said,

must

be

Some producers

are

sewed

even considering parting their guesters on

BM Video

However,
problem
of
rights
might interfere with nabe showings
with remote producers, especially
in
spoil.s.
wanting higher payments. Newsreels, facing declining
niarket already, would certainly
object to multiple runs, when they
are paying for news rights of same
subject.
While not s.T.ving now’
that subsequent showings
cut info buying of shorts, it

sumed

would
is

as-

it
would materially
of supplementary product.
As yet.
has not set its
first
tele
feature
for
Chicago,
but negotiations are still on for the
Charles-Wolcott fight and a stage
revue. June 16,

slash

(hat

u.se

“There are absolulcMy no films
produced specifically tor tele withthe budget range of local video

in

WOR

stations,” says tlic
cxcc. “Yon
ean buy series of 26 or 52 programs, hut the cost is anywhere
from $6,500 to $25,000 per chapter,
wh it’ll can he afforded only by a

j

B&K

WPIX’s Sports Accent
N. Y. Daily News’. W'PIX roundout its summer sports .schedule
this week with the signing of a pact
to

cover

matclies

Arena.

Saturday nigirt boxing
from Ridgewood Grove
That gives the station

either boxing or wrestling coverage every niglit but F'riday and
Sunday, in addition to pickups of
all
N. Y. Giants’ home baseball

games.
Saturday night bouts, teeing off
this week (28t, feature Metropolitan AAU Aghters. Jack McCarthy
Is slated to handle
the blow-byblow. New schedule gives the station 119 separate sports events between Saturday and Sept. 10, including 35 during August alone.

national

.same capacit.v for tlie net’s Coast
He will ride
television operation.

17 EASTERN OUTLETS

ol

Harry

Witt,

manager

I

I

;

lets

Permanent

cast

ACTION’ IN NBC IMPASSE
More than
tors Guild

day

WBNS-TV

unanimously voted ^Mon<231.

gy committee

i.s

1

with a radio audition platter with
which he traveled to outlets. Nine
of the stations have spon.sors.

mem-

empowering the
deemed

Test
Sept.

pattern,

probably

“will
1

1

to 15.”

NBC-TV
a

to negoti-

strike.

leaders emphasized that
the strike vote was taken by the
entire guild and not just the NBCTV members. The union’s strate-

1

I

5’oik

Union

Piogre.NS report in its nionthlv
on series. Program starts June
on 17 eastern outlets. Show has bulletin reveals that WBNS-TV.
Columbus Dispatch station
the
weeks
for
on
all
inked
52
been
Boston. May 24.
directing here, expects to he on the air
I.atest survey of video distribu- stations. Rob Tamsey
”
f)cl.
"around
Installation of
producing
lelCochran
Eddie
and
sets
intors in area puts figure on
antenno transmission line will bestalled at 81.400 in Greater Bo.ston. en.se r
June
1.
around
gin
stations
program
to
McCune
sold
homes
W'ith
in
Of the.se. 76.R7H are
j

niglil

wise to compel
ate,” including

Looks Set for Det,
Columbus. May 24.

j

In public places.
This Is an Increase of more than
1,000 sets since April survey.

New

council to “take any acti«>n

Hub’s 81,400 Sets

4.514

10(1

bers of the Radio-Televi.sion Direc-

on McCune show

includes Sara Berner. Artluir Q.
Bryan. Frank Nelson and Bill Demling. Preston Foster i.s initial guest

of

tele .station liere.

are availalile.

DIRECTORS VOTE ‘ANY

WTCN-TV

plans to begin telecasting in July after being moved
into new quarters.
Test telecasting already has started and W'l'CN
gram, which will bring in from cameras Iasi week did an intra$100 to $500 per showing, accord- mural stint at Minneafiolis Star
ing to the market size.
and Tribune open house.

York.
Deals are now being negotiated
with comedy stars recentl.v acquired h,\ tiic network fof kineAckerman s
.scoping in the fall.
new duties do not conflict with

CBS

Post

AM

station.

Hollywood. May 24.
Hank McCune has .sold his situation comedy show to I'J television
stations. McCune is filming pro-

New

tho.se

WTCN

network.

”

Minneapolis. May 24.
Sherman K. Headley, St. Paul
has been nam«*d WTCN television
producer by F, Van Konynenhurg.
veepee and general manager of

McCUNE SHOW GETS

herd over programs developed here
for the skein and outside packages
that will be kinescoped for the
Appointment was
eastern web.
made by .lack Van Volkenberg.
CBS tele head, who is here from

the

Headley’s

or

TV

CBS Tele

set.

advertiser

Most of the packagers I’ve talked
to have only a single audition pic,
whicli means that the rest of the
series is a lilind article. It .seems
that none of the packagers is willing to invest his own coin, hut
wants tlie stations to pay tlie full
cost of production.
The
package r.s, according to
Livingston, want immediate profits
and don’t look to the future when
many more stations will operate.
They haven’t learned the lesson of
transcription agencies, lie says,
W’ho amortize tiie'r costs over a
long period of time. In addition,
the vidpic outfits should send men
on the road to sell their product
to local advert i.sers, and then place
their sliows on whatever local out-

Ackerman Heads

Hollywood, lias been given the vision
added duty of functioning in the

program

summer.

traveling

in

Norman

h>

commerciat

coast-to-coast junket, including visits to many TV stations as preparation for the debut of WOR-'l’V lliis

j

Coast

vidpie produ-

of WOR. N Y.. when he
tlie National Television
Film (’ouncil tomorrow (Tluirs. ».
Livingston recently completed a

:

Chicago. May 24.
John Ralahan, head of Balaban
& Katz tlieatres here, said if video
features were important enough,
they would be taken off the Chicago theatre large tele screen and
rushed to nabe houses of tlie cliain
witliin the next few hours.

at

leveled

manager

[

In

he

will

addres.ses

NOTRE DAME GAMES

Instead of
permanent basis.
the circuit, the experts
RC.\ has bought television rights
would then be committed only to to five Notre Dame football games
Detroit. May 24.
Television
is
helping Detroit the one program and would be put next season, all of which will he
on a rotating schedule so that they played in cities connected to the
lianclils ply tlicir trade.
Owner of a grocery store and his would appear no more than 10 or ea.stern-midwest coaxial cable. Cost
friend wore concentrating on a 12 times a year. In that. way. it is for the rights is $50,000.
Games will probably he carried
television screen at the rear of the believed, their value would be pre<20'
when two served permanently. No objection on NBC-TV. which has had all RCA
Friday
store
masked bandits walked in and would be made to their doing tele hilling to date, including the
scooped $1,100 in cash and $150 in otlier type video programs but current “Kukla, Fran and Ollie’’
they would not fie permitted on show.
Lineup includes the ND
checks from the till.
game with North Carolina from
'I'hen they interrupted the video any other panel show.
Biggest competition for gue.sts Yankee Stadium, N. Y.. plus a
fans long enough to get a diamond
now lies with “Who Said That?’’, couple of games from the Irish
ring and a sapphire stickpin.
ABC-TV’s “Celcbritv Time" and home field at South Bend. Ind.,
NBC-TV’s “Leave It to the Girls.’’ which is connected via special mitelevcrsion of Martha Rountree’s cro-wave facilities to Chicago, from
Other panel shows where the games can be fed to the
A.M package.
sucli
as
Meets
the network.
“Author
RCA recently abandoned its plan
Critics." “Americana.” etc., do not
face the problem since they use to .stage, a top-budgeted vaudeo
on
NBC-TV Wednesday
eillier a permanent panel or else show
can go far afield for a wide choice night.s opposite CBS-TV’s Arthur
Average pay to the Godfrey. J. Walter Thompson is
of guests.
Hollywood. May 24.
guests on the programs facing the the RC.A agency.
Harry Ackerman, director of squeeze is $1.50 per week or their
CBS net w (Ilk programs originating choice of a prize, such as a tele-

for Blast

strong blast

Livingston,

RCA’S TELE RIGHTS TO
!

a

Again

cers

up

now.

215,000

TV Blamed

Nabes to Share

As

experts

Due
A

actually calls for 5'"r tax to be
levied on promoters, television will
be the one hit by upped prices
on rights to events. Execs also related that bill is discriminatory in
that it taxes only two sports, leaving others a clear field.

.s

the

Total

and KGO-TV, San Francisco, prior
to passing on bill.
Trio argued that though bill

:

the bulletin .says,
begin by around
^

is

now considering

action open since the talks with
the web were broken off two weeks
ago.
The RTDG claims lan “overwhelming majority” of the 40 directorial employees of NBC-TV’t
N. Y, headquarters.

WcJaec^ay, May 25, 1949

but

^ know they're

we

we knew a

lliouglit

From

all

kinds of

popular influence

But no kind

Any more

great deal about

statistics

we knew

American

in

more than ever!

listening

why people

listen to the radio.

that Radio has been the

life in

most

the present century.

of statistics can ever define the structure of a love affair.

than they can fully explain

more involved with Radio than ever

why more Americans today

are

before.

What, for instance, made the American people add 13 million
radio sets

last

year to the 77 million they

What made them

listen to these sets

owned

more than

the year before?

the year before
>

.

— /<#r an average of 4 hours and 25 minutes a day?
y

t

And why

did they do this extra listening in the face of having

more things

to

do — like reading bigger and

fatter

many

newspapers and

magazines, watching television, having more cars to ride in?

W hate\cr

the reason, the result

is

that the

network advertiser

getting bigger audiences today than ever before,' and
at less cost

— 6%

And we

^ know they

Because

CBS

less

still

listen to

Binir Croshv.

CBS most

!

has the best things to listen to: programs like

more

to

them

getting

is

than in 1947.

My

Suspense and Godfrey; Jack Benny,

and

is

come

this fall like

Friend Inna and

Lux Theatre,

Amos

V Andy;

Edgar Bergen, Burns and Allen,

fhoucho Marx and Red Skelton.

'And also because they can hear

powerful and hest balanced

ThaCs why CBS has the
average audience,

ThaCs why CBS

CBS

better, since

it

has the most

facilities in all radio.

largest audiences,

and the highest

in all radio.

delivers these audiences to advertisers today

at the lowest cost in all radio

— and why advertisers

sponsor

more time on CBS than on any other network,
1'hat‘s wliy in all

llie latest

reports,

by every count, both Hooper and
«•

KicCt'ii,

CBS

has the “No. Imposition

among

all

networks.

-for the

largest audiences in the world
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CLIFF EDWARDS

SKATING FOLLIES

SHOW

With Patricia Carroll. Joan Weat- With Eddie Fellows. Tony Mottola
I'ORUM
eiiberg, Nat Steinberg, others
Trio
With Senator Hugh Scott, SenaProducer-Director: Franklin Heller
tor J. Howard McGrath: Theo- Producer: Alan Lawrence
Director: Jack Murphy
15 Mins.: Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:45
dore Granik. moderator
Producer: Ralph Burgin

(»U

30 Mins.: Sun., 3

Sustaining
WPIX, N. Y.
Roller skating, one of the more
popular participant sports, can be
made into (Irstrate video fare.
The elements of ballet, wire sweep
motion and production and
of
background, can be combined for
audience getting television. However. the ambitious WPIX production of ‘‘The 1949 Skating Follies"
with an amateur cast di.ssipated
its chances of bitting top-drawer
fodder because of unimaginative
production and obscure camera
work.
The show put on by the United

p.in.

Sustaining

NBC. from Washington
“.Viiicrican
Tlicodore Granik’s
Television Forum" will help raise
video’s 1. Q. to an adult level.
Like its radio counterpart. “The
American Forum of the Air." this
is anoth(M- top discussion airer concerned \\ith fundamental issues of
the day.
In this case, no attempt

made

add any specific
sight ingredients, aside from the
straightforward focussing on the

lias be«*n

to

participant.^. It's a right technique
e.\cessive movement of the
distract from
the understanding of the ideas.
The jilain sight of the speakers is

since

cameras would only

p.m.
Sustaining

CBS-TV, from N.

Y.

Ukelele Ike") Edwards,
whose show business career spans
a couple of decades, has always
managed to maintain his youthful
demeanor. He rose to popularity
during the "flaming youth” era and
despite nostalgic elements in his
work, he still retains his appeal for
the younger elements,
Edwards’ video turn is a pleasant. unostentatious 15-minute bit
with assists from the former child
screen star. Edith Fellows, who has
since been in legit and vaude. Each
contribute a pair of well-executed
Clift

(‘

tunes. Edwaids liiiting it nicely
Owners Assn., from with straight renditions coupled
Parkway Rink (Brook- with his trick falsetto, while Miss
lyn'. Sunday (22' had some spar- Felh)ws does a pair of standards.
kling
roller
experts,
including The Tony Mottola Trio is in the
amateur title-holders. There were background,
Edwards makes a pitch for the
orod'.iction numbers by a fairly

States Rink
the Eastern

good enough.

The preem
brought together
the leaders of the Democratic and
Republican parties for an important
review of President
Truman’s "fair deal” program.
Granik jiosed the crucial questions

Mins., Sun. 10 p.m.

<22*

|

large
line,
plus
fetching
solo older listener in his last number.
However, rou- On initial show he did a remini.son taxes, labor, bousing and civil and group turns.
tining was such as to make the cence of Eddie Leonard in blackrights with Sens. Hugh Scott and .1.
face and for future shows will take
Howard McGrath, national com-| hour-session monotonous. Several showbusiness
stories and suggested
mittee chairmen of the Republi-' pcrfoiinefs did similar routines
tunes sent in by listeners Jose.
can and Democratic parties respc'c- and the camera had a tough time
following
the
group
numbers
betively. vigorously teeing off on'
each other.
Granik errs on the cause of wide area of operations. LINCOI.N PARK ZOO
Nat Steinberg’s emceeing slowed
side of delicacy by his consistent
With Jim Hurlbut, Marlin Perkin.s
practice of switching the speakers up the proceedings considerably. Producer-Director: Reinald Werto another problem as soon as the Immediately upon conclusion of a
renrath, Jr.
number,
camera
panned
on
him.
discussion becomes hot.
.On the
30 Mins.. Sun., 6 p.m.
opening sliou'T^d least, he had More speed might have been at- Sustaining
two experienced and expert de- tained had the off-stage announce- WNBCL Chicago
baters and should have given them ments b('en used while performers
WNBQ has figured out a natural
directly
into
their
roufre«‘ rein to chop each otlier down. went
for kids in this interview-style
During the last 10 minutes of tines. Steinberg’s pronunciation of show' from the Chi zoo.
Park
“champeen
was
somewhat
jarth<*
jirogram. questions were indirector Marlin Perkins spiels easvited from a studio audience that ring.
ily about zoo residents, using live
Patricia
Carroll
and
Joan specimens
was loaded with important polifor demonstrations.
ticic.ns
and bureaucrats.
They Westenberg did some standout
Format is simple but effective.
domin.ated the floor to the unfortu- skate-work during session. Jose.
Interviewer Jim Hurlbut lines up
nate exclusion of the average man’s
a few small fry. introduces teleopinion.
Herni.
viewers to Perkins, and supplies
GRENNAN DESSERT PARTY
With Tommy Riggs, the Honev- helpful questions while Perkins explains why certain animals have
dreamers
THE M.XR.SIIALL FAMILY
their colors, sizes and characterisM'itli Itlary Cronlnger. Ted Beebe, Producer-Director: Greg Garrison
”

Bobby Roach, Dodo Eisenstein,
others
Writers: Ted Beebe, Mary Cronineer
Director; Paul Krauss
Li
Mins,.
Mon. - Wed. - Fri.,
(>:l.i

from

O.

(

hamster,

Specimens covered were

quintet, salv'aged this musical

p.m.

1*.\(’KING

tics.

(Youvq & Rubicnm)
Honeydreamers. a capable vocal

^

TOBIN
WUGB,

15 Mins.. Thurs., 9 p.m.

WENR-TV. Chicago

GRENNAN CAKES

Schenectady

a

solid

show

commercial cake-eat-

ing contest.

television scri;»l originated
Premiere showed a difterent for"The Marshall Familx" has mat in whicli camera ushered viewa so.ip opei'a hirmat
into which ers into an apartment style setting,
I'ui'ical numbers are im'oi por.Ued. with the quintet acting as
hosts!
It’s
a
loosely
knit
aff;Jii.
mod- They sang several numbers, and
First

here.

—

cratclx cnlcrlaiiiing
on Uie basis
of tli(‘ first
three
installments.
One of the best features is the

introduced

Tommy

Higgs’ ventrilo-

a

golden

act.

.

1.

*

•

flash.

Prime

shortcoming,

staged by Pauline Koner
W'oultl
however, have been much belter had it
stuck
to telling the Lewis Carroll
classic
entirely in dance fonn. as "Crvstil
Ball” was originally set up
AVit
was. the best features of the
show

Berle’s repeated habit of stepping on lines and/or inaking it appear that his colleagues fluffed.
Whether accidental or actual, the
impression is negative: niakes it
appear that Berle is milkin’ too
much and. mayhaps. to the irritation of his confreres. Pseudo-fluffs
have made for som* sort of “inside” laugh, but even the rehearsed
fluff is now an overly familiar deis

pair ol films, "The Way to Fortune”
An idea: how' about a little more
and one of the old silent Brainy
Bobby series with added commen- extensive golfing in.struction on
TV? The gue.sting on the Ed Sullltary. Both of thc.'se L5-minute feavan CBS “Toast of the Town” Sunturettes lack individuality, “Forjday night by Craig Wood and
tune,” telling of a pair of CaliforClaude Harmon of the Winged
nia badmen of the ’80s who snag
Foot Country Club pointed up
the profit.s of a goldstrike after
strongly the saleahilitv of golfing
killing off the rightful prospectors,
in.struction on tele.
There’s some
lacked point.
Even the crime- of it
already around, hut right now
doesn’t-pay angle didn’t make itit seems more a matter of
projectself too evident inasmuch a.s the
ing the golfing personality rather
surviving baddie died of old age
than any concrete teaching, as was
after ama.ssing a fortune.
the case of Wood and Harmon.
I

!

I

'

I

t

’’

.s

,

1

and

i.s

gab.

On

now being

Di.stnct Court in Philadelphia
Wliether televi.sion film producers will utilize the

opening program. McCarthy brought on .some officials of
the

i

were the sets, which utilized neativ
some moving backdrops rolled in
on a runway.
Program had its other good
points, such a.s the fade-in
tee^

i

Inside Television

.

j

nique used for the Cheshire Cat
but transmitted too little of
the
Berle has been given to this story’s Inherent charm.
Bainbi
Linn handled both her terping and
for some weeks.
lines capably, hut M aker Treacher
was wasted as the Cat. Rest of
Fireside Theatre is still pitching the cast, all occupants
of "Wonderexperimental shows over WNBT. land.” were okay.
Tuesday’s (17» session comprised a

•

.

j

vice.

TV Bow

,

1

1

opo.ssum, kinkajou, red
fox.
Perkins’ table top was the
demon.stration lab. which afforded
excellent view of critters. Camera
The oldlime silent comedy, with
then shifted to outdoor cages at
added soundtrack, is by now a
feeding time, when animals were
standard idea. Tliis short wasn’t
on the prowl.
Kids will like the ea.sygoing con- punched up loo imaginatively with
its commentary.
There were motinuity. and the remarks of exments when the olT-.screen voice
pert Perkins, who is one of the
was
reaching
and
the antics of
outstanding zoo directors of the
Brainy Bobbie, hot stuff 30 years
country.
Informal touches help
ago,
doesn’t
seem
to
make for good
alorvg the action.
Samples: hamster climbing up and down Perkins' burlesque malorial for video.

,

t

Milton Berle again evidenced straight humor.
Idea should na*
he’s running out of material with off on both counts, since
that vaudeville cavalcade last Tues- demonstrated good’ talents
a, ^
•
day. Apart from relatively unim- comedian.
His stint. In whlrh Ha ..
portant captiousness anent includ'le
W’as
ing Jolson in the Palace all-timers! matched in a boxing lesson aeainc!
(Jolson and Will Rogers never Buddy Baer, who towered at* ^1a!!!*
v cISl
^^
'n
1..
n
a
played the bigtime flagship), Berle a foot above ti'm, telegraoIieif'lS
“•
Hino but still drew
has been doing more and more of ending
^
••
laughs. Program.
these "idea” sequences. Theory is *•
meanwhile
Von*
,
tinues
as one of the hrighte
good. And b.>' and large it came
show's on TV.
Guestar Patricia
off' well, w'ith Pat Rooney 3d doubling as his dad; Georgie Price and Bright did some excellent imper,
Berle doubling a.s the blackface sonations for one of the ques mn.
comics (Cantor, Eddie Leonard and and Bud Collyer maintained ?hf
spot he s built as a capable
Jolson), but others were NSG. Soph
eViS
was good; the Durante NG; the
Blackburn Twins on the forepart
“Alice in Wonderland.” done
show (with Janet Blair) did the CBS-TVs "Through the
CmhS
Mosconis, which probably meant Ball”
Monday nigiu (23i
little one way or the other to the neither straight dance nor
straight
anH thus WOUIld
new generation. But on the whole story and
Up
it
was an entertaining, nostalgic much of anything. Choreography*

Honeydreamer.s showed sleeve: opossum growling through
camera-wise technique in their a muzzle; red
fox .scrambling on
Ballet in its true form finall.v
advci-tisin.g. overlong and o\cr in- singing, looked good and .sang
well lop of table.
got a crack at television Sunday
sistent though that be.
Advan- when given half a chance by^the
Camcrawi.se. the animals did a night (22', when the Ballet Theatre
tages of televi.sion over radio in continuity.
Guest Tommy Riggs, cooperative job of keeping
in the made its first TV appearance on
xisualizing a product are sfrikinglv along with his invisible sidekick.
lens.
Some difficulty in viewing NB(.' tele’s “Drama Theatre” series.
evident.
Belt.v Lou. seemed out of place bewas c.'iused by outdoor cages Without the usual trick camera
arious
dishes
cau.se
of
prepared
limited action, although
by
had wii*e netting between the effects interfering with the dance,
Mary C’roningcr (who presents a Riggs himself was amusing with his whjch
bars, which might be solved bv a the viewers were able to
devote
bouseludcl program via VV’GY under tw in voice routine.
platform lens.
Mart.
their full attentions to the show
nom (le radio of “Mary Cherry"'
Overall picture of program, howitself, and it was gooc^
Program
with ,sponsoi'’s "First Prize Bacon" ever. has the sponsor’s product,
proved, in iael, that there is a
used .arc enticingly appetizing. Of which was clearly the dominant
definite place for straight ballet
course, dramatized poi'tion suifer.s theme* ol show.
Oneida’s
Televiewers who
on TV if the production crew knows
trom f.jct gal. who plays the e.sehew desserts will gel a bit
Oneida. N.Y.. May 24.
what it is doing.
nuMher. steps out of character to weary of hearing about cakes;
ISIyron J. Kallet, owner of a
In this case, it was producer Vic
t.piel.
watching them, and seeing cast
chain of filmhouses in upslale Now McLeod and director (larrv SimpFirst and third episodes pivoted members gulp them down.
around a wig ordered for the baldCamera crew bad trouble with York and Pennsylvania and of son. working with BT’s"^ Dmitri
ing Ted Bechc.
group shots, and could have helped radio station WKAL in Home, Romanolf. who rale bows lor the
It
is the initial
inst.ancc on WRGB where a per- viewers by more medium shots of went
into the TV business last way the show was handled. Cameras, for the most part, merely
sonal characteristic of a performer Honeydreamers.
Excessive close- week, signing up with NBC.
has been used for comedy.
ups
of
group
singing
Kallefs
cut
new- TV station. WKTV. picked up the action from the
lna.soff vocalmuch as Beebe is co-scripler, he ists at either end of range.
slated to open in September, will stage, making good use of a lens
placed slightly above stage-level
cannot kick.
Both stanzas were
Mart.
operate on Channel 13
for the longer .shot.s. Only tricks
lightly amusing. On second block,
involved were several duaT camera
the familv background was emeffects used for "Pas de Quatre."
ployed to set the stage for a "resecond of the two ballet.s perliearsal" by Sam Catalano’.s teenlormed. and they improved treage band. I’liis was not too conmendously on the original stage
\ incing.
but music came tlirougli
Number of daytime women’s show hitting the television
presentation.
fairly well.
I^acking,
how'cver,
airwaves durng recent months has given rise to a new racket
was the "leel’’ and reaction that
Sciial probably will improve as
in the trade Manuconies with a lye studio audience.
the actois groove int»i their roles lacturors of hou.sehold products, with no solicitation,
approach
Hie
and if ever a TV show needs it,
and the cameia work
stations with he alleged thought of sponsoring
such shows but ask for it’s
a ballet concert. The midriff
Ibiliiv and imagination,
Lighl ing a chance first to showca.se their products to determine
whether thi was static, with an
at times is not sharp.
announcer enJaco.
the money.
Eager to get the business, the sta tering
for tlie bridging spill.
ion.s give them a iD-ininute spot
at no charge, after which
the prosBallet Tlieatre dancers, ofcour.se,
peelive hankrollers are never heard from
again.
.lOLT.S AND JABS
had much to do witli the succes.s
Similar practice has been staiMt'd with sponsors
With .lack .>lrCiirth.v
who have bought time for the alleged purpo.'-e of already on the air, of the venture. Igor Vouskcvitcii,
L> .Mins.: .Mon, 8:30 p.m.
.showcasing different Nana Gollner. Edward C'aton. Nicprogram
formats
to determine which to srhcdule
Sustaining
regularly.
Sponsors olas Orloff and Paul Godkin were
and their ad agencies are thus able to get indie
WI»I.\. \.
package producerss to standout in “l.a Fille Mai Gardee
age shows lor them practically for nothing
This is an okay warmup to “•
While the P**tKa„ei
paeka^r
«Ots an impressionistic tale of a French
..
VVPLX's coverage uf the summer the ehaneg for an on-lhe-air presentation ot, his ideas, the spon.sor is peasant gal trying to marry the
man she loves. Even better, thougli.
boxing sea.son at the Coney I.sland able to save considerable nionev
was Hie "Pas de Quadre.” a .straight
Velodrome. Conducted in the ring
censorship boards are precluded from censor
classic
Ix'fore the card opems. .show feadarue
featuring
Diana
tures interviews of as.sorted per.sonVance.
Jocelyn
V n
Vollinar
alities hy Jack McCarthy, a smooth
and Jacqueline Dodge.
T liat lade-in and fade-out
and witty operator who peps up
of tlie
tour dancers over the w.k. painting
the verbal encounters. Rut as far
A. h. ( hialoh was
as the interviewees are concerned,
excellent'
excellent;
,,
ditto Hie NBC oreh.
the program’s title is a misnomer
under tlie
-levision film, assuming baton of BT’s
r,..
t
since it’s mostly heavy on cliches
.Max Goberman.
asiiert sueh power.
The question
(|ui.st

Comment

Tele Follow-up

I

:

Otherwise, the Sullivan show was
marked by an unusual spotlighting

!

of Jane Kean, singer-comedienne,
slated to replace Nancy Walker in
".Along Fifth Avenue.” Broadway
revue; the douhletalking A1 Kelly,
the novelty acros of Ladd Lyon,
and the nifty ventro of Paul

Winchell.

Owen

identified

from

%

it.iKr

Pierce Baker Scliool of Drama at
Yale.
He ma<le liis Hollywood
l)ow in "All Qiiiel on Hie Western
Front” and suhsecjnently appeared
in many pictures. last of which was

“Knute Hockne, .All-American,”

re-

leased by Warners, in 1940.
Broadway, he appeared in

On
‘‘The

Barker.” “Jezebel” with .Miriam
Hopkins, and “The Solid South”
Bette Davis.
His last Broadway show was “Mr. and Mrs.

witli

Norfli.”

He was

straw'liat

work,

every

summer

active

al.so

in

appeared
years at the

having

for

Lakewood theatre

1

1

in

Skowhegan,

Me.

His radio programs included
the old Rud'’ Vallee .sTiovv. "Those
We Love." "TIiq Circle. "Goldbergs” and otliers.
After breaking in with NBC-TV,
Davis was named director of program preparation and procurement two years ago. in wliich po.st
lie supervised all easting, writing
and obtaining of seripis for dramatic programs.
He l.'Hler was
named an exec producer, reporting directly to the well’s program
”

chief.

Surviving,
parents,

in

to

addition
hrotlier.

a

is

his

Donald,

producer on ABC-

World

Video
TV’s "Actors Studio."
Ross, who had been with NBC-

TV

for

the

working on

last

sets

year. Iiad been
for Hie lir.st tele

presentation of the Ballet Tlieatre
at tlie time of his death- Program,
using his sets, was aired Sunday
niglit
liis

llion.

as .scheduled.
motlier. Mrs. A.
N.Y.. survives.

H.

Ross of

Funt’s ‘Candid Camera’

fouglit before the

Ritchie,

Davis, Jr.

C'ontliiiit'ri

In

NBC-TV Bow

Sun.

as Hie
“Johnston Office"
Chevrolet Man” via the series of
Allen Fount’s "Candid Camera.”
or a simih^ organization for clearing their pictures
is another qiie.stion
the Coney I.sland Chamber of Comweather spots featuring him over
lai.sed hy Warner, which he think.s will l.ave
televersion of hi.s erstv^liile “Canto
await the luriner
ineice avIio di.scoursed on Gotham’s
further cteveldevel mo.sl stations during the last year
did Microplione” radio show, "ill
old swimming hole
Sport angle.s ooment of the video film industry.
••ve appearance on
As to the possibility of a ctnle for Hie television industry
were given a light once-over but
Winner Take All” over CBS-TV he launched Suiulav (.29' on NBCWarner
greater accent will be placed on siiggest.s that a trade organization’s standards would undoubtedll fur- Saturday night (21).
TV in the 7;30 to 8 slot. I’rogram
Move
wa.s
taken by Campbell - Ewald pro- replaces
this aspect in future shows. ASR nt.sh guidance to both the TV film producer and the station
Hartmans." o"
"Tlie
"But it is
ducer
ligJiters received a big free ride the Commi.ssion in its overall review ot program .service "
Leo Langlois to build which Textron is bowing out as
he asserts
Ritchie s identification with the spon.sor.
w hicli will prescribe the ultimate standards of the
M'itli McCarthy handing them out
.
television and
^ tel^
as gifts to the participants. 1er>n.
Vision film industries.”
product
and also to
"Camera” is to comprise ha**
utilize his zany characterization
for live presentation and lialf hi****
,

'

.

I

I

I
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that sold in good times for $12, .500
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WNEW RESUMES PITCH

NAB Prepping

and writing budgets are being
pared in proportion to other slic-

Comment

Follow-up

i

C'ontlnued from paf*

FOR A 50KW. GRANT

U

swing over to ture Programs, and John L. Sinn,
stein, pi'oduced and dir»‘oled by college students was sincere and television or double over to it but prexy. World Broadcasting System.
Miinan Brown, depicted the plight creative, with Carlotta Sherwell it’ll be years before it pays off as Successful formulae of recorded
Roles of munificently as radio. You fellows
ol tiu* war unfortunates tlirough neatly handling the lead
programs will be presented by Dick
lack of funds to move them to the four men were capably played have got to adjust yourselves to
Redmond, program director of
Israel and furnishing the where- by Bill Griffis and Delmar Neutz- the changing conditions.
was WHP. Harrisburg, Pa., and John
(It
the
them
after
sustain
withal t«)
man. both pros. The script, how- even hinted that they’ve been
Tinnea,
assistant director of KWK,
Jolie ga\e great ever. while capturing the Weltsch- overpaid these many years'. Think
initial hurdje.
varmth to his appeal for funds merz of a romantic young artist, it over, fellows, and start living St. Louis.
It
all
and narration of stan/a
Topnotch news men from the
was gushy in its preoccupation like the rest of us <a couple of
tame off as good listener hail.
with her search for “warmth and
dozen writers have been earning w ire services will include John M.
understanding, truth and friendthree times as much as the men Cooper, director, radio department,
Mutual’s “Experience Speaks’ ship.”
who run the radio departments for INS: Phil Newsom, UP radio news
stanza, which is bowing out May 27
manager, and Tom O’Neill, news
NBC’s “Radio City Playhouse" the big agencies*.”
at the end of its 13-\vcek cycle,
“Thanks, fellers.” chorused the director. AP.
packed a full quota of human in- offered a dramatic psychological
Talks on public interest prowriters
when
the
meeting
broke
terest yarns into 30 minutes Fri- thriller Monday i23». “Murder is
Rex Howell,
day (20>. Highlight of the show was a Matter of (Opinion.” Carefully up. meanwhile muttering to them- grams will be given by
general
manager, KFXJ, Grand
selves,
“they
can’t
do
that
to
us.”
25pieced-together
plot
was
the
story
the dramatic statement by a
Ernie
Brevik of
Junction, Colo.;
year-old cured leper, who said he of two brothers, college students,
WDAY. Fargo. N. D.. and Ed
had to use an alias because of so- who argue about capital punishmangeneral
Wheeler,
assistant
ciety’s fear and misunderstanding ment. the older favoring it and the
ager. WW.r. Detroit.
saying that sometimes
of tile disease. In the Carville. La., younger
Vs.
vicjustice
goes
awry
and the innocent
leprosarium, he said. 37 cured
planning proPossibilities
in
Continued from paxe 2?
tims of the disease have to stay on. are punished. To prove their cases,
grams for television will be given
because no one would give them they stage a mock killing, but the was that Willard’s lagging
of TV the Clinic by Charles A. Batson,
employment under the misconcep- younger lad is actually killed and as “Destiny’s tot”
w’as a challenge editor of NAB’s continuing report
older
brother
caught
tion that they would infect others. the
by
on video. Other talks will be given
He was followed by U. S. Sen. circumstantial evidence. Bill Lip- to the TBA. which is planning to by Edgar Bill, prexy of WMBD.
add
some
high-priced
toppers in a
Claude Pepper, who appealed for ton turned in a slick performance
Peoria. 111.; Chuck Worce.ster. farm
rooting out “these fal.se ideas and in the lead, with Michael O’Day drive for industry leadership. AcLee
gave details of a bill he is spon.sor- giving full support as the younger cording to this view. NAB .strategy director. WMT, Cedar Rapids;
ing to treat lepers in ordinary hos- boy. Jules Archer’s story drew full will be to attract the teleca.sters Little, general manager. KTUC.
and
Howard
Tucson;
Royal
V.
with
the
line
that
it
is
the
broadsuspense
homes.
values
pitals and
from the situation
Another high spot was a return and dealt realistically with the casters’ representative while TBA Neal McNaughton of the NAB ento the show of Sgt. George Caron, relationship between the brothers. includes competitive interests, gineering department.
such as set manufacturers and pictail-gunner on the B-29 which
dropped the ftr.st atom bomb on
ture companies.
Hiroshima, and Mrs, Kay PalichiMaurice Mitchell, head of the
koff Drago, who told of the deNAB’s newly organized Broadcast
ing’
Sisson
struction she saw when the A-bomb
Advertising Bureau, said that AM
Continued from paxe
Continued
from page 23
te 25 as—
devastated the Japanese city. Carol
is
“healthy, strong, grow'ing and
Stone, now in “High Button Shoes”
Stanton,
former radio effective.” Radio’s biggest spend- speaking rep.s of the foreign counon Broadway, related' how she Samish.
ers today, he declared, are the re- tries will Lake part in a typical
started out as the “ugly duckling” account exec on the Lucky Strike
tail advertisers and the BAB will Town Hall forum,
which will be
of the Fred Stone family but finally budget for Foote, Cone & Belding
put into time-salesmen’s hands “cf- recorded and flown back for broadhad
with
been
D-F-S
for
the
past
clicked in show biz. Other segments offered a blind pianist who six years. He has already checked fective tools to attract retailers at cast here. For airing overseas, the
He di.scu.ssions will be restaged, with
told how his Seeing Eye dog res- out. with no announcement of the local community level.”
added that BAB would work on the foreign speakers using their
cued him from a fire, a woman taxi future affiliation.
driver who was a test pitot for
Storrs Haymes. formerly with standard rate-cards and contracts native tongue and the American
Fokker, lan Italian bagpiper, and Compton agency, is moving into for TV.
speakers’ views being translated.
Amy Sedell, who did a five-minute D-F-S as supervisor of daytime
In France the UN’s simultaneous
commercial in 60 seconds.
show’s, with Samish continuing in
translation-headset system will be
the top radio-TV spot.
used.
“Radio X.’’ experimental stanza
Stanton was originally with Lord
Junket w’ill take 65 days, from
on WNYC, N.Y., offered “Three & Thomas and after his F-C-B
June 25 to Sept. 5, with the first
Continued from paxe 22
Dimensional,” a production of the career he moved to Blackett.
broadcast to originate from LonSarah Lawrence Radio Workshop Sample & Hummer! in Chi. then ing cast will continue to broadcast don July 5. Topic tentatively set
directed
by
Mitchell
Grayson, checking in with D-F-S.
the radio show from Hollywood but for the British program is the govThursday (19). The vehicle was a
Wilfred Robert, Sisson’s assistant an entirely different cast will per- ernment’s socialized medicine polistream-of-consciousness narrative,
at Pedlar & Ryan, will take over form the family comedy in New' cy.
Other subjects are being sugw ith brief snatches of remembered
York, to be kinescoped for non- ge.sted by listeners, foreign embasdialog
and action filtering in as head of radio-TV. though not
through the mind of a troubled as an officer of the company, with network stations. Irving Brecher. sies and public affairs officers.
Cities to be visited include Lonyoung sculptress. It carried dra- Betty Shay continuing as super- package owner and producer of
“Riley,” will alternate between the don. Paris. Brus.sels, Berlin. Rome.
matic punch, impre.ssionistically visor of daytime radio.
two coasts until the TV version is Ankara. Beirut. Cairo. Calcutta.
baring the girl’s .soul in her reacrolling.
tions to four men. Tliesping of the
New’
Delhi.
Manila.
Hongkong.
In announcing the change in pro- Shanghai. Tokyo and Honolulu.
grams
for next October. Paul WarStaff
handling the junket Is
Scripters
wick, agency exec, said that con- Denny; Mrs. Denny, his
production
Continued from paxe 23
tracts were at the signature .stage. a.ssistant; Chester S.
Williams, genWilliam Morris agency represented eral manager; Mrs. T:iizabeth
son,
veepees.
Colrespectively,
of
Young Sc Rubicam and J. Walter Brecher in the negotiations. Both clough. program director; and WilThompson; Karl Kramer of MCA, the radio and TV programs wdll liam Trail m. business manager.
and John Meston, pinch hitting for be broadcast every week, time hav- Tony Hutson and Richard Ritter
Harry Ackerman, both of CBS. ing been reserved with NBOTV in will handle engineering setiiD for
The “gloom boys” spoke their own New’ York for Tuesday night fol- ABC.
lowing Milton Berle.
private thoughts rather than put
Cantor is closing out his third
their agencies on the spot with the

Washington. May 24
Now that its long battle with
the
Federal Communications
Commiv
Sion to get back into good
grace is
over
in New York
wants
action on its application to
increase

“Sure you can

NAB

.

WNEW

power from

its

WNEW

recenilv

regular

.status

WOV

no

No ‘More Beer’

Until

After 10 P. M. in Calgary
Calgary, Alta.

May

24.

A Calgary radio station lias
agreed to a request of the 24member Pastor’s Gospel Fellow.ship
and won’t play the disk,

I

I

“More Beer," until after 10
when the city’s beer parlors

p

m.,’

have’

clo.sed.
i

[

;

to

reason” why the request should not
be granted.

'

I

rea-

transfer to
Victory Broadcasting Co. but failed
to act on the power increase.
A petition filed last week on behalf of the station asked for
immediate approval of its power ap*
plication, stating “there is now

;

.

kw

sinr*

WNEW

and approved the

‘Town Meeting

i

pending

The Commi.ssion

stations.

restored

;

I

5o

was held up along with

WOV

'

!

to

application,

1946.

ular licen.se status of
anH
transfer of
while the Commission was investigating charge.s
of previously concealed ownershio
by Arde Bulova.- majority owner-nf
WNEW. in several New England

TBA

I

kw

10

The

1

Request was made by
W. Riegal, secretary of

Rev.

E.

the Felbecau.se the
station played the song a short
time before a religious pre-Easter

who objected

low’ship,

program.

i

Pabst

i

Gag

j

file

M-G-M—
‘'On an Island with You*
TIIK
8IIOW
Kv*r.v

Fri«iii.D

Mqt.;

Ml«*.

Si

memory

“You might
spoke up one

season with Pabst. having followed

lads.

as well face it.”
of them, the gravy

train

is in the yards and ain’t rolliii’
no more. Those $1,000 a week jobs
now museum pieces and if you
can get half take it fast. Shows

Il.S.T.

LOU CLAYTON

are

Salutes

Danny Kaye and Groucho Marx.

BUGS

BAER

Currently:

SAYSr

LESLIE

“There ore more road
fthove* of

mon

Tommy

JO W.

ly-

New

than Carter hat

k|)r«-lMl

HOUSE
SBtli

St.

MuiriiMl

l>«

;

See Story by Jimmy Cannon

in

Juno Etquiro

Pkilco

Show

Tommy

— ABC

on His Juno

Notwork

1

Announcements on the 100 station hookup are tentatively .set
at

Match

to

$350 each, with chain breaks going
for $500.

Continued from paxe 25

same

said, the forced

Blue

Network

sta-

However,

city.

it

separation of the
from NBC. which

was for the purpose of fostering
competition in radio, is not being
served by allowing KGB to use 770.

The web contended

the

Com-

mi.ssion is being “obviously unfair”
in giving “special considemtion” to

KOB. especially in view of its ruling in 1946 that all other applications on 770 or 1030 would be
placed in its pending files, rather
than be dismissed subject to reinstatement. until the clear channel
case is decided.
It
pointed out that KOB. previous to receiving its authorization
for 770. had told the Commission it
could use 1030 with 25kw at night
without causing objectionable interference to WBZ, Boston, which
u.ses the frequency.

*

gtgwy

A.

D.

Plamondon. RM.\

oi’

tlie

jflur n»;;at;ve or

Unsurpiised

m

photo

qual't, at an, pr

NONEGATIVt CHARGE- NO EXTRAS
24 H0UR SERVICE ON REQUEST
lilO's:

WSSpcf

Fan Mail fliotK (5 1 7

MowM

)

t36

pw

too.

1000

tSipe 1000
*

foslcanls 173

Enlar(«nmts .30i40

(No Neiativt Cliar£t

m

2

or

a

moved about

salesman here

J. J. Kriegsmann. The Man Wtiost
Photographs Grace Billboard s Covers

(Sd)/^

Plia 70233

L VfcCT:
WE DELIVER WHAT WE ADVERTISE

indusswitch

the house.

wa.s

w.k. radio
to c«>m-

upped

mercial manager of VVIIMM hv
tion

director

Patt

McDonald

slathi^

week flH'. Lynch, who has been
with local indie since st.itiim went
on the air in July 29. I}f4(), is .,|so
r>re\y ol .Memphis Jaycees.

“ I’har’H norhinit

1000

Made by

from the con.sole type of radio to
greater use of portables which can
he easily

pw

<3 IS
mort)

director,

ri'cord

predicted

n

PHOTOS

Mjd^ from

voiced the opinion that TV would
hypo the radio-tele field as a whohv
He said the entire electronic in
duslry “will gain ultimatclv if nm
immediately by the change."
Motorola pnvsident Paul ('.alvin
believes that tele •my change the
chaiacter of todio but “ceitainly
will not kill it any more than radio

Memphls--Don Lynch,
Bing Crosby olse Salutes

tions in the

p:tse 25

clear channel

l-.A

predicted that the growth of tele
will simply be absorbed into the
national tendeney towards a shorter work week and more leisure
time.
Gerl said that tele would
probably slimulate greater devel
opnients in the radio business.

killed films
try.” Galvin

York

MILT FRANCIS

pilit."

Kmjulre, Ine.

AM

cafe singers"

TOMMY
IT LYMAN

two class

GOES CO-OP ON ABC NET

liour.

,

Cites

‘MATINEE AT MIDNIGHT’

Pabst’s Summer Plans
Hollywood. May 24.
ABC is scheduling “Matinee at
Pabst has bought NBC’s Screen
Directors show for the summer Midnight” for 100 top markets to
be
sold
on participation basis.
stretch of 13 weeks, starting Julv
1.
Price is $4,000 a week.
Show will originate at the Iceland.
Program, w'hich is a Sunday sus- New York, with format
including
lainer, gives the brewer a tiq) band, talent
scout and guest celebs.
star and director each week with F^rogram will air
full hour nightl>
all other production elements in- with
tian.seribed repeat in each
cluded.
time zone to hit midnight starting

"the greatest of
all

ABC

Continued from

you should sec him reach

for his

Wheat les.’

i

May

RADIO

25, 1949

Inside Stuff-RaiGo

-WIS,

W

under the Instanzas
musical
been receiving complaints from some listeners who
WNYC. N.
station has been devoting too much time to broad- fluence of Julius Seebach, program
municipal
the
feel
United Nations sessions. To answer the beefs, the station is V p. who recently returned to the
lasts of

WSM, WLW

S3

Artists in Bid

For

Y.. lias

to be
soon is “.M Sation and his
Dogs.” which comes from
Hot
.Sydney, Australia, on transcrip-

an FM set you have not
think it wise if one you got.
You’re missing hours of musical pleasure
By denying your.self this wonderful treasure.
Then you wouldn’t have to listen to the United Nations.
Becau.se of all the music programs on FM stations.
From 7 a.m. ’til 1 in the morn

We

radio

Mrs. Terry Linder,

js

WNYC

hlers.

yourn.”

all

traffic assi.stant.

edgar-guested the poem.

The House of Repre.sentatives Radio Gallery celebrated its 10th anni<20
with D. ('. broadcasts by veteran commentala.st Friday
Elmer Davis, H. R. Baukhage, Robert McCormack, Earl
tors, including
Godwin, Dave Brinkley, Leif Eid, Bill Shadel, Richard Eaton, Gil
Kingsbury. George Reedy. Bill Coyle and Charles Parmer. Tribute to
the Gallery was paid in the House last week by Rep. Francis Walter
(D.-Pa.L who pointed to its growth from 26 members in 1939 to IB.*)
today, the majority repre.senting correspondents of independent staTelevision news correspondents were
tions and regional networks.
>

versary

admitted to

membership

in

1947.

with a British accent.”

is

u.ses

pistols and other
The USinstruments.
minute recordings are produced by
Amalgamated Wireless (Asia) Ltd.
is also developing a musical variety around Red Benson.
(|uizmaster of the defunct “Movie
Matinee.” and Julie Conway,
Although lately
nitery chanteuse.
an emcee, Benson, started as a
singer and had his own vocal strip
on WCAU. Philadelphia. A third
stanza, in the audition stage, fea;tures Ireene Wicker, “The Singing
Lady,” and A1 Grant and David
Ross. As part of its musical hypo.
is also picking up more tune
shows from Mutual.
bells,

WOR

WOR

San Antan’ Mayor To

Fergu.son revealed. Almo.st
fairs.
100 of these dates have been contracted.
Hitting the road thi.s summer for
W'LS will be such rural drawing
cards as Bob Atcher. Red Blanchard. the Sage Riders. Mac and Bob.
Little Genevieve, Jimmy James,
and Lulu Belle and Scotty. Smiley
Golumbia pic cowboy
Burnett.

Do

’Fireside Chats’
San Antonio, May 24.
Mayor-elect Jack While is plan-

!

—

per Peninsula state fair.
Besides these big dates. 3.*>-40
county fairs in 10 states have
signed or are in process of signIllinois,
ing. Slates covered are
Indiana. Wisconsin. Iowa. MinnePcnn.sylNebra.ska,
Michigan,
.sota.
vania. New York and Ohiu.
WL.S artists will al.so do a heavy
business in picnics and special af-

aiming

at producing a topnotch dramatic series in which Negro and white
The organization
thespers will work together, is looking for scripts.
has already lined up star dramatic talent but hasn’t yet found vehicles
“that are better than those of Lux Radio Theatre and Theatre Guild on
the Air.”
Programs using Negro and white actors have clicked as sustainers
and on indie stations. Torchlight backers believe, but are still to be
Material being sought is “powtried as commercial network .stanzas.
President
erful, original, important stories on warm, human themes.”

ning to emulate the late President
Roosevelt by going on the air here
Jane White, who appeared in “Strange
for “fireside chats.” Arrangements
Fruit” on Broadway and who is the daughter of Walter White, head of were being discussed by him and
the National As.sn. for the Advancement of Colored People, is veepee the KITE management. Plans also
Mitchell Grayson, former director of “New
In charge of production.
call for airings to be heard on a comedian, has been added this year
World A-Coming” and other award-winning programs, will direct.
for some dates.
all-local station network.
Charles W. Balthrope, KITE
WSIVI's Package Unita
Maurice Dreicer. who conducts "I Challenge You” on WEVD, N. Y.. owner and manager, has already
WSM artists service manager
will leave June 7 for a three-month tour of Europe as special corre- offered free time for the series. James Denny reported that personhas suggested the al appearance business has picked
spondent of WOR, N. Y.
Using a portable battery recorder, Dreicer Balthrope
will transcribe interviews for “European Diary,” a show he expects to “chats” be in five-minute broad- up this season over 1948. Denny is
several times each week specializing in arranging package
casts
package.
Dreicer will visit AM and TV stations in Switzerland. England. instead of one long weekly broad- units for dales in the large cities.
Prime example of WSM’s packFrance, Italy and the Scandinavian countries gathering material for a ca.st.
Meanwhile, Glen Krueger, KITE age is the unit composed of Ernest
book on broadcasting.
news director, has arranged with Tubb,
Minnie
Pearl,
Cowboy
White for broadcasts of brief re- Copas. Red Foley and Rod BrasABC reportedly has sold the Gladys Swarthout show on one leg of ports on each council meeting. The field, which has been grossing $35the network. Remainder of affiliates will sell it on a co-op basis. Pack- plan calls for White to make a $.50,000 per week on personal apage, set by Radio Features, has singer backed by four-piece instru- phone report which would be rec- pearances.
mental group and will get a daily quarter-hour slot on the web.
orded at the station.
Denny indicated that while the

of Torchlight is

I

David Kaprolik.

I

i

i

1

state

24.

'

'

1

Torchlight Productions, independent packaging outfit which

—

is
orch, which
Sation’s
tions.
’‘somewhere between
hilled
as
KobKorn
the
Spike Jones and

whistles,
slapstick

May

Big three of midwest rural raWLS. Chicago. WSM. Nashdio
report
ville. and WLW. Cincinnati
a sharp drop off in the number of
fair datj's signed up for talent by
their aitists service bureaus.
.-M the same time, the bureaus revealed that tlicy are shopping vig-j
tuously in the market R)r picnics.]
special <-elehrations and city appearances because these types of
promotitms bring in fat contracts]
with a minimum of effort.
WLS service bureau manager
George Ferguson reported that he
has inked talent contracts with the
state fairs of Illinois. Wi.sconsin
and Indiana, large-type tails like
Fair
at
Valley
Mississippi
the
Davenport, and the Michigan Up-

aired

“If

in

t'hicago.

One new musical show

The

The best

Picnic Dates as Fairs

MBS outlet alter several years at
the Metropolitan Opera.

WNYC

in verse, explaining that while
carries the UN
lending out letters
programs, its usual classical music fare can be heard on WNYC-FM.
poesy goes, in part;

,

,

,

'

appropriation

leery about radio because

Is

you think

just

of

it

“small stuff”. YouVe kind
in terms of “big” shows.

That ’s nonsense.
Here

at

WOR we have personality

powerhouses

who

are “big'%

^ut not in cost. For instance, take Martha Deane, a prize-winning,

woman for $600.00 a week,
WOR. She can charm a majority of 29,000,000 people In 14-s1ate$.
Maybe she can do for you w hat she did for a recent sponsor: Jumped his sales

lales-inaking^henomenon. You tan get this

daytime on

,200% above the same period during the previous year in the brief time of 7-weeks,

You can buy 5 spot announcements

for $500.00.

Twenty-one

of these

recently gent 5,000 customers into one

WOR sponsor*#

10 retail stores.

That’s buying! That’s the power
of

WOR!

How w’ould you like W'OR to sell your,
or your client’s

The place is
0

wares that way

for so little?

Oil
fully

WLW promotion manager Ken
Smith reported that his radio talwouki make an appearance at
the Ohio Slate Fair .Aug. 27. hoist t'led hy a radio and TV promo-

(‘nt

ti«m. He also reported 14 county
fairs lint'd up in Ohio to date.

KPRC SHOW TO SEEK
JOBS FOR CONVICTS
Houston. May 24.
readjustment
for deserving convlct.s of Texas’
prison system will be smoothed hy
KPRC and the local Rotary Club
air show tagged, "30
in a new
Minutes Behind the Walls,” which
preems from Huntsville Prison
next Saturday <28).
On the initialer those due fer discharge will
summarize their job qualifications
and aid of listeners will be sought

Road

to

civilian

in placing the men in gainful occupations.
if
the show proves effective,
KPRC general manager Jack Harris declared, the station will provide transcriptions for use of other
Texas outlets. He also disclosed
that the Houston Rotary
has apy nas
propriated funds to defray
'ay cost of

permanent
^uipbroadcasting
ig
ment at Huntsville. Prise
’ison airer
is

strictly a sustainer.

Chi

FM

WOR

-fib# #t#flo»i
ihst ##11# mor#
•f less coal

thsn mny
hlgh»powmrmd

atotloii

mnywhmf

Switches

Chicago. May 24.
<FM) has inked a contract with Consumers Aid to carry
its broadcast into 154 Jewel chain
and Indie grocery stores. WXRT
FM ) meanwhile dropped its part
with CA to devote 16 hours of

WMOR

(

dally

programming

to longhali^

mu-

sic.

Both stations start their program
switch June

1.

can be done almost

with PENNIES!
my your ADVERTISING

was not

I

j

/>f

Drop

business

exploited this year, he planned to
arrange a large package show for
1949 and dig har<l for state fairs in
the midwest and south.

I

it

fair

—

»

I

|

m

Bi%DIO-TKI.KVIKIOIV

34
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Wrdnrftday,

25, 194Q

Chi’s 'Music for You’

1

1

Low-Cost Radio

1

Rogers head up

1

Bristol-Myers

if * ‘name’ show gels a ratinK. (IK
We prefer
lA no longer interested
Kood
programs ’’
lovv-hndgeted
is
lopliiis.
season
company
ing off Burns Sc Allen ($18.()00> and
.lack (’arson <$10.000». and instead

buying llie moderately-budgeted
“doldbergs” for radio. C'ompany
also sponsors “doldbergs” on I’V.I
William S. Paley, CBS board
chairman, who parted Burns &
.\llen to a Columbia “exclusive”
proviwith a reported ”securit>
sion of -SI 7.500 a week, is reportedis

weekly

'

;

|

figure.

TV-Mlnded
Accenting the “TV thinking” of
sponsors was the decision of Kord
Motor Co. this week to wi!)e the
Sl.5.000-budgeted CBS “Kord Theatre” «>fT the radio books for keeps
in favor of embracing video excluMove follows on the heels
.sively.
of the Ford Dealers cancelling «»ut
.Allen
Fred
$25.000-a-week
the
show in order to plunge deeper
Similar course has been
into TV.
t«ken by RC.A. which is diopping
Pops
the Robert Merrill-Boston
Sunday radio .show on NB('. and
Pbilco. which will not replace the
Bing Crosby stanza on ABC. but
will concentrate on tele programming.
No small factor in the current
programming upheaval and the

relations

'

Toronto

CBS

the

net.
is
slot

Time

— Jack

Cooke,

operator vitations. and join the hosts
ohi*
some picked guests in a half-hn,.r
kibitz entitled “Breakfast
Party

of C’KKY, Toronto, has been signed
as consultant to CKCO, Ottawa,

Mpis. Station Takes Over

Sat. Nights

— Gordon

Seattle

1

Amus. Park

Tuell.

presi-'

of Seattle AFRA local, has
been elected president of the West
Bill Ward,
.Seattle Rotary Club
now handling all night record show
on KING. 12 midnight to 6 a.m.

dent

I

(

To Air 5 Half-Hour Shows

i

'

I

May

Minneapolis.

WCCO

24.

has turned the trick of

taking over an entire

Newark.

amusement

for

hours

2''.^

N.

J.

— All

offices

of

W.AAT moving this week into
Mosque theatre building excepting

Saturday
nights during the summer season
to air five of ils half-hour shows.
park

on

programming, continuity and traffic which stay in Sheraton
Hotel
building where formerlv quartered
F.xt'elsior .Amusement Park will
WAAT apd WATV now have
be headquarters for five sponsored studios also in Mosque Theatre
programs staged in the park’s pa- building, which is owned by the
operating company.
vilion. w'hich seats 3.000. During

JoUon and Cantor
of radio’s veteran lopcomics. A1 .lolson and

Cantor, both parting
w'ith their spons«>rs
the end of the current season. may be back in the fall
with
prodrastically-revised
grams in keeping with the
trend
toward
low'-budgeted
F.ddie

company

—

the 2*-2-hour series, park will close

at

down

Detroit Michigan Drive-In Theatre Assn, is dickering with Tony
Weitzel and WJR over sponsorship,
of his five-minute ciiatter program Monday through Friday. Pro-

and lock up its
which runs right by

rides

all

roller coaster,

made after
.Associaspot moves to park, gram now is sustaining.
last summer attracted huge crow'ds tion commercials would stress adW'hich stuck around to take advan- vantages of drive-ins for families.
tage of park facilitie.s rest of the
evening.
Nashville Jud
Collin.s.
Shows, which begin at 6 p.m.. special events man. has just refrom
Ft.
turned
Bragg.
N. C.. where
include two talent contests with
he spent four days with Army
(’edric Adams as emcee, tw'o barn
forces on
“Operation Tarheel.”
dance sessions with Bob De Haven,
Collins made a series of recordand musical session with ('lellan ings recounting
actual scenes and
Car^ a.s m.c. and Tony Grise, once w'axing actual sounds of the simuan Arthur Godfrey winner, as vo- lated battles involving “Agre.ssor”
calist.
and defending forces.
Units of
Tw'o of the shows, one Adams the 3d Army. 82nd Airborne. 3d
talent contest and the Card-Grise Cavalry and other outfits were involved.
Broadcast W'as aired F'rlsession. ai-e transcribed at
that
time for later broadcast. Stunt day (20i.
opened Saturday (21) and will
San
.Antonio
P.
continue through the summer.
Smythe. commercial and sales promotion tWonager has also been
named general manager of KCGR.
(’harles F. Harris, formerly handling the post of manager has been
nanred vice-president of KCOR.
Conllniird from paxe ?S
the pavilion. Deal was

.several

shows.
In place of his present season’s
$16.000-a-week
showcase. .lolson may conie to the
post with a less costly p.ack-

WCCG

—

age W'ith the accent on nostalgia and songs, rather th.ui
comedy, permitting for a Ippoff of top-coin scripters and
supplejnentary talent fees.
Departing from his comedy
package for which Pabst has
been paying $20,000 a week.
C’antor is playing with the
idea of a program to showcase young talent and bring
in under a $10,000 talent
it
nut.

WSM

WT

Houston

—Corwin

Riddell,

Today’s TV

'

—

—

t

-

—

KTRH

KTRH-FM

and

Riddell

WO A

was formerly with
KAB(', San Antonio.

I

Pittsburgh— Breakfast Cheer

Johnny
Owens,

Kirby and Barbara Lee
singers; Russ Merritt on
the piano; Johnny Mitchell at the
organ and announcer Paul Shan-

non
WM(’K in McKeesport has
installed a line at Bill Green’s
nitery and carries half-hour of
music nightly, from 11:30 to midnight. by name bands playing that
spot
Stephanie Diamond’s Radio
Reporter program on KDKA Monday evenings at 6:15 has faded for

Show was

summer.

the

for
Betz,

C’arl

nouncer

and

a quarterfea-

KDKA

hour of buildup
tures

WC.AK

graduate

a

of

—

Seattle
Radio people here will
take over the
newly-remodeled
Washington Stale Press Club June
10 for a “Radio Night.” (’ommittee
planning the party.' which will feature town’s leading air personali-

Lincoln Miller, KXA;

ties, include.s

Ward. KING; George Dean,

Bill

KOMO;

Maitland .Iordan, KJR, and

Bob Kilpatrick. KXA.

New

for golfers debuted

series

Monday

(23i
with pros Jimmy
Hines and Johnny Revolta in 30
minutes once weekly via WGN-TV,
t'lricago.
Series is sponsored by
Aiidrt'ws and Mission Hills gulf
clubs through llerin'rt Laufman k

Associates, (’tii. and will feature
guest golfers and young woman
taking complete instructions in inslallrnenls.
(’zerwiec Lunrher Co.
will pick up tab tor first half of
Friday
boxing matches for 19
weeks, placed direct.
R('A Victor Chi distributors w'ill
sponsor Ernie Simon’s “.(’urbstone
C’ulup” 15 minutes, MondayWednesday-F'riday sidewalk inter-

view show, for 13 weeks
,AI Paul
l.,eston agency, (’hi. handles.
television
Hud.son
Motors,
in
debut, has picked up sprrnsorship
of the 'I’elenews-INS daily newsreel over WJBK-TV. Delroii. Tenminute reel, to be aired Mondays
of vidt'o station WOK’ itt the C'ap- brated its fir.si anni last woek with through F'ridays at 10 p.m.. will be
(.sans stars' and writers who are
ati
h
(
(
airt
augmented
try five minutes of local
hori/.at
ion
to
move
willing to come down in tlieir ilal. replied that pr-esont set own- frotrr class
.A slat its to class B.
news.
Agency is Brooks. Smith,
ership actually r’eprcscnls a good
pricrv
F'rench
Dot
t’ance.
Ar
cr’oss
section of the popitlal ion.
Working .Actors More Saleable
San Antonio
Snow (’rop Marketers has been
Tennessee Crral.
On tire theor\v that “a w'orking William Mc.Andrew. getUM’al rttari- Itqn^ arid
added
to
.s(>oiisor
list «m W.I/,-TV’s
Railroad
ager
('o., subsidiary
of NB(”s vidrm station in
star’ is always mor'e saleable,” some
M ashinglori. WNBW. ther eirpon ot U. S. Steel, has renrwved spon- new daytime stanza. ’‘Market
of the lop star’s are alroady thinksorship nt “Market Reports with Melodies."
Maxon ag Mir’y placed
cited
a sui’vev show ing 12' r of sets
ing in tenns of drastic fornrat
Henry Howell” over WOAI for an- the 1.3-vveek contrar’t.
harrds of low irtcome pr'ople
revamps to permit for cirtrate at- in tire
other y*>at. as of May .30
'I'lte
arrd 40*^
in the moder ate income
traclions. They’re all too familiar'
companv Iras sponsorr'd tire progiatrr ort Morrdav, Wodnesdav
with such cases as Fanny Brice gr’oup.
"VI llir risk Ilf lirliiK n-iwlilloui.
arrd
Iwo participarrts in the panel Fridays without a break since
nitnln.
lllt^ lo
who. still clinging to her $14,000
agreed that the effect of television D«>cember. 1946.
'WIiMl VUkrt Vnii lifk’.’’"
a>king price for the “Baby Snooks
.PiiiiriiMl. I’nrI mihI. Orreon.
package, has been missing from the on reading, if any will be hone:Mrs. Gladys M. .leselsolm.
St. Joseph. Mo.— Bill Orutn
airlanes for the past two seasons. fieial.
is
II

Sally Baker

”

us, or any Free
Peters "Colonel” for

of
the
VV.rshitigtort
Booksellers
Assn., said vid(‘o is likely to slinui-

breakdown of
Hooper shows in the

the
I’op
15
newrvsi idea.se
ifveals that only five are in the
$10,000 phrs bracket. These inclitde
’Lux Radio I’heatre.” Jac k Bcnrrv.
Fibber McGee & Molly. Bob Hope
and llil Parade.” The remainder'
"Irma
Walter Winchell. Dermis

lale

Book
cycles
won’t

—

Day. Bob Hawk, “Talent

Scoirts.”

sons,

•

grapher
$3,500

Su.spense.”
”

and

for

Kansas City

Rural Kansas

she

’I’elevisiort.
affer’t

and

reading,

said

goes in
thought.

she

Itiose cvcles.

,

j

— Bob

frimi pace

new sports
Me joined the

the

director at KFEQ
station in time to
broadcasts o| the play-hyplav reports on the St. Joe
(’ardinal’s baseball games.
Plan is for
htm to eontinue to handle sports
events, later taking up football
and basketball in season.

ChleaRo

—

live- minute
Ml

WJ.tt) has .started a

weeklv
Sid

^

of

VVWVA

Linville.

For

CBS, Mon. thru
2:45-3 P.M.

Wirh

Yates

JOHN

Fri.

M. McCAPFERV

K.

>Vrln<>n nnii

commentarv

l>ir«<rlr<1

by

ADDISON SMITH

dV.

launched M.-rv 16 when the pu|)pet
appearerl on the slr-ps of the (’apitol in Wasitinglon.
with VicePresident Alben W. Barkley and
other top Govrunment officials in

DC

titled
"Washington Slorv ’’
l“)gtatn will be transcribed in

^aslimglon and flown
week.

aned

at

to ('hi each
Publir- seivirer will be lea later time by

WMOR.

for-

in

B'

—

connection wilti “I Am an AtneriSan Franciseo
Sanford SpillWheelin-g. ran Day” Stunt was covered by man is new' diieelor
of KPIX. sue\A'. V'a
has joined W('AF' annottne- both vidvo and newsreel
ceding
Keitli Ki'rhy. w'hnsc re.slgcameras
itrg staff.
He was taken on w ltr*n Strrne is now planning
was announced recent Iv
also to take iiation
(’ail Betz resigned to try his actthe Howdy Doody show on the SlMlIman joined the KSF’(^ staff
in
ing luck on Broadway. New .Nanev
road for live origination rroin other 1939 as news editor, wr iter and anDixon on K(JV beginning middle
nouncer’.
.\B(’-'rV siatton> outside .N.Y.
of June will be Cleda (Mark, lorDick Doan has l)cen upped from
mer femme commentator and cotiCleveland -Graybar Electric Co
linuilv wriler on WPIM’.
She I’e- putrlicilv and pr*»motion liict of
(as signed a 3l)-minule
places Rosalyn Kharfen. w Iro mar- Martin Slone .Assrxiates to adMnndavhr ough-F riday 9 a in.
ried Dr. Zola Alperl last summer ministrative head of the firm Bud
home visit
and his wile
and Wants to devote mru’c tirru* to Br andt. Doan s ,-issistant Ikm etotoi c. »
terra
( ouple
will visit some sedoinesticil>.
lakrvs over *s imhiieilv dtit'clor.
lected home, on the basis
of in-

merly

MUTNIKB

Iregin

III.'

down” concept.

Pittsburgh

of

reading,

roiiliiiiird

15-mintrte .septiient»
to the present "kreep

per-

conform

the cost

“(’rime Photo“Stop the Mu.sic”

availabilities!

KMBC
KFRM

writirrg

Stone Plans

“People are Funny.” Louella Par-

all

troth

'

I

Contact

anthe

('arnegie Tech drama school, has
resigned fiom the station to try his
a<'ting luck on Broadway.

r

Sc

cof-

KDKA

—

Gelatine, Mason Jars, Norge
Refrigerators and others.

and

fee has renewed “Songs You Love
to Hear” on
for another
year.
Half-hour mu^icale every
Monday evening at 7:30 features

—

handled by Sally Baker. Her
easy manner, informative
household hints, recipes and
food suggestions are of
great interest to Heart of
America listeners.
Satisfied sponsors of the
Happy Kitchen in the past
have included Allsweet
Margarine, Nescafe, Knox

vvk

new.scaster is now being heard
twice
daily
as
newscaster for

—

perhaps unprecedented.
William
and his $16,000 “Music
H ill” NB(’ show' is being lopped; Dairies' has cancelled out of the
$12.
.500 Thursday night NB(’ show
Ford and Koid Dealers call it puits
with “Ford Theatre” and Fred for a h'.ss expensive package.
Sets
Before Paley’s Star Kirk
.Allen. r»*sp»*ctivety; Burns 4: .Allen
The spon.sor-agency thinking repexit the (leneral
Foods roster;
Ine.
re.senls a major victory for the
William S. F*alpy-inspired concept vision isn’t competitive “it will end
Pampa. Tex. Ken Palmer, proof low cost, house-built program- up like radio in Kngland.”
Great opportunities in television gram director for KPDN si tree
rnin^
lu'fore Paley went on a star
hinge. Thi.s has been notably re- to promote education wru’e seen by 1947. has beetr tramed nranager for
flecled in the commercial payoffs Dr. Fr'anklin Dunham, chief of the the outlet replacing .lohn Michel,
from .such properties as “hina.” Radio Division. U. S. Office of Edu- who has resigtred to become man"1’alent
S c o u s,” “Susp(‘nse.” cation. who said the 'medium sup- ager of KTRY. Bastrop. La.
“Crime Photographer.” "Miss plies what has been lacking in
The Happy Kitchen, one
(’hicaffo— WXRT (FM( w ill spend
Brooks,” and "Favorite Husband” radio. He cautioned against merely
showing radio progrartrs on video its lull schedule on elassieal muof the Midwest’s oldest and
If the bigtime stars envision a
sic. starting May 30.
Station forradio show in their future, it’s a and urged that the demonstration
most popular women’s pronrerly devoted daytime Iroui’s to
certainly they’ll have to shave their advantage of teslevision be fully
in-slore broadcasting for (’hi grorams, is conducted by Sally
price and levamp their formats to exploited.
cery chain.
aker.KMBCKFRMGradpermit for lopping off of $7.50Who Owns the Sets?
uate Home Lconomist.
$1,000 a w'eek writers and highSeattle
.Art Gerbcl. Jr., .sales
A remark by Dr- Paul F. Dougpriced subsidiary talent, sucli as
This 9 a. m. W'eek-day
manager of KJB, ABC orrMet here.
O.scar Levant sharing the No 2 lass. prexy of .Amer ican University,
Iras been appointed to the Sales
morning feature, on the air
spot as a permanent on the .lolson moderator of the parrel, that teleManagers’ Flxecirtive ('onrmittee of
for almost 15 years, has
si)ow. and the like. 'I'he trend, web vision receivers were largely in the
the NAB by Justin Miller.
wide appeal and is deftly
and agenc> execs agree, will be hands of the wealthier people
touched
off'
a
Hurry
of
debate.
towar d programs feat irr ing smaller
Chicago
WOAK (FM) celehatrds, accenting situation com«*dies Fitgene Thomas, gerteral nrartager'

spcitisors is
.\1 .lolson

r

.

'

Two

“Crime Photographer.” ’dodfrey’s
Talent Scouts.” “My Friend Irma.”
“Our Miss Brooks.” etc., all coming within the S»6,000-$7.500 weekThey’ve all spiraled
ly bracket.
Into Top 15 Hooper prominence the
past vear. overshadowing the more
costly personality sliows.
The number of top-budgeted
-slmwcasers parting companv with

over

30-

and will advise on programming
Sustainer program, tilled “Music and sales. Plans call for a bigger
Cleveland—
A M’s men bowl
For You.” is written and produced staff and complete reorganization, PIS won the inter-station
howlinJ
by Skee Wolff.
Skylarks quartet to commence May 30. No change league. Gallons
Stations now
now are preuar
prepar*
in ow'nership of the Ottaw'a station,
and Caesar Petrillo orch will back.
ing for their annual baseball leapn.^
according to (’ooke, who is now' jplay
with
WGAR.
defendini
daily commuting by plane betw'een
.champs, meeting WJVV in opening
openini
the two cities.
“
match, June 14.

both TV and AM), with Pabst in
turn buying Irving Brecher’s “Life
of Riley.” w hich Pro< ter Sc Gamble
dropped as a coin-saving expedient
In
addition.
Sealtest
(National

“let’s-keep-the - cheap - show s - and
lop-ofi-the-costly-ones” philosophy
his been the payoff from such
a s
stanzas
moderately-budgeted

new Sunday

starting Mav 29.
p.m. ((’DT*.

a week Friday night program
too costly in terms of the rating
payoff and is bowing out; International Silver has dropped the $12.500-budgeted Oz/.ie & Harriet show
foi- reasons of economy. The $20.000 a week F.ddie Cantor show' has
been cancelled by Pabst Hollowing
failure to come to terms with the
star on next sea.son’s Radio-TV
program setup; he balked at doing

coin

WBBM

from

a

3; 30

000
j

troubles wrapt>ing up

a client at that

off

insisting on a better deal;’deneral
Foods considers .lack Car.son’s $11.-

”

ly liaving his

broke

with Kd dardner’s $13,000 “Duffy’s
Tavern” package, w'ith Gardner

I

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Chicago, May 24.
Singers Billy Leach and K.laine

!

1

DAY

'

IS

r

j

JUNE
AT THE

PARAMOUNT

<

I

8^*

NEW YORK
’

'l

li^

Aiiiwr.inK

Mr,

B»ni*Mn'*e

i

P^^iEfr
w5b, chi, has puppet

o."*
;

Chicago. May 24.
WBKB will replace "Kula, Fran
*nd Ollie’ with another puppet
program for kids after the Bun
Tillstrom creation moves to NCB-

XV

New show

fall.

this

Weinrott production, presently undergoing secret rehearsals under
direction of Bill Balaban.

Format

be

will

a

Hollywood

WBKB

show for

is

grooming

Bid for

WGL

|

’.

.

most

Inc.,

WGF.

j

way clear

for purchase of the station by the NewsBroadcasting Co.. Inc.,
Sentinel
only other contender for the propAlthough Farnsworth is beertv.

Co., leaving the

ing sold to International Telephone
and Telegraph Corp.. the radio station. owned by Fgjnsworth since
1944. is not included in the deal.
Withdrawal of Anthony Wayne

dozen other cases.

But
the
full
consciencepower of televi.sion was not
realized until last week when
the picture of a gentleman.
ini.s.sing
for four days, was
flashed on the screen. A cu.stomer in a tavern, who had
been watching the screen halfheartedly, sal bolt
upright.
“Thaf^ me. he yelled. "But,
I’m not mi.ssing!”
Me was
home within 1.*) minutes.

24.

The Anthony Wayne Radio Co..
has withdrawn its bid for
Wayne, owned by
P'oii
Farn.sworth Television and Radio

a

of

Modern

now

,

.Art

1

handicapped children.

jorie

mercial.s
.Sun.set
for
.Appliance
Stores on wrestling and the ".Sport
of
Call” show
over WPIX
Martha Rountree's “Leave It to the
Girls” replacing "Lambs (lambol”

W1,W

tor of

to join the

motion department

NBC

pro-

New York.

in

PHILLH TELEASSN.
ELECTS BERNSOHN HEAD
May

Philadelphia.

ABC, NBC MULL SHARING

.A1

W.

director

ST. BLDG. SITE

summer audience. Abraham S.
(iinnes,
"Paynes” packager, has
screened been pacted for another
3- weekMedia Productions' “Stronger” cycle of hi.s "Family Clo.seup” .series
Sunday night i22*, marking the first on .ABC. which will resume on the
web Sept, 11
Bennett Cerf b*time it has scheduled a film niade
ing auditioned for several new TV
especially for television in its reg- literary (juiz shows.
Marular .Sunday night series

New York

Museum

Regulars on hand were Ilka
Chase, actress and author; George
FI.
Allen, former Reconstruction
Finance Corp. chief; Milton Caniff.
cartoonist; Karl Wilson, columnist,
•
and Robert Trout, emcee.
Talent was accompanied by Cecil

Carmichael of the Benton & Bow les
agency, paying his first visit to
Cincy since 1942 when he resigned
as publicity and e.vploitation direc-

"

EMPIRE

24.

Here for a showcasing at a national sales powwow of distributors of tele and radio sets and refrigerators made by their tagger,
the Crosley division j>f .Avco. panel
members of the “Who Said That’.'"
.NBC video quizzer, doubled Monday <2:1) in a special show on
WLW-T, al.so an .Avco holding, as
a
fund raiser for local mentally

Detroit police dept
the location of missing persons was directly attributed to the teleca.st of photographs of the individuals.
The show al.so has
played an indirect part in al-

the

AVCO

May

Cincinnati.

In three cases, according to
Sgt. Dorothy Kenyon of the

I

Drops
May

past

ers.

i

set-

Purchase

Fort Wayne.

the

Persons.” has been proving’
that video can be used as an
effective tuediuiu in enlisting
the aid of civic-minded view-

<

CBS-TV.

Anthony Warn Co.

Cincy Spread for

WW.J-TV

For

months its public .service
program, “Bureau of Missing
five

out by scripters
ting with piqts laid
the Tillstrom ad lib
in contrast to
style

wondering.

is

‘Wbo Said That?’ Gets

.May 24.
substitute

for a con.science’.’

Le.s

is

Detroit.
a

televisum

.Is

SUB FOR ‘KUKLA’ EXIT

TBIJIVISIOIV

elected

TV

Bernsohn.
for
RC.A

-

president

24.

publicity

Victor,

firm was authorized by the FCC in
Washington. Firm sought dismi.ssal
of its application following denial
of an amendment which would add
six local stockholders to the firm.
WGl, is an affiliate of NBC.

Top hra.ss of ABC and NBC have .As.siH'iate.s of Philadelphia at a
been parleying for several weeks meeting held Wednesday '18> in
on the possibility of W.IZ-TV sharthe .lohn Bartram Motel. He sucing WNBC-'l'V’s transmitter site
atop the Empire .State Building, ceeds Kenneth W. Stowman. of
N. Y..
Netw'ork toppers confirmed WFIL-TV sales, who was named
the fa<‘t that di.scussions have been chairman of the board of govergoing on. but said they are still “in nors.
at Chi
Fireworks
the exploratory stage."
.A.s.sociation. organized last year,
Should the site-sharing material- includes TV directors of agencies,
Video Council Meet
ize,
it
would open the way for production and technical heads of
Chicago. May 24.
other New York video outlets to local video stations and members
Phonevision. plus Zenith’s latest install their antennas on the build- of the trade press covering the
needling in the "obsole.scene” skir- ing.
Move would be a boon to industry.
Other officers named
mish. is expected to attract a heavy viewers, it Is felt, because the sky- include Hal Lamb, v.p. of Geareturnout for the Wednesday <2!S> scraper is the highest point in the Marston
.lames
agency:
Tabor,
meeting of the Chi Televi.sion area, allowing for a clear signal, sec’y. Richard .A.- Foley Agency,
Council. H. C. Bonfig. Zenith Corp. In addition, the fact that all chan- and
Mrs.
Billie
Farren. treas.
veepCe in charge of sales, is sked- nels were beamed from one point Elected to the board of gvjvernors
ded for the main talk.
would make orientation of receiv- for 1949-.'>0 term were E. E. Rogers,
Besides pointing up the latest ing antennas easier, with better Gray
and Rogers; Edward .A.
developments
Phonevision. reception resulting.
on
While NBC- Davies, Dick Strome TV; Martin
Commander Eugene McDonald, TV’s antenna would remain at the Katz. WCAIJ-TV .sales; .lames 1).
Jr.'s controversial pay-a.s-you-go de- tip of mooring tnast. the other staMcLean. Philco Corp.; R. .1. Bowvice, Bonfig will fire the latest gun tions' equipment could be installed
ley. WPTZ chief engineer, and
in the ultra-high frequency fight.
Maurie Orodenker.
on the sides of the building.

Due

,

com-

Hollywood
"Make Me Sing
weekly

up

erations

Sound Technicians will definitely
up a separate wage scale for
television film producers though
exact method has yet to be deupon
William Cameron
Menzies has been named consult-

cided

“Benny

.

.

Ruliin

Show.” which took over the Friday
weeks ago with
an 8.3 Hooper, now up to lV8.
Film
scripter
Ken
Kncliind
readying an original musical comedy for video. “The Spice of Life.”
for fall.
F>khardt inKenyon

Gene

Hamilton

Chicago

Jack (Mbiiry out a.s producerdirector of ABC-TV's "Super Circus.” with Phil Patton and (irrg
Garrison taking over his chores
Vern Brooks, operations directm of
.ABC-TV
does 18 shows WGN-TV. and Norman Felton, tele

spi'outing
whiskers for a new jazz stan/a.
"Music Lovers Inc.”, which is ex-

pected to bow on
Johnny Olsen, who
a week, is a TV commuter,

.

.

.

flying

Chi weekly for his Kleenex
show Fridays then planing back
for “What’s My Name” Saturday
AM
afternoons on
Richard

to

.

.

summer

hiatus for "The

Growing Paynes." which
aired

on

18
feels

DuMont

!

I

,

Rawls, ABC-TV operations topper,
addressed Wilmington. Del.. Lions
last eve iTues.i.
.lohn Wanamaker’s has decided
against a

^

i.s

being

stations

j

producer for WNBCJ. in TV symposium staged by American Fexleralioii of .Arts convention.
.Ad exec
Earle Ludgin likewise un panel
“Fun for the Money,” parlieipalion <}uiz skedded by ABC-TV
for .screening June 17. will feature
Johnny Olsen as emcee. Jamea
Saphier package will he' handled
by Foote. Cone & Belding agency
Mil Kleenex
Ruthrauff Hi Ryan
tele (I reel or Fran Harris on New
York visit previous to exiling from
i

the package has
Sponsor
enough drawing power to hold a Chi

DU MONT HAS NO
AILING MOTHER-IN-LAW

It

The DuMont Television Network

got where

compulsion

DuMont

is

unottoched.

ond

with no help from rodio,

is

it

is

to

support rodio

selling television-the

in its

medium

is

under no

declining yeors.
of todoy

ond tomorrow.

The tosk of upholding the foding glories of deed yesterdoy
left to

is

those

who

ore stuck with

it.

s
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all live

shows over KTTV. Edward "Ted'*
Haworth will join station as production facilities head
Rancho
Soups will not pick up "Rancho
Newsreel" being telensed over
KTL.A. when contract runs out in
.Mine. Can't .sell soup in summer
i.ott
Video Productions has
completed a 10-minute telefilm for
Malibu really group fur $9.M)
KTT\' lias abandoned the filming
of spot commercials in its own studios with staff personnel. Idea was
conceived a convenience to advertisers but outlet couldn't put work
on film any cheaper than studios.

night at 9 slot four

terested.

.

ant of .scenic production on

veepee J. I,. Von
left for the Coast Mononceover the web’s op-

there

goes twice

KFl-TV has

set

CBS-TV
to

«‘ek

fixe

the

including Dennis James. Vincent
Lopez. Alan l.ogan trio with vocalist
Sue Benjamin, Kathi Norris,
announcer Don Russell and golf
pro Johnny Farrell
CampbellF.wald's N. Y. tele department has
upped publication of its “Teletopics.” designed to inform agency
per.sonnel and other agency offices
on TV. to a serni-monthlv schedule

day

It”

KL.AC-TV.

o\cr

starting
pickt d
national advertisers during
past week .. International

w

tliiJJ

.

I

'

.scripting

for General Foods in the Sunday
night at 8 slot over NBC-TV. starting Sunday <29*
.Number of DuMont performers scheduled to appear at the Veterans of Foreign
Wars' fair .Mine 1 at Darien. Conn.,

was Volkenbiirc

Television

of

.Shields

DU MONT 7EIE*»HSI0N NETWORK
51i Modisen Avt^we,

N*w

Vctli

23. N.

Y.

office

1

ORI H

S6

.

',

.

SMC

I

May 2

Vnlnrwclay,

I949

,'>,

Cap Folds Brooklyn

Band Business Speculates on Stand

Branch

By

Bar Foreign

Petrillo to
and
lop-name

Rooking agency
managtMs of
who have inlernal ional
reputations do not understand tlie
wmsistenl refusal of .lames C.
Petrillo and the American Kedcratiotj of Musicians to allow foreign
musicians into the U. S. as a means
opening border barriers to
of
other countries. They had hoped
that the AF'M’s okaying of an Eng-

Outfits

cxeciilives

inTsonal

bajidleaders

symphony orch

lish

to

('urrent hassle between the
and
broadcasters
television
the American Society of Composers. Authors and Publishlevel
last
ers reached seal

,

^

^

May

.sort

via

I

1

the refusal of the Hritish Musicians

Henny (loodman

to allow

in-

to England because the Al-’M will
not reciprocate, doesn’t indicate a
softening attitude.

musikers do not find all
borders closed to them.
Most of
the European continent is open to
them, plus most of South America.]
But the countries that do allow
entry without regard to the AKM’s
attitude toward foreign musicians]
are not as desirable for varying
rea.sons, most of them monetary.
England is looked upon as choice
for many name bandleaders of this
country. That was proven, if proof
were necessary, by the tremendous
iTderest by British music fans in
Cllenn Miller’s U. S. Air Eoice
band when that combo was there
during the war, and in the .Sam
S.

L'.

since the show^

;

1

originally ba

turned by Shaw.
Agents and managers feel that
opening the way toward trips by
U. S. bands through England and
other European countries is par

!

i

I

;

outlet.

I

I

i

and minor diskeries.
ow'ned and operated

:

points are a costly
siu h circumstances.

1

!

I

Hollywood.
has

Dt'cca

moie

May

down

.settled

pie-planning

c.ireful

24.

to
of

i

a

1

ils

is

I

distributing
drain under

Capitol’s only dispersal points in
the east not directly controlled by
the company, are in I’rovidence,
Syracu.se
and Baltimore. These
independerJ ly owned operations
were set up, originally to hasten
the flow' of disks from owned and

top-grade material.”

conference falile
huddle before any record Is chosen
to be waxed by Decca. Kapp says
his company al.so is going to the
'rinM’e is now' a

Decca Signs Carless
Decca Rec'ords has added

Dor-

othy

C’arless, English songstress,
to its talent list.
She cut her first

pains of re-recording if a platter
doesn’t come off just right. Decea

10 Best Sellers
1ST

POP DISKS FOR
Shaw

Artie

recordings

will

make

CRC’s

COL.

his

*’A”

first

Columbia

divi.sion

3.

AGAIN

4,

BABY

j

t

(;>)

(Morris)

ADORABLE

..

(10) (Robbins)

IT’S

COLD OUTSIDE

hit status,
!

FOREVER AND EVER

7.

CRUISING

j

8.

(.5)

DOWN THE

CARELESS HANDS

to

>

10.

DON’T SEE ME

SO

IN

LOVE

(1)

is,

nevertheless,

of

w'ell

(3)

(Melrose)

RIVER

(14) (Mills)

\
•

.

•

•

•

•

•

\

Sammy Kaye
Perry ('omo

May

Santiago, (’hile.
ivler

$30.()t)()

Cugat

is

1

X

WO.NDEREUL GUY

(Cliappell)

)

t

Capitol
Victor

Decca

London

CANDY KLSSES

7.

sued for
iuipresario

\
.

1

(Hill

A

Raiuse)

ot the Kosedale auditorium, who
claims that the bandleadei failed
to work with the 2.5 .Ameiiean musicians for which he contracted
Cugat used 21 U. S. iiuisicians and
tilled in with tl)iee l(»cal sidemen
It’s also claimed thal Cugat lailed
la play the full engagement. Ordi
leader countered with chaiges thal
union regulations forced idm to cut
the booking short.
Cugat left Chile for the Krnhassy
Club in Lima, Peru, after luilling
to .settle any decision in the suit. Orel) will follow
with a six-week booking in Brazil
and then will hop to Kuiope foi
engagement.s in Paris. I,ondon. Belguai’antee.s

gium, Spain and Switzerland.

IT LIE.S

'

\

(.Morii<,)

I
I

MERRY

f;0

ROUND WALT/

(Shapiro-B)

Crosby
Shore

I

1

I

.IKE

\

(

(

I

I

I

Hobbs

number

(

M-G-M

to

I

Ever

‘It’ll

1

;

Bud

Ci'.v,”

Make

a

in Businc.ss." Lonnie Glossoii (Mei'cury*.

Cliange

COLUMBIA FLAHERY

Decca

Como
Como

Perry
Perry

Victor

Vidor
Columbia

Frank Sinatra

MacRae
Homard

Fddif

Sammy

Did,

*•

V'icfor

Capitol

Victor

llaymes

Decca

f'-ddy Howard
Johnny Mercer
Rnss Mcrgan
Kay Starr
Bing Crosby
Kay Starr

''..Capitol

Ijombnrdo

Decca

\rt

Mercury
C'apitol

Decen

Day

already

Capitol
('apitol

Coral
Decca
Coinmbia

Top

is

in

May

II.

Ray Ventura, vsho
3^
the film l>i^ here.

well as being a music puhlishei". o*
going into film riisli ihiilion in Go'’*
many. Besides Ventuia. the fie”
includes Georges Amon and Won'

Siittrcrne

Betsy (Uiy

in the

Paris.

Bandleader

Columbia
Columbia

^ mns Bros
\Gny Ijombardo,
Dons Day

Into

Pix Distrib in Germany

Capitnl

iy,„ ah Shore
Paula Watson

been

year.

last

Batoneer Ventura

MGM

L(^o

Kay Starr

oj U'eelcs song has

ing pel iod of

Decca
Capitol

.

Mmmey

fh-ggy
Doris

Palitz,

move by the plaltcry. Ben Selvin,
CoasI head of Col’s ofl ice. will take
ovi
Palitz’
duties and continue
wilh his own administrative work.
I)(*cision was d(‘C)eed by Manni*
Sacks. Col’s v.p. in i harge of pop*
platicring. Wni'd from there is that
there will he a large slashing of
personnel all atound. Sales ai^e
down almul JIVV under eori'espond-

('apitol

Mercury

Krttfe

24.

Columl)ia Records
recoi'dlng chief lieie. has been released froni l)is job in an economy

Morty

Decca

.

gang .Schmidt, latter
UF.\ experience, vvfio
operations.

.

I

[Figures in parentheses indicate

Coral*; ”lf

"Too Proud

Colnihbia

Crosby

F.nig

'(»’*<</

YOU (Harms)
TRUE TO YOU IN MY FASHION T. B. Harms)
YOU BROKE YOI'R PRO.MISE (Pic)
DIDN’T KNOW C;UN LOADED (Lewis)
VOl'. YOU, YOU ARE I’llF. ONE (Campbell)
EVERYWHERE YOU (H) (Lombardo)
SO.MEO.NE

*

You Baby.” Buddy Johnson

Di'cca*;

Decca

^Touy Martin

I

HOW

the Sun Comes Out”
Lee, ex-Larry Clinton
singling on Bullet disks;
"Cabaret” amt "Gotta Love

Kind
•

(CbappHI)

(Glenmore)

the

Victor

Kn,g X'ote
7

I

SO TIRED

"In

"When

Romy Gosz Rand

Victor
Capitol

Sin (f ord

h'Mtig

damages by the

a

Hollywood. May

A

on Pact

i-

SLASHING PERSONNEL

I

In Santiago

t

Mary
Bashful Bend” (Meicury*
Kaye Tiio .stiuggles hard to ape
Bed Ingle’s Capitol hit. “Timtayshun.” w’ith “I’m In the Mood for
l.ove”
(Columbia*, but it’s too
Kate Smith
obviously affeeted
injects crooner ti'ieks into her
.Million Miles .Away.” a good side.
Standout western, polka, race,
“Blues Stay Aw'ay
hillbilly, etc.
From My Door.” Curley Kinsey
(Mercury*: "It’s Wrong to Love
You Like I Do.” Cowboy C’opas
(King*:
“Morning Star Polka.”

Decca

\

i

(LeedN)

c h e s

I

Victor

t

(Laurel)

CO.MME C\

r

her
You Till Die” both good
Hoary
Carmichael’s gravel thi'oat smooths
out
I've Been Hit” nicely for jock
uses (Deeea*
Two-Ton Baker’s

MGM

Mel Tonne
Gordon Jenkins

'

LOVE ME. LOVE ME. LOVE Ml Oliller)
PORTRAIT OF JENNIE (ChuppHI)

o

Helen

Columbia

Vauqhn Mouroe
Lombardo
Grade Fields
Perry Como
Russ Morgan
Blue Barron

\

(15) (Spitzer)

of the Poconos.” too

vocalist,

Loudon
Mercury

Mercer

I

• •

"Queen

with

Columbia

(iuy

\

\

Cl

corny

vocal liounee makes a listenable
side out of "Beautiful Blonde Fiom

Damoue

Sliorc-Clark

Harms)

SOME ENCHANTED EVENING
NEED YOU (Cboire)

COM.ME

a

•

Second Grou|)

X

good

I

.Meriaii’s

Col inn bin
Victor

Pastor

I

(Laurel)

will take to
with a 4J-piece

Cugat Sued for 30G

is

Spring of the Year” tuins up as a
fine tune by Joe (iraydon (Coral*
with Foul' Hits and Miss
Lee
Richardson’s string of standards
l^el.uxc* continues in solid groove

Vidor

Como

Vii

.

Robbins)

Shaw, incidentally,

FAR AWAY PLACES

"'Fake”

.

a

as

Vnnqiiii Monroe
Hurl Ires

(Dinah

concert orchestra which will play
the music of American composer.,.
Within the 43-piece outlil he’ll
use an IR-piece swing band similar
to the one which made his Victor
sides,
and his Cliameiey Five,
juuip combo.

hard.

Decca reissued Woody Herman’s "(
Ain't Got Nothin’ But the Blues”
and "It Must Be Jelly" on Coral
King Kecoi ds’ Al Grant does a nice
job on "Lover’s Gold’’ with Leon

last year.

this fall

a

’

Wliitiiif/

(Melrose)

(3*

(5) (T. B.

singers, Mis^

“Swiss Lullaby.” a good-soundline, is nicely handled by Dick
Thomas (Decca*; he gets a lot out

instrumental with bop overtones
that rocks and rides .solidly.
Ella Fit'/.gerald “Lover’s Gold”"Gold” is
"Blai'k Coffee” (Decca*.
another tune from which big things
are expected. Could be. but there
doesn’t seem to be real b.o. power
year’s
a twin to last
it;
it’s
in
"Nature Boy” melody. Miss Fitzgerald cuts it smartly, with lush

I

I

I

K’apitoh
of Capitol

and Derwin make

hit

ing

instrustraight
mental; Jack Hunter's vocal disis
a hot
Reverse
mood.
the
turbs

\

!

9.

ake Me Back”

Platter Pointers

but

pow’(*rful

Vera I.yvu

I

f

"'l

combination, 'riieir first two sides
are good, though neither is likelv

Well
worth jock programming.
arranged and played, the side
much more
would have been

Tony

classical division.

the road

up

I

I

I

«.

new duo

’

interc'st.

^

'I’ilton

“ Gigolette
"Gigo(Columbia*.
lette” side is an interesting pic*ce
of music that’s unlikely to reach

\

j

Victor catalog.
Sales of his Vietor sides are still hefty enough to
have paid him royalties in six fig-

X

t

Lawrence

Elliot

Perry

1

(Laurel)

(5)

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY

5.

'

VOir’RE

holds

still

Martha Tilton
‘

on &)in-Machines-™5l
I

Standards Shaw' made for RCAVictor when he was with that
lompany are the mainstay of his

ures

RIDERS IN THE SKV.

I.

Records
next week,
under the contract he signed with
the disker.v a couple months ago
under w hich he’s to record for
both pop and Masterworks.
He’ll
do a string of standards with a
!»and of undisclosed size.
He already has cut his first items for
for

pop

Corp.’s

but
;V.‘!,.v

foreign

tint

SHAW TO MAKE

^**1^*'

-

c'haiice to hit.

*

around too long and no new names
side with Dick Haymes in New
have C(»tnp up to replace lliem.
is liolding back on
tlie
grooving York last week.
They’d he fresli attractions in I’.ngof new tunes until the product of
Singer is the wife of actor
land and Europe and. by the same
other companies can be assaved.
Henry Hull. Jr.
tt>ken. it’s felt, top foreign l>aiuts
could brighten the IJ. S. band situation by in.iocting
’almsopliere.”

commercial tinge backed by an ex-a
oiedium beat. Reverse U

i

— Elevation”

1

of the top names
re|)s pretty thin
becau.se they've been

become a combination to be reck
oried with.
His "September” sld.1
is
swell, tasty light
iigtu jazz with

i.«i

down and

product, according to Dave Kapp. operated branches in nearby cities.
"We’ve gone back to .selling” he such as Washington. Buffalo and
says, "and we want nothing
hut Boston.

Many

1

”

Cap’s move insofar as the Washington branch is concerned may indicate a general switch by the company to outside distributors. Cap’s
i)usiness. as with all other major

j

INSTITUTED BY DECCA

1

Cieorge Shearing Quintette
"Sen,
tember in the Hain”-‘ Boi)
and Listen” (M-G-M*. Blind plan'
ist Gtmrge Shearing’s small
grouu
promises, on these recordings
to

thing in good dance tempo that’s
cute listening: it’ll fill anybody’.s
program needs. "Jack.” a niediuinbeat item, clicks smoothly for them
arranged and
land gets good Frank DeVol backing'
Blue Barron ‘I
_ Jack Kilty “Weddin’ Day”-‘*You
Yes Yes in Told
a Lie (M-G-M*. Kilty
Sc*t on You”-"There’s
Barron s good disks with almost any makes
Your Eyes” (M-G-M*.
soi-t of
to
expeuted
material.
These two sides,
disking of "Hc*art” is
good good tunes, are veiy well both
It’s a
deliver big things.
done.
a
with
flayed
tune
noveltv-tvpe
Kilty’s st(ong and flexible voice
entire band, hoist eiod by the Highlanders.
lilt and vocal led by the
v(Kal
Real b.o. punch, how'ever. is in the group, and Buddy Weed’s orchesreverse, an oldie that gets the .same tra.
Both are entertaining and
sort of treatment and is a much good fare for jocks and jukes.
H has a solid
superior melody.

I

PRE-PLANNING POLICY
I

Is

1

dis-

I

:

"How Many

James and C oliimbia vluh his
cent "Hat.sville” release,
son’s initial side doesn’t require
any imagination to see it banned
from disk jock shows ^and other
avenues of exploitation. If theie
were anv reason for its release,
Reverse
there’d lie some excuse.
light, tastily
is a singularly cute,

drop-

intends

owned and operated

its

Der of ^ a
(Capitol*.
.seem to

Washington.
point
in
'tributing
Bill Hill, exec of the comD. C.
pany’s New York headquarters.
was in D. C. yesterday (Tuesday*
setting the plans under which Nel.son & Co., indie distrib who handies Cap sides in Baltimore, will
tak" over the operation of the D C.

kine.scoped,

is

Records

Capitol

pong

'

j

have worn their
S..

Distrib Setup

,

bookings would expand the scope

l^.

Skitch Henderson

;

pK

often, but won’t hit big.

’

'

ticularly desirable right now. 'I'he
fiand business in the LJ. S. is at a
low ebb anyway, and the foreign

in the

Cap Switching D.C.

be shown two weeks later
on II slations. which would
have brought them out after
the June 1 deadline in force
at that time. Unfortunate part
»)f the affair was tfiat the deadline was extended last Thursday afternoon to June l.’i but
Telford had alread\ put the
show into reheai.sal.

,

of activity.

1

.

indi(Victor*, but it. too. clearly
in the
cates the sales potentialities
new ballad. It’s finely turned by
smartly
the band and the vocal is
done by Don Rodney, one of the
Flipover
melody.
the
of
writers
side
brings up a standard, a solid
of
that should be in all librarit's
Brown
Jimmy
l.ombardo material.

counters, will be retained by
in another capacity.

Cap

>.

<

Bob Besley, who ran the Brooklyn

to

'

Donahue Navy band,

By BERNIE WOODS
and string background under C.orrinn
(iuy Lombardo "Four Winds
Dream Jenkins baton. If the tune
Seven Seas”-"When My
la>m- this disk does. too. "Black CoW*5
Decca
Boat Comes Home
is a mood piece excellentiv
is
turnon
bardo’s cutting of ‘Four Winds”
Kaye s by the singer.
It’ll
be
not the equal of Sammy

point.

Young & Rubicam producer
Frank K. Telford had hired Sharkey the seal for a spot on last
Thursday night’s tl9i “Rigewas to finish
It
low Show."
up doing a duet with .lerry
Mahoney, ventro Paul Winchell’s dummy, on "Popeye.
Tune, only
the Sailor Man”
one the seal knew, is controlled by ASCAP.
As a reto
sult. Telford was forced
have the mammal fake a public
domain .song. "Jeannie
With the Light Brown flair.”
ASC.AP tune was ruled out

-

Union

24.

week.

this

visit

of exchange arwhich the Philadelphia Orche.stra is now in Eng
land, would be the lever that
would pry the situation open l\tr
Rut
jazz and commercial outfits.

country, in a

rangement

Seal Level

^

Jocks, Juices and Disks

Economy

in

Hollywood,

Capitol Records has staked out
the Hrsl of expected
economy
moves,
is
folding
Company
its
Brooklyn
record-dist ributing
branch and in the future will service the entire metropolitan N. Y.
area from its Manhattan distrib

An

«
<

10.1
<

i

office

has

v»ilh

long

will

lioad

aircad.'

been
^

opened in Munich and ollu’'-'^
being planned for Hamburg, Dusseldoi I and possibly I’l anklurl.

May

Wrtinfilay,

25, 1949
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LESSER NAMES’ FLEXIBLE PRICES
AFM, AGVA Heading

On

Variety

Ads

A
Chicago, May 24.
Federation of Mu.si-

American
fians is heading for

.4merican Guild of Vaover vaude and nilery

the

with

showdown

a

for

riety Arlist.s

turns that perform mu.sic as part

This info was bluntly
relayed to booking agency reprehere last week, who
sentatices
were called into meeting by executives of Chi Local 10 of the
of their act.

Showdown

'i;f[

ASCAP, TV Continue Negotiations

That Play Music
Band Subsidy

Cal.

»

prices

becoming very

are

Peony Park, Omaha,
Sets Dorsey Bands

again in so far as xvell
knoxvn but “.secondary b o. names
flexible

’

j

May 24.
members

Hollywood.

^

Complaint that its
would be hit by unemplox inent if
a slate band subsidy goes through
has been voiced to the California
legislature by Local 47. American

are concerned, and

Omaha. May 24.
Peony Park has worked out

many booking
j

agents and managers feel that the
trend xxill, by the end of the s'umfer. bring about a steadier band

for

Omaha Post
I.egion spon.sorcd.

demands

that
niteries

Decca’s

any act playing vaude or
Now the
hold an .AGV.A card.
says that any act using a
hold an
must
musical instrument
AFM card, and it’s implied they
There
AGV.A.
cannot pay dues to
are many turns whose b.o. rep was
channels,
musical
gained through
on
based
completely
not
but

AFM

For example. .Nellie
music.
Lutcher. a recording name. Miss
piano and sings.
plays
Lutcher

Who

has

juri.sdiction.

the agents
they don't

And
want to know?
want to be put in the position of
with retaliatory rules
deciding,
threatening

from either

side.

the opposite

ly

has been mostrecording compait

—

making

nies took to

xxestern, hill-

billy. and even race material, with
fop-name pop artists. Victor did

along with

that
also

But

rix'als.

its

it

is going
heavily for cutting
hits as hillbilly and xxestern
sides xxith artists in that category.

pop

on forced guarantees.

for

35c Market

I

j

Dt'cca RecoreJs' nexx 49c Vocation
laliel

Hollywood,

May

24.

Spike .Tones'
new policy of
spreading out his one-nighters is
paying
the
off.
according
to
maestro.
by
that
.fones
feels
stret(hing the playdates oxer a
large area, each engagement will
have a bigger audience to draxv
from,
the
.Jones
that
thinks
$1.1 12. .113 gross obtained in
hi.s
recent concert lour of 124 stands
in 101 cities to be a direct result
of the nexx policy.
.Jones’ share of the gross was
$.199,200.
After a $7,000 weekly
payroll. lO'’? to Music Corp
of

America

plus traveling expenses.
.Jones’ corporation.
Arena .Stars.
Tnc..
grossed
$600,000.
around
During the 19.000-mile trek. .Jones
used txvo sleepers and a baggage
car which brought travel expenses
to a $700 daily average.
Hoxxevcr.
.Jones saved considerably on hotel
costs since the outfit lived aboard
the trains.
In only three towns,
where wo-nighters were plaxed.
Were hotels used.
I

Full of Roses" xvas
for \’ictor by
oi chestra.

made

Kave

s

Glen

Isle

Casino

Forego Names

NG With
Glen

Island
N. V..

chelle.

name band

its

“Need You"orchestra.
.Song Spinnc'is.
Foot Txvo.
.SUv"-“Careless
the
“Ridc'i's
In
Hands:" “Roy Ross orchestra. "Forever and FA er "-“Fa’ci-.x xvhere Yon

3.

at

$3.60

;is

Rowith
policy this season

the

prices

ask(‘d

in

May

24.

sued
last

in

Chi federal

xxeek by the

li^^hing

di.striel

court

Mars Music Pub-

charged that
they recorded .songs lifted from its
l-'o..

vxill

out

it's

Miller, that

xery

likelx

claims Apollo

Records re<ordcd “.Atlantif .Jump’’ and Capitol
and MGM diskeries, “Just
Keminiscing.”

saving,

it

the

to

MPCE

Snarl

Music Publishers Contact Kniploxces union stirred np music
publisher bosses last week xxith a
recpiest that an additional sentence
tie inserted in Paragraph 9 of the
recent ly formulated contract bePubs generally won't
txxeen them.

BROWN AS SIDEMAN
Biiddx

Rich goes hack lo being

man

si(h

in a

couple xxeeks. when

he joins I.es Brown's or(h(*stra at
the
Palladium ballroom. Hollyvood, and thereafter hits the r(t.id
with the oiiitit.
Rich signed an

agreement

agree to

spot

seas<»n.

style

jazz

of

eomho.
bop band

his

Iliv

that pub-

not eniplov songxxriters to plug tun('s unh'ss they are
•MPCF. members. Hoxxever. xxriters
plugging tiK'ir oxvn xxorks are not
disturbed. .Ml’CK wants a sentence
add('d to that xxhich xvould make it
clear that a pub cannot utilize the
plugging activilif's of a songxvriter
in lien of the serxiees of an .Ml’CK
memher. That's all right, hut the
wants to tie the judge of
xvhether a songxx iter is being used
to dif^plaee a union man and. if it
thinks so. that the piihlisher agree
to obligate himself to ord('r the

.

group
tee

is

I

considering
xxas
time
vaude single.

doing

for

its

negotiating commit-

deliberate.

Committees

e

(insist

for

of.

A.SC.AP; Fred .Ahli'it, Soeieix pre/;
Dick Murray. Oscar H.iiiimerslein

Adams.

.Stanley

II,

leslein. altoriiey.
.Sireihert. Charle.s

Hi'i iiian

For

li'le.

Fiiik-

there's

Denny, exec
v.|) of NBC: .Joseph JJ. Jfeam. exee
vp. CJf.S; .Mark W'oods. .ABC net
pri'z;
Mortimer Loewi. ITu.Mont
K.

neixxoik chief.

Kenton Discusses
Batonning Again
May

Hollvxxood
K('n1on finddled

.*^tati

24

xvitJT

Milt

Krasny,

liead of (icrii'ial .Ailisis
local office. Mond.-ix i23)
over his fnliire
It’s expected Hiat
ev('ntnallx he will relmri to the

Corp's

hand

Kenton

business.

re(('nll,x

hack to the Coast after a long
vacation trip to South America

Kenton broke up his band .some
months ago after blasting booking
agencies for tlu'ir failure to piovide suitable location spots for
It was his idea
to xvork
a .string of "street-level,
be
spots could
basi'inent"
profitably operated to calei to ja/z
of the. type his hand and olheis
^ 4.,
feature.
Kenton also has been rumored
often as going into the sludv of
psychiatry. In fact, after he broke

jazz

bands

then that
not

up

his band the last time he xx assaid to be heading into the sindv
of nu'dieine. which nianx of his
friends and fans accepted as meaning psychiatry.

Ethel Smith’s Click
I

xxriter to (b'sist
J^uhs feel lh;it

clause

.'niith,

F.tliel

l

a

command

a
1

jierformaiice

for

the

Prince Regent at the Roxal Palaie
Miss Smith’s Decca
Friday '20'.
recording of such tunes as "Tieo

agreeing to the

would give the MF’CE too
m determining the line Tieo." "Brazil. ".Just One of Tho^e
I.’
Breeze and
'I’he
songxx liter might Things.
xxhich a
proved a
"Hora Staciato.” ei<
"

much power

last

Brussels. .May 16
.American organist

and dlsker. after her .ABC '||l'al?e
click here Thursday '12*. xxill gixe

”

that xxas over
was a
hioken up alter a run at the ste p.
.N
Since then
Y
Ciicpie Club
FHeh has been singling ami at one
Coronet

outfit

re-

ulixi's
neixxoik
and
individual
Only mi'inher of leh's
h(*ads.
original .N.AB negotiating committee still participating in tlie talks
IS Theodore C. Streibert. president
of WOK. Nexv York, and ehairmaii
of the .Mutual
neixxork's hoard.
.ASC’AP's siilistiution of its exee

MPCK

did very well xxhen he first organized his oxx n coiiibo. hut lh(*reafter
found hookings tough due lo the

up additional non-name
for the remainder of the

it.

The |>aragraph decrees
lishers shall

xxith

>.

hail to h»

eonslrneted
.ASCAP has had oilier meetings
xxith Ihe-.YiilCo men since.
Talks
are being handled by .ASC.AJ’ exec-

got

will

Wendell.
.1
“Bud’
Krnest
W'.JMO. Cleveland, disk jockey, has
added t<» his chores by becoming
an account execulixe and director
of Bing A Hass Agenej's television
and radio activities.

and they would have

it's

Son«writer Plu?j?ers

to

BUDDY RICH JOiN^

pi(k

fits

hnt

implied the talent inxdived is draxxing flat salaries for the cutting of
.At 49c for the disks
tlie times.
ro.x allies are iinlikc'Iy.
isn't

With Pubs on Pact

a

ari'as.

»

Nexv

xvhi<-h

<aial(»g.
.''uit

business

Decca

Key

<

Three recording companies were

•

their

uip

and Coast

midwest

Willionl
the extension.
A.SC.AI*
xvould have hei'ii ineligible
for use on shoxxs already pl.inned

Cry. Cry

'1

hillliill.x
Baby;'' .limmx Sc'lph
"Don't Boh .Anolhc'i Man's Castle''“Candy Kissc's;" .Andy Kirk orch.
“Huckl('bn(-k"-“Close Vcmr f-yes:'*
Harry Babbitt and .Alh'ii .Sisters.
It's
You're .Ad()rable '-“Bat)x
“.A
Cold Outside."

1.

It's

Glenn

ton and

C.nx"-“Don

may dispense

possible that alter
I'hornhill clears out the spot will
use non-name comhinalions of 10
o: 12 pieces to supply dance music.
first
If that h.'ppens. it will he the
time .'hice (Hen Island incubated
ho. giants as (lien
such past
(iiay's Casa l.omans. Larrx' C liti•lune

derful

lack of interest is due lo the f;ict
that inU'ipreting
pop mii-ic tor
sifting fans isn't enough enlerlain-

Policy

plaxs

it

necessary.

Brown, through
the laller'.s manager. .loe Glaser,
.Jones taped hl.s regular Cocah.»xe eased off the name band idea. head of .Associated Booking Corp..
Cola show throughout the tour
During the xvar, and eveix sea- xxhich will keep Jfich xxith tfie outwhich brings in an additional son since. (Hen Isle has had a
minimum o( 13 weeks at $410
fit a
$13,000 weekly.
He’s now re- struggle. High piices for suitable per. .At the end of
that time, he
heai-sing for a .June 6 stand at the
names xxere claimed as the cause may return to maestroing under
Curran theatre. San
Francisco. of its difficulties, combined with
He gels 70'f of the gro.ss on that l.ie lack of draxving power of (H.'iser's management
Hi(h. perhaps the highest paid
stand.
those bands signed. This xear. the sideman in the
hisl(»rx
the
(»f
May 26 xxith Paul name hand husine-.s.s while he was
op(*ns
spot
Span's lO-pit'ce orchestra, xxhich xxith 'l'<»mmy Dorsey $9(t() w eeklx
If
arrives.
holds until Thornhill
has had sexeral bands since he
Sued in Chi on ‘Lifts’
big
produce
doesn't
Thornhill
He
left T D. lo go on his own
Chicago.

•

.

Thornhill menl

Casino.

"

Go." and “Merrx -Go Round W'altz"“Blue Skirt Wall/;" Merx in .Shriiier
Hillbilly'. "I.ovc'sick Bhies"-“rm
Biting My Fingernails Thinking of
Yon:" Ike Carpc'iiler orch. "Won-

recent xxeeks

names come down

it's

ASCAP

the

in

.Alan

"

Holmes

lower-rated contemporaries are doing. the hand biz will be unsettled
roncf'i't-slx le
dates
by name
bamis. incid<'ntall.x art' said to he
a (lead bo. issue. It's felt that the

Claude ThornhiU’s
orchestra for four weeks, opening
after

when

price

May
If

of Broadcasters negotiating committee lo the Soci('l.x s
lel(' commillee. \x hit h \x as re je( ted.
.Assn

tion.il

.

until the best

as

Sammx

pop side

"-“Bali lla'i;

“Five

on the top and lesser names haxe
been spotty. The best haxe liirned
up sour results nearly as often as
Ihex' did xxell. .And promoters and
some agents insist the high-price
factor is to blame. It's felt that

l

“Room

—

chanted FA-ening

—

a

on

Var-

tunes that alreadx are established
xx ho
by
artists
are
hits,
cut
familiar if not oiilstaiidiiig lumu's
Decca has comph'ted its first \’ocalioM issue and it xxill he on the
eonsisis of
stands by .lune 6.
It
who (-('places
Harrington,
Bill
Frank Sinatra on the Lucky Strike
“Hit
Parade." doing “Some F.n-

—

1-Niter Payoff

;

in

laht'ls

Hi-Tone and Sp<»11ighl have
themselxcs for monthK.
lo
.And Hull's ill the marketing of

”

B, (). results in

lo get

had

expected to do business. F'romot«'rs
It's
paying high guarantees must hike
Carter and Homer & .lethro. a liill- admission prices in an effort to
billy combination unknoxvn in the recover the coin
and high piices
pop field. Disk was made with spe- just aren't being paid by music
cial lyrics added to the original fans in the hinterlands
.Some of
lines, by permission of Frank I.oes- the
he&l name maestios
in
the
ser, tune’s xxriler. Company also country have
found (hat out rehas a xxestern version of “Riders cent V.
in the Skx" by the Sons of the
Bookings for summer spots are
Pioneers, backed by another nexv good. The full (plot a of season.il
tune from xxhich big things are operations are huxing. But's ttiat's
“Room no assurance that husint'ss will be
expected in the pop field
good.

3.Ac

silx.

the latter eases singular ho
brodies have bei n taken by names

Full of Roses." Botli. of course, are
But “Riders."
sagebrush-fiavored.
for example, has made its heaviest
Victoi's
field.
pop
the
in
hit
Vaughn .Monroe disking having
week
to the
this
verx'
close
moxed
OOO.OOO mark in copies shipped.

sei'ins dc'signed

the floor that the

I

Spike Jones Big

better

is

.

foie

This
com-

one made by the Na-

last

lh('

th.'in

lie

b('

Iniii's

many

In too

New

j

of

Victor has ready
release a version of “Baby.
cut by Dottie
Cold Outside

.

offer is ass('r(e(l not to
pletely sat isfaetoi'x hut it

'

rare, until recently, since the start
of the xxar. R<‘fore that it xvas a
common practice. Hoxvcver. tfip
name combos are still rigidly adhering to price quotat ions regardless of circumstances .And. as a result,
they
find
themselve¥ xxith
open dates or play for promoleis

example.

For

1

•

netxxork reps will he placed
the hoard for eonsideral ion.

In extending the dt'adline from
I
lo .lune LA.
had
tele in a bad position, and it eonid
h;ixc exerted pressure. Okax
for
(he ('xt elision xvas givi'ii Thursday
191 morning and the ((‘leeaslei
had to have it in order lo he tree
to plan .ASCAP music for shoxxs
evi'iiing.
Ihat
after
xxliieh
they
xvere kiiii'seoped for later shoxxiug

49c Disk Eyes

|

j

months

I

•

Items

In recent

settlement

.lime

Pops-Making’Em
As

.American

of

'16'.

On

Switch

NBC.

Old Gold's Ted Mack amateur
show played to .'i.dtiti paxces at
.Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum NVc'dncsdax

—

RCA

a

name bands and netxxork
remotes for the simmu'r. .Already
signed are the Tommy Dorsey and
They
the .limmy Dorsey i)ands.
and oth(*rs xxill do oue-nighlers at
the I’ark's Roxal (Iroxe and the
remote's xxill be oxer station W'OW'
deal for

business. Not since the middle of
prices on certain
the XX ar have
Federation of Musicians. Bill lie- bands ranged .so widely.
fore the Senate, introduced
by
.An example of xvhat’s occurring
Agents were warned that the Senator .lack
Tenny. calls for ap- in the lagging band field is in the
AFM will suspend the license and propriation of Sl.'S.OOO.
prices being taken for one nationalexpel any one of their number
Local 47 is against the idea of a ly knoxxn combo noxv on the road
found guilty of recommending that band that could be
used to play This group has played and is
or
vaude
playing
act
musical
a
at state fails, concerts, political hooked for college dales at $2,000
nightclubs should join AGV.A. Ai events
and tours of California.
and $I.7.')0 nightly and it is acthe same time. Local 10 toppers
cepting as loxv as $400 guarantees
told agents that any actor using
promotion one-nighters. to
for
instrument
in
musical
a bonafide
break jumps or just to (ill what
be or become a
his turn must
might otherwise he layoff d.ile.s.
or
else.
It
AFM.
the
of
member
in
The figures aie guaged to mainwas not explained what will haptain a eei'lain income tiver a stwenpen if a turn is already a member
day pciiod, .And those $400 j(»hs
of AGV.A and is forced to Join the
are just as valuable to lu'lp pay
AFM
transportation costs, more so in tlie
Booking agents do not like the
event that a h;md xxould rather laxposition in which they have been
off than wink for
that
kind of
placed by the AFM and AGV.A.
monev.
Hillbilly
Battle for jurisdiction over musiI'op Names at Top Prices
cal acts between the two unions
The inclination by many maesBC.AA’ictor Is going whole-hog tros lo fake xxhal
has been at the skirmishing stage
can be -golten on
for some lime and the agents are into the reverse switch of record- certain nights of the xxeek rather
in the middle.
ing pop hit tunes as hillbilly items. than insist on a set price has been
of course,

are good that a
might be reached betxxeen the .American Sotiely of
Composers, .Authors and Piihlisheis and the television lU'txvorks bel.A
fore the new -exlendc'd .lunt'
of
deadline for the r e m o x- a
.ASC.AP tunes'from x ideo. .A.SC.AP
director hoard convenes for its regular monthly meeting lomorroxv
Tluirsday
and it's expected that
an offer made late last xxeek by the
Possibilitit's

Rand

Musicians Battle

AFM.

AGVA.

As

Settlement Prospects Brighter

i;Tr||n|FI|

.Siipplv
.Music
Corp.
chaitered to condoct a publishing
business in .New \oik.

'

.

adx.-mee agent here.
on the bill wiHi Miss Smith
at the ABC is Fieiieh singer lino
Rossi.
great

.Also

I
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Blows Up

Retail Distribs
I

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

i

Musicians to Jobs

and

"no.”
whipped out a copy of the contract
between the American Federation
of Musicians and the four nelworks, signed la.st year. Clause in
the contract says that an orch
leader can sw'ilch members at his

wouldn't take

own discretion. Local 47's board
agreed that Cates had ’em.
Rule now scrapped provided that
a musician who had worked thr«*e
show's couldn’t be dropped without
serious grounds and a union trial
hoard hearing, for 39 weeks (if
show took a summer layofl or 52
weeks if the show ran the wliolc
year. There w'as also a provision
that no sideman or orch manager,
after working three consecutive
broadcasts, could quit summarily.

POST
CARDS

on beautiful

I

MAY

This Last
wk. H'k.

j

c/j

!

I i,.

21

:

I
2

>

s
O

ArtisL Label, Title

^

i

as

02

I

I

VAUGHN MONROE

(Victor*
1

1

1

5

2

6

1

7

1

1

1

1

1

i

(Decca*

"Again”

2

1

I

GORDON JENKINS
o

I

"Riders in the Sky"

1

1

2

2

2

47
!

PERRY COMO

'

3

(Victor*
i

"Some Enchanted Evening”

4

4

3

2

3

2

9

•

•

43

•

I

RUSS MORGAN

(Decca*

i

"Forever and Ever”

3

4

9

D. SHORE-B. CLARK (Columbia
"Baby, It’s Cold Outside

PERRY COMO
6

"Bali

7

(Decca*
the River”

Down

2

"Cruising

8

5

‘“A’--You’re Adorable”

9

12

10

8

PERRY COMO

7

8

6

3
4

10

3

c;.

6

"I

cases record stores are giving the
machines as bonus items w'lth the
purchase of a certain number of
LP disks. Not many are selling
them, according to a brief sun-ev
'
in the ea.st.
Columbia ships the turntables
which are capable of playing all of
the LP disks from seven to 12-inch
to distributors at $8.85 each, w’hich
is about w hat they cost to make
Distribs are passing them on to
retailers at the same price in some
in.stances and with a few cents
in others.
From there on

profit

the pieces are the retailers’ own
baby. They can be given away or
handled as above. Columbia has
quoted no prices for them in ads
aimed at the public.

3 INDIES FACE ACTION

4

8

3

7

ON PUB ROYALTIES

23

..

22
2

21
I

5

6

6

20

7

,

5

4

S

6

7

Exclusive. Tops and Coleman
record labels each found themselves on the defensive end of a
court action last week to recover
royalty coin due music publishers
on disk sales. Actions were instiluted by Harry Fox. pubs’ agent

and trustee.

19
,

18

10

3

Exclusive, a Coast firm, hasn’t
paid pubs for two quarters and has
not foiwarded statements. Tops,

another Coast indie,

2

4

is in

a similar

Coleman is operated by
Coleman
Bros.,
New'ark.
’fhere’s no inkling of how much
position.

16

..

I

the

(Decca*

9

4

16

4

coin is involved.
accounting.

(Victor*

8

BILLY ECKSTINE (M-C.-VH
"A New Shade of Blues”

9

3

13

Fox wants an

*

9

2

(Capitol

15B

15

1.5C

16

"Blue Skirt Walt/”

16.\

13

"So

Hands”

10

.

FRANKIE YANKOVK’

6

8

J

•

.

.

.

.

9

.

.

.

.

7

.

.

.

.

3

9

(Columbia*
2

GORDON MacKAE

KROMIKOTE

iJ"

(Capitol)

’’

"Forever and Ever"

.

Capitol*

Love”

in

5

’

Love With

PERRY COMO

"Careless

i

(Dcccai

BING CROSBY
11

24

j

"Some Enchanted Evening”

9

6

I

M. WHITING-.I. MERCER (Capitol*
"Baby, It’s Cold Outside”

13 A

14

3

3

7

Amy”
JENKINS-STARDU8TEKK (Decca*
Don’t See Me in Your Eyes”
in

25

(Capitol*

‘A’— You’re Adorable

"Once

14

5

(Victor*

RAY BOLGER

13B

7

"Again”
«

36

6

1

lumbia Records by VM, Inc., Chi.
cago manufacturer. In many other

•

JO STAFFORD-G. MarKAE

12

4

Ha’i”

7

11

2

5

(Victor!

RUSS MORGAN

MEL TORME

7

new

j

”

.5

MEL TORME

with low-cost

NU-TONE

week.

last

;

15A

Keep your fans happy

litis

Week Ending

National
Ratine

>,

Temple Song Co. chartered to
conduct a music publishing busijie.ss in New York, with a capita!
stock of 200 shares, no par value

]

j

!

hired and fired too frequently at
the whims of those in charge of
commercial programs. No network,
ad agency or programming executive had questioned the ruling until Cates took up the cudgel when
he became leader on the Luni’u

But he
Instead, he

3
36

o

December, after numerous
last
members charged they were being

in personnel.

tht

o

I

parative sales rating for

sicians' Local 47, a battle won 1)\
the windjammer.
Law had been made by the local

Abner airshow'.
He was nixed by Local 47 \fhen
he requested the right to make a

^

(J

and sboiving com-

cities

away to record buyers
low-prica 3313 rpm Micro.
groove players being made for Co-

cases giving

U

best
sellers, based on reports obin
stores
leading
tained from
11

Gve

Micro Players As

o

retail disk

Survey of

194^*

2.T,

Bonus to Disk Buyers

ySRlEfr

Hollywood. May 24.
From now on musicians don’t
have to be retained for an entire
season if they play on three consecutive network commercial programs, and they can also quit their
jobs when they please. That ruling
has followed a clash between Opi«‘
C’ate.s, veteran clarineti.st, and Mu-

!

:

.

WeJneeJay, May

Rule Chaining Network

lew changes

*

i

OHCHKSTRAS-MIISIC

5

8

DORIS DAY

(Columbia*
Could Be With You”

16R

"If

16C

"Again”

I

ART MOONEY

7

.

.

8

.

.

(M-C.-M'

BLUE BARRON
16D

18

"Who’s Girl Are

17A

18

"Ball

8

(M-C-.VH
You*.’”

3

8

.

PEGGY

I.EE (Capitol*
Ha’i”

4

FRAN W.VrREN 'Victor*
"A Wonderful Guy”

17B

SAMMY KAYE
"Kiss

799 7fh

tVictort

Ev«r W«lcoint Pops
2

1

SOUTH PACIFIC

KISS ME,

Broadway Cost

Broadway Cost

Coluinitia

Columbia

3

4

MANHATTAN

TO MOTHER
Eddy Arnold

Cordon Jonkin*

Decca

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

CONNECTICUT
YANKEE
ling Crotby

Decca

Victor

SNUGGLED ON

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(Based on Points Earned

FOR ME

No. of

•
*

KATE

TOWERS

THE RIGHT GIRL

Victor

7

Decca

6

recorded by

Capitol

'TAKE

;

Points
220
159

YOUR SHOULDER

i

No. of

I

Records

Label

ME
our TO THE BALL CAME'
Prem M-G-M'i

7

4

Me Sweet”

Postcard Reproductions
fort Wayne, Indiana

•

ABC MUSIC CORPAve.- New York

7

Label

'

Kecords

Columbia

3

M-G-M

Points
42
25

FEIST

1

I

;

«SAMMY KAYI

1

..RCA Victor

k

OOIDON MaclAI

'

.

Columbia

DERRY FAillOANT

M-G-M

FRANK SINATRA

!

;

17
Charlie Ventura into 666 Uecords. back from Col ham. with
tentative plans to move his C’hi ofClub. June 13. for live da> s
fice
lo
.New
York
Art Mooney into Clii territory July
7-9
Phil Spitalny tentatively
set foi- Riverside theatre. Milwaii-'
Hollywood
kee. June 16. for a week
Louis
Peter I.ind Hayes set for C^ocoaArmstrong into Silhouette. May 27. niit Clove starting
Aug. 2. for
for
10
days
Disk jock Bill tour weeks
Judy (!anova plays
Evans’ "Wax and Needle Sliow" tlie
Mississippi
Valley
Fair in
taking a summer hiatus*, and re- July
Dorothy Chase doing
turns lo WCFL in August
Del four-weeker at the Chase hotel.
Courtney in Muehleliach liotel. St. Louis.
C!hirp’s next date will
Kansas City, .lime 1. lor t\\«» weeks he Mark
Hopkins. San Franci.sco.
Art Kas.sel skedded lor 'I'loca.\niieUe IVarren into "Salute lo
dei-o. Ih'ndeison. Ky.,
.

.

Upbeat

I

New York

1

.

,

I

'

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP^RATICN

Cosy Cole replaced ailing Sidney Catlett with Louis AnnstroiiR’s

Shep Fields
small jazz coinl)o
signed new agreement with Cien.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

eral

Artists

Corp

Evei.vii

KniR^ht got gold disk from Decea
marking millionth cop.\ of I^ittle
Bird 'rold Me." thougli disk Jias
’

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

gone well over that figure
.Iul\ 29. for Cershwin,"
which
opened
last
Junior Daniels signed by Di.scovm y lour weeks
Jlinm.\
Feather- night (24' at C’oeoanut
drove
Records
Dick Hiniher sigmul stone, current l\ at Trionon ball- Dirk
llaymes set for two-niglit
to play Shamrock hotel, Houston, room. back there in .\iigust for
stand at Warners theatre, Atlantic
opening June 23 as bandleader, four weeks, on si\-day-a-weck sel-.^ City (28-29'
Blasco Music Co.'
his first batoning stint in months; iM» instead of current five
Tony will bring out "Buy A Bond.”
bv
C’o- Pastor set for :Vlartini(|iie Cardens,
more interested in magic
Lew
Quadling
Leigh llarline
himhin MicrogrooNc eciuipmcnl be- new smithside outdoor spot, .lune assigned
to score "The Big Steal”
ing u.sed by 652 radio statitms
l.'v
billowed by Sherman Hayes,
Tex Beneke orcliestra to cut tran- .lune 21; Del Courtney, July 3. and
Ralph Maxhimer in as caller for
scriptions for NBC Thesaurus
Hal >leliit\re, July 8
Henry square dancing Sundav afternoons
Jacqueline Lehrich to do special Brandon
into
Scliroeder
hotei. at the F’alladium
Dick lluvmes
Kecords
promotion for Coral
Milwaukee
June I4-.luly 3
Milton Saunders orchcslra, held Fred Benson. Ray Anthony's man- set for one week at Baltimore Hippodrome June 2. doing stint he’s
over at Tavern-()n-(Jreen. inaking agiM. in town selling up
'midwest owed the house
1942. when
ihn of 20 weeks.
Tiales
Carbon Copies Trio into he cancelled out since
lo lake 20tli film
Huveite Club. Bockford. HI,. .May
contract
’24
Leleh Barron, pianist, going Benay Venula’s Mercur.v releasing
Chicago
"He’s a Devil" and
into eighth month
at
Sheraton "Be My Baby Bumblebee’’ (24*
Saxic Dowell giving up hand to hole!
Another di.sk jockcv Jack Smith and Fraud
De Vol
.go into band and tune promolion
sliow tentatively set for Chicago
tran.scrlbed
BBC interviews
I.ionci Hampton does theatre, June 24
in C’hi
Jimmv Hil- British bro.*idcasts in advance for
of
one-nighler in Indianaimlis June liard, recording head of Coral their
arrival In London July 13.
.
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.
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.
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DREAM
-

OLWEN

OF

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
^ To»»

F
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RARE RECORDINGS
I.Hwreiifw,
.%etMlrr.

TiiIIiiImIi

Kri»<l Mini
ILitiiklieMil,

\<lrlr

.lean
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Direct from
Manufacturer

.

.

$20.00

.

.

.

!

SUMMER TUXEDOES

.

.

.

.

.

SAVE

.

.

.

LAUREL MUSIC CO
BroadAOy N*.‘-

.

.

.

1619

.

,

,
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.
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RICHARD WIUIAMS,
43 Wcef 33r4

New

Street

VoHi 10, M. Y.

(NC.

—

)

.

onirnKKtRA^MttSktf

‘RH’ Logging System

ending
London.

<

—

,

.

12th

Rag

Street

.

14

16.

Covert

Week*

Chappell

.

Band
Eddy Duchin^
Nat Brandwynne*

Lavender Blue
Sun
Powder Your Face Chappell
Faraway Places
Leeds
Shady Nook .... Keith Prow se

On

.

.

.

.

.

.

Waldorf, Morton Downey;

Gay

Second 12

of

Jennie
Powder Your Face With Sunshine
Red Roses For a Blue Lady

.

.

Lombardo

4.325
10.425
6.650

.

.

.

1,300

ice revue.

new revue; giant 4..500 covers.
Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman. .500; $2..50-$3.50 min.).
"Salute
To Rogers and Hammerstein.” Boft 4,000 tabs.
Ted Straeter 'Empire Room. Palmer House. 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
De Marcos garnering nice 3,000 covers.

FVrever and Ever F.D A H.
Beautiful Eyes
..
Leeds
Slow Boat to China Chappell
Like Being in Love
Fox
,

.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicflpo)

SQUARE HOP CALLERS

Morri.s

Williamson

—

Harms
Warren Pub.
Paramount
.

Sunflower

.

>

The Little Old Church Near Leicester Square
-‘‘Streets of Laredo”
The Streets of Laredo
Underneath the Linden Tree
You Broke Your Promise

Oxford

—

'

'

Famous
LaSalle
Pic

The remaining 20 songs, based on Richard Himber's new development
logging broadcast performances.
ill
Always True to You In My Fashion “Kiss Me Kate
... T. B. Harms
Because You Love Me
Remick
Cabaret
Duchess
Coca Roca
United
Cruising Down the River
Spitzer
I Didn’t Know the Gun Was Loaded
Lewis
If I Could Be With You
(“Flamingo Road”
Remick
I’ll String Along With You
Witmark
Johnny Get Your Girl
Bourne
Love Me, Love Me, Love Me
Miller
My Dream Is Yours +‘‘My Dream Is Yours”
Witmark
Once and For Always +‘‘Connecticul Yankee"
Melrose
Put Your Shoes On Lucy
Bourne
So In Love— *‘‘Ki.ss Me Kate”
T. B. Harms
The Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend
(“Beautiful Blonde
Miller
The Right Girl For Me t"Take Me Out to the Ballgame
Robbins
Three Wishes
Herbert
While the Angelus Was Ringing
.Melody I..ane
While We’re Young
Regent
You’re Mine
Porgie
* Legit Musical.
t Filmusical.

j

Blue Barron (Aragon: $1-$1.J.5 adm ). BofT lfl..500 ndmi.ssions.
Cee Davidson 'Cher Parce, 500; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Tony Martin;
strong 4.000 tabs.
Jimmy Featherstone 'Trianon; $t-$l.I5 adm.).

NEEDN’T BE MUSICIANS

'

Mills

Sky
Some Enchanted Evening— ‘‘South Pacific”
Someone Like You t‘‘My Dream Is Yours”
Someone To Love

Holl.vw'ood, May 24.
Square dance callers don’t have
to join the Musicians Union, according to ruling of Local 47 here.
Western band leaders had asked for
ruling.

Bobby Peters 'Blackhawk,

Lot Angeles
Leighton Noble (Ambassador, 900; $1.50h
Fourth week; good 3,000 covers.

Callers do not play Instruments,
and therefore needn’t belong.

Jan Garber 'Biltmore, 900;

—

—

—

”

’’

.

San Antonio Guitarist Held

San Antonio, May 24.
Morris Grant (Lucky) Ford was
in the custody here of the FBI following his arrest on a charge of

violating the Selective Service Act.
He has been a guitarist in a local

band.

Napoleon

N.Y.

to Nick’s,

Napoleon's Original
opens at Nick's,

Phil

Five

phis

York

May
the same
Memphis

jazz* spot.

will

follow

that

of the

MemNew

Group

26.

format

as

Five organ-

ized about 25 years ago.

scheduled for an indefiincludes
Napoleon.
Frank Signorelli, rony Spargo,
Jack Fay. Andy Russo and Phil
Olivelll.
Negotiations are on for
remotes three night.s a week over
WOR, N.Y.
Outfit,

nite

YovH

SHOES (W

stay,

Les Brown 'Palladium

CARMEN CAVALLARO ORCH.
(4)

PHILLY AFM,

Carmen Cavallaro has stepped
down a considerable distance off

14,500

I

that concert stage he’s been on for
the past couple of years and as a
result he’s playing prettier for the
people, not to mention for the b o.
It
isn’t so long ago that Cavallaro wouldn’t have been caught on
any bandstand tickling his keys
with "Candy Kis.ses” and tunes of
that ilk, but he’s doing that and
other types of melodies that round
out the performance of any current band that caters to the dance,

on

the

opened

Astor Roof, which he
for the season last week

(16».

Using 15 men

— four

Tops of the Tops

WCAU

Retail Disk Seller
"Riders in the Sky”

AGREE TO CONCESSIONS
I

May

Philadelphia,

24,

I

I

'

WCAU

was

week

settled last

when the union agreed

‘‘Cruising

"Most Requested” Disk
"Riders in the Sky”

(20*

to conce.s-

asked by the station. Negotiations were stymied by the fact
that WCAU had to ask relief on a
recently signed two-year contract
w ith Local 77.

.<ions

Station

sax. three

Sheet Music Seller
Down the River”

Retail

Hassle between Local 77. Amcrican Federation of Musicians and

Seller on Coin Machine*

"Riders in the Sky”
I

Best British Seller
j

‘‘12th Street

'

Rag”

became disgruntled when

trunipets.
five
strings,
three it learned rival Weslinghouse Starhythm, bellwethered by his own tion KYW had settled for an eightalways
tastefully
played
and piece band (-half the number emgently touched piano, Cavallaro is
ployed by WCAU) and only liad to
doing a good job. Then's entertainment in the combo, too. from come through with $5 per man
for
extra sponsored shows. WCAU
the Cavaliers, a quartet of vocalizing musicians grouped around Bob under the contract had to pay its
musicians
$13 for extra commerw
ho
hannice
looking
guy
Lido, a
dles solo chores with good poise cials. Local 77 stock to its conand voice.
tractual position and WCAU gave
In short. Cavallaro is a good the band notice.
dance-beat buy, now that he’s off
Understood the WCAU musithat concert kick and hack in Tin cians went to the local’s headquarPan Alley, And when he docs get ters and squawked. WCAU. under
serious with "Warsaw Concerto”
ask lor an
and other of his outstandingly- new agreement, can
played longhair arrangements, the extra hour playing time when
impact of the latter is that much needed and gets the extra commercials at the $5 figure.
greater.
Wood.

I

FRANKIE LAINE
PEGGY LEE’S
Ch«sfdrR«ld Supp«r Club
Thursday

P^KiEfr

—NIC

LAUREL MUSIC CO
1619 Broadway, New York

o
'x

music

based on reports obtained
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Week Ending

MAY 21

Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

C
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Title and Publisher
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:

Ml

".Again”

'Robbins*

"‘.4’

You're Adorable” 'Laurel)
Riders in the Sky” (Morris)
“Some Enchanted Evening " 'Chappell)

Jfjj

"Careless Hands" 'Melro^)
"Red~Roses for a Blue i.a dy" 'Mills)
" Ba iTlU 'r ‘Chappe nT.
'"I
11

12
13.

14

15

r.

~

•

•

"“Far .Away Places” (Laurel)
14" "Powder Your Face” (Lombardo)
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A NEW JIMMY McHUGH
STANDARD

A MOST
UNUSUAL
DAY

IT’S

'

.

rr

.

Famous)
9
10 “•‘.Someone I. ike You” 'Harms Inc.)
~"Yoiinter Than Sprlnttiine” 'Chappell)

’£

1

/:

C

u
.»
X
3

o

o
E
c

X

w

6

U

d

d

U

CQ

3

c»

X

d
u

3

to

Cx,

sr.

7
.

Don’t .See In Your Eyes” 'Laurel).

•‘.Sunflow er"

c

o
tm

Down the River” (Spitzer)
“Forever and Ever” (Robbin s)

York’

O
o

c.

"Cruising

OXFORD MUSIC CORR

u

c.

IT.

National

6

C
X

o

YOUR EYES

ANYMORE

retail sheet

from leading stores in 11 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

IDON’TSEEME

New

Profitable

1

York J

tales,

Broadwov.

(Los Angeles)
Hollywood, 3rd wk.).

B.,

(15)

With Bob Iddo, Cavaliers
Astor Roof, New York

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
Survey of

yi|||iTyiH

2 300 cov'ers.

Doldrums; 900 covers.

$4 min.h

admissions.

BOURNE. INC.

New

With Frankie Laine head-

Okay

ON'

vicy
Ave.

$1-$1..50).

Hills, 300;

Band Review

—

—

12,000 admis-

Petering to 1,500 covers.

500; $2,50 min.).

lining.

Ted Flo Rito 'Beverly

i

Upped

sions.

—

1619

17.82.5

850
975

.

tions plus

Candy Kisses
Chappell
Dreams Come True
Wright
.Clopin dopant
Latin .\mer.

Chappell

Riders in the

IN

2.325

4
9
5

.

...

<

Advanced
Broadway”. H. Warren

Portrait of

7tli

...7

'

My One & Only Highland Fling— +‘*Barkleys

799

Yorker,

.

Johnny Brewer <Swiss Chalet. Bismarck. 200: $2.00 min. *$1.05 cover).
Cass Franklin, Monica Moore and Brewer sock 2.000 tabs.
Dick LaSalle Mayfair Room, Blackstone. 350; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Lena Horne near Kay Thompson’s record with smash 3.8.50 covers.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room. Stevens. 773: $3. .50 min.-$l cover).
Masters and Ice Show dropped, but still okay 2.500 tabs.
Buddy Moreno (Marine Room, Edgewnter, 700; $1.20 cover). Conven-

Lilli Marlene
BAC
Magic
Connelly
Behind the Clouds
Feldman
Heart Loch Lomond
Unit
When You’re in Love
Wood
It’s

—

I

New

.

.

Chicago

Connelly
Keith P

Wedding

.

m

t400; $2)

.

Total

Coxert

Past

Week On Dato

.

.

.

Me Sweet

Waldorf

.

.

.

Put Shoes on Lucy
Put ’em in a Box
Cuckoo Waltz

Played

Hotel

New Yorker <400; $1>$1.50)
Lawrence W’elk
Hoo.sevelt <400; $1.50-$2)
Eddy Howard ... Sutler i450; $1 50-$2)

the 5:45.
.Strauss-Miller
Red Hoses
Wright
Can’t Buy Killamey
Maurice
Straw berry Moon
Kassner

.

.

’

at Hotel B.O.’s
'^,^„S.?fl'*"!Bands
May
Week
May

I

Richard Himber't new development in logging broadcast perform
gnces list* tunes in the survey, bcwed on four major network schedules.
on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental;
fh«y are compiled
sustaining vocal; 3 for commercial inAlrumental; 4 for
2 points for
respectively,
in each of the 3 r.iajvr territories. New
vocal,
commercial
fork, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in all
12.
Added
counts
to these totals is the listener ratings
three territories
commercial sliotys. The first group consists of the top 30 songs.
of
Week of Friday, May 13 to Thursday. May 19.
Sonfs
Publishers
Shapiro-B
A Chapter In My Life Called Mary
*
Again t'‘Road House”
Robbins
Williamson
A Wonderful Guy— *‘‘South Pacific”
.•A’*— You’re Adorable
Laurel
Williamson
Bali Ha’i— *‘‘South Pacific”
Hill a Range
Candy Kisses
Careless Hands
Melrose
Comme Ci Comme Ca
Leeds
Santly
Don’t Cry. Cry Baby
Everywhere You Go
Lombardo
Feist
Five Foot Two. Eyes of Blue
Forever and Ever
Robbins
f’Sorrowful Jones”
Havin’ a Wonderful Wish
Paramount
How It Lies.
Morris
^
Hurry Hurry Hurry
Dreyer
It’s a Big Wide Wonderful World
BMI
Kiss

.

.

^^netJivy, May 25, 1949'

.

Music by ..

.

JIMMY McHUGM
ROIBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

)

WeJne»J»y, May 25 . I949

VAITBRVIUX
Cotillion’s Finale Bill

'

Philly,

on Afterhours Operation Rap

Philadelphia,

May

The Latin Casino, town’s

Vallee, etc.

Local night life was interested
last week when the “Jack Lynch
Squad early Friday (20i morning Presents" again appeared in ads
Explanation at
and Jack L\nch and five employees and on marquee.
Pitt.’s
meant
were arrested. The raiders opei- club was that Lynch name
trade hypo badly needed in iagging
night club, was raided by the Vice

aling under secret orders to prevent a "leak,” barged into the clul)
at 3:40 a. m., an hour and 40 minutes alter the legal closing hour of
2 a. m.

More than 60 men and women
patrons in the club were permitted
Lynch, two waiters and
to leave.
three bartenders were taken to
City Hall, where all but two of the
bartenders were later discharged.

Pro-Lynch faction also

felt

On

i

ators of the smallei’ liotels, principally liil by the new tarifls, and

,

‘Prostie,’

Gambling Raps

low par

this year, hotelmen
claim
they can’t operate profitably
wh!
the new talent tap. From
all
counts they’re in for anything
a wonderful time this season.

Z

Jack Segal Loses
Injunction Action Vs.

agents and bookers channeling in
the talent, claim tliey’ll fight the
hikes to the liilt. and. if necessary.
Liquor Control Board threw the
supjilanl the acUs with telebook at Hollywood Show’ Bar last w'ill
Pittsburgh,

May

24.

nit-

when

week

man could put in less costl.\
attractions, without blowing $5,000
to SI 0.000 on a lead act. who might
not bring them in.

it

suspended

shows

spot’s

harshest
days,
101
for
penalty outside of revocation, and
charged place is “operated as a

N.

license

I

(

I

I

I

I

I

I

:

:

I

j

i

FOR EUROPEAN DATES

Agent

Groan

until

house of assignation.” According
Held as the manager of spot.
First Lynch bill under new plan
Hollywood per- spots, held conciliatory sessions
Lynch was released when it w'as teed oft Wednesday (18i, with Joey to booze iicen.sees,
mitted prosties to frequent the with reps of the .N. Y. local board
testified in police court that his
Bishop, the Florida .Trio. Galante bar, and allow’cd gambling.
23
of the union Monday night
function was merely that of impre& Leonardo. Paul Duke, Jack CurUnlike other types of suspension, for modification of the ukase,
sario and gladhander.
As all but tis ^nd Roots McKenna Girls feanot per- which union intends to invoke on
two of the defendants walked out tufed in low-budget production. the lOl-day penalty does
mit bar to continue operating upon coming weekend despite absence
of the courtroom freo^ Police InRaid came two nights later.
payment of a $10-a-day fine for of any basic agreements- with the
spector Craig Ellis asked District
Spot, resort operators, llymie Goldstein,
every day of suspension.
Attorney Thomas McFarland, Jr,,
where a vaude policy was recently prexy of A.A.A. does not handle
to seek warrants for their rearrest.
‘ICE CYCLES’ SAILING
instituted, continues in business such bookings, but is carrying the
Lynch, w.k. nitery op., has been
as usual, however, pending an ap- ball for his members and what he
connected with the Latin Casino
peal.
'terms “the small performers." He
for over a year. When Lynch went
In 1947. Show' Bar’s license was challenged the right of a handinto the spot he was given top billCast of "Ice Cycles." blades show suspended for
75 days for possess- picked few to dictate terms of the
ing.
His name, built up through of Arena Managers Assn., sails
ing liquor not purchased through union.
When notified that the
his long years at the Adelphia and tomorrow tThurs.) for a 13 week
having untaxed board had rescinded a former
store,
a
state
later the Walton Roof, was consid- stand at Empress Hall. London,
liquor and for irregularities in its agreement to call a special meeting
ered an asset.
starting June 17. and the Palais de
records. At that time, the suspen- and put the mailer to a vote of
Sports. Pari.s. starting Sept. 19. It’s
l.ynoh Only Fronting
sion w as paid off at the $10 daily member-acts who have traditionallargest icers ever to be
At the start of the cuiTent sea- one of the
penalty.
ly played the mountains, he began
exported from the U.S. with 80
son. however, Harry Steinman fone
setting plans for a mass meeting
performers on the roster. John
of the owners of the clubi assumed
of performers to acquaint them
Harris. Pittsburgh exhibitor and
responsibility for shows and manwith the small operators’ prob.AM
official, will sail with troupe.
A
Nitery
Champagne
D.
C.
agement. Steinman policy was to
lems.
Spokesman for the MounDonna .Atwood and Bobby
book big name attraction.s, as evitain
Resort Owners A.ssn. also
Folds After Ops Drop 25G stated that if the spots are “sanddenced by the Latin Casino this Specht. leads in the show, are
year, which presented Dean Mar- Hying over in advance.
Washington, May 24.
bagged by union” into accepting
tin and Jerry Lewis, Rit/. Bros..
Salle de Champagne nitery shut- the hiked terms they will mainLena Home. Gertrude Niesen.
Gene Baylos into the Latin
tered
last week following a crack- tain former $125 nightly budgets
Tony Martin, Sophie Tucker. Casino, Philadelphia, June 8.
He further
down by Alcohol Control Board on and use less talent
charges of sales after hours and pointed out that by dropping of
teams
from
bills
in
the
several
permitting bets to be taken in cafe.
hundred of the smaller diningIt was the latest in a considerable line of managements w'hich room sliow's would create a new'
has broken its back financially in high in performer unemployment
the place, formerly the Club Cairo, and that such a victory would be a
located in the Cairv, hotel. Salle de hollow' triumph for AGV.A.
Champagne was operated by Josh
New' scale tor the one-nighter
Levin and Robert Goodman, of dates is $2.5 for .singles. $40 for
New York, where they operate a doubles and $55 for trios. These
similar establishment. Place open- amounts are to be net. sans agents
ed under the new policy Jan. 14 or bookers fee plus transportation,
last, with sumpious lounges and
maintenance and insurance. With
easy chairs, lots of modern art and latter rider, agents and operators
a piano player for entertainment. claim it would bring expenses up
Business never was cnoogh to get to $40. $60 and $75. wliich small
operation out of tlie red.
Levin spots state are beyond ifieir means.
claimed he dropped $25,000 in tlic
Witli cut scales for vacationers
venture.
and reservations considerably bej

I

Y.

Jack Segal, mountain resort
booker and former treasurer
vision and amateur
of
Associated Agents of America
AGVA arbitrates the issue.
lost
Associated Agents of America, the fii^t round of a skirmish to
whose membei'siiip lists a majority have a dismissal rescinded and be
of agents and bookers servicing the returned to membership in

'

ery
'

over union’s attempt to invoke an
upped scale for luember-performers playing tlial territory. Oper-

H’wood Bar Gets

License Suspended

Inside story avers club
only showed substantial profit on
INiartin & Lewis. Lena Horne and
Martha Raye. and took a terrific
drubbing on some of the other
high-priced bills.
business.

[

Heat On for More Catskill Cabbage

Hoorn is slated to resume in September with Stanley Melba returnPlenty* of pyrotechnics are aning as maestro and entertainment ticipated over long Decoration Day
director.
weekend between operators of
N. Y, mountain area hostelries and
American Guild of Variety Artists

Danny Thomas. Martha Raye, Rudy

24.

largest

Borscht Bowl Boils as AGYA Puts

Cotillion
room of the Hotel
Pierre, N. Y., is tentatively slated
to close for the summer June 26,
following run of Betty Jane Watson and Artini & Consuelo.

Vice Squad Sloughs Latin Casino,

I

the

N. Y. agent jfroup last Friday
(20)
when Justice Miller in N. Y supreme court refused to is.siie a re^
straining order against the
AA.A.
Segal sought a re.strainer on
the
group in giving out what the organization claiiiTs as a “true cause
of dismissal." with latter having
stated Segal's handling of funds
di.sclosed

irregularities that were
later made good. aftc>r case was
called to attention of N. Y, dis-

'

!

I

J

'

!

attorney’s office, according
Goldstein, prez of the

trict

I

Hymie

to

AAA

and members of the

ing board.

When

govern-

such testimony

was reiterated by Marc

Hermeliii.

agent

group’s attorney. Segal’s
was denied.
Segal had interpo.sed that he
had resigned from the A.\A prior

petition

to notification

of dismissal.

up

stand

didn’t

when

proven by Hermclin.

via

it

resignation was not accepted and that after a checkup of
funds entrusted to Segal’s care,
he was summarily dismissed. He
later heckled lor a membership
vote on the dismissal, with majority ratifying tlie action of officers

and governing

Marion Harris,
Marion Harris,

board.

Jr.,

Abroad

Jr. is returning to

her native London early in June
after she complete?^ her current en-

gagement at the Savoy-Plaza hotel,
N. Y. Although born in the States,
she considers Britain her home.

Anna Sosenko. personal rep for
Hildegarde, who ha.s been guiding

new

Mi.ss Harris’

cafe career on

enough of a European rep
in better in America next

May

to caih
season.

IS, 1949

NOBLE & KINO
Songs, Piano

20 Mins.
(Jass Hat, N. V.

Noble

& King

are

a

top-

musical duo with a
wide and varied repertory.
Equipped with superb voices
blended via intricate but lucid
harmonies, team projects their
notch

numbers with an impressive
dramatic quality, heightened
by appropriate mood lighting.
Noble works his baritone from
behind a center-of-stage piano
with Miss King carrying the
dominant vocal melodics. Ed-

TWINS
M6M

Spectacular Musical,

“WORDS AND MUSIC"

GLASS HAT

Currently Appearing

1

1

_ NEWBORN

W*$t 42nd Stratf

Haw

Phono: BRyont 9-6377

the

Belmont

Plaza's

(Mass

Hal.

Duo opens with a clever
number in which they

novelty

do impressions of w, k. song
Other selections range
from sophisticated ballads
through hillbilly tunes to
spirituals, all rendered with

Porsonol Diroefion:

BAUM

docs a fine job of backing up
with soft instrumentation at

stylists.

Belmont Plaza, N. Y.

PARAMOUNT, New York
After a Successful Engagement, Chicago, Chicago
Tkoiilif to HARRY LEVINI and Onr Monoqor PEGGY LOER

die Stone’s orch, incidentally,

NOBLE and KING
HELD OVER

Dancing Sfors of the

York City

skill

a

personal friendship ba.sis. thinks
that a whirl in London and on the
Continent will endow her with

Variety,

BLACKBURN

was

the

that

J

Royalty in Song

This

records,

and

feeling.

i/erm..

Hay

25^ 194^

vaijbbViijjb
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VAUDE’S GREATEST ‘AUDITION’
Bankruptcy Snarl Will Stymie

AGYA, AFH Dispute May Snafu

PALACE BIZ KEY

Reopening of Miami’s Copa City
Miami Beach, May 24. ^
to reopen Copa City in

Vaude Policy in RKO N. Y. Theatres

TO A 'COMEBACK'
The

vaudeville business

is

cur-

Plans
the FedJuly were stymied when
eral court appointed a receiver to
prevent any further removal of
property by alleged “preferred”

Pearl Bailey, Gil Lamb
rently undergoing its most im- Dinty’s, Albany, Playing:
Set for N. Y. Horseshoe portant audition in recent years.
Name Acts on Weekends
With the opening of the Palace,
Pearl Bailey and Gil Lamb have
Albany, May 24.
N. Y., Thursday (19), prevalent

creditors.

at the

Diamond Horseshoe,

The ill-fated swankery, which
closed suddenly in April, has been
chief topic of rumor and discussion
Accordin show biz circles here.

W.

Handy,

been signed to open Sunday

(29)

N. Y.
of “St.

composer
Louis Blues,” will work with Miss
Bailey. Negro songstress was originally slated to open last week but
ing to the creditors application to preem was put off to enable her
place it in receivership, attorney to work out some numbers with
for the complainants wanted “to Handy.
C.

,

'

|

|

bring witnesses before the court
for a full investigation of the affairs of Copa City.”

Dinty’s Terrace Garden, on the
Albany-Saratoga Road, has embarked on a policy of name acts for
weekends, when a 75c charge is
made. Bert Wheeler topped bill
past weekend, with Henny Youngman and Buddy Baer set for this
week. Frances Langford and Tony
Canzoneri are among others slated

feeling is that if vaudeville makes
good here, it’ll get a route all over
the country. Vaude as a hypo to
various ailments of show business
is on trial.
With shortage of heavygrossing films and advent of video,
the oldest show business form of
entertainment variety is
being
subjected to its severest test.

—

—

Newcomers are in addition to
The Palace is not only bucking to appear.
“Violins Over Broadway” running
the current economic trends of the
Spot has a WROW wire for
at spot for over a year.
entertainment industry, but more nightly broadcasts by Joe Caruso’s
Herbert N. Schwarz, attorney
directly the'topnotch films in the orchestra and entertainers.
Weinger’s
Copa
City,
Murray
for
Broadway showcases, the name
Inc., told the court that “without
Sally’s Bouncer an Error,
competition of the presentation
alleged acts of
admitting any
houses Strand, Paramount, Capi- Atlantic City Preps
bankruptcy, we consent to the apShe Explains; Pays Off tol and Roxy plus the plush propointment of a receiver.”
duction of the nearby Radio City
For Record Influx On
Action by the creditors came
And Fans Back to Date Music Hall.

—

after

the

most of the furnishings of

Pittsburgh,

Norman Bel Geddes designed

May

24.

Sally Rand hit front pages here
room had been removed to a
bonded warehouse. Receiver ap- last w'eek when a check for $366
she
had given the Pittsburgher
pointed was L. M. Gerstel.
The
'

I

complaint stated that the “alleged
bankrupt . . suddenly closed with
a great quantity of foodstuffs and
other property on hand
7 unable
to pay its debts, submitted to hur-

Hotel in payment of bill during
her recent engagement at the
Nixon bounced. Joe Duddy, manimmediately filed
charges of defrauding an innkeeper
against the fan dancer but said he
would drop them if immediate

j

1

.

I

'

.

(Continued on page 45)

restitution

was made.

In its favor, the venerable Palace
has tradition behind it. The name
itself is a formidable factor, but
(Continued on page 45)

3-Day Holiday Spree

RKO

newly

press time there
a settlement.

was nothing near

Jimmy, Lyons, AGVA’s eastern
regional

conferred with
Charles lucci, pres-

director,

Sam Suber and

ident and secretary of Local 802,

AFM, and meeting wound

in

an

impas.se.
Solly Pernick, business
agent of Local 1, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, acted as mediator.

In

Dewey

addition.

Barto,

AGVA’s

administrative secretary,
pinned to Chicago la.st week in an
effort to confer with James C.
Petrillo, AFM president, but meet-

come

ing didn’t

off.

Jurisdictional tiff stems from an
agreement reached several weeks
With both piers open and special ago between RKO and AGVA when
attractions set at theatres, hotels Charlie Banks, permanent emcee
and nightclubs, resort is set to at the RKO Regent theatre, N. Y.,
was dismissed and bandleader Lee
cater to holiday crowds expected
Liquor Control Cancels
on three-day Memorial Day week- Norman supplanted him. AGVA
demanded seyerayice pay for Banks
end.
Philly Nitery’s Giveaway
and employment of another AGVA
City fathers will put on a .show
Philadelphia, May 24.
(Continued ^on page 45)
for the new'sreels w’ith a King NepSteve Gibson and his Red Caps
tune pageant, sparked by bathing
go into the Faun Club for a threebeauties, and a fashion parade on
Biltmore Roof Readying
week stand June 6, and spot has
the boardw'alk.
signed with WHEN for a disk show
The Cascades,, summer roof of

Atlantic City,

May

24.

Miss Rand, playing in Youngstown, O., at time, telegraphed cash
to the Pittsburgher immediately,
Warner theatre is bringing in
The Modernaires are set for a insisting the rubber check was (10:30 to 11 p. m. across-the-board)
Dick Haymes and his stage show
four week
engagement at the entirely the result of a clerical to plug the attraction.
Palmer House's Empire Room here error and had no idea there weren’t
Nitery had the same slot on the for the weekend (28-29). Nightstarting July 14.
Quartet recently sufficient funds in her account t6 .station for a broadcast giveaway clubs also are adding special talent
completed a two week stand at the cover it. Youngstown police es- aired direct from the club, with to lure revellers.
Last Frontier hotel. Las Vegas.
AH amusement biz was considercorted her to the telegraph office Jimmy Costello as emcee. Liquor
Date marks first time for group while she forwarded the dough and Control Board nixed the program ably hypoed this month by conventioneers.
becau.se of the “gift” angle.
at this spot.
then permitted her to go back.

Modernaires’ Chi Date
Chicago, May 24.

Jurisdictional dispute between
the American Guild of Variety
Artists and the American Federation of Musicians is reaching the
explosive stage.
Possibilities are
that all New York
vaude operations, including the
opened Palace theatre, may be involved in a strike between the
talent union and musicians. Up to

!

the Biltmore hotel, N. Y., will operate with a band and production
policy this year. Kathryn Duffy
dancers have been set for opening

}

i

|

j

!

'

show June 6.
Jack Edwards band and the Harold Nagel orch will alternate on
(he podium.

from
7

The Honey Dreamers
A'^

To: Messrs. Bering and Byfield for

#

originating the current series
y\nd:

Grennan Bakeries

of ‘‘Salutes” (now in seventh

for

month) to Gershwin, Porter

premiering the

J

*’Gi4iinaii Dessert Parly’^

”

and Rogers and
Ilamnierstein*

with the

Chicago’s famed

llonev Dreamers

WENR-TV,

Thurs.

p.in..

C.S.T.

9
^Produced by

Phil

in

Bowman, Y&R

Managtmtnf:

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA. CHICAGO

College Inn
17— Produced by
MARKS
SHERMAN

*Oponod Moy

Parsenol Manogamaiif:

ART WARD

Wednesday, May 25,
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Night Chib Reviews
C life
Jiiauiffl

SoflH.y, X. Y.
Hall, / r «> hi Corey,

George Shearing Orch.

Clilf Jack-

Cafe

I

have a
Society should
business upbeat with this

first

I 949

Mayfair Room,

“no name” per-

sonality in a long stretch to wrap
a hefty following on the local
scene.
Gowned in a blue-gray thing that
was not intended to de-emphasize

fli|

(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)
Chicago,

May

Lena Home. Rhythm

23

Trio

Dini,

LaSalle

mum,

Orel,

(12.;

$3.50

$1 cover.

Miss Wilson opens with
he Van. Charles Fli/nn, Bill Snyder’s her torso.
pay off with hefty yocks. While Ks»
a tepid “In Love With a WonderlOi; $2.50-$3.50 minimum.
may not be sufficient lure on his
This plu.sh room continues
ful Guy.” but hits safely immesell,
own to attract payees for the dindiately thereafter with “Mrs. Wif- out
pace,
with
Lena
Horne
ner show, he keeps them enterThe “Salute” musicomedy pre.s- fingwell. Send Your Daughter to luring the carriage
trade,
tained.
ifj
entations here, now in seventh Faree.” which has the proper effect
^
first
her
appearance
Shearing, blind pianist imported month, is clicking solidly with cafeat
the
on the art lovers cover-charged
from England, and his crew dish goers. Latest in series, “Salute to around the 4.50-seal room. From Mayfair Room and ittfioiate
setup
Combine, com- Rodgers and Hammerstein.” not
out sock music.
that point on she mixes her ci^es of spot enables her to hold
audiprising vibraharp, bass, drums and only adds up as 50 minutes of exKvery Baby
with such items as “Every
ence more completely than
guitar, with Shearing’s piano open citing entertainment geared for all
Your
",
Take
at
Needs a Daddy. “Don’t
*1
trilly
with
a
show
Chez
Paree.
larger
the
pre- Love From Me.” “Tenement Sym ta.stes, but surpasses _the two „
number. followed by the leader s vious productions
Gershwin-Por- phony.”
patronage
Backed
in excellent manner
the
which
by
solo on “Clair de Lune, which he ter
which, in themselves, were pa.ssed over once lightly, and “Kin-, Luther Henderson, Jr., on pianoplays straight with considerable first rate. Producer Sherman Marks
sey Report.” which, on the other Joe Benjamin, bass and
feeling. Windup is a fast tune ha.s quickened the pace and develChico
more
A
hand, is much appreciated.
Hamilton on drums. Miss Horne
spotlighting the drummer, which ooed the “blackout and spot" techserious tune w hich registers is “So
also gives the others a chance to nique to best advantage thus far.
gives out sockily with “You
Love.”
Do
Combo plays for dancing. Musical life of Rodgers and Ham - InThe
show.
singing deftness of Miss Wil - Something to Me.
“Can’t Help
too. mixing some toned-down bop merstein
embellished, rather son. which gain.‘< considerable mo- Loving That Man.
is
“Beale Street
with the straight pops. Cliff Jack-' than capsuled.
her
mentum. aid and comfort from
Blues” and “The Lady Is a Tramp’’
son does well as’ the interlude
“June Is Busting Out All Over
style, of w'hich her sijhouet is not Her
slick
salesmanship
Stal.
pianist.
and
serves as lively opener with en- an unessential ingredient, is obvi- rhythmic undertones
embellishes
tire cast, as Keith Textor of the ously slanted to raise the eyebrows. renditions, lifting them
from mere
I 'hi
Honev Dreamers takes over at And in this she succeeds both tunes to exciting vocal interpreta(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL) finis for lyrical intro to production. among the male and female con- tions.
Harry Hall and Gloria Van do neat tingents. not a trifling accomplishChicago. May 18.
Applause registered after Miss
Charlie Carts. Jayne & Adam Di dueling on “My Heart Stood Still” ment in this essentially swank Horne’s exit, continuing
through
Her opening night bout one dance number,
Gatano. Mirianne Fedele, Preston with Honey Dreamers coming in room.
brought songLambert, Dorothy Hild Dancers on “I Married an Angel” and drew two encores, and her bow- stress back for encores
of "Deed I
(6i
Buddy Moreno Orch tl2»; “Evervthing I’ve Got.” Charles olf garnered a warm hand. Room Do” and “I Get A
Kick Out of
Flynn, the “Jack Armstrong” of was well filled at opener.
$1.20 cover.
You.”
Entire stint registers in
radio, carries narration to “SlaughMusic by Henry King orch is exTenth Avenue.” with Ballet cellent for both show and terping. click fashion. Dick LaSalle’s orch
Thi.s northshore spot buzzes with ter on
as alw’ays comes through first rale
Kriza.
Ted.
with advent of warm Theatre headliners John
activity,
on the danceables.
Greg.
and Eric Braun
weather: entertainment budget is Ruth Ann Koesun
^
for their clever interkudos
rating
feaare
bands
name
upped and
,

,

—

,

shows,
Juanita
Hall (New acts*, who has gained
a name for herself in the current Rodgers-Hainnierstein click.
Becau.se of the
“South Pacific. ”
legiter. Miss Hall appears only in
the midnight and 2 a.m. shows,
leaving the rest of the layout to
take care of the dinner crowd. On
(17i. the small
opening night
group of 20-odd for the first show
had swelled to a near-capacity
crowd for Miss Hall’s first appearfor the late
lineu|)
at least. Cliief attraction Is

new

May

the

(

501 /; $3 miniinuin.

strong

Chicago,

Is

up

19.

John Kriza. Ruth Ann Koesun,
Eric Braun, Honey Dreamers (5>,
Harry Hall. Ralph Sferlinp, Gloria

ptupflight delivery, coupled with
zany antics and queer-looking garb,
I

Wilaon

t'olletfe Idbw Chi
(HOTEL SHERMAN)
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.
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ance.

Colored songstress wowed ’em
opening night, coming on immediately after the George Shearing
Grcii had opened the show. That
made it tough for Irwin Corey to

I

I

Marine Room.

!

I

follow, but comedian has the ability to gain attention fast and hold
Intimate room is a good one
it.
for him to work and he la.\s it on
thick with his absent-minded prowhile
Material,
routine.
fessor
standard with him, is fresh and his

'

i

'

i

I

Phoenix

tured.

First

lineup is Buddy
with family appeal

of

Moreno. Shows

^lo 4 *iiinbo, Hollvu-oocl

pretive dancing.

'

<

payoff here.
Charlie Carts, slight - of - hand
into the last decade of hits,
trickster, keeps ringsiders amused, lull,
“Oklahoma!,” “Carousel.” $3-$4.
particularly when he puls groups including
and topper, “South Paof cards in pockets, asks patrons “.Allegro
spots are Kriza. KoeHigh
cific.”
Nine years is a long career for a
to remove them, then calls them,
sun and Braun in “.Allegro.” which Sunset Strip Nitery, so boniface
card-by-card without slipping.
arranged Charlie Morrison is marking his
Snyder
Bill
conductor
Gatano,
Di
Adam
and
Jayne
since title-tune it- ninth anniversary with considerable
terpteam. click with their sleek from recordings,
published. Honey pride. To celebrate, he’s using a tworenditions of “Dancing Tam- self was never
version
of “Surrey With act layout instead of the customary
[Dreamers’
bourine.” “I’ve Got You Under My
and “Nothing single-starred turns who’vc been
Skin.” and “You Know That I the Fringe On Top”
Know.” Pair get plaudits on fast Like a Dame.” w’ith Ralph Ster- the draw recently. As a result, the
i

'

Amusement Park

:

20-Acrt Pork to Bo
Eroctod Soon
Spae 9 for Conctssiont
Availablo
^
Smoll Entronco Foo

and shoulder spins.
Dorothy Hild’s production numbers, with Marianne Fedele and
Preston Lambert on vocals, are
eye-catchers from costuming angle,
particularly the clo.ser. “A Night in
Rio.”
Buddy Moreno orch backs

twirls

Amusement Park
INCORPORATED
735 E. Moroland

sliow
!

Phoonix, Arix.

capably,

also

getting

them

on the floor for customer dansapation.
Greg.

T<»rra4*o. 3 I|»In.

HOTEL NICOLLET

Flynn and males members of

I

ling.

CARDINI
"Cardini, Eosily the Best of

the Sleight-of-Honders."

ABEL, VARIETY
1t4t

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

M
now
CLIMON HOTEL IT.' u c
PHIlAMieHIA,

I

300 OUTSIOI ROOMS
lr»m *2 DAILY

tUCIAt WttKlY SATIS
NOusfKffeiNC fAcnirits
HWdlirilva •ISTAMCf 09 All

rMIAtRfSW

IN TECHNICOLOR
CURRENTLY:

i

the quintet.

Dreamers emerge

as a main.stay
of the production, wdth Lou Anderson providing .^ocks as funny
revue. Talented youngman in the
.. ..
sters exhibit neat vocaling as hargroup or in single spots, as

,1
j

i

,

j
'

well as alert showmanship. Boh
Davis. Keith Textor and l.ou Anderson of the group also contributed lo special musical arrange-

ments with

Bentley Slone’.s choreography

Is

and

feeling.

May 21.
complemented by performances of
A clever showman. T^iberace
Wayne Gregg Kri/a. Koesun and Braun with re- wotks with his oven piano, atop
Lois Chapman; no freshing and
movement. which is perched a candelabra. It’s
expert

1

Sn\d<’r’s arrangements and 88’ing
with orch. helps production un-

tertainer.
In this plushy room, the
suave “minstrel man” cuts loose
with .songs and patter for plenty
enthusiasm. .And he seems better
than ever.
Hi.s repertory includes the usual
old faves like “I Can’t Give You
Anvlhing But Love,” Me and My

Gal.” “I DidnH Want to Do It” and
“April Showers” along with some
the new'er numbers, such as
“There’s No Business Like Show
Busine.ss” and “Let’s Give It Back
to the Indians,” acted as well as
sung in the slick Fields’ manner,
and interspersed with amusing
yarns and a bit of clowning. Stops
the .show and has to beg off.
Wayne Gregg orchestra, held
over, again comes through solidly
for cu.slomer dancing.
Rees.

jusi a little touch, hut
act
a
visual as well

“Salute” is
both entertainniter.\- .stuff
Grep.
ment and hizwise.

The years apparently increa.se fold
Benny Field’s potency as an en- sock

in

fasliion.

slick

it

Cliili-dHtex;

.N

SANTI.Kk'
\T III .\N

fmr. Mgt.: ftERT COLLINS

WELCOME

VAUDEVILLE
HOTEL PRESIDENT
wtil of Broadway)

(48fli,

400 Room* with Privot* Both
ond Froo Radio

makes the
as

HAI(K\

K»|i.:

Fields.

Orch. *12 irilh
cover or nnniinum.

of

NEW YORK

is

stint includes a .self -com posed lullaby, which he sings with Icnderness

Snyder.

Bill

LATIN QUARTER

collecting its own
birthday present in the form of
good business.
Top-billed Liberaee is playing a
vvell-earned return date here 'The
loath to let him go.
even after half-an-hour of his ingenious keyboarding. Eighty-eighter lets his fingers ramble from
Brahms to Ifi-lo-the-bar boogie
with never a letdown. Part of the

Mocambo

Minneapolis,

Benny

•IN

ACROBATICS

i

Glen Acres

MCA

HURLEY

^

!

WRITE

9Hi.

JACQUELINE

”

FLAT 25% LEASE

MARCH

THE NATION'S
LEADING CONTROL ARTIST

Hiillywood. May 18.
aecompanied
Liberaee. Regina
by guitar trio >. Eddie Olwer Orch
ininUnum
<5>:
Lalin-Airs
t5'.

and Hammer.stein are
along from their early
Broadway musicals, through their
Rodgers

carried

audible

Whether it’s on the boogie
beat on Chopin or Gershwin, he
does a knockout job. with ease and

treat.

Thoatricol Rotes
Single, $3.00

Donble, $4.00

class.

null

Singing chores are handled by
Regina, a blonde looker recently
returned from Latin-Ainerica. She
concent rales on la tune stuff, selling with a pleasant voice.
Ballads
are her best bet. Iiowever. particularly with a harmonizing guitar
trio helping f/)r south-of-the- border flavor.
The routining, how’ever. could stand a little revi.sion
with the emphasis more on .stuff
that’s familiar to tlie Norte Americanos who’ve never been further
south than the $100 window at the
.Agiia Calienfe racetrack.
Eddie Oliver's musicrew continues to do a fine job of dishing
the pop stuff for terping with the

I'ariiivnl.

Minneapolis. May 21.
Jerry Colontia, Harmonica Ras'fit. Perry Martin Orch (12);

cals

$2.50 ni.ninium.

Making his night club debut.
Jerry Colonna exhibits the diverse
talents which he has en'iployed to
advantage on radio, screen and
stage in conjunction with
Bob

Hope and

alone.

The.se talents in-

clude his unique and exaggerated
singing style, tomfoolery and Iromhoning. While his present act falls
short of nitery requirements, he
ajiparently

is

a

draw

attraction,

and that’s important.
Introduced as “the professor.’’
Colonna amuses with a “leetnre”. giving the lowdown on bebop
Some first rate swing music
on trombone, vocal of “Road ^o
Mandalay" and other numbers,
gags, stoi ies and a bit of clowning
preci'do a burlescpie magic bit.

Harmonica

Ra.scals

wham

gation.

MERRYMAN
gets worm
"Flashy aerotechnics .
reception . . . exotic brunet t • •
“
5.A
.

.

NOW

CHEZ PAREE
CHIC

\«.0

Kap.

i

JACK PARKER

’em.

"COMEDY OF ERRORS"
AT THE

R.K.O. PALACE
N«w York

"

"Shi«'k
of
Arab\.’’
interspersecl
with slapstick and rouglious(‘ dijilus

PANN

Lalin-Airs moving in as alternales
to provide the beat for the conga-

thanks to Johnny Fuleo’s pantomimic and other hilarity and their
topnotch renditions oi’ boff arrangements.
Slopping the show,
they click with "I Can't Give You
Anything
But
Love.”
“Sabre
Dane/*." "Sweet Sue." “Dreams in
the Night. “Peg o’ .My Heart” and
does

Variety Said About

Thonks to

DANNY FRIENDLY

TOMMY

Iffjleos laughter-inciting

pieces of business.
After Colonna s act. the Ra.scals
are on again with the comedian for

F.S.:

ond

FITZPATRICK

Hey Look—Trocoy ond Hoy,

I

Rnoliy

mode

tbe

Poloce.

another brief funmaking session.
Feriy Martin’s orch fills assign-

ment

with

usual

efficiency

and

Martin tecs show with his vocal of
’Tve Got You Under .My Skin”
Rees.

DICK BUCKLEY
Currontly Appoorinq

IVai'Ofli r»iirl.
(MARK HOPKINS HOTEL)
San
Julie
(12'.
In
Fri.'jco

Franci.sco.

Ma.v

WUsitn. Henry King Orch

Week, ROXY,

New

York

wish to Saint# Tho LiHIo Giant. Sir Horry Angor. of
GAC. and o low bow to Hit Highnott Sir Somuol Routek,
of tko Roxy, and hit Royal Staff.
I

the

six

preem

taken on

months

since her
Wilson has
nas
which is clearly

Julie

a finesse

establishing her a.s uniqtie among
the |>ertorniPrs who customarily
lake the local gentry in tow Miss
.1

2ncl

19

Lov#
MrectiMi:

Lord Buckloy
GINIRAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

.

WetlneiMlay,

May

25, 1949
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Indies Act-Grabbing

Spurs Better

Vaude’s Greatest ‘Audition’
Continued from

20th-Fox’s
(opener
film
“Canadian Pacific”), plus an atHouse
is oppolicy.
tractive price
and 95c
erating at 55c to noon
weekends.
It's
top
evenings; $120
now a big deal when a cu.stomer
indow
on
the
w
dollar-bill
can put a
^
and get some change.
$17,000-$18,000

Nut

The Palace with its 1.757 .seats
must keep most of them filled mo.st
order to meet its
of the time in
It’s a tough
$l7.000-$ 18,000 nut.
present condiunder
assignment
it’s conceded
tions, especwlly since
to get custhat it will be difficult
tomers to climb up to the second
balcony, consequently, the orchesand loge floors must carry the

tra

major burden.
Meanwhile, the comeback of
some form of vaude to the Palace
has given the industry its greatest
lift in years. Agents
and performers feel that the opentriumph for vaude.
is
a
itself
ing

psychological

The

who have been

performers

beached in front of the Palace for
years now have more interesting
Agents feel that
surroundings.
they now have a place to show
their acts under favorable circum-

eatery, operated by
started in
1911. two years before the theatre
opened its doors. During its career
it fed the majority of
Palace headliners and when the Palace eliminaled talent it continued as a
show busine.ss stop. It’s estimated
that the still unpaid labs at this
spot would total a fancy sum. Gus

loaded with many oldtime vauders,
agents and show biz reps, majority
of the patrons were still the average payee. They apparently liked
the fare being offered.
Opening

was more than this
some years under
it.s former film policy, and to many
customers, variety was a new thing
that’s
been made
popular by

day’s business

hous? had had in

the

On

member

was closed, but were able to survive at one point due to the fresh
money invested by show biz no-

weeks

is

now

Ponares Bros., patently
ecstatic over the Palace preem. declared open house Thursday at a
party
honoring
Bob Sylvester.

News

theatrical

Laurie,

Jr.,

reporter.

mastered.

toa.st

drew many
vaude vets in.
cluding Mabel Ford, Lillian Shaw.
Senator Murphy, Smith & Dale,

In

Tom Cameron,
ager, stated she

Miss Faye’s man-

made

a gratis ap-

pearance

at a benefit for underprivileged children, and another
for the Jewi.sh War Veterans at
Madison Square Garden, N. Y., for
which she received $200, since latter had a talent budget.

the ailing Max Hart, who percented
some of the greatest names in
show-business.

Walters,

Norman

joined

agreement

,\GV.\.

Since

reaelied.

Norman has been

committed

toward changes that
will cut down union’s operating
expenses and permit local board.s

was

to
make on-the-spot decisions
without aid of tlie national board.
However, the elected delegates
will face the problem of getting
the changc.s started. According to
present
amendments,
proposed
changes should have been submitted la.st March for consideration
by
various
local
boards.
Referenda
were
then
be
to
held.
However, it’s been argued
that inasmuch as there was little
time to see how the present conI
i

sible

the

AFM

.sufficient

a

I

added
,

to

Riviera,

and

Gower

ent

,

Tony Martin and including Jack
'

Carter.

the

amendments on

eall.^

too
for

costly.

a

Under current

administrative

mininium

setup

$.50,000

penditure with $20,000 estimated
as annual convention costs and
another $30,000 for bringing the
45 man-national board into New
York four limes a year. Delegates
are working on a plan to simplify
this procedure.
In addition, delegates attending
convention will seek to institute a
plan "w hereby they would have a
say in the naming of national and
branch
administrators.
There’s
talk of some changes in union’s

I.ewis. singer,

!

I

personnel and they want to help
screen the new candidates for
such po.sts.

furnishings I had them placed in
a bonded warehou.se.”

Weinger, who had planned on
reopening this summer, with consent of the new ownei's of the
lease, will meet with the creditors
to try for an amicably settlement

week.

Saranac Lake

PHOTO ENCLOSED

f. S.:

By Happy Benway
Saranac,
.1

COMEDY

P

IJ IV .

MATERIAL

MA

.S

Fil*”

@

NOS. 1 to 30
$1.00 Ea.
(Ordtr in Svquenc* Only)
-Special; First 13 FiU« for $10.00
All 30 Files fo r_ t2

5^

• 3 Bk(. PARODIES $10 Per Bk.
• MIMSTREL budget
.$25.00
• HUMOR. DOR ftr Emecci.. 25.00
• 3 Blackeut Baoke
$25 ea.
ar

—

No

•
•
•
•

8

all

C.O.O'i

Diff. Vale, tor $50
infa. on other material.
Optn Dally Incl. Sundayi

PAULA SMITH
JOO W. 54th

$t.,

VISIT

RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY
when
Furs,

and

In

LONDON

for lorqolRt in
Coots, Luqgogo, Trovol
Sports
Goods:—f6o. VIC-

Fur

TORIA STREn, S.W.

AGENTS
Why

pneumonia.
in from
Eugenie Reed, re-

ter a tussle with

Flamm planed

Sylvia

cuping

vi.sit

from third Thoracopla.sty

operation.

7-1130

YOU MUST

24.’

Ted Hooper, manager of Palace
theatre, Akron, in for re.st and
observation. Ditto for John Rosenberg.
.loscph F.ssel. manager of Kallel
theatre. Port Henry. N. Y.. and
Rosemary LaBalbo in to bedside
.Sam LaBalbo.
playwright,
Vaughey,
Joseph
back in circulation in Denver afN.Y.C. to

Dept. V, N. Y. 1$

CIRCLB

May

ex-Rogciite

all-clear.

TKK

ORIGINAL Show-Bii Gag

Slattery,

and former press agent, planed in
for recent checkup and given an

for All Branch*! of Thoatricah

"Th*

.Arlhur

1.

Joe DeNicolo in for annual
checkup, will remain in downtown
colony for the summer.
Board has app(>inted
Village
Nancy Rogers and Patricia Fidelcr
as supervisors of the William Morris

Memorial Park,

THE
NATION^S

MOST
ORIGINAL
SATIRIST

local children’s

playground.
Forrest iSlim) Glenn back at the
Rogers after a two-week furlough
to N.Y.C. and Chester. Pa.
Write to those who are ill.

MANAGERS

STRAND,

MALINY
Ono and two bodroom

opts., also opts, with kitekon privilego.

$150 pGr Stoson up

VILLA MALINY, FLEISCHMANS,

New York

ARTISTS

porspire in tho City whon you can do business in fho most centrally
locotod thootricol soction of tho Cotskill Mountains at VILLA.

NEW YORK

FOLLOWED BY

CAPITOL
WASHINGTON,

ex-

I

ried exploitation of these assets to
satisfy a few creditors at the expen.se of many.”
Weinger denied such allegations,
calling them “ridiculous and untrue . . . there’s nothing I did
wrong.”
He stated the furnishings were removed to protect the
creditors.
In making the .statement he referred to one of the
complainants, the Maxwell
Co.
“Whep they refused to remove the

ne.xt

no

methods are too cumbersome

procedure,

i

and father
of Jerry Lewi.s (Doan Martin &),
makes his Broadway cafe bow tonight (Wed.) at the Iceland, N. Y,

gel

and

•

Danny

out,

being argued that the pres-

I

of performers
for a strong hold on

Champion

the June 7 layout for
Ft, Lee. N.J., headed by

to

I

number

under control

working

floor.

It’s

Insiders in both unions feel that
the .\CiV.A-.\FM row on the Regent
is a skirmish in a possible Petrillo campaign to have a greater hold
in television.
head has been
making inroads on AGVA’s membership by declaring harmonica
players, pianist .s-singers or any act
using a musical instrument should
come under jurisdiction of musicians union, not AGVA. If such a
campaign is successful. Petnillo has

who has been an

was

stitutinn

changes could have been subKmitted at that time.
It's
still
doubtful whether it will be pos-

video situation.

Marge

Continued from page 43

a'nd

take.

adamant foe of benefit setups, claims
Miss Faye i-iolated her contract
with him by playing the benefits
without his permission, on basis
that her pact had a clause stating
that any outside dates played during her engagement at the Latin
Quarter would be penalized. Hence
the $.500 fine was invoked. Matter
will serve as a test case if and
when threshed out at AGVA.

party as well as back.stage interviews with the cast and visitors.
According to the |irst week’s indications the Palace may have a
permanent policy. Business is beyond expectations and if it continues in that vein there will be
more such showshops opening up
around the country.

center around changes ip the constitution.
Some delegates arc

whereby Banks got two
pay

stems from .\Fi\I prexy Petrillo’s
ukase
which forbids musicians
from joining another union. However. RKO paid the performers for
the unplayed show’.
AGVA’s Firm Stand
Similar condition may spread to
other RKO houses if Regent tiff
isn’t settled.
It’.s reported AGV.A
W'ill not hedge on its stance despite
any retaliation the musicians may

22) night.

•

lorn Patricola, .Will Morrissey, all
the performers on the current Palace bill and many agents Including

Bankruptcy Snarl

Step

Frances
Faye.
singer-pianist
headlining current show at the
Latin Quarter, N. Y.. will file
charges against Lou Walters, operator of the nitery, with American
Guild of Variety Ailists to recover
$.500 deleted from her last week’s
paycheck for playing two benefit
performances. Money was deducted when she was paid off Sunday

the presi-

The

Daily

May

43

Compromise was

getting
an additional $17.50 nightly for his
additional chore.
Two weeks ago,
Local 802 demanded AGVA refund
Norman a .$.50 initiation fee he paid
when joining that union. Latter
refu.sed
and last Tuesday (18)
musicians union refused to play
for the acts.
Local 802’s position

for Benefit Stints;.

Union

from paRr

as m.c.

reached

$500

'•Guild of Variety .Artists convenslated
li<m
for Sherman
hotel,
Chicago, starting June fi. may be
one of the stormiest .session.4 of
the union.
Major fights are expected to

AGVA-AFM

Walters Nips Songstress

had .some hard sledding
during the years when the Palace

tables, Gil Lamb
dent of the spot.

National Setup at Chi Confab

('oiitiniieri

& Andy

vaudeo.

Gus & Andy’s Celebration
One of the day’s mo.st sentimental events was the shindig by Gus

no

to

bookers. more frequently.

Event was tape-recorded by
more, it’s felt Dick Redmond of WHP, Harrisburg,
on the .side of stealing a march right from under
contagion that the N. Y. network and indie stations.
Out-of-towner
recorded
greeted the opening Palace show
believed to be a manife.station of
public desire. While the house was

are

hooking olTices. They claim the inagents have been getting the
and attempting to grab acts
away from their olTices. They’ve
been succe.ssful in taking quite a
number away from major outfits.
In
the' absence of lists, the
agency reps are calling on the

What’s
stances.
that the public is
The
the Palace.
is

act-lists

die

Gus & Andy Ponares,

.|

AGVA Delegates May Seek Revamp

Ser\’ice

agencies

.sending

lists,

show business

was

major

longer

&. Andy's restaurant, a few doors
Irom the Palace slagedoor. This

down-to-earth level, it’s adon the
of "8 Big
vertising bargain values
Vaudeville Acts 8” plus a first run

The

1

paf(« 43

D. C.

Ptrsonal MonogDmtnf:

Dirtetion:

MARTIN-WORTH
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Wr«lne§<1ay»

May

25, I 949

The Palace’s 1913 Opener
As for the 1913 debut Palace
bill, it opened with the Palace
Girls (line*; McIntyre & Harly
deuced but were pulled after
the first matinee and replaced

House Reviews
Eiiipr«*M!«

Song, “Senorita Chiquita.”
acted out. with singer*

laughs.

Hall. I^onilon

literally

is
London. Mhv Ifi.
taking off dance types. Appeal is
Gro(‘i(» Fields, Terry Thonins, Ah visual as well as auditory, with body
herr & Les Ward. Puii< Fenonlhet twists and acting out of lyrics ribwith Dick Jniurs. Arthur tickling.* Final number satirizes
Orcli

1

This vast arena is tnore and more
becomini; the centre of popular
entertainment. After a week of
hypnotism. Gracie Fields bowed in
to an audience of 8.000 for her
Sunday nigh opening, and it is
anticipated such attendance will be
maintained throughout her week’s

parlor singers, including the whiskey tenor, and rates the laughs and
curtain calls it gets.
Comic Frank Conville doesn’t
quite jell in his famili.;r "little
man” line of gags and clowning.

Uses

femme

tall

for

,

i

Impress! 'e audience for the occasion was undoubtedly London’s
tribute to her popularity and the
thousands wlio turned out on a
warm evening were amply repaid.
Appearing for 45 minutes before
the interlude and returning for another half-ho\ir in the second half
of show, Miss Fields gave the cus-

opening chatter.
Curtain raisers Mark.

via

wedged between normal

t

in-

iiig

ish

the great traditions of the song-and-dance pioneers.
;
The oldtimers came to scoff, they expected to see eight acts and NO
vaudeville, because there wasn’t a “name” on the bill.
In.stead
seeing tattered talent, they saw performers w ho packed plenty of en
lei-tainment. The youngsters came to see the vaudeville and the hou^
Was there ever a back
that they had heard and read so much about.
Stage picture that didn’t mention The I*alace at least once? The^
youngsters were getting their first le.sson of vaude. which i.s the ABC
form of entertainment for the masses. They didn’t know' if it
good or bad vaude; it was like a guy tasting his first olive.

court violinist”* followed,

preceding
La Napierskowa.
coocher, in the next-

and “The Eternal
act with Mabel
Chadwick & Co

to-closing;
W'altz.”

flash

Berra, Cyril

&

.

closing.
Incidentally, the special

New

Act review on Ed Wynn & C’o..
“The King’s Jester
(comedy sketch; 14 mins.*, un”

offering

size part-

ners.
Act is a quickie that gets
neat appreciation. Winding bill is
graceful terp team. Su.san & Fred
Barry, in a ballroom whirl on the

flatteringly

tagged

it

Don Albert raised his baton and the 802 boys struck up "There’s No
Business Like Show Business.” the lights went out. and my memorxlamp glowed. I could swear that I saw' a lol of the boys and gals of
the Palace Alumni, reaching down from Heaven’s gridiron mid lovingly
patting the backs of these youngsters ak they once again bravely raised
the flag of song-and-dance at the Palace!
1
could see Jack Donahue, Johnny (Adelaide &* Hughes, Dotson
Veinon Castle (The Ca.stles*. Eddie Leonard. Genaro & Bailey, William
Rock. Hal Skelly, Marilyn Miller. Rags Leighton, Tools Papka and
Bunny Granville dipping their magic feet in the rosin box to see
that it was okay for the new generation of “shoe shulllers” like Mage i
I
could see the great
Karr. Cook & Brown, Dolinoff & Raya Sisters.
magicians Houdini, Horace Goldin and Nate Leipzig nodding their
heads in approval at the novelty act of The Marvellos. I was sure
when Jerry Wayne came on to sing his songs that 1 heard humming
backstage by Joe (Van &> Schenck, Nora Bayes. Charlie King, Eddie
Healey. Irene Franklin, Cecil Lean & Cleo Mayfield, and Frank Crumit
Sc Julia Sanderson.
And when Britain’s funny man, Norman Evans, came on. I could
see the entrance packed with yok-experts like Frank Tinney, Nat Wills.
Conroy 4 LeMaire, CJiic Sale. Will Rogers. James Thornton, Cliff
Goidon. Ted Healy, Jack Osterman, Richy Craig. Jr.; Eddie Foy, Lew
Dockstader. Walter C. Kelly, Ben Welch. Harry Breen, Bert Fitzgibbon.
and a few of his countrymen like Wilkie Bard. Albert Chevalier and
Will Fyffe, who also played the Palace.
The Chords, two boys who imitated all kinds of instruments. I’m
positive received applau.se and hearty “yowsah” from the ole maestro,

“small

time speed.”

tomers a brilliant night of song
and laughter.
soft and light side. They’re not of
Drawing from a more extensive the dazzling variety, but click with
1

Palace Clicks Big

repertoire than usual, she blends their nifty routines.
Loire.
many of her old faves with newer
pop numbers. Vastness of the arena
Apollo*
Y.
made no difference in her hold
on the audience, although other
Illinois Jacquet Band <8'. Derby
acts suffered in this direction.
Wilson, Joyner & Foster, Marlei &
for
example, Lucia, Rae Pearl, Tab Smith Band
Terry Thomas,
whose BBC impressions have a (12*; “Boston Blackie's Chinese
wide following, didn’t quite click, Adventure” (Col).
although his impersonatioiw of the
Ink Spots and Paul Robe.son,
There’s music in abundance on
applause.
won
among others,
Arthur Jones provides a pleasing the Apollo bill currently, but
plenty
of solid entertainment also
interlude at the organ and Albert
and Les Wrrd contrib in some in the supporting acts, to make
for
a
fast, pleasing session. Illinois
musical funstering which would
have greater appeal in a more in- Jacquet’s eight-man crew is hightimate theatre. Paul Fenoulhet’s lighted for marquee lure, with Tab
probably
larger
outflt.
orchestra has two long sessions Smith’s
with Dick James doing the vocahs. somewhat under wraps so as not
to conflict with the topliner. backA/i/ro.
ing the acts.
However, it al.so
manages to give out in a couple of
OrionlAL I'lii
Torrid opener
sizzlers on its own.
Chicago. Ma> 19.
sets things for Martez & Lucia,
.The Langs (6*, Mi.sclin Ai/er, mixed ofay aero team with excelDennis Sisters (2'. 3 Stooges, Carl lent routine, that gets deserved apOrch: “Africa Speaks” preciation. It’s a slick act for any
*S' a V d s

Continued from page 2

medley received a gatling-gun acclaim that bordered on cheers.
.\nd then in rapid succession were
unreeled eight acts that blended
the modern and a touch of no.stalgia for a rousing payoff.
It was
capped by an added starter in Pat
Rooney, who was introduced by
Milton Berle, who came on “unexpectedly” from the audience to
round out the gala.
RKO Theatres veepee Sol

•

Schwartz,

earlier lag.
Dennis Sisters have an overlong
intro about Hollywood, which, if
clipped, might register stronger
Their special on Holy Rollei' meeting al.so seems lengthy.
Blonde
member manages to gain a few

chuckles,

audience

but

I

‘

I

doesn’t

warm up much.

'

setup, and

drawing-room

The

skits.

lieavier the blue* lines and situations.
the greater the guffaws.

Hoke

a

big

click

buck

wing

and

strong closer.
Carl Sands
the orchestra
"river songs”

,

makes

a

backed neall\ by
his medley of
in
ending with nifty

is

(

Zabe.

this bill less

than satisfxing.

Max

i|»ifol«
i'»\

WmmIi.

Washington. May 24.
Mark. Russ St Owen. Kate Murtall.
St

Cardini, Frank Conrille, .Susan

Fred Barry; “Barkleys of Broad
(Af G*.

vay”

(’apitol depart.s from >tandard
four ads and experiments with five
shorter acts.
KiVeet gives layout
pare and greater variet\.
Headliner Cardini is his usual
suave s h o w m a n and s1i( kster

Much of his teclinic|iie is lo<i in
this laige auditorium, but there is
enough to m.ike iTnpre.-.sion
.\o
allout reception a.^ magician goes
through his routine ol snatching
cigarettes
and
c a r (1 s.
lighted
niatohes out of the air and exhibiting

some

hair

trigger

However, act bpilds and
off to hefty mitting
Kate Murtah. comed>

juggltng
he walks

chantoo-

Rey. specializing in slapstick imitations. proves surpri.so of In
and
1

stopped

show when caught.

1

She

leads off straight, with a routine
blues version of “My Bill” which
garners mild ripples. Then she
sails into a dance studio number
pylH abup{ljni(,c of l*e!I>that
’

Baer, as emcee, quondam
.varn-spinner /and .sing<‘r of one
song (a takeofT of Phil Harris’
“That’s W'hal I Like About the
South” >• punche.s over with a big
portion of appeal and charm but
suflers from lack of good material
and pacing. Given some solid
vaude standards, plus coaching in
timing. Baer could justify topping
a bill as a single.
Baer projects
okay and has the voice, looks and
stage ease to frame a well rontined
handout of patter
In his lase.

The Palace showed no

!

headliners, just

a

bill

of

bread-and-butter

—

Dancing, singing, comedy, magic and music they were
all there except the dramatic sketch and monologist.
Dan Friendly
booked a friendly show. There is no dearth of competent recruits for
the talent playgrounds of the nation. Just try and stop the thousands
of kids who are now practising comicaleering, dancing, juggling,
singing and making faces. These youngsters just need nurseries for
tlicir talents, and they will grow up as the future headliners.
1 don’t know how long the Palace will last with this new vaudeville
policy, but 1 am sure there have been enough candles lit to heat the
Grand Central Station, wishing them good luck. I do know that the
opening of the Palace with vaude ha.s brought new hope to hundreds
of oldtimers and youngsters.
It has made the Wailing Wall sidewalk
Malcolm
Kingsberg,
prez
of
front’ of the Palice alive again; the cops once again are saying
PKO Theatres, and Schxvartz. in
“upstage” when they chase the actors from their feet-parkin^i^saaw.
know the economics of their oper- The boys and gals are again gathering in groups and talking shop-suet^
ation be.st.
At 55c (till noon* and' the old actors with eyes scorched by so many footlights are looking at
95c weekdays ($1.20 top on week- the Palace sign reading Eight Acts and in their minds they are brushends*, a $30,000 gross is possible. ing the cobwebs awa^ from stored routines.
They are asking each
which would spell a $13,000 net other. “Do you think this will bring vaudeville back?” And please
profit under the current opera- don’t say “no.”
Be like the agent that .sez “Come around tomorrow”—
tion. Firstrun features co.st $3,000;
those three words have kept many an actor’s hopes alive. As for the
the vaudeville ditto, up to $4.00() t.ilented youngsters, some wi.se man once said, “When a seed starts to
maximum; the hou.se rent and nut grow it should not be trampled upon.” So let’s hope this thing called
(musicians,
stagehands*
around vaudeville catches the gold ring at the boxoffice and gets another ride.
$8,500 and the rest for lobby ballv. It this re born vaude keeps coming to us as clean and unbrassy as this
first show at the Palace, it should stay a long time.
Vaude can become
advertising, etc.
There’s no question about the the silo for Television, as it was for radio, pictures and legit.
Keep the children of Lady Vaudeville warm, willya. Palace?
timing for a return to round actors
is
propitious.
No question but
that the Palace must hold the line fast hoofing, items from abroad, the two-a-day at the Palace, heads
on budgets if it’s to continue with from the niteries, from radio, rec- the crew of nine backstage but,
a firstrun film policy.
and television. Evans in ef- for a nostalgic touch, the Palaces
If the final ords
equation is the type of picture fect made his American' debut via oiiginal stage manager, William
product, then it becomes once again TV on the Ed Sullivan CBS show Clark, was holding court behind
a case ol the picture being
the two Sundays in succession, and the the scenes. The honor guest, Besdiiminant draw. As presently con- Dolinofl'-Raya act likexvise showed sie
Wynn, yesteryear headliner,
stituted. a well-balanced eight-act txvice on the same video program. who
wa.s spotlighted, flashlighted
bill should prove at least
The
Marvellos also did stint on that and bouqueted. went into a big re.50'^r potent at the boxoffice. and certainly show.
union pitch with Clark after the
in the opening we<*ks the b.i
Every act, except the colored first show.
lance
of the b.o. poxver lies with
the pair, erred by stretching, but the
Backstage it’s all the same alvaude.
acceleration was sharpened by a
Morris, the
i.s
Apart from a .show that exceeded return to the time-honored annun- most. Only missing
and the
vet elevator operator
its intended 70-7.5 minutes
No emcee.s. no fol-de-rol, elevator. It would co.st around $23.scjied- ciators.
ule by running 20 minutes over and no palaver about
“the great- 000 to recondition the lift and io.
and a po.ssible reshuffling to biing est.” etc. The acts came on and
until RKO is really sure of vaude*
the fast-stepping colored act. (’ook ott‘ in an old-fashioned manner
that
cant
& Bi’owti, next-lo-closing. it xxas a must be new to vaudfilm and stage- “comeback.” the acts who two
climb stairs get the choicer
well laid out show,
As it was. show fans of this decade. There
ground-floor and the first-floor cuJerry Wayne segued
ito
comt*-^ is. of course, the inevitable deferbicles.
dienne Lorraine Rtignan’s contor- ence to the mike,
an acoustical
^aiide
live comedy in “three" (red
It is ironic that pop priced
velvet standard that is perhaps inevitable
pix. and th^
drafiesi and into "four’’ for
the in the modern theatre. Amplifica- was displaced by
being
is
flnaleing Dolinofl A- Hava Sisters tion via
vaudeville
circa
1949
soundfilms. radio and the
bolsier(3* dance novelty
l.atter ran too tele.screen ha.s conditioned the na- called upon as a boxoffice
take inti)
must
long, but by and large here
This
for
er
pictures.
was a tional hearing to a stepped-up seno
bill
that
played better than it sitivity
And that’s all right. That consideration that the evolution delooked
on
paper,
Waxne too x\as the appeal of the picture lelevi.sion and the (Government
possible
it
was overlong; incidentallv hiv best houses when .sound
came every cree. which will make
fpr top
metier might he class nileri<*s
seat xvas a front .seat, whether up- for any independent to bid
The first four acts .ire iind«*r N’ew stairs or down.
film product, are the two ‘somebeen
Acts, not
have
being in the V’.xfiinv
that
thing
factors
new”
For the rest. Don Albert maeslilev although patentlx
seasoned. iroed a tiptop shovx'. A veteran of added in this pendulum swing
polic.v.
hex aic: Mage A Karr,
hou.se
opener the vaudfilmeries. he knoxxs how to to the combination
i'lie (’holds
2
in the dt'uee; \or- baton his
stuff
While the rebirth of vaudcviH*
Backstage is David
m.in F.vans. I..•^ne.|,shire
crinudi.in Bines, vet of the Publix and RKC") at the Palace is a natural
Irom the British music halls in
*^*'*^;
the unit days, who. while he knows most automatic copy-getH’f*
lr(>\; and The Marxellos (3
pas
Iso xxhat to expect, none the less has Mandcl did a standout job the
ol Continental extraction
the
in inid- a job cut out for himself
pcp|)ciing
in sei'ing three weeks
riiT
w
that it’s done.
Otherwise, eight and weekend feature sections
Cook A- Brown, male p.'iir of acts
can appear like too much buildups for the return of vau
ll.irle'ii
legmani.ics. are " h.'mimo show,
instead of the fast-paced enin ,\o. .5
.)»*rr\’
W'axm* will) his tert onment intended
Sol Schwartz ki'pl
.jukebox cavalcade next, .Misv Rog.
"bL..
I'he hou.se has been
facelifted knoxv Hn* answer better (»n the
n;ui. a good (oinedy interlude
u*
in at a reported cost of $U0 ()()().
ip. ond day ”
Frid.iy’s biz and
the ace position, and the dant
ail
ce eluding new seals as well as new
weekend gross should
fl.ish closing, comprise th
oihors. .sci'iierv and other
refurliishings. eaution
Vaudeville is re.sounams
Show thus blevsl-; low t oiMcdy. Geor«,'e,
Oppi«), vi iio dotes baqk to lx 4)nek at the Halaee.
vaudeville.

I

:

i

.

.

.

I

—

notwithstanding his name appeal
is no substitute for good m.i-

there
terial

Will
.Aubrey, guilar-striiinmiiig
bard, has pin-point timing, and hi.^
voice and style hold on to tlieir
oldtime effectiveness, but much of
his material has little more than
sentiment to keep it abox** water.
His “.Silvery .Moon" and “Marx
showmanship, ami
display sure
there remains warmth that comes
from years of knowhow, but his
act

•

,

—

Rusty timing and dated material

make

Florence Moore and Marie Dressier were a pipe audience for the
Rognan; she’s the kind of a comedienne they would

antics of Lorraine
have loved.

—

*

EL*.

keyboarding of “Cruising Down the
River.”

20.

Baer, Miller & Lee. Wilt
Aubrey, Valentine, Jean Derliii
Dancers (5>. Ralph Williams
House Orch (8*; “Gallant Bess”
EZv
(re issue* and “Close Up”

Ma.r

(

Ben Bernie.
'

—

here.

Ma.\

I

‘

^

Francl.sco.

I

'

Tivoli* S. F.
San

I

'

j

Fdba.

nose
gouging are at their peak.
Trio
run through travesty on “Wait
Till the Sun Shines. Nellie” and
several

is

when eye and

alive

'

—

i

Jacquet’s crew holds closing slot
and really cooks with commercial
arrilngements and sock instrumentation
on “Snake Pit Boogie.”
“Black Velvet” and other items.
Maestro, who formerly headed a

king-sized outfit, has telescoped his
present one to eight men, viz;
three rhyhtm, tw'o sax
including
the stick waver*, trombone and
two trumpets. Condensed outfit is
as good, if not superior, to former

—

i

(

j

Three Stooges haven’t changed
their routines, but with this house
is doesn’t seem to make much difference as the payees only seem to

come

I

Bill

tinue doing so within the $3,000weekly
$4,000
budget
requirements.
The Thur.sday mat railbirds and the entire postmortem
palaver around the 47th Street
comer ya-ta-taed a few million
words on “we hope this gets over
buf they shoulda done” so-and-so.
This runs the gamut from “if it
must be pop-priced, then it .should
be reserved seat.” to Phil Baker’s
trank proposal to Schwartz that he
(Baker* could line up the biggest
namek on a sentimental basis for
an out-and-out return to the txvoa-day.
$30,000 Gross Possible

I

His gags fall flat, but he gets hefty bra.s.sy to please the clientele.
response for his pianoing of “Hold Derby Wilson, slick terpster of
That Tiger” and "Tea for Two.” Bill Robinson genre, scores, as
Bit on the Russian .soap opera usual, with topdrawer terps. inswitch is also funny and redeems terspersed with gags.

aide.

Howard, and booker Dan Friendly
whipped up a well-balanced eightact bill and should be able to con-

{UAL

theatre.
Rae Pearl, sultry songstress, does
was rainy and cold outside a neat job on a brace of ballads,
It
making
way for male comedy team
and inside the reception was
equally frigid.
With the excep- of Joyner & Foster, who.se clowntion of the opener, rest oi bill had ing and hoofing ring the applause
an uphill climb to garner utiplause. bell. Clever crossfire gab is topped
Lang Troupe, youthful acros. by their razor derby for a slick
liming and finish. Band takes over for a solid
perfect
score with
somersaults. Climax by gal blind- workout on “Jack, the Bellboy,”
folded. doing a two-and-half twist which gives maestro Smith and his
a
real
opportunity to
into a 14-foot high seat is a thriller sidemen
shine.
Combo of three rhythm,
that wins heavy applause.
.Mi.scha
Auer, from the films, five reeds and four brasses pitched
loud tempo are sufficiently
gets his best results when mugging. in

chief

his

oft!

.A wave of no.stalgia engulfed a jammed hou.se. an audience
that wa
einotiorrally ready to welcome home the children of Lady Vaudeville
1 he old. the middle-aged and the young came out to see the house that
Vaude built; and to see if the new children of Momus could carry o

clas.sical
j

tumbling and pyramid work
comic effect of midget part tier

fast

act

Id the overture of big gobs or printer’s Ink. radio and televisin
shouts of editorial approval and shrieks of exhausted tiek
machines, the years sw'ept back the curtain at the Palace, where 47ih
street and 7th avenue collide! Vaude in a new summer suit was
show

under New Acts, were next;
Ota Gygi (billed as the “Span-

Rus.s
acros, get laughs by dint of

Owen,

w'ire

Again!’’

boosts,

cluding a female impersonator;
Hearst cartoonist Hy Mayer
and Ed Wynn & Co., both

,

contrast.

Builds as he goes along and works
up to nice finish with a convincing
Charles Chaplin impresh, but pace
could be hypoed by perking up

•lay.

The Four Vanis.

Man s Here

By JOE LAURIE. JR.

by Taylor Holmes, who was
voted “not guilty” as a $2
monologist;
“Speaking
to
Father” (sketch* next; No. 4,

j

‘

Jones.

""Mom, That

nei'ds

woTk and

mat<*rial.

I

.

.1

.

He

a hefty hand.
Miller and Lee. using an income
tax from as a foil for their eomedx.
Turning in
broiP’ht a sock h;md.
a solid juggling perfornnoee. \al
((’ontinued on page’ 47 >
;

got

('

1

1

—

r

New
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THE MARVKLLOS

]4 Mia*"

V A'
Society. N. 1.

iSaX
-

Hodiiers

sconnK in
Hammerslein Broad-

They, too. like .N or man
Evans and Dolinoif & Hay a Sisters
on this bill, have b«'en seen in (he
New York metropolitan area on the
land.

Padfic." .she
^‘’fv .rnash.
”', is a sure bet
nlaV“Blood.v Mary
Colored songstress
nitery.
nJ any
legit background be,ad a good
‘•South

ie going

Act opens as a male team, until
the femme appears latei- for a

productions

Ziegfeld

Marc

and

t.on-

manikin

"Showboat”
“Green Pastures’) and she

expertly
her thesping ability
her tunes. Kven more imto sell
course, is her excellent
fSirtant. of

While she has a background

com-

act

versatility interspersed with
musical interludes.
'I’lie eccentric
comic foils for the straight .who
is in tails'; switches the clarinet
into fiddle, trombone and sax. in
successive numbers, utilizing the
tnagician's .standard black cloth.
From behind that al.so emerge

alto
fine diction

into top results.
Ind phrasing

The

switch-bit.
us their

a

the

edy

deep and powerful

a

Xch-she parlays with

and

e.ssence, of

nlllv’s

K

,

Ed Sullivan video show.

into “Pacific” .roles in

iSi original

a)

Musical; Novelty Comedy
10 Mins,; Two
Palace. New York
The Marvellos are from Swit/er-

SonKS

J

usual
production value. Herkle
Styles adds subtle comedy relief,
while Nicks & Taylor give nice
flash of color in dancing routines.
*
Goodman builds program around

Acts

JUANITA HALL

.

in

having
workfnrmed her own choir after
ma.sks and
Johnson group, ing neck ofeffigies, such as a gaping with the Hall
giraffe proportions; a
material, as demonher choice of
hand that becomes dismembered; a
afe
show
C
at
first
her
strated in
male
dummy
that looks like the
nitery
the
in
is
'171.
Society
comic which switches into the
Emphasis is on blues, femme
groove
finale).
In between she
soulful
Into
fashions
which she
does the manikin bit. The straight
laments with her dramatic over- does the right length with brief
musical bits on the reed, brass and
**She lees off here with a dra- string in.struments.
My
matic tune, “Anyplace I Hang
The act has foreign flavor, and
the
Into
heads
then
Hat” and
its
character, coupled with the
blues Idom with “From Now On."

and

«eml-classics

,

May 2S, 1949

WrilnrHlay^

spirituals,

VARIETY BILLS

age memories, with his key
men impersonating instrumental
stars who have gone on from his
hand to front own outfits during
the years. Wardell Gray on tenor
sax. .Sonny Igoe on drums, Doug
.Mettome on trumpet. Buddy Greco
on piano and Terry Swope, vocalist. show
class that measures well
Jazz

WEEK OF MAY

(I'l

CliHorU
Witil«.|

Kollv

Kvelyn
l.add

maximum

she

Injects

a

following

pathos,

of

aspects, commends it as a
surefire highlight on any vaudeville bill.
They were a solid hit
here in a fast 10 mins.
Abel.

Over novejty

“Lament

“Am

I Blue?”
with a sock job on
Closer 'routine encore) is the surefire "Bali Ha’i.” which she created
in "Pacific.” With her name building via “Pacific” (including the
‘

practically

for

set

and vaude dates.

nitery

M

Miss Hall
anv tvpe

recently by Columbia).
Is

House Reviews

album released

cast disk

original

Continued from page 4S

who

entine.

Cofflcdian
11 Mins.; Three
Falace, New York
is

something of

an historic item for the vaudeville
pulled

a

American

reverse-switch

debut

by

vaude,

vaudeo to
other

Olympia^ Miami

The Lancashire comedian

annals.

for

his

Tito

from

going

instead

first

‘‘Alias

showcased via two guest-shots on

Ed Sullivan’s

CBS-TV program.

caught.
Corb.

a

Nick Beal” (Par).

fine

does a isfying.
Topliner Tito Coral goes over
dentist sketch, playing both the
tooth-yanker and the nervous vic- with his robust versions of the
Standouts are "Begin
tim. Fear of the dentist’s forceps, Latinairs.
Colof course, is a common denomina- the Beguine” and “Babalu.”
tor for all, and Evans milks the sit- lection of tunes is well balanced
uation, perhaps a shade too long. to make nice impact.
Teeoff is okay with Betty Lou
He definitely oversta.vs with that
extraneous encore on the trumpet, Drake’s aero work. Hal Sherman,
utilizing panda character to manip- who doubles as emcee, clicks with
Eccenhis hoofing and clowning.
ulate the valves.
Evans is a British music hall tric terps are his strong point, as
standard,
and evidences expert usual.
Work on horizontal bar by
knowledge of his medium.
The
character studies on both sides of Chuck Brown and Rita earn fair
the dentist's chair are universal in amount of gasps and mitts, while
their appeal. In the No.
"sketch” Nip NeKson closes with impressions.
Topper to entertaining series of
spot, his was a good spotting.
radio personalities is “soap opera”
Abel.
Freddie Carlone house orch
satire.
doe.s okay on backgrounding acts.

mage & KARR

.lack

Vauders’ Drive
t'onllniied

from page

Dancing

hiinutes.

They re backed by

nice blue
and establish
an historic first by being
the kickreturn of \'aude to
a

rape set in "three’’

Ihc Palace.

Abel,

the chords

(2)

Muscat Impressions
j® Mins.;

One
York

Energetic male pair who click
Jfin imitations of bands and sing*'•
or refolds. The
.
pattern i.s by now familiar
but they
***
fresco abandon which
stinguishes
them besides the
asically effective
takeoffs on Art
ooney, Busse, Lombardo. Rose

Murphy.

22.

Youngmau, Volciiliucs
Hciniy
(2', Virginia Lee k Co. '2'. AmiJo Lombardi House
bassadors

p^artner in gray and pink dress,
Tjieir forte are fast taps of w hich

she is more proficient, he handling
the vocal snatches for the .song vs.
dance "routine.” Of the tap terps.
the closing buck-and-wing stuff,
done as a “challenge.” as a barkhack
to
tradition,
is
standout,
notably her eccentric w ings. Team
fl’^hld advance that, aniJ cut out
the
“Donkey Serenade” for a
laster accelerating show, particu^rly neee.s.saiy on a layout like the
Falace where 8 acts
must be
wmmed into a whirlwind 70

May

Baltimore,

he in
blonde

Orch

'12';

stone”

I

Henny
this

1

‘‘Bad

Men

Yoiingnian

is

as

acting

la.vout

all

over

emcee and

winding matters with his standard
stint of one line gags, the violin
It's all right and moves
stufl. etc.
along at good pace garnering audiThe Valentines,
respoiise.
ence
mixed team of hoofers, open
smartly followed by Virginia Lee
and male plant in comedy acrobatics that provide novelty and
‘

laughs.

The Ambassadors, quintet of
male harmony singers, punch out
the usual arrangements of the
mii.slcoiTie<lv

marching tunes

and

returns, setting matters
Youngnian to give out with his
F’racticed comic
major business.
for
for

solid

way with

has a
times for
Biz

a

maximum

good

at

quick gag and

gave

show caught,
Bunn.

Indianapolis.

May

21,

Bcnnti GoodMiuM, OVch., icitli
Terry Sn-ope. Wardell Gran, Sonny
Igoe. Dong Mettome. Nicks k Toy

to

Edwards

3

Loyal's .Stallions
At Castle

Blair

Romv

Viola

Bobby

Byrne
Alan Dale

R Vasco A

Olympia

Lenny

Warner (W)

,

Hal LeRoy
Tylaa. Thorne

‘

I

3 Swifta

WASHINGTON
Capital

(LI

,

34
I

Lea Davis
Tattlera

I

OaorBC

Moll

Avon

Vernon A Ryan
Herb I.ynn

Apua A

14-34

(1)

!

I

E^tarlita

I

CANADA
HAMPTON

'

EAST

!

Granada <l) 13
E A M Harvey

Broa

A Almee Sis
CHESTER

!

,

weekly salary.

St

Lotus A .lokia
Claude Williams
Swan A Leigh
S A K Jenks
Lennoi^ 3

and nobody would be beholden

Hippodroma

A

Tess

(M)

Bill

3

'

Tommy

Hose

Sonny Dawkes
Ken Ryan
Melody 6
Arthur Knotto

completely, then TA will have its
source of income cut off and the

Manley A

BRADFORD

Alhambra (Ml

i

i

33

Maxwells
Reco A May
2

W
I

Hippodroma (Ml
Bobby Davis

A PippI
Bob Andrews
I

Auatin

I

Co

Vree

Co

4A affiliates will have to Elroy
BRISTOL
new source of income for
Empira (I)
welfare funds. The one-sev- Jimmy Mack

their
eiith

salary

is

regarded as a
by the theatrical

also

loss to collections

Garden

benefits frequently pay as high as $8,000, and under the ,AGVA payment plan it's
possible that performer takes won’t

equal that amount.
Dunn has been fighting for a
more equitable distribution of TA
allocations.

He

feels that

inasmuch

contributes most performers. then ACiVA should get a
as

.Af.iV.A

Frankie l.alne.' Wayne lor Herk'ie Styles, Buddy Greco;
oiajor slue, just as Screen .Actors
Cugat. Spike Jones and ‘‘Jigsaw” (IJAi.
fx
rtavld Rose’s
slice from beneGuild get.*: a 30'
“Holiday for Strings.”
Opening “Disk Jockey” song sets
lot
a
.seen
has
fits held on the Coast. AGVA gets
Goodman
Benny
e .script for
their musical im- of changes, running the ganiul a 1.5' r sharp in eastern benefits.
P e.s.sions, most of them good.
.A
from jazz to bebop, but he alwaxs Dunn alsti que.stions the wisdom of
^ **^*****
'n’ miss and, in the
has kept up with the parade, as hating
the
contribute
to
T.^
••ac
riece.ssary speed on a bill his
nicely packaged hand show League of .New York Theatres and
liL
yJ
Palace, they could have proves to “progressive” jazz fans the .Authors League.
The LNYT
de
a
tiptop
10
minutes a at the Circle this week. While it's is made up of theatre manageW'keroo 8 mins,
and really .strict Iv a show for the hepcats and
ammed. As it was. thev made beboppers. change of pace and as ments. while little material from
League is used at ben’ttcir deuce
assignment im portant. much accent on variety, plus smart the .^u^holS
use of lighting effects give it un- efit pcriormaneeg.
Abel.

Francis Whit mar
Lonnies

George .Alex
Peggv Ann Taylor

I

.Spangled

Beauties.
Barry

Raymond
Teiry'.vi

Itiyeniles

CARDIFF
New (S) 13
.loe

:

'

1.

Raynor A Betty

(S:

33

(Jtav

A frique

11

.\

7'ormb.v
O'Keefe Sis

EDINBURGH

Empira 'Mi 33
Hadcllfte

Ben Yost Co
Meivvn Kaundeis
Jacqueline Dunbar
Helen .Norman
.Agnette A Svivio

31

Elliott

Rob Fitzgerald

Carmen Montoya
Mickey Freeman
Joanne Florio
Joe LaPorte Oro
D'Aquila Ore

,

;

\

PonthouM
Marilyn Cantor

Mervyn Vye

t

Kurt

I

Pierre

Art ini A Consuelo
Betty Jane Watiion
Stanley Melba Ore

LONDON
13
I

Maier
Riviera

Danny Thomas

1

Vic

'

bamnne

.ludd l.ynno
Jeff Clay

I

Walter Nye Ore
Lccuona Bovs Oro
kavannah

1

‘

Daniels

Billy

I

Teddy Hales
DePaur A Touiag

I

.Manhattan

I

Ida

'

Paul

James

Ruth Mason

I

Pauline Bryant
sholsie Davis
Rosetta Davis

i

I

'

Estrclita
Lucille Dixon

Oro

VorMillot

Nancy Donovan
Bob Grant (Ire
!

I

Panchito Ore'
Village Barn
Mike Riley Ore
Eileen A Caiver
Piute Pete
Villogo VaitgwarG

White
Roger Price
Marian Bruce
C Williams
Cyril Haines S
Josh

Knapp
Hotel

Serene A Jov

Palladium <M)

rinltm

Michael .Meehan

.Struthard

Danny Kaye
Ted Rav
Andrea Dancers

Clara Cedrono
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

!

Tony Ravaar
Hill

Avp

Nancy Hanks
I

McDonald
Walden

Ailcen Graff
Elouise Christiana
Barbara Frazier
Biuce Mapes Jr
Dick Price

LIVERPOOL

Gertie Ghana
Ella Shields
Liliy Motils
Randolph Sutton
Taihut O'F'arrell
Blilv Daqyters

Empira 'Ml 13
Prof .Ijm Edwards
7

.loan

Peggv Siune

FINSBURY PARK

Freddie

.Mona

A V Monroe

G H

Bios

OnJohnny Flannagan

7’iank

Empire (Ml

Kardomah
Hamilton A Vassl
Jack

III

Lee Brooklyn
Mike Howe
4

F A P King
Taylor A Giav
Mary Prieytman
lava

Harold Nagel Oro
Hetol Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hetol Now Yorker
Rrandw.vnne
.Nat

Bessie

Royal

DERBY

Grand

I

A King

Wavne Ore

Phil

l.ovelle

LINCOLN

Kemble Rios

Oliver

Fields
Ruins' Birds
Fddie Slone Oro
Castellanos Ore
Hotel Blltmoro

Sit

Rex A

'

.loan

SAM
Stevil

Mera

Hotel Bolmont-Plaso

Noble

Fifth

Harold Funvillo
Old Knick
Jerry Bergen
Paul Kllliam
Evelyn Ward
Walter Klavun

;

Carmen Cavallaro O

Ernie Brooks
Lionel Smith
Harrison

A.shtons

Krijtic

31

1

Bob Downev
Hazel Webster

i

Amtoaasodor
Ore
William Adler Oro
William ScottI
Hotel Aster

June Manton
Jeanette Hughes
Maurine O'Dell
Elizabeth Gray

Fred

.Stein

Max Carole
7

'

No

Hotel

Fcerl

LEICiSTEK

:<

Shepard Lire
Fletcher A Sheidy
Hildegarde
Halliday

•

13

(S)

Danny Sullivan

;

Havsna-Madrid
Boh A Larry Leslie
Raquel A Rolando
Kenneth Buffet
Mildred Hay Lino
Trini Reves
Sacasas Ore
Pancho Ore

LEEDS

Falaco
Vic Oliver

13

A Ashuur

Damiron A
Chapuseaua

Cur/on 3

variou.v

;

i

Rios

Roalia

Adler
Max Wall
T Jover A Haf
Pat A .lulian
Rill Wadclington
Zio Angels
7 Volants

1

Cat thy

I

Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracheroa
Vizcaino Ore

Larry

Mushir

Eddie Davis
Marion Powero
Tahja
Gray A Heso
Frances White
Angie Bond Trio
Art Waner Ore

:

C Handy

Alvarez.

Keppel A Betty
S Davis

Empire (Ml

Atlas

Pelletier

A

33

Norman Pans t
Julius Monk
Loon A Bddio'o

Jack

Corte*

I.eon

RAM
Lamar
BRIGHTON

Jvihi*

W

Empire IS) 11
Jean Adrienne
Eddie Leslie

.Arthur W’orsley

A1

l.iicienne
Gil Lamb

A

Goodman

Kitty ('rawford

i

Pearl Bailey

Juenger Ballet Line
Bl Chico

Jarralt

HACKNEY

Joe Loss Bd
Beryl Reid

Duiko Oro

tohn Melville
Eddie Reindeer
Zio Angels

Woods A

Kirkwood

i

Alvsres Ore

Hanuma Lang
Diamond Horsothoo

Rex Rodgers

Terry Hall

'

3 Riffs

,

Sisters

Gansert
Billy Banks
Chora' Sextet
H .Sandler Oro

Rosemary Andrea

I

B Harlow Ore
Lo Coo Rouflo
Oscar Cafvat Ore
Jack Townc Ore
Lo Ruban Blow
Bihl Osterwald

China Doll

A Jackie
Mei Ling
Pupi Campo Ore
Jose Curbcllo Ore
Lino (7)
Florence .4hn

O

Art Wanor

I

Kana/awa Troupo

M

—

cafes,'

Irwin Core.v
Juanita Hall

Penny Caldwell
Don Saxon
.

Jack Caasid.v

was patently an unfair setup. He .loe Black
Joe Black
Donald B Stuart
“Madison Square Garden Alan Cllva
said.
2 Sophisticates
Cooper Twins
plays to 20.000 nightly
enough to Hamilton A VassI
Tattersall Jerrv Co
Robb Murrav
BOSCOMBE
every major cafe and every
fill
GRIMSBY
Hippodroma (li 33
Broadway legit show. If tho.se at .lack Lewis
Ralaco (1) 33
Iheatres and legiters. then there
wouldn't he hard times in the
legitimate fields of entertainment.
Great shows wouldn’t be closing."
Walters also pointed out that he
has to pay a full week’s salary for'
his headliners, who play to con.sidcrahly less than the 20,000 gatheied at the Garden in one night.
TA’s IO-15'r Cut
The .^GVA payment plan eliminates the 10-1.5'^f paid to Theatre
.Authority and if this is carried out

Phyllis Claire

Amy Andrews
Muiicl Jayne
Joe f.'andullo Ore
Cafo gocloty

Copacahana
A Lewia
Vagabonds
Penny Carroll

Dolores
Jokers

I

Guortor
Mel Tormc
Edwards A Diano
Latin

Barrett

Sheila

Martin

33

Frank

Bd

Icolond

Danny Lewia

Kai Winding

Wong

GLASGOW

Empire
Bernard
GAB
Evers A

33

<M)

Billy Colton
Tes.x 0’.Shea
3 Hotlays

!

Finlay Broa
Heather Furnell

BIRMINGHAM

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopea Oro

Billy Eckslino
.Vlachilo
-lunc Christy

Jadliie

Clair A Day
Renee Piat
Naudy lle^lla
Toros A Edward
Reach

33

I.avis

Hotel ttotlor

Eddy Howard Oro

Geo Shearing Ore

Joyce Golding

Hippodroma (D
Cyril

to nobody.

a

I

I

recently paid TA nearly $8,000
share of the gross.
for its
Dunn estimates that under the
new plan a similar show could
have been bought for $7.500

find

j

BRITAIN

Israel

ASTON

M Shaw Ore
3

Cafo Jamoo
i

!

Example is cited of the
Orphan A.sylum which

Herman t.'hittlson
Rote Murphy
Bop City

^

I

Cynthia A Oladya
Arthur Dnwicr
R Gordon A Nancy

I

Stanlav IW) 1 anly
Charlie Spivak Ore

Hetel St RcbIo
Lasrio A I'epitp

Howard

C Barnet Ore

Graiiano Bros

1

Lawrence Wclk Or

Lawrence

l.nuise

'

Valley

Pat
{

Nycola Matthcy Or
Hatel Roosevelt

Richard X. Carter
Jack Corlies
Blu* Angpl
Josephine Premice

WATERTOWN

I

37-39

A

Kirby

A Tap

Mark Monte Ore
Payaon He Ore

Webb

.lllla

Bill

R Adair Dners

Howard (I) 37
Woody Herman Ore
Roll

Hum

Dorothv

'

Orioles

(I)

CITY

Salvatore Gloe Oro

Bapattllb

!

Rudy Cardenas

I

Franconi

Riaolatto

NEW YORK

Doug Duke
Eddie Shu

3

CAMDEN

Tawara
Terry

D

Mantan Moreland
Kitty Murray
Curly

Rogers

C'hriatina

Billy

34

(II

Earle IW) 17
Lionel Hampton

Julia CumminKa
Miller A Jane

sentative to Theatre Authority,
figures that charity organizations holding benefits in Madison Square Garden, N. Y.,
would get a better break with
the new setup if acts are paid
one-seventh of their regular

Aerial

3 Fontaines

Kayne A Foster

in the End
Henry Dunn, AGVA’s repre-

A Tyires
Kenwaya
Maxan

.Shires

Percy
RAT
Rafferty
Ken Card

34-1

Cheaper

33

Lorraine

Menken

Hal

(I)

Charlie Kuna
Norman Wisdom

Batly

Hippedromo (I) 34
step in the elimination of free Roberts
Sia
A
shows. However, it’s not regarded
White
as the ultimate solution. Lou Wal- Pedro A Durand
Derry Falliiant
ters, Latin Quarter, N. Y. operator, Johnny MorKan
Stat* (I) 34-34
who has been in the forefront in DeDioa
Circiit
the fight on free shows, declared Fred Lane
that the one-seventh arrangement Milt Moas
Wilfred-Mae

Carman

->

Si.stert

AUBURN

Auburn it) 34-34
One-Seventh Week’s Salary
Dick A Dinah
The plan to pay performers one- Watts A Newman
Don Zelaya
seventh of their weekly salary in C Fredericks Co
BALTIMORI
a benefit show is regarded as one

Ronald

A

PHILADELPHIA

a

Holloway

services.

YORK

Empire

Wyn

Frerla

GREEN

Music Hall Lnviies
H Carroll A Koaa
Falcons

33

A Jeiry

Glenns
Rex Roper A Pat
.3
Jokers
Maurice French Co

Roberts

3

(M)

Terry-Thomas

3S

iP)

WOOD

Locke

Tattersall

.Sherwoods
Myles Bell
Hetty Barclay

i

3t-3t

Dick Havinec

Ceo Dewitt
Don tienry

Royal

Trp

Girls

Empire (Si 13
John Sharman
Harry .Mooney
Victor King
Johnny Denis Co.
Stuart A Gray

.Strange

.losef

MIAMI

Bruce
LAS
Willis
ATLANTIC CITY

Jones

PORTSMOUTH

.Anita

Thorburn

Hilly

Stevano
F Ev ers A Dolorez
Jack Crisp A Jill

Vouman Bros A
Frances
Cedric A Algv

Ore

Enu( h

Shand

39

(I)

Joe Voiing Co
Denis Emons
Michael Corb
Michael Corb

l.eslie

SAT
Davey Karr

j

Baird

Eutienie

31

aniy
Valentina

37

Hippodroma

Rosinas
Joe Crosbie

Ir

ollina

t

l.earler

WOLVERHAMPTON

NOTTINGHAM

Iris

LONG BEACH

'

(Wl

Gerry

Empire iM) 33
.Allan

Paramount (WR)

l.ayne

Strand

Rooney

Pat
I

A

Kll/abeth

Crerar

liene Hervey
Val A Monty

Daeman A Sylvia
Drew A Drew
i

37

(I)

34-34

Air

.Australian

Aces
Charih India
.Alien Bros A .Iona
Piet
Van Brechts

llunlcr

Helen

tiros

B'way (WRI

Frogmen

Vivian Et I'a.ssi
Trois He Mille

KINGSTON

3S

Harcll

Raymond Gircrd

Harney Grant

till)

Tar/nn Jr

Margiirez

Roaers
34-34

(II

A Poppy

l.aMarr

Arnold Shoda
Jean .Arlen
Berry Broa
Uaaton Palmer

regular weekly salary and
the other had a $1,000 talent
budget.
AGVA cracked down on the Mt.
Sinai affair, which is being cochairmaned by N. Y. Mirror’s
Brooklyn columnist Ed Zeltner and
Weitman becau.se it was reported
to Dunn that the Roxy chorus and
Paramount show would play that
affair in addition to the standard
acts that generally contribute their
their

unions.

re.sulls.

<2

.lanel

Two

of Tomb- the Garden patronized the

Mono).

.^rnaiitik

Jan Murray
Paul Svdell
Blackburn Twina

to kick in performer
of the three paying
performers one-.seventh of

were forced
salaries.

Glove

Hewitt

.lackie

Francois

SUNDERLAND

Empire (Ml 33
.Agua-Revuetle

.AnncKe's Belles
Palaca (Mi 33
Francoi>e Flore

GLOVERSVILLE

Paramourrt (P)
B Sherwood Bd

1

I

Hi|»p4adrom4*9 Balfo.

a

Amlrcv

33

iS)

Jacklry

Jack

N McGlenn A Vera

34 34

Anthony A

Kvana
Parker

Empire
Nat

Costello Twins
Mariciine Lincoln

Crvichet

C Robinson

L'

SHEPHERDS BUSH
13

.

Lane's Birds
Dale Sis

Owen

Lary.

10 Mins.: Three
Palace, New York
Attractive mixed team,
gray tropical tux and his

34

Mack Husk A
Steve

Fairly diverting summer fare on
tap here this week vi'ith layout sat-

For his Palace date, the rubberfaced comedian, who has
sense of audience values,

Coral,

Miami, May 21.
Hal Sherman, Nip

Nfhon. Chuck Brown k Rita, Betty
Lou Drake, Freddie Carlone Orch;

of the

way round, because he

good standard,

a

is

goes over neatly.
Two dance routines by Jean Devlin Dancers are ea.sy on the eyes.
Music by house orch okav.
Ted.

NORMAN EVANS
Norman Evans

F.

Tivaili.

Stal.

^

B A

(S)

A Bobble

Mills

.

GLENS FALLS
(I)

Fred Hugh

Maple Leaf 4
Desmond A Marks
Chi'l.vlian's Doks
Downev A Day

A Mann

Rialto

Renee Beck

MANCHESTER
Hippodrome
.Vst

Benson A Mann

lialirt

Palace <Ri
K.'iy Mallard
Tommy Dix

•

is
Best number
Love,” into which

('.aray
d«.

Diu-r.s

COLUMBUS

l..v«>n

Albert

Co

Gr.iy

.vkynx kels Ore

Palaca *R) 34-3S
Frankie Carte O
Mill.s
Hrua

Korkrllr**
.S>m Ore

Kimher

Kolihic

CLEVELAND

P-oson

Savoy (I) 33
Grant

ChocoLileei's

:<

Iloi'othy

Palaca iR) 34
Frankie Carle O
Mills Bros

Koll*

('orp.s

swift line of
he dished out for good

Kal.v

I

Hall (I) 34
Picaiul

.-vifrerio
l.ui/^i
.it.Hn
Oihhuns
K;irl
l.ip|>>

around “String

when

C

'

M«\w«-1!

.

i

fy Reeves

4i

SCUNTHORPE

llunhills

Chicago (P) 37
Oracle Karria
llarmonicats

'

.Sis

Music
Myt'llt.

a

Biz was oke

results.

Ciit-st

.M.irilrn

of Pearls."

gags which

CHICAGO

I

I

and wins plenty kudos. He works
his
u;iy through
"Hose Room.”
"And the Angels Sing.” “Sing,
Sing. Sing' and other specialties

displays

CITY

Capitol iL) 34
Ktltlif llowMi'd Ore
Chill Wills

to the old-timers.
Band satisas one of Goodman’s be.st. The
sexti't is solid, gelling big applau.se
for its bounce and drive.
Maestro
still
i>roves a master on clarinet

.Styles

;

NEW YORK

fies

of (>how

iIm.t

pHrwnthecvn ln<ll«*Hlrs f'irt'uit: (1) Intlrprndrnt tl.)
(Ml Mok*
I'Hroniuuiit} iK> KHU; (SI Stull; (W) Wiirnt-r; (WK) Wnllfr K«.ii«l«

l.rtirr In

up

to sock finale built

25

Niiitiernla Id r«>itnerlinn with Itllln lirlow in4li«‘Mt«> opriilni
tvlirllirr full or k|ilil wrrk

‘

WSldort-AstoelP
Ralph Lane Ore
Eddy Duchin Utw
Hotel Plau
Mischa Borr Oro
Hildegarde
tCdtirimiefi jpn page 55)
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MET OPERA

Murtagh Probe Appears to Have

CO. NIFTY

St. Louis.

Loosened Legit Tickets for Hits
M,<ik«‘d drcroaso in Ifjiil ticket
RcalpinK on Broadway, bolli as to
.sales volume and the price markTItis is
up, Itas hemm to be fell.
figured an obvious result of Ute
currenl probe by John M, Miirta(?h. New York City Commissioner

According

Investigations.

of

to

those in the trade, there has alreadv been an improvement in the
availability of seats for hit shows.
.^Iso. reported scalper prices have

May

names in the theatre have
nave recetillv K
plugging "Life With Mother” by wearing scarfs bearing the nlav v
Man- Martin
Such stars as Helen Hayes. Katharine Cornell, Mary
Martil a
Hunt. Madeleine (Carroll and Patricia Mori.son. have been carrvin
^
silk sandwich-boards in public, in New York and elsewhere.
*
Scarfs, made by a N, Y. nuinufaeturer. are part of an
exploitaf
tieup arranged by Harry F'orwood. oressaeent for ‘M»)ther.'’
a,
courtesy ge.sture, producer O.scar Serlin gave .scarfs to Dorothv qtT.i.*
ney, title actress in “Mother.” and the other women »n the
company at
He also sent them to all the
the Empire. N. Y.
**
Dorothy Gish. .June Walker. Nydia Westman, who
laved**’
character in the original “Life With Father.”
All the^ recip^ients**'-''*
eluding Irene Dunn, who played Mother in the film version of
“Father,”
reveal they’ve been wearing them publicly.
Serlin .sent .scarfs to 70 actre.s.ses altogether, including virtually
every
leading femme player in current Broadway shoxvs. He even
sent some
to actress friends abroad, such as Gertrude Lawrence, who
''••ote that
it had attracted attention when she wore it in London.

Many

24.

The Metropiditan Opera Co.
wound up its nationwide tour here
Saturday

(21). with
performances
Kiel tMunicipah Auditorium
grossing a nifty $67,000. w'hich
bettered the gross for the same
number of perforniances last year.

in the

Ouida Bergere Sought

To Rewrite Vosper Play Operas presented were “imeia di
Lammermoor.” “Carmen” and “La
Ouida Bergere Mr.s. Basil Rath- Boheme.” Engagement was sponbone is being sought by William sored by the St. Louis Symph so(

i

Taub

L.

the

revise

to

script

of

"People Like Us,” the Frank Vosper drama he has announced fur
fall production on Broadway. Taub
will probably go to London shortly
dropped.
Meanwhile, steps to revoke the to arrange with Vosper’s heirs for
permission for the rewrite.
were
broker
license of another
Producer hopes to have Leo
taken yesterday (Tues.i by
Anna Turner and James
Genn.
was
action
Latest
Murtagh.
He
against Phil Rosen, ^^’ho operates Hayter as leads in the show.
Margaret Sullavan as
had
signed
Charges
name.
an agency of that
arbitration to
in this <'ase were the same as those star, but she won an

ciety.

Nederlander Sez

levelled last week against the .lohn
.Ahearn agency. That is. violation
of the state law requiring brokers
to maintain records of where they
obtained all tickets and to whom
and for how' much each w as sold.

contract.

Ferrer to

Unions Say Nay
Minneapolis. May 24.
Following a losing season due

Do

Straw 'Hamlet’
Jose Ferrer, who clo.ses in the
"Silver Whistle” at the Bill more.
N. Y.. Saturday (28». w'ill appear in
"Hamlet” week of Aug. 30 at the

OIney <Md.» theatre

for

his

•

»

Lee

which they operate.
president

Shubert.

of

the

firm,

made one appearance before
commissioner

last

week,

and

the

to

playing, was suspended
Shubeit after refusing to anb.\
The
swer Murtagh’s questions.
probe was also widened this week
with the issuance of a supboena
for the theatre ticket records of
a number of private clubs in New'
\()rk. including the Harvard. Yale.
Princeton. Dartmouth, (’olumbia.
University, and New York .Athletic.
Pacific"

wide, as well as a swimming pool
built by the properly ow'ner. C'. Y.
Stephens for the actors and staff.

is

Irvbe called again.
ing Kngel. treasurer of the Cenis
Kate”
tuiv. where “Kiss Me.
Monday
pla.ving. was questioned
122' and also may be recalled.
Last week Jack Pearl, treasurer
"South
Majestic, where
of the

expected

is

Covert Set for Aussie
‘Annie/ Tilton I.eavinjc

French-Named

U.S.-Led,

Russ

Ballet

Spreading

American Art

in

Europe

.Anomaly in Europe this season Is
Russian ballet company with a
French name, and American principals. which i.4 touring the Continent, being received everywhere as
goodwill
amba.s.sadors
the
of
a

arts:” and. despite the international flavor of the company, being ac-

cepted as "American” This is the
Grand Ballet de Monte Carlo,
owned and managed by the Marquis George de Cuevas, who is
John D. Rockefeller’s grandson by
marriage.
The troupe, after a brief stayon the home grounds at .Monte
Carlo, had an SRO season in Paris
and is now' repeating its boff draw
in .Spain.
Queen Juliana has invited it to Holland at the close of
the Spanish tour, and the troupe

Earl C'overt. who played the
male lead opposite Mai\v Mai in in
the louring company of ".Annie Get
Your Gun’’ for 12 months, is leaving soon for .Australia, to take over
the lead role in the Aussie ".Vnnie.”
Webb will play Dutch citiivs until its enwhicti another American.
gagement in London at Convent
n’ilton. has been playing for two
ye.ifs.
1'ilton is returning home Garden starting .lune 21.
Company’s leading dancers 'defoi- a rest.
C’overt will step into
spite their Continental names' are
the role the end of July.
"Annie ” with FN'ie HaVes. Will Americans, including Tamara 'rouMahoney's wife, in the name role. manova. .Andre Eglevsky. Rosella
Hightower.
.Majorie
Is currently at the 1’heatre Roval.
Tallchief.
Sydney, under the J. (’, William- George Skibine. Etheiy Pagava and
.lohn Tafas. the
son Theatres management. .Show, .\na Ricarda.
which played Melbourne for 10 maitre de ballet, is .American.
months, is leaving Sydnev earlv Misses Hightower and Tallchief are
(piarter-blood .American Indian'*.
in September, when it will have
plaved about a year there, and will Troupe includes other nationalities,
Sliow
tour
.New
has of course; it al.so has three promZealand.
pl.ned .SRO steadily, with seals inent guest artists in Leonide Masbooked weeks ahead. Miss Mayes, sine. Tat iuna__Riabouchinska and
who has played “Annie" steadily David Lichine.
’47.
.since .lul.v
will
lake a
19.
month’s vacation In .lune, with ‘Okla. !’
for A. C.
June Clyde. U.S. musii'al comedy
Durinj^
(’onvention
Mi>.s
Clvde
actress,
replacing.
went to .Au.ssie early this season
.Atlantic City, May 24
l

Hooked

AMA

to

pla\

in

"Born

^’es(erda>•"

and

“John Love.s Mary”
Onl\ reason “Annie" is vacating
Sydney is to make wax for "Kdward. My Son.” starring Robert
Morley. which will op«*n at the
Theatre Royal Sept. 10 or 1.5
Engagement i.s limited, with .Morley
booked to play .Melbourne.
Brisbane. Adelaide and New Zealand.
William.son is al.so peoduciiig.

patronage for even
hits and high
costs,
James Neder-

New York

smash

only
Enstrawhat date this summer.
gagement is dependent on his film
stint, as he has an eight-week pix
assignment in Hollywood starting
ame of the musical.
next week.
With the city* of Washington
agencies
Ro.sen
The Ahearn and
after a full season
are only the lir.st two of many out- starved for legit
without
any. the OIney strawhatter
acrevocation
against which
fit',
under the direction of Richard
tion will be taken, the commi.s-,
Skinner and Evelyn F'reyman looks
sioner indicated." He expects the
'or a big summer .season. Opening
probe to continue indefinitely and next Tuesday <31' with Tallulah
the
over
satisfaction
expressed
Bankhead in*>“Private Lives.” the
He added iwo-week
progress made so far.
engagement of this play
that the drive against scalping has was sold
In
out a week ago.
received enthusiastic support from dications look towards a boff seaThe letters ofToring son up to the last week, when
the public.
help and expressing approval have Helen H.iyes makes an appearance
been more numerous than for any in "(',ood Housekeeping.” week of
other probe in the history of the Sept. 12.
Theatre is also getting reputainvestigations office, he said.
Meanwhile. Murtagh’s auditors tion of being the strawhat deluxe
are continuing their check of the of the summer circuit, by value of
l>ooks and records of the Shul)eits. the fact that it has air-conditioning:
and of the Majestic and (’entury a total of five stages, each 34 feel
theatres,

New York

If

to unprofitable

the
Murtagh.
to
According
Rosen agency gets no regular
allotments from any shows, but

can place orders at the boxoffice
and has been using “diggers” and
buying seats from unlicensed sellWhen quesei.s at a 2.5c markup.
tioned last week. Rosen could not
explain where he had obtained 24
tickets to “South Pacific” and .said
from a
another pair
he got
friend" for the June 7 perlorm-

of the

get out

"Oklahoma" comes

to the

.5.001)-

Warner theatre here for the
xveok of .lune .5 to lake advantage
of the
.American .Medical Assn.
<-onverit ion with its 20.000 doctors,
their lamilies and friends.
seal

.Amusement
the
In

with

.A .VI

Its

x-entions

people liave found
to be liberal spenders.
days of the old .Apollo,
weeki.x legit changes, con-

A

the

often

ence between

t-ed

meant the
and black

dilVerfigures.

operating
lander of

the

lor $100,000 for alleged libel.

Move by Sol Jacob.son, pressagent for the Maurice Evans revival
“Man and Superman.’’ to relinquish the a.ssignment for the .second

I.afayette-Shubert.

Detroit, announced here he’d not
renew his lease for the Lyceum,
local
legit
roadshow house, for

made

.some

N.

there*

was little further he could do for the show, so his salary might as
well
be saved. His union, the Assn of Theatrical Press Agents &
Managers
okayed the move, since the production is rated as a touring one*
for
which a pa. is not required for the closing week.
However. Evans
figured he’d need Jacob.son for publicity a.ssignments in connection
with
the la.st week.

concessions.

George

Ahirk.
A FI., Musicians’
union president here, said Nederlander had made- the same proposals several times before and
been turned down, and they’d
likely

meet

the

same

Having been convinced that sending its drama editor. John K. Sherman. to New York once a year to cover and report on the Broadxxay
shows isn’t sufl’icient. the Minneapolis Sunday Tril)une will attempt
further education of Minneapolitans in the legitimate theatre’s
realm.
Starting next week, the paper every Sunday on its theatre page,
will run

reception

again.

Nederlander told the Morning
Tribune the Lyceum had paid out

a list of 10 or more of the leading Broadway all raci ions, specifying
their
gros.ses and the number of performances. The information will
be culled
each week from Variety.

about $8,000 this sea.son for “musicians who weren’t needed.”
The
union’s local requirement is eight
musicians
for
purely
dramatic
shows needing no music, compared to three in Detroit and four
in Chicago.
The local .scale for
musical
shows.
which
Nederlander wants, reduced, i.s $122 per
week for each man.
If

a

Nederlander

spe<‘ified

KIPNESS-ABBOn-TODD
EYE CATHOUC

will
of,

U.

REVUE

Deal for the Broadway pre.senta“Thank A on. Just Looking.”

tion of

Jay Gorney-Jean and Walter
Kerr revue tried out the last tw'o
weeks at Catholic Univ.. may be
the

number

of

and
week 'current) of the play’s return engagement at City
Center
A'., was turned down by the actor-manager.
Jacob.son felt that

final

another year unless the musicians’
union would modify its requirements and the stagehands’ union
al.so

of the top actress

.All three productions in which Leland Hayward is
a.ssociated weprominently featured la.st week in the regular news columns of th
dailies.
“South Pacific.” which he is co-producing
with
Richard Rodgers. O.scar Hammerstein. 2d. and Joshua l.ogan
was n
the front pages mo.st of the w'eek as the center of the New
York Cit"
probe of ticket speculation. “Mister Roberts.” of w'hich he’s solo
senter. also became Page 1 news when its co-author. Thomas
Megger
was found dead in his bathtub, apparently a suicide. ".Anne
of th
Thousand Days,” which Hayward is producing In a.s.socialion with
the
Playxvrights’ Co., broke into the news .section when its aulhor.
Maxwell
.Anderson, was accused of plagiarizing the drama from the books
and a
play of Francis Hackett, and replied by suing the historian-noveli**
'‘uveusi

’

Nix to Mpis.

hside Stuff-Legit

LOO

$67,000 IN ST.

May

guarantee

weeks of

work

Dallas Sets Big

10-Wk. Alfrescos
Dallas.

May

24.

during the season. Murk set in the next couple
The Fair Park Casino will give
of days. The
union committee w'puld compo.ser and authors
aie due in Dallas a big summer ‘sea.son thit
be more favorably disposed to re- Nexv Yoik
today (Wed.) from Wash- year with a 10-xx-eek series of muquire fewer musicians for non- ington to
di.scuss terms w'ith pros- sical
productions
starring
top
musicals and a lower scale for pective producers.
Broadway names. The “Starlight
men playing the musicals at the
.Among those dickering for the Operetta” series has been booked
Lyceum.
show, which has drawn unusually by Uharles R. Mec‘ker, Jr., operator
Nederlander .says
the
stage- favorable reviews and
trade com- of the casino.
hands’ union had made some con- ment. are Jo.seph
”Up In C’eniral Park" will open
Kipness and
cessions when he took over the George
.Abbott, who would prob- the sea.son June 20 and xvill run for
theatre last summer, and he’ll ask ably pre.seni
the musical in part- two weeks
with
Kenny Baker,
lor more.
But the main thing, he nership. with Abbott
doing the Beverly Janette and Helen Galemphasized, is that ’it’s hiring staging, as well as
Michael Todd. la.gher starring. "Rose Marie” will
men we don’t need that we can’t William R. Kalzell and
others. The follow- July 4 with Imogene Coca,
aflord when we’re losing money” Brandt &.
Brandt agency repre.sents John Rail and .Marion Bell starThe Tribune also was told by the authors.
ring.
Remaining productions will
Nederlander that because Minnego on as folloxv.s;
apolis “i.s ofT the beaten path"—
"Bloomer Girl.” July 11, xxith
an "out-of-the-way jump that most Only
Raised So
Nanette Fahray; "Look Ma. I’m
touring attractions don’t like to
Dancing.” July
with Kay Balmake” he. in tuin. must make
Far in lOOG Wing Drive lard and Alice 18.Pearce; "Bitter
"concessions” on terms to bring
Public
drive initiated last De- Sweet,” .luly 2.5. with Ilona Mas.sey
them here.
Moreover, “the uncember for $11)0,1)1)0 by the Ameri- and Robert Rocinsville; "Pal Joey,”
satisfactory boxoffo'e showings this
can
Theatre
Wing, for use exclu- .Aug. 1. with Vivienne Segal and
sea.son, when Minneapolis has had
more bookings than in any other sively on its hospital enlertainiiuml Georgie Tapps; "Chocolate Solprogram,
lias bogged down, with
dier,” Aug. 8. W'ith Polyna Stoska,
previous one. will make it even
harder to persuade producers to only $40,000 laised to date. All of of the Met Opeia (’<).. Elaine Malthat amount actually came from bin
and Rocinsville; and "Show
send their shows here next seawithin the theatre.
Boat.” for two weeks, xxith Carol
.son.”
Despite the comparatively
Wing is pepping up its campaign Bruce, who costarrcul in the recent
heavy .schedule of Broadway hit’s
revival, Law'rence
here, the Lyceum lost mon<w’. ac- starling today 'Wed.', by placing a Broadwav
large collection of Swiss music- box Brooks. Hal LeRoy. Bertha Belcording to Nederlander.
theatres, in which doll-like figures more and Beverly Tyler.
•Nedi'ilander’s tvvo .sons, Jimmy
and Kied. aie manager and as- pel lorm dances and ballets to iiuisi(--l)ox
tunes, in leading nighlsistant
manager. rt*spectivel\ of
clcihs, hotels and department
stores Ed Lester Plans One
the
Lyceum.
Nederlander. Sr. in N. A’.,
as aid in .soliciting funds
t<i!d VxRiKTY that the Lyceum,
in
Various stars have decided to
case he retains it. ‘•positively will
Coast Show Yearly
"a(lo|)l'
or
sponsor a theatre,
not play any attraction for less
names including Mary Marlin.
I,os .Angel<’s. May 24.
than a full week ” The .split xxeeks
Helen Hayes. Hildegarde. Kalhthis season xxere especially cost
Edwin I, ester, xvho brought *
arine
(’ornell.
Nanette
Fahray. siu-cc*.s.sful "Song of Norway’ ant*
lor the theatie, he .says.
Kitly
( ai lisle,
Lily
Pons,
tlv an cinsiK-cessful "Magdalena” fi’om
Lunts. Marlila Hunt. Ilka
Cha.se. heie to Broadway, is noxx planning
.Melvyn Douglas and others.
to prodcu-o at least one new' CiviC
Leo, Wei.ss
Exhibit jon will run through
the Light Opera A.ssn. show annually.
end of .lune
('lcil)s.
rhoenix Theatre
restaurants He xvill invite top writing and muand others cooperating
include sic talent to a roiindlahle
Phoenix. Mav 24
Lc^on <!k Eddie’s, Monte
(’arlo, I,e sion lo .selec-l a l^uok and help With
A motion by Ann Lee and Rich- Ruban Rlc*ii,
Barberry Room Al- the production. Basic plan is to
aid Weiss to dioni.ss a .suit
which gonquin. Bill more, (’hambord. Lord have
pool of three* nexx- slioxx'S trom
sought to enjoin them from ••sing A. Taylor.
Reuben’s. Village Bam which one can be taken each year.
Hie lag .Sombrero Plax-hocisp
lor Waldorf - A.sloria, Shei rv - Nethertheir legit theatre here was
Behind his reasoning is a desire
and, 21. ele.
grant•d last w(>ek lix Supc'iior Jud'^e
not lo have his grout) become oiereJ Smith Gibbons.
ly a hooking organization 'Oipott*
to Aussie
ing Nexx A’ork hits, as xxcll
Suit was brought by William
J
W
mile
knowledge that operetta^
i'.vdncyv. May 19.
Mernll Kenneth E. Turner and
L. S. dancer Katherine Dunham which xvarranl revixal are dw'inii*
Harold W .Mcliu'rl. w ho contended
now
and her troupe will come t<» Aussie ling in n urn her L A Civic is
lliey
had advertised under the
lor the Fullers after
completion of in its 211) .season
name of SomhnMo IMax house, and
their London run.
that
they
intended In produce
Cnderslood
that
A Ben Fuller,
Serviee
plaxs in Phoenix under that name
Keith Theatre Ticket
son ol Sir Ben Fuller, currently
in
in
hi'' ne.ss
Trio xxa.s granted 10 riaxs in w liicii
London on talent hunt, signatured ehailered lo condiul
of
Nexx A'oik. with a c.i|)ii;'l slock
to file a new couiiilainl.
Hie deal.
200 sliaces, no pai value.
savs.

the
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$6,500,000 INVESTED IN 1948-49
HOT

‘ICE’

See Dramatists’ Contracts Changed

“ice?” It’s almost a legit biz traCan there ever be a cure for
illegitimacy of “hot” tickets to a hit is part o^'t*
dition that the
something truly dramatic in
that
inevitable
wa.s
the game. It
hitting at this situation would happen, and it did.
the way of
with the “South Pacific” probe by Investigations Comstarting

missioner John M. Murtagh
to the limit.
to carry it

who

”

evil.

Theatre managers are in a spot to dramatize their own willingness to cooperate and self-regulate. Housecleaning must come
from within. It’s inconceivable that a theatre treasurer "won’t
protect somebody— If not hiniself,
talk” unless he’s obligated to
perhaps somebody higher up.
Producers aver that they have no control of tickets to their
own shows, hit or flop. They rent a desirable theatre on percentage terms, and with it come all the appurtenances, from
janitoring and ushering to boxoffice staffs.

When the Ringling circus comes to Madison Square Garden it
takes over everything, particularly the treasurers’ cages. That
may be legit’s salvation each show to have its own ticket crew.

—

chi.seling would then no longer become a shuttlecock proposition— the attraction would be as responsible in front of the
house as for the entertainment back o'f the footlights. The Ringling practice in renting the Garden’s facilities each spring ks no
guaranteed panacea either the circus people also have been tar-

Any

—

gets of ticket

complaints.

—

the onus would fall
In that case one thing would be certain
Hammerstein be 100'‘4
on one source. Thus would Rodgers
responsible for "South Pacific." from the attraction to its
merchandising, if they controlled the Majestic theatre, which
houses their show. Particularly ticket sales.

&

As has been a time-dishonored cusCom. producers of hit.v too
often find themselves working for benefit of sharpshooters in
the boxoffice. The “ice” rightfully belongs to the production, if
that practice were to be countenanced, not to the hitch-hikingbox-office men of a "lucky” theatre. Authors might consistently
complain that If’things weren’t made .so difficult, when you finally
get a hit. it would help further creativene.ss in the theatre. That
goes for every component. Otherwise, it’s just another scavenger

By KOBE MORRISON
Tile Broadu ay sea.son of 1948 49

‘South Pacific’

complaints
Despite
wholesale
about poor gro.sses recently on
Broadway and the road, a number
of current shows have been pay ing
off to backers the la.st few weeks.
Some of th? top hit.s are getting
back their production expense in
record time.

Rodgersthe
Hammerstein musical smash, has
already repaid 30'^r> of its $22.4.000
budget and is slated to make an
additional divvy of 20'^c in about
two more weeks.
estimated
It's
to be netting around $12,000 a
week at the Majestic. N. V.
“Death of a Salesman.” ,\r1hur
Miller's dramatic click, has already
paid off 70' r of its $100,000 investment and is remitting the balance
at the rate of $10,000 a month. It
has also accumulated $1.4.000 toward the cost of the road company,
plus a cash reseive. bonds, etc.
It’s making an estimated $4,000 a
veek at the Morosco, N. Y.
“Kiss Me. Kate." C’ole Porter
tuner, has already returned a profit
of 1.4''r on this $180,000 investment
and stands to cash in on the second
company being bankrolled by the
Los ,4ngeles and San Franci.sco
Light Opera Assn.
The original
pi'uduction
$12,000
is
netting
Weekly.
“Lend an Ear" recently made
*0 initial
'the
return of 20' ^
amount of the ovtMcall*. ha\ ing first
paid ofT the $30,000 lo.ss from the
t^oast pi'oduction.
Figuring on its
cash reserve, it has an estimated
$4.4.000 still to be regained, hut
is expected to
get that amount by
mid-summer, at the BroadhursI
"South

Pacific”

in

Continued on page

70%

<

Molly Picon in Oct. 3
N. Y. Musical OpeninjC
Picon stars in ‘’.4bi Ge•/unt." new Yiddish musical to be
directed by her husband, .lacob Kawhich opens the 1949-19.40
lich.
sea.son at the .Second Avenue the-

Molly

atre. N. Y.

Irving

Schoenleld

Mae
and
.lacobson
will be featured. Open-

ing will be Ocl.

.40)

-

3.

BemelmanYarn
Hume Cron.vn
.Actor-director
will star his wife. Jessica 'I’andy. in
a tryout of “.Now I Lay Me Down
.Sleep.” the Elaine Kyan adaption of Ludw ig Berneii lans nov el

role.

Equity

against

him.

action

In

His

accusation.

original

help

to

E.

ing for

Europe

rnilted to” the union’s

't

at

The euuneil

Y.

V

his

Boleyn.” plus his dramatization of
When infotined of
latter.
alleged assertions. .Anthe
denied
indignantly
derson
His suit is not direiied at
charge
Herald
or
Times
the
either

Tribune
Hackett's claim against Anderson was the suhjeet of a meeting
early last week of the Playwrights’
Co of which .Anderson is a member and which, in association with
.

of

".Anne of the Thousand Days.” It
was il.'cided to fight Hackett’s
claim, even though the Playwiights
memhei’s were warned that the
case might cost from $10,000 up.Anderson envv.itds
to defend
tered suit for libel several days

less authority over
changes, casting, etc. With

minimum

basic

agreement

new author's are withprevious protection, since
Guild cat;j no longer enforce

*

the .Asior hotel.''
ha.s eonsider'ed

tile

the

.standard contrtictUi’il teiins..,
.Allhougli the voiding of the basic
agi'i'cmenl had been inoi'e or less
anticipated for .several months, the
actual decision of N.Y. fevU'ial
judge Simon H. Kifkind last week
ha.s thi'own logit circles into confusion
Neither the Guild noi- the
League of N. \. Theatres, with
which the pact is in effect, had
any immediate plan for ilealing
with the situation.

It’s generally conceded that, unthe present pact expires a year
hence. Equity cannot actually forEndless C'omplicaiions
bid its memhers from appear ing at
It’s pointed out that any breach
the o p p u s t ion Ford’s Iheatre,
the accepted teinis for eunent
segreits
racial
which is retaining
shows would involve endless legal
gation policy. However, ii’s figured
complieations for both authors and
the union might suggest that mem('out in lied on page 52
request
a
individuals,
ber’s.
as
excusing
eonlrai'ts
in
their
clause
them from playing Ford’s. Or it
might merely Issue an explanation
of the situation and leave it to the
members to take whatever action
they see fit.
Question of Dramatists Guild
action on the matter wa.s to have
been di.scussed by that organiza'I'lie 67lh annual nuM'ting of the
meeting yesterday
tion’s council
However, the enlir'C ses- .Actors Fund of .Amer ica, held Fri'Tues
sion was devoted to consideration day '20' in N. Y.. saw the leeleeof the Guild’s status uniler N. Y. lion of Waller Vincent, president;
Federal Judge Simon H Rifkind’s Harry G .Sommers and K at fra line
decision of last week outlawing its Cornell, first and seeond v.p,; Vinleasuier;
Robert
minimitm basic agreeriumt with the ton Fieedley.
Y. Theatres. It’s fig- Cam|)l>ell. seeielai'v. and the folLeague of
ured possible that most of the lop lowing liiislees for three yt-ais.
Gooddramatists, who tw«) seasons ago Char les Dow Clark. .laeoh
and Warren I’. .Miinsfll.
signed a pledge not to permit their stein
.Newly
elected
memhers
of
the
shows to play the segregationpolicy .National theatre. Washing- hoard ol tinstees are George A'lholl
and
Louis
C’alhern.
V'ineeiit
ton. may extend the nix against
has treen fund s prexy sinee 1941
Ford’s.
status
Organization’s
finam'ial
Situation ai'ose recently when the was reported on hy Freeilley. who
.Maryland,
the
management of
noted a sui|)lus of $89 4.41 1(2. over
which had switched to a non-segre- expenditures. Gross income was
gation policy, appealed to Equity $336,978 32 including bequests of
and the Guild to help it get hook- $.4.4 626 29 and $43.800 36 net from
ings. F'ord’s. leiaining its jim crow
special fund benefits. Relief eas*-s
setup. IS affiliated with the United during
the year totalled
13 104.
i

attorney.

.

royalties, smaller
sales and suhsidiai’.v

and or

nullified, the

out

til

hasn’t

producer

the

the mailer, but made no decision.
General feeling of the council is
understood to be sympathetic to
the non-segregation policy of the
lheati-e. but there’s some question
ol the legal angles involved, under
with
the
Equity
eontraet
the
League of N. Y. Theatres.

hooks.
iHackett’si
two of his
"Henry the Eighth— a Personal
Anne
“Queen
and
Hi.story”

is

.script

membership

^

is based on
Y.
statements in the N
in
Tribune,
Herald
Times and
which Hackett said he believed
the
of
"Anne
play.
.Ander.son's
Thousand Da.vs." at the Shubert.
had been plagiarized from
N. Y

Hayward,

the

of

lower

of film

slic-e

I'ighls.

management

the

r

Vincent Again

Fund Prexy

.Andeison's libel suit

l.eland

cluding

regular legit bookings will be sub-

quoted

to

the other hand, new dramnot in position lo hold out

lor staiutai'd terms ai‘e seen likely
lo accept less attractive deals, in-

Mai'y land theatre. Baltimore, to get

Holtzman. has indicated
he will do so. although there is no
hurry about It. Hackett was served
with papers in .Anderson’s suit
yesterday 'Tues.l just before sail-

Fanny

.

Booking Snag

meeting June 3

hack

ire

On

Possible aetion by .Aelors Equity

Suit

still

to

on

insist

may

atists

On Case Backing

legal

agreement, will probably
continued hy most established

who are in position to
them.
How'ever. there
cases in which playwrights
with desirable scripts may try to
boost their share of film sales
higher than the pre.sent 60' »

May Act

On Balto House

Hackett Stalls

suit

H’s figui'ed that the same royally
rales and other basic terms, which
have been standard under the
Ire

Hackett's

to Star In

same terms.
t

Guild’s

tfie

Tandy

will he redrafted to elimirelei'ences
lo
the
voided
basic agreement of the
Dramatists Guild, but to retain the

minimum

authors,

N.

Anderson

existing

nate

His sister Mary. 19. will play
the Thelma Schnee brat part,
with Erances Stair in the Ethel

Stages, five return engagements of
previous-season hits at City C’enter, or six Invitational Series tryouts by the Experimental Theatre.
The regular Experimental Theatie
has been inactive this season, and
there have been no visiting troupes
from abroad, such as the D'Oyly
Carte Opera, the Dublin Gate Theatre and Habimah Theatre.
has
$6..50(),()U0
Approximately
been invested in Broadway produc.4s detions during the season.
(

all

shows

Green" at the OIney theatre
here, week of .lune 13.
Is

»

libel

Payoff

son

Barrymore lead

virtually

Broadway
production
eonliacts
have been legally outlawed, little
immediate change is expected in
the legit field. Prospects ai’e that
contracts tor current and pending

Family
,

preem
will have been presented
on Broadway when the season ofends May 31. compared
ficially
with 67 entries during the 1947-48
season. That does not include four
otT-Broadway productions by New

started

Budget; ‘Salesman’

in the

OIney. Md May 24
Mac.4rthur. 11-yearof Helen Hayes and
('iiarles Mac.4rthur. will make
his stage debut in "The Corn

Francis Hackett. whose plagiarism claim against Maxwell .Anderson last week brought a $100,000

Repays 30% of 225G

.Although

Jamie

old

Total of 63 productions (including "Mr. .4dam.” tonight's (Wed.'

Abel.

hunt.

Runt

has been a notable one. It ha.s been
a
season of extremes, including
several distinguished critical succes.ses and boxoffice hits, as well
as .some of the co.stliest failures on
record. On the basis of mere production volume, the season was not
pai'ticularl
impressive.

MBA

Exit References to Voided
^

municipal olessing

ha.s official

The public interest is something that can’t always be ignored.
smash like “South Pacific. is worth
No show, whether or not a
to $60 a pair. That eager-beaver VIPs, with no
the alleged $40
conception of values, aid and abet the gyp specs is no apology
for the

To

I.

,

t

I

Booking

Office,

which

noi'mally

with $170.210 12 dispei'.sed by the
ehaiily committee to needy lhesp«.
This sum is exclusive of the losi
of
maintaining the .Actors Fund
Home at Englewirod. .N. J
During
the
meeting
Viment
made a pilch to the younger eleMiss Tandy, who withdraws next later.
iiienl. with the suggestion Ifial if
Normally, libel involves wiitten
week from the featured femme
he
organization
could
gainer
lead in he original production ol statements, whereas slander inSidney Kingsley, a eady enough new blood a junior league
'Streetcar Named Desire” at the volves the spoken word However. juggling sev^ei'al offers for the might he foirned.
Ethel Barryiuore. N. V.. is due to Hackett's allegations regarding his seiei’n iighlsOj>^ Detective Sloiy."
report .Aug 21 at 2f)l'h-Fo\'. having hooks and the .Anderson play were is also dickering with various LonDilemma in ‘Black’
been granted a month’s extension .sent in wiiting to the Playwrights' dort rnanagenreirts for a West End
%
Except lor a Co. in explanatory support of his
to do the Ryan play.
Deal for
priKlrretron of the play.
London. .May 24
vacation last summer, she has been claim, when the matter was orig- the latter may Ire set almost mo
Flora
Robson
is in the middle of
inally broached.
In "Streetcar" since the opening a
N. Y
tneni arily.
an unfoiliinale dilemma. English
In order to
Hackett received a "substantial"
“Madwoman of f'haillol." which y ear-and-a-half ago
Amotrg the British priidircer's star opened in "Black ('hiffon” for
seasecond
the
show
the
with
stay
from .Sir .Alexander angling for the hit rneloclrama are E P Clift, at the out-of-the-way
seillement
involved a cost of $72,000. includof
to an extension
ing
Korda and United .Artists after he .lack Hylton, .lack Birehanan and Westminster theatre, and ha.s ii*-$12,000 loss on the first few son she agreed
with 29lh-F’ox.
had brought suit over alleged simi- Hugh Beannt(*nt. The latter, who ated a record for house al'SHthhO
rvm. has repaid one-third of her contwet
fne investment and will pay an"ilh Mi.ss Tandy exiling the ilarities between his books and the prodirces irrtder the H .\LTennent. pet week, Henry Sherek has her
other third this week.
film. "The F^iivate Life of Henry
Broailway edition of 'Streetear.
just
It’s
setirp. is’’representecl in this
under eontraet for a new sfu»w
Ltd
about in the black, at the Bclasco. the femme lead is belTig luken ovt*r jX’iil
starring Chailes Laughton
deal by his geiteral manager, Wil- “Chai les and Mary t.amb " due
it
played
has
who
^
where it S\ispends .lime 2.4 by t.'ta Hagen,
Conway, currently in New sonu-fiine Jrtduly, having Itjfit he^
Irain
At
for the summer.
“Streetear” For Omaha
for the la.st year on the road
A’oi k.
,,Loi- the interim lo Clift.
Omaha. .May 24.
‘(’harley* Gets Bark 75'
the same time, Ralph Meeker and
Clift is now loojsying fianiMally
’Detective .Siory" has bi'en playthe.
Tristatis Theatres Coip hooked
"here's Charley
has regained Carmelita Pope succeed to
Rotrsnii
replace
lc»
star
a
ing to eapacity at .the Hudson. for
»»\er 7.4' r of its ’.$20(i 000 investother two leacK in the miginal mad company of Streetear Named
f)lluiwise one of the higgist tuts
Howard
ion
of
pi'esentat
.N.
Y
H
a«
0<'t.
Iheatre
for Omaha
ment. despite an al)n<>»-ni;.l royalty cfuiipany replacing Marlon Brando Di sire’
fold.
to
have
iiiav
his
«ai>#r
of
Lindsay and Mussel t’l'oiise.
24-26.
this

summer,

at

l.eland

.Stanford

The openPalo Alto, (’al
.set
for July 21 and lehearsals will .start .lune 27. with ( ronyn
He intends presenting the
staging.
play on Broadway next fall.
Cniv..
ing is

it
the pick of touring Broadway productions.

gives

LONDON DEAL IMMINENT
FOR ‘DETECTIVE STORY’
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(Continued on page 50)
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Much Ado About Buses as Equity Eyes
Long Distance Hops by Bard Troupe
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CCKRENT IIOI,DOVERS FROM^PRE VIOCS SEASONS
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broken ankle

!

on

is

‘2d.

.

crutches with
Back-to-normnl
key cities are writ-j
,

sign: Hotels in
ing
to
Broadway managers to
solicit bu.sincss from touring legit
.

tical

.

'

I

president

manager
N.

tre,

.

‘•Heiiess”

"Bi igadoon”

‘

"Along
'

employment.

.

j

these earnings.
"The Traitor

I

version

I

Blpndes

of

“Miss

**xil

(Toiiiin>»i
"

World
Ma, I'm Dancin'

’

>

,

and "Set

fur Lucia"

osimately $200,000

.ilxint

"Stiange Bedfellow >"

lo

Mv

Pi-o|)le Fi‘*(*"

pioduce and

weie financed as

.'Stimaled

is

.

.

lo
f<»r

let

Europe

thereafter

flies

to finalize

arrangements

Ihe visit of Sadler’s Wells Ralof London to N. Y. in the fall.

Longhair Shorts

has lost an e.slimated

Rise Stevens to sing Oct a via 11 in
“Uosenkavalicr” at Paris Opera,
in lier first French visit in eight
years. one
She'll
11
he guest siiU
ur
star NN'IUi
with
the visiting Vienna State Opera
Co.
Polyna Stoska. who sang
lead in the Bro^adway original, will
.sing the concert version of “SI reel
,

,

.

Scene” at Lewisolin Stadium. N.V.,
and Hollywood Bowl this summer.
Blanrhr Thehom has .set up
a
$1,500 .scholarsliip award for
.

.

.

joimg singers

concert
version of Wagner’s “Tristan and
Isolde,” in 1%> hour length adapted
In Dr. Ernst Knoth. to tiave first
.

performance, w

.

ith

First

,

Helen

'I'rauhel

and Lauritz Melchior in leads, at
Kohin Hood Dell, IMiiladelphia.

June

27.

Frit* Kreisler to spend summer
Stockbridge, Mass., .starling fall
tour Oct. 18 at HaiTishurg, I’a ...

on

lost

.show}i tlial

have

for l.,ucia.”
lol.”

“Madwoman

Alfredo

Salmaggi awarded lertifor work in

opeia by Italian Hi.slorical Societ\
of America
Ellabeile Davis.
.

.

.

HOW on European

tour,

to make
I.ewisolin

her first appearance at
Stadium, N. Y., Aug. 1, witli Efrem
Kurte

and has anoHier 25^'r of undistributed earnings.
It’s playing to
capacity trade at the Hudson, N Y.

Shop

of Lucrelia.’

Rob

However some

Ram

least

at

of

to

llie.se

running

sHI

al SI.

Corni-i
-

tailure.

may

re-

part of the e.slimated

on continued New
or on tour.
There have been 15

York runs

crop

that

only

Madwoman

productions

and

also brought

m

’

'

during

headed

”

Ima

I

'

’

possible film sale,

“Streetcar Named Desire’ and to
cateh a few other Broadway shows.
Ernest
Martin planes In the
Coast today (Wed.> to sit in with
composer Frank
rtUK
ixur?4 »rr
Loesser
a n d

Balancing the Rooks
figured possible that when
Hie curreni hits are llirougli paying olT. ev«'ii excluding the probable return from film .sales. Ihe
luofits may equal Ihe losses on the
‘Hid thus balance the liool^

Robert Carson on their
and Dolls
adaptali
a ion of

panr 49

fruni

•setup that raises ils

It's

|H)retlisl

‘South Pacific’
(‘oiitiniied

operating nut.
II
is still doing near-capacity husiness at the St. James. N. V.. and
is expected to teach the break-even
mark during the summer.

Anne

of

the 'I'liousand

^

Days.

fiaid

r

Cfiariev'.”'

product ion

Helen Baron

actress

.

eii

screen rights lo

t.egil
1(1111

of a Salesman.

to
ver-

e

.'.ucli

hits as

”

“Death
”

“Detective Story.
“Kiss Me. Kate.” etc., the season

t.srael to appeal in a Hebrew
sion of “Born ^’esterda.\ ." w liicli
she adapted
Dancer Vivian Cherry has gi\’en
up Ihe theatre lo devote full time
professional pholograpliv

may show
If

a

moderate

costl.v

llie

o\'er:ill

profit.

flops of occasional

or comc-lately producers were exeluded, the debit total for the .sea'
would be .substantially reduced
''
Clarence
Derwent
and
Vladimir Snkolofi' withdraw from Hi oilier wtirds. if an investor
featured parts in ‘'Madwnman of >>‘>ught more or less sfaiulard slices
Chaillot” next week, laiuis .Sorin of all productions of all eslahlished
llarns will he pro- managements he would prtihahVv

the

.y,

.

Empire. N.

N

“Silver Whistle.” which the Tlie^He Cuild financed in a triple setup with "Set My IVople Free’’ and
“Make Way for laicia.” has made
a prof’ll of about $17,000 on ils own,
lull isn't figured likely lo make up
for Hie los.s on Ihe other lv\o shows,

Maxwell Anderson's drama, has
hack 50 ' ot ils $125,000 cost
Damon Runyon characters
His
partner, Cy Eeuer. will ad as
Hie season as a whole. Taking and has an additional reserve of
general nianager of Hieir “Where’s inl(» consideralioii the relurn from about 30'
It
suspends during
I

^

Similarly. “Light Up Ihe Sky.”
Mo.ss Hart comedy which shuttered
^^Hirday (21) at the Koyale. N.Y.,
"‘‘Hed a profit of about $‘20,000 on
$75,000 investmenl. but will
Hiat from a tour and
sp •>•'<' diary rights, including a pos-

"Ufe With Mother.” financed for
SIOD.OOO. has regained an estimated
$li0,()()(). hut
is also figured to get
substantially more on Hie road next
season, plus various siihsid relurns.
'I’he bju'kers of the O.scar Serlin
production have not yet received
any actual return on the investment. however.
closes June 4
It

at

End editions of
Salesman
and

1

'*K"is.

sihle film sale.

.

.

S

cu,

..

that
for

'

several more seasons. Others,
WestConn., preliminary to a road ^Rch as “Edward. My Son” and
htiir and Broadway
William “Light Up the Sky. have already
C'onwa.v, general manager for I.on- closed, but will make some addip‘>n producer Hugh Beaumont, is tinnal coin from stock and
ama111
New York to arrange details tour rights and. in the latter case.

ils

'

,

summer

Profit

P'lfd

“Edward” and
Stages
Ihe Victors and

'

r

Son.” which folded-

»' "»• Mer lin Boik. N. Y..
up a profit of nearly 100%
$70,000 investment, with only
two losing weeks at the end. There
.j„ pn,babir be some addi

-

/Yr
Of
!on

"Blood Wedding.”
Disregarding the numerous Coast
tryouts

hits

My

“Edward.

o

I.

-

‘r
destined

appare^itly

of Chail-

"Don’t Listen, l.adies.”

e\’en

if

it’s

.sold

lo

pictures.

U

.

summer,

bid

to get into the

figured

is

black

Saturday <2Ht al Ihe Biltmore. N. Y.. but is announced^ to
reopen in the fall, with Jose Fer-

closes

likely

in Hie* fall, at

the Shuhert. N Y., and
profit on tour.

may earn

a

I

“(loodhve, My Fancy.” starring
„
•'^'^f^‘*lrine Carroll, has paid a profiT
$I5.()()0 alter regaining its $6.5.and has a reserve of $10.pHis $12,500 in bonds, it's at
Hie Fulton. N. Y.
-

„

|)roximalelv''$W.O()o' to

al

<ate of achievement

since the opening.

$IO.IK)0

were announced as
Broadway, only one
about three
the season, involving a total pro- production folded during a pieliminary lour. That was “That’s the
al- duction outlay of about $1,940,000.
^ ^
PJ!P
Wamots
^ 4 -T)I»P w
Husband
They have earned hack around Ticket,” which clo.sed in IMiiladel$2,176,000 .so far.
Some of these. |)hia.
There were 21 h„|(iovers
f*
from previous seasons when the
Hnusfon’'
NlL'vam ' dhTCIpIi''*’’'
1948-49 semester got under way
M„y Hunter will slaae lln- new •^flective Story,
J'"'* last
are expected
lo
.June 1.
Of those, four are
I-ynn Riggs plav. "Out of the
earning sub.stanlial profits still luiming on Broadway,
Dust.” which the Theatre Ouild

neath

$i().0(K)

‘Edward’ 100'

cZi

week, to he gone
weeks.
He’ll head
id-

VVesi
of
a

i tutii

Cuntiniied from page 49

tailed in the accompanving list of
.shows, that includes an estimated

and

Bett.v

,"^d
l.ibertv.” the

trying out this

fm

an jddition.d

a .single unit

lo-l

eveti .since its opening.
investmenl wlien il siisp.-nded. but expenses since then have di-sioilei

'

next 10 days, as he

have

to

1

E.
Sherwood-Irving
Berlin
"lusical. will be among the shows
tickets through Swern’s de-

is

mrl '’Hupa

fouimgi

broken

mo.-l of ils

eo-t about $40,000 to produce, hut

|

this

I

t
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j

store in Trenton ... At-

i

Pi'o-tilule"

I

Ihe Thing"
"Sallv"
Is

$6,500,000 Invested

‘'flenllemen

”
.

Thing"

tlu*

Ke-pt*(*l I u

.

Howard Reinheimer went

'

USA"

co-i aijpi

'

"At War with the Army" li.*-,
"Diamond I, it" had reg.uned

i

‘‘rt

I

*

Hold

II”
"In.-ide
".Io\ lo the

Whl-lle," ‘‘M ike VV

Avenue

F’ifth

of City l*layliouscs and
of Hie Marlin Beck theasailed last week for a

Nr.v^ri“k:r

,

"Play's

since then.

Y..

Prefer

'

(Touring)

"Make Mine M.mhaltan"
"Me and Molly"

Th(*ati<‘
('foul ing!

.

mu.sica

bringing

It

"

"Ballet Ballads"

Nole: "Silvei
of $150,000.

I

Marjorie and * Sherman F.wing
will
produce "'rbe Perfect Pattern.” I)y Madeline Davidson and
Maurice Glucher, if tbc.v can solve
casting problems
Louis I.otito.
.

I’ouimgt

"Ixiok,

.

aid to

(

Mahimah
"H vcy

'

loupes
Maybe Ihe 19.50 (luide
Book of the Assn, of Tlieafrical
Press .Agents & Managers will include a list of members, as a pracI

"For l.ovc or Money"
'

"t'ommand Decision"
"Finian’s Rainbow” ('(‘ominji

.

.

THAT HAVE SINCE CLOSED

HOI. DOVERS
"Angel in the Wins;-."
".\nme Get Yojur Gun

i

Oscar Hammer-

to

.secretary

.

(

1

1 .•

"Allegro” (Toming)

|

.

R-$530.000

I

Rnheits" (Pi (1947-481 (( '-$1 ()(),(!{ i,)(
R -V)50
"Sireelcar Named Desire" (t*) (l94i-4.{) ((‘-.V84 Oil.it
( R -$;:00.0()0

“.Mislet

(

^

the reopening of;
vaudeville at the Palace and c itch
•‘South Pacific”
Shirley Pot-

east
legit

weekly. Hurok
mind within the

»

(M)()i

(

:

Iasi

L-$22.5

"Born Yeslerday" (Pi
1945-491 (t'-$::8.0(M))
R-$(!.t0.()(i().
plus about $.'{7.5.000 due fi om (dm sdci.
"High Biillou Shoe-." (AH (1947-48) (t'-.$2(K).00())

i

cover

.

(

\

.

.

(Ml

"

^

$4,535,000

his

((' -$60,00(1

CLOSED OUT-OE-TOWN
"Tliafs the Ticket

Robert E.
McF.nrop’.s
‘‘Silver
Whistle” has been published by
(he Dramatists f’lay Service, wliicii
will
also
handle
the
amateur
rights
Fred Johnson, drama
critic of the San Francisco Call-
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HUROK MULLS B’WAY

make

1

(

.

will

1

i

month’s show-catching in I.ondon
Jolin C. Wilson will direct the

'".'’“If"*-"'
ordova
„ the prodneer
the troupe is estimated

i

(

(

Jel" in 109 cities.

(

1

(

i

stein,

foi

1

hits, $2,176,000.

all

'

ash,

1"^''

*'

"

(

!

committee agieed that
Mis- Warlick bad had s|)ecial
problems and okayed .setup for the
new
tour.
However,
weekend
travel this year was rediued from
500 to 25()-mile limit, and daily
travel cut in east from 250 .‘o L5()
miles, and in wesl from 250 to 201)
miles, with necessary adjustments
to be made. Next season’s troupe
will also get two da\s in each
month completely tree fiom tiavel
NC.\(’
booked
the
Webster
Iroupc Hiis season, with a guaranfeed weekly Equity salai > for 29
people for 20 weeks
'I’roupe
pre.sented "Macbeth” and
"Ham-

iSul

R-$25().0()())

(

R-$75.(KI(li

(

Kquil.N

J')'"’Daniel

(

(

earned hack IImm far by

Tot.il

SI.UIU.OtNl.

hits.

C-$1R0.0()0)

(

(

all

1

nient.

• I $18,000 to $20,000

•I'Olmt

(

(

1

i

(

Total prodiU'ttoii eoNt of

(

(*-$1 17.0(I0|

(

"Kdward. M,\ Son" (C-SiO.OOOi R-$i:iO.()(MI)
H-.5n.').000)
"Goodbye. My Fancy" (Pi (-$(>5.000
"Howdy, Ml. Ice" (Mi f-Sl>50.(M)(ii R.S4r)0.(i()0i

(

da.v-lo-day travel.

America, and had a straight engagement of eight months in
Havana. "Cabalgala” opened last

a

LJ|)

"Madwoman

(

i

(

Miss Warlick

mulling

FsliiiidiHj

‘Theatre (luild tin the Air”
FAILCKRS
broadcast from here last week may
"Make Way for Lucia" (Pi (I.-SoO.OOOl (Se« Note)
(Mi ( I, -$.500.000
"All for
turn out to be a break for “Of All
"Minnie and Mr. Williams" (P( L-$00,0U0l.
"Along Filth Avenue" (Ml I, -$2.50,0(10 (See Note).
Things,” original musical current
l.-S.iO.OOOt
".\nybocly Hume" (Pi
"Mis. Gibbons' Boy.s (P»
L-$.50.U00
"My Name Is Aquilon" (Pi (L-$4O,O0U).
at Pittsburgh Playhouse.
Air .stiovv l^"At War with Ihe Army" (Pi l.-$;>0 IMIU) (See Note)
l,-!ii()0.(XMJ
"My Romance" (Pi L-$20(),00()).
'^Big Knife" (Pi
brought Lawrence l.angner and liis
l.-$75,(H)())
"Oil. Mr. Meadow brook" (P)
"Biggest Thiet m T()v\ii" (Pi
l,-$()0,UO0>.
lAMfei.:,,. Annina
Marshall, to ttiwn
l--$t0(),(H)()»
"Bravo!" (P,
"Raiie of l.ucietia" (Ml
L-$55.()00)
and they took in the revue, sending
"Diamond Lit" (P» (’-s:{.5,i)()0i iSee Note).
•'Red Gloves" (Pi (l,-$82(M10L
t*aul Crabtree, 'theatre (luild dil,-$7().)i0(ii
"Don't Li.stcn. l.adies" (Pi
"Richard III" (Pi
I,-$2(!.000i
rector, heie a few days later for
(..-sao.OiXH
"For Heaven's Sake. Motlier" (Pi
•'Set My People Fiee' (P)
L-.'M>9,000).
(See Nolei
another look at it.
"Shop Hi Sly t.'oi iiei
"Forward the Hcail" (Pi .'_( l,-$;tii,()(l(li
(f^i
L-^i 2,000 )
l,-$200,l)(K»)
"Gayden" (Pi L-S45.00()i
"Sleeiiy Hollow" (Ml
Crabtree's going to stage an
"Grandma's Diai>" (Pi L-$8.s,(iiH)(
‘Small Wonder" (Ml
L-$ 150,000
original revue for the l.angners at
"Happie-t Yeriia' (Pi
[,-$25,0()()i
"Smile of Ihe Woi Id" (Pi
I,-$70,(Klfl).
their Country Playhouse in Wesl"Heaven on Earth" (Mi L-$;r2(),()(l())
"Slory foi Strsngeis" (Pi
L-${>0.()00l.
poit. Conn
this summer with a
L-$4(),(MM)
"Hilarities of 1949" (Mi
"Siimmei and Smoke" (Pi l,-$72,0(KI|
possible eye on Broadway in the
I, -$40,000).
I,-$I00.(MKI
"Ivy Green" (Pi
"Suiidowm Beach" (P)
,
fall,
('rabtree conferred with Fred
"
t, -$70.(1(10).
"./enn.v Kissed Me" (Pi
The Traitoi (Pi I, -$50. 000 (See Nole).
Burleigh. Playhouse director, and
L-$l'i().0()0i
"I.,eadinR l.ady" (P»
"I'hey Knew What 'I’hey Wanted" (Pi ( l,-$.50.()oo)
"I.(*at and Bmmh" (Pi
several of the authors of "Of All
l.-S97,000i
"Time for Klizahelh (P| (L-$70.000i.
W'ith
Mother"
(Pi
((-^lOO.IlOOi
"Life
R- $(10,00(1
‘‘Town Hou-e" (Pi ( l,-$8.5.0(MI|
Tilings” after he saw the show and
I.,ove Life"
M ((’-$'>00 (>()() (R-$40.nooi.
"'I'wo Blind Mice
(-$7‘2,Of)ni
(Pi
R -SIO.OOOl
its possible that a lot of material
"Magdalena" (Mi tl,-s;<:io.()(H)i
"Young and Fair" (Pi L-$()(i,000 .
will find ils way into Ihe Westport
I,-$.50.000»
"Magnolia Alley" (Pi
production.
It was here at
PlayTotal lo.ss for all failures. S4,.5;i5 0(1>).
bouse that Charles (layiior’s “Lend
AnnrnoN.AL
an Ear” also started on its way.
New Sta.ges presented four production- during the sr'ason ('"the Viclru.-,' •Blood Wedding." “The Sim a.id y
and ‘'Briiiui and Sidnes'
at aii e-timated total cost of a))oiit .$:{.5.0O(). and involving a loss of aiound
$1.5.000
Return
iiiehided “Sliow Boat,” "The Medium" and "'file Telephone." "C.'ai oii-el," “iviua..
engagements at (.'ily Ceulei iiicUided
Medea" lud
"Man and Snpeiinan.’' all -ncce-sful.

Miss Warlick, wtio has 00% of
next year's tour booked. ex|)lained
to Hie Equity members that hers
was an educational problem this
year, the first time Miss Webster
tried touring the Bard by bus.
Most of the dates were schools,
and such things as football games,
proms, exam weeks had to be
taken into consideration in booking, to avoid slim attendance, whli
bookings made around them. Colleges tliomselvos bad to be educated to this form of enlerlain-

is

(R»

the Sky" (Pi ((’-$75.0001 (R-$97.00(n
,
of Chaillot" (P) (C-$«0.()O0l
R-$r)') (hx),
"Private t.ive.s" (Pi (( -$25,000)
R-$125.0()0i (eloM^rti
"Silver Whistle" (Pi
(’-$;i8.00(l| (H-$55.()00l
(See N
"Soulli Paeilic" (Ml (('-$225,0001
K-$ 125.000
"Wlieie’s Charley.'" (M) (C-$200,000) tR.$lK0.0OO).

"Light

(

(

^

the

for a Broadway house as a
attraction a Spanish revue
‘
Cabalgala”
(•'Cav.alcade”.
cur:
renlly at the Biltmore. [,os Angele.s.
Latin-American troupe of
variety acts, totaling about
.50
inonihers,
has
played
Cenlral

Me. Kate" (M)
an F:*i" (Mi

( R -$75.000
tC-$a40.(K)iM
K-SICJO OOOt
tile Gil Is (to" (Ml
C-$IOO.OOO
R-S80.0()0)
Deatli of a SalesiiMii" (Pi

"Detective Story" (Pi

Eyed, for Guild Tryout
Pittsburgh, May 24

,

Cost of Show,

(C(

Mu^>ic‘al,

(.’-$ 125.0tK))

i

(

admitted that some of this season’s
pops
were
hiutal.
hut
claimed they couldn't be helped.
NCAC wanted to lay olT Holy
Week, for instance, but the troupe
wanted to play.
With schools
clo.sed.
it
was necessary to do
Rome long-distance travel between
dates, but bookings were made
with troupe’s knowledge,
NC.AC was allowed .'iOt) miles on
weekend hops and 250 miles in

Sol Hurok

(Ml

Ix>ss.

(l.i

1

•

spearean Co'.r^Bartfy’ Theatre and
other troupes,
intt^i^. however,
centered on the Webstej’Uour.
Selma Warlick. Iiead of National
Concert & Artists Corp. popular
and lecture division, who booked
the tour in association with Sol
Hurok, appeared before the comjnittee

(P) Stiai^lit Play,

i'*.n.tlioiis’

-

"As

Ct'ssiye travel on one-night stands
villi bus troupes this season was

occasion of special Kquity comrniltee hearings over the weekend
(’omiiiittee, chairinaned ' bj;. ij[atph
Madv
including
Bellanfj'^
and
Willard
and
Swire.
Christians
fieaid complaints in relerenee to
the
MargafeC^ W'ebsler Shake-

it

1949

HITS
"Anne

Piolosts by aclofs rcgardittg

ical

2!>,

Broadway Season

1948-49
Kf.v to pal
Regained
So Fai,
.‘Stained

May

W<><lne»«lay,

rer or anollier star.

Maurice Evans, playing the

final

week of his fort night’s relurn engagement in “Man and Suiiernian.’
at the City Cenler. N. Y,. has mad*
a

00
of around 100'
the
season.
'I'liat’s added to
made on
lie

profit

this

>

same amount
Broadway run
financed at
f)ec1

of

The

$60,000.

revival

was

l.iuisual

asthat

Exans productions

is

pays 60^f of Hie profits lo
backers, instead of Hie 50-50 split
lie

visit

to

house

43 were sliaiglit plays tineight liifsi. 16 musicals
hits
and four re\i\als (one
L Included in Hie above are the
h»llowing nine impoits; “Edward.

Hollywood, where she was
guest’ of Dorothy Lamour

Contemporaiy
(Mays.
Inc..
formed Iq
.loliii
Feldman aii'i
Erich Jiihn to luoduce Broadwav
shows, with Maximilian Scluili as
director.

•

'

Mv
1

1

“Minnie
and .Mr. WilRed Cloves,” “Make Way

Son.’’

Hams,

«N.v all

Ihe profits, under the un*i^(ial financing .setup tor the musi<'''»•
H’s at Ihe Winter tiarden,
V.. on a four-walls deal.
“Detective
imivi ruoi.v.
Slorv
the
SiHnei
me Mrtne.v
Kingslev melodrama hit. has repaid 25% ot its $75,000 investment
”

most producers pay.

Show in Rehearsal
Robert Sher“Miss Liberty”
wood-lrving Berlin-Moss Hart-

—

;

1

i'

May

'

25,

last

i‘0KLA.r
IN

I

This

Last

Stfason

Season

I

23
28
Number of shows current
1 207
1,2‘).'S
Total weeks played so far by all shows ..
$517,900
$578,000
Total gross for all current shows last week
$28,363,800 $28,251,500
Total season’s gro.ss so far for all shows
66
66
Number of new production* so far

NG $15,600
VERMONT SPLIT

j

.

!

B’way B.O. Better; ‘Fancy’

’

Evans

meiit

Chicago. May 24.
Weekend rain nicked takes last
week, with Blackstone shuttering
five
with exit of "Mr. Adam" after
weeks of tussling below-profitable
"Allegro slipped more
returns.
than $4,000 and may pull up stakes

IN
|

returns

fair

despite

civic

i

<

"Mr. Roberts” is on upswing again, with hypoed ad campointing.

Chi

Northern

t5th

“Allerro." Great
1

Coliseum .lune

1

performances showed

11

‘Cabalgata’ IIG

piobahl.x'

"Carmen."

.

”

Estimates for l.ast Week
"Blackouts of 1949," El (’apilan
'360th wk' <1.142: $2 40).
Up from
last week to $16,600. healthy margin of profit.
•‘Cabalgata,” Biltmore Hst wki
Sol Hurok'.s im<1,636; $4 201.
ported Spanish revue failing so far
Show holds for
to attract trade
second week after poor initial
stan/a at $11,000.
“Icecapades of 1949.” Pan Paci-

ON

.

regular legit

produce

It

over opener, with gross of $49,500.

King."
have
arrangements
Tentative
been made with Marion Bell, who
originally, to
wa.s in "Brigadoon
do "Good News" .luly 18 but contracts haven’t been signed yet.

wanted
entertainment had to

For 6 at Portland, Ore.
Portland. Ore.. May 24.
Lunts. in "I »Know My
the 1.500-seat Mayfair,
broke the house's straight-play
record xvith a gross of $27,103 for
six performances. House was scaled

9G

‘Yesterday* Fair

themselves.

This week, while the Lunts are
playing to capacity houses at the
Metropolitan
in
“I
Know My
Love," there are also two new
plays on the hoards here.
Glenn

The

Lox’e"

Boston

In

May

Boston.

24.

at

Bet ween-scason lull i-urrently is
under way in the Hub with only at .$4 20.
in town and
legit attraction
one
Frank Fay in "Harvey" is due
Hughes’ "Hon Vo.xage" is winding
up a four-week run at the Show- none of the silo circuiters yet next at the Mayfair.
for biz.
opened
up
boat and "Beside .Myself," by Mil"Born Vcslerdav." at the 1.500dred Summit and .Stanley Satenseat Colonial, at $1 80 top. is still ‘Shoes’ Red $19,700
alcin. is completing a two-week run
\ery well at a mild $9 000
doing
at (’oliiinbus
In
at the Center.
"Beside .Myself’ is for last week and set For a run.
• Tryout Theatre production, its
Columbus. ().. May 24.
41st. and “Voxage" is the
was tough treading for Eddie
lOOlh
It
offering at the .Showboat.
Fox. .Ir.. in “High Button Shoes”
In ad-

Week

dition to these two. the

Current Road Shows

Hepertorx

Playhou.se has “The Big Doorstep."
*od at the Penthouse is ",lohn

(.Vla.v 2.3-

"Blackouts of 1949"

Pueblo

F..

performances

in

'28';

(’apitan.

—

Colonial.

— ('onv.

And

Milxv. <23-281;

.

Denver

—

Hanna. Cleve.

"Harvey" 'Broxxn
Toronto '23-28'.
"Harvey" 'Fay Co.)

"Harvex”

Alex..
lo

Toronto for

week.

'30-4i.

Davidson.

Co.i

Ihf Erlanger.

Comedy moved
this

— El

"Finian’s Rainbow”

—

'30-4t.

— Roxal

(’urran.

Frisco '23-4'.

Kmt>ire
23-25 •: And

"High Button .Shoes"

New Faces
St.

Louis,

May

'.3(1-4

24.

Lron;,rd

fresco entertain-

F.lliolt. Helen
Raymond.
Rowan and Marv Wickes. The

<

>

",Mr.

Robert.s"

.

Toronto

— Erlanger.

"Oklahoma!"

No

1

Pitt

Playhouse Extended

Pittsburgh
the

Chi

longest

this year,

Pittsburgh.

May

Playhouse

xxill

season

in

its

24.

<M- 1.509;

Because

$6).

‘LAUGHTER’ SLIPS TO
$8,000 IN CLEVELAND
Cleveland, May 24.
Edxvard Everett Horton in "Pres-

den

<27th

Registered

wk*
a

t.M-1.519;

nice

ri.s*e

$7.20'.
to

over

$40,200,

"At War With the .Army." Booth
<12th wk* <('-712; $4 80*. ('limbed
xxith the field and operating in the
black

at

,

$8..500.

“Big Knife,” National '13th wk*
<13-1.172; $4.80*. Closing Saturday
niglit <28* after 109 performanees;

skidded again; trifle over $11,000.
"Born Yesterday,” Miller <<172d
wk) (C-940; $4.80*. Eased off, but
can keep going indefinitelv at

'

$9,200.

"Death of a Salesman.” Morosco
'15lh wk) <D-931; $4 80*. Getting

ent Laughter’’ last xxeek slippeil to
the loxvest gross registered by tlie
Hanna in last twosea.sons. Stpieezed
bctxveon a series of major musicals,
the Noel Coward farce drew tepid
from house’s
brushoffs
notices,
regular clientele and very poor
$8,000 at $3 lop in eight performances.
In view of tlie disappointing
grosses the cometly ha.s been getting. producers Edwin ('. Knill and
play’s
the
Martin Manulis cut
current stay at the Cass. l3«*lroil,
from a fortnight to a single week
and take it to Ihe Blackstone, Chicago, opening Monday *30*.

‘Brigadoon’

$4.80*.

Was

to

OK 25G

!

the limit of standees all perlormance.s; $24,400 again.
"Detective Story." Hud.son 'Pth
wk) (D-I.057; $4 80*.
Bettered
capacity at nearly $22,900.
"Diamond Lil,” , ('oronef <C-

In

Wk.

Kansas City

at

May

Kan.sas City.

24.

“Brigadoon" in a week al Ihe
Music Hall played to moderate
with compel ish from rainy
hi/,,
weather and the American Royal’n
have re- first spring rodeo.
After slow
<21*. then
start, show hit moderate stride to

lighted last Saturday
scheduled for tonighi (Wed.), bid
now probable for some time next
week.
"(ioodbye. My Fancy," Fulton
<26th wk* !('D-966; $4 80*.
Made
the biggest advance of any show
on the list, recovi-ring from the
switched schedule of the previous
week; jumped $2,800 to register
ovei’ $17,500 on the week.
"High Button Shoes," Broadxvay
iR5th wk* (M-1.90(); .$3*.
Longrun
hit
opiuating at a loss recent ly.,

$25,1)00

satisfactory
in
turn
$4 27 top.
Next on the A &
tion’s

schedule

legit

Named
in

De,sire.’’

set

N
is

for

at

Presenta"Sfreelcar

June 8-11

the Music Hall.

i

‘Finian’ Mild $29,000

i

but the management has cut the
scale to $3 top in an effort to hx po
business; nearly $23,000 last wi*ek
"Howdy, Mr. Ice of 19.50." (’enNexv edition
ter <R-2.964; $2 88*.
of skating spectacle, presented by
Sonja Henie & .Arthur M. Wirt/,,
opens tomorrow night 'Thur.'.

"Kiss Me, Kate," Ceidurv '21st
wk* <M-L6.54; $6*. Gets the SRO
limit every time; another $47,100.
“Lend an Ear." Broadhurst '23d
XX

a

Hit revue
k) iR-1,160; $6*.
nice recovery; fine $29,700.

made

For

Week

at Mpis.

Minneapolis. .Max 24.
"‘Finian’v Rainboxx” grosscil a
disappointing $29,000 for six nights
and two matinees al the l,9()(l-scat
Lxecum at $4 20 top for its exclusive

Twin

(!ity

engagement.

St.

Paul newspapers refused lo accept
its .Tdverlising or give it any publicity in retaliation for its passing
up The sLster twin
Because the theatre i.'^n’l airconditioned or cooled. unsca‘'onahly extreme heat hurt business the
Critics and
first half of the week
cu.stomers raved over the show and
cast.

Local

legit

season

ends

xxith

".Streetcar Named Desire.” in
the week of Mav 30.

for

—

—

.

I

$19,000.

".Man

Center
Maurice

and
(1st

.Superman."
xvk*

'('-3,025;

‘Harvey’ 19G, Frisco
San Franci.sco, May 24

“Harvey.” with Frank Fay, returned to the Curran <15* and
chalked up a very good $19,000
for its first week at the L776-seat
house, at $3 60 top.
Spike
Jones,
who originally
preemed his “Musical DepreciaCity tion Revue" here in September,
'47. brings it back again June 6,
$3*.
over to follow “Harvey” into the Cur-

Evans revixal got
history $25,100 al pop scale in the huge
have

and won’t shut down

for

ran.

municipal house; expects to better
final thi.s week.
DETROIT THEATRES REOPEH
Roberts,” .Alvin 'fi6th
"Alister
Detroit. May 24.
Holdover
wk'. *(’D-1.357; $4 80'.
Both of Detroit’s legitimate thesmash is maintaining a terrific atres reopened .Monday *23'. They
tempo; swelled a bit to nearlv
reported only fair adxance sales.
$33 800
The Cass, closed a xxeek is pre<(’-1025;
.Adam.” Box ah
“.Mr.
d ramatiza- .senling “Present Laughter’’ for a
Jack Kirkland
$4 80'
ShulMrl-!,afaxette,
lion of fhit Frank’s novel fucsenled fortnight. "The
bx .lack Kirkland, opens tonight dark for a month, has “.Annie Get
Voui Gun lor a w eek.
vWcd.t.

Ordi- $30000 on the

the summer until July 2.
narily community theatre shutters
before the end of May.
House xxill not only run into
outdoor operetta series at F’itI Stadium. hut also the seheihile of

Co —Play-

house. Wilmington '23-28'; Centre
White Plains N. V. '30-4'
"Present Laughter" Cass. Det
'2.'l-28*; Blackstone. Chi. '30-4*.
"Respeetful Prostitute" Harris.
Chi. '28-4*.
Named Desire"
".Streetcar
SI
Paul i23-28), Lyceum.
And

season tees off June 9 with an 11h'ght stand of "'rhe New Moon,"
,Mpls '30-41.

.

^

<23-41.
'

wk*

<32(1

Ray Bolger’s aildid draw with
juvenile auiliences, xxeeki-nds ami
strong;
matinees aie relatively
hopped hack to over $37,500.

of

I

"Life with .Alother,” Empire (31sl
wk* <('-1,082; $4 80*. Closing June
xxill
tour in the fall, xxith
4. hut
‘Annie’ 29iG, M’w’kee
lloxvaid
Dorothy Sliikney
and
Lindsay continuing as leads; nextMilxvaukce. May 24.
".Annie Get Your (Jun" peppered to-final week edged up the lake
(the ho target last week at the to about $10,600.
“Light Up the Sky,” Hovale i27th
Davidson here xxith a gross of $29 <('-1.025;
Finaled
.$4 80'
500.- Irving Berlin musical kept wk*
the wickets clicking all week, xvith .Saturday night (21* after 214 perparticularlx strong takings on the formances; may tour in the fall;
closing week pulled .$13 400
xveekend.
".Madwoman of Chaillot," BelasHouse lias "Finian’s Rainbow”
co <20th wk* <C-1.077; $4 80* Held
this xxeek.
same pace: almost
the
about

—

<23-41.

last

only
about

garnered
semester,

N. V.

Met Seat"I Know .My Love"
<23-28*; Daxidson, Milxx, <l-7'.
"Inside V. S. A.’’— Sluihci t, Chi.

theatre

J'lh.xl

Y..

Musical
on the

tle

ment in the Forest Park playhouse
and sponsored by the Municipal

Assn.
Thev are Olive
Reeves Smith. Ruth Gillette. Sig
Arno, Buster West, Lou Wills. .Ir..
Joe E. Mark.s and Robert Bernard.
Returned from former seasons
ace Willijun Lynn.
Paul Gilbert.

N.

'26-28': Royal Alex..

Roch

for St. L.

Seven new faces will appear in
comedy roles during the forthcoming season of al

racuse,

.Sx

Hartman theatre here

$2,000 under the lueak-even mark.
.Shoxv is splitting this wc<‘k heRochester.
Sxracuse and
txveen

•

Brown couldn’t ,find
rabbit-fanciers here last
J^oek. grossing only about $13,000
»t

(’hi.

Hall. Tulsa
Home. Okla. Cil.v '24-25i;
23';
<27i: Chief.
.\ud.. Hutcliinson, Kan.

tnough

in eight

<.

“Brigadoon"

$13,000 in Buffalo
Buffalo. May 24.

-

.Northern,

(it.

L A. '23-41.
Yesterday"
"Born
Bust. <23-4

the
xxeek

at

4)

.$19,700

'23-41.

Brown-‘Harvey’ Only
Joe

—

".Xllegro"

Loves Mary." FMus which there are
• number of other little theatre
groups playing around.

June

I

1.004;

Lunts Record $27,103

”

who

,

.

I

GROUPS

— Seattleites

tered $19,000
"The Traitor,” 48tl) Si 'Hlh wk)
Closing S.ilurilay
D-917; $4.80*.
night (28* ). having failed to calcli
public support: tepid $9 000.
"Two Blind Mice.” Cort 'l2lh
One of tlie
wk) <('-1.064; $4.80*.
shows that fell the seasonal effects on weekend attendance; slid
a couple of notcites lo $11,000.
"Where’s ('harley?” St .lames

”

Couple of opera stars. Patrice
Munsel and Plyna Stoska. who liave
appeared here previously only in
concerts, have been engaged by
fic
And <5th wk> 16.150; $3.60>.
William Wyrnetal. managing direcSEATTLE THRIVES
Sock final week of $103,000. off
tor of the Ci\ic Light Opera Assn.,
minutely from previous week.
for two of the early operettas at
"Love in llpper Sandusky,” Las
LEGIT
Miss Palmas (1st wki <388; $3i.
Pitt Stadium this summer.
Poor
Seattle, May 24.
Munsel will co-star with Richard $3,800.
"Naughty Marietta"
in
This town, deciding long ago not C’harles
“The Great Waltz." Philharmonic
1o be entirely dependent on visit- week of June 20. and Miss Stoska Aud <2nd wk' <2.670; $4.80i. Cuting drama companies, has built a come.s in the following .stan/.a for rate .sea.son tickets are still holding
thriving legitimate theatre of its the femme lead in "The Vagabond figure down, but biz. up somewhat

wood

’

Friday and Saturdax trade ciMiiiiig
from xisitors from out-of-town.
Opening loniglit 'Wed.* is "Mr.
.Adam
and
tomorrow
night
<'rliurs.) xxill bring the revamped
skating shoxv. " How tlx Mr. Ice of
1950” That winds ui) tlie season’s
scheilule.
"Light
I p
the Sky
closed last Saluidax night '21).'
“.Silver
Whistle,
I'he
Traitor."
“.Man and Superman" and “Big
Knife” shutter next Saturday night
<28* and "Life xvith Mother" exits
(•the following xxeek. June 4
Estimates for Last Week
C'nmedi/
Kvfis: C
P iPraiiKP,
CP ('onirdi/ Prania H 'Rcciic'.
M <MiisicaP.O *Operr1la).
Other parenthetic figures refer,
to seating eapaeitn and top price.
ineln<lin</
20'
ainnseinent
tn.i.
lloirerer, estimates are net; i.e.,

j

dis-

—

“South Pacific." Majestic <7th
Turning away
wk* <M- 1.659; $6*
st.mdcc trade at all ficrfoi inances;
same $50 600 everx XX c«*k
Bar".Streetcar Named Desire,
rymore <77th wk* '(’-OLM); $4 80*.
b(timprox cincnl
Sal i.sfactoi V

During
tendency xxill
with
most

I

Pittsburgh Operettas
Pittsburgh. May 24.

own.
Geographical location has
been a strong factor in nourishing
the local theatres, because here in
the farthest reaches
3,000 miles
from Broadway. 1,400 from Holly-

this

Theatre Guild

80*.

is

$14 600.

xxealhei'.

increa.'>e.

.$4

closing next Saturday
slated to reopen in tlie
fall, xxith another star if .lose Ferrer is not axailahle; sulistantial
betterment last xxeek to almost
but

<

appointing $12,000.

OWN

summer

the

(('-9’20.

production

*28'.

Los Angeles. May 24.
gross picked up in two
held steady in tme and
didn't do .vo well in two others. exeliisire of tax.
(Mealing weather at week’s end
"Along Fifth .Avenue." Imperial
helped where the boxofTice was '19th xveek* <R-1 472; $6*. Hose a!
solid.
Two shows closed, leaving hit with the trend, still in the red
blit three for legit goers.
"Love in at $19,000.
Upper Sandusky." eomedy at the
“Anne of the Thousand Days."
Las Palmas, folded due to bad hi/.. Shubert '24th wk' 'R- 1.378; $4 80'.
"Icecapades of 1949" registereo a Also felt the genenil upturn; $21.rousing take, but wound up its run 800
lo move out of town.
"As the Girls (io," Winter GarT.egit

9G, Folds

"Silver Whistle,” Biltmore '26fh

wk*

on
felt

.

Munsel, Stoska Set For

.

xvarm

of

>

houses,

and

shows

I

there May 16-17.
"Carmen" fattening the take with near-sellout
at $7.20 top in 3.800-seat auditorium.
Met also played to estimated 6.000. mostly students, in
performance of "IVlignon" at Purdue U. Hall of Music Mav 18.

Blackstone f.5th
"Mr. Adam.”
Closed Sat.
weeki <1.3,58; $3.80i.
(2P; almost $5,500.
"Mr. Roberts,” Erlangen f361h
Up over last
week' (1.334; $4.33i.
Still
strong draw with
week.
almost $22,000.
" Respectful
Prostitute *’ and
"Hope Is a Thing With Feathers."
Harris '1st week* <1.000; $4.33
First

‘Waltz’ 49G, L.A.;

3-12.

Lammermoor"

xxeek

hast
all

*

Indiana University made $30,000
cost
two
of
performan<-es
by
Metropolitan Opera Co., "Lucia di

.

in brief

business
Nearly

'

One event remains on indoor
schedule here. Olsen & Johnson
arena show, "Funzapoppin' ", at

Dropped from
week) <1.500; $4.94
last week, to under $23,000.
U S A.” Shubert fist
"Inside
Best b.o.
week! <2.100: $4.94 ».
here, with $34,800.

week

»

2-7.

aign bringing in convensh trade.
"
Silsen & Johnson’s "Funzapoppin'

holding its own at the
Stadium.
Estimates for Last Week

INDPLS.

drew the musical. "Brigadoon."
which ran into record .May heat
wave and settled for the same figure at the .Murat, same seale. in
eight performanees week of Mav

.

24.

at
the Karlton. Williamsport. and the Community auditorium here, playing four performances each spot.
’I'heatre Guild show is at
the
Playhou.se,
Wilmington,
all this
week.

Indianapolis. May 24.
".Streetcar .Named Desire" closed
legit .season here with hefty $23.5()() in
eight performances at the
Murat
2.000
May 16-21. ’Pop
was $4.20.
Williams drama out-

finger-

is

WEEK AT

ariival

May

stands

‘STREETCAR’ BIG 23^G

garnered

Feathers"

Pa..

Second company of "Oklahoma!"
rolhd up a satisfying gross of bet-

I

on short notice.
First week of "Inside USA" came
through in sati.sfactory fashion,
while 11 performances of "Respectful Prostitute" and "Hope Is the

With

Hershey.

ter than $25.1(»0 last

*

Thing

$25,100 for 2d Co.

NSG 23G, Trostie’ Sad 12G

in

Broadway.

moderate improxe-i

a

the u|)tui'n. but one or txxo declined
slightly and, as usual, the top hits
their
,SRO
maintained
regular
pace.
Weekend
attendance.
usually
‘iolid through the winter months, is
heginning to taper off with Ihe

Follt^wing a disappointing stand
the prf'\ i(ius week in Mam hester.
N. 11.. the show closed its hmg tour
here Saturday night i21'.

i

OK $34,800,

$25,000, ‘Streetcar’

‘Girls’ $40,200, ‘Traitor’
There was

o\ cr $15 600.

Chi Biz Spotty; ‘U.S.A.’

$17,500,

|

hills
last
week.
In
eight
performances in Rutland. Bui lington
and here, the Riidgers-llammerstein musical totalled only a bit

j

51

!

Barre. Vt., May 24,
.Mthough it was the first legit
show to play the area within the
memory of any nut the oldest
local
residents,
the
celebrated
"Oklahoma!" tailed to spark much
enthusiasm in these New Fhigland

season:

'Allegro’

:

.

l.EOITIMATE

foUowinq are Ihe comparative fifiures bas<d on Varifty's
csliinates, /or last week and the corresponding week of

ff,e

« *<

1949

Broadway Grosses

Total

f

White Barn slraxxhat at n«*aib,v Ir,M fresco ‘hoxvs get going
win. Pa
.June 6. while While Barn lifts curlain ixxo xxe' ks laUr.

”

I

«

t

,

»k*s

I.KCITIMATB
EQUITY 'DEPLORING’

flarcia l-orca.

24.

KolHMt S. Courtney, Interna- Bengal and Berthold Brecht schedBroadcasting C’orp. prevy, uled to follow. Saturday midnite
signed a five-year lease for show will be given every week in
o|ieration of the Ocean Playhou.se addition to the 8.30 performance.
The other summer group is the
on the Million Dollar Pier here.
Newly-refurbished, the strawhatter Interplayers. who will stage their
A\ill operate under an F^quity ban- plays at Carnegie Hall.
ner and will employ a star policy.
House, a 2 200-.sealer, goes into
Galve.ston Venture
operation June 28.
Galveston. May 24.
Alesander Lidor. Greek playAllan Winston, baritone-bass of
wright and journalist, will have the Center Opera (’o.. is planning
his new drama, “Springboard to a 1'exas venture for this summer.
Nowhere.” tried out here prior to He will give a season of eight
is
Play
fall.
this
Broadwa.V'
weeks starting June 28, with a
scheduled for production July I, name star in each production. NuCourtney also plans to put «in an- cleus of his resident company
Sawyer Falk will would be six young actors recruited
other original.
serve as director foi‘ the two new frtuii New York. He plans on also
plays
using local talent.

Im

June

S.'VIll

made
ai rangemenis
Through
with ANT.A Fred Stewart has engaged a coiuftany of 10 actors from

Summer

l.«‘sl<•^

I',

( lift

and

17.

Ku.v

Granger
the flesh, rather
than
a desire to digest Tolstov.
Sordid

l.iin

lit'
(llama in tlnee ads
Slunn.
Oirecli'd 'b.v Charle.s
At Wrsiiiiimiter, l.omiuii.

story

woman who

I

to gratify
mail,

.

(Tues.)

.said

the

council

“dis-

approves the organized, undercover
write-in campaign
and deplores
the fact” that the minority “has
not chosen to make its candidates
known” by the democratic method
of an independent ticket.
Council approved a proposed
contract to cover summer theatre
tryout engagements, and ordered
it submitted to the membeiship at
the .(line 3 meeting at the Aslor
hotel. N. Y.

Prep Dallas Operettas;

Stock

Dallas,

May 24.
summer theatre,

Opener
May

24.

Douglas Morris, technical direc-

Dallas,

A

May

concerns- a faun
poisons her husband
her lust for the hired
whom she subsequently mar
Doi'othy (iurdoii
t)wen Holder lies, only to see him .seduce her
Rachel Curney half-wit stepdaughter.
CHrl flaunts
Flora Hohsoii
Alicia Chrislie
Wyndhain (loldie her shame and gives birth to a
Robert Christie
child on the eve of her marriage
\iithuiiy Ireland
Bennett Hawkins
to
an accommodating neighbor
p.sychological
study of The guilty man. driven by hi;,*
ThI.s
mother love provides a perfect ve- mother to murder and secret Iv
hicle lor Flora Robson. Popularity bury his ill-gotten infant, attemnta
of the star stiould make it a sure suicide, then makes public conwinner: it’s likely lo appeal to fe.ssion of his sins. Gloom piles on
gloom.
U. S. audiences, too
Jean Simmons, making her stage
A woman in affluent circumstances, w'hose husband has spent debut, has little to do but stare
most of his life away from his and spout venom as occasion arises
family, is arrested for shoplifting as the stepdaughter, with Sonia
within a few days of her son’s wed- Dresdel and Mary (’laie sharing
ding. Tliere lias been a .strained main honors as the miirdere.ss and
.atmosphere between father and son accomplice molher-in-law'.
Fredfor years, whicti has driven the boy erick Valk turns in a brilliant
into closer union with his mother. cameo as a farmhand and lieibert
A p.sychiatrisl. called in to help in Lomas makc.s a pathetic figure of
the defense, explains the sudden the husband ruthlessly removed
impulse is due to dread of losing by his young wife.
Main drawiiack to genuine ather son. who has made it clear that
he will make a clean break from mosphere is the colloquial dialog
which, though occasionally lighthome on his marriage.
When the mother learns that this ening the tragic pall, mar.s the rel>y

3

'Central !*ark’

N. Y., Strawhat

m

liiffon
I

K.

tli>a.

T.

have been denounced Ilirkmaii.
I.ouis#
by the organization’s council. Of- Rny
ficial statement adopted yesterday Thea
tion

4

Imndon,
.Met'

vote for unannounced candidates in the union's annual elec-

tional

Fishkill,

RIark

in

Theodore Ward. Ben

25, I 949

Plays Abroad

MINORITY WRITE-INS
Beporled moves of a minority in
Actors Kquity to conduct a write-

Six O’clock Theatre Co. for FishkiD
May

V

WfJn^lay, "May

Five Year Lease on A. C. Strawhat;

Atlantic (Mly.

\

.

'

*11

’

•

S2

iiniversity
financed on a cooperative basis,

the State
Fair Casino’s
sumiiu'r operetta musical slmws,
has arrived here to start work.
Peter Wolf, art director and scenic
designer, has also arrived.
tor

for

is
the Six O’clock Theatre to appear under hi« direction in a nine- being organized at Si>uthern Methweek season at the Cecilwood odist U. and will give three plays
son-tixalion
is
to
be
strongly
under Hie direction of Porter Crow'.
tlieatre. Fislikill, Dutchess County,
stressed lo gain sympathy w'hen her
The local Casino season will case is heard, she flatly refuses to
N. Y. A year-round pie house, the Dr. Harold Weiss, chairman of the
department
of
speech
and
theatre,
to
show
continue
will
Cfcitwood
o|)en on June 20 with Romberg’s let
the doctor be called, pleads
films ott Sunday and Monday, with will be supervising director.
“lip in Central Park.”
guilty and is sentenced to three
remainder of tlie week de- ^ “Death Takes a Holida\',’’ June
tlie
months' imprisonment. She pre22-2.A;
“Pygmalion.”
July
20-23.
voted to stock.
fers lo take punishment
rather
and “.Merlon of the Movies." Aug.
Cast will include Joseph Antony. 17-20. will
than risk any hint of abnormality
comprise the repertoire.
Gray.
.labez
Chamliers.
N»»rma
in her relations with her boy. This
Dramatists’
Darren McGavin. William Rohert-i
results in a break in the ice be>liisical for Mutual Hall
<‘(»iilinii<‘d from page 49
son and Ferry Wilson. John Matus;
tween the two men. with the inferFlays,
will he Hie scenic designer.
Boston, May 24.
ence that harmony will be attained
AI (Li’l Abneri Capp and Lee producers. Although, as copyright through the mother's devotion.
scheduled so far are “The l.ate'
Cioorge Apley.” “Yes. My Darling Falk tee off their second Boston owner of ttie basic property, the
Wyndham Goldie ably supports
Daughter.” “Our Town.” “Chicken Summer Tlieatre season in New script. Hie author would stand to Miss Roh.son as the cool, detached
F.very Sunday” and “The Drunk- England Mutual Hall on July 4 halt the run uf his show, lose husband; Rachel Gurney is charmw itli a pre-B’way musical by the production and not only involve ing and sympathetic as their maraid”
Harold Rome and Jerome Chodo- himself in costly litigation but ried daughter and Owen lloldei'
rov called “Pretty Penny.” Musi- possibly incur heavy legal damages. and Dorothy Gordon
June 27 Opener at Riverhead
ar« dul.v arcal, staged by George S. Kaufman,
More or less the same conditions dent as the nuptial pair. Anthony
Riverhead, L I.. May 24.
The Riverhead summer theatre, is an intimate musical with a cast would apply in reverse on the Ireland gives dignity and sincerity
new 400-seater, will begin a 10- of about 3.'S. including David Burns. producer.
to the role of the medico and
Lonorgan and
Michael
W'eek season June 27 under super- Lenore
Dramatists Guild council failed Janet Barrow is a lovable old servvision of George and Ann Lewis. Kidd, who’s also doing the cliore- to decide yesterday iTues.t on a ant. Production is smoothly charHouse will employ a resident ography.
cour.se of action. It probably will acteristic of its competent director,
Fquily company. Edward Ludlum
Cleui.
appeal Hie federal court decision. C'harle.s Hickman.
lias been engaged as director.
including Rifkind's nix of the basic
have
not
season
Hie
Plays for
agreement,
to
a
higher
tribunal.
Nlio4»lin|( Ninr
yel been .set.
U. S.
If turned down there, it’s felt that
London. May 10.
Fiilh Banbury presenlalinn. in assix-ia*
C'onlinurd from paar 3
there’s a chance of getting a reTryout by Pitchfork Warn
lion with Mili'oy flav. of comedy in thiee
versal from the U. S. Supreme acts by Basil Thoina.s.
Shanm. Conn.. May 17.
Directed by Banwill get a fair shake from judges
Court.
Meantime, the Guild may bury. .XI Playliouse, London
Ttie Pticlifork playhouse here of a friendly
country and that if nol try tp enforce the
Miss Rawlinxs
•Xvice I.andone
pre.senl •losepb l.awson
will try out Josephine Victor’s and
lames Hayter
is a simple matter to choose the
18(5.')’’
basic agreement. revi.scd in 194f>. Lulu Smith
“Spring
SI rouse’s
li ving
Heather (iratrix
countries in the festivals of which
Beryl
Arms)
long
...Xnn 'I'itheradKe
which contains most of the condi- Mavis
during its 10-w'eek season comPink
Hollywood
Channian Kyre
will participate. On the
mencing June 30. Barn is inaugu-|
lions Hiat the court found objec- Ned Butler .....
Derek Blomfieid
Ralph Blake
rating a system of two alleriiat ingj other hand, hy going into all the lionahle in the 1941 agreement.
Ka.Miiond Francis
•tack Bannertnan
... Colin Douglas
slock companies, enabling each*! events and faeing juries that are
.Skid
Fvans
Meaniime.
a committee consistFrank Pettitt
with Comnuinists
show' to rehearse tw'o weeks in- heavily Ittaded
or fellow'-lravelers. the Americans ing of Kurt Weill. F.lmer Rice and
atead of the one usually allotted.
This is a brisk little comedy of
know' they are eerfain to come out A. (). Goetz will study tlje probSlroiise will direct.
lem and report back.
Also, the behind-the-scenes activities of the
badly.
Council will probably meet again ioothall game as seen by armchair
Jd N. Y. Slimmer Stock
While mosi of Hie festivals are
late this week in an effort to work authorities. Primarily a man's play,
New' York City’s midtown area merely a device to attract
story is aniiisingly told and could
tourist,
out a policy on the matter.
will
offer
two summer slock trade. Hie American companies
he appreciated
do
hy unhep nongroups this season with Hie recent
According

and

effect

alistic

clialleiiges

period setting.

the

Clriii.

**

*Finian’ Deal
C'ontiniK'd

j

|
I

|
i

j

summer, using the legit east.
ALso near the inking point is a
for Charles K. Feldman to
acquire the film rights lo “Finian’s
Rainbow',” Hie 194’7-48 musical currently on tour. Price is said to be
$200,000 and the .show’s librettist-

i

!

i

I

lyricist, E.
Y. Harburg. will coproduce the .screen version and
work on the adaptation.
Other prospects for film sale include “Kiss Me, Kate,” “Goodbye,
My Fancy” and "Two Blind Mice.”

(

I

;

Nol

I

I

available for sale
since
Richard

2d, are
unwilling to dispose of any of their
musicals, le.st It lessen their value
as vehicles for touring.
TJiere eohlinues to he (’oast interest in “Streetcar Named Desire”
and “Mister Roberts.” both from
the 1947-48 season. In the case of
the Tennessee Williams drama, .several studios have reportedly been
negotiating with producer Irene
Seiznick. after refusing to bite on
pi’offered terms for the properly.
.As for the Thomas Heggen-Joshua

I
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.

;

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

I

,

I

I

I

I
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|

of a cooperative grou|),
People’s Drama. Inc. outfit, which
operi.s June 4 wiHi Jolin Wexley’s
“They Sliail Not Die," will be torated on 4Ist street near Kiglifh
avenue. The Wexley work is set
for three weeks with plays by F.
foriiiation

j

!

'

'

_

|
i

to (Uiild Icadcr.s. the
court ruling that the basic agreement
is
illegally
monopolistic in
U. S. prodncHon in general.
It is
of trade, following the
fell also to be very important now 'restraint
anii-lrust
to raise the opinion of Europeans Government’s
rulings
concerning American cultural ac- against, ASCAP, points to the need
complistiments to counteract Hie lor new legislation to cover the
constant
barrage
It’s
of
detradiiig enlire copyright silualion.
argued that the ohv'ious piirpo.se of
Soviet propaganda.

not

overlook their possibilities for

promotion ot specific pictures and

I
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No Thought
There

reached
one of

is

ing the Guild. But several courses
are open to the organization. One
is
to work out a new- minimum
.American
tries consult as to participation in basic agreement without the objeefilm festivals, having as the objec- lionahle features of the 1941 and
tive one annual film festival as 1946 pacts.
The primary modifiworldwide in .scale as the Olympic ealion might be the dropping of
games.’’
the Guild-shop clause, thus giving
producer.s the right to present
plays by non-Guild authors. That
Venice Plana Disclosed
might avoid Hie monopoly angle.
Rome. May 24.
Another possible move would
Exposition of International Cinema Ar! of Venice, headed by Dr, be toi the Ciuild to have a recommended
form contract for the use
Antonio Petruccl. announced tentative dates for the film festival of its members, rather than the
mandatory
will he Aug. 11 Sept, 1, so as nol
terms set under the
to conflict with other film festivals 1941 and 1946 agreements.
It's
in
Brussels.
Prague, Edinburgh believed this would provide guidance for aiilhois in dealing with
and Locarno.
.A lihongh
ever y c o u n t r y In prodiiccis. but would provide a
Europe is expected to participate, loophole to the restraint-of-lrade
as well as the U. S. and others, the eharge. since any author would he
only entry definitely announced at free to sign any deal he chose.
.AlHioijgli Rifkind's opinion
this lime is David O. Seiznick’s
was
“Portrait of Jennie” Dr. Petrncci a severe blow to the Guild, it was
said that everytliing is being done anylhing hut a vii tory for Carl E.
lo
make the Venice Festival a Ring, w ho had hi ought the monop“pleasure Irip” for the guests, of- oly suit oil the basis of the Guild
ficials and press.
Instead of the agreement.
The plaintiffs claim
monolony of films every afternoon lor damages was tossed out and.
and evening, sightseeing trips, although he was given court costs
cocktail parties, dances, teas and he must pav his own legal
fees.
More imporlanl. his rights to the
pailies arc being arranged.
.All
films will he shown several times “Stovepipe Hat" .script, his
unat several difl'erenl hours .so that
siicies>ful
production of which
there will he no need uf mi.ssing a hrougitl .iboul Hie suit, were
nol

Hie points:

“That the Brilisli and
motion picture indus-
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Man

ace men to wealthier clubs A
provincial pi’intcr pays more attention to his football club’s acquisitions than
his own
sagging
business. His crack player is laid
up on the eve of an important

marry the star man ol
the opposing team, he subtly bribes
him with offers ol employment and
a house in the neighbrohood.
When
applies for a transfer to acproposition the Football
ball
.Assn, scents unethical conduct;
a
-special meeting is held and
the
printer is forced to relinquish his
Ijloyees

is

to

the film version Indepenl*
the east.

WANTED

huge sums oUen paid lor transfer

ot

match. Discovering one of his em-

of (fuild Dissolution
no thought of dissolv-
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w'orks.
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lor

make

ly in

t/nscrupulous methods of secur-

laws was to curh the restrictive ahiistvs ot big business,!
nol to prevent the cooiierat ive efforts of ciealive artists
lo get

advantageous

Logan liit, producer Leland Mayward is understood still planning
to

ing star loot ball plu.vers forms the
story, di.sclosing the racket behind

anli-lriisl

attached to
the festivals is evident hy the atenlion they got at the recent .sessions of the .\nglo-.\meriean Film
Coimeil in Washington last month.
Erie
Jolinston,
Motion
Picture
Xssn. of .America prexy, in his outis

line of the understanding
with tlie British, listed as
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Importance which

sporl.smen or women, but its lack
drawing names and specialized
subject
may detract from its
chances. .As a film if could be enlarged and enriched to a wider
ot

I

and

post

as chairman.

He

is a

by

Gharmian

Blomfieid

are

Eyre

and

natural

a

Derek

pair of
the cause

lovers whose marriage is
of the jiggery-pokery.
Splendid
-suppoiling cast, and competent
direction confrihiite to the pleasing

entertainment.
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CompUfp, Beautiful Theatre
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SUMMER RESORT

experiment by film-

Gran.gtu- lo
return to the stage after

make

his

.six years
grim drama of
'ij
old
Ru.ssia
F.nHuisiasni .shown hy
the public will more likely be for
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ONE FOR BALE

Inna •tlahlithod

Equity tummar thaatra in MO, 000 aumpaputatiau frotaai 14.000 a watk aaNan.<Z)
paeity,
rant tl.TOO fur taa<on.
Equity auMpiar thaatra baautilul Naw Ent
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ONE FOR RENT

genial rogue, excellenlly
James Hayter. Avice
Landone Is charmingly patient and
correct a.s hi.s indispensable
secrefinds belated romance
ar)d

woman

or

woll ••toblithod clooninq
for all laother upholstory to
Theotroa,
Officoa,
Night
Clubs,
aoll

fluid
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and Oscar Hammctstcin.
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pace

this

1
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Wary

rniiM

will)
Elia Kazan again directing.
and with the legit last,
Deal is in the works for Fred
Finklehorte. Jr., lo do a screen
version of “At
War willi the
Army,’ James P. Allerdice comedy at the Booth. N. A\ Picture
would be produced in New York

See
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LITERATI

Motion Pictures" being
published by the Vocational Guidance Manuals.
Fred Dickenson, associate editor
at King Features, authored a mj'stery. "Kill ’Em With Kindness."
go over to Buenos Aires from the wiiich David McKay Co. is publishBy Frank Scully
sv Termlniello Controveriy
ing in September.
five- Uruguayan capital, find that the
II S Supreme Court’s
Alva Johnston, who profiled WilOne Beer. Can., May 22.
^***
Father Uruguayan papers are confiscated
in the
<^tistoms officials on the Argen- son Mizner for the New Yorker
customs
Before the demurrer mob points out that 1 am suffering myself from
Terminfello case last
»»
mag
a
few
years,
has
expanded
his
^rtnur W
^jde
as
soon
(in the plagiarism
1
last
Litigious
Paranoia
as
what
described
only
week
as
they
step off
up a general editorial
^‘^T.tirred
*’*''®*'
week
or planes.
The original material into a full-length s.Midrome). let. me at least get a bill of particulars on record.
thp New York daily
Uruguayan
pre.ss is far too out- book to be published by Farrar,
of Collier’s.
the
May
21
issue
It’s
all
by
the
lead
article
in
caused
Daiy News, which orig- spoken in its opinions of Peron Straus.
The
Th« D^ily
Was King of Safecrackers." a five-part feature by Herbert
the conviction
iHaitv was cold on
Coward-McCann is publishing Called "I
policies to find a welcome from
litigous
screwI’m
Wilson
told
Jennings
in
1949.
a
Emerson
as
to
Dean
Terniiniello. prote.stcd the Peronist
1,000.000 copies of "Mrs. Mike” in
officials.
the Life-Story of a Reverend Safethat "almost
a paper-back edition to coincide ball if this isn’t "Unholy Nights
PverMl on grounds
re^
will
Wil.son
told
Frank
Communists
ex-Rev.
Emerson
as
to
cracker."
by
the
Herbert
with the film version to be probut the
Billie Burke’s ‘Feather’
from the free speech deci"With a Feather on My Nose’’ duced by Sam BischofT and Ed- Scully and William J. Perlman in 1939.
of
editor
Thackrey.
as
and
out
"Caught"
fact
swami’s
storj’,
which
started
In
the
stickup
Ted O.
Appleton-Century-Crofts; $3» is ward Gross.
sion.
Compass, also attacked *^**“*^
David J. Mendelsohn .mag pub- then was changed to "Unholy Nights," liad been sold long ago to AlliBillie Burke’s
UUI ivt: a unpretentious,
IIIC Daily
Ull
The
Cltf IlllUUK, pOUOpoodrt.-.kiinrlc; t
thut
a
ounds
gi
on
ruling
lisher,
be
to
It
was
s
filed
Behind
Me."
t
ance
under
ultimate
title
of
".All
This
bankruptcy
the
schedule
in
humored and readable story of her
the court
and
Jew gaiter.
labor-baiters.
written in collaboration with N. Y. Southern District Court last published by Nov, 15, 1941. Then Alliance sold its book biz to Ziffbeen given a freelance mag author
week,
listing
liabilities
asduration
$50,016:
the
thing
the
for
Red-baiters’’ have
who,
shelve
Davis
on
finding
they
could
not
Cameron
I.
F.
rampant.
Shipp. It is an ingratiating book sets $2,934. exclusive of copyrights of the war, due to contractual limitations, sold it back to us for one
warrant to run
paper, upheld for long-memory legit
Stone in the same
followers of unli.sted value.
buck.
for
victory
as
a
Nation mag adding the defunct
decision
rather than film fans, since it conthe court’s
Okay, Whodunit?
centrates on the actress’ start on N Y’. .Star’s column on columns.
civil liberties.
Last seen the script was picked up at Bedside Manor some months
"So They Said.” written by ’I’im
The N. Y. Post al.so ranged on the London stage, her career as a Taylor
by
Rudy
Vallee.
who
took
it to a studio in the hope that the lightago
under
the psuedonym of
the same Frohman star and her life with
side on
the court’s
Frank Columbine as a weekly ning which struck Dick Powell would strike again. .And now, of all
grounds. The N. Y. Time.s’ analysis Florenz Ziegfeld, and skims lightly
feature
places,
under a new billing.
the
story
shows
in
Collier’s
commencing
up
May
21.
stated that the con- over her more recent years in
of the decision
Bessie Little is reviving screen
My hep public may be laughing fit to kill at the thought of my trusthad Hollywood.
stitutional right of free speech
Stars
mag.
after
a
lapse
of
crook, such as Herbert
several
ing
my
advertised
literary
future
to
widely
a
relationthe
The celebrated beauty of the prebeen left Intact but
Federal World War 1 era. daughter of a months, with Alyce Canfield signed I^merson Wilson claims to be. But if they were privy to the correstate and
ship between
to write a gossip column and six spondence which had gone on between us through the years they too
The
Daily
revised.
been
circus clown. Miss Burke is recourts had
stories per issue, and Art Wei.s.s- would find it difficult to resist the ex-con’s charms.
Worker viewed the decision as a vealed as a modest, wise, generous- man returning
to his chore as staff
After doing 15 years at San Quentin, Wilson finally won a pardon
and that vanish- photog.
blow against the prosecution in the minded woman
ca.se
against
which had two conditions. The fir.st was that he should go around the
ing phenomenon, a lady.
Mostly
present Government
Cowles Publications, publishers
country
in what appears to be her own
handcuffed to a G-man and show po.stal inspectors how he and
the 12 Communist Parly leaders.
of Look, are sneak previewing a
words, she speaks revealing but new
his syndicate of peter-men planned and pulled off the counti’y’s biggest
10c mag in nine cities outside
affectionately and with good taste
Piatlforsky’s Novel
mail
robberies.
The other was that after clearing up these mysteries
of New York. Aniold Gingrich is
Gregor Piatigorsky, the cellist of many great hames of theatres heading the project as chief editor. lie should accept a one-way pass to Canada. Hie land of his birth, and
pictures, past and present.
virtuoso, is writing his first novel and
Gingrich was former editor of E.s- confine his researches thereafter to that part of Hie world where tlie
Random Hou.se publication. And. while avoiding self-conscious- quire who left under a deal to get sun never sets.
for
Since he’s married to a Rothschild, ness or bathos, she tells at length paid for three additional years.
Outside IL S. A.
new publisher he of her marriage to Ziegfeld
his
he told
Joe Ravotto, former Variety
Since receiving Hie old heave from the good old U. S. A. the ex-rev.
have to worry about marriage that involved difficulties roving foreign
"doesn’t
correspondent, due has been lieading a consultation clinic for human problems in Vancouand heartaches but obviously was from Italy
royalties.’’
Saturday (28>, aboard ver. B. C., running fishing trips to Cortez l.^land, contributing articles
Instead, he likes to tell of the and is still one of the most im- the
Saturnia. for a two-month stay to the Commercial Fisherman’s Weekly, and supporting a 93-ycar-old
time when, at 14. with his voice portant things in her life.
in N.Y. He returns to Rome where
mother back In London, Ontario.
changing, he was a music prof at
Miss Burke has had an eventful he is co-head of U.S. Information
.After she died he decided to ship out of Canada as an able-lHidied
the Moscow Conservatory and his and satisfying career.
Her cheer- Service. Mrs. Ravotto is with him.
seaman. At the time he was 66! As he sailed from port to port, bestudents were up to four times his ful account of it makes entertainMore in the Satevepost tendency
age.
occasionally touching to show' biz stuff: last week’s issue tween Vancouver and Sydney, he kept reporting to me as if I were his
ing and
accounting of all the monies he
Ilobe.
reading.
included a piece on songsmith parole officer. He gave me a strict
RUa-Aly’s Big Coverage
Frank Loesser. titled “He Put 'rhat earned. Only once was he sorely tempted to go back to his old ways.
The Rita Hay worth- A ly Khan
smalltime
operator of a shell game. His
New
Zealand
into
a
In
he
ran
Division
Obscene & Lewd
Tune in Your Head." by Robert M.
wedding at Cannes on Friday <27)
A special Illinois Senate com- Yoder, and the first of an 8-parter technique w'as so naive it touched the old master. Wilson showed him
Is being given a newspaper buildup
mittee has advocated establishment by Robert Lewis Taylor. “W. C. how to step up the take. The crook immediately offered » partnership.
almost equalling the current con- of an ob.scene and lewd literature
But Wilson assured me Hie field no longer interested him.
Fields: Rowdy King of Comedy."
ference of the "Big Four" foreign division
in
the Public Welfare
In the first
Trax’eler’s Aid
Reps of all the news Dept. Group took a special slap its activities, move to decentralize
ministers.
Esquire Publications
In another place the natives wanted to elect him mayor.
But fearing
papers
local
foreign
and
agencies,
at comic books that "incite teenage is moving the Coronet subscriphis past would pursue him even to Hie South Pacific he said he didn't
and the fan mags have put in bids crimes."
tion department to Boulder City,
choo.se to run.
He
prime
ministers and potentates. He gave them
met
to attend the ceremony, with the
Legislative body reported that Colo., this summer.
Other subinvitations frugally doled out.
there was enough laws at present scription depaitmenis of the other letters of introduction to me as Grief Commi.ssioner of California, He
Lee Elroy, Miss Hayworth’s busi- to control such literature, but suglost all its early allure.
publications in its fold will al.so reported that Tahiti had
ness rep. Is handling the allocaills odys.sey ended, Wilson returned to Canada and urged the whole
gested that the director of public make the shift during the next
tion of tickets.
Scully Circus to join him in a summer of hunting and fishing. I tell
welfare be given the right to in- year.
spcct all publications before being
Oscar Dystel. w'ho is one of the >011 our relations were on a higher plane than Chamberlain and Hitler,
Comics ^ach India
And tlien to run on to this literary larceny! It has practically shatoffered for sale in Illinois.
most recent Collier’s outs, since
The comic strip^ has come to Inthe advent of Lou Ruppel as editor, lercd my faith in crooks, no matter how big their operations had been
dia.
The Times of India Pre.ss,
could have joined Herb Mayes at in the past. I had always felt about Wilson and his mob that for the
Writing*
•Writers
on
Bombay, has started a comic weekCosmopolitan-Good Housekeeping work they put into a bigtinie robbery, it wasn’t a question of crime
ly,
following the American pat"Writers On Writing” was pre- several
weeks ago. but felt he
tern, titled Junior.
Lead is being pared by the Conference of the would be left undisturbed w'ith the does not pay but that it-does not pay enough!
followed by the Indian Expre.ss of University of New Hampshire and
So Crime Doesn’t Pay Knough, Eh?
advent of Ruppel. Dystel W'as m.e,
Madras which, issues four pages of edited
Brickell and
by Herschel
A job which grossed him and his mob $1.(K¥).000 cost them every bit
before that ditto of Coronet,
comic matter along with its tabloid (Doubleday: $3). This book covers
John Denson, ex-Time-Life-For- as much thought, attention to detail and running expenses as a HollySunday magazine section.
Both the entire writing field. The novel. tune succeeds him.
wood producer puts into a $1,000,000 production. Some of Wilson’s
ublish material supplied by King short story, poetry, non-fiction and
robberies look three years to work out. Typical of his mob’s operations
f eatures Syndicate.
special markets, the regional, biorecall a bank they once robbed. The thing started by Wilson’s readThe Madras comic features Man- graphical and historical book, book
ing an innocent chamber of commerce .sort of new's item to the effect
drake, Popeye, Snookums, Bring- reviewing, how to do an article,
that a bank was building a new 12-.story building.
1st
ing Up Father, Mickey Mouse and feature articles, editorials, styles
Before the foundations were laid Wilson had moved his moll la U.S.C,
Uncle Remus.
Junior of Bombay and radio writing. In the practical
Conliiuied from pace >
co-ed who could play many character parts) into a shop across the
matures
"King of the
Royal side of writing there are chapters
From a hidden corner of her
Mounted," Peter Quiz. Mike, Billy on preparing a manuscript, author as an Important factor. How'ever. street. There she set up as a modiste.
He was perpetually
Bunter and "the Valiant Prince.’ and agent relations, author and continued high cost of living as .shop Wil.son cased the construction of Hie bank.
looking for faulty construction.
Junior, of course, has one or two
publisher, and use of speech re- well as the fact tliat much extra
items of purely Indian background,
Marijuana
Or
Novocaine?
Did He Use
coin goes in for household articles
cordings.
but these are adaptations only.
On observing through high-powered field glasses that the walls were
Articles on all these subjects are where a year or two ago they were
contributed by experts in their not obtainable is working against burglarproof hut that the ceiling was kind of weak. Wil.son ordered Doc
itous Ornstein
particular fields who know' how maintenance of high businc.ss pace de la Pena to lea.se the floor above for dental offices. Thus by the time
n
il
Bill
Orn.stein, Metro
is
flack,
to guide those in the pupilage of on Broadway.
the bank was well into its first million of cash deposits, Wil.son had
currently appearing in two literary
writing. It will help brush up tlie
Impartial observers feel that the the wliole setup cased for his own peculiar interpretation of the plirase
p’^fMines: In Decade of Short older writer and start the tyro
"combined
operation.”
high cost of attending a Broadway
Mories with "The Shadow Lingers
with information ail writers siiould
Doc de la Pena, now masquerading as a denti.st, would drill right
picture theatre is hurling when
and in Wildfire w'ith "Twenty joining co-star spot next week.
some
through
chump’s tooth and keep right on drilling through the
cents Worth of Murder."
Conother costs are included.
Joe Laurie, Jr,
Wilson, who seems
floor and the soft top-side of the bank’s safe below.
trasted to convenience of their o\\ n
*ssue of Decade, celebrating
uwu
have
had
to
a
soup that anticipated atomic fission, would do tlie rest.
luth anniversary,
neighborhoods, the temptation is
will reprint MeCHATTER
In fact he once told me it was his explosive that blew up Wall Street
troite s "Ma and
Times
area.
Also,
to
duck
Square
Mrs. Robinson.”
Art Gilmore’s book, "Radio Anlong, long ago.
•nd next issue of Wildfire also will
nouncing.” will be publisheil ibis the average fan can get \audeville
Done To the Queen’s Taste
publish
Ornstein’s
\s ith
"Ah,
Cher- fall in Brazil.
his films at many nabes now
In all the years his mob operated, grossing between $12,000,000 and
cnonia!"
Anne Ford. Little, Brown & Co. at least one day .per week. Be- $18,000,000 in the lean years^hen even a
G wasn’t hay, Wilson had
drumlieater, left on initial coast sides lower admission, outlay for
never shot a gun. It was ironic under the circumstances that what
Anti-Prron Press Palls
visit Saturday (21).
transportation and food, if dining
eventually got him a life sentence was the charge that he had shot and
,• ^^^'Kovernment-ow’ned
A rgenBennett Corf (Random House* out, is connderably less.
killed his partner in crime, an old con named Herbert Cox.
It suphave been re- auditioning several TV quiz show’s,
dii
po.sedly happened in an attempted jailbreak from the old L A. caniflim.sy pages since all with a literati flavor.
th
n
government
It was about the only charge
(orium.
never
Wilson
decided
to
i.ssue
felt
guilty
of.
June
Digest’s
Magazine
Avn
newsprint slocks and profiling Anthony B. Farrell in arAfter all. he had been bussed on tlie cheek by Queen Victoria as a
Indie Exhibs
them among its ticle titled ’’Archangel Over Broadhero of the Boer War. He had been ordained a minister of the Baptist
publications some way.”
faith
He had been a chaplain in World War I. He had been a safeContinued from page 5
Moreover, since all
Fred Johnson, San Francisco
cracker. a mail-robber, a fugitive, a jailbreaker and. finally, a convict,
new'spi lnt imports are Call Bulletin’s drama editor, in and vhich maintains a full staff of but he had never two-timed us of the liteiali.
"‘*nds of the press sei-re- tow n for 10 days to o o. current exploilcers in the field.
On that
fapi *
Oh dear, anybody wanna buy a 1941 cop> right cheap'.* It's .still good
presidency, no orders legit crop.
ha.sis. it is believed, Rodgers might
for 20 years.
pJaced abroad for newsMillard Lampell’s “The Hero.” expect a full percentage cut of the
nritfi
"'^Pn present stocks arc bought by Columbia Pictures, will gross no matter how high it went
avh,^’
inside of two months. •he published Sept. 12 by Julian over the control figure.
are in the pi'ovince of exhibition deals. Hie .Allied repoit declared:
nn
tunitics in
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arof

Lov ell Thomas.”
Walter G. PfafTenberg retired as
will advert i.sing director of the Los Anit
®nt of business before geles Times after 45 yeais on the
same newspaper.
P^R®^ of Argentine
Henry Will.son’s book aliout
^0'’® been so much re- Hollywood film talent.
Let's Be
‘oat ion of world news Somebody," will be published in
circumscribed, Now- autumn by Creative .'Vge Press.

*^'tO‘*lalizing

bo

is

Ixiwell Thomas profiled
rice Zolotow in current

opposition

kpoA.
loftf*

Messnor. Inc.

S’

adavf^til®
y*
the

more

about
much as though

it

Uruguayan press is far
***'”
and many
niany /\rAr-

subsrrfn#-**^^
u^criptions

to*date
oaie.

it.

Icying to arrange for

its

June-

issue. will plug the Louis de
film production, "Lost

RocheBoun-

Reader’s

ment

Digest,

in

Uruguayan news- daries," based on a Digest story.
Pincus "Bill" Tell, former
can keep up
However, travcllei's who Varie'iy mugg, authored "Opporto

According to

a

bulletin

issued

week by Allied of Indiana,
such a scale would be a step towards the kind "we have alwajs
plugged for." It would serve as an
incentive 'to exhihs to merchandise
pictures better, and thus
their
would insure both distributors and
the theatre operators better retuins. "It is entirely illogical.’’ the
bulletin stated, "that the exhibitor
who does an outstanding job of
merchandising and builds up unusual grosses by furnishing his patrons the utmo.st in theatre facilities. by additional advertising or
by any other of the devices that
this

made to pay the film
a greater part of each
dollar he takes in than does the
exhibitor who reinvests nothing in
the improvement of his theatre and
allows each picture to stand or tall

.should then be

company

according to its own merits”
As for the 20th policy, no adverse reaction has yet been reported bv any indie exhib group. Allied of Indiana, in fact, while alleging 20th had barked louder than
it
finally hit. commended the comthis week for ils past distrih
Noting that the new
practices
policy relegates complete authority to field staffers to make all

pany

"We commend

a policy that provides Hial after an exhibitor negotiates a contract with his salesman,
he can re.^l assured the picture will
be delivered to him according to
Hie deal worked out, and he will
not be advised just prior to his
playdale that New York demands
an increase in terms."

Bulletin continued: "I.et us say
for the record that Fox has not
made a practice of employing this
Indiana
device for an increase.”
group also greeted 20th’s decision
to re-embrace the sliding .scale,

terming

it

of selling.

an "incentive" method

CHATTER

54

Broadway
The Leo

proLindys
(Clara
Hied” in the Sunday Times mag
section by Meyer Berger.
Garry Davis to spend the summer touring Europe on lecture tour
for his One World project.
Jack Norworth partied at the

Lambs,

>

after

which he

left for his

home

at Laguna Beach. Cal.
Goldwyn foreign chief Alfred
Crown in Mexico City this week

lor huddles
there.

with

RKO

officials

Lotte Lehmann will receive the
honorai’y degree of Doctor of Music, from the U. of Portland (Ore.),

Sunday

(29

1.

Sol Lesser, who’s been east for
the pa.st three weeks, mostly vacationing, trains back to the Coast
over the weekend.
Third annual dance of the MoCashiers
Theatre
Picture
tion

Union, lATSE, at Manhattan Cen-

June

ter, N. Y.,

3.

Jose Ferrer will be given honorary degree of Doctor of Fine
Arts by University of Puerto Rico
at Rio Piedras, May 30.
Jack Dailey, manager of operations at Music Hall, getting along

okay

at

Lenox

Hill hospital follow-

ing an operation

Emmerich

last

week.

Kalman

sails

for

Europe. Friday (27) to negotiate
for production of several new
operettas which he recently wrote.
Macgregor Scott, overseas sales
manager for Associated BritishPathe, planed to Britain last week
en route home from a South American trip.

WB

producer Jerry Wald planed
from coast for quickie huddles
with Milton Berle on his forthcoming Warner pic, ‘‘Always Leave
In

Them

Laughing.”
Mrs. Jack (Frieda) Kapp plans
a Hollywood visit with her family
this summer, and will then move
into an apartment, selling their
East 64th St. town house.
Pincus Sober of Metro’s homeoffice legal staff,' w'ho is pre/ of
the Metropolitan AAU, slated to
accompany the AAU track team on
its European tour, flying with them
to London, June 2.
Metro sales vecpee William F.
Rodgers planning to attend the
graduation of his two sons. William and Thomas, from George-

London

Award

Excelsior

Park

Amusement

ballyhoo froui
front-page stories.
rific

By Lary Solloway
Clover Club reopened main room

Club Carnival floor show topped
by Jerry Colonna and Harmonica
Rascals.

Mandrake date.
Leon Enken and

I

back with “Finian's Rain-

bow" here.

DeCastro

^...^-Sherry

to

latter to

Jock Lawrence’.s
London rep on the J. Arthur Rank

Germany

Leon

son.

Beach

Jr.,

location.

featured

film

witli

young boy.

Ilya Lopert interested in "Jour
de Fete,” Borrah Minevitch’s film
comedy soon to be released.
Barbara Cole gandering French
pix and TV studios, before proceeding on European junket with Federal
Reserve Bank fatlier. W.
!

Mr.s.

Phyllis

Miller,

SI

N.

•

David Smith, of Songsmiths

re.

“BPrP-

Gregcjry Peck hospitalized
eye Infection, halting work with

"Twelve O’clock High”
Fox.

at

on
20 tli.

Mike

Kaplan took leave of abser.ce from Daily Variety
chores
for trip to Israel; maybe for
a year,
he says.
Maurice J^avidson suffered head
when camera mount plati*
weighing 25 pounds fell hom
scarfold on “Gun Crazy” set.
Steve Broidy, Monogram prexv
to be guest of honor at 25th
anni
dinner to be tossed by Independent
Motion Producers Assn.. June 2
Army orders send Major Baniev
Oldfield to Honolulu.
He’s onetime film critic for Nehra.^ka State
Journal and publicist for Warners
in Burbank, Cal., returning to
the
Army when the call went out for
injuries

public relations
experience.

men

with

civilian

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
Alexis Smith here for four days

bond

night (20*.
Dizzy Gillespie, w-ho used to
play local bars, will head show at
the Click, June 17.

Creighton Stewart. WC.\U gabback on air after a two-week
bout with laryngitis.
Bert Parks will me. three-hour
television stunt hero Saturday (4*
ber.

1

1

teleca.st

By Joe Hanson
of
Sunday

with

Abolition

Cantor Fund,

tile

'Town’s

three video stations will carry the
appeal.

South Africa

Ralph

McLean,

the

first

clarinetist

Philadelphia .Orchestra,
the symph’s recent

cinema stricken on
souglit
by Midwestern

,

;

|

j

j

1

'

Prithvi

Theatres,

un-

of central censorship

of
film.

>

I

film.s

"Co- which

i.s

being

worked

’

•

"

]

b.

honorary degree by Clark
Unive®

i

Bonibay’.s

hall.

—

to Odessa Texac
his cattle ranch
interests
Behrman to be awarded

gander

shows in Rhodesia
tour,
replaced
by
Dutch Reformed Church.
Robert McGinnis, of New York
Susan Hayward rumored com- Philharmonic.
Tic Toe, Montreal, aftei’ three ing here end of year to make film
Bert Parks brings "Stop the
weeks in Shel 1-1-Mar Room of with South African background.
Music” radio show to the Academy
Sa.vony hotel.
George King, independent pro- o'f Music June 4 to aid a newly
ducer, here investigating po.ssihi li- formed synagogue and community
lies of making films with South center in West Philly.
Show will
African background.
not be broadcast.
India
Roy Boulting and ,T. I,. Hod.son.
of London Films, here to start
By N. V. Eswar
Bombay film com pans employ- work on Sir Alexander Korda’s
Scotland
film of the Great Trek.
ees have formed a union.
Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin.
By Gordon Irving
Indian Documentary, new pix
English ballet dancers, originally
Wendy Hiller, Cyril Rite-hard
mag, has been started in Bombay.
skedded for four performances in due at King’s Gla.sgow, in ‘’.5nn
"Loves of Carmen” (Col.) has
been totally banned in Madras Jo*jannesburg, finally gave 10. all Veronica” June 13.
^ivC J.
Ramsden Greig, w .k. show scribe,
province.
Richard E. Lane, managing di- weds Pat
Move is afoot to compel foreign rector
Warren, of Glasgow ballof MacQuarrie Broadca.st- room
film houses to
family, June 23.
give a fail- pering Service of Australia, here to
centage of playing lime to Indian
Peter Hart, manager of Metrosurvey
South
African
broadcast pole, (Glasgow, severing connection
pix.
methods.
Filming of th e^Jiyes
Ji ves of Rumaksix
with
cancel.
"Oklahoma!” celebrated 150th years.Frutin management alter
rishna, Bengali sSTht. and Lord
performance
in South Africa with
Buddha are scheduled for producimpresJanet
variety
Brown,
audience participation party at Altion in Calciftta.
sionist, 'to join Alastair Sim in new
hambra theatre.

logne Cathedral
700 Year*’’ has
been bought for airing over British video stations.

didn’t

this time.

personals

““wim
William Moss
to

to aid

’

out.

Cape Town.

IS

Run

all-time record for legit shows.

Bridie play,

"The

Benny’s Kine TV

Village School-

nia.ster.”

Harpo Marx, due
Palladium June 20

W'ill take into consideration
Continued from page 1
questions of language and cultural
background of diflerent provlnce.s. ing over
eastern and midwest staKathryn Osterman 2d. 16-yearConstruction of a film studio in
tions
cld daughter of (the late* Jack
Hamburg officials have author- Hyderabad state will be completed over and will probably be aired
CBS-TV.
Osterman and Mary Daly Oster- ized 7,000,000 marks for building within two month.s.
Patriots of
Miss Raye’s program will probnan. having graduated the Gardner! of a film studio in Hamburg-Rahl- India,” to be filmed in tlu-ee lanSchool. and slated to enter Va.ssar stadt. The grant is subject to ap- guages, Hindi, Tamil and Telugu, ably a.ssunie a vaudeo formal and
may go in the NBC-TV Friday
is slated as the first production.
this lall. will do a strawhat stint proval by the voters.
night 9.30 to 10 slot, now' occupied
at Bar Harbor. Me., this summer.
Inge
Scholl,
sister
of
Hans
by the Luckies-spon.sored "Your
Katliryn Osterman 1, ye.steryear Scholl, who was executed by the
niusicomcdy star, lives with her Nazis tor his part in a plot against
Show Time,' Latter, a series of
Barcelona
gianddaughlor and daughthr - in- Hitler, has been elected chairm.nn
hall-hour films produced by MarBy J. r. Vidal-Gomts
law on lower Park Ave,
of the Ulni Film Grou|).
shall
Grant-Realm
Productions,
The German-London Film DisBoyd Bachman at the Rigat will not be renewed following the
tribution Co. (GMBH' iias been nitery N)n in his first appt'arance end of the
first 26-week cycle in
organized with home office in here.
July.
Buenos Aires
Producers received $8..5()0
Hamburg. Company wil di.st 1-11)111 e
Carujen Sevilla, dant-er, Teddy per film this year
and liad sought a
Nat Liebeskind back trom U. S. Korda films. German distribution
.alker and his Caledonians Daisy boost to
$11,000 each on the basis
jaunt.
chief is Hans Fischer, former head Daix and Bluebells Follies,
at the that their
budgets averaged beItalian conductor Tullio St'rafin of Tobis Film Di.stribution Co.
Hit/,.
tween $10,000-$ 15.000 each.
In B.
for Colon Opera series.
Screenwriter Helmuth Brandis
Director Rafael (hi to produce
Spanish
film
director
Benito has sued director Paul Verhoeven independently ‘’La Aventuras
de
Perojo back from yf'ar’s jaunt in on charges of plagiarism. Brandi.'s. Juan Lucas”
CBS’ Coast Studio Problem
("The Adventures ot
Spain.
who is demanding .50,000 marks, John Lucas”'.
Hollywood. May 24.
Bolanos Peralta. Peruvian pix claims the title and theme ot Vor(’BS may buy or rent a televiLily Moreno at the Rio niter\.
tycoon, of Liberated
Films of hoeven’s first postwar film. “Von Also Laly Monty
and Lilian de sion studio here for network video
Lima, vi.siting B. .A.
Are Not Alone.” origin.ited with Monterrey, and Demon
orchestra programs becau.se of limited space
Agustin Iru.sla feted by friends him:
now availalRe for filming and rewith singer Jose Valero.
before leaving lor Spain to make
JEIA, West Allied organization
Adolfo Torrado’s new three-aet hear.sals.
picture called
"Carlos Gardel’s handling international dealings for comedy. "Dona
Number of CBS radio stars are
Vitamina.
o|)ened
Gultarre.”
VVestern Germany, has leased "Ber- at the Barcelona
theatre,
with now' working out video formats
Italian
actress
Emma Gram- lin Ballad” on a five-year (-ontract Guadalupe
Munoz
including
Sampedro
Jack Benny, Edgar Berin
tlie
matica doing soap opera series on to distributors in Britain and lead.
gen. Lum ’n’ Abner and Amos ’n’
Belgrano web, sponsored by Palm- Switzerland. The film is a semiEini.sora Films completed "Pacto Andy.
Red
Skelton and Burns Sc
•live-Peet.
light treatment of life in postwar de
Silencio”
(".Silence
Agree- Allen are al.so pu.ssibililles for the
Director Carlos Borcosque and Berlin.
ment”>, directed by Antonio Ru- CflS-TV
fall lineup.

wife,

•

Nelson Eddy in Santa
Barbara
flu.
Georgia Gibbs sailing June i
* for
vacation in England.
Lina Romay broke an
ankle in
traffic crash on Sunset
Strip
Marshall Thomp.son recovering
*
front emergency appendectomv
Bobby Driscoll in town after
a
p.a. tour to plug "The Window ” *
Monte Hale to Oklahoma Citv
recovering from

to tee off

.

Hal Fisher and Laura Kellogg
headed north for engagement at

di.stribiilors

German documentarv

papers,

.

'rijornas.

Five O’clock Club adding show
precede and follow Barry Gray's

der direction of Indian filmstar
and Prithviraj, w'ill
undertake a tour
representatives of Eagle Lion and
IFA had a confab at Bad Reichen- of South India shortly.
•A system

German

I

in

Pompadour

Frotenac's

nightly airer.
Biz oft' around town, with ops
hotel owners awaiting Decoration
W'eekend and influx of southern
and Latin trade.

into Hotel Nicollet
Minnesota Terrace for week with
Wayne Gregg band. Lou Holtz to
follow.

tres prez.
Stove Miller,

for

Sisters

Room.

!

top.

Benny Fields

illness of his

for

Rube Bernstein, recovered from looking around
illness,

>

come over

Hollywood
—

drive.
Producer Jacques Gauthier postDuke Ellington played Temple
poning trip to U.S. on account of University
senior
prom Friday

Miami Beach

orch.

entertain troops at various fronts.
John Garfield, Gabriel Ileatter.
Alfred Drake and Patricia Morison among honor guests particiMetropolitan Opera pulled less
pating in the annual Father's Day than capacity and under
a year
award luncheon, being held at the ago for four performances on
Waldorf-Astoria
hotel
tomorrow annual visit.
(Thurs.).
KSTP has eliminated Sunday
Lawrence Audrain, homeoffice night
TV programs, hitherto
pub-ad chief of the J. Arthur a'inong week’s roost
important,
Fank-Pre.stige unit of Universal until July 31.
its
since
formation in July. 1946,
Jimmy Nederlander. manager of
resigned to take over management Lyceum, legit house,
in St. Mary's
of the new’ly-formed British Book hospital recovering
from emerCentre in New York.
gency appendectomy.
Number of film business biggies
Romo Vincent into Club Carattended an auction at the Larch- nival for current
week w'ith Harmont (N. Y.) Shore Club, Sunday monica Ra.scals and
Perry Martin
night (22
for benefit
of
the orch just ahead of Sophie
Tucker.
National Foundation for Cerebral
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota
Pal.sy, who.se
women’s group is race substituted Joe Howard 'rerand
headed by Mrs. Leonard Golden- the Carltons for Lou Holtz
when
son, wife of the Paramount Thea- illness
compelled

account,
as
Anglo-U.S. liai.son,
clippered back to England after a
fast three week’s holiday in the
States, including a quickie flight
to Hollywood on business and visit
to his family. Publicist expects to
become a father in September, so

Mariscal.

.

opened for season.
Hotel Radisson Flame Room has
Malu Gatica w'ith Danny Ferguson

2S, I949

Adriano Rimoldi and

stars

'

Tito Guizar to Hotel Radisson
prior, to Flame Room on return date startUniv., June
13,
heading for the Coast.
ing this week.
Joe E. Brown slated to receive an
Gertrude Bromberg in ahead
honorary degree of doctor of hu- of "Streetcar Named Desire.” due
mane letters on -June 3 from Bowl- at Lyceum May 30, scaled at $4.20

stems from his wartime tours to

Ana

It

"Yo Soy el Director” ("I’m the
Emile Littler plans to fly to New Director”), new' screen comedy,
“Miss
Grimberg to Europe and U. S. to York July 2, for opening of
stars Margarita Andrey and ConLiberty,”
look into video progress for Arrado Sammartln; and features Pepe
Julie Oliphant now associated Nieto and Mary Delgado. Jeronimo
gentine government.
on fulltime Mihura directed.
W'ith husband Jack
Couple are now
joint publicity.
Angel de Andres and Julio Pena
representing Sophie Tucker and are off to Mexico, former to work
Pittsburgh
Gracie Fields.
in a Mexican studio, latter to sell
“French Without Tears,” Terence his pix, among them "Siempre
By Hal Cohen
Chuck Baldizcr appointed man- Rattigan comedy, is being revived Vuelven de Madrugada" ("They
ager of King Records agency here. by Linnit & Dunfee, with cast Always Return at Dawn”), not reTommy McFarland, cafe singer, headed by Peter Hammond, Moira leased in Spain yet.
broke his leg in a fall and is hospi- Lister and Clive Morton.
Contract has been signed by
talized.
James Thurber’s "The Male Sagitario Films and Argentina
Bandleader Johnny Marino off Animal” had a triumphant pre- Sono Films for distrib of Spanish
Copa stand for week because of miere at the Arts Theatre Club pix in South America. First two to
chicken pox.
May 18 w'ith mixed cast of Ameri- be released under this agreement
("Four
Dancers Walter and Jean Brown can and Canadian artists.
Mujeres”
are
"Cuatro
del
back on road after spending month
Vivian Palmer, Tom Arnold’s ice Women”), directed by Antonio
(‘ ‘The
Sigue’
with ailing mother.
Fiesta
Amo
and
"La
from
just
back
shows producer,
Jackie Heller has Rena
^ America, having signed Ring and Feast Continues”) directed by EnSpartacos, Bobby Van & Myrna Lamb for new ice show, due at rique Gomez.
Bell at the Carousel.
Stoll’s theatre, Kingsway, someSammy Walsh, Kay Vernon 4nd time
In July.
Walter Sc Jean Brown head show'
Paris
Revival of Emile Littler’s “Lilac
opening June 6 at Ankara.
Time”
stays at the Palace theatre
Muriel O’Malley coming back for
By Maxime de Beix
two summer operettas, "Song of till July 9, after which it is re(33 Bird. Montparnasse)
Norway” and "Chocolate Soldier.” placed by revival of "Song Of
Lady Mendl lunching with Resita
Sara Ann McCabe and Wally Norway,” by same managenmnt
Winston.
Boag heading new floor show at for nine weeks.
Technicolor production, to be
The Jack Segals in, following
William Penn hotel Terrace Room.
June Arnold, of nitery ice show, made as part of the celebrations stay In London.
Sylvie St. Clair to Cannes for a
"Glide the Globe,” had to have for the Festival of Britain in 19.U,
four stitches in her leg w'hen cut with the 1851 Exhibition as its couple of weeks.
theme, is under way by London
Barney Glazcr and Harry Rosenby skates.
thal in town.
Dorothy MacNeil set for roles in Film Productions.
"The Pow'er of Darkness” closed
Jacques Deval and Jean Pierre
first two operettas of summer season, "Song of Norway” and “Choc- at the Lyric May 21 after three Aumont dining together.
The Nell Vanderbilts in Paris
and a half w'eeks, with film stars
olate Soldier.”
Simmons and
Stewart for the first time in months.
Linda Darnell, Paul Douglas and Jean
Massino Girotti and Ma.ssino de
Jean Peters will be here May 27 Granger unlikely to undertake
Santis from Rome for Paris 0 0
for Harris preem of “U Happens further stage roles.
Jimmy Forsyth, now with the
Alexander Paal in Paris while
Every Spring.”
Rank Organization, retires on the "Tale of Five Cities” is getting
32nd anniversary of his entry into along.
the motion picture industry at the
Ellen
Dosia
hypoing
Opera
Minneapolis
end of this month. He has always Comique grosses, and stalked by
been associated with the GB group the TV boys.
By Les Rees
of theatres.
"Snake Pit” (20th) getting ter-

town

ing Green Slate U. of Ohio.

May

Ve<lneg4!ay,

man;

Juve cinemactor Juan Carlos Barbleri to Chile to look over film
production there.
Television engineer Eduardo F.

may
gow

at the London
for two weeks,

follow Danny Kaye at GlasJ!mpire.

Oldtimers show’, starring Gertie
Gitana. Ella Shields. G. H. Elliott,
Lily Morris, Randolpli Sutton, etc.,
is mulling a U. S. tour offer.
Cecil Siieridan. Irish comic now
in Glasgow, returns after Olympia,
Dublin, fortnight, for anotiier 24w'eeks’ touring in the United King-

dom.
Colin Neil Mackay. drama critic,
prexy of Scottish Criti(-.s' Circle

and Scottish pul)li.sh«‘r. bi-oadca.'«l'
ing show news on BBC overseas
waves.

Amsterdam
By Don Berry
La Gaite nitery shuttered.
Malando's orcli appearing

the

at

International Fair at Utrecht

German

pic.

“The

Muidei-<‘rs

Among Us.” doing good U/
Uitkijk theatre here.
Are

Dutc-li

Decea

C’orp.

now

monthly get -loget hers with lo<’H'
publishers following squawks tha
disks ot pop tunes were c(*ming oin
too late to do any good.
Some switches in radio
at Hilversuin; Hugo de
.

Radio Unie to AVRO. as
tio
tor; newscaster James Yoland
PCJ to AVRO. and J. van Overvesi
over
(also late of Radio Unid takes
as head of AVRO’s music dept.

!

1

4* 4

May

25^

55
aged in Munich after the w ar w hen
a friend, Rudolf Hanzl, president
of the Vienna Philharmonic, found

OBITUARIES

him and brought him
The Philharmonic paid

to

Vienna.

all his bills.
Pfitzner wrote the operas “Der

Arme

Heinrich,” “Die Hose
Liebesgarten,”
“Palestrina”

announced her coming marriage to
A. VALENTINE
else.
Campbell said
Joseph A. Valentine, 45, one of somebody
died
playwright
cameramen,
had
suffered
from
top
Hnilvwood’s
May 18 at his home in chronic insomnia and may have
Si his sleep
months
ago
taken
Two
an
overdose
of
sleep
Cal.
pills
Hills,
rheviot
Award for his prior to getting into tub,
he won the Academy
on ‘‘Joan of
Other major worries were also
color photography
out of the question, he said, inas»
^Starting as an assi.stant photog- much as Heggen’s royalties from
raoher in 1918 on the old Paragon book sales and the smash “Roberts”
Lee, N. J., Valentine be - run to $3-4.000 a week. Play verlot In Fort
in 1924, sion was
in
collaboration with
came a first cameraman
Shirley Mason starrer, Joshua Logan, al.so co-author and
the
(hooting
“My Husband’s Wives,” for Wil- producer of “South Pacific.”
that time he was
He was divorced from Carol
liam Fox. Since
nominated four times for Academy Lynn Gilmer, to whom his book is
Awards- for “Wings Over Hono- dedicated.

JOSEPH

von
and

In addition, he was
the author of 100 songs, six chamber music compositions, four choral
works and a scherzo for orchestra,
besides oratorios and concertos for
violin and piano.
His works were not played in
Germany in the last years of the
w ar because of his pronounced antagonism to persecution of the
Jew's.
His book, “Pictures and
Impressions.” written after the
war, was dedicated to a Jewish

j

•

i

friend.

j

GEORGE CHRISTIE

|

,

—

in

1940

World War
served from 1942

career w’as during

he

when

II

through 1944 as a captain in the

U

S.

Army

Signal Corps.

Valentine’s mo.st recent camera
assignment was the Claudette Colbert starrer, ‘‘Love is Big Business.” Among his other films in
late years were “The Magnificent
Doll,”

“Sleep

My

Love,”

My

“Guest

A

Love.”
Wife” and “So Goes
few weeks ago he announced his
intention to abandon lensing for a
while and direct three pictures in
Mexico City, .starring Dolores Del
Rio.

He was

a

member

of the Ameri-

C.

character
River, N,

PAYNE

Frank C. Payne, 86. died May
20 at his home in Long Beach. Cal.
During recent years he had toured
this country and Europe, for the
Henry Sandage Co., but for nearly
five decades he had been in show

break in his 31 -year

^^The only
film

FRANK

j

George

•

1

“Spring Parade
and for “Joan of Arc” this

J.,

May

20.

Born in Philadelphia, he first appeared on the stage as a member
George Holland’s Girard Avenue Theatre Co. in that city in
1894.
Later he appeared with
Richard Mansfield in “CjTano de

of

business, first arranging lecture Bergerac,” “A Parisian Romance"
tours for the poet James Whitcomb and “Dr. Jekvl and Mr, Hyde.”
Riley, who was his brother-in-law.
“The Only Way.” “Barbara FritEntering the newspaper business, chie,” “Mrs. Dane's Defense,” “The
he became drama critic of the Three Tw'ins.” Polly With a Past”
Indianapolis Star, and then started and “Seven Keys to Baldpatc” w-ere
as a pressagent of road shows. among other productions in which
Born in Wabash. Ind., he always he appeared.
More recently he
thought of him.self as a Hoosier, was in “Abe Lincoln in Illinois.”
though most of his life was spent and last appeared in the Players
in New York.
Club revival of “The County ChairPayne was general press repre- man.” .
sentative for Werba A Lue.scher,
Survived by a brother.
when they hao: their great success,
‘

with Chri.stie
McDonald, “The
MRS. CHARLES M. RIPLEY
Spring Maid,” the first musical
Mrs. Charles M. Ripley, a founcomedy to have half a dozen road der of the Schenectady Civic Playcompanies, followed by “The Rose ers and onetime head of the ChatMaid,” not so successful. For many ham Concert Co., died May 21 in
THOMAS O. HEGGEN
Thomas O. Heggen, 29, author of years Payne edited the monthly Boston, Born in Mathews Court“Mister Roberts” and co-author of put out by N.Y. Theatrical Press- house, Va., Mrs. Ripley was society
the Broadway hit for which his agents, before the merger into the editor of the old Knickerbocker
book formed the basis, was found national organization. He w'as at Press in Albany before moving to
dead in his N. Y. apartment. May the old Hippodrome at the time of Schenectady 20 years ago. She was
Thompson & Dundy, doing press widely known as a monologist and
19, having drowned in the bathtub.
Police after investigating possibil- work with Wells Hawks.
dramatic reader, and directed many
Survived by a daughter, Lesley of the Civic Players’ productions.
ities of homicide or suicide, charHe Payne, of Indianapolis.
acterized death as accidental.
For the past several years Mrs.
had shared the apai-tment with
Ripley had been with the SchenecHANS PFITZNER
Alan Campbell, screenwright and
tady Gazette.
Hans Pfitzner, 80, German comformer husband of Dorothy Parker,
A husband, son and sister (Mrs.
now in poser, died in Salzburg, May 22. Floyd Walter, of Albany, who is
novelist,
humorist and
Pfitzner had been without funds vice-presideai of WROW* survive.
Hollywood.
Campbell, w hen notified of Heg- since his hank accounts in Gergen’s death, scouted suicide idea many and foreign countries were
MRS. WILLIAM H. WISE
despite fact that a young actress blocked during and after the reMrs. Jessie Moore, composer of
with whom Heggen was reportedly cent war.
semi-c'lassic songs, died in New
He was living in a home for the York. May 17. She was the wife of
romantically interested in recently
illiam H. Wise, N. Y. book pubI

1

sher.

Mrs. Wi.se was the composer of
ore than 100 songs, some of
hich were published by Cl.
These included
Inc.
[•hirmer.
Has a Thousand Eyes.”
'^ight
Bring Me Your Cares.” “Mary’s
"The
Eyes.” “Enchantment” and^
’’

SOLDIERS IN GREASE PAINT
1

1949

Jeon Blackburn
Peanuts Bohn

1

George Mock
|

Maxine Morch

Ben Reuben

Quinn Kramer to R. E. McLain.
Onawa, la.. May 14. Bride is radio

DONIGAN
79. .scenic de-

writer.

Juanita Wauer to Jim Dockum,
Moines. May 20.
Bride is
songstress with
in that city.
Margaret Crossfield to Klaus W.
Kolmar, Greenwich. Conn., May
19.
Bride is asst, scenic designer
for Spa Summer theatre, Saratoga.
N. Y.; he’s pressagent for same
troupe.
Adele Scott to Richard Paige,
Chicago. May 15. Bride is an or-

Des

and Ruvina Park.
Survived by two sons.

OWEN
Owen

Davis.

DAVIS, JR.
Jr..

42,

NBC

tele-

DORSEY

WHO

NBC

ganist; he’s an
Ann Todd to

vocalist.

David Lean. Lon-

after falling overboard
from a
sloop. He was a former legit, film
and radio actor.
Details in Television section.

actress;

JOHN V.
John V. Zwinak. 47. Kudner Advertising Agency art director, died

Bride is television personnel director at National Broadcasting Co.
Lona Pu.schctt to Albert Tannen-

don.

New

York,

May

Bride

21.

is

screen

a

he’s a pnulucer for J.
Arthur Rank productions.
Helen M. Korday to Col. Charles
A. Miller. Ft. Meyer. Va.. May 21.

ZWINAK

in

May

baum.

22.

with

He had previously been art director for the Ward Wheelock and

New

York, May 7. Bride is
record programming

WMGM

dept.

Maria Girolami to Giu.seppe Di
Young it Rubicam ad agencies and
Stefano, New York, May 23. He’s
Good Housekeeping mag.

of

Metopera tenor.

a

ARTHUR

H.

Arthur H. Ross,

ROSS
NBC

38,

BIRTHS

tele-

was found
set designer,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ross Liftig, Jr.,
hanged Sunday afternoon (22) in son. Clncago, May 14. Father is an
an NBC cellar prop room in Radio account
J.
with
Walter
exec
vision

1

Thompson agency

City, N. Y.
Details in Television section.

in Chi.

i

Mr. and .Mrs. V. N. Barrington,
New York, May 13. Mother is
Betty Luster, legit actre.s.s.
Mr. and Mrs. James Murray,
Pittsburgh.
daughter,
May 1.5.
Father's manager of Station KQV.
Mr. and Mrs. Brian McDonald,
daughter. St. Paul, recently. Father
is m e. of “Ice-Capades;” mother’s

j

son.

MARIE LE BEAU
Marie Le Beau,

75,

former

aerial-

!

with Ringling Bros., Barnum it
Bailey Circus, died in Chicago,

i.st

,

May

14.
I

Leo Borr, 28, commercial photographer and son of Waldorf-As- the former Patti Phillippi, of same
B<»rr, show.
bandleader Mischa
toria
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Berman,
suicided in his New York studio,
Father is
May 18, according to police re- son, Cuba. May 17.
ports. Besides father, he leaves a Metro manager in that territory.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wilkins, daughwife and his mother.
ter. Des Moines. May 9.
Father is
Wife, 75, of Harry E. Brown, a musician at WHO there.
Mr. and Mrs. Spike Jones, son.
pioneer exhibitor, died at the
Kane, Pa., May 10. Survived by Hollywood. May 19. Mother is the
husband and son. Clifford Brown, former Helen Grayco. band singer;
who operates two theatres in that father is the bandleader.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel M. Kirbens.
city.
twins. Hollywood. Mav 18. Father
Mother. 86. of Paul Hollister, un- is a lawyer at Columbia Pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gessenoff,
til recently RKO Pictures eastern
New York. May 22.
studio rep, died May 21 in Grand daughter.
is daughter of Al Friend 'it
Mother
Rapids. Mich., where she was |)romDowning', vet vaude performer
inent in social and civic affairs.
and now columnist of N. Y. WestDaughter 2. of Mr. and Mrs. side News, nabe weekly.
Charles St. John w;is drowned in
the flood May 23 at Forth Worth
Father is an announcer at KCNC,
Fort Worth.
I

'

I

I

Russians Choosey
Cuiitinnrd from

May

15.

Frank Testera,

uagr

3

him by the MPEA, but no word
from tile Russians as yet on wheth-

.MPEA is assuming he will he.
Soviet, under terms of the John-

er he’ll be admitted.
61.

chief

elec-

trician on the Charles Chaplin lot
for 25 years, died May- •20 in HoHywood.

agreement, niu.st purcha.se a
or others in
of 20 pix
blocks of 20— to take advantage of
Washington. D. C.
for the fiest price set. This is $50,000
projcctioni.st
Caplan.
Sld
He had operated a concert bu- Warner Bros.’ Chi theatres, died in per film, if less than 20 are bought,
reau. booking artists and concerts
Chicago May 16. Surivived by wife. tee automatically goes up to $100,of all types, from 1933 until la.st
Likcwis(‘, if 21 are
[ler pic.
()()()
season, when a stroke forced him
purchased price would be $50,000
Before that, he had
to retire.
20
and $100,000 f%i the
first
the
for
handled publicity for Loew s Paladditional one.
ace and Columbia theatres in
six months from
it
took
Since
Washington.
Continurd from pa Re I
the time the first list of 100 was
word wls reany
until
dispatched
had
has
singer
CHARLES G. BOOTH
new
a
best notices
Charles Gordon Booth. 51, auth()r in years. The Mertens. Parmelce ceived from Moscow, MI*EA is not
and .screen W'riter. died at liis and Brown division of Columbia looking for quick results regarding
sent last
home in Beverly Hills. May 22.
booked the singer for a lew. scat- the supplementary list
He wrote “The General l^icd .M tered coinrert and radio dates tor week.
Dawn.” “Johnny Angel” and other the balance of this sea.son. and set
He won an
widely read books.
about making bookings for next
Academy award tw'o years ago for year.
Response, hirgely based on
story, “The
screen
tlie best original
Bills
the N. Y. reviews and word-ofHouse On 92nd Street.”
‘fantastic, accordContinurd from pase 47
Surviving are his wife. Lillian mouth, has been
veterans.
concert
to
Charles
ing
Lind Booth, and a son.
CHICAGO
Singer is completely sold out
Rockwell Booth.
Hotel Stevens
•lackhawk
now for next season, with about 50
"Skatin',' Cinus"
Occ
Trai-«
A
with
hookings for solo recitals or
Betty Atkin.sun
DAVID
Bob ViiH'riit
Charles Hain
formerly orchestras. What is more unusual .larkir Van
50.
Murray.
David
Wonder Whcelere
lartncrcd as a dance t(“am with is that an artist absolutely unknown Ueil MaiUliM'k
Brlni'kin.'inn Sis.
l)avr DeVore
Skating Blvdearlis wife Hilda, died in New York
here tliis season becomes a top re- Lee Bines
Lucille
Chillies
ailheart
lingering
of
been
a
18
Hav
citalist in the next, having
Blacktton*
Raffloer
Jack
ay’s
the Min
.\s a team
ment.
.lerry Mapes
sold at top fees, reportedly around Lena Horne
(12)
(; «c B lUi Kay
Ore
Salle
wane long standard
D.
Metropolitan
The
$1,500 a date.
dloria Bondy
Since retirement had been with has been negotiating for Mnic.
Chei Pare*
Buddv Rii.st
T<»n> Martin
Olsen A .Johnson. Fanchon A
Palmer House
for opera appearances, dene Baylos
Barclay Allen O
Marco and latterly television pro- Nikolaidi
season be- Che/ Baree
next
her
get
won’t
A S t)e Mano
but
T
Ifittsin
was
Interment
duction.
Adorables
Bhtlan
.Margaret
booked
completely
cause she’ll be
Rodriquez Ore
biirgh. his native city.
one to till)
Besides. Columliia is r I)a\ Id.'^on O (11)
tor concerts.
Sherman Hotel
Survived by his wife.
i< MiKnon
.Manor
Mme,
Hall
.sold
Harry
it
reported as feeling
Baiin .vieri > man
BIB Snyder Ore
Welitsch too cheaply to the Met,
MRS. BERNARD NYE
"Salute to Rodgers
Helsinfs
Haminerrtein“
ti
Mrs. Ellen Nelson Nye. .55. con- and doesn’t want to make the same Al Mornan
Dreamers
Honey
Suzanne King
tralto. died in New Rochelle. .V. Y.. mistake with .Mme. .Nikolaidi,
Ralph Sterling
.Johnny O’Leary
with
artappeared
leading
had
a
She
been
22.
.Mav
.lohn Kri/a
Singer ha.«
Billy Chan«ller Ore
Ruth Ann Koesum
the' New Rochelle .Symphony Or- ist with the Vienna .Slate Opera for
Hotel Bismarck
Eric Braun
chestra as soloist for many \cars some years.
Slie s booked with C ;.:,s l iaiiklin
Silver Frolics
.VIoBro
,\1.
.'lonica
'D.O I'iiwn A
and was the wife of Bcrnaid
the N Y. Philliarmonic under Di- 'I'oni Cauer
nii<.k
sc.tson.
Nyc. director of music education in mitri
nc.xt
.Mitropoulos
Brewer Ore
.loe E. Ross
sihools
pntilic
Rochelle
llie New
singing Clytemnestra in a <-oncert M Edqcwater Boach Ete'yn Teirv
bud Brcnlice Or*
Survived by husband and a vcrsi(*n
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